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NAMES OF PLACES IN EASTER KOSS.

By the Rev. William Taylor, M.A.,

Author of " Researches into the Historij of Tain," etc.

This district is, roughly, that which lies between the Cromarty and

Dornoch Firths ; more accurately, it is that eastern division of Ross-shire,

of triangular form, of which the apex is Tarbatness, and of which the

irregular base line passes over hill and dale from the mouth of the Alness

Water to the main source of the river Oykell. It is bounded on the

northern side by the Oykell, the Dornoch Firth, and the North Sea, and

on the southern side by the Moray and the Cromarty Firths ; thus com-

prising all the parishes that are united ecclesiastically under the Presby-

tery of Tain, viz., Kincardine (including Croick), Rosskeen (including

Invergordon), Edderton, Kilmuir-Easter, Logie-Easter, Tain, Nigg, Fearn,

and Tarbat.

The bilingual character of the district will afford us a considerable

advantage in our inquiry into the meanings and historical significancy of

the names of places within it. The English or Scotch-English names, of

which it contains a good many, will of course present little difficulty, not

only because the language in which they are expressed is our own, but

because most of them, being of comparatively recent origin, have under-

gone little corruption. The names of older origin are mostly Gaelic ; these

are, indeed, often mispronounced by the younger English-speaking genera-

tion j but they may in most cases be heard in their genuine form from the

lips of the older inhabitants who are familiar with the ancient tongue.

When a place has two names, a Gaelic and an English one, of which one is

a literal translation of the other, the meaning is especially unmistakable.

When the two names do not thus explain each other, and have perhaps

vol, it. a
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no connection of meaning at all, there is greater difficulty—a difficulty,

however, which we may regard as compensated by the greater interest

which the double history of some kind, naturally suggesting itself for

investigation, gives to our inquiry.^

Even the two languages do not suffice to explain all the names of

places in this district, a good many being not easily referable to either.

Of these, however, some find probable explanation on the assumption

of the former existence here of dialects akin to, but not identical with,

the languages at present spoken ; that is to say, of a Pictish dialect

of the Celtic, more nearly allied perhaps to Welsh than to Gaelic, and

of old Norse or Danish, one of the undoubted parents of our Scotch-

English. So many names have been already explained, not in this district

alone but in other parts of Scotland, by the help of these assumptions,

that we may confidently anticipate the interpretation, by the same means,

of many more. Yet, after all shall have been done that can be done in

this way, there will probably be left a certain residuum of names still

unexplained. These, as unintelligible to Graelic as to English ears, are,

for the most part, the names, or parts of the names, of the mountains,

great rivers, lakes, gorges, and other unchangingly prominent features of

our country, and have come down to us, it is natural to conclude, through

all the ages both of Celtic and of Gothic occupancy, as survivals of a long-

forgotten past. They should not be too hastily pronounced to be irredu-

cible. But Avhen they shall have really defied every attempt at reduction

by means of the present languages and their cognates, and shall be

exhaustively collected from all Scotland for comparison and scientific

classification, glottologists will have in them hopeful materials for the

solution of a great problem awaiting them—the ascertainment of the

language, or at least of the affinities of the language, that was spoken by
those pre-Celtic inhabitants of our land, the peculiar form of whose skulls,

as disinterred from ancient barrows, has already led archaeologists to some

probable conclusions.

We will begin with the name Eoss itself, which though now given to

a whole county, seems to have been originally appropriated to Easter

Ross, or even more strictly to what the AVest Highlanders call Machair

Eois (pronounced Machir Eosh), that is, the fertile level sea-board of

Easter Eoss. Was it derived from the prevailing clan, Eoss, of the district ?

We think it more probable that the district gave its name to the clan,

and that the origin of the designation must be sought in some geographical

feature. Eoss, though hardly kno"\vn as a significant word in modern

^ Let me here acknowledge my obligation to several intelligent friends in the district

lor help kindly afforded me in my inquiries. I must name in particular Mr. Roderick

M'Lean, Ardross, a gentleman who, to familiarity with both the languages of the district,

and intimate acquaintance with its localities, adds enthusiastic love for siich investigations.

To him I owe not only the suggestion of several etymologies, but some of the most interesting

traditions to which I appeal. I am glad to know that he intends to pixblish the results of

researches extending over a wider area.
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Gaelic, is thought with considerable probability to have anciently denoted
a promontory, or rather a point of flat and fertile land jutting into the

sea ; which, being properly applied to Tarbat Ness, passed by a natural

extension of meaning first to the fertile peninsula of Easter Ross (in the

narrower of the two senses we have indicated), then to the wider district

called by that name, which includes mountains as well as plains, and
finally to the whole county of Ross. In modern Gaelic, indeed, a " point

of land " is not Eos, but either Roinn (whence the Rhynns of Galloway), or

far more' commonly Paigha (pronounced Ru'ti), Avhence the Gaelic name
of Tarbat Ness, Rugha Tharbairt. In Irish, according to O'Reilly, Eos
means either a promontory, an isthmus, or plain arable land ; meanings
sufficiently divergent from each other, yet each of them applicable to

Easter Ross (as indeed also to the Ross of Mull, which is likewise a low-

lying, and in part fertile, strip of land jutting out from that island into

the Atlantic). It is unnecessary, therefore, to have recourse to the Welsh
or British language, in which Rhos means a marsh or moor, and RJncss

(pronounced Rhuss or Rhooss), fertile land. This latter, indeed, would be

a most appropriate name for Easter Ross as it is now, and was compara-

tively appropriate for it doubtless even in ancient times ; and if there

shall appear probable reason to believe that a dialect of ancient British

akin to modern Welsh Avas once spoken in the district, this British

etymology of its name will be at least worth consideration.

We will now enumerate the most frequently occurring generic prefixes

and postfixes attached to names of places in this district, giving them in

alphabetical order for convenience of reference, and adding illustrations of

most of them.

Prefixes.

Ard (Gaelic for " high," or " a height "), whence Ardmore (" the great height ").

Hence also Ardross (" the height of Ross "), a name now restricted to one ex-

tensive property in the mountainous part of Easter Ross ; but given originally,

as is probable, to the whole mountainous region, to distinguish it from Ross

proper, or Machair Bois, the level sea-board.

Ardj (Gael. Airde, "height"), whence Ardjachy (Gael. Aird'-achaidh), "the

height of cornland," a cultivable tongue of land to the west of Tain.

AucH (Gael. Achadh or Acha\ "cornland "), as in Auch-na-claicli, "the cornland

of the stone," an estate in Rosskeen ; Auchnahanat (of which hereafter) ; and

others.

AuLT (Gael. Alt, a burn or stream), prefixed to innumerable streams.

Bad (Gaelic for a bunch or clump of trees), as in Bad-a-chlamhan, "the kite's

grove."

Bal (Gael. Baile, a "farm-residence," or " town"), in the beginning of innumerable

names both of farms and villages.

Ben (Gael. Beinn, a "mountain" or "great hill"), as in Bengarrick, the Hill of

Tain.

Blar (Gael, a " plain," and sometimes specially a '' field of battle "), as in Blarleath

(blar liath, "grey" or "hoary plain"), a plain below Tain, perhaps so called

from the hoary-blossoming blackthorn which once abounded in it.
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Cambus (Gael. Camas, a " curve " or " bay "), as in Cambuscurry, a shallow bay of

the Dornoch Firth.

Cairn (Gael. Cam, a "heap of stones," natural or artificial), as in Carn-Cuinneag,

the " pitcher cairn," a mountain in Ardross, called a cairn, doubtless, from the

loose masses of stone of which the visible portion of it is composed, and

receiving its specific appellation of " Pitcher " from its general form.

Carrie (Gael. Carragh, a monumental obelisk), as in Carrieblair, of which by-and-

bye.

Clash (Gael. Cluis, pronounced clash), a " furrow," artificial or natural, as in

Clashnacomrich, " the Furrow of the Sanctuary," of which by-and-bye.

Coil (Gael. Coille), a " wood."

CuL, 1 (Gael. Cidl), a "corner," as iu the mongrel name given recently to a small

property in Glen-UUadale, — Culpleasant, intended doubtless to mean
" Pleasant Corner."

CuL, 2 (Gael. Cid), the " back," as in Gulnaha (" the back of the kiln ").

Dal (Gael. Dail, pronounced Dal), a "field ;" a word probably borrowed by the

Gaels from one or other of the Gothic languages, though not exactly in the

sense of " valley," which it bears in these. It may be known to be Gaelic, as

in Dalmore {Dail mhor, great field), by the circumstance of its being a prefix,

not a suffix as in names like Nithsdale, Liddesdale, of Saxon or Norse forma-

tion, in Dumfriesshire, as well indeed as by the difference of meaning.

Drochaid (locally pronounced Drotsh, a " bridge "), as in Drochaid-an-aobh, the

" Bridge of Noise," of which hereafter.

Dun (Gael. Dun), a mount or hill-fort, as in Dun-ailisceig.

Glen (Gael. Oleann), a " valley," generally narrower than a strath.

Inch (Gael. Innis, pronounced iTiish), a grassy island or other choice pasture-land,

as in Innis Mhur, the " Big Island," at the mouth of the Dornoch Firth.

Inver (Gael. Inbhir, pronounced iTiiver or iFiir), a " confluence," or " the angle

of land between two confluent waters," as in Invercarron, an estate at the

confluence of the river Carron with the Kyle or upper part of the Dornoch

Firth.

KiL (Gael. Cille), a " cell" or " chapel," as in Kilmuir.

Kin (Gael. Ceann, gen. Cinn), "head" or "end," as in Kincardine. The mountain

Struie is in Gaelic called Ceann Strui', " the Head of Struie."

Knock (Gael. Cnoc), a "knoll, or "low hill," as in Knockbreck ("speckled hill").

Kyle (Gael. Caol or Caolas), a "narrow sea," or "firth."

Leck (Gael. Leac), a " flagstone."

Loan (Gael. Lon), a " meadow," or "marshy field."

Loch (Gaelic for a " lake," or other sheet of wholly or nearly enclosed water), as in

Lochslin, once a small lake (though now drained for agriculture), which must
have emptied itself into the Dornoch Firth at the village of Inver, as this is

called in the old records Inverlochslin.

Pit (not probably Gaelic). See remarks on it in what follows.

Port (Gaelic for " harbour " or " ferry "), as in Portmahomack, a village in Tarbat,

having a good harbour ; Portinculter, the " Meikle Ferry " across the Dornoch
Firth.

Pol (Gael. Poll), a " pool " or " pond," as in Polnicol and Polio.

Rhu {Rudha or Eugha, pronounced Ru'a), a "point of land," as in Rhunahinshe-
more, " the point of the Big Insh."

Strath (Gael. Srath, pronounced Strah), a "river valley," generally wide and
fertile.

Tor (Gael. Torr), a mound or castellated hill.
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The foregoing list of prefixes almost tells its own tale. They are (with

one exception) all Gaelic, and their meanings are beyond question. The
solitary exception is Pit, a syllable which begins the names of Pit-hogarty,

Pitnellie, Pitmaduthy, Pitkeiry, Pitcalny, Pitcalzean, being farms or small

properties called by these names in old charters, and still generally so

called by the English-speaking people. The Gaelic people, however,

though they do sometimes use the prefix Fit Avith a Gaelic intonation in

naming those farms, replace the Pit generally by the really Gaelic prefix

Baile, which signifies a town or farm-residence, but leave the remaining
part of the names, as they find them, quite unintelligible both to them-
selves and to non-Gaels. It seems improbable that a prefix which Gaelic

people thus habitually translate by a Gaelic word can be, or can ever have
been, itself Gaelic, or that the names in which it occurs are of Gaelic

origin. Yet its position at the beginning and never at the end of the

names which it characterises, argues it, on grammatical grounds, to belong
to one of the Celtic rather than of the Gothic languages ; and as it is

found similarly beginning many names of villages and farms in all the

agricultural counties on the East Coast of Scotland, from Moray to Fife

inclusive—that is to say, in a district which is believed to have been

formerly occupied and cultivated by the Pictish race—we infer that it was
probably a Pictish word. And knowing no reason to question, but many
reasons to accept, the usual Gaelic translation of it by Baile, we conclude

that it was the Pictish equivalent for that word, and, like it, meant a town
or farm-residence. This, it perhaps may be thought, is a narrow founda-

tion on which to rest a conclusion that Easter Ross, or at least the plain

and fertile part of it, belonged to old Pictland
;
yet we venture to draw

that conclusion. We could do so with greater confidence had we in the

district any other topographical terms that, though not Gaelic, were yet

probably Celtic—had we, for example, among the many occurrences of

Inver (Gaelic, Inbhir) in the sense of river-mouth, embouchure, or con-

fluence, any occurrences also of the British Aber in the same sense, such as

we find not infrequent in the eastern counties we have indicated, and

even in that part of Inverness-shire which lies east of the great valley of

Scotland or line of the Caledonian Canal. But since, as we have seen,

even Pit is in Easter Ross already nearly displaced by the Gaelic Bal or

Baile, we do not find it difficult to suppose that many Abers may have

existed here of old that have now been wholly replaced by Invers. Oui'

opinion that at least the level part of Easter Ross was once occupied by

the Picts is confirmed by the fact that in one place in Edderton—^just

where this level part touches the mountains—there was to be seen not

long ago a fine example (Dun-allishkeg) of those ancient structures called

Brocks, or Picts' houses, which a living archaeologist, with much force of

argument, shows were probably constructed by a peaceful agricultural

people, such as the Picts, as granaries and store-houses in which to

preserve the produce of their fields and other property from their

plundering Highland neighbours. Our opinion is strengthened by
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this other consideration, that the Gaelic dialect spoken in Easter Ross

differs notably from that of the Western and Southern Highlanders, and

in ways for which it is difficult to account, except on the theory of the

transmitted influence of an obsolete tongue.

If the generic prefixes in the district appear thus to be all Celtic, the

generic postfixes, on the other hand, appear to be almost all Gothic

—

that is to say, either English, Scotch-English, Anglo-Saxon, or Norse.

They are chiefly the following, in alphabetical order :

—

Suffixes.

Bay, as in Cambuscurry Bay—a tautology, for Camas in Gaelic means " bay."

Boll, cognate doubtless with our holl, a measure for corn or meal ; but anciently,

it would seem, denoting rather a measure of cultivated land.

Burn, as in Scotsburn.

Bridge, as in Garrick Bridge.

Brig, as in Gizzen Briggs.

Castle, as in Balnagowan Castle, Ballone Castle.

Croft, as in Mary's Croft, Poors' Croft, Hangman's Croft.

Dale, as in Carbisdale, Uiladale.

End, as in Bridgend of Alness.

Farm, as in Moorfarm.

Ferry, as in Meikle Ferry, Cromarty Ferry.

Field, as in Hartfield, Highfield, Rockfield, Seafield.

Firth (Norse, Fiord), as in Dornoch Firth, Cromarty Firth.

Hill, as in Rosehill.

House, as in Tarbat House, Kindeace House.

Mount, as in Eosemount.

Ness (Norse for a " headland "), as in White Ness, Tarbatness.

Point, as in Ardjachy Point.

Town or Ton, as in Hilltown, Hilton, Milltown, Milton.

Wick (Norse, Vik), a "bay," as in Shandwick.

Wood, as in Calrossie Wood, which contains a probable tautology, if Cal stands for

Coille, Gaelic for " wood."

To the foregoing generic suffixes should be added the termination -ie,

which is found attached to a good many names of places in the district.

It is, in sound at least, identical with the Scotch diminutive termination

ie. The names in which it occurs are reniai'kable, as in most instances

Gaelic, but modified into unintelligibility by Norse or Lowland strangers.

What renders such a process probable is, that several of the English or

Scandinavian suffixes above mentioned are found occasionally attached

to undoubtedly Celtic words. The most interesting (historically) of

such mongrel names are those which are half Gaelic, half Norse, and the

most important is, perhaps, Tarbatness ; of which the ness is undoubt-

edly Norse for a headland, but the Tarbat (or Tarhart) as certainly Gaelic

for an isthmus. Tarbat is supposed by Gaelic scholars to be a contraction of

Tarruing-hata (YitQvaWy " draw-boat "or "boat-drawing"); and the parish of

Tarbat is said to have received this name from a narrow neck of land which

separates the waters of the German Ocean at the Bay of Portmahomack
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on the north, from the waters of the Moray Firth on the south ; over

which neck the inhabitants of old used to draw their light skin-canoes or

curachs from sea to sea, in order to avoid the perilous doubling of the

lliigha, or promontory. As to this promontory, the co-existence of the

mixed name, Tarbatness, with a purely Gaelic name, Jtugha-Tliarhairt, in-

dicates pretty plainly a supervention at some not extremelj^ ancient date,

upon the native Gaels of the district, of an intruding Scandinavian race

from beyond the German Sea. Those intruders apparently accepted

Tarbat, the Gaelic name of the territory, but formed from it a compound
name for its conspicuous headland, in a way accordant with their own
idiom, by affixing Ness. As we know that the Norsemen gave names to

most of the conspicuous objects on the coasts of Caithness and Sutherland

(as well as of the Hebrides), and even to many inland farms in those dis-

tricts, we ask with interest, " To what extent do the names of places in

Easter Ross indicate the same influence 1" Let us first take the places on

the coast. Sailing from Tarbatness along the southern or Moray Firth side

of the peninsula of Easter Ross, we pass a fishing village that bears the

thoroughly Scandinavian name of Shandwick ("sand-bay"), so called doubt-

less from the little bay in which the fishermen's boats nestle. After Shand-

wick the voyager passes the Hill of Nigg (a name more probably Scandi-

navian than Celtic, and akin perhaps to nook or nick), rounds the northern

Sidor (a name that has no Gaelic meaning, but was prol^ably given by the

Scandinavians from their own language, in which Skuti, from Skuta, to

" jut out," means a shelter formed by jutting rocks). Then, passing on

his left the town of Cromarty, which had perhaps been already colonised

by a kindred Saxon or Frisian race, he sails up the Cromarty Firth until,

on the Ross-shire shore, he touches a headland, which he calls a Ness, and

which to this day is known in local parlance as the Ness of Invergordon.

Proceeding on his voyage of discovery and appropriation a few miles

farther, the Norseman similarly names Alness ; and finally passing on to

the very head of the Cromarty Firth—let us be excused for accompanying

him here beyond the strict bounds of our subject—he lands at Inver-

Feffer (in Gaelic, Inbhir-Phebran, or InlMr-Pheabhran), forms a settlement

there, establishes in it a Thing, or Court, and re-names the place Thing-

valla, or Dingwall.

But he, or another Norse adventurer, sails also along the northern

shore of the peninsula, passes a dangerous sandy bar, bearing the Gaelic

name of Drochaid-an-Aohh, which guards the entrance of the Dornoch

Firth, learns perhaps the meaning of that name as " the Bridge of Noise,"

and either translates it freely, or, by an onomatopoetic instinct prompted at

once by eye and ear, re-names the bar for himself as the " Gizzen Briggs
"

—a name apparently cognate with the Geyser, or great boiling spring of

Iceland, analogous also to the Bullers (" boilers ") of Buchan, so that it

seems to mean "the Boiling Bridges." Though the Gaelic name of the

bar in question is in constant use still among the Gaelic-speaking part of

the population, it is more difficult to explain etymologically than that
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which we regard as of Norse origin ; but we believe it to mean, as we

have said, " the Bridge of Noise." Drochaid (locally, and in this instance

always, Droit, pronounced Drotsh), unquestionably means "bridge;" but

Aohh is not now in use in any sense whatever. Eihh, however, in Gaelic,

means a prolonged sharp or tingling noise ; and, though the noise of the

Gizzen Briggs is certainly neither sharj) nor tingling, yet as acute 6 long

is in several Gaelic words interchangeable with the broad sound of ao

(French eu or German o), it would in this case very naturally pass into

this broader sound through an instinctive tendency to imitate the deep,

broad roar of the breakers that boil and foam over the sandy bar. "We

may compare with this name that Avhich Livingstone heard given by the

native Africans to the great Falls of the Zambesi—a name meaning in

their language " the sounding smoke," and thus appealing similarly both

to eye and ear. Some people, indeed, whom we have interrogated as to

the Gaelic name in question, have pronounced it to us as if it were spelled

not with hit (the common v) but with mh or nasal v, making it Droit an

naomh, that is, Drochaid nan naomh, " the Bridge of Saints," and backing this

pronunciation with a myth to the effect that there is heard on Sabbath-

days, from below the waves, the voice of psalmody proceeding from the

drowned crew or passengers of a vessel that was once stranded on the

bar. But, though Ave confess that it requires a sharp ear to distinguish at

all times infallibly between the common and the nasal v in Gaelic, we are

pretty confident that Aobh is the genuine form of the word ; for so (without

the nasal) we have always heard it from unsophisticated people who had

no myth in their minds to influence their pronunciation of it. Having

passed the bar, our supposed Norse adventurer, doubling the projecting

point of the " Morrich More " (a plain covered in part with sandhills, in

part with lagoons, or marshes, and which was once apparently covered by

the sea), gives to that projecting point, in his own language, a name which,

in modified form, it bears to this day, the " White Ness." He then sails a

few miles further up the firth, and, rounding the headland of Portnaculter,

the " Meikle Ferry," enters the shallow bay of Cambuscurry, between

Tain and Edderton. Tradition still speaks of a Danish fleet as having

anchored in that bay ; and its name (a Gaelic one), if admitted to have

undergone a slight corruption in the final syllable, may be easily under-

stood to mean the " Bay of Canoes." Did the adventurers sail on to the

very head of this firth, as they did to that of the Cromarty Firth 1 That

they did, is made highly probable by the occurrence of the Gothic name

Carbisdale at the head of the Kyle (or highest and narrowest part of the

firth), amid a host of Gaelic names all around. This spot, Carbisdale, has

become memorable as the scene of Montrose's last battle immediately before

his flight and capture ; which battle the Highlanders have commemorated

by calling the adjoining hill, in their own language, Creag Caoineaclmn—
the " Rock of Lamentation."

But though the Norsemen sailed to the head of the Firth, their main

efforts of conquest seem to have been put forth nearer to its mouth. It
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was doubtless with a purpose of conquest that (according to the Edderton

tradition) they anchored in Cambuscurry Bay. For, a mile or two to the

west of that bay, near the parish church of Edderton, there is a rude

monumental obelisk, traditionally said to mark the grave of a Danish

prince, and to this day called Carrie-blair (Carragh-a'-bhlciir), the " Ol^elisk

of the Battle-field." Not far from it also is Balblair (Baile-a-bhlair), the

"town " or "farm of the Battle-field." Then, on the hill-side, some little

distance above, is a peat-moss bearing the name of Ranich (in Gaelic,

Ehmich, "crying" or "wailing")—a curious appellation, which may be

supposed to commemorate the lamentation of women over their dead slain

in battle. Closely adjoining this, but on the other side of the hill towards

Tain, is another peat-moss bearing the no less ciirious name of the

Gocaman, that is, "Sentinel," suggesting the idea that at this place a

sentinel was posted in the olden times to warn the inhabitants of Tain,

and generally of the fertile country of Easter Ross, of the approach of

enemies—whether of caterans rushing down from the Highlands of the

west, or of vikings from beyond the North Sea. The dangers from the

former source are perhaps commemorated in the name of a sand-hill

formerly visible on the shore east of Tain—" Paul MacTyre's Hill "—so

called apparently after a noted freebooter of that name, who, from the

heights of Kincardine, where he resided, in the fourteenth century, kept

his neighbours of Sutherland, Easter Ross, and even Caithness, in terror

of his raids, subjecting them to an oppressive black-mail. The reality of

the other danger we have already learned from the Edderton obelisk and

traditions, and from the names of various places in that parish. We find,

moreover, significant indications of foreign conquest in various names in

the parish of Tain and other parts of Easter Ross. Not, indeed, in the

name of Tain itself (anciently Than or Thaijne), though this was supposed

by a late distinguished antiquarian in the north to be derived (like Ding-

wall) from the Norse Thing or Ting, "a court." At one time Ave adopted

that etymology, but only for lack of a better, as we always felt it

necessitated the supposition of a rather too violent corruption. We are

now inclined to think that the name of Tain (which is given not only to

the town, but to a river or stream which enters the firth below the

town) originally belonged to the stream, and from it passed to the town,

not vice versa from the town to the stream. Three northern towns

—

Thurso, Wick, and Nairn—are undoubtedly named after the rivers at

whose mouths respectively they stand, as is proved by the fact that in

Gaelic they are called Inhhir-Tlielrrsa (Inver-Thurso), Inhhir-Uig (Inver-

Wick), and Inhhir-Nearainn (Inver-Nairn). Now, the tradition is that the

town of Tain was once built much nearer than it is at present to the

mouth of its river, on land that has been in great part swept away by the

sea, but that was called in old charters, and is sometimes remembered still as

Inver-Eathie, or in Gaelic Inbhir-^ thai'. Eathie or Athai must then have

been at one time the name of the Water of Tain. And since the same name
belongs to a burn near Cromarty, made famous by Hugh Miller as the
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" Burn of Eathie ;
" since a river also in the Buchan district of Aberdeen-

shire bears a nearly similar name, Ythan ; and since Buchan, in its names,

bears many marks of old Pictish occupation, our conjecture is that Ythan

was the Pictish equivalent of the Gaelic Alt and Welsh Nant, a "stream"

or " burn ; " and that it came, in the instance we are presently concerned

with, to be abbreviated in tAvo different ways, both in the form of Eathie,

found in Invereathie the old site of the town of Tain, and in that of

Than, Thayne, or Tain, the name of the present town.

We do not then find evidence of Norse occupation in the name of Tain

itself; but we do find a good deal of evidence in the names of other places

in the parish. Thus in the north-eastern corner, and near to the fishing

village of Tnver, where there is a fairly good natural harbour for invaders

to have landed, there is a farm called Balingall, which is manifestly the

Gaelic Baile nan Gall, the " Town of the Lowlanders or Foreigners," a

name that must have been given by the Gaelic population to a settlement

of persons speaking a strange tongue ; for Gall meant to the Gael exactly

what fSdpfSapos did to the ancient Greek. Now it is noteworthy that

almost at the opposite corner of the parish there rises a stream called the

.Scotsburn—a name which at once recalls that of the Scotswater, by Avhich

the Firth of Forth was known when it formed the boundary between

the Anglo-Normans on the south and the Scots or Gaels on the north,

and which suggests the idea that the Scotsburn, too, must at some time have

been a dividing line between races. Unlike Balingall, this name must

have been given by the foreigners, though the natives also have adopted it.

The Gaelic people, however, often translate it into Alt nan Albanach,

which means the same thing. " Why is it so called 1
" we lately asked a

small tenant who resides in the Glen of Scotsburn. " There was a battle

once fought there between the Scotch and English." " And which party

gained ? " "I suppose the English." And so Ave suppose too, if for

English we be alloAved to substitute Norsemen. The tradition of a

decisive battle fought there is confirmed by the name of the hill that

fianks the glen on its eastern side, Bearnas a' Chlaidheamh ; for, though

Bearnas has no known meaning as it stands, the supposition of a very

slight corruption—the transposition, namely, of a single letter r—gives

us Bre'anas ("Judgment"), the whole name thus yielding the meaning of

" the Judgment of the Sword ;
" a name most suitable for the site of a

battle that fixed for a time the territorial boundaries of two contending

races. In the Ordnance map the name appears, but less agreeably to

common usage, as Beam a' chlaidheamh, or the " Notch of the Sword."

Even this name, though less suggestive, is still plainly enough indicative of

war. Still more indicative of deadly war is the name of a place about

a mile distant, C/wc nan Ceann, the " Hill of Heads " (the Ordnance map
transliterates it Knocknacawn)—an appellation so immanageable by
Lowland tongues, and so gruesome also in its suggestion of human heads

piled upon the spot, that a more attractive English name (Rosehill) has

been given to a villa residence lately built upon it.
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The Scandinavians must have seized, whether or not they permanently

occupied, not only most of the parish of Tain, but other large parts of

the plain of Easter Ross. Not far from that farm of Balingall, in whose

Gaelic name we have seen preserved the memory of foreign occupation,

there are two farms (one of them now the home-farm of a large estate),

bearing names of indubitably Scandinavian origin,—Arboll ^ and Cadboll.

These are situated in the most fertile part of Easter Ross, and thus not

only indicate plainly enough what the Norsemen sought in their invasion,

but show that they were to a large extent successful in attaining their

object. Not, indeed, entirely successful ; for all around these Norse

names are many that are not Norse, but manifestly Gaelic, along with

some that are probably Pictish.

So much for the Norsemen. Now for indications of religious and

ecclesiastical influence. The name of one of the parishes, Kilmuir, mean-

ing Mary's cell or chapel, tells its own tale ; we remark only that the

prefix Kil points probably to Culdee rather than to later Romish times.

Nonikill, the name of a ruined chapel in the parish of Rosskeen, is said

to mean Ninian's cell— a somewhat doubtful etymology, because accord-

ing to Gaelic, and indeed all Celtic analogy, the generic syllable Kill

ought to have preceded, not followed, the name of the saint. But if the

etymology be allowed, it is interesting as leading us back for the introduc-

tion of Christianity into Easter Ross to times even earlier than those of

the Culdees—to the days of Ninian, the founder of Whithorn in Galloway,

or, at least, of his disciples. Near Tarbatness is Portmahomack—in Gaelic,

Port-ma-Chahiuic, the harbour of St. Calmac. Ma, whether we suppose it to

be a contraction of the Gaelic Maol, " bald," or of Mael, " servant," is found

in many names derived from Culdee saints in other parts of Scotland.

Calmac, then, we presume to have been a Culdee saint, who landed at

Portmahomack, in order to evangelise Easter Ross. It quite accords with

this, that the parish church of Tarbat, which is close to Portmahomack, is

in old documents called the Church of St. Colman ; for, in not a few Gaelic

words, final ii or rather nn, is dialectically interchangeable with c or g.

There is, not far from Portmahomack, a fine natural cave, called Teampull

Earach (or Eirich), entered by a " noble porch, which conducts the explorer

along a corridor to three successive chambers." Whether the word

"Temple" indicates the employment of this cave for Christian worship by

St. Calmac (Colman) or some other evangelist, or whether it tells of heathen

worship in still older times, we are unable to say. St. Calmac apparently

did not confine his preaching to the sea-coast; a name, Kilmaclmlniag,

"the cell or chapel of St. Calmac," in the heights of Kincardine, indicates

that his evangelistic labours extended into the heart of the county.

1 Assuming holl to be Norse for a piece of cultivated land, the prefix ^r is probably the

Scandinavian cere, which was an old coin, the eighth part of a mark [an ore is still a current

coin, the hundredth part of a krone, which equals \s. He?.— Eds.] ; so that the name of this

farm becomes analogous to the marklands, pennylands, etc., found in various parts of

Scotland. Perhaps Eriboll, on the north coast of Sutherland, is the same as Arboll. What
the Cad of Cadboll means we do not know.
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In the Gaelic names of the town and parish of Tain (Baile DhutJmich,

"St. Duthach's town," and " Sgire-Dhuthaich, "St. Duthach's parish"),

we find commemorated the name of another saint—indeed the most

famous saint of Easter Ross. The traditions of the fifteenth century

aflfirm him to have been a native of Tain, and Irish annals afiirm him

to have been "the chief confessor of Ireland and Scotland" in the

eleventh century. Besides a number of places in his nati^'e town and parish,

the farm of Fitmaduthy, in the parish of Logic, has almost certainly

derived its name from him ; for Ma, as we have seen, indicates a Culdee

saint. If Pit was, as we have said, a Pictish word, then one Pictish word

at least must have been in occasional use as late as the eleventh century,

even if Pictish, as a language, had fallen into disuse by that time.

Belmaduthi/, the name of a mansion-house near Fortrose, has the same mean-

ing, but in more consistent Gaelic. Did the same century, then, witness

the transition in Easter Ross from the Pictish to the Gaelic language, that

witnessed the transition in Scotland from Culdee to Romish ecclesiastical

customs ] At the southern boundary of the parish of Tain, near Scots-

burn, is a place called Clash na Comarich (Clais na comaraidie), the

"Furrow of the Sanctuary," where doubtless the fugitive of old, when
making for the Girth of Tain, drew breath, knowing that he was now
safe. (Comaraich, we may observe, is the Gaelic name also of a parish in

Wester Ross, Applecross, which, like Tain, had a right of sanctuary).

Near the Clash or Furrow just mentioned is a copious fountain of pure

water bearing the name in Gaelic and English of Fuaran Daihhidh, " St.

David's Well," the St. David being probably King David I. of Scotland,

that " sair saunt to the Crown," who may have been the donor both of

the fountain and of the lands adjoining it to Tain and its " Girth."

In the parish of Tain, there is a farm called Pit-hogarty, which we
suppose to be the Pictish equivalent of the Gaelic Baile-Shagart (pro-

nounced Bal-a-hagart), and to have meant the "Priests' town " or " farm;"

also quite near the traditional birthplace of St. Duthach, is Cnoc nan

Aingeal, the Angels' Hill (a name noticeable as the same with that of a

place in lona, where St. Columba is said to have had a vision of angels on

his arrival in the island of his intended labours) ; and not far off is a small

estate, now known as Kirksheaf, but anciently known as Kirk-skaith, a

name either of Scotch or of Scandinavian origin, and at all events of

ecclesiastical import.

One other religious memory, before leaving St. Duthach. In the

upper part of the parish of Tain is a footpath or bridle-road, called the

King's Causeway, which tradition affirms to have been constructed by the

people of Tain for the King (whether James iv., whose pilgrimages to

St. Duthach's were numerous, or some other of the old Scottish kings),

upon their learning that he was on his way, barefoot, to the shrine of their

local saint. The Gaelic name is Rathad an Righ (pronounced Raad an

Ree), meaning the same thing ; and this is likewise the Gaelic name of

the estate of Raddery, in the peninsula of the " Black Isle," over which.
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say the Black Isle traditions, the king journeyed on his way to Tain

between the two ferries of Ardersier (Fort George) and Inverbreckie

(Invergordon).

Let us complete our review of ecclesiastical and religious names by

examining the remaining names of parishes in the district. Four—Nigg,

Tarbat, Kilmuir, and Tain—we have already considered.

Fearn, the parish next Tain on the east, has a borrowed name, trans-

ferred to it from the original site of the Premonstratensian Monastery

at Fearn in Edderton, founded in the thirteenth century, by Farquhar,

Earl of Ross. It appears that, though the situation of the monastery was

in other respects very pleasant—for it was amid beautiful scenery, and

the place itself (afterwards divided into the three farms of Easter Fearn,

Wester Fearn, and Mid Fearn) was very fertile,—the monks did not relish

the close neighbourhood of the wild Highlanders of Kincardine, and

therefore shifted their residence to a spot in the parish of Tarbat, which,

though far less beautiful, was even more fertile, and where they had the

Burgh and Girth of Tain interposed between them and the marauders

they feared. They carried Avith them the name of Fearn from the former

locality, where an abundance of alder-trees had made it appropriate {Fearn,

in Gaelic, is an " alder-tree ") to their new abode, which was thenceforth

known by the name of New Fearn, Latinised into Nora Farina. After the

Reformation, the lands around the monastery were disjoined from Tarbat,

to form the parish of Fearn, or, in Gaelic, Sgire Mhanacliainn {i.e. Monastery

Parish), or sometimes Manachainn Eois (the Monastery of Ross), in con-

tradistinction from lar MhanacJi (the Western Monastery) or Manachainn,

MMc Shimidh (the Lovat Monastery) at Beauly.

LoGiE.—The name of this parish is undoubtedly from the Gaelic Laige,

" a hollow," because the church was formerly situated in a sheltered

hollow.

Edderton.—This parish has a name so English-like, as to strike even

Englishmen travelling in this part of the Highlands. But this is a mere

accident ; for the name cannot be explained either from the English or

from any allied language, but, as pronounced by the Gaelic people, is pure

Gaelic. The two Gaelic words Eaclar Dhin ("between duns ") give, both

as to sound and sense, a good etymology ; for these two words, rapidly

uttered, are almost exactly Edderton ; and the parish contained until

lately at least one remarkable dim or broch, and is traditionally said

to have contained several more.

Kincardine is a more difficult name. Kin is certainly the Gaelic Ceann,

"head" or "end," so that it must mean here the Head or End of some-

thing. Of what 1 The Dornoch Firth has its apparent head close to the farm

and church of Kincardine ; for just there the broader sheet of the firth

suddenly narrows to the dimensions of a river, all of it above this point

being called by a different name, the Kyle. Cardin is not known to be a
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Gaelic word at all ; but we might imagine it to be a slight corruption of

Gairdean,a,n "arm," could we show (whichwe cannot), that the Highlanders,

like the Lowlanders, conceived of firths as arms of the sea. Or we might

imagine it to be a borrowed word, a Gaelic corruption of the Scandinavian

Fiord, "a firth." But in the absence of all evidence for either of these

suppositions, we will mention the ingenious derivation offered by our

friend Mr. M'Lean, who supposes cardine to be a contraction for car-

aodainn, the "bend of the (hill)-face," or the " bending hill-face," so that

Kincardine would mean the " end of the bending hill-face ;" a name
suitable enough as describing one feature of the locality, though by no

means so strikingly suitable as would be the " Head of the Firth," could

we only prove this last historically, and by comparison with the three or

four other Kincardines in Scotland.

Croick, lately disjoined from Kincardine, is said to be derived from

Crh, a sheep-fold or other circular enclosure, and to be so called from the

circle of mountains within which the disjoined portion is enclosed.

ROSSKEEN (in Gaelic, Ros-Owme) is the name of a large parish, but

is said to have denoted originally only the point of land or peninsula

now known as the Ness of Invergordon ; this peninsula, it is further said

(whether traditionally or by an etymological guess), was so called after a

man Macqueen, who once farmed it. But the fact that there are other

Rosskeens (two or three) in Ireland, makes this an improbable guess.

Joyce^ says, that one of the meanings of the Irish Ros is " wood," and

that Caoin means " beautiful ;" those Irish names meaning the " beautiful

wood." Possibly. But in Scottish Gaelic those two words have not the

alleged meanings ; and besides, there neither is, nor is it likely that there

ever was, a "beautiful wood," if a wood at all, on the Ness of Invergordon.

We therefore regard the name as of unknown origin. The most impor-

tant place in this parish is

—

Invergordon, which has recently grown up to be a flourishing sea-

port town. It is so called from the estate of Invergordon, which is itself,

however, quite a modern and mongrel name, composed of the Gaelic

Inver (" confluence ") fantastically prefixed by a former proprietor to his

oAA'n name Gordon, as if that were a river. The name had previously

been Inverbreckie, and one farm on the estate is still called so. The
" Inver " is explained by the statement that, previous to modern agricul-

tural changes, there was on this farm a confluence of two small streams.

Assuming the termination ie to be here (as in several other names of

places in the district) an accidental meaningless addition to an original

Gaelic name, Ave take that to have been Inverbreck (Inbhir breac), the

" speckled confluence," whether so called from the appearance of difi"erently

coloured mingling waters, or from the alternation of differently coloured

lands in the angle between the two Avaters.

1 Irish Names of Places.
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Before passing from names connected directly or indirectly with

religion, we will mention one more. There is, in the parish of Kincardine,

a farm called Auchnahannat (Acha na h-Anait, "the field or corn-land of

the Annat," whatever "the Annat" may mean). Several other j)laces in

the Highlands are called Annat ; and, as we are informed, there are at

each of them indications of an old burying-place. The word Anat, then,

may have meant a burying-place. The word is said, however, whether

traditionally or conjecturally, to have been the name of a heathen goddess

who was of old worshipped at those spots. If so, the thoroughly Celtic

form of Acha nil h-anait, in which Anat is construed with the Gaelic

feminine article in the genitive case (na h- being = the Greek ttJs), suggests

two conclusions : first, that Anat was probably an appellative title for a

goddess, or supernatural female in general, rather than the proper name of

a particular deity ; and, second, that whether particular or general, the

deity worshipped was Celtic more probably than Scandinavian or Gothic,

if not of still earlier origin than either, and a survi^'ing superstition of

the prehistoric race. This is an interesting point, involving a still more
interesting inquiry, what the connection was in that old heathen religion

between burial and worship ; whether those ancient people made it, as

mediaeval Christians did, a matter of religion to bury their dead near

their places of worship, or, more probably, offered actual prayers and

sacrifices to the dead, and beside their graves.

This speculation has led us back to very remote times indeed. Other

superstitions, probably quite as old in their origin, have left more distinct

traces in popular tradition, perhaps because of a more domestic character.

Not only are there in the district a good many Fairy Hills, called SWiean

(pronounced Sheean) ; but in Eosskeen there is a spot called Muilean v

nam Fuadh, that is, " Mill of the Fuadhan," the Fuadhan, says the myth,

being spirits who used to work for the miller during night, if cooked

victuals were placed in the mill for them.

The following belongs to the Celtic heroic age. On the Mains of

Ardross, there is a great cist bearing the name of Flonntairneach, a peculiar

name Avhich has been supposed to mean the Cairn of the Fingalians.

Round it are many small tumuli, indicating, it is probable, the site of a

great battle ; as to which, hoAvever, nothing is known.

But let us come to names commemorative of feudal and other manners

and customs not so ancient, yet now obsolete. There is in the district

quite a startling number of knolls known as Gallow Hills (in Gaelic

Gnoc na Croiche), telling too unmistakeably of the possession and exer-

cise of the power of "pit and gallows," by the lords of every manor or

barony, not very long ago. There are several such in the parishes of

Tarbat and Fearn. In the parish of Logic there is not only a Gallow

Hill, but beside it a Drowning Pond (in Gaelic Foil a Bhathai'), which

tradition still speaks of as used in the execution of witches and other

female criminals ; overlooking both the Gallow Hill and the Drowning

Pond is the "View Hill" {Cnoc an Amhairc), on which spectators stood to

I
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witness the executions. On the links of Tain also is a " Gallow Hill,"

used when the magistrates had the power of life and death. An English

traveller, Eichard Franke, who visited Easter Ross in the year 1657-58,

says that in Tain all criminals were drowned. In this he was certainly

MiTong, though we do not doubt that female criminals were drowned there

as in Scotland generally. There is indeed no Drowning Pond remembered

at Tain, but the adjacent river would answer the purpose. Franke doubt-

less committed the error, common to travellers, of generalising too fast

from some single case.

In the parish of Rosskeen there is a large boulder-stone called Clach

ceann nam meur, the "Stone of the Finger Ends," at the east of the Farm
of Dalnadoich, "the field of the stone." Connected with this stone is a

tradition which shows it as a horrible memorial of feudal times—that a

laird of Achnacloich, when settling marches, asked a youth, whom he

had taken to witness the settlement, whether he would remember that as

the march-stone. On his replying that he Avould, the Laird commanded
liim to lay his hand flat upon the stone, and with a stroke of his sword

cut off the tips of the lad's fingers, saying, " You will remember it now."

And posterity still remembers it.

Delny (formerly Delgny), now a farm in the parish of Kilmuir, was of

old a seat of the Earls of Ross, and, as is said, a place where they trans-

acted business with their retainers, whence it was called Tigh Deiligni', the

" House of Dealing," This is however very impure Gaelic borrowed from

English, so that the etymology is not very satisfactory.

Balnagown, now the name of the castle and large estate of a Baronet,

means, in Gaelic, " the smithy-toAvn," and this reminds us of the times when

the occupation of the smith (as the armourer) was specially honourable,

and his workshop the most important place (after the laird's house) on

the estate.

Duel Hill, a sandy knoll below Tain, has borne this name for about

150 years, because, says a still vivid tradition, it witnessed the last fatal

<luel in the district. We know not that it has any Gaelic name.

Cnoc a' Mhadai', the " Wolf's Knoll," has its name explained by an

interesting tradition kindly communicated to me by Mr. M'Lean. The
knoll, it is said, was the den of the last wolf killed in Scotland, " The
story," says Mr. M'Lean, " was quite fresh'in the people's minds forty years

ago, so that the Avolf must have been later than the historical one killed

by Black Ewen of Locheil," An old woman had gone to a neighbour's

house for the loan of what used to be well known in Scotland as a baking

girdle. On her way home at night, when passing a clump of trees, she met
the prowling wolf. In terror she flung the girdle at him, and returned to

the house she had left to give the alarm. The people soon gathered, with

guns and sticks, for what they expected would prove a desperate fight,

but they found their enemy dead, the sharp edge of the iron girdle having

penetrated his skull—an ignominious end for the last Scottish wolf.
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Saltburn (in Gaelic, Alt an t-salulnn), the name of a small village on

the Cromarty Firth, near Invergordon, preserves the memory of those

not remote days when a heavy duty was payable on such a necessary of

life as salt. In those days smugglers, it is said, used to conceal salt in

the banks of a burn at the east end of this village, with the view of dis-

posing of it at leisure to the people around.

We ^vill now enumerate, in no particular order, some remaining names

of places that have not come up under any of the classes we have con-

sidered ; not attempting to make the list exhaustive, but omitting a

multitude that present no features either of historical, traditional, or

etymological interest.

Allan is the name of an Easter Ross estate, noted for the fertility of

its clay lands, which are said to produce the finest oats in the north, if

not in all Scotland. The name Allan sallacli, by which one part of the

estate is mentioned in an old charter, was probably not meant to be

uncomplimentary, but to be descriptive of the soft, loamy character of

the soil, which the casual foot-walker in rainy weather doubtless found as

disagreeable as the modern agriculturist finds it satisfactory for his uses.

There is a Gaelic word Ailean, meaning a "green plain," of which Allan

is the nearest possible English pronunciation, and which affords therefore

a satisfactory etymology.

Balmuckie is a farm in Fearn. The name is doubtless the Gaelic

Baile-mhuc or Baile nam muc (the "Town," i.e. "Fai-m of Swine"), with

the Scotch-English termination ie affixed. A neighbouring farm has a

different but quite analogous name ; it is Balnagore, that is, Baile nan

gabhar, (the "Town of the Goats"). A well also in the locality is called

Tobar nan gabhar, "the Goat's Well."

The Scotch-English termination ie, as we have now partly seen, is

found attached to several names that, though not pure Gaelic, are, when

deprived of that termination, easily reduced to Gaelic. Such as,

—

Aldie, the name of the Water of Tain in its middle course; the name

also of an estate lying on the left bank of that water. It seems to be just

the Gaelic Alt (pronounced Ault), "a burn," having the Scotch-English ie

attached, and otherwise so modified in sound by Scotch-English tongues

as not to be at once recognisable as a Gaelic word even by the Gael,

who has therefore received it back from the intruding Lowlander in his

altered form, and now calls it Alldai\

Rhynie, Dunie, Ardcronie are names formed after the same analogy.

But more interesting is Calrossie (with the accent on the first syllable),

the name of a richly wooded estate in Easter Ross. Though now used

even by the Gaelic people in this form (with a more Gaelic-like enunciation

indeed, as if it were spelt, according to the Gaelic system of orthography,

Callrosai'), it has no meaning in Gaelic, any more than in English. Yet

VOL. II. B
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it presents every appearance of having been the Gaelic Coille Hois, the

" Wood of Ross," modified in sound by Saxon, Norse, or Lowland incomers,

and received back by the Gaelic people in its modified form.

A still more interesting name of mingled origin is Glen-Ulladale,

by which the valley of the Aldie, or Water of Tain, is in its upper course

denoted in older records. The prefix and the affix of this name are iden-

tical in meaning, and, belonging originally to different languages, tell

us of a gradual blending of the tAvo races whom we have already seen

engaged in deadly war at the Scotsburn, in the close neighbourhood of

this valley. As for Vila, the middle and distinguishing part of the

name of the valley, it is so very like the distinguishing part of the name

(in Gaelic) of the strema at this highest part of its course

—

AU-Luai' {i.e.

the " Waulking " or " FulHng Burn," or, as it is still more unromantically

translated, the "Washing Burn"),—that we identify the two. The

invading Saxons or Norsemen having, as we suppose, heard the burn

called Uiai\ named the valley through which it flowed Luadale, slightly

altering it into Uladale. In course of time, the surrounding Gaelic

population received back this name, Ulladale, from the sons of the

strangers, whom they had now accepted as friends ; and, not knowing or

not obser\ang that the last syllable contained the idea of valley, prefixed

their own Gleann, or glen, in that sense, thus unwittingly creating a

taiitology. Such tautologies are, Ave think, not infrequent in names of

places formed during the blending of races.

Fendom (always used with the article—" The Fendom ") is the very

curious name of a low-lying plain east of the toAvn of Tain, which has from

of old contained a number of farms more important, relatively, in former

days than noAV. In Gaelic it is called Na fana (locally pronounced Na
fitnu), AA^hich in all probability means the " Ioav grounds," and is perhaps

cognate Avith the Gothic Fen : from Avhich last, doubtless, " The Fendom "

has been formed, but in a Avay to which Ave know no English analogy,

except in Kingdom., Earldom, Christendom, and a very feAv words more, in-

cluding one other local example, the " Mairdom of Delny " (probably

from the Gaelic Moor, " officer "). Connected Avith this curious name of

Fendom is the name of " The Plaids," formerly the home-farm of an im-

portant estate, to Avhich Avas long attached the " Bailiary of Tain," and

AA-hich is really part of the Fendom. In Gaelic it is na Plaidean, which,

we suspect, is a Gaelic corruption of the Scotch-English, " the flats," and

so, like the Fendom, indicates the blending of races.

Meddat is the name of a certain farm. It was the name of the large

estate which is now known as New Tarbat, and on Avhich is built Tarbat

House, the family seat of the Earls of Cromarty. The parish of Kilmuir

Easter was once called Kilmuir (of) Meddat. We cannot reduce the name

to any language knoAvn to us ; but it is noticeable that the termination at

is found in several other names equally unreduced ; viz., in Annat (already

mentioned), Amat (an estate on the heights of Kincardine), and Bennet,
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or Bennat (in Meall Bemiei, a hill in Ardross). Possibly ai was a signifi-

cant affix belonging to the prehistoric language of Scotland.

May we say a little about one unexplained name more—that of

Geanies, an estate in Tarbat 1 The word is a plural ; for in old charters

we find mention made of Easter Gany, Mid Gany, and Wester Gany. The

Gaelic name is Gan. In at least one old charter it is spelled Gathenn, of

which (if Gaelic) the pronunciation would be Gahen, but which suggests

the possibility of a still older form, Gaten. We know of no meaning for

the name in any of its forms in either of the presently spoken languages

or their cognates. Did it belong to the prehistoric language % We are

interested at least in comparing it with the name Cantae, given by the old

geographer Ptolemy to the tribe inhabiting the country between the

Moray Firth and the Western Highlands : we venture to compare it also

with the name Cantium, which he gives, as Julius Caesar had previously

given, to the county of Kent, and indeed to the south-eastern part of

England, including London. It is to us by no means inconceivable

that in prehistoric times one language (branching doubtless into many

dialects) may have prevailed all over Britain, and that this particular

word, Gaten, or Cant, may have been known from south to north. If so,

its meaning may perhaps be guessed at from those geograi)hical features

which are common to Easter Ross with the south-east of England—both

being maritime and both fertile.

To the number of unreduced, and perhaps irreducible, names, let us

add Stride, a mountain in Edderton ; Onoc Lecli (compare Ben Ledi, in

Perthshire) ; Garrick, the old name of what is now the Hill of Tain
;

Oykell and Enig, two rivers in Kincardine. We do not add under this

head the Carron, the name of one of the chief influents of the Dornoch

Firth, and of at least two other streams in Scotland ; for it may with

probability be explained as Gaelic, from Car (a "bend" or " turn"),

conjoined with Amhuinn (pronounced Jvin, and easily contracted into an),

a "river," so as to make "the winding river."

The chief results, then, of our investigation are :

—

First, That the names of places in Easter Ross present probable traces

of at least one prehistoric race.

Second, That they furnish evidence of ancient Pictish occupation.

Third, That they show constant occupation by the present Gaelic

race for many hundred years back.

Fourth, That they give distinct evidence of at least one, and perhaps

more than one, hostile invasion and partial occupation by Gothic tribes,

whether Germanic or Scandinavian, or, as is probable, both.

Fifth, That they indicate the first planting of Christianity in the

district to have taken place at a period almost as early as in the south of

Scotland.

Sixth, That they present memorials of manners and customs, feudal

and of other kinds, that, if less ancient, are at least of considerable

interest.
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Seventh, That they show the English or Scotch-English language

not only mingling Avith the Gaelic of the district from a pretty remote

time, but in later days rapidly displacing it ; a process that must be

painful to the Gael as a matter of patriotic sentiment, and because of some

real evils necessarily attending it,—but that is inevitable, and that will

in the end be beneficial to the Highlanders themselves.

PHYSICAL CONDITIONS OF WATER IN ESTUARIES.

{Read at Meeting of British Association, Aberdeen, 1885.)

By Hugh Robert Mill, B.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.C.S.

Chemist to the Scottish Marine Station, Granton, Edinburgh.

Rivers either flow directly into the sea or mix gradually with sea water

in inlets ; and the density, temperature, and salinity of the water vary

at various points in the course of the estuary and in vertical depth.

The rivers which I have examined hitherto are the Forth, Tay, Clyde,

and Spey. A jireliminary paper on the salinity of the Firth of Forth was

read by me to the Royal Society of Edinburgh in January 1885, and to

it 1 I must refer for details as to that estuary, and for descriptions of the

methods of working.

The Firth of Clyde is a comiilicated estuary. It is cut up into many
long lochs running up into mountain valleys, and exposed to the rainfall

of a moist region, while the river Clyde is relatively small. The water

must obviously be largely affected by direct rainfall, which veils the

freshening influence of the main I'iver, to which a typical estuary owes its

character. The published observations upon the Firth of Clyde,^ and

those which I have made, are insufficient to base any generalisation upon

;

but the interesting nature of the problems presented by the Clyde invites

further research.

The Scottish Marine Station has been at work on the Firth of Forth

since January 1884, and from the numerous observations made some

generals conclusions may be drawn.

Water samples from depths beneath the surface may be taken by

means of any of the forms of deep-sea valved or slip water-bottles ; but in

estuary Avork, I have been led to adopt a slip water-bottle which can be

closed by a weight slipped down the line, and which secures itself when
shut by an automatic si^ring-locking arrangement.'^ The density of the

water, the most important of the observations made, was determined, as

in the Challenger Expedition,* by means of a large glass hj^drometer,

* Proceedings of Royal Society of Edinburgh, xiii. pp. 29-64.

- Stevenson Macadam, British Association Jiejwrts, 1855, ii. p. 64.

3 An early form of this instrument is figured in the Scottish Marine Station Pamphlet,
1885.

* Challenger Reports, Phys. Chan., vol. i. part 2, p. 2.
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the volume of which and its coefficient of expansion are known, while

the weight may be varied by attaching small pieces of brass at the top

of the stem. The weight of the loaded instrument, divided by the

immersed volume, gives the density at the temperature of observation,

which is reduced by Dittmar's Tables ^ to that at 15° -56 C. as a standard

for comparison. Except when otherwise stated, the densities given in this

paper are at 15°"56, which represents specific gravifij at that tempei-ature,

water at 4° being taken as unity.

The river Forth gradually merges into the Firth, which is—speaking

generally—a simple funnel-shaped inlet 55 miles long from Alloa to the

sea at the Isle of May, and increasing from two to eighteen miles in

width. Its depth may be said to increase uniformly towards the sea,

from 2 fathoms to 30 ; but in the shallower parts there are some deep

tracts, notably one near Inchgarvie, where the depth over a small area

exceeds 40 fathoms.

No change in salinity has been observed to be connected with the

season ; but the effect of floods is to produce a lowering of density all

along the estuary right out to sea. The lowering is greatest in the

surface water of the upjDer reaches, and gradually falls off" towards the

sea. The bottom water is not apj^reciably affected anywhere.

Table I. gives the mean value for the density of the surface water,

observed during one winter and two summers, at intervals of live miles

along the Firth in the central line. The density is given at the standard

temperature of 15°'56 C, and also at the mean temperature in situ for

each station during the summer and winter months. It illustrates the

state of equilibrium arrived at in the Firth in normal conditions, but

which is liable to be disturbed, especially in the riverward portion, by

unusual rainfall or drought, and by exceptional tides and storms. It will

be observed that at first the density increases very rapidly, then more

and more gradually as the sea is approached, and at the mouth of

the Firth, there is a slight fall. This I have shown to be due to the

fresher water of the Firth of Tay, carried southward by the flood-tide.

^

The regularity of the curve representing these figures is striking, and

would be more so if it were divided into two branches, as it ought to

be, for the first five stations. In that region the tidal influence is very

pronounced ; but sufficiently numerous observations have not been col-

lected yet to determine the tidal range of densities at various places. At
Alloa it appears to be from about r007 at ordinary high water to 0-9994

(fresh water) at low tide ; and at Kincardine, five miles lower, the variation

is from 1-015 at high tide to 1-005 at low water. The diff'erence becomes

less marked each mile along the Firth, and beyond Inchkeith it is im-

perceptible.

1 Challenger Reports, Phys. C'hem. vol. i. part 1, p. 70.

2 The Salinity of the Firth of Tay and of St. Andrews Bay, by Mill, Proceedings of

the Royal Society, Edinburgh, xiii.
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TABLE I.

Mea>" Surface Density of Firth of Forth.

Station.
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surface water, than in the seaward part, and that considering the effect of

temperature, the density in situ shows a greater divergence between sur-

face and bottom in summer than in winter.

The Firth of Tay is narrower, shorter, and shallower than the Firth

of Forth, and as the river Tay is larger and more rapid than the Forth,

the density of the Avater in the estuary is considerably less in the former

case for equal distances from the sea. But the rate of change of density

is almost the same as in the Forth at a position of corresponding salinity.

From the consideration of surface water density alone, St. Andrews Bay
might be considered as part of the estuary of the Tay, and the freshening

influence extends round into the Firth of Forth as far as Anstruther at

times. The bottom water beyond the mouth of the Firth of Tay pre-

serves the density of average North Sea water, and is not influenced to

an appreciable extent by the river.

The temperature of surface-water is observed by immersing an

ordinary thermometer in a bucket of water freshly drawn. Temperature

beneath the surface is ascertained by the use of Negretti and Zambra's

patent deep-sea thermometer, mounted in the "Scottish" frame, ^ Avhich

was specially devised for the work in shallow water where there are

rapid currents. This frame effects the reversal of the thermometer by
means of a weight dropped down the line from the vessel ; it has been

found to act very satisfactorily at all depths down to 90 fathoms, and

beyond that it has not been tried.

The temperature of water is subject to many conditions, and its

variations have been studied with some care. Speaking generally, during

the winter months the temperature of the water is higher at sea than in

the river, while in summer the reverse is the case. The rise or fall is

gradual all along the line at all seasons. The water winter, when the

temperature is below the annual average, extends in the Firth of Forth

from November to April, and the summer from May to October.

Two instances about the period of transition, when the water

approached its mean annual temperature (47° "5 for all positions in the

Firth), are given in Table in.

TABLE III.

Date.
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currents, shoals, and exceptional sun-heating, all the temperature observa-

tions made between January 1884 and April 1885 were distributed into

four divisions of the Firth, and the mean for each taken for each month

of the year. Table IV.^ is the result.
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It is obvious from a consideration of these figures, that, to be trust-

worthy, sea-temperature observations must be made at least a mile from

shore.

The temperature of the water in an estuary may be considerably

reduced by floods. This effect is not very noticeable in the Forth, but

in larger rivers it is striking. On August 1 2, the river Spey at Garmouth
had the temperature 55°

-0, and was small in volume ; on the 13th, a warm
day, there was a very heavy spate, and the temperature went down to

48°-3; on the 14th the flood was much less, with temperature 52°0; and
on the 15th the normal value of 57°-0 had been regained. A heavy gale

made it impossible for boats to go to sea for several days, so there was
no opportunity of examining the chilling effect on the surface water in

the bay.

The colour and transparency of the water in the firths of Forth and
Tay vary with the position. Eough observations were made by sinking

an iron disc painted white, noticing the colour it assumed, and the depth
at which it disappeared. From Alloa to Inchgarvie (Stations I. to V.) the

water is usually muddy and yellow, lower down it gradually becomes
clearer and green. At Inchkeith it is a pale clear green, which deepens

in tint on proceeding seaward, until at the Isle of May the colour is deep
blue green, and the transparency such that the white disc is visible at a

depth of 60 feet. In St. Andrews Bay the water is deeper in colour, and
near the Tay Fairway Buoy it becomes a dusky green, which changes to

olive green off Tayport, and finally passes through a succession of beauti-

ful brown-green shades to a clear amber colour at Newburgh, where the

water is fresh. The difference between the colour of the water in the

two rivers and their estuaries, though partially due to suspended matter,

is probably caused mainly by colouring material dissolved in the river

water.

From the observations I have made on the Spey, the Tay, and the Forth,

I am led to consider that mixture of sea water is very gradual and super-

ficial where a large river runs into the sea directly. At high tide pure

sea water runs up the river bed for a certain distance under the opposite

current of fresh water, which it serves in some degree to slacken and dam
back ; but on the ebb setting in, the salt water leaves the river and the

fresh water flows out in a strong unimpeded stream on the surface of the

sea, in a direction determined by the conformation of the river mouth,

the run of tide, and the wind
;
gradually mixes with it, and spreads later-

ally, until its influence is ultimately lost sight of.

When a large river enters the sea by a small estuary in which the

water is never more than brackish at low tide, the sea and river water

mix partially, but the bottom water is much more dense than that at the

surface ; the tide produces great changes in salinity and temperature,

and the surface water of the surrounding sea is slightly freshened to a

considerable distance.

In a large estuary, such as that of the Forth, the part that may be
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strictly considered as a tidal river is affected just as it would be if it ran

directly into the sea, but as the water into Avhich it flows is only brackish,

the effects are much less distinct. In the lower part of the estuary the

salt and brackish water mix more and more completely until, where it

merges into the sea, there is a nearly uniform salinity throughout, very

slightly less than that of the water with which it has to mingle.

The three classes may be distinguished as (1) that in which all the salt

water is withdrawn from the estuary by the ebb-tide
; (2) that in which it

is only partially Avithdrawn, and (3) that in which the salt water always

remains, and the tides serve to mix it thoroughly with the river water.

In ocean Avater, however much pure water may be added to it, the

amount of each salt present is known when the density is known ; but the

tables for interpreting the density of ocean water cannot be applied with

certainty to estuary water, since it is ocean water diluted with river water,

itself a very dilute solution of salts in quite different proportion. It is as

a necessary preliminary to a chemical research upon the composition of

estuary water that I have undertaken the investigation referred to in this

paper.

While the main bearing of the results obtained is physical and hydro-

graphical, they have a contingent biological interest. The conditions of

marine life must be different in an estuary where at each point the water

has a definite density and temperature at each time of year, and which are

only slightly and uniforml}' affected by circumstances, and in the neigh-

bourhood of a large river running directly into the sea, where the water

is as a rule salt, but subject to sudden and irregular rushes of cold fresh

water over the surface of large areas.

The interest of temperature observations in rivers, considered as a

department of meteorology, is very great. The conditions vary so much
in different streams, and even in parts of the same stream, that singular

differences often appear in the temperature of the water at the same time.

Observations made on the Tweed, Forth, and Spey, and their tributaries,

show that the diurnal and annual range of temperature in rivers is very

much greater than that of the sea, and that depth, colour, nature of bed
and of surrounding country, and the position and course of tributaries, all

contribute to produce differences which as yet have scarcely been subjected

to observation.

It is very desirable, from a scientific point of view, and would, I am
convinced, be of jH-actical value, to investigate the conditions of the lakes,

streams, estuaries, and surrounding seas of our island, in a systematic

manner, for a few years. For this work—which is shortly to be com-

menced on a small scale in certain quarters—careful arrangement and
the co-operation of interested observers are more important than large

means, although the initial expense would be considerable. This is a

work in which the influence of proprietors of rivers and fishings woidd
be peculiarly valuable, and possibly ultimately remunerative.
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ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY'S EDUCATION SCHEMES AND
ITS EXHIBITION OF GEOGRAPHICAL APPLIANCES.

In 1868, at the suggestion of Mr. F. Galton, the Council of the Royal

Geographical Society instituted a scheme for the encouragement of the

study of Geography in Great Britain, by offering prize medals for limited

competition in a certain number of the principal Public Schools. The

examinations, which were conducted annually by the Society, were usually

in special subjects announced beforehand. These prize medals have been

awarded annually for the last seventeen years ; but the results have been

far from encouraging ; and, latterly, the number of competitions was so

small that the Council last year wisely resolved to alter their scheme

before it resulted in total failure. It was with this object that, in 1884,

the Council resolved to institute a thorough inquiry into the state of

Geographical Education at home and abroad, the conduct of which was

intrusted to Mr. J. Scott Keltie. Although the failure of the prize

scheme has indirectly been the means, through the results of Mr. Keltie's

investigations, of advancing the study of Geography in this country, yet we

feel that, had the former scheme been carried out on wider lines, and "vvith

fewer difficulties and restrictions in the way of competition, it might have

met with a fair amount of success. The examinations were far too

difficult to invite anything like general competition, being much above

the standard of teaching in schools, as the papers contained questions

which might fairly have " floored " even a professional geographer. A
boy wishing to compete had to devote his spare hours to the special

study of the subjects of examination, which were probably altogether

new to him. Thus the pupils were intimidated, and the number of

competitors diminished year by year. But, on the other hand, had

the examination papers been simpler and more in accordance with the

present teaching of Geography ; had the prizes been less valuable, but

more numerous and in the different grades ; and if, instead of thirty schools

being invited to compete, every school in the country had been included,

then a more general and healthy competition might have been looked for.

The adoption of this more liberal method would not necessarily have

involved greater expense ; and it is only reasonable to suppose that it

would have met with greater success. To have made it possible for any

boy in any school in the kingdom to gain the Medal of the Royal

Geographical Society simply by showing excellence in his ordinary class

work, might have stimulated every intelligent boy to the study of

Geography.

In promoting the recent inquiry into the exact state of Geographical

Education, and methods of teaching at home and abroad, however, the

Royal Geographical Society have laid bare the very root of the matter.

While it was generally supposed that the German schools taught Geography

much more thoroughly and efficiently than any school in this country, and
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some even affirmed that in almost every other civiHsed country in the

world it received more attention than in the British Isles, many school-

masters, on the other hand, said all this was idle talk, and that we had

every reason to be satisfied with our own system. Mr. Keltie, in his very

able Report, gives us the facts as they are, and clearly shows how far we

are behind Germany, at least in this respect.

It is of coui'se quite true that, notwithstanding our comparative

neglect of geography, our commercial men have reaped many of the

advantages Avhich are supposed to accrue from its comprehensive study,

and our eflforts in the way of colonisation and geographical work abroad

have by no means been exceeded by those of other nations. Still, it is

reasonable to infer that with increased knowledge would come increased

opportunities.

The practical difficulty in the way of giving greater attention to

Geography in schools is increased by the fact that there are already too

many subjects more or less compulsory. The only way of obviating this

is to make the choice of subjects in more advanced education an alterna-

tive one ; so that the pupil who has a taste for geography may study it

as a speciality, with a view either to cpialify himself for commercial enter-

prise, or technical work, or to help him in the study of kindred sciences,

with many of which Geography is so closely and inevitably connected.

In acquiring a knowledge of the various sciences, the pupil is, more often

than not, confused with the unconnected array of facts regarding the

laws of Nature; and we venture to assert that the law of Continuity

—

which itself governs the laws of Nature—can best be studied through

the science of the Cosmos.

As regards elementary education, this should include a good general

grounding, in which elementary geography should have its proper place

;

but, as regards its more advanced study, the option of choosing it should

be left to those to whom it would be specially useful in their future career.

If we cannot have Geographical Chairs at the Universities, we might at

least begin with Lectureships : there is no reason whatever why scientific

Geography should not receive the same attention and consideration as

other special subjects. The newly-awakened interest in its claims as a

class-subject makes the present a favourable moment for defining its place

in the curriculum of the Universities ; and we trust that the Royal

Geographical Society will follow up its preliminary inquiry by active

co-operation with the responsible authorities.

As supplementary to his Report, Mr. Keltie was instructed to form a

collection of the appliances used in geographical education at home and

abroad, and this may be said to constitute, to a great extent, the evidence

on which the Report is based. This collection, which is now being exhi-

bited by the Royal Geographical Society, at 53 Great Marlborough

Street, London, was formally opened by the Marquis of Lome on the

9th of December last. We are glad to learn that school teachers

and the general public have in large numbers availed themselves of the
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opportunity of seeing, for the first time perhaps, evidence of how little

has been done, and how much remains to be done—especially in this

country—in the way of good appliances for demonstrating the subject,

without which Geography must continue to remain as barren and un-

attractive as it now is. The Royal Geographical Society have taken

advantage of the interest aroused by this Exhibition to institute a course

of lectures,—the first two of which were delivered in the Rooms by Mr.

Ernest G. Ravenstein and Mr. J. Scott Keltic, respectively.

The Exhibition is of a representative character, and is not so much a

collection of school maps, globes, atlases, etc., as of specimens of the

various kinds from the different countries. It is wonderfully complete,

and reflects the greatest credit on Mr. Keltie's capability and enthusiasm.

The exhibits are classified in the catalogue as follows :—I. Wall Maps

;

II. Globes ; III. Telluria, Planetaria, etc. ; IV. Models and Relief Maps
;

V. Geographical Pictures ; VI. Atlases ; VII. Text-Books ; VIII. Miscel-

laneous. They represent contributions from Germany, Austria, France,

Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, Holland, Norway, Sweden, Russia, and Japan,

as well as our own country. Had time allowed, the collection might have

been materially inproved ; several important maps are wanting, and,

perhaps, the most serious omission is the large collection of the unique

and admirable geography books used in the United States. The diff"erent

maps, globes, models, atlases, etc., are so numerous and so varied in

character, that it is of course quite beyond the scope of the present notice

to mention anything unless of special interest. Some of the maps are

only in manuscript, and contain many original ideas not yet carried into

execution for the purpose of publishing. One ingenious map of the world

actually shows specimens of the products of the various countries each in

their proper locations—a real cigar is found adhering to Havana, natural

grains of wheat to South Russia, gold nuggets to Australia and California,

and tea-leaves well glued to the surface of India and China. Another very

interesting model, with the aid of rain from a watering-pan, practically

illustrates the course of a river from its source among " mountains of

perpetual salt," along the " green painted, fertile valleys of stucco," past

the villages on its banks, to its mouth or estuaiy, into a miniature sea "of

real water." With such teaching as this, children would no doubt enjoy

playing at Geography !

The wall-maps are arranged geographically, beginning with general

maps of the world, and going on to general maps of Europe ; then

its subdivisions ; then Asia and its subdivisions,—and so on. The

British and foreign maps are all mixed, though the British master-

pieces, as a rule, happen to be "skied." The merits of the diflferent

maps sent by any one country vary very much ; and it is curious

how, amongst the much-praised French and German publishers, we

get some of the worst as well as the best specimens of cartography.

Many well-meaning German maps are simply confused puzzles, through

attempting to show everything, and in the end showing nothing intelli-
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gibly. It may as truly be said of maps as it has been said of women

—

" that they should not only be good but good-looking
;

" and, certainly,

nothing is more calculated to diffuse geographical knowledge than artistic,

attractive maps, which simply and clearly convey correct information.

Every map ought to have a definite object. The map which shows the

full details for the man of science must be very much simplified for the

school-boy, and as far as possible should explain itself like a picture.

Among German maps, the most notable are those by Prof. H. Kiepert

of Berlin, and from the Geographical Establishment of E. Holzel of

Vienna. The only fault of Prof. Kiepert's maps is that they are almost

too minute for use in class-rooms. Holzel's series is very effective, and

in it is perhaps the most artistic map in the whole Exhibition,—one of

the Alpine countries, by Vincenz von Haardt. Another map of the same

region by Wurster, Randegger & Co., of Zurich, is almost equally

beautiful. France is principally represented by E. Levasseur, all of

whose numerous maps evidence the untiring diligence of a geographer who

has thoroughly studied the wants of educational geography. In Cortam-

bert's maps there are no novel features ; they have a strikingly English

appearance about them, and rather resemble Keith Johnston's series.

Italy is well rej^resented by Prof. Guido Cora, whose work is bold and

effective, and well adapted for school use. The Swedish and Norwegian

maps are most strikingly distinct and elaborate. Compared with the

best of the foreign maps, the British wall-maps certainly do not show to

much advantage, especially in the picturing of physical features. Stanford's

series, by Prof. Ramsay, is good, but the colouring is too confused to give

any pictorial effect. The principal fault in all the British wall-maps is that

they are wanting in bold, picturesque effect, so necessary for educational

purposes. The political wall series by Stanford would be very good if

they were all the size of his large map of England ; but, unfortunately, the

sum of money devoted to geographical apparatus in British schools is very

limited, and publishers cannot do maps for nothing, neither do good maps

meet with the same appreciation as they do abroad, but, on the contrary, we
often find reprints of old plates have as large a sale as superior new maps,

produced at great expense and labour. The other British maps include

the well-known series of W. & A. K. Johnston and of George Philip & Son.

Specimens of school-maps are also exhibited by J. Bartholomew, Ruddiman
Johnston & Co., and Bacon & Co., but they present no new features.

The most interesting section of the Exhibition is, perhaps, the models

and relief maps. One of the most noticeable is a model by J. B. Jordan,

showing the bottom of the seas around the British Isles—a copy of which

ought to be in every school in this country, but which it probably would

not pay to reproduce as matters now stand ; another model of the Monte
Rosa group is also very perfectly executed ; but, of the models which are

published, the most beautiful are certainly those of Mdlle. Kleinhaus,

published by Delagrave in Paris. There are also some very large Russian

school-models of the continents. Among relief maps there is the series by
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A. Eavenstein, of Frankfort—the first of the kind ever published ;
a very

cheap and good set of reliefs by Capt. Giuseppe Roggero, published in

Turin; and a better but much more expensive series by Schotte of

Berlin, Avho has also a series of relief globes.

The Globes and Telluria present many novel and ingenious, but rather

costly, arrangements for explaining the motions of the earth, and other

lessons in Astronomical Geography. Those of Messrs. Philip, provided with

Rice's patent screens, are well adapted for elementary teaching.

In Continental schools, wall-maps are supplemented with wall-pictures,

illustrating the prominent and distinctive physical features of every country.

This is very necessary in the teaching of Physical Geography, and even

a five minutes' study of the splendid series published by Holzel, of Vienna,

gives one a very valuable lesson in Geography.

The atlases and text-books are very numerous, and they vary very

much in merit. Some of the newer German school atlases—notably those

of Andr^e, Debes, Diercke & Gaebler, and Witrster—are so exceptionallj-

good that it is surprising how some of the superannuated works still

continue to be published in competition with them. They have served

their day, and made good commercial returns ; and it is only reasonable

that they should now retire from public life before they get laughed at.

British school atlases are very numerous, but only of mediocre quality for

teaching purposes. They contain the long lists of names given in the

texts-books, and that is all that schoolmasters seem to require of them.

The relative merits and demerits of the text-books are a matter for

more serious consideration than we can give in this brief notice ; but it

appears to us, that it would tend greatly towards the promotion and

popularisation of Geography if the greater number of them were simply done

away with. A series of school-books, somewhat after the style of a con-

densed Stanford's Compendium of Geography, copiously illustrated with

suitable pictures and maps, would, in our opinion, be all that is required

for a good general elementary Geography. But before making another

change in the Code, care should be taken to thoroughly test any new

scheme before it is adopted ; and, when adopted, it should hold good for

a certain number of years, as frequent changes in methods of teaching

are very confusing and prejudicial to progress. If the Royal Geographical

Society undertakes to become the patron of geographical education in

England, it should, besides giving prizes, decide upon the best text-books

to be used ; and if they do not exist, offer a prize for the best new text-

book. It is in this way that we feel it will be necessary for the Society to

follow up its present Avork so as to insure a thorough Geographical Reform.

In conclusion, the Council of the Royal Geographical Society must

be congratulated on the success with which they have, through the

assistance of Mr. Keltie, accomplished this important step towards

geographical reformation in this country, by shoAving us hoAV far we are

behind many other countries, and by giving us hints as to how we may
best remedy this. J- Cr- B-
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY.

An Ordinary Meeting of the Society was held in the Masonic Hall, Edinburgh, on

the evening of 8th December, when Mr. Holt S. Hallett, C.E., read a Paper,

entitled, "Exploration-Survey for Eailway Connection between India, Siam,

and China," which will be given in the next number of the Magazine. Dr. George

Smith, C.I.E., Member of Council, presided ; and Mr. Archibald Colquhoun, on

the conclusion of the Paper, made a few remarks on the political aspects of the

matter under discussion, which will be reproduced with Mr. Hallett's Address.

Colonel Dods, Member of Council, moved, and Mr. W. B. Blaikie seconded, the

vote of thanks to the lecturer.

On Thursday evening, December 10th, Mr. Holt Hallett re-delivered his Paper

before the Dundee Branch of the Society in the Hall of the Young Men's Christian

Association, Dundee,—Mr. Alexander Henderson, President of the Dundee
Chamber of Commerce, occupying the chair. j\Ir. Walter Shepherd moved the

vote of thanks.

The late SIR GEOEGE HARPJSON, LL.D., M.P.

In the death of Sir George Harrison, the Society, in common with every public

body with which he was connected, has suffered a great loss. As Vice-Presi-

dent, and one of the promoters of the Society, he took an active interest in our

proceedings ; and, it may be remembered, presided at the preliminary meeting,

when the Society was formally constituted. His rare business qualities and genial

presence, added to the important civic office which he so ably filled, were very

heljjful influences in the early stages of our constitution. The Council desire,

therefore, to record their sense of his valuable services and of the high appreciation

in which they held him. As a mark of sympathy and condolence, a wreath, bearing

a suitable inscription, was sent, on behalf of the Council, on the day of the funeral,

at which the Society was represented.

CORRESPONDENCE.
By request of Professor "William Robertson Smith, one of the Editors of

the Encyclopcedia Britannlca, Ave publish the following letter from Mr.

Clements Markhara to Lieutenant Greely, in reply to remarks respecting

the article on the Polar Regions in the Enci/dojxedia Britannica

:

—
" 21 EccLESTON Square, S.W.,

5th Dec. 1885.

"Dear Sir,— I have just returned from America, and my attention has been
called to some remarks you made upon my article in the Encyclojm'dia Britannica
on the Polar Regions, in an address you lately delivered at Edinburgh.

" Your objection to my article is that it contains the statement that the region

on either side of Robeson Channel and facing the Polar Sea, was thoroughly

explored by the Expedition of 1875-76.
" In reply to this objection I would remind j'^ou that the region in question was

unknown before 1875-76 with the exception of the portion travelled over or seen
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by Hall, and the coast-line was erroneously laid down. The Expedition of 1875-76

discovered that the coast of Grant Land trended west and then southerly, and that

the coast of Greenland trended north-east, both facing a sea encumbered by heavy

masses of ancient ice. The character of this ice was carefully and minutely

examined. The coast-lines were examined for over 300 miles, and lofty hills were

ascended. Careful and diligent observations were made, which furnished data by

which a judgment might be formed of the extent and nature of the Polar Sea in

this direction. The currents and other hydrographical phenomena were observed

at various points. The geological formation of the newly-discovered land was ascer-

tained as well as its physical conditions. Collections of rocks and fossils were

made at every point. Glacial action was observed. The existence of tertiary coal

in 82° N. and the former extension of Miocene vegetation to that parallel, was

discovered ; the numerous specimens being subsequently described by Professor

Heer.

" The expedition also made an exhaustive collection of a biology of a region

previously unknown to science. The flora of this region was made known, and

was found to possess special interest in connection with questions of distribution
;

very complete collections were made as regards mammalia, birds, fishes, insects,

mollusca, Crustacea, echinoderms, and vast numbers of microscopic forms. The

limit of Eskimo northerly migration was fixed. In physics a complete series of

meteorological, magnetic, tidal and other observations was taken at two different

fixed stations, one of them further north than any other series has been taken

before or since.

" These results comprise a thorough exploration and examination of the region.

"Your expedition visited the same region, partly for the purpose of taking

synchronous meteorological observations, and partly to reach points beyond those

attained by the travelling parties of 1876. In the latter object Lieutenant

Lockwood succeeded, going beyond the point reached by Lieutenant Beaumont.

Journeys were also made into the interior of Grinnel Land with interesting results.

" These journeys are duly mentioned in the Encyeloixedia article. They do not

alter the fact that the region in question had previously been thoroughly examined

and explored, as regards general scientific results, by the Expedition of 1875-76.

An extension of coast-line in one direction and inland journeys in another do not

alter that fact. Nor does the fact of previous exploration detract from the merit

of the American explorers. The journeys of Lieutenant Lockwoood were most

remarkable ; and no praise can be too great when bestowed on the skill, energy,

perseverance, and indeed the heroism of that most distinguished oflicer, and of

Sergeant Brainard.

" I cannot refrain from protesting against your assumption that I seek to

depreciate American Arctic work. Nothing can be more opposed to my feelings,

and to my course of action during many years. I myself served with Dr. Kane in

the Arctic Eegions. I knew him and De Long personally, and I corresponded

with Captain Hall. I wrote in high praise of their work on several occasions.

More recently I have written papers on the work of Schwatke and of Berry. I

appeal to those articles to prove my feelings with regard to American Arctic

exploration. I have publicly expressed my admiration of the work done by your

Expedition. Last October I presided at the meeting of the Naval Institute at

Annapolis, when Lieutenant Danenhower read his interesting paj^er. I then made
a speech which proves my appreciation of the services and merits of American
Arctic officers.

" While, however, I maintain the correctness of what I wrote in the Encyclo-

pcedia article in question, I at the same time very much regret that it should

VOL. II. C
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have been the cause of annoyance to you. If I could have anticipated any such

consequence, I should have certainly omitted the sentence, -which was not essential

as the facts speak for themselves.

" I take this opportunity of congratulating you on your safe return, and on the

valuable work done by yourself and your gallant companions, and remain yours, etc.,

(Signed) CLEMENTS R. MAEKHAM.
"Major Greely, U.S.A."

The following was in answer to the above, which we give by the request

of Lieutenant Greely :
—

" Liverpool, Dec. 22, 1885.

" Clements E. ISIarkham, Esq.

" Dear Sir,—I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of December 19th

supplementing that of the 5th inst., regarding your article on the Polar Eegions,

and my reference to it at Edinburgh. It is evident to every one who reads that

the sentence referred to was depreciatory of the work of my Expedition, but you

have pointed out that the article was written in August 1884, and that you had

no intention of giving any such meaning to the sentence.

" You say, ' I have already expressed regret, that the sentence in question was

inserted. I now wish to add that the word ' exhaustively ' ought not to have been

used ; '—and in view of these words I cannot but express my regret that I should

have incorrectly attributed such a .spirit to you.

" I note with especial pleasure what you write as to your appreciation and

admiration of American Arctic work, and the aid you have rendered in making it

known.
" That I can thus modify my strictures at Edinbirrgh, leaves my journey to

Great Britain free from any unpleasant reminiscences.—Faithfully and sincerely,

(Signed) "A. W. GEEELY."

OBITUARY, 1885.

Alexander, General Sir J. E., K.C.B., died on 2d April, at the Bridge

of Allan. He was born in 1803, and was educated at the Colleges of Edin-

burgh and Glasgow, and then at the Military College, Sandhurst. He entered the

army in 1821, and served with distinction in most parts of the world—in India,

in Burmah, at the Cape, and in North America. In 1836-7 he was employed

on an expedition of discovery into the interior of Africa, and was the first

knight "created for services in Africa" by her Majesty, in 1838. He was also

engaged on a Government surveying party in the forests of New Brunswick. He
was afterwards present at the siege of Sebastopol, and, subsequently, commanded
in New Zealand. It was partly due to his exertions that the obelisk called Cleo-

patra's Needle was transported from Egypt and placed on the Thames Embank-
ment, He wrote many books, some of which were in their day of considerable

value. Among them may be mentioned his Travels from India to England, his

Transatlantic Sketches, and his Voyage of Observation among the Colonies of West
Africa.

DuNKER, Professor Wilhelm, died at INIarburg on INIarch 13. He was the

author of several important works, among which may be mentioned

—

Beitrdge zur

Kenntniss des norddeutschen Oolithengehildes, Monographic der norddeutschen

Wealdenbildung, and the Geologische Karte der Ch-affschaft Schatimburg (1867),
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which was a new method in the colouring and treatment of geological charts that

has since been widely adopted.

Gordon, Major-General C. G., R.E., C.B.—According to native reports, but

as yet unconfirmed by trustworthy evidence, we have to deplore the death of

General C. G. Gordon, better known, in nearly all the world, as Chinese Gordon or

Gordon Pasha. He was a son of General W. H. Gordon, and was born at Woolwich

on January the 28th, 1843, and is supposed to have been killed about January the

26th, 1885, at Khartum.

Gordon entered the army at the age of fifteen, and soon made a mark during

the Crimean War, where he exhibited all the truest qualities which go to make a

great soldier. After being employed in the East on various commissions until April

1859, he attained the rank of captain ; and the next year found him in China,

where his magnetic influence over semi-civilised men commanded universal attention.

He was appointed Commander-in-chief of the " Ever Victorious Army ; " and, with

marvellous determination and rapidity, he completely crushed the Taeping rebellion,

which had threatened to dismember the Chinese Empire. His unselfish refusal of

all reward created a lasting impression on the nation, who has ever retained a deep

feeling of afi"ection and esteem for their deliverer. From 1865 to 1871 were pro-

bably the happiest years of Gordon's life. He was stationed at Gravesend, and

employed the whole of his leisure hours in work among the waifs and strays of

London. The amount of good he was able to accomplish during this period will

never be known, but hundreds of boys were rescued from their miserable surround-

ings and aided to useful and honourable employment by his self-sacrificing efforts.

From 1871 to 1874 he served upon the Danube Commission ; and was then

appointed to succeed Sir Samuel Baker as Governor of the Egyptian Equatorial

Provinces. During the two years subsequent to his appointment, he and the

officers of his staff accomplished good geograp)hical work. The Nile from Berber to

Urondogani was surveyed in detail, and the mystery of the Albert Nyanza was

solved. This work alone gives Gordon a right to rank among the practical

geographers of the day ; and yet this was but the least of his achievements. The

work he accomplished, first as Governor of the Equatorial Provinces, and after-

wards as Governor-General of the whole Sudan, was simply marvellous, and can

hardly be appreciated by any one unacquainted with the vast area over which he

ruled and the complex conditions of the various tribes, both Arab and Negro, whose

affairs he had to regulate. He was almost worshipped by the people, who recog-

nised in him a ruler who feared God and disregarded man, and who, although

holding the balance of justice even, was alike a sympathising loving friend to the

down-trodden poor, and the stern relentless foe of tyranny and oppression.

The writer of this notice passed through a considerable portion of the Sudan soon

after Gordon had relinquished his post as Governor-General, and witnessed the

intense sorrow, almost despair, which took possession of the people as they realised

that their " father " had left them.

The brief space at our disposal will not permit us to mention the part he took

in averting the threatened war between China and Russia in 1880, nor his unsuc-

cessful visit to the Cape ; nor can we refer to his last journey to the Sudan, as that

would involve our entering into political questions, which are out of place in a

Geographical Magazine. Suffice it to say, that Gordon's actions are beyond the ken

of party politicians, and can only be understood by those who fully appreciate

absolutely pure and disinterested motives.

GoDEFFROY, J. C, Sen., died at Hamburg in February. He was notable as

being the first German merchant who made commercial enterprise serviceable to the
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cause of science. Along with his business agents, he sent out scientists to explore

the South Sea Islands, to collect specimens of their products, and to report upon

them. The Godeifroy Museum in Hamburg, and the works published in con-

nection with it, form an invaluable memorial of the great services he has rendered

to his country.

Hansal, Coxsul.—This veteran resident in Khartum was killed on January

the 26th, 1885. He first went out to the Sfldan as a lay brother attached to the

Austrian Roman Catholic Mission, and spent some years at Gondokoro. He was

subsequently appointed Austrian Consul at Khartum, and was also for various

periods acting Vice-Consul for England, France, and Germany. Those who know

him well called him the father of White Nile explorers—such was the interest he

took in them, and the ungrudging aid he was always ready to give to any one, of

whatever nationality, who Avas bound for the sources of the Nile. He had resided

about twenty-six years in the Sudan, and was much respected by all classes of the

community.

Laidlay, John Watson, was a native of Glasgow, and when only seventeen

years of age went out (in 1825) to India. Until 1841 he was generally in charge

of either an indigo or a silk factory. In 1844 he took up his residence in Calcutta,

and soon became well known through his talent for languages, his love of decipher-

ing inscriptions, his perseverance in chemical researches, and his wide knowledge

of the sciences. He contributed numerous papers to the Bengal Asiatic Society,

of which he was for some time Secretary. He returned to England in 1849, and

devoted the rest of his life to the study of chemistry, meteorology, archaeology, and

natural history. At North Berwick he investigated the supposed rise of the East

Coast of Scotland since Roman times, and showed that had the land really subsided

it must have been swept away. Among numerous papers which he wrote may be

mentioned the following :

—

Analysis of Raio SilJc, On the Rate of Evaporation in

the Open Sea, and Notice of a Chinese Geographical Work. He translated the Pil-

grimage of Fa-Hian,

M'EwAN, W. 0.—A notice of the death of this able young engineer was given

in the last volume of the Magazine, page 576, et seq.

Nactigal, Dr. Gustav, one of the most notable of recent African explorers,

and the pioneer, so to speak, of German colonial enterprise, died of fever on

AprU 20, on the German gunboat Mowe, off the West Coast of Africa. He was

born, in 1834, at Eichstedt ; studied medicine in Germany until, in 1862, his health

necessitated change to a warmer climate, and he proceeded first to Algeria, and
then to Tunis, where he studied the archteology of the country, and gained some
reputation as a physician. In 1868 he started on a mission to Sheik Omar, the

Sultan of Bornu ; and his journey, which was extended to six years, through some
of the most interesting and least known parts of Africa, was fruitful in a remarkable

degree to all departments of geographical knowledge. In 1882 he was appointed

German Consul-General at Tunis, and from 1884 to the date of his death was
employed by his Government in placing under German protection the territories of

Togo-land, the Cameroons, and the coast to the south of Cape Frio. He was the

author of SaJiara ^md Sudan.

Parkes, Sir Harry Smith, died not long after the death of his friend, General
Gordon. Having gone out to China at ten years of age, he soon made himself
familiar with the language of the country ; and, while still a mere youth, acted as
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interpreter between our Minister and Kiyino;. He acquired subsequently a know-

ledge of the Manchu, Mongolian, and Thibetan languages. He accompanied

Bowring on his mission to Siam, and was afterwards appointed British Consul at

Canton, where he assisted in the capture of Commissioner Yeh. Owing to his

thorough knowledge of Chinese, he was constantly employed in the events con-

sequent on the refusal of the Chinese Government to ratify the Treaty of Tientsin,

and was one of those who were treacherously seized by the commander of the

Chinese army, and sent in bonds into Peking. After the close of this campaign, he

accompanied Admiral Hope in his expedition up the Yang-tze-Kiang, and, towards

the close of the Taeping rebellion, acted as Consul at Shanghai. In 1865 he was
appointed Minister at Yedo. He remained here for eighteen years, and took the

chief part in negotiating the commercial treaties which regulate the trade between

this country and Japan. On returning to England, he received the Grand Cross of

the Order of St. Michael and St. George ; and in 1883 he was transferred from Yedo
to Peking—the highest object of his ambition. He was for some time President

of the Asiatic Society of Japan.

RiEBECK, Dr. Emil, died June 22. He spent the ample fortune which he

inherited from his father in the furtherance of geographical and anthropological

research. In 1880 he left Germany for the East ; visited the Caucasus, Greece,

Asia Minor, and parts of Syria—attempting an exploration of Moab. He subse-

quently paid a visit to the island of Sokotra in company with Dr. Schweinfurth,

returning to Germany in 1883. He was a liberal supporter' of geographical

research ; and was the author of The Chittagong Hill Tribes : Besults of a Journey

made in the Year 1882.

EiGBY, Major-General Christopher Palmer, died on April 14, in his sixty-

fifth year. General Rigby held many important military, civil, and diplomatic

appointments, and owed many of his chief successes to his exceptional powers as a

linguist. His fearless diplomacy and firmness of character was, on more than one

occasion, of the highest service to this country. He was the compiler of an Outline

of the Somali Language, and Vocabularies of the Sathpoora Languages, which were

published by Government.

Rogers, E. T., generally known as Rogers Bey, died on the 10th of June, in

the fifty-fourth year of his age. He first came prominently into notice as British

Consul at Damascus, during the period of Lord Dufferin's Mission to the East.

Subsequently, after having acted as British Consul at Cairo, he became the

Khedive's representative in London, and, somewhat later, he held various impor-

tant posts under the Egyptian Government. He was a devoted student of numis-

matics, and formed a complete collection of the coins of the Khilafat and of other

Arabian dynasties. He wrote for the Art Journal a very interesting account of

Cairo and its mosques, and, only a few weeks before his death, presented to the

Khedive a valuable report (not yet published) on the Monuments of Cairo. He
was the discoverer of the Mausoleum of the Abbaside Khalifs.

ScHLAGiNTWEiT, Dr. Robert VOX, Well known for the investigation made by
himself and his two brothers for the British East India Company, died in January

at the age of 52. He was Professor of Geography and Ethnology in the University

of Giessen.

SoNKLAR, Major-General Karl, died at Innsbriick on the 10th of January,

in his 69th year. He was a native of the Banat of Temesvar, and entered the
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Austrian Army in 1839. He was for many years Professor of Geography in the

Military School of Vienna (Neustadt), and was the author of numerous mono-

graphical treatises on various mountain groups of the Alps, the glaciers of which he

carefully investigated.

Stokes, Admiral John Lort, whose death occurred on 11th June, entered the

navy in the year 1824, and served through all the grades of his profession on board

Her Majesty's ship Beagle. For twenty years the Beagle was employed in explor-

ing and surveying Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego, Torres Straits, and Western

Australia ; and, in 1846, by order of the Lords of the Admiralty, Captain Stokes

prepared an account of this vessel's discoveries in Australia while he held the com-

mand of the survey.

Vaux, William Sandys Wright.—The Royal Asiatic Society suffered a very

severe loss by the death, on the 21st June, of its learned and indefatigable Secre-

tary, William Sandys Wright Vaux. He was educated at Balliol College, Oxford,

where he took his M.A. degree. As a keeper in the British Museum, he took a

deep interest in the many subjects that came within his range, and especially did

an immense amount of laborious work in the Coin Department. His connection

with the Asiatic Society began in 1874. He found its affaii's in a depressed state,

but by his energy and devotion he greatly increased the membership, doubled the

size of the Journal, and raised the financial state of the Society to great prosperity.

His annual reports, in which he took a wide survey of all that was being done in

the field of Oriental learning and research, obtained a very great reputation. His

erudition was remarkably varied and extensive. He wrote on Assyrian discovery,

on the Greek cities of Asia Minor, on Persia, on the Arabic coins of the Atabegs

of Mosul,—on coins, in fact, of every description. The articles on " India and the

Eemote East," in Smith's Dictionary of Classical Geography, were also from his pen.

Veth, Daniel David, who found his last resting-place on the banks of the

Kalahanka River in May 1885, was born at Amsterdam, February 17th, 185U.

Having been educated at the Upper Burger School of Leyden (whither his father,

the learned Professor P. J. Veth, was called in 1864 to a Chair in the Government
institution for the training of Indian officials), and afterwards at the Polytechnic

Schools of Hanover and Stuttgart, he started practical life as a railway engineer

(1873) in the service of the Left Shore Zurich Lake Railroad. He was afterwards

engaged for some time on the St. Gotthard Railway. But the desire which he had
for years entertained of doing " something for the development of mankind," by
opening up some unexplored region of the world, was not to remain long

ungratified. The Dutch Geographical Society, of which Professor Veth had been
President from its foundation in 1873, organised an expedition for the exploration

of Central Sumatra, and Mr. Daniel Veth was appointed one of its leading

members, with the special task of making the geographical survey of the country.

He reached Padang Roads on January 13th, 1877, and started on his home journey
from the same place on March 7th, 1878. A large portion of the official work, in

which the results of the expedition were recorded, was from his pen, and
it was mainly illustrated by the photographs he had personally taken.

Those who attended the Sheffield Meeting of the British Association in 1879, had
an opportunity of hearing the gallant young explorer discourse on the success of
the Sumatran campaign. It was very largely to ^Nlr. Veth's exertions that the
Dutch Indian Section of the Amsterdam International Exhibition was indebted for

the geographical and anthropological interest by which it was characterised; as
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Secretary of the Commissioners, he had been obliged to remain at Batavia, when

he had intended to travel through the Javanese residencies. During his first

expedition his attention was attracted by the Ombilin coal-field, and, in 1882, he

published a pamphlet, expounding a scheme for its exploitation by the aid of a

cable-railway to Brandewijn's Bay. An application, however, which he made for a

concession for the carrying out of this proposal was with scant courtesy refused by the

Government. By two articles in the Nieuwe Botterdamsche Courant, December

1883, his thoughts were turned to the exploration of that part of Africa which lies

south-east of Mossamedes, in the direction of the Transvaal. The plan of his

expedition was laid before the Dutch Geographical Society in April 1884, and, by

December 7th of that year, he and his companions, L. J. Godeff'roy and P. J. van

der Kellen, had reached Mossamedes. At first things seemed to promise well.

Mr. Veth went inland by Capangombe, Huilla, and Humpata, and returned to the

coast with oxen for the wagons. But the journey to Humpata with the baggage

was a trying one, and subsequent anxieties and exertions wore away the strength of

a nature only too ardent and eager for the accomplishment of work.

WoRSAAE, Professor Jens J. A., a well-known archceologist, died on the 15th

of August, when on a visit to the island of Zealand. He was born at Veile in 1821.

Having been educated at Horsens College, he entered, in 1838, the University of

Copenhagen. His first appointment was to the post of Assistant at the Museum of

Northern Antiquities in Copenhagen. In 1842 he obtained a grant of money,

which enabled him to make an archaeological journey through Sweden ; and, with

the aid of a subsequent grant, he visited also Germany, Austria, Switzerland,

France, and Great Britain and Ireland. In 1846-47 he undertook a journey to

inquire into the visits of the ancient Danes and Norsemen to England, and this

resulted in his well-known work upon that subject. He wrote also a work on the

Industrial Arts of Denmark.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

ASIA.

Annexation of Burmah.—The newspapers publish an ofiicial notification of the

following proclamation by the Viceroy and Governor-General of India :
—

" By
command of the Queen-Empress, it is hereby notified that the territories formerly

governed by King Theebaw will no longer be under his rule, but have become part

of Her Majesty's dominions, and will, during her Majesty's pleasure, be administered

by such officers as the Viceroy and Governor-General of India may from time to

time appoint. (Signed) Dufferin."

Burmah, Present and Future.—Mr. Holt S. Hallett read a paper on the subject

of " Burmah, Present and Future," before the Society of Arts, London, on Dec. 16.

In the course of his remarks, Mr. Hallett said :—Upper Burmah and the Shan

States lying to the east of it, which were until lately under its control, should be of

the greatest interest to us as a trading nation, for they are interposed between the

two most populous empires in the world, India and China. In these days, with

foreign competition getting keener every day, and hostile tariffs not only shutting

the European markets against us, but in a lesser degree American and English

colonies also, with the race for fresh colonies and new markets among European

Powers, it is of importance that we should avail ourselves of our present opportunity

for an inland connection and commercial alliance with Indo-Chiua and China, and

thus acquire new markets of transcendent promise. Burmah and the Burmese
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Shan States are highly favoured by their geographical position. They lie in the

course of the monsoons, and are gifted for the most part with a plentiful rainfall.

Burmah is bounded on the north by the snow-clad hills of Southern Tibet ; on the

east by China, the Shan States tributary to China, Burmah, and Siam, and by

Siam ; on the west by Assam, Manipur, Chittagong, and the Indian Ocean ; and on

the south by the Indian Ocean and Siam. It may be said to exist in four natural

divisions, one of which, comprising the iJrovince of Arracan, borders on the Bay of

Bengal ; the second, and by far the most fruitful and important, the basins of the

Irrawady, Sittang, and Beeling Rivers ; the third, the portion of the basin of the

Salween that lies to the south of Karennee, and as far west as the Thoungysen River

;

the fourth, the portion of our province of Tenasserim lying along the Indian Ocean.

Having glanced at tlie history of the country, Mr. Hallett said—The inhabitants of

the Shan States of Thebaw and Theinni on the Myit-Nge River, as weU as those of

Thoung-Thwot on the Khyeng-dwen River and of Kampti, lying near the sources

of the Irrawady, have been for some time in rebellion, owing to the oppression and

cruelties of the Burmese. The Shans of Thebaw and Theinni, together with those of

Monay and other States, driven to desperation and revenge, have been lately

ravaging the country up to the very gates of the Burmese capital, and had we not

interfered, the whole of the country would soon have been in a state of turbulence

and disorganisation, which would not only have stopped trade, but have led to

serious complications on our frontier. The Irrawady is a river which discharges

about 420,000,000 metric tons of water during the year. The river is about 90Q

miles in length, the last 240 being in British territory. As far south as Akouk-
toung its bed is rocky ; further down it is sandy and muddy. New sand-banks are

continually forming and old ones being removed, which renders it necessary for the

steamers plying between Rangoon, Mandalay, and Bhamo^to have a service of pilots

upon the river. In the rainy season steamers and large boats enter the main river

from Rangoon by the Pan-Hlaing Creek, but during the dry season they have to

descend the Rangoon River for some distance and proceed by different routes into the

Irrawady. The Khyeng-dwen, the river where, as we have heard, several Europeans

have been killed, is navigable for the largest boats plying on the Irrawady, and

for steamers certainly as far north as Kendat, and most likely as far as the rajiids

which occur a little above the junction of the Ooroo River. A great deal of grain

is grown in the lower portion of the Khyeng-dwen valley, and likewise in that of

the Ooroo, near the sources of which are the serpentine mines. The lower

portion of the river passes through a broad, populous, and fertile champaign,

and presents an almost continuous horizon of palmyra groves,—always in Burmah
a sign of population and culture. From these there is a considerable manu-

facture of palm sugar. The sugar-cane is generally used by the Burmese

merely for munching, but, according to Colonel Yule, a little sugar is made from

the cane in the neighbourhood of Ava. Bhamo, on the course of the Irrawady, is

the entrepot of trade for North-western Yunnan, and will certainly become under
our rule a place of great importance, as it is the terminus of the shortest caravan

routes into Western China. For some time it was proposed by many of our officials

to improve the caravan route by the construction of a carriage road, and even a

railway, but subsequent explorations have shown that although Bhamo, which is

430 feet above sea-level, is only 250 miles distant in a direct line from Talifu, yet

a railway would have to be 600 miles in length to connect these places. The cost

of a railway connection by this route would be at least four times as great as that

proposed by Mr. Colquhoun and myself, which, besides, has the great advantage ot

terminating at a seaport instead of at a town 840 miles up a river, of opening up
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the whole of Central Indo-China, and of passing through a much more fertile and

better populated region than would be traversed by the other route. Bhamo will,

no doubt, before long be joined by rail, via Mandalay, to our Rangoon and Tounghoo

Railway, and subsequently to the Indian system at Dibrugarh, thus tapping the

whole of the passes leading from the west of the Shan States, and completing one

of the schemes long ago proposed by my colleague and myself. Having described

minutely the course of the Irrawady and the country through which it passes, Mr.

Hallett remarked that the inhabitants of Burniah, owing to the excellence of the

climate, are robust and healthy-looking. They attain the average length of human
life, and children especially thrive in the country. The registration returns show

that in Burmah the deaths of cliildren under five years of age are in the proportion

of 27'S5 of the total deaths at all ages, whereas in England they are 40 per cent.

Concerning the characteristics and peculiarities of the Burman, much need not be

said. His virtues, which are many, and his failings, which are not a few, are much
the same here as in every part of his extensive country. Here, as elsewhere, he

displays much spasmodic energy and general laziness ; much love of feasts and

shows ; much disregard of the sacredness of human life, and much tenderness for

the lives of inferior members of the animal kingdom ; much arrogance and iucon-

siderateness when placed in high position ; and last, though not least, much general

truthfulness, and, among unsophisticated villagers, the very unoriental trait of being

quite unable to tell a specious falsehood, a trait which is as honourable to himself

as it is agreeable to those who have the government of his country. His occupa-

tions are cultivation on a small scale and petty trading. Actual poverty is almost

unknown, but riches are never accumulated. The Burman is strongly distinguished

from the Indian races by his love of sport and amusement, and his strong turn for

the ridiculous. In every way he is a marked contrast to the Hindoo. The

women-folk mix freely in all social gatherings on perfectly equal terms, and

form a very important factor in society. Proceeding to speak of British Burmah,

Mr. Hallett said that only one-half of the area of that country is cultivable, and

only one-seventh of that half is under cultivation. Taking the present population

at 4,000,000, there is room for 24,000,000 more, without overcrowding the province.

Even now about 1,000,000 tons of rice are exported every year, after feeding the

population, cattle, and elephants. It is, therefore, certain that if all the reclaimable

waste lands were brought under tillage, Burmah would be unrivalled as a granary.

The population of British Burmah has increased from 2,747,141 in 1872 to 3,736,771

in 1883. In the same interval the public expenditure in the province has risen

from .£779,513 to £1,493,702. Trade has more than kept pace with the advance

of population and revenue, as the following figures will show :—In 1874 the

imports were £1,859,095, and in 1883, £3,772,887. In 1874 the exports were

£3,480,407, and in 1883, £7,039,525. The relative increase of the imports is

somewhat greater than the increase in exports, but, with the balance of trade so

strongly in favour of the province, its capacity as a consumer of British manu-

factures is very imperfectly measured by the actual value of the imports. Again,

the comparatively small amount of those imports demonstrates conclusively that

Upper Burmah has acted as an effectual and insurmountable barrier between the

port of Rangoon and those illimitable commercial requirements of Western China

and the Shan States which it has been the hope of the Government and merchants

alike to ascertain and to satisfy. Rice represents 80 per cent, of the total exports.

The other chief exports are teak, cotton, jade, petroleum, spices, tobacco, hides,

horns, ivory, india-rubber, shellac, cutch, and drugs. Of these, teak forms 7 per

cent, of the total exports, and cotton 2| per cent. The statistics of the province
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show that one of the chief wants is population, a want which our connection with

India and China would make it easy for Madras, Bengal, and China to supply, thus

adding materially to the producing capacity and general prosperity of the province.

In the ten years ending 1883, the State outlay in British Burmah was £11,228,282,

or an average of £1,122,828 per annum. During this period the revenue rose from

£1,565,186 to £2,702,086, an improvement of £1,136,000 between the first and

last years of the decade. This is a result which seems to prove that the State could

not, in its own interest, pursue a more wise or a more profitable domestic policy in

the case of British Barmah than to devote to the province special funds to be

employed in opening out the country, in the extension of its railways, the improve-

ment of its new water communications, and the construction of carefully-selected

roads to feed the railways and the river channels. Our conquest of Upper Burmah,

which has been so happily concluded within the past few days, will place the

Burman Shan States under our protection. We can now drive the iron horse from

India down the valley of the Irrawady, and, via Moulmein, to the very gates of

China without any political impediment.

Britain and Russia in Asia.—Mr. Archibald R. Colquhoun read a very able Paper,

on 16th December, before the Royal United Service Institution, London, dealing

with the political position of England and Russia in Asia—a full report of which

was published in The Times of the following day. The following statistical facts are

worth recording. Sketching briefly the present position in Eastern Asia, Mr.

Colquhoun said :

—
" England's Asiatic dominions and dependencies cover more

than 2,500,000 square miles. She has 270,000,000 souls under her rule, speaking

more than twenty languages. Her European military strength in Asia is 70,000,

with 140,000 native auxiliaries, while her naval force counts some forty vessels.

She has 10,000 miles of railway, and 20,000 miles of telegraph on land in Asia, and

over 8000 miles of submarine cable. She has invested in her territories, either in

State loans or railways under the State, over £250,000,000, besides scores of millions

sterling invested in private enterprise—agricultural, commercial, industrial—which

cannot be exactly estimated. Our foreign trade with these territories is over

£150,000,000 annually, of which one half is with England. The trade of other

Asiatic countries with Britain is over £40,000,000, of which four-fifths is English,

while an enormous coasting trade, growing yearly with great strides, is mainly in

our hands. The trade between Eastern Asia and our Australian colonies is growing

yearly, and has a great future before it. The Asiatic dominions or dependencies of

Russia are two-and-a-half times as great as our ovm, containing over 7,000,000

square miles. But they have a population of only some 18,000,000, not one-fifteenth

of our Asiatic population, scattered over this enormous region, which, in economic

wealth, is poverty-stricken compared to our own. It is this simple fiict more than

any other which makes the rapid advance of Russia towards India and China, in the

present generation, so significant. From the shores of the Caspian as her base she

has now thrown forward a network of communications towards Central Asia and

Afghanistan. In the Amur she is making great efi"orts to consolidate herself, and

to perfect the communications between Vladivostok and Russian Siberia. Her
trade with Eastern Asia, consisting almost entirely of tea from China, is trifling.

French interests in Asia consist of her possession of Cochin China, covering an area

of 22,000 square miles, with a population of 1,700,000 ; Cambodia, 40,000 square

miles, and a population of 1,000,000 ; Annam (including Tonquin), 200,000 square

miles, with a population of about 10,000,000—in all about 13,000,000 souls. The
total trade represents merely some £7,000,000 sterling annually."'

Return of M. PrzhevalsM.—The following letter from M. Venukoft' has been
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published by the Revue de Gcographie

:

—" At this moment, M. Przhevalski ought to

have reached Karakol, a Eussian town in the neighbourhood of Lake Issyk-Kul.

At least, in his letter of the 20th August, dated from Tchir (53 miles west of

Khotan), he expressed his desire of reaching it towards the end of October (O.S.)

This letter contains a resume of the geographical discoveries made by this famous

traveller since his departure from the confines of Lob-nor. The mountain chain

Altiing-tacjh {GolAen Mountains), which rises to the south of this lake, and stretches

from east to west, ends abruptly on the banks of the Tchertchene, which emerges

from Tibet 223 miles from Lob-nor. Beyond this river a new mountain-chain is

visible, to the west and south-west, the Tokuz-daban, which forms the continuation

of the series of mountains, the Burkhan-buda, the Marco Polo, Colomb, etc., dis-

covered by M. Przhevalski during his former expeditions The Tokouz-daban and

its ramifications cover all the space between Tchertchene and Kiria, the extent

of which exceeds 248 miles. The direction of the principal range of these

mountains, until now absolutely unknown, is from the north-east to the south-west,

whilst from thence to Kiria the Kuen-Lun resumes its general direction from

east to west. All these mountains are covered with snow. At the mouth of the

river Yurum-Kach, in this mountainous country, there is visible to the south-west

a new group, covered with perpetual snow, which stretches towards Karakorum.

M. Przhevalski wished to penetrate it, but obstacles placed there by nature, as well

as by the Chinese, did not allow him to accomplish this design. He was obliged

to continue his journey towards Khotan, and beyond this town, as far as Tchir.

Moreover, all the terra incognita between Lob-nor and Khotan had already been

explored by him, when he wrote his last two letters, the one to the Hereditary

Grand Duke of Russia, the other to myself. It is curious to notice, a propos of this

correspondence, that my letter, sent off on the 23rd January 1885, was received by

M. Przhevalski at Khotan, or in its neighbourhood, after having traversed the

enormous distance of 8700 miles, from Paris by Kiakhta, Pekin, and the deserts

of Southern Mongolia, of Tzai'dam and of Eastern Turkestan. This proves

that nowadays the most perfect security holds sway over all this space. The

population of the countries explored by M. Przhevalski is very thin. The traveller

only found two congregations of any size—the one on the confines of Lob-nor, the

other in the valley of the Tchertchene. The first group was composed of 400

individuals belonging to a mixed race of Turks and Mongols ; they live by fishing,

by hunting birds, and, to a small extent, by agriculture. The second group was

more numerous, containing 3000 persons, who dwell in some hamlets scattered here

and there, and occupy themselves with the cultivation of gardens and fields.

Judging by the number of ruins that INI. Przhevalski has found in the oasis of

Tchertchene, one must suppose that this population, so heterogeneous in its compo-

sition, is the remnant of a more numerous one, for the traces of more than twenty

towns and villages are still to be seen. Two main reasons have caused the

depopulation of the country. First, the cruelty of the Chinese, the actual masters

of the Tchertcheneans, and then, second, the advance of the sand from the neigh-

bouring desert. During the whole of his journey between Lob-nor and Kiria, M.
Przhevalski observed clouds of dust which filled the air, obscured the sun, and

covered the vegetation with a very thick layer. The chief wind which carried it

was that from the north-east. The traveller hoped to arrive at St. Petersburg

towards the 10th January 1886."

Derbend and the Porta Caspia.—To the Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, Herr von
Eckert contributes some interesting details in regard to the great wall of Derbend,

which, for a distance of 30 to 40 miles, runs west from the shores of the Caspian.
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Discounting the portion of the wall which encloses Derbend itself on north and

south, it may be said to begin to the west of Naryn-Kaleh, the citadel which com-

mands the town ; but the heights above the citadel ascend so rapidly that the wall

is continued only part of the distance (about Ih miles) to Pramiishki-Kaleh, which

lies in a hollow of the same ridge. The next castle, Karogli-Kaleh, lies to the south

of Pramiishki-Kaleh ; but there is no wall between. From Karogli, however, it

extends across a deep valley to Ivejili-Kaleh, on the highest point of a parallel

range. The wall generally fronts the north. Besides the castles, which all have

Tartar names, and form quadrangles of 40 to 80 paces in extent, there are numerous
square watch-towers along the wall, from the interior of wliich a stair leads up to

the top.

From Kejili-Kaleh the wall continues along the mountain-ridge by Metagi,

Kemokh, and for some distance further north ; then it turtis westward by Zadian

and Belgadj to Shilkani, where it bends abruptly south to resume its generally

westward direction by Seshur Darvag (where for some distance there is a double

line of wall), Zil, and so onwards, along the ridge, to the great terminal castle of

Chukhun, a fine feudal-looking building, which occupies the highest point in the

neighbourhood, and commands a view of Kemokh, Metagi, Kejili, and Pramashki.

According to a passage which Herr von Eckert quotes from the Arabian geographer

and historian Yakut-el-Hamawi (1230 a.d.), the wall was erected by Anushirwau,

(531-579) of the Sassanid dynasty, who also buUt the town of Bab-el-Abwab (i.e.

Gate of the Gates), or Derbend.

Was Patrokles at the Kara Bugas ?—This is the title of a paper by Professor

Hermann Wagner, a corresponding member of this Society, which appeared in the

July number of the Journal of the Royal Scientific Society of Gottingen University.

Kara Bugas is the name of a great gulf, which deeply indents the eastern coast of

the Caspian Sea, and Patrokles was a JNIacedonian general, who, while acting as

Governor of the eastern i)rovinces of the Syrian kingdom, founded by Seleukus,

made an exploring voyage along the Caspian shores, somewhere between the years

285 and 282 B.C. Strabo (Book xi. chap. 6) has preserved to us the knowledge of

this fact :
—

" Eratosthoies says that the navigation of this sea (the Caspian) was
known to the Greeks, that the part of the voyage along the coast of the Albanians
and Cadusii comprised 5400 stadia, and the part along the country of the Anariaci,

Mardi [or Amardi], and Hyrcania, as far as the motdh of the river Oxus, 4800
stadia, and thence to the Jaxartes, 2400 stadia." Strabo subjoins the caution,

" that we must not understand the accounts of writers in too literal a sense, parti-

cularly with regard to distances." The Oxus now discharges into the Sea of Aral,

though formerly (whether in historic or prehistoric times is still an unsettled

question) it entered the Caspian Sea at the indentation called the Balkan Bay ; and
the question which Wagner discusses is whether it was the entrance to this bay, or

to the Kara Bugas further north, which Patrokles took to be the Oxus mouth. His
object is not so much to settle the questions in dispute about the Oxus as to expose
the careless and unscientific method in which even professional geographers are too

much in the habit of examining such questions. A German scholar, he says, called

Rosier, in his excellent work entitled, The Aral Sea Question, 1873, had again

sought to employ the voyage of Patrokles as a fundamental proof for the existence

of an Oxus entrance into the Caspian at the time of that voyage. He had, however,
fallen into the error of setting down the distance from the mouth of the Mardus
(Sefid-RCid) to that of the Oxus at 3800 stadia, instead of 4800, as given by Strabo.
The credit of detecting this mistake of Rosler's belongs to Herr K. J. Neumann of

Strassburg, who (Patrokles and the Oxus, in Hermes, xix., 1884, pp. 165-8) pointed
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out that if one o'oes 1000 stadia further northwards from the Balkan Bay, into which

the supposed dry bed of the Oxus, called Usboy by the natives, enters, he arrives

exactly at the entrance of the great gulf Kara Bugas, which Patrokles, he adds,

niiofht have supposed to be the mouth of the Oxus. This supposition was of course

a mistake, and consequently Patrokles in that case would stand no longer in the

way of those who assume that the desiccation of the lower course of the Oxus took

phice in prehistoric times, and hold as unproved an influx of its waters into the

Caspian in historic times. This theory A. Kirchhoff of Halle not only accepts with-

out reservation, but he seeks to give it additional support by a conjecture regarding

the geographical representations of Patrokles " on the non-existence of an Oxus

entrance into the Caspian in antiquity." The theory thus gradually developed, our

author subjects to a rigid examination, not, he says, M'ith a view to subject the

question of the old course of the Oxus to a fresh scrutiny, but merely to consider

whether we ai-e warranted in ascribing to Patrokles the discovery of the Kara Bugas.

He undertakes to show that Patrokles did not reach that gulf, and seeks to resolve

all the proofs adduced, either to misconceptions or to the want of a proper method
of geographical investigation. His objections are based (1st) on the want of an

accurate analysis of the estimates of distance in Patrokles
;

(2nd), on the miscon-

ception of the position of the island of Talka in Ptolemy (vi. 9) ;
(3d), on the

considerable over-estimate of the geographical insight of Patrokles (on the part of

Kirchhoff) ; and (4th), most particularly on the want of all consideration of the

nature of Kara Bugas, and therewith on the considerable under-estimate of the

powers of observation possessed by Patrokles.

(1.) Wagner agrees with Neumann in regarding the mouth of the Mardus
(Patrokles' starting-point) as identical with the mouth of the Sefid-Rdd (Kizil-Uzen).

The distance thence to the mouth of the Oxus, according to Strabo, was 4800

stadia, but Rosier erroneously regarded it as only 3800, taking the 3800 stadia =
380 geographical miles (10 stadia= l mile, and 600 stadia = l°).

Wagner objects to Neumann's views

—

(a) that he has apparently made no

careful measurement of the stretch of coast between the mouth of the Sefid-Rud

and the Balkan Bay, or he has measured -wrong
;

(b) that the Kara Bugas is

distant, not 4800, but 5500, or at least 5200 stadia from the Sefid-Rud, whilst the

Eratosthenic number of 4800 refers much rather to the inner recess of the Balkan

Bay than to Kara Bugas
; (c) that experience shows how unsafe it is to base so

important a localisation merely on " exact " coincidence of distance and place
; (d)

that the well-known tendency of the ancients to over-estimate coast-line distances

opposes the assumption that the 4800 stadia refer to the Kara Bugas.

In establishing these positions, our author remarks :
" Rosier came now from

the Sefid-Rud with his 3800 stadia ' extraordinarily near ' to the Balkan Bay,

while Neumann reaches quite exactly the mouth of that bay, and thus to about

39° 45' N. lat. ; but I scarcely reach the south side of the island of Chaleken.

Herewith the question at once arises of the length of the south coast of the

Caspian Sea. The distance of the present main mouth of the Sefid-Rud from

the bending of the coast at the Bay of Astrabad measures scarcely more than 2100

stadia ; but the Sefid-Rud delta having undergone change, it is difficult to deter-

mine with precision the position of the ancient embouchure, and, moreover, a sub-

sidence of the sea-level has probably made the coast-line a little shorter than in

antiquity. From Enzeli, at the entrance into the Bay of Resht, onward to

Astrabad Bay, there are 2400 stadia, according even to Melgunof (the author

quoted by Neumann), who reckons 240 sea miles, or 2400 stadia. But how, under

this supposition, the remaining 1400 (3800-2400), or, it may be, 1700 (3800-2100)
stadia should lead us from the Bay of Astrabad (the island of Ashur) northwards
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to the entrance of the Balkan Bay, is beyond my ability to discover. Perhaps it

may be said the difference of latitude 2° 50' gives 1700 stadia. If one, however, has

to feel his way, in the manner of coasting voyages, by hugging the shore, he comes

after 1400 stadia, even without entering the Atrek Bay, to about the island of

Mugan, and after 1600 stadia to the southern entrance to the shallow channel,

full of sand-banks and flat islands, which separate Chaleken from the mainland,

where he is still from 300 to 500 stadia distant from the southern entrance

into the Balkan Bay, and that, too, whether he goes eastward or westward round

the island. But if we assume for the south coast eastward from Sefid-Eud only

2100 stadia, then 1700 stadia further do not bring one beyond the south side of

Chaleken. This cannot be noticed at all on survey maps of a small scale, but

can be seen well on Petermann's map or the Russian one. This being settled,

that further voyage of 1000 stadia, which Hosier's error prevented him from taking

into account, would lead by the directest way between the island of Chaleken

and the mainland, after 700 stadia, to the innermost recess of the Balkan Bay,

while to reach thereto by sailing round the island would require 1000 stadia. In

other words, the very shortest reckoning from the mouth of the Sefid-Rud to

that of the Oxus gives 4400 (2100 + 1600 + 700), the other 4700 stadia (2400+
1600 + 700). On the other hand, the south side of Chaleken is from 1300 to 1400

stadia distant from the Kara Bugas. It is consequently proved— 1st, that those

3800 stadia can in no case lead to the entrance into the Balkan Bay, and conse-

quently that Neumann is wrong in counting from this point the additional 1000

stadia ; and 2d, that the Kara Bugas, if not 5500 stadia distant from the Sefid-

Riid, is, at the lowest calculation, 5200 (2100 + 1700 + 1400). Besides, a coasting

voyage from the midst of the entrance of the Balkan Bay, after a course of 1000

stadia, would take one 100 stadia beyond the Bugas, while the end of the Usboy

is from 500 to 600 stadia distant from the entrance. This statement, it appears to

me, takes away the force of proof from the conclusion exhibited, viz., that those

4800 stadia which Patrokles left behind him in reaching the Oxus mouth lead

exactly to the Kara Bugas. They fall, in fact, short of the requirement by, at the

very least, 400 stadia, or by just so much as the shortest measurement of the distance

from the Sefid-Rud mouth to the Oxus mouth is under the distance given by

Strabo (4800 stadia)."

We need not follow our author in his illustration of the other two points on

which he bases his opposition to Neumann's views. It is well known that the

estimates of distances in ancient authors are, as a rule, excessive. Nearchus, for

instance, estimated the distance between the Indus and the Straits of Ormus at

13,000 stadia, instead of 8000, and Arrian, in his Periphis of the Euxine Sea,

exaggerates, by t to J, the distances from stage to stage in a coasting voyage from

Heraclea to the Bosporus. Is it not then, Wagner asks, more likely that this

4800 stadia refers to the inner recess of the Balkan Bay, whose entrance is from

4000 to 4200 stadia distant from the Sefid-Rud, than to the Kara Bugas, which is

5500 distant ?

(2.) The second objection turns upon a misconception with regard to Talka, an

island which Ptolemy mentions in his description of Hyrcania, and to which he

assigns a latitude of 43° 5' N., almost the same as he assigns to the mouth of the

Oxus, 43° (ed. Wilb. 416). Rosier identified Talka wdth the island of Chaleken,

which lies before Balkan Bay, but assumed the latitude of the Oxus to be 44°

instead of 43° 5'. Neumann accepts the identification, but neither he nor our

author can divine on what grounds he altered the latitude. His assertion, more-

over, that, to Ptolemy, Talka must have appeared as not far distant from the Oxus
mouth, is altogether baseless ; for Ptolemy, while giving Talka nearly the same
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latitude as the Oxus mouth, places it no fewer than 5° further west (longitude of

Talka, 95°
; of the Oxus mouth, 100°). Now, as Ptolemy assumed that a degree

at the Equator measured 500 stadia, 5 degrees of longitude, in latitude 43°, would

be equivalent with him to 1830 stadia. How then, it may be asked, did Neumann
justify his assent to Eosler's identification of Talka with Chaleken, so far as that

identification was based on Ptolemy's figures ? By asserting that Ptolemy mis-

understood the sources from which he drew his information. " Rosier," he says,

" has not drawn the necessary conclusion from the well-known fact, to which he

himself refers, that Ptolemy, through a lamentable error, had made the great axis

of the Caspian Sea run from west to east, instead of from north to south, thus

giving to its basin a configuration by which great portions of the coast, running in

the direction of the meridian, would be drawn into the direction of the parallels of

latitude. The estimates of distance, which were meant for the fixing of latitudes,

would be used for the fixing of longitudes. ... If, then, we translate Ptolemy's deter-

minations (long, of Talka 90°, of Oxus mouth 95°) into what was meant by the

original sources, it is not a great difference of position from west to east that is

indicated, but from north to south, and thereby the relation of the Oxus mouth to

Balkan Bay, as represented by Ptolemy, disappears ; but the result thus attained

combines exceedingly well with the way from Kara Bugas." In controverting

this argument, our author points out (1st) that it is impossible for any one who has

examined Ptolemy's map, and compared it with a modern one, to conceive that his

error with regard to the longitudinal axis of the Caspian arose from a corresponding

change of the direction of the coast-line, whereby it was made to run from east to

west, instead of from north to south
;

(2nd), that the meridional axis of the basin,

from the mouth of the Rha (Volga) to the northern coast of Media is, after all, but

to a comparatively insignificant extent less than on our present maps—viz., 8°

instead of 10°
;

(3d), that the undue extension of the distance from west to east

is attributable to the fact that Ptolemy, knowing nothing of the Aral Sea and the

Ust-Urt plateau, drew them both within the limits of the Caspian Sea, since he had
no authority for giving to the Jaxartes and Polytimetus a mouth lying so far to the

west, as it would have been necessary to give had he represented them as flowing

into the east coast proper
;

(4th), that in fact, as a consequence of Neumann's way
of dealing with respect to Talka and the Oxus mouth, all the adjoining territories

would be thrown at once into the most absurd positions. Wagner then i^oints out

that the argument is unfortunately chosen in support of the theory that the Kara
Bugas was reached by Patrokles ; for while the island of Chaleken is actually only

l^", or 900 stadia southwards from the Kara Bugas, Talka, by the new interpreta-

tion, is made to lie 5° in the same direction from it—that is, as has already been

shown, a distance of at the very least 1830 stadia. That Chaleken, however, is the

modern representative of Talka is not at all unlikely ; for, though the former is quite

near the coast, and the latter, according to Ptolemy, at least 183 miles from it, it

is to be remembered that the Greek geographer was in the habit of "throwing

islands that lay near the coast far out into the sea."

(3.) The third argument in support of the new hypothesis has been advanced by
Kirchhoff, and is of such a nature as hardly to require refutation. It involves the

ascription to Patrokles of a power of geographical intuition which he could not

possibly have possessed. The argument is thus stated by Kirchhoff" himself :
—" We

might add that the assumption on the part of Patrokles, that the Kara Bugas is the

termination of the Oxus, might well enough be based on this further consideration
;

that the line of the Oxus at that point where it became known to the Greeks, from

the time (329 b.c.) when its stream was crossed by Alexander the Great, possesses

exactly a direction which, if supposed to be further continued, would reach the sea
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at Adji Darya."' Adji Darya, it may be explained, is the giilf called Kara Bugas

{i.e. the black gulf) in the maps, t hough Kara Bugas is properly only the entrance

from the Caspian Sea into that gulf). " This \^e^y," says Wagner, " I can assuredly

in no wise accept^—nay, this mode of arguing, in the mouth of a professed geographer,

is not without its own peculiar danger ; for is it to be expected that those whom I

may call the geographical laity will refrain from advancing the most daring conclu-

sions if such complicated questions are to find their solution by merely applying a

ruler to some particular river or coast-line ? " Then, dealing with the argument

itself, he asks how it can be conceived that a man who lived more than 400 years

before Ptolemy, and lived even before Eratosthenes himself, should have had as

clear and as correct an idea of the situation of Baktra (where the middle course

of the Oxus lies) relatively to Hyrcania, which, through INIargiana intervening, is

distant from it more than 1200 kilometres (= the distance between Venice and

Copenhagen), as we at the present day are able to represent on our maps. But it

is known for certain that there were no maps before Eratosthenes, and nobody in

those days had ever thought of such modes of representing the earth's surface as

began to make their appearance in the time of Ptolemy. The point where Alex-

ander crossed the Oxus has not even yet been fixed with certainty, but as we know

that it lay somewhere to the north of Baktra, its distance from the mouth would be

about 1200 kilometres, or 6500 stadia. How then could any one, from merely

observing in what direction the Oxus was Mowing, while still at that great distance

from the sea, deter mine at what particular point it would enter the sea ? As Kara

Bugas and the Balkan Bay are only 1$° distant from each other, the one might be

selected for the embouchure with just as much reason as the other. Ptolemy, it

may be added, fixes the passage of the Oxus at Zariaspa, under the 44th degree of

latitude, which is a degree further to the north than the latitude he assigns to the

mouth.

(4.) If Kirchhoff's argument endowed Patrokles with an almost supernatural gift

of geographical intuition, the next does not credit him even with the simple powers

of observation which an ordinary seaman possesses. What is most striking, our

author observes, in the whole of the proof adduced, is, that a conclusion has been

arrived at without the peculiar nature of the Kara Bugas being ever taken . at

all into account. After 4800 stadia, it is said, an opening shoivs itself in the

coast. On this Neumann (p. 176) remarks:—"There has thus really happened

here what in the history of discovery stands by no means without example ;

Patrokles has taken a narrow arm of the sea for the mouth of the Oxus.

We see therefore no trace of an actual knowledge of the course of the river

and of its mouth." As we possess not even the slightest indication of any observa-

tion ever made by Patrokles, on the countries which he visited, we can only adduce

probabilities. The Balkan Bay contracts itself into the shape of a funnel, and has

at the end of its third portion a breadth across of only from 3 to 4 kilometres, so

that both banks can easUy be seen, especially the Balkan range, which towers

up on the north side. At the same time, if the voyage was not continued into the

innermost recess, there c ould in this case be produced in the mind of Patrokles the

idea of the embouchure of a river far more readily than if he had been sailing

through, or even merely sailing past, the Kara Bugas, where behind the dunes that

rise up from the flats in front the surface of the Adji Darga will again gleam forth.

From the times of Herodotus the notion was widely current in antiquity that the

Oxus was a very noble river, even one of the greatest rivers of the known world, and

we may assume that its breadth where Alexander crossed would be about 1000

metres. And how stands it then with the breadth of the supposed embouchure at

Kara Bugas? The entrance of it, according to SherebzoflF, is 80 Eussian fathoms
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(sazhen), which are equivalent to 480 or 560 English feet, according as the fathom is

taken as = 6 (as here it probably ought), or 7 feet. Should it, however, be assumed

that in antiquity the opening might have been far wider, this is to enter the region of

conjecture. Besides, such an assumption is precluded when the firm nature of the soil

is taken into account, and the fact that the banks are rocky and resist the pressure

of the sea. Can it be supposed that Patrokles could have taken this opening, which

is only about 150 metres wide, for the mouth of the mighty Oxus, which he must

have pictured to himself as at least 1000 metres in breadth ? Must not the mouth

in that case run far out to sea, with its waters compressed into a vast and deep

stream ? Let us now revert to the Balkan Bay. If, in reality, as I also believe, the

main stream of the Amu at that time no longer flowed into the Balkan Bay
;
yea,

further, if that small arm of brackish water should itself have been dried up, still

it is possible to assume that in the Balkan Bay there was, occasionally at least, a

weak outward current which did not escape the sailor's notice, this being produced

by a multitude of streams periodically running down into the Bay from the adjacent

range of hills during the prevalence of winds from the north. How much stronger

must that current have been, supposing that a part of the Amu as well as of the

Murghab and Tejend at that time still emptied into the River of Usboy, and the

surplus, in part at least, went to the Caspian Sea ? At all events, the impression that

one found himself there in the mouth of a river would be decidedly created by the

existence of this current. Exactly the very reverse of an outward current towards

the Caspian Sea is found at Kara Bugas. Of the former configuration of the " Black

Gulf," or Kara Bugas, we know nothing ; but what of it now ? A geographer

must, I think, on a mere inspection of the map,—which shows him, lying in latitude

41° to 42°, a secluded basin, which is surrounded on all sides by wide burning steppes

and does not receive the waters of any river,—come to the conclusion that here

he has to deal with an evaporating basin which is only prevented from being

dried up because a current from the Caspian Sea passing through the Black Gulf

compensates for the loss caused by the exhalations. That there is such an efflux

from the Caspian there is abundance of satisfactory evidence to show, as, for

instance, that of Peter the Great, who at the time he was resident in Paris, men-

tioned the subject to Delisle, the French cartographer. " The Prince," says

Delisle, " did me the honour to say that it was a mistake to suppose there was a

whirlpool in the Caspian Sea—that if there was such a thing at all anywhere, it

could only be in another sea—a small one of 15 leagues in extent, into which the

Caspian Sea discharged itself on its east side, and of which we have no knowledge

up to the present time ; that the water of this little sea was so intensely salt that

the fish of the Caspian Sea that entered it immediately lost their sight and died soon

afterwards." It is well known that the existence of the Kara Bugas basin became

known in Western Europe at first through Peter's description of it to Delisle. Karl

E. Von. Baer is at present occupied with his third treatise in connection with his

highly interesting studies of the Caspian. Herein he seeks to show that the amount

of salt contained in that sea, including the Adji Darya (which he calls also the Kara

Bugas) is undergoing diminution, and he at the same time communicates the

results of the hydrographical investigations conducted by Sherebzoff in 1847. What
interests us most of all is the character of the current. Sherebzoff states expressly

that it flows constantly into the gulf, running with a west wind at 2i knots, and

with an east wind at 1|, and at the entrance into the bay at from 2| to 3| knots.

Karelin and Blaramberg also found that, even with an east wind prevailing, the set

of the current was still towards the east. Baer is, moreover, inclined to assume that

the current going through the Kara Bugas gave rise to the tradition about the

whirlpool (schlunde) into which the Caspian waters precipitate themselves. Accord-

VOL. II. D
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ing to Sherebzofl', tlie current ceases to be perceptible at the distance of 25 sea-miles

from the entrance, for its rate being there from j to | a knot cannot be distinguished

from the eflfects produced by the wind.

This last observation shows us clearly that Patrokles on his coasting voyage

must have observed something of this current, which would have carried him out

of the Caspian Sea, even if he had only come in sight of the gap, since it is self-

evident that to the west of the opening a current running towards it from a great

distance must have been formed, seeing that it was traceable at a distance of 25

miles out at sea. That the same conditions existed in antiquity is shown by the

excessive saltness of the water. At all events, this enclosed gulf is to be regarded

as a salt lake, which through the excessive amount of the continual evaporation

draws away salt from the Caspian Sea. Which, then, of the two suppositions is the

more probable, " that Patrokles, finding no current in the small Balkan Bay, has taken

this for the mouth of the Oxus, or that, being caught by a current penetrating into

the narrow Black Gulf, he confounded this with it ?"

After all this, says our author, one might assert that the evidence yielded by
this voyage for an entrance of the Oxus into the Caspian in antiquity is not set

aside by the new hypothesis. We are still without the means of deciding the ques-

tion, and wait for further disclosures of special exploring expeditions, and the

accurate examination of places where ruins exist on the Usboy. The occasional

discussions of the Eussian geographers afford at all events of no conclusive judg-

ment on the point in question.

AFRICA.
The Congo Free State.—It is announced that, on Januaiy 1, 1886, the Congo

Free State will enter the Postal Union.

It is stated that an agreement has been concluded between the Government of

the Congo Free State and Mr. H. M. Stanley and Mr. J. F. Hutton, M.P., acting

on behalf of the Congo Eailway Syndicate, Manchester, for the construction of a

State railway between Vivi and Leopoldville, to connect the Lower with the Upper
Congo.

Exploration of the Lulongo and tlie UruM.

—

Le Mov.rement Geographique for

27th December contains an interesting communication, which the editor has just

received from Mr. Grenfell, of the Baptist Mission of Leopoldville.

In company with Lieutenant von Francois, an agent of the Congo Free State,

Mr. Grenfell has just accomplished another voyage of discovery, on board the

steamer Peace. For the first time, Europeans have j)enetrated into the vast

region extending to the south of the great bend of the Congo. The course of

the rivers Lulongo and Uruld are known up to a point at a considerable distance

from their confluence. The details of Mr. Grenfell's journey through this virgin

territory are not yet known, but he sends a sketch-map, which is reproduced by
the Mouvement Geogrcqyhiqtie, together with some new facts contained in an
accompanying letter. Mr. Grenfell and Lieutenant Francois have explored the

L^ruki and Lulongo. The former, which is the more important affluent, was named
by Stanley the " Black River ; " and above its confluence it is known as the Chuapa.
It comes almost in a straight course from the east. The Peace was enabled to

ascend it to the vUlage of Bokuku, in 1° 1' S. lat., and 23° 14' E. long. At this

point the river measures 164 yards, and is so far navigable. Higher up it deflects

to the south, where its source is supposed to take rise in about 3" latitude. On
its left bank, the Chuapa receives an important affluent, named the Bussera, which
comes from the south-south-east. It has generally been known up to V 9' S. lat.
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and 20° 23' E. long., where it still has a breadth of 54 yards. The Peace was

unable to proceed in consequence of the water being too shallow. It appears

probable, however, that between the Bussera and the Kassai there are one or

more affluents of this latter river on the right bank. We already know, from

Stanley and Van Gele, that the Uruki, at its confluence, has a breadth of from

875 to 1094 yards, which, after four hours' navigation, is reduced to 656 yards.

As reo-ards the Lulongo, which empties itself into the Congo through a mouth

546 yards broad, this river flows, more or less, from west to east, north of the

Equator. The Peace ascended it to 10' of N. lat. and 22° 32' of E. long., where

steam navigation stops. Here the river is not more than 32 yards broad. On its

rio'ht bank, it receives an affluent of some importance, which appears to have a

direction parallel to the Congo in that part of its course, and which is called the

Lopuri. 'The travellers also ascended its lower course. As inferred by Lieutenant

Coquilhat, the Lulongo drains the waters of the region situated immediately to

the south of the left bank of the Congo, which explains the absence of any large

affluents flowing into the latter between the confluence of the Lulongo and that of

the Lomami.

This exploration would seem to dispose very satisfactorily of the suppositions

hitherto advanced in regard to the direction of the waters in this region. Instead

of flowing from south to north, as was supposed, the Lulongo, Uruki, and their

affluents, would flow from east-south-east towards the west. This would tend to

demonstrate, too, the importance of the hydrographical system of the Upper Congo

for the purposes of navigation. The Congo itself, between Stanley Pool and

Stanley Falls ; the Mobangi, as far as Grenfell ascended it ; the Kassai, to the

confluence of the Lulua ; Lakes Leopold and Mantumba ; the Lulongo and Uruki

—

all these constitute an admirable network of navigable waterways, which off"er

advantages for the exploration and occupation of the whole of this vast and fertile

region.

The Licona River.—The Licona is that river the upper course of which M. de

Brazza explored during his first journey in 1879, and which all maps agree in

making flow into the Congo between the Equator and 1° of south latitude. At one

time, we believed, says the Mouvement Gcografhique, basing our calculations on

the information of the traveller himself, that, instead of going to join the Congo,

the Licona, flowing in a course parallel to the Equator, went eastwards to the left

bank of the Lower Mobangi. It appears that it does nothing of the kind. " I send

you to-day," Mr. Grenfell writes to us, " some sketches from my chart of the Mobangi

delta, and of the right bank of the Congo, from this point as far as the Mboshi (the

French ' Alima '). I send them to you because I believe them to be interesting on

account of the latest information they contain on the subject of the Mobangi and

the Licona. . . . There is not any river between the delta of the Mbunga (where

the Licona debouches), and a point on the left bank of the Lower Mobangi, at 2°

north of the Equator, that a man could not take at a single leap." According to the

chart of the explorer, the Licona falls into the Congo at 1° 8' S. latitude (observed),

and 17° 20' E. longitude (estimated), a little to the east of the village of Mbunga,

where the French had established a post, now abandoned, and nearly oi^posite the

station of Lukolela (left bank). The position approximately indicated by Stanley in

the large chart which accompanies Five Years on the Congo is almost exact. In

the new exploration which Mr. Grenfell has just terminated so favourably and so

rapidly—this time in company with Lieutenant von FranQois—the Peace returned

to the Licona, and ascended the river for nearly 31 miles. It follows, according

to the map of the Lieutenant, that the Licona, in its lower course, follows a
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north-east and south-west direction, consequently pretty nearly parallel to that of

the lower Mobangi. As the left bank of this latter river does not receive, for about

170 miles of its lower course, a single tributary, it appears certain that it is the

Licona which drains the waters of the region situated immediately to the west.

After having flowed from west to east in its upper course, where M. de Brazza saw

it, it must wind to the south, since it finally trends to the south-west. It may now

be said, therefore, that the eastern boundary of the French colony of the Congo

leaves the right bank of the Congo towards 1° 5' S. latitude, opposite the station

of the Lukolela, and goes from thence towards the north-west to rejoin the 17th

meridian. In this part of its course, the Congo is full of islands, and one sees by

Mr. Grenfell's map that the confluence of the Licona has escaped until now the

observation of navigators. With regard to the AUma, which at its confluence

bears the name of Mboshi, Mr. GrenfeU places it in 1° 38' S. latitude, and IT"" 2' 30"

E. longitude—" about 40'," writes the explorer, " more to the east than the longi-

tude given by Dr. Ballay." The Alima at its confluence is 20 feet deep, and the

rate of its current is 147 feet per minute.

Region between the Congo and the Kassai.—The following are some of the

positions given in Mr. Grenfell's sketch-maj) :

—

Confluence of the Alima (r. b.),

Village of Ikuba (r. b.),

„ Bosako „

„ Mbunga „
Confluence of the Licona (r. b.), .

Lukolela Station (1. b.).

Village of Mgombe (1. b.), .

Confluence of the Irebon (1. b.), .

Delta of the Mobangi (W. mouth),

VUlage of Mpoka (extremity of isthmus),

Village of Bisongo (1. b. of Mobangi),

The Mobangi-Welle Hypothesis.—According to Le Mouvement Geographique for

27th December, the hypothesis advanced by the editor (Mr. Wauters) some time

back, that the Mobangi River, which forms a great arm of the Congo, meeting it

on the right bank a little south of the Equator, could be no other than the lower

course of the Welle, has been adopted by Mr. GrenfeU himself. In an article in

the October number of the Magazine, " The Welle-Congo Theory," we took occa-

sion to refer to this ; and the map we gave in illustration of it agrees in many
important respects with the more recent information conveyed through Mr.
Grenfell's letter. Mr. GrenfeU writes, under date, LeopoldvUle, 31st October :

—

'' The Mobangi does not deflect to the west, as far as I have traced it on the map
(4" 20' N, lat.). It has a course corresponding exactly to that which you have given

il in your map. I may therefore say that I cheerfully accept your hypothesis." In
4" lat. the WeUe, measuring 267 yards, flows towards the west ; in 4° 20' the

Mobangi, measuring 656 yards, comes from the east. The identification of the two
streams of water is evident. Between their two extreme points some 450 miles

remain to be known. All the lower course of the Mobangi, between the confluent

and 0° 20' N. lat., is covered with islands. As on the Congo, one can scarcely, at

this part of the river's course, see from one shore to the other. At its confluence,

these islands form a labyrinth, the waters flowing through eight different mouths.

S. Latitude.
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The narrowest of these mouths measures 33 yards, the largest 1100 yards. The

delta measures at its base 15 miles. The most northern mouth is in 0° 24' 30" S.

lat., the most southern in 0° 33' 30". Five miles above the base, that is to say at

the head of the delta, the river measures about 2^ miles in breadth, which it

retains up to at least 0° 17' N. In this latitude, the right bank is in 18° 20'

E. long. The river flows in a south-west direction."

Sources of tlie Lujenda.—A correspondent sends us a copy of Bishop Smithie's

Report, which has just reached England, of his journey from Matop(i, near Blantyre,

to Newala, near Lindi, upon the East Coast. This journey of Bishop Smithie

—

Bishop of the Universities Mission to Central Africa—down the valley of the

Lujenda, has not often been performed. After seeing the launch at Matop^ of the

Universities Mission steamer Oiarles Janson, the Bishop started for the coast with

a Mr. Foster, who had gone up country to shoot, and between thirty and forty

carriers, chiefly Zanzibar men. His route led him across the north end of lake

Shirwa, or Kilwa, and up the east side of lakes Chiuta and Amaramba. Bishop

Smithie's remarks concerning the true source of the Lujenda River, and the minor

lakes Chiuta and Amaramba, fully bear out Consul O'Neill's description of them,

given in his journey in that district during 1883, and published in the B.G.S. Proc.

of November and December 1884. The Bishop's exact words are : - " Before my
journey down the Lujenda, I had not seen Mr. O'Neill's account of his journey to

Lake Kilwa and the sources of the Lujenda in 1883, nor his map. I am glad to see

that all I have said, independently from an unscientific point of view, about the

country which I passed through by accident, coincides with his accurate and careful

account." Speaking of Lake Shirwa and the Lujenda River, the Bishop says :

—

" The water of the lake could certainly never overflow this hill, and the guide said

the lake had no connection with the Lujenda, and entirely repudiated the idea of

there being any possible overflow,—corroborating Mr. O'Neill's conclusion." The
" hill " of which Bishop Smithie speaks is the low ridge which cuts off Lake Shirwa

from the Lujenda. Further on Bishop Smithie states :
—" If there were any con-

nection between Lake Kilwa and the Lujenda River, we could not have failed to

see it." Leaving the head-waters of the Lujenda, the Bishop travelled down its

valley, keeping along the main caravan route, which leads from Kilwa to South

Nyassa. The Bishop states :
—" The whole country is swept of inhabitants by suc-

cessive raids of tribe after tribe on those who settle there. We met two caravans

returning from the coast, one a large one of some hundreds of people. A large

number were boys and women. These, and probably some men, were slaves, whom
the heads of the caravan had failed to sell." Frequently were seen villages built

upon piles in the waters of the river, and where the bed was much cut up by

islands—as was often the case—which were densely populated. The Bishop speaks

of the natives crossing over to these islands " in flat boats made of bark, with

a sort of trellis-work of bamboo for seats." The principal chiefs visited en route

appear to have been Mtarika, Kandulu, and Chipajola, all of the Yao tribe, and it

is satisfactory to find that these are able to make a successful stand at times

against those celebrated marauders, the Makangwara. The Bishop says :
—

" At
Kandulu's we heard the Makangwara had forded the river where it was shallow,

and destroyed five villages on the islands, killing or capturing all the people. But

since then, in trying to cross the Lujenda, they were attacked by the Yaos, and, it

is said, a great number were killed." Namtusi, a spot on the Lower Lujenda, at

which M. Angelvy, a French engineer in the service of the Saltan of Zanzibar,

reports good coal, was visited, but the chief being away, the inhabitants refused to

show the place of the coal to the Bishop's party. The Universities Mission Station
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of Newala was reached on October 24th, after a journey of forty-five days, accom-

plished without sickness or serious difficulty of any kind.

Germany and Zanzibar,—According to an official report received from Zanzibar,

a treaty of friendship, commerce, and navigation was signed on the 20th inst. on

board the Bismarck, now stationed at Zanzibar, between the German Empire and

the Sultan of Zanzibar. The treaty will be laid before the Federal Council and

Reichstag this session. The Norddeutsche states that the negotiations came to a

speedy and favourable conclusion, thanks to the conciliatory and friendly conduct

of Bargash Ben Said. This treaty replaces that of 1859 between Zanzibar and

the Hanse Towns, and contains important concessions for Hamburg and the German

East African Company. Amongst other advantages, farm machines and implements,

and plant for railways and tramways destined for territories under German j)ro-

tection, are to be imported free of duty. Thus the work of peace, which has

been negotiated under the auspices and with the best wishes of England, has been

brought to a satisfactory issue. The conclusion of this treaty gives great satis-

faction amongst those interested in German colonisation, for it is hoped that it will

materially assist German trade and the prosperity of colonial undertakings in East

Africa. It is also a plain proof that England is willing, when able, to give a

helping hand to the German colonial policy.

La Luz : Canary Islands.—The Bohtin de la Sociedad Geografica de Madrid, Sep-

tember 18S5, contains a detailed account of the new harbour works at La Luz, on

the east side of the isthmus of Guanarteme, in the Bay of Las Palmas, Gran

Canaria, lat. 28° 4' N. and 15° 50' W. long. A steam tramway from Las Palmas

(17,823 inhabitants) 4 mUes north, to La Luz, is in course of construction. The new
harbour is to be formed by a main pier running south from the coast to the east of

the castle of La Luz for a distance of 4758 feet into water 35 to 40 feet deep, and a

lesser pier projecting eastwards, to separate an inner from the outer basin. The

main pier terminates opposite the Castello de Sta. Catalina.

OCEANIA.

New Guinea.—A letter from Mr. H. O. Forbes, dated 6th October, announces

his arrival at Sogere, in the hills, after a nine days' march ; his party consisting of

eighty native carriers, besides the thirty men whom he brought with him.

The Caroline Islands.—In the short article in our issue of last month reference

was made to the work of American missionaries in civilising the Caroline Islanders.

ISIuch information in regard to the group has in this way come into the possession

of the officials of the American Board of Foreign Missions, and we are glad to find

that it has obtained an outlet to the public through the pages of the American

weekly journal. Science. Accompanying the article is an admirable little map of its

kind, in which appear most of the immediate neighbours of the Carolines, so that

the exact position of the group which we tried to indicate last month is made quite

manifest. The islands on which missionary stations have been established have

their names underlined ; and a glance suffices to show the great importance to be

attached to the M-ork which the Americans are doing. Working their way west-

ward from their stations in the Gilbert and ]\Iarshall Islands, they have slowly but

surely spread their influence over the Carolines ; and although Yap, at the western

end of the group, is not underlined, we learn that probably by this time it deserves

to be so. The article gives several curious little details regarding the people. As
to the language, it is noted that " the variations are more than dialectic. There are

at least six or eight distinct languages." The proceedings of the recent land-grabbers
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are spoken of in a well-put final paragraph as follows :
—" As to the question of the

sovereignty of the Carolines, which is now in dispute between Spain and Germany,
it may be said that, though Spain may claim possession on the ground of prior

discovery, she has not for three centuries enforced that claim, or occupied any of

the islands, unless it may be a single one nearest her Philippine possessions.

Germany has no claim save on the ground that a dozen traders, more or less, have

taken advantage of the improved condition of affairs, due to the labours of American
missionaries, and have carried on a small trade in the dried fruit of the cocoa-nut.

The interests of civilisation and humanity do not require that either of these nations

should assume control."

A New Island.—On October 13, in latitude 20° 21' S. and longitude 175° 28' W.,
a submarine volcano was found to be in action. Dense volumes of steam, and
clouds of smoke, ascended from the sea, and, every one or two minutes, eruptions

took place, presenting scenes of changing splendour. Closer examination revealed

a new volcanic island, estimated to be 2 or 3 miles long and 60 feet high. So
reports the United States Consul at Auckland. His colleague at Samoa gives the

latitude 20° 28' S. and longitude 175° 21' W., and estimates the breadth at 250 feet.

The island is thus not far from the Tonga Islands, and on the direct route of

the San Francisco and New Zealand steamers. It has not yet been annexed by
any European Power.

AECTIC REGIONS.

Grinnell Land.— Lieutenant Greely, in an extemporaneous address delivered, on

December 21st, before the Royal Geographical Society, gave some additional infor-

mation in regard to the interior of Grinnell Land. This land, which has been

known to us for some thirty years, had been thoroughly explored by his expedition.

Lieutenant Greely made a trip into the interior of 250 miles in twelve days—

a

journey which had made known to him and his followers the peculiar features of

that territory. He explored a large fiord, which had been passed by Captain

Stevenson and Lieutenant Archer as a small bay. Archer's Fiord turned out to be

a river which he traced to its source, and which, at the end of a winter of Arctic

severity, he found to be an open river fed by a glacial lake to the north, which

was situated at about 500 feet above the sea-level. Later, during the summer
time, he was able to make a second trip into that country, covering some 370

or 400 miles. In Grinnell Land, along the glacial lake, he found a number of

valleys leadmg to the westward, and eventually to the summit of the mountain

from which he saw the whole country stretched out before him like a map. His

attention was naturally turned to the northward ; and there he saw the mountain

ranges trending to the north-west ; and he was led to believe that the sea was

not far distant. In the valleys, game abounded in considerable quantities. The
mosses of the Arctic regions grew in a luxuriance never seen in more temperate

climes—the browns, the yellows, the reds, the greens, so mingled as to give the

land great beauty of colour. In the interior of Grinnell Land he had seen moss-

beds acres in extent, and in other places he had seen the creei^ing Arctic willow,

which rose scarcely an inch above the soil, covering for many acres the ground so

closely that the human foot could not touch it. During the summer the region

was not so entirely devoid of animal life as was supposed ;—apart from musk oxen,

the fox, the hare, the Arctic wolf, the ptarmigan, and other animals were found.

These were seen during the summer, but rarely in the autumn. In addition, there

were some thirty or more varieties of birds, among them being the snow-bunting,

the waders, ducks of several kinds, the eider-duck, the female of which had
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remarkable beauty of colouring, and the king-duck, which had the appearance of a

rainbow from its marvellous variety of coloiirs. There were also the brent goose,

the knot, and the gulls. These were with them six or seven weeks, during which

time the water ran freely into the surrounding inlet, and offered plenty of food and

ground for them. Lieutenant Lockwood, with Sergeant Brainard and an Eskimo,

travelled 70 or 80 miles by the side of a perpendicular ice-cap, 150 feet high,

extending across the land. There could be no doubt that Grinnell Land had risen

from the sea. His own party found shells some 1000 feet above the sea, similar to

the shells of the Arctic Ocean. Seven or eight miles from the seashore he found

two trees imbedded, and in such a state of preservation that he was able to use a

considerable part of them for fuel. No doubt they had come up as driftwood.

Discussing the question of ice-formation. Lieutenant Greely stated that, taken as

a general rule, it did not form to a greater thickness in the Arctic Seas than about

f) feet ; but in certain latitudes, and under certain circumstances, it reached 7 or

8 feet. Over-running and under-running ice would sometimes form 15 or 20 feet

thick, but seldom more than that. He had seen a single piece of ice 15 miles long,

and, perhaps, 2 or 3 miles wide, forming a plateau of 30 to 45 square miles, and at

least 50 feet thick. This is what Sir George Nares very properly called palseo-

crystic ice, which, in some instances, has been found to be 700 or 800 feet thick. He
had seen photographs of the floe-bergs seen by the Challenger Expedition and his

idea was that the southern, like the northern, floe-bergs were detached from bergs

near the pole. Similar bergs were seen by Leigh Smith near Franz-Josef Land.

In the o23inion of Lieutenant Greely these floe-bergs were formed on land. In

Grinnell Land he had seen many lakes, but, contrary to what might be expected,

they were not frozen to the bottom ; neither did the ice increase year by year, but

attained only a normal thickness.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Germany's Colonial Empire.—An Imperial Memorandum of considerable

importance on the subject of the colonies was lately presented to the German
Eeichstag. Particular stress is laid by the Government on the fact that Germany
does not intend to colonise in the usual way of European countries. It is not

proposed to set up an administrative system of the character of a bureaucracy. As
Prince Bismarck plainly pointed out, he does not intend that the new colonies shall

be a happy hunting-ground for office-seekers at home. The colonies are to be

commercial colonies, administered as much as possible by the trading companies

which undertake to develop their resources, yet at the same time the Empire will

retain an unrestricted right of surveillance, and will afibrd all the protection requi-

site. This is a new departure in the history of colonisation, and it will be interest-

ing to observe how it succeeds. It is clear that the plan Prince Bismarck has in

view is the best for Germany, for it will exempt the country from the heavy

expenditure necessarily incidental to colonisation on the English principle

—

namely, that of calling into existence a maximum of officials for the discharge of a

minimum of duties. The memorandum is divided into five parts, dealing in turn

with (1) the Cameroons and Togo-land
; (2) the German East African Company

;

(3) South-west Africa
; (4) Vitu, or Suaheliland ; and (5) the New Guinea

Company. In regard to the Cameroons and Togo-land, it is pointed out that a

Governor (Baron von Soden) has been sent out to the Cameroons, and two commis-
sioners to Togo and Angra Pequeiia. The Governor of the Cameroons is assisted in

his administration of the colony by a board consisting of three members—men
settled in the colony and chosen annually. Membership is obligatory, and where
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iiecrssary the Governor can call in the offices of one or more native chiefs. As far

as possible, local usages are to be observed in administering justice, but the German

common law is valid in the colony. As to the commercial aspect of the question,

traders will do well to note that houses dealing in spirits of any kind are bound to

pay 2000 marks yearly for the necessary licence. An export duty of 5 marks is

levied on every ton of palm oil sent from the Cameroons, and one of 2^ marks on

every ton of palm kernels, frauds on the Customs authorities being punishable by

penalties five times the amount of the duties leviable. Pilotage is compulsory, and

tonuage-dues are payable by all vessels. The Memorandum states that the first

acquisitions of land in East Africa were made by agents of the Association for

German Colonisation, who, in 1884, secured by treaty with the chiefs the territories

of Usuguha, Nguru, Usagara, and Ukami, together from 2500 to 3000 German

square miles in extent. The German East African Company then came into exist-

ence, and in February last received Imperial letters of protection. Further

acquisitions of land have been made, but the boundaries of the respective depen-

dencies of Germany and the Sultan of Zanzibar have not yet been determined,

though a Commission has been appointed for the purpose. The lands in South-

West Africa, which in December 1884 were taken under protection, were partly

acquired by the firm of F. A. C. Liideritz, of Bremen, and partly by an association

at whose head was the Disconto Bank of Berlin. The first Liideritz acquisition,

secured by treaty, included the coast from the Orange River northward to the 26th

degree lat. south, extending 20 geographical miles inland, this being part of Great

Namaqualand. Dr. Nachtigal concluded a further treaty in October 1884, extend-

ing the protectorate. Liideritz followed by securing from the Topnaar chief, Piet

Haibib, suzerainty over his territory from the 26th to the 22nd degree lat. south,

with the exception of the English possession of Walfish Bay. Further additions of

smaller extent have since been made to the protected area, and the German Colonial

Company for South-west Africa has been established for the development of this

region. The Memorandum refers to the negotiations with England respecting

Angra Pequeiia, the result of which was the abandonment of that territory,

together with the adjacent Shark Island, by England on the ground of non-appro-

priation. Negotiations were going on between the Prussian Government and the

Sultan of the Suahelis so long ago as 1867, though no definite treaty was concluded.

The African traveller, Clemens Denhardt, acquired from the Sultan from 20 to 25

German square miles of land in 1885, and this was the nucleus of the present pro-

tectorate, which includes the Sultan's entire possessions. The Memorandum shows

how the New Guinea Company was instrumental in implanting German influence

in New Guinea. The boundaries of the German possessions were the subject of

negotiations with the British Government, and the Memorandum emphasises the

fact that further acquisitions made without the permission of the German authori-

ties are not valid. The carrying away of natives for work in plantations is prohi-

bited, except in the case of those islands of the New Britain group in which the

practice has been observed in the past, and here it can only be done subject to

control.

[Mr. H. H. Johnston, the African traveller, whose able book on the Kilima-

njaro Expedition is reviewed overpage, has been appointed British Y ice-Consul at

the Cameroons ; and has already left England in order to take up his post there.

Mr. Johnston, who is a Corresponding Member of our Society, will not, we are glad

to learn, wholly discontinue his geographical work.]
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NEW BOOKS.

The Kilima-njaro Expedition : a Eecord of Scientific Exploration in Eastern

Equatorial Africa. By H. H. Johnstox, F.Z.S., F.R.G.S. London : Kegau
Paul, Trench and Co. 1886.

Mr. Johnston writes with such a facile and pleasing pen that anything from his

hand is sure to command attention. His last book has all his characteristic

merits ; from first to last one foUows him with deepening interest— at one moment
trembling for his safety, at another charmed by his happy descriptions of scenery

and atmospheric effects, and at another entertained by the droU culs-de-sac this

enterprising traveller occasionally fell into. Mr. Johnston is essentially an artist,

and his word-painting, and the careful and delicate sketches which profusely illus-

trate the text, proclaim him to be one of no mean order. But not only as an

accomplished cicerone does Mr. Johnston carry us with him through his narrative
;

as a scientific explorer he also shows his claims to his selection as commander of the

Kilima-njaro Exjjedition. This Expedition, as our readers will remember, was sent

out at the joint instance of the British Association and the Royal Society, with the

object of collecting specimens and ascertaining the relationships of the flora and

fauna near the snow-line (the region of vegetation ends at about 15,000 feet) of

Kilima-njaro. The unique position of this snow-capped mountain ofiered advan-

tages to science which, we venture to think, have been fully realised by the results

of Mr. Johnston's Expedition. Kilima-njaro—(pronounce Killy-manjdhro, from

Kilima, mountain, and njaro, the name of a demon supposed to cause cold,

probably the " east wind ")—has been identified with the legendary " Moun-
tains of the Moon," from which the sources of the Nile were supposed to

take their rise ; and Encisco, a Spanish writer of the sixteenth century, men-

tions its existence, and, according to Mr. E. G. Eavenstein, called it "3Iount

Olympus." Mr. Johnston made two ascents, but failed, from causes he could not

control, to reach the vii-gin peak. The greatest height attained, on the second

attempt, was 16,315 ft. (observed and computed), or about 2500 ft. of the summit,

which is usually estimated at 18,800 ft. During his four months' stay at Moshi

(5000 ft.), the average readings in the shade of the thermometer were 71° at noon,

60° at 8 P.M., and 58° at 6 a.m. In his more elevated collecting stations (at

10,000 and 11,000 ft.) the lowest night temperature recorded was 29°, and the

highest, at 3 p.m., 65°.

Mr. Johnston's first settlement at Kitimbiriu, on the slope of the mountain,

was in close proximity to the capital of Mandara—a chief whose name is now
familiar to English readers, and whose fame is only equalled by his cupidity

and cunning. One of the first questions asked him was :
" What is your name,

white man ? " " Johnston." " Jansan ?
" they shrieked laughingly ;

" why, you
must be Tamsan's (Thomson's) brother." Mr. Joseph Thomson, on his way
to Masai-Land, had passed through Taveita, leaving a very pleasant impres-

sion behind him, which stood our explorer in good stead. In fact, Mandara
received him with open arms, and would have had him take up his abode with

him. His invitation was almost touching :
" Bwana Tomsen (Mr. Thomson;

came here ; I liked him," he said ;
" he was generous, and he spoke well of

my country, but he would not stop. Baroni (Baron von der Decken) and Bwana
New (Mr. New, the unfortunate missionary) have both been here, and they
came and went. Now," he added, laughing grimly, "the Baloza (Sir John
Kirk) has sent you here to see me ; well, I don't want you ever to go. Do you
hear ? (Usikia) ? Never ! Now, come along to my house, and show me the presents
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you have brought." But Mr. Johnston was not ambitious. Our traveller's con-

nections and subsequent troubles with this monarch afford most entertaining

reading, and occupy the greater part of the first portion of his book, which

—

wisely, we think—is devoted to the narrative and personal incidents of the journey.

The latter half is devoted to the purely scientific results of the Expedition

—

Climatology, Geology, Botany, Zoology, Anthropology, etc. ; and to this is added

a study of the languages of the district, which he attempts to group. Were this

not relegated to a portion of the book one is not obliged to read, we should feel

disposed—speaking in the popular interest—to demur to the tax imposed on the

memory, in carrying in one's mind the inflections rung on the diflerent prefixes to

proper names. Thus, to give an illustration : Uganda is a place we all know

very well ; Lu-ganda we should not recognise, did we not remember that it

referred to the language of Uganda ; whilst M'ganda, an inhabitant of Uganda,

and Waganda, the plural, almost require to carry a certificate of baptism with

them. In the orthography of place-names, however, Mr. Johnston has followed

a system we wish were more general : he has adopted a uniform spelling through-

out, on the Lepsius Standard Alphabet System, which is a phonetic one.

The maps are good throughout ; one specially, should be called attention to, on

account of its philological use—a map of East Equatorial Africa and the Nile Basin,

showing the probable range of the Masai family of languages and distant allies.

Mr. Johnston is to be congratulated not only on his scientific work, but on

having written one of the most interesting books of travel of the day.

Transactions of the Edinbtirgh Geological Society. Vol. v., Part i. 1885.

Pp. 169. Price 5s.

This is one of the most important publications which this Society has yet

issued. Among the contributors are the Duke of Argyll, Principal Sir William

Dawson, and Professor James Geikie. The Duke's address was delivered at the

celebration of the 50th Anniversary of the Society, in November 1883, and is a

learned dissertation on "Continuity and Catastrophes in Geology." Eloquent

throughout, it contains most interesting and instructive references to Hutton,

Playfair, Lyell, and Murchison. The Duke enrols himself under the banner

of Murchison rather than of Lyell (he knew both intimately), and remarks: "As
a matter of authority, I must express my own strong impression that the mind of

Murchison had a more instinctive touch with Nature than the mind of Lyell."

With regard to Sir William Dawson's address on "Canadian and Scottish

Geology," delivered before the Society in May 1884, it is, like all Sir William

Dawson's writings, careful and exhaustive. We do not remember any similar

address from so high an authority and one so thoroughly acquainted with the rocks

of both Canada and Scotland. When we reflect that they have so much in

common, we can understand the interest and importance of such an address. The

term " Laurentian," applied to rocks in the North-west of Scotland, is derived

from the river St. Lawrence of Canada ; for (to quote Sir William Dawson),
" Murchison, bending to the influence of the larger and more complete develop-

ment of the Canadian series, and recognising the admirable work done by the

Canadian Geological Survey, adopted for Britain as well as for Canada, Logan's

name Laurentian, now universally employed to designate those oldest members of

the great Eozoic group." But just as the most ancient rocks of Canada and Scotland

resemble each other, so the most recent deposits, those of the Glacial Epoch, are the

same in both countries. Agassiz was the first to point out that the Glacial Epoch

embraced Aiuerica as well as Europe ; and in the volume under notice Sir William
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Dawson and Professor James Geikie abundantly prove Agassiz's statements. Only

there is a great distinction between them. WhUst Professor Geikie maintains that

"in America, just as in Europe, the latest occupant of the land was not the sea, but

glacier-ice," Sir William Dawson accounts " for the wider dispersion of boulders over

the plains by the agency of floating fields of ice in periods of submergence." Pro-

fessor Geikie's address was delivered to the Society in November 1884, and is a

masterly exposition of the " Ice Age in Europe and North America," he having

visited North America during the autumn of 1884. Indeed, one of the chief ser-

vices of the volume before us is that it enables the reader to possess in a handy
form the opinions upon the Glacial Epoch in Europe and America held by the

two leading living authorities upon the subject, viz., Sir William Dawson and

Professor James Geikie, the former the champion of the moderate, and the latter

of the thorough, Glacialists. As to the remaining contents of the volume under

review, the paper by that admirable local geologist, ]\Ir. John Henderson, " On
Rock Sections exposed in cutting for the Suburban Eailway," which is accom-

panied by a geological map of the Edinburgh district, deserves special prominence.

Mr. Ralph Richardson, in an interesting paper, describes, and accounts for, the re-

markable Terraces occurring on the banks of the Tay and its tributaries, the Garry,

Tummel, Isla, and Earn. Mr. H. M. Cadell has a valuable study of the " Salt De-

posits of Stassfurt," near Magdeburg, in Germany ; and Mr. W. Ivison Macadam, the

Hon. Secretary of the Society, contributes to this " Jubilee Number" of its Transac-

tions, an interesting history of the " Fifty Years' Work of the Edinburgh Geological

Society." Altogether, the volume is an extremely good one, and presents the science

of Geology in anything but the clry form in which it occasionally presents itself.

Ancient India as described by Ptolemy. Being a translation of the Chapters which

describe India and Central Asia. By J. W. M'Crindle, M.A. Reprinted

from the pages of the Indian Antiquary. London : Triibner & Co.

There is no occasion to inform the members of a Geographical Society who
Claudius Ptolemy was, and what a mark he has left in the history of the ancient

world : we refer any inquirer to Bunbury's History of Ancient Geography. Here we
have to deal with Mr. M'Crindle's translation of a portion of Ptolemy's great work

on geography from the original Greek, and the introduction and commentary with

which he has accompanied it. Mr. jNI'Crindle is favourably known to the Indian

student as the compiler of three other excellent and useful works. Ancient India,

as described by Megasthenes and Arrian, 1877, Tlie Pcriplus of the Bed Sea, 1879,

and Ancient India, as described by Ktesias, 1881 ; and herein lies his great merit,

that he clears away a great deal of mystery and inaccuracy of quotation and induc-

tion by placing translations of these epoch-making books in a handy form at the

command of every reader.

The form in which the work is presented is most satisfactory, and indicates the

care with which it has been prepared. A lengthy introduction is followed by a

copy of Ptolemy's Map ; and a careful index of proper names, and an index of

general subjects, render it available as a book of reference.

In the introduction we are reminded that Ptolemy flourished in the reign of

Antoninus Pius, a.d. 150-160, and that he regards his subject from the point of

view of an astronomer. The science of geography was to him cosmical. He had
carefully studied the works of his illustrious predecessors, from Eratosthenes to

Strabo, and Marinus of Tjtc, and the progress of knowledge enabled him to

perceive how faulty their method and induction were. He had a good theoretic

conception of what was required, and it is wonderful to tliink how by force of

i
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reasoning, independent of actual geographical discovery, he had grasped certain

truths • but the mechanical means at his disposal were insufficient, the astrono-

mical observations were few and inaccurate. To many jmrts of the world travellers

had not penetrated, and the accounts given of the regions visited were neither

trustworthy nor scientific ; and moreover, the accounts brought home by different

travellers were conflicting. Still he was able to correct the palpable errors of many

of his predecessors, and left a work called The Outlines of Geocjrcqyhy, which main-

tained its position as being the paramount authority on the subject from the time

of Antoninus to a comparatively modern period, when the dawn of true science over-

shadowed it, and it dropped, like his astronomical system, out of i^ractical con-

sideration, and became a curiosity of the past.

Yet it has its value for all time, and from its careful study many doubtful

points have been cleared up by the antiquary and the student of Oriental

literature. We have still a great deal to learn on the subject of the intercourse

betwixt the Roman and the Eastern world, and Mr. M'Crindle has wisely selected

for translation and comment that portion of the great work which relates to India.

The date of the birth of Buddha is a first epoch, the date of the invasion of Alexander

is a second, and fortunately one with regard to which there can be no doubt. The

date of the inscription of Asoka is a third, all preceding the Christian era.

Ptolemy flourished in the second century after Christ, and the India which he

describes was the India whose history we are spelling out, in the long series of

inscriptions which succeeded those of Asoka. Ptolemy's narrative was collected

from the lips of the traveller and the merchant, and the side-lights thus let in are

of importance in helping to fix dates.

Two features in Ptolemy's method are worthy of note. He produced a map, such

as circumstances permitted him to produce, for Avhich he deserves high commenda-

tion, but he proceeded to give a strictly scientific form to that which did not rest

upon any scientific basis. He assumed the latitudes and longitudes of places in

the best way that he could, but he treated them as if these positions had been fixed

by actual observations ; and he drew up copious tables giving in degree the latitude

and longitude of places, which fell far short of reality. In his chapters on India,

he gives an amazing number of names, which are found nowhere else in classical

literature, and which he must somehow have obtained from Indian sources, the

nature of which are unknown to us. But these names have become so distorted

in the progress of their repetition from mouth to mouth, and transliteration by un-

sympathetic narrators, that it has been a tedious, and in some cases a hopeless,

study to identify them. The main object of Mr. M'Crindle has been to show how
far that identification has been accomplished. Multifarious authorities, many of

them in foreign languages, have been consulted, and for this service the compiler

deserves our special thanks.

His own method is admirable. In the introductory chapter he gives a succinct

account of Ptolemy's Geographical System, and this is followed by a translation of

several chapters of his first Book. The text of Book vii. is taken in detachments of

convenient length, and then followed by a commentary, identifying the places from

the point of view of a geographer, analysing the names from the point of view of a

philologist, and recording the facts connected with the place from the point of

view of a historian. He faithfully quotes his authorities (a formality too often

neglected by egotistical writers), and thus we are supplied with the opinions of

experts in that particular branch of science—M. Vivien de St. Martin, Colonel

Yule, Professor Lassen—on the whole subject; and on portions of the subject we
are referred to such works as Wilson's Arianc Antiqua, Cunningham's Geography

of Ancient India, and his Reports on the Archaeological Survey, the Introduction to
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C'aHwell's Dravidian Grammar, and many other esteemed authors. We can thus

exercise our judgment on the evidence supplied.

The book is entitled " Ancient India," but the compiler was led on by the

fascination of the subject to include the chapters of Ptolemy relating to China and

Central Asia, and all the provinces adjacent to India. The reader is thus presented

with an idea of the geographical knowledge of Ptolemy of the whole of Eastern

Asia beyond the Paropamisus.

We learn another interesting fact, that, though this volume is the fourth, it is

not the last of the series of Annotated Translations of the Works of Classical

Authors which relate to India, as the volume containing Strabo's Indian

Oeo(jrai)hy, and the accounts given by Arrian and Curtius of the Macedonian

invasion of India under Alexander the Great, will complete the series. All

students who love the subject of India in its multifarious aspects will thank Mr.

M'Crindle, and honour him by placing his books by the side of those of St. Martin

and Bunbury, and constantly referring to them. R. n. c.

The Ocean: a Treatise on Ocean Currents and Tides, and their Causes, demon-

strating the System of the World. By AVilliam Leighton Jordan, F.R.G.S.

Second edition, abridged and revised. London : Longmans, Green & Co. 1885.

This volume of 282 octavo pages is divided into twenty-one chapters grouped

in ten books. Book First treats of preliminary matter, and concludes that, before

finding an explanation of ocean currents in the winds and in temperature differences,

it is weU to study cosmical laws, and see what light they throw on the subject.

Book Second deals with the effects of the earth's motions, and propounds the

theory that ocean currents are originated and sustained by a peculiar force. Book
Third states that the current-creating force is compounded of vis inertiw and gravi-

tation. Book Fourth deals with solar and lunar gravitation, and the theory of the

tides. Book Fifth traces the existence in the ocean of the currents demanded by

the theory. Book Sixth accounts for the phenomena of the tides. Book Seventh

refutes objections to the views set forth in the previous chapters. Book Eighth

refutes all accepted theories of ocean and air circulation. Book Ninth treats of the

movements and conformation of the surface of the earth. Book Tenth treats of

the system of the universe.

On running over the synoptical table of contents at the beginning of the

volume, one finds that Newton's first law of motion is not a law of nature ; and that

the present treatise is not to be read without continual reference to another by the

same author. On the New Principles of Natural Philosophy, the bulk of which is

seen by its synopsis to consist of papers printed in the Buenos Ayres daily

journals, of others rejected by the Royal Society and by the Royal Geographical

Society, and finally of Challenge Lectures addressed to the Council of the Royal

Society and the scientific staff of the Cliallenrjer Expedition, many years ago, and

still unanswered. From these premonitory hints this book is naturally classed as

the work of what De Morgan would call a Paradoxer ; and an attentive perusal of

the chapters confirms this estimate.

The theory of the whole hypothetical system is that vis inertia.' is a force which

acts on all bodies, tending to stop motion and maintain rest, and that this force is

nothing less than the conjoint effect of the gravitational attraction of all the masses

in the universe ; in the case of terrestrial phenomena the earth being excluded.

The author has spent much time on his work ; its subject-matter is admirably

classified, the ideas are expressed with a lucidity of style beyond the wont of

scientific men, and with a moderation unusual amongst paradoxers. In addition,

the publishers have done their part in having the book printed and illustrated in a
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manner which makes it pleasant to read. The theory can consequently be readily

followed and easily understood. It is of course impossible for one who holds the

accepted doctrines of dynamics to receive this theory ; and it is difficult to under-

stand why the author did not " refute," or even mention, the system of oceanic

circulation published by Colding in 1870 and subsequent years.

What is very plainly brought out by The Ocean, and by some other recent works,

is that the laws of oceanic circulation are not clearly laid down, that the influence of

the various fectors is not understood by writers on Physical Geography, and that the

forthcoming treatment of the subject in the light of facts learned during the Challenger

Expedition, and since, will be received by a public considerably in need of an orderly

presentation of thoroughly ascertained data, and rigid inductions from them.

NEW MAPS.

(Edited by Professor James Geikie, LL.D., F.R.S.)

EUROPE.
NEDERLAND.—Toeneming en afneming der Bevolking in het Twintigjarig Tijdvak,

van 1860-1880, bewerkt door J. Kutper.

Amsterdam : Tijclschrift van het Nederlandsch AardrijJcsJnmdig Gcnootschap,

Ticeede Serie, Deel ii.

This is a most interesting statistical map, showing the changes in density of

population in the different parts of Holland during the twenty years from 1860 to

1880. While in many large areas the population is more than doubled, in others

there is a decrease of 10 per cent., due, no doubt, to the effect of centralisation in

the cities.

UNITED KINGDOM.—Map showing the politics of the members of the New Par-

liament, as settled by the General Election, 1885, by T. Ruddiman Johnston,

F.E.G.S. Edinburgh : Ruddiman Johnston and Co., Limited. Price Is.

A coloured map like this illustrates very strikingly the geographical distribution

of political parties. In the general effect of the map, Ireland is all green (National)
;

Scotland and Wales mostly all pink (Liberal) ; and England a combination of blue

and pink, with the blue predominating (Conservative).

ASIA.

JAPAN, Atlas von . Sieben Kartenblatter im Massstab von 1 : 1,000,000

«nd eine "CTbersichtskarte im Massstab von 1 : 7,500,000, entworfen und gezeichnet

von Bruno Hassenstein. Erste Abteilung, Section I., bis iv.

Gotha: Justus Perthes : Preis der Ahteilung, \2M.
In this country Japan is often spoken of as " The Britain of the East," more

from its similarity of position and geographical resemblances than from any other

features. The Germans, however, are becoming so much impressed with the great-

ness of their own Empire, the general superiority of their arts, literature, and
culture, and, in short, of everything German, that they now flatter themselves that

all that is praiseworthy in the present civilisation of Japan is transplanted direct

from Germany to what is in future to be called " The Prussia of the East." British

and American trade is to disappear before German influence, which is in future to

regulate the fortunes of "the Land of the Rising Sun." Such is the rather arrogant

tone of the well-known cartographer Herr Bruno Hassenstein, in the prospectus of

his new Map of Japan, which, in short, would seem to set forth that the map should

at once be purchased by all Germans as "the Prussia of the East," and as one of the

special outlets for German trade in the immediate future.
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With the map itself we have no fault to find. It has been carefully compiled

from all the best and latest material, including the native Japanese maps, the

American Coast Surveys, and the already published maps by Professor Rein,

Knipping, and others. The first part contains four sections, and includes Central

and South Japan. The work, which is very minute and beautifully executed, is

perhaps the most complete map of the country published in a European language,

and reflects the greatest credit on Herr Hassenstein and the establishment of Justus

Perthes.

SUMATRA—Het Stroomgebied von Bila en Pane, Schaal 1:200,000, opgenom-

men en in kaart gebracht door J. B. Neumann.
Amsterdam : Tijdschrift van het Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Geiiootschap,

Tweede Serie, Deel ii.

This is an elaborate survey of the country of the Bila and Pane Elvers,

bordering on the lately acquired territory of the Dutch in Northern Sumatra, and

is the result of M. Neumann's explorations there from 1878 to 1884. The Dutch

deserve much praise for the many beautiful maps of their colonies which they are

always producing ; but no doubt they find their money well spent in thus

furthering trade and colonisation.

AFPJCA.

SOMALI-HALBINSEL, Josef Menge's Eeisen auf das Hochplateau der , in

Januar und Dezember 1884. Massstab 1 : 300,000.

Petcrmajin's Mitteihmgen, Jahrgang 1885, Tafel 20. Gotha : Justus Perthes.

CONGO, La Region entre le Congo et le Kassai, d'apres k Carte originale de

M. le Lieutenant von FranQois. Echelle, 1 : 7,500,000.

Bruxelles : Le Mouvemeni Gcogrcqjhique, December 27, 1885.

SOUTH AMERICA.
SOUTH AMERICA—Railway Map of , showing the Railways constructed and

in course of construction, with some particulars as to location of mines, land com-

panies, and sugar factories in South America. Scale 110 miles to 1 inch.

London : Bates, Hendy and Co., Office oj '' South American Jotirnal."

It is evident that this diagrammatic embryo commercial map of South America

is not the work of a cartographer, but it may serve the purpose for wliich it was

intended, by showing in a rough manner the railways and principal towns through-

out the country. The railways of South America are now becoming extensive

enough to form quite a special feature on the map.

OCEANIA.
CAROLINAS, PALAOS Y MARIANAS—Carta General de las Islas . Por

D. Francisco Coello. Scale 1 : 10,000,000.

Boletin de la Sociedad Geogrdfica de Madrid, Octubre 1885.

This map is in reference to the disputed possession of the Carolines. According

to the Spanish, the whole of Micronesia is included in the Caroline Group, and is

divided into Western, Central, and Eastern Carolines, extending from the Pelew

Islands to the Marshall Archipelag'J and Gilbert Islands.

ARCTIC REGIONS.

ARCTIC OCEAN—Chart of the , compiled from the latest information :

July 1885, Scale 105 miles to an inch.

Washington : Hydrographic Office, U. S. Navy. Price 50 ceiits.
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EA8T CENTRAL AFRICA, AND ITS COMMERCIAL OUTLOOK.

Read he/ore the Society, at Edinburgh and Glasgow, Jan-nary 1886.

By Joseph Thomson, F.R.G.S.,

Honorary Member, Scottish G-eographical Societij.

The close of the year 1884 was marked by the culmination of what may
be called the modern interest in Africa. This interest was first called

into conscious existence by the work of Livingstone ; it was intensified

into something like enthusiasm by Stanley and the International Associa-

tion, and finally developed into a subject for the anxious deliberation of

sovereigns and statesmen at the Berlin Conference.

For a few months, indeed, it assumed an importance little short of a

craze, or mania. The papers were overfloAving with the most remarkable

accounts of the trading possibilities of the, hitherto, much-neglected

continent ; nations vied with each other in the " scramble for Africa," all

eager to secure openings to the undeveloped riches of the great interior
;

and, to crown all, a new State—on paper—sprang into existence, to

the astonishment of the world.

Nothing was heard throughout the land but schemes for making the

most of the "New El Dorado," "the Second India," or "the New
America," of the present century (for under all these names was Africa

described). Large companies, roads, and railways were the talk of the

hour, and everywhere the idea was uppermost, that the sooner you

entered the African trade the sooner was your fortune assured.

But it was not only to the merchant that Africa assumed the foremost

l)lace as the Continent of the future. The sympathies of the Christian

and the philanthropist were enlisted to a like remarkable degree. To

VOL. II. E
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many such it appeared that the barriers of l^arbarism and ignorance were

at last thrown down, and that the no longer " Dark " Continent lay open,

a field " white unto the harvest," and awaiting a pentecostal awakening.

The natives in the full length and breadth of the Continent Avere described

by not a few enthusiasts as yearning for the missionary and the trader, as

having latent in their breasts the strongest desire for all civilised things,

and as if nothing would delight them more than to sit in their leisure

hours at the feet of the missionary, clothed and in their right mind. It

Avas taken for granted off-hand that the only possible effect of contact with

the white man would be an immediate advance in civilisation. Tlje actual

fact that hitherto in Africa deterioration has been the general result, was

quietly ignored.

That nothing might 1)e wanting to make Africa attractive to the

public imagination, even its climate was rehabilitated. It was no longer

spoken of as the white man's grave, ])ut as a happy colonising ground for

German emigrants. A load was taken off the mind of many of weak faith,

who saw in the immediate future a struggle for existence in an overstocked

world. Through the medium of Africa a crisis in the operations of

Nature's law of the siu-vival of the fittest was indefinitely postponed by

this new discovery of fertile and healthy regions for our surplus popula-

tions.

While this universal enthusiasm lasted for all things African, it was

useless to try to throw cold water on the extravagantly extreme views

which everywhere obtained. The mania had to run its course, and the

bubble burst, before the problems involved could be considered calmly.

Men who, like myself, did not profess to have the seer's eye, and other-

Avise had so])er imaginations, were described, to use the words of one

celebrated enthusiast, as entirely "weak-minded, irresolute, and senile."

We Avere put doAvn as having much to learn. Still Avorse, it was even

suggested that jealousy of the popularity of felloAV-travellers Avho advocated

the ncAv gospel Avas at the bottom of our cool attitude. To such pitiful

arguments there could be no reply ; and so Ave stood aside, content to let

events speak for themselves.

A year has noAv passed, and there has been no sign of Africa yielding

up her riches. The merchant still longingly strains his eyes toAvards the

southern sky to detect the approach of that cloud Avhose burden Avill make
the dried-up springs of trade joyously bubble up once more, and send

renewed life through the Avorld of business. They look in vain ; for in

spite of all the i)rophets no sign appears on the horizon, and the faith of

the gazers is waxing weak. To-day, as a year ago, the promised land,

as throAvn open to the commerce of all Europe, remains unAvooed by
capitalists, despite her charms. Her poets and appraisers haA^e depicted

her in too loud and glaring colours, and the trader, rendered sus])icious,

and not sure of her sterling A^alue, looks askance, and concludes that for

the present he had better offer his hand and goods to the ncAv attraction,

Burma, or even that coy dame, China.
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In short, the pubhc, after iin interval for calm reflection, is gradually

realising the practical fact that African trade, after all, has to he developed,

that the process is likely to he slow, and that the labour question and the

unhealthiness of the climate will present difficulties. Moreover, the

absence of data to prove that the negro is dying for European goods is

increasingly felt to be awkAvard.

This change of front is nowhere more markedly seen than in the

pul)lic journals. Where before they gave prominence to the most glowing

accounts of Africa, they now more frequently present to their readers

paragraphs, letters, and articles, in Avhich people are warned to be careful

how they invest capital in African concerns, or risk their valuable lives in

absurd attempts to colonise the tropical parts of that continent. We are

thus left to conclude that there is no immediate fear of over-population,

and that there is still room in America, Australia, and other parts, for

those Avho have no breathing-space at home. It Avould be Avi^ong, how-

ever, to convey the impression that the African craze Avas barren of

results. Far from it. In no part of this century has there been a richer

harvest of scientific facts ; and the deeds of various travellers of different

nationalities, mostly in the Congo region, Avill throAV lustre on the past

year. They have greatly su])plemented the Napoleonic feats of Stanley,

and their discoveries make bright appendices to the l)rilliaiit chapter of

the exploration of Africa's great AvaterAvay.

Without further preliminary obserA^ations, I shall noAv proceed to lay

before you the AdeAvs Avhich my experience and observation have led me to

form on the future commercial prospects of Africa, and more particularly

of East Central Africa.

In lending itself to the discussion of trading problems and prospects,

Equatorial Africa naturally falls into three divisions, viz., the Nigei'

Basin, the Congo, and the East Central region.

I do not propose to enter into any detailed examination of tlie trade

questions connected Avith the tAvo former of these diAdsions, though a feAv

general remarks may not be amiss. My A'arious Avanderings in Africa

have led me into all these regions, though of the Congo Basin I have seen

less than of the other tAvo. The conclusion I have arrived at is this, that the

prospects of the Niger area—especially that part called the Central Sudan

—are immeasurably superior to those of the others. I refer, of course, to

the present or immediate future, for, as I have already remarked, I do not

jjretend to the seer's eye. My conclusion is based, not ui)on the opinion

that the region is m.ore fertile, or its products more rich and varied, but

upon certain other considerations which I shall briefly summarise :—(1)

In the Niger you have a greater uninterrupted length of river navigation

than is presented by any other African waterAvay
; (2) By that riA'er you

tap a densely-populated region, inlial)ited by natives far advanced in

civilisation, who, for more than four centuries, have been justly renoAvned

throughout Africa for their manufactures, their keen trading instincts, and
industrious habits. These people are Mohammedan. Education is common
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iimong them, and they have the most passionate love for fine clothing,

which they Avear in the most picturesque and lavish fashion. Moreover,

the Central Sudan may justly be said to be the healthiest place in the

Equatorial region. In these respects—and they are most essential

—

the Niger Basin stands unique in Central Africa.

In turning to the Congo, I must confess I should like to pass it Ijy,

and proceed to the consideration of the main topic of this paper. I

should like to do so for two reasons : first, because I have personally seen

very little of this region, and I do not care to base ojunions on the

accounts of others ; and in the second place, because I have such a

sincere admiration for Stanley's unparalleled work on the Congo, that I

am reluctant to appear in opj)Osition to the conclusions he draws from his

study of that region.

The position I am i)repared to take up at present is this,—that though

the Congo is in no wa}' comparable to America, it is yet immeasurably

more productive than the eastern, northern, and southern divisions of

Africa, chiefly from its superabundance of moisture,—for there are hardly

any parts in Central Africa where the soil can be described as fertile. I

am further prepared to admit all that is said regarding the variety of its

products. But if, on the other hand, you ask me, Would it ever pay to

bring these things down hy railwa}' to the coast, and by steamer to

England 1 then I answer emphatically that thei'e is hardly a single article

of i)roduce at present known in the Congo which it Avould paj^ to bring to

the coast. Further, I take it that it is altogether out of the question to

talk about forming plantations in a soil which is not in itself realh* rich,

in a climate that is unhealth}', and with l)arbarons nati^^es who will not

work. I would have you liear in mind that whenever a trade has been

developed in an unhealthy region, it is because that region produces some-

thing which cannot be got elsewhere so profitably. What, for instance,

has made the trade of East Africa but its gum-copal, india-rubber, cloves,

and ivory ; of West Africa, but its palm-oil, ground-nuts, and ivory ; and

of Central and South America, but their valuable mahoganies, india-rubber,

gold, and precious stones 1 Now, I say that the Congo must be shown to

possess something found nowhere else, of great commercial value, and for

which there is a large demar^d, before it can hope for an extensive trade in

the immediate future. What lies before it in the remote futiu-e I do not

jjretend to say ; I speak but of the present.

Personally, I consider it nothing short of an egregious blunder that the

International Association should CAer have allowed that distinguished

assembly, the Berlin Conference, to go through the comedy of founding

(even on paper) the so-called Congo State. That interesting " castle in the

air " is not without signs of an imminent collapse, and it will be well if it

does not crush out of existence that association of philanthropists Avho

allowed themselves to be enticed into it. The action of the Conference

was utterly premature, and raised extravagant hopes and expectations

which could not be fulfilled. Even now the infant State, in place of
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beginning its career witli a full vigorous vitality, has to support itself by

the profits of a lottery. If, instead of forming this State, the Inter-

national had adopted some course more on a conmiercial basis ; if, for

instance, it had tried to acquire a monopoly of trading in a legitimate

fashion for the parts now nominally under its sway, I venture to express

the opinion that the results would have been of a much more hopeful

character, and the magnificent work of Staidey carried foiward to more

wonderful ends than it is now likely to be. Much may be said for and

against monopolies, but I firmly believe that such an arrangement was

absolutely necessary in a country where a hard uphill battle had to be

fought, with the forces of Nature and man arrayed against the intruders.

Itistead of securing themselves in this manner, the International Associa-

tion has adopted a philanthropic basis, which, however much it may
command oui" admiration, is perfectlj^ unworkable in this century. They
have been under the delusive expectation that the nations of Europe

would immediately send numerous contingents of traders, and that the

capitalist was only waiting for an opportunity to invest his money in

railways, roads, and steamers. That disappointment and stagnation has

been the result cannot be wondered at, and we must now wait to see Avhat

will be the next development of this, the most remarkable chapter in the

annals of African discovery.

With somewhat more confidence I turn now to the consideration of the

commercial prospects of East Central Africa, meaning b}' that term the

region which is included between Mozambique and the Equator, and the

three great lakes and the coast. In a knowledge of this I'egion I yield to no

one, for I have travelled over more of it than any other three travellers put

together. To a Scottish audience I flatter myself that it is unnecessary to

showmy credentials to support this statement, and I will therefore not trouble

you l)y sketching the various routes which I have at diff'erent times followed.

I presume that it would be superfluous for me to describe the chief

topographical aspects of this region. You are all aware that it naturally

divides itself into four zones—(1) the coast lowlands
; (2) the subtending

mountain range
; (3) the plateau; and (4) the chain of lakes. Each of

these districts has very marked distinctive characteristics of its own, in

respect of its topography, its meteorology, and its natural history. It will

therefore be advantageous to consider the commercial prospects of each in-

dependently. The impression on the minds of the people generally is that

the coast lowlands of East Africa are extremely fertile, and teeming with

the most luxuriant of tropical vegetable products. A more truly erroneous

idea could hardly he conceived. With the exception of one or two in-

significant patches, the soil is poor in the extreme, formed as it is by the

denudation of the metamorphic rocks of the plateau, which contain few

fertilising ingredients. The whole district is covered with brick-red

clayey sand, unmixed by the vegetable mould which adds so much to the

value of soil ; for here, in the tropics, decomposition is so rapid that no

such deposit is accumulated. The consequence is that the whole of the
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coast lowlands presents a poverty of vegetation truly disappointing.

Nowhere do you come upon the noble primeval forest which is the dream of

the "untravelled traveller." Instead of sanding your way among Nature's

arl)oreal giants, you traverse nothing but sterile patches, areas covered

with impenetrable bush, others devoted to acacias and such lovers of un-

genial soil, while the greater part of the country presents an uninviting

array of small stunted trees. The more productive region, included

between the Rufiji in the south and the Wami in the north, is largely

characterised by its being submerged in the wet season, and almost burnt

up in the dry. In its transition from the former to the latter condition it

produces a truly deadly miasma, which attacks alike East Indians, Arabs,

and Europeans, though in varying degrees. The climate is, in fact, so bad

that neither the horse, the ass, nor the bullock can live in it. What then

of value is to be got out of this unpromising region ] Leaving out the

islands of Zanzibar and Pemba, which })roduce cloves, the whole list is

reduceable to three, namely, gum-copal, india-rubber, and sesamum,—for it

would be quite misleading to introduce the long list of petty items which

some writers delight to mention, as if there were the slightest demand for

them outside the country where they are produced.

It has been the custom of many to point to the sudden rise in the pro-

duction of gum-copal and india-rubber as showing the great possibilities of

the future. From a very small amount the trade has risen to the value of

two or three hundred thousand pounds in a very few years, and the

inference is tacitly accepted that there is no reason why it should not

continue to increase in the same or even greater proportion. I shall

briefly tell you why such a conclusion would be directly opposed to the

actual facts. In the first place, the copal and the rubber are not found in

workable quantities, in fact are hardly found at all, except in the coast

lowlands, and even there only in restricted areas. In the second place,

the industry is at the present moment worked to its utmost limits, and in

no very remote future a rapid decline is obviously awaiting it. The copal

must speedily be worked out, and the bai'barous methods of the natives

in extracting the juice of the india-rubber plants is killing them off at a

rapid rate. There seems to he no organisation by which this process of

destruction might be stopped, and no means of introducing a more
scientific method for the extract of the rubber, while the climate of the

fever-stricken coast seems to be almost the only one suited for the plant's

productive growth. The third article is sesamum, from which the

ingenuity of the French contrives to extract olive oil. This trade is at

present very insignificant, and as it remains entirely in the hands of the

natives, it is not likely to grow largely or very rapidly.

I do not deem it necessary in this section to consider the question of

the possibility of forming plantations under European superintendence for

the introduction of cotton, sugar-cane, cloves, coffee, etc., because I take it

that the nature of the climate, the soil, and the state of the labour ques-
tion put such enterprises out of the range of serious discussion.
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We now come to the mountains Avhicli tower over the plains and form

the eastern bulwark of the Inner Plateau region. " Well, surely in this

region you will have something of hope for poor down-stricken Africa,"

I can imagine the optimists saying ; and, truly, if there is hope in the

future for any part between Zanzibar and Tanganyika, there is certainly

special hope for the mountains which face the coast. Here you find a

region more evenly watered throughout the year, and land thoroughly

drained, so that it does not present swamps at one period and burnt-up soil

at another. The breezy heights and open prospect make this zone at once

more cool and more exhilarating ; and indeed, if the deadly plains did

not lie festering at their base, we might be encouraged to call the mountains

wonderfully healthy—for Equatorial Africa. Then again, the scenery is

varied and picturesque,—now it may be a charming dell or valley, clothed

with all that is most graceful in creeper, tree, and fern, and made merry
by pure mountain cascades and streams ; anon, it may present a magnifi-

cent sweep of mountain range and peak, capped by rolling cumulus clouds,

and chequered by the shadows of others fleeting by. Here again a rugged

.stretch of rocky hill lies, bare and barren, exposed to the burning sun

or swept by tropic storms, while there,—as in Usambara—lies a land of

mountain and of flood, covered with such a rich clothing of noble forest as

is rarely found over the length and breadth of Africa, and is indeed only

rivalled by the vegetable productions of South America.

This is all very encouraging, but let us consider it in the light of

pounds, shillings, and pence. Beautiful scenery is all very well in its way,

but what are the prospects of this region in the matter of trade, or as a

possible field of enterprise for people who are hent on making their fortune

outside the boundaries of the British Isles 1

In reply to these questions, I have only the most discouraging of

reports. At present there is absolutely no trade. The gum-copal is not

found on the mountains, and the india-rubber only in very insignificant

quantities, and I know of nothing else—with the exception of a little

archilla—which is made an article of export. But you ask then. Is it

not fit for colonising ?—does it not open up a prospect for the enterprising

})lanter 1 Well, this latter question involves a great many others,

which must be taken into consideration before it can be satisfactorily

answered.

To work a plantation successfully and Avith profit in the East African

mountains, there must be certain favourable conditions to enable one to

compete with places where planting is already established. It may, I think,

1)0 taken for granted that the soil would require to be fertile, the climate

moderately healthy, the means of transport for produce fairly good and

not expensive, and, above all, that labour should be cheap and easily got.

I am surely not far wrong in considering these as essential and necessary

conditions, in order that a plantation may be a paying concern. If I am
correct, then there is but one conclusion possible. Plantations will not in

the present day, or in the immediate future, pay their way. The soil is
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not fertile, for it is the same as is found in the lowlands, only the mois-

ture, being more evenly distributed throughout the year, and the drainage

so much better, the vegetation grows more luxuriantly, and so we are ai)t

to imagine the soil richer than it really is. So poor is the best of this

mountain soil, that, as is the case in the Congo, European vegetables can-

not be grown without marmre.

The climate offers not much greater encouragement. While consider-

ably better than that of the lowlands, it is yet far from being even

moderately healthy ; and for this reason,—that facing as it does the sea,

it receives the full force of the ocean breezes and the monsoon winds

throughout the entire year. These currents leave the sea pure ; but before

they reach the mountains they have become more or less charged with

the pestilential vapours which rise from the drying-up putrescent swamps
that stretch along the sea-board, and every valley and mountain slope

becomes in consequence tainted with the fever-poison. Liver-complaints

and dysentery must also be faced, for the mountains of themselves

cannot by any means be described as safe from the touch of tropical

disease.

Let us now consider the question of transport. Here again we find a

hard unrelenting fate meeting us in the face. There are but two possible

means of transport available—men and railways,—for neither the horse,

nor the ox, nor the ass, will live in the coast lowlands, and so cannot be

made use of either as pack animals or to draw wagons or carts. Railways,

again, do not come into the range of practical discussion ; so we are thrown

back upon that useful animal, the much-abused but invaluable Swahili

porter,—and he, even under the most favourable circumstances conceivable,

is an extremely dear means of transport for plantation produce.

There remains now the last essential condition to discuss, and that is,

Are labourers to be got to work plantations 1 It will not do to ansAver this

•question too hastily, for it means a great deal that does not lie on the

surface. It in reality includes the question, whether the native is yearn-

ing for better things, and the sweetness and light of civilisation; for to say

that he is anxious to work, and work steadily, is the same as to say that

he is no longer satisfied with his savage and simple mode of life, and that

his soul is filled with that aspiring discontent which can only be allayed

by working for the white man, so that he may get the white man's goods.

It is not uncommon among a large section of the community to accej^t

as a recognised axiom the idea that contact with civilised people must
necessarily lead to the elevation of the negro. Here it is at once seen that

the Avish is father to the thought. There could in reality be no greater

mistake. If you will take the trouble to draw your conclusions from
actual facts, you will be at no loss to perceive that the contrary has been

the case, and that deterioration, mentally, morally, and physically, has

followed contact with the white man. That this should be the case is not
difficult to understand when you consider that any little rudimentary faculties

the negro possesses have been evolved by the necessities of his savage life.
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His mind has to some extent been exercised in forging his rude implements

of war and husbandry, in fashioning his earthenware pots, in weaving

cloth, or otherwise preparing some simple articles of dress. But the

moment he comes in contact with the Em-opean trader, even this education

and exercise of the mental faculties is at once swept away ; and all that he is

required to do is to collect occasionally a little palm-oil or other produce, and

in retiu'n he gets his iron pot, his bit of cloth, or his pipe, without any

further trouble. Can that be conducive to civilisation 1 And so it is in

other respects. The native is richly adapted to acquire our vices and

ignore our virtues ; and so the downward })ath is ])ursued which leads to

extinction, though the negro, if he die out at all, will die hard, for, unlike

the aborigines of New Zealand or North America, he is in Equatorial

Africa the fittest to survive, as untold generations of his ancestors have be-

queathed him a constitution adapted for the deadly climate in which he lives.

That deterioration is the result of contact with white men is shown conclu-

sively by the effect of a century of intercourse on the West African coast,

which has succeeded in rousing little more than an appetite for gin, rum,

and tobacco. If we turn to East Africa you will find that the residts of

over five centuries of intercourse Avith various grades of civilisation

—

Phanician, Arabian, and Portuguese—have been absolutely nil, and that

the natives, instead of being on a higher intellectual and moral level, are

everywhere distinctly lower than the interior tribes who have had no vision

of so-called civilised life presented to them.

If we consider this question of civilisation for a moment, we shall

find that mental and moral impro^'ement has arisen in a variety of

ways. First, it has arisen in many races through a hard struggle with

Nature, which, by drawing forth the utmost faculties of the people to

improve their position, has strengthened and developed them. In the

second place, it has arisen ])y a race of great vitality coming in con-

tact with another race of less vitality, but of superior advancement in the

arts and sciences, with the result that the former have not only got the

civilisation of the latter, but have often raised it to a still higher level. A
third way has been by force of arms—a weak and barbarous race l^eing

conquered by a strong and more civilised one, who have by sheer coercion

forced their civilisation upon the weaker party. The philanthropy of the

nineteenth century is now trying a fourth method, namel}' that of moral

suasion, and the introduction of European trade and simple contact with

the white man. So far the results have not been encouraging. They have

been, as I have said, in the direction of deterioration. On the whole, it

seems to me that the only hope of a distinct advance would be in the

establishment of a paternal government, which, for the benefit of the native

and the advancement of Africa, should impress them into the doing of a

certain amount of work, and into the learning of certain things. Under
such a fathei'ly rigime, in the course of some generations his posterity

might be found to have risen to such a level that the mild servitude and

compulsory education in arts and science would no longer be required.
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The negro, in fact, requires to be treated by the State as a child is by the

father, only, instead of years, the negro must undergo his moral and mental

discipline for two or three generations before he can be trusted to rely

upon himself.

But I am wandering somewhat far afield from my subject, and ven-

turing on problems somewhat too deep for my plummet.

To return to the labour question : it will be seen that with such a

disheartening state of things as I have described, to face the question

of workers will be an almost insuperable difficulty even were there no

other. Labourers, no doubt, to some extent will be forthcoming, but then

they will work only a few days at the most, sufficient, in fact, to enable

them to earn a small bit of cloth for a dress. Longer than that they will not

stay ; and labour of that description will hardly suit the planter, who must

have men trained to the work, and Avho wiW continue with him when he

has trained them. I know many good people will think that such a state

of things is inconceivable, as they have been so long in the habit of

thinking that the African is barbarous merely because he has never seen

l)etter things, because he has been ground down by the curse of slavery

and intestine wars, and, finally, because he has never had a chance till now
of improving himself. These facts do not represent the real difficulties of

the problem, and I do not propose to attempt to discuss the question

further to-night, as it lies outside the limits of my paper.

It will thus be seen that the prospects of the mountain zone are sadly

luipromising, and that faith is powerfully wanted to enable us to conclude

that there is even a good time coming for that region.

But I can imagine many here saying that the coast lowlands and the

mountains are but the outer husk or shell which surrounds the kernel of

the continent, with its fair proportions and healthy fertile lands ; that, on

reaching the plateaux of inner Africa, you have in reality come to the pro-

mising lands of the future. Would that I could encourage myself in this

belief, this pleasing faith 1 But "facts are chiels that winna ding." On
crossing the outer bulwarks of Africa you enter a region which has now
for many years been notorious as the most sterile and arid in the whole

expanse of the equatorial parts. Ugogo and Eastern Unyamwesi have got

an evil reputation among travellers, on account of the hardships they have

had to endure there in forced marches and absence of Avater. The plains

of the " bitter waters " and the " fiery field " tell in their names the char-

acter of the country, while the term Wa-gogo (the name of the natives of

these parts) is associated in the mind with all that is Avorst in the savage

nature.

Of the region to the south little better can be said. Listead of the

arid sand of Ugogo, we have in Uheh6 and Uhenge a stiff red clay, which

becomes in the dry season as hard as rock, and scarcely supports any vege-

tation. Hence the greater part is a barren waste, incapable of affording

grass for cattle, and useless for cultivation. The acacia, the euphorbia,

and the baobab are almost the sole woody occupants of the soil, and over
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large tracts even such fireAvood is so scarce that the dried dtuig of cattle

is the only fuel.

North of Ugogo the country becomes more and more arid, only fit to

be roamed over for some three months in the year by the wandering-

Masai with their cattle. Keeping more westward, Unyamwesi is reached,

and here the climatic conditions begin to improA^e. The acacia and other

trees which flourish only on the most arid ground, give place to more

richly-foliaged genera, though nowhere do you find a single stretch of trees

which in Britain would even be reckoned of moderate size.

I do not deem it necessary to point out the poor chance there is of any

trade being developed here in the immediate future, in the face of the

description I have given you, never to speak of the fact that there is not

a single one of the articles exported from Africa found in the whole of

this region. There is not even ivory—for you must know that in the

whole of the area of which I now speak (leaving out the Masai country,

which I shall refer to immediately) the elephant has been practically

exterminated. The ivory Avhich comes down to Zanzibar from Unyan-

yembe has all been derived from the Congo Basin, and the southern and

western parts of Victoria Nyanza, where the work of destruction is still

going on right merrily, with a speedy collapse of the trade as the early

outlook.

We have now reached the fourth zone, namely, that of the Lakes

Nyassa, Tanganyika, and Victoria Nyanza. "With a certain class of minds

it seems to be an assumed axiom of commerce that there is some intimate

connection between a navigable stretch of water (whether river or lake)

and an active trade—as if the latter must necessarily follow the former.

Hence the assumption so commonly advanced, that if you can but tap this

navigable stretch, Avhether it be at tStanley Pool or Tanganyika, you at

once strike a profitable trade. I confess that I am cpiite unable to follow

the mental processes of such thinkers, who seem to overlook the one point

of paramount importance, namely, that there should be some produce

urgently wanted in Europe, and which cannot be got so easily or so pro-

fitably elsewhere, before this navigable lake or river can lie made an}'

use of.

If you admit this consideration to be essential, and ask me if such

conditions do not exist in the Lake Eegion, I answer you by quoting

Stanley's account of the products :—Indian corn, millet, beans, ground-

nuts, sugar-cane, chillies, wild fruit, a small quantity of palm-oil, bananas,

honey, goats, sheep, cattle, fowls, fish, tobacco, Avristlets, iron wire, bark

cloth, bows and arrows, hoes, spears, etc. etc. Now, if you remember
that all these things are produced in the most insignificant cpiantities, I

will leave you to form your own conclusions, and draw what comfort you
can out of such a list.

Of Lake Nyassa I shall say nothing, further than to ask the question

Avhether the African Lakes Company could have kept going so long if they

had not had the transporting of the persons and goods of the missionaries
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estal)]ished there, and been able to collect some ivory 1 If they had had to

depend solely on the vegetable or mineral productions of the covintry,

could they have run the Company a single year without an immense loss 1

I think I am right in saying that they could not, even though they have

had very insignificant physical difficulties to overcome.

Let me now say a few words about the Masai country, and I shall have

(lone.

Since I penetrated through that country, and described its physical

aspects, without treating it in the light of its future prospects, I find th;it

there has been quite a number of writers who have shown themselves

eager to supply the fatal omission, and, under their hands, Masai-land has

assumed such a new and attractive aspect that I fail to recognise it as I

knew it two years ago.

With one class, Masai-land is to be the colonising and grazing ground

of the future. With a second, it is a promising trading region, only

requiring the railway to develop its resources. One traveller, in his

sanguine hopefulness, has observed that the Masai are exhibiting a marked

tendency to put off the old man and become civilised, though he neglects to

mention that he never saw any real specimens of the tribe. Another

person speaks of copper mines, on whose authority I do not know ; and so

the ball goes gaily on to a merry tune under the aj)pi'eciative auspices of

an applauding public.

As all these sanguine writers have based their conclusions largely,

though mistakenly, on my descriptions, it seems all the more to devolve

upon me at this time to correct prevailing misapprehensions.

In the important matter of health, without a doubt the climate of the

Masai country carries off the palm throughout the whole of the Equatorial

region. There is no part so free of swamp, no part with an air so dry and

so exhilarating, while the elevated character of its plateaux keeps the

atmosphere cool and the nights cold. But, mark you, I only say that it is

comparatively healthy—healthy for Central Africa. That it is healthy, as

we understand the term in Europe, I cannot assert. All that I would say

about it is this—-that men without a weak point in their system might live

there without serious harm to their health for some years ; but it is by

no means a place where people of Em'opean origin could live and bring up

families with a view to colonising. My time will not allow me to enter

into all the ^;ros and cons of the matter. I must be content to express

the opinions or views which my personal experience of the facts has led

me to adopt.

The soil of the Masai country occupies the same position in Central

Africa as does its climate. I am pleased to be able to tell you that

it is actually fertile, and rich in the best ingredients. Unlike the soil

further south, that of Masai-land is derived from the decomposition of

volcanic rock, than which there is no better origin. Unfortunately,

except on the most elevated mountains and plateaux, the rainfall is so

insignificant that the country is burned up eight to nine months in the
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year. AVhat it is capable of is shown in such an ideal tropical forest as is

presented by the delightful African Arcadia of Taveita.

So far, then, as the soil and the climate of this region are concerned,

plantations might be formed in such favourable situations as Kilima-njaro.

But I would not have you forget that here you are surrounded by races

infinitely more averse to labour than in the districts further south, and

that to establish yourself in any part of the Masai country you must first

get rid of the natives of the soil. It is simply out of the question to talk

about the civilisation within a generation of stich a race as these terrible

nomads.

Of the ])rospects of planters in these regions I am not competent to

speak, and I leave those who are practically acquainted with the subject to

draw their own conclusions. I need only say, further, that there are no

minerals known in the country, and that the elephant is already almost

exterminated. The ivory traders are compelled to push beyond Lake
Baringo to keep their business going ; but so poorly are their efforts

rewarded, that, to a man, they are deep in debt, and only continue the

trade because wandering has become a second nature, and they prefer the

wild exciting life to the tame existence of the coast agriculturist.

And now my task is over. It has been, as you may imagine, far from

a pleasant one, for I may well say that, with all its faults, or rather short-

comings, Africa is the one Continent on this earth which incessantly occupies

my thoughts by day and my dreams by night. If I had consulted only

my own interests, I should either have joined the chorus of optimists or

held my peace. I might have argued that if I painted Africa in such

depressing colours, the Avorld would turn round and say, " Well, if it is as

bad as you say, why should we trouble ourselves about it, and send men like

3'ou to explore and travel there 1 In future you had better stay at home."

To no such arguments did I listen, for I said to myself, No good work can

be done in Africa, either in developing trade or elevating the negro, till the

real prosaic truth is known. Coloured and exaggerated views might act for

the moment as a stimulus, but the reaction Avould be extreme and disastrous.

Do not build upon visions, but facts. I have thus been trying to-night to

lay before you the results of my observations in Africa. I have carefullj-

avoided looking into the remote future, and I have dealt only with the

present and the immediate future. I would have you take to heart the

view, that, frightfully handicapped as it is with a want of cheap means
of transport, a barbarous, unmanageable populace, which will not supply

labour, and the absence of any valuable articles of trade that cannot be got

vastly cheaper and easier in other parts, the commerce of the Congo and

East Central Africa must be at present insignificant, and its growth slow

and uncertain. If you hold otherwise, I can only say that you build upon

a foundation of sand, and by ignoring the facts you will only retard in the

long-run the improvements you have set your mind on.

It would be Avell also not to be carried away with the idea that it is
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possible to graft the civilisation of Europe on the low mind of the negro

in either one or two generations. Do not assume ofF-hand that the

necessary consequence of contact with white men is elevation of ideas and

improvements in habit, for nothing is more opposed to facts. I would

also urge the acceptance of a higher ideal of civilisation than Avhat is

implied in the adopting of a European costume, and the ability to read

some things of which the native forms not the remotest conception. Till

we form more exact notions of all these matters, no real progress can be

made, for otherwise we do not go to the roots.

And now, in concluding, I feel it almost necessary to apologise for the

views I have enunciated. I know only too well that I have attacked, if

not actually uprooted, the cherished convictions of many here. You would

all no doubt have Avished that I had something more hopeful to tell you. I

can only re-echo that wish ; but I have not allowed my sentiments to lead

me into pleasant and vain imaginings. I have striven to tell the hard

truth, believing that in the long-run such a course is in the best interests

of all concerned.

EXPLORATION SURVEY FOR A RAILWAY CONNECTION
BETWEEN INDIA, SIAM, AND CHINA.

Read before the Society, at Edinburgh and Dundee, Decemh&r 1885.

By Holt S. Hallett, C.E., F.R.G.S.

I AM come before you this evening to render an account of my late

explorations and survey in Burma, Siam, and the Shan States, which

have enabled me to trace out the path for the railw%ay which will, I trust,

ere long connect India and China,—the two most populous empires in the

world.

Our conquest of Upper Burma, which has been so happil}- concluded

Avithin the past feAV days, will place the Burmese Shan States under our

protection, and thus allow their peaceful and trade-loving inhabitants to

realise what has long been their dream—a better commercial connection

with us. We are now placed in such a position that no political hindrance

remains to our driving the iron horse up to the gates of China, and opening

up to our trade the western provinces of that rich and populous empire.

For the last thirty years or so it has been the aim of the mercantile

public at home and in the East, and of the ablest of our Indian admini-

strators, to open up and develop our trade with South-West China. Many
projects have been mooted for this purpose, and, as was not unnatural,

o-wing to the absence of geographical knowdedge, these projects all aimed

at reaching their objective along the valleys of the main waterwaj^s of

Indo-China. Improved acquaintance, resulting from a number of explora-

tions, has, however, demonstrated them to be impracticable.
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First, came the route proposed by the famous and indefatigable pioneer

of commerce, Captain Spry, up the Salween Kiver, whose objective was

Ssu-mao, or Esmok, the same terminus now chosen by us. Information

gained by a Government expedition, however, showed that the Salween

Kiver is not only unnavigable, but so shut in by cliffs that all thought of

the construction of a railway along its course must be given up.

Secondly, came the Irrawaddy-Bhamo route, at one time strongly advo-

cated by various officials in Burma ; amongst them Colonel Sladen and

General MacMahon, both for some time Resident at the Court of Man-

dalay, who are both now convinced that any railway connection with

China must be led through British Burma and the Siamese Shan States.

The result of this advocacy was the expeditions of Colonel Sladen and

Colonel Horace Browne, which, notwithstanding the abilities of the leaders,

owing to a variety of causes, were unsuccessful in reaching their goal,

—

China.

Thirdly, came the Mekong (or Meh Kong) route, which the French

expedition of 1866-68, conducted so gallantly by Doudart de Lagr^e and

Garnier, proved to be unnavigable above the Cambodian frontier, and was

consequently rejected.

Fourthly, came the Songkoi or Red River route, from Tonquin. This

route was greatly in favour with the French two years ago, and was
doubtless the cause of such enormous sacrifices being made in the pro-

secution of the ill-advised Tonquin expedition. The insurmountable

impediments in this river, consisting of rocks, sand-banks, and fierce cur-

rents, render this waterway impracticable, except for small boats under

four tons, and that only from November to March. The French them-

selves have therefore been compelled to abandon all hope of any consider-

able trade springing up on either the Meh Kong or Songkoi Rivers. Not
only this, but their last resource—the idea of laying down a railway along

the valley of either of these rivers—has had to be abandoned, owing to the

insuperable difficulties that would be met with in the undertaking.

Indo-China is the comprehensive term now applied to the south-

eastern section of Asia, lying to the south of China proper, and between

the Indian Ocean and the China Sea. It is formed by a huge arm thrown

out from the south-eastern flank of the Tibetan plateau, and at one time

seems to have consisted of plateaux in terraces gradually decreasing south-

wards, and divided into compartments by mountains and their spurs. At
the extremities of the arm ran out fingers of hills Avhich enclosed large

bays, since partially filled up by the detritus brought down by the river.s

now forming the vast deltas of the Irrawaddy, Sittang, Salween, Meh Nam,
and Meh Kong Rivers. Above these deltas the country at one time was
evidently lacustrine, but underground passages were gradually formed
through the impounding hills, earth motion created rifts in the country,

and the lakes were drained by the issuing torrents, which gradually

destroyed many portions of the plateaux, and gave them in parts a

resemblance to a maze of more or less table-topped mountains.
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The three defiles on the upper course of the Irrawaddy and the gorge

below Prome show four of the lacustrine compartments, into which the

present basin of that river was formerly divided. The plain of Manipur,

2500 feet above the sea, on the west of the Irrawaddy, and the plains of

the Shan plateaux, some 3000 feet in height, on the east of the same river,

as well as those in the basins of the Salween, Thoungyeen, Meh Nium (or

Maing iLougyee), Meh Kong, and Meh Nam, and their branches, Avere

similarly at one time chains of lakes. The evidence of this having been

so is still apparent in the " defiles " through which the rivers escape from

the plains ; the hills on either side show evident signs of former connec-

tion, and the enormous volume of detritus apparent in exposed sections of

the country plainly bespeak its former condition. In the Maing Longyee

valley a plateau has been rifted, by the action of Avater, in all directions,

and the fissures exposed show a depth of upwards of 500 feet of alluvial

detritus. In the Meh Ping valley sections of 50 feet of shingle sand and

deposit, as Avell as hills of rounded shingle, are met with above the gorges,

showing that lakes were in existence for many centuries before the hills

were Avorn through.

On the Meh Ping, throughout the gorge, which commences about a

day's journey below Muang Haut, a remarkable phenomenon is visible.

The river, in former ages, must have worn out huge caverns and chambers

during its underground course, for the precipitous cliffs on either side

shoAV evident signs of sinkage. Precipices 200 and 300 feet in height,

each Avith the remains of the slope above, succeed each other until the

stream is reached, making it apparent that previous to the sinkage the

slope had been continuous, and that the hills had dropped in steps.

Many valleys in the Shan States, and even in British Burma, are even

noAv drained by streams passing under the hills. A fcAv streams passed by

me disappeared in this manner ; and the Meh Hang, having its course to

the west of Muang Fang, is blocked by a range, or rather an arm, of Loi

Tooey, and, passing under it, floAvs into the Sahveen River. Loi Tooey is

a high mountain in about lat. 19° 48', long. 98° 22', said to be higher than

any other in the country to the south of the Kiang Tung plateau. Its

arms are thrown out in various directions, separating the courses of five

rivers from each other. The largest of these arms, proceeding southAvards,

splits in tAvo in the latitude of Zimme, and gives rise to the Maing Longyee

River. The eastern prong, continuing soutliAvards, forms the backbone of

the Malay Peninsula, and is often plateau-topped, and several miles in

breadth at the summit ; the spurs springing from either side spread out in

intricate masses, and evidently at one time formed portions of a loAver

plateau.

The country is one of constant surprises. OAving to the erosion of the

serrated edges of the high plateau lying to the north of Zimme, it has the

aspect, at a distance of a fcAV miles, of a range of hills ; but, on ascending

to the top, the peaks disappear, and 3'ou find yourself on a rolling table-

land. I had to cross this jjlateau, and found it to be about eight miles
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broad. The soil was very rich ; and a thriving village, with large fields

and beautiful gardens of cocoa-nut, palm, orange, mango, and other trees,

was situated on its summit. In the same way similar villages, fields, and

cultivation were met by us on the plateau at Bau.

Many of the spurs thrown off by Loi Tooey are of great height. Loi

Hkow and Fa Khum, which lie between Muang Haut and Zimme, must

be at least 9000 or 10,000 feet above sea-level, as they are said to be

generally cloud-capped. The spur behind the city of Zimm6 is between

6000 and 7000 feet in height. I took the altitude of the base of the

pagoda, which has been erected half-way up, and found it to be 3740

feet above sea-level.

The spur behind Kiang Dow is still higher, and so precipitous that it

is said to be unscalable. A lake, however—so the legends tell us—exists

at the top of this hill. The story runs that Gaudama Buddha, when he

existed as Phya Tam, was born on the top of Chaum Haut, when an

aqueduct was constructed from the lake to the summit of Chaum Haut, to

carry the water for Gaudama's use. As Chaum Haut is some 8000 feet

high, the aqueduct must have been a creditable piece of engineering

work.

Many legends exist in the country, and also in the remainder of Indo-

China. One of them about the same hill reminds one of the Castle of

Indolence, and somewhat of Aladdin's cave. In Loi Kiang Dow is a cave,

out of which runs a stream of water about chest deep. On crossing it,

if you have sufficient " merit," you will behold an image as large as life and

of pure gold. The spirit of Chow Kam Doang, one of the ancient Lawa
kings, resides in this cave. Off'erings of buffaloes and pigs are still made

to him by LaAvas, Shans, and other tribes in the neighbourhood. Accord-

ing to the people, any one wanting in " merit " who attempts to cross this

stream meets with instant death. A month's journey in the cave brings

one to a fairy country, whose soil is composed of gold and precious stones.

Villages of marvellous beauty are studded about the country, and every-

thing that is desirable is at once attainable. The people, better off than

those of Cockaigne, subsist on angels' food. The Lawa Yak, who resides

in this fairy land, at the end of the present Buddhist cycle of 5000 years,

will become Buddha. Two missionaries stationed at Zimme, entered the

cave and crossed the stream in search of the image, but in vain. Probably

they were wanting in " merit." The people explained their escape from

death by the fact of their being Christians, over whom the spirits of the

country evidently have no power.

The Lawas, or La, are said to have been in possession of the country

lying to the south of the Kiang Tung plateau, and between the Sahveen

and Meh Kong Eivers, long before the Karens, Shans, or Burmese entered

it ; and it cannot be doubted that many of the people in Tenasserim and

the Siamese territories, who now speak Mon, Shan, and Burmese, are

either mixed or pure descendants of the Lawa aborigines. Several of the

vast ruined cities that I passed on my journey are said to have belonged

VOL. II. F
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to the Lawas, and some of those still inhabited have the Lawa prefix in

their names ; for instance, La-poon (the La's spear), La-kon (the La's

walk), La-heng or Eaheng. The remains of La-maing still exist near

Zimme.

The geology of the Shan States and Upper Siam resembles that in

the neighbourhood of Moulmein. The main ranges of hills and some of

their spurs are gneiss and granite, often covered on their slopes by slate,

shale, argillaceous rocks, and limestone. The lower ranges are of a

similar formation, and belong to the Lower Carboniferous and Silurian

groups. Huge masses and straggling ranges of mountain limestone, Avith

cliff faces and serrated peaks, crop up in many places, and add greatly to

the beauty of the sceneiy.

The rich lacustrine deposit on the upper plateau, and the alluvial

soil of the lower plains and deltas, together with the humid climate,

render these portions of the country exceedingly fertile. In the

lately settled Hsen and Fang plains, I learnt from converts of Dr.

M'Gilvary that the last out-turn of paddy had been 250 times what had

been sown, and that the average in the long-settled parts of the country

was from 50 to 100 fold. Tea grows wild on many of the hills, even as

far south as the latitude of Moulmein, and teak and many other valuable

trees add greatly to the wealth of the country. Owing to the varying

formation of the soil certain districts are highly suitable for grain, and

others for cotton, tobacco, indigo, fruit, and vegetable gardens, etc. Many
dye-woods are in use by the people, stick lac is gathered from certain trees,

and valuable gums, varnishes, and oils from others. The mulberry-tree

is grown by sericulturists, and spinning wheels and looms ai"e seen in

most of the houses. -The beautiful Shan embroideries in silk, worsted,

gold and silver thread, are most tasteful in design, and are much prized

in the neighbouring countries. The wooded country and extensive grassy

plains in Northern Siam and the Shan States form the breeding ground

for elephants, ponies, and cattle. The villages are imbedded in gardens,

growing nearly every species of tropical fruit. To the east of the Sittang,

the hills are generally metalliferous, and, if the country is opened up,

might well repay their exploitation by mineralogists. Precious stones are

found in many places, tAvo of which I passed on my journey do^Yn the

Meh Ping.

The remains of numerous cities, some of great extent, that are met
with throughout the Shan States, bespeak that the country at one time

afforded means of subsistence to a very large population. In the neigh-

bourhood of Kiang Hsen, and between it and the sources of the Meh Ing,

I passed through or near many of these cities, some of which were

upwards of a mile in diameter, and I procured the names and situation of

twenty-seven of them. The princes of the country said that such ruins

were scattered throughout the country, but owing to its having been
depopulated during the continuous wars of the last century, and only

resettled during the last few years, many of the names of the cities are now
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unknown. Some of them are called Chinese Cities, others are said to have

been founded by the Lawas, others by genii and angels, and those of later

construction by the Shans, Many of the legends connected with the

various towns are adaptations from incidents related in the accounts of

the former existences of Gaudama and other Buddhas, others refer to wars

carried on between the Lawas and the Shans. All the inhabitants of

Sudra's heaven, the Nat country of the Burmese, as well as Phya In or

Indra, and numerous other Hindoo deities, appear in the legends.

To get an idea of the people's religion one must imagine a credulous

child brought up in the Buddhist religion, fully believing the existence and

power of all the mythological beings that were ever heard of in fable and

fairy tale. Shamanism and the belief in ancestral spirits, however, are

the foundation of their heterogeneous faith, and the proximity of Hindoo

and Mohammedan races, together with the teachings of the Buddhist

monks, seems to account for their present strange jumble of religions.

Magicians, Avitches, and ghouls—in fact all mythical beings—form part

of the people's faith, and greatly add to their fairy lore.

As a specimen of their legends, I will relate that of the magician who

lived on the hill behind Lakon. Long, long ago, before the time of

Gaudama Buddha, a famous magician and doctor, named Pome Ma Rat

Tsee, visited Lakon, and informed the princes and people that, by his

medicines and charms, he could add beauty and restore youth and life to

any one, however dismembered and mangled they might have been. A
hideous old prince, who was tottering to the grave, and longed much for a

renewal of his salad days, begged the magician to experiment upon him.

The doctor accordingly made mincemeat of him, and, preparing a magic solu-

tion, dipped the fragments of the prince into it, and placed it over his fire.

After performing the necessary incantations, the prince, rejuvenated and

a perfect beau, was handed out of the pot. He was so pleased with his

new appearance that he entreated the magician to re-perform the opera-

tion, and, on his refusal, insisted that he should do so, as he expected, the

first process having been so successful, great benefit would result thereby.

The magician, annoyed at his persistence and his covetousness, accordingly

minced him up, and put him in the pot, where he remains to this day.

At least, so the tale runs.

Some of the legends are of very recent date, like that of the King of

Kiang Mee-an,—a city about six miles north of Kiang Hsen. This king

was possessed of such extreme merit that he had the power of calling up

armed allies from any direction that he turned his face to. During his

lifetime his country Avas at peace, but soon after his death, at the end of

last century, the Siamese Shans conquered his country, and sent his body,

which was covered with a complete gold mask, to the Siamese King at

Bangkok. The King of Siam, knowing the merit of the deceased ruler,

feared much that his power might still adhere to the corpse, and, lest

harm might happen to his kingdom, had it buried with the face down-

wards, as no army had been known to invade Siam from that direction.
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Time does not permit me this evening to (hvell at any length upon the

character, habits, and customs of the people inhabiting the Siamese Shan

States. Much information will be found in Mr. Colquhoun's Among the

Shans on this subject ; and later on I hope, in the account of my journeys,

to be called A Thousand Miles on an Elephant through the Shan States, to

amplify existing information by many interesting particulars on these

heads, as well as regarding the religion, superstitions, folk-lore, and legends

of the people. It may be interesting to you to know that the Shan States

in many particulars resemble the Highlands of Scotland, and the system

of government is of a similar patriarchic class, to that of the ancient

clans of Scotland. One curious custom which obtains amongst them may
be mentioned here, which renders the serfdom of the people of the lightest

description. They have the power of changing allegiance to their chief

at their will, which contrasts favourably with the system obtaining in

Siam, where the people are under grinding Government taskmasters,

from whose service they cannot escape.

Throughout the Shan country I was received with the utmost courtesy

and kindness by the princes and people. This was partly due, without

doubt, to the admirable relations existing between them and the American

missionaries at Zimme, who kindly accompanied me as interpreters on

several of my journeys, as well as to the great care exercised by myself to

respect their customs and prejudices, but especially to my seeing that

everything in the shape of supplies and service was paid for by my
followers. The missionaries at Zimme, from whom I received great

kindness^ are most anxious to see the railway constructed throughout the

country, as they look to it as a great engine of civilisation and develop-

ment of the whole of South-Eastern Asia. Dr. M 'Gilvary, the senior

missionary resident at Zimme, has expressed the following opinion regard-

ing it :
—" Considering its pi'ospective influence on the civilisation and

development of the Avhole of South-Eastern Asia, and its probable, if not

certain, extension into China, I verily believe it may be classed with the

Suez Canal and the great American Pacific Eailway as one of the grand

Avorks of the century." It is too often the fashion with thoughtless and

inexperienced people to under-rate the excellent Avork accomplished by the

missionaries, Avho go out into the heart of these Eastern lands and Ha^c

amongst the people. They do not knoAv hoAv the terrible bondage of super-

stition of Shamanism cramps and benumbs the mind and faculties of its

Avorshippers. They have not seen, as I have, houses in every toAvn and

village unroofed and the trees uprooted, and the people, young and old,

driA^en aAvay on the dreadful charge of Avitchcraft. The missionaries at

Zimme have not only made converts amongst the people, but, by harbour-

ing the so-called wizards and witches, have shaken the common supersti-

tion regarding them. All diseases and accidents were formerly ascribed

to the action of familiar spirits. Noav many of the nobles and some of

the people call in the aid of the Christian doctors. I was exceedingly

pleased to find the goodAvill manifested by all toAvards the missionaries.
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and had frequent opportunities to admire the earnestness, sympathy, and,

what is so invaluable, charity and tact of these missionaries in their

intercourse with the people. Their schools are well attended, and the

attention, neatness, modesty, and decorous Ijearing of the pupils were

marked, and pleasant to observe. The people are so well disposed towards

l^Airopeans that the lady missionaries travel in the country without other

protection than their Shan servants.

For the past four years Mr. Colquhoun and I have deeply interested

ourselves in the subject of the expansion of our trade, by linking on

China and the intervening countries to India by means of railways.

Previous to either of our survey explorations being undertaken, we had

studied the journals and accounts of all travellers who had traversed any

portion of the country lying to the east of the valley of the Brahmaputra.

We found that the valley of the Irrawaddy was bounded on the west by a

range of hills, which, as it proceeded southwards, spread out into an

entangled mass, touching the sea along the Bay of Bengal with many of

its spurs. No railway can therefore be constructed, except at a prohibitive

cost, from Calcutta along the sea-board towards Eangoon. We found,

however, that through the pass used by the Burmese in their invasion of

Assam, there is a route which would suit admirably for carrying a railway

from the Brahmaputra Valley into the valley of the Irrawaddy, and that the

railway could be joined on, without meeting any great difficulties to our

liangoon and Tonghoo line, having its present terminus at our seaport of

Ivangoon. The height of the pass is not more than 2500 feet above sea

level, or 2000 feet above the level of the Brahmaputra Valley. There

can be no doubt that one of the first steps that should, and doubtless will,

be taken on our occupation of Upper Burma, is the extension, long ago

suggested by Mr. Colquhoun and myself, of our Tonghoo line to Man-

dalay, whence, later on, it could be continued either up the Chindwin,

or via Bhamo, to the Brahmaputra Valley, to form a connection with

the Indian lines.

The country east of the Irrawaddy is bounded by high hills and plateaux,

which are riven by the enormous ravines in which flow the Salween,

Meh Kong, and the Kinsha Kiang,—the principal source of the Yangtze,

the central and main Avaterway of China. Owing to these rivers and their

branches having a general southerly direction, and the nature of the

ravines precluding the construction of a road along their courses, the

caravan routes from Upper Burma to Western China have to be carried

aci'oss a number of passes, of great height and difficulty.

As far south as lat. 27|-°, according to the Abbe Desgodins, the hills

are snow-capped, and the passes certainly higher than 12,000 feet.

Between Batang and Lithang, Mr. Baber relates that the passes are so

high that travellers often faint whilst crossing them. In fact, from all

accounts, the country, as far south as Tali-fu, is so difficult, so cut up by

canons and high ranges, that no capable or prudent engineer would pro-

pose the construction of a railway across it.
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Even on the Bhamo route, Mr. Colqiilioun and I have found, by

calculation, that although Bhamo is only 250 miles distant in a direct

line from Tali-fu, yet a railway would be 600 miles in length to connect

these places, if a ruling gradient of 100 feet per mile be selected—the

steepest j^ermissible on any trunk line intended to connect India and China.

On this route four passes between 8000 and 9000 feet above sea-level

would have to be crested, besides many others of a somewhat lesser

elevation. The cost of the railway by this route would be at least four

times as great as that proposed by ourselves.

From our studies we have likewise been led to the conclusion that

owing to the many ranges that would have to be crossed, a raihvay to

connect any position of the Irrawaddy Valley lying in Upper Burma, or

Lower Burma to the north of Beeling, with South-Western China, would

be of greater length, and considerably more costly, than our projected line,

which has its terminus at our seaport of Moulmein.

It was thus forced upon us that the required connection of India and

China would have to be made across the hills somewhere in the latitude

of Moulmein. From this point there are many routes into the Siamese

Shan States, and the hills lying between the vallej's of the Irrawaddy and

the Salween ending at Beeling are thus avoided. Having fully considered

the matter, we came to the conclusion that either a railway could be taken

across the hills viA Maing Loongyee, which might necessitate the crossing

of only one range, or else, if this line were found too difficult—as my
subsequent explorations have proved it to be—that a railway could be

constructed across the two ranges lying between Moulmein and the town

of Kaheng, situated in Northern Siam, on the Meh Ping Eiver. The
passes by this latter route were known to be lower than any others either

to the north or south, and indeed were merely 1600 and 2287 feet above

sea-level. Myawaddi, the town at our frontier, lying between the two

passes, is 630 feet above sea-level, which greatly reduces the fall from the

first pass and the rise to the second.

The country between the Meh Kong and the Salween is divided into

several branch river-basins by more or less detached ranges or knots of

hills, Avhose spurs contract the rivers at certain points of their courses,

leaving plains of great extent between these points of contraction. On
the Meh Ping, above Zimm6, many such plains exist, notably those of Ngai,

Dow, Soon, and Nah. The Zimm6 Plain commences some miles to the

north of the Meh Teng, and continues to Meut Kha, a distance of 70 miles.

Similar plains of great size are met with on the Meh Wung, Meh Ngow,

]\Ieh Ing, Meh Low, and Meh Khoke, the largest of which, studded with

growing towns and villages, would be traversed by our proposed railwa3^

The difficulty that lay before me in choosing the route for the line, lay in

the selection of a path over the water-partings of the branch river-basins

that severed the Meh Ping from Kiang Hsen, on the Meh Kong Eiver.

The hill ranges are in places from 6000 to 8000 feet in height, and many
of the passes about 4000 feet. I was however enabled, after studying
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the country, to trace a path between Eaheng and Kiang Hsen, which

would in no place rise more than 1643 feet above sea-level or 580 feet

above the neighbouring plains. The length of this section of the line

would be 300 miles.

From Kiang Hsen the railway will be produced through the plain that

liorders the Meh Kong past Kiang Hung, where the river, which is there

1G20 feet broad, will be bridged to Ssu-niao, a large garrison-town, and

an important entrepot of trade on the south-west frontier of China.

At this point the Chinese system of railways would have their junction.

The length of the section between Kiang Hsen and Ssu-mao will be

about 250 miles.

It is now universally acknowledged by those who have studied the

subject, that a railway to connect India with China would have to be

carried through the Siamese Shan States. The explorations executed bj'

me show that there is no other route by Avhich a railway can be carried

through these States, at so moderate a cost as that proposed by Mr,

Colquhoun and myself.

The trunk railway Avould pass 481 towns and villages between

Bangkok and Kiang Hsen, and will be about 575 miles in length. This,

together with the portion of the branch line between Eaheng and our

frontier, will cost about five millions sterling, and can be carried out

by the Siamese Government in sections of from 50 to 100 miles at a

time. The cost of the branch, connecting the Siamese line at our

frontier with our seaport of Moulniein, has been estimated by the

Government of India at £916,616. Allowing two million pounds for the

production of the main line from Kiang Hsen, vid Kiang Hung, to the

Chinese frontier town of Ssu-mao, a distance of about 250 miles, the

whole sj^stem of railways proposed by us, including the main line from

Bangkok to China, and the branch line to our seaport of Moulmein, would

not require a greater expenditure than eight millions sterling. As we
are now practically in possession of the Burmese Shan States, through

which the line would run from Kiang Hsen to Ssu-mao, this portion of the

railway, as well as that from Moixlmein to our frontier, can be carried out

by the British Indian Government, on the completion of the Siamese

portion of the main line. The Siamese will undertake to construct their

railways, costing £5,000,000, as soon as our Government expresses its

intention to sanction our branch to the frontier, which, according to its

own estimate, will cost less than £1,000,000.

In my interviews with the King of Siam and his brother, Prince

Devawongse, and afterwards in my Addresses to the London, Manchester,

and Glasgow Chambers of Commerce, I have been able to show that the

construction of the system of railways which we propose would be hand-

somely remunerative as an undertaking, and would tend greatly to the

increase of commerce in a vast region which is inhabited by a people who
are born with the instinct of improving their condition by trade, and which

is at present traversed in every direction by caravans carrying the produce
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of China, Burma, the Shan States, Siam, and Europe, and distributing it

throughout the country.

In this age of railways it is difficult to realise that, previous to the

commencement of the Bridgewater Canal in 1758, the communications in

England were in as evil a condition as they are at present in the Shan

States, and that the traffic was conveyed throughout the country by pack-

animals and cumbersome wagons. Previous to 1825^we had no railways,

and very few of our manufacturing towns were more than villages. Our

trade at that time might be compared with that now existing in the

country lying between the Chinese province of Yunnan and the Gulf of Siam.

The cost of carriage in England in those days might be justly compared

with that at present existing in the country I am bringing under your

notice. A century ago the population of England and Wales was 7,953,000,

or less than half a million more than at present exists in the Siamese

dominions, Avhich contain about 7-|- million inhabitants. Excluding the

Siamese provinces lying to the south of Luang Prabang, in the valley of

the Meh Kong, as well as the portion of Siam lying in the Malay Peninsula,

the remaining portion of Siam, Avhich would be directly affected b)^ our

proposed railways, contains about six millions of inhabitants. Adding to

these 1^ millions for the population of the Burmese Shan States lying to

the east of the Salween, and five millions for the population of the

Chinese province of Yunnan, we have a population of 12| millions of

people, who would be immediately affected by the construction of our

proposed railways.

I have in previous Addresses indicated the enormous cost of carriage

by caravan, and have shown that, if the railways we propose were con-

structed, goods could be delivered at Kiang Hsen, on the Meh Kong
River, at from one-fiftieth to one-hundredth of the rates now charged.

The hindrance that the present costly mode of conveyance presents to

our commerce is evidenced by the i^rice of imported articles in the interior.

Mr. Stephens, a gentleman who is connected with the timber trade at

Eaheng, told me, in 1883, that although the journey from Bangkok to

Raheng could be made by native boats in twenty days in the height of the

rains, and in from thirty to thirty-five in the dry season, yet salt at that

time at Raheng was three times as dear as it was at Bangkok, and that the

year before it was enhanced to four times the price. The missionaries at

Zimm6 told me that salt fetched there more than six times what it did at

Bangkok, and double what it does in Raheng. The caravan-men informed

me that the raw cotton purchased by them in the Shan States sold in

Yunnan for four times the amount they paid for it. The journey to and

fro took them four months ; and two months more were consumed in

selling the wares they had brought with them, which consisted of opium,

beeswax, walnuts, brass pots, ox bells, silk goods, silk and fur jackets, silk

trousers, figured cloth, straw hats, and tea; and in purchasing—by bartering

salt, etc., in the district—the cotton, ivory, horns, feathers, tinsel plates,

etc., tfhat they carried back on their return journey.

/

\
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The prices in the markets seem to vary with the supply and demand

as well as with the cost of freight. In Maing Loongyee, where many of

our foresters reside, kerosine oil varies from six rupees to eight rupees a tin,

the price in Moulmein being two and a half rupees. Tea was three times

the Moulmein price. At Kaheng fast-colour prints Avere being sold at four

rupees, that had cost two rupees eight annas in Bangkok. At Zimm6,

broadcloth was selling for thirty rupees that cost fifteen rupees in Moul-

mein. Flannel purchased for sixty rupees sells for between eighty and

ninety rupees. Iron chatties or pots bought for three rupees sell for

between six and seven.

At the time of my visit, English goods purchased in Bangkok were

selling at Zimme at the following enhanced prices :—green flannel 50 °
j^,

black flannel 50 7„, red cotton yarn 34|7o» matches 67|7oj ^i^^ pails 2607„,

candles 407^, kerosine 557^, sulphur 577o> iron bar 38^7o' i^'o^^ ^^^^il^ ^^°U->

lead 75 7^, caps 40 7oj shot 37 7'o)
powder 12| °

j ^, guns 27^ 7o5 muslins of

various qualities from 12-| to 35 7o. and twist cloths from 19|- to 23J7o-

Chinese crockery cups were enhanced 50 °
j ^, and Chinese silk 20 °

j ^. The

exports from Zimme to Bangkok were enhanced on their arrival as

follows :—large ivory tusks 45 7o) smaller tusks 30 °
j^, stick lac 42^ 7c'

opium 41 7^, cutch 23 7^, hides 47 7o5 horns 47 7o^ bees-wax 15^ 7^, honey

100 7„, nitre 33|7„.
Besides the caravan traffic in European and Chinese goods, tobacco,

pepper, paddy, salt, dried fish, vegetable wax, cutch, jaggery, tamarinds,

tea, gamboge, liquorice, sarsaparilla, cocoa-nuts, dyes, and much other

produce, are moved about the country, and form a local and through traffic

that would greatly develop with introduction of railways and the ensuing

decrease in the cost of transit, and certain increase that would occur in

the cultivation and population of the country.

All travellers through the Shan States are struck by the many caravans

that pass in every direction. Some days I counted the number of laden

animals and porters that Ave passed. When crossing the Loi Saket Pass,

which lies to the north-east of Zimme, I counted in one day a hundred

and fifty-four laden cattle and a hundred and eleven porters. Between

Kiang Hsen and Lakhon I noted six hundred and seventy laden cattle and

upwards of twelve hundred emigrants going in the direction of Kiang

Hsen ; and many others had passed by other routes. Wherever we went,

produce and merchandise was being conveyed by elephants, oxen, ponies,

mules, and porters. Besides the caravan traffic, elephants, cattle, buffaloes,

and ponies are brought into British Burma for sale from the Shan States,

which form the breeding-ground and source of supply of these animals,

which are absolutely necessary for the working of the forests and paddy

fields that form the wealth of our most rising possession in the East

—

British Burma. When we know that upwards of a hundred thousand

animals have died in a single year in British Burma from foot-and-mouth

disease, we can understand the importance of having such a fine breeding-

ground and cattle-market neighbouring the country.
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In considering the traffic which Avould be likely to arise from the con-

struction of railways through the centre of Indo-China, it will be well

to remember

—

1. That although the population of our possessions in British Burma
is only one-fiftieth of that of our Indian dominions, yet British Burma
has one-tenth of the whole trade of India.

2. That Upper Burma, which, since the rebellion of the Burmese

Shan States, has scarcely a million of inhabitants, still carries on a trade

with us of about £3,000,000 sterling. This is remarkable—the more

so, as traffic between China and the Shan States and Burma has been

stopped for some time owing to the rebellions.

3. That a million sterling of treasure is imported into Burma each

year more than is exported ; this must have an effect upon the silver,

question.

4. That Chinese emigration has been shut out lately from America,

Australia, and other places, and would certainly set into the fertile plains

of Indo-China if it Avere encouraged and facilitated by the construction of

railways. Chinese settlers from Hai-Xan are already cultivating cotton

to the north-east of Eaheng. Steamers ply regularly from Hong-Kong vid

Swatow to Bangkok, and the railway would most likely be constructed by
Chinese labourers brought into the country for the purpose, who would

settle along the line.

5. That already half the population in the delta of the Meh Nam is

composed of Chinese and their descendants.

6. That the great want of British Burma is population. Only one-

fifteenth part of it is at present under cultivation. Taking the cultivated

area as 6000 square miles, and the population at four millions, the density

per square mile would be 666, or three times what it is over the whole of

our Indian dominions ; but taking the whole area of British Burma, the

population is less than 45 per square mile, against the average of 220

per square mile in British India. The population of British Burma is

increasing at a rate three times as fast as that of Great Britain and

Ireland, aud nearly double as fast as that of the United States of America.

7. The pajung prospects of the proposed railways can be compared

with those of the railway between Rangoon and Prome, which was opened

in 1878. This railway, which is 162 miles in length, was made to connect

the town of Prome, of 28,813 inhabitants, with the seaport of Rangoon, of

134,176 inhabitants. It passed for fully two-thirds of its length through

an unfertile country covered with scrub jungle. On the whole length

of the railway there were not more than six villages. The line was
in competition with the admirable flotilla of steamers plying on the

IiTawaddy river : yet this line paid to our Government a net profit of six

per cent, last year upon the expenses of its construction.

Mr. Colquhoun and I have given our services gratuitously during a

series of years in promoting the connection of India and China in the

interests of our national commerce. "NVe have performed our part of
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the work as pioneers by exploring and reporting upon the country

requiring examination ; we have shown that railway connection between

India and China is practicable, at an outlay not excessive ; that the

country is well Avorth opening out ; and that the connection of Siam and

China with Burma will open to British commerce the rich but land-

locked interior of western China, as well as develop and civilise the

Avhole of Indo-China through which it passes.

It now remains for the mercantile community to do its part; and

we earnestly trust that the present opportunity for permanently increas-

ing our commerce and strengthening our position in Asia may not be

allowed to pass away.

After the Paper,—
Mr. Archibald Colquhoun referred to the very discouraging conditions nnder

which Mr. Hallett first undertook these explorations, and of the dangers and diffi-

culties through wliich he had passed. He said that Mr. Hallett had succeeded in

returning with 1500 miles of accurate survey work regarding the whole of the in-

terior of Central Indo-Chma, and had, moreover, explored 2500 miles of country. He
had mapped down every single turn and twist of the various routes he had crossed

in his journeys ; and, in addition, a mass of information had been bi'ought back by
him regarding the past history and present condition of Indo-China ; and this, along

with the vocabularies of a number of the diff'erent tribes which he met, would be

found in the book which would be published in the spring or next autumn. Although

he had been unable to accompany Mr. Hallett dui-ing his explorations, or to join

him as he had intended to do—for he had been engaged during the last two and a half

years on a special mission for the Times in China and Indo-China—still, he had had
the good fortune to meet Mr. Hallett at the end of his last journey, and from what he

saw of him and his party, and the whole of his followers, he could personally speak

of the fatigues and exposure he had undergone. He found the whole of his followers

prostrated with severe sickness, and each of the missionaries who accompanied him
had been compelled, through sickness, to retire ; and Mr. Hallett alone had been aljle

to go through the whole journey. The whole of Mr. Hallett's work, he was sure,

would gain him not only the high approval of all the Geographical Societies in this

country and throughout Europe ; but he was sure that when the whole of his publica-

tions were brought before the public, they would be found to have shed a blight ray

of light on a portion of the world which had hitherto been a blot upon our geographical

knowledge—he meant the whole of Central Indo-China. They both hoped and

trusted that before long they would see their labours end in some practical result,

and that would be in the commencement of this railway undertaking which was to

join India and China together. Recent events which had happened in Upper Burma
would, he felt certain from his long acquaintance with that countrj', tend surely,

and he hoped rapidly, to the consolidation of the whole eastern frontier of our

Indian Empire, to the expansion of our commerce, and to the development of a

peaceful condition of affairs, and to the bringing of security, safety, and order to the

frontiers of the neighbouring countries of China and Siam. He was sure they were

all heartily glad that the military operations in that country had been brought to a

speedy solution with so little loss of life. They might have noticed, however, among
the messages Lord Duff'erin was able to send home to this country, one item of news

infinitely, he thought, more satisfactory than the successful military operations there.

He referred to the very friendly attitude which the Buddhist priests and the people

of that country had assumed towards us. The more he had seen of China and her

people, the more convinced had he become of the wonderful strength there was in

that empire, and of the importance of the key-note of the whole of our policy in
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Asia being to link and bind together India and China. It was, he thought, most

fortunate for us that at the present time we happened to liave in India as Viceroy

a diplomatist of the very first order, one of our most capable governors, and one

of the most far-seeing statesmen not only, he believed, of this countrj-, but of Europe

—he referred to Lord Dufferin. He had found that Lord Dufferin possessed the

confidence not only of his countrymen of all shades of political feeling, but that the

leading statesmen in China, who had closely watched his career, had placed great

confidence in him, and looked on the term of office he might hold in India as likely

to bring about quietly but surely a great development of intercourse and communica-

tion between India and China, and by that means the development of commercial

relations between the two countries, which was so essential for the welfare of both,

and which would form the most effectual barrier against the aggression of Russia on

every hand.

THE ANCIENT CIVILISATION, TRADE, AND COMMERCE
OF EASTERN AFRICA.

Read before the Society, at Glasgow and Aberdeen, January 1886.

By Henry E. O'Neill, F.R.G.S.,

Hon. Gorr. Mem. Scottish Geographical Society,

and H.M. Consul, Mozambique.

I NEED hardly say that, when invited to address the Geographical Society

of this great city, I felt it a high honour, and gladly accepted the invita-

tion. But for some time I was much j^erplexed to choose a suhject. Some
would, I know, expect me to talk of my own travels ; but, in truth,

African travel, like many other things worth doing, involves much patient

and monotonous labour, and is not so vastly interesting and adventurous

as to provide matter for an endless series of lectures. To repeat one's-

self again and again is to confess to a sad lack of fertility ; whilst to pro-

vide an ever-varpng and attractive dress for a Avell-worn subject suggests

a little of that imaginative fertility common to tellers of " travellers' tales."

Therefore I cast about me for something either entirely new, or only so

far connected "svith the old as to give me some right to speak upon it.

The subject I have decided upon I hope you will consider not ill-chosen.

It is that of the " Ancient Civilisation, Trade, and Commerce of Eastern

Africa."

I hope that an inquiry of this nature may not only be theoretically

interesting, but also practically useful. It ought surely to be useful to

follow up the lines of ancient activity ; for, from the exjjerience of the

past—bare though the record of it is—we may gain something to guide us

in our efforts to develop this country at the present day.

Very little investigation will, I think, be sufficient to show us that East

Africa, more than 2000 years back, was the scene of considerable com-

mercial acti\aty. The import of articles of high value and of refined use

betoken the presence there of a people whose demands far exceeded those

of a primitive or savage race ; and though the exports are not so minutely
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handed down to us, they arc sufficiently clear to prove the existence of a

capable and industrious people.

To many of you, I have no doubt, there will be no more interesting

point in connection with East Africa than what I Avill call the monu-

mental evidence which exists of a settled occupation in ancient times of

parts of this country by a people far advanced in civilisation. This

evidence consists chiefly of the ruins of buildings, of curious shape and

structure, very unlike anything erected by the Ai'abs or Portuguese, who
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have dwelt for centuries past upon the coast. In Zanzibar territory, as

well as in Mozambique, these ruins may be seen ; but they are met with

in greatest abundance and best preservation in the country south of the

Zambesi, and a little distance in the interior. I will describe them more

minutely hereafter ; sufficient now to say that I allude to the " ruined

cities " in that portion of Eastern Africa to which Sofala is the natural

outlet.

Respecting the origin of these cities there has been plentiful specula-

tion. None of the early records of geography or commerce upon this

coast make any allusion to them, and no inscriptions have been found to

throw light upon them. The absence of all clue to their origin, together

with the fact that the ruins are situated in the heart of the country

reported ])y the nati^-es to be the richest of all South Africa in gold, and

the discovery of old surface gold mines in the district in which they stand,

have not tended to diminish s})eculation regarding them.

Some, you doubtless know, have gone so far as to place the site of the

Ophir of the age of Solomon here. Such an assertion is founded upon

little but conjecture. It is, however, well to bear in mind the extreme

divergence of opinion, even amongst experts, as to the site of Ophir. The

Himalayas, the coast of Malabar, Ceylon, Arabia Felix, even Peru, have

respectively found advocates in regard to this site. Those who have added

East Central Africa to the countries I have just enumerated, no doubt have

felt that its claims were at least equal to some of these.

I have, however, no intention of entering, as an advocate of East Africa,

into that well-thrashed-out field of contention, the site of Ophir. That

cjuestion is purely one of archaeological interest, and may be left for archaeo-

logists to determine. The subject of the early civilisation of East Africa

is interesting to us for other and more practical reasons. The country

south of the Zambesi may never have been the site of the Biblical Ophir
;

but, with fair reason, I believe we may conclude that it formed in ancient

days one of the sources of the supply of gold. Wherever the mines of

Ophir, and whatever their richness, it is impossible to think they formed

more than one of the sources Avhence that metal was extracted. And
when we consider the great abundance of gold in early ages, and remem-
Ijer that the great gold-producing countries of the present day were then

unknown, we feel more than ever convinced that the sources of that im-

mense supply are not all known to us.

The proofs in Holy Writ that the ancients held gold amongst the

precious metals in at least as high estimation as the moderns do, are too

numerous and well known to every reader of Scripture for me to quote

many of them here. More than 1 500 years before the Christian era, gold

appears to have been plentiful in Egypt, for Ave are told that the Israelites,

"their wives, their sons, and their daughters," even when they Avent out
from their captivity, AA^ore earrings of pure gold.^ Not five centuries

1 Exodus xxxii, 2.
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after this we read, in 1 Chron. xxii. 14, that David had "prepared for the

house of the Lord one hundred thousand talents of gold ;" and we further

learn that of this he himself contributed "three thousand talents of gold

of the gold of Ophir, and seven thousand talents of silver," and that, of

gold five thousand more talents, and of silver ten thousand more talents

were })resented "by the princes of the house of Israel." Again Solomon

received gold from Hiram, king of Tyre,^ from the Queen of Sheba ;
- from

all the kings of Arabia,'^ and, in addition to this, obtained periodical

supplies'^ from Ophir in his own ships, guided by " shipmen that had a

knowledge of the sea," sent from Tyre.^ Ezekiel, who prophesied about

the year 595 B.C., gives a most detailed and picturesque account of the wealth

of the Phoenician city of Tyre,** and most of the other prophets refer to the

wealth and prosperity of this nation. Solomon, we know, called to his

aid Tyrian artists and mechanics in building the Temple at Jerusalem,''

and made a special treaty with King Hiram, by which he procured in

exchange for the products of his country ^—wheat, barley, wine, and oil

—

the costly timbers, cedar, fir, and oak, of the forests of Lebanon and

Bashan. A simple enumeration of the articles imported by Tyre will

be sufficient to convince the most sceptical of the vastness and wealth of

her commerce, and the variety of countries and climes visited by the

Phoenician vessels for the purpose of trade. Silver, tin, lead, and vessels

of brass ; slaves, horses, mules ; carpets, ivory, ebony
;
pearls and silks

;

wheat, barley, honey, oil, and gums ; wine, wool, and iron, were chief

amongst the products which were carried to Tyre by sea or to its fairs by
land. When to this profusion we find Tyre re-exporting a portion of the

gold brought by her fleets from the East, we are better able to realise the

truth of the saying, that " Tyre heaped up silver as the dust, and fine gold

as the mire of streets."^

Silver, we are very frequently told by ancient writers, was to be had
in such abundance that it even ceased to be highly prized. Strabo

mentions that in Eome the mangers of the horses of the patricians were

often made of this metal, and Carthaginian recorders tell us that the

anchors of their ships were not unseldom cast with it. Spain appears to

have been the country from which the greatest quantity of silver was
drawn. Pliny describes one mine of such richness that the output was

300 lbs. of silver per day, and even after the annexation of the country by
the Eomans (202 B.C.), the Roman Governors extracted from it, in the

short space of nine years, 111,542 lbs. weight of the same metal. One
Praetor of Further Spain is said to have returned to Rome with 50,000 lbs.

The reports of the wealth of Spain in silver strictly confirm the statement

made in Scripture that " silver was nothing accounted of in the days of

Solomon," 10 who, it is also said in the 27th verse of the same chapter,

"made silver to be in Jerusalem as stones."

1 1 Kings ix. 11, 14. 2 j Kings x. 10. 3 i Kings x. 15. ^ 1 Kings x. 22.

5 2 Chron. ix. 13-21. 6 Ezek. xxvii. et seq. '' 1 Kings v. and 2 Chron. ii.

8 1 Kings v., 2 Chron. ii. » Zech. ix. 3. " 1 Kins-s x. 21.
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I should not have mentioned silver in connection with East African

exports, if it were not that the enormous quantities indicated in these

Avritings lead one to doubt if all came from the countries adjacent to the

Mediterranean. Certain it is that the early Portuguese, with the i^eports

they received, upon arrival on the East African coast, of the extraordinary

richness of the gold country of Monomotapa, heard also much of the silver

mines of Chicova, said to be situated in the same region, and these formed

for long an object of their inquiry and search.

Agatharchides, who lived about 120 B.C., and, as President of the

Alexandrian Library, had the best sources of information of the day at

his command, gives a circumstantial account of the gold-mining carried

on by order of the Kings of Egypt—prior to the conquest of that

country by the Persians—on the shores of the Red Sea ; but he does not

say much of their Avealth, and confines himself chiefly to describing the

sufferings of the miners, whose use of copper implements he also mentions.

Cosmas— of whose work Gibbon observes that " it displays the practical

knowledge of a merchant, though tainted with the prejudices of a monk "

—informs us that the King of the Axumites, on the east coast of Africa,

exchanged "iron, salt, and cattle for gold, with an inland nation of

Ethiopia." Now, the Ethiopia of that age had literally a considerable

latitude, and its southern limits have been placed by the geographer

Marinus under the Troj^ic of Capricorn, and by Ptolemy, in 15° 30' S., or

in the latitude of Mozambique.

This, therefore, is an important item of information ; for our contention

is that a considerable proportion of the gold which was poured into the

markets of the great nations of that age came from the rich gold country

lying upon the southern bank of the Zambesi. It cannot be denied

that several ancient writers speak of Arabia as enormously rich in gold.

But nowhere is the exact site of the Arabian mines named, and modern

research has only revealed to us the remarkable poverty of the country

in that metal. Is it not probable that the assertions of such writers

as Agatharchides of the wealth of Arabia in gold, arose from the fact

that enormous quantities were carried there in Arabian ships from

the mines of Eastern Africa, which would be peculiarly accessible to

Arabian navigators, who doubtless were acquainted, from the very earliest

periods, with the nature and regularity of the monsoons—for their vessels,

unchanged in type for more than 2000 years past, were especially con-

structed to run before favourable winds—and to whom the waters of East

Africa would be as their native seas 1 Much that the Arabian needed, his

" durra," rice, ivory, and more especially his slaves, could only have been

obtained from Eastern Africa, and we have every reason to believe that

from the earliest ages he formed settlements there, and traded with

African tribes for these articles and for gold.

The Avealtli of the port and kingdom of Sabsea, upon the south-east

shore of the Red Sea, and within the straits, has been painted in most
brilliant colours by manj^ old writers, who have also attributed its remark-
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al)le prosperity to the fact that it occupied the position of a middle-mart

to which were carried by sea the products of Asia and Eastern Africa.

To it, we are told, many merchants of the Syrian, Greek, and Phoenician

nations came, and the products and manufactures of the East were here

commonly exchanged for those of the great cities of the West. Sabsea

appears to have taken a similai- place, with respect to the sea-trade, to

that occupied by Gerrha, upon the western shore of the Persian Gulf,

Avith regard to the land trade. As the merchants of the East met at

Sabsea the traders of the West, and transferred their produce there for

conveyance by water to the Egyptian ports at the head of the Red Sea, oi'

to Petra or ^la in Idumea, thence to be scattered through Alexandria

and Gaza to the great markets of Syria, Gi-eece, and Rome ; so in Gerrha

huge caravans were organised which traversed the wdiole breadth of the

Arabian Peninsula, carrying the commodities of Asia to Jerusalem,

Damascus, Tyre, and other great commercial cities of Judsea, Palestine,

and Syria. It is worthy of notice that both Isaiah and Ezekiel, 800 and

600 years before Christ, respectively refer to the wealth of the city of

Sabaea, and attribute it to the same cause as later historians do.

Not of secondary importance to either Sabaea or Gerrha, and more
nearly affecting us in our description of the outlets of East African trade,

was the great port of Aduli, upon the western shore of the Red Sea, neai-

to, if not actually, Massowah or Annesley Bay of modern charts. This

city formed another of the terminal points of African maritime commerce,

more especially with those Arab traders who frequented the j^orts of the

East African coast. To it also was directed the inland trade of Ethiopia,

and caravans bearing sjjices, jirecious stones, and even gold, resorted to it.

I say even gold, for though this metal is mentioned as one of its exports,

it is hardly probable, when its weight be considered, that it would be

carried very great distances by land. The anxiety of Solomon to build

a fleet for the express purpose of conveying to his country large quantities

of gold indicates an insufficiency of the land supply.

You remembei- those passages in Kings in which we are told that

" King Solomon made a navy of ships in Ezion-geber, which is beside

Eloth, on the shore of the Red Sea, in the land of Edom. And Hiram
sent in the navy his servants, shipmen tliat had knowledge of the sea,

with the servants of Solomon. And they came to Ophir, and fetched

from thence gold, four hundred and twenty talents, and brought it to

King Solomon." 1 "For the king had at sea a navy of Tharshish with

the navy of Hiram : once in three years came the navy of Tharshish,

bringing gold, and silver, ivory, and apes, and peacocks."
"^

So great was the commercial prosperity of the two ports of Sabaea and

Aduli that much of the enormous wealth accumulated by the Ptolemies

is said to have been derived from their possession of them. You know
that it was under the first of the Ptolemies—320 to 210 B.C.—that

1 1 King.s ix. 26-28. '^ 1 Kiug.s

VOL. 11.
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Egypt attained, perhaps, the pinnacle of her commercial prosperity, and

that, after the death of Ptolemy Philadelphus, the Egyptian treasury

contained a sum of not less than £200,000,000 sterling. This monarch

maintained two powerful fleets in the Mediterranean and Red Seas, and

strove by every means to excite the commei'cial activity of his subjects and

to rid the Egyptians of their traditional dislike both to trade and the sea.

It is easy to understand how valuable to Egypt were the ports of Aduli

and Sabffia, for through them the commerce which passed between India,

Ethiopia or Eastern Africa, and Europe Avas chiefly controlled.

The geographical position of Egypt, which makes it likely that much of

the immense wealth accumulated by her proceeded from Africa, together

with the strong probability that so vast an accumulation of "hard cash"

could only have been derived through large imports of gold, seem to us

to proA'ide another argument in favour of Africa as a gold-producing

country.

Ceylon and the coast of Malabar have both been named as countries

from which it is probable gold was exported in ancient times. But neither of

these countries, now well known and surveyed, provide gold in quantities

over and above that required for their own manufactures ; and the art of

gold-working in them may be said to date back to the earliest age of

commerce.

There does not, either, seem to have been in Northern Ethiopia—that

is to say, in the kingdoms of Abyssinia, Shoa, Somal-land and Ormania,

or the Galla Country—sufficient gold to justify their being considered

important sources of supply. True, our knowledge of the last of these

countries is still very meagre, and Gallaland, at least, is as yet untrodden

by European foot. But they are so well traversed by Arabs and other

native merchants of the coast, who are fully alive to the value of gold,

and their actual commerce is so well known, that it is impossible to

think this precious metal was ever worked in them to any extent, or, if it

was, that a knoAvledge of the localities should remain unknown to us. It

is therefore in the very southernmost parts of Ethiopia that we must look

for the gold country of the ancients.

We have now to ask ourselves if any obstacles existed of a sufficiently

serious nature to prevent the early navigators from reaching the latitude

of those cities, the ruins of which, together with the mines about them,

betoken their population by an ingenious and energetic people, or to

account for the utter separation of those cities from the then known
world. We are not inclined to admit that distance, or any obstacles in

the space that intervened between them and the known routes of trade

would, even if they existed, be sufficient to account for their isolation,

for commerce has in the most primitive ages triumphed over difficulties

by land and sea, compared to which those met with in Eastern waters

are insignificant.

There are some striking instances of this disregard to danger and
difficulty in the age of which we are speaking, which are really worthy
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of notice. The silk merchants who traded to China, left Samarkand and

Bokhara (Khiva), the Indian ports of Baraguza and Guzerat (Scinde),

or the Mediterranean port of Issus in Cilicia ; traversed wide stretches

of desert, and crossed mighty mountain ranges, besides encountering

innumerable annoyances and impositions from the peoples of the

countries through which they passed, before they reached the great

market of Pekin, where they Avere accustomed to make their purchases.

The Phoenician merchants who left Carthage and Gades (Cadiz) in

search of tin, braving the storms and starless nights of the Bay of

Biscay and the British Channel, encountered real dangers, which never,

however, deterred them from pursuing their quest. The waters of

Eastern Africa present no such impediments to navigation as these.

If the commerce which connected the cities of the Lower Zambesi with

the cities and ports of ancient Ethiopia was, at any period, carried by

land throughout its whole length, it passed through countries easy of

travel, abundant in food, and touched at settlements which were, pro-

bably, plentifully scattered along the coast. For we have good reason

for believing that East Africa had, at many points favourable to com-

merce, been colonised by Arabs from Hadramaut and Oman.

The voyage by sea was even easier than the passage by land. Regular

monsoons enabled navigators, then as now, to reckon with certainty upon

the direction and force of the wind, and insured them favourable breezes

at fixed times of the year. That the Arabs were well versed in these

changes, it is impossible to doubt, not only because they dwelt within

range of their influence, but also because frequent reference is made by

early writers to a direct communication between Africa, Arabia, and

India, which could only have been carried on by taking advantage of

them. That the Phoenicians and Egyptians Avere also conversant with

them, as far back as 600 and 800 years before Christ, we have fair reason

to conclude. To the well-known narrative given us by Herodotus of the

circumnavigation of Africa by Phoenicians in the service of Necho, the

Egyptian king, I will only just allude, with the object of pointing out that

the very circumstance which caused it to be discredited by Herodotus,

provides the best proof to us of its veracity. I refer to the statement of

those Avho performed the voyage, that the sun was seen by them to the

northward. Strabo tells us that one Eudoxus, a native of Cyzicus—an

island of Propontis on the sea of Marmora—was also induced, from

information he had gained upon the East African coast, to attempt the

circumnavigation of Africa ; but, as he commenced his voyage from the

westward, and therefore met with the same obstacles that, even in the

Middle Ages, rendered the progress of the Portuguese on that coast slow

and uncertain, he not unnaturally failed. There are also some other

notices of the navigation by Greek merchants of East African seas. The
geographer, Marinus of Tyre, mentions that one Theophilus, Avho traded

upon the coast of Azania—the classic name of the coast of Africa south

of Cape Guardafui—was driven during the south-west monsoon "from
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Rhapta to Cape Aromata in twenty days." Now the ancient port of

Rhapta was in 8° or 10° S. lat., probably—as we shall endeavour after-

wards to show—on the site of the later Arab settlement of Kilwa ; and

Aromata was the first name for Cape Guardafui. The same writer

tells us that an Indian trader called Diogenes was caught, when off

Aromata by a north-east wind, and carried down the African coast for

twenty-five days, until he arrived at " the lakes from which the Nile

issues." This navigator may not improbably have reached the marshes

of the delta of the Zambesi ; and there, hearing of its connection with a

great inland lake, have concluded, in accordance with the geographical

notions of that age, that the Nile issued thence. These are instances

that African waters were not unknown to the Greek traders of the East.

Far less, then, can we suppose that to the Arabs, whose country was

contiguous to them, their navigation presented any difficulties, or that

they were untraversed by them.

Our greatest authority regarding the seas of Eastern Africa twenty

centuries back, and perhaps also of the Red Sea, is the author of the

Periplus of the Erythrman Sea, or Indian Ocean of modern maps. This

work, ascribed by some to a merchant of the age of Nero, by others to

Arrian, the Governor of the Roman province of Pontus in Asia Minor,

contains a circumstantial account of the voyage which would be made by

an Egyptian, Greek, or Arab merchant trading in these seas. The articles

forming his stock-in-trade are minutely detailed ; the nature of the goods

in demand at each of the ports touched at, and the produce laid in upon

the return voyage are all carefully described.

To gain an accurate notion, then, of the early trade of Eastern Africa,

we cannot do better than to follow this author upon one of his voyages,

and watch his operations of trade. From the nature of the imports we

shall gain an idea of the wants and necessities of East African nations

and tribes of that day ; while from the exports we shall be able to form a

fair judgment of their ingenuity and progress, and of the comparative

wealth or poverty of the countries they inhabited.

I will ask you to let me carry you back between 2200 to 2300 years,

to a time when Egypt was at the greatest height of her celebrity, both

for learning and wealth ; and though the Phoenician city of New Tyre

had been destroyed some decades before by Alexander, her younger sister,

Carthage, was still flourishing, and may also be said to have attained

the summit of her prosperity. At this period the cities of Carthage and

Alexandria divided between them the commercial supremacy of the world ;

queens of the West and East respectively. Rome had not yet taken the

central place amongst nations that she afterwards occupied, nor did she,

until the termination of the Punic and Macedonian wars, and the destruc-

tion of Carthage and Corinth, rise to very great commercial eminence.

Tempting though it is to linger at Alexandria, then the great em-

porium in the East, and look over her markets, which contained men and

merchandise of every <"ouiitrv and f^lime. we cannot afford time, or
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go fai- enougli astray from our subject for this, and wc will tlierefore

take our departure for the South from the port of Myos Hormos, or

from that of Berenice, upon the north-western shore of the Red Sea.

Arsinsoe, a manufacturing as well as a commercial town, upon the site of

modern Suez, we will leave on our left : it was already beginning to

decline, for as the Egyptian monarchs extended then- conquests into

Ethiopia and southward, along the shores of the Red Sea, the ports of

Myo.s Hormos and Berenice were successively favoured as the starting-

})oints of Eastern trade. Our goods have been obtained mostly at

Alexandria, the ships and stores of which supplied every manufactured

article of which the world could then boast. In their selection we have

been guided by lists drawn up by previous traders—lists, we are told, which

form "an assortment as specific as a modern invoice.'"

To reach our starting-point upon the shore of the Red Sea, we do not

carry our goods across the isthmus by land, but take boat at Alexandria,

and pass up the Canopic branch of the Nile, touching at Memphis, the

earliest metropolis of Egypt, and, even at the period in which we are

travelling, one of the finest as well as the oldest cities of the globe. Com-
merce has its capital at Alexandria, to which Ptolemy I. has also trans-

ferred the seat of government • but the most magnificent temples and

palaces are to be seen at Memphis and Thebes,—which cities still remain

the home of the priesthood, and the great centres of Egyptian paganism.

Our voyage upon the Nile terminates at a point about 50 miles below

Thebes. We turn off here to the eastward, and are towed through a canal

connecting the Nile with the commercial city of Coptos. This canal has

been cut by Egyptian monarchs for the express purpose of facilitating the

Red Sea trade, and enabling traders to reach this city without disem-

barking their goods. We are now equi-distant from Myos Hormos and

Berenice, and, as our voyage is southward, we naturally select the latter

port for our point of departure. Hence to the coast our path lies across

an arid desert, and all goods must be transported by camels ; but this is

the only land carriage that troubles the Egyptian trader. The Nile

route, via Coptos—now Ghouft or Yooft—has saved, first a land journe}'

across the isthmus, and, what is of more importance to trade, it has

avoided the tedious and dangerous navigation of the western arm of the

Red Sea or the present Gulf of Suez. It is for these reasons that the

city of Berenice, the ruins of which may be seen at this day, was founded

and so favoured by the Ptolemies.

Entering here an Egyptian or Phoenician vessel, we commence our

sea voyage, and standing, as at that time Avas the custom, boldly off shore,

make for the port of Aduli, the first and only harbour which need engage

our attention on the south-western shore of the Red Sea. It is the sea-

port of Northern Ethiopia, more definitely of the kingdom of Axuma, and

the countries about the branches of the Blue Nile. Its imports are very

numerous, and of a varied nature, and as they include many articles of the

greatest luxury, we naturally conclude the people who draw their supplies
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from it have reached a high degree of advancement and civilisation. If

the modern reader of the year of grace 1885, or 2000 years after the

period in which we are pursuing our imaginary voyage, were to walk

inland for a few days from the coast town of Massowah, he would meet

with the most convincing proofs of this. Ruined walls and obelisks, not

built up, but hewn out of isolated hills, so as to transform in shape a

massive granite rock into the delicate form of an obelisk, would meet his

eye, having stood for nearly twenty-five centuries the wear-and-tear of

time. Within a short distance of these will be sho'wn him a massive

work, said by the natives to have been executed by the De^il, and not by

man, so incapable are the present inhabitants of realising the labours

of those who have preceded them. This work consists of a stone

temple, formerly dedicated to paganism, now a Coptic Christian church

in Avhich, according to Abyssinian tradition, is preserved the Ark of the

Covenant of Moses, said to have been stolen from Jerusalem by the

founder of the Abyssinian monarchy, Menelek, the son of Solomon by the

Queen of Sheba. In such veneration is this church held, even at the

present day, that it forms a sanctuary for criminals, whose persons, if

they succeed in gaining it, are secure from hurt. The remains of the

ancient city of Meroe, which lie scattered over the north-west corner of

the island of that name, formed by the junction, by artificial means, of

two branches of the Nile, are also sufficiently extensive to testify to the

past civilisation of these countries, though, as its inscriptions have lately

shown, at the time of oui' voyage it had not reached the period of its

greatest splendour.

At Aduli, the commercial port of these countries, our trading com-

panion supplies his agents with their goods, or delivers those which have

been ordered by the resident merchants of the country. They consist

chiefly of the following articles,—of which, I would remind you, this is

no imaginary list, but a faithful copy of one drawn up by a merchant

who himself traded in these seas nearly 2000 years ago :—Cloth

nnmilled, and of coarse texture, for the lower classes and the more

primitive people who dwelt in the mountainous parts of the interior

and the plains of the coast ; cloth, dyed purple in imitation of the costly

Tyrian dye ; linens, fringed mantles, cloaks, and coverlets
;

glass or

crystal, murrhine cups, orichalcum or mixed metal for trinkets and coin,

brass bowls and cooking vessels, knives, daggers, and hatchets; oil and

wine, gold and silver plate, and the Roman copper coin called Denarii,

of the value of about 8d. each.

The cloths came from Egypt, where cotton and flax had been culti-

vated and cloth manufactured for many hundred years before. We are

told, in the 10th chapter of Kings, 28th verse, that Solomon received linen

yarn from Egypt, and that " the king's merchants bought linen yarn at a

price." It is possible that the countries of Ethiopia formed also an

extensive cotton-growing field ; and, at the present day, the traveller will

meet caravans of hundreds of camels and asses conveying this product
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from Enarea and south-western Abyssinia to Sennar, Khartum, and

other marts upon the Nile. Glass ware, there can be no doubt, came

from Egypt ; for upon the walls of the tombs, for which that country is

famous, we have every trade and manufacture faithfully depicted, and

glass-blowing is one of the clearest. Corinth was then celebrated for

working in brass, and also for a description of fine coverlet, and these

were probably contributed by her ; whilst the wine and oil would come

from Cyprus, Ehodes, Cos, and the Greek colonies scattered over the

^gean Sea, especially the little island, but great mart, of Delos, to which,

we are told, a number of Tyrian traders had fled after the destruction of

their city by Alexander. Carthage seems to have supplied the gold and

silver plate, and articles of the greatest luxury.

Whence came the famous murrhine cups is a question which has never

yet been satisfactorily settled ; but that they were held in the highest

estimation, and could only be purchased by the great and wealthy,

you may safely infer from the well-authenticated fact that the Roman
Emperor Nero gave for one £59,000, and that Augustus was content to

select for his own share of all the spoils of Alexandria a single murrhine

cup. It was not so much their intrinsic value as the reputation they had

of revealing the presence of poison, if it were introduced into the liquor

drunk from them, that these cups gained their extraordinary value.

But beyond these imports from the West, Aduli received from India

—

mostly in Arabian vessels, which sailed from the ancient port of Barygaza

in Guzerat—-"Indian cottons, coverlets, and sashes made of cotton, cotton

cloth dyed the colour of the mallow flower, and a few muslins." The

exports named are few in number, but they are very valuable. Ivory,

brought in great quantities from the interior, rhinoceros horns, gold, and

tortoise-shells from the East African coast. The latter article, Pliny tells

us, sold at a little later date for its weight in silver in the streets of Rome.

These, I hope, will not be uninteresting facts, for through a knowledge

of them we are enabled to form a fair conception of the forward state

and civilised condition of the people.

We have now to transport ourselves and goods to an Arabian vessel,

for our Egyptian captain refuses to carry us outside the Straits. His un-

willingness does not proceed from an ignorance of Eastern waters, for they

have been frequently sailed upon by Phoenician and Greek navigators

;

but the Arabians have at this time a command of the trade outside the

Straits, and have firmly established themselves as its carriers. Moreover,

they have already begun to distinguish themselves upon the coasts of

Oman and India, between Barygaza and Nelkundah, for their piratical

tendencies, and the Egyptian, never a bold mariner, declines to face these

risks. The fleet of his nation, by orders of the Ptolemies, Evergetes and

Philadelphus, maintain the security of the Red Sea ; and Timosthenes,

who commanded the squadron of the latter in Eastern waters, has sailed

down the African coast even to Madagascar ; but a solitary merchantman

will not venture beyond the Straits. Aduli is therefore his terminal port.
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and we do but follow the custom of the age in transhipping there into an

Arabian vessel.

There is no other port of any consequence upon the African shore of

the Red Sea south of Aduli, and we therefore pass out of the Straits into

the Arabian Gulf, hugging close its southern shore. We have now

reached the Cinnamonifera Eegio of classic writers. So great a quantity

of this aromatic was exported hence that it gave its name to the whole

southern coast of the Arabian Gulf; and the more general name of

Aromata is applied to Cape Guardafui, for from its vicinity there is

exported also myrrh, frankincense, and cassia.

To a spectator from seaward there is something very incongruous in

the title given to this region by the ancients, and the appearance it

j)resents to the eye, for so fragrant a name implies a land of some fertility

and verdure, and it would be difficult to conceive a more barren belt of

country than that which borders this coast.

Nevertheless, in early days, vessels flocked to it for cargoes of the

spices and aromatics which the ancients loved. From the Straits to Cape

Aromata there were no less than three important ports of call—Abalitis,

Malao, and Mossyllun. The reader will find upon the map the names

Tajurreh, Berbereh, and Bunder Akula, and Marrajeh, which probably

correspond with the above. At Abalitis we learn there is a demand for

" unripe grapes from Diospolis, which were used to make the rob of

grapes, unmilled cloths, corn, wine, and tin." The last named must have

come from Britain. The exports are "gums, a small quantity of ivory,

tortoise-shell, and myrrh of the finest equality.'" At the next place we
touch at, the imports are the same, Avith the addition of "cloaks, milled

and dyed, iron, and a small quantity of specie ; " whilst the exports consist

of "myrrh, frankincense, cassia, inferior cinnamon, gum, and a few slaves."

But Mossyllun, the last of these three ports, is by far the most

important. The export of cinnamon from here is so great that it has

given its name to a particular species, respecting the cpiality of which,

however, there is a difference of opinion, one writer particularising it as

uf the best quality, whereas the author of the Periphis speaks of it as

inferior. The other exports are "gums, drugs, tortoise-shell, incense,

frankincense brought from distant places, iyovj, and a small quantity of

myrrh." The imports at Mossyllun denote a certain amount of luxury at

the places whence came the caravans which traded to it, as vessels of silver

and fiint-glass are added to those delivered at the previously mentioned

ports.

There is no more remarkable point in the descriptions given us of the

trade of this portion of the coast than that each port has some special and

separate demand in its imports, and some export peculiar to itself. There

can be no doubt that they are all terminal points to caravan routes which

lead from different parts of the country, each possessing its distinct

natural characteristics ; and we need not hesitate to say that the easternmost

or chief of these was connected with the East African coast.
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The constant mention made of aromatics and spices, and the great vahic

attached to them, both in Holy Writ and by the Egyptians and Romans,

is interesting and curious. In Genesis^ we have the earliest allusion to

this trade, when, at least seventeen centuries before the Christian era,

the brethren of Joseph met a caravan " from Gilead with their camels

bearin"'- spicery and balm and myrrh, going to carry it down to Egypt."

And later on, upon the death of Jacob,- we are told that Joseph " com-

manded the physicians to embalm his father." It is in this act that we

have the key to the great demand by the Egyptians for aromatics. Their

l)elief in the immortality and transmigration of the soul, and its course

through a predestined cycle of the bodies of various animals, before it

could return to its sepulchre and gain eternal rest, led them to bestow

the greatest skill and care upon the preservation of their dead. For, if

a body were allowed to putrefy, the migration of its soul was suspended,

and its return indefinitely prolonged.

With the Romans the use of aromatics was equally constant, and they

reached at times of scarcity the most extraordinary prices. Pliny informs

us, that no less than 210 bundles of spices were burned over the grave of

the poet Sylla, and that Nero, at the funeral of his wife Poppoea, "con-

sumed more cinnamon and cassia than the countries from which they were

imported produced in one year. Vespasian consecrated crowns of cin-

namon, enclosed in gold filigree, in the Capitol and the Temple of Peace.

So great was the demand for these aromatics, that at Gaza, the

terminal point of the caravan route which led across the Arabian desert

from Sabsea and Gerrha, each camel's load sold for £22, and frankin-

cense was retailed in the shops of Rome for 10s. per lb., whilst the same

measure of spikenard—a species of Valerian used then, as now, medicin-

ally—cost £3.

These high prices make it evident that at Rome they could only be

regarded as articles of luxury, and in the first customs tariff upon record

we find them taxed as such. In a rescript of the Emperor Commodus
(a.d. 190), we find that upon the following imports duties are leviable :

—" Cinnamon, myrrh, pepper, ginger, and aromatics, precious stones,

Parthian and Babylonian leather ; cottons, silks, raw and manufactured,

ebony, ivory, and eunuchs.

In nothing does the author whose pages and guidance we are following-

show more convincingly his personal knowledge of East African seas, than

in the directions he gives us respecting the monsoon winds and the times

to be observed, if we desire to take advantage of them. We should sail,

he tells us, from Egypt in the months of June and July, and so time our

movements as to reach Mossyllun about the middle of October. Rounding

Cape Aromata in November, we shall find the north-east breezes setting in,

and carry favourable winds down the African coast. These are directions

which Ajrab captains will strictly adhere to at the present day.

' Gen. xxxvii. 25. - Oen. 1. 2.
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Let US assume, then, that we also have followed them, that Aromata

is passed, and our prows turned southward for Cape Prasum,—the last

[)oint upon the East African coast known to the Greeks and Romans.

The merchant writer of the Periplus would carry us at once to the com-

mercial town of Opone, which is distant seven days' voyage ; but Ptolemy

mentions an intermediate port—that of Pans—one day's sail from

Aromata, and probably corresponding with the Khor Hashera of to-day.

It is situated, however, north of a formidable headland, called by us Ras
Hafun, and provides a poor anchorage in the north-east winds, and no

doubt for this reason the author of the Periplus passes it by. For the same
cause, and that it offers little trade, we also will leave it and sail for six

days down the coast called in classic works Azan or Azania,—said to be a

corruption of the Arab word Hazine, or " rough ground." The coast is

barren and rocky, and fully bears out its name.

Opone is often placed in the immediate vicinity of Ras Hafun, but it

seems to us more probable that its situation was further south. No safe

anchorages are found upon the coast between Ras Hafun and the ports of

Mukdisha and Barava, nor is the country, as its name testifies, such as

would have attracted settlers to it. The six days' sail from Pans, said by
Ptolemy as necessary to reach Opone, would also bring a vessel to the

vicinity of these ports. Again, we are told that there were exported from

Opone, besides aromatics and tortoise-shell, " slaves of a superior descrip-

tion, chiefly for the Egyptian markets." Now, although the Gallas had
notthen reached the coast so far north, it is probable they inhabited a

country not very distant from it, and that the slaves mentioned as of a

superior description were of that tribe. At the present day Galla women
are prized above all others in Zanzibar and Arabia, and command the

highest prices in their slave-markets.

The author of the Periplus tells us, at this stage, of the direct trade

which existed in that age between the East African Coast and Western
India, carried on in Arabian vessels ; and we believe we may here trace

the introduction of several products which are at this day grown in great

abundance in Eastern Africa. The imports from India are named as

" corn, rice, butter, oil of sesamum, cotton (raw and manufactured), and

honey from the cane, called sugar." The cultivation of sesamum orientah

now forms one of the chief agricultural industries of the coast, and both

cotton and the sugar-cane are widely cultivated by the natives. These

products would hardly have been numbered amongst the imports, if, at

the time the author of the Periplus visited the coast, they had been long

introduced or extensively grown.

We may now continue our course to the commercial mart of Rhapta,

for, though Ptolemy names Essina, Sserapion, and Niki as intermediate

ports of call, we know little of their trade, and in this respect Rhapta
apparently surpasses all. That Rhapta was an important place of trade

nineteen centuries ago is evident from the fact that its customs were
farmed by merchants of Moosa in the country of the Sabsei, although
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the natives of the place are said to have owned allegiance to a prince of

Yemen. The imports are numerous, and include "lances, axes, knives,

awls, and various kinds of glass;" the exports named are "ivory, cheap

and very abundant, rhinoceros horns, tortoise-shell, superior to any on the

coast, and nauplms,"—of the nature of which we are ignorant.

The exact site of Rhapta is still uncertain. The fact that it received

its name from a peculiar dhow, in which the timbers were not nailed but

sewed together, and the whole calked and covered with a fibre and gum

of the country, tells us nothing, for these vessels were probably only

traders to it.i But it may be determined with fair accuracy by the

number of days the early navigators occupied in sailing thither from

Cape Aromata. The time required, according to Ptolemy, was twenty-one

days, and two instances have already been given in which twenty and

twenty-five days were respectively taken to reach its neighbourhood. If

we fix tAventy days for the average passage, and allow from 80 to 100 miles

each day—a fair allowance when the constant current to the northward

be considered—we shall run over an average distance of 1800 miles.

Allowing for the windings of the coast and deviations of course, this

distance will probably represent between 1200 and 1300 miles in a

straight line, which will lay Rhapta in between 8° and 10° south latitude,

or the latitude of Kilwa.

We know that a few centuries after, Kilwa became a place of great

importance, and it is not unreasonable to conclude that the later city was

an extension of the lesser but older settlement. We also know that at

many points the coast had been colonised by Arabs. It is surely only

natural and just to suppose tliat those who fled to it a few centuries later,

betook themselves to points previously occupied by men of their own

race and blood, by whom they would have been received with open arms.

Moreover, Kilwa has from time immemorial occupied an important

position Avith regard to the trade of the interior, and has formed the

terminal points to one of the oldest caravan routes in Eastern Africa—

I

mean that which stretches away in a south-westerly direction, through the

valley of the Lujenda, towards southern Nyassa.

If we extend our voyage beyond Rhapta and visit Prasum, we have

reached the southernmost point of the East African coast known to the

Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans. Ptolemy tells us that a Greek pilot,

called Dioscorus, places Prasum, "5003 stadia south of Rhapta," Avhich

would give it a latitude of 15° 30' S., or near to Mozambique. Some have

fixed it at Cape Delgado, but it is not easy to think that if the early

navigators reached that cape, they did not proceed further down the

coast. South of that point the coast-line is most favourable for the

navigation of small vessels, presenting an outlying fringe of islands,

within which are smooth seas and secure and easy channels. South of

Mozambique, however, Bajoni Point, with the dangerous shoals and rocky

1 A vessel of precisely similar construction, called by the Swahili, Mtepe, may be met

with now on the coast, chiefly coming from tlie neighbourhood of Lamu.
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patches whicli run to the seaward from it, may possibly have deterred the

Arabs from venturing past.

I will add one small point, gained from my personal experience of the

coast, which seems to me to strengthen the probability that Prasum was

the last Arab settlement, and that it was situated in the neighbourhood

of Mozambique. I have often, in my wanderings upon the East African

seaboard, met with ruins, differing from the Portuguese buildings in

structure, and said by the natives to have been the work of the Arabs long

anterior to the Portuguese invasion. These cease in the neighbourhood of

Mozambique. The southernmost of them is situated in Fernao Veloso Bay.

Nowhere have I been able to hear of any south of Mozambique, although

I have visited every part of the coast between it and the Zambesi.

We have now terminated our voyage. Step by step I have led you

southward from Egypt along the coast of Ethiopia, the Cinnamonifera

fiegio, around Aromata Cape, and down the coast of Azania, to the

country of the " Caffres Anthropophagi." In sketching the condition

of commerce in early historic days, we have striven to show the con-

nection that existed between Eastern Africa and the civilised world, and

to prove that trade and industry were then fairly advanced upon it, and

that Africa contributed on insignificant share of the products Avhich

poured into the markets of the great States of antiquity. In doing this I

liaA^e carried you to the southernmost limit of Africa as knowTi to the

Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans at the time the author, whose guidance

we have been following, lived.

I have yet to take you one step further—to the civilised State or

colony upon the southern banks of the Zambesi, of whose existence in

ancient times the ruined cities, of which I have before spoken, afford the

clearest proofs. Whether we start from Rhapta or Prasum, the con-

nection is a short and easy one. From Rhapta we shall follow the

caravan route I have spoken of above as leading south-westwards from

Kilwa up the Lujenda valley. Arriving in the neighbourhood of Shirwa,

we should leave that lake and Milanji Mountain to the westward, and

crossing the Ruo at its head, pass through the country called now
Machingiri, and make for the Zambesi about the point of its junction

with the Shire. A traveller upon this route would encounter no physical

obstacle whatever, and would pass over a country flat but richly produc-

tive. The whole journey might be performed in from thirty to forty days.

From Prasum, if we accept Mozambique as its locality, the connection

is much shorter, and the country to be traversed almost as easy. I need

not speak of this route here, for it has already been fully described in

the narrative I have given of my journeys over it. Commei'ce in primitive

countries is essentially conservative, and in nothing more than the routes

it takes. There are special reasons also for the selection of those I have

named, for by them certain physical obstacles are avoided. It is there-

fore most probable that these routes held a prominent place in the very

earliest times.
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By either of these roads, then, let us make for the Lower Zambesi,

cross it, and enter the gold country. Ascending out of the valley of that

river we gain mountainous plateaux which vary from 3000 to 5000 feet

above sea-level. It is here, situated in climates cool and even bracing to

European constitutions, and amidst scenery in parts of a very beautiful

and picturesque description, that we find the ruined cities of which we

are speaking. The country is almost a terra incognita even at this

day, as it is only within the past few years that such travellers as

Erskine, Mauch, Baines, and Selous have penetrated it. The records of

Portuguese conquerors of the coast tell us little of it. But ruins have

been lately discovered in parts widely distant from each other, and

scattered over a district that extends from 34° E.—the longitude of Tete

—to 27° E. long., and as far south as the latitude of 21°. There are

numerous indications that the ancient colony did not consist merely of one

or two cities, but that it included a large extent of country, and formed

a fair-sized State.

In the imperfect state of our knowledge of the country, it is impossil)le

to fix upon any particular spot and say with certainty that it was the

capital. The ruins of Zimbabye, which Carl Mauch has brought to

light, are certainly of gi-eat extent, and most remarkable for the strange

shapes they present, as well as for their enduring structure. We feel

at once satisfied they could only have been erected by a people far

advanced in the arts of civilisation. Walls 13 feet thick at the base,

and tapering upwards to a height of 30 feet, at which height they are of a

thickness of five or six feet—constructed wholly of small hewn blocks of

stone put together without mortar, in which are partly imbedded blocks

of stone 18 to 20 feet in length, apparently to support a gallery,—decisively

prove the ingenuity and perseverance of their builders. North of these,

about Manica, ruins are also to be found, and, no less than 350 miles west

of these again, masses of masonry are to be seen like those I have described

in solidity and singularity of shape.

I have no desire to discuss this evening the question of the i)robable

origin of these cities. Indeed such a discussion can be—in our present

state of ignorance regarding the country—but unfruitful and unsatisfactoi'y

work. Better confine ourselves for the present to efforts to lay open and

increase our knowledge of the country. The one or two Englishmen who

have travelled there can only be said to have passed through, and in no

way to have explored it. The travellers who have reached the Zambesi

from the south have almost all kept to the great trade route, which is far

to the westward of the district of which I speak.

The country, the claims of which to exploration I wish to press for-

ward, is that mountainous plateau which forms the water-parting between

the rivers that fall into the sea about Sofala, and those which flow north-

ward into the Zambesi—that is, the country which native tradition hands

down to us as the richest of all East Africa in gold.

Arab geographers of the ninth and tenth centuries, frequently speak
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of the gold of Sofala, and we have good reason to believe that the Arah

colony found there by the Portuguese in the fifteenth century had existed

for many hundred years before.

Eeports of the wealth of this country in gold so excited the ho]>es of

the earliest Portuguese, that their chief eflforts for more than one hundred

years, were directed towards reaching it. Upon Sofala their hopes centred^

and the fu'st Governors of their East African possessions were entitled

Captains-General of Sofala. The gold of Monomotapa inflamed the spirits

of Francisco Barreto and his predecessors as the Avealth of Peru had incited

Pizzaro, and that of Mexico, Cortes and his followers.

Some of the earlier Portuguese writers state that 2,000,000 metigals

of gold, estimated at over £1,000,000 sterling, were sent to Portugal from

their possessions upon the Zambesi.

You know how report respecting this gold country has, for twenty years

past, kept our South African Colonies in a state of expectancy and sus-

pense, as each enterprise put forward has reported success or failure.

These enterprises are still working steadily upward from the south, but

the country declared by the natives to be the richest in gold has yet to be

reached.

Portuguese interest in this country as a possible mine of wealth is

again reviving ; and only within the past two years a company has been

incorporated at Lisbon, called the Ophir Company, with the object of

working the mines around Manica. A letter I have just received from

Mozambique teUs me that the Governor-General has lately left the coast

for that district to inspect it, and report upon the prospects it offers for

development.

It is this country, then, that I put before you as well worth a careful

and thorough exploration. It has been, I believe, in the past, and it may,

I think, prove in the future, one of the richest and most productive parts

of South-Eastern Africa.

PEOCEEDINGS OF THE SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

Mr. Joseph Thomson, an Honorary Member of the Society, read his Paper on

East Central Africa and its Commercial Oiitlooh, which we give as our first article,

to the Glasgow Branch of the Society, in the Hall of the Philosophical Society of

Glasgow, on January 8th. Mr. Nathaniel Dunlop occupied the Chair. After the

Paper, the meeting was addressed by the Eev. Mr. Auld, missionary from Cafi'raria,

who said that, from what he knew of South Africa, he could agree with what

Mr. Thomson had said with respect to the natives, among whom there was very

much in common. If it was expected that the natives would work like ordinary

workmen at home, we should certainly be disappointed. The natives of South

Africa laboured to get a few cattle to buy a wife, and then they went home in the

winter time to enjoy themselves. Africa could not be opened uj) so rapidly as

many people seemed to suppose. He had often thought that the natives were

not anxious to hold out their hands for Manchester goods, for, in his opinion,

the clothing of the people in this country would not be suitable for them.

—
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Sir William Thomson, who next addressed the meeting, said he was sure there could

be but one opinion amongst those present with regard to the communication whicli

Mr. Thomson had given them. Many of them, no doubt, could have wished that

what he had to say had been more cheering in respect to the opening up of lines

of commerce and fields for British enterprise, and more hopeful in the way of

establishing communication with the colonists in that part of the world. Still, as

Mr. Thomson said, " facts are chiels that winna ding," and he (Sir William)

was sure that they must have felt very confident all along that Mr. Thomson was

only stating the conclusions that he had been forced to arrive at from actual

observation and very careful consideration of all he saw.—Mr. Thomson briefly

acknowledged the vote of thanks, and the proceedings terminated.

Mr. Josei>h Thomson re-delivered his Paper in the Freemasons' Hall, Edin-

burgh, at the Evening Meeting of the Society, on the 11th January. The Right

Hon. Lord Provost Clark, Member of Council, presided. A discussion of a more

than usually interesting and animated description followed. The Rev. John

Mackenzie, late British Commissioner in Bechuanaland, said that he was in the

siugular position of not being able to give them any information about any of the

parts of the country concerning which Mr. Thomson had spoken. He had been in

South Africa, up as far as the district of the Zambesi, but not beyond. The climate

of that part of the country with which he was acquainted was altogether different

from that described in the Paper just read. The climate of Southern Africa was,

he supposed, one of the best climates in the world. Those who had been in New
Zealand and in Australia had told him repeatedly that the climate was equal, if

not superior, to these countries. If they once got into the interior of South Africa,

those who had weak lungs, or lungs that had been damaged, were likely to forget

all about it. As to the people, he could tell Mr. Thomson a few things that had

come under his observation, not during a few months nor a few years, but for over

twenty years. He had found that contact with Europeans had not been a damage

to the natives of South Africa, but had been a clear profit.—Dr. Laws, in speaking

of the future of Africa, said that they were apt to look upon the civilisation of

Africa as being impossible unless Europeans were there, as if the Africans could

not be civilised in Africa, and take care of themselves. Did not Scotland take care

of itself after the Romans were away ? With regard to the want of a desire to

work among the people, he thought they found this existed in Scotland as Avell as

in Central Africa. What the people wanted was a good government ; because at

present, if a man acquired property to any extent, he was in danger of being

brought before his chief as a wizard, and might be put to death.—Mr. John Moir,

who said that he had been nine years in Africa, remarked that, if there was a

sufficient trade, the Congo railway would doubtless pay. As an instance of what

had been done in the way of introducing new products, he mentioned that the

Blantyre Mission took out three coff'ee trees from the Edinburgh Botanical Gardens.

Of those three trees, two died ; but from the remaining one they had now 30,000

coff'ee plants at the present day. They also found very little difficulty with their

native workmen, some of whom they contracted with for ten months' continuous

employment. As regarded the taking of gin, he thought that deterioration

resulted from its eff'ects in this country just the same as in Africa.—Dr. George

Smith pointed out that at this moment they had different schools and colleges in

Cape Colony, and the civilisation of the people had begun with its true root in

Christianity.—Mr. A. L. Bruce said they were proud of Mr. Thomson as one of

their ablest and most enterprising Scotsmen, and as one who had added much to

their geographical knowledge. He regretted very much that their friend Mr.

Stanley was not present, because he knew the effect on him of Mr. Thomson's address
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would have been most exhilarating. If he should have a chance of reading it, he

was sure that it would make Mr. Stanley redouble his efforts in the direction of

getting the Congo railway to be an accomplished fact.—Professor Geikie, in moving

a vote of thanks to the lecturer, thought that they must agree that each of their

explorers took a different view of the country they visited, and that the missionaries

took a different view from the explorers ; and he thought they must also agree that

Africa was not a pleasant place in which to invest money.—Mr. Thomson, who

rose to reply, said he knew very well that much that he had to say would be

very dist;isteful to many and very unpleasant to all. It had been so to himself

;

but he was glad there had been very few arguments against what he had told them.

He then proceeded to show that Mr. Mackenzie's picture of South Africa did not

ap])ly to the region he had described. In the higher lands of South Africa the

conditions of life were such that the people had to exercise their mental faculties to

a greater extent than in the lower parts of Central Africa. With reference to the

remarks of Mr. Moir and Dr. Laws,—which, he said, corroborated his own state-

ments—he pointed out that he had referred to his subject in its commercial aspect,

and he still held to the opinions he had expressed. He had tried to impress upon

them that the process of civilisation miist in any case be a slow one with reference

to the natives in the portions of Africa he liad described.

Mr. Thomson re-read his Paper before the Dundee Branch of the Society on the

evening of the 12th January. The Eev. Colin Campbell took the chair. Mr.

Weinberg, on the conclusion of the Paper, in rising to propose a vote of thanks,

said—Mr. Thomson's Paper struck him as having a very great quality indeed ; it

bore upon every line the impression of truth. Business men generally liked to get

information as to a new venture before they had anything to do with it. If they

got good information from one source and bad information from another, prudent

men of business generally erred on the safe side. They had heard some people

speak of Africa as the land of the future ; and if Mr. Thomson, with his practical

Scotch sense, told them it was a very remote future, it was easy to see that Africa

was not going to give a great impetus to the languishing Dundee trade.

Mr. Henry O'Neill, a Corresponding Member of the Society and H.M. Consul

at Mozambique, read his Paper, which we print as our third article, on The Ancient

Civilisation, Trade, and Commerce of Eadern Africa, at a Joint Meeting of the

Society and the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, in the Lecture Hall of the latter

Society, on Wednesday evening, the 27th January. Dr. W. G. Blackie presided ;

and, on the conclusion of the Paper, the meeting was addressed by Dr. Laws, who
moved the vote of thanks, Mr. John Moir, and Mr. Scott of Blantyre.—Dr.

Dudgeon afterwards read a Paper on China's Colonial Possessions. In the

course of his remarks, Dr. Dudgeon, who has resided in China for the last twenty

years, and who returns thither in a few days, said that our trade with China had

nothing to fear from German or otlier competition, provided fair play were given

to all.

On the foUoMing evening, Mr. O'Neill read his Paper before the Aberdeen Branch

of the Society, in the Square Room of the Music Hall. Mr. David Stewart, the

('onvener of the Aberdeen Branch, presided ; and the Meeting was subsequently

addressed by the Lord Provost of Aberdeen and Professor Donaldson, who respec-

tively proposed and seconded tlie vote of thanks ; and the Rev. George A. Smith,

and Mr. Ogilvey.
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EUROPE.

The Kola Peninsula (Russian Lapland).—In the Gompte-rendu, Nos. 19 and 20,

of the Paris Geographical Society, are given the results of M. Charles Rabot's

journey to this peninsula during last summer. It is a little-known region
;

large blanks occur on the maps ; the principal rivers are merely indicated, and

only approximately. The exploration of the country presents many difficulties. The

winter, which lasts nine months, makes the country accessible for about only two ;

and during part of the summer the mosquitoes render it almost uninhabitable. In

July, for example, one cannot go out except with one's head enveloped in a net.

The marshes :ind the scarcity of population add to the difficulties of travel. Dur-

ing last August, M. Rabot twice crossed the peninsula of Kola, from the Frozen

Ocean to the White Sea. The country is very monotonous ; it is covered by forests,

and cut up by immense lakes, such as Imandra, so that one must travel sometimes

on foot and sometimes by boat. On the banks of the Imandra the landscape is

magnificent ; two chains of mountains frame this beautiful sheet of water. The
Umbdek Mountains, on the east shore, attain an altitude of 3300 feet ; they

contain no glaciers, but, above some 2800 feet, are covered by perennial snow.

After the Caucasus, the Umbdek would be the highest embossment of European
Russia. From the summit of the Umbdek, which have an appearance of the

most utter desolation, one can see the whole of the lake ; and M. Rabot dis-

covered numerous large bays, the existence of which were hitherto unknown, and
which wholly alter the appearance of the Imandra as usually represented on maps.

From thence, M. Rabot reached the White Sea ; then travelled to the borders

of the Frozen Ocean through the region to the west of the lake, which had never

before been explored. Here he found mountains where on the maps are shown
plains ; and, according to him, the western part of Russian Lapland, far from

being flat, is covered by hills over 1000 feet high. Between the White Sea and
Frozen Ocean there are three ranges of mountains, separated by large depressions

covered by forests, morasses, and lakes.

The Hamburg-Kiel Canal.—The project of which we have heard for 'the last ten

years, of uniting the North Sea and Baltic by means of a maritime canal, is at last

to be put into execution. It has not only received the sanction of the Federal Coun-
cil, but has also been adopted, within the past few days, by the Reichstag. There
at present exists, between Tonning (a small town at the mouth of the river Eider,

which flows into the North Sea 30 miles above the mouth of the Elbe), and
Holtenau (3 miles above Kiel, on the Baltic), a canal that admits of the passage

of vessels not drawing over 12 feet of water ; but the shallow draught and the

many and comparatively small locks, do not permit of the use of this canal by the

numerous merchant-vessels trading to the Baltic. Moreover, the entrance to the

Eider is an extremely dangerous one : if a vessel cannot make the narrow passage

at high-water, it runs great risks of getting on to the sands, as at half-ebb there is

scarcely room for a vessel 30 feet in length to come about. The writer of this Note
narrowly escaped shipwreck in attempting to run into the river for shelter, before a
heavy gale of wind, and being unable, owing to the terrific sea, to get a pilot to

venture from the vessel stationed at the entrance, he was forced to sail round its

stern, and literally haul his pilot on board by the scrufi' of the neck. Such a feat

could not be performed except by the handiest of vessels, with the best of crews
;

and an English racing yacht, with a trained crew, only performed it at the risk of

VOL. n. H
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disaster. At no time is the entrance free from danger, owing to its unsheltered

state, and the number of shipwrecks that annually occur there is greater than almost

at any spot on the Schleswig-Holstein or Jutland coasts. To obviate the necessity

of using the Eider Canal, therefore, would be a great advantage to the large fleet of

small coasting vessels that visit the Baltic and German ports ; and to vessels of a

larger tonnage, the necessity of rounding the )Skaw, and of braving the dangerous

<_'attegat would be removed, if the canal between Hamburg and Kiel were once

made. The canal would not actually touch either of these ports. It is proposed to

construct it from a spot three miles below Bruiisbuttel, at the mouth of the Elbe,

to Holtenau—where the present canal ends—in Kiel Baj-. Kiel Bay is capable of

holding comfortably all the navies of the world ; and the port, under the enterpris-

ing Government that has superseded its former owners, has become one of the most

important, from a strategical point of view, of any in Europe. The new canal will

take in part of the Eider-Rendsburg (or Schleswig-Holstein) Canal, and will be

sufficiently broad and deep to allow the passage of vessels of the German navy.

The danger of a German fleet being blockaded in the Baltic will thereby be partially

removed. It will shorten the distance between the two seas by about 237 miles
;

and it is estimated that about 18,000 vessels annually may be expected to take

advantage of this saving in time, upwards of 35,000 going at the present day by

way of the Sound. The canal dues have been fixed at 75 pfennigs (9d.) per ton,

vessels of the German navy being exempt.

ASIA.

Tsusima (Japan).—Sir Rutherford Alcock writes to The Times (see weekly

edition, January 15th), calling attention to the value of this natural harbour :

—

" Tsusima and its unrivalled position on the eastern side of the Straits of Corea

may well," he says, " be an object of desire to Russia. And the bold attempt made
in 1861, and soon after the Western Powers had entered into treaty relations with

Japan, was a sufficient indication of the importance Russia attached to the

possession of a harbour of refuge, landlocked, easily rendered inaccessible to an

enemy at its entrance, with deep water far inland, and free from ice all the year

round—from its position, a Sebastopol almost ready-made by nature, with the

additional advantage of commanding the trade of the China Seas from the Pacific,

and in close proximity to Corea and Pekin, whence hostile action could be taken,

far more effective and prompt than any from the Russian possessions acquired in

1860 on the Amur. It would, indeed, be worth more to Russia than all her

possessions northward from Saghalien to Siberia."

AFRICA.

Progress in the Middle Congo District.—The AnnaUs dc la Propagation dc la

Foi publishes a letter from Father Augouard, dealing with his recent journey from

Landana to the Middle Congo, and the founding of Linzolo Station, above Stanley-

Pool. The details of this narrative are well fitted to show what development the

passage of caravans to the upper river has already given to the commerce carried on

by the people settled on the banks of the Congo, and what improvement has taken

place in the relations between blacks and whites. A fropos of the journey from
Isanghila to Manyanga, Father Augouard writes :

—" What a diSerence from the

former journey ! Now we are known everywhere, the chiefs come to meet us, and
the people, instead of running away, or becoming hostile, bring us provisions in

great quantities. Owing to the number in my caravan (160 men), I cannot give to-

each man the supplies he needs. I distribute to them a certain quantity of clotlv
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with which they buy the day's provisions. Every evening the tamp thus becomes

a great market, where chickens, goats, pigs, and dogs are mingled together. For

two days I give each man a fold of cloth (or a little over 2 feet) ; with that he

l)rocures abundance of food. Between Isanghila and Manyanga a chief insisted

upon making us stay with him, and invited us to appropriate as much land as we

wished. To prove his friendship, he accompanied us as far as Manyanga, and ren-

dered us all sorts of good services during the journey. The same eagerness was

displayed after the arrival of the missionaries at Linzolo Station. During the days

which followed, there was a regular rush of chiefs and under-chiefs, carrying presents,

in the hope, of course, of receiving more. Our chief, the nearest, was the first to

come and welcome me ; he offered me a beautiful valley which we were very

anxious to possess, that we might turn aside the route of the ivory caravans which

passed through our property. A fortnight later the chiefs came with a dense crowd,

in order to ' bury Avar,' and, as soon as the ceremony was ended, the crowd of blacks

began to dance around the monument, swearing eternal hatred to war with the

whites. From that time no black can appear in arms on the mission grounds ; the

chiefs, who formerly came equipped with guns, assagais, cutlasses, etc., now lay

down their arras before entering the missionaries' house. A school-house has been

constructed, and will be able to receive the many children the chiefs and parents

wish to have instructed." Father Augouard also hopes to build a hospital. Mean-

while, one of the missionaries, at the gate of the mission-house, takes care of all the

patients who come to seek cure or alleviation for their sufferings ; he also goes into

the villages round about to visit the sick who are unable to walk. Convinced that

Africa will only be civilised by work, and especially by agriculture, the mis-

sionaries have done their best to train labourers ; they have given the example of

farming, and a number of blacks have come to learn the processes of European

tillage. Already there are some who wish to work every day at Brazzaville Sta-

tion. Since the date of this letter, Father Augouard, according to the Mouvement
Geographique, has returned to Boma by a new road, instead of following the right

bank of the river.

Dr. WolflF's Jotixney in Portuguese West Africa.—Dr. Wolff, who set out from

San-Salvador on the 27th February 1885, for the country of Damba, in order to

recruit porters there, not having succeeded in his purpose, went with five Loangos

towards the Kwango, which he reached near the confluence of the Kuilu ; on the

16th of April, he reached the residence of Kiamvu, but even there he was unable

to engage a porter, and had consequently to resume a more southerly route,—the

trade track which crossed the countries of Pombo, Pumbo, Zosso, and Damba. The

provisional map, based on his surveys, rectifies the topography of this region as

represented by Capello and Ivens in their first journey. The last remains of Lake

Aquilonda, which the Portuguese had placed under 6° 30' S. lat, and 15° 30' E.

long., entirely disappear. Dr. Wolif, judging by the time spent on the march, is

inclined to place Kwango 62 miles further east. The publication of Major von

Mechow's (Meshoff) determinations of position, of which only that of Malange has as

yet been published, would dissipate our doubts on this matter.

Mossamedes : the Lun Ktmbi Dialect. — No. 4, fifth series, of the Bohtin of the

Lisbon Geographical Society, consists of an elaborate study of this dialect of the

O'n Bundo group, spoken in the interior of Mossamedes. The author, A. F.

Nogueira, originally intended to publish it as an appendix to his A raga negro

sob ponto de vista da civilisagao da Africa, 1880. He points out that the people

of Mossamedes, speaking various dialects of O'n Bundo, represent, nevertheless,

different ethnical elements. Passing inland from the coast zone, which extends
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from Cape Santa Marta south to Cabo Frio, we first find in the centre the Ba-

Ouisse, in the north the Ba-Cuando, in the south the Ba-Coroca—the first cave-

dwellers, the second nomadic, and the third half-settled, the language con-

taining " clicks." On the scarp of the plateau Serra de Xella, rising above this

first zone, are situated the Ba-Cubale and the Ba-Hacaona, who, like the Ba-Coroca,

are half-agricultural, half-pastoral ; and the plateau is occupied with the Ba-Nhaneca,

who, under various sub-tribal names, form a population of 80,000. They are at a

higher state of civilisation than the Ba-Cubale.

Madagascar.—M. de Freycinet lately announced in the Chamber of Deputies,

that a treaty of peace had been concluded with the Hovas. A Times telegram from

Paris, January 18, states that "a body of 1270 residents in Mauritius, either of

French parentage or Creoles of French extraction, have forwarded a memorial to the

President of the French Chamber of Deputies recommending the protectorate over,

or conquest of, the whole island of Madagascar, as an important outlet for French

commerce and industry. They state that a large number of Mauritians of all classes

are ready to go to Madagascar, and there form a real colony, such as France is so

often twitted with the incapacity to create. A Colonisation Society has been

formed at St. Louis, but the intelligence of French negotiations with the Hovas and

of anti-colonial election addresses in France has hindered the movement."

Meantime, from the Madagascar corrrespondence to the Paris Temps, we learn

that MM. de ]\Iahy and Dureau de Vaulcomte, deputies from Reunion, have just

completed the circumnavigation of Madagascar, touching, in the course of their

voyage, at several spots on the coast, for the purpose of inquiring into, and report-

ing on, the commercial resources offered.

Starting from Tamatave, on the 20th October, the travellers took a northerly

course, keeping close in-shore, past the bay of Antongil ; and they particularly

noted the extreme fertility of the land. The mountains are covered by dense

forests, containing every variety of tree, easily procurable for transport. The

population is also denser than in the other parts of the north coast of the island ; but,

up to the present, the^Hovas have prohibited operations in the forests, which extend

from the peninsula of Angontsy to Cape Masoala. Leaving the river Beniarivu, a

sudden transformation in the character of the country takes place : the mountains,

from being large and imposing, rise in successive slender peaks. In proportion as

one advances towards the north, the shores extend and become flat ; the mountains

recede, and give place to hills, and vegetation decreases. The travellers saw six

vessels in the port of Vohemar, and the appearance of some commerce. Lender

French auspices, the village, which is perfectly safe, has rapidly increased in size.

The explorers visited the rich valley of Fanambana, where vegetation was so thick

and high that it -was more like in forest. To the north-east of Vohemar, the plain

of Ampasibazina affords excellent pasturage. The Malagasy here are rich in cattle
;

before tlie war, the province of Vohemar exported over 4000 oxen annually, and

this number could, we are informed, be more than quadrupled, without fear of the

animals becoming extinct.

On October 25, the explorers entered the large bay of Diego-Suarez, which, in

point of beauty, they compare to Rio Janeiro, San Francisco, or Sydney. It

contains five ports, and is surrounded by vast plains, which gradually increase in

elevation, and culminate in an amphitheatre of mountains, the highest and most
verdant of which is Mount Ambre, where the vegetation is extraordinarily rich, and
cattle plentiful. In consequence of the extermination by the Hovas of the natives,

the population in this part of the island is now very thin, and is devoted almost
exclusively to cattle-rearing. The bay of Diego-Suarez, being surrounded by a
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calcareous soil, and free from luarsh-land, is very healthy ; and the nights are fresh.

Situated at the extreme north of Madagascar in the line of steamers from Suez, it

might become one of the best commercial ports in the world, the entrepot of the

native products and the merchandise from Europe, Asia, and Africa. Beyond

Cape Ambre, and as one enters Mozambique Channel, the physiognomy of the

island changes ; the coast-line becomes indented with innumerable creeks and bays
;

and islands, luxuriantly covered, abound. The bay of Passandava in no way
resembles those of Antongil or Diego-Suarez. It offers a succession of picturesque

views, one more beautiful than the other. The mountains, rising beyond the narrow-

sandy beach, are irregular and in every variety of form. Hills {mornes,—as in

America) rise from the sea, fissured ; and cascades flow down their sides into the

bay, into which numerous rivers empty their waters. In point of fertility, salubrity,

and beauty, the north-west of Madagascar would appear to transcend any other part

of the island. The plateaux are like Switzerland in the mildness of the climate and

the marvels of the landscape. Quitting the bay of Passandava, the travellers ran

into that of Bavotoby, in the neighbourhood of which good coal was found ; and,

after paying a flying visit to a young queen, named Binao, who lived in this

district, they rapidly steamed along the west coast, stopping at the roadstead of

Tulear, which was found to be spacious and without every convenience for ship

repairing, and at Saint-Augustin,—concluding their voyage with a visit to the

factories at Nosi-B^.

Bisbop Hannington.—The subjoined letter from Bishop Hannington was pub-

lished in the Church Missionary Intelligencer and Record for December. Tlie Ulu
country, which he says was three days off", is some distance north of Kilima-

njaro :

—

"KlK,\MBULIL', Aiig. 10.

" As there is a remote chance of this reaching you, I shall mount on the wings

of hope, and send a few lines relative to my moveaients up to the present date.

Wray's Pigeon-house was left on Thursday, and by some means or other we kept

rather too close under the Sagalla Hills, and camped for the night on the banks

of the Voi, when we ought to have taken a more westerly direction. The roads

have all very nearly perished from want of traffic, so those who perhaps might

have known were at an utter loss as to which way to go. The next day, we first

utterly lost ourselves in the dense fringe of bulrushes of the Voi ; and the two best

hours of the day wore away. We then took a path which, after promising fair,

turned nearly due west, and landed us at Makobolo, on the Burra Hills. Here,

however, we found food, and rested for Saturday and Sunday in the midst of toler-

able plenty. Here we endeavoured to obtain a guide, but in vain ; and on Monday,

August 3, we found ourselves lost over and over again. We got scattered in three

parties. I, taking the lead, climbed a tree, and got a survey of the country ; and,

finally, struck for a mass of rock ; and by firing guns, etc., we found ourselves

together at sunset, after an intensely fatiguing day for some of us. The men, for-

tunately, were not overtaxed, as they rested while a few of us explored the country

or broke through the jungle. The next day we made out our direction, and again

struck straight across the forest ; and, to our great joy, found ourselves at the river

Tzavo, long before we had dared to hope. I here found myself a little out of sorts

from getting over-heated in a more shadeless forest than that of Taro. This river is

broad and clear, and full of fish, many of which the men succeeded in capturing.

We had also struck here the main Ukamba road, which runs the south-east side of

the Teita HiUs. On Saturday we arrived at the first Wakamba villages. Here we
found food very scarce, and it was hardly thought we could stem over Sunday.
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However, an eflbrt was made, which succeeded. We have now arrived at a more

populous quarter, with plenty of food, but at very high prices. These have since

fallen extremely ; and matters look brighter. And now for the outlook. Another

three days should bring us to Ulu. Here we are told that people are dying of

famine. If this is so we shall have intense difficulty in getting through, and there

seems no game of any description to help out the men. My one great fear is insuf-

ficiency of stuif. If I had been permitted (shall I say) to start with fifty men less,

I should have been more sanguine, but I can see less hope of retreat. So, God
helping us, speedy advance must be the word. . .

."

AMERICA.
Alasba.—Great activity prevails at present in the exploration of this outlying

territory of the North American continent. Perhaps at no time since the purchase

of it from the Russians have so many exploring parties been in the field ; and
already it is quite clear that the United States will make much more of it as a

productive property than Russia would ever have done.

In the present Note we give little more than a mere enumeration of some of the

most recent items of interest, and we do so with the desire that greater attention

may be paid in this country to the admirable work which the United States

Government is carrying on, and in the hope that the Canadians may be induced to

give evidence that they are doing as much accurate scientific exploration on their

side of the boundary.

First, then, we note the publication (1885) of Captain Hooper's Report of th-

Cruise of the U.S. Itevenue Steamer, Thomas Corwin, in the Arctic Ocean, 1881.

Captain Hooper and his party, it may be remembered, were the first civilised men
to land on Wrangell Island. The volume contains much that is interesting on the

geography, geology, meteorology, and ethnography of the region visited.

A still more important volume just issued is the Report of the International

Polar Expedition to Point Barrow. It is a very handsome quarto of 700 pp., and

is as valuable as it is handsome, some of the departmental reports being models of

their kind. Of purely topographical work we may mention the exploration of the

Meade River.

Another report, of a more practical character, however, is that by Mr. Swine-

ford, the Governor of the Territory. The important point in it is his official

confirmation of the favourable opinions which have been expressed in regard to the

south-eastern portion, which stretches like a narrow barrier between the Canadian

dominion and the sea. There can be little doubt, apparently, that the mines and

fisheries are of very considerable value.

Of forthcoming books probably one of the most interesting is that in preparation

by Dr. Everette, who has recently reached San Francisco from St. Michaels, with an

abundant supply of notes, sketch-maps, and natural history specimens, illustrative

of the Yukon River district. It is stated that he will be able to make considerable

contributions to existing knowledge of the topograjihy of the Yukon delta and

several of its tributaries.

A more recent arrival at San Francisco is that of Lieut. Allen's party, which

has come exceedingly honourably through a trying piece of work. Lieut. Allen

ascended the Copper River, and explored its north-western branch to its source
;

made a portage thence to the series of lakes which form the source of the Tananah,
and finally descended the Tananah and the Yukon to the sea. Geographically, this

is a most important journey.

A similar expedition, led by Lieut. Cautwell, returned to San Francisco at the

same time. Its object had been the exploration of the Kowak River. Lieut. Cant-
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well ascended to the rapids in a steam launch ; thence he continued in skin

oanoes ; and after great difficulty, especially at a caiion 300 feet deep, he reached

the source. The river is the outflow of four large lakes, the most extensive of

which is situated about 67° N. lat. and 153° W. long., and must be approximately

520 miles from the river's mouth.

Another officer of the Corwin, M'Lenegan, has come from still fresher ground.

He, with only one companion, ascended the Noalak or Inland River, which enters

Hotham Inlet to the west of the Kowak. The river was found to pass through

numerous canons, the sides of which rose in some places 1000 feet high. After

canoe-navigation failed, about 300 miles from the mouth, the two explorers pro-

ceeded on foot. The source of the river, or at least the source of the branch

followed, was found in a lake situated about 400 miles from the coast.

An explorer, Mr. H. D. Woolfe, who is still at his post near Cape Lisburne,

north of Behring Strait, gives evidence by letter of equally thorough work. He is

preparing a map giving in minute detail the coast-line between Cape Krusenstem

and Point Barrow. He reports a region 20 miles square, which is a continuous

coal-field, the coal being of high quality and easily mined.

After thus rapidly sketching what has been recently done, we may mention an

expedition which will be at work up to the end of 1886, and from which great

results may be justly expected. It is led by Lieut. Stoney, and when last heard of

was near the head of Hotham Inlet.

The American newspapers tell also of the arrival at San Francisco of Messrs.

Garland and Beatty, two English travellers, who had crossed from the Mackenzie

to the Yukon River, and thence down to the sea. When shall we read of the

results of their scientific explorations, or shall we hear no more about them ? And
yet Britain has, at the very least, as important interests in the neighbourhood as the

United States have. Two prospectors, who have returned for the winter from the

head-waters of the Yukon, report an average of from 7 to 8 dollars per man per day

in gold dust, adding the significant fact that the diggings are mostly in British

territory.

AUSTRALASIA.

Mr. H. 0. Forbes in New Guinea.—Mrs. Forbes received, in the beginning of

January, the following letter from her husband. The Lopez referred to is a

Malay, who accompanied Mr. Forbes in his exploration of Timor Laut :

—

" You will know that I stayed only three days in Brisbane, and that I had no

time to see personal friends ; there was just sufficient to give orders about all I

wanted, leaving Mr. Hennessy to bring over everything. It was well that I

brought all the men on to Brisbane, instead of leaving them at Thursday Island and

returning for them, for I should have had to pay much more for a vessel from

Brisbane via Thursday Island than straight from Brisbane. You will know that

on 28th August I reached New Guinea, and that on the 2d September I started ofi"

for Sogere to prospect. I had a pleasant trip, saw the lie of the land and the

people—talking to them and they to me—returned to Port Moresby to meet the

Herbert with my men, got my baggage packed up, and started for Owen Stanley

in true earnest.

" My Malays did very poorly in the matter of walking ; and it took us four days

to get over what I marched myself in one. My twenty men's loads got broken up

eventually to sixty, and we marched up through the country, followers, friends, and

chiefs, over one hundred strong. It is right to say my men had been doing some

very hard work the day before ; and they had been practically shut up for a whole

month, and were out of training. They have done better since then. On the way
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I triangulated on every opportunity, and camped for tliree days on the Astrolabe

Range to take bearings, but, unfortunately, I was compelled to stop owing to

incessant density of atmosphere—even with a cloudless sky. Once stopped, there

was no way of resuming other than by going back to the Range to take up the

lines laid down.
" The first night, then, we camped by a water creek in the plain behind Port

JSIoresby—I have the tent with me ; Mr. Hennessy and Mr. Andersen sleep under

a sail-cloth, and the men under sail shelter. It was here that our party was

augmented by numbers of natives, when we had reached a sago-palm shade by a

big ditch of very black and dirty water. We then proceeded to the Astrolabe

Range, where we camiied, as I have said, for three days at an elevation of 2500

feet. Driven by thick days, we pitched our next camp just beyond the village of

Xarianumu, in a lovely spot, by the banks of a beautiful stream, which, after

passing us for a couple of miles, unites with the Laroki River, and dashes with it over

a precipice close on 300 feet in a magnificent fall. The falls I revisited, in order

to take some bearings. Next day we held on, and after journeying for some hours

met the chiefs of Sogere camped in the forest awaiting us, attended by perhaps

150 to 200 men. Imagine the Babel—our large company and theirs all speaking

at once, each trying to make plain his good intentions and desires in an un-

intelligible language. The noise, hip-slapping, laughter, and general movement

were something to remember. ]My Malays looked rather terror-struck, but Lopez

was a sheet-anchor in the midst of the discord. The chief chief took me—whom
they call Lohiabada, or great chief ; another took Mr. Hennessy, a third Mr.

Andersen, a fourth Lopez, and with any amount of embracing, joining of arms, and

crooning of ' namo-namo ' (' good, good '), each said he would stand ever a true

friend.

" Besides the men there were perhaps sixty women, loaded with yams for the

support of this multitude, so that when we at last continued our journey, the single

file through the grass—the alang-alang you know in Amboina and Timor—extended

far along the face of the country. The route lies mostly through fields, which have

been at one time forests, then gardens, but are now given over to the devastations

of that terrible knife-like grass. The natives are the best I have ever been among

—

kind, honest, and upright ; and we are all great friends with them. They have the

same general appearance as the Timor Laut natives—handsome fellows, with a fine

bearing. They wear no clothes at all ; a thin piece of string encircles the waist.

The women, however, wear a grass petticoat. That evening, September 30th, we
camped by a small stream, and next day about noon arrived at Sogere. I did not

go into the village, but camped in a field in the neighbourhood for a time. I

had now to pay off the rice-carriers and those who had conveyed us from Narianumu
village. The rice men got each one hatchet (value 3s. each), and the other men
one cake of tobacco. Peter, one of the mission boys, who came with us as

interpreter, explained to all that I had come to build a house and live among them
for a time ; and that I had plenty of salt and tobacco to pay for their potatoes and

fruit. They were delighted, and agreed to build the necessary houses at once.

The price was agreed on, each man to have one knife, three strings of beads, one

cup of salt, one fathom of wire, and five plugs of tobacco. Can't you imagine the

dealing out and the measuring, the hubbub and the Babel ?

" I had sent up here, by about thirty men whom I brought on my previous

journey to the coast, 28 bags of rice and two of salt. On our arrival these were

safe in Sogere. The following day we all proceeded to the spot I had selected

when here previously as a building site. I measured off" the size of the house ; by
a few minutes the grass had disappeared ; and by evening the four walls of my
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house stood up in outline. How difterent from our house-building experience in

the island of Timor ! This was Friday ; Saturday the work was carried on by

many willino; hands, and on Sunday we rested, honouring the day ' as the British

men (the missionaries) at the coast do.' Monday was again a busy day, and even-

ino- saw the house so far advanced that I could let Peter go, and send with him to the

coast eighty-eight men to fetch up the baggage left at Port Moresby. On Tuesday

night we slept in our new house, though not quite finished ; by Wednesday the

budding for the men was in shape, as well as a store-house for provisions ; and on

Thursday morning I left witli IVIr. Hennessy to return to the Astrolabe Range to

continue the interrupted survey—a distance of twenty-seven miles. We walked

almost to it in one day, and camped on our old stance by the river Narinoko for

the night. On arriving at the Range next morning, we had a magnificent view of

the liills, and the plain below us, all the way to the Port Moresby Range, and

round the coast, the day being splendidly clear. We were able to carry on satis-

factorily the triangulation, and next morning we were starting to continue the

work, when the sharp eyes of the natives descried, on a distant hill, the carriers I

had sent to the coast returning with their burdens^men and women in a long line.

The women are the best carriers, and are first-rate porters, careful and intelligent. It

is sad, however, to see how they do all the heavy work. Some of those who had

been to the coast had taken their young infants with them, and when they had got

their loads—great, heavy burdens— on to their backs, suspended by a cord over

the forehead, they dropped the infant into a small net-bag, which was then thrown

over the head, and carried it, naked and unprotected, through the blazing sun.

When the mother stops to rest, she hitches the net with the child over her shoulder,

drops her load, suckles the living lump, and plumps it back into the net. They

are somewhat disgusting : sometimes they suckle a child at one breast and a young

pig, or even a young dog, at the other. When they have no child to carry in

the net-bags they substitute a pup, fondling it as affectionately as their own

offspring.

" As my attendants would not stay behind their fellows from the coast with all

fresh news and the small articles traded for, we had to work hard to get through

on Saturday night, and followed close in the wake of the others on Sunday morning.

We made a forced march, and reached our home by sundown, finding all the

baggage piled in the verandah, and the men's house completed, as well as the

store-house, and the place tidied up and looking quite attractive. The look-out is

down to the river, and beyond to a rugged line of forest-covered hills—a picturesque

view, which will not soon pall on us. We set about the plant drying-house next

morning, which was persevered with, along with finishing touches to the other

houses, till the 19th October.

" On our return from the Range, collecting began in earnest, Mr. Andersen

going out with the Malays for plants, and Lopez and Anthony bird-shooting. I

stayed at home directing the final arrangements, storing our goods, and writing,

while Mr. Hennessy busied himself with astronomical observations. The daily

labours have kept me fully occupied, and in. writing up the results I am always last

in bed— never retiring before midnight. Our food supply has been rather deficient.

On the 13th October the first rain fell, and for a fortnight after that there were daily

heavy showers till about two days ago, when the rain changed into the night

time, and we have had beautiful sunny weather, not too hot.

" I have not had opportunity yet to go to Ebe, the place where a former traveller

had to turn, through an unfortunate quarrel with the natives. Truly unfortunate,

for it is at present a bar to my progiess. Some of the chiefs from the next village,

who iu-e friendly with Ebe, have been visiting here, and, when the busy time in
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their gardens s over, they have promised to-accompany me to a meeting with the

chiefs of Ebe, whom I shall try to propitiate by large gifts. I believe all will come

right, but I am forced to conchide that it is impossible to accomplish the ascent of

Owen Stanley this season. In the end of April, when the wet season is passing

over, we shall commence the attempt.

" As yet we have had very little sickness ; the men have a few ulcers, and some

have had an hour's fever or so, but that is all. The place appears to be very

healthy indeed. We have been here one month. We have almost no mosquitoes :

we can all sleep without a curtain.

' Could I have reached this a month earlier, as I should have done but for the

accident to my baggage, I should have reached Owen Stanley this season. Now I

see no hope of it. I must go to the coast in a day or two to see about provisions

for our long encatupment here, and when I return I shall go to Ebe to smooth the

way. There is plenty of work for every one in the meantime ; when I look out

over the virgin forest I am hopeful over all there is yet to discover in the depths

of its shade. Lopez has gone this morning to camp out in search of a rare species

of bird of paradise. It speaks of the quiet of the country that he can go off alone

to a distant village where his language is unknown. He is a great treasure to me
;

and has behaved very well indeed. As head man he is much made of by the

natives, and he is treated by us all as a big man. He has already picked up some

phrases of English. The Babel here within a twelve- hours' stretch is loud enough

for an army—English, Dutch, Malay, Papuan—and you know the Papuan jabber.

" 1-ith November.—I commenced writing at Soger^ ; now I am on board the

Governor Blackhall, en route for the north coast and Huon Gulf. I left Sogere to

seek supplies, and on the way was met by a messenger to say that General Sir

Peter Scratchley was on his way to pay me a visit, accompanied by his private

secretary and Mr. Chalmers. I held on, however, meeting the company half-way,

and returned with them. They reached my house on the Friday, and stayed till

Monday morning. The General was charmed with my house and the work
we had done, with what I could show him, and with the good relations established

with the natives.

' I am now with the General, at his request—]\Ir. Hennessy staying at Sogere

in charge of the camp."

New Guinea : the Fly River Expedition.—From Sydney newspapers to hand, we
learn some particulars of the return of the expedition under Captain Everill, which

was despatched by the Geographical Society of Australasia, but which, for reasons

not yet assigned—leading to the assumption, founded on a false rumour, that the

whole party had been massacred—was forced to make a premature return.

The party ascended a previously unexplored branch of the Fly River from its

junction about 40 mUes above EUangowan Island. This branch of the river, which

was named the Strickland, was about the same size as the Fly River, and was

followed up to the vicinity of the British boundary, in lat. 5° 20', and long. 142°

10'. The highest summit reached was 750 feet above the level of the Strickland

River, which at the place referred to \vas probably 300 feet above the level of the

sea. The northern coast range was sighted. No such range as that known in some
of the missionary maps as the Sir Arthur Gordon Range was seen on this route of

the Strickland. The party ascended in a whale-boat for 80 miles above where they

left the Bonito (the launch taken by the Expedition), and at the furthest point

reached, the stream was exceedingly rapid, rushing through breaches and rocks.

The natives of the country through which the Expedition passed were described as

a fine, comely, clear-skinned, light-coloured race, very numerous, but exceedingly
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shy and hostile. It was found impossible to have any friendly communications

with them. It was also found impossible to push into the country any distance

from the river. The jungle was so dense that every foot of the road had to be cut,

and in no place did the party succeed in cutting a track more than five or six miles

from the place of operations. The Malays proved to be very useful in dragging the

whale-boat up the difficult rapids of the Upper Strickland.

The following is a further account of the Expedition, from the Townsville corre-

spondent of the Courier

:

—" The members of the Geographical Expedition decline

to give particulars with regard to the trip, considering it their duty first to report

to the President of the Society. I have been able to gather that the Expedition

went up the Fly Eiver for a distance of about 200 miles, explored by D'Albertis,

and at this point they discovered an affluent to the north-east, almost if not quite as

important as the Fly River itself. The Bonito steamed up this branch about 300

miles, and at the furthest point reached, the width of the stream was about 600

yards, the depth being from 2^ to 3 fathoms. Very many sand-banks were

encountered, upon which the Bonito got aground frequently, thus causing annoying

and disheartening delays. After travelling about 150 miles up the Fly River the

current became very rapid, and the course was often impeded with uprooted tree&\

It is considered that to the north there is a very high range of mountains, which

form a tremendous watershed, and it is presumed that the main range, which had

hitherto been thought to run east and west, takes a more northerly and southerly

direction. The country beside the river is flat. The party made frequent incursions

inland, the result of their labours being something like 1000 botanical specimens,

many of which are supposed to be entirely new. A large number of entomological

specimens were also obtained, including a splendid collection of beetles, and many
of the species are known to be quite new. The party discovered tobacco to be

indigenous, and fine sago-palm was everywhere abundant. The small boat went a

considerable distance beyond the furthest limit reached by the Bonito. The party

suffered very much from fever, and Dr. Beraays was engaged all the time in looking

after their health. The Malays suffered more than the Europeans. The whole of

the party suffered greatly from eruptions and boils, and every little scratch and

flesh-wound resulted in a painful boil, the eff'ects of which were extremely

weakening', and unfitted the suflerers for hard work. The flora, up to the junction

of the north-east branch, was indefinite ; at the junction it was purely Australian

—

eucalyptus, titi scrub, bottle-brushes, etc., being frequent ; but this only extended

for a distance of 10 miles, when the vegetation changed to a Malayan character,

becoming more and more tropical the further the explorers penetrated. With
regard to the climate, the heat was not extreme, but it was decidedly debilitating,

there being no cool breeze, but always the same heat. The mud-banks on the

north-east branch disappeared after 20 miles, giving place to an extraordinary

formation of conglomerate, composed of shells, coral, and flint, which continued as

far as the Expedition went. They had no difficulty with the natives until they

travelled some distance up the branch. Then the natives lined the banks of the

river, and fired arrows and threw spears, but no one was hurt, and the natives

dispersed. In dealing with the natives on this occasion Captain Everill is said to

have displayed great personal bravery. Captain Everill stated that he followed the

Strickland River up into German territory, where they were within sight of the salt

water on the northern coast."

The Cooktown special correspondent of the Toivnsville Bulletin telegraphed to

that paper that the report of the massacre originated as follows :
—" When 300

miles up the Fly River the Expedition was attacked by a large party of natives, who
showered spears and arrows on the Bonito. Two Bampton Islanders, who were on
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board, became panic-stricken, and, watching an opportunity, they got into a canoe,

effected their escape, and, hearing the firing after leaving, they, on their arrival at

the mission station, reported that the whole party had been massacred."

MISCELLANEOUS.

Climatology and the Geographical Distrihution of Disease.—Dr. R. W. Felkin,

already well known as an African traveller, has lately commenced a course of lectures

on Climatology and the Diseases of the Tropics at Minto House School of Medicine,

Edinburgh. These lectures, by a man of so much experience in travel and tropical

diseases as Dr. Felkin, will supply a great want in the curriculum of our Medical

School. Some of the lectures will deal with climatology in its relation to disease ;

the effect of mountains, islands, inland or maritime position and altitude on climate ;

also the influence which temperature, winds, rainfall, marshes, vegetation, character

of the soil, etc. exert in the production of disease. The syllabus also mentions

the examination of water, air, and soil, and general sanitary science in the tropics.

Lastly, a number of the lectures are devoted to the special diseases in the tropics,

their prevention and treatment. It is to be hoped that Dr. Felkin's important

work will meet with the appreciation among medical men and travellers which it so

well merits.

NEW BOOKS.

The MeloMesian Language. By E. H. Codringtox, D.D.. of the Melanesiau

Mission, Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford. Clarendon Press, Price 18s.

Pp. viii. and 572.

This important work will not only interest the comparative philologist ; it also

indirectly contributes material for ethnological speculation. For besides its

masterly and intelligent analysis, such as no English writer has yet given, of this

very curious group of languages, it shows, by a number of well-chosen instances,

both the nature and degree of the relations of these languages to the Malay, the

Polynesian, and the Malagasy. Such analogies had no dotibt been pointed out both

\)\ the younger and the older Von der Gabelentz, the materials on which their

writings are based having indeed been partly supplied by Dr. Codrington's late

accomplished chief, Bishop Patteson ; but the illustrations and deductions of the

present writer are naturally founded on fuller materials as well as long personal

experience. His main contention is that the Melanesian languages, notwithstanding

wide differences of vocabulary, and here and there a grammar which diverges

mysteriously from the common type, are essentially homogeneous, and, though of a

common stock with the Malay and Polynesian, not derived from these. It seems
clear, indeed, from the frecjuency with which a word or a construction, common also

to ]^Ialay and Polynesian, appears in the Melanesian in a fuller and less dis-

integrated form, that the Melanesian populations, though only the poor black

relations of those " higher " races, have at all events not appropriated their

language
; the relatively close resemblance also, in many cases, to the Melanesian,

of the Malagasy idiom, in which, sometimes, alone of the four groups, the root form
of the word is found, is very remarkable, and bears of course on the question of the
early home and migrations of that people. On the other hand, a deep gulf seems
to separate all these languages from the Australian ; vocabulary, grammar, and
system of numeration are all essentially different.

From lack of the necessaiy materials, and a desire to restrict his inquiry to the
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lanouaees he is well acquainted with, Dr. Codrington does not include in his scheme

the laui^uaf^es of New Guinea. He gives, however, a vocabulary of the Motu

(south-east New Guinea), which he affirms to be Melanesian ; and he mentions that

the Mefoor in the north-west, contains many Melanesian words other than Malay or

Polynesian. This is important as regards the extension of the group, because the

Mefoor lanf^uao-e is understood to have an exceptionally wide range, and practically

to be the language of the whole north-west of New Guinea. The languages about

Astrolabe Bay, on the northern coast, judging by Miklouko-Maklay's vocabularies,

seem also to be Melanesian. On the other hand, in those of the southern coast,

opposite Torres Straits, Dr. Codrington detects no Melanesian element. It would

be natural to expect that they are Australian ; their systems of numeration

certainly point that way, and the native name for the district, Daudai, is perhaps

the Australian toicrai, country.

Dr. Codrington's familiarity with native modes of thought and expression

enables him to make a plausible defence to the charge commonly brought against

his proteges, that they cannot conceive or express an abstract idea ; and an accu-

rate and close study of the verbal particles which play so large a part in these

languages leads him to the shrewd surmise that we should hear less of the so-called

" infix "—and the remark probably extends to the Tagala and other cognate

languages—if grammarians had not fre(|uently imagined, and written, the particle

as an integral part of the verb.

Although the purpose of the work is entirely philological, the author also pro-

pounds, as he is certainly well entitled to do, a theory as to the ethnological relations

of these people. He supposes a dark race inhabiting the larger islands in the

neighbourhood of the Asiatic continent. The dwellers near the coast gradually

mingle with visitors from Asia ; their subsequent offshoots, which migrate to the

more distant islands, are thus modified as to physical type, while their language,

though also modified by circumstances, remains fundamentally the same, though in

the case of the Malay it is aflected by later intercourse with Asia. This theory is

very much in accord with one propounded lately by Mr. Eobide Van der Aa in

the Tijdschrift van hct Neclerlandsch Aardrijkslundig OenootscJiaiy, and noticed in

No. 8 (August 1885) of this Magazine. c. t.

Das Wirthschaftliche Leben der Volker : ein Handbuch iiber Production and

Consum, von Dr. Karl von Scherzer. Leipzig : Verlag von Alphons Diirr,

1885. Pp. xii. and 756, including index, 8 pp. Price 18 M.

Dr. Scherzer is already well known as the author of a valuable study of the

statistico-commercial data collected during the famous voyage of the Novara 1857-

1859, published at Leipzig in 1867. In the present portly volume he takes a

survey of the whole world, considered as a field for supplying the human race with

the means of satisfying its various wants and requirements ; and shows what

position each country and nation occupies as part of the great productive and

distributive organisation. The scope of the work is thus somewhat the same as

that of Mr. Mulhall's, The Progress of the Worldy but in abundance and variety

of detail the German author (more Germanico) has far exceeded his English

predecessor.

As an example of his tabular information, we may quote the following, showing

the aggregate length in German geographical miles ( = 4'611 Engl, miles) of canals

and navigable rivers possessed by the several countries :—
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are also recent exotics. Much curious and interesting matter has been collected on

these topics by the learned author ; the time of arrival and route of migration of

each plant and animal being ingeniously traced, partly through references in

ancient writers—the quotations from Homer and Hesiod might have been given in

the original—partly through philological deductions. Many of the more striking

importations took place within a short period, being due to the enterprise or

ostentation of the Augustine age. Not that the Eomans, according to our author,

were o-reat agriculturists ; he speaks rather slightingly of their skill in this respect,

and considers the degenerate and worn-out system of agriculture under the Empire

tis one of the proximate causes of its fall. But we may study his facts and generali-

sations with much interest, and yet occasionally differ from one of his conclusions.

He protests, rightly we believe, against the doctrine that the transformations he

describes are really " mere corruption, over-cultivation, and decay of vital power.'"

We can see that the ruined aspect of modern Greece and Babylon is traceable to

human mismanagement, and, granted the requisite capital and energy, not everlast-

ingly irreparable. But the author certainly minimises unduly the effect of the

destruction of forests, the protests against which he sets down to the "sympathy of

poetical mmds, and especially the interest of the feudal nobility, who did not relish

losing their hunting-grounds "
! The statement that " the climate and atmospheric

conditions of European countries, as a whole, do not depend on the vegetable

covering of the ground at all," is sufficiently refuted by the periodic droughts and

famines of the Lower Rhone Valley, caused, since the French Revolution, by the

destruction of the Vosges forests by an independent peasantry ; and Mr. Ruskin

long ago eloquently denounced the total disforesting of the south slopes of the Alps

as the cause of the serious and increasing unmanageableness of the Po, its floods,

and consequent devastation and malaria.

Dr. Hehn, a propos of tobacco, blows a vigorous counterblast, declaring that

" hundreds of millions have been spent on this nasty habit ; sums which, if . . .

productively laid out, might have made all the nations wealthy." There is much
virtue in this "if" !

NEW MAPS.

(Edited by Professor James Gcikie, LL.D., F.B.S.)

ASIA..

BURMA, SIAM, AND THE SHAN STATES, Part of , illustrating the Explorations

of Holt S. Hallett, C.E. Scale, 14 miles to an inch.

Proceedings of the Eoyal Geographical Society, Jan. 1886.

JEMEN (Yemen), Provisorische Skizze ernes Teiles von Eduard Glaser's Reisen

in , von E. Glaser. Massstab, 1 : 500,000.

Petermann's Mitteilungen, Jahrgang 1886, Tafel 1. Gotha : Justus Perthes.

KARATEGIN AND DARWAZ, Survey Map of Route in , made during the

Expedition of Dr. Regel, by M. Kossiakof (Military Topographer). Scale, 10 miles

to an inch. Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, Jan. 1886.

ERAEATAU, der Vulkan , vor und nach dem Ausbruch 1883. Nach den

Verbeek'schenAufnahmen, zusammengestelltvonT.METZGER. Massstab, 1 : 160,000.

Petermann's Mitteilungen, Jahrgang 1886, Tafel, 2. Gotha: Jvstus Perthes.
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AFRICA.

AFEIKA., Spezial-Karte von , im ]Massstab von 1 : 4,000,000 (55'5 geographi-

cal miles to an inch). 10 Blatt. Entworfen von Hermaxx Habenicht, bearbeitet

von demselben, Bruno Dojianx, und Dr. Richard LtJDDECKE. I. Lieferung,

sektiou (1) West-Sahara, (5) Central-Sudan. II. Lieferung, sektion (3) ^gypten,

(9) Capland. III. Lieferung, sektion (7) Congo, (2) Central-Sahara.

Gotha : Justus Perthes. Price, each Lieferung {containing i Maps), 3 M.

Although the " Geographische Anstalt " of Justus Perthes took some time to

get over the loss of its most illvTstrious geographer, Dr. Petermann, yet it again

appears to be productive as ever, and, with an increased staif, continues to take the

lead in the publication of all kinds of geographical works. In commemoration of

its centenary it is publishing this large new map of Africa, by one of its well-known

cartographers, Hermann Habenicht, and certainly there could scarcely have been a

more worthy or appropriate monument to the event.

The map is to be completed in ten sheets, six of which have already been issued.

As a general map of Africa it is undoubtedly the best and most complete that has

ever been issued. So far as mapping is concerned, Africa is a very difficult conti-

nent to deal with. The numerous authorities and the varied character of their infor-

mation is often very perplexing to the cartographer ; but Herr Habenicht must be

congratulated on a good selection of the best and latest—and, in short, abnost

everything tending to make the map complete. As an evidence of the trouble

which has been taken to incorporate the very latest explorations, we may mention

that the Congo sheet shows all the details of Lieut. Wissmann's discoveries in the

Kassai region. The colouring shows the physical, political, and commercial

geography of the country very clearly depicted, so that the map ought to be most

valuable to every one interested in Africa, whether from a scientific, political, or

commercial point of view.

L'AFRIQUE CENTRALE, Croquis de , mis au courant des dernieres Explora-

tions, par A. J. Wauters. Echelle, 1 : 10,000,000. Janvier 1886.

Bruxelles : Supplement au Mouvemeni Geographique, du 10 Jan. 1886.

KASSAI, Carte du Bassin du , indiquant les recentes Decouvertes de MM.
Wissmann, Grenfell, et von Francois, dans la Region du Congo moyen, dressee par

Ch. Meuran, a I'echelle de 1 : 10,000,000.

Societe de Geographic Gommcrcinlc du Havre, Bulletin No. 6, Nov.-Dec. 1885.

KASSAI, Carte generale de I'itineraire suivi par M. le Lieut. Wissmann.
Echelle, 1 : 3,703,700.

This is Lieut. Wissmann's map of the route and discoveries of his Expedition.

MAN-CONGO, Croquis du , Quest-Africain ou Congo Fran§ais, dress6 sous la

direction de M. Dutreuil de Rhixs, a I'aide des documents fran^ais les plus

r^cents. Echelle de 1 : 3,000,000. Octobre 1885.

Bulletin de la Societe de Geographic Commerciale de Paris, Tome vii., 4'= Fascicule.

This is a sketch-map on a fairly large scale of the new French-Congo territory,

a country which, if even moderate expectations are realised, will soon be of con-
siderable importance. It has an area of 258,687 square miles, or about as large as
the area of France and England together. Franceville is the capital.
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A VISIT TO BADGHIS IN 1883, AND TO THE HERAT
VALLEY IN 1885.

Bead before the Society, at Edinburgh, Februarij 1886.

By Colonel C. E. Stewart, C.B., C.M.G., CLE.

In 1880, having a year's leave from my regiment in India, I determined

to proceed to Persia, with which country I was well acquainted from

previously having visited it. I went from London to Constantinople, and

from Constantinople through Armenia to Persia. On arrival at Ispahan I

determined to travel as an Armenian trader to Daragez in the north-eastern

corner of Persia to watch what was taking place among the Turkomans of

Merv and in the Akhal Turkoman country. I was six months in disguise,

and was able to go about quite unmolested in the bazaars, etc., while Mr.

O'Donovan, the Daily News correspondent, whom I met in Daragez, was

watched, and his movements interfered with, by tlie Persian authorities.

I spent a considerable time with Mr. O'Donovan Avithout telling him I

Avas a European, and when finally I did so he doubted my nationality until

I produced my passport. At this time General Scobeleff was pressing the

siege of Geok Tepe, the celebrated Turkoman stronghold, which is situated

a few miles outside the Persian border, and both Mr. O'Donovan and

I watched what was happening with considerable interest. But it is not

of this journey that I propose to speak to you here.

On my return from this journey, which I had made on my own account,

I was employed on special duty by the Government on the Perso-Afghan

Frontier, and resided chiefly at Khaf. I returned to England in 1882, and

was in March 1883 sent out again to the Perso-Afghan Frontier, to reside

at a village named Mohsinabad, which is the nearest point in Persia to

Herat. On this journey I accompanied the camp of His Majesty the

VOL. IL I
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Shah of Persia, as political officer, during a portion of his tour along the

border then being demarcated between Eussia and Persia. On arrival of

the royal camp at Mashad, the capital of Khorasan, I left the camp and

proceeded to Mohsinabad. From this place, and from a neighbouring-

village called Turbat-Shaik-Jam, I made two long excursions into the

country between the Hari-Kud and the Murghab river, called Badghis. I

made these excursions in September 1883, Avhen the roads in Badghis had

been travelled by no Etxropean except M. Lessar, the Kussian traveller.

T started from Turbat-Shaik-Jam on the 5th September 1883, with an

escort of ten Persian cavalry supplied to me by a friend Avho commanded
a large party of cavalry guarding the frontier. I had Avith me five

servants. We were all well mounted and armed, but the country of

Badghis was at this time so constantly harried by large parties of Tiirko-

man raiders that it was with a good deal of difficulty that I persuaded my
servants and the Persians to accompany me. Two of the men had been

over the ground before in pursuit of Turkoman raiders, but they evidently

were in trepidation at the idea of traversing this wild country with so

small a party ; and I felt certain, from my experience of Persian cavalry

against Turkoman raiders, that at the very first sight of Turkomans, in

numbers anything like their own, they Avould have made a retrograde

movement of considerable rapidity, and left me in the lurch to settle my
account with, the Turkomans as best I could.

The first day we followed the Jam river, and encamped at a place

named Burj-Ulea-Kuli, where there was a little cultivation carried on

by a few Salor Turkomans who had left Merv and settled in Persian

territory.

The following day we followed the Jam liver to its embouchure with the

Hari-Rud. Here we encamped for the night in a retired spot, putting out

all our fires before dark. I had brought a small tent Avith me, but I did

not pitch it on this journey, as my escort considered it too dangerous to

show such a conspicuous mark. One of my servants, just after dark,

having lit a candle for a moment to look for something, brought down
upon himself the Avrath of the commander of my escort for having thus

shown to any Turkomans Avho might be prowling about our whereabouts.

Two sentries were posted, and we kept a bright look-out for robbers.

The next day we went to a place called Sim-Kuh, a sort of natural

fortress, with a small spring of water, near the top of a hill. The hill is

known as Sim-Kuh. The Persians were at this period taking extra pre-

cautions for the protection of their own frontier against Turkoman raids

in consequence of the presence of the Shah in Khorasan, and were said to

have placed a picket at this place temporarily ; but I found the picket gone^

and met them several miles nearer the Persian border. At Sim-Kuh there

was said to be a very rich copper mine Avhich had been worked in ancient

times, but I had not time to visit the mine. I found here on a mound
above the spring some remarkable long and large graves. These were
marked oft' by rough stones of great size. They were quite different from
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those graves of Mohammedan saints found all over the East, marked out

by heaps of small pebbles, and which increase in size year by year from the

heap of stones having been added to by devout pilgrims. These graves

had been formed originally, just as I saw them, by huge slabs of rough

stone, and were quite different from any I had seen except in Badghis.

The situation on the top of a rocky ridge, where there could have been

very little soil for the body to rest in, also seemed peculiar.

At this place there was a sort of cave where a small party of men

could obtain shelter, and there was good grazing in the neighbourhood.

This had been a favourite halting-place for robber bands of Turkomans,

who, after carrying off wretched Persians into slavery, considered them-

selves fairly safe from pursuit when they had reached Sim-Kuh. From

thence I went to a lonely spring named Gunda Chasma, where we took up

a strong position amongst some rocks, so that in case of attack we should

be in a defensible place. During this day's journey Ave had come up a pass

called the Sang Navishta pass, meaning •' the pass of the written stone." I

was assured that in the neighbourhood of this pass there was an old stone-

built tower, and a number of gravestones near it, with carvings of men
with long spears hunting antelopes. But though I went somewhat out of

my way to find these graves, I had not any guide with me who knew

their exact position, and I was unable to find them. Afterwards I met

several people who had visited them, but I never had an opportunity of

returning to this exact spot.

The following day I went by the Nihalshani pass to Kariz Elias. Here

there was a small underground canal, such as are common in Persia and

Afghanistan, and near a tower there were traces of former cultivation.

The cultivation here had been carried on by the Timouri tribe now settled

at Khaf, in Persia, and Sabzawar, in Afghanistan. The towers which I

found at the mouth of all the passes had been built by Amir Kalich Khan,

the Prime Minister of Shah Zaman of Herat. The whole western portion

of Badghis, though lielonging to Afghanistan, had been so desolated by

Turkoman raids that it had been entirely deserted by its inhabitants, none

being found until the neighbourhood of the Kushk stream is reached,

where the Jamshedi tribe are settled. All the country passed over by

me was a splendid grazing country, and, though never thickly populated,

had formerly been grazed over by thousands of sheep and large herds of

horses belonging to the Timuri tribe. The eastern portion of Badghis

near the Kushk stream and Murghab river is very fit for cultivation, and,

where cultivated, produces large crops of grain, but the western portion

which I was traversing is only fit for grazing, except at a few spots. After

having ascended a small hill near Kariz Elias, to see if I could get an

extended view—in which I failed—I rode back towards the Hari-Eud, and

struck it some seven miles from Kariz Elias ; here I crossed it, and went

down the bed of the river as far as the Zulfikar pass, where I encamped

on the bank of the river near the small Turkoman village of Gular. A
small body of Turkomans of the Salor tribe had settled here about two
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years previously, and there was a good deal of cultivation, especially very

fine fields of melons and water-melons. At Gular I found a considerable

body of Persian cavalry, probably some 400, encamped. They told me
they had been sent especially to guard the frontier line on the Hari-Rud

during the Shah's stay in Khorasan, and that they had pickets out as far

as Ak Eobat, some forty miles in advance, as they were afraid of a Turko-

man raid taking place while His Majesty was in the province. The officer

commanding informed me that he had news of a Turkoman raiding party

being in the neighbourhood, and begged me either to give up my journey

towards Ak Eobat or to take a very much larger escort. I doubted the

truth of his statement, but it proved to be quite correct. I felt myself,

however, bound to give up my trip to Ak Robat for the moment, and I

followed the course of the Hari-Rud down towards Pul-i-Khatun, visiting

en route the passes through the range of hills on the Badghis side of the

river. When I reached the Gurmab pass, where there was an Afghan

tower, I rode some distance eastward to get a distant view of a place

called Adam Ulun. I then returned to the river, and crossed it at Pul-i-

Khatun, where I encamped amidst some melon fields cultivated by Turko-

mans of the Salor tribe. At Pul-i-Khatun Mr. Condie Stephen had been

attacked the previous Avinter by a body of Merv Turkomans, though he

was accompanied by a very large escort of Turkomans in the Persian

service. Mr. Condie Stephen lost, I believe, some seven killed and eleven

wounded of his escort. I found it most difficult to get food even for my
small party. The only food procurable at the two Turkoman villages I

had been at were melons and water-melons, and I had with me only a

small quantity of flour, and enough barley to give the horses one feed in

the twenty-four hours. We generally made two enormous cakes of dough,

six or seven feet round, and about three inches thick, which we buried in

the ashes of a great bonfire, and, when baked, each person was supplied

with one or two large slices according as it was to be provision for one or

two days. This bread was almost our only food ; it was black, nearly as

heavy as lead, and in the baking got a good deal mixed with ashes, and

sometimes a small stone or tAvo.

The melons were, however, delicious when we could get them, and at

this place the Turkomans brought us an enormous quantity, on Avhich we
feasted for a couple of days. Here I first saw the process of the manu-
facture of sugar from Avater-melons. The Avater-melons are so sweet that

the people extract the juice, and boil it down, and manufacture a coarse

brown sugar from it. The melons also are cut in strips and dried, some-

what resembling dried figs in taste, but far more luscious. All Asiatics are

very devoted to this dried flesh of the melon, but I have invariably found

that when my followers have eaten much of it many of them have been
laid up with fever. At Pul-i-Khatun (which means " the lady's bridge"),

a fine brick bridge spans the Hari-Rud. One arch of the bridge is in

ruins, but it could be easily repaired. This bridge was built by some cele-

brated lady long ago,—I believe by a daughter of Amir Timur, generally
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known in England as Tamerlan. The Kashaf-Eud rises near Eadkhan,

beyond Mashad (I have visited its source), and waters the country

about Mashad, and falls into the Hari-Eud at Pul-i-Khatun, just below the

brido-e. It is very curious that the course of the Hari-Eud, beyond the

point where it turns northward near Kuhsan, in Afghanistan, and forms

the boundary between Afghanistan and Persia, was undetermined as late

as six years ago. Though it was known that it ran towards Sarakhs, its

actual course was not accurately known. A French traveller, in 1845, says

of it :
—" Au-dessous de Kussan, en entrant sur le territoire persan, il se

divise en deux branches, dont la plus faible va du c6t6 de Meched ; I'autre,

quatre fois plus considerable que celle-ci, coule sans aucune utilite jus-

qu'aupres de Ser-Akhs, on elle se perd dans les steppes,"—which is not

at all a true description, and shows that then nothing certain of its

course Avas known. And I believe in all maps published before

1881 the course of the Hari-Eud from Kuhsan to Pul-i-Khatun is

marked by a dotted line, showing that its actual course was not

known. Early in 1882, before M. Lessar had made his well-known

journey from Sarakhs to Ghurian, I rode some miles down the course

of the Hari-Eud beyond Kuhsan, and traced it nearly to the place where

it entered the hills. Mr. Condie Stephen, in the winter of 1882-3, was

the first person who actually rode down the course of this river. The
Kashaf-Eud is at this season quite salt where it falls into the Hari-Eud,

and though it carries a considerable body of Avater into the Hari-Eud, it is

quite a small stream in comparison to that river.

The Hari-Eud, which rises far off in the Koh-i-Baba of Afghanistan,

after flowing past Herat, and having a general course from east to west,

suddenly turns northward near the village of Kuhsan, and is finally lost

in the desert beyond Karabund. The Hari-Eud is in many respects a

curious river ; it commences to swell in November, the volume of Avater

increasing very much during the Avinter months, and from the middle of

March to the middle of May it is not generally fordable in the upper part

of its course ; but from August to the beginning of November it becomes a

mere chain of pools, and the Avater is then very brackish. The bed of the

river, before it enters the mountains, is much larger than can be filled by

the body of Avater that is now brought down at any season of the year.

This Avoukl, I think, point to a desiccation of the country, of Avhich there

are many other signs.

From Pul-i-Khatun I turned southAvard, and Avent to Zohrabad, cross-

ing a range of mountains betAveen Pul-i-Khatun and Zohrabad. Zohra-

bad is a Persian fortress of considerable size, though not of much strength,

Avhich had been built some three years previously to my visit. It Avas

garrisoned by tAvo companies of regular Persian infantry, and a small de-

tachment of artillery, Avith tAvo guns. Outside the fort, about 2000 Turko-

mans of the Salor tribe Avere encamped in alachiks, or Turkoman felt

tents, or else in reed huts.

The history of this tribe is curious. They are one of the first
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Turkoman tribes we hear of in history, being mentioned by the Arab

historians at the time of the Arab conquest, in the seventh century. Their

headquarters were formally at the old town of Sarakhs, which was taken

and destroyed by Abass Mirza, the Crown Prince of Persia, in 1832. He
massacred a large j^ortion of the population, and carried the rest away

captive to Mashad, where he presented them, men, women, and children,

to his friends and followers as slaves. A portion of the Salor tribe then

inhabited Yulutan, on the Murghab river, and these people, hearing of

what had happened to their relatives and friends, came over and pur-

chased the whole body of captive Salors, paying an average price of £4
per head, and taking back their friends with them to Yulutan. The

Saruk Turkomans gradually drove the Salors from Yulutan, and they took

refuge at Panjdeh. The Salors became Afghan subjects, and paid revenue

to Afghanistan ; but gradually they were supplanted in Panjdeh also, by

the Saruk tribe, who after this held both Yulutan and Panjdeh, paying

revenue to the Afghan Government for the latter only.

Some time after the destruction of the town of Sarakhs in 1832, a colony

of the Salor tribe were settled at Zohrabad, with the permission of the

Persians. This body at Zohrabad was so useful to the Persian Govern-

ment in defending the frontier against the Tekeh tribe, that during the

great famine in Persia, which occurred about sixteen years ago, they were,

partly by force and partly by persuasion, taken away by the Tekeh Turko-

mans to Merv, and broken up into small parties, and scattered amongst

the different branches of that tribe. In 1881 the power of the Tekeh was

considerably broken by the great massacre of that tribe, which took place

after the capture of Geok Tepe by the Russians. In this massacre not

only numbers of the Tekeh tribe who inhabited the Akhal Turkoman
country perished, but also a large number of the Tekeh of Merv, who had

sent a contingent to help their friends. The Salor, finding that their

enemies the Tekeh had become less powerful, determined to return to

Zohrabad and its neighbourhood, and with the permission of the Persian

Government they resettled there. In 1885 these men were offered lands

by the Russians in the neighbourhood of Old Sarakhs, their original home,

and the greater portion of them left Zohrabad, and returned to the neigh-

bourhood of Old Sarakhs. The Salor, who have been a powerful tribe ever

since the seventh century, have now almost ceased to exist, except as a

very insignificant clan. From Zohrabad I went to Turbat-Shaik-Jam, and

crossed en route a range of mountains of considerable height.

I stayed at Turbat-Shaik-Jam only four days, to rest my horses, which
were very much done up by a rapid ride of 290 miles in some nine days.

I procured a fresh escort of Persian cavalry, of the same strength as before,

and started on a new expedition into Badghis. I had heard that two
flocks of sheep had been carried off by the Turkomans from near the

Afghan village of Kuhsan, and believing that there would soon be a con-

siderable body of Afghan cavalry in pursuit, and knowing that immediately
after a raid the Turkomans are generally quiet for a few days, because they
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know that both the Persian and Afghan outposts are at such times in

greater strength, and more on the alert than usual, I considered this a

good opportunity to take a long ride into Badghis, and started off at once,

—in fact, almost too soon, as it subsequently i)roved.

I left Turbat-Shaik-Jam on the 14th September, and rode to a spring

near the foot of the mountain range, and not far from the Hari-Rud, called

Chasma Mulhi, where I spent the night. I had brought a small tent, but

as I wished to travel very rapidly, and with as little impedimenta as pos-

sible, I left the tent here, hiding it in some reeds, and hojjing that no one

would pass along this bit of country, and find it, until after my return.

The next day I had a very trying march for several miles up the bed of

the Hari-Eud to Tangi-Daria, an almost impassable gorge, where the river

forces its way through the mountain chain, which here apparently bars its

further progress northward, but through which in the course of ages the

river has forced a passage. I was not able beyond this point to follow

down the bed of the river, and the same difficulty had occurred to Mr.

Condie Stephen, Avhen he surveyed the course of the Hari-Rud some

nine months previously. He had made a good map of the course of the

river, but had not made excursions into Badghis.

Having left the bed of the river, I struggled along the l)ank for some
two miles further, and then, as I coidd in the distance see the spot some

miles off where I had previously struck the river near Dengli, I did not

think it worth while to follow the tortuous and difficult course of the

stream dMy further, but left the river on my left hand, and went towards

Kariz Elias. Soon after leaving the Hari-Rud we had an exciting adven-

ture. We came across fresh tracks of a large body of cavalry, and the

question Avas to determine whether they were friends or foes ; and I was

much interested by the sagacity shown by the two leading men of my
escort. They carefully examined the footprints of the horses to see

whether they were shod or unshod. It Avas finally decided that the

majority of the horses Avere shod on their fore feet and unshod on their

hind feet, though some were shod all round. This pointed to the party

having been Turkoman robbers, as Persian or Afghanistan Avould have

had all their horses shod on all four feet ; Avhile the Turkomans, if not

raiding far into Persia, content themselves with shoeing their horses only

in front. The yuzbashi Avho commanded my small escort then put the

matter to a crucial test. Collecting a couple of handfuls of the drop-

pings of the horses that had preceded us, he examined them very carefully.

Persians and Afghans ahvays feed their horses upon barley, Avhile the

Tui'komans feed their horses ordinarily either on millet or on a species

of sorghum. Noav our anxiety was great to discover upon Avhich of the

foods these horses had been fed. The yuzbashi extracted some grains

of a species of millet from the droppings of the horses, and then we felt

certain that the people in front of us Avere Turkomans and enemies. The
party probably numbered nearly a hundred mounted men, and Ave A^ery

much feared that, being so numerous, they might not have kept together
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as a smaller party Avould have done, and that some of them might be

behind us, in which case we should have been between two fires, and

there would have been small chance of escape. The tracks also of many
sheep were to be seen, and we presently saw the skins and entrails of

slaughtered sheep where the robbers had feasted. We came to the con-

clusion that we were on the track of a large body of Turkomans who had

driven off a flock of sheep ; but one thing puzzled us, namely, that some

of the droppings contained barley, while others showed millet. It was

suggested that perhaps the Turkomans had fed their horses on barley

plundered from Persians. We also picked up a knife, which I have kept

as a relic. The only thing to be done Avas to clear out of the road followed

by the raiding party, and get off their line of march as soon as possible, in

case some were still behind. We determined not to go back, but to go on

by another road. Some of my party grew pale as they thought of the

stories told of the fearful cruelties practised by Turkomans on their

captives ; and one of my servants, who had already been thrice sold into

slavery, but had once been released by the Russians and twice escaped

—

once from Khiva and once from Merv,—looked upon the matter in a very

serious light. We turned off into another road, and, after going a few

miles further, stopped in a small wooded dell Avith a spring of water.

This was the only even slightly wooded spot I had seen, as the whole

country was rolling down-country covered with grass, and in some places

there were scattered bushes of Avild pistachio nuts, but no other trees.

Our position was a good one, as both the horses and we ourselves were

hidden by the brushwood. After keeping together for some time in case

of attack, we determined that the danger had for the time passed over,

and that the whole of the Turkomans must have gone on in front. Some
of our party determined to go out shooting to try and add something to

our scanty larder, and a fine specimen of a wild sheep {Ovis mgnei) was

shot and brought in, the flesh of which was very good, and proved a

welcome addition to our food-supply. The following day we went by the

Nihalshani pass to Kariz Elias. As we rode along we kejjt a bright look-

out for Turkomans, but the raiding party had evidently gone on, and were

by this time far a^'ay.

The scare of the day before had frightened my servants a good deal,

and I found it difficult to get them to go on, so I left three out of the five

I had at the ruined tower of Kariz Elias, and three of my escort, whose
horses Avere rather Aveakly, to take care of them, and the next morning
determined to do a very long day's journej^ Starting very early from

Kariz Elias, we soon struck into a AA'ell-defined road. This road runs

from Sarakhs to Kuhsan, and is generally knoAvn as the Shah Rah or

chief road, as it is so Avell marked. This road had at the i^eriod I

travelled over it only once been trodden by a European, namely by M.
Lessar, the Russian traveller, tAA'o years previously. It must in former
times have been much used, to be so Avell defined as it Avas. We had not
gone very far Avhen our leader said :

" This is just Avhere Ave had a fight
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•with the Turkomans a few years ago," and, to prove his assertion, pointed

to two skulls lying on the ground. He said :
" A party of Persian cavalry,

of Avhom I was one, having been joined by the Afghan cavalry guarding

the border, were in hot pursuit of some Turkomans who had plundered a

caravan on the Herat road just between the Afghan and Persian frontiers,

and we overtook them at this spot. They had a rich booty, which we
were determined if possible to recapture, and a severe fight took place.

AYe were worsted ; my father was taken prisoner by the Turkomans, and

kept in chains until he died. I myself received a sword-cut through my
hat, and was knocked off my horse. But seeing the day had gone entirely

against us, I managed to escape into the mountains, and finally reached

home on foot, the Turkomans being too much engaged in carrying off the

plunder of the caravan to pursue us fugitives. I tried to buy back my
father from his slavery, but the sum demanded was so large that I never

was able to raise the amount ; but when my father died, I went to Merv
and purchased his body for £4, and brought it home, so that he at least

might lie in our village graveyard, and not be buried amongst strangers."

We had an argument as to whether the skulls that were on the ground

were Persian or Turkoman skulls, and my offer to settle which they were

by inspecting them was received Avith considerable incredulity'. After ex-

amining them, I decided, as they Avere of the dolicho-cephalic type, that

they Avere not likely to be Turkoman skulls, but more likely to be Persian.

And I soon had a fact to support my theory. We shortly afterAvards came
upon a grave, Avhich Avas said to be a Turkoman grave. No doubt the

Turkomans, Avho had remained masters of the field, had buried their dead,

Avhile the Persians had left theirs unburied.

We rode past a small hill called Chakniakli, Avhere the people of this

part of the country formerly got their flints for their flint-lock guns ; but

noAv percussion locks, and eA-en breechloaders, have superseded flint locks,

I pushed on, only stopping once for a short time to eat a piece of bread

and drink some brackish Avater at a Avell by the roadside. Here AA^e saAV

tracks of tAvo men AA'ith donkeys, probably Turkomans, gathering pistachio

nuts. Leaving Kangruali,—AA^here my guides said there Avere the ruins of

a caravanserai some Avay off on our right hand,—we went on to Agar
Chashma. From a rising ground near Agar Chashma I was able to take

the bearings to the next AA^ell, called Adam Ulan. From this point ^ye

retraced our steps. I Avanted to return by Kangruali, and spend a night

there, and should have liked to have visited the salt lake beyond, of Avhich

my guides told me. HoAvever, Ave could not get back to Kangruali that

night, and halted at a Avell called Agar Chah.

We spent the night at this aa'cII, around Avhich a considerable quantity

of a species of Avild barley- Avas groAving. This Avild barley afforded good
grazing to our horses ; it Avas in ear, and AA^as very like ordinary barley,

except that though it grcAA^ quite as high as ordinary cultivated barley, the

straAA' was very thin, and the grain poor and small. This place being so

far from any cultiA-ation, the barley AA^ould seem to haAe been genuinely
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wild, and it was in too great a quantity to have been produced from the

droj^pings of the horses of the few travellers who might have rested at

this spot. We placed a sentry on the mound above our halting-place, but

he was not very efficient, as suddenly a party of a dozen Turkomans walked

right in amongst us before any alarm was given. Fortunately these

proved to be friends, being Turkomans of the Salor tribe from Zohrabad,

who Avere out gathering pistachio nuts and gum of a small thorny shrub,

called jowassa in India. I do not know the Ijotanical name. It produces

a very fine, pure, white gum in this part of the Avorld, which is used by

the Persians as a medicine. These poor people told us they had been

robbed by a party of Turkomans, Avhom they believed to be Tekeh, the

pre^'ious night, but they had not lost much, as they were miserably poor,

and had not much worth taking. They presented me with a couple of

fine melons, and I gave them a small present of money in return.

We passed a quiet night, and started for Kangruali ; but my guide lost

his way, and before we recovered the road we found the day was too far

spent to visit Kangruali, so we made direct for Karis Elias, where I found

the men I had left there in the tower. After a night's rest, we went to

Kizil Bulak, Avhere we rested some time at a spring, and gathered an im-

mense quantity of pistachio nuts. The outside skin of the pistachio nuts

at this place I found was of a dark plum colour, instead of the pale-

coloured fruit which is common. We pushed on across a fine grassy roll-

ing down country to the well of Chah Yalki, where Ave proposed to spend

the night ; but we found that a party of Turkomans had set on fire the

dry short grass, and that for a long distance around the whole of the grass

was burnt, and therefore there would not be any grazing for our horses if

we remained there. :

On our Avay to Chah Yalki we had suddenly come upon three armed

men, who took up a position on a rising ground, and prepared to fire at

us. We called upon them to drop their weapons, and after a little parley

they did so, though they at first refused. We found them to be Salor

Turkomans from Zohrabad, out shooting wild sheep, and collecting gum.

We purchased some smoked mutton from them, but it had been badly

preserved, and that evening at our camp fires, although we exhausted all

our culinary art on this mutton, it was a dead failui'e ; and though some

of us, incited by hunger, did eat a portion of it, most of those Avho did,

and I amongst the number, suffered in consequence.

Finding we could not encamp at Chah Yalki, we proposed to go on to

Gulran. This is the place Avhere the camp of Sir Peter Lumsden was so

long in 1885, and where I Avas Avith him as Assistant Commissioner. At
Gulran, besides the ruined fort on a mound, Avhich bears that name, and

Avhich is not ancient, there are, at a fcAv miles' distance, the ruins of a very

considerable tOAvn ; but I Avas unable to ascertain anything about the

history of this ruined tOAvn. No doulit, like the ruins of so many places

that are seen in this part of the Avorld, it is a Avitness to the devastation of

the Mongol armies in the time of Chengis Khan. HoAvever, on the pre-
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sent occasion, though I passed not far from Gulran, I did not actually

visit it, and I wish here only to speak of what I did on my journey in

1883. The leader of my escort having decided that we could not stop at

Chah Yalki, and that it was not advisable to go to Gulran, we determined

to cross the range of mountains generally known in Europe as Paropa-

iiiisus, by the Khombau pass. A few miles north of the pass we crossed

the tracks of a large Turkoman raiding party, but the tracks were probably

some ten days old, so we did not trouble ourselves about them, and, enter-

ing the pass, encamped at a spring called Khombau, which gives its name

to the pass. The water was full of small leeches, which got into the

throats and nostrils of our horses, and troubled them much. After water-

ing our animals, we withdrew to some little distance, into a sort of side

raA'ine, as we did not think it safe to encami) near to the water. All our

horses were much done up, and one belonging to the escort had dropped

on the road from fatigue, and was left behind, his rider being mounted on

a spare horse of mine. This horse Avas recovered the next day. They

had had only one feed a day, and the grass they could pick up at night,

while we had ridden from morn to night daily.

One of my men had a trap, and we set it, the very highly-flavoured

mutton making a good bait. During the night we caught three foxes

with rather handsome skins. Fox skins are an article of export from

Afghanistan and the Turkoman country to Russia. The next morning I

found the elevation of the highest point in the pass to be 3100 feet above

.sea level. M. Lessar had made the height the same. There was an

Afghan picket established near this pass, but we passed them without

their observing us. After crossing the Khombau, we got out into the

plain which forms a portion of the Herat valley, and turning sharp to the

west, we made for the Hari-Rud, which we crossed at the ford of Kaman-

i-Behist. On the Ava}'^ Ave saAV a very large herd of Avild asses, consisting

of more than a hundred, and as Ave got Avithin about 300 yards of them, I

lent my repeating rifle to the leader of the escort, and he tried a shot, but

not understanding the use of a sight, his shot fell a little short. It Avas

beautiful to see these Avild creatures galloping away Avith almost the light-

ness of deer. Just as we reached the bed of the Hari-Rud an accident

very nearly occurred. In suddenly turning a corner round some tamarisk

bushes, Ave came all at once face to face, Avithin 20 paces, of two mounted

Turkomans. Both parties immediately raised their rifles, and Avere in the

act of firing. My guide, as he Avas about to pull the trigger, recognised

one of these Turkomans as a friend, and called out to both parties not to

fire. We found them to be Turkomans in the Persian service, Avho had

obtained a fcAv days' leave, and Avere hunting the very herd of AAald asses

at Avhich Ave had just previously fired. They had been more successful,

and had killed a young Avild ass. They offered us some of the flesh. We
sat doAvn, lit a fire, and cooked it on the spot ; but, as Ave Avere in a hurry,

the meat Avas taken off the fire after being little more than Avarmed. I

believe Avild ass is considered by the Persians to be very delicate food, and
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though I had previously seen my servants eat it, I had always declined.

On this occasion, as it was tender and young, I ate some. I have, I

believe, no jprejudices on the subject of food, and am ready generally to

eat anything. I however felt very sick after eating this meat, but per-

haps that was because it was so nearly raw. We gave the Turkomans

some tea in exchange for the meat, and hurried on.

After crossing the Hari-Iiud, we followed the bank of the Jam river

for some distance, and then saw on the other side of the Jam a number

of small reed huts, which had been built by a Persian cavalry picket.

Crossing the river, we occupied these huts for the night. I had some

trouble with my escort at this place. The ground about our huts was

covered with very dry reeds, which the former occupants of the huts had

cut down for bedding for themselves and horses. I had heard that at this

very spot two men of a Persian picket had been burnt to death a few

years before. They had come here to rest themselves after a long pursuit

of Turkomans, and the remainder of the party had returned to Turbat-

Shaik-Jam, leaving two men, whose horses were unable to proceed, at this

point. A fire had been left burning, and in the night it spread to the

reeds. Two days afterwards the charred remains of the two men and

their horses were found. It was wonderful that, after such a warning,

the escort should still be so careless as to light fires amongst these most

inflammable materials. The following day we reached Turbat-Shaik-Jam,

and I heard the full particulars of the Turkoman raiding party on whose

tracks I had come. It had consisted of thirty-six men, who had carried

off two flocks of sheep from near the Afghan village of Kuhsan. They

had been pursued by a large party of Afghan cavalry, and after a fight, in

Avhich two Turkomans had been killed, and one taken prisoner, the

Afghans recovered the sheep, having one man badly wounded on their

side. I had come upon the tracks of the Turkomans and their pursuers

when in hot pursuit, and thus Ave had found both millet and barley

amongst the remains left by the horses.

I remained at Turbat-Shaik-Jam and Mohsinabad, and that part of the

country for some nine months. During this period more than thirty

people were carried off by the Turkomans from the neighbourhood,—two

from the village of Mohsinabad itself, in which I resided. Finally, the

bad food and salt water brought on an illness, and I returned to England,

and was very shortly afterwards appointed an Assistant Commissioner

with Sir Peter Lvimsden. I was unable to leave England when he did,

but I followed him very shortly, and travelling through Russia in the

depth of winter, and through northern Persia, I joined him between Islim

and Chaman-i-Bid in February 1885. I will not enter into any details of

what occurred while he was in Afghanistan, as Sir Peter Lumsden has

himself read a most able paper on the subject at the Royal Geographi-

cal Society in London ; but just before he returned to England he sent

me, accompanied by two Engineer officers, Major Holdich and Captain

Peacocke, on a mission to Herat ; and as Herat had not previous to our visit
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been visited for many years by an Englishman, I think a short account of

Avhat we saw may prove interesting from a geographical point of view.

We left Sir Peter Lumsden's camp at Tirpul, where a brick bridge

crosses the Hari-Rud not far from the Afghan vilhxge of Kuhsan, and

marched to Rozenak. The next day also our line of route was along the

Herat valley to the large and flourishing village of Shikeban. I had pre-

viously been over this part of the Herat valley, though I had not before

entered the town of Herat itself, but I could not avoid being struck by

the wonderful fertilit}^ of this rich valley, watered by canals connected

with the river. The following day we encamped at the village of Sahar

Kiz, and on the 7th May we reached Herat. A small party of Usbeg

cavalry from Afghan Turkestan were sent out to escort us to the garden

which was placed at our disposal by the Governor. This garden belongs to

the Amir, and, the time being spring, the roses—especially a bright yellow

rose—were in great profusion. We remained a few days encamped in this

garden, and made excursions to various points in the neighbourhood that

were worth visiting. We went, among other sights, to visit the shrine of

Gazer Gah. This shrine contains the tomb of a holy Mohammedan divine

named Abdul Ansari. The building itself was erected by Shah Eukh,

the son of Amir Timur. The remains of Amir Dost Mahomed Khan, the

first Amir of the present reigning family of Afghanistan (who died at

Herat very soon after he captured that town, which fell into his hands

on the 26th May 1863), lie buried under a fine tomb at this shrine. We
were received Avith all honour, and conducted over the shrine.

Another day we made an excursion to the Masulla, or Great Mosque,

which is close to the town. This is a most magnificent building, but is

not now used as a place of worship. The faience that covers the walls is

very fine, and such enamelled tiles cannot now be made in Persia or in

Afghanistan. After a few days' stay in this garden, we moved into the

town of Herat, and the palace of the Amir was placed at our disposal as a

place of residence. We had a most sumptuous breakfast, provided by the

Governor, whose guests we were while Ave remained in Herat ; and after

receiving a visit, accompanied by all the dignitaries of the town, we went

out to see whateA^er might be Avorthy of inspection in it.

Balkh and Merv and Herat have always had for me an absorbing

interest, for it Avas in and about them that our Aryan forefathers lived at

the daAvn of history. In the Vendidad—the Holy book of the Zoroastrian

religion—in the first chapter, Avhere an account of the creation is given, the

first lands created and inhabited are all placed in this part of the Avorld,

and this portion of the Vendidad is supposed to have been Avritten

probaldy about 800 B.C.

Omitting the first land mentioned, Avhich is a mythical country, the

Vendidad says,—"The second of the good lands and countries AA'hich I,

Ahura Mazda, created, Avas the plain in Sughda (Sogdiana) " (Samarkand).
" The third of the good lands and countries which I, Ahura Mazda,

created Avas the strong and holy Mouru " (Merv).
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" The fourth of the good lands and countries which I, Ahura Mazda,

created was the beautiful Bakhdhi (Balkh) with high lifted banners.

" The sixth of the good lands and countries which I, Ahura Mazda,

created was Horayu " (the basin of the Hari-Rud, i.e. the Herat Valley).

In Eastern lands, Balkh is always spoken of as the mother of cities,

and Merv is hardly less ancient.

Herat has been so often besieged by different conquerors in all

ages that it has become a place celebrated for its strength in eastern

countries. I will not here describe the various sieges it has stood, but

will just mention one of the most disastrous. In 1221 Herat Avas be-

sieged by Tiilui Khan, a son of Chengis Khan, with a Mongol army. As

the town surrendered almost without fighting, Tului contented himself

with putting to death 12,000 men who formed the garrison, and left in

the town a Mongol garrison. Tului Khan was censured by his father for

not having caused a complete destruction of all the inhabitants. Shortly

afterwards the Mongol troops, having sustained a defeat near Ghazni, the

population of Herat rebelled against the Mongols, and appointed one of

themselves as governor ; and a second Mongol army under Ilshidai Xoyan,

said to have consisted of 80,000 men, again besieged it. It was bravely

defended, but at the end of six months it was taken. The Mongols ceased

not to destroy for a whole week, and it is said more than a million people

perished, and Herat was utterly demolished. Even after the JMongols had

retired, they sent back a party who put to death any poor wretches who
had come out of their hiding-places, and, when they finally retired, fifteen

individuals alone remained alive of the teeming population that had

formerly inhabited Herat. These were joined by twenty -five others from

the neighbourhood, and these forty persons sustained life on dried human
flesh until the next harvest. There are remains of walls outside the

present town on one side ; these show how far the old town had extended.

The ruins are very curious, being so gigantic, and though of mud are very

hard indeed. Tradition says that Herat, Farah, and Tabl)as, on the

Persian border, were all built by the same person, and the plan of them is

similar, each being on an artificial mound. I have not seen Farah, but

Tabbas and Herat are very much alike in plan.

The present town is said to be the seventh occupying the same site.

The surface of the ground immediately outside the town, and beyond the

great ditch, is considei'ably lower than the surrounding country. The
earth over a large space has evidently been excavated for the purpose of

building fortifications, and also in part for raising the artificial mound
on which the town is built. This mound is raised some sixty feet above

the surrounding level. It is nearly square, but is rather more from east

to west than from north to south, each side of the town being a little less

than a mile. The city is divided into four quarters by two long central

streets, the chief one running from the ark or citadel to the Khandahar
gate, the other from the Kushk gate to the Irak gate. The course of these

streets, which are about sixteen feet wide, is filled up with shops, and
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these form the four great bazaars of Herat. The point where these streets

cross one another is called the Chahar Su, or " four streets ;
" and this is the

most important part of the bazaar, the best shops being placed near it.

The chief bazaars were in good order, and the shops mostly occupied and

open. The show of goods was, however, much inferior to that to be seen

in Mashad or any first-class Persian town. The population of Herat is

lar"-ely of the Pergian race and of the Shiah Mohammedan form of faith.

The number of people of true Afghan race, excepting the garrison, is not

considerable. The Chahar Aimak tribes, Avho form so large a proportion

of the population of the Herat district, are also represented in the town.

These are Sunni Mohammedan by faith, though non-Afghan by race. Ex-

cepting the soldiers of the garrison and the officials, I found very few

people could speak Pushtu or the Afghan language. Every one spoke

Persian.

The population of Herat in former days is said to have been 100,000,

and I think it not impossible that the present town, if densely inhabited,

might have contained that population, but at present, besides the strong-

Afghan garrison, I do not think there are more than 12,000 inhabitants.

The surrounding country, however, is full of thickly-peopled villages.

The whole of the Herat valley from Obeh to Kuhsan, or a distance of

probably 1 20 miles by a width of perhaps 1 2 miles, is cultivated like a

garden. Wherever water can be brought from the river by canals the

ground is irrigated, and produces two crops in the year. Everything

grows in wonderful profusion. Wheat and barley are produced in large

quantities, while fruits, such as peaches, apricots, grapes of many varieties,

plums of various sorts, mulberries, walnuts, and almonds, abound. The

grassy plains and down-like country to the northward of the mountain

range would afford pasturage for unlimited flocks of sheep. I myself did

not see the whole of the Herat valley, but in the sixty miles or so which

was visited by me I found the country cultivated like a garden, and I was

informed that the cultivation in the part I did not see was similar. The

fields of poppy grown for opium were at this period in blossom, and gave

a very bright appearance to the country. Much opium is produced at

Herat, and exported through Persia to China. This opium, though

inferior to the Indian drug, is far superior to what China produces.

The value of Herat to any one approaching Afghanistan from the north

has been repeatedly shown. The Herat valley is the only place in this

part of Central Asia where a large force could be fed, and any one holding

possession of this rich well-watered valley Avould have a dominating

influence in the affairs of both Afghanistan and Persia. The Russians are

making their Trans-Caspian railway from Mikhailofsk, via Askabad and

Merv, to Samarkand. This line, which will be finished, it is said, within

three years, has already been made beyond Askabad, and is being com-

pleted with considerable rapidity.

If a line of railway were made connecting Quetta with Herat it might

eventually be joined on to the Russian line near Panjdeh, and then the
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journey from England to India could be accomplished in live or six days.

The whole distance, if the direct line were followed, would be 3640

English miles, and this distance could be accomplished by trains running at

the rate of forty miles an hour in ninety-one hours, exclusive of stoppages.

There would be only two small breaks in the line of railway, one between

Dover and Calais, and the other between Petrofsk and Mikhailofsk. I

have crossed the Caspian myself from Petrofsk to Krasnovodsk, near

Mikhailofsk, in eighteen hours, but if such steamers were employed as

are used between Holyhead and Dublin the time could easily be reduced

to nine hours.

The line from Calais, through Europe, to the Caspian Sea, is almost

completed, and I have several times travelled by it as far as Vladikafkas.

The shortest line is through Brussels, Cologne, Berlin, "Warsaw, Kief,

Kharkoff, Taganrog, to Vladikafkas. The small portion remaining

unfinished, from Vladikafkas to Petrofsk on the Caspian Sea, is about to

1)6 completed l)y the Russian Government.

I would, however, at present only wish to bring forward the necessity

of a line of railroad being made to connect Quetta with Herat, leaving the

possibility of a junction with the Eussian line for further consideration.

The enormous quantity of petroleum found on both sides of the Caspian

has much simplified the question of fuel, petroleum being used as fuel in

the Caspian steamers, and also in the locomotives of the Trans-Caspian

railroad. One ton of petroleum is equal in steaming power to nearly three

tons of coal, and petroleum at Baku, on the Caspian Sea, can be procured

at present at about two-shillings-and-sixpence a ton. The discovery of

petroleum near Quetta is also of great advantage to us, if it be decided to

continue the Quetta railway to Herat. The physical difficulties to be

overcome are not great. The chief difficulty, I believe, consists in the

prejudices of the English and Afghan peoples, and I fear the prejudices on

the English side are the greatest. When a telegraph-line was first made
through Persia the Persians were very much averse to the idea, and con-

siderable pressure had to be brought to bear to overcome the prejudices

of the people ; but now there are telegraph-lines all over Persia, and they

are most popular. Russia will shortly have a line open to the Afghan

frontier at Panjdeh, and I believe nothing would so much conduce to a

friendly feeling between these two great countries, and also with the

Afghans, than that a line of railroad should link India to Herat. If this

line is not made, we shall stand in a very inferior position to Russia, not

only in Central Asia generally, but in Afghanistan itself ; and it is in the

interests of peace and civilisation that I wish the c^uestion of the railway

from Quetta to Herat to be considered. The Frontier question has been

to all intents and purposes definitely settled, and now our duty is to help

our ally, the Amir of Afghanistan, to strengthen and civilise his

kingdom.
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MOUNTAINS : THEIR ORIGIN, GROWTH, AND DECAY.

By Professor James Geikie, LL.D., F.R.S.

Vice-President, Scottish Geographical Society.

Mountains have long had a fascination for lovers of nature. Time was,

however, when most civilised folk looked upon them with feelings akin

to horror; and good people, indeed, have written books to show that

they are the cursed places of the earth—the ruin and desolation of their

gorges and defiles affording indubitable proof of the evils which befell the

world when man lapsed from his primitive state of innocence and purity.

All this has changed. It is the fashion now to offer a kind of worship to

mountains ; and every year their solitudes are invaded by devotees-

some, according to worthy Meg Dods, " rinning up hill and down dale,

knapping the chuckie-stanes to pieces wi' hammers, like sae mony road-

makers run daft—to see, as they say, how the warld was made "—others

trying to transfer some of the beauty around them to paper or canvas

—

3^et others, and these perhaps not the least wise, content, as old Sir

Thomas Browne has it, " to stare about with a gross rusticity," and

humbly thankful that they are beyond the reach of telegrams, and see

nothing to remind them of the fumum et opes strepitumque Romce. But if

the sentiment with which mountains are regarded has greatly changed,

so likewise have the views of scientific men as to their origin and history.

Years ago no one doubted that all mountains were simply the result of

titanic convulsions. The crust of the earth had been pushed up from
below, tossed into great billows, shivered and shattered—the mountains

corresponding to the crests of huge earth-waves, the valleys to the inter-

vening depressions, or to gaping fractures and dislocations. This view

of the origin of mountains has always appeared reasonable to those who
do not know Avhat is meant by geological structure, and in some cases

it is pretty near the truth. A true mountain-chain, like that of the

Alps, does indeed owe its origin to gigantic disturbances of the earth's

crust, and in such a region the larger features of the surface often corre-

spond more or less closely Avith the inclination of the underlying rocks.

But in many elevated tracts, composed of highly disturbed and convoluted

strata, no such coincidence of surface-features and underground structure

can be traced. The mountains do not correspond to great swellings of

the crust—the valleys neither lie in trough-shaped strata, nor do they

coincide with gaping fractures. Again, many considerable mountains are

built up of rocks which have not been convoluted at all, but occur in

approximately horizontal beds. Evidently, therefore, some force other

than subterranean action must be called upon to explain the origin of

many of the most striking surface-features of the land.

Every geologist admits—it is one of the truisms of his science—that

corrugations and plications are the result of subterranean action. Nor
does any one deny that when a true mountain-chain was first upheaved

VOL. II. K
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the greater undulations of the folded strata probably gave rise to similar

undulations at the surface. Some of the larger fractures and dislocations

might also have appeared at the surface and produced mural precipices.

So long a time, however, has elapsed since the elevation of even the

youngest mountain-chains of the globe that the sub-aerial agents of erosion

—rain, frost, rivers, glaciers, etc.—have been enabled greatly to modify

their primeval features. For these mountains, therefore, it is only par-

tially true that their present slopes coincide with those of the underlying

strata. Such being the case Avith so young a chain as the Alps, we need

not be surprised to meet with modifications on a still grander scale in

mountain-regions of much greater antiquity. In many such tracts the

primeval configuration due to subterranean action has been entirel}-

remodelled, so that hills now stand where deep hollows formerly existed,

while valleys frequently have replaced mountains. And this newer con-

figuration is the direct result of erosion, guided by the mineralogical

composition and structural peculiarities of the rocks.

It is difficult, or even impossible, for one Vho is ignorant of geological

structure to realise that the apparently insignificant agents of erosion have

played so important a role in the evolution of notable earth-features. It

may be well, therefore, to illustrate the matter by reference to one or two

regions where the geological structure is too simple to l)e misunderstood.

The first examples I shall give are from tracts of horizontal strata. Many
readers are doubtless aware of the fact that our rock-masses consist for

the most part of the more or less indurated and compacted sediments of

former rivers, lakes, and seas. Frequently those ancient Avater-formed

rocks have been very much altered, so as even sometimes to acquire a

crystalline character. But it is enough for us now to remember that the

crust of the globe, so far as that is accessible to observation, is built uj)

mostly of rocks which were originall}' accumulated as aqueous sediments.

Such being the case, it is obvious that our strata of sandstone, conglomerate,

shale, limestone, etc., must at first have been spread out in approximately

liorizontal or gently inclined sheets or layers. We judge so from what

we know of sediments which are accumulating at present. The wide

fiats of our river valleys, the broad plains that occupy the sites of silted-up

lakes, the extensive deltas of such rivers as the Nile and the Po, the

narrow and wide belts of low-lying land which within a recent period

have been gained from the sea, are all made up of various kinds of sedi-

ment arranged in approximately horizontal layers. Now, over wide

I'egions of the earth's surface the sedimentary strata still lie horizontally,

and we can often tell at what geological period they became converted

into dry land. Thus, for example, we know that the elevated plateau

through which the river Colorado flows is built up of a great series of

nearly horizontal beds of various sedimentary deposits, which reach a

thickness of many thousand feet. It is self-evident that the youngest

strata must be those which occur at the surface of the plateau, and they,

as we know, are of lacustrine origin and belong to the Tertiary period.
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Now, American geologists have shown that since that period several

thousands of feet of rock-materials have been removed from the surface of

that plateau—the thickness of rock so carried away amounting in some

reo-ions to nearly 10,000 feet. Yet all that prodigious erosion has been

efifected since early Tertiary times. Indeed, it can be proved that the

excavation of the Grand Canon of the Colorado, probably the most

remarkable river-trench in the world, has been accomplished since the

close of the Tertiary period, and is therefore a work of more recent date

than the last great upheaval of the Swiss Alps. The origin of the canon

is self-evident—it is a magnificent example of river-erosion, and the mere

statement of its dimensions gives one a forcible impression of the potency

of sub-aerial denudation. The river-cutting is about 300 miles long, 1

1

or 12 miles broad, and varies from 3000 to 6000 feet in depth.

Take another example of what denuding agents have done within a

recent geological period. The Faroe Islands, some twenty in number,

extend over an area measuring about 70 miles from south to north, and

nearly 50 miles from west to east. These islands are composed of volcanic

rocks—beds of basalt with intervening layers of fine fragmental materials,

and are obviously the relics of what formerly was one continuous plateau,

deeply trenched by valleys running in various directions. Subsequent

depression of the land introduced the sea to these valleys, and the plateau

Avas then converted into a group of islands, separated from each other by

narrow sounds and fiords. Were the great plateau through which the

Colorado flows to be partially submerged, it would reproduce on a larger

scale the general phenomena presented by this lonely island-group of the

North Atlantic. The flat-topped "buttes" and "mesas," and the

pyramidal mountains of the Colorado district would form islands com-

parable to those of the Faroes. Most of the latter attain a considerable

elevation above the sea—heights of 1700, 2000, 2500, and 2850 feet

being met with in several of the islands. Indeed, the average elevation

of the land in this northern archipelago can hardly be less than 900 feet.

The deep trench-like valleys are evidently only the upper reaches of

valleys which began to be excavated when the islands formed part and

parcel of one and the same plateau—the lower reaches being now occupied

by fiords and sounds. It is quite certain that all these valleys are the

work of erosion. One can trace the beds of basalt continuously across

the bottoms, and l)e quite sure that the valleys are not gaping cracks or

fractures. Now, as the strata are approximately horizontal, it is obvious

that the hollows of the surface have nothing whatever to do with undu-

lations produced by earth-movements. The sub-aerial erosion of the

islands has resulted in the development of massive flat-topped and

pyramidal mountains. These stand up as eminences simply because the

rock-material which once surrounded them has been gradually broken up

and carried away. Nothing can well be more impressive to the student

of physical geology than the aspect presented by these relics of an ancient

plateau (PL I, Fig. 1). Standing on some commanding elevation, such as
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Nakkin in Suderoe, one sees rising before him great truncated pyramids

—built up of horizontal beds of basalt rising tier above tier—the moun-

tains being separated from each other by wide and profound hollows,

across which the basalt-beds were once continuous. Owing to the

parallel and undisturbed position of the strata, it is not hard to form an

estimate of the amount of material which has been removed during the

gradual excavation of the valleys. In order to do so we have simply to

measure the ^ddth, depth, and length of the valleys. Thus in Suderoe,

which is 19 miles long and 6 miles broad, the bottoms of the valleys are

1000 feet at least below the tops of the mountains, and some of the

hollows in question are a mile in width. Now, the amount of rock worn

away from this one little island by sub-aerial erosion cannot be less than

that of a mass measuring 10 miles in length l)y 6 miles in l)readth, and

^00 feet in thickness. And yet the Faroe Islands are composed of rocks

which had no existence when the soft clays, etc., of the London Basin

were being accumulated. All the erosion referred to has taken place

since the great upheaval of the Eocene strata of the Swiss Alps.

But if the evidence of erosion be so conspicuous in regions composed

of horizontal strata, it is not less so in countries where the rocks are in-

clined at various angles to the horizon. Indeed, the very fact that inclined

strata crop out at the surface is sufficient evidence of erosion. For it is

obvious that these outcrops are merely the truncated ends of beds which

must formerly have had a wider extension. But while the effects pro-

duced by the erosion of horizontal strata are readily perceived by the

least-informed observer, it requires some ' knowledge of geological struc-

ture to appreciate the denudation of curved or undulating strata. And
yet there is really no mystery in the matter. All we have to do is by

careful observation to ascertain the mode of arrangement of the rocks

—

this accomplished, we have no difficulty in estimating the minimum
erosion which any set of strata may have experienced. An illustration

may serve to make this plain. Here, for example, is a section across a

region of undulating strata (Fig. 2). Let the line A B represent the sur-

face of the ground, and C Dhe any datum line—say, the sea-level. An
oljserver at A, who should walk in the direction of B, would cross succes-

sively eight outcrops of coal ; and, were he incapable of reading the

geological structure of the ground, he might imagine that he had come

upon eight separate coal-seams. A glance at the section, however, shows

that in reality he had met with only two coals, and that the deceptive

appearances, which might 1)e misread by an incautious observer, are simply

the result of denudation. In this case the tops of a series of curved or

arched beds have been removed (as at E), and, by protracting the lines of

tlie truncated beds until they meet, we can estimate the minimum amount
of erosion they have sustained. Thus, if the strata between o and^? be

300 feet thick, it is self-evident that a somewhat greater thickness of rock

must have been removed from the top of the anticlinal arch or " saddle-

back " at E.
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Again, let i;s draw a section across strata which have been fractured

and dislocated, and we shall see how such fractures likewise enable us to

estimate the minimum amount of erosion which certain regions have

experienced. In Fig. 3 we have a series of strata containing a bed of

limestone L, and a coal-seam a. The present surface of the ground is

represented by the line A B. At F the strata are traversed by a fault or

dislocation—the beds being thrown down for say 500 feet on the low side

of the fault—so that the coal at ii^ occurs now at a depth of 500 feet below

its continuation at ci^. At the surface of the ground there is no inequality

of level—the beds overlying the coal [cir) having been removed by denu-

dation. Were the missing rocks to be replaced, they Avould occupy the

space contained within the dotted lines above the present surface A B.

Such dislocations are of common occurrence in our coal-fields, and it is not

often that they give rise to any features at the surface. We may thus

traverse many level or gently-undulating tracts, and be quite unconscious

of the fact that geologically we have frequently leaped up or dropped

down for hundreds of feet in a single step. Nay, some Scottish streams

and rivers flow across dislocations by which the strata have been shifted

up or down for thousands of feet, and in some places one can have the

satisfaction of sitting upon rocks which are geologically 3000 yards below

or above those on which he rests his feet. In other words, thousands of

feet of strata have been removed by denudation from the high sides of

faults. These, as I have said, often give rise to no feature at the surface

;

but, occasionally, when "soft" rocks have been shifted by dislocations,

and brought against " hard " rocks, the latter, by better resisting denuda-

tion than the former, cause a more or less well-marked feature at the sur-

face, and thus betray the presence of a fault to the geologist. The pheno-

mena presented by faults, therefore, are just as eloquent of denudation as

is the truncated appearance of our strata ; and it is only after we have

carefully examined the present extension and mutual relations of our rock-

masses, their varied inclination, and the size of the dislocations by which

they are traversed, that we can properly appreciate the degree of erosion

which they have sustained. Before we are entitled to express any opinion

as to the origin of the surface-features of a country, we must first know

its geological structure. Until we have attained such knowledge, all our

views as to the origin of mountains are of less value than the paper they

are written upon.

I have spoken of the evidence of denudation Avhich we find in our

truncated and dislocated rock-masses ; there is yet another line of evidence

which I may very shortly point out. As every one knows, there exist in

this and many other countries enormous masses of igneous rocks, which

have certainly been extruded from below. Now, some of these rocks, such

as granite, belong to what is called the phitonic class of rocks ; they are

of deep-seated origin—that is to say, they never were erupted at the sur-

face, but cooled and consolidated at great depths in the earth's crust. I

need not go into any detail to show that this is the case—it is a conclusion
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based upon incontrovertible facts, and accepted by every practical geolo-

gist. When, therefore, we encounter at the actual surface of the earth

great mountain-masses of granite, we know that in such regions enormous

denudation has taken place. The granite appears at the surface simply

because the thick rock-masses under which it solidified have been gradually

removed by erosion.

The facts which I have now briefly passed in review must convince us

that erosion is one of the most potent factors with which the geologist has

to deal. We have seen what it has been able to effect in certain tracts

composed of strata which date back to a recent geological period, such as

the plateau of the Colorado and the pyramidal mountains of the Faroe

Islands. If in regions built up of strata so young as the rocks of those

tracts the amount of erosion be so great, we may well expect to meet with

evidence of much more extensive denudation in regions which have been

subjected for enormously longer periods to the action of the eroding

agents.

The study of geological structure, or the architecture of the earth's

crust, has enabled us to grouj) all mountains under these three principal

heads :

—

1. Mountains of Accumulation.

2. Mountains of Elevation.

3. Mountains of Circumdenudation.

1. Mountains of Accumulation.—Volcanoes may be taken as the

type of this class of mountains. These are, of course, formed by the

accumulation of igneous materials around the focus or foci of eruption,

and their mode of origin is so generally understood, and, indeed, so obvi-

ous, that I need do no more than mention them. Of course, they are all

subject to erosion, and many long-extinct volcanoes are highly denuded.

Some very ancient ones, as those of our own country, have been so

demolished that frequently all that remains are the now plugged-up pipes

or flues through which the heated materials found a passage to the surface

—all those materials, consisting of lavas and a.shes, having in many cases

entirely disappeared. In former times volcanic eruptions often took place

along the line of an extensive fissure—the lava, instead of being extruded

at one or more points, welled-up and overfloAved along the whole length of

the fissure, so as to flood the surrounding regions. And this happening

again and again, vast plateaux of igneous rock came to be built up, such

as those of the Rocky Mountains, Iceland, the Faroes, Antrim and Mull,

Abyssinia and the Deccan. These are called plateaux of accumidation

(see Fig, 1), and all of them are more or less highly denuded, so that in

many cases the plateaux have quite a mountainous appearance. Of course,

plateaux of accumulation are not always formed of igneous rocks. Any
area of approximately horizontal strata of aqueous origin, were it to be

elevated to a height of a thousand feet or more above the sea, would come
under this class of plateau—the plateau of the Colorado being a good
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example. Although that plateau is of recent origin, yet its surface, as we

have seen, has been profoundly modified by superficial erosion ; and this

is true to a much greater extent of plateaux which have been much longer

exposed to denudation. It is obvious that even mountains and plateaux

of accumulation often owe many of their present features to the action

of the surface agents of change.

2. Mountains of Elevation.—We have seen that the strata which

enter most largely into the composition of the earth's crust, so far as that

is open to observation, consist of rocks which must originally have been

disposed in horizontal or approximately horizontal layers. But, as every

one knows, the stratified rocks are not always horizontally arranged. In

Scotland they rarely are so. On the contrary, they are inclined at all

angles from the horizon, and not infrequently they even stand on end.

Moreover, they are often traversed by dislocations, large and small. No
one doubts that these tilted and disturbed rocks are evidence of wide-

spread earth-movements. And it has been long known to geologists that

such movements have happened again and again in this and many other

countries where similar disturbed strata occur. Some of these move-

ments, resulting in the upheaval of enormous mountain masses, have taken

place within comparatively recent geological times. Others again date

back to periods inconceivably remote. The Pyrenees, the Alps, the Cau-

casus, the Himalaya, which foi'm the back-bone of Eurasia, are among the

3'oungest mountains of the globe. The Highlands of Scotland and Scan-

dinavia are immeasurably more ancient ; they are, in point of fact, the

oldest high grounds in Europe, nor are there any mountain masses else-

where which can be shown to be older. But while the Alps and other

recent mountains of elevation still retain much of their original configura-

tion, not a vestige of the primeval configuration of our own Highlands

has been preserved ; their present surface-features have no direct connec-

tion with those which must have distinguished them in late Silurian times.

Our existing mountains are not, like those of the Alps, mountains of

elevation.

The structure of a true mountain-chain is frequently very complicated,

but the general phenomena can be readily expressed in a simple diagram.

Let Fig. 5 be a section taken across a mountain-chain, i.e. at right angles

to its trend or direction. The dominant point of the chain is shown at B,

while A and C represent the low grounds. Now, an observer at A, ad-

vancing towards B, would note that the strata, at first horizontal, would

gradually become undulating as he proceeded on his way—the undula-

tions getting always more and more pronounced. He would observe,

moreover, that the undulations, at first symmetrical, as at a, would become

less so as he advanced—one limb of an arch or anticline, as it is termed,

being inclined at a greater angle than the other, as at b. Approaching

still nearer to B, the arches or anticlines would be seen eventually to bend

OA-er ui)on each other, so as to produce a general dip or inclination of the
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Strata towards the central axis of the chain. Crossing that axis (B), and

walking in the direction of the low grounds (C), the observer would again

encounter the same structural arrangement, but of course in reverse order.

Thus, in its simplest expression, a true mountain-chain consists of strata

arranged in a series of parallel undulations—the greater mountain ridges

and intervening hollows corresponding more or less closely to the larger

undulations and folds of the strata. Now, could these plicated strata be

pulled out, could the folds and reduplications be smoothed away, so as to

cause the strata to assume their original horizontal position, it is obvious

that the rocks would occupy a greater superficial area. We see, then, that

such a mountain-chain must owe its origin to a j^rocess of tangential or

lateral thrusting and crushing. The originally horizontal strata have

been squeezed laterally, and have yielded to the force acting upon them

by folding and doubling up. It seems most probable that the larger con-

tortions and foldings which are visible in all true mountain-chains, owe

their origin to the sinking down of the earth's crust upon the cooling and

contracting nucleus. During such depressions of the crust the strata are

necessarily subjected to enormous lateral compression ; they are forced to

occupy less space at the surface, and this they can only do by folding and

doubling-back upon themselves. If the strata are equally imyielding

throughout a wide area, then general undulation may ensue ; but should

they yield unequally, then folding and contortion will take place along one

or more lines of weakness. In other words, the pressure will be relieved

by the formation of true mountain-chains. Thus, paradoxical as it may
seem, the loftiest mountains of the globe bear witness to profound depres-

sion or subsidence of the crust. The Andes, for example, appear to owe
their origin to the sinking down of the earth's crust iinder the Pacific

;

and so in like manner the Alps would seem to have been ridged up

by depression of the crust in the area of the ]\Iediterranean. Mountain-

chains, therefore, are true wrinkles in the crust of the earth ; they are

lines of weakness along which the strata have yielded to enormous lateral

pressure.

A glance at the geological structure of the Alps and the Jura shows us

that these mountains are a typical example of such a chain ; they are

mountains of elevation. In the Jura the mountains form a series of long

parallel ridges separated by intervening hollows ; and the form or shape

of the ground coincides in a striking manner with the foldings of the

strata. In these mountains we see a succession of symmetrical flexures,

the beds dipping in opposite directions at the same angle from the axis of

each individual anticline. There each mountain-ridge corresponds to an

anticline, and each valley to a si/ndine, or trough-shaped arrangement of

strata. But as we approach the Alps the flexures become less and less

symmetrical, until in the Alps themselves the most extraordinary convo-

lutions and intricate plications appear, the strata being often reversed or

turned completely upside down.

Although it is true that the slopes of this great mountain-chain not
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infrequently correspond more or less closely to the slope or inclination

of the underlying rocks, it must not be supposed that this correspondence

is often complete. Sometimes, indeed, we find that the mountains, so far

from coinciding with anticlines, are in reality built up of synclinal or

basin-shaped strata ; while in other cases deep and broad valleys run along

the lines of anticlinal axes (Fig. 6). All this speaks to enormous erosion.

A study of the geological structure of the Alps demonstrates that thou-

sands of feet of rock have been removed from those mountains since the

time of their elevation. A section drawn across any part of the chain

wotild show that the strata have been eroded to such an extent, and the

whole configuration so profoundly modified, that it is often difficult, or

even impossible, to tell what may have been the original form of the sur-

face when the chain was upheaved. And yet the Alps, it must be remem-

bered, are of comparatively recent age, some of their highly-confused

and contorted rocks consisting of marine strata which are of no greater

antiquity than the incoherent clays and sands of the London Tertiary basin.

Now, when we reflect upon the fact that, in the case of so young a moun-
tain-chain, the configuration due to undulations of the strata has been so

greatly modified, and even in many places obliterated, it is not hard to

believe that after sufficient time has elapsed—after the Alps have existed

for as long a period, say, as the mountains of middle Germany—every

mountain formed of anticlinal strata shall have disappeared, and those

synclines Avhich now coincide with valleys shall have developed into hills.

The reader who may have paid little or no attention to geological struc-

ture and its influence upon the form of the ground, will probably think

this a strange and extravagant statement
;
yet I hope to show presently

that it is supported by all that we know of regions of folded strata which

have been for long periods of time subjected to denudation.

3. Mountains of Circumdenudation.—In countries composed of

undulating and folded strata Avhich have been for long ages exposed to

the action of eroding agents, the ultimate form assumed by the ground is

directly dependent on the character of the rocks, and the mode of their

arrangement. The various rock-masses which occur in such a neighbour-

hood as Edinburgh, for example, diff'er considerably in their power of

resisting denudation. Hence the less readily eroded rocks have come in

time to form hills of less or greater prominence. Such is the case with

the Castle Rock, Corstorphine Hill, the Braids, the Pentlands, etc. These
hills oAve their existence, as such, to the fact that they are composed of

more enduring kinds of rock than the softer sandstones and shales hy which
they are surrounded, and underneath which they were formerly buried to

great depths. Some hills, again, which are for the most part built up of

rocks having the same character as the strata that occur in the adjacent

low grounds, stand up as prominences simply because they have been pre-

served by overlying caps or coverings of harder rocks—rocks which have
ofl"ered a stronger resistance to the action of the denuding agents. The
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Lomond Hills are good examples. Those hills consist chiefly of sandstones

which have been preserved from demolition by an overlying sheet of

basalt-rock.

But the mode in which rocks a.re arranged is a not less important factor

in determining the shape which the ground assumes under the action of

the agents of erosion. Thus, as we have already seen, flat-topped, pyra-

midal mountains, and more or less steep-sided or trench-like valleys are

characteristic features in regions of horizontal strata. When strata dip or

incline in one general direction, then we have a succession of escarpments

and dip-slopes, corresponding to the outcrops of harder or less-readily

eroded beds, and separated from each other liy long valleys, hollows, or

undulating plains, which have the same trend as the escarpments (Fig. 7).

This kind of configuration is well exemplified over a large part of England.

The general dip or inclination of the Mesozoic or Secondary strata through-

out that country, between the shores of the North Sea and the English

Channel, is easterly and south-easterly—so that the outcrops of the more

durable strata form well-defined escarpments that face the west and north-

Avest, and can be followed almost continuously from north to south.

Passing from the Malvern Hills in a south-easterly direction, we traverse

two great escarpments—the first coinciding with the outcrop of the

Oolite, and forming the CotsAvold Hills ; and the second corresponding to

the outcrop of the Chalk, and forming the Chiltern Hills. The plains and

low undulating tracts that separate these escarpments mark the outcrops

of more yielding strata—the low grounds that intervene between the Cots-

wolds and the Malvern Hills being composed of Liassic and Triassic clays

and sandstones. In Scotland similar escarpments occur, but owing to

sudden changes of the dip, and various interruptions of the strata, the Scot-

tish escarpments are not so continuous as those of the sister-countr}-.

Many of the belts of hilly ground in the Scottish Lowlands, however,

exemplify the phenomena of escarpment and dip-slope. Thus, the SidlaAvs

in Forfarshire consist of a series of hard igneous rocks and interbedded

sandstones and flags—the outcrops of which form a succession of escarp-

ments with intervening hollows. The same appearances recur again and
again all over the Lowlands. Wherever, indeed, any considerable bed of

hard rock occurs in a series of less enduring .strata—the outcrop of the

harder rock invariably forms a well-marked feature or escarpment. As
examples I may refer to Salisbury Crags, Craiglockhart Hill, Dalmaho}'

Crags, the Bathgate Hills, King Alexander's Crag, etc. All these are

conspicuous examples of the work of denudation—for it can be demon-

strated that each of these rock-masses was at one time deeply buried under

sandstones and shales, and they now crop out at the surface, and form

prominent features simply because the beds which formerly coA'ered and

surrounded them have been gradually removed.

From what has now been said it Avill be readily understood that in

regions composed of strata the inclination or dip of which is not constant

but continually changing in direction, the siirface-features must be more
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or less irreo'ular. If the strata dip east the outcrops of the harder beds

will form escarpments facing the west, and the direction of the escarj)-

ments will obviously change with the direction of the dip. Undulating

strata of variable composition will, in short, give rise to an vmdulating

surface, but the superficial undulations will not coincide with those of the

strata. On the contrary, in regions consisting of undulating strata of

diverse consistency the hills generally correspond with synclinal troughs

or, in other words, trough-shaped strata tend to form hills ; wdiile, on

the other hand, arch-shaped or anticlinal strata most usually give rise to

hollows (see Fig. 2). This remarkable fact is one of the first to arrest the

attention of every student of physical geology, and its explanation is

simple enough. An anticlinal arrangement of strata is a weak structure

—it readily succumbs to the attacks of the denuding agents ; a synclinal

arrangement, on the contrary, is a strong structure, which is much less

readily broken up. Hence it is that in all regions Avhich have been

exposed for prolonged periods to sub-aerial denudation synclinal strata

naturally come to form hills, and anticlinal strata valleys or low grounds.

In the case of a mountain-chain so recently elevated as that of the Alps,

the mountain-ridges, as we have seen, often coincide roughly with the

greater folds of the strata. Such anticlinal mountains are weakly built,

and consequently rock-falls and landslips are of common occurrence

among them—far more common, and on a much larger scale, than among

the immeasurably older mountains of Scandinavia and Scotland. The

valleys of the Pyrenees, the Alps, and the Apennines, are cumbered with

enormous chaotic heaps of fallen rock-masses. From time to time peaks

and whole mountain-sides give w^ay, and slide into the valleys, burying

hamlets and villages, and covering wide tracts of cultivated land.

Hundreds of such disastrous rock-falls have occurred in the Alps within

historical ages, and must continue to take place until every weakly-formed

mountain has been demolished. The hills and mountains of Scotland

have long since passed through this phase of unstal>le equilibrium. After

countless ages of erosion our higher grounds have acquired a configuration

essentially different from that of a true mountain-chain. Enormous

landslips like that of the Eossberg are here impossible, for all such

weakly constructed mountains have disappeared.

A little consideration will serve to show how such modifications and

changes have come about. When strata are crumpled up they naturallj-

crack across, for they are not elastic. During the great movements which

have originated all mountains of elevation, it is evident that the strata

forming the actual surface of the ground would often be greatly fissured

and shattered along the crests of the sharper anticlinal ridges. In the

synclinal troughs, however, although much Assuring would take place,

yet the strata would be compelled by the pressure to keep together.

Now, when we study the structure of such a region as the Alps, Ave find

that the tops of the anticlines have almost invariably been removed, so

as to expose the truncated ends of the strata—the ruptured and shattered
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rock-masses having in the course of time been carried away by the

agents of erosion. Such mountains are pre-eminently weak structures.

Let us suppose that the mountains represented in the diagram (Fig. 8)

consist of a succession of strata, some of which are more or less permeable

by water, while others are practically impermeable. It is obvious that

water soaking down from the surface will find its way through the porous

strata (p), and come out on the slopes of the mountains along the joints

and cracks (c) by which all strata are traversed. Under the influence of

such springs and the action of frost, the rock at the surface will eventually

be broken up, and ever and anon larger and smaller portions will slide

downwards over the surface of the underlying impermeable stratum.

The undermining action of rivers will greatly intensify this disintegi^ating

and disrupting process. As the river deepens and widens its valley (t'),

it is apparent that in doing so it must truncate the strata that are inclined

towards it. The beds will then crop out upon the slopes of the valley

(as at h, b), and so the conditions most favourable for a landslip will arise.

Underground water, percolating through the porous beds (^j), and over

the surface of the underlying impermeable beds (i, i, i), must eventually

bring about a collapse. The rocks forming the surface-slopes of the

mountain will from time to time give and slide into the valley, or

the whole thickness of the truncated strata may break away and rush

downwards • and this process must continue so long as any portion of

the anticlinal arch remains above the level of the adjacent synclinal troughs.

Thus it will be seen that an anticlinal arch is a weak structure—

a

mountain so constructed falls a ready prey to the denuding agents ; and

hence in regions which have been exposed to denudation for as long a

period as the Scottish or Scandinavian uplands, a mountain formed of

anticlinally arranged strata is of very exceptional occurrence. And when
it does api^ear, it is only because the rocks of which it is composed happen

to be of a more enduring character than those of the adjacent tracts. The
Ochil Hills exemplify this point. These hills consist of a great series of

hard igneous rocks, Avhich are arranged in the form of a depressed anti-

clinal arch—the low grounds lying to the north and south being composed

chiefly of sandstones and shales. Here it is owing to the more enduring

character of the igneous rocks that the anticlinal arch has not been

entirely removed. We know, however, that these igneous rocks were

formerly buried under a great thickness of strata, and that their present

appearance at the surface is simply the result of denudation.

If an anticlinal arch be a weak structure, a synclinal arrangement of

strata is just the opposite. In the case of the former each bed has a

tendency to slip or slide away from the axis, while in a syncline it is just

the reverse—the strata being inclined towards and not away from the

axis. Underground water, springs, and frost are enabled to play havoc

with anticlinal strata, for the structure is entirely in their favour. But
in synclinal beds the action of these powerful agents is opposed by the

structure of the rocks—and great rock-falls and landslips cannot take

f
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place. Synclinal strata therefore endure, while anticlinal strata are

worn more readily away. Even in a true mountain-range so young as

the Alps, denudation has already demolished many weakly-built anti-

clinal mountains, and opened up valleys along their axes ; while, on the

other hand, synclinal troughs have been converted into mountains. And
if this be true of the Alps, it is still more so of much older mountain

regions, in which the original contours due to convolutions of the strata

have entirely disappeared (see Fig. 9).

The mountains of such regions, having been carved out and modelled

by denuding agents, are rightly termed mountains of cirmmidenudafion, for

they are just as much the work of erosion as the flat-topped and pyramidal

mountains which have been carved out of horizontal strata. The Scottish

Highlands aff'ord us an admirable example of a mountainous region of

undulating and often highly-flexed strata, in which the present surface-

features are the result of long-continued erosion. As already remarked,

this region is one of the oldest land-surfaces in the world. In comparison

with it, the Pyrenees, the Alps, and the Himalayas are creations of

3'esterday. The original surface or configuration assumed by the rocks

composing our Highland area at the time Avhen these were first crushed

and folded into anticlines and synclines had already been demolished at a

period inconceivably more remote than the latest grand upheaval of the

Alps. Even before the commencement of Old Red Sandstone times, our

Archaean, Cambrian, and Silurian rocks had been planed down for

thousands of feet, so that the bottom beds of the Old Eed Sandstone

were deposited upon a gently undulating surface, which cuts across

anticlines and synclines alike. In late Silurian and early Ijost-Sihirian

times the North-west Highlands probabl}' existed as a true mountain-

chain, consisting of a series of parallel ranges formed by the folding and

reduplication of the strata. The recent observations of my friends,

Messrs. Peach and Home, in Sutherland, have brought to light the

evidence of gigantic earth-movements, by which enormous masses of

strata have been convoluted and pushed for miles out of place. We see

in that region part of a dissected mountain-chain. The mountain-masses

which are there exposed to view are the basal or lower portions of

enormous sheets of disrupted rock, the upper parts of which have been

removed by denudation. In a word, the mountains of Sutherland are

mountains of circumdenudation—they have been carved out of elevated

masses by the long-continued action of erosion. To prove this, one has

only to draw an accurate section across the North-west Highlands, when
it becomes apparent that the form or shape of the ground does not corre-

spond or coincide with the convolutions of the strata, and that a thick-

ness of thousands of feet of rock have been denuded away since those

strata were folded and fractured. All over the Highlands we meet with
similar evidence of enormous denudation. The great masses of granite

which appear at the surface in many places are eloquent of the result pro-

duced by erosion continued for immeasurable periods of time. Ever}'
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geologist knows that granite is a rock which could only have been formed

and consolidated at great depths. When, therefore, such a rock occurs at

the surface, it is evidence beyond all doubt of prodigious erosion. The

granite has been laid bare by the removal of the thick rock-masses, under-

neath which it cooled and consolidated.

A glance at any map of Scotland Avill show that many river valleys,

and not a few lakes, of the Highlands have a north-east and south-west

trend. This trend corresponds to what geologists call the strlh of the

strata. The rocks of the Highlands have been compressed into a series

of folds or anticlines and synclines, which have the direction just stated

—

namely, north-east and south-west. A careless oliserver might therefore

rashly conclude that these surface-features resembled those of the Jura

—

in other words, that the long parallel hollows were synclinal troughs, and

that the intervening ridges and high grounds were anticlinal arches o)'

saddle-backs. Nothing could be further from the truth. A geological

examination of the ground would show that the features in question were

everywhere the result of denudation, guided by the petrological character

and geological structure of the rocks. Several of the most marked

hollows run along the backs of anticlinal axes, while some of the most

conspicuous mountains are built up of synclinal or saucer-shaped strata.

Ben Lawers, and the depression occupied by Loch Tay, are excellent

examples ; and since that district has recently been mapped in detail by

Mr. J. Grant Wilson, of the Geological Sur^'ey, I shall give a section

(Fig. 10) to show the relation between the form of the ground and the

geological structure of the rocks. This section speaks for itself. Here

evidently is a case Avhere "vallej-s have been exalted and mountains made

low." A well-marked syncline, it will be observed, passes through Ben

Lawers, while Loch Tay occupies a depression scooped out of an equally

well-defined anticline—a structure Avhich is just the opposite of that which

we should expect to find in a true mountain chain. It Avill be also noted

that Glen-Lyon coincides neither with a syncline nor a fault ; it has been

eroded along the outcrops of the strata. Many of the north-east and south-

west hollows of the Highlands indeed run along the base of what are really

great escarpments—a feature which, as we have seen, is constantly met

with in every region where the strata " strike " more or less steadily in one

direction. In the Highlands the strata are most frequently inclined at

considerable angles, so that the escarpments succeed each other more

rapidly than would be the case if the strata were less steeply inclined. In

no case does any north-east and south-west hollow coincide with a struc-

tural cavity. Loch Awe has been cited as an example of a superficial

depression formed by the inward dip of the strata on either side. But as

was shown many years ago by my brother, Dr. A. Geikie,^ this lake winds

across the strike of the strata. Moreover, if it owed its existence to a great

synclinal fold, why, he asks, does it not run along the same line as far as

Trans. Edin. Ueol. Soc, vol. ii. \k 267.
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the same stnicture continues 1 It does not do so : it is not continuous

with the synclinal fold, while vertical strata appear in the middle of the

lake, where, as my brother remarks, they have clearly no business to be if

the sides of the lake are formed by the inward dip of the schists.

The Great Glen, as I mentioned in a former number of this Maf/az'nie,

coincides with a fracture or dislocation—a line of weakness along which

the denuding agents had worked for many ages before the beginning of

Old Ked Sandstone times ; and it is possible that smaller dislocations may
yet be detected in other valleys. But in each and every case the valleys

as we now see them are valleys of erosion ; in each and every case the

mountains are mountains of circumdenudation ; they project as eminences

because the rock-masses which formerly surrounded them have been gra-

dually removed. We have only to protract the outcrops of the denuded
strata—to restore their continuations—to form some faint idea of the

enormous masses of rock which have been carried away from tlie surface

of the Highland area since the strata Avere folded and fractured. All

this erosion speaks to the lapse of long ages. The mountains of eleva-

tion which doubtless at one time existed within the Highland area had
already, as we have seen, suffered extreme erosion before the beginning

of Old Red Sandstone times, much of the area having been converted into an

undulating plateau or plain, which, becoming submerged in part, was gradu-

ally overspread by the sedimentary deposits of the succeeding Old Red
Sandstone period. Those sediments were doubtless derived in large measure

from the denudation of the older rocks of the Highlands, and since they

attain a thickness in places of 20,000 feet, and cover many square miles,

they help us to realise in some measure the vast erosion which the High-

land area had sustained before the commencement of the Carboniferous

period. Nor must we forget that the Old Red Sandstone formation which
borders the Highlands has itself experienced excessive denudation, for it

formerly had a much greater extension, and doubtless at one time over-

spread large tracts of the Highlands. Again, we have to remember that

during the Carboniferous and Permian periods, and the later Mesozoic and

Cainozoic eras, the Highlands probably remained more or less continuously

in the condition of land. Bearing this in mind, we need not be surprised

that not a vestige of the primeval configuration brought about by the great

earth-movements of late Silurian times has been preserved. Indeed, had
the Highland area, after the disappearance of the Old Red Sandstone

inland seas, remained undisturbed by any movement of elevation or de-

pression, it must long ago have been reduced by sub-aerial erosion to the

condition of a low-lying undulating plain. But elevation en masse from
time to time took place, and so running water and its numerous allies

have been enabled to carry on the work of denudation.

Thus in the geological history of the Scottish Highlands we may
trace the successive phases through which many other elevated tracts

have passed. The Scandinavian plateau, and many of the mountains of
middle Germany—such, for example, as the Harz, the Erzgebirge, the
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Thiiringerwald, etc.—show by their structure that they have undergone

similar changes. First we have an epoch of mountain-elevation, when the

strata are squeezed and crushed laterally, fractured and shattered—^the

result being the production of a series of more or less parallel anticlines

and synclines, or, in other words, a true mountain-chain. Next we have

a prolonged period of erosion, during which running water flows through

synclinal troughs, works along the backs of broken and shattered anti-

clines, and makes its way by joints, gaping cracks, and dislocations, to

the low grounds. As time goes on, the varying character of the rocks

and the mode of their arrangement begin to tell : the weaker structures

are broken up ; rockfalls and landslips ever and anon take place ; anti-

clinal ridges are gradually demolished, while synclines tend to endure, and

thus o-row, as it were, into hills, by the gradual removal of the more

weakly constructed rock-masses that surround them. Valleys continue to

he deepened and widened, while the intervening mountains, eaten into by

the rivers and their countless feedei's, and shattered and pulverised by

springs and frosts, are gradually narroAved, interrupted, and reduced, until

eventually what was formerly a great mountain-chain becomes converted

into a low-lying undulating plain. Should the region now experience a

movement of depression, and sink under the sea, new sedimentary deposits

will o-ather over its surface to a depth, it may be, of many hundreds, or

even thousands, of feet. Should this sunken area be once more elevated

en masse—pushed up bodily until it attains a height of several thousand

feet it will then form a plateau, composed of a series of horizontal strata

restino- upon the contorted and convoluted rocks of the ancient denuded

mountain-chain. The surface of the plateau will now be traversed b}"

streams and rivers, and in course of time it must become deeply cleft and

furrowed, the ground betAveen the various valleys rising into mountain-

masses. Should the land remain stationary, its former fate shall again

overtake it ; it will inevitably be degraded and worn down by the sub-

aerial acents of erosion, until once more it assumes the character of a low-

lying undulating plain.

Through such phases our Highlands have certainly passed. At a very

early epoch the Archaean rocks of the north-west were ridged up into

oreat mountain-masses, but before the beginning of the Cambrian period

Avide areas of those highly-contorted rocks had already been planed across,

so that when subsidence ensued the Cambrian sandstones were deposited

upon a gently undulating surface of highly convoluted strata. Another

great epoch of mountain-making took place after Lower Silurian times,

and true mountain-ranges once more appeared in the Highland area. We
cannot tell how high those mountains may have been, but they might well

have rivalled the Alps. After their elevation a prolonged period of

erosion ensued, and the lofty mountain-land was reduced in large measure

to the condition of a plain, wide areas of which were subsequently over-

flowed by the inland seas of Old Red Sandstone times—so that the

sediments of those seas or lakes now rest Avith a violent unconformity on
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the upturned and denuded edges of the folded and contorted Silurian

strata. At a later geological period the whole Highland area was elevated

en masse, forming an undulating plateau, traversed by countless streams

and rivers, some of which flowed in hollows that had existed before the

beginning of Old Red Sandstone times. Since that epoch of elevation

the Highland area, although subject to occasional oscillations of level,

would appear to have remained more or less continuously in the condition

of dry land. The result is, that the ancient plateau of erosion has been

deeply incised—the denuding agents have carved it into mountain and

glen—the forms and directions of which have been determined partly by

the original surface-slopes of the plateau, and partly by the petrological

character of the rocks and the geological structure of the ground.

Thus, in the evolution of the surface-features of the earth, the work-

ing of two great classes of geological agents is conspicuous—the subter-

ranean and the sub-aerial. The sinking down of the crust upon the

cooling nucleus would appear to have given rise to the great oceanic

depressions and continental ridges, just as the minor depressions within

our continental areas have originated many mountain-chains. In the

area undergoing depression the strata are subjected to intense lateral

pressure, to which they yield along certain lines by folding up. The

strata forming the Alps, which are 130 miles broad, originally occupied

a width of 200 miles ; and similar evidence of enormous compression is

conspicuous in the structure of all mountains of elevation. Great eleva-

tion, however, may take place with little or no disturbance of stratification :

wide continental areas have been slowly upheaved en masse, and sea-

bottoms and low-lying plains have in this way been converted into lofty

plateaux. Many of the most conspicuous features of the earth's surface,

therefore, are due directly to subterranean action. All those features,

however, become modified by denudation, and eventually the primeval

configuration may be entirely destroyed, and replaced by contours which

bear no direct relation to the form of the original surface. (See Fig. 9.)

In the newer mountain-chains of the globe the surface-features are still

largely those due directly to upheaval; so in some recently elevated

plateaux the ground has not yet been cut up and converted into irregular

mountain-masses. Many of the more ancient mountain-chains and ranges,

however, have been exposed so long to the abrading action of the denud-

ing agents that all trace of their original contour has vanished. And so

in like manner plateaux of great age have been so highly denuded, so cut

and carved by the tools of erosion, that their plateau character has become

obscured. They have been converted into undulating mountainous and

hilly regions. Everywhere throughout the world we read the same tale

of subsidence and accumulation, of upheaval and denudation. The ancient

sedimentary deposits, which form the major portion of our land-surfaces,

are the waste materials derived from the demolition of plains, plateaux, and

mountains of elevation. In some mountain-regions we read the evidence

of successive epochs of uplift, separated by long intervening periods of

VOL. II. L
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erosion, followed by depression and accumulation of newer sediments

over the denuded surface. Thus the Alps began to be elevated towards

the close of Palaeozoic times. Erosion followed, and subsequently the

land became depressed, and a vast succession of deposits accumulated

over its surface during the long-continued Mesozoic era into early

Cainozoic times. Again, a great upheaval ensued, and the Mesozoic and

Eocene strata were violently contorted and folded along the flanks of the

chain. Then succeeded another period of erosion and depression, which

was again interrupted by one or more extensive upheavals. Away from

those lines of weakness which we call mountain-chains, we constantly

encounter evidence of widespread movements of elevation, during which

broad areas of sea-bottom have been upheaved to the light of day, and

after suffering extensive denudation, have subsided, to be again overspread

with the spoils of adjacent lands, and then upheaved once more. And
such oscillations of level have occurred again and again. Looking back

through the long vista of the past, we see each continental area in a state

of flux—land alternating with sea, and sea with land—mountains and

plateaux appearing and disappearing—a constant succession of modifica-

tions, brought about by the antagonistic subterranean and sub-aerial

agents.

The hills are shadows, and they flow

From form to form, and nothing stands
;

They melt like mists, the solid lands,

Like clouds they shape themselves and go.

BAFFIN LAND.

B.AJTIN Land, the largest island of the Arctic-American Archipelago,

forms the chief land connection between the American continent and

Greenland, approaching the former to "within the very narrow limits of

Fury and Heckla Strait, and again in Hudson Strait. In both cases the

existence of small islands between the two shores facilitates communica-

tion between the Eskimo tribes who inhabit them. Although Baffin Land
closes the northern part of Hudson Bay, it unites its eastern and western

shores—the northern coasts of the Labrador and Melville peninsulas. In

its northern extremity it is only di\'ided from North Devon by a narrow

strip of water, easily crossed by boat or sledge; and from thence to

Ellesmere Land is only some 40 miles across Jones Sound,—so that Baffin

Land and the islands to the north of it may be looked upon as an almost

continuous bridge to Smith Sound and the High North. Baffin Land
itself extends between 61° 40' to 73° 43' N. lat., and from 60° to 90° W.
long. It is not as yet possible to estimate its area, as the unknown shores

on the Fox Channel must have a considerable extension, but it cannot be

less than 254,800 English square miles, which would make it about the

size of the island of Madagascar. From Cape Mercy, the southern point
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of the Cumberland peninsula, a narrow and high mountain range stretches

in a north-Avesterly direction as far as Lancaster Sound. In the west, hilly

country abuts on the mountains, gradually subsiding into extensive plains.

Independent of this mountain range, there is a plateau between Frobisher

Bay and Cumberland Sound, sinking gradually in the north-west. Further

south the high land forms the meta incognita,—the terra nivea of ancient

writers ; whilst a lower high land forms the western entrance to the Hudson

Straits and the sharp-turned, south-west corner of Baffin Land and Cape

King. Between them the land again sinks, and seems to reach its lowest

point in White Bear Sound.

In 188.3 Dr. Franz Boas left Germany for Baffin Land, in order to

explore the unknown coasts of the Fox Channel, and to visit the Eskimo

tribes in the western part of the island. He embarked, June 20, on board

the Germania, which had been chartered to bring home the staff of the

German Polar station, K'ingua (pronounced " Kringua," the K' being a

hard guttural), one of the International Polar stations in the northernmost

part of Cumberland Sound. The results of this journey have been given

by Dr. Boas in the last Ergdnzungsheft (No. 80), issued by Justus Perthes'

Geographical Establishment.

The Germania encountered no ice until she reached the neighbourhood

of Cape Mercy (the southern point of Cumberland peninsula), when she

got into a pack and remained a prisoner for forty-one days. A "lead" was

found on August 26 ; Warhams Island was made the same day ; and,

three days later, the harbour to the north of Miliaxdjuin,^ where there is

a Scottish and an American whaling station. The state of the ice pro-

hibited the further passage of the Germania; but on September .5th Dr.

Boas started with a party of Eskimo for the German station at K'ingua,

distant about 70 miles north-north-west, which he reached safely and

rapidly ; and the return journey to the Germania was then accomplished

by his colleagues.

Dr. Boas was now able to carry on his investigations. Although his

own observations were confined to Cumberland Sound and Davis Straits,

he was able to gather a great deal of information from various sources

—

Scottish and American whalers and Eskimo—in regard to other parts of

the coast line. At the outset of his expose, dealing with the geography of

Baffin Land and its vicinity. Dr. Boas alludes to the conjecture that

Grinnell Land and Ellesmere Land are divided by a strait. He says

(page 41):—"The Eskimo of Ita assert that Hayes Sound is a strait

leading into the Western Ocean, and that the land bordering on the waters

of Smith Sound in the west separates into two parts Ellesmere Land
and Grinnell Land. I can scarcely believe that these assertions on the

part of the natives are open to doubt. The English expedition under

Nares believed that, from the ebb and flow at the entrance, it was to be in-

^ The letters /i" and x employed in the Eskimo names indicate a haixl guttnral, pro-

nounced almost as Kr.
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ferred that the sound (Hayes Sound) was closed. Greely's discoveries, on

the other hand, give it a considerably greater extension towards the west,

and are, rather, in favour of the view that the sound is really a strait."

A glance at the map issued with the December number of the

Magazine will make this clear. Hayes Sound, only the southern and

western shores of which were explored by Lieutenant Greely's expedition

(marked on the map by a darker colouring), shows an opening to the west

;

and, again, on the Greely Fiord there is another so-called fiord in the

south-west, leading in the direction of Hayes Sound, which, as far as it

was explored, was still open water. There is therefore very good evidence

to show that Smith Sound is connected Avith the " western " Ocean by a

strait. Ellesmere Land, the western shores of which have only been ex-

plored as far as Cape Lockwood in the north and Cape Eden in the south,

would thus prove to be an island, whatever extension it may have west-

wards ; and the same may be said of Grinnell, and Grant Land, the whole

coast line of which is known, except perhaps the Garfield Coast from

Cape Alfred Ernest southwards to the Greely Fiord.

The discoveries of the Greely—or, more correctly, the United States

Arctic—Expedition on the west coast of Grinnell Land are extremely

valuable and important, as the configuration of the west coast of this

large island offers a wide field for speculation. The exploration of

the north coast by Lieutenant Aldrich, of Sir George Nares' expedi-

tion, indicated the improbability of any great extension of the land west-

wards. The discover}' of the west coast at so short a distance by

Lieutenant Lockwood was, however, quite unexpected.

Dr. Boas, from the information at his command, now supplies us with

some general descriptions of the features of the coast line, which has so

long remained unexplored. By far the most accurate information Avas

obtained from an Eskimo woman Dr. Boas met near Cape Kater. This

woman had accompanied a party of Eskimo to North Devon, the native

name of which is Tudjan. Crossing Lancaster Sound, they came to a very

small island named Uglirn, and reached the opposite shore in two or three

days. They took four days to reach, overland by sledge, the northern coast

of North Devon, which they struck at a point where a long narrow penin-

sula, Nedling (not marked on the maps), stretches towards Ellesmere Land.

Nedling is separated from the island of North Devon hy a narrow race of

water only at high tide, which is sufficiently swift to keep the surrounding

water open throughout the winter. In the neighbourhood the ice is said

to disappear very rapidly in the spring, so that a large basin of open

water is formed, in which are found seals in enormous quantities. "West

of the peninsula of Nedling—which Dr. Boas estimates at 47 miles long,

in a north-westerly direction, and 3 to 4 miles broad—are numerous

islands, which bear the name of K'exertaxdjuin,—that is, islets ; but

to the east are none. On reaching Ellesmere Land the party came upon
a small settlement of Eskimo, with whom they remained for some time,

and hunted for seals. Further to the north-west is a large fiord, Kan-
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gertluxsiax, no great distance from the island of K'exertaxadlinang. The

Eskimo did not visit the northern part of this fiord, because " innumer-

able large polar bears were said to live there."

Dr. Boas reposes implicit faith in the information he was able to collect.

The identity of North Devon with the Tudjan of the Eskimo he places

beyond all doubt.

Touching the previously unknown coast of the Fox Channel, to which

we naturally turn with interest. Dr. Boas gives us only a very general

representation of its character. Of especial importance is the estimated

distance between Davis Straits and the Western Sea. According to

information obtained from a settlement at Cape Kater, on Davis Straits,

Dr. Boas says that the breadth of the land cannot exceed 58 miles—

a

two days' journey. On the Avest coast stretches a large bay, or, perhaps,

a straggling fiord,i named Piling. From the drawing of an Iglulig

Eskimo, Ungarluk, which Nourse publishes with Hall's second journey,

a narrow entrance would appear to lead into a large bay. This entrance,

in Hall's almost illegible caligraphy, is given the name of Shok-bur,

which should undoubtedly be Sarbax ; but this is the name for " rapids,"

which are caused by the tide, and are always found in similar narrows.

The length of this bay, or this fiord, is certainly not over 60 nautical

miles, so that, in 69° N. lat., we shall have to look for the east coast of

the Fox Channel in about 74° W. long. The coast to the east of Netti-

ling Fiord Dr. Boas places in 75° W. long., which leads him to restrict

Fox Channel to the narrow limits between Southampton Island and Baffin

Land, and to name the water to the north of it Fox Basin, as by the

configuration of the land it partakes more of this character. But it is

noticeable that, whereas in the map given by Dr. Boas in Petermann's

MiUeihongen, ^0. 11, 1885, the north of this "basin" is landlocked

—

*' nach Eskimoberichten," from Eskimo reports—the new " Chart of the

Arctic Ocean," published by the United States Hydrographic Office, July

1885, shows a strait connecting Fox Channel, or basin, at Fury and

Heckla Strait, with Lancaster Sound in the north, thus subdividing Baffin

Land, the north-western part of which is called " Cockburn Island."

Dr. Boas describes in detail the topography of Cumberland Penin-

sula (so he continues to call it, although the United States Hydrographic

Office make it an island) ; he then, after briefly alluding to the geological

formation of the land, refers to the ice conditions of the surrounding seas,

and concludes with a consideration of what is comprehensively called the

" anthropogeography " of Baffin Land. Without following him into his

interesting narrative of the manners and mode of life of a people so low

in the social scale, who have such a hard struggle for existence, or into

the more complex consideration of how the Eskimo is adapted to his

^ Compare Parry, in Journal of a Second Voyage for the Discovery of a North- West Pas-

sage in H.M.S. Fury and Heckla, pp. 430, 549 ; andJ. E. Nourse, in Narrative ofthe Second

Arctic Expedition made by C. F. Hall, p. 354 ; also Schwatka's sketch-map, publislied in the

American Science, 5th Sept. 1884, p. 220.
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environment, we may mention some of the conclusions he has arrived at,

after very patient stud}-, in regard to the gradual dispersion of the Eskimo

over the territory they now occupy.

From the consideration of the easy means of communication from

Coronation Bay in the west to Davis Straits in the east, and from Labrador

in the south to Smith Sound in the north, he deduces the constant asso-

ciation of the tribes ; and he points to the natural and continual connection

of these ancient and well-worn paths from the north-west shore of Hudson
Bay, and radiating north, east, and west, as indicating the route of their

migration. The discoveries of Lieutenant Greely at Lake Hazen, proving

the existence at one time of large numbers of Eskimo, and of Lieutenant

Lockwood on the north coast of Greenland, indicating the route by which

the Eskimo may have reached that countrj-, lead Dr. Boas to the con-

clusion that one route of migration was from Ita southwards, and another

across Robeson Channel to the east coast of Greenland.

A. S. W.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

An Ordinary Meeting of the Society was held in the Freemasons' Hall, Edinburgh,

on the evening of 16th February, when the paper on A Visit to Badghis in 1883

and to the Herat Valley in 1885, which we print as our first Article, was read by

Colonel C. E. Stewart.

The Marquess of Lothian, Vice-President of the Society, presided ; and, in

introducing the subject of the paper, alluded to the dangers which the insufficient

knowledge of any country presented to the maintenance of peace, pointing out that

only recently have the frontiers of the British Empire and another great civilised

state, Russia, become coterminous, thereby rendering more intimate knowledge, in

regard to the East specially, one of the first interests of this country. He then

referred to the very different conditions of government existing in Afghanistan and

Persia. Afghanistan was not a kingdom in the sense in which we in Europe are

accustomed to understand the word, but rather consisted of several powerful and
semi-independent tribes, without any permanent cohesion, though generally under

the authority of one ruler—the Amir. Persia, on the other hand, still represented,

though in a very restricted sense, the ancient empire, and was a country with a

strong, permanent, central, and civilised government. His Lordship, regretting the

want of interest felt in Persia, where he had resided for nearly four years, then pro-

ceeded to draw a favourable comparison between the ancient civilisations of Greece

and of Persia ; and hoped that in future a stronger feeling might be aroused in this

country in favour of the maintenance of the kingdom of Persia, as its fall would be
a great blow to the well-being and civilisation of that portion of the East, and of

most serious disadvantage to the interests of this country.

After the paper. Dr. Hugh Cleghorn made some remarks in regard to the work
accomplished by the Afghan Boundary Delimitation Commission, and alluded to

the zoological and botanical specimens which had been sent home for examination

and description.

Sir Alexander Christison, in moving the vote of thanks, paid a tribute to the

energy, skill, and daring of Colonel Stewart ; and Dr. George Smith, in seconding
the vote, referred to the approaching delocalisation of the Panjab frontier army.
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which he regarded as a calamity not merely to their military position there, but to

geographical science.

On the motion of General Sir Frederick Hamilton, a vote of thanks was

awarded to the Marquess for presiding.

Glasgow Committee, Scottish Geographical Society.—The following gentlemen

have been appointed by the Council to serve on the Glasgow Committee of the

Society, namely :—W. Kenny Watson, Esq., Convener ; George A. Turner, Esq.,

M.D., CM., Honorary Secretary; Robert Gourlay, Esq., Honorary Treasurer;

Dr. W. G. Blackie ; William Clark, Esq. ; Sir Michael Connal ; Henry Dyer, Esq.,

M.A., C.E. ; Leonard Gow, Esq. ; A. B. M'Grigor, Esq., LL.D. ; Thomas Muir,

Esq., M.A., LL.D. ; George Smith, Esq.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

ASIA.

Indo-China.—The Bulletin de la SocUte de Geographie, Paris, contains a Paper by
Dr. Paul Neis, on his travels in Indo-China. He commences with a rapid sketch

of his expedition. A gunboat convoyed him from Saigon up the Me-Kong as far

as Kratieh (19th December 1882), whence he set forth, with only four Annamites,

up the Me-Kong, bound for Luang-Prabang. When, however, he reached the junc-

tion of the Me-Kong and Nam-Shan, he determined, instead of pursuing the

ordinary route up the former main river, to follow the tributary, and then to strike

across country to Luang-Prabang, which he thus hoped to reach by a new route.

In this attempt he was unsuccessful, being attacked by the Hos (Chinese robbers,

who infested that part of the country), and only escaping with the loss of a great

part of his baggage. He reports the country very fertile, which probably accounts

for the presence of the Hos, and, although he was unsuccessful in his attempt to

reach Luang-Prabang by this route, he managed to explore the district very satis-

factorily, tracing the Nam-Shan to its source, and even reaching Muong-Ngan, the

capital of Phueung, the country beyond. Returning to the confluence of the Me-
Kong and Nam-Shan, he followed the main stream, and soon reached Paklay,

whence he continued his journey with elephants, as the river was fuU of rapids.

He spent eight months in the neighbourhood of Luang-Prabang, during which he

explored the Nam-Kan, and, later, the Nam-U as far as Muong-Kona (21° 14'

N. lat.), eventually returning home by Xieng-Mai. He examined, with particular

care, the route between Xieng-Sin and Xieng-Mai, along the Nam-Kok. During

his stay at Luang-Prabang he made investigations as to the mineral products and

commerce of the country, and throughout his whole journey he kept regular meteoro-

logical notes. He reached Bangkok, on the sea-coast, in the spring of 1884, by

descending the Me-Nam, and soon after sailed toChantabonn, and proceeded thence

across a country known as the " Plain of Sapphires " to Battambang. Having

examined the famous ruins of Angkor, he crossed the great lake, and reached

Pnom-Penh, in Cambodia, on the 2d of June 1884. After a rapid survey of

his journey. Dr. Neis gives some particulars of his doings while at Luang-Prabang,

beginning with an account of the fetes he witnessed there, including the cele-

brated " Feast of Waters," common throughout the Indo-Chinese peninsula. He
appears to have found these fetes very interesting, by reason of the great variety of

the kinds and conditions of men represented there, although he tells us there was

not a single Chinaman to be seen. The King of Luang-Prabang, who seems to

have taken a great liking to Dr. Neis, was unwilling to let him explore the country

on account of the dangers he would encounter, through the presence of the Hos ; but
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iit length, on certain conditions, he let him go, and gave him a letter to one of the

frontier mandarins. From Luang-Prabang to Pak-U, a village at the mouth of

the Nam-U, is an easy day's journey ; but Dr. Neis turned aside, in order to spend

a few hours at Pak-Senan, to see the village and the Nam-Senan, the river on which

it stands. This Nam-Senan, Dr. Neis says, is perhaps the most direct route between

Tonquin and Upper Laos. Although not able to ascend the river, Dr. Neis learnt

from the head man of the village that it rises in a lofty mountain called Pu-Pung-

So, " on the other side of which the waters flowed towards Tonquin." Next day

the Nam-U was reached. At Pak-U, which stands at the junction of this stream

with the Me-Kong (at that point very narrow), there are some curious caves, with

idols sitting in state. The Nam-U, Dr. Neis describes as a beautiful and winding

river, along the banks of which are numbers of Laotian villages, while from it the

villages of the Khas, or savages, in the neighbouring mountains, may be discerned.

On leaving Pak-U, a great rapid, called Keng-Luang, was encountered. The

river here is full of great rocks, which are carved into the forms of all kinds of

animals, and sometimes even of men. The trees, too, on the banks are similarly

worked. "Why all this had been done Dr. Neis could not find out, for none of the

natives or his escort, whom he questioned, could give him any information. Com-

ing, however, a little later to a mountain called Pu-Xan, or Mount Elephant, on

account of its marvellous resemblance to that animal, he conjectures that it was,

perhaps, the appearance of this mountain that gave the people the idea of carving

rocks and trees like men and beasts. After four days' journey up the Nam-U,
Muong-Ngoi, the chief town of the province, was reached. At this point the Nam-U
swells out into a regular lake, and a great part of the inhabitants of Muong-Ngoi

were dwelling on rafts, partly through fear of the Hos, who were expected to attack

the town. From Muong-Ngoi Dr. Neis made some interesting excursions among

the Khas, visiting their village of Banj-Xeng-Nan, and then passed on to Muong-

Kona (21° 10' N. lat.), the frontier town, so to speak, of the Laotian mandarins.

Here the Nam-U divides into two almost equal branches, one of which, flowing

from the north, keeps the name of Nam-U ; the other, from the east, takes that of

Nam-Pak. From Muong-Kona Dr. Neis returned to Luang-Prabang. Here he

found himself in rather an embarrassing position, on account of the strained relations

between France and China, and he was glad to get away, as he did on the 20th of

January 1884.

AFRICA.

Marocco.—The December number of the Revue de Geographic contains an account

of a journey of MISI. Maurel and Martiniere from Al-Kazar to Wazan, with a

description of the country through which they passed. It may be briefly given

thus :—Immediately on leaving Al-Kazar, they crossed the Wad-al-Kus, and then

advanced over a cultivated plain to the foot of the mountains. Here they passed

four tumuli. From this point their road led them southwards through the moun-
tains, and, leaving on their left Jebel Sarsar, the lofty top of which they were

never able to reach, and on their right the ruins of Basra, which they afterwards

visited, brought them to Tserisera, whence, after a rest, they made their way to

Wazan. M. Martiniere gives the following distances and altitudes :

—

Distances

:

Al-Kazar to Wazan, 24| miles; Tserisera to Wazan, 7^ miles. Altitudes:

Chiavena, near the foot of Jebel Sarsar, 517"39 feet; Tserisera, 1140-44 feet;

mountain near Tserisera, 19497 feet ; ruins of Basra, 813'26 feet ; Wazan, 1320

feet.

M. Savorgnan de Brazza.—M. de Brazza, Avho has been engaged in exploration in

West Africa during 1883-1885, and who^eturned to Paris on November 18th last,
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has had a most enthusiastic reception from the Paris Geographical Society, at a

special meeting in the Cirque d'hiver, at which about 5000 persons were present,

under the presidency of M. de Lesseps. M. de Brazza's speech is reported

in extenso in Nos. 2 and 3, 1886, of the Compte-rendu. After going over in detail

the incidents of his journeys, he sums up in brief the results of the work

accomplished :

—

" What have we accomplished during this journey ? How have I, in the

interests of the country, turned to account the powers and pecuniary resources con-

fided to my charge ?

" Numerous sketch-maps have been made ; the labours of MM. de Ehins,

Dufourcq, etc. have brought to completion my former labours on the Ogow^. The

basin of the Alima has been investigated by MM. Ballay, de Chavannes, Decazes,

my brother Jacques, and myself. From the N'Kundja to Brazzaville, the banks and

the deltas have been surveyed by MM. Dolisie and de Chavannes. To Com-

mander Cordier is due some remarkable hydrographical work on the banks of the

Loango ; the topographical summary of the same region has been made by M.
Manchon. The itineraries of M. Manchon and those of M. Dolisie connect

Loango with our stations on the Ludima and Brazzaville. Finally, two expeditions

are at present marching in parallel directions into the blank space on the map,

situated to the north of the Ogowe and the Alima ; one is led by my brother

Jacques, the other by M. Dolisie, assisted by M. Froment, a young and determined

man, who has passed more than a year amongst the tribes of the Ubangi. These

two expeditions are, as it were, the crowning work, and cannot fail to make important

discoveries.

" Astronomical data have been obtained for fixing certain geographical points,

and, in addition, observations in meteorology, mineralogy, and geology.

" Capital collections in natural history have been got together, thanks to the co-

operation of all, under the sjjecial direction of my brother ; and these ought to

arrive very shortly in Paris. To these collections are added a number of sketches,

charts, photographs, and ethnographical notes of great interest.

" AU this has been accomplished in the midst of the labour involved in found-

ing eight stations or posts in the basin of the Congo, eight more in that of the

Ogowe, and five on the banks or in the valley of the Kuillu. To these scientific

results must be added economical results of even greater importance.
" The first is, that of having acquired over the tribes that definite influence,

which, in my opinion, must constitute the first essential element in the foundation

of a colony. To turn the natives to account, to identify their interests with ours,

to make them our natural auxiliaries,—this was, to my mind, one of the chief

objects of my mission.

''At the present time, the old tribes of the Ogowe are completely in our hands.

By the treaties under which they are bound, their men owe us a fixed annual period

of service ; besides their payment, they find, in important economic advantages,

and in our protection, a compensation for the time they give up to us.

"ThePahouins themselves,—those cannibal tribes who formerly descended in

migratory hordes on the banks of the Ogowe, and whose barbarousness as well

as instinct of plunder had kept them for a long time out of the reach of our

influence, have at length come under it. These same Pahouins, who twenty years

ago were in constant and open revolt against our authority on the Gaboon, have
been led, by the interests.we have founded among them, to treat with us on exactly

the same terms as the other tribes. They are bound, like the others, to furnish us
with auxiliaries

; and this is a considerable guarantee for tranquillity. Perhaps
this is the only way of preserving complete security in a country which is absolutely
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—I was about to say, happily—out of the reach of gunboats. These new recruits

have come to enrol themselves, without very much repugnance, in the ranks of our

first auxiliaries : Adumas, Okandas, Apingis, Okotos, Bangues,—all tribes from

whom they had been estranged by an instinctive hostility and a perversion and

misconception of their interests.

" By degrees these Pahouins will come to double and treble the number of our

auxiliaries ; their natural aptitude, their physical strength, their great sobriety,

fit them to a remarkable degree for aiding us in those new regions.

"All these people, united by the same interests, in a common feeling of dependence

with regard to us, are now bound to us by an organisation, the first idea of which

was given to me by the system in France of registering seamen liable to service.

Canoemen, porters, or soldiers, as may be necessary,—these people guide our canoes

through the rapids, convey our merchandise, and are always ready to follow or

defend our flag. This, in short, is the solution of a problem at which I have

laboured for ten years.

" Ten years to attain, in these countries, a germ of economic and political organi-

sation, may seem a long time to persons ignorant of questions of this nature. Well,

gentlemen, I assure you that, ten years ago, I did not believe it possible in so short

a time to obtain such a result. It has required nothing less than the intelligent

co-operation of my fellow-workers and constant labour to reach the present solution,

which is, I believe, the only one possible. What patience and perseverance have

done in ten years, force could never have accomplished, even at the price of the

greatest sacrifices.

"Not only on the Ogowe, but also on the Bateke plateaux,which separate the basin

of this river from that of the Congo, we have in the groups of villages along the

route more than 3000 men, who, though not yet systematically enrolled and dis-

ciplined, nevertheless transport our goods honestly and with punctuality.

" The Batekes of the Upper Alima have begun to act as our voyageurs ; and to

the west of Brazzaville, the BaUalis, in the expectation of becoming our porters,

furnish us with more workers than we know how to utilise. On the Upper Congo,

lastly, amongst the still barbarous peoples, our action is too recent to have produced

similar results. I have no doubt, however, that we shall get at them by patience.

The human sacrifices are becoming less frequent. If we had sought to civilise them
by force, we should not have attained this beginning of progress, which has recom-

pensed our slow and peaceful exertions.

" In a word, under different designations and in different countries, from the

native who, as a soldier, spends a year under arms, to the one who carries a bale for

seven days, about 7000 men are annually employed by us. They lose, by contact

\nih. us, the vices of their savage life ; our language and our influence are spread

among their fiimilies and tribes ; and this group, which represents a population of

about five million souls, is gradually being trained in the school of work and duty.

An influence resting on such a foundation ought to be lasting and fruitful, and I

can give a proof of it. Twelve years ago the only trade of the Upper Ogowe was
the traffic in slaves ; the total amount of the commerce of the Gaboon hardly reached

two millions ; now a legitimate trade has taken the place of the old trafl&c, and
the total transactions value about fourteen million francs.

" Lastly, our possessions, which formerly only included a narrow and unimportant

strip of coast between Cape St. Jean and Cape St. Catherine, are at the present

time increased a hundredfold. The boundaries now are :—To the north, the river

Campo, and to the east. Central Africa, since the Conference of Feb. 5, 1885, gives

us the basin of the N'Kunja-Ubangi ; while to the south, they border on the

Cacongo, a boundary which is the northern limit of the territory claimed by a
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friendly nation. This boundary, traditional rather than actual, we had always

been careful to respect,—we pledged ourselves to do so ; Portugal will certainly

be willing in her turn to respect it at the present day.

" It has cost us,—Dr. Ballay and me,—ten years to bring about the results I have

just laid before you. In these ten years we have expended 2,250,000 francs. Our

moral credit with the natives, and our manner of acting, have been our equivalent for

the immense sums the International African Association has had to disburse. Our

very slowness has enabled us to establish our authority in these countries without

the cost of blood either to Europe or Africa, and without producing any unpleasant-

ness or disturbance to the general policy of France."

Turning from what has been done in the past to what remains to be done in the

future, M. de Brazza advocated the further exploration and study of the new
French colony in West Africa. The future of the Congo and of West Africa,

speaking generally, depended, he said, on the opening up of communications, which

sooner or later must be created ; and on native commerce and cultivation,—not on

colonisation or emigration. He recognised the inability of Europeans in general to

acclimatise themselves, and, referring to the civilising of the natives, he said that

by suddenly imposing upon them our manners and customs, and habits of

thought, we should infallibly bring about their annihilation. He recommended the

preparation of the native mind before bringing it into direct contact with European

ideas,—a work of time and patience.

The Austrian Congo Expedition.—A letter from Ngombe Mission, 15th Novem-
ber, 1885, sent by Dr. Oscar Lenz, the leader, showing the j)rogress of this Expedi-

tion, is published in the Mitteilungen (No. 1, 1886) of the Vienna Geographical

Society.

The Expedition, consisting of 100 men, after disheartening delay at Ango-Ango,

caused by the difficulty of obtaining carriers, left that place on 1st November last,

and proceeded to the village of Pallaballa, where there is an American Baptist

Mission Station. Though requiring only from five to six hours, the way between

these two spots was found to be the worst on the whole route. The hills were steep

and covered by broken pieces of quartz. The following day a long march through

almost uninhabited, stony and sterile country, brought them to Congodialemba (the

Ekonge dia Leniba of the missionaries). Vegetation was found only in the narrow

valleys. From here to the Lufu Eiver the same difficult ground was encountered
;

from the village of Massamba the way led up-hill through a thick wood ; and the

river was reached about four o'clock on 3d November. The country between the

Lufu and Banza Manteka, which was traversed the next day, was found to be a

little better ; and to Kingombe, where they arrived, 5th November, it underwent a

very favourable transformation. Large grass-covered plains, divided by low hills,

stretch out from Banza Manteka ; vegetation is richer ; and there are numerous

streams. From Kingombe to the Kuilu river, Muembe and Wombu took three

consecutive days : plain and hill alternated to the Kuilu, which is the most

important southern tributary of the Congo between Ango-Ango and Ngombe ; from

the beautifully situated villages of Muembe the Congo stream was discerned in the

far west ; and to Wombu, the further north they went, the country was found to be
more fruitful and inhabited. On November 9th, Lukunga, a station of the Congo
State, was reached in five hours, the country passed over being described as the

best in every respect encountered by the Expedition, the fruitful alluvial soil best

adapted for growing tropical fruits, and the villages more numerous. From
Lukunga, past the village of Lukande, to Wunda and the Ngombe Baptist Mission

station took three more days. Throughout the route, Dr. Lenz speaks of several
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stations of the International Association having been given up, and in one case

—

Ngombe—of an order having been received from Sir Francis de Winton to bum
the houses down. "On the Upper Congo," he says, "nearly all the stations are

abandoned ; there remain, as far I know, the Equator Station and Fall Station, in

the neighbourhood of the Aruwimi !
" After a short time spent at the Mission

Station, Dr. Lenz proposes to conduct the expedition to Stanley Pool, and from

thence to proceed up the river.

The Bimga, Affluent of tlie Congo.—Between the Ubangi and the Alima tribu-

taries, the country to the north of the Congo is very imperfectly known, and the

hydrography of the district will therefore offer a field for theories and speculations

until it has been thoroughly explored. M. Wauters, the editor of the Mouvcvunt

Geograjohique, who has written to good effect in regard to the courses of the Kassai

and Welle Rivers, now seeks to clear up some of the mystery in regard to the Bunga
Eiver, which ajDpears to come from the north and flow almost parallel to, and at a

short distance to the west of, the Ubangi, joining the Congo about 60 miles lower

down. Less than a mile above the confluence of the Bossaka, there are five arms of a

river which unite and form a delta, having a base of 12 miles and extending between
17° 13' 30" and 17° 21' 20" longitude. This is the delta of a great river which has

been named the Bunga, after the name of the principal village at its confluence with

the Congo. M. Wauters, who bases his information upon the facts supplied to him

by Mr. Grenfell and Lieutenant von Francois, who explored the delta and ascended

the river for 18 miles, concludes that the river comes from the north and not from

the west, and that it drains the country to the west of the Ubangi, having its source

in the north-west at the point where the river Kadei has been, up to the present,

supposed to flow.

France and Germany on the West Coast of Africa.—A protocol has been signed

at Berlin for regulating the respective situations of France and Germany on the

West Coast of Africa. In the Bay of Biafra, the two Powers have adopted for a

common limit a line drawn from the mouth of the river Campo, in 2° 20' N. lat.,

to 15° E. long, into the interior. Turning to the Slave Coast, Germany re-

cognises the rights of France over Aguhey, Abananquem, and Great Popo.

France recognises the protectorate of Germany over the Togo territory, with

Porto Seguro and Little Popo, in consideration of certain stipulations, on the one

hand to safeguard the interests of French merchants established at these latter

points, and on the other to assure the maintenance of the vested interests of the

King of Porto Seguro, who recently placed himself, spontaneously, under the German
protectorate. On the west of Senegambia, Germany abandons all pretensions be-

tween the Rio Pongo and the Dubreka, notably at Taboria and at Kibitai.

—

L'Afrique, etc., February, 1886.

The Volcano of nha do Fogo (Cape Verde ArcMpelago).—In the Boletim of the

Lisbon Geographical Society, 5 th series, Nov. 6, 1885, Joaquim Vieira Botelho da

Costa calls attention to the scant notice taken in our ordinary text-books of the

volcano of Ilha do Fogo (Fire Island) of the Cape Verde Archipelago, and furnishes

a resume of all that is known of its history. The crater appears to have been visited

only by Vidal and Mudge in 1820, Felix Antonio de Brito Capello in 1855,

Guilherme Augusto de Brito Capello and Leon de Cessac in 1869, and probably by
a Spaniard, Barrau, in 1830. Authorities difi"er greatly as to the height of the

mountain, Lacerda {Diccionario Encydopedico) giving 2960 metres, Malte Brun
2976, F. A. de Brito Capello 3200, and Chelmicki and Varnhagen {Chorografia

Caboverdeana) 3630. The oldest notice of the island is George Fenner's, referring

to 1563. The volcano is known to have been active in 1596, 1599, 1604, 1675,
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1785 (24th January to 25th February), 1799 (2nd to 28th June), 1816, 1847, 1852,

1857 (25th June). The author gives in extenso two official accounts of the eruptions

of 1799 and 1852. Ilha do Fogo has—if the figures of the returns may be trusted

—shown curious oscillations in the number of its inhabitants :—in 1730, 13,000 ; in

1810, 8500 ; in 1828, 24,400 ; in 1832, 4000 (!)—the decrease being attributable

to famine—in 1860, 13,341 ; and in 1878, 12,221 (5566 males, 6655 females).

Dr. Paulitschke's Journey to Harar {Continued from p. 648, vol. i.).—After

passing the plateau of Worji, the Expedition reached a place called Artu, situated

in a volcanic district, where the sj^rings yielded water of 185°"3 Fahr. temperature.

Basalt and trachyte were the prevailing formations ; indeed, trachyte prevailed

extensively all the way beyond Worji. At the end of the second day's march

Jaldessa was reached. There the Somali attendants and porters from the coast had

to be dismissed, and camels and Galla drivers hired in their stead. Jaldessa is a

place of about 200 huts, having a permanent population of about 1500 ; and, owing

to its situation, it forms an important trade-centre between the Somali and Galla

lands. The entrance into the latter countiy lies along the deeply-eroded bed of a

narrow khor, only about 30 paces wide. Owing to its terrace-like formation and

the agricultural industry of its comparatively large population, the country of the

Gallas presents at first some resemblance to a Swiss district. The road to Belaua

(5800 feet above sea-level), the first halting-station in Galla-land, followed the bed

of a narrow wadi ; in fact it was in places so narrow that the loads had to be partly

taken from the backs of the camels to enable them to proceed. At this station the

thermometer fell during the night to 57° Fahr. The country to the west, called

Gurgura, is the most productive hunting-ground for elephants in Northern Galla-

land, but neither the Somali nor the Gallas hunt them ; that they leave to immi-

grant Abyssinians. Going south, the contour gradually rises to the height of 7225

feet above sea-level,—the summit of the watershed between the streams flowing into

the Indian Ocean and those flowing into the Gulf of Aden. This part of the route

passes through a picturesque district, where coarse-grained red granite is the pre-

dominant formation ; Harar is built of the same stone for the most part. That

place, the first object of the journey, was reached after descending from the plateau

of Dillaloa. Harar lies embosomed in hills, Hakim on the west being 8416 feet

high ; the streets are simply broad gutters or channels eroded in the rocky base

upon which the town stands. The temperature is pretty constant : in February

the thermometer registered 64°-66° Fahr., and in May 66°-7l° Fahr., and the same

average holds good during the rainy season, from April to September. The popula-

tion, according to official Egyptian reports, amounts to 42,000 persons, inclusive of

5250 men who constitute the garrison ; two-thirds of the population belong to the

female sex. Physically, the people bear the greatest resemblance to the Abyssinians,

though in dress and manner of living they differ equally from Abyssinians, Gallas,

Arabs, and Somali. Their language is without doubt a descendant of the ancient

Geez ; but is now being superseded by Arabic, the lingua franca of commerce in

that part of the world. Commercially, Harar is not so prosperous as formerly ; a

great part of the trade of Shoa and Abyssinia, which used to pass through Harar,

now finds its way direct to Tajura and Berbera ; nevertheless it deals largely in

coffee, hides, wars (a plant dye), cattle, etc. The elevated region of the northern

Galla-lands is constituted, in the neighbourhood of Harar, of two vast masses of

limestone, viz., that of Konkuda and that of Gara Mulata. Southwards from these

the elevation decreases. All the hills, as well as the valleys, are well wooded, and
the soil is fruitful—sugar, dhurra, and cotton being the principal articles cultivated.

The chief means of drainage in these elevated regions is the river Erer, which flows
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in a direction south-east-by-south from Harar. The plateau which backs Gara

Mulata on the north has on one of its terraces a number of small lakes—Haramaya,

Adele, Timte, Yabata. An excursion being made in the direction of these lakes,

the first-named was found to lie 7390 feet above sea-level, to be destitute of fish,

but swarming with water-fowl, and to be situated in the midst of a populous and

fertile region.

Having returned to Harar, and resuming their journey southwards, the travellers

had their attention drawn to a group of villages situated picturesquely on the out-

lying slopes of Hakim. The inhabitants dwell in stone houses, built in the

Abyssinian style, and speak a peculiar Abyssinian dialect. They are occupied in

cultivating cotton and vegetables, and in basket-making. Beyond this place

numerous Galla villages are scattered thickly over the face of the country, the

first important one reached being Bubassa. Dr. Paulitschke describes the Gallas

as follows :

—

" The Gallas are in all respects civilisable, and are destined to play an important

role in this part of Africa, as they have already done in Shoa and Abyssinia.

Physically they have been fiivoured by nature, and intellectually they are not ill

endowed. The men are of short or moderate stature, but have broad shoulders and

powerful limbs ; the women are well developed. His light chocolate-brown skin

easily distinguishes the Galla from the dark-skinned Somali. Face, breast, body,

and arms are tattooed. The hair is trained to a helmet-like shape on the top of the

head, and is often fantastically dressed and smeared with grease ; his imposing

.style of hair-dressing gives him a fierce and savage appearance. The dress of the

men consists of a cotton shirt, that of the women of a leather petticoat. Unmarried

girls have their breasts veiled, married women have them exposed. The former

are further distinguished by a peculiar kind of tonsure. The weapons of the Gallas

are a sabre, carried at the left shoulder, a knife, lance, and shield. The women
wear metal ornaments and pearls round their necks and in their ears. Agriculture,

cattle-rearing, and the keeping of bees are their chief occupations. Frank and

energetic by nature, the Gallas are to be characterised as benevolent rather than as

cruel or treacherous ; they are faithful, courageous, persevering, and industrious.

A promise is regarded as sacred. Burglary is severely punished. Like many other

uncivilised peoples, the Gallas, especially the Eunia, are destitute of the feeling of

shame. They possess generally a good memory, and some versatility of mind.

Slavery does not exist among them. Islam is making rapid progress and mnning
many from heathenism."

From Bubassa the travellers first visited a broad ravine, about 205 feet deep by

165 feet wide, with precipitous walls,—an eff'ect of water erosion in a slate forma-

tion ; the Gallas call the place " Abyss of Pain," because formerly criminals were

there thrown over and crushed to death. Another trip took them to their southern-

most point—Bia Woraba—in 8° 45' N. lat., where they were obliged to turn back,

owing to the approach of the rainy season and the disturbed state of the country to

the north. Dr. Paulitschke gathered several interesting particulars about three

large tribes to the west, south-west, and south-east of Bia Woraba. The first

tribe, the Eunia, inhabit a plateau which, though traversed by only few streams,

is yet rich and productive, but not to the extent it might be, owing to the depreda-

tions of Arabs from north and south. Their country swarms with elephants, which
they kill with poisoned arrows. The people, numbering about 16,000 to 20,000,

rear camels, and wage constant war with their neighbours. The Arussi, who dwell

south of the Eunia, in the " land of the Wabi," the principal stream of that part of

Africa, cultivate coff'ee, cotton, dhurra, and rear cattle, horses, and asses. Ivory is

plentiful and cheap. Lions, hyoenas, and snakes abound. The total population is
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estimated at about a million. The Ogades are a confederation of nomadic Somali

tribes, who live by the chase or cattle-rearing, and occupy the barren tracts on the

east of the river Erer.

Dr. Paulitschke concludes his paper with a summary of the scientific results of

his journey under five chief heads :—(a) Astronomical and Magnetic Observations ;

(b) Topography
;

(c) Meteorology
;

(d) Anthropology and Ethnography
;

(e)

Zoology, Botany, Mineralogy.

Livingstonia Mission (Lake Nyassa).—The eleven years' history of the Livingstonia

Mission of the Free Church of Scotland at Lake Nyassa, recently published in

pamphlet form, shows what missionary enterprise has accomplished in the way of

opening up certain portions of Africa, which before bore the daunting title of

" Unexplored," to commerce and Christianity. The Mission, which appropriately

bears the name of the noble pioneer of missionary labour in those parts, has had a

vigorous career, and its contributions to the cause of geography alone have been very

considerable.

"SarawaMng" tlie Sudan.—On the 20th of January, Cardinal Manning pre-

sided over a meeting in London, at which it was proposed to form a powerful

chartered company for the purpose of pacifying, developing, and governing the

Sudan ; and it was suggested that the subsidy or subvention required would be a

mere fraction compared to the sum which will probably have to be expended in the

military measures which now seem imminent. It is proposed to form the " Sudan

Company " on a similar footing to the old East India Company, with a nominal

capital of ^10,000,000, and with the power to borrow a like amount, the total

forming an ample fund for the pacification of the country and also for its material

development. If wisely carried out, this scheme is more likely to be a means of

retrieving the past and bringing lasting good to the country than, perhaps, any

other plan ; and we have no doubt that, if the reports of those who have a thorough

knowledge of the land are to be credited, it will in time prove a market for our

goods and become the source of rich profit to those who have the enterprise and

perseverance to carry out the proposed scheme.

AMERICA.

Site of Norumbega and Cabot's LandfalL—Professor E. N. Horsford contributes

to the Bulletin (No. 2) of the American Geographical Society, a careful paper

on the sites of the landfall of John Cabot in 1497 ; of Fort Norumbega of the

French, on the banks of the river bearing the same name ; of the Indian settle-

ment near the fort—the Agoncy of Thevet ; and, near it, the Norumbega of Alle-

fonsce, visited in 1569 by the sailor, Ingram, and his companions of the unfortu-

nate Sir John Hawkins. The conclusions which the Professor draws are :—First,

That the site of the landfall of John Cabot in 1497 has been determined to be Salem

Neck, in 40° 32' north latitude ; the Norum of the Norumbega of Cabot, and the

Nahum of the Nahumbeak of Ogilby and Smith. The first land seen may have

been Cape Ann, or possibly the mountain, Agamenticus. Second, That the

town of Norumbegue, on the river of Norumbegue of Allefonsce, and the fort of

Norumbegue and the village of Agoncy of Thevet, were on the Charles River

between Riverside and Waltham, at the mouth of Stony Brook, in latitude 42° 21'

north (Middlesex County, Mass., United States, America). Third, That John
Cabot preceded Columbus in the discovery of America.

This valuable paper is illustrated by numerous heliotype maps and sketches,

which are faithful copies from the originals.
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• East Greenland : Angmagsalik Natives.—An exhibition of the collections

brought together by the Expedition of Captain Holm, of the Danish Navy,

on the east coast of Greenland, has just been opened at Copenhagen. This

exhibition is very interesting from an ethnographical point of view. The

Greenland tribes round the bay of Angmagsalik, who are almost entirely

unknown, are chiefly represented. The collections contain, in the first place,

the summer and winter garments of the natives, the former made of skin, the

latter of fur. During the winter, leggings are worn, which, like the boots, are

made of fur ; and it is not uncommon to meet natives with white furs and bear-

skins of great value. Their head-coverings are white or blue, made out of the skin

of a fox,—the tail, which is not removed, falling over their shoulders. These clothes

are only worn out of doors ; inside their huts, except that the women wear loin

cloths, they live in a state of nudity. The clothes are often embellished with a

pretty embroidery, made of small strips of skin, tastefully arranged, and often

representing very characteristic figures. They use umbrellas, and window-shutters,

to protect themselves against bad weather and the glare of the snow. They often

wear their hair rolled up in a knot on the top of the head ; and they use sharks'

teeth to make their combs. Their marriage customs are very lax ; a man some-

times marries two wives, in order to have two rowers for his kayak. Unmarried

women are very rare ; but people over sixty years of age are rarer still—for when a

person falls dangerously ill, he consents, at the request of his relatives, to end his

sufi'erings by throwing himself into the sea. They rarely kill their sick, except in

cases of mental disease. Those whose ancestors have been lost^'at sea are likewise

buried there ; others are buried in the ground, with their most precious instru-

ments, and their bodies covered with heaps of stones. The giief of friends and

relations is differently expressed,—by bowlings or by cries, for the sake, it is

assumed, of preventing the dead man being troubled. If the deceased has borne the

name of an animal, this name is changed upon his death. The inhabitants of

Angmagsalik are ignorant of the art of fishing ; but they spear the fish with a kind of

harpoon. The instruments used in procuring food are arrows, spears, and harpoons,

with tips made of iron. They understand the use of this metal, and procure it either

from ships which are wrecked on their shores, or by barter with the tribes further

south. They also employ iron to make knives and needles. These last, together with

beads, are their favourite ornaments ; they wear them in necklaces, strung together

by fish-gut. Domestic utensils and harpoons are very perfectly finished off, and

often ornamented with small bits of white bone, made sometimes to represent

whales or some fish. Their skUl in working in wood is equally apparent in a kind

of chart which they make. Among the things which Captain Holm has brought back

is a representation in wood of the coast-line and neighbouring islands, which was

sufficiently accurate to enable the Expedition to recognise the spots they passed.

There are some specimens of children's toys, partly worked in wood ; dolls dressed

in Eskimo costume, bears, sledges, etc., and a group of figures representing a bear-

hunt. Their method of obtaining fire by friction is by twirling a piece of wood

very rapidly in a hole across another piece of wood until a spark is produced, by

which some dry moss is ignited. The population of East Greenland numbered, in

the autumn of 1884, 548 persons, 413 of whom belonged to the neighbourhood of

Cape Dan (Sermilik, Angmagsalik, Sermiligak), and the remainder to the coast

between Tingmiarmiut and Igdloluarsuk ; of these, 247 were males and 301 females.

They possessed 142 kayaks and 33 oumyaks. The language of the inhabitants of

the east coast is the same as that of the Eskimo of the west ; those of the south

coast have a monotonous and hesitating intonation ; those of the north have a

pleasant and agreeable voice. The natives, in the part of the country where the
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Expedition stayed, were of slight make, with a characteristic figure and prominent

nose. There can be no doubt that the inhabitants of Angmagsalik are true Eskimo,

their descent being evident not only by their language but still more by their cus-

toms, religion, and traditions, which are in entire uniformity with those of the

natives of the west coasts. During the stay of Captain Holm the wind came prin-

cipally from the north-east. The autumn and the early part of the winter experi-

enced by the Expedition were very mild—about 14° Fahr. In February and

March the mercury did not fall below — 14° Fahr. It is only at the beginning

of this latter period that the sea becomes ice-bound, in which condition it remains

until June. As a general rule, the country is entirely open to navigation during

the months of July, August, and September.

The Pilcomayo.—The following is from the report of M. Mancini, French Consul

at AsunQion, on the late journey of M. Thouar :
—" M. Arthur Thouar, the intrepid

French explorer, who crossed the Grand Chaco with a Bolivian expedition in 1883,

has just (7th October 1885) left Asuncion to undertake a new exploration of the Eio

Pilcomayo. Last January I gave an account of the results of the river expedition

carried out under the command of Major Feilberg, and at the instance of the Argen-

tine Government. This expedition ascended the river over a course of 255 miles,

the soundings being everywhere to the depth of 6, 8, and 10 feet, and more, but

never less than 6 feet. At a distance of 255 miles from the mouth of the Pilcomayo,

M. Feilberg was stopped by some rapids, where the river was not more than two

feet deep, thus rendering navigation impossible and necessitating the return of the

expedition. According to what M. Thouar believes, the existence of these rapids

is not known to be an unsurmountable obstacle to navigation." It is necessary, he

adds, to investigate the extent of these rapids and the nature of the ground com-

posing the bottom. According to him, the Feilberg Expedition may not have

solved the problem of the navigability of the Pilcomayo.

AUSTRALASIA AND OCEANIA.

Mr. Lindsay's Exploration.—The first telegram from Mr. David Lindsay is suffi-

cient to show that everything is going well as yet. The party have explored the

Finke carefully, and have gained some knowledge with regard to this river which

was not previously possessed. The country in the vicinity seems to be of the most

excellent character, and numerous waterholes have been found by the explorers. No
great results have been achieved as yet, but this cannot be accepted as evidence that

the expedition will fail to add largely to our knowledge of the interior of Australia.

Mr. Lindsay is a man of considerable experience in such matters as he is bow engaged

in, and his assistants are also able men. We are glad to hear that all are well, and

welcome Mr. Lindsay's telegram as a bright commencement to the new year. The
work of exploring the interior belongs naturally to the colonies, and every party

brings back information to show that the part of country explored is not the

wretched desert which it was once pronounced. We wish Mr. Lindsay and his

party all success in their arduous undertaking, and hope to hear again and again of

their material successes.

—

South Australian Register, Adelaide, January 1, 1886.

New Guinea : The Australasian Geographical Society's Expedition.—We have re-

ceived South Australian papers up to date of 2d December last, containing a

narrative of the recent expedition to New Guinea by Dr. Haacke, its principal

scientific member. It adds nothing material to the account published in our last

number, and does not, we observe, confirm the report that the party, on ascending

a hiU some few hundred feet high, saw the sea on the north side,—a statement

VOL. II. M
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which we think must be founded on some misapprehension. The greater part of

the country traversed by the " Strickland " river is, like that visited by D'Albertis,

high and dense forest, difficult to clear, and of no present appreciable value. The

only material statement in Dr. Haacke's narrative is his account of their dealing

with the natives, which, as he tells it, is little to the credit of the expedition. The

first encounter took place while steaming past a village, when some arrows were fired

by the natives, a few of which struck or passed over the vessel. Obviously, the

steamer might have disregarded the attack, and would anyhow have been out of

range in no time. Instead of this a volley was fired, and the interpreter " saw a

few drop." After this they passed some natives in canoes, who took to the shore

in fear, and the expedition, following the bad example of D'Albertis, exchanged or

" conveyed " some of the articles on board. These natives followed them up the

river, and were probably the party whom, while anchored at one side of the river,

they saw performing a " war dance " on the other side. These were again fired at,

for the not very sufficient reason that other natives " might come " and attack on

the side where the expedition was. Dr. Haacke expresses a naive astonishment,

which we do not share, that on the return voyage the people of the village previously

fired at " would have nothing to do with us." We shall be glad to see Captain

Everill's official account of the matter. INIeanwhile Dr. Haacke's evident un-

consciousness, not merely of the inhumanity but of the impolicy, of the line of con-

duct adopted, is not reassuring.

New Guinea.—Writing from Port Moresby, on December 18, the correspondent

of the Srjdney Morning Herald says :—The long-continued drought is becoming

serious. November generally has copious rains, but not a drop has fallen yet. The

native gardens look deplorable, and the people are greatly concerned about their

yams and bananas. The supply of water is getting very short for the daily require-

ments, and every member of the community is anxiously longing for rain.

Mr. Forbes accompanied Sir Peter Scratchley in his late voyage to the N.E.

coast, and arrived here with Mr. Chalmers in H.M.S. Raven last Monday. The

death of the Special Commissioner will very seriously affect Mr. Forbes' plans. His

expedition has lost its best friend and patron. Sir Peter saw the importance of

Mr. Forbes' expedition, and promised pecuniary help as well as moral support. He
visited the camp at Sogere, and took a deep interest in all that was being done.

His successor may take the same practical interest in the expedition, but in the

meantime Mr. Forbes' position is a difficult and anxious one. The present cost of

his entire party is £70 per month, for which he alone is resijonsible. He may have

to reduce the number of his party and so lessen the present expenses, but he is not

the man to i3ft)andon his main object, the ascent of Mount Owen Stanley. He intends

attempting this in three months' time or when the rains are fairly over. The

botanical collection from these high altitudes will be very interesting and valuable.

Whether he succeeds at once in making the ascent or not, he is sure to make a large

collection of plants. One Malay of his party is dead ; all the other members of

the expedition are well.

The New Island in the South Seas.—Further news respecting the volcanic outbreak

which recently occurred in the Friendly group has been received from Fiji. The

Melbotirne, Argots, 10th December, publishes the following fresh facts from its

correspondent :

—

" At Ogea, one of the island outposts lying nearest to the point of eruption, and

distant from it about 175 miles in a south-west direction, heavy discharges as of

siege artillery were heard on the 14th October, and continued at short intervals up
till the 17th. It is to be noted in connection with this, that the outbreak occurred,
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or was first noticed, in Tonga on the 12th, and that mention is made of 'a low

rumbling noise at intervals during the night.' During the continuance of these

heavy discharges, Ogea was frequently and very violently shaken by earthquakes,

so that the people were in a state of great consternation. At night-time a lurid

glare, as from a great fire, was visible in the direction of Tonga, and these pheno-

mena culminated in a terrific roar on the morning of the 17th, such as might be

produced by thousands of big guns being discharged simultaneously. Next day a

small vessel which had been working the open sea between the Fijian and Friendly

groups, called at Ogea, and reported having passed through vast fields of pumice.

This served to confirm the idea generally prevailing that a terrible calamity in the

form of a volcanic outbreak had befallen and had overwhelmed Tonga. The tradition

is still preserved of the island of Tofua, in the Friendly group, and not far distant

from the scene of the present eruption, having been in a state of volcanic activity,

and it was imagined that an outbreak had occurred on a very large scale. The

people associated the convulsion of nature so evidently in progress with the

religious schism which has recently overturned the Wesleyan Church in Tonga, and

to their imagination it was the visible manifestation of Divine wrath overthrowing

Tonga, as it overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah. These people are, in their simple

way, very close Biblical students, and the coincidence of the schism and the out-

break could not fail to strike them."

The Tonga correspondent of the Fiji Times, who was an eye-witness of the

eruption, has communicated the following account of it to that journal :

—

" On the night of Sunday, the 11th October 1885, more than one slight shock of

earthquake was felt, and lightning was seen at intervals at different quarters.

Several persons noticed a low rumbling noise at intervals during the night. At
sunrise on Monday morning, the 12th October, the natives reported that a steamer

was coming in. The Tongan Government was induced to send out the schooner

Sa7i(lfly, and about noon on the day the outbreak was first seen, Dr. Buckland,

accompanied by the Premier and various officials, started to see the volcanic

eruption, which it was evident was going on. The Sandfly returned on the 16th

inst., and reported having reached the scene of the eruption on the 13th, but too

late to see much ; that on the following morning a small island became for the first

time visible, and that the vessel had approached to within about a mile of the shore,

but a strong current prevented nearer approach. On the 17th October a number
of residents chartered Tugi's schooner, and started for the spot, and on the succeed-

ing morning witnessed a spectacle of such surpassing magnificence as men have

seldom been permitted to view. An island of, I believe, not less than nine miles

superficial area was seen by us, which had been upheaved, presuming the Sandfly's

observations to be correct, within four days. On its shore a submarine volcano was

belching out a fearful quantity of what I believe to be steam and salt water,

throwing it upwards in a column for a distance, I was told by a competent gentle-

man, of a mile. To give an accurate description in detail of the column and

eruption generally is impossible. It is indescribable. The shapes assumed by the

steam clouds, after the greatest height had been reached, were inexpressibly beauti-

ful and were fantastic to a degree. While these clouds were still wreathing and
curling, another and another column, with well-defined lines, would shoot upwards,

and the downpour of liquid and the wreathing and curling were again and again

renewed. The island, named by many ' Fakaogo fei lagi,' or Fakaogo Island, is

situated about 16 or 20 miles to the north-west of Honga Hapai. I have not a chart

to refer to, but believe it is on the site of the Culdibras (Culebras ?) Reef, marked
on the chart, and which is some distance south of Tonga and Kao. Vessels coming
here from Fiji will be able to visit the island without going much from their course.
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At nio-ht-time flashes of light are seen, but whether proceeding from flames of

volcanic fire or from the electricity generated during the condensation of the

volumes of steam, will be best known to scientific people. Many and various are

the conjectures as to how the island has been formed, and conjectures alone can be

made until the island is visited. The height of the island on the occasion of the

visit of the Sandfly was from 20 ft. to 30 ft., and when we saw it on Saturday it

appeared to be from 200 ft. to 300 ft."

The Caroline Islands.—The Revue de Geographic, February 1886, contains the

text of the recent arbitration on the part of Pope Leo xiii. The chief points of

this document provide for the adoption of the following :—(1) Confirmation of the

authority of Spain over the Caroline Islands and Palaos (Pelew Is.) ; (2) That the

Spanish Government, in order to give eff'ect to this sovereignty, engage itself to

establish as soon as possible, in the said Archipelago, a regular administration, with

a force sufiicient to guarantee order and rights acquired
; (3) That Spain offer to

Germany full and entire liberty of commerce, navigation, and fishery in these islands,

as also the right to establish there a naval station and coaling depot
; (4) The

assurance to Germany of the same liberty as appertains to Spanish subjects to make

plantations, and to found agricultural establishments in these islands. These clauses

are embodied in the protocol signed in Madrid on the 7th March last by the repre-

sentatives of Great Britain, Germany, and Spain ; and in regard to Article 2, the

limits of the archipelago are fixed as between the Equator and 11° N. lat., and

between the 133° and 164° of longitude (Greenwich).

Synonymy of the Marian Group of the Carolines.—From a lecture by Don

Francisco Coello, printed in the INIadrid Boletin, November and December 1885,

we extract the following list of synonyms, the first in each series being the actual

name in Spanish spelling, and the last the name applied by the missionaries :

—

GuAJAN (pron. Guahan), Guan, Goan, Goam, Guahan, Gujeham, Guban, Iguana,

Bahan, Bam, Bacim or Bacin, Volin, Volid or Belid, San Juan.

EoTA, Zarpana, Serpana, Sarpanta, Sarpan, Sapan, Botahii, Bortaha or Bota,

Luta, Santa Ana.

Aguigan, Aguiguan, Ajiguan, Gujehan, Guahan, Gan, Maban, Santo Angel.

TiNiAN, Tanian, Buenavista-Mariana.

Saipan, Saepan, Seipan, Sespan, Sepan, Zerpan, Zeipan, Saespara, Saspan,

Supan, San Joseph.

Farallon de Medinilla.

Anatajan, Anathahan, Anatayan, Anatacan, Anatans, Inatajan, Natan, Matan,

San loachin.

Sariguan, Sarigoan, Sarigan, Chareguan, Cheruguan, Cheregua, Cherega,

Cheraga, pSan Carlos.

Farallon de Torres.

GuGUAN, Guagan, Gugan, Gaugan, Guiguan, Greguan, Grigan, Guegon, Gugua,

Grijes, Giges, San Phelijye.

Alamagan, Alamaguan, Alzemagan, Alimagan, Amalagan, Artemagan, Arto-

magan, Ora-Magan, Uramagan, La Concepcion.

Pagax, Pegan, Pegon (full of volcanoes), Pagon, Pagara, Pragan, Prajan, Praien,

Agan, San Ignacio.

Agrigan, A Grega, Agrega, Agrijan, Arigan, Griga, Greca, Gregua, Greguna,

Guerga, Ergua, Greje, Gijen, Guana, Volcan de Griga, Sa7i Francisco Xavier.

Asuncion, Assonsong, Asoncon, Sonsong, Semoguan, Chemocan, Chemocoa,

Cheniochoa, Cheroshu, Cheroshuns, Volcan Grande, La Asumpcvm.
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Urracas, Mahao, Mayug, Maug, Mauo, Maui, Buvi, Mao, Otamao, Ota or Beta,

Bato, Urac, Monjas, Timas, Tina, Tunas, San Lorenzo.

Pajaros, Ana, Guaban, La Inglesa, Urac, Desierta.

MISCELLANEOUS.

M. Reichard has returned to Wiesbaden.

It is proposed to establish a Geographical Society in Liverpool.

The Altitude of Fez {Morocco).—The altitude of Fez, or Faz, which was hitherto

unknown, has been determined by M. Duveyrier to be 352 metres (1155 feet).

According to the Melbourne Daily Telegraph of December 9th last, a Queens-

land Branch of the Geographical Society of Australasia has been inaugurated at

Brisbane.

An attempt is about to be made to determine the direction and force of the

Gulf Stream by launching at intervals a number of floats in these waters, which the

agents of the Canadian Marine Department will be instructed to keep ajook-out for.

Sir Francis de Winton, Administrator-General of the Congo Free State, is about

to return to Europe, on the expiry of his term of two years' service. M. Jansen,

the Vice-Governor, will administrate during the absence of his chief.

The Geographical Society of the Netherlands contemplates despatching an

expedition to explore Dutch New Guinea next year. The Government are willing

to ask the Chambers to grant a vote of 25,000 florins towards the cost of equip-

ment, and an Amsterdam banker will supplement that by an additional 10,000

florins. The Netherlands Government, says the Melbo^orne Argus, January 8, pro-

bably feel that in view of German action in the Caroline Islands, it is necessary for

them to give practical evidence of their interest in the Papuan possessions.

A new El Dorado has been reported to have been discovered by Herr Schwarz, of

the German Foreign Office, in the inland districts of the Cameroons. Following the

caravan route to the Calabar River, he entered on new ground at Bakandu, and pro-

ceeded eastward through a region of primeval forest, " rich in gum trees and teeming

with elephants." Beyond the Kumbu Eiver, he entered the kingdom of " Bason,"

which he found to be a picturesque and comparatively well-cultivated table-land,

" studded with densely-populated towns," and the source whence the coast-towns

obtain supplies of slaves, ivory, and palm oil. His further advance was, however,
" arrested in the vicinity of the Upper Calabar by a party of 500 armed Negroes."

The Mersey Tunnel, connecting Liverpool and Birkenhead, was formally opened

on January 20th by the Prince of Wales. The enormous traffic across the river may
be gathered from the fact that last year the ferry steamers carried no fewer than

26,000,000 passengers and 750,000 tons of goods. The main tunnel, which runs under

the bed of the river for a distance of 1320 yards, is 26 feet in width and 19 feet in

height, and is lined with brickwork and cement. The stations on either side of the

river are some 80 feet below the street level, and are each provided with an inclined

subway approach, a separate staircase, and three hydraulic lifts capable of accom-

modating 100 passengers. The underground portion of the station is excavated in

the solid sandstone rock, and is 400 feet long, 50 feet wide, and 30 feet high. The
tunnel is ventilated by means of four huge fans, whicli are connected with it by a

separate air-passage bored through rock, and which draw the air from the tunnel

under the river at any desired point.
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Geographical Societies.—The Geographisches Jahrhuch, 1885, published the

following particulars in regard to the distribution of Geographical Societies through-

out the world :

—

First-Class Powers.
Societies.
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situated beyond the one-thousand fathom line, had never formed part of any conti-

nental land. Proceeding to speak of the continental islands, Mr. Wallace remarked

that these were all isolated portions of continents of varying size, position, and

antiquity. They always possessed some mammalia and amphibia. Their produc-

tions closely resembled those of the continent, with a few exceptions, and as one

of the exceptions the lecturer mentioned the red grouse of the British Isles, which

was not found in any other part of the world. Of the ancient continental islands

the most striking was Madagascar, where almost everything it possessed was

peculiar to itself. In concluding, Mr. Wallace said that the study of island life,

more ])erhaps than any other branch of natural history, served to impress them

with the interdependence of organic and inorganic causes in bringing about the

existing distribution and relations of living things. The absence of certain animals

from one island, and their presence in another, might be dependent either on such

great and momentous causes as changes of sea and land, or on such apparently

trivial causes as a greater and less violence of the wind, or the presence of some

inconspicuous insect necessary to fertilise the flowers of a plant on which alone

some other insect or some higher animal could feed. They learned, too, the

important lesson that exceptional and very rare events had often more influence in

producing changes in the organic world than those which were constantly in action,

since it was often found that some obscure and hitherto neglected fact aff'orded the

long-sought key to the solution of a difiicult problem. They also learned that the

greatest apparent anomalies in the distribution of animals and plants were not to

be explained by vast hypothetical changes of sea and land, but were, in almost

every case, found to be due to those moderate changes of the outlines of oceans and

continents indicated by the form of the sea bottom, combined with the powers of

dispersal which the difl"erent classes of organisms were shown, both by observation

and experiment, to possess. The doctrine of the gradual permanence of the great

oceans and the great continents, now held by many of their most eminent geologists,

must, he believed, be adopted as the foundation of all successful inquiry into the

past history of the earth and its inhabitants.

Bering's Island.—The Deutsche Geographische Blatter, Heft 3 (Bremen) contains

a full account (with two maps, one of the whole island, the other of Grebnitski

Harbour), of the circumnavigation of Bering Island, by Leonhard Stejueger. On
the west coast, near its northern end, and opposite the islet of Toporkoff (so called

after the toporki or sea parrots, Lunda cirrhata), lies the village Gavan, i.e. Haven,

or, more precisely, Grebnitzkii Harbour, in which the 300 inhabitants of the island

are congregated. It is so close to the sea that the enclosure of the Company's

buildings has been destroyed by the waves. At this point a small stream reaches

the sea which has its origin in an inland lake (Gavanskoye Ozero), and has conse-

quently received the name of Ozernaya {i.e. the lacustrine). The houses of the vil-

lage are partly wooden red-stained sheds or low earthen huts. Were it not for the

sledge-dogs, and the poles on which the salmon and seal's flesh are dried, the tra-

veller might suppose he was in a more civilised part of the world, as he observes the

church dedicated to the Siberian saint Inakentii, the imposing house of the Com-
pany, and the residence of the officials. From this point Stejneger started in the

Russian Government boat on 21st August 1882. The first place of note on the

southward voyage is Fedoskiya Bukhta, where most of the potato and turnip plots of

the islanders are situated. There is not a cape at Fedoskiya such as is shown on the

older maps ; but here begins a rocky reef which, with few interruptions, runs round

the island. Southward from Kitovii Cape, the hills (900 to 1200 feet) slope down
almost to the sea, and end in steep cliffs 75 to 100 feet high, which show alternate
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horizontal strata of brown and grey sandstone. On the other side of the Podut-

yosnaya streamlet, is a stretch of half an English mile, in which the strata are all

thrown into disorder. Still further south the mountains retire somewhat from the

coast, which however presents the most picturesque forms, one of which has been

called Steller's Triumphal Arch, after the famous explorer. We next come to a

great " sealery," with about 20,000 to 25,000 seals, which yields annually about 2000

KJiolostyaks or bachelors {i.e. three- or four-year-olds). At Gladkovskaya Bay begins

a low valley, which strikes across the island towards Polovino, and appears when the

spectator is some distance off at sea to cut it in two. On both sides of this ravine

the mountains rise to a considerable height, Mount Steller, near its south-western

extremity, being the culminating point in the whole island. As they approached

the Peresheek, the boatmen could hardly make their way through a dense growth of

Laminaria. Soon after is reached Lissonkovaya Bay, the most important on the

whole coast, though not marked in the published maps. Much smaller is Bobrovaya

(sea otter) Bay ; a little further south Cape Manati or Stochnoi Mys, the southmost

promontory of the island, is a bold cliff 600 feet. The east coast runs north with none

of those deep indentations shown on Tebnikoff's map. From Tolstoi to Komando
runs a reef of flat rocks, left dry at low water. This last place is the spot where
" Commander " Bering Avintered ; and the identity of the site is curiously established,

by the fact that the women of the island can still supply themselves with beads

from the sands in which they were buried at the time of the disastrous shipwreck.

Stejneger also unearthed a great variety of other relics ; and visited the ruins of one

of the houses used by the unfortunate explorers. The next point of interest was

Staraya Gavan (Old Harbour), previous to Grebnitzkii Harbour the chief settlement

in the island^ and still one of the few spots where potatoes, etc., are grown. On

the north coast lies Zaranna village, at the mouth of the stream which drains the

great inland lake Zarannoye Ozero, a remarkable basin 6| miles long, and about

40 feet above the sea. In this stream as many as 70,000 salmon are caught in the

year. At the north-east point of the island is the great sealery of the island.

Stejneger's adventurous voyage was brought to a successful close ou 15th September.

Value of Geography.—Sir Charles Wilson, in distributing the prizes to the pupils

of Liverpool College on December 19, gave an address, in the course of Avhich he

said a few words with regard to the necessity of studying geography at the same

time as they studied history. Geography added so much to the picturesqueness of

liistory, and there were many passages of history relating to countries which they

could not possibly understand unless they had a knowledge of the geography of

the country. There was one book with which he had had a great deal to do

—

the Bible—that they could not possibly understand unless they realised the pecu-

liar position of Palestine with regard to the other countries around it, and also

the geographical features of the country itself. A knowledge of the geography of

Palestine added infinitely to the picturesqueness of many of the passages of the Old

Testament. It was the same in respect to other countries, taking, for instance, Italy

and Greece. Then if they went to a country with which they had lately been

associated—the Sudan—they could not understand the Sudan until they knew some-

thing about its geography. He had heard many people express wonder and sur-

prise that they should have taken up their quarters at Suakin on the coast of the

Red Sea. It was a very unpleasant place, very hot, and with none of the con-

veniences of life. The reason was this—the Sudan was one of the most remarkable

countries he knew of in a geographical sense. Far away in the south they had a

very fertile belt of country. Then tliey came to the great swamps of the Nile.

After that they got to another extremely fertile belt, where any tropical product that
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was known would grow, and they might export cotton, corn, or such products, in

enormous quantities. Then, after that, they got the long, dreary Nile valley, which

stretched right down to Cairo, which emerged from the hills of that delta, and then

nothing but a thin strip of vegetation and the desert stretched on the east to the

Eed Sea, and on the west right to the Atlantic Ocean. The key to the whole

position in the Sudan was this, that the Nile running north and south, the only

route open to this great fertile country south of and around Khartiun was that to

Suakin. And the reason was this. In Abyssinia they had an enormous mass of

mountains, which were absolutely impracticable for any route. There was really

only one route by which the whole of those tropical products in the whole of the

Upper Nile Valley could be got to a port, and that route was the one to the port

of Suakin. Those products could only be brought across the desert or down the

Nile with its dangerous rapids. In the next twenty-five years no doubt Suakin

would become one of the most important ports of the Red Sea.

NEW BOOKS.

Outlines of Geology: An Introduction to the Science for Junior Students and

General Readers. By James Geikie, LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Geology and

Mineralogy in the University of Edinburgh. London : Stanford. Pp. 424 ;

Index, Glossary, etc.

Of recent years quite a number of large text-books of geology have appeared,

all of them more or less well adapted to the needs of students who desire to make

a specialty of the science. The works referred to, however, are rather advanced for

beginners, and their bulkiness is apt to scare away general readers. In the present

treatise Professor Geikie gives us a book of moderate size, designed for the use of

junior students and those who desire to attain only a general view of the scope and

bearing of the science. He has avoided the mistake, so common in geological text-

books, of presenting his readers at the very outset with a strong dose of mineralogy

and petrology. It is not indeed until we reach Chapters x. and xii. that we meet

with any detailed description of rocks and minerals. The writer carries his reader

onward gradually from the simple to the complex, so that by the time the latter

is encountered it has been deprived of its terrors. We begin by studying the

natural operations with which we are most familiar ; and then we compare

the products of those operations with certain great groups of rocks, which we

at once see must have had precisely the same origin. In like manner we

study volcanoes and modern volcanic products, and compare these last with

certain other great groups of rocks, to find that these too agree in all essential

characters with modern volcanic products. Other igneous rocks which have no

modern representatives are then examined in detail, and we are shown how

these have been produced at great depths in the earth's crust, and thus afford us

hints as to what may be taking place now in deep-seated regions which are beyond

human observation. Having discussed the origin of aqueous and igneous rocks. Dr.

Geikie next tries to answer the question : How have these rocks come to form dry

land, and how have they come to be built up as we now see them '? Some account

of earth-movements having been given, we are presented with a detailed description

of the more important rock-structures—the subject being rendered clear by many
illustrations, amongst which those showing the phenomena of faults are specially

noteworthy. Then follow interesting chapters on the phenomenon of ore deposits

and the mode of occurrence in the field of eruptive rocks. Having given his readers
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some idea of how rock-masses are arranged, the Professor then takes up the subject

of metamorphism, and conchides this portion of his work by a chapter on the origin

of the more prominent rock-structures and surface-features of the land. In the

latter part of his work he deals with palseontological and historical geology. In

these chapters geographical readers will find much to interest them. No attempt

is made to describe the geological structure of individual regions, but we have

instead a graphic account of the life and physical conditions which prevailed at

successive periods in the world's history. In these chapters, indeed, we are pre-

sented with a history of the geographical evolution of Europe, with side-glances at

that of other regions. The work, which is illustrated with 400 woodcuts, is well

printed ; and the general arrangement is admirably adapted to assist the reader to

a clear grasp of the science. Geographers—who, at every turn, find themselves

working hand in hand with the sister science—should be specially grateful to the

author for having provided them with a reliable text-book sufficient, in all respects,

for their needs, if not inviting them to a further study ; and some recognition on

the part of the general public is, we think, due to such an eminent geologist as

Professor James Geikie for having devoted his time to the preparation of a work

which cannot faU to popularise the subject of which it so ably treats.

Borne in Winter and the Tuscan Hills in Sianmer. By David Young,
M.C., M.B., ISI.D. London : H. K. Lewis, 1886.

This little book is a most valuable contribution to what we may call the

Medical Geography of Italy. A treatise of the kind has long been a want. Sir

James Glark's has long been out of date, and that applied chiefly to the climatology

of Rome. This is modestly described on the title-page as " a contribution to the

climate of Italy." Dr. David Young writes from the fulness of an Indian as well

as an Italian experience. Invalided for dysentery from Bombay, where he was

one of the ornaments of the Grant Medical College, he failed to find health till he

settled at Florence. There he practised the healing art for more than twelve years,

and thence he moved to Eome, where he has been the trusted adviser of almost

every Scottish visitor. With a scientific accuracy, both medical and statistical, and

in popularly interesting style, he shows that Rome no longer deserves the bad sani-

tary character which it gained up to the close of Papal times under Pio Nono. As
a matter of statistical fact it is the healthiest city of Europe, next to London, in the

matter of malarial and typhoid fevers. He proves the special fitness of its climate

for acute diseases, which, in Rome, are not so apt to pass into a chronic or degenera-

tive stage as in England, while chronic ailments occur seldomj^or give little trouble.

The Italian atmosphere is curative for invalids who require frequent removal to

receive the full benefit of change of air. Winter in Rome and summer in the

Tuscan Hills are, for such, perfection. The geographical value of the treatise lies

in the chapters on the Mediterranean and its effect on Italy ; on the coasts of Italy
;

on the topography of Rome, its Campagna, its summer retreats in the Alban and

Sabine towns ; and seaside resorts at Civita Vecchia and Porto D'Anzio—the

favourite resort of Cicero and the emperors, now connected with Rome by railway
;

on Florence and the neighbourhood, the Eastern Riviera, and the portions of

Modena and Tuscany which lie in the triangle formed by Modena, Bologna, and

Pistoia. Dr. Young is eloquent, especially, on the now well-known health resorts

nestling in the splendid pine forests which skirt the highest carriage-way across the

Apennines, especially the Abetone—" the great pine-tree,"—that bit cut out of the

Scottish Highlands (4500 feet), with the sky of the bright and blue Mediterranean.

After two visits to Rome and journeys across the Tuscan Apennines, we can
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confirm the conclusions of Dr. Young. Every year of sanitation under the kingdom

makes Rome more healthy to those of the 42,000 annual visitors—of whom one-

half are British and American—who show ordinary common sense.

Across the Jordan. By Gottlieb Schumacher, C.E. With Additions by Laurence

Oliphant and Guy Le Strange. London : Richard Bentley & Son, 1886.

Pp. 323 ; Index, Maps, Plans, etc.

This is a publication of the Palestine Exploration Fund, and is a useful geographical

and archfeological contribution. Rather more than a year ago, we are informed in

the preface, a firman was granted giving leave to survey the district lying between

Damascus and Haifa, with a view to the construction of a railway. Herr Gottlieb

Schumacher was appointed the surveyor for the portion of the country east of the

Jordan. In the course of his work, Herr Schumacher found it necessary, as well as

possible, to make many scientific observations, notes, maps, and drawings, which

he afterwards embodied in the memoir which forms the greater part of the volume.

The general map, a reduction of which is published, covers an area of 240 square

miles—scale, f in. to mile—partly in the Hauran, and partly in tlie Jaulan, a dis-

trict never before surveyed and very seldom crossed by the traveller. The numerous

drawings and plans, representing ruins and sites not hitherto investigated, have

been specially prepared for this work from the sketches by HeiT Schumacher, and

are, for the most part, entirely new. After describing the physical characteristics

of the plateau of Eastern Jaulan and Western Hauran, Herr Schumacher devotes a

chapter to the villages, ruins, and names met with in the district of Ez Zawiyeh

esh Shurkiyeh, or Eastern Jaulan, and another to the villages, ruins, names of

places, and Bedawin tribes met with in the district of Western Hauran.

More permanent form is given to the papers already published by Mr. Laurence

Oliphant and Mr. Guy Le Strange, on A Trip to the North-East of Lake Tiberias,

in Jaulan, and a Eide through 'Ajlun and the BelJca during the Autumn of 1884,

respectively, by incorporating them with the present volume.

There are 157 illustrations, several plans and maps, and an index, with Arabic

names, taken from lists drawn up on the spot by Messrs. Schumacher and Le Strange.

The Life of JViUiam Carey, D.D., Shoemaker and Missionary, Professor of Sanskrit,

Bengali, and Marathi in the College of Fort- William, Calcutta. By George
Smith, LL.D., CLE., etc.. Member of Council of the Scottish Geographical

Society. With Portrait and Illustrations. London : John Murray, 1885.

Pp. xiv, 463, including Index.

The author of this biography of the great pioneer, of modern missions has

enjoyed the peculiar advantage of residence in Serampore, and of personal acquain-

tance with the scenes amid which the best years of Carey were spent. Hence we
find this volume to be not only a full and complete delineation of the many-sided

character of the man, but a vivid and entertaining description of the introduction,

progress, and success of modern Protestant missions in India. Whilst presenting

the reader with a full-length portrait of the great missionary. Dr. Smith does not

forget to do ample justice to the man of science. As a translator, Carey's work was

colossal, and he shares, with Sir W. Jones and other distinguished Orientalists, the

honour of creating that taste for Sanskrit lore which is now so general. From the

beginning of his career, Carey evinced the scientific spirit. He had the true geo-

grapher's taste for definite and comprehensive knowledge of the planet, and even

prepared maps of heathendom, and read books of voyage and travel whilst handling
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the awl and the last. When in India he projected a journey, in Lama costume, to

the interior of Tibet, and sent missionaries to Burma, so that China might be

pierced from the south. His work, however, was not that of the explorer but of

the linguist, the scholar, and the organiser. He may, indeed, be revered as one of

the founders of our Indian Empire, and, after the Apostle Paul, as the most illustrious

exponent of the missionary spirit. He was, like his great prototype, "all things

to all men." The record of his achievements, from the cobbling of shoes to the

single-handed translation of the Bible into Bengali, is one of the most marvellous to

be met with in the history of mankind. Dr. Smith has evidently put his whole

heart into his book, which bears on every page evidence of high culture, excellent

taste, and cabn judgment in the selection of materials. The maps and illustrations,

which might well have been more profuse, enhance the charm of a most inspiring

book.

The Queen's Empire ; or, hid and her Pearl. By Joseph Moore, Jun., F.R.G.S.,

Member of the Scottish Geographical Society. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott

and Company. 1886. Price $2 25c.

A popular volume of travels, of no geographical value save that it is so written as

to tempt the untravelled to visit India and Ceylon. Starting with a companion from
Venice, Mr. Moore followed the beaten yet ever-fresh track of the Overland Route to

Kurachi and Bombay, and thence by Surat, and Rajputana to Dellii, and Lahore,

and the great cities on the Ganges down to Calcutta. After a rapid run to Darjil-

ing he returned to the capital of Southern Asia, saw Madras, and engaged in the

excitement of an elephant hunt in Ceylon. The well-known photographer of

Philadelphia, Gutekunst, has reproduced fifty pictures of Indian scenes and people

in as perfect a style as the phototype process allows. It is still true that the best

book of travels in India and the Farther East, is by an American, a countryman of

our author, Bayard Taylor. That volume of forty years ago, brought down to date,

would attract many readers, and prove the most cultured guide to all new travellers.

Mr. Moore has, however, produced an entertaining book, the printing and general

get-up of which present a very attractive appearance.

The Shire Highlands {East Central Africa) as Colony and Mission. By John
Buchanan, Planter at Zomba. Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London.

1885. Pp. vi, 260. Map. Price, 6s.

Mr. Rankin of Muthill did well to advise JSIr. John Buchanan to write his

experiences as gardener and planter in the Shire Highlands. The result is a

volume which, while it repeats a good deal that is already familiar to aU interested

in the Church of Scotland Mission at Blantyre, contains valuable additions to that

kind of information about the country which is most wanted by intending settlers.

Perhaps the fact of chief importance is that the Shire Highlands are, on the whole,

suitable for the cultivation of coffee, the samples sent to London brokers having

been pronounced of good quality. The plant, introduced in 1878, is cultivated by

Mr. Buchanan at Mlungusi, his estate at Zomba, to the extent of 20 acres. The

maiden-crop was a heavy one. Special interest also attaches to the chapter on the

natives as workers. At Blantyre they have a " host of brick-moulders," " a number

of men well able to saw with a pit-saw," and, on the whole, Mr. Buchanan reports

hopefully for the future. Chapter vi. describes a journey from Blantyre to Mopea
(Mazaro) by land in 1884 ; the accompanying map unfortunately does not enable

the route to be followed in all its details. Mr. Buchanan's training gives unusual

vividness to his incidental notices of vegetation—as, when he describes (p. 43) how

Amaranthus caudatus, or " Love lies bleeding," grows profusely at Kilimane,
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within a few yards of the Kwakwa, meets the traveller all up the river, and in the

neighbourhood of Zoniba and Blantyre often receives the anathemas of those who,

on a wet morning, have to force their way through its dripping foliage. Again we

have to deplore the absence of an index.

Oceana : or, England and her Colonies. By James Anthony Froude.

London : Longmans, Green, and Co. 1886. Pp. 396. Price, 18s.

This brilliant book, written in Mr. Froude's engaging style, brings forward the

great subject of Colonial Federation, concerning which Mr. Froude is hopeful,

although not without anxiety, lest coldness, or carelessness, or stupidity, on the part

of the English Government should wreck the happy consummation. Mr. Froude

had long held the opinion, which was also that of his master, Thomas Carlyle, that

it was of vital moment to England to preserve unbroken the ties which bound the

mother-country and her Colonies together ; and both had strongly condemned the

action of Her Majesty's Government in hurriedly placing the leading Colonies under

government by party, and in handing over to the Colonial Governments, as owners,

the vast stretches of land which ought to have been the heritage of the people of

England. In England the tendency was to depopulate the country, which was fast

becoming mere pleasure-grounds for the wealthy ; and to increase and multiply

large cities, with over-crowding and squalor. In three generations of such a process

the children and grandchildren of those mechanics and factory-hands would
deteriorate sensibly, and i-emedies might mitigate but could not prevent this. If

the Colonies and England remained closely connected, England's sons would still be

numerous and powerful as of old ; but if separation once took place, England's

influence as a leading Power must necessarily end. These doctrines are clearly

unfolded in Oceana. Mr. Froude tells us that more than ten years ago, finding that

he was preaching such doctrines as the above in magazines and reviews, apparently

to little purpose, he resolved to visit the Colonies in order more fully to acquaint

himself with this subject. But in 1874 Mr. Froude only got as far as the Cape,

where, he tells us, he became " entangled in Cape politics." In our opinion it was
matter of great regret that Mr. Froude on this occasion turned aside from the pur-

pose for which he had left England. But conceiving, unfortunately for all parties,

that he had a mission on the South African question, Mr. Froude returned to

England from South Africa, and, soon after, again made his way back to the Cape
Colony, this time more or less in an official capacity. Now it happened that Mr.
Froude's mission, under Lord Carnarvon, took place soon after the Cape Colonists

had got their brand-new Responsible Government Constitution from Downing
Street ; and Mr. Froude's mission was regarded by Colonial politicians generally as

an " unconstitutional " interference, and was resented accordingly. The Confedera-

tion of South Africa aimed at by Lord Carnarvon and Mr. Froude was doubtless an
inviting subject, a beautiful idea ; but the Cape Colonists had only just got hold of

one newly-devised Constitution, and they were impatient when another organic

change was pressed on them from without, as they thought, in an unwarranted
way. The majority of Dutch colonists had not pressed for party government, and
neither understood nor desired Confederation. Intelligent men among them, such

as Mr. Molteno, the Premier, with his ministers (chiefly English), received Mr.
Froude's overtures with the greatest disfavour, if not discourtesy. The Colonists

declined even to consider the subject of Mr. Froude's mission, as they did after-

wards when pressed to consider the same question by Sir Bartle Frere. It is quite

evident from the pages of Oceana, that Mr. Froude has never forgiven the Cape
Colony for what happened then—especially the English opponents to Confedera-
tion. But it is our firm opinion that if he had gone out to Australia or New
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Zealand on such a mission as his South African one, and had pressed matters

there as they were pressed in South Africa, the result would have been the same,

if not more unpleasant still.

It is possible that matters might not have reached the aggravated form in which

we find them in Oceana, had it not been for the ill-starred appearance of an " inter-

viewer " in Mr. Fronde's study in London a short time before he sailed on his recent

voyage. Thinking he was only unbending himself to a friend, Mr. Froude

expatiated on the badness of the Cape English and the goodness of the Cape Dutch
;

and what should meet him first on his arrival in Table Bay but the remarks made

in his library, filling two columns of a newspaper—accompanied of course with the

strongest " remarks " which the Colonial pen could indite ! As Mr. Froude was

only a few hours in Cape-Town, he had no opportunity of finding out the full effect

of his wholesale denunciation of the Cape English, and his complete glorification of

the Cape Dutch. He tells us he was pleased to leave Table Bay, and his reader will

without doubt sympathise with this feeling. Indeed, a tour in South Africa would

not now be a pleasant adventure to Mr. Froude and a companion any more than

the perusal of his version of " the truth about South Africa" will be to the readers

of Oceana. We cannot forget Mr. Froude's treatment by the leading Colonists at

the Cape, when we find ourselves with Mr. Froude in Cape society ; and we find

much more pleasure and comfort in accompanying the author to Colonies where he

had no previous mission from Downing Street, and where he has never figured as

denouncing one party of Colonists and upholding the other.

The ship was detained for a few hours off Adelaide, and Mr. Froude availed

himself of the opportunity to visit the town. Melbourne was reached after a

pleasant ocea^n-voyage of six weeks. Having no unwelcome mission to press on

behaK of Downing Street, Mr. Froude, who was accompanied by his son and Lord

Elphinstone, found himself made welcome by the Colonists on all hands, and special

arrangements were made to enable them to travel on the Colonial railway. Having

visited more than one gold mine, a wine farm, and a squatter's station, and after

seeing generally a great deal of the happy Victorian life, Mr. Froude next proceeded

to New South Wales. He found that Colony in the excitement of having made the

offer of a regiment of volunteers for service in the Sudan, and was witness of the

intense pleasure which the wise acceptance of that offer gave to the Colonists. Mr.

Froude was again treated with special courtesy as to travelling arrangements, so

that he might see what was worthy of note. His pictures of Australian life are

charming ; and everywhere he found among Colonists a more enthusiastic feeling

towards England than England has shown towards them. But Mr. Froude is care-

ful to explain that in his opinion there is no coldness as between the English

people and their brothers in Australia—the coldness is only from Downing Street.

Mr. Froude regards Victoria as the more democratic colony—New South Wales as

the more old-fashioned and Conservative. Victoria favours local Colonial Federa-

tion, which is generally thought to render separation from the mother-country more

easy. New South Wales does not favour this local federation of colonies, but

desires federation of them all with England. Mr. Froude did not visit Queensland

and Tasmania, but proceeded from New South Wales to New Zealand, where he

confined his researches to the North Island. From Auckland as his headquarters,

he visited the mysterious Geysers or hot springs, already famous for their curative

powers, and the unique White Terrace. He only touched on the native villages.

Here is his description of a Maori village :
—

" If I had been carried into Mokoia, and awakened suddenly, I should have

imagined myself in Mayo or Galway as they were forty years ago. There were the

same cabins, the same children running about barefoot and half-naked, the same
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pigs, the same savage taste for brilliant colours, the women wearing madder-coloured

petticoats ; the same distribution of employment between the sexes—the wife

working in the fields, the man lying on his back and enjoying himself."

Mr. Froude describes very pleasantly the island of Kawau, bought by Sir George

Grey from the New Zealand Government after he retired from Government service,

and on which he has erected a fine mansion, surrounded himself with English

workmen who are devoted to their master, and reproduced in New Zealand a

modern edition of simple feudal life. The island is four miles from the mainland,

and thirty in a direct line from Auckland. Sir George Grey was the most popular

of all South African Governors ; and Mr. Froude urges that, even in his old age, he

should be sent back to South Africa, as " he understood the Boers." Mr. Froude,

however, over-estimates and inadvertently encourages the imaginary disaftection

of those whom he himself is far from understanding. Good rulers are wanted in

South Africa : but good men would be of little use unless England abandons vacil-

lation, and without impinging a hair's-breadth on the liberties of Colonial Govern-

ments, undertakes the administration oflFered to her by native chiefs of those regions,

the possession of which by any other Power would cripple our commerce and render

impossible the future Confederation of South Africa as part of the great English-

speaking Commonwealth.

Mr. Froude was not favourably impressed with the financial arrangements or

the general management of afi'airs in New Zealand. The whole economic scheme

seemed to depend on repeated loans from English capitalists to the Government,

and to municipalities. A great deal was being done in the way of grand public

works, for the benefit of posterity generally ; but not much by farmers or artisans,

either for themselves or their own posterity, in the way of clearing and cultivating

farms. Indeed, it seemed already difficult for working men to obtain land ; but as

they could get eight shillings per day, with only eight hours for work, they were

fully content with government or municiiml public works. This would no doubt

go on as long as money could be so easily borrowed. He passed through large

tracts uncultivated—the property of capitalists either in the colony or out of it.

The soil was rich in the extreme. After four weeks spent pleasantly in North

Island, New Zealand, Mr. Froude sailed for San Francisco, and thence proceeded

by way of Utah to New York, and so home to England again without visiting

Canada. In reading this pleasant book one is struck throughout with the superi-

ority of Mr. Froude to all those whom he met. In his references to religion,

Mr. Froude, like his master, seems to regard it as his mission to criticise and

demolish, rather than to build up.

Proceedings of the Geographical Society of Australasia (New South Wales and

Victorian Branches), Second Session, April to December, 1884. Vol, ii.

Sydney, 1885.

The second volume of the Proceedings of this Society (April to December, 1884)

has been published. It contains, among other interesting matter, papers on
British North Borneo (with map) ; Neiv Gttinea as a Field for Geographical Re-

search ; Early Exploration of Australia; the Descent of the Tasmanians, in which
the author, Mr. E. M. Curr, concludes that the Tasmanian was of mixed Negro, but
not of Australian descent ; Exp)lorations in Torres Straitsj Borneo and Krakatoaj
Beport on Nexo Guinea, by Mr. Mann ; and The Rivers of the Interior of Nexo
South TVales and their Treatment, with maps. Altogether, it is a very full and
valuable number.
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NEW MAPS.
{Edited by Professor James Geikie, LL.D., F.R.S.)

ASIA.

MITTEL-SYRIEN, Special-Karte des ostlichen Theiles von . Entworfen von

Dr. Carl Diener, 1885. Massstab,! : 500,000.

Wien, Mitteilungen des K. K. Geogrcqjhischen Gesellschaft, Band xxix., No. 1.

TONG-KIN et le Bassin du Fleuve Rouge, par J. Dupuis, 1885. Echelle,

1 : 4,000,000.

MontjJellier, SocieU Languedocienne de Geographie, Tome viii., 3*= Trimestre.

AFRICA.

CONGO FRANCAIS, ou France Equatoriale, par P. Savorgnan de Brazza, 1885.

Echelle, 1 : 3,500,000. Paris, Societe de Geographie, Nos. 2 and 3.

Ivlonsieur de Brazza, who is now styled " Commissaire de la Republique

Frangaise dans rOuest-AMcain," gives this very clear sketch-map of the new

territory which he has acquired for France. As an apparent sign of the rapid

progress of civilisation in this country, the map is already studded with the names

of numerous French postal stations.

MATABELI-LAND, and the Country from Tete to Lake Nyassa, from the Survey

by W. Montagu Kerr, C.E. Scale, 38 miles to an inch.

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, February 1886.

This is a survey of the new discoveries along the route taken by Mr. Montagu

Kerr in his journey from Port Elizabeth to Lake Nyassa in 1884,—a journey which

has helped to fill up several blanks on the map of Africa.

SUD-AFRIKANISCHE REPUBLIK, Das untere Olifantbecken, mit besonderer

Beriicksichtigung der Eingeborenen Bevolkerung, gezeichnet von Dr. H. Raddatz.

Massstab, 1 : 1,600,000.

Petermann's Mitteilungcn, Jahrgang 1886, Tafel 3. Gotha: Justus Perthes.

A large-scaled map of the lower basin of the Olifant's River, showing by

colours the races occupying the different villages throughout the country.

AMERICA.

6R0NLAND, Skizze von Konig Christian ix Land, aufgenommen von G. F.

Holm, 1884 and 1885. Massstab, 1 : 1,140,000.

Petermann's Mitteilungen, Jahrgang 1886, Tafel, 4. Gotha: Justus Perthes.

Every country feels to a certain extent bound to do something towards the

exploration of its own possessions, however worthless from a commercial point

of view they may prove to be, and in this respect the work of the Danes is greatly

to be commended, as their exploration of the rugged and ice-bound coasts of Green-

land is purely in the interests of science, for the benefit of the world at large.

MEXICO—Tenacatita and Navidad Bays, on the West Coast of Mexico.

Washington, Hydrographic Office, U.S. Navy.

The United States Hydrographic Office is making rapid advances in carto-

graphy ; for drawing of orographical relief, and general beauty of execution, there

are few charts that surpass this one,— certainly none in our Admiralty Office.
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL EVOLUTION OF EUROPE.

Read before the Society, at Edinburgh, 9th March 1886.

By Professor James Geikie, LL.D., F.R.S.

Vice-President, Scottish Geographical Society.

It is one of the commonplaces of geology that the Present is built up

out of the ruins of the Past. Every rock beneath our feet has its story

of change to tell us. Mountains, valleys, and plains, continents and

islands, have passed through vicissitudes innumerable, and bear within

them the evidence of a gradual development or evolution. Looking back

through the vista of the past one sees the dry lands gradually separating

from the ocean, and gathering together into continental masses according

to a definite plan. It is this slow growth, this august evolution, carried

on through countless seons, Avhich most impresses the student of physical

geology. The earth seems for the time as if endowed with life, and

like a plant or animal to pass through its successive stages of development

until it culminates in the present beautiful world. This conception is

one of comparatively recent growth in the history of geological science.

Hutton, the father of physical geology, had indeed clearly perceived that

the dry lands of the globe were largely composed of the ch'bris of former

land-surfaces—that there had been alternate elevations and depressions

of the earth's crust, causing now sea and now land to predominate over

given areas. But the facts known in his day could not possibly have

suggested those modern ideas of geographical evolution, which are the

outcome of the multifarious observation and research of later years. It

is to Professor Dana, the eminent American geologist, that we are

indebted for the first clear enunciation of the views which I am now

about to illustrate. According to him the great oceanic basins and conti-
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nental ridges are of primeval antiquity—their origin is older than that of

our oldest sedimentary formations. It is not maintained that the present

lands have always continued above the level of the sea. On the contrary,

it can be proved that many oscillations of level have taken place within each

continental area, by which the extent and outline of the land have been

modified again and again. Notwithstanding such changes, however, the

great continental ridges would appear to have persisted from the earliest

geological times as dominant elevations of the earth's crust. Some por-

tions of these, as Dana remarks, may have been submerged for thousands

of feet, but the continents have never changed places with the oceans.

I shall presently indicate the nature of the evidence by which it is

sought to prove the vast age of our continental masses, but before doing

so it will be well to give an outline of the facts which go to show that

the oceanic depressions of the globe are likewise of primeval antiquity.

The memorable voyage of the Challenger has done much to increase

our knowledge of the deep seas and the accumulations forming therein.

The researches of the scientific staff of the expedition, and more par-

ticularly those of Mr. Murray, have indeed given a new impulse to the

study of the larger questions of physical geology, and have lent strong sup-

port to the doctrine of the permanence of the oceanic basins and continental

ridges. One of the most important facts brought before our attention

by Mr. Murray is the absence of any land-derived materials from the

sediments now gathering in the deeper abysses of the ocean. The coasts

of continents and continental islands are strewn, as every one knows,

with the wreck of the laud—with gravel, sand, and mud, derived from

the demolition of our rocks and soils. The coarser debris accumulates

upon beaches and in shallow littoral waters, Avhile the finer materials are

swept further out to sea by tidal and other currents—the sediment being

gradually sifted as it is borne outwards into deeper water, until only the

finest mud and silt remain to be swept forward. As the floor of the

ocean shelves down to greater depths the transporting power of currents

gradually lessens, and finally land-derived sediment ceases to appear.

Such terrigenous materials may be said to extend from the littoral zone

down to depths of 2000 feet and more, and to a distance of 60 to 300

miles from shore. They are confined, therefore, to a comparatively

narrow belt round the margins of continents and islands. And thus there

are vast regions of the oceanic depressions over which no terrigenous

or land-derived materials are accumulating. Instead of these we meet

with a remarkable red clay and various kinds of ooze, made up largely

of the shells of foraminifera, pelagic mollusca, and radiolarians, and

the frustules of diatoms. The red clay is the most widely distributed of

abysmal deposits. Indeed, it seems to form a certain proportion of all

the deep-sea organic oozes, and may be said, therefore, to exist everywhere

in the abysmal regions of the oceanic basins. It is extremely fine-grained,

and owes its deep brown or red colour to the presence of the oxides of

manganese and iron. Scattered through the deposit occur particles of
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various minerals of volcanic origin, together with lapilli and fragments of

l)umice, i.e. volcanic ejedamenta. Such materials may have been thrown out

from terrestrial volcanoes and carried by the winds or floated by currents

until they became water-logged and sank ; or they may to some extent be

the relics of submarine eruptions. Whatever may have been their

immediate source, they are unquestionably of volcanic origin, and are

not associated with any truly terrigenous sediment. The red clay is

evidently the result of the chemical action of sea-water on volcanic pro-

ducts ; and many facts conspire to show that its formation is an extremely

slow process. Thus, remains of vertebrates, consisting of the ear-bones

of whales, beaks of ziphius, and teeth of sharks are often plentifully

present, and there is no reason to suppose, as MM. Murray and Renard
point out, that the parts of the ocean where these remains occur are more
frequented by whales and sharks than other regions where similar relics

are rarely or never dredged up. Of these remains some have all the

appearance of having lain upon the sea-bottom for a very long time, for

they belong to extinct species, and are either partially coated or entirely

surrounded with thick layers of manganese-iron. In the same red clay

occur small metallic spherules which are of cosmic origin—in other words?

meteoric dust. The accumulation of all these substances in such rela-

tively great abundance shows us that the oceanic basins have remained

unchanged for a vast period of time, and assures us that the formation of

the abysmal red clay is extremely slow.

When we come to examine the rocks which enter into the framework of

our continents, we find that these maybe roughly classed underthese heads:

—

1st, Terrestrial and Aqueous Rocks.

2d, Igneous or Volcanic Rocks.

3d, Crystalline Schi.sts.

By far the largest areas of land are composed of rocks belonging to

the first class. These consist chiefly of the more or less indurated sedi-

ments of ancient rivers, lakes, and seas—namely, conglomerate, sandstone,

shale, limestone, etc. And now and again, interstratified with such

aqueous beds, we meet with rocks of terrestrial origin, such as lignite,

coal, and the debris of former glacial action. Now, most of our aqueous

rocks have been accumulated in the sea, and thus we arrive at the conclu-

sion that the present continental areas '^have from time to time been

largely submerged—that the sea has frequently covered what are now the

dry lands of the globe. But one remarkable fact stands out, and it is

this : Nowhere amongst the sedimentary rocks of the earth's crust do we
meet with any ancient sediments which can be likened to the red clay

now slowly accumulating in the deeper abysses of the ocean. There are

no rocks of abysmal origin. Many of our limestones have undoubtedly
formed in deep, clear water, but none of these is abysmal. Portions of

Europe may now and again have been submerged for several thousand
feet, but no part of this or any other continent, so far as we yet know,
has within geological time been depressed to dejiths comparable to those
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of the present oceanic basins. Nay, by far the larger portions of our

marine formations have accumulated in comparatively shallow water

—

sandstones and shales (sand and mud) being by far the most common kinds

of rock that we encounter. In short, aqueous strata have, as a rule,

been deposited at no great depth and at no great distance from dry land
;

the rocks are built up mostly of terrigenous material ; and even the purer

limestones and chalks, which we may suppose accumulated in seas of

moderate depth, not infrequently contain some terrestrial relic which has

been drifted out to sea, and afford other evidence to show that the nearest

land was never very far away. Followed along their outcrop such rocks

sooner or later become mixed and interbedded with ordinary sedimentary

matter. Thus, for example, the thick carboniferous limestone of Wales
and the Midlands of England must have accumulated in the clear water

of a moderately deep sea. But when this limestone is traced north into

Northumberland it begins to receive intercalations of sandstone and shale,

which become more and more important, until in Scotland they form by
much the larger portion of the series—the enormous thick limestones of

the south being represented by only a few inconsiderable beds, included,

along with seams of ironstone and coal, in a thick succession of sandstones

and shales.

Of the igneous rocks and the crystalline schists I need not speak at

present, but I shall have something to say about them before I have done.

Having learned that no truly abysmal rocks enter into the composition

of our continents, of what kind of rocks, we may ask, are the islands

composed 1 Well, some of those islands are built up of precisely the

same materials as we find in the continents. This is the case with most

islands which are not sepai'ated from continental areas by profoundly

deep seas. Thus our own islands with their numerous satelUtes are

geologically one with the adjacent continent. Their present separation is

a mere accident. Were the European area, with the adjacent sea-bed, to

be elevated for a few hundred feet we should find that Britain and Ireland

form geologically part and parcel of the continent. And the same is the

case Avith Nova Zembla and Spitzbergen in the north, and with the Medi-

terranean islands in the south. There is another large class of islands,

however, which are characterised by the total absence of any of those

sedimentary rocks of which, as I have just said, our continents and con-

tinental islands are chiefly built up. The islands referred to are scattered

over the bosom of the great ocean, and are surrounded by profoundly

deep water. Some are apparently composed entirely of coral, others are

of volcanic origin, and yet others are formed partly of volcanic rock and

partly of coral. Thus we have two distinct kinds of island :

—

1st, Islands which have at one time evidently been connected with

adjacent continents, and which are therefore termed continental

islands; and
2d, Oceanic islands, which rise, as it were, from profound depths in

the sea, and which have never formed part of the continents.
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The fauna and flora of the former class agree with those of the neigh-

bouring continents, although some modifications are met with, especially

when the insulation has been of long standing. When such has been the

case the species of plants and animals may be almost entirely distinct.

Nevertheless, such ancient continental islands agree with those which

have been separated in more recent geological times, in containing both

indigenous amphibians and mammals. Oceanic islands, on the other hand,

contain no indigenous mammals or amphibians, their life consisting

chiefly of insects and birds, and usually some reptiles,—^just such a fauna

as might have been introduced by the influence of Avinds and oceanic

currents carrying driftwood.

Such facts, as have now been briefly summarised, point clearly to the

conclusion that the oceanic basins and continental areas are of jjrimeval

antiquity. All the geological facts go to prove that abysmal Avaters have
never prevailed over the regions now occupied by dry land ; nor is there

any evidence to show that continental land-masses ever existed in what are

now the deepest portions of the ocean. The islets dotted over the surface

of the Pacific and the other great seas are not the relics of a vast sub

merged continent. They are either the tops of submarine volcanic

mountains, or they are coral structures founded upon the shoulders of

degraded volcanoes and mountain-chains, and built up to the surface by
the indefatigable labours of the humble polyp. We come then to the

general conclusion that oceanic basins and intervening continental ridges

are great primeval wrinkles in the earth's crust—that they are due to the

sinking down of that crust upon the cooling and contracting nucleus.

These vast wrinkles had come into existence long before the formation of

our oldest geological strata. All our rocks may, in short, be looked upon
as forming a mere superficial skin covering and concealing the crystalline

materials which no doubt formed the original surface of the earth's crust.

Having premised so much, let me now turn to consider the geological

history of our own continent, and endeavour to trace out the various

stages in its evolution. Of course I can only do so in a very brief and
general manner ; it is impossible to go into details. We shall find, how-
ever, that the history of the evolution of Europe, even when sketched in

meagre outline, is one full of instruction for students of physical geography,

and that it amply bears out the view of the permanency of the greater

features of the earth's surface.

The oldest rocks that we know of are the crystalline schists and gneiss,

belonging to what is called the Archaean system. The origin of these

rocks is still a matter of controversy—some holding them to be in large

part the chemical precipitates of a primeval ocean, others maintaining

that they are altered or metamorphosed rocks of diverse origin, a large

proportion having consisted originally of aqueous or sedimentary rocks,

such as sandstone and shale ; while not a few are supposed to have been
originally eruptive igneous rocks. According to the first of these views,

therefore, the Archaean rocks represent the earliest sediments deposited
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over the continental ridges. It is supposed that here and there those

ridges rose above the surface of what may have been a boihng or highly-

heated ocean, from whose waters copious chemical precipitations took

place, while gravel and shingle gathered around the shores of the primeval

lands. According to the opposing view, however, the Archaean rocks were

probably accumulated under normal conditions. They consist for the

most part, it is contended, of sediment washed down from some ancient land-

surface, and distributed over the floor of an old sea, just as sediments are

being transported and deposited in our own day. Their present crystalline

character is attributed to subsequent changes, superinduced by heat and

pressure, at a time when the strata in question were deeply buried under

later formations, which have since been washed away. Probably this

latter view, with some modification, will eventually prevail; but the

origin of the Archaean rocks is a question which need not concern us at

present. All I shall say about them is simply this—that they are bedded ;

that they must have been laid down originally in approximately hori-

zontal layers ; and that since the time of their formation, they have been

tilted up, squeezed, crushed, and convoluted in the most remarkable

manner. Whatever may have been their origin, geologists are agreed

that the earliest land-surfaces, of the former existence of which we can

be quite certain, were composed of Archgean rocks. And this brings us

to the beginning of reliable geological history.

All subsequent geological time—that, namely, of which we have any

record preserved in the fossiliferous strata—is divided into four great

eras, namely the Palaeozoic, the Mesozoic, the Cainozoic, and the Post-

Tertiary eras, each of which embraces various periods, as follows :

—

Post-Tertiarv
Recent.

( Pleistocene.

, Pliocene.

Tertiary or ) Miocene.

Cainozoic i Oligocene.

V Eocene.

Secondarj^ or I

Mesozoic i

Cretaceous.

Jurassic.

Triassic.

Permian.

I Carboniferous.
Primary or

! Devonian and Old Eed Sandstone.
Palaeozoic 1 r,-, •

bilunan.

I-Cambrian.
Archaean, . Fundamental Gneiss.

Leaving the Archaean, we find that the next oldest strata are those

which were accumulated during the Cambrian period, to which succeeded

the Silurian, the Devonian and Old Red Sandstone, the Carboniferous,
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and the Permian periods—all represented by great thicknesses of strata,

which overspread wide regions.

Now, at the beginning of the Cambrian period, we have evidence to

show that the primeval continental ridge was still largely under water, the

dry land being massed chiefly in the north. At that distant date a broad

land-surface extended from the Outer Hebrides north-eastwards through

Scandinavia, Finland, and Northern Russia. How much further north

and north-west of the present limits of Europe that ancient land may
have spread we cannot tell, but it probaljly occupied wide regions which

are now submei'ged in the shallow waters of the Arctic Ocean. In the

north of Scotland a large inland sea or lake existed in Cambrian times,

and there is some evidence to suggest that similar lacustrine conditions

may have obtained in the Welsh area at the beginning of the period.

South of the northern land lay a shallow sea covering all Middle and

Southern Europe. That sea, however, was dotted here and there with a

few islands of Archaean rocks, occupying the site of what are now some of

the hills of Middle Germany, such as the Eiesengebirge, the Erzgebirge,

the Fichtelgebirge, etc., and possibly some of the Archaean districts of

France and the Iberian peninsula.

The succeeding period was one of eminently marine conditions, the

wide distribution of Silurian strata showing that during the accumulation

of these, enormous ti^acts of our continent were overflowed by the sea.

None of these deposits, however, is of truly oceanic origin. They appear

for the most part to have been laid down in shallow seas, which here and

there may have been moderately deep. During the formation of the

Lower Silurian the whole of the British area, with the exception perhaps

of some of the Archsean tracts of the north-west, seems to have been

under water. The submergence had commenced in Cambrian times, and

was continued up to the close of the Lower Silurian period. During this

long-continued period of submergence volcanic activity manifested itself

at various points—our country being represented at that time by groups

of volcanic islands, scattered over the site of what is now Wales, and ex-

tending westward into the Irish region, and northward into the districts

of Cumberland and South Ayrshire. Towards the close of the Lower

Silurian period considerable earth-movements took place, which had the

effect of increasing the amount of dry land, the most continuous mass or

masses of which still occupied the northern and north-western part of our

continent. In the beginning of Upper Silurian times a broad sea covered

the major portion of Middle and probably all Southern Europe. Numerous

islands, however, would seem to have existed in such regions as Wales,

and the various tracts of older Palaeozoic and Archaean rocks of South

Germany. Many of these islands, howeA^er, were partially and some

entirely submerged before the close of Silurian times.

The next great period—that, namely, which witnessed the accumula-

tion of the Devonian and Old Eed Sandstone strata—was in some respects

strongly contrasted to the preceding period. The Silurian rocks, as I
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liave said, are eminently marine. The Old Red Sandstones, on the other

hand, appear to have been accumulated chiefly in great lakes or inland

seas, and they betoken therefore the former existence of extensive lands,

while the contemporaneous Devonian strata are of marine origin. Tov/ards

the close of the Upper Silurian period, then, we know that considerable

upheavals ensued in Western and North-western Europe, and wide stretches

of the Silurian sea-bottom were converted into dry land. The geographical

distribution of the Devonian in Europe, and the relation of that system to

the Silurian, show that the Devonian sea did not cover so broad an expanse

as that of the Upper Silurian. The sea had shallowed, and the area of

dry land had increased when the Devonian strata began to accumulate.

In trying to realise the conditions that obtained during the formation of

the Devonian and Old Red Sandstone, we may picture to ourselves a time

when the Atlantic extended eastwards over the south of England and the

north-east of France, and occupied the major portion of Central Europe,

sweeping north-east into Russia, and how much fui'ther Ave cannot tell.

North of that sea stretched a wide land-surface, in the hollows of which lay

great lakes or inland seas, which seem now and again to have had com-

munication with the open ocean. It was in these lakes that the Old Red

Sandstone was accumulated, while the Devonian or marine rocks were

formed in the Avide waters lying to the south. Submarine volcanoes were

active at that time in Germany; and similarly in Scotland numerous

volcanoes existed, such as those of the Sidlaw Hills and the Cheviots.

The Carboniferous system contains the record of a long and complex

series of geographical changes, but the chief points of importance in the

present rapid review may be very briefly summed up. In the earlier

part of the period marine conditions prevailed. Thus we find evidence

to show that the sea extended further north than it did during the preced-

ing Devonian period. During the formation of the mountain limestone, a

deep sea covered the major portion of Ireland and England, but shallowed

off as it entered the Scottish area. A. few rocky islets were all that

represented Ireland and England at that time. Passing eastwards, the

Carboniferous sea appears to have covered the low grounds of Middle

Europe and enormous tracts in Russia. The deepest part of the sea lay

over the Anglo-Hibernian and Franco-Belgian areas ; towards the east it

became shallower. Probably the same sea swejjt over all Southern

Europe, but many islands may have diversified its surface, as in Brittany

and Central France, in Spain and Portugal, and in the various areas of

older Palaeozoic and Archaean rocks in Central and South-east Europe.

In the later stages of the Carboniferous period, the limits of the sea

were much circumscribed, and wide continental conditions supervened.

Enormous marshes, jungles, and forests now overspread the newly-formed

lands. Another feature of the Carboniferous was the great number of

volcanoes—submarine and subaerial—which were particularly abundant

in Scotland, especially during the earlier stages of the period.

The rocks of the Permian period seem to have been deposited chiefly
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in closed basins. When, owing to the movement of elevation or up-

heaval which took place in late Carboniferous times, the carboniferous

limestone sea had been drained away from extensive areas in Central

Europe, wide stretches of sea still covered certain considerable tracts.

These, however, as time went on, Avere eventually cut off from the main

ocean and converted into great salt lakes. Such inland seas overspread

much of the low-lying tracts of Britain and Middle Germany, and they

also extended over a broad space in the north-east of Eussia. It was

in these seas that the Permian strata were accumulated. The period,

it may be added, was marked by the appearance of volcanic action in

Scotland and Germany.

So far, then, as our present knowledge goes, that part of the European

continent which was the earliest to be evolved lay towards the north-west

and north. All through the Palaeozoic era a land-surface would seem to

have endured in that direction—a land-surface from the denudation or

wearing down of Avhich the marine sedimentary formations of the border-

ing regions were derived. But when we reflect on the great thickness

and horizontal extent of those sediments, we can hardly doubt that the

primeval land must have had a much wider range towards the north and

north-west than is the case with modern Europe. The lands from which

the older Palaeozoic marine sediments of the British Islands and Scandinavia

were obtained must, for the most part, be now submerged. In later

Palaeozoic times land began to extend in the Spanish peninsula. Northern

France, and Middle Europe, the denudation of which doubtless furnished

materials for the elaboration of the contemporaneous strata of those

regions. Southern Europe is so largely composed of Mesozoic and

Cainozoic rocks, that we can say very little as to the condition of that

area in Palaeozoic times, but the probabilities are that it continued for

the most part under marine conditions. In few words, then, we may
conclude that Avhile after Archaean times dry land prevailed in the north

and north-Avest, marine conditions predominated further south. Ever
and anon, however, the sea vanished from wide regions in Central

Europe, and was replaced by terrestrial and lacustrine conditions.

Further, as none of the Palaeozoic marine strata indicates a deep
ocean, but all consist for the most part of accumulations formed at moderate
depths, it follows that there must have been general subsidence of our
area to allow of their successive deposition—a subsidence, however,
which was frequently interrupted by long jiauses, and sometimes by
movements in the opposite direction.

The first period of the Mesozoic era, namely, the Triassic, was
characterised by much the same kind of conditions as obtained towards
the close of Palaeozoic times. A large inland sea then covered a con-

siderable portion of England, and seems to have extended north into
the south of Scotland, and across the area of the Irish Sea into the
north-east of Ireland. Another inland sea extended westward from the
Thiiringerwald across the Vosges into France, and stretched northwards
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from the confines of Switzerland over what are now the low grounds of

Holland and Northern Germany. In this ancient sea the Harz Moun-
tains formed a rocky island. While terrestrial and lacustrine conditions

thus obtained in Central and Northern Europe, an open sea existed in

the more southerly regions of the continent. Towards the close of the

period submergence ensued in the English and German areas, and the

salt lakes became connected with the open sea.

During the Jurassic period the regions now occupied in Britain and

Ireland by the older rocks appear to hav^e been chiefly dry land.

Scotland and Ireland, for the most part, stood above the sea-level, while

nearly all England was under water—the hills of Cumberland and AYest-

moreland, the Pennine chain, "Wales, the heights of Devon and Cornwall,

and a ridge of Palaeozoic rocks which underlies London being the chief

lands in South Britain. The same sea overflowed an extensive portion

of what is now the continent. The older rocks in the north-west and
north-east of France, and the central plateau of the same countrj-, formed

dry land ; all the rest of that country was submerged. In like manner
the sea covered much of Eastern Spain. In Middle Europe it overflowed

nearly all the low grounds of North Germany, and extended far east into

the heart of Eussia. It occupied the site of the Jura Mountains, and
passed eastward into Bohemia, while on the south side of the Alps it

spread over a large part of Italy, extending eastwards so as to submerge
a broad area in Austro-Hungary and the Turkish provinces. Thus the

northern latitudes of Europe continued to be the site of the chief land-

masses, what are now the central and southern portions of the continent

being a great archipelago with numerous islands, large and small.

The Jurassic rocks, attaining as they do a thickness of several thousand

feet, point to very considerable subsidence. The movement, however,

was not continuous, but ever and anon was interrupted by pauses. Taken
as a whole, the strata appear to have accumulated in a comparatively

shallow sea, which, however, was sufficiently deep in places to allow of

the growth, in clear Avater, of coral reefs.

Towards the close of the Jurassic period a movement of elevation

ensued, which caused the sea to retreat from wide areas, and thus, when
the Cretaceous period began, the British region was chiefly dry land.

Middle Eiu'ope would seem also to have participated in this upward
movement. Eventually, however, subsidence again ensued. Most of what
are now the low grounds of Britain were submerged, the sea stretching

eastwards over a vast region in Middle Europe, as far as the slopes of the

Urals. The deepest part of this sea, however, was in the west, and lay

over England and Northern France. Further east, in Avhat are now
Saxony and Bohemia, the waters were shallow, and gradually became

silted up. In the Mediterranean basin a wide open sea existed, covering

large sections of Eastern Spain and Southern France, overflowing the site

of the Jura Mountains, drowning most of the Alpine lands, the Italian

peninsula, the eastern borders of the Adriatic, and Greece. In short,
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there are good grounds for believing that the Cretaceous Mediterranean

was not only much broader than the present sea, but that it extended

into Asia, overwhelming vast regions there, and communicated with the

Indian Ocean.

Summing up what we know of the principal geographical changes that

took place during the Mesozoic era, we are impressed with the fact that,

all through those changes, a wide land-surface persisted in the north and

north-west of the European area, just as was the case in Palaeozoic

times. The highest grounds were the Urals and the uplands of Scandi-

navia and Britain. In Middle Europe the Pyrenees and the Alps were as

yet inconsiderable heights, the loftiest lands being those of the Harz, the

Riesengebirge, and other regions of Palseozoic and Archaean rocks.

The lower parts of England and the great plains of Central Europe were

sometimes submerged in the waters of a more or less continuous sea ; but

ever and anon elevation ensued, and the sea was divided, as it were, into

a series of great lakes. In the south of Europe a Mediterranean Sea

would appear to have endured all through the Mesozoic era—a Mediter-

ranean of considerably greater extent, however, than the present. Thus

we see that the main features of our continent were already clearly out-

lined before the close of the Cretaceous period. The continental area then,

as now, consisted of a wide belt of high ground in the north, extending

roughly from south-west to north-east ; south of this a vast stretch of

low grounds, sweeping from Avest to east up to the foot of the Urals, and

bounded on the south by an irregular zone of elevated land having

approximately the same trend ; still further south, the maritime tracts of

the Mediterranean basin. During periods of depression the low grounds of

Central Europe were invaded by the sea, and the Mediterranean at the

same time extended north over many regions which are now dry land.

It is in these two low-lying tracts, therefore, and the country immediately

adjoining them, that the Mesozoic strata of Europe are chiefly developed.

A general movement of upheaval supervened at the close of the

Cretaceous period, and the sea which, during that period, overflowed so

much of Middle Europe had largely disappeared before the beginning of

Eocene times. The southern portions of the continent, however, were still

mostly under water, while great bays and arms of the sea extended north-

wards now and again into Central Europe. On to the close of the Miocene

period, indeed, Southern and South-eastern Euroj^e consisted of a series

of irregular straggling islands and peninsulas washed by the Avaters of a

genial sea. Towards the close of early Cainozoic times, the Alps, which

had hitherto been of small importance, were greatly upheaved, as were

also the Pyrenees and the Carpathians. The floor of the Eocene sea in

the Alpine region was ridged up for many thousands of feet, its deposits

being folded, twisted, inverted, and metamorphosed. Another great

elevation of the same area was effected after the Miocene period, the

accumulations of that period now forming considerable mountains along

the northern flanks of the Alpine chain. Notwithstanding these gigantic
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elevations in South-Central Europe—perhaps in consequence of them,—the

low-lying tracts of what is noAv Southern Europe continued to be largely

submerged, and even the middle regions of the continent were now and

again occupied by broad lakes which sometimes communicated with the

sea. In Miocene times, for example, an arm of the Mediterranean ex-

tended up the Rhone valley, and stretched across the north of Switzerland

to the basin of the Danube. After the elevation of the ]\Iiocene strata

these inland stretches of sea disappeared, but the Mediterranean still

overflowed "wider areas in Southern Europe than it does in our day.

Eventually, however, in late Pliocene times, the bed of* that sea experi-

enced considerable elevation, newer Pliocene strata occurring in Sicily

up to a height of 3000 feet at least. It was probably at or about that

period that the Black Sea and the Sea of Asov retreated from the Avide Ioav

grounds of Southern Russia, and that the inland seas and lakes of Austria-

Hungary finally vanished.

The Cainozoic era is distinguished in Europe for its volcanic pheno-

mena. The grandest eruptions were those of Oligocene times. To that

date belong the basalts of Antrim, Mull, Skye, the Faroe Islands, and the

older series of volcanic rocks in Iceland. These basalts speak to us of pro-

digious fissure eruptions, when molten rock welled up along the lines of

great cracks in the earth's crust, flooding wide regions, and building up

enormous plateaus, of which we now behold the merest fragments. The
ancient volcanoes of Central France, those of the Eifel country, and many
other places in Germany, and the volcanic rocks of Hungary, are all of

Cainozoic age ; while, in the south of Europe, Etna, Vesuvius, and other

Italian volcanoes date their origin to the later stages of the same great era.

Thus before the beginning of Pleistocene times all the main features

of Europe had come into existence. Since the close of the Pliocene period

there have been many great revolutions of climate ; several very con-

siderable oscillations of the sea-level have taken place, and the land has

been subjected to powerful and long-continued erosion. But the greater

contours of the surface which began to apj^ear in Palaeozoic times, and

which in Mesozoic times were more strongly pronounced, had been fully

evolved by the close of the Pliocene period. The most remarkable

geographical changes which have taken place since then have been

successive elevations and depressions, in consequence of which the area of

our continent has been alternately increased and diminished. At a time

well within the human period our own islands have been united to them-

selves and the continent, and the dry land has extended north-west and

north, so as to include Spitzbergen, the Faroe Islands, and perhaps Iceland.

On the other hand, our islands have been within a recent period largely

submerged.

The general conclusion, then, to which Ave are led by a review of the

greater geographical changes through which the European continent has

passed, is simply this—that the substructure upon which all our sedi-

mentary strata repose is of primeval antiquity. Our dry lands are built
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up of rocks which have been accumulated over the surface of a great

wrinkle of the earth's crust. There have been endless movements of

elevation and depression, causing minor deformations, as it were, of that

wrinkle, and inducing constant changes in the distribution of land and

water ; but no part of the continental ridge has ever been depressed to an

abysmal depth. The ridge has endured through all geological time. We
can see also that the land has been evolved according to a definite plan.

Certain marked features begin to appear very early in Palaeozoic times,

and become more and more pronoimced as the ages roll on. All the

coimtless oscillations of level, all the myriad changes in the distribution

of land and water, all the earthquake disturbances and volcanic eruptions,

—in a word, all the complex mutations to which the geological record

bears witness,—have had for their end the completion of one grand design.

A study of the geological structure of Europe—an examination of
|

the manner in which the highly folded and disturbed strata are developed

—throws no small light upon the origin of the larger or dominant

features of our continent. The most highly convoluted rocks are those of

Archsean and Palaiozoic age, and these are developed chiefly in the north-

western and western parts of the continent. Highly contorted strata

likcAvise appear in all the mountain-chains of Central Europe—some

of the rocks being of Palaeozoic, while others are of Mesozoic and

Cainozoic age. Lea^ang these moiintains for the moment out of account,

we find that it is along the western and north-western sea-board where

we encoimter the widest regions of highly disturbed rocks. The High-

lands of Scandinavia and Britain are composed, for the most part, of highly

flexed and convoluted rocks, which speak to titanic movements of the

crust ; and similar much crushed and tilted rock-masses occur in North-

west France, in Portugal, and Western Spain. But Avhen we follow the

highly folded Palaeozoic strata of Scandinavia into the low grounds of the

great plains, they gradually flatten out, until in Russia they occur in undis-

turbed horizontal positions. Over thousands of square miles in that

country the Palaeozoic rocks are just as little altered and disturbed as

strata pertaining to Mesozoic and Cainozoic times.

These facts can have but one meaning. Could we smooth out all the

puckerings, creases, foldings, and flexures which characterise the Archaean

and Palseozoic rocks of Western and North-western Europe, it is certain that

these strata would stretch for many miles out into the Atlantic. Obviously

they have been compressed and crumpled up by some force acting upon

them from the west. Now, if it be true that the basin of the Atlantic is

of primeval origin, then it is obvious that the sinking down of the crust

"vvithin that area would exert enormous pressure upon the borders of our

continental area. As cooling and contracting of the nucleus continued,

subsidence would go on under the oceanic basin, depression taking place

either slowly and gradually, dvuing protracted periods, or now and again

more or less suddenly. But whether gradually or siiddenly effected, the

result of the subsidence would be the same upon the borders of our
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continent ; the strata along the Avhole western and north-western mar-

gins of the European ridge would necessarily be flexed and disturbed.

Away to the east, however, the strata, not being subject to the like

pressure, would be left in their original horizontal positions.

Now it can be shown that the mountains of Scandinavia and the

British Islands are much older than the Alps, the Pyrenees, and many
other conspicuous ranges in Central and Southern Europe. Our moun-

tains and those of Scandina\'ia are the mere wrecks of their former selves.

Originally they may have rivalled—they probably exceeded—the Alps

in height and extent. It is most likely, indeed, that the areas of Palaeozoic

rocks in France, Portugal, and Spain also attained mountainous elevations.

But the principal upheaval of the western margins of our continent was

practically completed before the close of the Palaeozoic period, and since

that time those elevated regions have been subjected to prodigious erosion,

the later formations being in large measure composed of their debris.

I do not, of course, wish it to be understood that there has been no

upheaval affecting Western Europe since Palaeozoic times. The tilted

position of many of our Mesozoic strata clearly proves the contrary.

But iindoubtedly the main disturbances which produced the folding,

fracturing, and contortion of the Palaeozoic strata of Western Europe

took place before the close of the Palaeozoic period. The mountains of

Britain and Scandinavia are amongst the oldest in Europe.

When we come to inquire into the origin of the mountains of Central

Europe, we have little difficulty in detecting the chief factors in their

formation. An examination of the Pyrenees, the Alps, and other hill-

ranges having the same general trend shows us that they consist of flexed

and convoluted rocks. They are. in short, mountains of elevation, ridged

up by tangential thrusts. Of this we need not have the slightest doubt.

If, for example, we approach the Alps from the low grounds of France, we
observe the strata as we come toAvards the Jura beginning to undulate

—

the undulations becoming more and more marked, and passing into sharp

folds and plications, until, in the Alj)S, the beds become twisted, convo-

luted, and bent back upon themselves in the wildest confusion. Now,
speaking in general terms, we may say that similar facts confront us in

connection with every true mountain-range in Central Europe. Let it be

noted, further, that all those ranges have the same trend, which we may
take to be approximately east and west, or nearly at right angles to the

trend of the Palaeozoic high grounds of Western and North-western

Europe. Looked at broadly, our continental ridge may be said to be

traversed from west to east by two broad depressions or troughs, separated

by the intervening belt of higher grounds just referred to. The former of

these troughs corresponds to the great Central Plain, which passes through

the south of England, North-east France, the Low Countries, and Den-

mark, whence it sweeps east though Germany, and expands into the wide

low grounds of Russia. The southerly trough or depression embraces the

maritime tracts of the Mediterranean and the regions which that sea
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covers. Such, then, are the dominant features of our continent, to which

all others are of subordinate importance. Now it cannot be doubted that

the two great troughs are belts of subsidence in the continental ridge

itself. And their existence explains the origin of the mountain-ranges

which separate them. We know that the northern trough is of extreme

antiquity ; it is older, at all events, than the Silurian period. Even at

that distant date its southern limits were marked out by ridges of Archaean

rocks, which seem to have formed islands in what is now Middle Germany,

and probably also in Switzerland and Central France. The appearance

of those Archaean rocks in Central Europe was doubtless due to a ridging

up of the crust induced by those parallel movements of subsidence which

produced the northern and southern troughs. The northern trough Avas

probably always the shallower depression of the two, for we have evidence

to show that, again and again in Mesozoic and later times, the seas which

overflowed what are now the Central Plains of Europe were of less con-

siderable depth than that which occupied the Mediterranean trough. As
time rolled on, therefore, the northern trough eventually became silted up

;

but so low even now is the level of that trough that a very slight depres-

sion would cause the sea to inundate most extensive regions in Middle

Europe.

In Cainozoic times, as we have seen, the last great elevation of the

Alps was effected, an elevation which can hardly have been due to any

other cause than the more or less abrupt depression of the earth's crust

under the Mediterranean basin. The area of that sea is now much less

considerable than it was in Tertiary times—a change due in part to silting

up, but chiefly perhaps to the sinking down of its bed to profounder

depths.

Thus we may conclude that from a very early period—a period ante-

dating the formation of our oldest fossiliferous strata—the physical struc-

ture of our continent had already been planned. The dominant features

of the primeval continental ridge are those which have endured through

all geological time. They are the lines along which the beautiful

lands in which we dwell have been constructed. Tilted and con-

voluted, broken and crushed by mja-iad earth-movements—scarred, fur-

rowed, worn and degraded by the frosts, the rains, the rivers, and the

seas of countless ages,—the rocks of our continent are yet eloquent of

design. Where the ignorant sees nothing save confusion and discord, the

thoughtful student beholds everywhere the evidence of a well-ordered

evolution. Such is the conclusion to which Ave are led by all geological

research.
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UGANDA.

Bead before the Society, at Aberdeen, loth March 1886.

By Dr. Robert W. Felkin, F.E.S.E.

Member of Council, Scottish Geograph ical Society.

The time at my disposal Avill not allow me to give any account of my
journey to or from Uganda ; suffice it to say that I travelled via Suakim,

Berber, and Khartum, and up the AVhite Nile.

Uganda is a -wonderful land and worth much study. It was first

visited by Speke and Grant more than twenty years ago, then by Long

Bey, Stanley, and Emin Bey, and by numerous Protestant and Catholic

missionaries in later times.

After passing through the belt of naked tribes, which extends from

Fashoda in the north to the borders of Uganda, it is a strange and pleas-

ing change to enter a country which, at first sight, presents an altogether

different aspect. Well-built villages, with broad clean streets, crowds of

good-looking, well-dressed people, and an amount of dignified order, sur-

prise the traveller, and he instinctively feels that he has entered a country

far higher in the scale of civilisation than any he has previously passed

through.

Uganda, as you are aware, occupies a position to the N.N."\V., and W.
of the Nyanza. The boundaries may be thus roughly described ; in the

south the Kitangule River, in the west the 31st degree of east longitude,

in the north the 1st degree north latitude, and in the east the Nile. The

western boundary of the country is not definitely ascertained, and may
extend further to the west. As Avill be seen by a glance at the map, the

Equator di\'ides the land into two nearly equal halves. There are three

provinces—Uddu in the south, Singo in the west, and Changwe in the

east; and to the latter province must be reckoned about 400 islands,

called by the name of Sesse.

The physical characteristics of the country are varied with the dis-

tricts, but, for the sake of description, I will speak of coast-land and inland.

On the borders of the Nyanza, and for some little distance beyond, the

country is mountainous, especialh' in the north-west, Avhere parallel Ioav

mountain-chains are found. Between these hills are deep, marshy valleys,

through which small streams flow into the lake. Further inland, the

traveller discovers wider Aalleys and lower hills, and in the north the land

is levelled to a plain, covered with jungle, and intersected here and

there by large swamps. All the hills are covered with splendid timber,

and marching is rendered difficult by abundant underwood. The eastern

part of Uganda is also hilly, the hills running from N."\V. to S.E ; the

valleys between them are very deep, and the trees are so high that they

meet overhead and cause a continual twilight to reign even on the

sunniest daj'.
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The climate of Uganda is very mild, and the changes of temperature

during the year are comparatively slight. This is probahly accounted for

by the country being 5000 to 6000 feet above the sea-level, and by its

proximity to the lake. The temperature is hardly ever above 90° F. in the

shade, and seldom under 50° in the coolest night. The rainfall is about

50 inches in the year, and the chief rains occur in March, April, and May,

September, October, and November. During these months it rains

almost every day ; there are also many thunderstorms, which, curiously

enough, recur at the same time of day.

The geological formation of the rocks is volcanic and metamorphic.

The upper strata of land, 2 or 3 feet in depth, is a rich black alluvial

soil ; underneath this are about 30 feet of red sandy clay, and, lower

still, there is very often a layer of pure porcelain earth. Large masses of

mica are also found, and where the volcanic rocks crojD up, crystals may
frequently be seen. Ironstone is also found in large quantities, but so

far as is kno\vn, no other metals are to be obtained.

The population of Uganda is about five millions, and the number of

women exceeds that of the men as three-and-a-half to one. This extra-

ordinary proportion may be attributed to three reasons : first, more girls

than boys being born ; second, the loss of men in war ; and third, the fact

that in the numerous raids which the Waganda make into the neighbouring

countries, it is their custom to kill all the groAvn-up men and to take all

the women and children prisoners.

There are several difterent tribes inhabiting the country of Uganda.

The principal one is that of the Waganda, to Avhich must be reckoned the

inhabitants of the islands, the Wasese; they are pure Negroes, of dark

chocolate-coloured skin, and have short woolly hair. They do not cultivate

their hair, but usually shave the whole head from time to time. Their

features are good, and they never tattoo, all such mutilations being

strictly forbidden. The men are tall, well built, and strong, and the

women in their youth are very beautiful, with small delicately formed

hands and feet.

The next in importance are the Wahuma, a tribe of whom much has

been written but very little is really known. Under the names of Wahuma
and Watusi they ai'e found over the whole of East Central Africa, from

the Equator to the 7th degree south latitude, and they are probably

descended from the original inhabitants of Abyssinia, as Speke thought.

They are tall, of good lilood, with fine-looking oval faces, thin lips, and
straight noses. The women are particularly beautiful, and the Waganda
chiefs like to choose their wives from among them. Wherever found, the

Wahuma are shepherds ; they live principally on milk and meat, and very

seldom engage in agriculture ; the consequence of which is that in Uganda,
where they are despised, it is almost impossible to induce a Maganda to

have anything to do with cattle-breeding. They keep very much apart

from the other tribes, have their own language, live in out-of-the-wav

Villages, and do not mingle at all freely with those around them.
VOL. II. tj
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The Wanyambo, who live in Uddu and Karagwe, are not such a well-

developed people as the Waganda ; they are mostly herdsmen.

The last tribe I have to mention is that of the Wasoga ; they are very

brave and warlike ; their skin is much darker than that of the "Waganda,

and they have long hair. They are very musical, and many are employed

in the king's band.

As before mentioned, the Waganda are always Avell-clothed, and the

laws regarding clothing are very strict, for whoever is found naked in the

streets is liable to be put to death. In the houses the young women are

perfectly naked, notably in the big harems, and when the men go to war

they only wear a loin-cloth. The national dress of the "Waganda is Mbugu,

or skins, Avhich the men wear like a Roman toga, and which are worn by

the women bound tightly under the arms, leaving the shoulders free.

Arab clothing is, however, being gradually introduced, and the chiefs

wear it on festive occasions.

The buildings of a Waganda to'wn are all surrounded by gardens,

enclosed, as a rule, by square-built hedges, and separated from one another

by broad, well-kept streets. On entering one of these comjiounds belong-

ing to a chief, one generally finds near the door a small hut for the porter.

The whole of the enclosure is divided by fences into gardens and court-

yards, and in each yard are one or more houses. They are usually round,

and have an egg-shaped roof, which is supported by a varying number of

strong poles. The walls are built of a layer of basket-Avork, inside and

out, a layer of grass being placed between them. The floor is beaten with

clubs until it is quite firm, and is covered by layers of fine dry grass.

This has one great disadvantage, as it is impossible to keep the house free

from fleas. The Waganda are very particular to have their houses well

built, and the chiefs Avill often have a house pulled down should any mis-

take be made in the pattern of the basket-work. Both villages and towns

are connected with each other, and with the capital, by good roads, which

lead over hill and dale in a perfectly straight line. Streams are bridged

by felled trees, and should a marsh lie in the way, a dam is constructed

across it, with bridged spaces at intervals to allow of the passage of water.

The villagers are made responsible for their own division of the road

being kept in perfect order. Messengers from the king make periodical

visits to see that this rule is carried out. The aspect of the villages when

seen from a distance is very picturesque. The brilliant green banana

groves present a striking contrast to the brown, sober-tinted, conical roofs

of the huts seen peeping above them ; while here and there a towering-

forest tree rises to a majestic height of 1.50 to 200 feet.

The occupations of the people are cultivation of the land, hunting,

fishing, housebuilding, and war. The women do most of the cultivation,

as the men consider it beneath their dignity. The gardens of the Waganda
are, as a rule, Avonderfully well kept, the various plants being cultivated

on separate beds, which are carefully weeded and divided from each other

by broad, straight walks. The principal things groAvn in the gardens are
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sweet potatoes, various beans, serasen, and coffee. I do not mention

the vegetables and fruits which have been imported by Arabs and Euro-

peans, as they are only as yet cultivated to a very small extent ; but I must

refer to the tobacco, of which two or three kinds are grown. It is sown

thickly in small beds, but when the plants are a few inches high they are

carefully transplanted and placed in straight rows. The bottle-gourds are

also widely cultivated, the plants being trained over trellis-work frames.

The bananas are banished from the gardens because their thick foliage

would interfere with the growth of other plants. They are grown in

plantations ; but here, too, great care is taken to keep the ground clear

by gathering up the fallen leaves, which, together with the weeds from the

gardens, are heaped up round the banana stems, forming a kind of manure.

The banana is of great importance to the Waganda, as it forms the staple

food for the people, in the place of corn, of which hardly any exists.

There are several varieties of bananas. The leaves are used for cooking

purposes, as paper for packing up parcels, as dinner napkins, plates, and

cups ; the pulp of the tree is employed for washing the hands in the place

of soap, and when dried it is sometimes made into string. The bananas

are also largely used to make the staple drink, Mwengi. Tobacco is

used in immense quantities, as both men and women smoke from morning

to night. It is of a very good quality, and is never mixed with any other

substance. The leaves are gathered before the plant goes to seed ; they

are carefully dried in the sun, then made into large rolls of 10 to 20 lbs.

in weight, packed in banana leaves, and hung from the roofs of the huts

until wanted. The Waganda never chew tobacco, nor do they use snuff.

Beyond the gardens and the banana groves, which are self-planted, there

is no further cultivation ; and the only implements used are small hoes,

made of wood or iron, with which the women weed the gardens.

Uganda is a paradise for the sportsman, as lions, leopards, elephants,

buffaloes, rhinosceri, zebras, about twelve kinds of antelopes, jackals,

foxes, hysenas and monkeys are to be found in large numbers in different

parts of the country. The Waganda are keen hunters, and have A^arious

modes of trapping the animals, besides attacking them with spears. Pit-

falls are used largely for elephants and buffaloes, and are constructed with

great care and skill. They also have different kinds of noose-traps, made
of ropes, which are fastened to the trunks of trees, and also weighted

spears, which are hung on branches overhanging the paths that lead to the

animals' watering places, and are so arranged as to drop upon the prey as

it passes underneath. Sometimes hundreds of men will join together to

drive the animals into an enclosure constructed of nets, which are made of

very strong ropes, and are two or three miles in length. By this means
hundreds of animals will be secured in a single day. The domestic animals

are cows, sheep, goats, and dogs. The latter are well trained, and used for

the chase. The lake abounds in fish of many kinds, which are caught in

wickerwork traps, by line and hook, and by night-lines. The inhabitants

of the islands of Sesse are the principal fishermen. The fish when caught
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are dried in the sun, and sent to the markets in the interior. Hippo-

potami are also hunted from canoes, and the people are very skilful in

manoeuvring the boats to escape the fury of the wounded beasts.

The AVaganda are very warlike ; in fact, one may say that they are

constantly at war, making continual raids on the surrounding countries for

cattle and slaves. Their armies are collected in the following way :—The
king has a war-board covered with numerous holes, in which pegs are

placed of three different colours and sizes, representing tens, hundreds,

and thousands. All the fighting men that the king has at his disposal are

represented on this board. They number about 600,000. If he wishes

to send out an expedition, he takes as many pegs from the board as will

represent the number of soldiers he requires. These he divides among the

chiefs who happen to be present, and they are obliged to supply the

requisite number of men. After the return of the army from war, the

number of the killed are deducted by the chiefs, and they return the pegs

that remain to the king. The weapons employed are spears, shields, bows
and arrows, and a few guns. The spears are well made, and are about eight-

and-a-half feet long, each man carrying two. The shields are made of wicker-

work, oval in form, and large enough to cover the whole body when in a

stooping position. The bows are about six feet in length ; the arrows three

feet long, and terribly barbed. I had several opportunities of seeing the

Waganda, both on the war-path and in actual fight, and was much surprised

at the regularity and precision with which all their movements were carried

out. On the march they send out skirmishers, their front and flank are

always well protected, and they use all the natural facilities of the land

both for cover and for reconnoitring their foes. When they arrive at

striking distance they do not begin to fight at once, but perform a war-

dance and curse their enemies, in no very polite language, for some con-

siderable time. They then begin to throw their spears ; but soon warming
to the fray, yelling and shouting, they rush to a hand-to-hand conflict, to

the beat of their noisy war-drums. Their fights are very sanguinary, and

they often lose 30 to 40 per cent, of their men. They are extremely

brave, and have no fear of death. The feats of noted warriors are cele-

brated in their war-songs and traditions.

A large store of sun-dried bananas is kept in each town and village in

charge of the headman, so that whenever Avar is declared abundant pro-

visions for the army are in readiness. Notwithstanding this, an army on

the march is allowed to make requisitions of cattle and bananas in any

village it may happen to pass through.

Mtesa, the late King of Uganda, Avas a splendid man, about six feet

high, well formed and strongly built. He had an oval face, and his

features were well cut. He had large mild eyes, but if roused by anger or

mirth they were lit up with a dangerous fire. He was generally dressed in a

simple white arab kuftan, but on state occasions he donned brilliant Arab
clothes, or an English General's uniform which Gordon Pasha once sent

him. It is difficult to describe his character. He was intensely proud.
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very egotistical, and until towards the end of his life thought himself to

be the greatest king on earth. But the visit of his envoys to England

undeceived him on this point. In his youth, and, in fact, until 1878, there

is no doubt he was very cruel, but an illness which commenced then cer-

tainly softened him. People have said that he was extremely changeable,

and to superficial observers he was so ; that is to say, as far as his inter-

course with Europeans went. But if one looks a little deeper into his

character, one finds that his apparent vacillation was over-ruled by one

fixed idea, which was to benefit his people, increase his own importance,

and to get as much as possible out of the strangers who visited his court.

This explains his being one day a friend to the Arabs, on another to the

Protestants, and on a third to the Catholics. A new-comer, especially if he

had a large caravan, was always the favourite of the hour. It is easy

enough for any one to get into Uganda, but getting away again is no eas}-

matter, unless one is going for a fresh supply of goods. Mtesa liked

Europeans and Arabs to be present at his court ; it gave him prestige, and

he also wished his people to learn as much as they could from the white

men. If strangers in Uganda could agree to live in peace, there is no

doubt that they would have a far happier time of it ; but nothing pleased

Mtesa better than to set his visitors by the ears, and to gain his own

advantage out of their petty differences. Mtesa's mental capacity was of a

very high order, he had a splendid memory, and enjoyed a good argument

very keenly ; and if only he could get Protestants, Catholics, and Arabs

to join in a discussion before him, he was in his element ; and though

apparently siding with one or other who might happen to be at the time

in his especial favour, he took good care to maintain his own ground, and

I do not believe that he ever really gave up the least bit of his belief in his

old Pagan ideas.

Although Mtesa had immense powers for evil, he had not so many
for good,—if under good we reckon the introduction of foreign ideas and

customs into his country. It is true that he was on the throne, and that

everything was referred to him ; but he was placed and maintained there

by his chiefs, who were wise enough to know that that there must be a

king or there would be everlasting fighting for the supremacy.

Mtesa was a much-married man. He told me that he did not know

exactly how many wives he had, but said it was certainly over 7000.

When I was there he had seventy sons and eighty-eight daughters. He
had always 200 or 300 women living at his court ; and he told me once in

confidence that they were the plague of his life. He had had one wife,

his first, of whom he was very fond, and Avho had been his chief coun-

sellor in all aff"airs of state, but she died shortly before I arrived in

Uganda ; it was a sad blow to him, from which he never recovered.

Mtesa was a perfect gentleman, and a great amount of ceremony was

observed at his court. His treatment of strangers made a very good

impression on them. They were always considered his guests; but it

was sometimes very difficult to obtain the requisite amount of food, and
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although he always refused supplies in the most polite manner, yet it

was rather hard to be half-starved, and I had to resort to many subter-

fuges in order to keep the wolf from the door. For instance, sometimes

when he sent for me to see him I said I could not go until strengthened

by a beef-steak,—which meant a whole ox ; at other times I could not

compound his medicines until I had had a mutton-chop,—which meant a

Avhole sheep ; one day I would demand bananas with a similar threat of

non-attendance, and, finally, he got so tired of my importunity that he

presented me with eighteen wives to enable me to cater for myself,—as

the king's wives are allowed to make raids unpunished on the neigh-

bouring farms.

Mtesa would order off people to execution with a smile on his face,

and on two occasions he politely told me that he was very sorry to say

his chiefs had determined that I must be killed. On the first occasion he

prefaced this information with the request that I would supply him with

a sufficient number of bottles of medicine to cure him, as I was to die

next day. It is needless to say that I, as politely, but as firmly, refused

his request, and not being able to do without his doctor he c[uarrelled

with his chiefs ; and I was saved. On the second occasion things were

even more serious, for then the executioner threw the rope round my
neck, and it Avas only through a happy remembrance of an important

state secret which had once lieen confided to me that I was able to turn

the tables in my favour.

In concluding my remarks about Mtesa, I should say that he Avas not

a pure Waganda at all, but belonged most decidedly to the Wahuma race.

He did not allow this himself ; but not only did his features betray him,

but many of the traditions he held in connection with his ancestors,

especially his descent from Ham, point conclusively to an origin in the

old Christianity of Abyssinia.

The way in which the Wahuma made their way to Uganda Avas pro-

bably as folloAvs. Many many years ago, a numerous band of Avarriors,

bringing Avith them their Avives and children and many cattle, came from

the far north and attacked the country near Mombasa. They were

defeated, and were driven to the west; they Avandered on, and being

unable to conquer the Masai, they eventually crossed the Nile near

Foweira, Avhere they divided into tAvo bands, the one conquering Unyoro,

and becoming the ancestors of the present Unyoro king, Kabrega, while

the other passed farther south to Uganda and obtained the upper hand
there. This story coincides Avith, and is probably the correct Aversion of,

the myth of Kintu, Avho, Avith his Avife, coav, and banana, came from the

north and peopled Uganda. These conquerors from the north Avere

evidently the forefathers of the reigning family of Uganda, but not of

the Waganda themselves. The myth Avas related by Mtesa and a few of

the chiefs, but Avas not heard outside of the court.

I must noAv turn to the government and laws of the country. The
government of Uganda is a perfect feudal system ; as before stated, the
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the king rules in name alone, for three hereditary chiefs really rule the

land. I can divide the Waganda into four classes. First, the fJachopi

;

they form the mass of the population, and from among them is recruited

the army that has made the name of Uganda feared far and near.

Second, the Batongoli ; they are recruited from the Bachopi, but their

honours are not hereditary. They govern the provinces, and are obliged

to collect a certain number of soldiers in time of war. They receive their

honours for great bravery in warfare or for other services rendered to the

state. They are not all really of equal rank, although bearing the same

name, for some are governors of towns, others only of small villages.

Next come the Bakungu, nearly all of whom belong to the state council :

they ai^e also governors of large districts of land, and to them belong the

three hereditary chiefs, who, however, naturally take precedence of all

others of their class. There is also a large population of slaves, con-

sisting of prisoners taken in war and their descendants. They are very

well treated, but are liable to be sold to the numerous Arabs who come
from Zanzibar with cloth, arms, and ammunition. The prime minister

of the country is appointed by the king ; he is called the Katikiro, and

sits next to the king, being also next in authority to him, although he

may previously not have been a chief, I must mention, too, the chief

brewer and the head cook ; they are very noted personages, and belong to

the council of state. The Katikiro, the three hereditary Bakungu, and

one or two other favourites of the king, form the privy council. There is

also the general council, which is composed of all the Bakungu and all the

Batongoli who are in residence at the capital,—for the rule is that all must
reside there in rotation for three months in the year. The other nine

months they can live where they like, unless they are required for war.

Whatever the privy council decides must be carried out ; no king dare

oppose their decisions. All these chiefs are judges, and although they

have no written laws, they manage to administer them in a satisfactory

manner. If any one is not satisfied with the decision of the Batongoli, he

can appeal to the Bakungu of his district ; if not satisfied by him, his case

can go before the Katikiro, and, finally, he can appeal to the king sitting

in council. If a man is charged with any ofience, he and his accuser

must appear before the judge ; they can both call witnesses and argue

their cause in person, but the judge can only cross-examine the witnesses.

It is most interesting to witness such a trial, and to listen to the born

oratory of these semi-civilised savages. The punishments inflicted are

beating and the stocks for small offences ; for theft, the loss of either

hand, nose, or ears ; for adultery, death, as also sometimes for murder

;

but generally the payment of a heavy fine is considered sufficient for the

latter crime. The Waganda put people to death in various ways, strang-

ling and beheading being the most common. Sometimes, however, for

grave offences, the criminals are slowly bled to death, or tied to a pole

and gradually mutilated and cut to pieces, while bit by bit is thrown to

the hovering vultures. I saw a great many people minus their nose or
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ears, the loss of which is considered a great disgrace. The Katikiro sits

in the judgment-seat, almost everj- day, from seven to nine, and the state

council must always be in readiness to appear before the king should he

require it between nine and twelve each day.

The kings of Uganda are hereditary monarchs, but there are curious

customs regarding the ascent to the throne. Directly a king dies all

strangers who may happen to be in the country are obliged to live in a

certain place under a strong guard ; they are quite safe there, but, should

they leave the enclosure, they would certainly be killed. The three

hereditary chiefs elect the new king ; he is invariably one of the j'ounger

sons of the late king. During his minority his mother and the three

chiefs, rule the country ; this plan is adopted to prevent the kings from

growing too powerful. Should the hereditary chiefs not agree in their

choice, they fight, and the victor places his nominee on the throne. With
the exception of two or three of the j'oung king's brothers, the Avhole of

the late king's sons are burned ; the former are kept in strict confinement,

but their preservation is necessary in case of the king dying childless.

Europeans have exercised so much influence on the people that when
Mtesa died, his son, Mwanga, was raised to the throne without any blood-

shed.

With the exception of the Katikiro and the three hereditary chiefs,

none can claim an interview with the king ; any one wishing to see him

must wait until the council is sitting. This rule at first caused me great

trouble, and for several days I was kept Avaiting many hours before I

could see the king professionally ; but, notwithstanding the opposition of

the chiefs, I was able at last to get an exception made in my favour, as I

told the king that European sovereigns Avere always visible to their doc-

tors. For some little time, hoAvever, the king Avas obliged to send for the

Katikiro and some half-dozen chiefs when I paid my visits, but after-

wards this formality Avas dispensed Avith, and I Avas alloAved to see him

alone.

En passant, it is no joke to be a doctor to the king of Uganda, for

whenever I took him a neAv supply of medicine I had always to take a

dose myself, and to administer one to seven of the persons who might

happen to be present. Should one of these seven unfortunates die Avithin

a Aveek, it Avould be considered that I had attempted to poison the king.

If the king had to take a pill, I had ahvays to hold tAvo in my hand ; he

chose one, and I had to SAA^alloAv the other, unless I had a friend Avith me
who kindly undertook the office. I soon noticed, hoAvever, that Mtesa

always chose the smallest, and so I arranged accordingly. One day Mtesa

played me a nice trick. I had been to the palace to take him a lotion,

and had warned him particularly not to drink it. After I had left, he

sent a page after us Avith a gourd of Mwengi, asking me to taste it, and

say if he might have some. I did so, and said " Yes." It being a very

hot afternoon, my friend drank the remainder ; but it soon became

evident that the king had doctored the Avine, for my friend became
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violently sick. It turned out afterwards that Mtesa wished to see what

effect the lotion would have upon me.

As regards the holding of land, when a man dies his property is

pretty equally divided among his sons, the eldest, however, having a

slightly larger share, and receiving all his father's wives with the excep-

tion of his own mother ; should he prefer it, he may divide the Avives

equally among his brothers ; this is usually done if their number is very

large. Besides land, the jiroperty of the AVaganda consists in herds and

slaves.

The Waganda are very polite to one another. When an inferior

meets a superior in the streets, he either kneels down or bows very low,

saying, " Otia Sebbo," which is answered by "Eh" ; but if two people of

equal rank meet, a far longer salutation is exchanged, as follows, "Otia,

otia, otiano, otiano, eradi, eradi, nyogi, nyogi, mam, mam," followed by a

series of loud grunts reminding one much of pigs. When friends meet

after a long separation they embrace each other, but I have never seen

them kiss. I was always much struck by the respect shown by children

to their parents and by their quiet behaviour when friends or strangers

pay their parents a visit ; the smallest child, even, will sit in perfect quiet,

listening to the conversation, and ever ready to fetch a light for the pipe

or a gourd of native beer.

It cannot be said that the Waganda are great traders, although they

have branches of industry which I will mention presently. Several times

a year, caravans arrive from Zanzibar, bringing calico of various qualities,

guns of cheap Belgian manufacture, powder, mostly made in Germany,

and of a very bad qualitj^ ; files, knives, needles, coloured pocket-handker-

chiefs, suits of Arabic clothes, cowries, etc. These articles they exchange

for ivory and slaves. The trade Avith Uganda has increased immensely

during the last ten years, and already the country is beginning to feel

the necessity of finding some other commodity Avith Avhich to procure

foreign produce. Ivory is becoming scarce, the price of slaves is rising

enormously, and little by little the people are beginning to understand

that either they will have to work themselves or else stop the exporta-

tion of slaves. Trade is carried on by barter, the standard articles being

an arm's-length of calico and a string of 100 cowries. The king and a

few of the richest chiefs possess Maria-Theresa dollars, but they are seldom

used. A fat coav costs about 2500 coAvries, or three arms'-length of cloth,

or two needles, or fifty percussion caps, or twenty charges of poAvder. A
young boy-slave is worth 100 caps, four needles, or about 4000 coAvries.

A young girl-slave is Avorth about a third more, Avhereas a full-groAvn female

slave costs about double. AVhen an Arab caravan first arrives in Uganda,

it is usual for the leader to pay a visit to the king, make him a present, and,

at the same time, give him a list, professedly of the Avhole contents of the

caravan. He also gives px-esents to the Katikiro and the three hereditary

chiefs. The king and his council then decide Avhat guns and ammunition

they Avill buy for the state, and a Aveek or tAvo is generally occupied in
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coming to terms with the trader and in paying the stipulated price. The

Arabs generally ask about five times the price that they finally intend to

accept. As soon as the state business is conchided, the king and principal

chiefs do their private business, and it is only when they are satisfied that

the trader is allowed to dispose of his remaining stock to all comers.

Usually two months are reqviired by the Arabs to dispose of all their

goods, and the government always provide them with canoes to transport

the ivory and slaves they have obtained from Ntebbi, the port near

Eubaga, to Kagei, at the south end of the lake. The large traders in

Unyanyembe have agents constantly residing in Uganda, who generally

collect ivory and slaves to be ready for the arrival of the caravans, and

otherwise look after their interests. It is these agents who have a good

deal of influence with the king, and try to make the sojourn of Europeans

in Uganda as unpleasant as possible, for they fear that their trade will be

spoilt, especially that in slaves, by the introduction of European trade.

It will now be well to mention the home manufactures of the Waganda.

They are wonderfully clever workmen, and with a very little training

would be able to grasp European ideas, and to work up any European

branch of industry. Their present industries are pottery, wickerwork,

black-smithery, wood-carving, the manufacture of Mbugu, or bark-cloth,

brewing, tanning, and dyeing.

The Waganda manufacture two kinds of pottery, a coarse and a fine

kind. Vessels for carrying water and for cooking are made of the coarse

kind. They are of all shapes and sizes, and are well-proportioned,

and elegant in outline. The water-jugs are round in form, and have a

narrow long-lipped neck, while those used for cooking are hemispherical,

and with or without necks. Drinking-cups and tobacco pipes are made
of the finer clay ; they are very thin, and beautifully worked, but easily

break, as the Waganda use no flux. When first burnt they are grey, but

after being hung over a charcoal fire they acciuire a permanent black

colour. They are very nicely ornamented, and are often painted red and

white. Two kinds of pipes are made ; one with a small round head, holding

very little tobacco, and having a long wooden stem, the other very large,

holding about half-an-ounce. Already the Waganda are beginning to

imitate European pottery, and plates, basins, and mugs may at times be

seen.

The Waganda wickerwork is very good indeed. The materials they

use are grass and the yoimg leaves of the wild date-palm. Baskets of all

forms and sizes, trays, covered boxes, fish-traps, shields, drinking-tubes,

and various kinds of mats are made. Some of the work is extremely

fine and elegant, and the patterns veiy graceful. Coloured grasses are

used in making drinking-tubes and mats. The latter are used very

largely as carpeting for floors, coverings for walls and beds ; and many
people carry small mats about with them on which to sit and rest.

The work of the smiths is far superior to any seen among the neigh-

bouring tribes. The iron found in Uganda is of excellent quality, and is
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very abundant ; it is obtained by smelting from the ore. Stone hammers

and anvils are mostly used, and it is wonderful to see the good work done

with such rough implements. A few files and hammers have been im-

ported, and the Waganda smiths soon learn to imitate European work
;

for instance, they convert flint-lock guns into percussion guns. Their

spears, knives, and arrow-heads are wonderfully well made, and they also

make chains, bells, and rings for fingers, arms, and legs.

Mtesa sent a few of his smiths to the English mission to be taught

black-smithing, and it was surprising to see what progress they made, and

how proficient they soon became in the use of English tools. They seemed

almost instinctively to understand what the implements were meant for,

and expressed surprise that they had not made such themselves.

Nearlj;- every one in Uganda carries a walking-stick. These are cut

out of hard white wood. They are very well turned and finely polished.

The milk-basins, too, are cut out of blocks of wood. They are neatly

made, and often highly ornamented. Writing-boards are also made, as a

good many of the chiefs and pages are taught writing by the Arabs. The
boards, too, for a game which I will describe later on, are also made of

Avood ; and drums, gun-stocks, axe-handles, and paddles keep a large

number of joiners employed. They do not work so slowly as most

Negroes, but whatever they do is well made and neatly carried out.

Mbugu, which, as before mentioned, forms the staple clothing of the

people, is obtained from a species of fig-tree. The bark is taken from the

young trees, and the outside is carefully peeled away. The remainder is

then placed upon wooden blocks and beaten out by heavy wooden
hammers. It takes about a day to hammer out the bark to the requisite

thickness ; it is then hung up to dry, and after any holes that have been

made by the hammering have been carefully mended, it is ready for use.

When new it is of a yellowish-brown colour ; its great disadvantage is

that it is spoilt by rain, but, as it is very cheap, this does not matter

so much. Mbugu is not only used for clothing, but also for bed-hangings,

blankets for forming partitions in huts, and for lining the walls of the

sleeping apartments. It is also used in the place of sacking for protecting

large articles that have to travel ; also as tinder, which is very useful on

the march to light pipes and fires. When one is camping out, the usual

method of obtaining fire by rubbing sticks together is slow, to say the

least.

The AVaganda are very good tanners, and manage to get their skins

as soft as the best kid leather ; they pride themselves very much on

this art, and laugh much at the unsuccessful attempts of others to com-

pete with them. They first dry the skins in the sun, then stretch them out

on a frame and carefully pare the inside with a sharp knife. After being

rubbed for a long time with large, flat, heavy stones until quite smooth,

butter is thickly rubbed in, and the skin once more placed in the sun.

The chiefs wear skins at times instead of Mbugu, but the large robes made
for this purpose are very dear. Leather is used for making sandals, ami
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also for the ropes used in house-building. Both leather and Mbugu are

sometimes dyed ; black and yellow being the favourite colours.

One cannot say that there is a class of brewers in Uganda, but all the

people understand brewing, and immense quantities of banana beer are

made and drunk in the year. It must be made from perfectly ripe bananas,

and in order to get a sufficient quantity together large holes are dug in

the ground, lined with banana leaves, and filled Avith nearly ripe bananas,

which are covered over with leaves until fully ripe. They are then taken

out, peeled, and put into troughs, where they are mashed up with a small

quantity of carefully dried grass and water, forming a very liquid pulp.

This pulp is taken out and drained through a filter made of grass into

large bottled gourds. It is then called "Mubisi," and is a sweet drink,

and non-intoxicating. After a few days, when it is fermented, it is called

" Mwengi," and is sour, and very inebriating. The Waganda drink im-

mense quantities of beer, in fact many of them say that they have never

tasted water since they were children. If a chief goes out for a walk, he

is followed by a slave carrying a big gourd of beer on his head ; every

now and then the chief will stop and have a drink. Poorer men, who
cannot afford a slave to carry their beer, have a bottle-gourd slung

round their neck, into which has been placed a drinking-tube, and from

this they can conveniently suck when they please. When a party of

Waganda are together, a hole is made in the ground, lined Avith care-

fully prepared banana leaves and filled Avith beer. They lie round it on

the ground, smoking and talking, and drinking from time to time with

little cups, also made from banana leaves. Late in the day, nearly half

the population is drunk. It may be Avell to add that this bad habit has

not been introduced by Europeans.

The cooking in Uganda is simple, but very good. As before stated,

the banana is the principal food. It is steamed to perfection in the follow-

ing manner :—A large pot is taken, containing an inch or two of water,

the stalks of the leaves are placed in the i)ot over the Avater so as to sup-

port a layer of leaves upon Avhich peeled bananas are put. The pot is

then placed on the fire until the fruit is thoroughly cooked. Meat is

either roasted by being cut into small pieces and held by skeAvers over

the fire, or it is wrapped in banana leaves and put in the pot before men-

tioned. All the people eat together, but the men and boys, and the

Avomen and girls, generally form tAvo separate groups.

I will noAv describe a dinner at a chief's house. One day I was Adsit-

ing the Katikiro, and he asked me to remain to dinner. Several boys

entered the hut to lay the cloth ; this consisted in covering two portions

of the floor with fresh banana leaves ; around these tables the guests

seated themselves on the floor, the Katikiro, about ten other chiefs, and

myself at the one, some tAventy of our host's Avives at the other. As soon

as Ave Avere seated, large basket trays, piled up Avith steaming bananas and

steamed and roasted meats, Avere brought in and placed upon the table,

and each guest Avas provided Avith a banana napkin Avith Avhich to wash
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his hands before eating. Then, at a sign from the Katikiro, every one

began to eat, helping themselves with their fingers. When the host

Avished to honour a guest he handed him a tit-bit of meat or a pinch of

salt, salt being very dear and rare in Uganda. He also called once or

tAvice to one of his wives, who came across from her table, and kneeling

down beside him he placed a pinch of salt in her mouth. During the

meal, three or four musicians played a pleasing melody at the door of the

hut. As soon as dinner was over, every one washed his hands again, the

fragments, with the cloths, were removed, and banana beer was handed

round,—for the Waganda never drink whilst eating. We then all removed

into a private yard, where native beds were placed in a semi-circle under

the trees. The Katikiro lay down on the centre one ; the rest of the

party-—that is, the chiefs and myself—reclined on the other beds, whilst

the women grouped themselves behind us. Pipes were then lit, beer

again handed round by slave boys to all save the host himself, he having

an immense bowl of beer placed on a stool near him, from which his wife

kept him constantly supplied. For about half-an-hour general conversa-

tion took place, then a minstrel appeared with a harp, ornamented with a

fantastic head-dress, and having a long goat's beard attached to his chin.

He played and sang for some time ; the melody was sweet, and the time

which he kept with his goat's beard was good. We were then entertained

by wrestling matches, in which the Waganda are very expert. Then a

kicking match between some boys, and lastly dancing, both solo and in

groups ; and in this women took part. Some of the dances were very

graceful and good. By this time it was dark and torches were lit, which

made the dancing all the more grotesque, but as they were getting too

lively, I said "Good-bye," and was escorted home by four torch-bearers,^

—

it being always the custom in Uganda for guests to be lighted home.

The Waganda are a very musical people. Almost every one can play

some musical instrument, and the chiefs generally have a small private

band, while Mtesa had three large bands always in attendance. There

are several different kinds of instruments, of which I will give a short

description. They have many diflerent sizes of drums, some large, and
requiring six or eight men to carry them, some so small that they can

be hung round the neck ; all are hollowed out of solid wood, the ends of

the large ones being covered with finely-dressed sheep-skins, and of the

small ones with python-skins. The former are played with sticks, the

latter with the hand. The Waganda are very proud of their drums, and
they are handed down from father to son. The king's big war-drum is said

to be hundreds of years old, and men are placed to guard it night and
day. In war, the drum takes very much the place of a regimental Hag

;

roimd it the detachments assemble, and its loss in battle is considered

a fearful disgrace. In going from Uganda to Mruli I passed by a battle-

field in which the Waganda had been beaten, and grouped around the

war-drum I saw the bodies of more than 300 Waganda, so fiercely had
they defended their standard.
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The flutes of the Waganda are made out of reeds ; they have two or

four notes, and are blown from the end. Their trumpets are made out

of the horns of antelopes, and they are blown through a hole made in the

side. For giving signals in the hunting-field or in war, whistles are

used, having tAvo notes, and made out of hard wood or horn. They also

have large harmonicas, which are well-finished instruments, made of very

liard.wood and possessing twelve to twenty notes. They are played with

ebony or ivory sticks. There are harps, too, of various sizes, which have

usually six to eight strings, and are played with the fingers. And lastly,

I must mention the rattles, which are bottle-gourds partially filled with

seeds or beads : and bells and bangles, which are fastened round the

musicians' ankles, wi-ists, and waists, and with which they beat time to the

music.

All these instruments possess whole tones but no semi-tones. An im-

mense number of melodies are played on them, but it is impossible for me to

describe the effect produced by sixty or seventy of the above varied instru-

ments—one of the king's bands, for instance ; but it is melodious, although

fantastical and weird. I must not forget to mention the minstrels, who,

as in the days of Europe's chivalry and romance, are always to be found

present on occasions of festivity. They both extemporise songs in honour

of the event, generally managing to bring in a few verses flattering the

host, which are always much applaiided by the guests, and also sing

songs which have been handed down by tradition, and are well known

by all the people, and often requested. They also sing, sometimes comic

songs, which are greeted by roars of laughter from the audience ; but

many of them are very lewd. These bards, as well as being supplied

with as much food and drink as they can consume, are paid with cowries,

Mbugu, or even a goat. The songs which pleased me most were those in

which solo and chorus followed each other in rapid succession ; the

pleasing effect was heightened by the surroundings, for generally these

gatherings take place under spreading trees, lit up by the silvery light

of the moon, or the flickering light of large bonfires. At such times one

feels under the influence of a magic spell, and seems transported from the

real world to the dreamy land of fairies and the haunts of woodland

elves.

The Waganda have a very quick ear for music, and soon picked up

English melodies which they heard us play. The envoys I took to

England had their harps with them, and I was often surprised to hear

them, after they had retired for the night, persevering until they had

reproduced some catching melody they had heard during the day. One

of them was very fond of sitting down to the piano, and managed to

learn in a few days to play two or three simple tunes.

I think it will now be interesting to say a few words about marriage

customs. Polygamy is universal, and even the poorest peasant does his

best to obtain more than one wife, whilst the chiefs have very large

harems. The marriages are contracted pretty early, the young men
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being about seventeen or eighteen, the girls fifteen or sixteen. Strictly

speaking, the aflfair is a bargain between the bridegroom and the father

of the bride. The usual price for a wife is three or four oxen, or six

needles, or the equivalent in cowries. The preliminaries having been

settled, the friends of both parties meet at the Ijride's hut, where a

dinner is provided by her father. The afternoon and evening are spent

in dancing, singing, and drinking, and then the happ}'- pair are conducted

by their friends to their hut, the door of which is then closed, but the

friends remain outside and carouse throughout the night. The next

morning they congratulate the newly-married pair, who then proceed to

give a feast. The songs on these occasions celebrate the joys of marriage,

and detail the duties of husbands and wives. Notwithstanding the strict

laws in regard to adultery, the Waganda are very lax in their morals.

Marriages between relations are not forbidden, and brothers sometimes

marry their sisters.

Births are celebrated by great rejoicings amongst the relations, but

should twins be born, the whole of the villagers assemble on the fifth or

sixth day at the hut in which the mother and children live. It is

considered a very lucky event for the whole village ; and the general

congratulations are hearty and prolonged.

The women and girls deck themselves with flowers, tie banana leaves

round their waists, and dance round drums, singing meanwhile a song-

adapted to the occasion. The rest of the company sit in groups watching

the dancers, drinking beer and smoking. The father makes the round of

the groups to receive the congratulations of his friends, the mother sitting

in the meantime with her child in the door of the hut, where one by one

the guests congratulate her. During a pause in the dancing the people

assemble in a semicircle round the happy mother, and the eldest grand-

father takes the child, and holding it up, cries out, " Its name is
"—so-and-

so ; e.g., " Kataruba !
" This is greeted with loud shouts of " Kataruba !

may he live happy ; may he be brave ; may he have many wives ; may
he become great

!

" and suchlike good wishes for the child's future. A
Waganda child receives only one name, but the variety of names among
them is very great. The king, however, and the chiefs, although at first

possessing but one name, gradually acquire more, as, after each feat of

arms or special event in their lives, a significant name is given to them.

When a man dies, a messenger is sent round to his friends to summon
them to the funeral, which always takes place within tM^elve hours after

his decease. The body is not embalmed, but simply wrapped in Mbugu
cloth, during which process the friends sing funeral dirges, and a minstrel

will often be engaged to sing an extempore eulogy of the man's life. The
body is then carried into the jungle, where a deep grave is dug, and in

this it is buried. The friends generally return to his hut, where a cow is

killed and a funeral-feast takes place. If a chief dies, his body is placed

in a coffin, and the mourning and funeral festivities last three or four

days. The kings and their mothers are the only persons to whose
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memory monuments are erected. A large hole is dug, eight or ten yards

square, at the bottom of which are laid layer after layer of Mbugu, valuable

skins, and calico ; in order to get enough of the latter, all the chiefs are

obliged to contribute as much as possible, and any merchants or strangers

who may happen to be in the country are expected to make a like con-

tribution. On the top of these cloths the heavy coffin is placed, and is

surrounded and covered by other layers of the same materials. Then

earth is piled upon them and a hut is erected over the site and enclosed

in a strongly-made fence of tiger grass. When all is completed, a sacrifice

is offered of several hundred slaves. From time to time these huts must

be renewed, and a fresh sacrifice is then offered. About two years ago

Mtesa rebuilt his father's monument, and on that occasion 500 slaves

were beheaded. When a slave dies he is simply thrown into the jungle,

and any one who has been executed must be left where he falls, though it

may be in the middle of a public street, and no one may touch his body,

Avhich is soon devoured by vultures and beasts of prey. Such horrible

spectacles are almost daily seen in Eubaga. The reason for this practice

is that the people may be instilled with a fear of the law. Mtesa had a

small army of executioners, several of whom attend each council ; their

sign of office is a coil of rope round the head, worn as a turban ; and a long

fringe made of string partially conceals their features. At an almost

imperceptible sign from the king one of these men will throw a noose

round the neck of a victim and he will be dragged ofi" to immediate

execution. When I first used to visit the king, these men were alwaj's

present, and I have already mentioned two occasions on which I very

nearly made their intimate acquaintance ; the last time, I told Mtesa that

I would never come to see him again if an executioner were present, and,

after prolonged opposition on the part of the chiefs, I carried my point.

It is very difficult to know what the Waganda really think of death

and of departed spirits ; but this much is certain—they do not think that

death means annihilation, for they say that a man's life influences his

future state, and that the departed can exert an influence on men and

events. Many of their traditions go to prove the prevalence of this idea,

and several of their old kings are said to be more or less powerful spirits

who are engaged in watching with interest the actions of their descendants,

and are able to overrule the fate of those who honour their memory and

make periodical off"erings to them. It will be well to make a few observa-

tions at this point, as to the amount of religious belief which is possessed

by the people. They have no idols, but they hold that the world was

created by the great spirit " Katonda," who is said to have been well

pleased with his work, but to be far too mighty to take any personal

interest in the men he has made. They do not worship him, nor have

they any symbols or images by which he is represented. It seems as if

he were considered to have deputed his acknowledged power to lesser

spirits, or demons, who are to be feared because they have both the

power and will to alter events, and to protect and bless those who pray
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to them and who offer them gifts. They are supposed to be able to depute

their power to mortals. For instance, Mukasa, the god, or Lubari of the

Lake, is the most feared and honoured of all the spirits. He is a kind of

Neptune, and lives in and rules over the lake ; from time to time he is said

to take up his abode in either a man or woman, who is greatly respected, and

is consulted both by the king, chiefs, and common people. This so-called

Oracle can order or prevent war, and, whenever its advice is asked, large

presents of cattle or cowries are given ; a word from it is supposed to

cure sickness or to prevent it. Before the Waganda venture to undertake

a voyage on the lake, one of the boatmen takes a few bananas, places

them on an oar, and, saying a short prayer to ask the god for protection

on the way, and a safe return, he throws the fruit into the lake. Chiwuka

and Nenda are the gods of war, and are said to occupy certain trees in

different parts of Uganda. Under these trees the warriors come to pray

before they go to war, bringing with them cows, sheep, and goats, as presents

to the men who watch the trees. Enaula is another much-feared spirit,

who is said to live on the snow-clad summit of Mount Gambaragara, and

to whom is ascribed the power over small-pox. There is also a thunder-

spirit, to whom are erected little huts over every place that has been

struck by lightning, and strangers are forbidden to approach near these.

When, however, the huts fall to pieces, they are not rebuilt, and the

ground underneath them loses its sacred character. In one or two places

in Uganda, river-spirits are supposed to live ; and should the king or one

of the three hereditary chiefs dream of them, it is customary to make them
offerings of human sacrifices.

After their death, the Waganda kings are looked upon as semi-gods,

and are thought of with great awe and reverence. As before stated, their

graves are kept in good order, this being considered a religious duty.

One of the principal chiefs is appointed to look after them, and he is

responsible for the fences being repaired or renewed when necessary, and

for all the surroundings looking neat.

The Waganda are always much rejoiced when they see the new moon
for the first time ; and that night is set apart for prolonged revelry

—

though, at the same time, the moon is not considered at all sacred.

There are large numbers of medicine-meu in the country, and as the

people are very superstitious, and have great faith in charms, they do a

very good trade. They sell charms for almost everything—for protection

against illness or enemies, charms proof against serpents or the small-pox,

charms to keep their cattle from disease, or to make their arroAvs and
spears fly straight, charms against the evil eye, and love-charms. When
the Waganda are ill, they think there is a serpent inside them, and there

are charms to drive and keep it out. I must, however, give the medicine-

men credit for a great deal of common sense, for they use a good number
of herbs with skill in the treatment of various diseases, are good but very
bold cuppers, and perform some operations in a remarkably successful

way, which would surprise European doctors. Of course a considerable

VOL. II. p
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amount of magic is mixed up with all they do. They give themselves out

to be prophets, profess to find out thieves, to make rain, and other such-

like humbug, and they often amass great riches, and then retire into

private life. I experienced much opposition from these men in my
medical work, and although they were very ready to learn from me, yet,

on every possible occasion, they tried to thwart my work,—all efforts to

make friends with them being unavailing.

It is needless to remark that the Waganda have no literature or

written language. Luganda belongs to the Bantu group of languages,

whose peculiarity is that the words change at the beginning instead of at

the end ; this makes it difficult to acquire a knowledge of it rapidly. It

is further complicated by the substantives being divided into seven

classes, and by different prefixes being used to distinguish each class.

For instance, " lungi," is good ; "muntu muhmgi," a good man ;
" Waganda

walungi," good Waganda ;
" miti mulungi," good trees ;

" nyumba nungi," a

good house ; "toki dungi," a good banana ; "matoki malungi," good bananas.

Prefixes added to the verbs, also, indicate their person and tense. Lu-

ganda is very rich in words, more than 6000 having been already col-

lected. Although the Waganda possess no written literature, they have

an immense number of fables and traditions both for old and young, and it

is surprising to hear many of the fairy tales and children's stories, which

we consider our own, related, though in a varied form, around the camjv

fires in this remote region, or by an old Waganda woman to a crowed of

little naked blacks.

In conclusion, I must say a word or two concerning the general

character of the Waganda. There is no doubt that they are intellectually

very superior to the surrounding triljes. They are brave and M-arlike,

and hold human life very cheap ; they are dignified and kindly, and

strangers, as a rule, are treated well and hospitably everywhere except

in the capital. On the whole, the laws are good, and a remarkable

amount of order obtains in the land. Polygamy, and the large harems
maintained by the chiefs, have, as usual, the effect of producing a low

moral standard, and, wdth the exception of the head wives, the women
occupy a very subordinate position. The Waganda will steal if they

think they can do so without being found out ; and it is considered a

virtue to be an accomplished liar. But notwithstanding these few weak-

nesses, they must be regarded as a ver)- capable and enlightened race.

During my short stay in their country, I became very much attached to

them, and, should my fate again lead me into the Dark Continent, in

Uganda I would gladly live. I feel sure that its people are destined to

become one day the most enlightened, as they are now the most power-

ful, of Central African tribes.
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THREE YEARS OF ARCTIC SERVICE.i

Lieutenant Greely's newly published narrative of the Lady Franklin

Bay Expedition of 1881-84 will go far to re-awaken the public interest

which the progress and ultimate fate of his party first called into existence.

Underlying his very spirited descriptions, there is a tone of seriousness,

a careful weighing of incidental terms and words, which, whilst proper to

the subject, shows the care and precision and honesty of purpose of a

man who, having gone through an unique and trying ordeal which will

leave lifelong traces, is called upon to give his experiences to the world
;

and though his modesty is as great as his courage, we cannot fail to be

struck with the evidences of his powers of organisation and resource,

which so well fitted him for command ; and to his cool judgment in

moments of peril, promptittide of action, energy and endurance, must

be ascribed the undoubted success and final possibility of rescue of the

party under his leadership.

Although only two-and-a-half months were allowed for the fitting-out

of the Expedition, and in spite of the niggardly sum of money placed at

its disposal—in spite, too, of the "avowed hostility to the work of the

Cabinet chief"—the Expedition, consisting of only tAventy-five men,

hurriedly planned and insufficiently ecpiipped, lived and worked to good

effect for over two years, indeed for nearly three, under the most difficult

conditions possible, and far removed from touch with the civilised world

;

and during that time accomplished results commensurate with the sacri-

fices that attended them, the value of which we cannot, perhaps, at the

present time, fully estimate.

The honour of having attained the Farthest North—to within 396

miles of the Geographical Pole—though bringing distinction and credit

to Lieutenant Lockwood and the Expedition of which he Avas such a

prominent member, Avas only incidental and secondary to the carrying out

of the International programme of the Polar Conference, Avhich AA^as their

primary object. But the fact that this trip made knoAvn to us the north-

eastern coast-line of Greenland as far as LockAvood Island, 83° 24' N.,

the highest known land in the Avorld, and contributed other good results,

must be borne in mind when estimating the A^alue of Arctic expeditions.

It does not in any Avay detract from Captain Markham's remarkable

journey in 1876 across the paheocrystic sea to Avithin four miles of this

limit, which Avas performed under more difficult conditions.

With a strange perversity. Dr. Pavy, Lieutenant Greely's surgeon,

who folloAved in Markham's footsteps, in an attempt to beat his record,

failed from the unfaA'ourable ice conditions ; but LockA\^ood performed

1 Three Years of Arctic Service: An Account of the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition of
1881-84 and tlie Attainment of the Farthest North. By ADOLrHus W. Greelt, Lieutenant
U.S. Amiy, Commanding the Expedition. London : Richard Bentley and Son, 1886. Two
volumes, pp. 428, 444, including Index and Appendices. Maps and nearly 100 Illustrations.
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his journey easily, and the following summer could doubtless have pene-

trated twenty miles farther, had opportunity allowed.

The main incidents of Lieutenant Greely's ExjDedition are sufficiently

well known :—the remarkable run of the Proteus to Avithin the neighbour-

hood of Cape Baird, where she was stopped by a dense pack of palaeo-

crystic ice, which extended in a semicircle to the Greenland coast, and

barred the portal to the Frozen North ; the establishment of Fort Conger

in Discovery Harbour; the discharge of the Proteus on August 18, 1881,

which returned to civilisation, leaving the twenty-five men of the Expedi-

tion to spend two winters in latitudes where the sun does not shine for

over four months ; the failure of the two first relief expeditions ; and,

finally, the disastrous retreat southwards 500 miles over the frozen sea to

Bedford Pim Island, the moving incidents at Camp Clay, and subsequent

rescue by Commander Schley's party when within a few hours of death

by starvation. Into all these particulars Lieutenant Greely enters, and

his narrative is as instructive as it is absorbing. Only here and there

does he strike a harsh note to mar its harmony, Avhen alluding to the

insubordination of certain of his party, whose faults he alludes to in the

dispassionate terms of one who speaks of the dead.

The utmost care was given to physical observations. The series com-

menced July 1, 1881, at St. John, Newfoundland, and terminated June 1,

1884, forty hours before the rescue of the survivors. The observations

as to the pressure of the atmosphere, temperature, and dew-point of the

air, direction and force of the wind, quantity, kind, and movement of the

clouds, the aurora and state of the weather, Avere made hourly after the

vicinity of Fort Conger was reached. Sea-temperatures were taken with

periodical regularity. Readings of the magnetometer—to note the de-

clination of the magnetic needle—were made hourly, except on "term-

days," the 1st and 15th of each month, Avhen two readings were made
every five minutes, save during one hour, when two readings were made
every twenty seconds. At Fort Conger, in 1882, the magnetic needle

pointed between the west and south-west, the declination being 100° 13'

W. The two years' tidal observations form, perhaps, the first unbroken

series of any length ever made from a fixed gauge in a very high latitude.

Pendulum and other observations kept the observers always busy : 526

were taken daily—234 meteorological, 28 tidal, 264 magnetical ; and on

term-days the magnetical observations were increased to over 1200. The
experiments made in the freezing of sea-water and other liquids were

varied and valuable. On one occasion, in the month of February, the

mercurial thermometers were thawed out after having been frozen con-

tinuously for sixteen days and five hours, which, we are told, is the

longest time on record during which mercury has remained frozen. It

was also found by experiment and observation that the earth thaws only

to a depth of 22 to 24 inches, remaining eternally frozen below that point.

The work accomplished during the two winters at Conger was extra-

ordinary. The Expedition experienced periods of unequalled cold and
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darkness. Nine months (less tweh'e days) had been marked by the total

absence of the sun, during which the mean temperature had been — Sl'-i"

(— 35'2° C). The sun had shone 453 days, and in 262 days from one to

three sledge parties had been in the field on journeys entailing from two to

sixty days' absence and 3000 miles of traA'el. Their explorations covered

3i° of latitude and 45° of longitude, one-eighth of the distance round

the globe above the 80th parallel. The end of Greenland, so many times

seen, or supposed to have been seen, was extended at least 40 miles north-

ward, and over 100 miles of new shore, never before trodden by the foot

of man, added to its coast-line. To the westward, the Polar Ocean had

been reached by the crossing of Grinnell Land, while the interior of the

country had been surveyed, its extraordinary physical geography deter-

mined, and the outline of its north-western coast fixed with tolerable

certainty.

During this time, the monotony of Arctic life, the depression of

months of cold and darkness—in the first year, from 14th October to

28th February, the departure of the sun and the coming of winter

weather being almost coincident—the restricted and limited diet, the

dangers and extreme privations of winter and spring sledging, had all

been experienced without scurvy, without loss of health or limb, without

sickness, and without even a frost-bite. " This experience," says Lieu-

tenant Greely, "proves the possibility of a selected party, under proper

management, to endure for a series of years the dangers and privations

incident to Arctic life and explorations Avith safety and comparative

comfort, the later suff'erings and deaths being j^roperly chargeable, first,

to the fortunes of navigation, and afterwards to preventible causes."

To the geographer, undoubtedly the most valuable passages in Lieu-

tenant Greely's interesting narrative are those dealing with his own and

Lieutenant Lockwood's sledge journeys, to which may be added Sergeant

Brainard's, into the interior of Grinnell Land. The discovery, in these

latitudes, of a land surrounded to the north and south by huge glaciers,

rich in vegetation of varied and beautiful colours, stocked with game, and

showing the vestiges of former habitation by tribes under different con-

ditions of life than now exist there, offers important data to more than

one science. Lieutenant Greely shows how this oasis has risen from the

sea, as an inverted saucer : his own party found shells 1500 to 2000 feet

above the sea similar to those of adjacent living shell-fish of to-day. Be-

sides mapping out the interior, he extended Hayes Sound twenty miles to

the westward ; and the result of his explorations confirm what Ave ven-

tured to point out in the last number of the Magazine (p. 164), that the

Sound is connected with the Polar Ocean to the westward, south-west of

Greely Fiord. He also settles, with tolerable certainty, the question

that the floebergs of the north are ice formed on land—perhaps on an
archipelago surrounding the Pole—Avhich substantiates Dr. Carpenter's

theory. In opposition to Sir George Nares, Avho Avas of opinion that

palseocrystic ice Avas formed l)y gradual accretions from year to 3'ear from
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the snow-fall on the Polar Sea, Lieutenant Greely, pointing to its stratifi-

cation, concludes that it is formed in the same way as the floebergs.

As regards the ethnology of these regions, Lieutenant Greely disproves

the theory that the Arctic Highlanders, as the Cape York Eskimo are

called, are the remnant of a lost people, and reached Prudhoe Land from

the north. The Etah -^ natives, he says, are but scattered bands of the

great Eskimo nation, which he regards as indigenous to such outlying

lands of the Arctic circle as are free from an ice-cap. Subsisting chiefly

on the seal and other large sea-game, and occasionally on the reindeer and

musk-ox, they have necessarily been a wandering and migratory nation,

Avhose summer and winter habitations have rarely been identical. His

own discoveries of Eskimo remains to the northward of the eighty-first

parallel were numerous and important.

Evidences of temporary or permanent occupation were noted at Cape

Baird, at the head of Ella Bay, at numerous points in the vicinity of Fort

Conger, in Black Rock Vale, on the shores of Sun Bay, on both sides of

Chandler Fiord, and in the valleys on the south side of Lake Hazen.

Many of these remains were in the interior of Grinnel Land, at distances

from the sea varying from 50 to 100 miles l)y the route necessarily fol-

lowed. The remains indicate that these natives possessed dogs, sledges,

coniferous wood in considerable quantities, stone lamps, iron in small

(quantities, the bone of the narwhal and walrus. The presence of combs

prove that they Avere accompanied by women. The ornamentation of the

combs, and an elaborately-worked ivory cap for the top of anupstander, show

that these people were above the lowest levels of savage life. The habi-

tations were contiguous to arms of the sea or water-courses, which aff'orded

a practicable roadway during the greater portion of the year. Lieutenant

Greely was unable to find evidences of long-continued occupancy of these

lands, the lack of graves alone affording conclusive arguments against this

assumption. It is his oi)inion that favourable years and the migration of

the reindeer and musk-oxen gradually led these natives northward along

the coast of Grinnell Land, and later into its interior. Of the many
abandoned encampments in Grinnell Land, only two evidenced other than

temporary occupancy, and these, judging from their surroundings, of but

few years'. While a portion crossed Eobeson Channel to Greenland,

others probably retreated to the southward part of Kennedy Channel

(perhaps to Radmore Harbour), where open water, an abundance of seal,

and some reindeer, rendered life possible.

The most northerly points of Avhere marked evidences of numerous

and permanent encampments have been found—Radmore Harbour and

Norman Lockyer Island—are coincident with the probable northern limit

to-day of the reindeer and the walrus. As to the subsequent move-

ments of those who crossed to Greenland, Lieutenant Greely is inclined, in

1 The "Ita" of Dr. Boas—vide ante, p. 166,—in 78' IS' N., on the shores of Foulke Fiord,

Greenland coast, Smith Sound.
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certain respects, to the oj)iiiion advanced by Markham, but he does not

believe that the Arctic Highlanders reached their present habitat from

the northward. He thinks it possible and probable that a portion of the

Eskimo in the vicinity of Sabine Island, crossing Greenland near the

eighty-second parallel, reached the east coast l)y the same route as the

musk-oxen.

The advent and passing of these children of the ice is not only of

interest in itself, but has an important bearing on the change of sur-

face elevation, the advance or retrogression of the glacier system, and

other similar physical phenomena, which in turn have an important bear-

ing not only on the climatic conditions of the Arctic regions, but of the

world in general.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

A MEETING of the Society was held in the Merchants' Hall, Edinburgh, on 9th

March—Lord Provost Clark, INIember of Council, presiding—when a Paper was read

by Professor James Geikie, Vice-President, Scottish Geographical Society, on Tlu

Geographical Evolution of Europe, which we print as our first Article this month.

i\Ir. Ralph Richardson, Hon. Secretary, Scottish Geographical Society, proposed

the vote of thanks, and Mr. Alexander Buchan seconded it.

On 11th March, a Meeting of the Glasgow Branch of the Society was held in the

Hall of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, with Mr Penny Watson, Convener

of the Local Committee, as Chairman. The Rev. W. Deans Cowan read a paper

entitled Travels in Madagascar : The Present Condition arid Commercial Ftdure of

the Island, which will be published in a subsequent number of the Magazine.

The Aberdeen Branch of the Society held a Meeting in the Square Room of the

Music Hall, on the evening of 15th March, Mr. David Stewart, Convener of the

Local Committee, being in the Chair. Dr. Robert W. Felkin contributed a Paper

on Uganda, which we print as our second Article ; but, in consequence of an attack

of African fever, he was unable to be present to read the Paper himself. In his

absence, it was read by the Secretary of the Society, Mr. Silva White. The vote of

thanks was moved by Principal Brown, and seconded by Professor Pirie. In pro-

]iosing a vote of thanks to the Chairman, Dr. Donaldson paid a high tribute to

Mr. David Stewart for his public-spirited and capable services as Convener of the

Local Committee.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

EUROPE.

New Geograpliical Society.—Our Honorary Corresponding Member, Dr. E. Tietze,

of Vienna, informs us that a Geographical Society is being founded in Cracow

(Galicia), as a centre of geographical activity for the territories of the old Polish

monarchy. Its Journal will be printed in Polish, but resumes of the more important

articles will be given in French. The Polish African traveller, Scholz-Rogozinski,

is one of the principal promoters of the scheme. He is understood to purpose an

early return to the Cameroons, where his fame has been acquired.
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GeograpMcal Exhibition at Nantes.—We are requested to state that a Geogra-

phical Exhibition, under the auspices of the Commercial Geographical Society of

Nantes, is to be opened in that town on 10th June, and will close on 15th August.

There will be five sections : Scientific Geography, Ethnography, Voyages and Means

of Communication, Natural and Commercial Products of the West and of the

Colonies, and lastly, an Educational Section.

Sea-Height of Lakes Ladoga, etc.—In the J~ryes(i?/ft of theEussian Geographical

Society, A. Tillo reports that the levelling carried out under his directions, in 1884

and 1885, gives for Lake Ladoga a height of 16'5 feet above the mean level of the

Gulf of Finland at Kronstadt ; for Lake Onega, 114'9 feet ; and for Lake Ihnen,

59'0—a striking divergence from the older statements, such as that in E. Eeclus'

European Russia, vol. i. {No^iv. Qeographie Universellc, vol. v.)—Ladoga, 59 feet
;

Onega, 237 ; Ilmen, 157.

Isthmus of Corinth Canal.—Lloyd's agent at Athens, writing on 18th February

on the above subject, states that he has obtained the following information re-

specting the canal :—
^According to the last authorisation obtained from the Greek

Government, the width of the canal on the surface of the water wiU be 22 metres,

and of the two entrances 50 to 60 metres. There are at the present time about

1000 workmen employed. The sea penetrates now, with a depth of 5 metres, up

to a distance of about 500 metres from each side of the isthmus. The depth of

the canal will be 8 metres. Of the 12 million cubic metres of earth which

is calculated as the quantity to be dug out of the canal, two and a half millions

have been got out up to the present time. From the way the work is carried on,

it is supposed that it will take five years to complete it.

ASIA.

Herr Glaser's Journey from Hodeida to San'a, in Yemen.—The plain which

stretches inland from the Eed Sea, gradually rising to a height of 2000 feet above

sea-level, bears in Yemen the name Tihama. It appears to be of quite recent forma-

tion, having been caused by the recession of the sea westwards. The Tihama con-

sists at first of the so-called khabt, a sandy steppe, covered with a species of low

bushy heather. Cultivation—chiefly of dukhn, durra, and Turkish maize—begins

at Bajil, an important mart for the district, situated about 600 feet above sea-level.

At Hojeila (2034 feet) the aspect of the country changes : there the outlying spurs

of the hUly regions to the east are first met with. This district is inhabited chiefly

by the Kohra tribe. Throughout the Tihama the women go unveiled. The

mountain region begins at a height of about 2600 feet, in the mountains of Haraz,

wliich lie between the Wady Zaun (Shadb), a tributary of the Surdud, and the

Saham. Both these wadies flow westwards and debouch in the Eed Sea, Wady
Surdud to the north of Hodeida, and Wady Saham to the south of the same port.

The first mountain to be climbed was Jebel L^sil (1050 feet) ; the route then lay

along its summits to the slopes of Jebel Masar, and thence across the saddle or

pass between Jebel Masar and Hauzan, and that between Jebel Masar and

Jebel Shibam (8530 feet). On the northern slope of this last mountain lies

Menakha (7136 feet), the principal town (population about 3000) in Haraz, and the

most important mart for the inland coffee trade. In fact Haraz is one vast coffee

garden. The cultivation begins at 3770 feet, and ends about 7220 feet above the

sea. The trees, which generally attain to a height of 5 or 6 feet (though in other

districts sometimes reaching 16 to 20 feet), grow all over the sides and slopes of the

mountains ; and they thrive best on the sides of the damp valleys or ravines with

which the flanks of the mountains are furrowed. The moisture which the coffee
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plant requires is brought by a heavy mist that rises daily, towards noon, from the

low plain of the coast—the Tihama—and enshrouds the whole hilly district of Haraz

in a bath of vapour so thick that it makes itself felt uncomfortably through European

clothing. This mist, called 'Umma or Sukheimani, is so regular in its appearance

that at Menakha there are scarcely twenty days throughout the year on which it

does not come to temper tlie midday heat and bring prosperity to the coffee cultiva-

tors. Since the decline of the port of Mokha the produce of Haraz, which still goes

by the name of " Mokha coffee," is exported from Hodeida. Besides coffee, Haraz

is rich in fragrant herbs, of which the best known yields myrrh, and remarkable for

the variety and abundance of its avifauna. Beyond Haraz, to the east, lies the

mountain-mass that culminates in Karn el-Wa'l, which in turn is connected with

the still larger mountain-mass of Hadhiu- Nebbi Shu'aib, to the north, a part of the

great Alpine chain which extends from Aden to Syria. These two groups of

mountains and their connecting ridge form the watershed between the feeders and

affluents of the Wady Surdud and the Wady Saham. The latter flows at first in a

southerly, then south-westerly direction, passing through a broad vaUey which bears

the name El Fersb, and which in its upper parts is very fertile, being eminently

suited for the cultivation of coffee. The pass over the Karn el-Wa'l lies 9040 feet

above the sea. The highest peak in the group, Hadliur Nebbi Shu'aib, is known

as Jebel Kahir, or Jebel Beyt Khaulan, and attains an elevation of 9800 to 10,300

feet. Snow falls upon it nearly every winter. In deeper lying parts of the

mountains the temperature often falls during December and January to 26°—28°

Fahr. Owing to the fact that the mist from the Tihama is not able to pass over

the great Alpine chain (which bears the general designation of Serat), its eastern

slopes are distinguished by great aridity. In consequence of this, and of the very

great evaporation which accompanies it, ice is frequently formed in San'a when

the thermometer stands at 37°—39° Fahr., and even occasionally when at 45°. The

rainy seasons are from March to IMay, and from July to September. On the whole,

the climate is very equable throughout the year. Herr Glaser seeks to identify that

part of the Serat which stretches from Hadhur Nebbi Shu'aib, including Karn el-

Wa'l to Turan (a third group of mountains lying S.S.E. of Karn el-Wa'l), as the

Mons Climax of Ptolemy. In the mountainous regions the crops principally

cultivated are a kind of wheat (purr), two or three varieties of barley, durra, and

Turkish maize. The valleys on the eastern side of the Serat yield several kinds of

fruit, and excellent grapes for wine. Vegetables have been introduced by the

Turks and thrive well. Where sufficient moisture can be obtained the natives get

four harvests a year from the same plot of ground. The Arabs of Yemen, consist-

ing of various tribes and families, possess all the characteristic traits of the Semites

in general. Amongst them are scattered small colonies of Jewish traders, particularly

at Menakha and in its neighbourhood, and at San'a. This town, which the Arabs

call the " Throne of Yemen," lies in the midst of a broad grassy valley at the eastern

foot of the Serat. In the course of his report, Herr Glaser discusses in connection

with, and partly in dependence on, original Arabian mss., the genealogies and

relationships of several of the tribes which now inhabit the districts he passed

through.

—

Petermann's Mitteilungen, 32 Band, 1886, I. & 11.

Population and Government of Bagdad.— In his report for the year ending

March 12, 1885, Consul-General Tweedie says :—The population of the ancient city

probably exceeds 100,000, and falls short of 120,000 souls : Arabs, Turks, Kurds,

Turkomans, Syrians, Jews, Persians, Indians, and Armenians, besides Europeans,

are numbered among its inhabitants. The Government is still of the robust and
personal type, though much tempered by references from Constantinople, by local
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imitations of certain of the institutions of Europe, and by the character and con-
dition of the diverse races subject to it. The Wali Pasha, or Governor-General,
is appointed, of course, from Constantinople.

Progress of the Afghan Boundary Commission.—Monsieur Paul Lessar writes

from Maruchak, 11th January 1886, to the Paris Geographical Society, on the

delimitation of the Russo-Afghan frontier :
—

" We have just recently been able to

organise our postal system ; and letters from St. Petersburg still take six or seven

weeks to reach Maruchak, where we have taken up our winter-quarters. The very

success of the delimitation is the cause of the delay : we are advancing so fast

that people do not know where to find us. The hearty co-operation of the English

delegates has so well seconded our sincere desire of bringing the affair to a con-

clusion, that all the frontier, from Zulfikar to Maruchak, has been settled during
the space of six weeks. We hope that the second half of our task—that is to say,

tlie ground between the ,Murghab and the Oxus, will not present more difficulty

than the first, and that all will be arranged about April or May 1886."

Identity of the Sanpo.—Dr. Harmand, the French Consul-General at Calcutta,

sends the following note, to the Paris Geographical Society, which is the tenor of a

telegram, dated Dibrugarh, 22d January 1886, sent to the journal called The English-

ma7i.,byone of its correspondents :
—"Mr. Needham, of the Assam Police, and Captain

Molesworth of the Bengal Presidency, who left Sadiya on the 12th of December,
tor Eima in Tibet, have returned to Dibrugarh. They succeeded in reaching

Eima, but the hostility of the Tibetans prevented them from entering the town.

Having followed the course of the Brahmaputra during the whole of their journey,

from Sadiya to Rima, they can prove, beyond dispute, the fact that no river of

the size of the Sanpo, as indicated by the explorer A k, falls into the Brahma-
putra. The identity therefore of the Sanpo and Dihong may be considered as

definitely established."

The same paper, in its issue of 5th February, gives some particulars of Mr.
Needham's journey. Mr. Needham, who is the Political Agent for Sadiya, in the

Lakhimpur district, left on 17th December last, from the north-east frontier of

the district (Assam Valley), accompanied by Captain INIolesworth, commanding
the frontier police. They traversed the Brahmaputra valley, with the object of

striking Tibet and settling the question of the Sanpo.

Their journey was almost entirely through the territory of the Mishmi and
Digaru-Mishmi tribes, leaving on the west the wild tribes of the Abors. No great

difiiculties were encountered, beyond the means of transport, which the natives

would not furnish readily. The Tibetan frontier was reached on 1st January.

Here the character of the country underwent a change : the heights, instead of being

covered by thick jungle, were bare, and the pine took the place of the ordinary

brushwood forests. On 4th January, they approached to within the vicinity of Rima,

where they were received by shots and cries, and surrounded by the Chinese pickets.

Unable to enter Rima, the expedition, which had received no hurt, eS'ected its escape

during the night, and, after a forced march of fourteen days, re-entered Sadiya.

We must wait for the reports of these two officers, before we are able to learn

the details and full results of the expedition, but it may be pointed out that the

Pandit A k (Krishna)—who last visited'this region without entering the Mishmi

territory (thus leaving a blank space on the map comprised between the north-

east angle of our Assam possessions and the village of Rima)—thought that the

Sanpo joined the river Rima below this village, and was the direct continuation of

the Brahmaputra, and not of the Dihong or Irrawadi. It is supposed, from Mr.

Needliam's discoveries, that no river which may be identified with the Sanpo joins
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the Brahmaputra between Sadiya and Eima, and consequently the Sanpo would

flow into the Brahmaputra to the west of Sadiya. The identity of the Dihong

with the Sanpo must also be expected from Mr. Needham's report.

Upper Burma.—An important proclamation was issued in Rangoon, on 6th

March, bv Mr. Bernard, in which it was notified that " the country of Upper

Burma has been permanently added to the dominions of Her Majesty the

Queen-Empress, and will henceforth be under the direct control of British

officers. No Burmese Prince," the proclamation went on to say, " will ever again

rule in Burma. The Queen-Empress of India is sovereign throughout the whole

country, and all the people of Burma are now Her Majesty's subjects."

Ancient Navigation in the Indian Ocean.—Dr. Edkins, of Peking, in an

article contributed to the last number of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society on the Ancient Navigation in the Indian Ocean, points out what

important influences India and China received in very early times from theii'

commercial relations with Babylon and Arabia, and other countries further west.

Babylonian traders, he says, at a very remote period made voyages both to

India and Africa for gold and other articles, to be used in the arts and to supply

the markets. The banks of the Euphrates were the ancient quays at which the

primitive navigators loaded and unloaded their vessels. Ships of Ur (Ur of the

Chaldees, from which Abraham migrated) are mentioned in early inscriptions, and

the voyages referred to may have continued from b.c. 2300, when Ur was a great

city, down to the time when Babylon began to decline. During all this period, as

afterwards, the navigators of the Indian Ocean, whether Babylonian, Arabian,

Phoenician, or Egyptian, were trading, aided by the monsoons, along the African

and Asiatic coasts and conveying knowledge from one country to another. The

Arabs were very enterprising navigators, and planted mercantile settlements in a

thousand ports of India, Africa, and the islands scattered east of Ceylon. The

mercantile colonists no doubt took wives in the cities where they settled, and as

the new generation that grew up would speak both the language of the new country

and of that from which the colonists had come, the way would be open for the free

communication of ideas. New facts and notions could thus be conveyed by traders

from the West, to India, Ceylon, and the islands and regions east of India ; for

example, it is recorded in an old Chinese book on botany, written in the 4th

century, that several plants, such as jessamine and henna, were then growing at

Canton, having been brought there by traders from Arabia and the Roman Empire.

In the same book, sugar is spoken of as a product of Cochin-China, known at Canton,

where there was resident a trading colony of Arabs—and this before the time of

Mohammed. The existence of such mercantile colonies is the simplest way to

account for the diflusion of the common arts and institutions, and common beliefs

of the Oriental nations. The reason why the word " Oriental " serves for China,

India, Persia, and Arabia alike, is partly because the intercourse always maintained

between these countries by sea has occasioned a considerable identity in customs,

in thinking, and in religion. The introduction of the art of writing into India needs

for its explanation just such mercantile settlements along the coast of India as would

necessarily exist there from the time of King Solomon. Oriental scholars favour

the hypothesis that the Phoenician alphabet, as developed in S. Arabia and pre-

served in the Himyaritic inscriptions, gave origin in the east to the Indian alphabet.

According to INIr. Cust, " the continuous existence of a commerce between Yemen
and S. India can, beyond question, be asserted from a very remote period quite

sufficient to meet all the requirements." The same sort of agency which introduced

the art of writing would also introduce the metempsychosis of Egypt with the
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astronomy, the zodiac, and the cosmogony of Babylon. The date of their intro-

duction could not be later than the time of Buddha (who died 543 B.C.), for this

great teacher found all India believing in the metempsychosis which is not a Vedic

doctrine. The result of these foreign influences was a complete remodelling of

Hindu thought. Native thinkers worked from new bases in constructing their

systems, philosophy became more refined and the universe better understood, while

the Babylonian division of time into weeks, and'their mode of observing the heavenly

bodies came into general use in India. The reason why this country became specially

receptive of new ideas, at the time when they were introduced, would naturally be
that then the Aryan population conquered the Avhole sea-coast. China, Dr. Edkins
next points out, was somewhat similarly affected by the commercial intercourse

referred to. The art of writing, it is quite possible, may have been communi-
cated to that country from Mesopotamia, about b.c. 2500, by the same ocean route,

which afterwards gave to India the Devanagari alphabet. But when ocean naviga-

tion first reached China, alphabets were unknown, and therefore Chinese writing is

ideographic and phonetic only. The changes that took place, both in literature

and philosophy, long afterwards in the Chow dynasty (founded about 1100 b.c), are

better explained by this hypothesis than by any other. In the 6th century, the

change that took place in the literature can be distinctly traced, and our author

shows at some length the nature of this change by examples taken from the subjects

of astrology and cosmography. He notices that a wide extension of judicial

astrology had taken place in the country not later than the 6th century b.c. With
this should be placed, he says, the introduction of the clepsydra, because such an
instrument would be extremely useful when every feudal capital throughout China
had its astrological department, and the motions and appearances of stars and
planets had to be carefully observed. The officer who had this instrument in charge

was called the Carrier of the Clepsydra, and from this expression our author infers

that the instrument was not like those at present in use at the Peking Observatory,

which are bronze vessels of great weight arranged in successive steps, as on a stair-

case. The early appearance of the clepsydra in China indicates, he thinks, that the

Babylonians, whose invention it was, had communicated it to China before the

Greeks had it. It is mentioned in Aristophanes and Aristotle, but scarcely before

their time.

The supiDosition of an earl}' commerce in the Indian Ocean reaching to Cochin-

China before, as well as after, the conquest of Babylon by Cyrus, is further

necessary, in order to account for the extended knowledge of the earth possessed by
the Chinese during the Chow dynasty. First, there are some very interesting relics

of a trigonometrical kind in an old Chinese book of that dynasty. This book speaks

of the earth's surface being round, and makes use of the sun-dial to measure the

earth by taking as values the height of a gnomon, the length of its shadow, and the

sun's altitude. They understood, also, the properties of the right-angled triangle.

The introduction of such items of Babylonian science. Dr. Edkins assigns to a date

a little before b.c. 8U6. We know from the Old Testament that the sun-dial of

Ahaz was taken to Jerusalem about 740 b.c. The Jews learned it with foreign

religious observances—the Chinese with astrology and star-worship. On the sup-

position that the dial went from Babylon to China, about the 9th century b.c, we
have in the Chinese ancient foot-measure a possible value for the Babylonian foot,

and for the height of the gnomon they commonly used. Besides this, we have also

a possible origin of trigonometry, a science which is said to have begun with the

building of altars, but may have begun in the use of the dial.

With regard to cosmography, Dr. Edkins remarks that the Chinese writers of

the 3d and 4th centuries b.c enter on a region entirely new to the literature of their
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country. In Lietsze, 400 B.C., geography and cosmography for the first time found a

voice : what was old was then dressed up in new habiliments, and the world was

pictured with the help of flincy. Scraps of knowledge and crude narratives brought

from other lands far away, became the basis on which was built up a fairy structure,

which pleased the new spirit of the age, and has produced on the literature of the

country ever since a permanent impression. The outer world, as thus looked on,

became a cosmos made up of monstrosities at a distance, and sober facts nearer

home. The classic work on geography is described as a manual of local legend and
mythology, as well as of topography, both for China and the great outer world, as

known in the 3d century B.C. It is remarked, in conclusion, that the argument for

Babylonian influence on China, in the Chow dynasty, must rest mainly on the

evidence from the history of astrology, astronomical instruments, metrology, and
astronomy. The legends of monsters and impossible nations might come from India

quite as well. But astrology and the foundations of scientific astronomy could

come from Babylon alone.

AFRICA.

Mequinez.—In the Journal Asiatique, No. 2, 1885, M. 0. Hondas gives, under

the title of " Monographic de Mequinez," a translation of an Arab work by
Mohammed ben Ahmed ben Mohammed ben Ghazi Elotsmani (born at JNIequinez)

based on the notes of a kadi of Mequinez, who died about 640 a.h. Miknaset
Ezzitun, or Miknas of the Olives, is so called to distinguish it from Miknaset Taza,

a town situated on the route from Fez to Tlemcen. The stream which flows past the

town was formerly called Felfel, or Felful, now Abu Amair. Its source is said to

be in the mountains of the Beni Fezaz. Before the Musulman conquest, the chief

town of the Miknasa district was called Walili (Volubilis) : its ruins are situated in

the territory of Kheiber, in the part of Mount Zerhun now known as Kasr Fer'un.

It is said that the site of Miknasa was formerly occupied by a cluster of separate

hamlets—Taura, Benu 'Attush, Benu Nuas, Benu Shelush, and Benu Musa—all on

the west bank of the Felfel, except Taura, which lay on both sides of the stream.

To the west of these places lay Benu Zeyyad, watered by an irrigation canal from

the Felfel. At some distance from the west bank of the stream was Urzika,

whose inhabitants lived in tents in the midst of their gardens Avithout fear of any
enemy, except the lion. Included in the Benu Zeyj^ad canton was a settlement of
" Andalusians," which had maintained itself for many years without losing its

language or type. The site is now occupied by the hamlet of Talajerut, where the

Berber speech is still mixed with many foreign words. The chief of this cluster

of settlements resided in the castle of Tirzejin, or Tirzegin, on an eminence to the

east of Benu Zeyyad. On the rise of the Alniohade dynasty, the Almoravides built,

on the banks of the Felfel, a fortress called Tagrart (in Berber, " encampment,"

"rendezvous"), a name still borne by the citadel of Miknasa ; and into the new town
Yedder ben Ugluth collected all the wealthier inhabitants of the district. At
last, in 540, the Almohades laid siege to Miknasa ; but it was not till 545 that

they succeeded in taking the town. From the disastrous effects of this siege

Miknasa soon recovered. Under the Merinides the surrounding villages were laid

in ruins, and the olives, for which the district was famous, were gradually destroyed.

Mayumba: South-West Africa.—The Rev. R. Wright Hay, of Victoria, West
Africa, having spent a few weeks at Mayumba, makes some interesting remarks on
the physical characteristics of the country in a letter published by the Missionary
Herald for March :

—
" Mayumba is situated about 3° south on the sea-board of a vast

extent of, for the most part, unexplored country. It is considered by some, even of
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Stanley's coadjutors, tlie base of the easiest and most direct route to Stanley Pool.

A broad lagoon, stretching from the north-east side of the bay in a south-easterly

direction for some 80 miles, affords a convenient water-way to Mamba country, four

days' journey through the hilly bush of which brings one to Kungu-land, with its

enterprising people working in iron and pottery, and its undulating plains leading

to the Pool. The importance of Mayumba, in this respect, was recognised by the

African International Association, which a year or two ago became possessed of the

country by purchase from the chiefs ; but in consideration of treaties concluded by

M. de Brazza, on behalf of France, with chiefs of the countries beyond the belt of

Mayumba district, Majnimba was included in the territory allotted to France by the

Berlin Conference. IVIr. Stanley's latest map shows Mayumba Bay and Mayumba
Point. To the south-east of the Point, about 2 miles inland, is Mayumba Hill, on

which is built Mayumba town. The European trading station is situated on a

peninsular stretch of beach, so shaped by the course of the lagoon, which for a con-

siderable distance lies almost parallel to the coast-line, at a distance of a quarter of

a mile from it, before it joins the bay by a circuit round the north-east extremity of

this strip of laud. This miniature peninsula is of silicious sand, the semi-transparent

grains of which seem to await the art of the civilised African to fuse them into glass.

Upon it are built four trading-houses—two English, one German, and one Portuguese

—which serve as depots for the produce purchased and brought down from the

interior by ' linksters ' or native middlemen. The chief articles of trade are india-

rubber and palm-kernels, but ivory is also available, and is occasionally shipped.

Nature seems to have catered for the epicure at Mayumba. Oysters are most

abundant, and mussels are also to be had, not to speak of the perch and other fish

that people the lagoon, and the swarms of sperm-gull that circle over and dip into

it all day long ; and the sesche, red-deer, and wild fowl that are brought to table

from the bush. But what I was most struck with were the indications of the wealth

and variety of the possible trade resources of the countrj-. One expects to meet

almost anywhere in Africa now the Landolphia floridu, or india-rubber j^lant,

stretching in festoons from tree to tree. Nor is the presence of the prolific cotton

plant (Gossypuim) regarded as an indication of the special productiveness of any

district. But there are other characteristics of Mayumba of quite a distinctive im-

portance. While there, I saw several blocks of white marble brought from some

distance in the interior, and, as calcareous rocks exist largely in the country, it is

very probable that quantities of this metamorphosed form of them are to be had

merely for the quarrying. In a handful of sand brought from the banks of the

lagoon, gold grains were easily discernible ; and if these were traced back from the

alluvial detritus in which they are found to their original matrix, there is no reason

to doubt that, imbedded in the quartz hills of Mamba, a seam of the precious metal

would be struck. Then, from the forest tracts around, one of the merchants hopes

soon to be able to export a very valuable timber."

The Bushmen.—The Bushmen (as we learn from a paper by ^Ir. A, Bertin,

published in the last number of the Journal of the Eoyal Asiatic Society) now
hardly form a race, much less a nation. They are divided into a multitude of small

tribes, isolated and scattered all over Southern Africa, having taken refuge in the

deserts or in the rugged mountains in order to avoid persecution, slavery, or exter-

mination. Through general intercourse and occasional but not frequent inter-

marriages with other populations, with which they are inevitably brought more or

less into contact, they have partly modified their own peculiarities and partly

acquired those of their neighbours. Travellers give somewhat conflicting accounts

of them, because they saw different tribes, each of which had acquired, in its isola-
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tion and through intercourse with strange races, new characteristics. Two facts

%vhich strikingly illustrate this isolation are, 1st, that tribes which may scarcely

number fifty, have acquired such dialectical peculiarities that they can neither

understand, nor be understood by, neighbouring tribes, though distant only a few

miles ; 2nd, that they have no common or national name, being known to us by

the nicknames given to them by their neighbours or by names of localities. The

Boers f^ave them the name of Bosjes7nan, anglicised into Bushman, the Hottentots

call them Saan, the Bechuana, Ba-roo, the Kaffirs, A hativa, etc. The only name

which might be doubtfully considei'ed as national is KJmai, which is applied to one

special tribe. In spite, however, of all the variations, it may be decidedly affirmed

that there is a Khuai or Bushman race. Apart from the question of language, the

Bushman represents anthropologically a distinct branch among the African races

;

he is distinct from the Negi'o and from the Bantu, and also from the Hottentot,

with whom he has some common characteristics and with whom he has, therefore,

for a long time been confounded ; the distinction is, however, so evident that it is

felt by all travellers. The permanent characteristics of the race are thus specified :

The Bushman is of short stature ; his size increases only when his appearance shows

a mixture of Bantu blood. His skin is light brown, coppery, or even light yellow,

and, unless through strong and evident mixture with Bantu, never black ; besides,

a new-born Bushman is not black, as a neAv-born Bantu, but red, as is the case also

with a new-born Negro child. The hair is one of the most persistent racial

characteristics, and in the case of the Bushman it is well marked ; it is developed

in tufts, as that of the Tasmanian, and has an oval transversal cut. There is

scarcely any hair on the face or the body. The skull is well defined, it is round and

small ; the temples are wide, the eyes far apart from one another and slightly

oblique, the cheek-bones prominent ; the nose varies much, but is generally large

and flat. The body in general is well proportioned, the shoulders are broad, the

arms and legs well developed, with remarkably small feet and hands. The enor-

mous development of the haunches which gives the Hottentot his ridiculous appear-

ance is found among the Bushmen, but does not seem to be a racial characteristic

;

it probably appears only where the Bushmen are crossed with Hottentots. The

peculiar formation, called in French le tablier Ugyjytien, is found among the Bush-

women and appears to be racial. The teeth of the Bushmen place them in a

special class ; they are not like badly-cut ivory, as in the Bantu, but regular and of

mother-of-pearl appearance. All things considered, the Bushmen appear to be, when
unmixed with Bantu or Hottentot, of small stature, and brachycephalic, but well

proportioned. The prognathism, which is essentially the characteristic of the true

Negro, is never very marked, either in the Bushman or the Hottentot or the Bantu.

In respect of morals, the Bushman is much better than he was made out to be by

the earliest travellers and by the neighbouring tribes. His great love is for freedom

—he acknowledges no master and he has no slaves. He therefore prefers the

Avandering life of a hunter to that of a peaceful agriculturist or shepherd. His

wants are extremely few ; he rarely builds a hut, preferring for an abode the natural

caves he finds in the rocks ; in other localities he forms a kind of nest in the bush

—

whence his name of Bushman—or digs subterranean caves with his nails. His gar-

ment is merely a small skin, his weapons the spear, arrow, and bow, in their most

rudimentary form. The arrows and spear-heads are always poisoned. He has an

implement of the simplest construction with which he digs up a fcAv edible roots

that grow wild. To produce fire he still retains the primitive system of rubbing

two pieces of wood against each other. The Bushman has no religion and not even

any idea of a divinity, but he has many superstitions. He is, notwithstanding,

morally far superior to the Bantu or Hottentot, for he is never uselessly cruel, and
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is kind and helpful to his fellow-tribesmen ; he no doubt steals cattle, but cattle-

stealing is, in his eyes, only a form of hunting. He has a great talent for imitation,

as is well illustrated by the painting and carving left by the Bushmen on the walls

of their caves and on the rocks ; these dra\vings being done with different-coloured

clays and the carvings only with a flint chisel. In their representations a striking

and realistic likeness is always observable ; it is said to be a strange spectacle to

see those naked savages painting with a reed or carving with a piece of flint on the

rocks. Neither the Bantu nor the Hottentot, though they have attained a higher de-

gree of civilisation, could ever produce the worst of these drawings. The Bushman
possesses a musical instrument, no doubt rudimentary, but which still serves to

illustrate this strange mixture of savage life with artistic taste. With regard to

the Bushman language—a subject which Mr. Bertin discusses at some length—we

have only space to observe that it has developed innumerable dialects which are

ever changing ; that for this and other reasons, Europeans have great difiiculty in

acquiring it ; that it possesses an abundance of gutturals, the nasalised and uncer-

tain vowels, and, above all, the strange sounds called clicks. The language is said,

however, to be one of great importance from a philological point of view, and

would largely repay the man who could devote himself to its study. A large collec-

tion of Bushman literature was made by the celebrated African scholar, Bleek,

but this treasure is out of reach, buried in Sir G. Grey's library in Cape Town.

The area covered by this race was formerly much larger than it is at present ; but

how far it extended we have no means of knowing ; there is, however, every reason

to suppose that the race occupied, at one time, the central part of the African

continent. Anthropologically, the Bushman offers all the characteristics of the

Negritos, especially of those of the Andaman Islands. The question whether there

is in Africa any population with which the Bushmen may be connected cannot yet

be answered with certainty. There was, however, a race, now" nearly extinct or

obliterated, which shows many of the same characteristics—that is, the Egyptian

race of the first dynasties. Of course, it is not implied that the Bushmen are the

descendants of the Egyptians, or that the Egyptians were Bushmen ; but both

populations, it may be safely said, came of the same primitive stock, which has

been variously modified. The Bushmen, like the Egyptians, have an exclusive

natural graphic power, and, as a special physical characteristic, the tablicr Egyptien.

What makes the supposition of such relationship less improbable is that the primi-

tive home of the Egyptians appears to have been at the south of the Equator,

whence they gradually pushed northwards. The other tribes of the same race

(Negritoid) remained probably in a state of barbarism and were pushed and pressed

everywhere by all the populations of higher social organisation. Thus, the ancestors

of the Bushmen were pushed southwards and thrown on the Hottentot people, a

view which receives support from the fact that, in their tales, the Bushmen always

speak of a previous population inhabiting the country.

The Murder of Bishop Hannington.—The news of the murder of Bishop

Hannington, and forty-six of his followers, has been confirmed by a letter from
Uganda (27th October 1885) and a despatch from Zanzibar (12th February 1886).

In his attempt to open up a direct way from the coast to Uganda, Bishop Han-
nington followed to a great extent the route of Mr. Joseph Thomson, and arrived

at the north of Victoria Lake in October, and entered Usoga to the east of the

Victoria Nile. Here he and his followers were taken prisoners by a band of

Waganda, and handed over to the King of Usoga, one of the three chiefe of the

King of Uganda, Mwanga. His messengers returned (October 25) with the order

from King Mwanga for the execution, or rather murder, of the whole party ; and
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neither the three missionaries in Uganda, nor the members of the Catholic Mission,

were able to obtain a reprieve. The murder was perpetrated on October 31, in

Usoga ; only four escaped, with the Rev. W. Jones, and safely reached Zanzibar.

The motive of the nmrder would appear to have been the mistrust of Mwanga,
under the influence of those inimical to Europeans, which, according to Herr

Wichmann (Fdermanii's Mitteilungen, iii., 1886), was apparently strengthened by

the fact that the Bishop, instead of approaching by the ordinary route, from the

south of the lake, had struck across country to Usoga. This jaart of Mwanga's

dominions being considered its weakest spot, in consequence of the strong feeling

of independence entertained by the Wasoga, the young Arab chieftain would

appear to have entertained doubts as to the peaceful nature of the Bishop's

mission.

The safety of the English and Catholic missionaries in Uganda will be con-

siderably compromised by this unhappy event. Moreover, there is little hope now
left of Dr. Fischer being able to rescue Dr. Emin Bey and his European com-

panions, who, as is known, in their retreat from the Equatorial Provinces, were

reported to have encamped, after a severe fight, in Usoga, since which time over six

months have elapsed without fresh intelligence of their fate having been received.

Somali-Land.—The new relations entered into between the German Colonial

Society and the Somali chiefs should offer certain opportunities for obtaining exact

information about that immense promontory, still very little known, comprised

between the Gulf of Aden and the Indian Ocean. The new magazine, the Kolonial

Politische Corresfondenz, has already given us an article on the coast as far as

ISIagadoxo, written by an official of the above-mentioned society. From Wagderia

and Durduri, as far as Cape Guardafui, one finds rocks beyond which lies a narrow

but fertile strip of land, although its vegetation is not abundant. The valleys,

parallel to the coast, for the most part deep, are coveredIwith forests ; and
the rocky slopes on which there is sufficient soil are clad with gum-trees.

The country preserves this character to a distance of from twelve to eighteen

miles inland. From Cape Guardafui up to Ras Hafun, at 10° north lati-

tude, it has still the same aspect, but at certain spots the coast is altogether

rocky. Nevertheless, the Somalis say that the land round Ras Hafun is particu-

larly fertile. The mountains are much higher and more precipitous, and, as the

slope from the coast inland is also steep, the arable soil lies very near the sea.

From 10° (N. lat.) as far as Obbia, the mountains withdraw inland, and, from

the sea, this part of the country has the appearance of being a hilly region, un-

dulating, and covered with a thick vegetation. From Obbia to Warrishin, the

country is pleasing, and from Warrishin to the Equator the fertility increases and
the population becomes denser. To the south of Magadoxo the vegetation is

everywhere luxuriant ; the cattle are very fine, spring-water is abundant, and in

consequence maize, rice, beans, etc. Up to the boundary of the land occupied

by the Somali, the coast is sandy and salubrious ; beyond, that is to say to the

south of Kisimayu, it becomes marshy, and the soil like that of the eastern interior.

The Somalis assert that a lengthened stay south of Kisimayu would prove fatal

to them. The country and vegetation to the south of the Equator are in contrast

to the north. The same may be said in regard to the climate ; in the north the
burning heat is tempered by fresh moist winds ; in the south, on the contrary,

there is a stiffing atmosphere ; dew at night in the north is very heavy, but in the
south it is very slight. In the interior of Somali-land, the pastures are very ex-

tensive, and the herds of oxen numerous ; those on the coast are large and healthy.—L'Afrique, etc., March 1886.

VOL. II. Q
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Harrar.—We learn that the "jNIilaiiese Society of Commercial Exploration in

Africa " has organised an expedition to Harrar under Count Porro, the Presi-

dent. Its object will be partly commercial, but partly also geographical—the

exploration of the country to the west and south of Harrar, chiefly the territories

to the west of Kaffa to the Nile, of which we have little more information than

what has been furnished by Emin Bey.

The Congo State and the French Possessions.—From the last number of Peter-

mann's Mitteilungen we learn that a commission is being sent to settle the boundary

between the Congo State and the French possessions. It consists of Lieutenant

Massari (Italian), Lieutenant Liebrecht (Belgian), who will represent the Congo

State, and Captain Rouvier and Dr. Ballay, who are appointed by France.

By the Convention of 5th February 1885, the whole of the district drained by

the Licona was given to France, and De Brazza thinks that this river flows into the

Mubangi, and therefore claims that district for France. Lieutenant von Francois,

however, who has visited the Mubangi with Mr. GrenfeU, thinks that the Licona

has nothing to do with the Mubangi, but that it is identical with the Bunga or

Kunja, which joins the Congo 1° 15' south.

Temperature and Rainfall in the Lower Congo.—Dr. Allart sends to the

Mouvenient Geographique, 7th March, a note on the above. The year is divided

into two well-characterised seasons— (1) The hot or rainy season, from 15th

September to 15th May
; (2) the cold or dry season, from 15th May to 15th

September. These may be subdivided as follows :—(1) The short rainy season,

from 15th September to the end of December, November being remarkable for

the greatest rainfall
; (2.) the short dry season, from January to 15th February.

May and September partake of the character of both seasons, but always more of

that which is finishing rather than of the one following. As a general rule, there is

no rain after the 12th or 15th May ; but towards the 20th there is generally

a light fall ; in September there is rarely more than a .single tornado, and some-

times these are totally absent, when there is a small rainfall. The mean tempera-

ture is a little higher in May than in September.

The Lulua Eiver, Tributary of Kassai.—A little to the north-east of Lake
Dilolo,—about 11° S. lat. and 23° 38' E. long.,—there is a small village called

Kissenga, near which rise two mighty streams. That flowing southwards is the

Liba, which after a short space assumes the name of Liambai or Zambesi ; that

which flows to the north is the Lulua, one of the principal tributaries of the

Kassai. Lieutenant Cameron, in August 1875, was the first to visit the districts

of the Lunda and the Lovale, where, under the 11th parallel, south, the Lulua

takes its rise. In the upper part of its course, its principal tributary is the

Lukoji, which debouches on its right bank, whilst lower doAvn it receives the

waters of the Luisa and Kalanji. It is on the plateau between these two rivers

tliat the residence of the famous Muata Yamvo, the powerful chief of Lunda, a

territory nearly equal in size to Germany, is situated. A full account of this

remarkable kingdom has been given by Dr Pogge, who, during 1876, resided for

many months in the inussumha of the sovereign. The climate of the plains of

the Luisa and the Kalanji is, in Dr. Pogge's opinion, particularly suited to

Europeans. The Muata Yamvos have, for a long time past, had relations with the

coast, and, in spite of their inherent rapacity, they are not cruel towards strangers.

At Kidimba (6° 5' S. lat.), where Wissmann and Pogge crossed the Lulua, at the

end of 1881, the river is about 328 yards in breadth. Here the land is under the

sway of a chief called IMukenge, who lives at a village called Lulemgu, not far

from which is the International Congo Station, Luluaburg (5° 58' S. lat., and 22'
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49' E. long.). The country is very fertile, and the people—of the Baluba nation-

are particularly friendly towards white men. Below Luluaburg the Lulua has a

breadth of about 437 yards, and a rate of from 250 to 300 feet per minute. Three

days' journey down the stream on the left bank the Luebo joins it from the south-

south-east, and here there is another International Congo Station, From this point

downwards—above, it is full of rapids—the Lulua is navigable for steamers draw-

ing from 5 to 6 feet of water. The Lulua joins the Kassai at 5° 5' S. lat. and
21° 5' E. long. (Greenwich). According to the map of Lieutenant von Frangois,

its length is about 430 miles.—From the Mouvevunt Gdocjraiihique for 21st

February.

The Bangala Tribes : Population.—M. Coquilhat communicates the following

approximate numbers of the inhabitants on both banks of the Congo, in the terri-

tories of the Bangala tribes, to the Mouvemcnt Gdographique for 21st February :

—

Left Bank—
Luluanga, .

Bolombo, .

Mobunga and Dondo,

Bpkurabi and Ikungu

Ukaturaka,
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main body of which is about 6 miles long and the same broad, dotted with many
pretty islands, and showing a good growth of timber along its shores.

Lieutenant Bignell observes that, after leaving File-Axe Lake and at no great

distance from it, and after crossing the so-called Height of Land forming the present

northern boundary of this province, the elevation of this watershed is so trifling as

to be scarcely perceptible. In point of fact, one is liardly aware of having sur-

mounted and passed it until one begins to notice that the waters, instead of flowing

southwards towards the St. Lawrence by the feeders of the Saguenay, pursue

a contrary direction northwards towards Hudson's Bay. Indeed, he questions

whether in some instances the summit waters do not flow in both ways. He did

actually meet, en route across it, a small lakelet or pond, which his Indian guides

declared to have two outlets, one discharging its waters northwards, and the other

southwards ; but he could not aff"ord time to verify their statement.

From the Height of Land—which, by the way, it may be remarked, off'ers not

the slightest difficulty to railway construction—the party descended into Rupert's

Land by way of the Dord or Little Perch River, and at a distance of some 7 or 8

miles entered Foam Bay, the most south-westerly extremity of one of the two great

arms into which the nearest and best known or south-western end of Great Lake

Mistassini is divided by a long, narrow peninsula. Some 18 miles further brought

them to the Hudson Bay Co.'s Mistassini Post, which is situated on this peninsula,

and which was safely reached, after a journey of some .300 miles from Lake St.

John, on 10th September. Lieutenant Bignell adds that, in endeavouring to

reach the lake, his guide could scarcely have chosen a worse route than he actually

did, on account of the exceptionally numerous and difficult rapids they had to

encounter. The main expedition was then making its way in canoes towards

Mistassini via the Bersimis River—this route having been selected for the purpose

of connecting with the surveying works already terminated on the occasion of their

East INIain Expedition at Lake Manouanis, a distance of some 280 geographical

miles by canoe route from the St. Lawrence.

The flora of the Mistassini region presents little diS'erence from that on the other

side of the Height of Land. On the Mistassini side, the attention of Lieutenant

Bio-nell was particularly attracted to the Sarracenia 2mrp}irea, of which the root

furnishes the greatest remedy known for small-pox ; and he states that, not only

did this precious root save his younger brother's life, but if it is extracted and dried

at the proper season, its use also appears to wholly obviate the unsightly pitting

common to the disease. The Indians find it an absolute specific. Like the country

on the Saguenay, the Mistassini region is, of course, a wooded region, the great sub-

Arctic forest still extending far to the northwards. The prevailing tree is the

canoe birch or hoidaau. There is also an abundance of balsam, poplar, tamarac,

Banksian pine, and spruce.

Lieutenant Bignell utterly failed, he says, to obtain any satisfactory information

from the local Indians (]\Iontagnais tribe) or others, in regard to the real size and

shape of Great Mistassini : they were absolutely ignorant as to the extent and con-

figuration of this great mysterious inland sea, but they mentioned, as curious facts

of its vast extent, that frequently in a perfect calm, the turbulence of its waves

would give notice from twelve to fourteen hours in advance of ajiproaching storms

—

which, we believe, is the case also with Lake Superior—and that during the spring

freshets, when the level of Little Mistassini would rise from 6^ to 7 feet, Great

Mistassini never rises more than as many inches. Discharging his remaining men
at Mistassini Post, Lieutenant Bignell, with the guide and one man, travelled

towards Lake Temiscami to meet the main expedition, as that was one of the most

practicable routes by which it could first strike Little Mistassini ; but he was
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unsuccessful in his object. He navigated Great Mistassini for 120 miles from

Foam Bay, the point where he first struck it. As far as possible, he hugged the

southern shore, and had no opportunity of seeing the big rocks from which the lake

is said to take its Indian name, and which are understood to lie along the northern

coast. At this distance—120 miles—the lake seemed to go on constantly enlarging

its width, with nothing ahead visible but sky and water ; and Lieutenant Bignell

does not believe that he had reached what might be termed the main body of the

Great Lake. He passed a number of islands, some of them of good size, and most

of them very beautiful. On one of these, to which he was obliged to run for

shelter, he was storm-bound for several days, during which the waves ran so high

that it was impossible for any craft like a canoe to live. He noticed also that the

waters of Great Mistassini, which are clear and limpid, are exceedingly deep as a

rule, its basin seeming to sink abruptly from its coast-line, though the latter is low-

lying, and gradually sloping down to the lake.

After proceeding for 120 miles on the Great Lake, the Lieutenant retraced his

route for 60 miles, in the hope of meeting the main Expedition on another route.

He eflected a crossing to Little Lake Mistassini—a distance of some 6 miles, by

portages and four small lakes—and navigated it for some 80 miles towards its head.

The general trend of the smaller lake seemed to be the same as that of the Great

Lake, with which it runs parallel, from south-west to north-east. About 35 miles

from its head, the Rupert, coming from the north-east, enters it, flowing out of it

again on the opposite or northern side into Great Mistassini. In fact, both Great

and Little Mistassini seem to be expansions of the Rupert, just as the great lakes of

the West are expansions of the St. Lawrence. The outlet from the smaller into the

larger lake is not more than Ij mile long, but is very much broken by rapids.

Little Mistassini, which is a beautiful sheet of water, is supposed to be at least 100

miles long ; but, if Lieutenant Bignell saw its greatest width, it is not more than 6

miles broad at its broadest point. Islands are very numerous along the north shore.

The banks are generally low, and in most places composed of solid limestone, form-

ing a sort of natural wharf, with numerous fissures varying in width from 1^ to 10

inches. The southern shores present an agreeable appearance from the north, the

land coming down to the water's edge in a gradual slope—sandy near the head

—

and being also splendidly wooded.

The Federal Territories of Alto Orinoco and Amazonas, Venezuela.—From Vice-

Consul Reddan's Report, for 1SS3 and 1884, we extract the following passages in

reference to Alto Orinoco and Amazonas, which were formerly known as Rio

Negro :

—

" The present territory Amazonas is formed from a part of the fui nier territory

of the same name. Its boundaries are— on the north, the river Orinoco ; east and

south, the Empire of Brazil ; and west, the United States of Colombia. It is

divided into two departments, Maroa and San Carlos, and one district, Caracas.

The capital of the territory is Maroa. The population, according to the Statistical

Annuary, 1884, is 18,240 inhabitants, and its extent, according to the same

authority, is 94,226 square miles, thus showing about five square miles to each

inhabitant of the territory. The Indian tribes, of which the population of the

Amazonas and the Alto Orinoco may be said to be exclusively composed, are the

Kunipakapas, Gualipame, Dakenas, and Atzmenis, who dwell in the Higher

Guainia, Cuyari, and part of Tzana ; the Banivas, Vares, and Guarekenas, in the

neighbourhood of the Rio Negro and Casquiare ; and the Pacimonales, Mandaracas,

and Cuniposamas, who inhabit the parts in and about the rivers Pacimoni, Barid,

Siapa, and the other affluents of the Casiquiare. The principal rivers of both
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tenitoiies are the Guarina, Casiquiare, Cuyari, Tzana, Vaupes, Apoporis, and
Yupura ; and the principal tributary rivers of the Orinoco which flow from them
are the Guaviare, Ventuari, Inirida, Padamo, Atabapo, Yichada, Sipapo, Cunicu-

nunia, and Ocamo. The Casiquiare serves as a natural canal between Venezuela

and Brazil, uniting the Orinoco to the Rio Negro : it is from 150 to 240 yards wide,

not very deep ; its waters are white, and the bed of the river is of solid granite rock.

The great mountain chain Parima, running east and west, and rising to an elevation

of more than 8000 feet above the level of the sea in some parts, is principally

situated in the territories, and forms in those regions the watershed of the tributaries

of the Orinoco and Amazonas. The following are the principal peaks of the Parima

range, with their corresponding altitudes :—Peiion de Maraguaca, 8750 feet ; Sierra

de Maraguaca, 8484 feet; Duida, 8679 feet; Zamaro, 8190 feet; Picacho, 7605

feet
;
Quinata, 7829. The mountains of the Parima range are sometimes called the

Cordillera of the Orinoco ; and were it not that the distance of 180 to 220 miles, by
which they are separated from the eastern chain of the Cordillera, which runs thi'ough

the State of Cundinamarea, in New Granada, precludes the idea of connecting them
with the Andes, it might be said from the position of the Parima, which runs more
or less parallel to the eastern slope of the above-mentioned chain, in New Granada,

where the rivers Guaviare and Meta, tributaries of the Orinoco, take their rise, that

this isolated range of the Parima in those territories is an immense spur cast ofl', at

one time or another, from the main chain, by some of the mighty revolutions of

nature, which are of frequent occurrence in the great chains of the Cordillera. The
Alto Orinoco and Amazonas comprise the region of the great forests of this section

of Venezuela. Theij vegetation is beautiful beyond imagination, and although I am
unable to describe from actual acquaintance the immense vegetable and mineral

wealth which they possess, not having had the opportunity of visiting those regions

as yet, still, from my acquaintance with nearly the whole of Venezuela (the above

regions excepted) and New Granada, I may be permitted to say, without exaggerat-

ing in any Avay, that these vast regions, whose extent is computed at 218,340

square miles, and population, according to the latest census, at 37,253, or about

6 square miles to each inhabitant, possess wealth unrivalled in any other quarter of

the South American continent. The climate of the territories is both healthy and

salubrious, I have been assured by parties who have lived there for long years ; of

course there are parts where malaria abounds, as may be said of aU tropical countries.

Although such is by no means prevalent in any case, the terrible diseases of the

cities of Europe, and the ten thousand other ills to which poor humanity is exposed

in the large cities of the Old World, do not exist here."

The Apurimac.—Dr. C. Lofiler communicates to Petermann's Mitteilungen (32

Band, I., 1886) an account of Seiior Samanez' travels on the Upper Apurimac.

This river rises in Lake Vilafro (called Huanana by the natives), in Arequipa, Peru,

in 15° 16'S. lat., and flows N.N.E. till it enters Cuzco ; thence it proceeds W.N.W.
to the confluence of the Mantaro, which joins it in 12° S. lat. (according to Paz Soldan,

or 11° 32' according to Petermann). From this point to its junction with the

Perene, in 10° 58' S. lat., it is known as the Eni—the name given to it by the native

tribe, the Campas, who dwell on its banks. Thence it flows in a bed greatly con-

tracted by steep rocks, under another name, Tambo, to its union with,the Urubamba
(Quillabamba) ; the united streams are thenceforward called Ucayali. The Apu-
rimac, properly so-called, flows through more than three degrees of latitude, but,

owing to its sinuosities, its real length is about 600 miles (60 miles =1°). Its

current is very impetuous, and its bed for the most part narrow and strewn with

rocks. At Banca the volume of discharge of water was estimated at 360 cubic metres
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the second when the river was flowing at an average level. At the junction of the

Mantaro the volume is estimated at 1200 cubic metres the second, to which must

be added the volume of the Mantaro itself, viz., 400 cubic metres the second. The
drainage basin of the Apurimac extends over 62,000 square miles. The swiftness

of its flow and its many falls and rapids present insuperable obstacles to navigation.

The Eni likewise is beset with formidable rapids ; its bed, too, is mostly very narrow

(50 metres broad only in the " Canal of Pakchapongo "), and its swiftness is put

down as 6 miles an hour at one part of its course. The Eni, on emerging into the

valley of Perene, spreads out to a width of 100 metres, and takes the name of Tambo.

When it joins the Urubamba the banks stand wide apart, flanked on the one side

by the distant^chain of the Andes and the fruitful country between, and on the other

by dense unexplored primeval forests. At Quimpitirique (district of Anco) the

fertile soil produces rice and coffee ; sugar is grown at Chaupimayo (province

La Mar). This is the region of coca, cocoa, and vanilla. On the whole the climate

is not healthy ; the great heat and excessive moisture would prove deleterious to

European constitutions, especially along the Ucayali. Moreover, intermittent fever

is endemic along the Apurimac. But the upper valleys of this last river may per-

haps be excepted from the charge of unfitness for European colonisation. Seiior

Samanez discovered a tributary of second rank, the Quimbiri, which comes from the

province of Concepcion, and joins the Eni from the right.

AUSTRALASIA.

Mount Bogong, Australian Alps.—News was received in Melbourne, on January

10th, that Dr. von Lendenfeld, the well-known geologist and naturalist, had, with

two others, explored Mount Bogong, the highest mountain of the Australian Alps.

Its height is 6,508 feet. The party made the ascent by a new road from Snowy
Creek, Mitta-Mitta, in three days, and spent twenty-four hours on the summit.

Traces of glaciers were discovered in the valley.

—

Colonies and India, February

19th, 1886.

Exploration in New Guinea.—The schooner Herald arrived from New Guinea,

via Queensland ports, yesterday. She has been on an exploring expedition to that

much-talked of but little-known land, having been fitted out by private enterprise

for this purpose, and the results of the venture are said to exceed anticipations.

The Herald left Sydney on September 17, and met with such objectionable weather

on clearing the Heads that she had to lay off the coast for about a week. On
October 9 she reached Port Douglas, and, remaining there two days, started for New
Guinea, where she arrived on October 17. The island of Dowan was made on this

date, but as no interpreters could be obtained there, the schooner sailed over to

Tilbot Island, arriving on October 22, and, after obtaining two of these useful and

necessary personages, sailed next day for Maicussir River, the entrance to which

was five miles off. On October 23 the river was found, and on the 25th the extreme

point reached by the Age Expedition was made. This was about 70 miles up, but

numerous snags were met with, and it was thought desirable to turn back. On the

way down, the country about the river was daily explored with the steam launch, the

party landing and proceeding at times some distance inland. The river was left on

November 18, and Tilbot Island reached on the following day. On the 20th a start

was made for the island of Saibai, which was reached on the 22d. After examin-

ing the country on November 27, several members of the party went up the river

Katao in the steam launch, proceeding for about 15 miles, and examining the

country about it. In various parts most excellent country was said to have been

found, well timbered, and with good soil. Though a number of natives were met
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with during the passage up and down the rivers, it is stated that no serious diffi-

culty was experienced. No fewer than fourteen tribes are said to have been seen

at various times. After obtaining specimens of cedar, pine and rosewood timber,

and other products of the land, the Herald, on December 15, commenced her home-

ward voyage.

—

Sydney Daily Telegraph, January 21, 1886.

Kaiser Wilhelms-Land and Bismarck Archipelago.—The last Nachriditen (Heft 1,

1886), published by the Berlin New Guinea Company, indicates the activity in

founding stations in, and exploring and opening up, the newly-acquired possession

of German New Guinea.

We learn that the English Admiral of the Australian Squadron has given orders

for the removal of the English flag, which was hoisted at certain spots on the coast

that have subsequently been placed under German protection. Several localities

have, since our last announcement on the subject, been re-christened with German
names, e.g., New Ireland has become " Neu Mecklenburg," the Duke of York

Group, "Neu Lauenburg," and the island of New Britain, " Neu Pommern."

A Scientific Expedition left Hamburg on 3d February, and London on 8th

February, for New Guinea, via Batavia and Cook Town. Dr. Carl Schrader, of

Arctic fame, has been appointed leader, and he will be assisted by Drs. Hollrungaud

Schneider. Now that the first and chief depot of the Company has already been

established at Finschhafen, the Expedition, which will reach that place from Cook

Town, hope to make a start into the interior in the beginning of April, when the

dry season generally sets in. Their object is both practical and comprehensive :

they have received orders to thoroughly explore, and report on, the whole of the

German territory—the general geographical, climatic, meteorological, and geological

aspects, the social conditions of the natives, and the flora and fauna of the country

—in its relation to future settlement and the employment of the original inhabitants

in the cultivation of the arts of peace. It is proposed to strike into the interior,

from the coast, as far as the British frontier, and to return by another route,

which, it is expected, will last two years.

Captain Pfeiffer, of the steamer Papua, reports a reef not marked on the

charts, 2^ miles E. | S. from Killertou Island, -which extends in an east and west

direction for three cables' length.

The rest of the number is made up by a general sketch of the German Pro-

tectorate, contributed by Herr T. Weisser.

MISCELLANEOUS.

M. de Lesseps has returned to Paris, and speaks hopefully of the Panama Canal

scheme.

Mr. Macfie, of Dreghorn, near Edinburgh, has discovered in a rock fissure on his

estate some mammalian remains of great interest ; they include bones of the horse,

wolf, fox, but chiefly reindeer, and represent parts of at least five species of the latter.

It is reported from Melbourne that the remains of tlie explorer, Dr. Leichardt,

have at last been discovered. Forty years have now elapsed since this intrepid

traveller started to cross the Australian continent from East to West ;
his fate

remains a mystery to this day, but it is supposed he was murdered by the natives.

It is understood that the Royal Geographical Society's Medals will be adjudicated

on or after the 12th April as follows :—The "Founders' Medal" to Major Greely,

leader of the late U. S. Arctic Expedition ; the " Royal Medal " to M. Guido Cora,

Professor of Geography at the University of Turin, and founder and conductor of the

Geographical journal, the Cosmos; and the "Back Grant" probably to Sergeant

Brainard, a distinguished member of Major Greely's expedition.
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Major Powell, chief of the United States Geological Survey, has discovered in

New Mexico near California Mountain, what he pronounces to be the oldest

human habitation upon the American continent. " The mountains in this vicinity,'

says the Santa Fe New Mexican, " are covered with huge beds of lava, in which

the prehistoric man and his comrades have excavated square rooms, which were

lined with a species of plaster made from the lava, and in these rooms were found

various evidences of advanced civilisation, among them being a species of cloth

made of woven hair, and a large number of pieces of pottery. In the sides of the

rooms cupboards and shelves were excavated. In a little concealed niche there

was discovered a small figure, resembling a man, done up in a closely woven fabric,

which with the touch of the hand turned to dust. It was blackened and crisp like

the mummy cloths of Egypt. In all, some sixty groups of these lava villages were

found, there being about twenty houses in each group."

NEW BOOKS.

Hobson-Jobson : being a Glossary of Anglo-Indian Colloquial Words and Phrases

and of Kindred Terms, Etymological, Historical, Geographical, and Dis-

cursive. By Colonel Henry Yule, E.E., C.B., LL.D., and the late Arthur

Coke Burnell, Ph.D., CLE. London : John Murray. 1886.

Not for sixteen years has such a gift been presented to geographical and Anglo-

Indian literature as Colonel Yule has supplied in this beautiful and portly volume

of 870 pages. It was in 1870 that he published the first edition of The Book of Ser

Marco Polo, the Venetian, followed by an improved edition in 1875. The lavish

wealth of scholarship and art which he poured out on Marco Polo in these volumes

makes his edition unique for all time. Those who know the services of Colonel Yule as

engineer ofiicer and head of the Public Works Department in India, especially under

Lord Dalhousie and Lord Canning, will recall his first book ; now alas ! so rare as to

be out of reach of the ordinary collector— the splendid quarto in which he recorded

the narrative of his mission to Ava along with the late Sir Arthur Phayre. Now,

Colonel Yule has produced a third work—to say nothing of his invaluable Cathay

and other writings worthy of these,—a work not only of vast and enduring utility,

but marked by a humour, a quaintness, a purity of treatment and style, and a ripe-

ness of scholarship which, in their combination, are all singularly his own. He is

generous, of course, to the late Dr. Burnell, the Madras civilian and orientalist, of

whom he gives a portrait. He could not be otherwise. But, in truth, the book is

Colonel Yule's.

Since Queen Elizabeth gave a charter to the first East India Company, " words

of Indian origin have been insinuating themselves " into the English vocabulary.

These he has helped, and is helping Dr. Murray at Oxford, to put in their proper

place in the great English Dictionarj\ But here he treats them at length, and

illustrates their origin, history and use, by a marvellous series of quotations which

cover the whole literature of Anglo-Indian history, travel, and geography. Should

the public quickly enable Mr. Murray to prepare a second edition, our author can

not only incorporate his supplement in the text, but should add to the Glossary and

issue it in two volumes. May years be given to the now venerable scholar to

enable him to do this, and much else, as the completion of his services of nigh half-a-

century to science and philanthropy.

There is not a geographical name in familiar use in books on the Indies which

has not its pedigree here stated and illustrated by quotations and references in a
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style which blends the graces of literature with the facts of science, and surpasses that

of the great Swiss geographer, Eeclus. Let us take instances almost at random,

premising that Hobson-Jobson—the popular and principal title of the glossary, and
a typical word—is the British soldier's pronunciation of the wailing cry of the

Mohammedan in the Moharram, " Ya Hasan ! Ya Hosain !

"

We open the book at that word of present interest, Burma, to learn that it is

our pronunciation of Mram-ma, which the people themselves call Bam-ma, and
embodies the fact of the conversion of the Mongoloid tribes of the Upper Irawadi

to Buddhism by missionaries from the " holy inhabitants " of Buddhist India.

Professor Forchhammer's criticism of this, as not used till the fourteenth century,

is given, and six quotations follow, ranging from 1516 to 1793 a.d. The history of

each of the names of the three English capitals of India is outlined, Calcutta, Bombay,
and Madras ; and in the case of the latter we have some amusing remarks of a scholarly

quaintness. Thus, instead of the popular and probable origin of the name in the

Portuguese Madaraza= a Madrissa, or Mohammedan college, Colonel Yule, with

pleasant malice, quotes Lassen's derivation, from Manda-rajya = " Realm of the

Stupid." " Ko one," says our author, " will suspect the illustrious author of the

Indische Alterthurnskunde to be guilty of a joke, but it does look as if some malign

Bengali had suggested to him this gibe against the ' benighted.' " Arthur Burnell,

himself of Madras, remarks on the derivation of the name from the word for a college.

" It is sad that the most Philistine town (in the German sense) in all the East

should have such a name." But we may add that a new and higher meaning has of

late been given to the word, and a higher character to the place, by the Madras
Christian College, which owes its reputation as the greatest college in the East to a

Scottish missionary from very far north—Dr. William Miller, CLE. We are

tempted to comment on Pe-king and Nan-king= North and South Courts, on Bengal

and Calcutta, on Zanzibar and Cashmere, and on Veilore, in regard to the etymology

of which last even Colonel Yule professes ignorance, refusing to accept Era

Paolino's suggestion of " the town of the lance." But let our readers go to the

charming book, which no oriental geographer can do without.

We close with this extract :

—

Zenana.—Persian Zanana, from zan, woman,—the apartments of a house in

which the women of a family are secluded. This Mohammedan custom has been

largely adopted by the Hindus of Bengal and the Mahrattas. Zanana is also used

for the women of a family themselves. The growth of the admirable Zenana

Missions has of late years made this word more familiar in England. But we have

heard of more than one instance in which the objects of this Christian enterprise

have been taken to be an amiable aboriginal tribe—" The Zenanas."

Die Tlinkit-Indianer : Ergebnisse einer Reise nach der Nordwestkiiste von Amerika
und der Beringstrasse, in den Jahren 1880-81, von Dr. Aurel Krause. Ss.

xvi. und 420. Mit 1 Karte, 4 Tafeln, und 32 lUustrationen. Jena : Hermann
Costenoble, 1885.

This book is the result of a journey undertaken by Drs. Arthur and Aurel

Krause on behalf of the Bremen Geographical Society, and of a residence of some
months' duration among the Indian tribes dwelling on the coast and islands of

Alaska, north of Queen Charlotte Island. The work is a typical example of German
industry, and bears abundant evidences of minute, painstaking, and conscientious

labour. The writer has gathered materials not only from his own and his brother's

observations, but from the information placed at his disposal by missionaries, traders,

officials, and others, whose several duties or circumstances in life have made them
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acquainted with the native populations of those regions, and also from the diligent

perusal of a large body of literature on the subject, written by previous travellers

and observers. A short summary of the contents will indicate the exhaustive nature

of the treatment. Beginning with an historical sketch of the labours and achieve-

ments of navigators and discoverers in Alaskan waters, and among Alaskan islands,

and on the mainland, Dr. Krause passes to an account of the Thlinkits, the region

in which they live, their racial affinities and tribal organisation, their villages,

houses, mode of life, their pursuits—hunting, fishing, and trading—their arts and

rude industries, their customs and practices in connection with birth and death,

education and marriage, peace and war. He relates their characteristic myths, has

a chapter on Shamanism as develo^jed amongst them ; and concludes with brief

accounts of the tribes which are geographically contiguous to the Thlinkits, and

with a succinct treatment of their language and its grammar. The Thlinkits are

divided into several (thirteen) tribes having territorial designations ; and the entire

people are distributed among various families, which are distinguished each by some

animal as an heraldic token. These two systems of division are independent of each

other, members of a particular family being found in several tribes. Moreover, these

families are grouped in two large sections—the Raven {Jelch) group and the Wolf
{Kanuk) group. The total population falls between 8000 and 10,000 ; the United

States census of 1880 (which omits some of the less important tribes) gives it as

6763. The territory they inhabit stretches from 55° to 60° N. lat., and is confined for

the most part to the coast and the fringe of islands which line it. Parallel to the

coast in the interior runs a chain of mountains, many of which (Fairweather, La
Perouse, St. Elias) tower above the snow-line. The sea-board is cut up by narrow

fiords, and in its temperature, productive capacity, and general features, bears much
resemblance to the west coast of Norway. This fringe of coast is a region of great

precipitation, snow or rain occurring on 200 days in the year, and 8O5 inches falling

on an average during the year. When a Thlinkit Indian dies, his property goes to

the son of his sister ; and the children follow the mother. Fishing and hunting

are the chief occupations ; in the arts, the people display some skill in ornamenting

their houses, weapons, and implements, etc., with rude carvings of animals and

other objects.

Guateinala : Beisen tmd ScliihUrungen aus den Jahren 1878-1883. Von Otto

Stoll, Dr. Med. und Docent an der Universitdt Zurich. Mit Zwolf

Abbildungen und zwei Karten. Leipzig : F. A. Brockhaus, 1886. Pp. xii,

and 518. Price, 15 M.

The author does not aim at giving a report of his travels, and a narrative of

snakes, bulls, bushrangers, and all the various pleasant things so often supposed to

be met with in the tropics. The chief subject of the book is : The inhabitants and

their social condition, and an inquiry into the reason why Guatemala, though gifted

by Nature with many advantages, has not been as prosperous as Java, to which, in

many respects, it seems to bear resemblance. The ethnological and geological maps

are apparently valuable additions, though the former has already been published

in the authors work, Ziir Ethnographic der Bejmblik Guatemala.

Proceedings of the, National Academy of Sciences in Cordoba, Argentine Republic.

Volume v., 1st and 2nd Parts. A Record of Three Journeys to the Tandil

and the Tinta in 1881, 1882, and 1883, by Dr. E. L. Holmberg, containing

very full details of the scientific results, chiefly zoological and botanical.

In 1872, at the age of twenty. Dr. Holmberg visited Patagonia. In 1879,

General Roca set out with an expedition to the desert, accompanied by a commis-
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sion of naturalists, Dr. Lorentz being the botanist, and Dr. Adolfo Doering the

geologist and zoologist, with their respective assistants, G. Niederlein, and F.

Schultz. The expedition, being in the winter, was not so successful in obtain-

ing scientific results as it would have been at another season of the year. A
similar expedition was also sent to the Bermejo, which is a river traversing the

virtually unknown region of the Gran Chaco to the north of the province of Santa

Fe. Senores Fontana and Enrique Lynch accompanied the latter expedition as

naturalists, and although the Scientific Commission did not add very largely to the

knowledge of the fauna and flora, yet the results were very satisfactory.

The next portion of this volume gives an account of the three journeys to the

Sierras of the Tandil and the Tinta. The first was of very short duration, but Dr.

Holmberg claims to have discovered a new genus in what he has named " Mecico-

bothrium Thorelli," founding at the same time the family " Mecicobothrioidse."

The town of Tandil, built almost in the centre of an amphitheatre of hills of

small elevation, is situated approximately in 37° 16' 30" lat. S. and 0° 48' 20" long.

W. of Buenos Aires. The principal beauty of the Tandil, especially for any one

coming from the pampas, is the panorama of the hills and especially that of the

Piedra Movediza.

The second journey was in 1882, from January to jSIarch. From Buenos

Aires to within a few leagues of the north of Ayacucho, the country is as flat as

possible, like a calm sea suddenly converted into dry land, the only break in the

surface being what is formed by the river courses and the " montes," or small

plantations round the dwellings of the " estancieros." The pampas are covered

with grasses of all kinds. Many varieties of birds are abundant ; flocks of sheep,

herds of cattle, and troops of horses are found everywhere.

The third journey occupied the time from January 28th to February 25th 1883.

They started early on February 3rd towards the S.W., en route for the Tinta,

through an undulating country abounding in small game ; and travelled until six,

stopping for the night near an arroyo. On the following day Dr. Holmberg was

indisposed, but they went along leisurely until at midday they stopped at " The

Once," a " puesto " or shepherd's house belonging to the "estancia " of Senor Vela.

They continued their journey in the afternoon, skirted the first slopes of the Tinta

towards the Cerro Huacho, passing through the little valley between it and the

Cerro del Sombrerito. This hill is conical, very open, with the top crowned by a

flat place some 20 metres in height, and more horizontal than similar places on the

other heights. Arrived at the Tinta, which is some 50 kilometres to the S.W. of

the Tandil, they began in earnest to collect their natural history specimens, in

which they seem to have been very successful.

The remainder of the first part and the whole of the second part of this volume

is taken up with the scientific description of the plants and animals found during

the three journeys.

Vblkerkunde. Von Dr. Friedrich Ratzel. Erster Band. Die Naturvcllker

Africas. Mit 494 Abbildungen im Text, 10 Aquarelltafeln und 2 Karten.

Pp. 96 and 648, Index. Leipzig : Verlag des Bibliographischen Instituts, 1885.

This book is the first volume of a series on the inhabitants of the world. It is

written by the well-known Professor of Geography at Munich, and forms a rare

example of German thoroughness and skill. A more fascinating book we have not

seen for a long time, and it is hard to lay it aside when once it is taken up. Pro-

fessor Ratzel is a master of his subject, and has spared no pams to do justice

to his theme.

Before proceeding to a description of the Africans, the Professor gives a very
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interesting introduction to the general study of Ethnography, setting forth, in some

detail, the various subjects that have to occupy the attention of anthropologists,

—thus, the origin of civilisation, language, clothing, houses, family state, etc., ai'e all

referred to in a masterly manner, but at the same time with a brevity most welcome

and even surprising in a work of this kind, which must have tempted to more

prolonged treatment.

After a rapid sketch of the African continent, its geography, geology, clima-

tology, fiUina and flora, Dr. Ratzel gives us a general idea of the inhabitants ; and

he then takes up the tribes in detail and describes them very fully.

The work is profusely illustrated, and the illustrations are well executed. This

book should form a standard work of reference to all who are interested in Africa
;

higher praise than this would be superfluous.

Fiihrer fur Forschiuigsreiscnde. Anleitung zu Beobachtungen iiber Gegenstande

der physischen Geographie und Geologie. Von Ferdinand Freiherr von

RicHTHOFEN. Berlin : Verlag von Robert Oppenheim, 1886. Pp. 730 and

Index. Price, 16 ilf.

In 1875 a very useful book was published under the direction of Dr. G. Neu-

mayer, entitled, Anleitung zu Wisstnschaftlichen Beobachtungen auf Pieisen.

It proved of great value, not only to German explorers, but to travellers of

every nationality. The geological part was written by Freiherr von Richthofen,

and he has now been induced by his publisher to expand it into the present

compendious volume, with the object of providing a manual of instruction for all

travellers, missionaries, merchants, and others, who may have opportunities of

observing in foreign lauds and yet are not equipped with the needful knowledge of

geology. It is also hoped that the work will be of use to all practical geologists,

as it sets forth the author's own experience and views on the subject.

It is divided into seventeen chapters, and gives full information as to what

and how to observe. The chapters on preparations for a journey, and methods

of travelling, and climatological and biological observations, are very useful.

With such a guide, a man should be well able to do good work, even though he has

not obtained a knowledge of geology before going abroad ; but its value would

have been enhanced, especially for beginners, by the introduction of more wood-

cuts.

Tlte Egyptian Campaigns, 1882 to 1885, and the events ivhich led to them. By
Charles Royle, Barrister-at-Law. 2 vols., maps and plates. London :

Hurst & Blackett, 1886.

Mr. Royle has not only written a readable book but he has performed a useful

service in bringing a mass of information before the public which cannot fail to be

of value to those who take any interest in the future of Egypt and the region which

was once under Egyptian rule.

Few have the time or inclination to wade through masses of oflBcial documents

or Blue-books, but when every detail is put clearly into shape, many will be led to

a knowledge of the chain of events which have caused so much discussion in the

past few years, and which, even yet, are in the forefront of political interest.

We question if all our Readers will agree with the conclusions which Mr. Royle

arrives at, but we feel sure they will allow that he has given his facts with remark-

able clearness and fairness.
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NEW MAPS.
{Edited by Professor James Geikie, LL.D., F.B.S.)

Catalogue of the Printed Maps, Plans, and Charts in the

British Museu>l*

It may safely be asserted that every permanent collection of books,

manuscripts, or maps should be represented by a catalogue, and that in most

cases the catalogue should be printed and published. There are few collec-

tions which do not contain something sufficiently rare to make a knowledge

of its " local habitation " a matter of moment to some investigator. The

advantages of print over manuscript in the mere matter of compression

and consequent consultability are so self-evident that it would be absurd

at this time of day to insist upon them, were it not that they are still

ignored in institutions which have ceased to be mediaeval in other parts

of their machinery.

The publication of the British Museum Map Catalogue may be fairly

considered as an important event in the history of Geography. To geo-

graphers, and more especially to cartographers, it must become an almost

invaluable reference-book, being, as it is, a complete catalogue of one of

the largest and most complete collections of maps in the world, which is

rendered doubly valuable now that its wealth is made known to the

public.

The work, which is mainly based on the manuscript catalogue of Mr.

R. H. Major, late keeper of the Department of Maps in the Museum, has

been compiled and edited for printing by Professor Eobert E. Douglas,

assisted by Messrs. Edward Butler, G. W. Field, and C. H. Coote, of the

Map Department, through whose able exertions it has been completed in

four years from the date of its commencement.

To give some idea of the extent and immensity of the work, we
may state that it represents the contents of the manuscript catalogue

in 323 volumes, together with the printed and manuscript catalogues

of the maps and charts in the Eoyal Library. All this matter is

now included in two large royal-quarto volumes of print, the extreme

condensation being accomplished by shortening the titles and omit-

ting many cross references. Altogether, there are about 10.5,000

separate entries, but this includes new editions ; there are also entries

that one would scarcely expect to see in a " Catalogue of Maps,

Plans, and Charts." We might well wonder, for instance, how "The
Osprey or Fishing Eagle, taken in Lord Melbourne's Park at Brockett

Hall, by James Eoberts, Engraved by Jones, 1790," found its Avay

into the British Museum Map-Eoom. This is, however, not a solitary

instance, for under the sub-heading " Views," there are, under each geo-

graphical name, numerous entries such as the following :
—" Monument

1 As this Catalogue comes under the Map Department of the Society, its review is

printed under the heading New Maps, it being an index to most of the maps published in

the world down to the present date.
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of John Huitson, on the South Wall of the Cloister of the Church of

St. Michael, Cornhill. Wilkinson. 1813." Geographical views are all

very well ; but tombstones, stained-glass windows, etc., have surely no

claim for insertion in such a work.

The system adopted in the arrangement of the Catalogue combines

simplicity Avith sufficient fulness of detail, although, in order to ade-

quately appreciate its contents, a little preliminary study of the system

is rendered necessary : for many maps are but imperfectly described by

their titles, and frequent cross references are quite unavoidable. The
alphabetical order has wisely been maintained in the headings, without

any misplaced attempt to classify the contents by some scheme logical

from one point of view but illogical from others—all entries being either

under the geographical titles or the authors' names.

Taking, for instance, the entry " World," we find fifty-four pages

of maps, classified under the divisions of Atlases, Maps, and Charts, these

being subdivided under the headings of Ancient, Modern, Biblical,

for the Blind, Botanical, Commercial, Emigration, Ethnographical, Geo-

logical, Historical, Hydrographical, Magnetic, Military, Missionary, Out-

line, Physical, Projection, Relief, Statistical, Travelling, Volcanic, and

Zoological. Under each of these divisions the maps are arranged in

chronological order. "London," again, has some 1800 entries dating

from before the year 1600, and classified as Atlases, General Plans, Archi-

tectural Plans, Views, and Maps of Environs. In some cases, however,

these divisions are not quite satisfactory ; under Scotland, England, and

Ireland, for instance, it Avonld have been convenient to have had a

special division for the Ordnance Survey Maps, classified under the different

scales, and also one for the Admiralty Charts, classified under East and

West Coasts. Again, on the other hand, these divisions are unnecessarily

multiplied, and lead to confusion : Volcanic Maps might have been classed

with the Geological, and Christianity Maps under the general title

Religions.

Where a map has distinctly a compound title, it is always Avell to

enter it under each key-word : if Statuum Moroccanoj-um Begnorum ; nempe

Fessani, Maroccani, Tafildani, etc., deserves (as it does) to be catalogued

under Tafilet as well as under Marocco, so surely does Edats et Eoyaumes

de Fez . . . ct Sigilmesse deserve to be catalogued under Sigilmesse, the

older name of Tafilet ; and it is hardly conceivable that the famous oasis

is only represented by a single map in all the great national collection.

But as any one who consults the book for Tafilet will probabl}- have the

sense to turn to Marocco, and other entries, no practical inconvenience

may result from the theoretical incompleteness of the heading.

Considering this Catalogue as representing the largest map collection

in the world, from its immensity it at first impresses us with the idea of

almost perfect completeness, and Avould seem to comprise all the published

maps from the time of the fathers of cartography, Claudius Ptolemy,

Ortelius, and Mercator, down to the present day. But after a little con-
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sultation it is most surprising how defective this great collection really is.

Under Scotland, for instance, many of the most important maps are

wanting,—firstly, the Ordnance Survey Maps and Admiralty Charts

appear to be only represented by one or two odd sheets : then we do not

find Thomson's larger Atlas of the Counties of Scotland, Avhich was the

best-known series of maps previous to the Ordnance Survey ; the Atlas

of Blackwood's Statistical Account is wanting, as well as Bartholomew's

New Series of Eeduced Ordnance Maps ; and it is surprising that

Timothy Pont is altogether unrepresented. The Edinburgh collection

is also very defective, as it does not contain Johnston's large 15-inch

plan, nor the present 6-inch plan by Bartholomew,—the principal one

published annually for the last fifteen years.

These instances of serious omissions in our greatest library, point to

the importance of having a special assistant who would give his sole atten-

tion to making the collection as complete as possible, which might well be

done at a comparatively trifling expense. It would also be well if copies

of the more important maps which appear in books of travel and geo-

graphical magazines were procured and lodged in the Map-Room, as

many of these maps are much more deserving of a place in such a

Catalogue than the continued reprints of small atlases, etc.

The mere publication of the Catalogue is itself the most effective

contribution to the improvement of the National Collection its present

custodians could have undertaken : and we have much pleasure in con-

gratulating Professor Douglas and his assistants on the completion of

their work, which we hope they will follow up by the publication of

frequent supplements.
AFRICA.

HARAR NACH BERBERA, Reiseroute des Major's Heath und des Lieuts.

Peyton, Juni 1885. Nach den Aufnahmen des Brigade-Majors Heath,
Konstruirt von Prof. Dr. Philipp Paulitschke. Massstab, 1 : 750,000.

Petermann's Mitteilungen, Jahrgang 1886, Tafel 5. Gotha: Justus Perthes.

ASIA.
AFGHAN AND PERSIAN BORDER, compiled from the Survey by the Officers of

the Afghan Boundary Commission. The portion south of hit. 34* from surveys by
Lieut.-Col. C. E. Stewart, 5th Punjab Infantry. Scale, 32 miles to an inch.

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, March 1886.

GENERAL.
CHART OF THE WORLD, showing trade routes, surface characteristics, deep sea

soundings, and ocean currents. Von Dr. Hermann Berghaus. Elfte Auflage. 1886.

Gotha: Justus Perthes. Price, mounted, 20 M.
This is another new edition of Dr. Berghal's's now well-known Physical and

Commercial Chart of the World. It is thoroughly brought up to date, and in

every respect maintains its character for the wonderful variety and general reliabi-

lity of its information.

NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN, Eastern and Western Sheets, Charts Nos. 955 and 956.

1886. Washington, U.S. Hydrographic Office. Price 75 cents each.

On these charts, which otherwise appear to be generally complete, it is surprising

to find such important omissions as Fastnet Rock and Nantucket Light.
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SOUTH AFEICA : ITS PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION
AND RAINFALL.

WITH NOTES ON ITS GEOLOGY, DIAMOND AND COAL FIELDS, AND FORESTS,

AND TWO MAPS SHOWING CONTOURS AND MEAN ANNUAL RAINFALL,

By William B. Tripp, M. Inst. C.E., F.R. Met. Soc.

L The author resided in the Cape Colony from 1880 to 1883, and he

has taken some interest in the observation and collection of scientific

data respecting that interesting, but by no means well-known part of the

world. For some time a Meteorological Commission has existed at Cape

Town, and of late years considerable energy has been thrown into its

proceedings. The published reports of this Commission contain valuable

observations from a great number of stations well distributed over the

colony and contiguous districts, not only of the rainfall and other meteoro-

logical phenomena, but of the latitude and longitude of the stations, so

far as they can be ascertained, as well as their approximate heights above

the sea. With respect to the former, however, there is in many cases

some uncertainty, and an accurate map of South Africa is much needed.

2. Maps.—The author has, principally from the above data, coloured

the two accompanying maps of South Africa, indicating, in the one case,

by contour lines traced at 2000 and 4000 feet above the sea, the general

physical configuration of the country, and the heights of the chief plateaux,

concerning which he has noticed considerable vagueness in the published

maps he has seen. He has to a great extent disregarded the various

isolated mountain ranges and peaks. In the other case he has traced

curves showing the mean annual distribution of rainfall. The map shows

the districts where the fall amounts to 5 inches and under, 5 to 10 inches,

10 to 20 inches, 20 to 30 inches, and over 30 inches.

vol. il R
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The data for indicating the distribution of rainfall so completely, have

not long been in existence ; there are, moreover, still doubtless many wet

strips and spots in the hills, which the observations at present made have

not revealed.

3. Physical Configuration.—South Africa consists of a central

elevated plateau, the descent from which to the coast takes place by a

series of steps or terraces. The successive plateaux have generally a ridge

of mountains along their seaward edges, rising to a considerable elevation

above their surface, and the sudden descent from the mountain tops is of

course still greater to the plains on their seaward than to those on their

inland sides. The main central plateau is over 4000 feet above sea-level,

and embraces the midland and north-eastern districts of the Cape Colony,

as well as Basutoland and the greater part of the Orange Free State. The

mountain ranges which bound it are the Drakensberg and Stormberg on

the east, the peaks of the Great Winterberg, Compassberg, Komsberg, and

the Nieuwveld and other ranges of mountains connecting these points

and branching out from them, along the south.

The raised edge then alters its direction, and forms the Eoggeveld and

other mountains extending in a north-westerly direction to Namaqualand,

the ridge being broken in that region at the passage through it of

the Orange River. Nearly the Avhole of this central plateau slopes

towards the north and west, and drains into the Orange River, and it

forms a vast mountain-studded plain, containing several mountain peaks

ranging from 5000 feet to 10,000 feet.

A second lower plateau lying to the south forms the Great Karroo,

which is intercepted between the Nieuwveld and Zwarteberg ranges, and

of which the elevation is from 2000 to 3000 feet. This great arid plain

extends in each direction by way of the Camdeboo plain in the east, and

the Roggeveld Karroo on the west, so as to form another terraced

belt round the central upland. Other parts might be mentioned which

bear out the general character of the country as above described.

4. Geology.—Several geologists have now described generally, and in

some instances more particularly, the geological structure of South Africa,

and various more or less accurate and complete geological maps of the

country have been made. The work of making a complete geological

survey of the country has not, however, been yet undertaken, and there are

several geological problems still unsolved here as in other parts of the world.

The oldest formations are found at the Cape itself, where the Devonian

sandstone of Table Mountain rests on still more ancient Primary rocks,

and the older strata lie as a rule along the sea-coast. As we approach the

higher levels of the interior, the strata passed over will be found to belong

to newer and more recent formations, successively overlying each other in

the order in which, within certain limits, they were originally deposited
;

the volcanic lavas Avhich cap the Stormberg Mountains, which are situated
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in the north-eastern and most elevated region of the colony, being

apparently the most recent of the Secondary deposits existing, and be-

longing to the marine or subsequent periods. Tertiary deposits are only

slightly represented.

One of the most interesting problems in South African geology has

been afforded by a curious breccia extending right across the eastern and

southern sides of the midland districts, to which various names have been

given, but which is now generally considered to be a sedimentary rock.

It contains water-worn pebbles, lumps and boulders, unaltered by heat,

and rests on the series of quartzites and shales of the Zwarteberg. It is

most important as marking the boundary between the marine deposits

below it, and the fresh-water beds overlying it. Above this come the

so-called Ecca beds, which are considered to belong to the Carboniferous

period, and consist chiefly of beds of quartzite and claystone, \vithout

containing, so far as is known, any workalile coal-measures. The great

upland plateau above described is formed of a series of strata known asKim-

berley shales. Karroo beds, and Stormberg beds, consisting of sandstones,

claystones, and shales, the upper member of the Stormberg beds being the

volcanic formation above referred to. These strata appear to have been

deposited in vast lakes of the Triassic and subsequent periods, which were

formerly much more extensive than the formations at present represent-

ing them, and of which some have supposed the breccia above referred

to at one time formed the shores. These strata are famous on account

of the extraordinary ancient dicynodon (Anomodontid) reptiles which the}'

contain.

One of the most remarkable features of South African geology is the

immense amount of denudation to which the country has been subjected
;

that many of the mountains have been formed by this agency is evident

from the peculiar flat-topped, banded appearance which many of them
present, enabling identical strata on successive hills to be readily picked

out by the eye, and showing that these mountains were once connected,

having been separated by the strata around them being noAv denuded.

There are, however, evidences of cataclysmal agency in some of the deep

gorges by which the rivers in some parts pass through the heart of the

mountains. Another feature is the persistently level character which the

strata still maintain ; this is especially manifest in the lacustrine strata

forming the great central plateau. And a third is the vast number
of igneous dykes which were thrust up apparently after the deposi-

tion of the Karroo beds, and intersect the country in every direction,

without, however, in many cases, altering the level character of the strata.

This igneous rock overflowing has, in many cases, by forming a cap still

existing on the top of a mountain, protected it from the surrounding
denudation, and left standing a very characteristic, peculiarly-shaped hill,

locally known as a Koppie. A remarkable peculiarity of the sandstones,

particularly of the Ecca beds, is their tendency to weather into masses
closely resembling basaltic spheroids.
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5. DIA3I0ND AND CoAL FIELDS.—These exist in the strata composing

the great upland plateau. The diamonds for which the Cape is now famous

are chiefly found in or near volcanic pipes or throats, now filled "vvith a

breccia, locally termed " blue," containing also loose garnets and fragments

of various rocks. Many of these pipes exist, and in five of them dia-

monds have been found. The most famous of these is the Kimberley

Mine, which has been excavated to a depth of over 200 feet. The others

are known by the names of Old de Beers, Dutoitspau, CofFeefontein, and

Jagersfontein. The surrounding strata have been only slightly displaced

by the volcanic action.

The coal-measures are found cropping out of the sides of the Storm-

berg Mountains, and are worked by means of horizontal galleries driven

into the hill-sides. Some of the mines are close to the Eastern Eailway

system, which is now worked entirely by means of Colonial coal. The

chief of these is at Cyphergat, and it is the oldest Colonial coal-mine,

having been worked since the year 1859. The most important of the

mines appears, however, to be that on the Indwe River, about sixty miles

N.E. of Queeusto-wu. It has unfortmiately not yet been connected with

the railway system of the Colony, nor has the above-mentioned Eastern

Eailway been as yet connected by a junction line with the other parts of

the railway system of the Colony, the economical transport of Colonial

coal to the greater part of the Colony having been hitherto thereby pre-

vented. Here there are nine seams of coal divided by stony bands in the

manner characteristic of the Colonial coal-measures. The total thickness

of coal and shale is from ten to fifteen feet. Only the upper four seams

are at present worked ; they give a total thickness of 4-6 of coal, the chief

coal seam being over 2-0 thick. Bands of shale make up the total height

of the workings to some six or seven feet. Coal is said to crop out at

intervals along the mountain-sides, until in Natal it is again worked.

The Colonial coal-seams belong to the class of subaqueous coals, having

been formed by deposition of layers of vegetable matter, mixed with earthy

debris, at the bottom of pools left, as the great lakes above referred to

became filled up. Consequently the coals contain a large proportion of

ash, and, being formed in the manner already mentioned, have a tendency

to be uncertain in extent and irregular in thickness. It appears, however,

to be satisfactorily proved, in the case of the South African coal-seams,

that they are most valuable deposits, extending continuously under a

large area.

6. Rainfall.—In the western and southern parts of South Africa

the rainfall chiefly occurs in the winter months from April to September.

On the eastern side it comes principally in the summer, from October to

March. On the western side it comes chiefly with a N.W. wind ; in the

east the S.E. is the rain-bearing Avind. The map shows the general

distribution of the fall, which varies from 2 inches to some 50 or 60 in some

of the mountains. At King William's-Town, in the Eastern Province,
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rainfall records have been kept since 1868. The yearly totals have been

as follows :

—

1868, 31 inches.

1869, 23

1870, 28 ,,
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all kinds of forest and bush remaining in the Cape Colony proper is

estimated at about 100,000 morgen, equal to rather more than twice that

number of acres. There are also forests in the Transkei, of which little

is known. Until recently little heed was taken of the forests, and they

have been mercilessly destroyed by various agencies, and little profit

has accrued to the Government or the country from them, The Colonial

Government is now, however, taking measures to protect, restore, and

create forests in the Cape Colony proper, which it is to be hoped

may be effectual, and extended to outlying districts.

The absence of forests is very prejudicial, especially in a hot and dry

country, for various climatic and economic reasons. The rain that comes

falls chiefly in the hills, where also the rivers rise, and not only is the

quantity of rain increased by forests, but it is found that when the

streams issue from an area covered Avith forests their flow tends to

remain perennial. Otherwise, from the hard and heated state of the

ground, where no forests exist the rain soon all runs off the surface,

frequently in the form of disastrous floods, leaving its bed again dry

and parched. Forests, therefore, not only improve the climate, but they

perform also the work of storage reservoirs, conserving the rain and

allowing it to run off more graduallj^, and in a manner more beneficial

to the country, and more suitable for its application to various useful

purposes.

The plains and valleys of South Africa are frequently composed of the

richest soil, only requiring water irrigation to change their too often arid

and barren surface into most productive farms.

NOTES ON THE PLACE-NAMES OF KINROSS-SHIRE
AND VICINITY.

By W. J. N. LiDDALL, B.A., Advocate.

II.

The names dissected in my first paper illustrated the variety of trees

which once covered the country, i The elm (leamh-an), it was seen, gave its

name to Lochleven, the most important natural feature in the district

;

and the following names, recently met with by me, prove further the pre-

valence of this tree. Cullenach}", appearing in records, but not surWving,

so far as I know, obviously incorporates leamhan ; equally so does the

name Ladleuenach,- which can hardly be other than the modern Ledlannet,

and the form of the Irish river-name, Laune, also derived from leamhan,

1 Bare, comparatively, as Kinross-shire is now, it was a well-wooded country quite

within historic times : thus, in an Index of Charters by King Robert i., there is an entry to
the following effect:— " Inquisitio terrarum forreste de Kinross, facta apud Kinross, 23
Septembris 1323, terra forreste de Kinross segregata erant [sic] a thanagio de Kinross."

- I take this form from a note of the accounts of Johannis de Crechtoiin, Sheriff of

Kinross in 1359. It thus appears that the judge who lately demitted this office was preceded
in it by at least one bearing the same name as his lordship.
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would be parallel. It is hardly necessary to note that " levenach " is the

origin of Lennox. The existence of the name Lomond, as that of a hill

in the neighbourhood of water bearing the name of Leven in two districts

of Scotland, must be more than a coincidence, one is inclined to suppose
;

but the relation is not clear. It, however, seems that (Loch)-leven, etc.

: The Fife Lomond Hills : : (The river) Leven, Lennox, etc. : Ben Lomond.

The elm, it will be remembered, has given name to another Loch in

Scotland, in form also Lochleven, an arm of the sea, between Argyllshire

and Inverness-shire; and Achleven ("field of elms") is an Argyllshire

name, mentioned here for the sake of an earlier form, Achlevane,^ which

help us back to leamhan, and is exactly the form appearing in Ireland

(levan, leevan, levaun), e.g. Lislevane, in Cork. In Irish the accent falls

on the last syllable, hence the original vowel of the last syllable of

leamlmn is preserved as in -levane. In Scottish Gaelic the accent is not

on the last syllable ; but such a form as Achlevane, cited above, is a proof

that the accentuation was identical with Irish at no very distant date,

Muine, a brake or shrubbery, so frequent in Irish names, and appear-

ing in English as money, occurs in Kinross-shire in Moneyreadywell, in

which word I take " ready " to be ruadh, red. In Ireland colour is often

the distinguishing part of muine, e.g. Moneyduff= black shrubbery, Money-
gorm = blue shrubbery, Moneydorragh = dark shrubbery. Colour, indeed,

was not wanting in the wood of old Kinross-shire, as the name, Cultbuy

—now extinct—testifies, being composed of co'dlte-{-huidhe= yellow woods.

Names of Animals.—The pig seems to have been as popular as it was
in Ireland, ancient or modern. The Gaelic term is muc, and it is con-

tained in Muckart (that is, " the height of the pigs "), and also in Auchter-

muchty. Glentarkie probably represents tore, a boar. Carnbo signifies

" the cairn of the cows," bo being the equivalent of Latin bos. Balharvie

represents tarbh, a bull (taurus), the initial "t" being silent owing to

aspiration. Tarhh explains the name Turfhills, near Kinross, and Turf-

liindie, near Abernethy. Thomanean is tom-\-eun, "the hill of birds;"

the present spelling is a curious false analogy—a better spelling is an old

form, Tomenaygne [Teminynane, etc.]. Capildrae contains one of the

Gaelic terms for a horse, capall. Craigduckie is derived from seabhac,

a hawk, the "s" being eclipsed by " t," as the grammarians say; it

has its Irish counterpart in Craigatuke, in County Tyrone. Craigincatt

is "the rock of the wild cats." Clashlochie, on the edge of Loch-

leven, is clais-\-lacJia, " the trench," or " fosse of the ducks." Brockly,

and probably Brackly, represent hroc, a badger. No name in the

district appears containing any term denoting a dog, but if we go as

far west as Dollar we find Maddy Moss, probably from madadh, a dog

(cp. Ardmaddy, Lochmaddy, etc.).

Dwellings.— Teach is the term denoting a house, but the genitive tigh

1 I noted the form Achlevane in a last-century locality of the stipend of an Argyllshire

parish.
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is now the form used universally in the south of Ireland and in Scotland,

as Tighnabruaich, or more worn away in such forms as Taynuilt. In

Kinross-shire, however, I find an early form, Techyntulchy (most probably

now represented by Touchie), still exhibiting the nominative form proper

;

the name signifies "the house of the hill." The form of the nominative

is preserved to this day in the district in the name Tichindod. The root

idea of teach is " covering," as may be seen from derivatives in the cognate

languages—English, thatch ; German, Dach (roof) ; Latin, tego, tectum.

Dun, cathair (appearing as cahir), and lios, are three terms used in the

description of fortified or enclosed places. The first of these gives name
to the gneiss peak, Dunmore, "the large dun," conspicuous on the eastern

slope of Benarty. At the base of the slope lie the lands of Kirkness,

which I analyse into Cathair+ceann+eas, "the fort of the head of the

waterfall." Lios appears in Leslie, that is, lios-\-liath, " the grey fort."

Sunecrech, an old name represented now by Sunnyside is composed of

sonnagh-\-crioch=" rampart of the boundary." Claysike, incorporates

cladh, " an artificial mound or rampart, or a raised fence separating fields."

Blair signifies an open place in a forest, and, secondarily, a battle-field.

The Blair of Crambeth, Blairathort, and Blairstruie are instances. The
last of these, Blairstruie, is derived from Sruthan, a stream, the "t " being

introduced in Gaelic, as in English, for ease of pronunciation, the common
root being SRU. So, on the same principle, such a name as Strone, on

the Clyde = sron, the nose. It may be worth noting that the components

of the name Blairstruie occur in a line of Ossian :

—

" Far an aom ceo maidne ri sliabh,

ghorm-sliiubhal sruthaix nam blair." (Tighmora, vii. 125.)

Blairadam is, of course, a name of recent origin, and hardly in harmony
with the true place-names formed with hlair. Originally it was simply

The Blair.

Na]\ies of Hills.—The name Ochil is usually taken to be the Brythonic

form uchel, high. If this is so, of the same origin probably is the name of

the lands of Catoichill, and we are then naturally led to suppose that the

first part of Catoichill may be the form so frequent in Welsh names, e.g.

Cadvan, Cadwaladr. Here, then, we may have " a trace," as chemists

say, of a Brythonic element ; but over the whole of the district it is clear

that there are not above three or four similar instances, and never, in any

case, passing the lowest degree of probability. The topography of the

district is essentially Goidelic.

The Cleish Hills take their name from the parish lying at their

northern side, the name being derived from dais, a trench or fosse ; it

has already been noticed in the name Clashlochie. It occurs also in the

old name Clesedughly (probably the modern Deuglie). Of the summits
of the range, Dunglow (and Lochglow, a loch on the adjacent height)

has its duplicate in Donegall ; the name means the " fort of strife."
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Another peak, the Ingan, is ionga, meanmg a nail, talon, hoof, and the

name is an apt description. Tonga being the form of the nominative, the

name appears as Ingan precisely for the same reason that Latin natio

appears in French and English as natio-n. In Ireland the word gives

origin to such names as Inga, Ingard, while the strict genitive appears in

such a name as Clooningan.

Benarty Hill is one of the most familiar features in the landscape of

the district, forming a ridge of some two to three miles from Avest to

east on the southern side of Lochleven. In the Chartulary of St.

Andrews we find the form Cabennartye, and in the print of the Banna-

tyne Club (I have not seen the MS.) there is given the mark of contrac-

tion of the syllable " er." In full, then, the name would be Cabennarterye.

Taking this, then, as a genuine earlier form of Benarty, I would suggest

as an hypothesis worthy of test, that the first part, Cabenn, may be

identical with Cffisar's Cebenna, the modern Cevennes of France. As to

the etymology of this name, Gliick says:—" Cebenna ist abgeleitet (wie

Vienna . . . Clarenna . . . Clavenna . . . Bavenna . . . Crebennus . . .

)

von ceb, kymr, kefyn . . . cefn; arm, kefn, Jcevn (tergum dorsum, im

kymr, auch mons longe extensus) ; cebin, cebn." Again, in the latter

part of the word may we not see evidence of another Arthurian locality ?

As a comment, I quote from Professor Rhys :
— " The results of the search

made into Scotch topography by those who have undertaken to find the

home and cradle of Arthur in the North, are partly puzzling and partly

instructive. Passing by the abundant traces of him in the topography

of the district between the Roman walls, they fail to find any in the

Brythonic country between Stirling on the Forth and Perth on the Tay,

while they do get instances in Strathmore and Forfarshire ; but it is as

hard to believe that they are not to be discovered in Fortrenn ^ as it is to

find any evidence of a Brythonic occupation extending to the neighbour-

hood of Forfar, and the subject deserves to be further studied." If, then,

the name "Cabennarterye" represent an Arthiman locality, the anticipa-

tion of Professor Rhys is justified. The following forms of Benarty may
be noted : Binn Eartie, and Balnarthy ; the first of these explains the

name of the lands known as The Binn.'-^

The Vane Hill is the designation of the well-marked conical summit

towards the east end of Benarty, and the farm of which it is a part is

known as The Vane. It is apparently a'hhean = "the hill," just as Cairn-

a-vain, on the Ochils, is the " cairn of the hill."^ The terms cmc and

hdach, indicating varieties of hills, occur frequently. Mellock Hill, a

point on the Ochils, represents mullach, "a summit." Carmodle, another

Ochil name, is found in precisely the same form in the Isle of Man.

The usual term in Ireland to denote a mountain is slieve (old Irish

sliab = Lat. clivus), and it is found in the Isle of Man and in the south-

' The district of Fortrenn extended as far eastward as about Lochleven.

2 Sir David Lyndsay's "Sqnire Meldrum of Cleish and Binn" may be remembered.
' The stones have been taken at a recent date to build the dikes of the adjacent road.
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west of Scotland. Elsewhere in Scotland it is of rare occurrence, the

corresponding term being of course Ben, and doubtless the two terms

must have resj^ectively indicated originally some distinction which

justified the differentiation. The name of the summit on the Ochils,

Slimgie Hill, is probably one of the few instances of sUahli (slieve)

occiu-ring in Scotland.

Achadh, "a field," is occasionally met with, as in the name Auchmuir,

i.e. achadhmcyr = " great field." It is also met with in the following old

names, non-existent now so far as I know :—Auchintelketye, derived

probably from achadh -\-sealg, and so signifying " hunting-field ;" Haknakel

= achadh -{-eoiUe=" field of the wood;" Achinker; and Auchincreoch,

achadh -{-crioch=: " marchfield."

The parish of Ballingry (locally pronounced " Bingray "), b}' the aid

of earlier forms, is to be identified with Irish Ballingarry, "town of the

garden ;" and a traveller who, after crossing the dreary moorland to the

south, suddenly comes upon the pleasant corner where the town-land giving

name to the parish lies, cannot but be in sympathy with the name-giver.

On the other hand, the parish of Fossoway may be adequately explained

by fasach+mach = " the desert of the plain;" while in the same

district we find the town-land of Ballielisk, to be explained by baile-\-

loisgthe, indicating that the land was burnt, it may be for agricultural

improvement. Compare the Irish Ballylusk.

Knockintinny is cnoc+teme, "the hill of the fire,"—it may be of a

beacon, or of heathen rites. The name Achteny, however, from an

earlier form Auchinteveny, must have a difi"erent origin, probably acJiadh

-{-taobh-{-eanagh ='^^eld of the marsh side." Gouderannet is the

name of a town-land near Kinross, of which I have not met any earlier

form; but I venture to analyse it into cid+doire-{-Annat='' hack of the

oakgrove of Annat," a name of which little is known, although it is

generally taken to be the name of a goddess.

It has already been mentioned that initial " p " does not occur in

Goidelic, having passed away in prehistoric times, owing to a well-known

Celtic phonetic law. The following names having initial "p" occui' in

the district :—Parenwell, Paris, Plains, The Paphle, besides several in

Pit— a form discussed in a previous article.

Parenwell may find an explanation by placing it alongside a distant

Brythonic name, Perranwell in Cornwall,—a place that is named, I take it,

after the saint Piranus, or Piran, who is still remembered in the Cornish

church of Piran in the Sands, Piran in Sabulis, or Peranzabuloe. Piran

is the Brythonic modification of the Goidelic St. Ciaran. Parenwell is

not far from Lumphinans, i.e. Lann+Finan, St, Finan's Church, Lann
being the term so common in Wales, but rare in Scotland.

Paris is a name of lands, of which I have not found the history. If it

is original, it recalls the name Parisi, which appears in Ptolemy's Geo-
graphy as that of a people dwelling on the Humber, — probably a

branch of the Parisii of Gaul.
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Plains is obscure. It can hardly be plaidean, plural of plaide, a piece

of ground, a word of uncertain origin. A better etymology may be the

Brythonic hlaene, indicating the source of a stream ; the situation of

Plains according well with this meaning. The name occurs also in the

Bathgate district.

The Paphle is also an obscure name. Perhaps it should be put along-

side the Irish Fuhhle, signifying people or parish. Compare, however,

the Border name Maxpoffle, early form Machyspoffil, more probably of

Teutonic origin.

Names in Pit are numerous here, as they are throughout all Fife.

Pittendreich (=fraoch, heather), Pitillock (= Peteclache= P<?^+c/ac/i=of

the stone), Pitkinny, Pitkevy, Pitgorno, Pitcairn, Pitcairlie {Pei-\-carn+

liatli=oi the grey cairn), Pitgober ( = of the goats), Pitwhanatrie, Pit-

meadow, Pitmeddeu, Pitlour (=of the lepers), Pitfirrane, Pitliver (com-

pare Zwerpool). In the Chartulary of St. Andrews a name Pettenmokane

appears, along with other names still existing in what is now the parish

of Portmoak. Pettenmokane itself has apparently disappeared as a name,

but it is remarkable that the local pronunciation of Portmoak at the

present day is " Pitmoag." Pettenmokane points to the existence of a

diminutive " Pettan," and this gives us probably the name Petyn (Chartu-

lary of Moray), without any descriptive Gaelic word, if indeed Pet is really

identical with the Scandinavian " thveit." It is this diminutive Pettan,

and not Pet+ the article prefixed to the descriptive genitive, that names

in Pittin, etc., are to be analysed into. After Pet, the article is never, I

think, prefixed to the descriptive genitive. Thus the name Pethynsaer is

to be analysed into Pettan -fsaoir (= portion of the carpenter). Had
" yn " represented the article, we should have expected to see the " s

"

of saoir eclipsed by " t," just as Maciutyre = mac an t-saoir.

Pittscottie is an existing name in Fife, and the form Petscotyn is

met Avith. When the name Petscotyn originated, Scot could have denoted

only a Goidel, and Petscotyn must have been given most probably by

a non-Goidelic people, as it is doubtful if Goidels themselves ever owned

the name of Scot.

Another paper will conclude the examination of this district, but it is

already indisputably clear that its topography is pure Goidelic—not to be

distinguished from that of Ireland ^—with the faintest "traces" of Bry-

1 TTie place-names in such a district in Kinross-shire exhibit Goidelic forms with less

phonetic and grammatical decay than Irish place-names do. Thus beith, "the birch tree,"

appears in this district as Beath, while in Ireland "t" has entirely disappeared, as may be

seen from such names as Ba,\la.ghbehi/, Ballybai/, Aghsxvea. So tech, in Techyntulchy, is a

much earlier form than the ii(/h or ty of Ireland, or of those parts of Scotland where Gaelic

survived much longer. The explanation is that in Kinross-shire the names were "fixed"

or stereotyped at an earlier date in consequence of a non-Celtic speaking jieople becoming

masters. That is to say, "decay,"—or "growth," if it is preferred to view in that light,

—

on Celtic lines was arrested ; henceforward such changes are on Teutonic lines, with all that

is implied in the adoption of names conveying no meaning to those who were to use them.

Hence may be derived evidence for determining the date of Teutonic predominance.
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thonic and Norse elements. Even when we cannot analyse the parts of a

name, we can generally feel sure it is of Goidelic origin. And a valid

hypothesis is as justifiable, because as useful, as it is in any other science.

An hypothesis as to the origin of a name, if it is in accordance with the

phonology of the language, and is to be tested by further research, either

directly or in the way of comparison, may be of the very greatest use in

the elucidation of Scottish topography.

NOTES ON THE SEABOARD OF ABERDEENSHIRE.

By William Ferguson, of Kiniviundy.

The coast of Aberdeenshire extends, properly, from the mouth of the Dee
to the burn of Aberdour, but for the purpose of this paper may be con-

sidered as reaching to the mouth of the Deveron, although the parish of

Gamrie is really in Banflshire. The parish of St. Fergus also is in Banff-

shire, even though it is surrounded by Aberdeenshire.

This coast presents features of very varied archaeological, geological,

geographical, and historical interest. Regarding its general physical

features, you have first the interesting sands, extending from the city of

Aberdeen to the fishing-town of Collieston. After them, the porphyritic

rocks which occupy the space between Collieston and the Ward of Cruden.

Then the granite extending from the north end of the Ward to Peterhead.

Long tracts of sand, with outlying rocks, extend on to Fraserburgh, where

in Kinnaird's Head and surrounding district, there is a development of

Silurian—then a series of traps and granite, with patches of Old Red
Sandstone, all the way to Macduff, on the east bank of the mouth of the

Deveron. It may be interesting to trace a few of these features in detail.

From the pier at Aberdeen to the mouth of the Don, the distance is

4000 yards, or a little over two miles. All along this part of the shore

there is a broad space or links of varying width, but at the broadest about

660 yards, called "The Aulton Links." The character of the whole length

is that of high sand-hills, say from 30 to 50 feet high, close to high water,

with a flat sandy space inside largely overflowed at high tide.

Immediately to the south of the mouth of the Don, this sandy margin
is about 330 yards broad, and rises to a height of about 46 feet. From
the mouth of the Don to the mouth of the Ythan is a distance of about nine

and a half miles, and the breadth of sand from high-water mark at each

mile is as follows :

—

1st mile, 1000 feet. 4th mile, 1500 feet. 7th mile, 1500 feet.

2d „ 1250 „ 5th „ 1250 „ 8th „ 12.50 „

3rd „ 1000 ,, 6th „ 1000 „ 9th „ 1500 „

The general height of the sand-hills may be taken as averaging 50 feet.

At some points the sand encroaches much further on the land than the
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distances I have specified. From the nine-and-a-half mile point at the

mouth of the Ythan, south bank, they reach west about 3000 feet, and

north, along the river, they stretch a full mile, with a breadth of some

2000 feet.

As soon as we cross the mouth of the Ythan,—which river flows into the

sea about midway between Aberdeen and Peterhead,—we have a conical

hill of bare sand some 50 feet in height, and beyond that the stretch of

the Forvie sands. From the mouth of the Ythan to Colliestou, along the

coast, the distance is about three and a half miles. At one mile the

breadth of sand is 3000 feet. At two miles, in the direction of east, it is

6000 feet ; from the same point, north-east, 8000 feet ; and northwards,

9000 feet. The fifty-feet contour line covers the southern portion of this

great area, but it rises towards the centre to 100 feet, and towards the

northern end to 145 feet. These heights are taken where the sand is not

the deepest. All round the verge of the sea it is blown to great heights,

and towards Colliestou especially, the sand-hills reach very considerable

altitudes. Hackley Head, which is a rocky promontory, capped by a

layer of tough red clay, rises to 115 feet. A path across the sands from

Colliestou to Waterside, on the Ythan—that is, from north-east to south-

west—gives these measurements from the Survey at various points :—132

feet; 117; 131; 145; 100. About the centre of the sands the bench-

mark of the Survey is 186 feet.

Throughout this waste there are several small lochlets, and one or two

tiny rivulets gather the surface water, and the waters of local springs, and

pour them over the cliffs in pretty cascades.

About a mile and a half from Whiteness Inn at Colliestou, as the crow

flies, and at a distance of 750 feet from the edge of the cliff, are traces of

the ruins of what was the parish church of Forvie. All that is to be seen

now is a green spot among the surrounding sand-hills, by the margin of a

tiny streamlet. The place is so buried among the sand-hills that it is

somewhat difficult to find it. When you do reach it, the little oasis of

green grass is a most refreshing relief from the trying yellow glare of

the sand, with its scanty covering of dried bent.

Of this old church the Neiv Statistical Account says : "The foundation

of the Old Kirk of Forvie is still visible, being the only vestige throughout

the whole sands, commonly called the links, which indicates that this

district was once the habitation of man. Graves have been discovered

round it, but nothing found in them except a few bones."

At the northern extremity of the sands, and close to the fishing village

of Colliestou, there is a loch called the Sand Loch, in shape like the Greek

letter Gamma, F, of which the one arm is 1500 and the other 1200 feet

long. It is gradually becoming smaller by the encroachment of the sand.

About a thousand yards to the north-west of the Sand Loch is another

loch called the Cotehill Loch. The level of the water in the Sand Loch

is 1 1 1 feet, and that of the Cotehill 117 feet, above the sea.

At some distance inland, to the north-east, is the Meikle Loch of Slains^
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surrounded by the Kipi^et Hills. These hills are interesting as having

yielded fossils which indicate them as being equivalent to the Eed Crag

of England. The surface of the water in the Meikle Loch is 134 feet

above the sea. The Statistical Account says :
" There are three lakes in

the parish, and one of these, called the Meikle Loch of Slains, is really a

magnificent sheet of water, covering in the depth of winter a basin of from

seventy to seventy-three acres. It is surrounded on three sides by a ridge

of land, Kippet Hills [perhaps the Caput or Heading Hills ?], rising by an

easy acclivity to the height of from fifty to sixty feet above the level of

the loch. Its mean depth may be about twenty-two feet, but in one place

it has been ascertained to be fifty-two. The only outlet from it is by a

small stream at the south end, which has been converted into a dam to

drive a meal-mill about a mile below. The other two lochs, called Cotehill

and Sand Loch, have evidently been formed by the drifting of the sand

from Forvie, and each covers a space of about fifteen acres."

Dr. Pratt, a local historian, adds :
" We must observe that since the

publication of the above rej^ort, the outlet of the Meikle Loch has been

lowered four or five feet, reducing to the same extent the level of the

water. This considerably diminishes the fine sweep of the lake, and adds

nothing to the land, as the borders are composed entirely of rounded

shingle. It is evident, from the appearance of its shores, that in former

times the loch occupied a much larger area."

Regarding the occurrence of the Red Crag, Mr. T. F. Jamieson says :

" Another interesting circumstance is the occurrence in the parishes of

Slains and Cruden of some traces of the Red Crag gravel, one of the later

Tertiary beds, not known in any other part of Scotland. These occur

along the coast from Collieston to the Old Castle of Slains, and also in

the adjoining district of the parish, along the north side of the Loch of

Slains, and in some parts of Cruden. The age of this deposit is deter-

mined by the character of the fossil shells which it contains ; it is further

remarkable for containing numerous fragments of limestone unlike any

rock in this part of Scotland, and which one might suppose to be derived

from strata of the Permian group. The Slains farmers were formerly in

the practice of collecting these lumps of limestone and burning them for

lime for their fields. Traces of fossils sometimes occur in them."

I paid a visit along with two or three others, in the summer of 1881,

to the sands of Forvie. Leaving the fishing village of Collieston by the

back of Whiteness Inn, we are at once on the coast-line. All along in this

part it is characterised by low cliffs of gneiss or mica schist, capped by
varying thicknesses of red clay. The shore is indented with numerous
small creeks and bays, and is very picturescjue and full of interest, from
its caves and the infinitely varied shapes assumed b}' the rocks under the

eroding influence of the great Avaves of the German Ocean.

Turning from the sea margin to the right, we lose ourselves instantly

among the sand-hills, Avhich here are numerous, isolated, and high. The
path leads over colls between the higher eminences and down into little
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valleys, where the sand has been blown quite off the soil, exposing the red

clay subsoil. Wherever this is the case, a rich close herbage covers the

ground, decorated with the yellow Bedstraw (Galium), the Scottish Blue-

bell (Campanula), and other flowers. It is a fatiguing walk this first

portion of the route, for the sand is loose and shifting—the slope of the

ascent is the angle at which such loose dry sand lies—and so loose and

moving is it that your footmarks are filled up almost as soon as you lift

your foot.

When we have surmounted three or four of these sand-barriers, we
enter an extensive, wind-swept plain, Avith only here and there slight

eminences of sand. To the left, along the sea margin, the sand-hills con-

tinue, and to the right, a somewhat distant horizon is also lined with them
—but a vast central space is tolerably level, covered with a scrubby heath

or ling (Calluna) and large patches of berry-heather (Empetrum). Here
and there are boggy bits, almost lakelets, full of reeds, water ranunculus,

and other aqueous plants. We crossed this platform in search of the

ruins of the Old Kirk, but though we had found it on former visits, this

time we failed to do so, it is so wonderfully hidden among the sand-hills,

near the shore. It is a wild and lonely scene—no human being visible,

except, along one beaten pathAvay on the horizon, a long train of fishermen

and fisherwomen returning from a six-mile tramp to Ythan estuary, laden

with mussels and lobworms for bait. But this track lies along the western

verge of the sands, and when you leave it, even for a few yards, you are in

the heart of a wild solitude, the haunt and home of great coveys of grouse

and innumerable rabbits.

We had rested to lunch on the sheltered side of a sand-bunker (for it

was a bitterly cold day, though only the 31st of August), somewhere about

one-third of the Avay across the sands. Leaving some of our party there,

others set oft' to try and find the Kirk. Though we did not find it, Ave

found plenty to make us enjoy the ramble ; for anything more A^aried

than the character of these wilds could hardly be conceived. Noav you
are passing over comparatively level ground, carpeted with Avild thyme,

violets, berry-heather, and ling,—again you rise OA'er sand-hills with, pre-

cipitous, cliffy, shell-shaped sides to the south,—now you are down in a

deep, narroAV glen, AA^here some small stream threads its way to the sea,

and whose banks are carpeted with a bright green SAvard. Once more you
have to pick your steps, for the ground is spongy and boggy, and here

you rnay secure for your vasculum the Pinguicula, the Drosera, and the

Grass of Parnassus (Parnassia palustris) and later on the Trientalis Europea,
most delicate and loveliest of heath bog-plants. But on hill, or in hollow
there ahvays reigns the same weird feeling of profound solitude.

Returning to our camp from our southern expedition, Ave started on
another to see the cliff line. It was a longish walk at first, across a level

and rather boggy expanse. Then Ave reached a kind of hummocky ground
Avhere the clay came to the surface, Avith its rich, short grass, and Avhere
several streamlets united to form a fair rivulet, that at the edge leaped
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over a rock some fifty feet, to the strand below, where it stretched like a

silver thread till it mingled its sweet waters with the salt waves. It is

indeed a lovely spot, this Hackley Bay. On either hand the schistose

rocks run out in considerable promontories seawards—black below, where

the rock is exposed, red alcove, where the clay lies upon them, and capped

with green where the herbage clothes the clay cliff.

It is impossible to convey in words the faintest idea of this wonderful

buried parish. Once seen it invites, nay, attracts repeated visits, and

every visit finds something new to interest—some new source of instruc-

tion—some new feature to admire.

As to the causes or history of the blowing up vnih sand of Forvie, and

the parts of Belhelvie and Foveran, all that I am able to gather follows.

Dr. Pratt, in the appendix to his Buchan, says :
" That a great part

of the parish" of Forvie " Avas overblown before 1688, may be asserted;

for in the MS. ascribed to the Countess of Erroll, of a date anterior to

that year, it is said that the parish of Forvie ' is wholly overblown with

sand.' It is said that in a book entitled The Ads of the Church, printed

in black-letter in London, about the year 1570, the author of which is a

Mr. Masson, who designates himself ' Preacher of the Gospel,' the remark

is made that 'the folks of Forvie suffered this heavy judgment because

they were Papists, and gTossly ignorant.' I have not been able to obtain

a sight of this work, and cannot therefore vouch for the accuracy of the

quotation, any more than I can do for the credibility of the ti'aditions

still current in various parts of the district,—viz., that on the 10th

day of August 1413, Aberdeen was visited by a storm of Avind and rain

from the east, which lasted many days, and in violence far surpassing

anj'thing of the kind the oldest inhabitant had ever witnessed. The sea

heaved in great quantities of sand from the Dee northwards, but especially

about the mouth of the Don, which for some time was entirely blocked

up ; damaging many houses in and about the city. Along the coast to

the northwards, great damage was done, and many lives were lost by the

falling of houses, and the drifting of the sand. The overblowing of the

parish of Forvie is ascribed to this storm.

" Another tradition, in reference to the same storm, states that this

tempest continued for nine days without intermission. A small vessel,

freighted with slates, had just arrived in the bay of Rattray, where she

lay at anchor du.ring the storm. In the meantime the sea had thrown up

a solid bank of sand across the mouth of the Bay, rendering the ship

completely land-locked, and Avhat Avas formerly a beautiful bay is now
the Loch of Strabeg.

"These traditions acquire probability from the following historical

statements. It is said that Herrenbaugh, in his history of Iceland, trans-

lated by M. Dippel, mentions that on the 10th day of August 1413, this

island (Iceland) was visited by a tremendous hurricane which lasted many
days, during which Hecla burst into eruption, and eighteen farms were

destroyed in one day. Many people perished, besides horses and cattle
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which were destroyed by floods of water rushing from the mountain,

occasioned by the melting of the snow and the ice in the vicinity of the

crater.

"A French author, whose name has not been given, seems to corroborate

this story. On the 10th of August 1413, a whirling column of black

smoke of awful aspect, and with a hissing noise heard for many miles,

issued from the crater of Mount Vesuvius. It rose to a great height, and

after a short time was again drawn back into the mountain. At or near

the same time, Calabria was shaken to its centre by an earthquake, and

many thousands of its inhabitants perished." Thus far Pratt.

Mr. Jamieson, F.G.S., says :
" The coast at Forvie and Foveran is

remarkable for one of the largest accumulations of blown sand to be seen

in Scotland—an accumulation which must have been the gradual result

of existing causes operating continually since the establishment of the

present coast-line. The drift has been chiefly to N. and N. by W., caused

by the influence of the southerly wind."

In such a region of legend and mysterious story as the North-East of

Scotland, it was not likely that such an event as this would be uncom-

memorated by some local tradition ; and the story is that the destruction

of a once fertile estate was owing to a curse pronounced upon it by an

heiress unjustly dispossessed of her inheritance. It is said that the

ruthless despoiler placed the unfortunate victim, his own niece, in a boat,

and sent it out to sea, and that the last sound heard from it, as it drifted

away, was a wail, the burden of which is preserved in this distich :

Yf evyr madenis inalysone dyd licht upon drie lande,

Lat nocht be funds on Forvy's Glebys but thistle, beiite, and sand.

Whatever may be thought of the weird story, it is true that to-da\

over an expanse of some four miles in length, and of from two to three in

breadth, there is now the remarkable Avaste we have been surveying, and

which was thus described by a writer in the Aberdeen Magazine for May
1832:—"The scene was more in accordance with the desolation of an

African wilderness than the blue hills and green valleys of my native

Caledonia. No trace of human habitation could be seen ; huge piles of

driven sand, stretching for miles in every direction, presenting no vestiges

of life or vegetation but the bent under our feet, and, it may be, a stray

seagull over our heads, might have led us to realise the feelings of lone-

liness which the traveller might be supposed to experience in the vast

desert of Sahara."

VOL. ir.
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GEOGEAPHICAL EDUCATIOX IX THE CAUCASUS.

By Y. Dingelstedt,

Hon. Corr, Mem. Scottish Geographical Society.

In the primary schools no geography is taught. In the so-called town or

district schools, belonging also to the inferior order of educational estab-

lishments, geography is not entirely excluded from their programmes,

but is taught only by rote, and is limited to some general notions about

the movement and the divisions of the earth. In gymnasia for boys

and those for girls—which jjretty numerous establishments constitute in

the Caucasus, as in all Russia, an almost unique type of middle schools

—

geography is imparted in the first four inferior classes, twice during the

week. Besides this, geogra^Dhy is also taught once a week in the two

superior classes, but there it is only a kind of rehearsal of what has been

learned before, with some further explanations.

The programme is as follows :—In the first class there is given a

primary explanation of the most common terms used in mathematical,

physical, and political geography. By means of maps and a terrestrial

globe, the pupils are made acquainted with the astronomical position

and the general form of our planet, as also with the geographical

limits of the Russian Empire. In this way, a first class pupil learns in

geography, before all things, what is meant by such words as "zenith,"

"meridian," "equator," "altitude," "longitude," and so forth, or such

as "continent," "isle," "peninsula," "cape," "isthmus"; he gets also

explanations of the movement of the earth round the sun, and of the

changes resulting therefrom in the distribution of the light and heat

of the sun. The first class programme of geography includes also

some superficial knowledge of organic life in the earth, dependence

of climates of different localities upon their geographical and topo-

graphical position, the division of the inhabitants of the earth into

different races and peoples, and a dry nomenclature with some statistical

dates of different parts of the Russian Empire, viz., its frontiers, seas,

gulfs, isles, peninsulas, rivers, lakes, towns, harbours, etc. In the second

class of gymnasia the pupils are required to learn, and to indicate on

the maps, the principal States and the most prominent geographical fea-

tures of Asia, Africa, America, and Australasia. In the third class it is

Europe which is made the subject of study in the same manner, and in

the fourth class it is the Russian Empire. That is, therefore, an inverse

order of that commonly adopted in the teaching of geography by the

German pedagogue. What is far off, and more difficult to grasp by a

child's mind, is taught sooner than that which is easier and nearer at

hand.

A happy deviation from this plan was recently tried in a closed

girls' school—the Institute of St. Nina—and, as I hear, quite success-

fully. There geography begins at home, and goes onwards by degrees
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to the distant countries. With this single exception, the teacher of

geography, in the treatment of his subject, is recjuired to give at first a

general outline of the continent he id about to examine—its frontiers,

extension, orography, hydrography, climate, productions, and the number

as well as divisions of its population ; with greater detail he has to

treat similarly the principal Continental States, and to indicate to his

pupils on the map the direction of rivers and mountains, and the position

as well as importance of principal seats of industry, and commerce, and

administration. The whole thing is reduced to a dry nomenclature, atten-

tion being, however, always given that the pupil may find out his

geographical names on a map. Map-drawing is carefully attended to,

and every pupil is required to learn to draw maps of European countries,

and especially of Eussia, in general outlines, with indications of principal

mountains, rivers, seas, etc., from memory. In the description of different

countries, more importance is attached to physical and administrative

data than to that of ethnography. In physical geography attention is

given only to the most important and characteristic facts. The vegetable

and animal life of every country is treated in a very summary manner,

attention being directed only to those animal and vegetable products

which have acquired considerable importance in the trade of the world.

In the description of different peoples that inhabit the earth, only a very

short notice is permitted to be given of their creeds and of the forms of

their government; whilst mention of any historic events in relation to

any State or locality is entirely excluded from geography. In the

enumeration of the principal industries in different countries, more atten-

tion is given to the industries of those people that trade direct with

Russia, or that have an organisation of great political importance, or are

related to Eussia by the bonds of a common religion or a common
nationality.

In the inferior classes of gymnasia (seventh and eighth class), where

geography is taught on the same scale as in the four primary classes, the

teacher, using the historical knowledge acquired in the meantime by his

pupils, explains, first, the physical geographical features which made
Europe so great, and afterwards directs their attention to the natural, as

well as acquired, conditions of the actual political importance and mutual

relations of different European, as also some Asiatic States bordering on

Eussia,—and especially of Eussia herself.

Geographical education in our military schools (Corps of Cadets) is

carried on in a similar manner, this subject being taught in their four

inferior classes, and in the seventh class. But there is a slight difference

in the programmes. In the first class of these schools, besides a general

explanation of the common geographical terms, attention is given to the

physical and administrative geography of Eussia. In the second class

the teacher gives a physical, ethnographical, and political review of the

continents (exclusive of Europe) ; in the third class he gives a similar

review of Europe ; and in the fourth class the subject of geographical
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study is Eussia. In the fifth and sixth classes of the military schools,

as well as in the corresponding classes of gymnasia, geography is not

taught at all. In the seventh class of the Corps of Cadets there is a

rehearsal of what has been previously taught, with additional explanations

suitable to the more advanced education of the young men.

Of the subjects related to geography, natural history is taught

from the second to the sixth classes, political history from the third to

the seventh classes. Geology is not taught at all, nor is meteorology

;

and the pupils at our middle schools have only some very short notice

of these subjects given them in the primary survey of geography.

The same educational programmes obtain throughout the whole

Eussian Empire, and even private schools are tolerated only on the

condition of their formulating their programmes according to those of

the Government schools.

In conclusion, I may add, as a general remark, that the study of

geography is not yet made attractive in our schools. Geography, im-

parted in the manner above indicated, is not liked by the pupils, and does

not really evoke their love of knowledge. It only taxes their memory.

Text-books of geography are written only to suit the mere memory-work

of this kind of teaching. Here and there some efforts are made to render

the teaching of the subject more attractive,—as I have indicated in the

example of the girl-school at St. Nina. In the official Instructions to

Teachers, they are required not to overcharge the memory of the pupils,

and to interest them in the subject by the aid of drawings and pictures

;

but there are as yet few teachers who are equal to these requirements.

TiFLis, 28</« February, 1886.

POINT BAEEOW, ALASKA.

We have received from the United States Government the Report of the

International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska} This expedition was

despatched, under the command of Lieutenant Henry Eay, U.S. Army,

to carry out Professor Weyprecht's scheme of synchronous meteorological

and magnetic observations at Point Barrow, the permanent American

station situated in Alaska Territory, latitude 71° 23' N., and longitude

156° 40' W.
But few changes have taken j^lace on this coast since the discovery of

Point Barrow sixty years ago by Captain Beechey, and the story of the

coming of the first white man is one of the legends of the band of Nuwuk-
men. The next visit made by white men was that of Captains Dease

and Simpson, of the Hudson's Bay Service, who in July 1837 started from

^ Report of the International Polar Jixpeditimi to Point Barrow, Alaska. By Lieutenant

P. H. Ray, U.S. Army, Commanding the E.xpedition. Wasliington : Government Printing

Office, 18S.5. Pp. 695.
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Fort Good Hope, and by boat passed down the Mackenzie to the sea, and

along the northern shore as far as Return Reef, the point where Franklin

was turned back, by meeting with impassable ice, in 1826. They here

found the ice fast on the land, and further {)rogress by boats being impos-

sible. Captain Simpson accomplished the remaining distance on foot, and

thus succeeded in determining the coast-line of the northern shore from

Bering's Straits to the mouth of the Mackenzie. H.M.S. Plover, Captain

Maguire, wintered at Point Barrow in the years of 1852, 1853, 1854, since

which time the coast has been frequently visited by vessels of the Ameri-

can whaling fleet.

The United States Polar Expedition, under Lieutenant Ray, sailed

from San Francisco on 18th July 1881, and arrived off the point of their

destination on September 8th. They at once set about finding a suitable

location for the observatory. At the extremity of the point is the village

of Nuwuk, which occupies all the land free from inundation by the sea
;

but in order to avoid locating the observatory among the huts, or at

Uglaamie—another suitable spot, where there was a cluster of huts—

a

point was finally selected, twelve feet above the sea-level, lying between

the sea and a small lagoon, three-fourths of a mile north-east from

Ugkuiniie. The natives, who at first appeared bewildered at the idea of

the expedition coming to stay, subsequently showed every disposition to

be friendly, and rendered valuable assistance with their large skin boats

(umiaks), and also in carrying stores up from the beach. The vessel in

which the expedition had reached their destination left Point Barrow on

her homeward voyage as soon as the cargo was landed.
, After the house

was enclosed and roofed, the stores were all moved in, except a supply for

about six months, which was placed in a tent as a reserve in the event of

the loss of the main building by fire.

Winter came on rapidly. The lagoon near the station was closed

entirely on the 26th September ; the weather continued stormy and thick

until the sea closed, towards the latter part of November. As soon as the

house was made inhabitable, attention was turned to getting the instru-

ments into position. Hourly observations in meteorology were com-

menced on October 15th, and in magnetism on December 1st.

Every clear night the sky was illuminated by the most beautiful

displays of aurora, which commenced in the north-east and north-west,

and seemed to spring from a dark, low bank of clouds. The lights were

never stationary for a single second, neither did they ever take the form of

bows or arches, so often seen in other latitudes ; but great curtains of

light, flashing with all the prismatic colours, seemed to be drawn across

the heavens, ever rising and changing, and often culminating in a corona

at the zenith, falling like a shower of meteoric fire. As the winter

advanced, these displays were more brilliant, and were always of a char-

acter that defied description, as they were never for two seconds alike.

They were unaccompanied by any sound, as far as the expedition were
able to observe.
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Life at the station now settled down into the dull monotony of routine

work; hourly observations in meteorology and the three elements of

magnetism were carried on without interruption. In January 1882, work

was commenced on a shaft for the purpose of getting the temperature of

the earth. The formation for the whole distance was sand and gravel,

mingled with a deposit of drift-wood and marine shells, showing that each

stratum represented the successive lines of ancient sea-shores. The earth

was saturated with water. At a depth of thirty-five feet a deposit was

found of clear water, unmixed with earth, too salt to be congealed at a

temperature of + 1 2°, which was the unvarying temperature of the earth

at this depth. At a depth of twenty feet a tunnel was run to the east a

distance of ten feet, and at the end of it a chamber, ten by twelve, was

excavated out of the hard frozen ground. In this the temperature never

rose above 22°. The walls were always dry and free from moisture, and

the accumulation of hoar-frost was very light. The chamber served as a

store for fresh meat, which was the best safeguard against scurvy.

Lieutenant Ray made a trip into the interior in March 1882. By the

end of June narrow leads of water were opened along shore. The few

hardy flowers indigenous to this high latitude were in bloom, and con-

spicuous among them were the buttercup and dandelion.

On August 2d they were visited by the relief vessel Leo, and re-

ceived one year's additional supply of provisions and coal.

On March 28th, 1883, Lieutenant Ray made another trip into the

interior, to locate geographically some of the discoveries of the previous

year. He took with him a team of eight dogs and one sled, which was

rigged up with a small lug-sail for favourable winds ; and he was accom-

panied by an assistant, together "ndth a native guide and his wife. The
country, after leaving the coast, was flat, and in the summer must be

almost entirely covered with water, as they travelled the whole of one

afternoon over a series of small lakes without seeing a single eleA'^ation of

land that was over five feet above the surrounding country. They saw

but few signs of reimleer, and no natives. Near the INIeade river the

country grew more rolling and broken. Continuing his journey south-

ward, he reached, April 2d, a bluff, a hundred and seventy-five feet above

the river, from whence he could see a low range of moimtains running

nearly east and west, about fifty miles away, which he named the Meade
River Mountains, as, from the break of the countr}', he had no doubt the

Meade River had its source in that range.

Towards the end of August the relief vessel Leo again made her

appearance ; and the station was subsequently abandoned.

Lieutenant Ray contributes a very careful and valuable ethnographic

sketch of the peculiar people inhabiting the coast near Point Barrow. He
learned their language sufiiciently well to communicate with them, as none

of the natives could speak a word of English, neither did they show any
disposition to learn ; and he has published a small vocabulary.

Of their origin and descent Lieutenant Ray could get no trace, there
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being no record of events kept among them. Their language abounds in

legends, but none of these gave any data by which it could be ascertained

how long these desolate shores had been inhabited.

That their ancestors had made it their home for ages is conclusively

shown by the ruins of ancient villages and winter huts along the sea-

shore and in the interior. On the point where the station was established

were mounds mai^king the site of three huts dating back to the time when
they had no iron and men " talked like dogs." The fact of the expedi-

tion finding a pair of wooden goggles twenty-six feet below the surface

of the earth, in the shaft sunk for earth-temperatures, points conclusively

to the great lapse of time since these shores were first peopled. That

they had followed the receding line of ice, Avhich at one time capped the

northern part of this continent, along the easiest lines of travel, is shown

in the general distribution of a like people, speaking a similar tongue,

from Greenland to Bering's Straits. In so doing they followed the easiest

natural lines of travel along the water-courses and the sea-shore, and the

distribution of the race to-day marks the route traversed. The sea-shore

led them along the Labrador and Greenland coasts ; Hudson's Bay and

its tributary waters carried its quota towards Boothia Land ; helped by
Back's Great Fish River, the Mackenzie carried them to the north-western

coast ; and down the Yukon they came to people the shores of Norton

Sound and along the coast to Cape Prince of "Wales. They occupied

some of the coast to the south of the mouth of the Yukon, and a few

drifted across Bering's Straits on the ice ; and their natural traits are still

in marked contrast with their neighbours, the Chuckchee. They use

dogs instead of deer, the natives of North America having never domes-

ticated the reindeer ; take their living from the sea, and speak a different

tongue. Had the emigration come from Asia, it does not stand to reason,

says Lieutenant Ray, that they would have abandoned the deer upon

crossing the Straits.

Physically, the Inyu ^ of the North America coast does not conform to

the typical idea of the Eskimo. They are robust, healthy people, fairer

than the North American Indians, with brown eyes and straight black

hair. The men are beardless until they attain the age of from twenty to

twenty-five years, and the hair in the winter is clipped close ; at this season

they also cut off" their eyebrows, and tonsure their crown like a priest, with
" bangs " over their forehead. Their hands and feet are extremely small

and symmetrical ; they are graceful in their movements when unencum-

bered by heavy clothing ; kind and gentle in disposition, and extremely

hospitable to strangers ; and though they may rob a stranger of every

means of obtaining a subsistence one moment, they will divide with him
their last piece of meat the next. They have no form of government,

but live in a condition of anarchy ; they make no combinations, either for

ofi:ensive or defensive purposes, having no common enemies to guard

1 Inyu (/;7. " a Imniaii being ")= Eskimo.
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against, nor have they any punishment for crimes. They are very sociable

in their habits and kind to each other. The expedition never witnessed a

quarrel between men during the whole time they were on the coast,

neither did they ever see a child struck or punished.

All the people, from Wainwright Inlet around to the mouth of the

Colville, are comprised in the following villages, whose populations include

all the inhabitants of this coast :

—

I

Name of Village.
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band of inland people, with wlioin they barter oil and blubber for deer,

fox, and wolverine skins. This meeting breaks up about the 15th August,

when they slowly return along the coast, hunting by the way, and reach

their winter villages from the 15th September to the 1st October, about

the same time as the traders go to the eastward. A few of the leading

families, from both villages, pitch their tents at Perigniak, about five

miles from Nuwuk, where the eider-ducks fly over; and spend the sum-

mer there, living entirely upon ducks and white fish. Those who are too

poor to own a gun or to have oil for trade, scatter through the interior,

carrying their kyaks on their heads, to cross the numerous lakes and
rivers, and gain a precarious livelihood by catching the young reindeer

and the young and moulting ducks, which are found in great numbers in

the lakes and along Meade River.

Their usual mode of travel along the shore in summer is by the

umiak, the large skin boat. With a fair wind they hoist a small lug-sail
;

but the boats, being flat-bottomed, will not sail on a wind, so with a

head wind or calm weather the boats are towed by dogs, using the

walrus harpoon-line for that purpose ; they never resort to the labour of

paddling except in pursuit of game or in some emergency. When a land-

ing is made the boat is hauled up above high-water, and, being turned

over, serves temporarily for a tent.

By the 15th October all are housed for the winter. The seal-nets and

spears are repaired and made ready, and, as soon as the ocean is frozen

over, parties are constantly oiit on the ice, hunting for holes where the

seal come to get air. Over one hundred seal are sometimes taken at a

single air-hole within twenty-four hours, but they can be taken in this

manner only during the dark of the moon—any light would betray the

presence of the net. All sorts of superstitious ceremonies are observed,

both in hunting for the seal and the whale.

Immediately after the departure of the sun, when food is plentiful, it

is customary for each village to hold a kind of high carnival for three

days.

The natives dislike to go out on a dark night, but, if obliged to, they

generally carry a bone or ivory snow-knife, or a long-bladed steel knife,

to keep off Tuna and Kiolya (Aurora), which they believe to be equally

evil ; but Tuna especially is concerned in producing all the evils of life.

Various means are resorted to for the purpose of exorcising the works of

Tuna : the most common one is for the principal men to meet and talk

(ahawa), chanting together in a loud tone, accompanied by beating of

drums. Individual Avants are by personal supplication, and, to them,

earth and air are full of spirits. The one drags men into earth by the

feet, from which they never emerge ; the other strikes men dead, leaving

no mark ; and the air is full of voices. With the return of the sun, Tuna
is hunted out of each iglu by incantations that would daunt the boldest

spirit.

Their dead are carried out and laid on the tundra, without any
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ceremony other than the near relatives following the body to its last rest-

ing-place ; it is usually wraiDped in deer-skins, and, if a man, his sled and

hunting-gear are broken and laid over the body ; if a woman, her sewing-

kit and some household utensils are placed at her head—but everything

so left is broken and rendered useless. The bodies are usually eaten by

the dogs, especially in the winter, and it is no uncommon sight to see

them gnawing the bones on the roofs of the iglus. As a rule the dead

(Nu' nami-siidk, " on the ground asleej)") are soon forgotten, and the names

of the noted whalemen or hunters only live in legend.

There is no marriage ceremony among them, but children are often

betrothed by their parents at an early age, and this promise is very faith-

fully kept, and they enter upon their marriage relations at from twelve to

fifteen years. The women, as a rule, seem to have an equal voice in the

direction of affairs when once admitted to the position of Avife. Large

families are very rare, and children are born at intervals of from two to

four years. They also have a custom of exchanging wives. Polj'gamy is

not common, being confined to the leading influential men. They display

the greatest devotion in the treatment of their aged and infirm parents.

Omng to the exposure and hardship they are obliged to undergo in the

struggle for existence, they verj" rarely attain to a great age ; by far the

majority die under the age of forty years, and a man at sixty becomes very

decrepit. They have no means of keeping a record of their age, and it is

generally calculated from some event connected with their history, as the

coming of some ship, or a time of famine or pestilence.

That the race is rapidly decreasing is shown by the fact that during

the two years the Expedition Avere on the coast, in the village of Uglaamie

alone there were eighteen deaths, and only two births, in a population of

one hundred and thirty souls ; and Dr. Simpson states that in 1854 the

village had a population of over two hundred. The number of iglus, also,

the Expedition found to be greatly decreased ; and other signs bore silent

testimony that famine and disease had quite recently been at work. This

is undoubtedly owing to the fact that the food supply is rapidly growing

less, and that the great number of whales taken off the coast by the

American whaling fleet during the last twenty years has nearly extermi-

nated that valuable animal. Starvation will then stare the inhabitants of

these coasts in the face, as they do not readily adapt themselves to any

new condition of affairs.

Physically, l)oth sexes are very strong, and they possess great powers

of endurance. The children receive the tenderest care, boys more espe-

cially. During the long winter night, when food is plentiful, they delight

to meet at the council-house or at different iglus, and over their work
recount, recall, different events of their lives, and repeat the legends of

their race, which have been handed down from father to son, to which the

young people listen with rapt attention.

These legends go back to the origin of man, and tell with careful

detail of a time when there were no men in all the land, but that a Spirit
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called " A' se-lu " dwelt here alone, and that he made the image of a man

in clay, set it up by the shore of the sea to dry, and after it was dry he

breathed upon it and gave it life, and sent it out into the world. The dog

and the reindeer were created as the helpmate and food, respectively, of

man, upon whose solicitation also the Spirit created fish in the rivers and

in the sea. Their faith in these legends is very strong.

They all have a natural craving for rum and tobacco, though the old

men, who have seen the fatal results of intoxication, deprecate the use of

spirits—so long as they cannot get them. It would appear also that smok-

ing was known among them before tobacco was introduced, and they used

for this purpose a substitute with which they now adulterate their tobacco.

Lieutenant Ray's valuable BejKirt is accompanied by maps, illustra-

tions, and jilates, got up in the usual lavish and perfect style we are now
accustomed to expect from the official publications of the United States

Government ; and the greater part of the volume is filled with tables

givins; the detailed results of the scientific investia;ations.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

EUROPE.

Belgium.—The Annuaire de I'Ohservatoire royal de BruxdUs for 1886 contains

the following information in regard to the geography of Belgium :—The total area

of the country is 11,372 sq. miles and the length of sea-board 41 miles. The

greatest length in a direct line is 177 miles. The following are the populations

of the nine chief towns :—Brussels, 168,029 ; Antwerp, 185,637 ; Liege, 130,920 ;

Ghent, 138,736 ; Bruges, 45,073 ; Namur, 26,543 ; Mons, 24,825 ; Hasselt,

12,828; Arlon, 7,914. The Schelde has the largest basin, its area being 5660

square miles ; that of the Meuse, 4820 square miles ; and the Yser, 637 square

miles. The Belgian portion of the Schelde is 128 miles long, the Meuse 114. Tlie

following are the most important rivers with their lengths :—the Semois, 110 ; the

Ourthe, 103 ; the Lys, 71 ; the Dyle, 68 ; the Sambre and Dendre, 65 ; the

Grand-Nethe, 64 ; and the Senne, 63.

Department of Lozere, France.

—

M. A. Martel, Librarian of the French Alpine

Club, calls our attention to the Causse District (Lozere and Aveyron) which

remained unknown up to 1879, and the discovery of Montpellier-le-Vieux, in 1883,

by M. de Malafosse. We gather the following from a paper read by M. Martel

before the Paris Geographical Society :
—" One finds it stated even now, in the

best scientific books of the day upon geography, that Lozere is the poorest Depart-

ment of France, the most abandoned district in our country. But, if Lozere takes

rank amongst the lowest of the French Departments with regard to total popula-

tion, agriculture, commerce, and industries, she holds, on the other hand, a first

place in regard to Nature's marvels and scientific curiosities. Forming a part of

the great Causse Limestones, which form the western slopes of the Cevennes

between Mende and Lodeve, so well described by Elisee and Onesime Eeclus,

Lozere possesses, as a matter of fact, in the 'gorges of the Tarn,' one of the

greatest curiosities of Europe—one may say of the whole world. For a distance

of about sixty-two miles between Florae and IMillau, the river Tarn runs between
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two limestone walls almost perfectly perpeiKlicular, from 1300 to 2000 feet in

height, red and yellow as the setting sun, broken into sharp points and shaped

into formidable bastions. The stream flows at the bottom of a wide gorge

from 3200 to 6500 feet high at its summit, where the sunlight enters perpendicu-

larly, as down a shaft. Considering it with the feelings of grandeur and wonder

which it produces on the traveller, there are only three places more impressive than

the gorges of the Tarn : the Alps of the Tyrol, the (Spanish slope of Mount Perdu

in the Valley of Arrasas, and the Great Canon of Colorado in Arizona. Nowhere

else does one find such flame-coloured and supernatural rocks. And yet, while

France possesses such a treasure in the districts of Mende and Florae, people point

to Lozere as a country cursed by heaven and under the ban of civilisation. Since

1834, Baron Taylor, MM. C. Nodier and A. de Cailleux, in their great work on

ancient France, strove, without obtaining a hearing, against this great injustice.

About forty years later, MM. Onesime Reclus and Lagrese-Fossat returned to

the charge without further success ; they managed, however, to rouse the curiosity

of the Club Aljnn frangais, to which must be attributed, in the person of M.
Lequeutre, the honour of having, since 1879, by a widely extended publicity,

brought about a true appreciation of the picturesque value of Lozere. In 1883

a true geographical discovery was effected in the district of the Causses,—the

discovery of Montpellier-le-Vieux, about 9^ miles east of Millau, in Aveyron,

and consequently beyond the borders of Lozere, but only a few hours' journey

from the gorges of the Tarn, and therefore, in the same sphere of attraction for

travellers. Montpellier-le-Vieux is nothing else but an immense ruin, a sort

of Thebes or Palmyra, but a natural ruin made of rocks. Between the gorge

of the Dourbie and the deep ravines of two of its tributaries, the mysterious

city, suspended like the hanging gardens of Babylon about 1320 feet above the

river, has been guarded against the inroads of the curious and the researches of

geographers by its frowning ramparts and, above all, by superstition. The inhabi-

tants of the valleys dared not adventure into a chaos of rocks which they called the

city of the devil, and when, three years ago, MM. de Barbeyrac and de Malla-

fosse penetrated it for the first time, their admiration was only equal to their

wonder. Where the map of the ' Etat-major ' indicates by a blank spot a smooth

plateau, there really exist five amphitheatres of diS'erent shapes, and from 330 to

410 feet in depth, surrounded by rocky circumvallations with broken gaps, and

enclosing a forest of obelisks and pointed arches, towers of defence and embattled

ramparts, streets, squares, amphitheatres,—in a word, a giant Pompeii, covering

nearly 300 acres. Beyond the ravines, a circle of detached forts, all rocky mono-

liths, perhaps 200 feet in height, form the exterior defence. M. A. Martel in 1884

and 1885 explored with great minuteness this new possession of tourists and

geographers. He has constructed a very exact plan of it, which makes it easy to

understand the lay of the whole district and the situation of the remarkable points.

A masterpiece of nature such as this is beyond description. It is sufficient to

say that one gets an idea of Montpellier-le-Vieux by imagining a combination of

the forest of Fontainebleau, Swiss Saxony, and the cliffs of Causse. But the caprice

of Nature is there exercised with a power two or three times as great as one sees in

these three celebrated places."

Alsace-Lorraine.—The population of Alsace-Lorraine, says the Gazette Geogra-

phique (Bulletin of the Belgian Geographical Society, No. 1, 1886), has undergone

important fluctuations since 1871. At that date it amounted to 1,549,738

(Upper Alsace 458,873, Lower Alsace 600,406, Lorraine 490,459) including the

soldiers then there). In 1875 it had sunk to 1,531,804 (453,374 ; 598,180 ; and
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480,250, respectively), but by 1880 it had reached 1,5(;G,578, (4(Jl,942 ; 642,015 ;

492,713). The statistics also furnish some information regarding the language

used in the two annexed provinces. Seventy-two per cent, of the communes

of Alsace-Lorraine chiefly use German, ninety-five per cent, in Lower Alsace,

eighty-five in Upper Alsace, and forty-nine in Lorraine. There are 417 communes

in which German has not yet been made the official language. In Lorraine,

373 communes speak German, 40 a mixed language, and 341 only French. The

district of Sarreguemines is altogether German, that of Forbach contains two

commimes that speak a mixed language and five that speak French. German is the

chief language in Boulay and Sarrebourg, while a mixed dialect prevails in

INIetz and Thionville. Chateau-Salins and the country round Metz are still

chiefly French ; the latter contains six mixed communes : Ars, Le Ban St. Martin,

Devant-les-Ponts, Montigny, Noviant, and Le Sablon.

The Population of Germany.—At the time of the last census there were twenty-

five German towns with a population of over 100,000 souls :— Berlin, Konigsberg,

Danzig, Breslau, Stettin, Magdeburg, Altona, Hanover, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-

Maine, Bremen, Dresden, Leipzig, Chemnitz, Strasburg, Cologne, Elberfeld,

Barmen, Aix-la-Chapelle, Diisseldorf, Munich, Nuremberg, Stuttgart, Dortmund,

and Crefeld. Thirteen years ago, Berlin, Hamburg, Breslau, and Munich were the

only cities with a population of over 100,000, Cologne and Dresden, however, being

but a little under. The population of Berlin then was 450,000 ; now it is

1,300,000.

—

Bulletin of the Belgian Geographical Society, No. 1, 1886.

Comparison of the Populations of France and Germany.—The following table

exhibits the increase of the populations of France and Germany, respectively, since

1820 :—
France. Germany.

1820, . . 30,471,875 26,291,606

1830, . . 32,569,223 29,518,125

1840, . . 34,230,178 33,783,150

1850, . . 35,783,170 35,395,496

1860, . . 36,713,166 37,745,187

1870, . . 37,608,310 40,816,249

1880, . . 37,321,186 45,234,061

One sees that in sixty years the population of France has only increased by seven

millions, while that of Germany has increased by nineteen millions. Each marriage

produces, on an average, in Germany, as in England, five children, but in France

only three. One birth for every twenty-five inhabitants a year is the German rate

of increase ; in France it is one in thirty-seven. During the last decade (1871-

1880) the total number of births in France was 937,243, and in Germany

1,771,334, or nearly double.

—

Bulletin of the Marseilles GeograjMcal Society,

No. 2, 1886.

Population of Italian Cities.—The following is the population of the eleven

chief towns in Italy, according to the statistics of 1884 :—

•

Naples,
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Communications in Northern Siberia.—At a recent meeting of the Eussian

Geographical Society, M. Nosiloff gave some information about the explora-

tions which have been made under the directions of MM. Sidoroff and

Sibyriakoff, in the north of the Urals, with a view to discover better routes, so

that a system of communication may be established between the Petchora, the

chief stream of North-East Russia, and the Obi, which is considered the

principal artery of Siberia. It appears that in the northern part of the Ural

Mountains there are some passes which render it possible to establish, without

much difficulty, a road joining the basins of these two rivers. The most access-

ible, it seems, is the pass of the Schokurinsk. A defile of only 98 miles leads from

Kurga, a village on the Petchora, which can easily be reached by steamers, to the

Sygva River, a tributary of the Sosva, which appears to be navigable for boats

as far as a point only 35 miles distant from the mountain pass. The Sygva is

from 4 to 7 feet deep and from 150 to 350 yards broad, while the Sosva, with

a depth of from 6 to 18 feet, forms an excellent channel even for large ships. With
regard to the pass itself, its height is only 1450 feet above the level of the sea,

and 1150 above that of the bed of the Sygva; a railroad of under 100 mUes in

length would remove aU the difficulties which the navigation of the Sea of

Kara and the Gulf of Obi, encumbered by ice, presents. Another pass, that

of Voikarsky, is of about the same length. Its highest point is 1650 feet above

sea-level.

ASIA.

The Trans-Siberian Railway.—The first portion of this great railway has been

opened for traffic. Its length between Ekaterinburg and Kamishlov is 84 miles.

It is hoped that the continuation of this line to Tiumen (208 miles from Ekaterin-

burg), where the great water connections across Siberia commence, will shortly be

opened. The works for the piercing of the watershed which separates the basins

of the Obi and Yenisei are also advanced, so that navigation between these two

rivers will be opened in 1886 or 1887.

—

Bulletin of the, Marseilles Geographical

Society, No. 2, Second Quarter, 1886.

The- Trans-Caspian Railway.—General Annenkof, director of works on this

railway, writes from Ghaiaurs on 30th December, 1885, to the Paris Geographical

Society, describing the districts through which the Russian Government are carrying

this great military railway, and reporting on the progress of the work. The entire

line will measure 1065 kUometres (662 miles) in length, and will stretch from the

port of Mikhailovski, on the Caspian, where the bay has been deepened and

rendered fit for the largest vessels, to Chardjui on the Oxus (Amu-daria). In

December the line was open to Ghaiaurs and embanking was finished as far as

Merv, the bridges and stations being in active preparation ; beyond that,

work had just been begun, but it was hoped to be so far forward by July or

August, 1886, as to allow trains to run to the banks of the Oxus, where a special

service of steamers is to be established. It is intended afterwards to extend the

line by Bokhara to Samarkand. The nature of the country traversed by the new
line is described with some detail, and a very general sketch of it may here be

given. The line runs south-east, for 243 miles, fromKizil-Arvat to Duchak, keeping

parallel to the Kopeth-Dagh mountain-chain, which forms the Persian frontier, and

crossing the oasis of Akhal. The most important station is Askhabad, a small town
only three years old, but already of some commercial importance. The region is, as

a rule, flat and sandy, sprinkled with deserted villages, which, since the Russian

annexation, have become re-peopled, and bloom as " nests of verdure in the heart of
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cultivated fields." From Duchak the roads to Serakhs, Meshed, and Herat diverge,

and the railway curves towards the north-east, and strikes across the desert to

Merv, which is situated in an oasis on the banks of the Murghab. The 118 miles

from Merv to the Oxus is a sandy desert covered with a dense vegetation of

" saxaul " (Haloxylon ammodendron) and other plants of the same family. This

was the worst part of the line to construct ; not so much on account of the drifting

sand as of the want of water, the wells on the route being few and their waters

often brackish. The officers in charge of the railway works have collected much
valuable information regarding the geography and the general physical conditions

of the country. The line crosses two important rivers, the Tejend and the Murghab.

These both lose themselves in the sand, and although in summer their volume is

considerable—the mud-laden waters spi'ead by irrigating canals fertilise a great

tract of country—in winter they are either dry or are reduced to mere rivulets.

TurMstan.—According to the statement of the French Consul at St. Petersburg,

published in the Bulletin Consulaire Fran^ais for February, the following is the

extent and population of the different districts of Turkistan :

—
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penetrate as far as Sadji in Tibet could not be carried out owing to the want of

food and means of transport. After having explored Lake Zaisan, and Tibet as

far as Saidam, M. Przhevalski was stopped at a distance of 250 versts from the

capital of the country. The sources of the Whang-Ho were explored in 1879.

Lastly, in 1883, M. Przhevalski set out on his fourth journey in the same region,

following a desert track towards the Whang-Ho. The month of February 1884 was

passed amongst the Tibet mountains in completing collections in ornithology. Hunt-

ing provided the travellers wdth food, and they used also tea and small cakes. The
roasted meal of the country, called zamba, took the place of bread. In May, the

Expedition advanced into southern Saidam, the ruler of which wished to oppose its

passage, but was compelled to give them a guide and some camels. Leaving the

provisions under the charge of seven Cossacks, M. Przhevalski proceeded to

the sources of the Whang-Ho. Here this river is only from 15 to 20 sazhens

broad, but as it turns towards the south-west it attains an immense size. This

stream is of great moment to the Chinese, who, to heighten its importance, have

instituted annual sacrifices of great solemnity. It is noticeable that the country

near the source of the Whang-Ho is inhabited ; and herds of yalcs are innumer-

able. From the source of the Whang-Ho, M. Przhevalski turned southwards to

the source of the Blue Eiver. After a march of 150 versts, the travellers

encountered some Tungutes, who showed themselves very hostile. A few shots

made them retreat, but it was found impossible to pass the Blue River, and M.
Przhevalski was obliged to turn back. Two fresh attacks of the Tungutes did not

prevent him from returning to the source of the Whang-Ho, where one of the lakes

which feeds the river has received the name of " Expedition Lake." From this

time the travellers advanced for many consecutive weeks, having continuously to

beat off the attacks of the Tungutes, who kept firing their old-fashioned muskets,

but never with any effect. From southern Saidam, M. Przhevalski, with thirteen

companions, set out for western Saidam. The poverty of the soil of this country

makes it an unfit abode for any animal— even the camel. After travelling for 800

versts, the explorer reached the borders of an impracticable morass, covered by

swarms of pheasants. In a spot called Gaz, they stopped for three months. From
thence the travellers advanced once more 800 versts into western Tibet, where

they discovered three new mountain chains. On their return to Gaz, they set off,

through mountain passes, for Loto, where they found a population of Turkish race,

very friendly. The same kindly reception was accorded them in the western part

of China, bordering on Eastern Turkistan. This is a very fine region, fertile, warm,

and with no winter climate
;
yielding a crop twice a year (in February and July),

and bearing fruits all the year round. Chinese, Mongols, Arabs, Bukhariotes,

and Hindus are all found there. On their further advance, they came once more

on an absolute desert dotted with oases—the distance, however, between the two

first being 900 versts. That of Cherchen contains also the ruins of a city. Near

Cherchen there is a chain of mountains, hitherto unknown, which ]\I. Przhevalski

christened " Tsar Liberator." Rain fell without ceasing for twenty consecutive

days. The oasis of Potam contains sixty thousand deniatines of fertile land. The

traveller was the first to explore the Potam River, which rises in a small morass in

a desert, and has a course of only 150 versts. Having crossed the Potam, M.
Przhevalski passed the river Tarim, touched at the rich oasis of Oksu, traversed

the Thian-Shan, and concluded his fourth journey by visiting Sekul.

The following are some of the remarks in which the explorer sums up his

references to Tibet :—Its climate is continental, with sudden changes from cold to

hot, and vice versa. The heat sometimes reaches 65° C. ; the mean summer tempera-

ture is 40° C. in the shade. In southern Tibet the cliraaticconditions are different : the

I
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summer temperature does not exceed 23° C, and the cold is moderate. In spite of

this, the too great humidity of the country hinders vegetation, so that there is not

even sufficient pasturage for cattle. In the west alone one finds a little grass, whilst

trees and shrubs are wanting. In spite, however, of this poor vegetation, the fauna

there is very abundant. One can count as many as 15 species of mammalia and

53 species of birds. The animals, which are sheltered among the valleys of northern

Tibet, are of very great size. The tirst place must be given to the herds of wild

bulls (yaks), which are, however, not fierce ; then there are antelopes, sheep, and

wild asses ; and bears, wolves, and foxes are also often to be met with. In the

east, there are two rivers and some lakes, well enough stocked with fish ; but there

is little variety in their species. The Mongol inhabitants, in their manners and

customs, take after the savage nature of the country. They live in yurts made of

felt.

Tlie Jews in Western India.—There are two colonies of Jews in India, on the

low and fertile land of its western coast, from Bombay to Cochin. There are—(1)

the Beni-Israel, descendants of the lost Ten Tribes, near Bombay
; (2) the white

and black Jews around Cochin, whose fathers fled there on the fall of Jerusalem,

seventy years after the birth of Christ. The black Jews are descendants of the

slaves of the White Jews. Besides these two classes, many Jews from Central

and Western Asia visit Bombay, and trade there for a time.

For the last fifty years, soon after the Eev. John Wilson began the Free Church

Mission in Bombay city, the foreign missionaries have worked among the Beni-

Israel. When, in 1843, the year of the Disruption, Dr. Wilson left India on a visit

to Scotland, this Israelite community was so grateful to him and his brethren

for all their services, that it presented him with a special address of thanksgiving.

The effects of his Hebrew and Marathi books, of frequent j^reaching, and of

schools for boys and girls among this curious community, have been that they

have given up the idolatrous practices into which the surrounding Hindus and

Parsees were tempting them to fall, and they show an intelligent interest in the

Bible as the Word of God.

There can be little doubt that these Children of Israel are descendants of the

Ten Tribes. Their origin goes so far back that they are the only congregation of

Hebrews who do not possess a manuscript of the Sepher-Torah, or Book of the Law.

Dr. Wilson, nearly half-a-century ago, thus stated the case to the Bombay Asiatic

Society, and pleaded that Christians should teach them, as the Free Church Mission

has since always done :

—

" The repudiation, nearly universal among them, of the designation Jcu\ of

which, no doubt, they would have been proud had they merited it ; and the

distinctive appellation of ' Beni-Israel,' which they take for themselves ; the non-

occurrence among them of the favourite Jewish names Judah and Esther ; and the

predominance of the names principally connected with the early history of God's

highly-favoured people, appear to me to be circumstances strongly corroborative of

the opinion that they are indeed Israelites, a remnant of the posterity of the tribes

which were removed from their homes by the Assyrian kings.

"The Beni-Israel must be considered as possessed of peculiar interest, even

among the seed of Abraham, connected with whose destinies the most wonderful

providences, noticed either by sacred or profane history, have been developed.

Their situation, if properly explained to the Hindus among whom they dwell, might
facilitate the illustration of the historical testimony to the truth of the Scriptures,

which the general ignorance of events which have occurred beyond the bounds of

this country renders it a matter of difficulty for many to understand. They have

VOL. II. T
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never, as a body, proved averse to Christian education ; and they have always been

ready to receive and peruse the Bible."

Pondicherry.—This French colony contains (according to a paper which M. A.

Eenouard lately read at a meeting of the Lille Geographical Society), an area of

71,960 acres, or about 112J square miles, and has a population of 156,000. The
territory is well watered by rivers, canals, brooks, tanks, and reservoirs. The
principal products of the country are rice, indigo, cocoa-nuts, tobacco, sugar-cane,

cotton, sesame, ground-nuts, tropical fruits, wine, betel, and hasheesh. The town of

Pondicherry, founded during the reign of Louis xiv., consists of two parts,—the
" black town," inhabited by an exclusively native population, and, near the sea,

the " white town," in which the Europeans dwell. The natives are partly Hindus,

partly Mohammedans (Mapelles), and partly of mixed race, the offspring of Portu-

guese and Hindus. These last, together with the Europeans and some Pariah

Hindus, belong to the Roman Catholic religion ; but Islamism, Brahmanism, and

Buddhism are all represented. The industries of the place are considerable : there

are cotton spinning-mills of 25,000 spindles, 5000 looms ; and 73 indigo dye-works

in which 30,000 pieces of cotton (guinces) are dyed annually. The roadstead is

very unfavourable : landing has to be effected by means of surf-boats. Necessaries

of life are very cheap. The climate is reported healthy ; in winter the mean
temperature is 26° (C. or R. ?), and in summer 40°. During the period 1856-65,

the mortality in Pondicherry was less than in any other of the French possessions

within the Tropics. In Eeinwald's La Colonisation Scientijique (Paris) the rate

is given as 3'14 in 100. The principal diseases which affect Europeans are

(exclusive of malaria) ancemia, dysentery, cholera, small-pox, and consumption.

Pondicherry was visited by a famine in 1877.

—

Deutsche Geogr. Blatter, Bremen,
1886.

China.—The Izvyestiya of the Russian Geographical Society (xxi.. No. 6) contains

a letter from M. Potanins in regard to the progress of his expedition. The letter is

dated from Shun-pan, 20th August 1885. The town of Shun-pan lies in a valley,

surrounded by level heights which encroach upon it, and so elevated as to be
unsuited to the growth of fruit trees ; and this is the furthest point reached by M.
Potanins. He is employed during his stay there in collecting geographical informa-

tion in regard to the neighbouring provinces, and proposes to return by way of Lun-
an-fu, Wen-sjan, Ze-chu, Lis-jan, and Gun-chap-fu to Lan-chu ; and then, through
Russian territory, over the Nan-shan and Su-chu to ICiachta.

Annam and Tonkin.—On the 27th January there appeared in the Journal

Officiel, says the Bulletin of the Geographical Society of Marseilles, the Decree of

Organisation of the protectorate of Annam and Tonkin. This protectorate is looked

upon as a distinct and independent service, having its own laws, its own budget,

its own customs. It will not maintain any connection with the Government of the

capital except such as result from the nomination of the Resident-General and
other high officials, and the allowance of a subsidy which wiU be necessary for

some years still to balance Receipts and Expenditure. M. Paul Bert will probably
be the first Resident-General. Two Residents-General have been nominated, for

Hanoi and Hue, respectively. There are three Residents under the orders of the

superior Resident at Hanoi, one at Hai-phong, another at Son-tai, and a third

at Nam-dinh. The two former have each two Vice-Residents under them ; the

last has one ; while the superior Resident, himself, has three. The superior

Resident at Hue has, in the same way, three Residents, at Binh-tuan, Quinhon, and
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Thanah, under his command, the second and third having under them one and

two Vice-Residents, respectively, and the Resident-superior, himself, one.

Acheen.—In these days, when the more energetic spirits feel that the field of

genuine exploration is narrowing fast, it is something to remember that in the

northern part of Sumatra there are still districts practically unexplored, and inde-

pendent of the Dutch rule. The general position of affairs in the province of Acheen

is indicated in Consul Kennedy's report of 1882 (see Reports of H.M. Consuls,

Part IV., 1883), and a more detailed account will be found in a book just published

by M. Brau de Saint Pol Lias, named Chez les Atchcs. The same author gives in

the Bulletin of the French Geographical Society a very bright and entertaining

sketch of a recent visit which he paid to the island. M. Lias reminds us that

Sumatra is two-thirds the size of France, its extreme points being as far distant as

Nice and Dunkirk. The province of Palembang alone is larger than Java. That

province, however, being directly administered by Dutch authority, is easily acces-

sible to tourists. If you wish adventure, you must go to the central district,

stretching to the point of Acheen, where the Battak tribes, the Gaioux, the Alias, and

the Karo live. Although the Portuguese went to Sumatra in 1.508, and the British

went to the pepper port of Bencoolen in 1698, many of these tribes have not even

been visited. As a rule, they have no desire to see strangers, and it is very difficult to

reach them, through the gigantic vegetation of their forests, and across the dangerous

pangdo, or swamp, which abounds there. The original intention of M. Lias was to

go with Van der Hoeven, the Governor of Acheen, to explore the great lake called

the Sweet Sea (Laout Taonar) in the country of the Gaioux. This lake is to the

north of Lake Tebah, and has not yet appeared in any European map. Two
Frenchmen, VaUon and Guillaurae, were recently murdered in attempting to reach

it by the river Tenom. The expedition was abandoned, and 31. Lias went instead

to the village (kampong) of Grand Plateau, or Pante-Lawan, in the mountainous

district of Tampat Tuan. He gives a charming description of the rich crops which

surround the village, the sugar canes, the sago-palms, the cocoa-nuts, the plantations

of ' siri,' or betel, the splendid tropical fruits. From the cane the natives extract a

foaming juice, called kiang, which is said to be as good as palm-wine or cocoa-

water. M. Lias notices the Adat, or sacred law of ancestors among the Malays,

according to which the peasant, who was entertaining the travellers, claimed certain

parts of every animal shot upon his ground. This peasant was the son of an orang-

kaya (a rich or powerful man) in the island of Nias, off the Sumatran coast, but had

been captured by pirates, and sold in Tampat Tuan. He introduced M. Lias to a

member of the Gaioux tribe, called Si Maulut, who gave the party some account

of the Karo tribe, not before described, living in the country of Pante Kaleng,

beyond the river Panggu, and who explained that the river of INIalabu does not

take its source in the Lake Tawar, as had been supposed. The Battaks say yo

for yes, and sayo for I, instead of the ya and saya more common in these parts.

This fellow Maulut was the son of Panglima-Gadja, or chief elephant-hunter

among the Sayon tribe. M. Lias observes that the west coast of Acheen is still

called by the natives the Coast of the Twelve Colonies, founded by twelve Malay

ships coming from Padang. The descendants of these colonists form the aristocracy

of Tampat Tuan and other places, and preserve the Malay title of Datu. Tampat

Tuan means the " place of the Lord," named after a heroic legend, which M. Lias

gives. The fishing of the singular tnjxtng, or kolonrj, is a considerable industry on

this coast. Attached to M. Lias' paper are two little sketch maps— one of the river

of Kluat, extending from the country of the Alias to the coast, the village of Pulo

Kanibing being apparently the most important place ; the other of the river Lohong.
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M. Lias also gives a very interesting list of native geographical terms, with their

equivalents. These are—Alluhr= brook ; bate= rock ; binaga=parish
;

gl^=
mountain; kuala= mouth of a river; kruna= river ; lo, telok= bay ; ladang=

field of dry rice
;
pulo= island, etc. One cannot print such a list without desir-

ing that, in the interests of geography, some phonetic system of spelling might, at

least for scientific purposes, be universally recognised. The Dutch authorities have

just published an elalDorate general atlas of the Dutch establishments in the East

Indies (which is described in the International Colonial Uevieio of April 1886) ;

but this atlas does not seem to contain any maps of the streams explored by

M. Lias.

Recent Outflows of Lava in Java.—The following extract from a letter by Mr.

Fennema, mining engineer at Buitenzorg, Java, is communicated by our honorary

corresponding member, Herr Emil Metzger :
—" Until quite recently no streams of

lava had been observed to issue from the volcanoes of the East Indian Archipelago,

and accordingly, in agreement with this, eruptions at the sides and in parasitic

cones were almost unknown. The opinion, based on Junghuhn's authority, had

become pretty well established that the volcanoes of Java (and the same holds

good of those in Sumatra), within the limits of historic time, had ejected none but

solid matters. From this the further conclusion was drawn that volcanic activity

in the East Indian Archipelago was decreasing. But a careful examination of

Mount Smeru, undertaken recently to investigate the consequences of the cata-

strophe of I7th and 18th April 1885 (of which mention was made in vol. i. pp. 382,

383), has shown conclusively that Junghuhn's view is no longer tenable and must

be abandoned.
" Mount Smeru is not only the highest mountain in Java ; it is also, perhaps, the

steepest. Between 700 and 1400 metres above sea-level the inclination of the

sides is 6°, between 1400 and 2100 metres it is more than 20°, and from 2100 to

3672 metres more than 30°. Up to a considerable height from the base this impos-

ing cone is composed of volcanic debris only, which, owing to the steady and con-

tinuous activity of the mountain, has been deposited in regular layers. In April

1885 a fiery thread of lava burst out at the S.S.E. side of the cone, at the lowest

point in the rim of the crater. This stream eroded a bed for itself in the loose

masses of debris, and drove before it an avalanche of stones. In the night between

the 17th and 18th of April a more violent outburst of lava occurred, the S.S.E.

wall of the crater, to a depth of 200 metres, or 656 yards, being pushed for-

ward over a length of 260 metres, or 853 yards ; and through the gap thus

formed there flowed a mass of lava estimated at from 300,000 to 400,000

cubic metres. It was several days before the stream ceased flowing, stopping

at about 2100 metres, or 6890 feet, above sea-level. At night its lower edge

had an appearance as of fire, and by day, along the same line, a vast quantity of

steam was seen to rise. The shower of ashes was insignificant. The noise caused

by the outbreak was only a little louder than usual,—by no means so loud as

that made by the eruption of Krakatoa. At a distance of 20^ miles hardly a

person heard anything of the eruption. That this insignificant outbreak should

have caused the loss of nearly a hundred lives is attributable solely to the steep-

ness of the cone of debris, since the rapid crumbling away of the crater-wall gave

rise to a disastrous avalanche of stones, the volume of which was estimated to be

at least twenty million cubic metres. (A recent telegram announces a fresh erup-

tion, but gives no particulars.)

" Besides Mount Smeru, another volcano, Mount Lemongan, has also ejected

lava quite recently. This mountain, scarcely half the height of Mount Smeru, has
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its sides inclined at an angle of 3°'5 at an elevation of 300 to 600 metres above sea-

level, of 16° between 600 and 1000 metres, and of 33° between 1000 and 1668

metres. Notwithstanding its extraordinary steepness, a number of perfectly formed

streams of lava, as well as a number of parasitic cones, occur, some of them without

a crater, like the ' mouths ' (bocche) of Mount Etna, and arranged like them on two

radial lines. A circle of ponds at the foot of the mountain, which have been

described by Junghuhn, and their origin attributed to the subsidence of the ground,

seem to have some connection with lava outflows, their sudden recession having

perhaps caused the change from parasitic cones to maare (craters of extinct vol-

canoes). The dates at which the streams of lava flowed out from the volcano are

known. An eruption took place at the side, 600 metres below the summit, on 13th

to 15th September 1849, and three streams issued from the principal crater in

April 1869, May 1877, and April 1883, respectively. The last of these was nearly

5470 yards long, from 656 to 1312 feet wide, and from 33 to 66 feet thick. Three

weeks after bursting out it was still moving, and continued to give off steam well into

the following month. In April 1885 a small stream, only about 80 feet wide, was

discharged from the principal crater to the S.S.W., and on the 6th of August a

larger outburst in the same direction was noted.

"There is an interesting difference observable between the lava of Mount
Smeru and that of Mount Lemongan. Both mountains, distant only about 30

miles from each other, are active at intervals. Hypersthenic andesite is the main

ingredient discharged by Mount Smeru, while Mount Lemongan has ejected

nothing but basalt."

AFRICA.

Marocco.—The March number of VAfricfiie contains an article on the com-

mercial and industrial aspects of Marocco, in which it points out that, in spite o

great natural resources, its industries are without activity and its commerce un-

important. The roads are mere tracks ; the rivers are without bridges ; the trade

is in the hands of Jews ; and goods are transported in caravans, which are in

constant danger of pillage, and extortion from the tribes through whose territories

they pass. If only well governed, the productiveness of Marocco would be very

considerable, for it has great capabilities, being both very fertile and rich in metals,

and also well situated for commercial purposes.

Petroleum Springs in Egypt.—The Zeiti Mounts, near which some petroleum

springs have been recently discovered, are on the Egyptian coast of the Jubal

Straits, at the entrance of the Gulf of Suez. " These springs," says M. Eomanet de

Caillaud in a communication to the Paris Geographical Society, " have been before

exploited ; in fact, the Instructions Nauticpces, No. 681, p. 44, mention some

abandoned petroleum wells Ig miles N.W. of the islet of Um-el-Kyaman and near

the shore of the Zeiti peninsula. Um-el-Kyaman is situated opposite the southern

extremity of the Zeiti Mounts ; half-a-mile to the S.W. of this islet there is a good

anchorage with a sandy bottom, and inside the reef of the islet a well-sheltered

port."

Obok.—The Revue, of the Geographical Society -of Tours contains an article on

Obok, the recently acquired French colony in the Gulf of Aden. The colony of

Obok is situated on the south-western shore of the Strait of Bab-el-Mandeb, and
extends from Cape Dumairah to CapeZibutil, its length being about 155 miles, and
its breadth from three and three-quarters to fifteen and a half. The chief town,

Obok (300 inhabitants) lies in the bay of Tajurrah, and has a good harbour. Here the
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French have proposed to establish a coaling station, so as to be no longer dependent

on the British port of Aden, the closing of which against them, in their war in

Tonkin, they found very inconvenient. Obok, according to the Revue, is very

much more fertile and healthy than Aden, and not much out of the line taken by

vessels bound for China, India, and the East, while on the direct route to Mada-

gascar and East Africa. When England took over Aden in 1839, it had only

1500 inhabitants ; now it has 30,000. Obok itself was acquired in 1862
;

Sagallo and Ambabo in 1883, Tajurrah and Gubbet K'haiab in 1884, and Ambado
in 1885. Ambado, Sagallo, and Ambabo are mere wretched hamlets ; but Tajurrah

contains more than 1000 inhabitants, and the French claim to have altogether about

20,000 subjects and allies in the district.

Letter from Major Serpa Pinto.—The Paris Geographical Society publishes in

their CompU lieiuhi., No. 6, the following letter from Major Serpa Pinto, dated

Zanzibar, December 10, 1885.

" A severe attack of dangerous fever has forced me to return to the coast. I

have come back to my post at Zanzibar, where, in spite of my illness, I have been

obliged to set to work, on account of the various affairs which have cropped

up on this coast. At length I am free, to tell you a little about my journey,

Icnowing the interest which the Society takes in matters concerning Africa.

I was charged with a special mission ; if at the outset this mission had to be kept

secret, there is no necessity for any secrecy now. My object was to open up

a safe and quick route to Lake Nyassa, and I chose as my starting-point one of

those fine harbours between IMozambique and Ibo. Setting out, then, from Mozam-

bique, I followed the coast, ascertaining at each good harbour all the conditions

of the interior of the country, and eventually reached Ibo without having seen

an easy method of connection between any of these and the country lying to the

west. I spent six months travelling the 180 miles from Mozambique to Ibo,

correcting the delineation of the coast and the positions of many points which were

far out. I have found latitudes three minutes wrong, and in longitudes an error

of as much as nine minutes. At the same time, following the example of M. A.

D'Abbadie in Ethiopia, I took a systematic series of azimuths on the heights to

the west, and thus laid down a broad belt of country. Unfortunately the slight

elevation of the lands to the north and the huge forests prevented me from carrying

on the work as far as my extreme point, Ibo. There I finally organised my
expedition for the Lakes. It is, I believe, the greatest and best organised that has

as yet been made in these parts of Africa, consisting of two hundred Zulu warriors

to act only as police, and seven hundred porters bearing goods and provisions.

This assured us of plenty of food and the friendship of the native tribes, as well as

their respect,—the Zulus being the most redoubted warriors in Africa. Forty

porters carried the instruments. From Ibo to the Lake our work was quite

difi"erent from that previously attempted in neighbouring latitudes. We under-

took a geodetical triangulation, with a geodetical levelling, as is done in civilised

coimtries. Our base of 300 kilometres was measured by a process which I will

show you at Paris next year. The vertices of the triangles were verified by the

most exact observations, which gave us the longitudes and latitudes. I found in

M. Cardozo, a naval lieutenant and my second in command, a skilful traveller, and

a very clever and intelligent assistant. The places where we remained more than

ten days have been topographically surveyed by the tacheometer. Although I

have been forced to return to the coast for the sake of my health, as I told you,

M. Cardozo has continued the work. The last news dates back to the 14th October

;

work was going on regularly, and M. Cardozo's health was good. He must be at
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present between the Nyassa and the Bangweolo, studying a country altogether

unknown. From here I direct the work. I should think that M. Cardozo will

be back by March, and then we will return to Europe. I expect to be in Paris

next May."

News of Emin Bey and Ms Companions.—Intelligence has at last been received

{Petermann's Mittdlungen, iv., 1886) which gives some hope that the Europeans

whose return home was prevented by the late rebellion in the Sudan, may yet be

rescued through the instrumentality of Dr. Fischer, who was sent to their relief.

Dr. Fischer—who since the end of last October was delayed at the south of Victoria

Lake in carrying on negotiations with the king of Uganda for the safe passage of his

party northwards—sends intelligence to the German Consulate at Zanzibar that Mr.

Mackay, the English missionary in Uganda, has received a letter from Emin Bey

stating that he, Dr. Junker, and Captain Cassati are safe and well in the neighbour-

hood of Unyoro (in the N.W. of Uganda on the eastern shore of the Albert Lake).

His passage is, however, barred. Unfortunately, the letter is undated ; but it is

satisfactory to learn that Dr. Junker and Captain Cassati are both with Emin Bey.

The Zout, Lion, and Dwyka Rivers.—Our Honorary Corresponding Member, Mr.

John G. Gamble, writes to us from Wynberg, Cape Town, as follows :

—

" In Dr. Clyde's paper, Scottish Geographical Magazine, vol. i., p. 90, it is said

that the Zout, Lion, and Dwyka Kivers in the Great Karroo are not used for

irrigation because they flow so deep below the surface.

" It is true that the Sundays, Fish, and also the Orange River, are not much used

for irrigation, because they flow generally at a considerable depth below the adjacent

surface ; but it is not true of the Zout, Gamka (Lion), and Dwyka. These rivers

are not often sunk very deep below the surface. The reason they are not used is

that they run very seldom. The Gouph, a part of the Karroo which they traverse,

has a very small rainfall, and though the mountains they rise in have a better fall,

yet it is quite the exception when they have any running water in them. After a

light rain in the mountains, the river only runs in its upper course, the water

being lost in the sandy bed or evaporated. After heavy rains, the rivers come

down rapidly, charged with much silt, and soon stop again."

Lake Ngami.—The same correspondent continues :
—" Having seen and not

believed, some statements that Lake Ngami sometimes discharges into the Zambesi,

I wrote to a gentleman, Mr. Thomas Fry, resident in those parts, and obtained the

following answers to my questions :

—

" L In what year has Lake Ngami been full to overflowing?

" Never overflows ; was very large about seventy years ago, since then has been

getting smaller, except last two years, [when it] has been increasing.

" 2. Does it ever flow back to the Chobe or Zambesi ?

" No connection.

"3. Which way does the water flow between the Great Saltpan and Lake

Ngami 1

" Both east and west. The water forming the Zouga River comes from the

Portuguese, and [is] called Okovango. A branch of this runs close to the Chobe,

and then south (then called Tamlatran) into the Zouga near Makatoe's Station, one

running to the lake, west, and the other to the Great Saltpan, east. This is the only

water the Zouga gets."

The Kalahari Desert.—This so-called desert has, for the first time, been crossed

in its entire length, from south to north. Mr. Farini, who accomplished the journey,

reached the Ngami Lake and returned by a westerly route, moving in the dry bed
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of the Nosob to the Orange Eiver. Pastures are reported as extending everywhere,

and the features of the ground give an appearance of steppes ; wheat grows where-

ever there is water, and the district is quite different from the barren unfruitful

character ascribed to it.

Damaraland.—The Cape Argus of March 17th and 18th contains some letters

on the interior of Damaraland. For the first twenty-five miles inland from Walfisch

Bay, the extent of the English Protectorate, the country is very sandy, but in the

interior it is a fine grassy land, water being obtainable by making dams or by sink-

ing wells. Parts of the country are very full of game, especially Ovampoland to the

north, which, however, is not healthy. At Otavi there is a copper mine, where there

is a vein of most valuable ore. Grootfontein is very well adapted for agricultural

purposes. Several strong fountains spring up on a ridge there, and the water could

be carried for many miles, and so spread that thousands of acres would be made

fertile. The district would hold from sixty to seventy farms of six hundred

acres each. Coffee plants thrive well, as also do tobacco, vegetables, and fruits.

The writer then goes on to show that, in his opinion, the best and shortest route

to Lake Ngami and the Zambesi is through Damaraland, which, he says, is the

best basis for the operations of a trading company. The port—or i-ather landing-

place, for surf-boats would have to be used, or a causeway run out through the

breakers, which are close in shore—would be Cape Cross. From here to Otavi

copper mine is three hundred miles, and from Otavi to the Okavanga River two

hundred and fifty more. From the point struck on the river, steam launches could

be employed to traverse it either to the north or north-east. By taking the

northern course the whole of the river trade could be done, while by taking the

north-east to where the Equato Eiver empties itself into the Okavanga, and by

then going up the Equato until abreast of the Oquondo, and crossing to it, a dis-

tance of twenty miles, the Zambesi might be reached down that stream. By
following the north-east course of the Okavanga, lake Ngami is reached. Should

the land journey to the Zambesi be preferred, the distance is only sixty miles from

the point struck upon the Oquondo. By the river-course, however, trade could

always be done en route. There are a great many articles of commerce, and if a

railway were laid down as far as Otavi it would sap the trade of the interior. The

river-courses on which the steam-launches would ply contain sufiicient water to

carry boats of three times the tonnage at present required. Damaraland itself is,

in the writer's opinion, the finest pasture-land in South Africa.

Exploration of tbe Ikata.

—

MM. Kund and Tappenbeck, of the German Noki

Expedition, have discovered and explored a new afiluent of the Kassai (right bank),

the Mfini-Ikata, which receives the waters of Lake Leopold ii. The Mouvevient

Geograpliique for 18th April contains an account of the expedition, which, from

the many determined attacks by the natives, nearly proved disastrous.

The explorers left Leopoldville on August 9, last year, and reached the Koango

on 6th September, before passing which they had their first conflict with the natives,

and again after having crossed it. They arrived 28th September on the banks of the

Wambo, which is an important river, even more so than the Koango. The Sale (or

Chia), which the travellers reached on the 6th October, and the KuUu, where they

arrived on the 10th, are scarcely less considerable. It is probable that these three

rivers unite towards the north-west to join by a single mouth the left bank of the

Kassai, which the two travellers reached on the 19th October. Here they were

detained by the natives, who asserted that there was no passage by the right bank of

the river ; and they were obliged, in consequence, to follow the left bank to the

neighbourhood of the confluence with the Sankuru, where they built a large canoe,
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iind navigated the Kassai for six days, being frequently interrupted in repelling

native attacks. The country which extends towards the north-east, on the right

bank of the Kassai, is covered by uninterrupted primeval forests, which were very

difi&cult to penetrate. The inhabitants through whose villages the caravan passed

were thrown into great confusion, and retired into the woods, refusing to sell any

food. On November 19, the expedition was stopped by a new unknown river,

coming from the east, of considerable size, and with water of a black colour. The

natives named it the Ikata, Lokeiije, or Luhata, according to the region through

which it passed, and it was on its banks that the expedition experienced their

greatest difficulties. The natives, determined to oppose its passage, did not hesitate

to assume the offensive, and a conflict took place on 25th November, in which the

expedition had two killed and a large number wounded. This misfortune had a

bad effect on the armed followers of the expedition, who afterwaixls showed the

greatest cowardice. The natives of this region are hunters, and very skilful in the

use of their weapons ; they had little fear of their opponents' fire-arms, the power of

which they had not the opportunity of fully appreciating, and were more than once

only repulsed after a hand-to-hand encounter. The Ikata was, nevertheless, passed

on 6th December. But on the right bank the forests were so impenetrable, and

in jiarts interrupted by swamps, that a passage could not be forced, and the ex-

pedition had therefore to return by the left bank, and struck out resolutely towards

the east. Another disastrous fight with the natives took place on the 16th, in

which Lieutenant Kund was thrice wounded, and Lieutenant Tappenbeck narrowly

escaped death. The men composing the caravan refused to penetrate further

inland, and a retreat was therefore ordered. After some days' march, and fresh

conflicts, the expedition decided to take to the river, to descend the Ikata to the

Congo. They contrived to buy four canoes from the natives, and built five others,

which delayed them for fifteen days, but a start was made on the 13th January of

this year. After ten days' navigation, and two fresh fights with the natives, they

arrived at Muchie, the village of Queen Gankabi, when they found, with surprise

that they had been descending the river named Mfini by Stanley. Kwamouth was

reached on January 24, and Leopoldville four days after.

The Ikato, it is thought probable, rises not far from the source of the Bussera,

a left-bank tributary of the Chuapa. During the first part of its course, it runs

parallel to the Sankuru, and afterwards to the Lower Kassai. The inhabitants on

its banks are all cannibals.

Voyage of the S.S. " Peace." The Missionary Herald for IVIarch publishes a long

letter from the Rev. George Grenfell, of Stanley Pool, dealing with the recent

important voj^age of the Baptist Mission Steamer Peace, from which the follow-

ing extracts are taken. After describing the journey (80 hours' steaming) from

Leopoldville to Equatorville, which is sufficiently well known, Mr Grenfell

continues :^
" A fortnight after leaving Arthington found us on our way from Equator

Station to the Lulongo River, which falls into the Congo about forty-five miles north

of the Line. Although the Lulongo is by no means one of the largest tributaries of

the Congo, it is, if the value of its ivory and slave-trade be accepted as a measure,

its most important. At the confluence, this river gives no adequate promise of its

real value as a waterway, for it has only a width of five hundred yards or so
;

however, its depth and current make up for what it lacks in breadth. After

ascending its course for a few miles, we found it occupying a channel of from half

to three-quarters of a mile in width.

" Shortly before noon, on our first day, we reached the very friendly town of
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Bolongo, and anchored in the rocky baylet under the little cliff on which the town

is perched, and from which the people looked down wonderingly upon us as we

took our lunch, and at the same time carried on a small provision trade with our

people by the aid of long forked sticks. Twelve miles further on we came to the

first of the important Lulongo towns, a place of perhaps eight or ten thousand

inhabitants. Ten miles further brought us to another of these towns, of nearly

equal size. These places, though built on the best available sites, are badly

situated on islands and the adjacent land, and must all be liable, at certain seasons,

to be flooded. Although the water was rising when we went up river, it would

only have to rise a couple of feet more, and the floors of all the houses would be

under water. There is a little available high land some six or eight miles below

the first town, and I think they would migrate there if they could only feel as safe

as they now do in their swampy stronghold. If they built on the unoccupied sites

on the mainland they would be liable to be attacked on each side, as well a? in the

rear, by the people with whom they are on anything but good terms.

" Although we cannot say very much in favour of the people of these Lulongo

towns, it is only due to them that we should say they appeared to welcome us, and

treated us very kindly. The next day we reached Inwambala, a town built partly

on an island and partly on the mainland^an arrangement which allowed of safe

retreat, whether attacked from the river or from the interior. The next town we

came to was evidently the home of people of a different tribe. Hitherto, the

inhabitants had been riverine in their habits, and as much at home on water as

on land ; here they were evidently landsmen. A little later we passed a magnifi-

cent abandoned site, and then four miles further on we came to another town
;

here the people told us to go away, but, when we went, they came after us to say

that their chief wanted us to come back. A few miles further on we came to the

commencement of a series of towns, which extended, with only a few breaks, for

nearly twenty miles. They were all built on splendidly fruitful land, ranging from

forty to one hundred feet above the river. I do not know that I have anywhere

seen such quantities of plantain as in the farms attached to these towns. The

people were very friendly, and not only supplied all our wants, but offered us land

if we would only stop and build.

" In the next hundred miles, between Masumba and Maringa, we only found

the small town of Lungunda ; but as soon as Maringa was reached, we entered upon

a very populous district. Although we were travelling through such a cheerless

range of country, we knew by the number of trading canoes we encountered that

we were coming to an important district. At Maringa we had some little difficulty

to convince the people of our friendly intentions, and it was not till more than an

hour had been spent in diplomacy that we came into actual contact with them.

An hour and a half brought us to a small friendly town, which we reached at nearly

dark, but in approaching which we unfortunately sank our small boat, and lost

most of the fine load of firewood it contained. The natives were good enough to

help us save what we could, and in the morning helped us to raise our sunken

boat, a task that occupied us nearly four hours. After getting under weigh once

more, an hour brought us to a large market, and half-an-hour further on we came

to a town ; and in two hours more, after passing many food-laden canoes and many
paths down to the beach from inland towns, we reached Ditabi. Here the

peculiarities of the people very manifestly separated them from those we had met

lower down. We found them inhabiting houses raised on posts some four or five

feet above the ground, though there appeared to be no reason why, in the position

they occupied, they should fear a fiood. Their tribal marks, too, were very

distinctly dift'erent ; for here we found them with a row of lumps as big as peas
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right down their noses, and with their bodies covered with bean-sized cicatrices

about an inch apart. Instead of their being armed with spears and sheathed

knives, they carried bows and arrows, and wore naked-bhided knives upon their

thighs. Here, at Ditabi, the people were evidently industrious, for we saw several

blacksmiths fresh from their forges, and were able to buy specimens of their newly-

smelted iron. The people were very anxious to purchase the beads we offered for

firewood,—so anxious, indeed, that, after having exhausted their wood-piles, they

brought the live sticks from their fires, and, when these were done, cut up their

wooden beds into suitable lengths and sold them. After starting once more, four

miles brought us to Bauru, another four to Bepula, and then on to Diloko. At this

last, and at all the towns beyond, the reason for the houses being raised on posts

was very apparent, for a rise of four or five inches of water would have inundated

the whole district. Passing several more low towns, we came to an important

market, but saw no exchange of European goods, nor were there any but the

slightest signs of communication with civilisation, and these were found in a little

brass beaten into ornaments, and a few beads and cowries. But if there was nothing

which a trader would count as commerce, there was no lack of barter ; for the people

on the low banks of the river catch fish and crocodiles, and exchange them for the

fruits of the soil, brought down by the people from the interior. Cloth we found

to be of little or no value ; an empty biscuit tin, or a thimbleful of beads, went

further than a fathom of j^rint. Seven more villages in as many miles, and we
came to the last we saw, though we went on for 100 miles beyond. We passed

several abandoned sites, and many paths coming down to the water from towns in

the distance, and here and there a few people in canoes, but these were all. We
had pushed on in the hope of reaching other towns ; but at a point nearly 400 miles

from the Congo, we found the river became unnavigable, and were compelled to

turn back. To return with the current in our favour was an easy task, for we
descended in less than a week what it had taken us more than a fortnight to ascend.

Upon our reaching the Congo once more, our interpreters wanted to go home with-

out more ado, and were greatly disappointed when, after going south for six hours,

we turned eastward, once more to ascend Mr. Stanley's Black River. Following

the left bank, in less than an hour we entered a narrow channel of about 100 yards

wide, and anchored for the night off one of the many very friendly Boruki towns.

Our reception, or something or other which was not quite apparent, had wrought a

wonderful change in the temper of our interpreters, and we were rejoiced at the

dispersal of the dark cloud which had soured their faces during the day. Early in

the morning the reason for this was plain, for we were not long in discovering what

they well knew, that we were up the small branch of the river, which was only

navigable for an hour or two, and with the navigation of which they hoped their

journey would end. However, upon our return to the point where we left the main

stream, we turned round and faced eastward once more, notwithstanding the asser-

tions they had been making all the morning that the wide expanse of water before

us was nothing more than a lagoon without people, and without a way for our

steamer to pass. But this we soon proved to be false, for towards evening we came

to an important town on the summit of a small rocky cliff ; and though we were not

welcomed very heartily at first, we were after a while enabled to come to an under-

standing, and to enter upon friendly relationships. Here we learned that some

little time previously a canoe had gone from this town up the Bosira branch, on a

trading voyage, but that instead of returning with produce, it had been seized by

the Irara people, who killed and ate the ci-ew, saving only the chief's son, whom
they held at ransom. The poor old chief begged us hard to try to induce the Irara

men to release his son. But when we tried to open the question with them, it was
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in vain, as they were then busy preparing for another cannibal feast, and told us

they could say nothing to us till the following day ; but as we neither believed La

their sincerity, nor wished to spend a night near such neighbours, we passed on.

The news of our having made friends at Ikembo reached Ikua, two miles further

on, before we did, and secured for us a welcome ; but as it was nearly dark, we
anchored off a sand-bank opposite the town, and promised to pay another visit in

the morning. Two miles further on we came to Isenge ; another two miles, and we
were at Bokomo, where we had again a pleasant hour with the people. Here, how-
ever, we left the circle of friends we made when we overcame the prejudices of the

Ikembo people, and had to commence afresh some 30 miles beyond at a point about

12 miles up the Bosira, which by that time we had entered. This was too far for

a good report concerning us to have spread, and it cost us three hours and a lot of

manoeuvring before we were allowed to take the Peace close inshore. As we got

beyond the range of our first ' peace-making,' so we also got beyond that of our

second
; and at a point 40 miles beyond, at Ebundi Njoki, we had to go through it

all again. But having succeeded, the people at the next town, Mumbembe, were
easily reconciled, and we were able to spend three or four hours there before going

on again. Upon leaving Mumbembe, we found the aspect of the country greatly

changed
; for instead of rocky promontories here and there, with towns built on

them, the country was reduced to one monotonous level near the water-mark, some-
times just a little above, but by far the greater proportion of that bordering the river

a foot or two below. We found in the 80 mUes or so for which the river was further

navigable, no more towns on the banks, but we came across the inhabitants of Tako,

Bunginji, and Mburi, who came down to the river-side at different points. The
Tako people were too much frightened to stay and talk with us. The Bunginji

natives made their proximity known after we had made fast for the night alongside

a sand-bank, which we found was about half a mile from where the path from their

town came down to the water, and a little later on a howling crowd came through

the forest to a point just opposite where we lay, and commenced threatening all

sorts of bad things if we did not move on. To go ahead in the dark was not to be

thought of, so we protested as best we could that we were friends, and that we were

not, as they feared, warriors come to fight. They answered our protestations of

peace with the assertion that we were telling lies. ' People, who come from down
river,' said they, ' always tell the same tale ; and then they make a quarrel, and
fight, and take some of our people away. People who come from down river always

fight
;
you come from down river, and must have come to fight. You wiU see ; we

shall come in the night, and finish you all if you don't go on. You are not many,

and we are plenty. Yes, we can easily finish you all.' We sent a canoe, with two
men, into the middle of the river with a present, and to talk to them again ; but

they would not venture to trust themselves near even only two of our people. We
then sent our presents of cloth and beads to the other end of the sandbank, and
called the bearer back after he had placed the gift close to the water's edge ; and
yet, though our camp was three hundred yards away, no one w-ould venture to

come and take it. We then made a big fire, and stood in the light of it, and asked

them to look and see if we appeared like fighting people. Do you not see children

playing on the sand 1 Can you not see a woman ? Do people, when they go to

fight, take women and children with them ? These were arguments that appealed

to them, and resulted in an arrangement that we were to keep where we were

through the night, and that they were to keep on their side of the river, and that in

the morning we would looh at each other, and then, if they liked us, they would
make friends with us ; but, ' if we do not like you,' said they, ' you must go away.'

There was lots of drum-beating on their side, and a good watch on ours through the
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night ; and in the morning we looked at each other, and the result being satisfactory,

we were asked to go to their beach to make friends witli the chief, and also with

the head-man of a Batwa settlement which was near. We had seen individuals of

this interesting dwarf race before, but this was the first time we met them in num-

bers. They are not so small as the natives are fond of describing them. They are

about four feet to four feet six in height, have black beards, big heads, and no necks

'to speak of;' their neighbours won't allow they have necks at all. On the

morning of the following day we encountered the natives of Mburi, and managed

to appease them after but very short overtures ; those of Eyrie, however, received

us at once with a flight of arrows, and then wanted us to come in close and sell

beads, as we had done to the Bunginji and Mburi people. I did not mind stopping

to talk to them, so long as we kept out of the range of their arrows ; we had often

been shot at from the towns and open spaces, where we could see what was being

done, but it was a different thing going in alongside the bush, which had hidden

those who had only made their presence known by their hostility. A little further

on we were surprised by more arrows out of the forest, and I began to think it time

to turn back, and determined to do so before noon ; but at 11.23 we found our-

selves at the end of the navigable portion of the river, and unable to go further.

"We had spent six days up the Bosira, but had found no place where, I think,

we could hopefully commence mission work yet awhile ; it is the least promising

of all the rivers I have visited. Three days after turning back I was glad to find

that we were clear of the people whose cannibalism was ever obtruding itself upon

us.

" Arrived at the point where the Bosira and Juapa unite, we turned eastward

once more, and were gratified to find that good news concerning us had travelled

overland across the narrow peninsula which separates the lower reaches of these

two rivers. This good report secured us friendly receptions at all the towns for

the first fifty miles or so ; but during the following forty they were suspicious,

though not hostile. At Bumbimbeh, which is about 150 miles east of Equator

Station on the Congo, we found one of the prettiest stretches of country we saw
during the whole of our journey. About twenty-five miles on beyond, we reached

Eyombe, where a very hostile demonstration was made. It was very evident that

it was only a section of the people who made the disturbance, for we saw two of

the most violent demonstrators, who wanted to shoot, get a good thrashing from

their more sober-minded comrades for their pains.

" By nine o'clock the next day we knew, by the terrible din of several big

drums, that we were approaching a large town, and were not long before we came
in sight of from two to three hundred armed men, painted red and black and
white, dancing frantically. We felt sure from the appearance of things, and from

the persistency with which they sent flights of arrows at us, that it would be a waste

of time to lay a prolonged ' siege,' so we took up anchor again and got well behind

our arrow-guards, and very much startled the warriors by going in comparatively

close. We then proceeded to tell them that they were treating us very badly to

fight us in that way ; but that to show them we had only friendly intentions, we
would throw them a present of a few beads tied up in a fathom cloth, and then

go away. However, our present was all in vain, for we found them just as fierce

when we returned, for we counted our failure on going up as the reason whj^ we
should try all the more persistently on our return, and this was the only place

where we set ourselves to the task, and did not eventually succeed. Fifteen

miles or so beyond we got among the Lokuku people, and for a couple of days
our progress was among friends, then once more we got among timid folk, but
soon passed them to reach our Lusaka acquaintances, among whom we spent a very
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satisfactory couple of days. As soon, however, as we had passed their limits we
found ourselves among determined enemies, who laid an ambush at a narrow pass,

and succeeded in very much astonishing us with an unexpected flight of arrows,

one of which stuck into the wood-work just between my wife and myself, another

struck the awning and came a foot through its thin planking, another went

through the galley window right amongst the pots and pans, and several very

narrowly missed one or other of our party. But before we were recovered from

our surprise we had, with God's good favour, safely run the gauntlet, and were

away into wide water again where we could not be reached from either shore.

This was the first time during the journey that we had been attacked with

poisoned arrows, and as there is a great deal of difference between a clean-cut woimd
and a poisoned one, the risk appealed to us very forcibly—so forcibly indeed, that

Avhen towards evening we were met with a similar reception, we just turned round

and started homeward, after having journeyed more than 400 miles up the Juapa,

and over nearly 1000 miles of new waterway."

The Upper Congo.—Lieutenant C. Coquilhat contributes an article on the Upper

Congo to the Bulletin of the Antwerp Geographical Society. He begins by

advocating the hypothesis that the land of this region is the bed of an ancient lake

of enormous extent, the western boundary of which he thinks marked by the

heights to the west of the present course of the rivers Ubangi and Kwango. This

view he deduces from the configuration of the soil which he noticed along the Congo

above Leopoldville, and he cites the various altitudes of the surrounding country

in proof of it. This theory,—which, by the way, Mr. Stanley himself mentioned in

his Opening Address to the Scottish Geographical Society,—he thinks will account

for the difference of the fertility of the Upper and Lower Congo, which is very

great, the vegetation of the former being equalled, in his opinion, by that of India

alone. There is, too, another great difference which also supports this supposition,

namely, the fact that all the important tributaries of the Congo belong to its upper

course, not one of any size being found below Kwamouth. In the Upper Congo,

too, at the Bangala Station, during great floods many of the neighbouring localities

are inundated, so little is the land raised above the river-bed. Lieutenant Coquil-

hat concludes with an account of the fauna of the Bangala country, and the descent

and character of the people. Captain Hansen's register of the rainfall in Bangala

since May 1884, is as follows :
—

May, 10 days, 34 hours.

June,
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The Governor states that several schools have already been established at

different localities by aid of funds placed at the disposal of the Bureau of Instruc-

tion, and he desires an increase of the subvention for carrying on the work. The

children evince a good disposition towards study, and the population manifest a

desire for the establishment in the country of English schools.

Mr. Swineford enters into lengthy details regarding the natural resources of the

country, and attaches blame to the Government agents who have spread the

erroneous opinion that the climate is so rigorous that agriculture cannot be profitably

carried on, nor domestic animals reared there. In no part of his travels in the

United States, he says, from Lake Superior to the Gulf of Mexico, has he seen a

more luxuriant vegetation than in the south-east of Alaska.

The gold mines of the island of Douglas, opposite Juneau, are in full work.

The yield will be really phenomenal ;
" and," the Governor adds, " this mine

promises to transcend in wealth any that has been hitherto discovered."

The law against the introduction of spirituous liquors has been little regarded.

Commenting on the inadequacy of the laws at present regulating the territorial

organisation, the Governor insists upon the necessity of adopting a legislation that

is clearer and less ambiguous, and also advocates a certain amount of local self-

government.

American Explorations in Alaska.—The Kansas City Times contains the follow

ing account of Lieutenant Allen's expedition to Alaska during 1884 :
—

" In the spring

of that year the expedition started from Nuchek Island in Prince William's Sound,

in boats, to make for the mouth of the Copper or Atna River, 60 miles distant.

Having overcome, with some difficulty, the obstacles raised in their way by the

mud-banks at the embouchure, the party rowed for 60 miles up stream until they

came to some immense glaciers, through which the river had forced a passage.

Ninety miles further on, the Copper River was joined by the Chitniah (Chechitno ?),

in 61° 30' N. lat. and 145° W. long. Both this tributary and the main stream were

followed from this point to their respective sources, the former to a distance of 125

miles, the latter to 300. Betaking themselves after that to the head-water region

of the Tananah, they ascertained that this stream, which is described as a river re-

sembling the Missouri, has a length of 950 to 1000 miles, and a breadth that varies

from 500 yards to 5 miles. Many rapids impede its course. At its mouth it is 2

miles broad, and flows in a single channel, but elsewhere it is sometimes split into

from fifteen to twenty arms. The region around the head-waters of the Tananah is

thickly studded with lakes ; from one of these the Tananah and the Copper

River are said to receive an affluent. Leaving the Tananah, Lieut. Allen led

his party over the Yukon Mountains, across the river Yukon, to the Koukuk

(Koyoukuk), the upward course of which they followed for 175 miles. At that point

it received a tributary with a depth of 15 feet, and a width some miles up of 100

to 200 yards. From a height in the vicinity they traced its course to a point from

60 to 80 miles away in a direct line. The next tributary that joined the principal

stream of the Koukuk was not to be met with, according to the natives, until after

fifteen days' travelling, and beyond it there were no natives to be found. Here the

party turned back, and proceeded from the Koukuk for 750 miles to its union with

the Yukon. Along this part of its course there were no rapids, and the water was

clear and deep ; but islands occur from 20 to 30 miles long. Its banks are but

sparsely wooded, the principal trees being firs, birches, and willows. From the

trading-station of Militu (Nulato ?) the party rowed down the Yukon to the portage

for the Nuklukayet (Unalaklik ?), and thence to Norton Sound and Fort St.

Michael, which was the terminus of their work. The expedition found that
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large game was very scarce in the interior, though hares were plentiful south of the

Alaska Mountains. The native population live in small bands scattered over the

country, and subsist mainly upon fish. From the Koukuk three routes lead north-

wards to the Kowak, which was traversed throughout its entire length by Lieut.

Cantwell during the same year. It is reported to flow for a considerable distance

parallel to the Koukuk. The head-waters of both fall within the Arctic Circle.

All the members of the expedition suffered from scurvy, and had many hardships

to endure. Apart from the journey down the Yukon, they travelled some 950 to

1000 miles, and explored the courses of three almost unknown rivers, the Atna or

Copper Eiver, the Tananah, and the Koukuk."—Extracted from Deutsche Geog.

Blatter, Bremen, 1866.

East Greenland : The Danish Expedition of 1883-85.— Our Honorary Correspond-

ing Member, Lieutenant Hovgaard, the Danish Arctic explorer, sends us a brief

account of Captain Holm's recent expedition :
—" In 1883, Captain Holm left

Copenhagen, with instructions to explore more closely that part of the east coast of

Greenland gone over, in 1829-31, by Lieutenant Graah, of the Danish Navy, and,

if circumstances permitted, to go beyond the northern limit attained by Graah, who
reached about 65° 10' N. lat. During 1880-81, Captain Holm had heard from the

natives of south-east Greenland that a colony existed some eighty miles north of

this latitude, and his intention was to proceed beyond Graah's limit, and endea-

vour to discover the tribe. The winter of 1883-4 was spent in Nanortalik, during

which time the party were engaged in magnetic and meteorological observations
;

and in the first days of jNIay they started north with four umiaks. The expedition

consisted of Captain Hokn, R.D.N. ; Lieutenant W. Garde, R.D.N, (a brother of

whom was with me in the Dijvi2)hna) ; Mr. Knutsen, a Norwegian geologist ;

Mr. Eberlin, a Danish botanist ; two interpreters, and thirty-one Greenlanders,

nineteen of whom were women. Seven of the men took their kayaks." The details of

this expedition have already been given, from Lieutenant Garde's own account, in the

pages of the Magazine (vol. i., page 520, ct seq.) ; but Lieutenant Hovgaard supplies

us with some new matter :
—

" We know now that south of lat. 66" N. there are only

two inhabited spots on the east coast—Tingmiarmiut (62|° N. lat.), and the point

for which Holm started, called Anmagsalik (651" N. lat.). At these two places the

inland ice does not come down so near as at other spots along the coast ; they

resemble more closely the west coast, where the Danish settlements are. We find

fiords and islands, the vegetation is richer, and, owing to the coast being sheltered by

the islands, the fishing is better. The coast between is as desolate as south of Ting-

miarmiut, the inland ice touching the shore at several spots ; and it was not before

the end of August that Holm reached the comparatively fertile shores of Anmag-
salik. This district is situated at a part of the coast which trends E.N.E. to Cape
Dan, where it bends again to the N.E. Here the expedition met with a tribe

which had never met Europeans before ; and they spent a winter among them in a

small hut, built in Eskimo fashion. (We took occasion to allude to the natives of

Anmagsalik in the March number of the Magazine, page 176.) The natives on the

east coast are generally taller than those on the west. No doubt, they are of the

same race, but those on the west coast have degenerated, I am sorry to say, by

contact with Europeans, by which they have become more civilised, it is true, but

the necessity of being provident and hard-working has been removed, as they are

able to fall back upon European charity. On the east coast, under more primitive

circumstances, the native must work or starve ; he is forced to work, and is thereby

saved from degenerating. The Anmagsaliks, who dwell in twelve different localities,

number about 400. During the winter those on the same spot inhabit only one
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house. The houses, in some of which Hohn found as many as forty or fifty people

congreo-atecl, are built in the usual Eskimo fashion—half uncleroround, as on the

west coast. During the summer they live in tents, each family having its own

tent ; and in this way half-a-score of tents are found on the same spot, where during

the winter only a single house is found. Holm says that at Tingmiarmiut, where

there are about 13o natives, and at Anmagsalik, the number of the Eskimo is

decreasing. This may be due largely to the emigration to the west coast of the

Tincrmiarmiuts, and to the starvation at Anmagsalik. The natives of the latter

place, who often go northwards for hunting, state that north of a large fiord

(which none of them have seen, however), in about 68° of latitude, there is

another tribe, with whom they have had no intercourse. The position of this fiord

corresponds with the spot marked by the Mansa party as 'low shores.' Holm

was unable to find any traces of the East-bygd (' Oesterbygden, ' an ancient

Danish colony), and we may now definitely conclude that the East-bygd was

situated in the district of Julianshaab. As regards the sea ice, Holm says that

from September to the last days of November the east coast is free from ice.

During the winter great masses of ice block the coast, but they never set before the

middle of March. From that time to the last days of June the coast was constantly

blocked up with ice, after which ' leads ' were found along the coast ; and in Sep-

tember the ice had entirely left. I hope next summer (1887) to be able to go up

there with the Dijmiihna, touching the coast at Anmagsalik, and following it up

to 68° N. lat., where the fiord is stated to be. Here I propose to winter, and send

out sledge-parties to explore the coast as far as Scoresby's southernmost point,

—

when the coast Avill be known up to 77° N. lat."

Navigation of Hudson Bay.— Lieutenant Gordon's official report on the Hudson

Bay exploration of 1885, in the Arctic steamer Alert, is before us. It is not long,

and is well worthy a careful perusal. It must be borne in mind that the object

of the expedition was not to find out whether the Hudson Bay and Strait were

navigable or not—that has been proved years ago—but whether they could be

made a route for ships engaged in regular commerce. It is one thing to be able to

work a ship at irregular intervals through an ice-covered and stormy sea, and quite

another thing to run ships carrying valuable cargoes from port to port with the

regularity, safety, cheapness, and despatch necessary to successful commerce in the

present day. In the former case the time taken up is of comparatively little

importance, in the latter it is one of the chief matters to be considered. The

length of the season of navigation is another important element in the consideration

of a trade route. If it is short as well as uncertain and dangerous, it may be set

down, under ordinary circumstances, as impracticable. It is admitted on all hands

that the season of navigation on Hudson Bay and Hudson Strait is short. Even

the most sanguine advocates of the route do not contend for more than four months

<jpen water. Let us examine the report as to what obstacles trading vessels are

likely to meet with in those northern waters during the months in which they are

supposed to be approachable and navigable.

Lieutenant Gordon left Halifax on the 27th of May, which, even in these

northern latitudes, is late in the season of navigation. He met ice off the Bay of

Islands, on the Newfoundland coast, on the 30th. He coasted the pack, and on

the 31st he was able slowly, and with difficulty, to proceed on his voyage

westward. He kept on working his way through the ice, but it was so heavy that

on the night of the 4th of June he was obliged to stop the engines. On the 5th

and 6th he pursued his winding way through ice-packs and the leads of open water,

continually altering the course of the ship to avoid fields of heavy ice. His

VOL. IT. V
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experience was the same on the succeeding days up to the 15th. The voyage was

a continued fight with the ice. Enormous icebergs were in sight part of the time.

Gales, too, were encountered, and mention is made of fogs. Matters were so much

worse on the 15th that Lieutenant Gordon gave up the contest with the heavy,

closely-packed ice, and banked the fires. On that day he got caught, hard and

fast, in the ice. He says :—" At 6 p.m. the ice set solid to the ship fore and aft,

rafting and piling up all round." Two days after, while drifting helplessly in the

ice pack, he made the pleasant discovery that the iron stem-plate had been

" broken off some distance below the water." He adds :
—"This was a most serious

injury, as I dare not drive the ship at all hard through the ice ; but as the stem

was still covered with boiler-plate .sheathing, I thought it possible that we might

with care carry out the voyage." The Alert drifted in the ice from the 15th of

June to the 6th of July, when she was liberated. Here were nearly six weeks

gone, and Hudson Strait not even entered. The ice blockade had kept them out,

and the ship was, besides, so badly damaged that she was obliged to proceed to

St John's, Newfoundland, for repairs. If the Alert had been a trading vessel

instead of an exploring steamer, the delay and loss would have put both owners

and insurers in a very bad humour.

Lieutenant Gordon left St. John's, to proceed on his voyage, on the 27th July.

So late in the season as this he found ice scattered " all the way from Nachvak to

the Straits." On the 2nd of August the Alert again got fast in the pack, and was

carried in it nearly through Gray Strait. When she was liberated a dense fog set

in, and Lieutenant Gordon was obliged to " lay to " in the ice for the night. This,

it must be remembered, was in the Dog Days. On the 4th of August a vessel was

sighted fast in the ice. This was the Hudson Bay Company's ship Diana. On the

6th of August, Lieutenant Gordon encountered " large quantities of ice, some of it

very heavy." On that day he passed two of the Hudson Bay Company's ships, one

of them. Cam Owen, moored to a heavy ice-pan, where she had been for several days

waiting for her consort to come up. The " consort," it seems, was stuck in the ice.

All of the 8th of August, and up to six in the evening of the 9th, the Alert was

jammed in the ice, which then " ran abroad," and the vessel was at liberty to

proceed on her voyage as best she could among the fields of ice. On the 12th, in

trying to get into Ashe Inlet, the propellor struck a piece of ice, and one of the

blades was broken ofli'. At seven in the evening the ship got tightly jammed in the

ice, about seven miles off the shore. "From this date to the 21st of August,"

Lieutenant Gordon says, " we were either fast in the ice or working through,

endeavouring to get up to Ashe Inlet." Here his three months' fight with the ice

seems to have ended, for we hear no more of ice until he encountered it again on

the return voyage on the 17th of September, when we read of scattered pans of ice

being met with off the south-east end of Salisbury Island ; there were, however,

quite a " number of icebergs, sometimes eight or ten being in sight at the same

time." The weather on the last days of September was very stormy, with blinding

snowstorms.

From the facts set forth in Lieutenant Gordon's narrative, the reader will be

able to come to a conclusion for himself whether or not Hudson Bay and Strait

will ever become a practicable route for ships engaged in regular trade, calling for

prompt and certain arrival and departure. Lieutenant Gordon does not venture to

give an opinion on the subject. His reticence is very significant. With regard to

the reports made at the stations, he says :
" The reports go to show that the ice

set fast in the western end of the Straits during the last week of October 1884, and

that for all practicable purposes of navigation the Straits remained closed at this

point till the early part of June in the present year. In June a good deal of open
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water was seen at different times, bnt the pack would close np again, and remain in

that condition for several days at a time. From a consideration of these reports, 1

am of the opinion that it might have been possible to pass through the Straits

during the early part of this July. The same date of closing as shown by tlie

observations last year would give a season of navigation rather less than four months

for the individual season."

The reader has seen that Lieutenant Gordon himself could not even enter the

Strait in the early part of July, and from the obstacles to navigation he met in the

Strait in August, very little difficulty will be found in forming an opinion as to

whether it is navigable for trading vessels in that month or in the early part of

September. It seems to us that the voyage of the Alert proves more completely

the impracticability of the Hudson Bay as a trade route than that of the Ncptmie, two

years ago. It has proved that the season of navigation is extremely short, and that

during even that short season, voyages cannot be made with anything like certainty,

to say nothing of despatch.

—

Montreal Herald, March 22, 1886.

Population of Honduras.—From a recent native official source, we learn that

the population of the Honduras Republic, on 31st December 1884, was 319,972

inhabitants, and on the same date in 1883 it was 323,274 inhabitants ; thus

showing a decrease, during the year 1884, of 3302.

Explorations of Dr. Ten Kate.—The lievue de Geographie for March contains an

account of the explorations of Dr. Ten Kate in the north of South America. This is

the same communication that Prince Eoland Bonaparte has sent to several Societies,

and the following is an abstract :—Dr. Ten Kate left Europe last May, and reached

Paramaribo, the capital of Dutch Guiana, in June. Thence he set out to the

Upper Para, where he visited two Indian villages, and then proceeded to the banks

of the Upper Cottica and Patamacca, where he had excellent opportunities for

studying the Aucaners and the Arrowak tribes. He also got together, while there,

a large zoological collection, chiefly of the lower animals. The country there is very

difficult of access, toilsome boat journeys being necessary on account of the want of

roads. Some excavations which Dr. Ten Kate made at Coronie, on the site of some
former Indian villages, were not successful, for he only obtained two skulls and a

few broken ornaments and stone hatchets. The country about Coronie is very fine

but infested by mosquitoes. Dr. Ten Kate next visited the Upper Saramacca, the

territory of the Bekus and Musingas, and stayed some time at Maripaston,— the

residence of the chief,—studying the character of the people. He considers that,

from an ethnographical point of view, they have lost many of their distinctive

characteristics. Following the Wanica— the canal joining the Surinam and Sara-

macca Rivers—Dr. Ten Kate, accom23anied by M. Kalfi" and ten men, set out once

more on the 10th of September, and on the 14th reached an encampment of Indians

who were known to the inhabitants of Surinam as Karbugres, but called themselves

Kalinas (Caribs). This tribe is a curious mixture of the Indian and Negi'o races.

Having made some excursions among the villages on the Tibiti, which are marked
on Rosevelt's fine map of Surinam, Dr. Ten Kate and his companions started, on
September 17th, to ascend the Wayombo, a beautiful stream with vegetation unlike

that of the other Guiana rivers, and, visiting on their way many encampments of

Caribs, reached, on the 20th, a large Arrowak village. Sending back their boat
and seven men to Paramaribo, the travellers settled themselves to rest here for

some days. The Arrowaks of this district, whom Dr. Ten Kate had plenty of time
to observe, have, like the Caribs, lost many of their original characteristics, but
still preserve the ancient clan institution similar to that of the Red Indians of
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North America. While, however, these latter are usually divided into but seven

clans, the Arrowaks have as a general rule no less than fifty. On September the

28th the explorers quitted their quarters to examine the upper course of the

Nikeree, a river of which very little is known. They had with them five men and

two boats. Having passed the Arrawarra, a small stream of water which joins the

AVayombo to the Nikeree, they encamped on the Upper Nikeree. During the five

following days they ascended as far as the third rapid, well beyond the last point

known and marked on the latest maps. The river was too shallow to permit them

to go any further. The country watered by the Upper Nikeree is a thickly wooded

and absolutely uninhabited district. The soil of the river banks is of clay, but the

rocks which lie in the bed of the stream are granite. The travellers, ill, and tired

with their exertions, returned on the 7th of October to the Arrowak village, and

took a few days' rest. On the 12th, jSI. KaliT set oft' down stream for Paramaribo,

while Dr. Ten Kate descended the Lower Nikeree with his Negro servants in a

large boat which had been made by his orders during his absence. The voyage to

Nikeree was very uninteresting. Nikeree itself is truly a city of the past. A few

days after his arrival, Dr. Ten Kate ascended the Corantin to visit Oreala, an Indian

mission on its English bank. Here he came across Warron Indians for the first

time. Having stayed here some days, and after an excursion to Epira, he next

went to Georgetown, and, while there, made expeditions on the Essequibo and the

Massaruni. Dr. Ten Kate's last letter contains an account of his future movements.

These include the ascent of the Surinam, a tour in British Guiana, and especially

on the Pomeroon Kiver, and visits to Trinidad, Venezuela, and Florida.

The Xingn Expedition. —The Xingu is a Brazilian river, which, rising in the

province of Mato Grosso, flows northward and discharges into the estuary of the

Amazon River. The region through which it passes was explored in 1884, by a

party consisting of Dr. v. d. Stein en, his relative W. v. d. Steinen, and Dr. 0.

Clauss, who has communicated some of the results of the expedition in a paper

published in the December number of the Transactions of the, Berlin GeseUschaft

fiir JFIrdkunde. "We are indebted, says this traveller, to three great rivers, which

form excellent waterways, for the rapid opening up of South America—the Orinoco

in the north, the Amazon in the middle, and the La Plata in the south. The

vast plain, however, which extends southward from the Amazon to the sources of

the La Plata remained to the present day a terra incognita—the forests on the

Amazon and its tributaries having foiled all eff'orts to penetrate into those regions

which lay beyond the immediate vicinity of their banks. With the courses of the

Madeira, the Tapajoz, the Tocantins, and till lately of the Xingu, our geographical

knowledge of that part of the Brazilian dominions was exhausted. We could

always, however, by considering the direction of these courses, form a more or less

accurate idea of the territory in question. A vertical section along the Xingu

drawn to the scale of 1 : 740,000 would be represented in a length of 2 metres on a

wrinkle of not so much as one millimetre in height, and this may serve to illustrate

the amazing uniformity of the upheavals. Their altitude scarcely exceeds 500

metres above the sea, and they belong to two formations whose limits are externally

indicated by a subsidence between the 13th and 10th degrees. In the south there

is a sandstone plateau which extends, on the lines of the river-courses referred to,

to the Parana, as far as the 20th degree of south latitude, and which can be traced

westward to Bolivia and eastward to the coast of Bahia. The low ground of the

Paraguay and of the river Cayoba of only 200 metres above the sea represents a deep

indentation in this plateau. As to the age of the sandstone, there are no data on
which a conclusion could be based. On the north, from 10° to 12°, there is a moun-
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tain wall of granite forming the southern boundary of the valley of the Amazon,

and the rapids of the Tapajoz and of the Madeira indicate approximately how far

this wall extends. It may here be incidentally mentioned that the tributaries of

the Amazon above the Madeira form excellent waterways, navigable for steamers

up to the very region of their sources—such are the Eio Purus, the Rio Jurud, and

the Rio Javary. They belong, however, to a thinly peopled and very unhealthy

part of Brazil, and have therefore till now received but little, if any, consideration.

The scenery of the sandstone plateau is very monotonous. Before the traveller's

eye spreads a level plain with nothing to diversify its aspect but a thin sprinkling

of low brushwood and trees of stunted growth. Eroded from this plateau are broad,

shallow, basin-like depressions, which have the appearance of meadow grounds.

These are copiously irrigated from the adjoining slopes by streams which tlow in

numerous channels that are bordered with stripes of luxuriant, succulent vegetation

and fine avenues of trees. At the watershed between the great basins there are

detached table-lands, which overtop the level of the plateau by perhaps from 60 to

80 metres. The slopes of these table mountains are steep and much water-worn ; the

surface at the top is wooded like the plateau itself. From Tamitatoalla, on a

tributary of the Xingu, bearing the same name, the party proceeded by boat to

explore the country down stream. The passage was somewhat dangerous as long as

the river ran among the mountains, owing to the great number of rapids. These,

however, had no longer to be encountered when the level of the basin was reached

under 13^°. Here the Tamitatoalla flows quite without falls in numberless mean-

dering bends through a sandy soil, till it reaches the main stream in latitude 12°.

The length of this tributary is 440 kilometres. The Xingu itself pursues a more

direct course, and, from the latitude referred to, has a breadth of about 500 metres.

Till 10° it flows over a purely sandy soil. In the rainy season the frequent occur-

rence of sand-banks makes progress difficult even for flat-bottomed boats. A thick

border of impenetrable jungle follows the line of the banks. Before entering the

granite hills, the Xingu receives from right and left two majestic streams, and

attains a breadth of 1 kilometre. Both banks then continue to be hilly till the river

makes a great bend under 3°. These hills, elevated about 400 metres above the sea-

level, frequently descend straight down to the river, and are covered with a luxu-

riant foliage, above which the tops of manifold varieties of the palm tower high like

beautiful flower stars. In passing through the range of hills, the river is forced into

an immense curve, and the stream is disparted by numerous islands and barriers of

rock ; and this is the region where it has its rapids and cataracts. It does not receive

here any tributaries of importance, but, still, the numerous rills which fall into it from

the mountain sides considerably augment its volume. From 10' to S° it has a fall

of about 200 metres. The middle and lower course of the Xingu are sharply dis-

criminated from each other by the Great Bend. Here the surface of the water,

by great cataracts, is carried 90 metres deeper, to the level of the Amazon ; and

the Xingu, as a mighty stream of 8 kilometres in breadth, terminates its course under

1|° south latitude. The lower course, which is but short, is navigable for steamers.

The mean annual temperature is given at 25° C. The coldest month was June,

with 20^, and the warmest March, with 26°, which shows but a small average

fluctuation. Rio de Janeiro, quite 8° more to the south, but situated on the coast,

has 51° of annual variation, and hence we infer the oceanic character of the climate

in the interior. The absolute extremes dift'ered in Cuyaba to the extent of 30°.

These, however, lie at times very near each other, since, in July, 10° were observed

to be the minimum, and, in August, 41° to be the maximum. The copious

precipitation of rain further shows the purely oceanic character of the climate.

The figures for the annual rainfall are 170, 140, 130 cm., giving 150 cm. as
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the average. (In the lowlands of North Germany the average is 61 cm.) The

rains set in in September, and last till March or April. They fall also contem-

poraneously with the time of the sun's declination southward. In January, February,

and March the downfall is heaviest—30 cm. and upwards. Thunderstorms accom-

pany the rainfall only from August to September. In respect of the copiousness of

its rains, Cuyaba is not far behind various points along the sea-coast. Thus Para

has 180 cm., Rio 120, and Cuyaba is exactly intermediate. Bahia, which is in

nearly the same latitude, has 200 cm.

The inhabitants of the regions under consideration are very peculiar, owing to

their isolation from the rest of mankind. The province of Mato Grosso, which

compares in extent with the Spanish Peninsula, contains hardly 100,000 inhabitants.

These are of mixed race, and variously coloured. Whites, Blacks, and Indians inter-

marry, and the progeny exhibits every imaginable shade of colour. Cuyaba, the

capital, with 15,000 inhabitants, forms a brilliant centre of civilisation. Here

the Government official gives himself lordly airs, as does also the military officer
;

then, as the province is large, there is required a large staff of civil servants. The

revenue is, however, inadequate to defray the cost of administration, and the proud

little community of Cuyaba is dependent solely on the means forwarded monthly

from Rio de Janeiro. The river steamer, which comes up once every four weeks,

puts the city into a great flutter of excitement— naturally enough, since its entire

material existence depends on the consignments M^hich may be on board. The pro-

ducts of Mato Grosso are not sufficient to supply the daily wants of the inhabitants,

even though these wants should be strictly limited to articles which the land readily

yields—beans, manioca, sugar, rice, cofiee, and tobacco. It will be no easy matter

to give the province a part to play in the world's commerce. The only important

articles of export at present are the medicinal ipecacuanha and ox-hides. On the

plateau cattle thrive well, but horses and mules quickly succumb to climatic diseases.

Ipecacuanha is preserved only in a few, and to some extent unhealthy, tracts.

On entering the plateau from Cuyaba tlie party found itself in the territory of

the robber tribe of the Coroados, where the Brazilians at one time had formed a

few small settlements. These are now deserted from fear of the Indians. Larger

settlements, however, are to be found, and these can hold their own. Here also are

some villages of the so-called tame Indians—the Bakairi, who cultivate maize, rice,

sugar, rear cattle, gather caoutchouc, and sell their produce to traders from the

towns. Among themselves they employ their own vernacular, but in intercourse

with the Brazilians they use Portuguese, which they know well. Dr. Steinen took

advantage of this to make important additions and other improvements to his

vocabularies of Indian tongues. The number of Indian tribes occupying the region

about the difterent sources of the Xingu is about fifteen, but their number scarcely

amounts altogether to 2000. They depend chiefly on the river, which supplies them

with fish. They never come into contact with the Brazilians. Their large, substan-

tially-built huts, and their pursuit of agriculture, show that they have exchanged

the nomadic for settled life. Dr. Steinen, by comparing more than 100 South

American Indian languages, has succeeded in recognising among this Babel of

tongues a few characteristic groups, and has arrived at the interesting conclusion

that representatives of all those groups still exist on the Xingu, while their

kindred dialects have often to be sought for in some far-distant part of South

America. Thus the Bakairi show themselves to be immediately akin to the Carib

Guianas, the Kustenau to the Bolivian, Madeira, and Rio Negro Indians, the

Manitsaua to the Tupy, the Suya to the Botokuden. In short, groups of speech

from all quarters have a patch of their own in the Xingu region.

At forty miles below the Suya, in the midst of the mountain region, occurs the
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iirst settlement of the Jiirunas, to whom belong the whole of the middle course of

the Xingu. They are more civilised than the tribes living higher up. Being in

contact with the Brazilians, they have procured iron utensils, and cultivate the

banana and other fruit trees. Their huts stand in the midst of the river, often

perched on little rocks between cataracts. This is for protection against their

enemies, the Carajas, who make the district between the Xingu and the Tocantins

unsafe. The peculiar element of the Jurunas is the water. In his stout large-sized

canoe, hollowed out of a single trunk, he can live, and pass in safety the most

dangerous cataracts. They prepare a spirituous liquor called Kashiri, a mixture of

water and manioc meal, fermented by the addition of bruised manioca. At
a distance from the river the conditions of life are not nearly so pleasant. The

l)eople there are indolent, and are frequently cut off by fevers, and stung to death

by a kind of small fly.

The traders in caoutchouc have already found their way beyond the bend in the

river. But traffic communication from the middle to the lower Xingu is so

difficult and costly that, so long as the lower course yields caoutchouc, the middle

will not be able to compete, although here to the 9°, or even further, the caoutchouc

tree is to be found. jNIoreover, over-production last year produced a glut in the

trade ef the Amazon. Still, after all, caoutchouc is the real gold of Brazil. On all the

right-hand tributaries, as well as on the mighty stream itself, this valuable tree is

found growing. A caoutchouc tree yields sap for thirty years. The harvest-time

is confined to the dry months, June to December. The islands are under water for

the other half of the year, and the collectors retire then to the little towns of Souzel

and Porto de Moz.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Sir Francis de Winton has arrived at Brussels.

The Russian Geographical Society is aliout to despatch an expedition to the

Thian Shan.

Dr. Hugo Zoller, our Corresponding jNIember, is preparing for an expedition to

New Guinea in the autumn of this year.

We have authority for stating that the reports of a New Arctic Expedition, under

Lieutenant Schwatka, are without foundation.

Colonel C. E. Stewart has left for Baku, on the Caspian, as a delegate of the

London Chamber of Commerce, to attend a Conference on Petroleum.

It is announced that Lieutenants Ryder and Bloch are about to start for the

district of Upernivik, Greenland, to take soundings and explore the coast.

We regret to announce that the Italian Expedition to Harrar, imder Count

Porro, has, according to telegrams from Aden, been treacherously massacred by the

Emir of Harrar.

Mr. Last, who was sent by the Royal Geographical Society to explore the

Namuli District, announces his arrival at the confluence of the Lujenda and
Rovuma, on 16th November last.

A Paris telegram says that M. deBrazza has been finally appointed Commissary-

General of the French possessions on the Congo, and that the Government consents

to allow him every freedom of action.

At a meeting of the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences, on 9th January, it

was stated that another Polar Expedition for the exploration of the New Siberia

Islands was shortly to be undertaken by Baron Toll and Dr. Bunge.
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Her Majesty's gunboat Flirt arrived at St. Lucia Bay on the 10th April.

The captain and officers landed the same day, and erected a board bearing the

words " British Territory," over which the Union-Jack was hoisted. No one was

seen, and the ship returned to Durban on the following day.

NEW BOOKS.

Die Stddte chr Norddmtsclien Tiefebene in Hirer Bcziehung %ur Bodengedaltuny.

Von Dr. F. G, Hahx, Professor der Erdkunde an der Universitat, Leipzig.

76 pp. Stuttgart : Engelhoru, 1885. Price 2 M.

This monograph forms the third part (pp. 93-168) of the first volume of the

publications of the CentraUcommission filr rvissenschaftliche Landeshunde ron

Deutschland, issued under the general title of Forschungen zur deutschen Landes-

und Volkskiauk {v. vol. i. page 198, Scottish G<'0(jraj)hical Magazine). The general

subject with which it deals—namely the geographical conditions that have led

to the rise, and affected the importance of towns—is one of the most fascinating

in the field of the geographer, and has already been treated expressly or inci-

dentally in many German works, such as J. G. Kohl's Der Verkehr und die

Ansiedelungen der Menschen in ihrer Abhdngigkeit von der Gestaltimg der

Erdoherfidche (1841) ; the same author's Die Geographische Lage der HmqAstddte

Furopas (1874) ; Bernhard Cotta's Deutschlands Boden (1854) ; and Eatzel's

Anthropogeografhie (1882). The present booklet, which treats of the towns

of the North German plain, is full of interest, but that interest lies chiefly

in the details, the author laying special stress on the character of the particular

site. There are, however, a few facts of a general nature which were brought into

relief by Dr. Hahn's investigations. Numerous illustrations are given of the

influence of the great extent of the marshy depressions of the German plain upon

the site of towns. The roads traversing the plain necessarily followed the drier

and firmer land between the marshes, and numerous towns grew up where the

roads, whose course was thus to a certain extent marked out by nature, reached

points in a river which could be easily crossed. The precise site on which a town

grows up is then often determined by the nature of the river valley. Where the

river-bed is broad, and the banks low and soft, no town arises, and several interest-

ing cases are pointed out in which an important town has sprung up at a point

where a river is confined to a narrow bed with high banks, while both above and

below there is a considerable stretch in which the river-bed is broad and the banks

insecure. At convenient crossing-places of this nature, bridges are sure to be

constructed, sooner or later, and the towns that arise on such sites may be designated

hridge-toions. Among the more important towns of the German plain that may be

included under this denomination are Breslau, Frankfurt-on-the-Oder, Magdeburg,

and Leipzig. With these may be compared, among towns outside of Germany,

St. Louis, Buda-Pest, and Piacenza, the situation of the last of which may be

studied in the admirable relief model of the Western, Central, and Eastern Alps

by Major Claudio Cherubini, in the Exhibition of Appliances used in Geographical

Education. Discussing the familiar fact that many important towns are situated

at or near the confluence of rivers. Dr. Hahn shows that the precise point of

confluence (being often subject to inundation as well as to other inconveniences) is

in many cases unsuitable for the site of a town, and he finds that in the German
plain such towns are rare. Among other factors that are noted as helping to

determine the position of towns is elevation ; but in the German plain, where the
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differences in elevation are inconsiderable, the influence of this factor is for the

most part indirect, the elevation affecting first of all the composition and fertility

of the soil. Where barren and fertile soils lie side by side, the towns tend to grow

up on the former, but on the very edge of the fertile tract, as much as possible of

which is used for cultivation. As a general rule, too, the margin of tracts of country

differing in character is favourable to the growth of towns, since it is the natural

place of exchange for different kinds of products. Both for this reason, and

because of the frequent necessity for a change of the mode of carriage, the foot of a

hill-country, where it borders the plain, is very often studded with towns. It is

also worthy of note that different political conditions often alter very considerably

the value of certain geographical factors. This is well illustrated by comparing

the history and geographical surroundings of Brandenburg and Berlin. A detailed

examination of the site of the latter and its relations to its surrounding country

shows that it is much the more favourably situated of the two so far as regards

commerce, but Brandenburg was better situated for defence, and hence remained

the more important town, until the rise of a strong government made the question

of strength a matter of less moment.

Commercial and Industrial Sixtin. By George Higgin, Mem. Inst. C.E.

London : E. Wilson. 1886.

Mr. Higgin has done well to publish in this separate form his valuable brochure

on Spain, a country of which, as he says, the British public know next to nothing,

and are not likely to learn much from romantic tourists and ill-informed special

correspondents. Mr. Higgin's observations are all based on recent personal

knowledge or on reliable authorities. He points out that, while the growth of

population in Spain from 1860 to 1877 has been only about 25 per cent, of the

rate during the previous fourteen years, yet the increase of population in towns

has been very marked. Thus, Bilbao has increased 82-17 per cent., probably

owing to her iron mines ; while Pontevedra has grown 195 per cent. The total

population is now about 17 millions. During the last twenty years the export and

import trade has increased about 250 per cent. ; and Mr. Higgin looks forward

to a further increase from the development of mining and manufacturing

resources which is going on, and of the system of irrigation in the larger

and more fertile valleys. It must be remembered, in considering the inter-

national status of Spain, that much of the surface of the country is occupied by

great mountain chains and the arid table-lands of Castile and Estremadura. Wine,

minerals, and oranges show the greatest increase in the export trade, while the

imports of machinery, silk, and wool are rapidly growing. About one-third of the

whole trade is done with Erance, Britain coming next with over £16,000,000.

France has lately been much increasing her lead, and the trade with Germany is

also on the move ; while Britain is comparatively falling back. Mr. Higgin makes

the significant remark that owing to the prevalence of smuggling, the trade returns

might safely be increased 25 per cent. Britain, of course, takes the lead in the

carrying trade, although France has about a third of it. Here again, however,

official statistics are apt to be misleading, as many British ships sail under the

national flag of Spain in order to secure legal advantages. This tendency was

much increased by the Plimsoll legislation. The export of wine to France has

reached the enormous figure of 130,181,427 gallons. Much of this goes, of course,

to Bordeaux to be converted into claret, and re-exported to Britain. Upon the

whole, taking into view the political disturbances of Spain, her trade is won-

derfully progressive. This has been made possible by the construction of railroads,

of which, between 1858 and 1868, no less than 2800 miles were opened. The
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Revolution put a check upon this beneficent process, but since 1875 over 3000

miles have been undertaken, and much more authorised. The mortifying thing

is that nearly every mile has been engineered and built by Frenchmen. This is

accounted for partly by the closing of the London Stock Exchange to Spanish

enterprises, in consequence of the dispute about the coupons, and partly by the

refusal of British capitalists to accept the subvention in place of the guarantee

system from the State. The subvention system seems to have proved an expensive

one for the Spanish Government, as they sometimes pay so high as £3840 per

mile. The Spanish railways are mostly in the hands of three companies — the

Northern Railway Company, the Madrid, Zaragoza, and Alicante Company, and the

Andaluce Company. In all these cases the proportion of obligations to subscribed

capital is large, and these obligations have been issued at half par, and cost 6 per

cent., but substantial dividends of 4, 5, and 6 per cent, are paid. The Northern

Company has recently purchased the important North-Western Line which connects

Leon with Asturias on the one hand, and with Coruna and Ferrol on the other.

The railway pass of Puerto de Pajares over the Pyrenees, at an elevation of

4470 feet, is one of the big things in railway construction. The Valencia and

Barcelona Companies, again, pay a dividend of 10 and 7 per cent. The larger

lines have been built at such high rates as £25,000 and £26,000 per mile, and

that upon ground held in long lease. They are practically managed in Paris,

where nearly £70,000,000 of Spanish railway capital is held. By means of a

low rate of speed, and the systematic disregard of public convenience in travelling,

the Spanish companies have reached a low rate of working expenses, but such a

state of things cannot last long. The excellent roads of Spain have suffered

from the centralisation of power in the Ministry of Public Works, and the exclu-

sive privileges of the Government engineers, but in the last quarter of a century

there has been a vigorous improvement in the local efforts at road-making.

Indeed, without this, the minerals of the country could not have been developed

as they have been. This is especially notable in iron, copper, and coal, but, as

Mr. Higgin says, there is still an immense field open for mining enterprise in

Spain. " It seems absurd that England should carry away from Spain annually

some four million tons of ore, and be able to return the manufactured product

at a price that can, after payment of a duty of 50 per cent., leave them a

profit on its jjroduction." The Northern ports of Spain, such as Pasages, Bilboa,

Santander, Pontevedra, Vigo, are not yet put in a very efficient state. The
copper trade has improved Huelva, while Seville is gradually undermining Cadiz.

Much requires to be done for Malaga, Calahorra, and Almeria. The last-

named port is without railway connections. Aguilas, Cartagena, and the other

eastern ports up to Barcelona have received much more attention. It is

interesting to note that the charge for telegraphing anywhere within Spain

is 1 peseta ( = 1 franc) for twenty words, address included. The want of

moisture and conseciuent want of pasture tell heavily on the agriculture of

Spain, and over a great part of the central districts there is only one crop

in two years. These evils have been aggravated by the wholesale destruc-

tion of forests, and* the absurd system of compulsory division of inheritances.

Strongly contrasted with that state of things is the great variety, number,
and richness of the crop in Valencia, Murcia, and Granada. In these favoured

regions a plot of five acres is found enough to support a moderate famUy.
The lucerne gives no less than twelve cuttings in the year. Irrigated land

in Valencia sells at from £150 to £400 per acre, while dry ground in the

same neighbourhood sells for £7 to £20. " The average value of a cubic foot of

Avater per second per annum in this place is £2300. The same amount in Pied-
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mont or Lombardy is worth from £15 to £17." Notwithstanding these figures

Mr. Higgin is of opinion that Government should adopt a policy of guaranteeing

large irrigation schemes. Among recent facts in Spanish commerce may be

noted that fresh vegetables are now sent in great quantity to Paris market, while

the orange trade is begining to suffer from the competition of Florida. On the

whole, Mr. Higgin takes a hopeful view of the future of Spain. This is largely

based on the temperate and industrious character of the peasants and artisans.

There is a revival of confidence since the Revolution, which is strongly indicated

by the fall of interest from 10 to 6 per cent.

The Literature of Egypt and the Soudan, from the Earliest Times to the year 1885,

inclusive: A Bibliography, comprising Printed Books, Periodical Writings and

Papers of Learned Societies ; Maps and Charts, Ancient Papyri, Manuscripts,

Drawings, etc. By Prince Ibrahim-Hilmy. Vol. i., A-L. Dedicated to

H.H. the Khedive Ismail. London : Triibner and Co., 1886. Pp. 398.

Prince Ibrahim-Hilmy tells us that the comjjilation of this work has been one

(jf his chief consolations during five weary years of enforced exile, passed chiefly on

the hospitable shores of England. He was not, he says, permitted to assist his

country in her dire distress, but, declining to look on with folded arms, or to pass

his time in apathy and idleness, he sought to render her a service which would be

beyond the reach of political censure.

The work, of which the first volume is before us, is one which will be simply

invaluable to all students of Egy^it, whatever be their special department. Ancient

as well as modern literature is brought together in a way which makes reference

easy, and, what adds very much to the value of the list, the contents of the principal

works are given. In a work of such magnitude it is not to be expected that all

points are equally perfect, or that omissions are not to be found ; and, conscious of

this, the author has asked his readers to communicate to the publishers any sugges-

tions for the correction or enlargement of the catalogue in future editions. It is by

no means easy to make so extensive a compilation, and we can heartily offer our

congratulations to Prince Ibrahim-Hilmy on the successful accomplishment of

his task.

The work has, he says, been produced to facilitate the acquisition of a knowledge

of the enormous mass of learning which has been exercised on the monumental

lore, the ancient writing and literature, and the mediteval and modern history of

that simple and mysterious country whose great antiquity, no less than the

problem of its future well-being, is to all nations an ever-present wonderment and

speculation—a country whose government was constituted on a solid basis by the

undaunted courage and leading ability of his ancestor, Mehemet Ali.

The book is published in admirable style, the type being very clear, and the

paper good. We shall look forward with interest to the completion of the work,

which is promised shortly.

Farthest North ; or the Life and Explorations of Lieutenant James Booth Lockwood.

of the Greely Arctic Expedition. By Charles Lanman. New York : D.

Appleton and Company, 1885. Pp. 333.

A short popular account of the sledge journeys of Lieutenant Lockwood, preceded

by a sketch of the career of this distinguished officer.

The book serves its purpose admirably, and confirms what we were already

prepared to learn from published accounts, that Lieutenant Lockwood performed

services to the expedition second only to those of its commander ; indeed, he was
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Lieutenant Greely's right-hand, and, by the disaffection of Lieutenant Kislingbury,

was promoted to be the second in command. His genial temperament, valiant

enterprise and spirit, and soldierly qualities,—by which he knew the value of

discipline,—well befitted him for this responsible post ; and it was fortunate for the

success of the expedition that it was only at the closing scene that its most heroic

character was lost to them.

The details of the sledge journeys are valuable in themselves. Lieutenant Lock-

wood possessed in every respect the qualities that make wp a successful explorer
;

agreeable to the convictions of his chief, and contrary to those of Dr. Pavy, he

knew that no really good work could be done except at the expense of great

personal privation and self-sacrifice, indomitable perseverance and endurance.

Hence, we are not surprised that, under favourable conditions, he reached (15th May
1882) the " Farthest North "—at Lockwood Island, in latitude 8.3" 244' N., and
longitude 40^ 4Ci' W.—whilst Dr. Pavy, though better equipped, fairly failed, and

not only on account of the disruption of the Polar pack.

Sergeant Brainard is the only survivor of Lieutenant Lockwood's party of three

in this memorable journey, and we are glad to learn that the Eoyal Geographical

Society have recognised his claims to distinction.

All who have interested themselves in this expedition will feel Lieutenant

Lockwood's loss, at the zenith of his career, as almost a personal one ; and we are

indebted to Mr. Lanman for his endeavour to perpetuate the deeds of his country-

man, which will be remembered as long as human enterprise and courage are

accounted worthy of emulation.

The Earth : a Descriptive History of the Phenomena of the Life of the Globe. By
Elisee Reclus. Edited by Professor A. H. Keane, of University College,

London. London : J. S. Virtue and Co., 1886. Pp. 468.

Since the publication, in 1878, of Professor Huxley's Physiography,—perhaps

the best introduction to the study of Nature which we possess,—no more important

work upon the same subject has appeared than the volume by M. Eeclus, a new
English edition of which has just been issued by Messrs. Virtue. Like Professor

Huxley, M. Eeclus proceeds upon the sensible plan that, in order to interest the

general public, or the young student, in the study of Nature, all dry repellent

modes of instruction must be put aside and the subject made as fresh and attractive

as possible.

It would be difficult to state briefly what this work contains, as it presents a

mass of information upon almost every subject connected with the physical world.

It is divided into four parts, viz., 1. The Earth as a Planet ; 2. The Land
;

3. The Circulation of Water; and 4. Subterranean Forces; and is illustrated

by 250 maps, etc., in the text, and 24 page-maps printed in colours, Avhich are

the most novel and striking feature in the volume. Geological maps of the World
and of England are first given, and orographical maps of Africa, Asia, and Europe

;

a physical relief map of the Alps is followed by a series of maps illustrating the

various important glaciers of the Alps. From glaciers, which are but " rivers of

ice," we proceed to rivers of water, and find maps illustrating the middle course of

the Mississippi, and the Ganges Delta. Then follow maps showing Lake Garda
and the Bugri of the Caspian Sea {Bugri being chains of hillocks which run
between the parallel bays at the mouth of the Volga). There is a series of maps
explanatory of igneous phenomena, as, for instance, the lavas of Mount Etna,

coloured according to the date when each lava was erupted ; and a map showing the

distribution of volcanoes throughout the world. Finally, a map illustrative of the

relative changes of level between land and sea, and another showing the atoll Avi
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of the ^Maldives, conclude as eries unrivalled for novelty and abounding in interest

and instruction.

Those who have seen such publications as Cortambert's School Atlas of the

physical, political, administrative, and economic geography of France, are aware

that the French are adepts in the construction of maps, and publish, for the use of

schools and the public generally, maps of greater detail and interest than we are

accustomed to look for in our country. They prove to us, if indeed we required to

be convinced, that nothing makes a subject so clear as a good map. The scientific

professor, in his class-room, sketches innumerable diagrams on the blackboard, to

make his subject more clear to his students
;
yet, on the score mainly of expense,

these diagrams would probably not accompany his lectures, if published. The
publishers of The Earth, by M. Reclus, have spared no expense ; they have given

every illustration which either the author or student could desire ; and the conse-

quence is that a perfectly illustrated scientific work has been produced, one which

the youngest as well as the most advanced student may consult with advantage,

and which the general reader may peruse with pleasure.'

The letterpress bears evidence of great study, wide research, and scrupulous

accuracy. In many cases subjects are treated ably and comprehensibly which

often are relegated to obscure corners, if treated at all, in ordinary science hand-

books. Thus, that interesting subject, the windings of rivers, receives adequate

consideration from M. Eeclus, and is illustrated by woodcuts showing the windings

of the Schelde, Meuse, Seine, Lot, Mississippi, and Rhine ; indeed, the whole

subject of rivers is very fully treated and admirably illustrated. We are intro-

duced, first, to subterrj,nean rivers, the spring of Vaucluse, the course of the

Touvre, the Rios of Yukatan, and the "Mud Lumps" of the Mississippi; next,

the system of subterranean streams, the chasms of Carniola, and the grottos of

Lueg, Adelsberg, and Planina. In the discussion of rivers, the wide grasp of

M. Reclus may be judged from the fact that we find woodcuts illustrating the

bifurcation of the Orinoco, the Sargans depression, the marshes of Pinsk, and
the Ponto-Caspian Isthmus, the whole world being embraced to illustrate the sub-

ject under discussion. We next pass to the hydrographical systems of various

parts of the world, and consider the river systems of Asia, Europe, America,

Africa, and Australia. The various courses of rivers furnish the next chapter,

which is followed by one on their fluctuations and erosive action. Cataracts and

rapids are next described—not merely that well-worn theme, the Falls of Niagara,

but the Falls of the Zambesi and the Rapids of Maypures on the Orinoco
;

subsequently the formation of islands and the windings of rivers, inundations

and tioods, with embankments formed by rivers,—such as the Golenas formed at

the mouth of the Po, the Gap formed near New Orleans by the Mississippi, and

the shifting beds of the Whang-ho. Finally, the mouths and estuaries of rivers

are discussed, with the deltas and bars produced there ; the whole subject being

closed by a consideration of the practical question of the efl'ect of the immense
amount of sediment annually brought down by rivers and deposited in the sea.

" The Baltic Sea," says M. Reclus, " has already become something between an

inland sea and a chain of freshwater lakes. . . . The Mediterranean, itself, will

become nothing more than a chain of lakes, and then a gigantic river. The Sea

of Azof is already being gradually converted into a stream."

The Index, we must not fail to add, however, is far too small to be serviceable.

We have drawn attention to the manner in which M. Reclus has treated Rivers,

to show the thorough and cosmopolitan character of his work, and to prove that he is

no mere theorist, but illustrates by maps and woodcuts every assertion he makes.

In a similar way he treats the other natural phenomena on the earth's surfoce.
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and we can with confidence recommend his book to the attention of all lovers

and students of Nature. Were geography taught in our schools in such a

manner, and with such illustrations, it would enable students to go forth to any

part of the world equipped in the first principles of every branch of physical

geography. It would convert each river into an object of interest and all Nature

into a study ; it would encourage reflection and excite observation, and it would

give an impetus to the study of Nature which, as yet, so far at least as our schools

are concerned, it has not received, in spite of all the progress of the age in other

respects.

Zeichenatlas zum Gebrauch im geographischen Unterricht auf den Mittelstufen,

17 Karten. Price 70 Pf. Herausgegeben von E. Debes, in Verbindung mit

Dr. A. Kirchhoff, ord. Professor der Erdkunde, und Dr. E. Lehmann, Oberlehrer

und Privatdocenten der Erdkunde in Halle. Zweite umgearbeitete Auflage.

The attention of all engaged in the teaching of geography ought to be called to

this little work, which will be found among the collection^ of appliances used in

geographical education made by the Royal Geographical Society's Inspector of

Education, and shortly to be exhibited in Edinburgh. It is one of those which best

illustrate how practical and how well adapted to the needs and capacities of the

pupils is the teaching of geography in the best schools of Germany. Its aim is to

furnish the means of assisting the pupil in acquiring the art of drawing from memory
maps exhibiting all the main features of the continents and of the more important

European countries with as nuich fulness and accuracy as are needed for educational

purposes. In carrying out this aim, it avoids, above all things, the grand error of

attempting too much. Its fundamental idea may be said to be contained in the

statement of Humboldt, that only maps which appear empty impress themselves

Avell on the memory. Accordingly, in the maps which are here supplied as copies

for the pupils, only the most prominent features of the different countries are

represented. Coast-lines and rivers are drawn without regard to their minor

windings. Few towns are marked, and, to avoid confusing the picture, these have

their names indicated only by initials. In the map of the Iberian Peninsula only

sixteen towns (including two in Portugal) have their position shown. The method

of drawing is also reduced to the utmost simplicity. Both parallels of latitude and

meridians are represented uniformly by straight lines, the meridians converging

towards the north in the northern hemisphere, towards the south in the southern.

By the adoption of this method, the drawing of the lines of latitude and longitude

is rendered easy for the pupil, and yet without causing any appreciable distortion

in the feature of the country as represented in the map. In giving instructions for

the drawing of any map, the teacher names the parallels and meridians within

which the maj? is to be drawn. He states the distances (in millimetres) that are to

separate every 2, 5, or 10 degrees of latitude, as the case may be, and also those

which are to separate the meridians on the highest and lowest parallels included in

the map. These data being furnished, the pupil thereupon proceeds to draw his

parallels of latitude, and his middle meridian perpendicular to these, after which

he Tuarks oft' from the middle meridian the points of intersection of the other

meridians on the highest and lowest parallels. Joining these points of intersection

he completes his system of parallels and meridians, and thereupon proceeds to copy

the map from the Zeichenatlas. The result of this is that the pupil not only

acquires some idea of the method of map-construction, but is enabled to lay out and
draw the map with sufficient facility and celerity to allow of his repeating the

No. 89, Division vi., in the Catalogue of the London Exlubitioii.

11
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process frequently within the time allotted to geography in the school years ; and

it is found by experience that the copying of a map which does not present any

exceptional difficulties five or six times, is enough to impress it firmly on the

memory. Teachers who wish to procure copies of this cheap but useful publication

should be particular to ask for the accompanying explanations (Erlautenmgen),

which are supplied gratis, but have to be specially applied for.

NEW MAPS.
(Edited by Professor James Oeikie, LL.D., F.B.S.)

EUROPE.
SCOTLAND, Bartholomew's Reduced Ordnance Survey of— . Scale, 2 miles to inch.

New sheets

:

—
Wigtown and Stranraer District, coloured to show roads and relief

of land.

County of Dumfries, coloured to show parishes.

County of Kirkcudbright, coloured to show parishes.

Edinburgh : A. & C. Black, Price 2s. 6d. each in case.

These are three new sheets of Mr. Bartholomew's series of Reduced Ordnance

Maps. In the Wigtown sheet a considerable improvement has been made by adopt-

ing a system of colouring to show the relief of land, the roads, and the railways,

which may be distinguished without any confusion.

IRELAND, Tourists' Map of,—by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. Scale 10 miles to

an inch. Reduced from the Ordnance Survey, and revised to April 1886.

Edinburgh : J. Bartholomev), Price Is.

This is a completely new Map of Ireland, and shows the railways, roads, and

villages with as much detail as the scale will permit.

ITALIA, Carta delle Circoscrizioni Ecclesiastiche in relazione alle Circoscrizione

Amministrative. Ministero di Agricoltura, Industria e Commercio

:

Boma : Direzione Generale clella Statisticct, 1885.

ITALIA, 1. Etnografia dell' Italia in un Eta' preistorica immediatamente anteriore

alle notizie storiche precise.

2. Etnografia storica dell' Italia autica.

3. Luoghi di nascita di celebri pittori.

4. Luoghi di nascita di celebri scrittori.

5. Luoghi di nascita di celebri architetti.

6. Luoghi di nascita di celebi-i maestri di musica.

7. Suonatori di banda in rapporto col numero degii abitanti.

8. Luoghi di nascita di celebri poeti.

9. Luoghi di nascita di celebri scrittori latini.

Boma : BoUettino della Societa Geografica Italiana, Aprile 1886.

The above set of original and very interesting statistical maps accompanies a

paper by Professor Bellio.

ASIA.

TONG-KING, The Northern Part of , with the Delta of the Song-Coi, com-

piled from the latest information, and illustrating the paper of Mr. J. G. Scott.

Scale, 1 2 miles to an inch.

Proceedings of the BoijaJ Geographical Society, April 1886.
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AFRICA.

BERENICE A BERBER, Itineraire par Colonel Piirdy. Eclielle, 1 : 500,000.

Lc Caire: Bulletin de la Societe Khcdiviale de Geographic,

11^ Serie, Nunicro 8.

CONGO.—Umgebung von Axgo-Axgo im Anschlusse an Vivi am Kongo, nach

Routenskizzeu und Besclireibiingen des Mitgliedes der Osterr. Kongo-Expedition

Oskar Baumann. Im Masse ungefahr, 1 : 60,000.

Mitteiluiigcn der Kais. Kijnigl. Geographischen Gesellschaft

in Wien, Band xxix., No. 3.

This map on the scale of about one inch to the mile, is prepared with a

minuteness quite suggestive of Ordnance Surveys, and not usually met with in

Central African maps.

MAROC.—Itineraire de la Mission militaire de Mazaghan a Maroc ec de jNIaroc

a Mogador, Mars et Avril, 1882. Echelle de 1 : 500,000.

Oran : Societe de Geographie et d'ArcJtrologie de la Province d'Oran,

Tome V. Oct.-Dec. 1885.

MUSCHI-CONGO, Originalkarte des Gebietes der , im Portugiesischen West-

Afrika. Nach eigenen Aufnahmen gezeichnet von Dr. Josef Chavanne. Mass-

.stab, 1 : 400,000.

Peiermanns Mitteilangen, Jahrgang 1886, Tafcl 6. Gotha : Justus Perthes.

BECHUANA-LAND—
South Bechuaxa-Laxd, August 1885. Scale 10 miles to 1 inch.

Matabili-Land, Road Map of, with position of Nata River.

Bechuana-Land, Border, Survey of, between Matukwe and Kopje Enkel.

Scale 34 miles to 1 inch.

Transvaal Blue-Bool; c. 4643, April 1886. Price 7s.

TUNIS—
Basin of the Chotts. Scale 13 miles to 1 inch.

Ile de Djerba.

Salt Lakes of El Bahira and Bizerta.

British Consular Pcqwrt, c. 4651, 3Iarch 1886. Price Is. Ud.

These maps accompany the interesting and complete report of Consul-General

Playfair on Tunis, which contains much valuable geographical information.

GOLD COAST. Basel Missionaries' Travels in the Volta Basin. By E. G.

Ravexstein, F.R.G.S. Scale, 1 • 5,000,000.

Proceedings of th Roijal Geographical Society, Ap>ril 1886.

GENERAL.

NORTH ATLANTIC. Die Staubfalle im Passatgebiet des Nordatlantisclien

Oceans. 4 Karten.

Berlin : Annalcn d^r Hydrographie, etc. Heft ii., 1886.

The above little maps, by Capt. Dinklage, show the limits of the fall of dust in
(

the dirterent regions of the North Atlantic. The greatest dust-fall is off the Sahara ||

coast, between Cape Verde and Cape Blanco.
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By the Rev. William Deans Cowan.

From the autumn of 1874 until the early spinng of 1885, with one

short intermission, it has been my good fortune to he intimately

connected with the civilising agencies at work in the island of Mada-

gascar. During this period of over ten years, I was resident or travelling

in the eastern and south-central p^arts of the island. Several journeys

were made throughout these districts, and some interesting results in

geographical exploration and scientific research were obtained.

As very little was previously known of the country and tribes in the

region visited, the facts ascertained were all the more valuable. Each

of the journeys might form subject-matter for a paper occupying more

time than can be given on this occasion. It is, however, necessary in

order to give a general description of a country so little known, as well as

for our comfort at the present time, that I should avoid a minute and

technical description of every journey.

Most of you—at least the members of this Society—are familiar with

the position of the island of Madagascar ; also that its size and situa-

tion in the Indian Ocean make it of considerable importance. They are,

in fact, such that it is of the utmost consequence that our knowledge of

it and its people should be complete and accurate,—not that the know-

ledge of any country should be otherwise, to a great commercial nation

such as ours. Situated in proximity to, and about midway between, our

colony of Natal and our settlement in the Mauritius, and supplying as it

does the former in part, and the latter entirely, with beef and other

articles of food, as well as its being on a possible route to the Persian

VOL. IL X
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Gulf and our Indian possessions, make it of vital interest to us. We
cannot but watch, with considerable anxiety and jealous care, every

change in its Government, or its relations to other Powers. To do this

intelligently, we cannot be better prepared than through an extended

knowledge of the country itself.

Madagascar is somewhat larger than Great Britain, being nearly

1000 miles long from north to south, and over 250 miles of average

breadth. It is, therefore, more than 230,000 square miles in area

(147,000,000 acres or = three acres each for 49,000,000 of men), and about

four times larger than England and Wales. Mauritius is distant about

550 miles to the eastward, a small speck on the ocean ; and Durban, the

chief seaport in Natal, is about the same distance to the south-west.

The Cape-Mauritius Indian route for steamers would sight the south-

east corner of the island. Ceylon is about 1800 miles distance. Here, then,

in this island we have a vast storehouse for the supply of food to the

South African colonies and for the isles of the Indian Ocean, one without

which in the future we might fare badly. In the hands of a foreign

Power it would be a possible danger to our coaling stations, and a menace

to our Cape colonies.

Geographicallj', the island lies almost entirely within the tropics, but

there are several circumstances which render it less tropical than we

might have expected. In its longitude, the equator of heat, or ther-

mal line of highest temperature, runs about 10° north of the geographical

equator ; there is an almost continual south-east trade-wind, which cools

the eastern part of the island ; and lastly, the extensive central plateau is

from 4000 to 5000 feet above sea-level. These combined make the

climate fairly enjoyable.

The island was discovered by European navigators about 380 years

ago, but it must have been known to Arab traders in ancient times.

There are those who hunt for reference to it in Holy Scripture ; others

are content with Pliny, Aristotle, and Tharetus, where they think to find

it under the names of Menuthias, Cerne, Phanbalon, Pacras, Alphil, etc.

The Arabs knew it as Serandah and Chebona, and latterly as Quambalow,

Gezirat al Komar. In the 13th century it began to be called Magastar,

Madrigascar. On the 1st February and 10th August, in 1506, the east

and west coasts respectively were rediscovered by the Portuguese. During

the 17th century considerable excitement existed as to the island, both

in this country and in France, and efforts were made in both to found

settlements and colonies, writers wrote books about it, poets made verses,

and merchants were excited. The Government of that time had named

Prince Eupert as viceroy for King Charles r. ; and it went so far that the

Prince was to have twelve men-of-war and thirty merchantmen to form

the colony. The governor and committee of the East Indian Company
were ordered to give all j^ossible assistance to the enterprise. Prince

Eupert went, however, to the Continent, and the Earl of Arundel, Earl

Marshal of England, was appointed in his place. Nothing of importance
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was done, and the annexation to this country of " the richest and

most frvitefvll island in the world " was left to a distant future. Thus,

notwithstanding the many changes in the last two centuries, " Madagascar,

comparable, if not transcending all the eastern parts of the world, a very

earthly paradise," has never been much thought of by our merchants

and emigrants. Even our present legislators know little, and appear to

care less, for this " the chiefest place in the world to enrich men by

trade," " the fittest place for a magazine or storehouse of trade between

Europe and Asia," where " all things needful for and superfluous for

back and belly" are to be had cheap. "Yea, fat bullocks, sheep, swine,

poultry, rice, exceeding cheape." In such and even more glowing words

was ]\Iadagascar described. But fate had set the currents of human life

in other channels to America and Australia, and the island to-day is

much as it was three hundred years ago. Considering that the know-

ledge then of the island was confined to the coast-lands, the descriptions

are fairly correct. The island is perhaps one of the most varied and

delightful in the world, the extent of its riches, in fertility of soil and

abundance of mineral, scarcely dreamt of in this country. Even in times

of commercial depression it never appears to merit consideration by

politicians, who dream of a millennium in a croft, or in three acres

and a cow. The recent past of the island is noticed in dealing with the

political condition of the country.

Tamatave is the principal seaport on the east coast, and at that place

I leapt on to the sandy beach in October 1874. Again, in June 1883, I

was preparing to land in much the same way, when I was prevented doing

so on the ground that I was not in the confidence of the French Govern-

ment. As was the roadstead of Tamatave in 1874, so are all the road-

steads on the east coast of Madagascar, only a little more dangerous, and

the landing a little more difficult. There are no landing-stages or harbour

conveniences. Communication with the shore is, in nearly all cases, made

by decked-in lighters of about five tons burden. These are propelled by

about a score of half-naked Malagasy, squatted on the deck, working long

oars through a loop of some strong tendril of some species of creeping

plant, and directed by two very long broad oars worked over the stern.

The passengers seat themselves on the deck, either at the bow or the

stern, and are fully prepared for accidents in crossing the bar. These

are generally nothing more than a drenching—at the worst, a capsize into

the boiling surf. These lighters are mostly built and owned by Creoles

resident at the ports. Much requires to be done as to regulation of these

boats, in order to facilitate trade, as at present it very often depends on

the whims of a very whimsical race, as to where and when the goods shall

be landed. Once landed, the native Customs officers carefully examine all

passengers and goods, save and except missionaries and missionary goods,

both of which pass without difficulties or dues. Ten per cent, is taken in

kind on all imports, and though there is an ill-regulated tariff on exports,

it is supposed to come within ten per cent.
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The country diifers so much from those of our general experience,

that it is in all respects a new world. No expectant cabs or carriages

await our landing, no railway trains rush in and out of some neat station.

I have only seen some ten bullock wagons; nothing moves on wheels

in all the length and breadth of Madagascar. No postal arrangements,

no telegraphic communication, no roads save foot-tracks, in the whole

island. Since the French took possession of Tamatave, they have

laid down a line of rails from the landing-place to the fort in that

town. Until Avithin the past two years communication was had with

Mauritius and Bourbon by means of buUockers, but now steamships

in connection with the Messageries and Castle Line call monthly at

Tamatave.

The country on the eastern sea-board is the district of the Betsimisa-

raka (The Great Undivided), which is practically under the rule of the

Hova Government. It is composed of park-like lands close to the sea ; a

chain of lagoons ; low-lying, rolling grass-covered hills ; a few wooded hills

and valleys. Further inland the hills rise to about 1000 feet above sea-

level ; these are well wooded. There are nearly a hundred rivers of some

size flowing into the sea or lagoons on the east coast. The country is

well watered, and there are some extensive alluvial deposits in the river

valleys. All the rivers are closed to navigation by sand bars ; but even

if these were removed, they would not be available, as within five or ten

miles from the sea they are broken by rapids and falls. Any mouth of

a river, or outlet from a lagoon, is or can be used as a port of landing.

South of Antongil Bay, the coast is low and sandy. It is almost a

straight line, without cape, promontory, headland, bay, or inlet. There are

few rocks, and the whole is monotonous. A stretch of submerged coral-

reefs, in which there are frequent breaks, lies a few miles out from the

shore. Through these breaks the trading vessels enter, and behind them

there is a very small shelter from the waves of the Indian Ocean.

Fringing the sandy beach is a strip of filao and other trees, a score of

yards wide, broadening sometimes into a small forest. Behind this is the

park-like country, with its short velvety grass, its clumps and groups of

trees ; its wild lemons, wild dates, and trees laden with great orange-like

fruits; its lagoons clear as crystal, with great arums and screw pines fringing

the banks, the water narrowed to a few yards, or widened to a mile or

so—all wondrously rich and exquisitely lovely—trees clad in luxuriant

growth of ferns, and great clumps of magnificent orchids. Across the

lakes are heaths on sandy mounds, then grass hills, then forest-clad moun-

tains, rising higher and higher in the distance, until often lost in the

clouds.

The lagoons, which stretch in an almost unbroken line for about 300

miles, within a few hundred yards and nearly parallel to the sea-shore, are

a peculiar feature in the district. The land is evidently rising or being

built up on the east coast, and the formation or extension of the lagoons

can be observed, from day to day, going on at the present time. In the
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dry season, the outlets of the rivers are often sanded up, and behind the

bar the river rises several feet above sea-level ; the waters gradually fill up

the lower-lying parts, extending north and south of the original mouth of

the river, and at last the weakest part is burst through, and a new outlet

is formed, it may be a mile or more distant. This leaves a small lagoon,

of calm water, only separated from the sea by a thin bar of sand ; seeds

are floated on to this bar, vegetation goes on, and within a few years great

trees shade the lagoon, and give permanency to the bar. In the future

development of the country, these lagoons will, no doubt, play an im-

portant part, as with a very trifling expense they may all be united, so as

to form a waterway.

The alluvial deposits, and some of the valleys, are Avell adapted for

the cultivation of sugar-cane, tobacco, rice, and vanilla, while the park-like

lands and grassy hills are well suited for cattle. Further inland, on the

higher mountain slopes, and in the higher valleys, now covered with

luxuriant growths of bamboos or travellers' trees, no better country in

the world can be found for cofFee-planting.

Travelling in Madagascar is by means of a filanzana, a small leather

seat, between two poles 10 feet or 12 feet long. These are carried in

relays of four men, one at each end of a pole, which is borne on the

shoulders. They travel in an easy swinging walk, or trot, making from

twenty to twenty-five miles a day.

The carriers are engaged by contract, either by day or for the whole

journey, that from the seaport, Tamatave, to the capital, being usually 10s.

per man. You. require eight men for bearers, and one for every 60 or 70

lb. of luggage, a cook, and if the baggage requires more than twelve or

fourteen men, a captain to look after them. There are no hotels, but

there is no difficulty in getting houses at the wayside villages. The

bearers are honest, and devoted to the interests of those they are journey-

ing with. After a few days' hard travel, through mud tracks often knee-

deep, and under a pour of rain, I have got into villages long after

nightfall, and was surprised at the unselfish solicitude for my comfort,

shown by the men who had borne me all day long, and it was only after

they saw to my wants that many of them ever thought of their own.

It is the same, perhaps even in a marked degree, when they have ladies

or children under their charge. In such a way, and with such bearers, I

have made, with one exception, all my journeys in Madagascar; and I

never had stolen from me a single article, or had a rude word spoken to me.

It is not a sociable way of travelling, as your rate of progress is largely

dependent on your own weight. Hence, as my wife was rather light

weight, and I rather heavy, we seldom saw each other except at halting

places. This Avas no comfort to me, as the palanquin of the ladies is made,

as most other conveyances for ladies in all countries are made, for carrying

wondrous impedimenta. My luncheon was often miles ahead. At the

villages, travellei's have often presents of rice and fowls, and the hotel

bills are not large.
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Crossing thi'ough the Betsimisaraka country, we enter the great forests,

and make one's way under their shade, up many a weary hill, and down
many a dreary dell—crossing rivers on tree trunks, walking up the beds

of rivers, as if to hide one's trail—through a great solitude of wondrous

heauty and richness of vegetation. It is a track, a foot-track, with the

silent primeval forest on either side, from which there comes but seldom

the song of a bird or the wild cry of a lemur. I have no fancy for primeval

forests ;—their awful stillness ; the continiial " drip drip " of perspiring

trees ; the great weird lianos, like great serpents, hung from forest giants
;

the damp undergrowth ; the chill ; the dreary, creepy gruesomeness, only

felt in some cavern of the dead ; the felt loneliness. Like bird and beast,

I delight in the sunshine, on the skirts of such great forests. These forests

vary in width and require from one to one and a half day's journey to

cross through them. They cover the hills to the east of the central

plateau. The uplands are composed of grass-covered hills and valleys,

or plains, well watered by rivers and streams ; they are some 4000 feet

above sea-level. The climate is good and healthy ; these, however, have

been so well described by such writers as Ellis, Mullens, Sibree, and

Shaw, that I need not do more than note that they form the principal

possessions of the Hova people, and that they are the civilised districts of

Madagascar. On these uplands, especially towards the south in Betsileo-

land, there are great herds of cattle.

From Tamatave I went to Antananarivo, the capital, and from thence

to Fianarantsoa, the chief town in Betsileo. The country between

Antananarivo and Fianarantsoa resembles somewhat the districts in the

south of Scotland, only the hills are lower and the plains wider ; all the

hills and valleys are grass-grown. There are numerous rice-fields.

From Fianarantsoa I made journeys to the Tanala, to the Ikongo, to

the Ampidongy, to the Bara, and to the AVestern Ibara ; and a few inci-

dents and odd descriptions of events in these may enable you to under-

stand the people better than a general description.

Journey to Ikongo, in the Tanala Country.

Ikongo is the name of a mountain in the forest country, about two

days due east of Fianarantsoa. It is the stronghold of an independent

tribe of the Tanala people. The people may number 20,000.

This journey was made at the request of Ratsiandraofana, the king of

the district, and for the purpose of strengthening friendly relations, which

had been opened Avith his subjects a few months before.

No difficulty was experienced in obtaining bearers for this journey

;

we had, however, to confine our selection to the Betsileo men, as the

Ikongo are by no means friendly to the Hova. We set out early one

morning towards the east, by way of the village of Mitongoa ; crossing the

river Matsiatra in a small " dug-out," we took our mid-day rest at the

village of Ifandrandava, a mile or two beyond the river. This village is

on the boundary-line of two tribes of the Betsileo, one part of it being in
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the one and the remainder in the other ; so averse are they to mingling

one with the other, although the population is not more than two

hundred, they each of them prefer to have their own church and school.

From Fianarantsoa to this village, the road crosses over some grassy hills

and valleys, as usual well watered. The remainder of the day's journey

was over the same grassy uplands, and through several sponges, from

which issue the upper waters of the rivers Matsiatra and Faraony. In

these sponge valleys the Avater, which is often deep, is grown over by
matted grasses and rushes. On their springy surface, often up to the

waist in Avater, the men make their way, crossing the main stream which

meanders through the sponge, by a small pole under water. These

sponges swell and contract according to the season, being full during the

Avet and low during the dry season ; they thus regulate the flow of the

rivers. We had no mishap in any of them, except once, when the man
carrying provisions sank, and we lost, Avith other things, all our salt. We
camped out, our tent being set on the outskirts of the forest. It was very

cold ; the men made small shelters for themselves Avith branches and grass.

A great fire Avas made in front of the tent, and the dark recesses of the

forest were lit up with its light, and the echoes wakened by the songs and

laughter of the men. I greatly enjoyed the scene, and smoked, listening

to native stories and song until my pipe fell, and I dozed aAvay to dream-

land in a kind of melody of murmuring voices and strange forest sounds.

Next day, by daAvn, Ave began our descent through the forest, keeping

a well-worn foot-track, doAA-n hills, up hills, doAvn by the banks of

roaring streams, full of leaps and linns, racing and plunging over great falls,

through the silent forest, the rich ferns and mosses, the great trees, the

Aveird depths, which no foot may have trodden. ToAvards sunset we
emerged from the forest high up on the hill-side. From this place we
had a fine vicAv of the Tanala country, stretched out like a map at our

feet. A country of rolling, forest-clad hills, Avith here and there the glint

of a river like a splash of silver amidst the green ; far as the eye reached

it seemed the same, until lost in a haze, whether of land or sea, earth or

heaven, Ave could not say. No villages were in sight, and the only signs

of human life Avere in some patches of sugar-cane in the valley beloAV us,

and one or two rice huts, high up on the hill-sides. A rapid descent of

over 2000 feet, during Avhich Ave fed richly on wild raspberries, took us

into a neAV region, with a different climate and vegetation. Most of the

hill-sides Avere covered by graceful bamboos of a yellowish-green shade.

In an hour or so after Ave had left the forest, we entered the first village

of Ikongo, having taken the Avhole day to cross the forest. Great

mountains rose on either side of us, bold, bare, and almost perjDendicular.

These mountains form the eastern edge of the central plateau ; the

summits and intervening valleys are clad Avith forests. This village of

Aniaviavy consisted of about twenty houses. We had to Avait for tAvo days,

as we were not allowed to proceed further into the Ikongo district until

information of our arrival had been sent to the king. AVhile Ave Avere
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waiting we were favoured by a celebration of a " Salamanga " for the

recovery of the sick : it consisted in decorating the house outside and in

with pieces of wood, leaves of trees, and a iew feathers ; the making of

a sjjecial bed of hazombelona (living wood) for the sick person ; a great

amount of singing, shouting, beating on bamboos, dancing, washing, and

drinking, all of which formed a part of the prescription of the medical

facult)^ of the Ikongo. We did not remain long enough to ascertain its

effects.

The time was passed not unpleasantly in chewing sugar-cane beside a

native still, where many of the salamanga celebrants were patiently

waiting for the spirit as it slowly trickled out of the copper tube. We
wandered along the river banks, hunted for guinea-fowl, shot green

pigeons, traversed great groves of bamboo, in Avhich we and a drove of

half-wild oxen were mutually frightened. We made as many obser-

vations as we could ; in making these we were at first puzzled by the

strange forgetfulness of the villagers, young and old ; even the children

forgot their own names, as well as the names of everything in and about

the villages. The grown-up men were worse, and we only had " asa" (" I

don't know ") to every question we asked ; we could learn nothing. On the

arrival of a chief from the king this was all changed, so that they forced

information upon us as to names of mountains, rivers, plants, and animals.

This same failure of memory I have met with in other parts, and where a

sudden restoration of faculties has been brought about.

From this village Ave journeyed southAvard through a fairly-wooded

valley. There were fcAv inhabitants, and in every likely place we saw
traces of the wild pigs that must exist in great numbers in the woods.

We had to make another stopjDage for a day, in order to alloAv messengers

to report our progress to the king. This was all part of the honour paid

to us, but Ave failed to see it. When, after the day's rest, we again

journeyed southAvard, we were joined by the chief men and judges in the

district. SAvelled in numbers, Ave Avere a large company who entered

the king's village of Ambohitsimivalana, and were presented to Rat-

siandraofana, one of the most important of independent kings in

Madagascar. He was seated under the shade of a rice store, beside a

great earthenware pot of native beer, which he was serving in a bountiful

manner with a horn to those around him ; they were jovial ; some were
drunk. He Avas evidently greatly pleased at our A'isit, and was most
pressing in his offers of beer ; Ave declined, but our doing so in no way
afi"ected his good humour. Beer Avent round again and again. The
women and younger men, who Avere dancing in the centre of the A'illage,

were not forgotten. Every one was happy, presents AA^ere made, and the

king, in the joy of his soul, gave us a " pas de seul." We were enter-

tained in one of the best houses. The early part of the night was passed

in conversation with the king and some of the more sober chiefs.

Ratsiandraofana, the king, is a stout, elderly man, about sixt}^ years of

age, with an open pleasing face. It is said that he Avas at one time a
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slave among the Hova. He now gives them scant courtesy, and propheti-

cally proclaims the sentence of death against them and the " Farantsay,"

the Jesuits. His great grievance as to the Hova was the execution of

certain prisoners of war, whom they shot down in the neighbourhood of

Fianarantsoa and the capital. The description he gave was not to the

credit or humanity of the Hova Government. The prisoners were herded

into a small circular hollow, now the garden of the Jesuit Mission, and

there shot down in cold blood. Afterwards their heads were taken and

stuck on high poles, four yards apart, along the principal track to the

capital. How many were thus brutally murdered was not said, but

simply that they extended over one mile along the wayside. We remained

two days with the king, when we left, journeying southward so as to see

as much as possible of the district. Crossing a low ridge to the south of

the king's village, we descended to the banks of a small river which flows

round the mountain stronghold of Ikongo. The mountain is considered

imj)regnable. It is about five miles long, the area on its summit about

five square miles. The top is nearly flat, and we could see from the

neighbouring hills that there was on it a small stream and many rice-fields.

From the river, or the two rivers, which unite at the north-east corner

of the mountain, the slope is steep,—not unlike Arthur's Seat, below

the Radical Road,—to the base of the perpendicular rocks, which form the

east and north sides of the mountain. These rocks are about 200 feet

high. The people say that the south and west sides are the same as the

east and north. There are two large villages on the mountain unoccupied

in time of peace, except by the guards, who are regularly relieved. Access

is had to the summit by means of long vine ladders let down from above.

ToAvards the south there is an extended spur of the mountain, which is

densely covered with wood. From this stronghold the men of Ikongo

have been able to defy the Hova armies. Aroimd the mountain many a

weary battle has been fought. On one occasion the Hova leaders got

their men well under the shelter of the rocks, and by means of ladders

were taking advantage of the irregularities of the cliffs. The besieged,

unseen by those below, had slung partly over the edge immense trunks of

trees ; watching a favourable moment, the vines that held them were cut,

and they fell, sweeping before them the mangled dead and wounded
towards the rivers below. The Hova retreated, and Ikongo remained free.

Occasionally some prowling Hova or renegade has sold Ikongo subjects

into slavery, but these are very few.

Journeying southward we traversed for two days a rich and pleasant

district, with good rice-fields and a moderate population. We left this

valley at the village of Itsimivaha, making a difficult ascent wp the moun-
tains into the forest. Pushing westward we crossed the head-waters of

the Manambondro River, which rises in the mountain of Iratsy (The Evil

One). A long day's journey took us through the forest, and a short run
over the grassy valleys landed us at a cowherds' village on the south-west

corner of Iratsy Mountain. We had not time to visit this celebrated and
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mysterious mountain, the gliost-land of the Betsileo and Hova people.

From its mysterious heights come strange and soul-stirring sounds, which

go booming across the country. The natives say that the spirits of the

departed dead dwell in this mountain, and hunt in its mysterious depths.

Those dwelling near to it cast their coffined dead into the recess of its

forest. Few are bold enough to venture into its shades. IVlr. Shaw cut

his way some distance up the mountain. He gives it as his opinion that

the sounds are caused by the winds rushing up the eastern side, and

roaring through the gorges near the summit. The mountain is the most

massive and the grandest giant in all Betsileo. From its base issue the

fountain streams of the rivers Faraony, Matitanana, Matsiatra, and the

Manandriana, the two former flowing to the east, and the two others to

the west coast.

A day more over grassy do\vns takes us back to Fianarantsoa.

As are the people and the districts of Ikongo, so ai'e the peoples and

lands of the Tanala. The people are quiet and peaceable ; the men tall

and Avell formed, with good heads and pleasant features. The women are

small as comj^ared Avith the men. They have many superstitious rites, and

are not recognised as among the civilised tribes of Madagascar. Their

clothing, for the most part, consists of jackets or skirts made of pliant

rushes, or in some cases of the inner bark of trees. They divide the year

into twelve parts, and each part is again divided into twelve. These latter,

consisting of two or three days, have the same names as the Hovas give to

their months. There are no public markets, as amongst the tribes on the

upper plateau, and they deal by barter amongst themselves. They use no
spoons, but fold the leaves of the cardamom plants into substitutes for

such. Their food consists of rice, sweet potatoes, bananas, milk, honey, a

few fish, locusts, and tanrec. They are ruled by a family of kings, called

the Zafirambo, who are closely related to the Bara kings. Their houses

are made of bamboo lined Avith mats, set on poles, from one to four feet

above the ground. The most of the rice is grown on the hill-side or

" tavy," from which they have burned the bamboo shrub. There are small

herds of cattle fed in the valleys. They distil a weak spirit from the

sugar-cane, and make a kind of mead from the honey which they obtain in

abundance from the forest. The country is well wooded and rich, but

the people are few, and one or two tracts of some extent uninhabited.

To IVOHITROSO AND THE AmPIDONGY.

This is a district to the south-east of the Betsileo province, and is

the extreme south of the Tanala.

I had visited the head of the Ivohitroso valley, and had already made
friends with the chief and his people. Three of the sons of the chief had
stayed some months with me, and all the men coming up from the

district made a point of paying me a visit. Their tribal difficulties were
known to me, so that it was with full information that I again started

^^ ^'^y journey. The tribe south of Ivohitroso, of whom the king of
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Ikongo was the head, had risen against their Zafirambo chiefs and

expelled them. The judges had assumed kingly honours and privileges
;

they were become the " Hova vao," new chiefs. The former chiefs had

obtained help from Ivohitroso, and a protracted civil war was the result.

The new chiefs had not assumed much—only the right to shed blood,

to wear a red cap, and to sit on a chair ; but then it was all wherein their

kingship existed. There was also the danger of this democratic spirit

sjDreading, and the influence of the royal families was in jeopardy.

The war had already been drawn out some eleven years, and I Avas

urged to visit both tribes in the hope of arranging matters. The wife

and son of the Ivohitroso chief had been sent to act as guides.

I left Fianarantsoa Avith six bearers, and three men carrying a small

tent, cooking utensils, some presents, and my instruments. Our way
led south-east, over the grassy downs towards Medongy. Within a few

miles from starting my men were disorganised, and on one pretext or

another they left, and I was alone with three men to carry palanquin and

goods. Not to be done, I started on foot : soon, however, my boots and

stockings had to come off; these I slung over my neck, and proceeded,

hour after hour, across the pleasant grass country, following the larks

that often ran along the tracks before us ; Aveary and sore of foot, I

hirpled into a friendly village at nightfall. The jDeople Avere kind, and

gave us a brace of ducks, with some eggs and rice. Next morning Ave had

the same kind of country to cross; but it Avas hard traA'elliug, as the

long grass A\^as dripping with dew. We made three days of it to the

forest, where I put on my boots again, in order to save my feet from the

bushes and tree roots, Avhich make forest travelling so difficult. All the

Avay I had been carefully observing mountains, streams, and Aallages,

finding matter for futm'e maps.

We passed a night in the midst of the Avood, on a small oj^en space

next a bare shelving rock. The ground Avas coA'ered with a rich groAvth

of a small floAvered fragrant geranium, such as I have often seen in

cottage windows in this country. The air was full of its rich odour.

This AA^as the only occasion and place Avhere I saAv this plant in Madagascar,

It was as other nights in the forest, Aveird and solemn. Next day,

towards evening, after crossing a good-sized river, three feet deep, Ave

found our Avay out of the forest, high up on the mountain as usual, and

Avith the same characteristic landscape of Ioav rolling hills stretching

into the distant east. Close below us lay the valley, through Avhich ran

a river of some size ; and seA^eral villages, Avith their clearings, Avere on the

mountain-sides.

This was the valley and river of the Matitanana (Dead-Land). A
Avhite fog lay over the river-courses in the distance. Before Ave were
Avell doAvn the hill, we Avere seen and welcomed. I never felt more
grateful than when I came to rest in that most lovely valley. Within a

mile or so from the village, Avhere I rested, four good-sized rivers leapt

out from the forests high up on the mountains, right into the valley hundreds
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of feet below. They met three of them close by, and rushed away east-

ward to pick up other river friends on the journey to the sea.

The highest, the biggest, the one which leapt out most boldly, and

whose waters fell some 400Jeet, I christened the Victoria Falls of the

Matitanana, and drank the health of the Queen in the waters of the

river. If I had had a flag, like some other travellers, I would have

annexed the whole valley and its waters. Before the water of the Victoria

Falls reaches the black pool below, it is broken into a cloud of snowy

sjjray, moving under the impulse of the wind, and over which the rain-

bows played.

I named another after a name I had often written on the sands of the

sea-shore in my wanderings, the name of my wife. So there are Cecil

Falls and Victoria Falls in the valley.

Early next morning I was informed that the " Government" intended

to pay me a visit, but I hardly knew where, as my hut was so small.

Shortly afterAvards I was told " Ho avy ny fanjakana " (the Government

is coming). I saw the Government, as a procession, drawing near to the

hut. It was a motley Government. They could not be called a ragged

Government ; for, to some, rags would have been a luxury. The king,

clothed in a gorgeous crimson mantle or toga, a tall chimney-pot hat, and

a pair of boots, was followed by a jacket or two, and these again by a

variety of handkerchiefs, Avhile the rear was made up in rushes and bark.

There v/as a grin of satisfaction on every face : every man of them

was a study. There was one supremely happy in the full dress of an old

military jacket. At the door they stood with solemn air, while their

herald announced, " Tonga ny fanjakana " (the Government has come).

Enter the Government ; and it contracted and squeezed into the hut,

blocking up the doorway. There was no window. Hands were shaken,

and the usual formal questions Avere asked. Soon that Government was

jubilant in the possession of a few cotton handkerchiefs. It Avas an

honourable Government. They were good fellows, as I found a few days

after, Avhen Ave, the Government and I, made royal procession doAATi the

valley, and Avhen, still later, they bore me OA'er their shoulders through

the flooded river Matitanana, to A'isit the island sacred as the burial-jjlace

of their chiefs—or Avhen they killed ox after ox, and feasted day after

day, in honour of my visit—and again Avhen Ave journeyed southward,

every man of them Avould haA'e fought in my defence.

Arriving at the outpost of the northern division, we looked doAvn upon

the valley of the Iriananana, the debatable land. We could hear the

sound of firing in the distance, and frequent pufi"s of white smoke shoAved

where the men Avere engaged. The scourge of small-pox was at this time

cutting ofi" great numbers of the people, and for this and other reasons

our tent was set up outside the village. After night-fall, Ave had a visit

from the Avarriors, anxious to see the white man. They Avere under the

command of a young chief, of a most determined and bull-dog appearance.

My men fled in terror at their approach, and hid among the long grass,
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where I would gladly have followed, but they swarmed about the tent

before I could do more than think of flight. It was a friendly visit.

After an introduction of shouting and yelling, I was soon free from any

fear of personal danger. They returned to the village very quietly, and my
men came out of their hiding, laughing at the fright they had got. Failing in

getting men to take our message to the southern chiefs, we at last got

two women, who, for a shilling, a few needles, and a thimble or two,

consented to act as envoys. Carrying a long wand, from which the bark

had been peeled—the flag of truce in that land—they passed over to the

enemy in safety. Our arrangements as to the conference being made, we

followed them, descending the side of a very steep hill, into the valley.

Midway between the two outposts we awaited the return of the women.

As their reply was favourable we crossed over, and found some five hundred

warriors, fully armed. They were very suspicious, and took exception to

my baggage, which we had to leave behind. They escorted us to the

village of Betafo, which was fortified with stockades and turf walls, in

Avhich large bamboos had been built, through which the defenders Avere

able to shoot. There were no women or children in the village. This

was on a Friday. That night and the early part of next day, the chiefs

and warriors crowded into the village, so that in the afternoon there was

a formal assembly. They formally paid " hasina," or tribute of a dollar

to me, and I in return made a few presents to the chiefs. They agreed

to my plans, and at the meeting selected twenty men to confer with a like

number from the north.

Towards nightfall, the signal, as arranged, was hoisted, and we were

counted out at the gate, on our way to meet the other chiefs. Arriving

in the centre of the valley, my tent was set, and soon after night fell upon

us. Men were busy in all directions cooking their rice, and the two parties,

after their eleven years' conflict, were recalling incidents of the past.

After supper, I approached the leaders of both parties, and, by flattery

and otherwise, got them and six of their biggest men to share my tent.

That night I lay sleepless between the two, with open ears for every

sound, and fearing with each a rupture of the frieudship. Next day,

Sunday, I sat and listened to the tales of both peoples, and never perhaps

did man listen to such tales of plunder and rapine. I argued, I threatened,

but to no effect ; the new chiefs would not yield, so that very reluctantly

I gave up hopes of peace, and contented myself with arrangements as to

the future conduct of the war. All through the night, and during the day
of our conference, the two armies had camped out, about a mile on either

side of us. That night we separated, and I went with the South again to

Betafo. In the village, to which in our absence crowds of women had
come, there was much dissatisfaction, as they were all anxious for peace.

Monday morning I turned my face westward, and made for the forest,

still on foot. During the day we passed some forty-six villages, each of

which would have about 200 houses.

One day and a half took us into the forest, and another found us
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through the forest, on the upper plateau, south-east of the Government

town of Ambohimandroso. One day more, and we were again in

Fianarantsoa. About two months after I left, peace w^as finally arranged

between the two parties.

As are the Ikongo, so are the people of Ivohitroso, and all the Tanala.

Subsequently t/wo visits were made to the people of the Bara-land.

This land is part of the central grassy plateau. The people are few, and

dwell in the valleys, by the river's banks. They are a bold and war-

like race. The chiefs exercise little authority out of their own villages.

The men are armed Avith a flint-lock musket, spears, and shield. Their

principal amusement is cattle-lifting, and the chief work of the men,

drinking. They plant very little rice—living on meat, arrowroot, and

milk ; their language, the old Hova dialect, is very changeable, as syllables

and words are often tabooed, and new words added. They are heathen,

and rely in case of sickness, as well as in other incidents of life, on charms.

The kings, among whom Eaibahy of Ivohibe is the principal one, have

several wives, often as many as twenty. They freely exchange them to

neighbouring kings : morality, and even common decencj^, is almost

unknown.

The land is rich in cattle and locusts. There are few woods. The people

are purely African. A traveller can come and go freely in their district.

Commerce and Trade.—Among such tribes as the Tanala and the

Ibara, there is little or no trade. The former tribe buys but little cotton,

and a few iron pots. They collect bees'-wax and small quantities of rubber.

The latter tribe buys a few muskets, gunpowder, brass wire, in exchange

for cattle. Most of the cattle are traded to the Hova in the interior, and

Creoles on the w-est coast.

The Hova make the exchange in small iron spades, native manufac-

ture, and in native cloth.

The chief trade of the island is in the hands of the Hova, who act as

distributors to the other tribes. The imports consist of cotton goods,

mostly American, a few woollen goods, more especially blankets, earthen-

ware and ironware, with provisions to suit European residents. Exports

consist of hides, cattle, rubber, gum, bees'-wax, rice, coffee, and sugar-bags.

O'sving to the way that the Customs' dues—ten per cent, in kind on imports,

and ten per cent, ad valorem on exports—are taken, it is difiicult to tabu-

late returns. The following are fairly correct :

—

Commmercial Reports.

Impor

1862,

1864,

1865,

1873,

is from Mauritius and Bourbon.

^57,714

32,731

40,082

143,489

1874,

1875,

1876,*

1877*

^142,664

113,598

86,689

59,680

Average during these years, ^84,456 sterling.

Epidemic of small-pox, in wliich 40 per cent, of the people died.
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Exports to Mauritius and Bourbon.

1862,

1864,

1865,

1873,

1884,

^70,707

72,677

66,873

139,670

1874,

1875,

1876,

1877,

£127,703

113,961

84,928

54,882

Average during these years, £91,425

Imports to Antananarivo (capital of the Island).

£122,400^ These figures

Exports from Antananarivo. /-include American

1884,
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likely to be diverted to Vatomandry or Mahanoro, as being equally near

to the capital. Madagascar, with its far-reaching grassy hills, and its

countless streams and rivers, is a country suited above all things for cattle-

raising and wool-growing. A trade in frozen meat of extensive propor-

tions might be opened at once. Bullocks, well grown and fattened,

can be bought on the east coast at from 24s. to 28s. per head, and at

much lower prices on the west coast and inland. These bullocks, in point

of size and build, are equal to the bullocks in Great Britain.

The absence of roads, and the difficulties of carriage, help to reduce

the value of all produce in the interior, so that articles of food are very

cheap, sheep being at Is. per head, and poultry equally cheap. Fruit

is plentiful ; rice abundant. Altogether the resources of the island are

very great, and the gates of commerce just opening. What the future of

this great storehouse of Madagascar is to be is in the hands of this

nation. The Prime Minister of Madagascar and his Government are

prepared to welcome European enterprise and capital, and to afford all

protection and assistance in their power, and the people are trustworthy

and friendly.

The present position of the Government in relation to the new

treaty with the French Eepublic requires to be finally settled before much

trade is likely to be done. On its settlement there will be a large influx

of strangers to Madagascar—Creoles of Mauritius and Bourbon in great

numbers, and diggers from Natal and Australia ; the former to settle,

and the latter to search for gold. No laws that the Malagasy are able to

carry out will keep these people from opening up this storehouse of the

Indian Ocean. Wibhin a few years vessels will be calling at its ports, and

lying in the roadsteads ; railways will be laid down, the great forest of

trees will fall before the woodman, and the digger shall tap the mineral

wealth of the mountains. These changes are in the immediate future.

The El Dorado of the seventeenth century is to be opened—merchants

and comj)anies wanted !

The political position is one of delicacy, and pregnant with danger.

The claim of France to have a Resident in the capital, acting as president

over the Council of Foreign Affairs, practically controlling them, with an

escort of French soldiers, is of itself a dangerous experiment—dangerous

because it will place itself antagonistic to British interests in the island,

and these are paramount, arising out of long-continued friendship l^etween

Great Britain and Madagascar. While the subjects of Britain are

welcomed and trusted as friends, the name of "Frenchmen" stinks in the

nostrils of the natives. Past indignities and indemnities are not to be

forgotten. Great Britain is the type of all that is good and great as an

empire, and after it the Malagasy strenuously endeavour to model their

own. All Malagasy civilisation is the outcome of the eiforts of Christian

men in this country. Every wish and hope of the natives is to be linked

to this country : to have anything to bear from, or to be under, France

is an abomination.
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Great Britain may wisely demand that the most-favoured-nation clause

in our treaty be carried out, so as to give us an equal share in the foreign

affairs of the island ; our Foreign Office may wisely consider our consular

service as being inadequate and defective. Until these things are done,

my advice to capitalists would be "Leave it alone," as the French "seek

to root out the English influence," "by every means in their power," in

these islands.

THE DUMBARTONSHIRE HIGHLANDS.

By H. M. Cadell, B.Sc,

H.M. Geological Survey of Scotland.

Area.—The Dumbartonshire Highlands, rising in rugged grandeur all

along the western shore of Loch Lomond, are well known to lovers of

Scottish scenery. The county boundary enters the loch by the mouth of

the river Endrick, near Buchanan Castle, and, undulating northwards

among the islands, follows the central line of the upper and narrower

reaches as far as Island I Vow, two miles below Ardlui. At this point

it strikes east, and runs from the loch to the top of Beinn a' Choin (nearly

2600 feet high), where it resumes its northerly course, running along the

ridge between Loch Lomond and the head-waters of the Loch Katrine

valley. Trending westwards, across Glen Falloch at Inverarnan, it pro-

ceeds towards the head of Glen Fyne, encircling Ben Vorlich and the

bleak granite plateau beyond Loch Sloy. It then wheels southwards

along the dark ridge of Ben Dhubh and Ben Vane, and passes by Coire-

grogain Burn and Glen Loin, into the head of Loch Long at Arrochar.

The parish of Arrochar is the ancient country of the "Wild Macfar-

lanes' plaided clan." Their gathering place w^as the shore of Loch Sloy,

a wild sequestered mountain tarn about a mile in length, which lies in

the bottom of a deep defile, on either side of which the dark and rugged

precipices of Ben Vorlich and Ben Vane rise to heights over 3000 feet.

But as this northern corner of Dumbartonshire is most intimately con-

nected, from a physical point of view, with the Highlands of Argyllshire,

and can hardly be described apart from these, I shall mainly confine my
attention to that part of the Dumbartonshire Highlands which lies to the

south of Ben Vorlich. Most of the region now referred to was formerly

the country of the Clan Colquhoun, and is at present owned by the chief

of the clan. Sir James Colquhoun of Rossdhu and Luss.

The area is almost entirely comprised within the 1-inch Ordnance

Sheet 38, which extends southwards from Ardlui to Ross Priory, and

westwards as far as Garelochhead. In my description reference will,

however, be made to the neighbouring country to the west and south,

included within Sheets 37, 29, and 30 respectively.

The accompanying panoramic sketch was taken from a point near the

top of Ben Crois (2785 feet), on a clear day last October, and w^ill serve to

VOL. il y
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com''ey an idea of the shape and character of the Dumbartonshire High-

lands south of Ben Vorlich, and the country to the south and east.

The range of country commanded from this point is extensive, stretch-

ing as it does from Arran, on the south, to the Renfrew, Kilpatrick, and
Campsie Hills and Stirling Castle, in the far east, with Loch Long and
Loch Lornond in the middle distance.

The Dumbarton Highlands south of Ben Vorlich occupy a clearly

defined triangular area between Loch Lomond and Loch Long. The
apex of the triangle is at Upper Inveruglas, a hamlet on the shore of

Loch Lomond, three miles above Tarbet, and in line with the valley of

Loch Long. Strone Point, at the mouths of Loch Long and the Holy
Loch, may be taken as the western end of the base, and Balloch at the

foot of Loch Lomond as the eastern. The Loch Lomond side of the

triangle has a length of about 18 miles, and the western, or Loch Long
side, a length of 20 miles ; while the distance, as the crow flies, between

Balloch and Strone Point is 12 miles. The mountainous region of which

I propose chiefly to speak, has thus an area of about 110 square miles.

As Loch Lomond is only some 30 feet above mean sea-level, a sub-

mergence to that amount would convert it into a typical fiord like Long
Long. A further subsidence of 100 feet would permit the sea to overflow

the narrow isthmus between Tarbet and Arrochar, and sever the Dum-
barton Highlands from the mainland.

Mountains.—In the admirable papers which Professor Geikie has

from time to time written for this Magazine, the intimate connection

between geology and geography has been well brought out. The exist-

ence of this relationship cannot be too strong!}' insisted upon ; for without

some knowledge of physical geology it is quite impossible to understand

the why and wherefore of the shape of a country, the architecture of its

mountain masses, and the origin of its river system.

All the rocks of this and most other parts of the Scottish Highlands

belong to the "Metamorphic Series"—that is, they have at some remote

geological period been metamorphosed into something different from what
they were at first. Whether this alteration was produced by heat, pres-

sure, mechanical or chemical processes, does not concern the present

inquiry. It is sufficient to note that the metamorphosed rocks occur in

beds or thin laminae, with a regular inclination and outcrop like ordinary

stratified deposits.

Between Luss and the Gareloch, the country is made up chiefly of

clay-slate, which is extensively quarried at Luss, and was formerly woi'ked

at Eoseneath also. Further north the clay-slate gives place to mica-schist

—a formation very widely distributed over the Highlands.

The general strike or direction of the outcrop of these rocks is W.S.AV.

and E.jST.E., a structure which, as we shall afterwards see, has had an

important modifying influence on the river system.

Between Loch Lomond and Loch Long the mountains are, as a
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rule, distributed in a series of rudely jjarallel ridges, with a general

trend to N.W, or N. They cannot, therefore, have been elevated by

the same forces as those which tilted up the rocks below, since they

cross the edges of the strata at right; angles, in much the same way as the

ridge of a roof crosses the gable walls. They are, in fact, all typical

" mountains of circumdenudation," and have been carved and moulded

into forms altogether different from those they would have assumed had

they been the results of flexures and dislocations of the earth's crust.

It is hard, indeed, for the non-geologist to realise this fact. Standing

on some peak that overlooks the billowy expanse of bens, he finds it

difficult to believe that all those deep glens and misty corries have been

quarried out of a primeval table-land. And yet such is the simple fact

—

rain, frost, glaciers, and running water are the tools which Nature has

employed in fashioning the existing surface-features of this region. Here,

if anywhere, we may learn what is meant by the term " geological time."

Think of the ages required for the gradual removal in the form of gravel,

sand, and mud of the vast rock masses which once occupied those ravines,

glens, and open valleys ! From such a conception the mind naturally

recoils, and would fain take refuge in any other explanation which

requires less imagination to grasp. It is only after long and patient

study, and careful balancing of all the evidence, that we begin to appre-

ciate the stupendous effects of denudation, and are driven, it may be

against our will, to see that, whether we can fully grasp the conception or

no, our Scottish valleys are 7wt gaping rents in the earth's crust, nor our

mountains the results of direct upheaval, but that all these surface-features

have been produced by the same agents as are busy around us at the

present time.

The mountains between Loch Lomond and Loch Long, as shown on

the sketch, are generally massive in form and lacking in individuality of

outline. There are here no rugged peaks towering, like Ben Lomond,

head and shoulders above their neighbours, or curiously carved pinnacles,

like Ben Arthur and the Cobbler on the opposite side of Loch Long.

The mountains have, on the contrary, a very uniform height, and are

seldom markedly precipitous. Between Tarbet, Luss, and Garelochhead

distinctive names have been given to the twelve principal eminences.

These are all over 2000 feet in height, and have an average elevation of

about 2200 feet. The summits exceeding 2300 feet are all clustered round

the head-waters of the Luss River, within a circle three miles in diameter.

The names and heights of the twelve are as follows :

—

Feet.

Doune Hill, .... 2409

Beinn Chaorach (sheep), . 2338

Beinn a' Mhanaich (white), . 2328
Beinn Eich (horse), . . 2302

Cruach An't Sithein (Fairies'

Stack), .... 2244
Beinn Bhreac (spotted), . 2233

Feet.

Ben Eeoch (brindled), . .2168
Mid Hill, .... 2149

Beinn Tharsuinn (transverse), 2149

Beinn Dubh (black), . . 2108

Balcnock (hillock hamlet), , 2092

TullichHill, . . . 2075
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KiVER System.—To the physical geographer, the river sj-stem of this

part of Scotland is more interesting than the mountain architecture. On
glancing at the map, two prominent facts at once strike the eye. The

first is that all the main rivers flow in an easterly or south-easterly

direction, and the second, that the water-partings are situated not midway
between, but close to the eastern sides of the principal valleys. This

phenomenon is strikingly exemplified both in the Dumbartonshh-e High-

lands, and in the district of Cowall between Loch Fyne and Loch Long.

In the Dumbartonshire Highlands there are three jirincipal lines of

drainage—Glen Fruin, Glen Luss, and Glen Douglas. Glen Fruin ("the

valley of sorrow ") is the largest and most southerly of these. The Fruin

Water rises on the Maol an Fheidh ("rounded hill of the deer") the southern

shoulder of Beinn a' Mhanaich, near Garelochhead, and flows south-east-

wards for 6 miles, then due east to Loch Lomond near Arden. This stream,

whose source is only about a mile from Garelochhead, and two miles from

Loch Long, instead of running, as might be expected, into either of these

arms of the sea liy the shortest course, has been urged by some mysterious

impulse to flow in the opi^osite direction, although its journey is thereby

lengthened to 10 miles.

Glen Luss has in the same way been trenched right through the heart

of the highest group of bens ; and the Luss Water, strange to say, is fed by

streamlets flowing from the icestern slopes of Beinn a' Mhanaich, above

Loch Lono;. The total lensfth of the Luss River is 6 miles as the crow

flies, and the distance between Loch Lomond and Loch Long, measured

along the same line, is 7 miles. The water-parting is therefore only a

mile from the western valley, but 6 miles from the eastern.

The third and smallest of the three rivers is the Douglas Water.^ It

follows the same rule as the others, rising, partly behind Creagan Hill

and partly on Tullich Hill, about half a mile from Loch Long, and flow-

ing eastwards through Glen Douglas to Loch Lomond, 4i miles from the

watershed.

In the district of Cowall, in Argyllshire, the mountains are higher, the

drainage area larger, and the quantity of water to be carried ofl" greater

than in the Dumbartonshire Highlands.

With the exception of the Kinglas Water, near the head of Loch

Fyne, no considerable streams join that large fiord from the east. The

drainage is conducted along three main channels, two of which pass into

Loch Long, while the third joins its seaward j^rolongation. If we could

suppose the land to rise till Loch Goil, Loch Long, and the Holy Loch

became separated from the sea, and converted into ordinary river valleys,

we should have as the first large tributary to the Loch Long river, a stream

1 This stream is not called aftei- the Lowland family of the same name, as the spelling

might lead one to suppose, but is derived from the Gaelic dubhghlas, or dark grey, a common
and descriptive name for Highland waters. It should be spelt Duglas, and pronounced

Dooglas—a sound both pleasanter to the ear, either of the stranger or the Celt, and less

misleading to the philological student.
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rising H miles from the Loch Fyne valley, and flowing S.S.E. for 10 miles

through Hell's Glen and the channel of Loch Goil. The river Cur—the

second main tributary—which drains the country south of Loch -Goil, after a

steep mountain course of 4 miles, reaches a point near Strachur less than 150

feet above sea-level, and only a mile from the shore of Loch Fyne. Urged

eastwards by the same apparently inscrutable principle, it wheels to the left,

and, turning away from Loch Fyne, winds through the mountains along the

bottom of the deep defile of Loch Eck, joining the Loch Long Valley at

the mouth of the Holy Loch, 14 miles from the turning-point. The third

considerable stream of Cowall is the Euel, whose head-waters rise on

Cruach Mor (" great stack ") above Castle Lachlan, and about 2 miles from

Loch Fyne. The Euel runs through Glendaruel in a S.S.W. direction,

nearly parallel to Loch Fyne, but seems to try, if possible, to flow east-

wards like its neighbours. In this it has only been partially successful,

since by the time it reaches the sea at Loch Riddon, between the Kyles of

Bute, it has not managed to cross the meridian line, but flows along a

valley with a due north and south trend. The valley of Loch Striven

between Loch Riddon and the Holy Loch is not so long as either of the

others, but supplies an equally good example of the general principle

which seems to rule the trend of the drainage glens of Cowall.

In studying the rivers of this part of Scotland, we must not forget the

Forth, the largest of them all. The Forth flows in the same general

direction as the streams of Dumbartonshire and Argyll. Its water-

parting is the ridge on the east side of Loch Lomond, and the edge of the

Forth basin sometimes comes within two miles of the lake margin.

Every ichy has its ivherefore, and for this peculiar behaviour of our

streams there must be some reason, could we but find it out. With the

help of a little elementary geology, the cause may be hopefully sought.

The fact that all the rivers run in the same general direction proves

that at some period the general slope of the land was in this direction

also, since water, like other forms of matter, obeys the law of gravitation,

and flows from a higher to a lower level by the shortest possible path.

The first rills Avhich trickled over the surface of the primeval table-land

would flow straight down the slope, and would begin to cut out ruts and

channels under the sole guidance of gravitation. Were the plateau per-

fectly homogeneous in texture, the streams would retain their original

courses as they continued to eat their way downwards into the rock.

But this has not been the case here. The materials to be cut through

Avere very variable in strength and durability, and sometimes the streams

encountered hard strata, through which they had great difficulty in sawing

their way. The strata were moreover not only very hard at places, but

they were also so inclined as to ofi"er much resistance to erosion along

particular lines.

To illustrate by a homely example the way in which the internal

structure of a country might influence the river system, let us take a fir

board, say a yard long, and half a foot broad, and draw the point of a
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nail diagonally across it. A difficulty will soon be experienced in drawing

a perfectly straight rut between the opposite corners of the board, as the

j3oint of the nail will always tend to work round and run parallel to the

grain of the wood along the direction of least resistance. If drawn
without the help of a straight-edge, the line thus traced will consist of a

series of irregular zigzags—the result of a struggle between the draughts-

man's hand and the lateral resistance of the fibre of the wood to a point

dragged obliquely across it. Under such circumstances the difficulty in

drawing a straight line is directly proportional to the acuteness of the

angle between the direction of the moving point and that of the fibre.

As the angle approaches 90° the lateral resistance obviously vanishes, and

there is no difficulty in drawing a perfectly straight line square across the

board.

Now, between the fir board and the primeval plateau there subsists a

certain analogy, in so far as each is built up of laminae or strata with

diff'erent degrees of hardness. The laminae, Avhose edges resisted the

oblique motion of the nail, are layers of wood added to the original tree

year by year, and the laminae of the plateau are beds of rock, the edges

of which crop out and give the surface a banded or stratified character.

If now, instead of trying to make a rut^by drawing a gigantic nail obliquely

across the edges of the strata, Ave Avatch a stream cutting out its channel

in the same direction, we shall find a deflecting process going on precisely

analogous to that experienced before, gravitation being here the direct

moving force.

Viewed in this light, the river system of the Dumbarton Highlands

is not so arbitrary as might be at first supposed. The main lines of

drainage have all been drawn by Nature's Architect on a jjerfectlj^ definite

plan, and the valleys have been quarried out under the influence of laws

more unchangeable than those of the Medes and Persians.

In nearly all the older lines of drainage there is clear evidence of a

struggle at some remote geological period between the action of tAvo

forces. On the one hand, graAatation Avas constantly draAving the streams

onwards from higher to loAver levels, and trying to bring them as soon as

possible to their destination. On the other hand, the upturned edges of

hard strata, crossing the direction of slope obliquely, tended to deflect the

waters, and cause them to turn aside from the straight and shortest path.

In some cases there has been no such struggle, because the strata

may have been flat, or so inclined that their edges either crossed the

direction of slope at right angles, or entirely coincided with it. Here,

there would obviously be nothing to prevent the water from keeping to

its original path.

Although many of the river valleys haA^e been thus modified by the

geological structure of the ground, it is improbable that the original

direction of the water-parting of this part of Scotland has been greatly

altered. The present Avatershed crosses the country in a general N.E.

direction, and the rivers consequently floAved at first toAvards the S.E.
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In the Dumbarton Highlands the principal waters have a general south-

easterly or east-south-easterly course. The river Luss, however, does not

run throughout its entire length in this direction, but is divided into

three parts, of which the first and last alone conform to the general rule.

The central part has an E.N.E. trend, parallel to the strike or direction

of outcrop of the rocks over which it flows. This zigzag in the valley is

a good illustration of the modifying influence of the strata when found

crossing the line of a stream obliquely.

A glance at the map will show that the upper part of the Luss valley

is exactly in line with the Finlas, a smaller stream which drains the high

ground between Luss and Glen Fruin, and enters Loch Lomond at

Rossdhu. This may be merely a coincidence ; but to me it seems more

probable that at an early stage in the development of the river system,

when the bottoms of the valleys were L500 feet higher than now, the two

streams may have been united in one straight channel six or seven miles

long. Gradually the ridge of Beinn Tliarsuinn (" the transverse ben")

began to stand out and to obstruct the south-easterly flow of the river.

The upper waters, beginning to be thus dammed back, travelled along the

strike of the rocks in search of another outlet, and, finally, made good

their escape into Glen Mallochan, the next valley to the N.E. The new
cross valley between the ancient Glen Finlas and the ancient Glen Mal-

lochan was gradually deepened, and at last the upper part of the Finlas

ceased to discharge into what is now Loch Lomond by its old channel, but

became converted into the main tributary of the Mallochan. The remain-

ing part of the old Finlas, fed by the little streams on either side,

continued to flow along the ancient glen, and the intervening ridge of

Beinn Tharsuinn, now beyond reach of the rivers, has suff"ered compara-

tively little erosion. As the tributary was larger than the part of

the Mallochan above the confluence, it deepened its bed to a correspond-

ingly greater extent, and instead of being a tributary any longer, became

the principal river—the Luss Water. The present Mallochan, therefore,

I regard as only the upper half of the ancient stream which occupied the

same channel.

In the district of Cowall the slates and schists are highly inclined, and

have a general strike to N.N.E. parallel to the long peninsula of Kintyre.

In flowing towards the S.E. the streams will therefore cut the edges of the

strata obliquely, and will be constrained to flow in a more southerly

direction than they Avould do under the influence of gravitation alone.

The first evidence of the struggle which has here taken place is seen in

the Loch Goil valley. This glen begins in the normal S.E. direction, but
is deflected to the south for about three miles before again regaining its

old course previously to joining Loch Long, The southern part of Loch
Eck supplies a second and even more interesting example of the same
phenomenon. In this valley there is also a case precisely similar to that

of Glen Luss and Glen Finlas. The valley of the Cur, including the
upper part of Lock Eck, trends to S.E. If the line of this defile be pro-
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duced to Loch Long, it passes along the centre of Glen Finart, in exactly

the same way as the line of the upper part of Glen Luss passes down
Glen Finlas. Again, if the line of the Holy Loch be prolonged to N.W.,

it coincides with the line of Glen Massan, precisely as the lower part of

Glen Luss, when produced, passes up Glen Mallochan. The river Cur

appears, therefore, to have been originally the upper part of the Finart,

and the Holy Loch to be the representative of the lower part of the first

Glen Massan. The Cur Avas diverted southwards into Glen Massan at a

very remote period by the influence of the strike of the rocks, and has

since that date retained the channel which, after long ages of erosion, has

been scooped out into the rugged pass now occupied by Loch Eck and the

river Eachaig.

Glendaruel is almost entirely coincident with the strike of the rocks,

and it is only at the lower part of the valley that the Euel appears to

have had strength enough to cross their edges.

The blue lines on the accompanying map show the probable directions

of the original river- courses, and the red lines the principal watersheds

east of Loch Fyne.

Let us now take a more general view of the region, and include the

large cross valleys in our survej^ If the surface of the primeval plateau

sloped away from a N.E. axis, how comes it that there are great cross

valleys like those of Loch Lomond, Loch Long, and Loch Fyne, which

run nearly parallel to the ancient ridge ? Can these valleys be due to

great fractures or subsidences of the earth's crust, or have they been worn

doAvn by slow degrees like the river-courses ? At first sight the former

view seems very plausible. What more natural than to suppose the old

sloping platform to have been cut by a series of what in geology are

known as " faults," which formed the valleys right off, thus :

—

W= Old Waterpartin^ </ '^

W= New D?

Unfortunately for this free-and-easy hypothesis, such faults are con-

spicuous by their absence, and the cross valleys must be other^nse

accounted for.

Let us see if the Denudation hypothesis will help out the solution of

the problem. Suppose, for example, a sei'ies of rills running down a

sloping field, to be cut off at successive distances by transverse ditches,

which draw the water aside and prevent it from washing all the soil

down to the "foot-rig." Each rill drains the area between the ditches at

its upper and lower end, and pours the whole of its contents into the

latter channel. The erosion at the top would, on account of the small

volume of water, be insignificant, and a small ridge would be left
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remaining immediately below the upper ditch, but the ever-increasing

size of the stream would give it an ever-growing capacity for deepening

its bed towards the lower extremity. In the course of time the main

ditches would grow much larger than they were at first, and the soil

immediately above them and between the tributaries would be largely

washed away, but the position of the water-partings close to the one

ditch, and far from the next below, would remain practically unaltered.

The denudation of western Scotland seems to have been conducted

on analogous principles. The original water-parting was not the top of

the Loch Lomond ridge, but a tract of ground in the neighbourhood of

what is now Loch Fyne. Before Loch Lomond and Loch Long came

into existence, all the country east of Inveraray, and northwards to the

Arrochar Highlands and Glen Falloch, was probably drained by the Forth,

and not, as at present, by the Clyde. Whether the Clyde itself originally

joined the valley of the Forth or not, does not concern the present paper

;

but there can be little doubt that the ancient Forth was a much larger

river than its puny descendant. If the Forth ever drained all the country

east of Loch Fyne, it must have done so at a remote part of the Tertiary

period, when the present features of the land were but faintly outlined.

The Loch Lomond valley corresponds to the lowest ditch in our field.

It appears to have cut off the head-waters of this part of the ancient

Forth, and to have drawn them off to the south. Whether the river

occupying the valley wheeled round to the east and joined the Forth

lower down, or whether it discharged into the Clyde, we shall not stop

to inquire, although the subject is very fascinating. When the upper

tributaries of the Forth, which must, if my hypothesis be correct, have

crossed the country when it was as high as the shoulders of Ben Lomond
—when these streams were interrupted and drawn off to the south, no

waters of any considei'able size would be left to cut trenches through

the Ben Lomond ridge. Any subsequent erosion which it has under-

gone has been effected not so much by rivers as by the general disinte-

grating action of the atmosj)here, supplemented to a slight extent by the

glaciers of the Ice Age. Ben Lomond may be the site of a high part of

the primeval plateau, but it is equally, if not more probable that the

plateau was higher than the present top of the mountain, and that this

isolated peak is merely an outlying pillar marking the extent of the

erosion of the surrounding country like a column of soil left by navvies

in a cutting to mark the depth of their excavation. Although very

conspicuous from its isolated position, it must not be forgotten that

Ben Lomond is not more than seven miles from the Arrochar Highlands

—a tract of country whose average elevation is over 3000 feet—and

it requires no great stretch of imagination to suppose them all to have

formed a continuous area of high ground before the valley of Loch

Lomond came into existence.

If the east and west valleys be the oldest, we should expect, at some

places at least, to find vestiges of the same ancient channels on opposite
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sides of the valleys which cut through them. In the valleys of the Inver-

uglas and Arklet Rivers, which enter Loch Lomond at opposite sides, and

in exactly the same straight line, Ave have, perhaps, a case in point. Were

the part of Loch Lomond above Inversnaid to be dammed back by a

barrier 500 feet high, the waters from Loch Sloy, Glen Falloch, and the

mountains to the north would flow ofl" by way of Glen Arklet and Loch

Katrine into the Forth, as they probably did long ago.

The old Loch Lomond river, which originally drained all the country

between Loch Fyne and the Ben Lomond water-parting, was in turn

impoverished by having its feeders from the west cut off when the valley

of Loch Long—which may be compared to the second ditch in the field

—

came into existence. There is here even clearer evidence of the rivers

having been deflected and drawn off to the south after they had hollowed

out well-marked and normally directed valleys. The low isthmus, be-

tween Tarbet and Arrochar, I suppose to be the end of the ancient Glen

Croe, before that gorge was cut off and its stream diverted into the Loch

Long valley. There seems to be no other way of accounting for the

isthmus, as it lies right across the path of the glaciers during the Ice Age,

and could not consequently have been eroded by them, and at present

there are no streams of any size, nor is there any gathering ground to

support streams large enough to effect its erosion.

The Coilessan Glen, a valley between 1 and 2 miles long, which enters

Loch Long about 2 miles south of Glen Croe, is exactly in line with Glen

Douglas, and may rej^resent its old westward prolongation.

It is very difficult to see how, under the present physical condition

of the country, the Gareloch could have originated. But if we regard

Loch Long as a comparatively recent scar on the face of the country, all is

plain. The Gareloch is, I believe, nothing less than the lower part of the

old valley of Loch Goil, and was cut off at a time when the river-course

was at least 300 feet above the present sea-level, as this is the height of

the ridge between the upper end of the Gareloch and Portincaple on Loch

Long. Since the waters of the Loch Goil valley were diverted to the

S.S. W., there has been much erosion, and the upper part of the depression

has been scooped out to a depth of some hundreds of feet, partly by the

river and pai'tly by the glaciers of later times. The lower end of the river-

coui'se—the Gareloch—has remained comparatively stationary, as there was

almost no eroding power in the diminished volume of water it now carried

off. The present depth of the Gareloch at certain places is apparently due

to the action of glaciers, which converted it, like the neighbouring valleys,

into rock basins, deeper at the upper than at the lower extremity.

How Loch Long originated it is difficult to say in lack of sufficient geo-

logical and other data. There is clear evidence that it was at one or more

periods filled by a huge glacier which reached up to the tops of the hills

on either side, and overspread all the low country, as the Greenland and

Antarctic ice-sheets do at the present time. The eroding power of ice is

very great when forced to flow in a constricted valley for a long period.
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Loch Lomond, although quite shallow at the lower end, has been scooped

out, at a point above Tarbet, to a depth of over 100 fathoms by the action

of ice alone. In some of the Norwegian fiords the glaciers now seen

creeping languidly down the upper reaches were once large enough to

overflow the valleys completely, and to hollow out and erode them to

depths of 2000, 3000, or even, in the case of the great Sogne Fiord, of

4000 feet

!

It is certain that the pattern of the present river system was stamped

on the face of the country before the last Glacial Period, as there has not

been enough erosion since that date to produce more than a very small

quantity of alluvium in the valleys. The glaciers did not then do more

than deepen and enlarge existing valleys. Evidence is, however, not

wanting of the existence of Ice Ages at earlier parts of the Tertiary

Period ; and to the action of the very ancient glaciers, the more obscure

physical phenomena of the district may sometimes be due.

The probable directions of the original river-courses of Cowall and the

district to the east of Loch Long are indicated in blue lines on the

accompanying map. The principal water-partings are, for the sake of

perspicuity, represented in dotted red lines, the original water-parting

being shown with a solid line, thus distinguishing it from those of more

recent date.

PHYSICAL EXPLORATION OF THE FIRTH OF CLYDE.

By Hugh Robert Mill, D.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.C.S.,

Chemist to the Scottish Marine Station.

In a Paper which was published in the January number of the Magazine,

I summarised the chief peculiarities of the firths and estuaries on the

east coast of Scotland. The subject was necessarily treated in a pre-

liminary manner, for few data are to be found recorded, and the accumu-

lation of facts by direct observation is never very rapid. The general

similarity of the more or less funnel-shaped and shallow sea-inlets of the

east coast enables one to generalise safely from the few observations

which have been made on most of them, and the pretty complete exami-

nation of one ; but it is obvious that this generalisation cannot be ex-

tended to the sea-lochs of the west of Scotland. Mr. Murray's recent

address to the Philosophical Society of Glasgow (a report of which appears

in this number) shows that a remarkable difference exists between the

physical and biological conditions of the eastern Atlantic, where the watei

is deep and comparatively warm, and those of the cold and shallow North
Sea. The Firth of Clyde, using the term in its widest sense, as applying

to the whole connected system between Glasgow and Ailsa Craig, includ-

ing all the lochs and channels, also diff'ers completely in its physical

characters from the firths of the east coast.

The Firth of Clyde may be regarded as a river merging into an
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estuary about Dumbarton, and gradually widening to form a firth,

which at Cloch Point bends from its westerly direction at nearly a

right angle, and spreads out towards the south, until it meets the sea at

a line dra^^oi between the island of Sanda and Girvan. The Irish

Channel is thus in free communication, as regards surface water, with the

Firth of Clyde, while the Atlantic only reaches it directly through the

North Channel by rounding the Mull of Cantyre. The firth j^roper,

running north and south, is bounded by nearly entire coast-lines, but it

is broken into channels by the islands of Arran, Bute, and the Cumbraes.

The estuarine part, which runs east and west, has an unbroken shore to

the south, but on the north the coast-line dips into a number of long

narrow inlets extending in northerly or north-easterly directions. These

are the well-known lochs of the Clyde, and each consists of at least one

deep basin, separated from the deep water of the firth by a bar rising to

within a short distance of the surface. The bar usually lies not at the

mouth of the loch, but some distance up it, so that by a moderate upheaval

it would form a division between a deep bay and an inland lake. On the

other hand, a still more moderate subsidence of the land would throw

Loch Lomond into direct communication with the Clyde estuary at

Dumbarton, and Loch Eck would become continuous with the Holy Loch,

forming an inlet very closely resembling the Garelocli. Loch Lomond
and Loch Eck may then be viewed as detached portions of the general

Clyde water-system, such as the Gareloch, Upper Loch Long, Loch Goil,

and Upper Loch Fyne would form if the land rose or the sea-level fell 100

feet or so. The basins and depressions not indicated by any sign on the

surface are no less important than the lochs. A broad submarine

bank, from 20 to 25 fathoms beneath the surface, stretches between

the Mull of Cantyre and Girvan, and shuts out the deep water of

the Firth of Clyde from direct communication with that of the Irish

Channel. A ridge of this bank runs up to the south end of Arran,

separating the depressions that lie on each side of that island.

The largest basin of the firth extends in a northerly direction from the

north side of the plateau, between Arran and the mainland, as a trough of

from 80 to 100 fathoms in depth; turns west through the Sound of Bute

into Inchmarnock Water, where it is joined by the deep channel of

Kilbrennan Sound ; and terminates in Lower Loch Fyne, not far from

Ardrishaig. A somewhat shallower basin, averaging from 40 to 60 fathoms

in depth, stretches from the north end of the Great Cumbrae straight

into the lower part of Loch Long, ending just before the entrance to

Loch Goil. The gradual deepening of these tAvo basins towards the

central line, and the interesting distribution of depth in the lochs and

shallower parts of the firth cannot be briefly described, nor, indeed,

would any amount of description make it plain to the reader. It can,

however, be very well seen by drawing the contours of 2, 5, 10, 20, 40,

60, and 80 fathoms, on an Admiralty chart of the district, and painting

the space between the lines in tints darker as the water is deeper.
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The Firth of Clyde shares in the beneficent warmth and wetness

brought to our shores by the Gulf Stream, and its climate is modified by

other influences, chief amongst which are those produced by the moun-

tain ridges that bound the lochs, and the wooded hills which extend along

the shores in some places.

Mr. Buchanan, of the Challenger, has at various times made a number
of observations of temperature and specific gravity in the lochs and firths

of the west coast, and he has also made temperature observations in Loch

Lomond for several years. The work on Loch Lomond is now under-

taken by Mr. J. T. Morrison, M.A., of the Scottish Marine Station, who
makes monthly trips to it and to Loch Katrine, observing the tempera-

ture at several positions, and at all depths from the bottom (100 fathoms

in some places) to the surface.

The possession of so much valuable information regarding Loch
Lomond made it desirable to know something more definite about the

sea-lochs and firths of the west coast than the occasional isolated experi-

ments hitherto made had brought out. Mr. Murray considered the

matter to be one of the greatest importance in connection with the suli-

jects dealt with in his Philosophical Society's Address, and resolved that

a regular physical survey of the lochs and Firth of Clyde should be under-

taken by the Scottish Marine Station, of which he is director. The
object of this paper is to record some of the incidents, and to indicate in a

preliminary way some of the results of the first trip which, in company
with Mr. Murray and Mr. Morrison, I made in the Medusa last April.

The Medusa left Granton at daybreak on Monday, April 12, passed

through the canal safely from Grangemouth to Bowling, Avhich she reached

at twenty-one o'clock ^ that night. Next morning we set out at nine

o'clock, and commenced work by observing the surface temperature only.

When the river deepened to 5 fathoms, the bottom temperature was
also noted; and when it reached 10 fathoms, and exceeded it, observa-

tions were made at one or several intermediate points as well. The in-

struments used for these observations were, for the surface, an ordinary

mercurial thermometer in a copper case, made specially for the purpose

by Messrs. Adie and Wedderburn ; and for deep work, the Negretti and

Zambra deep-sea thermometer in the Scottish frame ; and the Miller-

Casella thermometer, as improved by Mr Buchanan. The Scottish-frame

thermometers were employed for all the chief observations, because they

are quick in action, accurate in working, and can be used on the same
line with the special water-bottle employed.

The first basin to explore was that of the Gareloch ; and observations

were made at various points in it, with the result that no difference in

temperature was detected between the open loch outside Row Point and
the enclosed basin on the other side of the ridge, which rises to 5

fathoms from the surface. The surface temperature was 44°
'5, and that

1 Tlie universal reckoning of time possesses so many advantages for scientific purposes,
that it is used in all the work of the Marine Station, and in the recording of it.
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at the bottom 41°'4—the depth being about 20 fathoms. At Gareloch-

head, close to the ring of buoys that rounds off the upper end of the

loch, surface temperature was a degree higher, and bottom temperature

a degree lower, while the depth was 14 fathoms. We next visited

Loch Long, and made the first observation about the middle of the first

or Dunoon basin, where the temperature, from 10 fathoms to the bottom

in 60 fathoms, was found to be 41°*4. A large steamer was moving

slowly up and down the loch discharging ballast into the deep water, a

circumstance which serves as a caution against generalising rashly on the

geological nature of the deposits dredged up in the Clyde basins. Loch

Goil next opened up between the steep bare cliffs that ran up into moun-

tains on either side, their higher valleys streaked with half-melted snow-

wreaths, and all the slopes bare and brown, betokening a very backward

spring. The echo of the steam-syren's note was particularly fine in this

loch, the rocks reflecting the sound backwards and forwards across the

water with rapidly diminishing force, while at intervals a clear return

from some more distant hillside broke in on the dying tones. The bottom

temperature in the Loch Goil basin was also 41° "4. Eetracing our path,

we rounded the triangular tongue of rocky hills known as Argyll's Bowl-

ing Green ; and about nineteen o'clock dropped anchor off Arrochar, at

the head of Loch Long. Here, in 14 fathoms, the bottom tempera-

ture was 41°
-0, shov/ing that cooling took place as at the upper end of the

Gareloch. The weather had been dull all day, but it was clear and dry
;

and these conditions, as those accustomed to the Clyde lochs know, are

not so common as to be experienced without recognition.

Next morning was warm and bright ; the mountains looked their best

as the sunlight shone on the white torrents that carried the melting snow

to the streams and loch-margin, and great white clouds drew fantastic

trains of shadow along the slopes. The stream which falls into the

head of Loch Long is crossed by a bridge, an iron tablet on which is

inscribed on one side of a vertical line " Dumbartonshire ;" on the

other " Argyllshire." This stream Avas so shallow that, although it was

fed directly by melted snow from the Argyllshire hills, the temj^erature

of its water was 41°'0. Where the yacht lay in 8 fathoms of water,

the temperature went down, from 45°'5 on the surface, to 41°"2 at the

bottom. We ran down the loch, stopping once to sound in the lower

basin, where the temperature was still 41° '4 at the bottom, and the

same temperature was found in the shallow Holy Loch. Passing

Dunoon, we sounded in the shallow basin of the Firth of Clyde proper,

and then entered Loch Striven, slowly pushing our way against a strong

and bitterly cold head-wind. The deep water here had 41°*3 as its tem-

perature ; and after observations had been made at several points, the

Medusa reached Eothesay Harbour a little after sunset.

April 1.5th was as fine as the previous day, and we made the most of

the favourable opportunity by steering southwards, until Ailsa Craig,

rising gradually from the Avater as we approached, assumed its grandest
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proportions as it came on our beam. The deep water of the main Clyde

basin was examined off Brodick, where the depth is 80 fathoms, and

found to have a warmth of 41°'2
; but at our furthest point, midway

between Ailsa Craig and Sanda Island, the bottom thermometer in 25

fathoms, on the great Clyde barrier, registered 41°-9, a result of great

interest, and one which excited much curiosity as to what the tempera-

ture would be in the deep water beyond. The wind had been gradually

freshening all afternoon, as it had done on the previous day, and towards

evening the breeze was whitening the wave crests, and washing the

Medusa's decks plentifully with spray, as she plunged on her way against

it, and entered Campbeltown harbour.

The arrival of a scientific party at a small town usually excites some

interest and remark ; and the conversation of the members of our expedi-

tion usually appeared to give rise to surprise in the minds of our fellow-

sojourners at hotels. One of these, much mystified by the serious dis-

cussion of questions which appeared to him utterly trivial, seemed to

form the resolve to penetrate the mystery. He inquired, with a fine

mixture of familiarity and diffidence, whether we were bent on pleasure

or business ; but the reply of one of our party, " Neither, but a delightful

mixture of both," albeit kindly and truthful, awed him into silence.

Friday 16th April was the most beautiful day of our trip ; the sea was

perfectly calm, the sky cloudless with a clear horizon, and the sun shining

with the strength of June. It would be a hazardous thing to enter the

North Channel in the Medusa in ordinary weather, but everything was

so exceptionally favourable that it was resolved to go round the Mull of

Cantyre, and make an observation in the deep water fairly outside the

Firth of Clyde. When Jura appeared between Islay and Cantyre a sound-

ing was made in 70 fathoms, and the temperature at the bottom was

found to be 41°
-9, while that on the surface ranged in a peculiarly erratic

way from 42°-0 to 45°*5. Below 10 fathoms the whole mass of water was

at 41°
-9, and as this was also the temperature on the submerged plateau at

the mouth of the Firth, while that of equally deep water inside was more

than half a degree lower, it is evident that warmer water was passing

into the Clyde from the Atlantic. The fluctuation of surface temperature

was traced to the action of the powerful tidal current which stirred up the

deeper water and sjDread it in great sheets over the sun-warmed surface

laj'^ers. While observations were being made the coast of Ireland was

growing clearer, and the craggy outline of the Mull becoming gradually

softer ; in fact, Ave were drifting in a current towards the south-west at the

rate of something like five miles an hour. The return journey was a slow

affair for an hour or two, but at length the current slackened, and, after

making a few additional temperature soundings, we reached Lamlash as

the lighthouses were beginning to flash out from the headlands.

Next day observations were repeated in the deep basin off Brodick,

and we anchored at night in Millport Bay, where the Medusa rested all

Sunday in view of her old companion, the Ark.
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Monday morning Avas not px'opitious ; but although there was a stiff

north-east breeze, diversified with squalls of rain and hail, the Medusa

made her way round Garroch Head and up Loch Fyne under sail and

steam. The rolling and pitching were bad enough to cause anxiety for

an ordinary sounding, and when the line was let go in the 105 fathom

hole off Skate Island, the problem of getting it up again assumed rather

serious proportions. Two attempts to heave it in with the steam-winch

resulted in the line parting each time, and only the presence of mind and

dexterity of the man in charge saved the whole series of instruments from

utter loss. After the second breakage it was thought better to haul up

the line by hand, and in due time the thermometers were got aboard

safely The motion made it impossible to read them with perfect cer-

tainty, but the bottom temperature appeared to be 41°*2, and the same

reading was got at 20 fathoms, showing a very slight rise since the time

of Mr. Morrison's observations in January, when from surface to bottom

the water Avas at 41°'l. The surface water was now, however, several

degrees warmer (43° -7), and the higher temperature affected the water

distinctly for about 15 fathoms. The weather gradually improved, and

obserA^ations Avere made in comfort in the upper basins of Loch Fyne,

where temperatures of from 41° -5 to 41°-8 were found at the

bottom.

The return trip doAATi Loch Fyne, on the 20th, was made in still Avorse

Aveather, and no observations could be attempted in Lower Loch Fyne, nor

was it possible to visit Kilbrennan S.ound. The Kyles of Bute and Loch

Riddon Avere comparatively sheltered, and there seA^eral observations Avere

made, revealing bottom temperatures of 41°"2 and 41°"5 in the Kyles, and

of 42°-2 in the shallow waters of the loch. Loch Striven was again visited,

but the attempt to reach Eothesay failed, and the Medusa returned to

Colintraive for the night.

The trip Avas terminated next day by a second examination of the

Gareloch, in which we did not find the cooling effect which was noticed

before at the head of the loch. Then the yacht returned to BoAvling, and

on the Thursday, April 22d, she again traversed the locks of the Forth

and Clyde Canal, and reached Grangemouth at night.

As the value of the Clyde results Avould be greatly enhanced by a set

of simultaneous observations on Loch Lomond, Loch Katrine, and the

Firth of Forth ; Mr. Morrison set out for the inland lakes, and the Medusa,

leaving Grangemouth at 6.30 on the 23d, ran over her familiar route to

near the Isle of May, and returned to Granton in the eA'ening. ObserA^a-

tions Avere made as usual at intervals of 5 miles, and the AA^ater Avas found

colder both at surface and bottom than that in the Clyde, although, un-

like the latter, it varied uniformly Avith change of position.

This is not the place to record in detail the several hundred temperature

observations made during the ten days' Avork, nor would it be adAdsable to

generalise upon them until one or tAvo similar trips have been made at

different seasons ; but a brief summary of the particulars ascertained
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regarding the actual distribution of temperature this spring in the basins

of the Clyde may be given.

In all cases the temperature at a depth of from 10 to 15 fathoms was

the same as that at the bottom, or varied less than 0°"2 F. from it. The

warmth of surface water varied considerably, and as direct sunshine has a

distinct effect upon the superficial layers, it is only at some depth greater or

less, according to circumstances, but generally varying from 5 to 12 fathoms,

that observations made at different hours of the day and under different

meteorological conditions are really comparable. Considering, then, water

at a greater depth than 10 fathoms, it may be said that temperature

marks out the region we examined into four main divisions. The first of

these is the North Channel, which is filled with Atlantic water, and had

iV-9 as its temperature; the second is the deep basin, running from the

Clyde barrier between Arran and the mainland up into Loch Fyne—its

waters were at 41°"2
; the third, or Dunoon basin, stretching from Cumbrae

to Loch Long, had in all parts a temperature approaching 41°-4; and the

fourth division was characterised by considerable variety. It includes the

loch basins, and it is not easy to give a concise general statement of the

results obtained there. In Loch Goil, Upper Loch Long, Loch Striven, and

the Gareloch, 41°'4 was the mean prevailing temperature, surface strata

always excepted, but at the upper ends of most of these a distinctly lower

reading was observed. In Upj)er Loch Fyne, the Inveraray basin, which

has depths varying from 50 to 80 fathoms, was found to be nearly as

warm as the North Channel, the bottom temperature being 41°'8. This

is a very interesting fact, and suggests many ideas regarding the combined

efiects of deep calm water, and a mountainous coast from which much
melted snow must descend in spring. The existence of the warmer water

LTpper in Loch Fyne appears to go against the general statement that the

land-locked nature of the Firth of Clyde, as a whole, insures a lower

temperature during winter than that of the free Atlantic water, a state-

ment Avhich could be otherwise held as fairly established. Probably when
the numerous determinations of specific gravity made during the trip

are calculated out some more light will be thrown on the subject, and the

cruise Avhich it is intended to make in summer will almost certainly reveal

data that may explain what at present appear to be anomalies. One thing

is perfectly plain, the Firth of Clyde and the sea-lochs of the west coast

are warmer during winter and spring than the firths of the east coast or

the deep fresh-water lochs. This is almost certainly an eftect of the great

warmth of the north-eastern parts of the Atlantic, and it must assist in

maintaining that mildness of climate for which the west coast of Scotland

is famous.

A close connection between the geographical features of the Clyde
district and the temperature of the Avater has been made oat ; but until

more is known on the subject it is of little use to theorise.

This is a field in which a great deal of really valuable scientific work
can be done very easily by those who have the means, by simply observing
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the temperature of the water at the surface and beneath it, in the lochs and

firths where they may happen to be yachting or boating. It would be a

pleasure to me, or to my colleague Mr. Morrison, to show the manner of

working deep-sea thermometers, and to afford every information to any

one who may be desirous of making observations of the kind ; and amongst

the members of the Scottish Geographical Society there must be many
such.

THE PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OF THE
SEAS AND ESTUAEIES ABOUT NORTH BRITAIN.

i

By John Murray, Ph.D., F.-P.E.S.K,

Director of the " Challenger" Commissio7i.

The knowledge now possessed of the state of matters in the deep sea

contributes greatly to a correct understanding of the various productive

factors at work along both our own coasts and those of Scandinavia, which

have the most abnormal of all the extra-tropical climates of the world. The

surface of the earth may be marked off into three great areas,—first, the

continents, covering 5-16ths, and having an average height of 900 feet

above the level of the sea ; second, an abysmal region, covering 8-1 6ths,

or one-half of the earth's surface, the average depth of which is three

miles, or over 15,000 feet below the level of the sea; third, a region lying

between these, called the transitional area, covering 3-16ths of the earth's

surface, and connecting the great elevated plateau of the continents with

the great submerged plain of the abysmal region. In this border region

deposits are now being laid down, which are chiefly made up of the cUhis

of the adjacent continents. These deposits resemble in almost all respects

those out of which the sedimentary rocks of our present continents must

have been formed in past ages.

In the abysmal areas, we find here and there small volcanic islands

rising as great cones from the bottom of the sea, sometimes capped Avith

coral, and forming atolls ; but we do not find in these areas any traces of

continental rocks. Indeed, it is extremely unlikely that any continental

land ever existed in these abysmal areas during past ages, and the deposits

now forming in these regions, far from our present continental lands, have,

so far as we knoAV, no analogues in the geological series of rocks.

While, then, it appears that there is no evidence that continents ever

existed in the areas now comprised by the abysmal regions, the ocean, on

the other hand, has in past times flowed over nearly every portion of the

continents. What are now continents have been broken up into islands

of greater or smaller size, and many islands

—

e.g., Britain, Japan, the

Philippines, and Australia—have at different periods formed parts of the

existing neighbouring continents. The changes in level, which have been

1 From Notes of au Address delivered before the Pliilosophical Society of Glasgow, 31st

March 1886.
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throughoiit so characteristic a phenomenon of the continental and border

areas in past geological ages, have permitted the formation, at different

times, of wide seas over these areas in a great many directions. These

seas probably never compared in depth or extent with the great ocean

basins, but they have often had a depth of many hundreds of feet, and

were frequently filled with purely oceanic waters.

This breaking up of the land-masses has iDeen one of the chief factors

in the distribution of climates in past as well as at the present time ; for

by diverting eqitatorial oceanic currents, or by cutting them off from high

northern or southern latitudes, a given fauna or flora has been able to

flourish at widely different latitudes on the surface of the earth.

The warm current known as the Gulf Stream is not the only means by
which equatorial warmth is carried northwards. There is a general move-
ment of warm surface water from the equator towards the poles, and a return

flow of the colder polar w^ater to the south. In consequence of this, we
find the curious fact that, at a depth of three-quarters of a mile, the water

of the eastern Atlantic is warmer than that of any other sea in any part

of the world at the same depth. Around our own coasts, in the shallow

water, and in estuaries, the temperature conditions may be summed up in

the statement, that in winter the surface water is colder than that at the

bottom, while in summer it is Avarmer at the surface than at the bottom.

The range is considerable between day and night, and between summer
and Avinter, Avhereas in the open sea it is very small. The Firth of Forth

has been studied in some detail ; but the physical conditions of the Clyde

are very imperfectly known, although during the past year, Mr. J. Y.

Buchanan and Messrs. Mill and Morrison, of the Scottish Marine Station,

have made an attempt to add to our knowledge of it. The lower end of

the firth is, as it were, barred by a submarine ridge, stretching from
Sanda, at the Mull of Cantyre, across to Ballantrae, in the south of Ayr-

shire, twenty-five fathoms beneath the surface, and the firth thus forms

a loch with many branches. This consideration suggests a comparison

between the Clyde and Loch Lomond, since we have now a year's

observations in the hundred-fathom depths of that loch, and also of

Loch Fyne. In March the temperature is practically uniform from

surface to bottom in both lochs, being, throughout the whole hundred-

fathoms in Loch Fyne, 41°"1, and 39°"0 in Loch Lomond. By the

end of June heating has begun at the surface, but there is little

change in either basin in the deeper layers of water. But by the end

of August the bottom water in Loch Fyne has risen seven degrees,

to 48°
-1, while the water at the bottom of Loch Lomond has remained

throughout unchanged. Indeed, the bottom water in the latter loch does

not appear to change more than one degree from season to season,

so that the rise of the temperature in Loch Fyne appears to be due to

mixing in consequence of the tides, and evaporation, which renders the

salt water of the surface more dense, and thus causes it to sink. The
changes in the fresh-water loch appear to be entirely due to conduction.
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When the marine fauna and flora of the Firth of Clyde are compared

mth those of the Firth of Forth, the former is found to be much richer

both in number of species and luxuriance of growth. While there are

no species in the Firth of Forth Avhich are not also found in the Clyde,

there are, on the other hand, a considerable number of forms in the Clyde

which do not occur in the Forth. At first sight, it might seem that the

greater variety of coast-lines, and the greater depth of the Clyde basins

might account for this difference ; but when we compare the whole west

coast with the east, the same contrast is found to hold good. When the

whole fauna of the coasts of Britain, the Shetland Islands, and the coasts

of Xorway are compared with those of the Mediterranean, it is found that

over sixty per cent, of the species are common to the tAvo areas. This

would seem to suggest that the overflow of water from the Mediterranean

along the coasts of northern Europe facilitated the migration of other

species to our shores. However, it is more probable that there is an

Atlantic shore fauna which has migrated both to the Mediterranean and

to the northern shores of Europe, which are under the influence of the

warm waters of the Gulf Stream.

As the cold of the glacial period passed away, and the ice disappeared

from the North and Norwegian Seas, the Atlantic fauna and flora gradually

invaded the northern shores of Britain and those of Norway, always

following the track of the Gulf Stream waters. The migration to the

North Sea and the east coasts of Britain took place round the north of

Scotland, and apparently not at all through the English Channel. Some of

the west coast species have found their way as far as the Moray Firth,

but have not been noticed farther south along the east coast. At some

points on the east coast there are five or six species of shells to' be found

which are not to be found living on the west coast, though they have

been discovered as fossils in the glacial clays. These appear to be rem-

nants of the Arctic fauna, which in glacial times flourished around our

coasts, but by degrees died out, or retired with the advent of warmer con-

ditions and the invasion of the Atlantic fauna.

If the east coast and the North Sea are poorer in species than the

west, there is some compensation in the enormous development of the

numbers of individuals of many species which have been able to establish

themselves in the shallower waters of the North Sea, with their more

variable conditions of temperature. It is the great development of the

numbers of individuals in the shallower waters of the North Sea Avhich

determines the position of the fishing banks ; for the invertebrates which

live at the bottom, and their larva?, Avhich at certain seasons swax^m at or

near the surface, supply food to the vast shoals of our edible fishes.

Indeed we never find great fisheries except where there are relatively

shallow banks, such as those in the North Sea and off Newfoundland,

where invertebrates flourish at a depth which can be reached by fishes

living in shallow water. The naturalist is struck by a similar difference

between the banks situated in northern and temperate latitudes, and
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those situated in the tropics ; in the latter there is a great development

and variety in the number of species, while in the former the species are

relatively few, and the development of individuals enormous.

We still require many more accurate observations of temperature,

specific gravity, and the disti^ibution of sjDecies at different points around

our own coasts, before we can approach the many interesting questions

relating to the ftiuna and flora, and the conditions under which they

flourish. An earnest attempt is being made by the observers in connec-

tion with the Scottish Marine Station to collect and arrange the various

data, and before long it may be hoped that we will be in possession of a

better knowledge of the physical and biological conditions of our coasts.

The facts which have been referred to establish, however, beyond all

question, the presence of water along our shores which has borne with it a

large amount of heat acquired in tropical regions. The effects of this

warm water can be traced not only in the estuaries and along the coasts

of North Europe, but at a depth of three-fourths of a mile below the

surface. A very moderate elevation of the Wyville Thomson Ridge and

the Iceland Eidge would cut off this water from the Norwegian Sea and

the North Sea, with the result that these seas would soon be covered

with ice. On the other hand, we might conceive some slight elevations

in the northern parts of the American continent, which would divert the

Ai'ctic water, wdiich now flows into the Atlantic, into the Pacific, with the

result that we might have in Greenland a climate as warm as appears to

have existed there in Miocene times. The attention which has latety been

given to the influence which astronomical phenomena may have in produc-

ing great recurring changes of climate, appears to have diverted attention

from the great effects which may be brought about in extra-tropical

regions by small changes in the configuration of continental land, and the

consequent changes in the direction of oceanic currents. Yet it is certain

that these produce very great effects at the jjresent time, and have as

certainly produced as great, if not greater, effects in past times. As a

change in the direction of tropical currents brings in its train a change in

the position of barometric maxima and minima, and in the direction and

force of the winds, so the configuration of continental land with reference

to oceanic currents must be looked upon as the most important terrestrial

factor in the jDroduction of warm or cold extra-tropical climates.

[In the course of the discussion which followed the reading of his

Paper, Mr. Murray urged the great importance of a detailed study of the

physical, chemical, and biological conditions of the firth and lochs of

Clyde, and suggested that the Philosophical Society might very well take

the matter in hand. Every assistance to such a piece of woi-k would, Mr.

Murray said, be given by the Scottish Marine Station, which had for two

and a half years been doing for the Firth of Forth what he hoped might

be done for the Clyde by a Marine Station in some such position as Mill-

port, supported in an adequate manner by the Society and by private

individuals.]
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EELATIVE PROPORTION OF LAND AND WATER ON THE
SURFACE OF THE EARTH.

From the German of Professor Dr. A. Fenck,^ hy J. T. Bealbij.

This problem has all along been beset with difficulties, mainly of two

kinds. One will continue to face geographers so long as there remain 2cn.j

parts of the earth's surface unexplored, such as the Polar regions. The

other class of difficulties will have less and less influence as time goes on.

They have arisen out of preconceptions, such as that of Columbus and his

contemporaries, who worked upon the assumption of the Jewish Avriter

Ezra (bk. iv. chap. 6, v. 42), that six-sevenths of the surface of the earth

are land, and only one-seventh water. And this view, that the area of

water was far less than that of land, prevailed generally amongst the geo-

graphers and cosmographers of the sixteenth century ; they proceeded ou

the supposition that the bulk of the regions then unexplored were land,

and on the teleological basis that the Creator Avould naturally create more

land than water, since the former is especially destined to be the dwelling-

place of animate creatures. The current views as to the relative propor-

tion of land to water veered nearer to the truth as time Avent on.

Several geographers, chief among whom was Mercator, and after him

Varenius, came to believe that the area of land was balanced by an ec|ual

area of water. Towards the close of the seventeenth century yet truer

notions began to prevail. Sir Jonas Moore in 1681, Halley in 1693, and

Dr. Long in 1740, demonstrated that the area of water exceeded that of

land, the last estimating the oceans and seas to cover three times the

extent of the continents and islands. As the surface of the globe became

better known, through the voyages of Tasman and others, the possibility

of land preponderating in area over water in the as yet unexplored parts

of the earth gradually diminished. Leeuwenhoek, in 1722, and Struyk

estimated the proportion of water to land as two to one. The first geo-

grapher to attempt a positive estimate, after the results of Cook's voyages

were made known, was Job. Elert Bode,^ Avhose conclusions were these :

—

Total area of land, 2,059,675 square miles; area of water, 6,222,385

square miles; unknown surface, 1,000,000 square miles; grand total,

9,282,060. This computation, exclusive of the unknown portions of the

globe, gives the proportion of land to water as 1:3. Since Bode wrote

other estimates have been madebj' Rigaud ^ (1 : 2"76), whose view received

the support of Humboldt and Eitter; by Engelhardt* (1 : 2'827); DoA-e^

1 Mitt, der k. k. Geoyr. Ges. in Wien, xxix. 1886.

- Anleitung zur allgevieinen Kenninis der Erdkugel, 1786.

3 On the Relative Qicantities ofLand and Water on the Surface of the Terraqueous Globe,

in Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc., 1838, vol. vi. pp. 289-300.

•* Der Fldchenraum der einzelnen Staaten in Europa, und der iibrigen Liinder der Erde,
Bevliu, 1853.

s JJeber die VerJiMtnisse des Festen und des Fliissigen auf der Erdoberflache, in Zeit-

schr. f Erdkunde (N.S.), Berlin, 1862, vol. xii. pp. 111-118.
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(1:2-76); Hermann Wagner ^ (1 : 2-765), who attempted an actual theo-

retical measurement of the land ; and Kriimmxel- (1 : 2-75), Avho worked

out the area of the water. But both Wagner and Kriimmel have fallen

into a similar mistake to that of the old geographers, in that they believe

all the still unexplored parts of the earth to be covered with water.

Around the North Pole, however, there is at least an area of 2,446,670

square miles, and around the South Pole an area of 6,369,000 square

miles, which have not yet been explored. To class all these wide expanses

—almost equalling in extent Australia and Europe put together—as water

only, seems to be certainly unscientific. A more strictly scientific procedure

would be to eliminate them from the computation. This decreases Kriim-

mel's figures for the area of water (which he gives as 144,386,354 square

miles) by 8,815,670 square miles, leaving 135,570,684 square miles as the

area of water; and with this must be compared the area of land

—

53,517,373 square miles. The proportion yielded by these figures is

1 : 2*58 ; and, according as the unknown Polar regions should turn out to

be land or water, the proportion will fall somewhere between 1 : 2-21 and

1 :2-76.

But the result, 1 : 2*58, has only a relative, not an absolute value ; all

the coast-line measurements, which afford the only safe and satisfactory

basis for a sound scientific conclusion, have not yet been completed.

Europe is the only continent in which the coast surveys are finished. In

Africa the north coast alone has been surveyed, while of the west and

east coasts fragmentary portions are all that is known. The south and

east coasts of Asia have been in parts pretty accurately measured, but

the whole of the north coast can as yet be no more than approximately

sketched. Although America is, on the whole, accurately known, there

are several stretches of coast-line in South America which require more

precise measurement ; but the outline of the north coast is still very im-

perfectly knoAvn. In Australia there remain only comparatively few por-

tions of the coast to be surveyed. Thus, out of a total length of coast-

line of all continents, about two-thirds only have been sufficiently surveyed,

viz., about 86,950 miles out of 124,200.

In addition to these reasons for distrusting the estimate 1 : 2*58, there

are others arising out of the necessarily incomplete methods of measure-

ment which are employed in surveying a coast-line. For instance, the

exact position of a place on shore is determined, from the sea, to within

only r of precise accuracy ; hence the determination of the coast-line upon
such data may deviate to the extent of 1-178 mile from the actual lay of

the shore. In consequence of this and of the unmeasured sinuosities of

coast-line occurring between any two actually fixed points, it is not too

much to say that the outline of such stretches of shore may be incorrect

to the extent of about six miles. Arguing upon these premises, it follows

^ Gutlie's Lehrlmch der Geographie, 1877, p. 28.

- Morpholoijie der Meeresraume, p. 101.
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that a more precise and accurate survey of the coast-hnes of the globe

would affect the area of land to the extent of 231,600 square miles, or

0'5 per cent, of the total area of the land, and consequently alter the pro-

portion of land to water to something between 1 : 2-57 and 1 : 2-60.

A further source of inaccuracy in the computation is observable in the

uncertainty that obtains as to the exact dimensions of the globe itself.

An important difference results from the use of different ellipsoids. For

example, with a Bessel ellipsoid the proportion between the solid and the

difference between the long and the short axis is 1 : 299 ; with a Clarke

ellipsoid, 1 : 294 ; and with Listing's, 1 : 288. This, of course, affects the

area of all land in the regions of the two Poles. Now, the geometrical

surface of the globe is not exactly that of a rotating-ellipsoid, but a geoid

—

a surface peculiar to itself, partly rising above and partly sinking below

what would be the regular superficies of a spheroid. The elevated parts

are represented by the land and the depressed parts by the water of the

earth. The determination of the area of the globe is generally worked

out from an ideal rotating-ellipsoid. But it is evident that those elevated

portions of the geoid which project above the regular spheroid have a

larger superficial area than the corresponding underlying projections of

the latter, and the contrary Avill be the fact with respect to the depressed

portions. Consequently the planimetric measurements made on the

spheroid will give the surface of the water too great, and that of the land

too small. On the other hand, the general divergence between the actual

slojDC of the sea-bottom, immediately contiguous to the continents, and the

floor of the sea as determined by soundings, causes the diameter of the

continents in all directions to appear considerably (about 2') too large.

But this error may to some extent compensate for that due to the above

method of determining the dimensions of the earth's surface.

Passing from the summits of the elevated portions of the globe to the

deepest of its depressions

—

i.e. from the highest levels of the land to the

lowest levels of the sea—an abrupt declivity in the general contour of the

globe is noticeable along the broad belt of division between land and

water ; in other words, the regions of land are sharply differentiated from

the regions of water. This conclusion is deduced from De Lapparent's

investigations into the heights of the globe's surface when diAdded into

zones rising each 1000 metres (3280 feet). The results of his labours^

were as follows, the percentages expressing the superficial area of the land

in the zone in terms of the total superficies of the globe :

—

At 2000 metres and over above sea-level.

Between 1000 and 2000 metres above sea-level,

„ „ 1000 „ „ „ .

„ „ 1000 „ below „

„ 1000 „ 2000 „ „ „ .

„ 2000 „ 3000 „ „ „ .

1 Traite de Geologie, Paris, 1883, pp. 62, 63 ; 2d. eel., pp. QQ, 67.

1-3
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Between 3000 and 4000 metres
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demonstrated to have been submerged by the sea, namely, from the close

of the Cretaceous Period on into the Tertiary Period. Since, then, geolo-

gical chronology readil)- seems to divide itself into periods of transgression

and into continental periods, it obviously occurs to ask : How were the

transitions caused ? To what circumstances are the changes to be attri-

buted 1 An answer is suggested by the graphic curve spoken of above,

and by the general conclusion based upon it, that the sea can more easily

increase at the expense of the land than the land can be augmented at the

expense of the sea. If the difference between the average continental

height above the sea-level and the average depth of the ocean below it,

which now stands at about 4900 metres (16,100 feet), were increased by 1000

metres (3280 feet), by the sinking of the floor of the ocean, the area of the

land would become 30 per cent, larger ; if decreased by 1000 metres, by the

elevation of the floor of the ocean, the area of the water would become

about 80 per cent. less. This conclusion throws light upon the relative

proportion of land and water during periods of transgression and during

continental periods. During the former the diff"erence betAveen the average

level of dry land and the average depth of the ocean was less than it is at

the present time ; during the latter the diff"erence was greater. At present

only a very narrow oceanic fringe off" the shores of the existing continents

—namely, those which have a less depth than 100 fathoms—can be regarded

as a marginal inundation of the permanent land surface ; and to this ex-

tent only are we now witnessing a period of transgression. Nor is this

result materially affected by the risings and sinkings which are known to

be taking place along the shores of several countries, for they are for the

most part comparatively local, and may be set one against the other, so

that their respective tendencies are mutually compensatory. The final

result yielded by these considerations is that the existing relation between

the respective areas of land and water is not a constant relation, but one

that is more or less fluctuating-.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

Ax Ordinary Meeting of the Society was held in the ISIerchants' Hall, Edinburgh,

on the afternoon of the 21st April. Colonel Dod-;, INIember of Council, presided.

The Rev. WiUiam Deans Cowan read a paper, entitled Travels in (Eastern and

Central) Madagascar : the Present Condition and Comtmrcial Future of the Island,

which we publish with the present number of the Magaziiu.

Dr. Eobert Felkin proj)osed, and Professor Maclagan seconded, a vote of thanks

to Mr. Cowan.

After the Paper, Dr. Robert Cu.st and several members of the Society interro-

gated Mr. Deans Cowan on the system of slavery that is supposed to exist in

Madagascar, with the result that the answers elicited did not point to any but a very

mild form of slavery, which the missionaries themselves have, it appeared, taken no

measures to restrict.

A Joint Meeting of the Society and the Philosophical Society of Glasgow was

held in the Lecture Hall of the latter Society, Glasgow, on 28th April, when Mr.
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Kobert Blyth, C.A., read "Excerpt from Letter from the Hon. James Blyth,

Secretary for Native Affairs in the Colony of Fiji, relating to the Tribe of Bcqa's

Alleged Pouxr of WaUdng through Fire."

GEOGEAPHICAL NOTES.

AFRICA.

Rivers Sette-Cama and Celina.—The river Sette-Cama enters the Atlantic by

two mouths, the more southerly of which, although crossed by a bar which is often

difficult to pass, is accessible for ships of fairly large tonnage. The other mouth,

which is about thirty miles further north, is not even navigable for small boats.

In the principal mouth there are many small islands inhabited by natives. The

river, where it enters the sea, is only 820 feet broad, but further up it widens out

to from 1640 to 1970 feet, preserving, however, at the same time depth sufficient

to float ships of great tonnage. A south-east direction is maintained up to Lake

N'Dugo, which is about thirty-seven miles from the coast. This lake is about forty-

six miles long and from twenty to thirty broad. It is full of little islets, the greater

number of which are inhabited. Lake N'Dugo is navigable for steamers of from

250 to 300 tons burden. Its waters are very good to drink, and are full of fish,

which form a very important article of diet among the natives. The lake receives

the waters of the river Eambo. This stream, from its mouth to its source, flows

through a most fertile country. Many valuable plants grow there in the wild state,

—the sugar-cane, the fig, the pine-apple, the banana, the mango, the nutmeg, cotton,

and other such plants. From both the mango and the sugar-cane excellent brandy

is distilled, while the fibres of the banana tree serve for making cord. Hemp is

also found iu many places, having been imported by Zanzibaris, who smoke it.

Four islands in the lake are inhabited by Europeans, one of which is called Abinda,

another Samze. The two mouths of the Rambo are completely concealed by a

vegetable over-growth ; above, the river is deep and navigable for small steamers.

The country is level, and its vast forests are full of first-rate building timber. The

chief article of commerce in this region is caoutchouc.

The district of the Celina, another river a little further south, is equally fertile.

The Celina connects the river Nyanga with the river Kuilu, which it joins a little

below the station of Franktown. With the exception of three falls, from 50 to 65

feet high, there is nothing to impede the navigation of the river, though, during the

dry season, most of its water is carried down the Nianga, and it is then conse-

quently of little depth.

—

M. Husson, in the Bulletin of the Belgian Geographical

Society, Jan.-Feh., 1886.

The Future Delta of the Congo.—An interesting communication has been made
to the Lisbon Geographical Society by Lieutenant Ernest de Vasconcellos, a dis-

tinguished Portuguese naval officer, iu reference to the observations carried out,

for the first time, at the mouth of the Congo by Captain Thomson's expedition, on

board the Buccaneer. Captain Thomson says :
—

" The soundings at the mouth of

the Congo clearly demonstrate that the great channel of the river is continued at

the bottom of the ocean for a distance of 300 miles. This channel has been made
primarily by the action of the current, then by the detritus carried down by the

river being deposited in the sea, forming high slopes on either side. On the upper
part of these slopes the soundings showed only a depth of 98 fathoms, whilst in the

maritime channel, between them, as much as 980 fathoms were made, and more.

In other words, since the Congo has been in existence, two immense submarine

mountains, composed of detritus and slime, having now a mean height of 5380 feet.
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have been formed on either side of its maritime chiinnel. These observations point

to the fact that the present time is witnessing the formation of an enormous delta,

which, starting from the mouth of the Congo in a north-westerly direction, forms

an actual submarine extension of the river's channel. The time wiU come—no

doubt in the distant centuries—when the two slopes will emerge, and the Congo,

like the Xiger, will have its delta." In making this communication, M. de Yascon-

ceUos added the remark that by the constant immersion of the sea-board and the

recession of the waters of the Gulf of Guinea, between the Congo and the Niger,

this part of Africa will not cease modifying, and that the islands of Fernando Po,

Sao Thome, and others, will in all probability be some day united with the main-

land.

Solution of the Licona Problem.—The Mouvement Geograj^hiquc for May 16th

announces that this interesting hydrographic problem, stated in 1878 by M. de

Brazza, has been finally and definitely solved by Lieutenant Massari. The question

which had occupied geographers was : Where did the river discovered under the

Equator by the French explorer, and called the Licona, finally flow—into the Congo
or the Ubangi ?—Was it identical with the Bossaka or the Bunga ?—The principal

branch of one of these rivers, or only some aflfluent of one ? Lieutenant Massari's

solution has not been foreseen by any previous explorer ; up to the present no one

had spoken of the new waterway discovered and ascended by this officer of the

Congo Free State. It was already known that, nearly opposite the station of

Lukolela, there were a number of mouths which were supposed to constitute the base

of the delta of the Bunga {vide Scottish Geographical Magazine, vol. ii. p. 172).

Now, it has been discovered that the principal mouth to the west is quite inde-

pendent of the basin of this watercourse : it is the confluence of a new river, which

m its lower course is called the Likulna by the inhabitants on its banks. M.
Massari ascended this river to under the Equator, and found that it flows almost in

a direct line from the north-north-west, and only on approaching the Equatorial Line

does it make an abrupt turn towards the west. There can now be no room for

doubt, says M. Wauters, that the Licona, above the point where it was discovered

by M. de Brazza, is identical with the river Likulna, whose confluence takes place

on the right bank of the river, between that of the Bossaka and that of the Bunga.

It is clear that it comes from the north, and flows in a direction more or less parallel

to the Ubangi.

Altitudes in the Basin of the Kassai.—The observations made by Lieutenant

von Francois at Leopoldville, and which confirm these previously conducted by Dr.

Peschuel-Lcesehe, reduce the altitude of Stanley Pool from 1150 feet, given

approximately by Stanley, to 889 feet or 890 feet above sea-level. The following

are some of the altitudes given by the Zeitschrift of the Berlin Geographical Society

(No. 122), from the observations of Lieutenant C. von Francois, reduced by the

eminent meteorologist Von Danckelman :

—

Portuguese Station of Malange, ....
Banda-Gonge Village, .....
The Kuango, at the point crossed by the Wissmaun Expe-

dition, ......
Samba Village (r. b. of the Kuango),

Monango Village (watershed between the Kuango and

the Kassai), ......
Kassamba Village (on the Loange),

Muene-Tombo Village, .....
Kikassa Village, ......

3765 feet
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Tanganyika. This point is about twelve leagues to the N.N.E. of Karema.
" Henceforward," to quote Captain Storms's own words, " the first part of the

phenomenon is explained. The waters of the great Lake Eikwa discharged thena-

selves into Tanganyika. The present Eikwa must have formed the lowest part of

the whole of the ancient sheet of water, and the Mkafu must have carried the waters

of the dried-up portion to the part which forms the present Eikwa or Lake Leopold."

With regard to the fiict that rocks are found in Tanganyika polished and worked

by the water, which >Stanley attributed to the immense rush caused by the breaking

down of the barrier, which according to his theory, formerly separated the two

levels of Tanganyika, Captain Storms says that they are rocks which have fallen

down into the lake from above, as great masses still do, and that the modifications

in their shape produced by the water are due merely to the nature of the rock and

the action of the waves of the lake. No trace of the barrier of Stanley's theory is

to be found.

Captain Storms then passes on to the consideration of the second part of the

problem, the flow of the waters of Tanganyika into the basin of the Lualaba, which

he thus explains. Before the Lukuga became an outflow of the lake, there must

have been two rivers in the place now occupied by the present Lukuga, the one

carrying its waters into the Lualaba, the other flowing into Tanganyika. The

valleys which these two rivers respectively occupied must have been separated by

the mountain chain which formed the watershed between the basin of the Lualaba

and that of the lake. This chain has now a great gap in it through which the

Lukuga finds a passage. To explain the formation of this gap. Captain Storms

supposes that the new level of Tanganyika raised its waters to the height of the

ridge separating the two basins, and that then the work of erosion commenced.

Perhaps the erosion was preceded by some undermining, which would render the

destruction more sweeping—a very admissible hypothesis, considering the nature

of the rock. The working of the whole phenomenon may be put thus in a few

words. The larger portion of the waters of the ancient Lake Eikwa rushed into

Tanganyika. The waters of Tanganyika, whose level had thus been raised, forced

their way up the valley of a river which threw its waters into the lake, at the

point which is now the creek of the Lukuga, and finally precipitated themselves

into the basin of the Lualaba. This cannot have been produced in a continuous

manner, but must have depended upon the progress of the erosion, which in its

turn depended altogether on the degree of hardness of the rock and the pressure

of the water—this pressure being in proportion to the amount of water furnished

by the rainy season, allowance being made for the evaporation. To get a correct

idea of the matter, let us imagine the waters of the lake at a level higher than the

gap. This must have been the case, for there was a period when the inflow was

greater than the outflow. The erosion, very active at first, must have diminished

in proportion to the sinking of the waters. If then, at a time of slight pressure, a

stoppage was caused in the erosion by the hardness of the rock, the work must

have been suspended until the time when the rains had raised the waters again to the

height of the gap. The dry season would cause the level of the lake to sink below

the gap, and, evaporation assisting it, the waters must have continued to descend

in the normal manner. It is quite possible that the work of erosion was

interrupted for many years, or worked in a manner almost imperceptible.

This might explain the fact of there being an exuberant aquatic vegetation in the

Lukuga. This theory would fully explain the account which Stanley gives of the

Lukuga, remarking that it flows sometimes east, sometimes west ; during the rainy

season throwing a great quantity of water into the lake, but during the dry season,

when the south-east monsoon prevails, flowing in the opposite direction. This is
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as might be expected. Towards the end of the dry season evaporation has reduced

the kke to a very low level, and erosion has stopped, so, when the rains come, all the

waters of the valley, rising as far up as the still unfinished gap, naturally pour down
into Tanganyika until its level is once more raised up to the height of the gap.

When this is reached the current changes its direction, and flows towards the basin

of the Lualaba. This second condition must begin towards the end of the wet

season, and prolong itself into the dry season following. It is further evident that

in proportion as the gap becomes deeper, the period during which the Lukuga flows

towards the lake will decrease. When Captain Storms visited the river on

June 16th, 1883, the waters of Tanganyika were still flowing towards the

Lualaba. This was not very perceptible at the mouth of the river. Here its

breadth is from 4900 to 6500 feet, but it narrows very rapidly, having, half

a league from the mouth, a breadth of only 1640 feet, and at the bend, two

and a half miles from the mouth, of only 1,310 feet. At this point the

direction of the current is very apparent. Captain Storms when here saw some

torrents of reddish water pouring into the Lukuga, and while the part of the course

towards the lake was not influenced by their entrance, that towards the Lualaba

basin was much disturbed. Another not less remarkable fact is the direction of

the tributaries of the river. All of these, which are in the neighbourhood of the

lake, run in the opposite direction to the main stream, which is, therefore, evidently

not the natural one, while those towards the Lualaba run in the same direction as

the main stream, from east to west. All this. Captain Storms asserts, proves clearly

the truth of the theory that there were originally two rivers, flowing in opposite

directions, where the Lukuga now flows ; and he cites native tradition as a further

evidence. The nature of the rock through which the Lukuga has forced its way
is a sandy conglomerate mixed with oxide of iron. Captain Storms concludes his

article by stating his conviction that the Lukuga, on account of its falls and the

masses of rock which obstruct its course, will never be navigable ; and if he be

correct, all the hopes of a through communication between the Tanganyika region

and the Congo will be at an end.

Transvaal and Adjacent Territories.—The Further Correspondence respecting the

aftairs of the Transvaal and Adjacent Territories, presented to Parliament last

February, is a blue-book of 250 folio pages, accompanied by nine maps. It con-

tains despatches and reports dealing with the delimitation of the frontier between

the Transvaal ("South African Republic ") and Stellaland ; the adjudication on
claims to land disputed by native chiefs and various tribes in Bechuanaland and
the white settlers

;
proclamations ; laws for the administration of the new British

Protectorate ; investigations into alleged assaults and off'ences by filibusters ; and
proceedings against persons aiming to overthrow the settlements arrived at under
the auspices of Sir Charles Warren and others. Elaborate evidence of native

chiefs, missionaries, traders, prisoners, is quoted at length, and examined. The
Stellaland ers forward their flag to the Queen, praying to be taken under British

protection ; and in so doing explain the name Stellaland as having been adopted
by the founders because the events which led to the occupation of the land by
white people took place in 1882, when the great comet was visible. (Another
derivation, as if for Stilleland, was given on the authority of Herr Merensky, in

Scottish Geographical Magazine, 1885, p. 649.) Various documents are given which
discuss the recall of Sir Charles Warren, and give African views as to the success

of his mission. And we have also the results of most careful surveys of various

districts in Bechuanaland, the Kalahari Desert, and Matabeleland ; and detailed

descriptions of the landmarks and nature of the ground along some of the prin-
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cipal routes in this part of South Africa. We append notes, gathered from this

blue-book, on the Kalahari Desert, Matabeleland, and Shoshong.

Kalahari Desert.—This extensive region is not nearly so much of a desert as has

till of late been supposed. It has remained very much a terra incognita, because

rendered somewhat inaccessible by a wide belt of waterless, sandy country, en-

cirling or fringing a much more inhabitable area. The sand-belt has been crossed

for ages by natives with pack bullocks ; but only quite recently have white men
succeeded in penetrating to the interior with bullock wagons in the wet season.

The "desert" appears to be an elevated basin, with numerous depressions and
" pans," nearly 4000 feet high. The rainfall is sufficient to support a consider-

able amount of vegetable and animal life. In the heart of the " desert " are

numerous towns, with cattle, and corn-fields, supplied with water by such rude

means as the Bakalahari people can supply. Much of the area is covered with

dense, high thorn-bush, the home of crowds of game. The desert ostriches are

noted for their unequalled plumage ; the chief game are giraffe, eland, wildebeest,

hartebeest, gemsbock, and others that can live without water. The grass in the

desert is of excellent quality ; and much of the soil is well fitted for raising com,

if water in sufficient quantities could be procured. Throughout the desert, up to

Lake oSTgami and the Zambesi, there are here and there remarkable elevated sand-

belts, stretching for hundreds of miles in a straight line, and sometimes 50 miles

wide. These are the bugbear of travellers. They are apparently of fine blown

sand, almost wholly devoid of water. Bushmen live on them ; and, instead of

drinking water, eat the succulent roots or tubers that grow on the surface of the

sand. (Compare Farini, Across the Kalahari Desert, just published.)

Matabeleland—the country occupied by the Matabele, or Matabili, the district

which forms the watershed between the Zambesi and the Limpopo. The area

properly within the well-defined military organisation of the jNIatabele is mainly on

the north side of the watershed, and is not more than 180 miles long by 150 miles

wide. The country of the watershed generally is from 3000 to 5000 feet above sea-

level, and is in aU respects a remarkably fine country. In especial, the high country

is particularly healthy—said to be the healthiest part of South Africa. Fever is

wholly unknown, and white children could be reared there ; even in the valleys the

risk of fever is small. The soil is rich, and admirably adapted for corn. The same

ground raises, year after year, large crops of Kaffir corn and mealies, without manure

or other tillage than the hoeing of the land. All the hill country is rich in minerals
;

copper and iron are in abundance, with plenty of wood for smelting. The hills are

intersected by numerous reefs of quartz, and some hills are composed of ironstone

so rich that it requires little smelting. Gold is washed from the sand of many of the

rivers, and sold in quills to the Portuguese. The natural trade route to this rich

country is the Zambesi ; but as the mouth of the river is barred, and as fever is

very prevalent and fatal on the Zambesi during the greater part of the year, pro-

bably a railway from Kimberley to Tati, on the southern edge of Matabeleland,

would be the best and cheapest outlet in the long-run.

The people are not a tribe, but a military organisation occupying a fine country

they have depopulated. The nucleus of the people was originally a tribe who

migrated from Zululand under Umsilikazi. Wasting the country of the peaceful

Bechuanas, they wandered northward to their present seats, dispersing the indus-

trious Mashonas and Makalakas. On conquering a village, the warriors killed all

the men and old women, and took children and women captive. Thus the original

Zulu stock is now a vanishing quantity amidst large numbers of Bechuanas,

Mashonas, and Makalakas, who have been incorporated under the Matabele system
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into one heterogeneous mass, held together solely by military bondage. They have

no industries, and live by the assegai and the cattle they can pillage. The popula-

tion of Matabeleland proper is probably near 200,000.

Shoshong. Shoshong, the capital of the Bamangwato tribe, in Bechuanaland, is

situated at the base of the Mangwato Hills, not far from the north-west frontier of

the Transvaal. It is the largest native town in South Africa, consisting of from

7000 to 8000 huts, with a population variously estimated from 15,000 to 30,000.

Probably the former figure is nearest the mark. There are not more than about

twenty white inhabitants, mostly English traders. The trade of Shoshong, once

flourishing, is of late much depressed. The chief items of the trade are ostrich

feathers, ivory, and skins. The best ostrich feathers, once worth £'40 per pound,

have fallen to £8, owing to ostrich-fiirming in the Cape Colony. Elephants have

retreated far into the country infested by the tsetse fly, and are not now readily got

at by the hunters. Even skins are much fewer, because of a difficulty of getting

gunpowder, and because the fear of the raiding Matabele prevents the annual hunts

on a large scale. Formerly one firm in Shoshong had an export trade of £'50,000 a

year ; now the total export trade is said not to be worth more than £15,000. There

are two missionaries of the London Missionary Society, who have been very suc-

cessful. The chief of the Bamangwato, Khama, and his family, are Christians.

Khama is an able man, vastly in advance of his people, whom he rules, not by terror,

but in virtue of his generous, fair, brave character. The supply of water is very

limited, the site of the town having been selected mainly with a view to a strong

position for defence against the Matabele. Khama has taken over a well dug by

one of the traders, having paid for the digging of it ; and now imposes a regular

water-rate of £1 per month for each family using the well—this being presumably

a first instance of a water-rate imposed by a South African chief 1 The importance

of Shoshong as a trade centre is great. Three routes from the Cape Colony enter

the town ; and three great routes for the interior leave it—one to Matabeleland,

one to the Zambesi, and one to Lake Ngami.

British Bechuanaland.—The following letter was published in the Cajie Times

for 15th February 1886 ; and is a tolerably trustworthy account of the new British

Protectorate :—Your readers are already familiar with the published views of various

ex-Commissioners and other public officials, which are generally of the most con-

flicting and controversial character, but these relate almost exclusively to the political

events which have been connected with the original influx of the " freebooters,"

and the subsequent " Expedition " under Sir Charles Warren, and the public are

still left almost in the dark as to the physical characteristics and the capabilities of

the country as a field for European settlement. Under these circumstances,

probably, a detailed description of the country now known as " British Bechuana-

land," by one of extensive colonial farming experience, may prove of some interest

to your numerous readers.

I think that the opinion generally entertained with regard to Bechuanaland is

that it is a dry, barren, waterless desert, almost devoid of vegetation, utterly useless

for agricultural purposes, and only capable of supporting a very limited quantity of

small stock to a given area, and that it is entirely unfit for cattle-farming upon an

extensive scale, while the climate is so intensely hot that Europeans can scarcely

exist in it with any degree of comfort. This was the opinion held by myself, in

common with many others, in the past—an opinion which has been greatly modified

in many respects by a personal inspection of the country.

As regards the character of the " veldt," I can state without the slightest

hesitation that no greater mistake could be made than to suppose (as is generally

VOL. XL 2 A
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done) that it is a sort of nondescript karroo veldt, with isolated tufts of light worth-

less grass and karroo bushes struggling for an existence in beds of burning sand.

So far from this being the case, karroo is scarcely ever seen, and then only in very

small quantities mixed with the grass, while the whole of British Bechuanaland is

essentially a grass country. There are various kinds of grasses, including all

the best varieties of sweet grass, such as " rooi grass," " bufifalo grass," both large and

small, " quick grass," " bok grass," etc. These grasses are all of a substantial and

nutritious quality, and stand well against drought ; there are none of the light

feathery grasses which grow in many parts of the Colony (notably in the Queen's-

Town district), and which almost entirely disappear during times of severe drought.

Bechuanaland is not, strictly speaking, a bushy country ; in fact, there are very few

of the Colonial varieties of bush to be seen, excepting the mimosa, which grows

more or less all over the country. There are, however, two kinds of bush which are

quite unknown in the Colony, and are only found north of the Vaal River, but

which grow so plentifully in Bechuanaland that nearly the whole country is covered

by them. These are the " Vaal bosch " and the " rasynkie (raisin) bosch ;

" both are

most excellent grazing for all kinds of stock, and add immensely to the value of

Bechuanaland as a pastoral country. The " Vaal bosch," in particular, is invalu-

able ; it is an evergreen, and is a great " stand by " in the winter, and during times

of drought, both for cattle and small stock. The " rasynkie bosch " drops its leaf

in winter but during the spring and summer months it affords abundance of food

for stock ; sheep and goats are particularly lend of it. It bears a berry that is

largely used by the natives as an article of food, and the Dutch farmers frequently

boil it down to a syrup, and use it as sugar. Bechuanaland is, generally speaking,

a flat country, or only slightly undulating, with occasional low "rantjies" or

koppies. There are no mountains or kloofs, and there is not a patch of unavailable

veld for the purpose of stock-farming throughout the country.

Taking all things into consideration, there can be no question that when once

Bechuanaland becomes fully occupied by the right stamp of farmers, its resources

properly developed, and a sufficient supply of water provided, there will be no

better or more productive stock country in South Africa.

The great want of the country is water. There is very little surface water, and

for that reason many people are disposed to look upon it as a comparatively worth-

less country, quite overlooking the fact that, as a new country, it is no worse off in

this respect than large portions of the Karroo districts were originally. Many a

valuable farm in Graaff-Eeinet and other districts had no permanent supply of

water whatever until dams and wells were constructed, and the same thing will

have to be done here. There is one respect, however, in which Bechuanaland

has a great advantage over the Colony, and that is in the extraordinary under-

ground supply of water which it undoubtedly possesses. This fact has been

frequently commented upon in connection with the late Expedition, and there are

not wanting many sceptics who doubt the truth of the statements made, to the effect

that water is to be obtained almost anywhere by sinking a few feet ; and yet such

is unquestionably the case. Nor is it difficult to assign a cause for what would

otherwise be a most remarkable phenomenon. Bechuanaland may be described in

general terms as an elevated plateau, without rivers, and with a sandy soil ; conse-

quently the whole of the rainfall is absorbed, and stored undergound, instead of

rushing off to the sea, and carrying the soil with it, in the way that is unfortunately

the case in the Colony, where large tracts of country bid fair to become in time

little else than bare rock. Now let any one consider this subject intelligently,

and try to imagine what would be the effect of the retention underground of the

vast body of water which is annually carried into the Indian Ocean by the numerous
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rivers of the Colony, and it will not be difficult to understand why Bechuanaland

should have such an abundant undergound supply of water, bearing in mind that

there is an abundant rainfall during the summer months, the whole of which is

absorbed and retained in the soil.

It must not be supposed, however, that water is to be obtained anywhere and

everywhere by simply digging a few feet below the surface. Of course a certain

amount of judgment and discrimination is required in the selection of the most

likely and suitable spots for well-sinking, but it is a fact that by judicious selection

of the locality water could be discovered at a moderate depth upon any farm of the

usual area of three thousand morgen. In some cases it may be necessary to sink

to a depth of forty or fifty feet, but in most cases water can be obtained at a depth

of about fifteen or twenty feet, and frequently at six or eight feet.

Springs of open running water are rarely met with in Bechuanaland, but it is

a singular fact that where they do occur they are, as a rule, very much stronger

than in the Colony. There are none of the small springs and " zuiferings " that are

to be met with in all directions in the Colony, and yet at certain spots, such as

Vryburg, Brussels, Muhura, and other places far distant from each other, there are

springs with a flow of water equal to at least a dozen of the ordinary springs in the

Colony. This is a fact worthy of the most serious consideration, and one which by
a proper scientific investigation might possibly be turned to good account in the

interests of Bechuanaland. I make ,no profession whatever to a knowledge of

geology myself, but this is a matter upon which I have thought a great deal, and I

have my own theory about it, which may or may not be correct, but, such as it is, I

offer it in the hope that it may attract the attention of scientific men to what is

undoubtedly a most interesting and important subject, viz., the entire system

of subterranean waters in Bechuanaland.

The Cape Colony, as your readers are aware, is a broken, undulating country,

with high hills and mountain ranges, alternating with deep valleys and watercourses,

and little or no really flat country. It is also a more or less stony country, with

underground shelving strata, which crop out of the ground in all directions. The
natural result of this is that during heavy rains the great bulk of the water is

carried off into the sea by the rivers, only a limited portion of the rainfiill sinking

under the surface of the ground. There it is caught by the underground shelving

strata before mentioned, and finds its way again to the surface in the form of the

small trickling springs and drainages, or " zuiferings," so common upon nearly every

farm in the Colony.

Now, in Bechuanaland we find the very opposite of this. The whole of the

country north of the Vaal River and its tributary, the Harts River, for many
hundreds of miles into the interior, appears to be uniformly flat, without rivers, and

with a sandy soil, consequently the whole of the rainfall is absorbed, and owing to

the flatness of the country, and entire absence of shelving strata, there is no

possibility of the numerous small springs such as are found in the Colony. The
water remains under the surface, collects into certain channels, and forms under-

ground rivers, which feed the large springs which occur only at long intervals ; and
this I believe to be the fact, that throughout Bechuanaland and a portion of the

Transvaal there is a regular system of underground watercoiirses. That such

underground rivers do exist we have not only the strongest presumptive evidence,

borne out by the facts which I have already stated, but there is absolute proof

in the fact that in the Transvaal and elsewhere they actually come to the

surface at intervals in the most unmistakable manner, in the form of lakes of

pure water, clear as crystal, swarming with fish, and of immense depth. No such

remarkable manifestations appear in Bechuanaland proper, but there are very strong
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indications that one or more underground rivers pass through Stellaland, probably

in a westerly direction, feeding a number of strong fountains in their course.

These would include the fountains at Vryburg, Brussels, Muhura, numerous strong

springs in the Gaap Eange, Takoon, and Kurunian. At the two latter places, and

particularly at Kuruman, I am told that the water issues from the ground with such

force as to form rivers which run for a considerable distance, and then disappear in

the sand. Here then we have undeniable proof of the existence of an underground

stream, which possibly supplies both places. There is another spot on the farm of

a Mr. Brezuidenhoiit, about five hours' ride from Vryburg, where there is also an

underground stream, which does not, however, come to the surface. At this place

there is a hole in the ground just large enough to admit the body of a slender man,

and at a depth of twelve feet there is a running stream of clear water. An attempt

was made to fathom this water, but with seventeen feet sinking no bottom was

found. Upon one occasion a man was let down by means of ropes, and he reported

that the inside had the appeiirance of a vaulted dome, and that as far as he could

see was one sheet of water. It appears that this spot was only discovered origin-

ally by the natives in consequence of the upper crust of earth being broken through

by a cow that was walking over the spot and dropped through, and all the

subsequent endeavours of the natives to fill up the hole in order to prevent a

recurrence of the accident proved fruitless.

AVith such an amount of evidence as to the existence of subterranean water, I

submit that the subject is well worthy the consideration of the Government

whether it would not be wise to institute a thorough scientific investigation with

the view of ascertaining the possibility or otherwise of turning these underground

streams to a profitable account. I may be charged with holding wild and visionary

ideas, but I believe that it is not at aU improbable that, by taking advantage of such

extraordinary indications as those just mentioned, it would be possible to stop these

rivers, and by means of long drains, or by the use of siphons, bring the water to the

surface to be utilised upon an extensive scale for agricultural purposes, for there is

every reason to believe, judging by the evidence of certain places in the Transvaal,

that where these subterranean waters do exist the supply is very great.

Berenice to Berber.—The Societe Khkliviah de Geographic publishes, in its last

Bulletin, Second Series, No. 8, a report by Colonel Purdy on his expedition between

Berenice and Berber, of which the following is an abstract :—The construction of a

railway from Berenice, which Is situated on the Red Sea, a few miles south of

24° N. latitude, to Berber, on the Nile, would not present any insuperable diffi-

culties, for it would have to cross neither high mountains nor deep ravines, and the

curves it would have to make would be unimportant. The only great difficulty

would be the want of water, but, as there are only two waterless tracts of any

extent, this could easily be remedied by carrying a sufficient supply. The Purdy-

Colston expedition left the coast at a point a few miles south of Berenice, and

advanced up the Wadi Hodah as far as its junction with the Wadi Salib Azrah

from the south and Wadi Abiad from the north. These two wadis come from the

mountains of Abudab. At this point the expedition turned into the Wadi Abu-

deba, which is a small branch of the Wadi Hodah, and, after a very laborious ascent,

debouched into the Wadi Botm, which more resembles a plain than a wadi, and

descends gradually between two not very high hills. The Wadi Botm unites with

the Wadi Naham at no great distance from the point where this latter joins the

Wadi Hodein. Upon leaving the Wadi Botm the expedition crossed a plain upon

which hills rose here and there to the Wadi Naham, which they descended as far

as the Wadi Es-Sunta, and then turned to Jebel Gambie, round the base of which
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they passed, entering the Wadi Hodein near its junction with the short Wadi
Magal. From this point, at which it emerges from some sandstone mountains, the

Wadi Hodein forms a wide valley open towards the sea, its height here being

only about 616 feet above sea-level, and there is a large opening by which a railway

could pass into it through the mountains which line the coast. Except at this

opening the Wadi Hodein is not very steep, enlarging, between the mouths of the

Wadis Magal and Naham, into a plain known to the Arabs as El-Fesh. From the

Wadi Hodein the expedition passed into the narrow and winding Wadi Dif, which

they followed to the Wadi El-Feken. A long march up this wadi, and then

across the desert to the Nojebat Mountains, and a passage through many small

wadis, brought them to the Wadi Hegatte, and a little later to Derehib, where there

are ancient gold mines, believed to have been worked in the times of the Pharaohs.

From Derehit, the Wadis AUagi, Kuchubarra, and Neferiameh—the last long and

winding—lead to Tibestib and Nassarieh, where there are wells. From here a

march, chiefly across the desert, brought them to Jebel Shigre, the first point they

had reached since leaving Berenice of which the position had been previously

determined by astronomical observations. It had been visited in 1772 by James
Bruce, who found it to be 20° 58' 30" N. latitude, by about 34° 5' E. longitude

(Greenwich). From Shigre to Berber is an eight days' march without water, but,

by striking the Nile at Abuhamed, this may be obviated. Accompanying the

Report is a map by Colon el Purdy in which Derehib,—a spot which Schropp's

Nouvdle Carte de I'Egypte et de ses Dependances places west of the 35th meridian,

—

appears east of it and further north, while Jebel Dif,—which the same map, as well

as Keith Johnston's Royal Atlas, place south of the 23d parallel,—is marked well

north of it, the position of the other features of the country being correspond-

ingly altered. Jebel Shigre is given, in both Keith Johnston's and Schropp's maps,

a position further south than that which, according to Colonel Purdy, James Bruce
calculated for it.

The Hadendowas.—M. Mosconas, who has devoted considerable time to the

study of the customs and language of the Hadendowas, who dwell in the country

between Suakin, Berber, and Massowah, has written a Paper for the Societe Khedi-

viale dc Georjraphie on the results of his researches and investigations, in which he

devotes himself principally to pointing out the resemblance of these people in

language and customs to the ancient inhabitants of Egypt. The Hadendowas, who
were conquered by Totmes iii., still preserve some of the beliefs and customs of the

ancient religion ; they regard with reverence, at Kassala and Snakin, certain

animals—among others the cat, which abounds in these two towns. The Haden-
dowas raise their hands in prayer in the manner of the ancient Egyptians, and they

watch the rising and setting of the sun with fervent and pious prayer. Their

funeral ceremonies, too, resemble those depicted on the ancient Egyptian sculpture,

while the dress of both men and women is like that of the Egyptians as seen on
the old tombs. The Hadendowas are brave and courageous, and will endure great

pain without flinching.

The Hydrography of the Upper Webi.—In the extensive Somali peninsula of

Africa, geography has two important hydrographical problems to solve—that of the

Webi and that of the Jubb or -Jubba. This note deals only with the former. Shea,

Gurage, and Harrar are bordered on the south and south-south-east by a plateau

which gradually falls away in a south-easterly direction towards the Indian Ocean,
This configuration of the country determines the slope and direction of the rivers.

In the territories occupied by the Itu, Ennia, and Arussi Gallas (see vol. ii. p. 174)
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the natives speak of two powerful streams which flow parallel to each other from

north-west to south-east. The smaller of the two, called the Wabi, lies to the north

of the other, which bears the name of the Webi. The last is reported to be fed by

numerous affluents which reach it from the left, and to be joined on the border

between the Gallas and the Karanle Somali (about the intersection of 6° N. lat. and
43'' E. long.) by a large tributaiy (the Wabi-Erer), after which it traverses the

country of the Somali to the sea of Zanzibar. It issues from a lake in Gurage and

flows at first south, then south-east. The Wabi is said to rise on the slopes of the

Itu Hills and to join the Webi, the united stream then taking the name of Shebeli

or Leopard River. It seems very probable that the Waira or Uaira, a large river

discovered by Chiarini in Gurage in 1878, and crossed by him twice in 8° N. lat.

and .39° E. long., is the upjjer course of the Webi, and that both are one and the

same stream with the Webbe Shebeyli, which the Brothers James came across in

about 5° 30' N. lat. and 49° 20' E. long. Chiarini states expressly that the Waira

does not flow southwards to join the Gibi^, but in a direction east-south-east till

past 40° E. long, and about 7° 30' N. lat. The Wabi again, after traversing the

territory of the Itu in a south-east direction, receives from the left the precipitation

of the Gara Mulata mountain-system, by means of an affluent called the Ramis.

The waters of the Gara Konkuda system are collected by the river Erer, which

flows directly south, forming the frontier between the Ennia and the Ogades, till it

unites with the Wabi. Their united stream then continues the same southerly

course tUl it joins the Webi. In the country of the Ogades the principal river is

one to which the natives give the name of Faf or Fafan ; this stream is reported to

rise on the eastern slopes of the Gara Konkuda, and to flow into the Wabi. But

the statement that it joins the Wabi was contradicted by the results of the James
expedition, and it is stated by those travellers to lose itself in a series of marshes and

swamps to the south. There is yet another stream in this region, the course of

which must be explored before the hydrography of the country can be satisfactorily

cleared up. This is a stream known as the Nagobba, which is reported to add its

waters to those of the united Wabi-Erer before its junction with the Webi. It

might be identical with the Dokta, which rises on the eastern slopes of Kara

Konkuda, but that this stream is mentioned as one of the four main feeders of the

Fafan.—Dr. Pattlitschke, in Mith. d. k. k. Geog. Gesellsch. in Wien, 1886, vol. xxLx.

pp. 207-214.

AMERICA.

American Expedition to Greenland.—Our Honorarj* Member, Lieutenant A. W.
Greely, writes to us from Washington, April 23, 1886 :—" Mr. R. E. Peary, Civil

Engineer, U.S. Navy, leaves about May 1, 1886, for Greenland, via St. John's,

Newfoundland. He intends making an efi"ort from Omenak Fiord to reach such a

point on the inland ice as will enable him to see the summit of Mount Petermann,

near the head of Franz Josef Fiord."

Point Barrow, Alaska.—In reference to the article on Point Barrow in the

last number of the Magazine, Dr. John Rae writes to the Secretary of the Scottish

Geographical Society, correcting the statement of Lieutenant Ray, the leader of the

U. S. Expedition to Point Barrow, and which was correctly quoted (p. 277), that

Messrs. Dease and Simpson (Dr. Rae says they were not " Captains ") of the

Hudson Bay Company's Expedition of 1837, "found the ice fast on the land

(Return Reef), and, further progress by boats being impossible. Captain Simpson

accomplished the remaining distance on foot." Dr. Rae says :
—

" Messrs. Dease

and Simpson did not ' find the ice fast on the land at Return Reef of Franklin,"
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which is about 160 [miles] distant from Point Barrow, but went on westward in

their boats to within less than 40 miles of that place, their boat voyage being thus

120 miles further west than Franklin's. Nor did ' Captain Simpson accomplish the

remaining distance (about 40 miles) on foot,' for three-quarters of the distance

(about 30 miles), to Point Barrow, and the whole journey back to boat extreme

were performed in an Eskimo oo-miak, bought or borrowed from the natives, thus

leaving to Simpson and his companions only 10 or 12 miles to do 'on foot,' instead

of, as is erroneously stated, 320 miles. As every one knows, or ought to know,

travelling in a boat is mere child's play as compared with the hard work of journey-

ing on foot whilst carrying a load over a rough coast."

The Population of British Guiana.—The population of British Guiana at the end

of last December amounted to 269,330, being an increase of 17,144 since the end

of 1881, when the last census was taken. This great increase is chiefly due to

immigration.

AUSTRALASIA AND POLYNESIA.

Exploration in Central Australia.—In the last "Echoes " from South Australia,

brief mention was made of the work of Mr. Charles Winnecke, in Central Aus-

tralia. His record, however, is of such interest that it will justify further reference.

It appears that he has made a plan of the country through which he passed in

following the overland telegraph wire from Port Augusta to the Queensland

boundary, which shows that the distance from Teunant's Creek, and thence east-

wards, over the rivers Buchanan, Eankine, James, Herbert, and Milne, is 1626

miles. The country continually rises from Port Augusta till Burt Plain, on the

ISlacDonnell Ranges—a distance of 1000 miles—is reached, after which it falls

gradually to the boundary. Mr. Winnecke has included in his plan every camp-

ing-place along the telegraph line. He again asserts that Lake Eyre is a con-

siderable depth below sea-level—a statement he made in 1877, but which has been

disputed. The highest point attained on the route was the Burt Plains, in the

MacDonnell Ranges—2532 feet above sea-level ; but the ranges themselves are

several thousand feet higher. The telegraph station of Central Australia—Alice

Springs— is 2000 feet above sea-level. Strangeways Springs being 188 feet, Peake

75 feet, Charlotte Waters 481 feet, Barrow Creek 1724 feet, and Tennant's Creek

1075 feet. The Finke River, at its southern termination, is 930 feet. This river

is described as the largest and most important in Central Australia, and a good

supply of water is always obtainable from it. Mr. Lindsay, it may be noted, is

re-exploring the southern part of the Finke. The base of Central Mount Stuart,

wliich is supposed to be situated exactly in the centre of Australia, is 1725 feet

above the level of the sea, but the hill is considerably higher. Its exact height

has not yet been ascertained. The plan is an exceedingly valuable one.

—

Colonies

and India, 9th April 1886.

The Populations of Victoria and New South Wales.—The estimated population of

Victoria on December 31, 1885, was 991,839, of which 529,826 were males. The
births during 1885 numbered 29,915. the deaths 14,382, while the apparent increase

of popidation for the year was 30,563. The estimated population of New South

Wales at the end of the year 1885 was 980,573, the increase during the year being

59,305, or 7,300 more than in 1884.

—

Colonies and India, April 22.

Tasmania.—A Paper on Tasmania as it is was read at the seventh meeting of

the present session of the Royal Colonial Institute, London, by Mr. W. L. Dobson,
Chief-Justice of Tasmania. Mr. Dobson prefaced his remarks by a few general

observations on the history and physical characteristics of this remote colony, which
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he describes as one of the " most attractive " of the Empire. He considers it beyond

doubt that at one time it formed part of the continent (South-east Australia), and

that the islands in Bass Strait are the tops of what once were mountain ranges con-

necting on the west the Cape Otway ranges with the western mountains of Tasmania

;

and on the east, Wilson's Promontory with the eastern ranges of Tasmania. The island,

which is about three-quarters the size of Ireland, having an area of about 16 million

acres, has a population of over 130,000. The city of Hobart, the capital, has, with

its suburbs, a population of about 25,000 ; Launceston, in the north, has 15,000. The

colony is generally mountainous. In the centre of the island is a tolerably

level and open plateau, about 1000 feet above the sea-level, which forms the

great grazing country of the colony ; elsewhere, the settlers have had for the most

part to contend with country more or less heavily timbered. The character of the

soil is most varied ; in some places it is equal to any that can be found in the most

fertile spots on the earth's surface, whilst in others it is but a dreary waste (as, for

example, the land on the west coast, lying exposed to the western gales, which blow

almost continually from the ocean). The climate is admirably suited for the con-

stitution of natives of the British Isles. The mean temperature is, in the winter

half of the year, 47° Fahr., and in the summer 62°. This temperature, which is a

little warmer than that of England, and more like that of Jersey, permits English

fruits to grow abundantly. The death-rate in 1884 was only 15'50 per thousand,

which compared favourably with the annual deaths in England, of over 21 per

thousand of the population. Speaking of the aboriginal inhabitants of the island,

Mr. Dobson pointed out that they were a race distinct from those now inhabiting

Australia, the Tasmanian being a woolly-haired, thick-lipped race, with powerful

limbs, the men often standing 6 feet in height, whilst the Australian is of a straight-

haixed, sleek-limbed race. In the early days of the colony there were just such a

series of occurrences as might be expected to take place where a tolerably lawless

population was brought into contact with the primitive and simple inhabitants of a

coimtry. When, in 1835, the remnant of the aboriginal inhabitants, only 200 in

number, submitted to the Government, they were placed on Flinder's Island (Bass

Strait), and, although well housed, fed, and cared for, rapidly diminished in

number. In 1847 they had dwindled down to 12 men, 22 women, and only 11

children, and these were brought back to Tasmania and placed at Oyster Cove,

near the mouth of the river Derwent. But they only returned to die : drink was

their great curse, and, besides, the need for exertion was removed. The last male

of the race, William Lann6, died in 1869, at the age of thirty-four, and at length,

on May 8, 1876, the last of the race, Truganini, died. A vocabulary, embracing

about 2000 words of the language of the different tribes, has been preserved, but,

even with the aid of this, etlmologists are puzzled, and differ as to whence the

Tasmanians came, and to what race they were immediately allied. Mr. Dobson,

himself, thinks they approach more nearly to the Xew Guinea native than to any

other. After treating at some length of the administration and of the products

and mineral wealth of Tasmania, Mr. Dobson alluded to the system of education

existing there, which appears to be in a most satisfactory state, and conchided with

some remarks on the prospects which the country offers to colonists.

The Coal-fields of New Caledonia.—Amongst the other riches of the New Cale-

donian soil, it is now necessary to include coal, for beds of this valuable mineral have

recently been discovered in Numea, and also at a number of points on the western

coast of the island. The results of some trials made of this New Caledonian coal on

board the Marseilles line have been satisfactory, for, although not so hot as the

Australian coal, it produces less ash, and the iron dross does not adhere to the same
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extent to the bars of the furnace— a saving of time and wear-and-tear, and conse-

quently of money. The working of these beds of coal will be important to New
Caledonia, for it will render it independent of Australian mines, and bring to its

ports the trade of the Pacific.

—

Bulletin ilu Ministere des Travaux Publics,

February 1886.

AECTIC REGIONS.

Arctic Regions : Proposed Expedition to Smith Sound.—William H. Gilder, who

served as second to Lieutenant Schwatka in his search through King William's

Land, proposes to attempt another Arctic voyage under the patronage of J. Gordon

Bennett, of the New York Herald. Mr. Gilder intends to sail for Cumberland Gulf

in an American whaler, where he will winter and secure the aid of two or three of

the Eskimo families which previously assisted him. In 1886 he hopes to reach

North Devon Land or EUesmere Land, by means of one of the Scotch whalers.

With the aid of his natives, who are expected to subsist largely on the sea game

—

walrus, seals, etc.—of Smith Sound, he trusts the ensuing year to push his way well

towards the north. He will enter Jones Sound through Buchanan Strait or else-

where, as game is found and opportunity presents. He counts on success by

adopting strictly Eskimo methods of life and travel. He has consulted Lieutenant

Greely, who, while dissuading him from an attempt to visit Fort Conger, has placed

at his disposal all his notes and dates regarding Smith Sound and the adjacent

country. Mr. Gilder expects to be absent four or five years.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A list of the local officials of the Congo Free State, which may be useful for refer-

ence, is given in the Mouvement Geographiquc for 2d May.

The Persian Government has constructed a good carriage road between Meshhed

and Askhabad, to stimulate Khorassan trade with the Casjjian.

The Bolhttino of the Italian Society for May contains details about the assassi-

nation of the Porro expedition at the military post of Jaldessa.

The French garrison at Bammako, on the Niger, entered into direct telegraphic

communication with St. Louis (Senegal) on 27th December 1885.

Dr. Thornton, Director of the Madras Museum, has set out with a body of

specialists for scientific exploration of the west coast of the Presidency.

M. Emmanuel Eatoin contributes to the Eev^ie Scientifique, No. 20, 1886, a

detailed account of Andorra, one of the " duodecimo " republics of Europe.

M. Barral, who set out from Obock to explore part of Abyssinia, is rejjorted to

have been assassinated on the frontier of Shoa. His caravan included Madame
Barral and M. Savoure.

Erganzungsheft, No. 82, of Petermann's Mitteilungen, consists of Eobert von

Schlagintweit's study on " The Pacific Eailroads of North America," and is

illustrated by one of the maps from Stieler's Atlas.

By a decree of the French President, dated the 3rd March 1886, Obock was

made a penal settlement, especially for criminals of Arab race. In this way
" labour," one of the great wants of the colony, will be supplied.

According to the most recent information, MM. Bunge and Toll had explored the

valley of the Lower Yana, E. of the Lena delta, and were making preparations for

their departure for Katelny Island, where they probably are now.
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We learu with regret of the murder of Lieutenant Palat, who left Algiers, in

October 1885, for the purpose of reaching Timbuktu by way of the Sahara, but

met his death in the oasis of Tidikelt, near 'Ain-Salah, Tuareg-land.

M. Przhevalski, who has been promoted to the rank of General, and has received

a life pension of 6000 francs, is preparing a narrative of his last journey, and will

undertake in the autumn the construction of a map of the country he recently

visited.

A Renter's telegram from ^lelbourne, 17th ^lay, announces that the Home
Government have ordered Admiral Tryon, Commander-in-Chief on the Australian

station, to plant the British flag on the Kennadec Islands, situated to the north of

New Zealand.

Bijdragen tot de T.-L.-en Volkenkunde van Nederlandscli-Indie, 5th series, First

Part, 1886, contains a Paper by C. M. Pleyte, Assistant in the National Ethno-

graphic Museum at Leyden, on " Mnemonic and other Symbols in Use among the

Peoples of the East-India Archipelago."

The same number contains Dr. G. A. Wilken's elaborate study on " Ceremonies

and Customs at Betrothal and Marriage among the Peoples of the East-India

Archipelago."

M. Germain presented to the French Academy of Sciences (May 17, 1886), a

memoir on the measurements which he has been making of the amount of

deflection of the pendulum caused by the attraction of elevations of the earth's

surface in the neighbourhood of Nice, etc.

Lord Dufferin's proposed expedition to TMbet seems to have assumed too serious

proportions for the comfort of the Chinese, who have practically withdrawn their

approval of the scheme, by intimating that unless the mission be reduced in size

the Thibetans may take umbrage, and seriously impede it.

M. Panagiotes Potagos, who is already known for his explorations in the country

of the Niam-Niam in Central Africa, and for his journey across the Asiatic

Continent, has been making researches in Epirus andThessaly, which, as he informs

the Paris Geographical Society, he purposes shortly to make public.

The Bollettino della Societa Geografica Itallana contains the detailed account of

S. Sommier's journey through Lapland and Finland, and of his winter visit (the

first of its kind) to the North Cape, which we chronicled in the Magazine 1885, p.

184. S. Sommier's homeward route was by Bossekop, Karasjok, Lake Enare,

Kittila, Sundsvall.

Pere Duparquet has founded a station, Notre Dame des Amboella, in the

Amboella plateau, in 15° 8' S. lat. and 16° 14' E. long, at a height of 4430 feet above

the sea, on the right bank of the Okashitanda, a left-hand afiluent of the Cunene.

Between the Cunene and the Okavaugo he reports the existence of two rivers, the

Kwerahi and the Kavundu.

It is desirable to call attention to the Bibliography of Geograpliical Literature,

1885, published in Pctcrmaiui's Mitteilungen (V. 1886) ; to that published by the

Geographical Society in Vienna {Mitteilungen, Nos. 5 and 6, 1885, and No. 2,

1886) ; and to that appended to the Zeitschrift, Band xx, Heft 6, 1885, of the

Berlin Geographical Society.

The Societe Neuchateloise de GeograpMe has just issued the first number of its

Bulletin. Among its papers are " Travaux de dessechement en HoUande ; " a

detailed account of the topograph}', etc., of Cbaux-de-Fonds, one of the towns of the

Jura, well known for its watch-making industry, stUl carried on by the domestic

method ; and a study of the Frontiers of Switzerland.
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Direction of Atlantic Currents.—The French Minister of Public Instruction has

addressed the following circular to various Geographical Societies. The object

aimed at is to recover the floats deposited in the sea, off the north-west of the

Azores, by the Prince of Monaco, in the event of their reaching land. The text of

the circular reads as follows :

—

"With the object of studying the direction of the Gulf Stream and other

Atlantic currents. Prince Albert de Monaco, during a voyage on board his yacht

Hirondelle, left in the open sea, to the north-west of the Azores, on the 27th and

28th July, 1885, a certain number of floating buoys, consisting of hollow spheres of

red copper, or of barrels and bottles containing a printed paper, which gives the

circumstances under which the operation has been undertaken and the end in

view. This printed paper is itself preserved in a tube of glass. The Committee

of Historical and Scientific Works begs me to use all the means in my power to

assure the success of this experiment. It is possible that many of these buoys may
be cast upon the coast of France, and, in such cases, it is important they should be

carefully secured. With the desire of responding to the request made to me,

I have already communicated the matter to the Ministers of Marine, Public

Works, and Finance, and to the Prefects of the departments on the sea-board, in

order that the officials or their agents may be urged to make a careful search for

any of the buoys thrown up on the coast. In the event of success, the apparatus

should be forwarded to the nearest prefecture or scientific centre, and information

sent to my department."

NEW BOOKS.

TJie Statesman's Year-Booh : Statistical and Historical Annual of the States of the

Civilised World for the Year 1886. Edited by J. Scott Keltie, Librarian

to the Eoyal Geographical Society. London : Macmillan and Co. 1866.

This Year-Book has now become a national institution, and under Mr. Scott

Keltic's fostering care it develops and improves from year to year. This is no

doubt a natural process, but it must not be forgotten that it requires extensive

political knowledge-, and sustained energy and watchfulness, to keep abreast with

the rapid changes going on in every quarter of the globe. The present issue is in-

creased in size by more than 30 pages over last year, but it has increased by 252

pages over the first issue in 1864, when the work was undertaken in order to supply

a want which had been pointed out by Sir Robert Peel about fifteen years before.

That great statesman said he often felt the want of a handbook presenting in a

compact shape a picture of the actual condition, political and social, of the various

states of the civUised world. This publication gives the reigning sovereign and
family, the constitution and government, the church and education, the revenue

and expenditure, the army and navy, the population, and the trade and commerce
of every civilised State ; and it may be imagined how much has to be done in the

way of consulting official and other authorities, in order to present a result accurate

in its details down to the day of publication. This year three new States appear

—

the Congo Free State, the Straits Settlements, and Fiji. The first of these alone

has a population of 27,000,000, and a territory of more than 1,000,000 square

miles. The public revenue is at present derived from a subsidy given by the Belgian

King, but an attempt is now being made to raise a lottery loan of ^4,000,000. The
provinces are all put under white officers, and a central government sits at Brussels.

The Irish question has set all sensible people thinking about precedents for political
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constitutions ; and Mr. Keltie's book gives an admirable summary of all those at

work, and, what is more important, it gives the most valuable references for more

detailed study. Thus the Austro-Hungarian Delegations afford an example of a

joint Parliament dealing with foreign aflairs, common finances, and war, while the

Austrian and Hungarian Parliaments deal with matters specifically and exclusively

national. The common afiliirs of Sweden and Norway, which are of a much more

restricted nature, are managed by a Council of State, composed of Swedes and

Norwegians. The seven provinces of Canada are all fully represented both in the

Senate and in the House of Commons of the Dominion, which meet at Ottawa. The
British North America Act, however, defines the power and authority of the Pro-

vincial Legislatures, by enumerating sixteen subjects which are included in it.

These are extensive and varied, but it may be observed that the Dominion or

central government reserves the criminal law and the subject of interest and bills

of exchange, among many others on Avhich it is incompetent for Provincial Legisla-

tures to pass a law. There is also reserved a power of remedial legislation by the

central body upon educational subjects ; upon the uniformity of laws relative to

property and civil rights ; upon agriculture and immigration ; and the Governor-

General appoints all the Judges. Canada remains liable for the debts and liabili-

ties of each Province. Such are some of the important facts which a reference to

Mr. Keltie's book would contribute to the discussion of the Irish question ; and

no question ever stood more in need of calm and deliberate discussion. We beg

to recommend Tht Statesman's Year-Book, not only to all who wish to become

statesmen, but to those who, however little time their business may leave them for

the stud}' of politics, are bound to use such opportunities as this book affords for

the formation of an honest and impartial opinion.

Handbook of the River Plate : Comprising the Argentine Republic, Uruguay, and

Paraguay. With Six Maps. By M. G. and E. T. Mulhall. Fifth Edition,

Buenos Ayres : M. G. and E. T. Mulhall. London : Triibner and Co.

Pp. 732.

It would certainly tend to a very great advance in the knowledge of political,

commercial, and general geography, if every State in the world would undertake

the publication of a handbook such as that prepared for the Argentine Eepublic,

by Dr. MuUhall and his brother, men who are thoroughly conversant with the com-

merce, geography, and statistics of the State, and having all the best, most

reliable, and official information at their command. Such a volume must not only

be of great value to the inhabitants of the countiy itself, but is the best advertise-

ment of its commerce abroad, and ought to be in demand in all trading countries.

There are unfortunately, however, few men who have such a complete mental grasp

of exactly what is wanted, or the influential means for carrying out such a work as

Messrs. Mulhall, the editors of the Buenos Ayres Standard y as it is only through

their long experience and intimate knowledge of South American affairs that they

have been able to produce such a book as this, which is quite a model of what

a geographical commercial handbook should be.

Treating the Argentine Republic as a whole, we have, first, its general geo-

graphical features, followed by its various statistics—pastoral, agricultural, mining,

climate, population, instruction, railways, commerce, politics, etc., etc. Then,

the several provinces of the country are treated separately, and minutely described

in guide-book style, with all the information that a colonist could require. Some
of the statistics are very interesting, and reveal facts perhaps not generally known

in regard to the great wealth of the country, in cattle and sheep. In the province
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of Buenos Ayres, there are no less than 58 millions of sheep, 5 millions of cattle,

and 2;} millions of horses—being a proportion of 96 sheep, 8 cows, and 4 horses to

every inhabitant. This far eclipses the proportion in any other country in the

world, as even in Australia, which is far ahead of all others, there are only 22

sheep, 2^ cows, and a third of a horse to each inhabitant.

As to wealth per inhabitant, the country ranks third in the world, being only

preceded by England and Scotland. (T) Another remarkable fact is that, in propor-

tion to its population, it shows a higher mileage of railway than any other country in

the world, there being 234 miles to 100,000 inhabitants, while in the United

Kingdom there is only 52 miles to a similar population. These and many other

statistics show that the Argentine Republic is one of the most prosperous and

enterprising States in the world. In addition to the Argentine, the River Plate

Handbook also includes the Republics of Uruguay and Paraguay, and treats of them

in an equally thorough manner. Altogether, this handy handbook deserves great

commendation, and we are glad to know that, in future, new editions will appear

every two years.

Australia; or, England in the South. By George Sutherland, M.A. of Melbourne

University. With Twenty-seven Illustrations. London : Seeley and Co.,

1886. Price Is.

To those who cannot visit Australia, and to those about to visit it, this

pleasantly written little book gives a very faithful description of all the most note-

worthy features, and of the mode of life, which characterise our prosperous "England
of the South " and its enterprising colonists.

We have had several large and expensive works on Australia, and many
advertising emigration publications descriptive of the lands in particular colonies

;

but a trustworthy and popularly written book, within the reach of the public at a

low price, has always been a want, and this Mr. Sutherland has well supplied.

He appears to have studied colonial life with keen observation, and gives us a

most unbiased account of all the conditions which have tended to the rise of

Australia and made it such a prosperous home for its present population. There is

much information especially provided for the benefit of intending emigrants, and as

it appears to be reliable, it will render this little book of considerable value to all

young men who contemplate a wider scope for their energies than is afforded in our

over-populated country.

Nortocgian Pictures : Drawn with Pen and Pencil. By Richard Lovett, M.A.
London : The Religious Tract Society, 1885. Pp. 224. Index.

This attractive volume is one of the series of illustrated books of travel published

by the Religious Tract Society of London. The numerous illustrations alone give

a capital idea of the picturesque beauty of the mountains, fiords, and waterfalls of

Norway
; and these are, on the whole, well supplemented by the written descriptions

from the pen of Mr. Richard Lovett. Naturally, the main portion of the book
consists of an account of the long and rugged western coast-line from the North
Cape to the Naze, whose irregular sinuosities are the characteristic feature of the

geography of the country, and contain in their recesses its more important towns.

The length of the coast-line referred to is almost three times as long as a straight

line between tlie two Capes. The now popular " Tourist Route " by steamer,

from the quaint old town of Trondhjem (the former capital) to the North Cape to

see the " midnight sun " in summer, is graphically described, some of the more
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remarkable scenes on the voyage being at the mountainous Lofoden Islands, which

are the seat of thriving deep-sea fisheries. A very striking picture in the book is

a view of the mountain called " The Horningdalsrokken " (The Distaff of the

Homing Valley), 5010 feet, which appears to rival the jSIatterhorn in steepness and

sharpness, and is situated on the northern boundary of the province of Bergen. The

finest waterfall in the country, called Skjoeggedalsfos, is also in the province of

Bergen, and is an immense mass of water falling over a clifi" over 500 feet in height

—on one of the Hardanger Mountains—into a lake.

In Chapter iv., the overland route from Christiania to Eomsdal, by Lake Mjosen,

the Gudbrandsdal, and through the wild mountain gorge of the Troltinde (or

Witch-pinnacles), is described.

There is a very clear map by Keith Johnston, but it would have been more

useful if more of the names of the places described in the text had been inserted.

A Physical, Historical, and Descriptive Geography. By Keith Johnston, F.E.G.S.

Maps and Illustrations. Pp. 490. Third Edition, Revised by E. G. Ravenstein,

F.E.G.S. London : Edward Stanford. Price 12s.

This geography was young Keith Johnston's last work, and it is still the best

geographical text-book published in this country. Although rather too expensive

a book for anything like extensive adoption in schools, at a time when geography

is still a secondary branch of education, yet its genuine merits appear to gain for

it a steady demand among those who wish to pursue their geographical studies

beyond the limits of elementary school text-books. We are glad to welcome the

third edition, revised to date, by ]Mr. E. G. Eavenstein.

An Intermediate Physical and Descriptive Geography. Abridged from the Physical,

Historical, and Descriptive Geography by the late Keith Johnston, F.E.G.S.

Pp. 283, London : Edward Stanford. Price 6s.

For ordinary educational purposes this geography ought to prove a very valu-

able school-book. It is essentially descriptive and practical, avoiding the long

uninteresting lists of names which demand a mere effort of memory and do not

teach geography ; while, on the other hand, it avoids falling into the mistake of

long-winded childish stories which some people think necessary in order to make

geography interesting. A concise and correct description of the countries of the

world in their principal features is the main thing wanted, and we have it in this

text-book.

Monthly Weather Revieiu. (General Weather Service of the United States.)

February 1886. Washington City : Signal Office.

This Keciew contains a general summary of the meteorological conditions which

prevail over the United States and Canada during February 1886, based upon the

reports from the regular and voluntary observers of the Signal Service, and from

co-operating State Weather Services. Descriptions of the storms which occurred

over the North Atlantic Ocean during the month are also given, and their approxi-

mate paths shown on Chart i. A service of remarkably low barometric readings were

reported over the ocean west of the fortieth meridian from the 24th to the 28th

inclusive
;
pressures below 29'0 continued throughout this period. The average

number of areas of low pressure during February in the last twelve years is 11*8, or

2"8 greater than the number traced on Chart i. for February 1886. The tempera-

ture has been below the normal by from 1° to 7' in the districts east of the one-
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hundredth meridian, except in the Canadian Maritime Provinces, where it was slightly

above the normal ; to the westward of the meridian mentioned the month has been
warmer than the average, the departures above the normal temperature being most
marked in the northern slope, where they ranged from 10° to 16°. The minimum
temperatures recorded from the 3d to 5th, during the passage of high area

Number i., were, generally, the lowest observed in February since the establishment

of Signal Service stations ; this was especially the case in the Ohio Valley, Tennes-

see, and in the Atlantic and Gulf States. A decided excess over the average

precipitation is shown in New England and the middle Atlantic States, while

marked deficiencies occurred on the Pacific coast, in the Gulf States, and central

valleys. The excessive rains in south eastern New England from the 10th to

14th, during the prevalence of low area ii., may be considered one of the most
important features of the month. These heavy rains resulted in freshets which

caused the destruction of much property in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and
Connecticut.

NEAV MAPS.

{Edited by Professor James Geikie, LL.D., F.B.S.)

ASIA.

KOREA, Sketch Map of, illustrating the Paper of Mr. W. R. Carles, H. M.
Vice-Consul, Korea. Scale, 1 : 3,168,000.

Proceedings of the Royal Geograjjhical Society, May 1886.

KOREA, Nautilus-Hafen mit siidlicher Einfahrt. Aufgenommen durch die

Offiziere S. M. Kr. " Nautilus," Kommandant Aschenborn. Massstab, 1 : 50,000.

Berlin: Annalcn der Hydrographie, etc., Heft 4, 1886.

THIBET, Frontiere du Thibet Oriental, per M. I'Abbe Desgodins, Miss.

Apost. du Thibet. Echelle, 1 : 3,000,000.

Nancy: Bulletin de la Societe de Geographie de I'Esf, V Trimestre, 1886.

This is a very interesting map, throwing the light of the latest discoveries on
the upper waters of the Me-Kong, Saluen, and Irrawadi.

AFPtlCA.

SAHARA, Carte du Sahara Septentrional, d'apr^s les dernieres explorations, et

la Carte geologique de M. Rolland. Echelle, 1 : 5,000,000.

Tours : Revue de la Societe de Geographie, Avril 1886.

MAROCCO. 1. Cote Occidentale (entre la Moulouia et le Kiss). Echelle,

1 : 200,000.

„ 2. Plan des lies Zafarines d'apres les Cartes du Ministre de la

Marine. Echelle, 1 : 15,000.

„ 3. Frontiere du Maroc (Basin du Kiss).

Oran: Bulletin Trimestriel de Geographie, etc. Janviers-Mars, 1886.

The above large-scaled sketch-maps accompany a very interesting and com-
plete paper on the geography of the arrondissement of Tlemcen, by J. Canal,

"agent voyer d'arrondissement."
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SIERRA LEONE. A recent blue-book on Sierra Leone contains a number of

bold sketch-maps which add very considerably to our knowledge of the country

inland from the colony, and southward along the coast towards the mouth of the

Manoh (Mannah) River, now recognised as the northern boundary of Liberia. The

routes of Major Festing and other political agents are clearly laid down, and the

peculiarities of the lagoon and river system in the neighbourhood of Lavanah (to

the south of Sherboro) are brought out in considerable detail.

SOUTH AMERICA.

BRAZIL, Spezialkarte des Schingustromes. Nach den Aufnahmen und Orte-

bestimmungen von Dr. 0. Clauss, reduziert auf den Massstab 1 : .500,000. Neben-

karte : Uebersicht der Reise von Dr. von Steinen und Dr. 0. Clauss.

Peiermann's Mittcilungm, Jahrgang 1886, Tafel 7. Gotha : Justus Perthes.

This is the map of Dr. Clauss, the result of whose explorations on the Xingu

(Shingu) River were described in the " Geographical Notes " of the Scottish

Geographical Magazine for May 1886.

GENERAL.

BERGHAUS' PHYSIKALISCHER ATLAS. Erste Lieferung. Inhalt Nr. 24. Mit-

tellJindisches und Schwarzes Meer, Nr. 27. Jahres-Isothermen, Nr. 47. Florenkarte

von Europa. Gotha : Justus Perthes. 1886.

It is with sincere pleasure that we hail the appearance of this new and

thoroughly revised edition of Heinrich Berghaus' famous work. Fifty years have

passed since its first issue, and during that time our knowledge of the world around

us has been greatly extended. In all departments of earth-lore wonderful advances

have been made, and if we have learned much, we have also had to unlearn not a

little. It is well therefore that students of geography should now have an oppor-

tunity of taking stock, as it were, of the science which they pursue. This Atlas,

which will be essentially a new work, wdl aiford them a bird's-eye view of the

results obtained by the united labours of many M'orkers in many lands, and cannot

fail to give a great impetus to the study of physical geography in its widest sense.

It is to appear in 25 parts, each containing three maps, and, judging from the

sample now before us, these should leave nothing to be desu-ed, either as regards

accuracy or execution. The weU-knovvn ability of the editor, Dr. Hermann

Berghaus, and his associates, and the eminence of the publishers, are indeed suf-

ficient guarantee that the Atlas will form a complete compendium of earth-lore.

It will contain seven sections, namely—I. Geology (Professor v Zittel) ; II.

Hydrography (Dr. Hermann Berghaus) ; III. ]NIeteorology (Dr. J. Hann) ; IV.

Terrestrial Magnetism (Dr. G. Neumayer) ; V. Distribution of Plants (Dr. 0.

Drude) ; VI. Distribution of Animals (Dr. G. Harthmb) ; VII. Ethnography (Dr.'

G. Gerland). We congratulate the publishers on theu' enterprise, and wish their

work aU success.
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P>Y W. Montagu Kerr.

It is with the greatest pleasure that I now find myself in a position to

respond to your Society's courteous invitation to deliver a Paper upon a

few matters relating to Central Africa ; the pleasure being augmented by

the fact that on this platform I stand before an audience of my fellow-

countrymen, and by the knowledge that no people have done more in the

direction of benefiting Africa than the inhabitants of my native land.

My endeavour will be, in a brief space of time, to speak particularly

of lands contiguous to the Zambesi River, and of tribes which dwell in the

dominion over which the Portuguese flag of authority is supposed to float.

In a journey recently made by me from Cape Town overland to the

Lake Regions of Central Africa, it was necessary that I should traverse

the great Zambesi valley throughout its entire width—the route making

a diagonal line between the Makomwe Mountains, which flank its vast

valley on the south, and the rugged chain which walls its northern side :

altogether a distance of some hundreds of miles. I refer more particu-

larly to the valley than to all the country which lies between either water-

shed.

Under three heads let me speak of the expansive possessions of the

Portuguese in the Zambesi Zone : I refer to their past historj', their pre-

sent condition, and their future prospects.

Almost obscured by the veiling mists of centuries is the dawn of

European influence in the Zambesi valley. Of its earliest appearance no

written records are extant, so far as we know.

The dates of early occupation are found in the sixteenth century,

when Louren^o Marques planted the colours of Portugal in the land-

locked haven of Delagoa Bay. Thus Marques heralded tlie advent of th<'
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Portuguese in East Coast lauds, and dislodged the Arabs, who were their

predecessors in the sway of power.

Annexation followed each discovery as the new conquerors svrept

slow^ly but irresistibly northward, until Portuguese supremacy was firmly

established in Eastern Africa, from Delagoa Bay to Cape Delgado, and

extending indefinitely inland.

Lea\'ing the well-known lands which fringe the sea, let us follow the

tide of conquest as it rolled toward the country where the great Zambesi

flows. Outposts were established one after another on the Avide interior

waterway; Sena—the first of any importance—being 135 miles from the

the sea : 135 miles farther inland was established the second, and, as a

trading centre for interior produce, the most important station—that is

to say, Tette, or, according to the native name, Nyungwi or Kunyungwi.

Third and last—500 miles from the sea, measured on the course of the

river—we come to Zumbo, a post established in 1740.

The Portuguese still claim as their territory the lands lying eight days''

journe\' westward from Zumbo.

Conquest followed conquest until the victorious in^'aders finally reduced

to bondage the unfortunate natives. The dark legends of sanguinary

aggression, rueful stories of Avar and slavery, form all w^e knoAv of the

historical past of this region, whose riches are yet shrouded in myster}'.

Great prosperity rewarded the merchants of these interior stations.

SpacioTTs habitations Avere built, also handsome churches, both in Zumbo
and in Tette. Produce poiu:-ed in with princely abundance from the ncAvly-

discovered fields of untold Avealth. lA'or}'- in great quantities Avas borne

on the backs of slaves, Avho themselves w'ere as valuable as their burdens,

in the market of barter, Avhen they had conveyed their much esteemed

treasures to the shores of the great sea. Transportation A\'as then cheap,

labour haAdng no roAvard save bare sustenance.

Little doubt can exist that the Jesuit fathers Avere the first to set foot

in these regions, and probably Avere also the first to introduce maize for

native cultiA^ation, and show hoAv to smelt iron ore, and turn it to

use. At length the flag of Portugal in this dominion A\-aved over a

territory equal perhaps in area to the whole of France. These remarks

may be considered as being a faint outline of the early history of the

Portuguese on the East Coast of Africa.

The nine districts Avhich compose the Portuguese Province are each

I'uled by a Governor ; the Governor-General at Mozambique being at the

head of administrative authority.

The district of Tette, Avhich Avill noAv more particularly occupy our

attention, extends from a shoit distance to the west of Sena to eight days'

journey beyond the confluence of the Loangwa with the Zambesi at

2^^iii1,o—not a clearly defined boundary certainly, but nevertheless as

distinct as any other portion of this district's limits. The district includes

a portion of the Manika country Avhich lies to the south-Avest, and has

recently been nominally annexed as an integral part of Portuguese
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tcrrilory, although it is cUximed by a very jjowerful half-caste, known

among the natives as Govea, and among Europeans as Don Manuel

Antonio de Souza, a commander Avhom I had the fortune to encounter

during ray travels. Don Manuel is on friendly terms with the authorities

at Mozambique at present.

The town of Tette is situated on the southern bank of the river, in a

most picturesque position, built upon gently rising slopes and sandstone

ridges, which form the receding river-banks. A fort stands on the summit

of a slight eminence at the back of the town. Further in the background

is seen the bush-covered contour of the Caroeira Mountain, completing

the picture of this isolated outpost of civilisation. Now the town is

crumbling. Euins are seen on every hand ; and houses once occupied by

prosperous merchants are in advanced stages of decay. The stones which

formed their walls are now scattered over the waste surroundings like the

ashes of the heartless past, for the town was erected through ill-earned

money and the unpaid labour of stolen lives. Weeds of all descriptions

grow rank amid the rviins which once were lively with the business of

active humanit3^

The Governor of Tette, Senhor Luis Joaquin Vieira Braga, I found to

be a man of extraordinary energy, and, so far as his position would admit

and his means allow, he spared no effort in endeavouring to repair and

rebuild to a great extent the tottering walls of his town, and to clear its

weed-grown streets. The Palacio do Governador had been rebuilt, and a

long terrace had been cut fronting the river-banks, whilst the barracks,

hospital, and fort had been put in good order. These edifices are the chief

features of the town.

It seems that, with the decree which abolished the slave-trade, and the

subsequent emancipation of all slaves in the Portuguese provinces in 1878,

the energy of the white merchants collapsed, and the spirit which

animated the early inhabitants of the town ebbed with the falling tide of

prosperity. The country showed no other outlet for profitable enterprise.

Merchants there now complain that, apart from the abolition of the export

slave traffic—and with truth it may be remarked that, in so far as Tette

derived any benefit from slavery, the traffic has vanished from the valley

—commercial interests are also slowly bi;t surely dwindling. Tette, it is

affirmed, produced in early days coffee, sugar, and ground-nuts ; but it is

very evident that these articles of commerce were never abundant in this

region. Excepting ground-nuts, in fact, they have at present no place

in the commercial output of the district, although they bulk very largely

in the exports from the Shir6 and from the Lower Zambesi.

Ivory and gold are the coveted treasures of this region, and since tiie

conquest have formed the chief articles of trade.

There are said to be between thirty and forty Europeans in the town,

although I was unable to see anything like that number. Business

appeared to be coniroUed by four houses, who had their agents at Quilli-

mane.
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The aspect of the town is exceedingly melancholy. The wide and

solitary streets are dismal, but how much worse their appearance must

have been when living streams of suffering humanity constantly poured

into the great slave-market of the interior ! Tyranny was then the only

rule, and human lives were bartered in trade. How greatly the scene

has changed ! To-day, you may see only occasionally a party of black

porters filing down the streets from some merchant's house, with their

white calico loin-cloths shining in the sunlight, bearing upon their heads

bundles of cloth, beads, powder, and aqua ardiente, to be taken to the

dwellers in the upper river valley.

The church in Tette has fallen, and now there are but three Jesuit

fathers who conduct the services of their order in a sad-looking substitute

for a church. Converts are few, and the lives of the priests are passed in

loneliness and sombre meditations.

Respecting the military forces, the strength of the garrison consists of

about two hundred soldiers, whose uniform is of white calico, low shakoes

being worn, while their arms are the musket and the bayonet.

The bugle echoes from the fort and the barracks are the only stirring

notes that awake the stillness of lifeless days. But these sounds are empty

in so far as the backing of military power goes. The bugle-call is full of

meaning to the half-caste, awakening in his mind the thought that in him

and his is vested tlie true military power. At the coffers of the Govern-

ment at Lisbon are the munitions of war and the money he loves.

Half-castes, Banyans, and others who are the progeny of the early

settlers—the pursuers of fickle fortune in these lands—are in almost all

cases the sons and daughters of native women. They are subject to

various restrictions with reference to the legal tenure of territories granted

to their forefathers. Prasos da Coroa (crown grants), is the designation of

such lands. In very few cases have the conditions attached to these grants

been adhered to by the Government officials, owing to the inadequacy of

the administrative forces.

By the turmoil of slavery and internecine war, the tribes throughout

the valley were broken. Becoming detached, they rallied again under the

standards of these half-castes, who by the freak of fortune have become

the powerful potentates of the country, the rulers of its people, and the

dictators of its mysterious destiny. Half-castes, now the chiefs, and in

most cases the descendants of early conquerors, are the true masters of the

position. It has not been my experience to meet a thorough Portuguese

away from the immediate neighbourhood of Tette, for in every case I

have found the owners and the chiefs to be of the caste to which I allude.

One of the most powerful of these chiefs, and one whose country 1

passed through on my journey northwards, is known by the natives as

Kankune or Sakakaka, whose town is situated on the banks of the

Revuqwe River. The tribes over whom he rules supreme, despotically

and mercilessly, are the Makanga and Muzimba. When he was a boy, the

Portuguese, keeping in view the prospects of his advent to power, cajitured
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liim and conveyed him to Tette, where he was baptized by the Jesuit

fathers, being named Cipriano Gaetano Pereira. He was then made a

member of the Catholic Church, and imder the care of the priests received

some tuition in various branches of knowledge. The instincts of the

savage were, however, too firmly planted in his breast to be uprooted by

the teachings of Christianity. Returning to his country, he, in 1876, was

crowned king, a ceremony which he signalised by the commission of a

succession of horrible atrocities, the chief of which was the assassination

and cremation of his uncle known as Xiquacha.

Since that time Kankune's career has been one of riot and drunkenness,

for he gratifies every evil passion that could dwell in the most depraved

of inhuman breasts. Bloodshed shows his nature. The sacrifice of human
life is one of his pleasures. Brandy is his master, and cruelty his ruling

passion. Every year he kills numbers of his people. He carries on Avars

of rapine and of murder, having beneath his banners thousands of warriors

armed with flint-locks, assegais, battle-axes, bows, arrows, and shields.

Fire-arms have been, in a great measure, introduced by Arab caravans

from the East Coast.

Traders and travellers are often robbed, and by this system of plunder-

ing Kankune is said to obtain large supplies of ivory. He blackmails all

aliens, and his people absolutely ignore the authority at Tette.

These remarks tend to emphasise my statement with regard to those

chiefs, for in the example advanced we see the evil existing actually under

the eyes of the assumed rulers, almost within hearing of the bugle call at

the fort at Tette. Yet this king, Kankune, has received the honorary

distinction of a capitao mor, despite which he never shows his face in

Tette. Many other potentates equally strong hold dominion in this

neighbourhood, but Kankune seems to excel them all in ferocity.

Kanyemba, the great chief at Zunibo, is said to have at least 10,000

armed men to answer his beck and call. He has received the honourable

title of sergento mor. Lobo, Kanyemba's son-in-law, who has been given

the title of capitao mor, is supposed to have about 3000 well-armed

warriors. About twenty miles below Tette, at the confluence of the

Amazoe with the Zambesi, is another chief, who is called by the natives

Inhamesinga, his civilised name being Victorino Vicente da Cruz. This

man ascended the throne (Utaca) in 1880, and became sergento mor of the

territory of Massangano. The town was named after his brother and

predecessor Bonga, from whom he had to fly on account of his having

killed his mother.

Bonga had an unenviable notoriety through his capacity in the direction

of stirring up wars with his neighbours, and blocking the river. His

successor partakes of his brother's character in a great measure, and during

my sojourn at Tette no news or goods had been received from the lower

river for three months, partly on account of difficulties with Inhamesinga,

and strife among the Mazinjiri on the Zambesi and Shir6 rivers.

To keep in the good graces of these autocrats of the valley, the Govern-
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ment has to give many presents, in the shape of articles of trade, such as

cloths, chintzes, porcelains, red wines, aqua ardiente, and so forth ; which

are given on the understanding that the services of the tribes will he

rendered should any war ai'ise in the contiguous territories, or should there

be a desire to push conquest further. As a matter of fact, the presents are

a sort of retaining fee given by the Government which has been the means

of making them Avhat they are.

No doubt Don Manuel Antonio—that is Govea—will be the important

man whose power in connection with the Government will be influenced

to crush troublesome Inhamesinga, should he not act in accordance with

the dictates of rulers at Tette.

Upon the doubtful loyalty of chiefs I have mentioned and others—for

there are many of the class—wholly depends the maintenance of the power

of Portugal in these remote colonies of Eastern Equatorial Africa.

But let us leave the vicinity of Tette, and strike out into the country

that lies far beyond. We will travel 150 miles up through the great

valley. Far away the tropical forest stretches before us, showing an

almost endless vista, unvaried in feature, form, or colour. We follow the

trail that leads through the shadowed recesses of the jungle thickets and

gloomy woods, and find in the middle of the wide-spreading landscape the

mirror-like surface of the mighty Zambesi, flowing slowly and dreamily on

its winding course towards the sea. Now and then the great trees tower

high over our heads, and the way is dark ; then we emerge into belts of

sparsely-timbered countr}', where the forest is stunted, and see, map-like

along the banks of some silent sandy river, a few corn-fields of nomad

tribes.

The level of the land rises gently as we strike our way westward.

The beds of rivers Avhich Ave cross are seen to wend towards the giant

stream ; their golden sands, arid and naked, dazzling the wearied eyes.

As we move further up the valley, animal life l^ecomes more abundant,

and we surprise many herds of antelope, such as eland, koodoo, and

smaller animals, Avhile zebras are frequentl}' seen. In the long grass, large

baboons play merrily, while monkeys innumerable chatter and climb amid

the drooping boughs of the forest trees. Noav we hear the hum of noxious

aerial pests, and feel the sharp stab of the tsetse, the king of flies.

Numerous villages are dotted upon the most desirable portions of the

land. Little change occurs in the monotonous features of the forest.

Gigantic baobab trees shoot loftily from the tangle and thicket, like grey

pillars of solid stone.

The spoor of all descriptions of mammalia is imprinted on the parched

beds of the silted rivers, the rhinoceros, elephant, lion, and leopard having

bored deep holes in the sand in their search for water.

The tribes Avho inhabit, or rather frequent, this portion of the province

have a hard struggle to keep body and bones together, for wasting

droughts recur with extraordinary frequency. Without a sign of fertility,

the soil is sandy and ])Oor, and, owing to the sameness of the crops soAvn
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year after year, it soon becomes exhausted. Thus the force of (.-ircum-

stances compels the people to migratory habits. Town sites are changed

every two or three years.

Our road, which turns and twists like a creeper, brings us to the verge

of the Msingua River. Close to its banks we find the town of Chibinga,

which is lorded by a half-caste king, Sakanii, as the natives call him, but

whose Portuguese name is Vicente Rubero de Fonseca.

Here in the surrounding country, from all I have heard and observed,

is to be found the principal gold-bearing regions of the Zambesi basin,

second, perhaps, to that which lies near the head-waters of the Amazoc
and Luliena rivers, which traverse the Manika country. On the Msingua

at Chibinga, the chief deposit of gold-charged sands in this district is to

be found. Although the people are quite alive to the intrinsic value of

gold, its marnifacture into ornaments is almost unknown ; but they make
rings. Sakanii keeps his slave women busily occupied in Avashing the silt,

so as to extract the treasure.

The slaves are princii)ally Senga women, whose appearance cannot be

mistaken ; for they wear the hideous lip-ring, and their teeth are filed to

points resembling those of the crocodile. In this isolated spot, amid the

interminable stretches of vegetation, may be seen, every day, large num-
bers of tiiese women working on hands and knees, burrowing in the bed

of the glistening sands ; filling hollow wooden trays, and washing the

contents in small improvised wells, so that they expertly leave a thin tail

of gold in the tray. The dust is then lodged in the large quill of a bird.

This very simple operation is the only mode employed in the gold regions

through which I passed. Watching the toil of the work, one is strongly

impressed with the thought : How slow are the roads of natural progress,

how distant the goal of perfection ! Without the pressure of necessity

and the emulation of competition, advancement seems to be impossible.

Senga slaves are born to contentment, for, notwithstanding the hard

uneven road they have to travel through life, they seem happy, or rather

indifferent, accepting their ill-fated lot with all the supreme apathy of

ignorance. They have their families in the town, and live as do the

j-egular slaves of every tribe ; and so in toil work out their little life, to

fill the coffers of the half-caste king, by washing the golden sands of the

Msingua.

They husk the millet in mortars of wood, with well-seasoned saplings,

and grind it to meal between two blocks of syenite—all the while gossip-

ing with their neighbours, heedless of knowledge and forgetful of the

fact of tlieir slavery.

Returning to the gold question, it must be remembered that any man
who has discovered gold regions, where the prospecting has been pursued

to a very limited extent, cannot affirm that they are wonderfully rich,

even although he may have been fortunate enough to find a number of

pretty specimens of metalliferous quartz. For it is a familiar fact that

some of the greatest mines which have ever been discovered revealed none
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of their hidden treasures upon the surface. On the other hand, some of the

finest and most beautiful specimens of gold-bearing quartz have been

found glittering on the surface outcrops of the most worthless mines, and

have resulted in the duping and the ruin of thousands. Therefore, on a

journey such as mine, which was full of anxieties and trials almost

bej'ond belief, it could not be expected that I could give sufficient time

to explore, or rather prospect, thoroughly any quartzose region through

which I passed.

Stories respecting the existence of many rich lodes are manifold ; and

it has been my lot to be the first Briton to wander into the regions be-

tween the Manika country and Matabeli-land, the country where the

Ophir of King Solomon is supposed to lie with its mines of fabulous

riches.

It has long been known that gold is to be found on the CJmvuli river,

in north-east Matabeli-land ; and also on the head-waters of the Amazoe,

places to which I more fully refer in the general narrative of my journey,

which will soon be published.

The Grumapudzi river, on the south-eastern watershed, seems to be

the tributary of the Amazoe river, in Avhich gold is principally found.

The deposits are eA'idently washed from tlie reefs in the Rusaka or

Uakania IMountains, through which we passed ; and there can be little

doubt that in that district prospecting would reveal exposed reefs, of

what magnitude I cannot presume to guess, although the stories I have

heard are very alluring.

The natives with whom I mingled seemed to ha\ e abandoned in a

great measure the pulverising of gold-bearing quartz to extract the trea-

sure, principally contining their operations to river silt-washing. So fat-

as I saw, they had but one method of milling, and that was washing the

gold-charged sands in hollow Avooden trays.

Now let us go back to the north, across the Makomwe Mountains, a

quartzose region to which I have referred. We descend into the great

valley of the Zambesi. Among the rivers, of which the Msingua is the

principal, that have their source in the mountains, we find a number
(shown on the map) containing abundance of alluvial gold, forming what

would be considered on a " gravel claim " in California as a magnificent

showing. In these regions an enforced delay gave me more time to pro-

spect ; and, judging from the great depth of the river-beds strata, the

amount of gold that lies disseminated amid the sands must be fabulous,

although I am not to be understood to say that the working would pay.

How to work these gold mines is a difficult problem. In the first of

the two gold countries, Grumapudzi, little trouble will be occasioned by

the natives ; but to incite steady labour amongst the contiguous tribes

would be impossible in their present condition of ignorant unconcern.

Operators would also be entirely at their mercy. Again, in those regions

near Chibinga water is scarce ; and the tsetse-tiy swarms to an incredible

extent. To get even the lightest machinery into the district, would neces-
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sitate, by the southern route, a wagou jouruey of at least a thousand

miles; for it will be seen that no tsetse-fly was discovered between the

Hanyane river and Makomwe Mountains. I travelled through this land

on foot, and think that, by a little perseverance, a rough road might be

constructed. Any attempt to transport machinery by the Zambesi route

would at present be impossible, for no pack animals could live, and

porters for carrying machinery would not be found. Last of all, the

Portuguese half-caste would be the king Avho would have to be dealt with
;

and to be entirely at his mercy is far from being a desirable condition.

Thus, in both places, the drawbacks obliterate every attraction which those

riches might under other conditions have offered.

I have often heard it said, while reference was being made to the

numerous quarryings in reefs that are found in the lands once inhabited

by Mashona tribes, that if it was worth their while to work the veins with

their exceedingly primitive tools, it surely must be promising for Euro-

peans, with all their modern methods and appliances. Than this there

could hardly be a more shallow argument, being based on the idea of com-

paring savage labour with civilised enterprise, in order to show that the

latter must be highly prosperous if the former was slightly productive.

Such a theory borders upon the ludicrous. We might as well recommend

the abolition of jails and asylums, because if the savage with simply

primitive laws can do without, why should not we be free in the same

respect, considering the strictness of our moral and legal codes 1

It may have been the work of generations for the aborigines to scoop

out one of the small openings or quarryings which are found scattered

over the district of the Tati gold-fields. Modern appliances are costly,

and the Caucasian races expect some return for their original investment

in at least a little less than an ordinary lifetime. Doubtless much of the

early work in the Tati district was done by slaves.

Supposing that we accept the sense of the argument I have just

referred to, it might as well be said that if the development of all of the

countless workings on most promising-looking lodes in Mexico and Cali-

fornia were worth the trouble of the ancients to accomplish with their

primitive implements, surely it ought to pay any modern company hand-

somely to carry on the work. Practice, however, in this case does not

bear out the hypothesis. With regard to the suggestion that prospecting

parties should be sent out to thoroughlj- explore these very lich gold

regions in Africa, I would venture to say that the plan is far from being

feasible, at least until some better degree of security for life and property

exists. A very considerable amount of work would have to be done on

any promising vein—no matter how rich—before it would warrant invest-

ment in milling machinery.

Next in extent, perhaps, but certainly in importance from a com-
mercial point of view, is the ivory trade. Two countries have benefited

almost exclusively by the bountiful bonanza of ivory produced from the

Zambesi Zone—conspicuously Great Britain and Portugal.
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From the earliest days, when Gordon Cummmg shot elephants south

of the Oliphant or Crocodile River, until quite recently, there has been a

steady supply of ivory continually coming to the seaports of the South

African colonies. Since the conquest of the Zambesi valley by the Por-

tuguese, a Avar—I should say a hunt—of extermination has raged against

the roaming herds of elephants from north to south of the far-spreading

area of the great watershed. Savage kings have been the only preservers of

the big game, and, until whisky, fire-arms, and gunpowder became coveted

articles among these potentates, permission to visit the hunting-grounds

under their control was a grant not very easily acquired.

Immediately following in the footsteps of the indomitable Livingstone

advanced the pioneer traders and hunters from the far-off south. For in

the early daj's at Port Elizabeth, in the Cape Colony, caravans of the

desert in great numbers, with their lines of oxen-drawn wagons, laden

with varied produce for exchange, might be seen starting on the long-

trek of 1200 miles, which brought them to the borders of the fly-

infested country, and of the treasure-yielding region of the valley. Yes,

there before them hung the deadly-winged curtain of the tsetse—the

flimsy yet impregnable barrier to progress ! From that point all hunting-

had to be prosecuted on foot. The obstacle helped to protract the work

of the exterminators for a few more years, but these were prodigious days

for the hunters. From apparently inexhaustible sources they drew,

without stint, riches in ivory, horns, and hides, not forgetting trophies

from the wild tribes which found a quick sale in the south. Trading-

stations were then established at the king's kraal in Matabeli-land, and

at the Victoria Falls of the Zambesi.

Through these stations all ivory draAvn by Scottish and English

traders has to pass. During my visit to the former station, while en route

northward, I was enabled to form an unbiased opinion upon the present

state of the ivory trade.

Two main outlets exist for the produce of the remote region of the

Zambesi from its source to the sea. That from which Britain directl}'

l)enefits is through the first-named trading station, and thence to the

seaports of the south. In the Poituguese possessions all the treasures for

trade must pass through Quillimaue, or some other of the East Coast ports

imder the same nationality. From the importance of these stations, some

idea may be formed of the past prodigious prosperity of hunting enter-

prise in the great valley, Avith its naturally bountiful but now lessening

stores of animal Avealth.

So great, indeed, has been the slaughter of elephants throughout the

length and breadth of the valley, that now on the southern Avatershed,

once unequalled as a hunting-field, large herds of elephants are not to be

found. From this land came results Avhich augmented stupendously the

statistics of South African trade, upon AA^hich not a few enthusiasts for

colonisation have based their calculations as to the futui'e outcome of

trade, entirely forgetting the fact that the much-valued ivory has almost
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ceased to be accounted an article of South African commerce. More

particularly in the Portuguese territory, the destruction among the

elephants has been more complete, and, speaking comparatively, I may

say, Avithout exaggeration, that throughout the deserted forests the

trumpet-tones of the most coveted of animals is a music that rarely rises

to delight the Equatorial hunter's ear.

Almost all the ivory that goes south to the Cape ports comes from

the north side of the Zambesi by Avay of the Victoria Falls. The very

small c{uantity that is now procured in the Matabeli and Mashona

countries goes through Buluwayo. Thousands of native hunters leave

Tette every year, but, with very few exceptions, they either go north to

Angoni-land, or north-west, towards Lake Bangweolo. They are armed

with Mint-locks and Tower muskets, but these antiquated weapons are

found destructive enough in the great war of extermination.

No man can help being impressed by some of the more dreadful

aspects which come under his notice during a journey through the

regions which we are now wandering over. How often has the question

arisen, What will lift the blight of slavery from the shoulders of this

persecuted people ? We are told that the traffic has been abolished in

the Portuguese dominions ; but still the Zambesi valley re-echoes the

woful cries of those ten'ible years.

To this day the only modes of procuring permanent servants in the

Portuguese possessions of the interior is by purchase. On the West Coast

Portuguese slavery began in 1481, What can we say for ourselves in

times past 1 England's influence may be accounted the second instigator

of the active slave-trade from Western Africa, dating from Sir John
Hawkins' expedition in 1562. Charters were granted by her kings to

enterprising companies, connected Avith which might be seen the names of

the greatest amid the rank of the land. Prelates of Eome recognised the

traffic as belonging to a system of trade, and nothing else. Merchants in

the principal towns eagerly sought the wealth that Avas to be gained by
the pursuit of kidnapping.

And so the ball of prosperity rolled on for nearly three centuries.

The traffic assumed incredible dimensions. Then, through the irresistible

Avave of education bearing upon the enlightenment of public opinion, and

making our country have broader principles toward the less fortunate of

the human races, in 1787 the "Society for the Suppression of the Slave

Trade " was founded by Clarkson, Wilberforce, and Dilhvyn. But their

battle Avas a long one ; and, although supported by the eloquence of Pitt

and Fox, it Avas not until 1807 that the first Act for the abolition of the

slave-trade Avas passed. This Act referred only to the traffic on the high
seas and in British ports. The year 1834 AA'as the year of triumph. On
the 1st of August of that year more than three-quarters of a million of

slaves became free throughout the British dominions.

By the result of the great American Civil War, by the voluntary
abstention of the islanders of Cuba from importing more slaves, and by
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the great forces at work in the interests of humanity, slavery was swept

from the northern seas. Portugal was among the nations following the

good example set by Great Britain ; and no doubt through Britain's in-

fluence came the royal decree from Lisbon in 1836, which was followed by

the proclamation of 1858, declaring that all slaves of Portuguese subjects

should be free.

And thus we touch the East African possessions, to which our present

observations relate. Quite recently I heard it remarked that the Portu-

guese on that coast still favour slavery. I am afraid, so far, that it is

customary to view the Portuguese with jaundiced eyes. I cannot certainly

speak from any lengthened experience ; but, having kept a sharp and con-

stant look-out for such traffic, I would have seen it had it existed to any

extent. So far as the Portuguese are concerned, no slavery exists—as we
understand the term. In a quiet way servants had to be bought, more

because the native slavery that prevails among the tribes living near to

Portuguese stations in the interior admits no other mode of dealing.

Were they to refuse to purchase, they would not get the servants, and,

judging from what I saw, there was little compulsion and less cruelty.

Servants came and went much as they pleased ; for those in power would

not in any way acknowledge individual claims to continuance of service,

provided it was not the servant's wish to remain. Many slaves whom I

questioned had received land from their Portuguese masters. On this

land they would work so that its fruits would sustain their families. They

had no aspirations to be freer than they were.

The most atrocious chiefs are the offspring of half-castes—a venomous

race in human form. Black as coal though these masters are, they are

called Mr'ungo (white man), with an unintentional severity of irony. The

home slave-trade, common among all tlie tribes I encountered, was not in

the majority of cases an unhappy existence. I have seen slaves and

families of slaves as tranquil and contented as any mode of life could

allow them to be, having lived in the land which their forefathei's tilled

before them, making their position by no means hard. This is a species of

slavery which exists amongst the tribes living south of the Zambesi, far

away from the influence of the East Coast trade. Indeed, in the Angoni

countrj^ home-born slaves in some instances seem to exert the liberties of

veteran servants in our own country, who sometimes, like Caleb Balder-

stone, rule the master. Large numbers of the Angoni slaves of the king

were occupied as kidnappers, and managed in course of time to become

slave possessors themselves.

A different picture is presented when we look at the last and most

important agent, whose sword is drawn against all the world save his own

kith and kin, and who for many years has been in the van, the body, and

the rear of a far-dreaded army of oppression, robbers of every right Avhich

can be claimed by man, and violators of every virtue Avhich can be found

in the morality of the world.

The Arab Caravan, it is said, first touched the shores of Eastern Africa
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about the middle of the seventeenth century, and from then till now the

human stream has flowed with never-ceasing strength outwards from the

far interior. My narrative will show further with what life and energy

this traffic is pursued on the high plateau to the west of Nyassa. There

the men who are slave-agents are from the Zanzibar district, but where

they were to dispose of their freight it was impossilile to find out.

Now-a-days the export trade has been reduced to a minimum ; for,

although the British fleet is not so vigilant as of yore, still its presence has

been the means of checking in a great measure the exportation from the

East Coast. The question arises : What becomes of all the slaves who
reach the coast lands 1 Their number must be very great, and I have

been informed that many are still assimilated in the Portuguese settle-

ments on the coast, -while the majority are disposed of in the Zanzibar

district, some being passed from one caravan to another until they finally

reach the Sfidan, their mysterious field of toil and their grave. A
number, not many, are exported. I may mention here that Lieutenant

O'Neill, Her Majesty's Consul at Mozambique, gives, in a very carefully

prepared pamphlet on the East Coast trade, between 7000 and 8000

as the number of slaves despatched from that province in 1876. In

1880 the number had diminished to 3000. Exported slaves are prin-

cipally sent to Madagascar and the Comoro Islands. No doubt exists

in my mind that these slaves are drawn principally from the tribes raided

by the Angoni, and my grounds for saying so are, that, during my stay

in Angoni-land and the Lake Eegions, every evidence was apparent that

the traffic was remarkably brisk. Some portion, no doubt, was drawn
from the tribes on the northern side of the Zambesi valley.

Still following up the thread of observation in what I have seen and
heard of this slave traffic—and every one, even our greatest travellers in

so vast a continent as Africa, must depend a good deal upon what they
hear—I am forced to hold the opinion that so long as a demand exists

there will be an ample supply ; but at the same time the extension of the

traffic towards the East Coast is bound to diminish gradually year by year

much in the same way as the ivory supply shrinks in the interior. The
slavers acknowledge that at present it will not pay to take slaves down
without loads. There is no method of transportation from the he^irt of

the continent except by slaves. It would not be profitable to employ
paid carriers for that purpose ; the commercial gain upon the produce
would be entirely eaten up long ere the material had "arrived out."

Therefore it seems reasonable to suppose that the Arab slave-traffic on
the East Coast— supposing that the export trade is entirely stopped—must
decrease simultaneously with the diminution of inland supplies of market-
able goods.

It must be borne in mind that the slave is the labourer of Africa, and
that the mortality among the labourers is very great. The Arab trade is

almost wholly that of ti'ansportation, and, so long as trade exists and
purchasers are found for Central African produce, there must be large
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numbers of slaves bought to till up the vacancies caused by death. Possibly

it is not too much to say that it seems inevitable that the slave-trade should

exist so long as there is no other means of transportation save by carrying.

But let us leave this harsh aspect of an oppressed people's miseries, and

view something of their daily life's surroundings in quieter scenes.

The occupation of the tribes is chiefly confined to preparing the

soil for the various kinds of grain and vegetables. Maize, millet, rice,

pumpkins, melons, garlic, and potatoes are the principal products of the

cultivated soil. Cotton is grown and woven into coarse clothes.

The upper valley cannot be spoken of as being fertile, and cultivated

spots are limited, being usually found in the heart of the forest, on the

verge of some river which overflows its banks during the rains and thus

irrigates the fields. Where rainfalls are wholly depended upon for the

necessary moisture, famines are of frequent occurrence.

The vitality of the people is wonderful : on the morning after a birth,

the happy mother may be seen again in the fields, seated under the shade

of a tree with the new arrival swathed in cloth and slung on her back,

showing that she herself is ready and willing again to begin work.

Visits between the one kraal and another did not seem to be a habit,

although farther south it is a common custom. The visitor goes through

the ordinary formality of shaking hands twelve times, but this custom

has come into vogue since the conquest, I am inclined to think ; for the

most common mode of salute is by clapping the hands.

Marriage customs are simple. When a man becomes enamoured, his

usual course is to plead his suit either through his eldest aunt, or one

of the girl's sisters. The medium is designated buiu. To this person

he presents his petition, handing her at the same time a string of

white beads, while, with many urgent entreaties, he begs that she will

lay his proposal before the young girl's family. The medium then

lodges the application in due foi*m, and receives from the family several

strings of beads of the same colour, with the assurance that his offer

is provisionally accepted. The j'oung man then enters the service of his

prospective father-in-law, in the capacity of a domestic servant, so that

the family may learn something of his disposition. After a service of

two months, the plea is again placed before the father of the intended

bride by the same medium, who receives the presents that are to be

distributed among all the members of the family to the extent of twenty

strings of white porcelains, and a few yards of calico—white only is

accepted, as coloured cloth would betoken evil.

Accompanied by an escort of relatives and friends, the bride-elect

proceeds to the kraal of the bridegroom, the company carrying various

articles of food, such as a plucked hen, and an egg rescing on a plate

piled with meal, the latter being considered symbolical of the innocence

of the bride. Musical instruments are played in the i)rocession, and

the people shout and dance in testimony of their joy.

During all this ceremonial the bridegroom is not permitted to appear
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outside of his hut. He is dressed in his best, decorated with beads and

anointed with the oil of ahnonds. No sooner is the first part of the

ceremony over than he comes to the threshold of the hut, and shows him-

self to the assemblage, the chiefs of the bride's family receiving presents

from them. After this he is taken back to his hut. The ceremony

of giving away the bride follows, and then she is introduced to the hut

of the bridegroom. When kings desire to marry, they merely issue an

order to the father to present his daughter, and his request is immedi-

atel}^ complied with. The king looks upon his subjects as being slaves.

He may have as many as fifty or a hundred wives. Should it suit his

luimour to put any of them to death, he does so without further ado.

Executions are carried out sometimes in the presence of the woman's

father, Avho, through fear of giving offence to the king, will exhibit

satisfaction rather than sorroAv. Any appearance of grief would be fatal

to him. Occasionally the king may order the father to be the executioner,

and even then the horribly unnatural command is obej^ed with apparent

satisfaction.

When deaths occur they have to be reported to the king, the bereaved

ones beseeching his majesty that they may be allowed to mourn for the

<leparted. On the request being granted, lamentations and wailings are

lustily uttered by a crowd of relations and friends assembled in front

of the deceased. The burial rites being concluded, a number of slaves

are left to watch the grave, day and night, guarding it from the ravages

of wild beasts and the baneful incantations of sorcerers. Peace-ofFerings of

food are given to appease the wrath of spirits, while words of exorcism

are muttered, the talkers striking their breasts as they address themselves

to the fetish unknown. Funeral obsec[uies are terminated some time

afterwards by a feast.

But burial ceremonies diff'er among the various tribes. Of the

Muziraba people, to whom I have already referred, and the Makanga, it

is asserted that it is customary for them, among other barbarities,

generally to bury two or four male slaves and two female slaves, who
have previously been suffocated. The bodies are placed in the same

tomb with the king, and a short distance off another slave is strangled,

and his body fastened to a tree. This is a custom very similar to that

desciibed by Mr. O'Neill as being practised by the Makua people, near

the coast of Mozambique.

Natives of Tette, or rather KunyungAvi, know little or nothing of

Christianity or of God. Unversed in any doctrine, untrained in any

worship, they have no religious aspirations, and are not baptized unless

at the instigation of their masters. The circumstance of his being bap-

tized does not exalt, neither does it strengthen, his devotion ; in fact, he

is no niore a Christian than he was before. The only God in their eyes

is their king.

If any death occurs from an infectious disease, the body is thrown into

the river, and the same is done after an execution. At Tette the people.
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if they like, can always have burial services from the Jesuit priests, by

application to the Governor.

The final method of detecting guilt is, in almost all the tribes, a resort

to the Muave god, who they say always speaks the truth.

Generally the natives understand only their own language : those

brought up in Tette, in the service of Portuguese masters, are acquainted

with the language of their conquerors.

It is unquestionable that the universal distriljution of fire-arms through-

out the tribes is due to Arab slavers from the East Coast. North and

south of the tsetse-fly country, the natives rear cattle, which, in fact, form

the chief part of the regal riches.

Most defiant among the tribes of the u})per valley are the Makanga
and Muzimba, under King Kankune. The Munhaes, under King Zuda,

look with scorn upon the shadow of military authority which rests at

Zurabo, and levy tribute (chipafa) from all Avho pass into the country.

The people of Massangana, under Inhamesinga, of Avhom I have already

spoken, prove themselves the principal pirates of the valley. Most of the

tribes are Avell acquainted with the art of making gunpowder. Bullets, in

the majority of cases, were made of iron, and were used over and over

again in the course of hunting excursions.

A most baneful effect has been produced by the selling of spirits to

the natives ; but fortunately transport is so tardy that, excepting the

dwellers in Tette and its environs, no people on its upper river can pro-

cure a regular and permanent supply. In Tette, however, Ave see pre-

cisely Avhat may be witnessed in some of our OAvn colonial tOAvns, for the

black man appears in every stage ef degradation.

I had almost omitted to mention that tattooing and teeth-filing were

common among most of the tribes.

The description of this region must be melancholy in all its aspects.

The centuries which have j^assed since the conquest have been fraught

Avith stagnation for the country, and misery for its hapless people. Pro-

ducts of industry are not to be found. The only traces of actiA^e business

in bygone years are at Zumbo and at Tette. But the former is a monument
of the past, and the latter lives to shoAv the rapidity of decadence.

The Church has almost vanished, and its influence has disappeared

with its strength. One cannot help reflecting upon the enthusiasm of

the holy fathers AA'hen they first stepped upon the verge of these ncAv-

found fields, AA'hich, Avith the pious exaltation of devoted Christianity,

they thought themselves destined to illumine Avith the undying light of

the gospel. The sorrow of the present must equal in intensity the

enthusiasm of the past. Barren, indeed, has been the soil upon Avhich

the old-time Avorkers laboured so zealously, often to find their rcAvard in

martyrdom. At Zumbo Ave see the fallen pillars of the church ; the

chimes of bells are silent ; the incense no longer gives forth its perfume ;

the light of the altar has been quenched.

At Tette the l)ell of the church tolls from a diminutive structure, and
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I'esounds over the silent streets. Now and then the priest may be seen

robed in his white surplice, and bearing the cross, followed, perhaps, by

a few little boys, and a few mourners bewailing the dead. No curiosity

is exhibited by the people, and no interest taken in the passing i)rocession

or in any ceremony of religion. Natives always cling to their fetish faith.

Every sign in nature has for them an uncanny significance, especially the

constellations (which have their birth and death in night), the falling stars,

and the phases of the moon.

A fandango follows in the wake of every fate, whether it be birth,

death, or marriage. At every birth there is an omen ; at everj' death a

man bewitched. The native's measure of the day is in the sun ; his

months are in the changing moons ; and his years are the chronologies of

kings.

Let us glance for a moment at the material immobility of the people.

We still see the slave Avashing in a wooden tray the sands of the river-

beds, the slowest and the rudest mode of saving the precious metal. The

women till the fields with the iron hoe and the wooden spike. They

carry their loads upon their heads. A clinker-built boat has never been

seen above Kebrabassa Rapids ; for, savage like, the river boatmen, as in

long-forgotten days, propel in the stream the rough hewn dug-out.

Even to-day, in the surrounding native town of Tette, the wild chant of

the untutored natural son of the earth mingles with the strange tinkling

of the sussa, the throbbing of the marimba, and the roll of primitive

drums.

Sights and sounds siich as these are marvellously full of meaning
;

for human existence in the primeval world is brought before us in a

very slightly advanced state. "We witness its toil, and listen to the

echoes of its rejoicing.

Can all this want of advancement be due to lack of energy on the

part of the Portuguese 1 I think most of my hearers will agree that it is

not. What inducement for European enterprise has the Upper Zambesi

Valley offered 1 What race could have shown a better result, if sur-

rounded by similar conditions 1 Tsetse-fly, malaria, droughts, and

swamps are the repelling forces which check the most hardy enterprises

of civilisation in this portion of Africa.

It is, under these circumstances, easily seen that upon the past no

calculations can be based in the way of speculating upon the prosperity

of the future. The black and white ivory trades have been the greatest

sources of profit to the pioneers in these remote regions, but now they

are incontestably things of the past. Statistics form a good basis upon

which to found calculation, provided they refer to the results of industries

and manufactiu'es ; but when we are drawing upon the uncertain bounty

of nature, any array of figures can only satisfy an idle curiosity. Thus

the statistics of Southern and Eastern African ports offer no evidence

that the falling-oflf Avhich has taken place during recent years is due to

any other cause except the fact that nature's harvest has been reaped

VOL. II. 2 c
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where no other has been soAvn, and now all that remains within con-

venient distance is only for the gleaners. So must it always be when

commerce depends upon the spoils of the chase.

I have met those who have remarked the great contrast between the

progress of the South African colonies of England, and the immovability

of the Portuguese possessions on the East Coast, The comparison is

unfair. From no point of view can a likeness be drawn. Away in the

south the advantages have been and are very considerable. On the

highlands we find a balmy genial atmosphere, making the country a

veritable sanitorium, where tsetse-fly and malaria are unknown, and

where every treasure known throughout the length and breadth of

Africa has been found. From there have come fine feathers and

dazzling diamonds sufficient to bedeck all the fair ladies of Christendom.

Ivory has been produced in quantities that might pave a road from

Cape Town to Cairo. Now we are forced to come to the conclusion that

these treasures were limited even in this favoured land. The ivory is

gone—the feathers have flown ; and the diamond trade, as benefiting the

masses there, is relegated to history. But in the Upper Zambesi Zone

we may safely infer that nature has marshalled her forces against the

advance of the alien, and in spite of the energy of European blood we

see again a powerful exemplification of the survival of the fittest, in the

trusty test of ages, and not in superficialities of a few short years'

experience.

The conquerors have swept like an evil Avind over the land. The

sons of the soil will gradually but surely regain their footing, as genera-

tion follows generation ; and the half-caste king will relapse. To some

extent he has already done so. Then the valley will fall once more

under the blessing or the blight of its original inheritors.

Do not suppose that I proj^hesy ; but what I say seems to hint at a

reasonable conclusion with regard to the prospects of the Upper Zambesi.

On the Shire river brighter prospects may perhaps be found, but affairs

there too have to stand the test of time. In that region the spirit of

generous philanthropy in yon, my countrymen, has pioneered the work

of mission and trade on the great waterway to the Lake Eegions, in

which efforts neither life nor capital have been withheld. Whether

our Scottish emissaries advance with rapid strides or not, failure on their

part will not be a cause for fault-finding. Without such effort no good

work Avas ever accomplished, and the best purposes of mankind would be

as barren as the desert sands. Let us hope that the energy and persever-

ance of our countrjTnen may be rewarded, and may afford an example of

what can be successfully done in the good cause in Africa. Thus, by the

force of their example, and the fruits of their toil, the natives may be

prompted to emulate what is good in the ways of the white men, who

have pushed onwards not with the sword of war, but bearing a banner

upon which is indelibly inscribed the words of peace, comfort, and hope

for the future of the black man.
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NOTES ON THE SEABOARD OF ABERDEENSHIRE.

By William Ferguson, of Kinmundy.

II.

Proceeding along the coast from the mouth of the river Ythau in a

northward direction, the coast-line is very bold and precipitous, broken,

however, here and there by narrow creeks or broader bays. The first six

miles is through the parish of Slains. The average height of the rocks is

from 170 to 200 feet, and they consist of gneiss and mica slate, with

numerous veins of quartz ; and at one part of the coast they are overlaid

with limestone. In one of my trips I approached this part of the coast

at the village of Collieston, a hamlet of fishermen's cottages, where

advantage has been taken of a ravine which affords a comparatively easy

access to the water. Part of the village is built on the water edge, and

part on the cliff 200 feet above. A deep deposit of dark red clay covers

the clifis, curling over the rocks, if I may so express it, and presenting a

steep grassy slope leading to the rocks themselves. In some places the

clay comes down very close to the Avater, but there is always an outlier

of rock shielding it from the waves. In one spot I observed that the

overflow of a small stream had Avashed out a chasm in the clay at least

30 or 40 feet deep ; showing that the deposit is of very considerable

thickness.

Immediately to the south of the village is the Coast-guard station, built

on the summit. The pretty bay below is called Port Thudden, and round

the point to the north is the Carlin Cave. Then comes Tarness Haven,,

which is the harbour of Collieston. In the old aisle of the parish church

above is the bui'ial-place of the Erroll family. Gavin Turriff, in his

Antiquarian, says:—"Upon Saturday, the 16th July 1631, the high and

mighty Lord Francis Earl of Erroll in his own place of the bounds

departed this life, and was buried within the church of Slains upon the

night, convoyed quietly with his own domestics and country friends with

torch-light." The hill to the north is called Cransdale. At the base of it

is " a fissure of about 30 yards in length, 4 feet in width, and from 20 to

30 in height, called the Needle's Eye, through which the sea in an easterly

gale rushes with impetuous violence. This fissure perforates a round

bluff-hill of solid rock, which is covered with a layer of earth to the depth

of several feet, and its sides are smooth and polished by the action of

the waves."

Round this hill is a pool or bay, called St. Catherine's Dub, where

tradition says the St. Catherine, one of the ships of the Spanish Armada,

was wrecked in the year 1588. "The truth of this report is supported
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l)y the fact that in 1855, the Rev. Mr. Rust, parish minister of Slains,

succeeded in raising one of the guns from this pool. This gun is complete

in every respect, and not even corroded. The quality of the cast-iron is

such, that competent judges, after a severe test, were disposed to pro-

nounce it malleable iron. The extreme length of the gun is 7 feet 9

inches ; from the muzzle to the touch-hole, 6 feet 9 inches. The diameter

of the bore is about 3 J inches. The ball and wadding are in a perfect

state of preservation : the weight of the ball is 4 pounds."

—

Pratt. I

believe this gun is now at Haddo House. In 1839 or 1840, it is said Lieut.

Paterson, R.N., succeeded in bringing up either one or two guns, and

the Countess of Erroll obtained two more in 1876, which were sent to

Balmoral Castle. Tradition still clings to the belief that the treasure

chest of the St. Catherine is in the pool, and even asserts that it may be

seen at low water.

Take the following from Uncle Ned, on the Danes and the Spanish

Armada, in The Crookit Meg

:

—
" ' There's a learn (a sea-bird) fishing in St. Catherine's Dub,' he would

say, pointing to a deep gash in the rocks. 'Langsyne, Eflfie, a great

Spanish barque—the St. Catherine by name—struck upon that reef. It was

a ship of the great Armada, and it carried the admiral's flag. It went to

the bottom with every sowl on board. They say that a great store o'

gowd lies at the bottom o' the Dub—that was the clash o' the country-

side when I was a wean. But lang or ev'n the Armada sailed, the Danes

kent every landing-place alang the Heughs. They were wild folk, fearin'

neither God nor man. Mony a farm-house they harried, and they burned

the kirks, and spared neither mother nor maiden. But in the end a

great battle was fought at the Ward—it began in the dawnin', and lasted

far on thro' the niclit—and the saut-water thieves were forced back to

their ships. It was a grand deliverance, and the Yerl built a kirk on the

battle-field, for it was said that mair than mortal man took part in the

fecht. That 's an auld wife's story, it may be ; but the battle was won

wi' God's help, we may richtly believe. The kirk stood for a thousand

vears, and may be stannin' yet : for ae wild winter nicht a mighty wind

arose, and blew for a week, so that no man could stand against it. When
it ceased the kirk Avas gone—it had been owercassen wi' the sand ; and

indeed the sand-bank itsel' may be seen to this day at the water o'

Slains.'
"

Close to St. Catherine's Dub is the first of the two caves, which both

bear the name of Cove Arthur, the other one being farther on the coast, in

the parish of Slains.

"It lies" (says Mr. TtUf^t in Druidlsm Exhumed) " at the junction of

the gneiss and mica schist, and is constituted by what geologists call a

fault, having gneiss on the west side, and mica schist on the east. The

entrance looks to the south, the cave running south and north, and ex-

tending to 174 feet in length. The entrance had been originally and

naturally the whole Avidth and height of the cave, but the bottom of the
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entrance has been elevated by an eml)ankment of stones and clay, exclud-

ing the sea at high water, or at stormy seasons, Avhich had formerly swept

into the cave, as the bottom is about the elevation of high-water mark.

And the top of this embankment, which is presently 4 feet higher than

the mouth of the cave, being placed considerably outside the mouth,

you have to descend from it into the mouth, while the mouth itself is

thereby rendered invisible from the sea ; and this cave might be lighted

up at night without the glare being seen externally, either from sea or

land. This embankment extends in a ravine or fissure between two walls

of rocks 18 feet asunder, which are the continuation seaward of the sides

of the cave. The embankment has a basis of 70 feet between the caxe

and the sea, and the elevation of 24 feet caveward and 34 feet seaward,

with slopes to resist the pressure and attacks. The seaward slope has

still near the basis several courses of built boulders or rocks, some of them
5 or 6 tons weight, and retaining, notwithstanding that they are reached

by the sea, their position as firmly]as at the time when the Pictish Druids
(so says Rev. Mr. Rust) first placed them there ; and the whole embank-
ment of stone and clay is still in a surprising state of excellent preser-\-a-

tion. In descending from the embankment into the cave, we find that

the vestibule is about 10 feet lengthways of the cave, 14 feet wide, and

before the embankment was raised it had been 20 feet high ; but the em-

bankment there has been raised for internal comfort 14 feet high, leaving

6 feet for head-room. Passing this vestibule, we come to the large hall,

64 feet long, 21 feet wide, and 25 feet high. Passing straight forward,

through an opening 10 feet wide, we enter a second apartment, 36 feet

long, 14 feet wide, and 20 feet high. Passing through a narrower

passage of about 4 feet in width, and 20 feet in length, we come to a rude

altar or dolmen for the image, composed of two stones and the projecting

rock, 7 feet long, 3 feet broad, and 3 feet high, occupying by its breadth

the whole width here of the cave, 3 feet, although the cave extends

beyond this, with the average width of a few feet, and of consider-

able height, for 34 feet. This cave, although for the last fifty years it

has suffered most pitiably from the hands of Vandals, who have deprived

it of its best pendent stalactites, is yet most grotesquely and beautifully

adorned by them, reminding the visitor of cathedral carvings and screen-

work.

We pass the village of Collieston, the immediate neighbourhood of

which is rich in caves, pools, and picturesque rocks, and, keeping on north-

wards, we find the same high precipitous coast-line for several miles, but

so indented by creeks and narrow, tortuoi;s ravines as to render the walk
along the cliffs or heughs a very long one. Some of the caves are of great

extent. Many of them enter from the sea, and require a boat to reach

them. Others are far above the sea-level, indicating a change in the rela-

tive positions of the sea and the land. I have more than once explored

one of these. It is called, I think, the Dowie-Stane Cave. From notes of

my first visit I take this description :—Turning roimd a grassy hillock on
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the brae-face, the mouth of the cave lay before us—not, as we expected,

in the cliff, but in the green side of the brae. A good deal of ddbris and

clay had been washed into it, but this made it the more accessible, and we

had no difficulty in entering it. When we had descended the mound of

rubbish accumulated in the mouth, we found ourselves in a cave of large

dimensions, and very lofty in the roof. At first we felt as if the darkness

was very great, but we soon became accustomed to the gloom. When we

turned to retrace our steps, after penetrating as far as we could without

lights, a fine sight presented itself to our gaze. Our eyes, now accustomed

to the dim light, could see the whole of that portion of the cave we had

just traversed, lit up as it was by rays from, the entrance. The opening

being upwards, and not sheer out, we could not see the sea, but light

enough was admitted to show the proportions of the cave. I measured to

the entrance, and found it to be about 45 yards. Water was percolating

from above, and dripping in all directions. The floor and sides were

covered with a coating of fine wet clay, but no calcareous incrustations

appeared ; from which it would seem that lime is absent from the rocks

here.

In the Statistical Account mention is made of one of the caves on the

coast "called Hell's Lum," and it states that that cave "is upwards of

200 feet in length, and the pitch of the arch within, in some places, rises

to the height of 30 feet."

This cave is marked on the Ordnance map, as is also another, before

coming to the Dowiestane, called the Fleshiewell Cave. The height of the

cliffs, as given on the map, is 100 feet.

At a distance of a little over a mile from Collieston, on a high rock

jutting out into the sea, stand the ruins of the Castle of Old Slains.

"Previous to the use of cannon, it must have been almost impregnable,

the only approach to it being by a narrow defile on the north, which a few

resolute and daring men might have made good against any opposing

force. In the year 1.594 the Earl of Erroll, having joined in the Earl of

Huntly's rebellion, James vi., at the instigation of the politic Lord

Lindsay, issued orders for its entire demolition, which were faithfully

executed ; and nothing of this ancient castle now remains but two sides

of a square tower, and some masses of masonry strewed around it."

Beyond the castle is a fine bay called Broadhaven, with a beautiful

sandy beach ; but, within a few j-ards of the shore of this beach, numerous

sunken reefs and rocks, just raising their ridges above the surface of the

water, render the navigation of the coast very dangerous.

Here I was made acquainted with a peculiar feature often met with

on this coast. Looking from the castle towards the Broadhaven, the

dry white sand of whose shore was glittering in the sun, you see, first of

all, a pretty steep grassy descent, ridged diagonally and horizontally with

the tracks made by the sheep and cattle grazing on them. Beneath this,

rather more than two-thirds down the slope, stretches out a broad grassy

platform, level and greener than the rest. Beyond, again the slope
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descends as before, till it meets the beach. I had lingered at the castle

to sketch, and my friend was far in advance. Seeing such an apparently

smooth field before me, and expecting to have the impetus of my first

descent checked by the Inroad green patch, before I had to make the

second descent to the Avater, I began to run down the slope, bounding

over the cattle paths and acquiring considerable speed, when all at

once, when I reached the middle ground, I found I had plunged into

a deep morass. I got out with all haste, and no detriment beyond being

well covered with mud, but had to make a considerable detour before I

could reach the beach. The clay had formed a ridge by the beating

up of the sea. This ridge had accumulated water from the numerous

sj)rings which abound in the rocks above, and also the di'hris of

vegetable matter till soil was formed, so that at last there was a natural

water-meadow hanging half-way down this steep brae-face. These occur

frequently, almost wherever there is a beach, and are carefully preserved.

A very little labour with a spade would drain any one of them ; but as

they afford the richest pasture to be met with near, their extension is

fostered rather than prevented.

About half a mile farther on the coast, and directly east from the

farm-house of Clochtow, is a very extensive cave called the Dropping

Cave, or the White Cave of Slains. It differs from the one I have

already described, in that it occurs in limestone and is incrusted in-

teriorly with stalactites and stalagmite. At one time some of the

stalactites were continuous from roof to floor, and Avere very beautiful.

Most of these, however, have been taken away and used for lime. To
enter this cave, one must craAvl on hands and knees—nay, almost on one's

stomach, through a narrow and low opening, and in a shallow stream of

water, Avhich issues by this, the only aperture, from the cave. After a

little way is passed the cave rises to a great height, and well repays the

trouble incuiTed in visiting it. The Avater, Avhich exudes from the rocks

in the neighbourhood, is charged Avith calcareous matter, and covers the

roof and sides and floor with limy incrustations.

Tavo miles further along the coast brings us to the borders of the

parish of Cruden, and another half mile to Cove Arthur. This last is in-

accessible at high Avater. It is larger than the Dropping Cave, and quite

dry. It Avas formerly used as a place of concealment in the days of

smuggling, and has since been occasionally occupied by gipsy vagrants
;

and some vestiges of a fireplace ai'e still existing. The Eev. Mr. Eust

thus refers to the cave :

—

" Cove Arthur, in Cruden, lies a few hundred yards north of the boun-

dary between the parishes of Cruden and Slains. It is situated at the

base of the face of high mural rocks, in a small bay of 150 yards diameter,

to Avhich there is one descent on the north by a steep incline of green

SAvard for 100 feet. "When you reach the stony, rocky beach at the reces-

sion of the tide, for it is not accessible at full tide, you have to scramble

southAvards over great Avater-worn boulders, Avhich have fallen down from
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the precipitous cliffs of the hardest cleft and stratified gneiss, which have

through the lapse of untold ages given way to the unceasing action of the

waves below and the weather above; making, once perhaps in a century or

two, a stalk of rock of a hundred feet high and a hundred or a thousand

tons in weight to fall with a crash to the bottom to be gradually pulver-

ised. At the furthest angular recess to which you can reach, with the

awful perpendicular and overhanging rocks towering above, before, and

around you, some of them apparently ready to let go their hold, although

they may have retained it as at present for untold ages, you arrive at the

mouth of the cave. The fioAV of the mouth had originally been, just as

the flow of the interior of the cave still is, on a level with the high-water

mark ; so that once on a time the waves had had free access, as the water-

worn appearance of the altar, cromlech, or dolmen, and of the floor and

sides of the interior of the cave abundantly testifies. With great labour,

perseverance, and skill, a large powerful and adequate barricade or em-

bankment of stones and clay has been artificially raised to the height still

of 10 feet, with a base of 40 feet, sloping inside and outside, and resisting

the fury of the highest of mountain waves and wintry stormy tempests

;

keeping the cave quite dry, and the inmates quite safe and comfortable.

This embankment you have to ascend, and in doing so you enter the

vestibule of the cave, about 18 feet square, with the same height above

your head. Onward, always going west, for the cave lies east and west,

you come to the inner entrance. It continues the same height, thus

furnishing light within, but it is only nbout 26 inches wide. Having

passed this, you enter a magnificent, large, arched apartment, 60 feet

long, 30 feet wide, and nearly the same in height ; the cave altogether

being 100 feet in length, formed by nature. But the great natural

curiosity is the altar, cromlech, or dolmen, at the inmost or westmost

extremity, which is a large solid, flat, smooth rock hi situ on the floor,

3 feet high, 8 feet broad, and 12 feet long, nearly entirely detached from

the sides of the cave, although now partly packed around at the head

\vith stones by human hands. This " (thinks Mr. Eust) " had been the

altar of the Druids, the cromlech, or what the ancient Britons in Brittany

and the present inhabitants there still call a dolmen."

As I have already stated, the principal rocks met with on this part

of the coast are gneiss and mica schist. To these may be added several

porphyritic combinations and basalt. Half a mile north of the second

Cove Arthur, at the fishing village of Whinnyfold (pronounced locally

Funnyfaal), the rocks change abruptly from gneiss to granite.

The parish of Cruden carries on the coast-line 7 miles. Immediately

beyond Whinnyfold there is a broad sandy beach, called the Ward of

Cruden. The south end of this beach is marked by a remarkable reef of

sunken rocks, called the Scaurs of Cruden, and many a gallant ship has

been wrecked upon them. Northwards the bay is terminated l^y pre-

cipitous cliffs of red granite, which extend onwards from this point as far

as Peterhead. A stream from the interior joins the sea at the north end
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of the Ward, and here lies the growing fishing-town of Port ErroU, where

the present Earl has formed a very commodious harbour.

Dr. Pratt says of this bay:—"The beautiful beach which follows the

sweep of the bay extends from the Scaurs—a group of prominent rocks

running out about half a mile into the sea—to the water of Cruden, a

distance of nearly 2 miles. Near the centre is the Hawklaw, a lofty

headland, which commands a magnificent view of the German Ocean,

extending on the one hand to the Bay of Aberdeen, and on the other to

the Buchan-Ness Lighthouse, an interval of nearly 30 miles. Below the

eye,—the sweeping beach, with sands as smooth and firm as the floor of a

cathedral ; on either hand extensive braes and links, exuberant with

wild-flowers ; on the left, in the middle distance, Slains Castle towering

over the cliff's. These, with its pure and exhilarating air, constitute this

one of the most pleasing spots on the coast."

The neighbourhood of the Ward of Cruden was, in the year 1012, the

site of a bloody and final battle, in which the Danes were totally defeated

by the Scots. In the vicinity of the Hawklaw are the remains of a

vitrified wall, and there are similar remains on two other eminences close

by. Near these, among the sand-hills, is a well, known as St. Olave's Well

—a very copious spring, bubbling strongly up from among the sand, and

so famous once as to have been a point of pilgrimage. It did not escape

the notice of the famous Ehj^mer :

—

•' St. Olave's Well, low by the sea,

Where pest nor plague shall ever be."

Forsyth, in his Beauties of Scotland, mentions the ruins of a castle near

this place. Speaking of the battle already referred to, he says :
—"The

armies met about a mile to the west of the present Slains Castle, upon a

plain in the bottom of the Bay of Ardendraught, near which the Danes

had then a castle, the ruins of which are still to be seen." There are no

traces of any ruins now, except the vitrified remains just mentioned.

But that a town and tower had been there once is proved, for the old

charters say—" Totas et integras terras de Ardendraught cum turre et

fortalicio earundem."

The battle-field of Cruden seems to have extended over some four

miles, and relics in the shape of battle-axes, mortuary urns, neck-chains,

jet beads, etc. etc., have been collected over all that space. The fight was

a most bloody one, and is supposed to be the origin of the name Cruden,

from Crofu-Dane or Crudane, " The death or slaughter of the Danes."

Some three or four miles from this spot, at the southern extremity of

the parish of Longside, and about five miles to the south-west of Peter-

head, is Cairn-Catto, or The Battle Cairn. It was at one time of great

extent, but has been greatly demolished by the use of the stones for

dikes. It is a series of cists or stone tombs, many of which I have seen.

Dr Pratt thinks that the cairn is doubtless on some great battle-field,

which seems to have been chosen with considerable skill. Taking the
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cairn, which is on a piece of level ground, with a gentle rise in the centre,

as the point d'a/qmi, the right towards the north is flanked by an extensive

morass ; the front to the left is traversed by a narrow ravine called the

Leaca Howe, extending to the left for several miles, which at that time

must have been nearly impassable. The ground in front slopes gradually

towards the ravine, becoming steep as it approaches its margin.

The south-western declivity is, or was—for the plough has unsancti-

moniously invaded this ancient battle-field—covered with small mounds of

stone and earth, and circular rings Avhich evidently were the sites of the

camp-fires. Graves abound in all directions. A bleak hill rising beyond

the glen is called Dun-a-cluach. In the hollow between is a huge block of

granite, calculated to weigh from sixty to seventy tons. It is raised a

little from the ground on a platform of supporting blocks. I was told

many years ago, by an old man in the neighbourhood, that in his young

days it was a Laggan, or moving stone. It has, however, long since ceased

to respond to any person that has attempted to prove its capacity in that

respect. Our old friend said some herd-laddies had jammed it with

stones. At any rate, it is not now a Laggan-stone, but it is a splendid

specimen of a boulder of red granite.

All around there are camp-faulds, camp-pits, camp-wells ; a king's

grave, a silver cairn, Picts' houses, a subterranean vault, celts, flint arrow-

heads, etc. etc. "The Leaca Howe {Leaca=lech, or leac, a stone; pro-

bably so named from the great stone in it, just referred to) having the

hills of Cairn-Catto and Dun-a-cluach on its eastern margin, and the hills

of Aldie on its western, had, at a remote period, been well stocked Avith

trees, the trunks of which are still to be found at the bottom of the hollow.

Extending northwards, this ravine had terminated in an extensive wood,

now a bleak and barren waste, known as ' The Moss of Savoch of Long-

side.' Both sides of the ravine were, till a comparatively late date,

covered with the vestiges of the terrible conflict which had taken place in

its vicinity. The number of flint arrow- and spear-heads that have been

picked up, and the endless recurrence of tumuli, may be looked upon as

the unwritten records of the battle, its remote date, and sanguinary char-

acter. Till very lately, the mounds on the slopes of the hills to the east

of the Howe might be counted by the hundred. They were of different

sizes, varying from six to upwards of twenty feet in diameter, and were

generally elevated above the surface of the field from eight inches to a

foot. Eighteen or twenty of these, in a south-westerly direction from the

cairn, were apparently formed with great care, being accurately circular,

flat on the top, seven or eight feet in diameter, and raised six or eight

inches above the surface. They were altogether of a different character

from the ordinary mounds in the vicinity. For what purpose these were

constructed it is difficult to imagine."

The nine clear springs near by, known as the " Morris Wells," now
supply the town of Peterhead with water. These strange, mystical,

unknown memorials of the past mingle with the most practical utilitari-
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anism of the present ; and the modern march of improvement will, ere

long, abolish these relics of an unknown story.

Perhaps,—Who knows ?

" That oUl camp's deserted round,

Sir Knight, you well might mark its bound
;

The Pictish race

The Trench long since in blood did trace
;

The moor around is brown and bare
;

The space within is green and fair
;

The spot our village children know,

For there the earliest wild-flowers grow
;

But woe betide the wandering wight

That treads its circle in the niLdit."

THE CULTIVABLE AEEA OF THE EGYPTIAN SUDAN.

By J. T. Wills.

In the excellent Map of Africa just published by the firm of Justus

Perthes, colours are used to distinguish cultivable and forest land from

steppe, or dry, uncultivable grazing ground and waste. But the attempt

to thus colour the Egyptian Sudan correctly has altogether failed.

In the well-known countries of Algeria, Tunis, and Cape Colony, the

colouring is not satisfactory or consistent. In Algeria the cultivable area

is made to roughly coincide with the area that has over 20 inches of

annual rainfall. This is fairly correct. In the Cape the colouring

includes almost all lands having more than 10 inches of rainfall, which is

certainly wrong. In Tunis two-thirds of the area marked as cultivable has,

according to the best authorities, a rainfall of less than 10 inches, which is

al)surd ; and we are forced to suppose that the colouring is based on the

rainfall returns of not more than two or three recent years, of which the

altogether exceptional year 1884 was one. See the rainfall map in

Eeclus's Giographie Universelle, vol. ii. p. 363.

In the Sudan the uncultivable waste is made to extend everywhere to

within sixty miles of the Abyssinian frontiers, and half the cultivable area

is made to lie between the Red Sea and the Atbara. This is not so in

fact. The evidence we have is clear, unanimous, and conclusive, and is to

the following effect :—The rainfall upon the great plains, between the

White Nile and the Gash (the Egyptian provinces of Taka and Senaar) is

all that can be desired for the growth of maize, sorghum, cotton, tobacco,

and the like, as far north as Abu-Harras on the Blue Nile, and nearly as

far as Kassala on the Gash. It is considerable as far as Kawa and
Kamlin, and even up to near Gosrejeb and Filik ; but it there decreases in

amount very rapidly, and at Khartum it is light and precarious. It is

only the very " tail of the monsoon " that catches Khartum, which, in

fact, lies in the desert. The rainy season lasts only 3| months at

Abu-Harras and Tomat, but it lasts four at Senaar, and over five at Rosares

and Famaka, and for a month at least after the last rains the country lies

" in a regular vapour bath."
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Almost coincident with the edge of the sufficient rains is an abrupt

change of soil. On both sides, far into the deserts on the north and west,

up to the Abyssinian foothills on the south-east, and as far as the Bahr-

Gazal and Darfur on the south-west, lies a level bed of old red sandstone
;

but while in the desert, on the north, this is exposed on the surface, it is

overlaid to the south between the Gash and the White Nile, and for five

or ten miles to the west of the latter, by a thick and almost continuous

deposit of lacustrine clay marls, covered with the richest alluvium.

Where this alluvium came from is clear, and if one reflects on the size of

the valleys that have been excavated out of the Abyssinian plateau by the

present tributaries of the Nile—the Abai, Eahad, Binder, Atbara, and

Gash—and on the variety of the rocks they have cut through, one sees that

this alluvium must be extensive and rich. There is every indication of

the existence formerly of great lakes, or of one continuous lake, stretching

from Kassala and Gosrejeb, past Abu-Harras, to the centre of the Blue

and White Nile doab, and up to the Abyssinian foothills. This area is

now an almost dead level of very rich alluvial soil, of apparently uniform

quality, and somewhat richer than the alluvium along the White Nile.

The observations of many travellers, who never saw such fine crops of

dhurra anywhere else, are confirmed by Burkhardt, who found that the

dhurra of Taka used to be sold in Jeddah at prices 20 per cent, above

those of dhurra from Egypt, Maize, we know, does equally well—grows

ten feet high, and yields many hundredfold ; but as it is a very hard

grain, and as there are no grist mills of any kind in the Sudan (except

female slaves, who grind by laboriously rubbing two stones together by

hand), it is little used. The dhurra is planted two seeds at a time in

holes prodded in the earth after the first showers with a sharpened stick.

It is weeded twice within a week or so after planting, and the cultivator

then leaves the country, before the grass growing knee-high brings on the

fatal fly and fevers, and returns five months or more afterwards to harvest

it. Cotton of the best quality and tobacco were grown latterly with much
success on the northern part of the fertile belt round Gosrejeb, Kassala,

and Abu-Harras, and on the lands flooded by the Gash.

This fertile area is commonly su})posed to be barren and arid, for a

simple reason. Travelling is impossiljle in the rains by reason of the

grass, which is 10 feet high, of the fevers which it harbours, and of the

tsetse-fly. Besides, the soil, which in the dry season bakes and cracks in

deep fissures like a dry cheese, is reduced by the rains to the con-

sistency of summer butter. Travellers cross it only in the dry season,

and then the surface water is all gone, because it has soaked Avell in.

There are no small streams, because the surface is so level that the rain

does not drain off*, and there are no hills from whose base it can issue,

except certain intrusive granite knobs, which are far between. There are

no wells (except on the northern edge, where 30 or 40 feet will reach

water), because the miserable misgoverned people have not heart or

means to make them, although in the 200 feet or so of almost undrained
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alluvium that overlays the sandstone, there must be much water lying hid.

Moreover, the tall dry grass is everywhere fired and burned to ashes

as soon as it is dry, and this annual process has kept down the growth of

woods. Consequently the country is then as bare and as dry as a desert,

and the nomads that then return south with their cattle have to hug the

banks of the few large streams in order to find water. Travellers from
Khartum to Kassala therefore generally go via Gedarif—a long detour.

The size of the level fertile area is not known, for neither the limits of

the alluvium on the north between the Blue Nile and Atbara, nor the

extent of the raised sandy tracts that lie in the centre of the tongue be-
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tween the "White and Blue Xile are ascertained ; but it seems that it must

contain at least something like 25,000 square miles, which would equal

the whole amount of unirrigated cultivated land in the Punjab. In

abundance of rainfall, it would seem to be much superior to the Punjab.

All along the White Nile, the Rahad, and the Dinder, about Abu-Harras,

and above Gosrejeb, the levels favour irrigation. Between the south

edge of the plain and the north limit of Abyssinian settlements is

a considerable width of well-wooded foothills and tangled mountain

spurs, very little known, and inhabited by scattered fragments of native

races, who, whatever they are, are not Abyssinian subjects. Those parts,

of course, are better watered still than the plain. The Abyssinian nation

does not descend lower than about 5000 feet, and the only acts of govern-

ment by the King of Abyssinia at lower levels than this, consist in occa-

sional forays made by a large army for the purpose of levying blackmail.

Between Kassala and the coast the cultivable areas are small and

scattered. They consist either of such areas as are flooded by, or are

irrigable from, the periodic streams, or else of table-lands over 5000 feet

high. The deltas of the Gash at Filik, and of the Barka of Tokar, together

with some small levels in the valley of the Auseba, and still smaller strips

on some minor streams, chiefly east of the Barka, form the first class. The

cultivable table-lands lie in three groups : Isf, those on the watershed

between the Red Sea and the Auseba, viz. Hagar, Nafka, and four or five

smaller plateaux to the south of Nafka, upon the Rora Asgede ; 271(1, those

that divide the deep valley of the Auseba from the low plains of the

Barka, viz. Marea, Debra Saleh, and Shakka ; ord, those that divide the

Barka from the Gash, viz. the Dembela country adjacent to Abyssinia,

and the Bazen country' south of Amideb, to which may be added some

lands cultivated b}- the Beni-Amer between Daga and Kassala, that are of

a lower elevation.

The plateaux in groups one and two were formerly inhabited l)y

sedentary agricultural populations of the Abyssinian race, language, and

religion ; and the feeble remnants of these tribes, and the ruins of

their towns, still exist in sifit. At present, the few and degraded inhabi-

tants of the northern plateaux are tributary to the Beni-Amer ; the Habab,

a nomad tribe that now professes Mohammedanism, occupies Nafka as a

summer pasturage ; the Mareaa, the Dembelas, and the Bazen live in a

fierce seclusion, cut off from all the world; Keren has been given up to

the Abyssinians ; and the rest of the plateaux are almost uninhabited.

The Tokar delta, the Gash delta, Nafka, and Keren are the chief points

of strategic importance in this region. The Tokar and Gash deltas are

the corn-lands of the Hadendowas, and they practically have no others.

Control over them is control over the tribe. Nafka is the only known

place north of Keren fit for a European sanitarium. It is 5600 feet high,

cool, and breezy ; it catches both the summer rains from the south and the

winter rains that are confined to the coasts of the Red Sea. In this it

resembles the other parts of the ridge of the Rora Asgede. It is conse-
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quently green at both seasons, and has pasturage for the greater part of

the year, woods, and perennial springs. Indeed, Munzinger and Heuglin

declare that it is " evergreen." It would grow vines, olives, and corn ; and

Munzinger's experimental crops (except cotton) succeeded well. It lies on

the edge of the territory of the loyal Beni-Amer, who defended Kassala

and the cause of Gordon to the last, and is close to the road by which thej

migrate from their summer to their winter pastures, i.e. from the interior

to the coast.

Sinkat, the former summer retreat of Suakim, and present stronghold

of Osman Digna, is only a small summer pasture, 3000 feet high, and is

not comparable to Nafka, nor is it cultivable. "Whether Hagar, or any

place in the unexplored mountain region between it and Akik, can com-

pare with Nafka, we do not know. Hagar probably may ; if not, then

Nafka, in case of a European occupation of Akik, would be indispensable

as a sanitarium ; and Akik is the best harbour by far on the whole coast

(far better than Suakim), and commands what would be the best railwaj'

route from the sea to the fertile belt of the Sudan, the route by Tokar

and Filik to Gosrejeb and Kassala. It is of course useless to think of

railways, or even, at present, of trade upon the Nile ; but, in view of the

existing occupation of Akik and Suakim by or for Great Britain, and of that

of Massowah by Italy, and of the Italian proposals for planting posts on

the Rora Asgede, it is not too soon now for us to study a little, first, the

potential value of the land between Kassala and the Nile, and then the

nature of the routes between Kassala and the sea.

A JOURNEY IN PERSIA.

Although so much is known in a general way of most of the older

countries in the world, and although in late years even the most ancient

civilisations are being forced by indefatigable explorers to yield up their

historical records hidden for ages, yet in comparatively well-known parts

of the earth there are districts unknown to the modern explorer, whose
geography is but a matter of tradition, or even of simple guess.

That there are many such regions still open to the enterprise of the

geographer no one can doubt, and it is a brief and modest account of such

an enterprise that we have before us in Notes of a Journey from Kasveen to

Hamadan across the Karar/hcm Countri/, in North-AVest Persia.

In June 1885, Mr. J. D. Rees, Under-Secretary to the INIadras Govern-

ment, and Persian Translator to Government, being on leave in Persia,

formed the resolution to employ his short furlough in making a journey

across the Karaghan country, as yet shown blank on the best modern
maps, and not hitherto explored bj' any European.

For several reasons he chose the route from Kasveen, on the main
road from Teheran to Europe fia Resht, to Hamadan, the ancient

Ecbatana, the traditional site of the Biblical Shushan the palace, and of
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the tombs of Esther and Mordecai. Hamadan is also known to modern

novel-readers as the district in which the late Lord Beaconsfield has placed

the wonderful Tale of Alroy.

Mr. Rees, beyond his desire to accomplish some useful geographical

work, had two main objects in making his journey. He desired to test

his power of travelling unaided, without official recognition, and on terms

of absolute equality Avith the people ; and he also had formed an opinion

that the population and resources of the Shah's country were greatly

under-estimated.

Few European travellers know any routes through Persia other than

the main post-road from the Persian Gulf, through Shiraz and Ispahan,

to Teheran and Resht, skirting the great desert on the east ; and, judg-

ing from the poverty-stricken condition of those parts visible from that

road, it has been generally assumed that, with the exception of some

fertile valleys, most of Persia is as poor and as thinly populated as the

districts traversed by the postal road.

It was known that up the Elburz Mountains, between Teheran and the

Caspian, there were fertile and well-watered plains, covered with corn,

vineyards, and orchards, that yielded supplies even in the disastrous

famine year of 1870; and later travellers have shown that parts of the

Bakhtiari country and Luristan, to the east of Baghdad, also present the

appearance of fertility. Yet the impression undoubtedly prevails that, as

a Avhole, Persia is a barren and scantily-populated countiy.

Mr. Rees travelled from Kasveen in a south-westerly direction across

the Karaglian Hills—in all, a distance of about 150 miles. For the first

thirty miles he found the country studded Avith villages, fertile fields

covered with wheat, and dotted with vineyards and orchards.

He found but few asses, or mules, or camels in the villages, though

large niiml)ers were feeding in the hills ; but cattle, sheep, and poultry

abounded everywhere, and ordinary supplies were to be had at a moment's

notice. At Kuak, a few miles from the foot of the Karaghan Hills, he

found " giant walnut trees, luxuriant vines, flourishing peach, cherry,

almond, and all kinds of fruit trees," with beautiful gardens and wheat

fields in terraces.

The people of the country were chiefly Persian-speaking Eels and

Turkis, and nomad tribes. Of their power of growing more wheat by ir-

rio-ation he entertains no doubt ; and, although the pasture is not rich, still

it is abundant, and Avould support great cpiantities of cattle and camels.

At about 88 miles from Kasveen he passed the ridge of the

Karaghan Range, at an elevation of about 9700 feet. Even at 900 feet

below this he found a village self-supporting—" enough to go on with,

and no more." On the southern side of the range, Mr. Rees found a

locality in which much carpet-making goes on.

Here also he saw irrigated wheat-fields, mingled with poppies. The

land seemed well suited to opium, but the villagers said " they had not

yet learned that cultivation." At this village of Shavand, there were no
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bazaar, no shops, no traffic. Everything was in primitive simplicity—" the

grapes and wheat fed the labourers Avho grew them and kept the khan

going, no more."

Further on cotton was observed, but nowhere any sign of expansion or

traffic, or development until he came to Hamadan.

"The approach to Hamadan made a great impression on me. Luckily

I descended upon it from the hills, and did not crawl into it from the

plain by the path as others have. Added to this it was a lovely day, and

the wheat was yet uncut. I thought it a rich landscape, such as Turner

might have painted, bringing to life for the occasion to grace the scene

the kings and warriors carved in imperishable rock at Besitoon and else-

where on this once grand highway from Babylon to Persepolis.

" Of the ancient city, however, its natural beauty alone remains. The

modern town of Hamadan is one of the largest in Persia, containing over

30,000 inhabitants. All the necessaries of life are extraordinarily cheap

here. Dates and French sugar, Manchester goods, tea, and hardware,

are imported from Baghdad, and dried grapes, almonds, skins, and

carpets are exported. I was told that an Armenian lately came here from

Mashad to buy cows and sheep for the Russians on the Afghan frontier :

a queer story, if true."

This is but a rough outline of Mr. Eees's interesting journey. The

deduction he draws from his observations is that the i)opulation of

Persia is greatly under-estimated. He cannot believe that the population

of the numberless little villages and towns to be found in these remote

and untravelled districts, can be included in the official estimate, which at

present is taken at seven per square mile, or a total of 7,653,000. He also

believes that the resources of Persia are equally under-estimated, and

even to Persian officials unknown.

Probably the most interesting part of Mr. Rees's memoir are the life-

like glimpses he gives us of the daily life of this shrewd and lively people.

It must be remembered that Mr. Rees, although armed with a letter

from the Foreign Minister, which would have given him free quarters and

honoured attention wherever he went, carefully concealed it, as one of

the main objects of his journey was to acquire the confidence of the

people.

" If my observations as to the condition of the people have any value,

it is to be attributed chiefly to the fact that I travelled absolutely without

official aid and countenance, and associated on terms of absolute equality

with an}' one and every one I met. I had a letter from the Minister of

Foreign Affairs, Avhich I carefully concealed, and of the existence of which

I kept my Persian attendant ignorant. Its use Avould have frozen up the

fountain of confidence, and have entitled me to camp anywhere without

paying my way. Once let the possession of such a document be known,

and it is useless to attempt to pay your way. The money never gets

to the owners of the things supplied you and the houses in which yon
sleep. They do not expect it in such a case. It is the custom of Iran for

VOL. II. 2d
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the officially protected to batten on the people, and a man who does not

pay his way is at least as little liked among the grasping Persians as

elsewhere. As a mere friendless traveller you learn more, though you fare

less well. Hence I determined to keep my letter for a serious emergency,

should any such occur, and, during my little exploring trip, to sleep where

I could and eat what I could get, and trust to my knowledge of Persian

and the Persians to see me through. Short though this little expedition

was, it needed for its accomplishment all the experience I had gained in

more extended travels over better known portions of the country."

All the information he gained is interesting, and some of the con-

fidences amusing.

Talking to a headman about the recent complications between Russia

and England, he found that in Persia it was commonly believed that the

English had set the Afghans up to fight the Russians. " In fact," he said,

^^ paltih kardand." This was obviously the English word Politics. Asked

what it meant, he said he understood it was the equivalent of dirogh, a lie.

At one village he asked the crowd, " ' What do you think of the first

Farangi M^ho has visited your village 1 ' But an old man interposed and said,

' How should they express opinions about God's works 1 Did not God
make Farangi and Mussalman alike ?

' This answer made my apparently

harmless question appear to myself frivolous and absurd."

People rushed to him, as Orientals always do to a European, for medi-

cal treatment, particularly for ophthalmia, the commonest complaint ; and

here Mr. Rees puts in a plea for a practical medical mission, well worthy

the attention of the philanthropic : "I advised cold-water bathing for

sore eyes, the commonest complaint ; and here I would express a pious

wish that some of the money lavished by the rich and philanthropic on

ineffectual missions to unheeding Islam could be applied to equij^ping and

despatching some medical man of fair ophthalmic skill to travel among

these people. In the pure unclouded atmosphere of Persia the summer

sun strikes down on the unprotected eyes of the labourer—no other, save

once in a way a reckless traveller, braves its rays—with intolerable force.

Diseases of the eye are universal ; blindness very common. It is painful

to see so much suffering, to be asked for relief and to lack the power to

give it which the Farangi is ever thought to possess. In the towns in

Persia, common and unserviceable blue goggles can be bought anywhere,

but in the villages they are unknown. A supply of good glasses and medi-

cal advice to check incipient com}jlaints would be an incalculable boon."

Anxious to know the popular opinion of his countr3''men, he asked a

villager to tell him the truth, " Did he and most of his countrjonen like

the Inglees 1 I begged him as a favour to give me his candid opinion. He
did not like them, nor did his countrymen. Why 1 In answer, ' Do you

like the Persians 1 your candid opinion 1
' ' Well '—pause— ' not the

Persians of the towns, because '—
' Enough ; I see you don't like them.

My reasons for not liking the English are the same as yours for not

liking us.'
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The popular Persian notions on European geography and jjolitics are

thus summed up by Mr. Rees :

—

" Tlie great covxntry of Farangistan, where men travel hundreds of paia-

sangs a day on the iron road, is divided into two portions, one Francistan

and one Inglistan, v/hich is either the capital of London, or of which

London is the capital. Near this is the far larger country of the Ooroos

[Russians], while in some ill-defined direction is the young world, in which

generally very little interest is taken. As to the politics of these countries,

knowledge and speculation is confined to the Inglees and the Ooroos.

The existence of two parties among the former, named Vig and Toaree, is

better known than might be expected ; still such knowledge is confined to

the local politician or the rural khan. These parties are understood to be

constantly at war with one another, while the Ooroos are more rationally

governed by a Shah, who does not allow civil war. The Inglees lately

suftered a defeat in Egypt at the hands of the Mahdi, but have been suc-

cessful in setting up the Afghans to fight the Russians near Herat, which
it is their intention to seize. It is by no means thought that the English

are always outwitted. Rather is the perfide Albion theory held. The
probability of war with Russia was widely known. A Persian, Arab, or

Turki will ever seize the opportunity afforded by meeting a foreigner to

learn all he can about this subject, and to show that in such matters he is

chiefly interested. It must be remembered that the views on politics and
geography I have just repeated are those of persons I met on this little

tour in remote plains and in Turki hill villages, not of the people of

Shiraz, Ispahan, and Teheran. I need not say more. At the very village

I have got to, the spokesman said that to see a Farangi was like a dream.
I use the word Farangi, Avhich in Persia implies nothing of contempt as

Feringhee does in India. The word Kafir, on the other hand, should

never be applied by an Englishman to himself. I once did apply the

expression in pleasantry to the English, and was rebuked in these words :

' The followers of His Highness Jesus, on whom l)e peace, are not Kafirs.

Why fix on yourselves an epithet your enemies would not apply to you ?'

"

A good sketch-map of his journey, on the scale of 12 miles to 1 inch,

and an admirable itinerary, are given with Mr. Rees's memoir.
The map is an instance of what can be done in the cause of science and

geography with trifling materials by an earnest traveller. Mr. Rees had
only a prismatic compass, a watch, and an aneroid barometer (a thermo-
meter could not be obtained in Teheran for love or money) ; but with these

he has produced a useful map, and, by turning a pleasure trip into a
scientific journey, has furnished an example that may well be followed by
all travellers in little-known districts.

Did all officers on leave employ their time as earnestly, and no doubt
as pleasantly, as Mr. Rees has done his, a mass of interesting and useful

information would be accumulated for the benefit not only of the Intelli-

gence Department, but of geographical science, which it is the special

object of this Society to recognise and foster. W. B. B.
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL EXHIBITIO^^ AND GEOGRAPHICAL
EDUCATION.

The Geographical Exhibition was so fully treated in the January number

of the Magazine, that it is not necessary to describe over again its leading

features. All that needs to be said in that connection is that its valuable

treasures are displayed to the greatest advantage in the Lecture Hall of

the Museum of Science and Art, in Edinburgh, Avhere there is ample

wall space to exhibit its instructive series of maps and pictures, while

there is, at the same time, excellent opportunity for consulting its un-

rivalled collection of surface models, telluria, planetaria, text-books, and

atlases. The Exhibition, however, has a special interest for the members

of the Scottish Geographical Society, in connection with the Society's

scheme for the improvement of Geographical Education in Scottish

Schools.

There are, of course, those who hold that Geographical Education does

not admit of any improvement, either in Scotland or anywhere else. With

these persons, it is impossible to hold parley. If an angel from heaven

were to tell them that something was wrong, or that there was room for

amendment, they would simply pity his angelic innocence. But one has

only to glance over the Exhibition, and review the appliances for geogra-

phical instruction which are in common use in Germany, France, Italy,

and other foreign countries, in order to come to the unpleasant conclusion

that both England and Scotland are very far behind other nations in the

means at least of Geographical Education. There are abundantly dis-

played, on the walls and tables of the Exhibition, contrivances in maps,

plans, and models which are unknoAvn in our public schools, and Mdiich,

probabl}', many of our teachers have never seen.

The present article may lie most usefully devoted to a consideration

of the uses to Avhich the Exhibition may be applied in connection with

the different sections of the Society's Education Scheme.

The scheme consists of four sections. Under the first (Section A),

pi'izes are offered to Sixth Standard scholars in elementary schools, to be

decided by a comjjetitive examination on the work prescribed by the Code.

Under the second (Section B), the Society offers a prize or prizes for

the best surface model of any district in Scotland, 5 miles square, on the

scale of 6 inches to the mile. This competition is open to the scholars

of all schools in Scotland, -without restriction.

Under the third (Section C), prizes are offered for the best-drawn maps

of Scotland, special attention being given to the representation of physical

features. This also is open to the piipils of all Scottish schools.

Under the fourth (Section D), two prizes, of the value of £10 and £'>

respectively, are offered for the two best Essays on " The Best Method of

Teaching Geography in Elementary Schools." The competition is open

to all teachers in Scottish Schools, under Government inspection.
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It may be expedient to explain why the Society has found it necessary

to confine itself this year to the last section of its scheme only. For this

there were two reasons. The one was, that very soon after the scheme

was formulated the new Code was issued, making extensive changes in

the examination requirements in Geography. It was felt that before the

Society's examination could take place, many schools Avould have begun

the work prescribed by the neAv Code, and that a recurrence to the work
of the old Code would cause needless distraction.

The second reason was, that unexpected delay in the announcement of

the scheme had been caused by the failure of the Society to obtain the

co-operation of the Educational Institute of Scotland. The Council of

the Society decided, in a spirit of fairness and friendliness, that before the

scheme was formally announced, an effort should be made to ascertain

whether its proposals were approved by, and were acceptable to, the

schoolmasters, without whose co-operation it was felt that the benefits of

the scheme Avould not be fully realised. With this view, copies of the

scheme, in proof, were sent to the Educational Institute of Scotland, with

a request for suggestions and criticism. To that communication, no

official reply was vouchsafed ; but there appeared in the accredited organ

of the Institute, which is understood to be edited by one of its officials,

tAvo articles conceived in a captious and hostile spirit, and completely

misrepresenting both the character and the intention of the scheme. For

example, it was represented that the Society's examination would make a

serious addition to the work of teachers and of scholars, and would lead

to cramming, whereas the Society had carefully guarded itself against this

result by making its requirements identical with those of the Code, so as

to avoid the necessity for special preparation. It was also represented

with much ridicule, that sections B and C were the main features of the

Society's scheme which were applicable to elementary schools, whereas

these are quite subsidiary features, and, moreover, are applicable to all

schools in Scotland, of every description.

But it is needless to enter further into these controversial details.

The intervention of the neAv Code was a sufficient reason for delay, and

the Society has good reason to believe that the disinterested efforts of the

Society to encourage and improve the teaching of Geography in Scottish

schools will be heartily approved and seconded by the schoolmasters of

Scotland.

It remains for us to show how Scottish teachers may profit by the

Exhibition, in connection with the different sections of the Society's

scheme.

First there is Section A, which is concerned with the ordinary teach-

ing of geography from day to da}' in the Sixth Standard. The Code

requirements include the World, with special reference to British colonies

and dependencies, and to commercial productions and climate. It is

assumed that Scotland has been dealt with in the Third Standard, that

the British Isles have been exhausted in the Fourth Standard, and that in
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the Fifth Standard Eurojje has been gone over full}', and with the neces-

sary detail.

The distribution of subjects does not at once commend itself to the

practical mind. The M'ork of the Third and Fourth Standards seems

unnecessarily heavy, unless it be understood that, in the former, Scotland

is to be treated very simply and in outline merely. In that event, Scot-

land should be dealt with fully in Standard IV. ; but if that were done,

and if England and Ireland were treated with equal fulness, the scholars'

hands would be full indeed. The scheme, however, proceeds on a soimd

principle in beginning at home, in passing from Scotland to the British

Isles generally, from the British Isles to Europe, and from Europe to the

rest of the "World.

For the illustration of the geograjihy of the world, physical, political,

and commercial, the Exhibition contains many appliances from which

teachers may derive useful hints. First, there are admirable examples of

physical maps, both of the world in hemispheres, and of the se])arate con-

tinents. If such maps are properly used, they can hardly fail to yield

excellent results. All geographical teaching should start from a ph}'sical

basis, because the physical character of a country, or of a continent, is an

infallible key to its political influence and to its commercial importance.

Nothing, for example, could be more instructive than to contrast the phy-

sical character of the continent of Eui'ope with the physical character of

the continent of Africa—the one intersected and broken up by inland

seas ; the other a solid and continuous mass of land—the result, in the

one case being a collection of the most active and enterprising maritime

States and commercial nations in the world, and in the other a congeries

of countries, wonderfully fertile, and teeming wath people, but politically

and commercially impotent. These, it may be said, are countries in dif-

ferent latitudes ; but if we compare countries in the same latitude, such

as Scandinavia and Siberia, such as the British Isles and the North-West
Province of the Canadian Dominion, or Labrador, we shall find that the

diiferences in commercial importance and in political power are mainly

due to diverse physical conditions.

In connection with commercial geography, reference may be made to

the ingenious chart, shown in the Exhibition, in Avhich actual specimens

of the products of different countries are attached to their surface. This

may be described, not unfairly, as a geographical toy ; but it may serve a

very useful purpose, and may yield valuable practical lessons, nevertheless.

Nothing is so impressive, or so arrestive, in education as a concrete

example ; and this chart is simj^ly a collection of concrete examples, the

import of which children, who have once seen them, are not likely to

forget.

In the same connection, note may be taken of the excellent series of

maps of France, showing, in different sheets, the distribution of mineral

wealth, of agricultural jnoducts, of industries, and of commerce. The
series of pictures of characteristic scenery, and of typical heads, should
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also be carefully examined. They may be made the means of conveying
and impressing many useful lessons.

Teachers have also an opportunitj- of examining, on the tables in the

Museum, a very complete collection of text-books and atlases, both elemen-

tary and advanced. They may compare the works of different countries,

and it will be their own fault if they do not derive many useful hints

from the comparison. They will find novelties both interesting and in-

structive, and their views of things geographical and educational will be

widened and deepened.

The Exhibition contains also an excellent collection of terrestrial

globes. Though there are no globes of very large dimensions, most of

those shown are of a convenient size for use in schools, and some of them
are beautiful specimens. The relief globes should be specially noticed.

"What an advantage it would be if these could be introduced into our

common schools ! Another most valuable addition to the furniture of the

school-room would be a " black-board " globe, of which there are very good
specimens in the collection. Nothing could be more useful in giving

oral lessons on physical and mathematical geography.

Of surface models, the making of which the Society seeks to encour-

age under the second head of its scheme, the Exhibition affords excellent

examples. There is an ingenious model which is designed to show how
rivers are formed, and how a watershed acts in separating stream from
stream, and one water-basin from another. There are also admirable

surface models of parts of the Alps, and of the Himalayas, which convey
lessons of the greatest value. It would be a great gain to geographical

education if such models could be produced at a cheap rate, and introduced

into every school in the kingdom. It would be still better if relief-maps

of countries and continents could be produced so cheaply as to be brought
within reach of elementary schools.

The next point that claims attention is map-drawing. In this parti-

cular, the Exhibition is not so strong as in some others. But useful hints

may be obtained from some of the atlases and text-books exhibited ; and
several of the wall-maps, bold in outline, and sparing of detail, form ex-

cellent models for this purpose.

The last section in the Society's scheme relates to Prize Essays, to be

written by elementary teachers. There could not be a more profitable

preparation for the writing of such an essay than a careful study of the

various objects shown in this Exhibition, and of the uses which they are

designed to subserve. The opinions of teachers will differ as to the

methods to be employed, and as to the appliances to be used, in the school-

room ; but every teacher will admit that important advantages may be
derived from examining with an open mind the methods and the appliances

which are approved by their being in daily use in this as well as in other
countries.

The series of lectures, arranged for by the Education Committee of

the Society, in connection with the Exhibition, ought to afford useful aid
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to those teachers who are giving their attention to this subject. Both of

j\Ir. Eavenstein's lectures, but especially his demonstration, abounded with

admirable suggestions and illustrations. The subsecjuent lecturers Avill be

i\Ir. Scott Keltic, Professor Meiklejohn, Professor Laurie, and Mr. William

Jolly, H.M. Inspector of Schools, from Avhom highly instructive and

interesting lectures may be expected.

The Society attaches great importance to this feature in its programme.

Its design is not only to ascertain the views of practical teachers on

instruction in geograjjli}-, but also, and still more, to induce teachers to

give their attention very specially to the subject. Very great benefit may
arise from their being led to think out the question for themselves. It is

on this ground that the Society has preferred this section to the others in

its scheme. It is not unlikely to prove, in the case of many teachers, a

new point of departure in their ordinary school-work. It will remove

prejudices; it will stimulate thought ; it may even evoke enthusiasm on

behalf of a study Avhich is calculated to produce a formative as well as an

instructive influence—in short an educative influence—on the minds both

of teachers and of scholars.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

The last Ordinary Meeting of the present session was held on the afternoon of

Friday, 28th May, in the Merchants' Hall, Edinburgh—Dr. George Smith, CLE.,
jNIember of Council, presiding. Mr. W. Montagu Kerr read his paper on The

Upper Zambesi Zone, which we print as our first article this month. On the con-

clusion of the paper, ISIr. William C. Smith proposed, and Dr. Dalzell, of Natal,

seconded, the vote of thanks to the lecturer.

Mr. Montagu Kerr subsequently, on ]\Ionday afternoon, the 31st May, gave an

oral description of his late journey from Cape Town overland to Lake Nyassa to the

members of the Dundee Branch of the Society.

The Exhibition of Appliances used in Geographical Education, which is referred

to in the article published this month, and which consists mainly of the valuable

collection placed, by the courtesy of the Royal Geographical Society, at the disposal

of our Society, was formally opened to the public in the Museum of Science and

Art, Edinburgh, on the afternoon of Monday, 14th June.

The Lecture Hall of the ]\Iuseuni having kindly been offered to the Society by

the Director, Colonel Murdoch Smith, the Exhibition was arranged and hung by

Mr. John George Bartholomew, Honorary Secretary and Map-Curator.

Professor James Geikie, Vice-President, presided over the meeting ; and there

were present, besides the office-bearers of the Society, Mr. Alexander Buchan, Mr.

Faithfull Begg, Mr. John Bartholomew, Sir Alexander Christison, Mr. Scott Dal-

gleish, Colonel Dods, Dr. Robert Felkin, ]Mr. John Geddie, ISIr. H. H. Howell, Mr.

P. Mackinlay, Mr. Maurice Paterson, INIr. David Patrick, Dr. George Smith, Colonel

jMurdoch Smith, Mr. R. Thomson, and others.

The Inaugural Address, which will be published next month, was delivered by
INIr. E. G. Ravenstein, who chose as his subject The Field of Geography. After

the address, Dr. George Smith, in moving a vote of thanks to the lecturer, said :

—
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"The pleasant duty has been laid on nie of moving that the thanks of tliis meeting-

be given to Mr. Ravenstein for his lucid and learned address. In the lecturer our

Society and the citizens of Edinburgh welcome a great cartographical expert, who
has made his name known wherever geographical science is studied or map-making
is practised. It is long since Mr. Eavenstein's name was known in India, which
has produced the largest and ablest school of surveyors in the world, who have in

this century completed the triangulation of the vast peninsula, and have added on

their work to the most southerly limit of that of the Russians in Central Asia. In

Calcutta the Trigonometrical Revenue and Topographical Surveys of India have

imperial establishments, which produce the results of the work of our engineer

and other officers in an admirable style, due not a little to the influence of Mr.
Ravenstein. He is ecpially well known in connection with the cartography of

Africa. Those of us who are Fellows of the Royal Geographical Society are grateful

to him for his recent map of part of that continent on an unusually large scale, and

we still wait patiently for his promised contribution to the bibliography of the sub-

ject. I rejoice that Mr. Ravenstein, the youngest of great cartographers, has to-day

done justice to the oldest, Hecat^eus, the Ionian Cxreek, whose works seem to have

been so much plagiarised by Herodotus and later annalists, that we have them now
only in fragments. To that distinguished traveller, geographer, historian, and states-

man, writing some five centuries before Christ, we owe our earliest knowledge of the

river Indus, M-hich he is the first to mention, and of what is now the British Indian

Empire. Mr. Ravenstein must be thanked for his reasonable as well as enthusiastic

definition of Geography as related to that science of Geology, with which, from Hutton

to Professor Geikie, our University and city are so identified ; and for clinging to the

old name for the most interesting and practical of its divisions, Political Geography.

Educationally at least, whether we seek to instruct the young or to interest the

general public, it is the political—the historical, commercial, missionary, in short the

human—side of our science which should be most frecjuently and fully presented in

our expositions as a Society, and as teachers. While agreeing with much that j\Ir.

Ravenstein said of Africa, the physical conditions of which alone must ever jjrevent

its peoples from rising to the political level of those of our own Europe, let us

remember that it is in Africa most of all where Geography has been identified with the

zeal and the ability of the Christian missionary. He is the best geographer who
follows where Livingstone and James Stewart, where Mackay and Laws of living

men, have led."

Mr. Alexander Buchan then moved— " That the thanks of the Society be

awarded to the Royal Geographical Society for placing their valuable collection of

appliances used in geographical education at the disposal of the Society for exhibi-

tion in Edinburgh."

This motion having been warmly approved and adopted by the meeting, Mr.

Ralph Richardson proposed—" That the thanks of the Society be awarded to Colonel

Murdoch Smith, for his kind co-operation, and for placing the Lecture Hall of the

]\Iuseum at the disposal of the Society ; and also to Mr. John George Bartholomew,

for arranging and hanging the exhibits."

This motion, having been approved, concluded the business before the meeting.

On the following afternoon, in the same hall, Mr. Ravenstein addressed a large

gathering of teachers and pupils, who had been specially invited to be present. ^Mr.

Ravenstein illustrated his lecture by interrogating a class of young ladies from the

Church of Scotland Training College, under the charge of Mr. Steele.

He first called attention more especially to the way in which, by beginning with

the topography of their own town and district, the pupils might be led to start the

study of geography with direct observations of their own, fitted to stimulate their
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intelligence and vivify their realisation of facts. The teacher ought not to be content

with saying, "Here is London, the biggest city in the world ;" he ought to explain

the geographical conditions of growth which determined her supremacy. If, for

instance, he were dealing with Scotland, he, personally, would be content to describe,

with some attempt at fulness of treatment, two or three of the more important

places in the country—say Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee, Aberdeen, and, perhaps,

Inverness, and let all the others go. No mistake was more frequently made by the

inexperienced or code-driven teacher of geography than loading the memory of the

child with names grievous to be remembered, and utterly worthless for any purpose

of education. Whilst heartily approving of the use of map-drawing as an educational

agent, he severely condennied the cruelty and inexpedience of attempting to turn

the pupil into a professional map-draughtsman, to the damage of his eyesight and

the comparative neglect of the broader and more valuable facts of world-geography.

Then, taking " the Suez Canal" as the subject of a typical lesson, he showed

how the alert and well-informed teacher might make this single topic give his

pupil an interest in the question of sea-levels, wind-currents, trade-routes, distribu-

tion of natural products, rise and fall of nations, etc.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

EUROPE.

M. Ferdinand de Lesseps.—In reply to the invitation of the Council of the

Scottish Geographical Society, M. de Lesseps writes that he will be pleased to

deliver the Anniversary Address in November next, on the opening of the new

Session, if not prevented by unforeseen circumstances.

The Dumbartonshire Highlands.—In Mr. Cad ell's paper in last number of the

Magazine, the reader will kindly correct the following errata :—P. 339. For "Ben
Arthur" read "Arthur's Seat." Arthur's Seat and The Cobbler are two of the

peaks of Ben Arthur.

P. 344. The woodcut to be intelligible must be tilted up on the left side, so

that the sloping platform is inclined in the direction of the arrow, and each of the

small watersheds occupies the top of a ridge instead of the edge of a terrace as

indicated.

British Association for the Advancement of Science.—The fifty-sixth annual

meeting of this Association will commence in Birmingham on Wednesday, Septem-

ber 1, 1886, with Sir William Dawson, Principal of M'Gill College, ISIontreal,

Canada, as President. The following are the office-bearers of Section E (Geo-

graphy) :

—

President, Major-General Sir F. J. Goldsmid ; Vice-Presidents, Major-

General Sir Lewis Pelley, and Captain W. J. L. Wharton ; Secretaries, F. T. S.

Houghton, J. S. Keltic, J. S. O'Halloran, and E. G. Eavenstein {Recorder).

The Sixth German Geographical Congress.— Although the attendance at Dresden,

in April 1886, was not so great as at Hamburg last year, still the Congress was a

success. There were representatives from nine German Geographical Societies, and

from seven foreign societies, in all about 333 members.

The usual programme was carried out. The King of Saxony was present at the

first meeting, when a paper was read by Lieutenant von Francois on his Congo

experiences. The Lieutenant holds that colonisation is possible in the south of the

central Congo district, where, he says, " even on sunny days, Europeans can work
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four and a half hours in the open air." He also advocates the construction of a

railway on the Lower Congo.

Many other papers of interest, by Professors Egli, Hahn, Petri, etc., were read

and discussed, and the exhibition of books, maps, and ethnographical collections

seems to have been better this year than ever before, especially the collections of

Dr. A. Stiibel from Ecuador, and Dr. Naumann from Japan.

When shall we have a similar Geographical Congress in Great Britain ?

German Settlements.—In the ]May and June numbers of the lievjie Colonial

Internationale we see an extremely interesting and able, unsigned article on the chief

German Settlements throughout the world, and their relation to the Fatherland.

The author says that there is no part of the world where Germans have not

gained a firm footing by their power of adapting themselves to new circumstances
;

and he remarks, with truth, that their industry, humanity, and energy have made

them welcome in all countries. It seems that there are five million Germans

distributed over the world, who remain in more or less constant communication

with the Fatherland ; and millions more have become such an integral part of the

countries where they have settled, that their connection with the old country is of

a very slight descrijition. A detailed account is given of tlie position they hold,

and the influence they exert in the countries in which they have settled ; for

instance, in the United States they number 85 millions, and in Canada 200,000,

so that they have become a factor in the political life of North America. On the

other hand, in Tientsin there are only 20 persons of German nationality, of whom
a few are the heads of business firms, the rest agents ; and in Japan there are 270

Germans, whilst the number of German warehouses is 39. So on throughout this

article, we are informed of the number of Germans inhabiting any given place
;

and we also meet with a description of the climate of the place, of the position

occupied, and the occupations followed by the Germans, and a detailed account of

the imports and exports which pass through their hands.

The Treaty between England and Spain : German View of its Effects.—The
following is the substance of a recent article in the Berlin Borsenzeitung :

—" The

conclusion of a commercial treaty between England and Spain will profoundly

afl'ect the relations between Germany and Spain : for we owe a great part of our

trade with Spain mainly to the circumstance that England had heretofore no treaty

with that country. Hence the Spanish imjjort duties on our goods were much
lower than on those coming from England. Thus German cotton yarn, up to No.

35 inclusive, paid only 76 centimes per kilogramme, the English yarn 1 franc 25

centimes ; and in like proportion for other numbers. Still greater was the difl'erence

in the case of cloth. Thus various kinds of cottons from Germany paid 154 francs

per 100 kilogrammes, while the same sorts of English manufacture paid 300 francs.

In this department we do, however, but little business, inasnuich as the cotton

industry of Catalonia is now greatly developed. German tulles, muslins, hose,

gloves, etc., of cotton, had an advantage of 25 to 30 per cent, of their value over

English ones. Woollen cloth from Germany paid 4'33 francs, from England 8

francs per kilogramme ; German velveteen and plush 2"60 francs, English 8 francs.

In carpets Germany did a great trade, being much favoured by the tariff ; English

carpets have to pay 139 francs, while German ones get oft' with 99'70 francs.

Germany further sent to Spain quantities of silks, zanellas, laces, embroideries, etc.

In all these branches there will hereafter be keen competition, and our manufac-

turers will do well to secure the market in time. Spanish statistics show that

German imports into Spain in the year 1885 had a value of 69 million marks
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(£3,450,000), whereas in 1880 the value was only 34 million marks. These figures

show the progress of our exports to Spain.

Popiilatioii of Servia.— The Socicte de Geographie (Paris) publishes in its Compte

Rendu, No. 11, tlie following statistics, on the authority of M. Yakchitch, chief of

the Statistical Bureau in Servia, regarding the population of Servia in December

1884 :—
Males, 973,079

Females, 928,039

Total, 1,901,118

( )f these there were

—
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tinuous river-valley supposition, and that, therefore, neither with regard to physical

features nor to geological phenomena can the hypothesis be sustained.

The Mohammedans of Arabia and Somali-land.—The Hon. I. Keith-Falconer, in

a letter from Aden, dated January 1886, says :
—

"The British possession at Aden includes three principal centres of population :

1. Aden proper, or ' the Camp ' or ' the Crater,' because situated in the crater of an

extinct volcano ; 2. Steamer Point, favourite residence of Europeans, because rather

cooler than the Crater ; 3. The outlying town of Shaikh Othman, ten miles on the

road to the interior. The native (that is, Oriental) population of 1 is estimated, by
those most likely to know, at 11,000 ; of 2, at about 7000 ; of 3, at about 6500.

This gives a total of some 24,500. As the population is 'very shifting, it is impos-

sible to obtain exact figures. According to the census of 1872, the population

—

including some 200 Europeans, but not including the garrison—numbered 19,289.

In 1882 the number had risen to some 32,000. The Government then expelled a

large number and settled them at Shaikh Othman, an old Arab village (eight miles

from Aden Camp, nine from Steamer Point, and five beyond the Barrier Gate),

lying on the road to Lahej and the interior of Yemen, close to the sea-shore. Shaikh
Othman, it is thought, will increase slightly ; while the population of Aden must,

owing to military regulations, remain numerically at a standstill. More than a

quarter of a million camels, with their drivers, enter and leave Aden yearlj' with

produce from all parts of Yemen. The great majority of these pass through Shaikh

Othman, where they make a halt of several hom's on the journey to Aden.

"The population of Aden is made up of (1) Arabs, all Moslems, mostly Sunnis

of the Shafii sect
; (2) Africans, mostly Somalis, who are all Shafii Moslems

;

(3) Jews ; (4) Natives of India, mostly Moslems, the rest being Hindus, a few Parsis,

and a few Portuguese from Goa. In 1872, for every five Arabs there were less than

three Somalis ; but I am told that now they are numerically equal. The Arabs and
Somalis together make up the great bulk—^about four-fifths—of the whole. In 1872
the Jews numbered 1435 ; they are now reckoned at more than 2000. The
Europeans, the garrison, and camp-followers number about 3500. The troops

include one British regiment, one native regiment, a company of native sapj^ers and
miners, and three batteries of artillery.

"All classes of Moslems in Aden, as well as the Jews, are markedly attentive

to outward religious observances, and are said to be very fanatical. But the Bedouin
camel-drivers I believe to be, as a rule, very ignorant of their national religion, and
not so fanatical as the dwellers in towns. The Somalis, who are more fanatical than

any of the Arabs, are well-built and pleasant-featured, uncommonly quick in picking

up languages, and enunciate with a good accent. A wild, high-spirited, yet timorous

race, they have been little aflected by the civilisation with which they have come in

contact. The men are little inclined for hard work, but make excellent boatmen,
carriage-drivers, cowboys, etc. The women, on the contrary, are very industrious,

and employ themselves in weaving mats and in their domestic concerns.

" Arabic is spoken not only by the resident Arabs and the camel-drivers from
the interior, but also by the Somalis and Jews. The resident Arabs speak a

language which very nearly resembles the vernacular of Egypt ; but the camel men
from Yemen speak their own dialects, which differ considerably both from one
another and from the language sj^oken in Aden. The Somalis have a hasty and
often defective pronunciation. Even an Arab does not always understand a Somali
with readiness. Of course, among themselves the Somalis speak their own tongue,

which, so far as I know, has never been reduced to writing, except in a tentative

manner by Major F. Hunter in his Somali grammar.
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" Except in one of the Government schools, education seems to begin and end

with the Kuran. In the Aden Residency School, children of all creeds are taught,

the course including Euclid (Book i.), geography, arithmetic, algebra, and the

histories of England, India, and Rome. The average attendance is about seventy-

five, and fees are charged. There is also a Government Arabic school both in Aden

and Shaikh Othman, where reading is taught by means of the Kuran and secular

reading-books, and writing and arithmetic. In these Arabic schools the instruction

is free, and the attendance in Aden is about seventy-five, at Shaikh Othman rather

less.

" Besides the military hospitals, there are two civil hospitals, one at Aden

(Camp), another at Steamer Point. Besides these, there are dispensaries (supported

by Government) at Aden and Shaikh Othman, administered by native hospital

assistants. Persons of a better class come from Yemen and Hadhramaut, as well

as from Africa, to be operated on or to receive medicine. A Roman Catholic

Mission was founded here in 1840, and chapels were built in the Crater and at

Steamer Point. There is, besides, a convent at Steamer Point kept by Sisters of

the ' Good Shepherd,' who also keep a purely secular day-school.

"Most satisfactory relations exist between the British Government and the

adjacent sultanate of Lahej. The frontier is just beyond Shaikh Othman ; and the

capital, El-Hautah, is twenty-five miles from Camp, fifteen from Shaikh Othman.

The Lahej territory is thirty-three miles long by eight broad, and is inhabited by

the most civilised and least warlike of all the tribes in South-west Arabia, the

Abdali tribe. The Government has political relations Avith other seven tribes, of

whom may be mentioned the Fadhli, who have a sea-board of one hundred miles.

On the opposite African coast, Berbera, Zaila, and other ports are administered and

protected by the British. Berbera lies only one hundred and fifty miles south of

Aden.
" The climate of Aden is, for the tropics, unusually healthy. The port-surgeon,

who has been here five years, assures me that a missionary need have no fear on the

score of health. This is due to the scarcity of rain and vegetation, and to the con-

stant sea-breezes. The summer heat is severe and depressing, but not unhealthy.

" The population of Shaikh Othman, a town eight miles inland from Aden, has

quite recently been enumerated, with the following result:—Of a total 6228, 3126

are males, 3102 females ; 1762 are Somalis, 3352 Arabs, 636 Seedees ; 894 males

and 84E) females are under 15 j'ears of age.

" Since writing last I have been to El-Hautah, the capital of Lahej. It is in an

oasis. In the direction of a line drawn from Shaikh Othman to El-Hautah, this

oasis extends for fully seven miles, but beyond this I can give you no idea of its

dimensions. Beyond El-Hautah we—for I had a companion—came upon a stream

disappearing under ground. It is supposed to flow under the earth to Shaikh

Othman. There are certainly several wells along the route from El-Hautah to

Shaikh Othman."

India and Ceylon : 15th Century Chinese Voyagers.—In the Journal of the

dJiiaa Branch of the Royal Asiatic Societn (May 1886), Mr. George Phillips,

H.B.M.'s Consul at Swatow, contributes translations of those parts of Ma-Huan's
Ying-yai Sheng-lan which deals with India and Ceylon, thus continuing the work
of Mr. Mayers and Mr. W. P. Groenveldt. Ma-Huan was attached to the suite of
( "heng-Ho, envoy of the Emperor Yung-lo (1403-1425), to India, Persia, and Arabia.

]Mr. Phillips reproduces, from the Wu-jwi Pi-shu, one of the charts for mariners,

said to have been compiled as a memento of Chung-Ho's military achievements.

In this the North Star is used to show the latitude of places. A list of identifica-
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tions of the names marked on the chart is appended. Among the rest are Ta-na-

ssu-li, Tenasserira ;
Tsui-lan-hsu, the Nicobars ; A n-U-man-xhan, the AndamsLns

;

Man-pa-sa, Mombaz ; Mu-ku-tou-sn, Magadoxa ; A-tan, Aden ; Hu-ln-mo-su,

Hormus.

Geology of Upper Burma.—Dr. R. Romanes, of the Indian Geological Survey,

in a communication to the Edinburgh Geological Society, writes as follows :

—

" Travelling on board a steamer with a military force is by no means a good

way of seeing the geology of a countiy. I can offer, therefore, only a few rough

notes on the valley of the Irrawadi, supplemented by observations in the older

British possessions. From the British frontier to Paghan the country consists

of tertiary sandstones and gravels—abounding in places with fossils, as sharks'

teeth, mollusca, and at Yaynanching and Paghan, bones of elephants, etc. Yay-

nanching produces a thick petroleum, known as Rangoon oil, described in Yules'

Misdo7i. West of Paghan, in the Yan country, a light-oil is found plentifully, but

the place is almost inaccessible at present. From Paghan to Sagain there is the

fertile tract between the Chindwin and Irrawadi, the country southward from

Paghan being almost a desert. From Sagain a range of hills runs north, parallel to

the river. These are metamorphic schists, granite, gneiss, limestone. East of the

river there is a marshy district running north for thirty miles and east for fifteen

miles. This is also very fertile. The hills to the north and east are metamorphic,

producing marble in some places. The ruby mines are in this part, some sixty miles

north-east of Mandalay. The rubies are really spinels or balas rubies. The lower

defile commences thirty miles north of Mandalay ; the hills are alternately meta-

morphic and tertiary shales and sandstones, with a volcanic outburst in the middle.

Above the defile the country is flat with isolated hills. Far to the east is the range

of the Shan Hills. The middle defile is a place where the river flows through a

gorge in one of these isolated hills. The rock is limestone, resembling that of the

insular rocks in the lower Salween Valley, which are known to be of the carboniferous

period. Bhamo is some twenty miles from the second defile, and is ten miles from the

Kachyen Hills. These are metamorphic rocks, resembling those east of the Salween,

which are of unknown age. The great silver mine of Bandwen is flooded, and has

not been worked for some years. Coal is found on the Kale Shan, a tributary of

the Chindwin ; that at Thuyadan, above Mandalay, is not profitable to work, the

roof being bad and the dip great. I must say that the mineral wealth of Burma is

much exaggerated. The real wealth is the teak and other forests, which are being

worked out in a reckless fashion in Upper Burma. The great staple of Lower
Burma is rice ; the mineral wealth is small, and the mines are in very inaccessible

places.

Biljliography of CMna.—In the Journal of the China Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society, vol. xx., Nos. 5 and 6 (May 1886), is published a list of books and

papers on China, published since 1st .January 1884, compiled by F. Hirth, Ph.D.,

whose own work, China and the Boniait Orient, is not one of the least important

entries in the catalogue. There are, altogether, 3.32 entries.

M. Ney Elias.—The following statement, extracted from an Indian journal, has

been forwarded to the Paris Geographical Society from Calcutta, and is published

by them in their Compte liendu, No. 11 :
—" iVf. Ney Elias has arrived at the camp

of the Anglo-Russian Frontier Delimitation Commission from Yarkand, having

made an interesting journey between that place and Charshumba along the Pamir.

He thinks the Murghab the principal stream of the Oxus, and the Surkhab only a

tributary of secondary rank." There is a probability of a geographical expedition

being sent to find out the true head-stream of the Oxus.
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Japanese Agricultural Statistics.—In the Mitteilungen der Deutschen Ges. fiir

Natur- und Vdlkerkunde Ostasiens, April 1886, we find an elaborate paper by

Professor Dr. M. Fesca, on the agronomic conditions of Japan, and especially

of the Kai province. Some of the statistical information is very curious. On p.

170, we have the following table :—

In the Kingdom.
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Siberia as a Colony.—The Russian saying, " Siberia is our Peru and Mexico,"

true in more ways than one, appears startling to the still numerous persons who
think of Siberia as a kind of Spitzbergen, expanded to continental dimensions.

Extending as it does through an enormous area in longitude and latitude, the

climate and other natural conditions of the various districts ditler widely ; but,

speaking generally, those who know it best pronounce it a rich land and in many
parts beautiful. Even the icy tundras of the north maintain in summer swarms of

healthy and happy nomads. The fertile tillable area of the " black-earth region "

has a higlily continental climate, which, like that of the boundless grassy sea, the

steppes of the south, is perfectly suitable to European constitutions. Russians from

all parts of the European territory become swiftly and easily acclimatised.

The Mitteilungeu of the Society for Commercial Geography of East Switzerland

(St. Gallen, 1886) contains a valuable article on Siberia by Dr. Ed. Petri of Bern,

a well-known specialist. This takes account of the most recent official and other

publications, and illustrates the lights and shadows, the more and less cheerful

aspects of Siberian colonisation. The early Russian invaders were not settlers, but,

too much like the Spanish conquestadores in the western world, were bent on

plundering the newly-discovered lands of all that could be directly turned into gold,

without a thought of the well-being of present inhabitants or future occupants.

The fur-bearing animals were the most immediately profitable produce, and they

were destroyed in the most reckless and wholesale manner. Both in this and other

departments of exploitation the same inconsiderate methods have been pursued to

the present day, so that the resources of the country have been seriously diminished

on the one hand, and but little developed on the other. The produce of the gold-

washing has steadily decreased of late years ; the number of ermine and sable skins

annually exported have rapidly diminished ; the woods and forests have been

neglected, and even over large areas destroyed by extensive and perpetually recurring

fires, due largely to carelessness. Grain-growing and cattle-breeding, for which the

country is eminently suited, have made some progress, but are conducted in an
unsystematic and unproductive manner. Roads are utterly neglected, and little

has been done to make the magnificent waterways of the country serviceable to

commerce. The government and administration, where there is any, is wholly

despotic, and the continued deportation of political offenders and criminals is a

serious hindrance to the development of local liberty, systematic industry, and social

well-being.

But there is a bright side to the picture. The Government methods of promot-
ing colonisation have completely failed ; but there has been a pretty steady and
growing influx of free settlers, drawn from all parts of European Russia. Many of

these have come hither to escape from local tyranny and serfdom at home, and con-

tain the elements of an admirable colonial population. The Slavonic settlers are

numerous and dominant near the frontiers of Europe ; further east, only in the

fertile river valleys, and specially favoured isolated districts. In the east the

Mongolian races are most numerous. It is computed that in Siberia there are

4,800,000 persons of Russian blood ; and of the native peoples, who have much
decreased in numbers, perhaps over 4,500,000. The western half of Siberia contains

the large number of 11,249,900 domestic animals, including 2,703,300 horses,

1)3,500 reindeer, 170,500 camels, 1,606,000 horned cattle, and 5,679,300 sheep. Of
the total area of "Western Siberia more than 32 per cent, is said to be arable, and a
very large area is actually tilled, wheat being the main produce of the country.

The woods are extensive, and very valuable. Of the curious item of produce
mammoths, some 22,000 have been found. Thousands of ermine, sable, and squirrel

skins are annually exported ; and, as everybody knows, the mineral treasures of

VOL. XL 2 E
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silver, gold, iron, lead, and copjjer are enormous. There are also vast, and as yet

unbroken, coal-fields, not to speak of graphite, porphyry, and marble. Something is

being done to take advantage of the great river systems and waterways ; for

example, the canal connecting the Obi and the Yenisei is expected to be finished this

year. Nordenskidld's voyage and that of others promise but little in the waj^ of

direct sea communication between Europe and Asia by a north-east passage ; but,

on the other hand, the north coasts of Siberia will have easy access to China, Japan,

and Corea. Education is being promoted ; Siberia has already produced some

eminent men, as Mendeleyef, the chemist. Public-sjDirited Siberians have subscribed

most munificently for the new Siberian University, to be opened this autumn at

Tomsk. The character of the Siberian settler of Slavonic race has peculiarities of

its own, distinguishing him from the native Russian. The " Sibiryak " is marked

by great bodily and mental elasticity, and full manly vigour. His circum-

stances have developed in him, as a Russian author says, the " qualities of a Robin-

son Crusoe," including self-dependence in a large degree. He is good-humoured

and hospitable, like the Slav at home ; and if he has an ill name for secretiveness and

cunning, these unamiable features maj'- fairly be credited to the lamentable absence

of civilised government, the impossibility of securing or defending just claims by

any process of law. It is well known that the Russian has a curious adaptiveness

to his circumstances, even when novel ; that he accommodates his ways to those of

his neighbours almost too easily, even to the adoption of semi-savage manners,

beliefs, and language. Thus in Siberia he lives on easy terms with his Mongolian

neighbours ; and in East Siberia the increase of a mixed race, half Russian, half

Mongolian, is conspicuous.

AFRICA.

Morocco.

—

M. Gabriel Charmes's Une Ambassade an Maroc in the Revue des

Deux Mondes, June 15th, treats of the well-known route from Tangier to El Araish

and the Sbu, but differs from the general run of Morocco sketches in depicting the

country as it appears during an exceptionally wet spring, when the rain fell for days

in torrents, and the warm sunlight which we have learned to associate with Morocco

landscapes was sadly to seek. We incidentally learn that the Nasturtium, locally

called Shahir el Basha, the " Pasha's spur," is known in Morocco, where it is one

of the most abundant of plants, as Hahim bila sherid, an "unjust master." The
wild-poppy is called Abu Faraun, or Pharaoh's flowei'.

Tunis.—A collection of photographs recently presented to the Paris Geogra-

phical Society by Dr. Rouire and M. VafRer, represent, besides the capital, the

towns and valleys of Mohammedia, Zaghuan, Kalaa Kbira (to the north of Susa),

Monastir, and Enfida, the ruins of Segermes (the ancient Upenna) and Baiesh (not

yet identified with any ancient name), the great aqueduct of Carthage, etc., and

Phoenician tombs excavated in the clift's of the small islands in the roadstead of

Monastir.

The Fayum.—The Berlin Zdfsrhrift (122) contains a paper by G. Schweinfurth

on his journey in the Fayum, illustrated by an original map of the whole area of

depression. The level of the Birket-el-Keruu is stated, according to Stadler, the

railway engineer, as 131 feet below sea-level ; and the altitude of the highest point

crossed by the railway route from the Nile Valley to i\Iedinet-el-Fayum {Krolcodilo-

polis) is 190 feet above sea-level.

The Portuguese Possessions and the Congo State.—According to the Ga:die

Geographique of Paris, tlie frontier between the Portuguese and French possessions
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on the Chiloango has been determined as follows :—A line starting from Chamba

Point, at the confluence of the Loema (Luisa Loango) and the Lubinda, is to run at

an equal distance from those two streams and then, from the most northern source

of the Luali, will follow the water-parting between the Loema and the Chiloango to

12° 50' 14"(0 East of Greenwich, and finally coincide with the meridian till it cuts

the Chiloango, which there forms the boxmdary between the Portuguese possessions

and the Congo State.

The Kwilu-Niadi Basin.—Kwilu and Niadi, formerly supposed to l)e two distinct

rivers, are two names for the large river which reaches the Atlantic on the West

Coast of Africa, about half-way between the 4th and 5th parallels of south latitude.

It is the first river of large size north of the Congo, and a little way inland their

basins touch one another. The rich valley watered by the Kwilu-Niadi was

explored in 1883 by an expedition under the auspices of the Congo International

Association, and some of the results reached Europe in 1884 (see Proceedings of

Royal Geographical Society, 1884). A recent Bulletin of the Royal Belgian Geo-

graphical Society (No 2 of 1886) contains an article by Captain Grant Elliott, the

commander of the expedition, giving fuller details of their very trying but successful

labours. The party comjirised five Europeans and 57 Zanzibaris, accompanied by a

large white ass, which proved uo small embarrassment to the travellers, as the pre-

sence of such a terrible and unimaginable monster (conceived of by them as a " great

white goat ") suggested the dark suspicion that it might have been introduced for

the purpose of devouring them ! The hostility of the natives was by tact and

kindliness gradually overcome ; and Captain Elliott was able to record that

throughout the difficult journey fire-arras were never used against the inhabitants,

however provoking they at times were. The desertion of the interpreter a few

days' journey from Issanghila, on the Congo, whence the expedition started,

reduced the party to serious difficulties, as from this time forwards the only mode

of indicating to the villagers they met that they were in want of a fowl or a goat for

food was by crowing like a cock, bleating as eflectively as they could, and making

use of relevant pantomimic gestures. Climate was a more serious difficulty ; the

thermometer stood sometimes at 107° Fahr. in the shade. The ground was often

marshy, elsewhere covered with tall, thick grass, or with dense forest ; and rugged

mountains had once or twice to be passed. It took twenty-three days' hard work to

reach the Niadi ; and a journey down the stream towards the sea was still more toil-

some. Two of the Europeans became very ill, and had ultimately to be left behind
;

while the leader of the expedition, covered with ulcers, and with bleeding feet, pushed

on to obtain succour. One of the voyagers died on the voyage home to Eurojje ; the

others, with additional assistance sent from the mouth of the river, succeeded in

founding fifteen stations, and securing the peaceful cession or sale of much of the

territory to the Congo Association. The province had been organised in four divi-

sions, supplied with a regular police, and some beginnings of commerce made,

when, at the Congo Conference in Berlin, it was insisted on by the French,

and, at the delimitation of the Congo Free State, ceded to France. This is not

merely a valuable territory in itself, but contains what many of the promoters of

the Congo State regarded as a valuable trade route from the sea to the Upper

Congo.

Another paper in the same Bulletin, by M. Destrain," another member of the

exploring expedition, gives an account of the mineral, vegetable, and animal pro-

ducts of the Kwilu-Niadi basin, and of its commei'ce. Amongst the animals are

elephants, buftaloes, zebras, hippopotami, antelopes innumerable, with leopards,

panthers, wolves, jackals, and wild cats. Bananas, manioc, ground-nuts (arachis) are
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plentiful
;
palm-oil also, and palm-nuts ; while in some districts trees producing

caoutchouc are found in great numbers. Copper, iron, and lead are the chief

minerals, of which copper is mined by the natives in the most laborious and primi-

tive manner.

Lake Nyassa, East Central Africa.—The latest mail from Bandawe, on Lake

Nyassa, head-quarters of the Livingstonia Mission of the Free Church of Scotland,

brings news of importance down to 13th March last. The Rev. J. Kerr Cross,

M.B., CM., writes to the Foreign Seci-etary of the Free Church of Scotland :

—

" On the 22d February last there began among the Atonga chiefs one of the

bloodiest wars that has occurred since the Mission was opened at Bandawe, two

chiefs—Marenga and Tshikura—having revived an old slave quarrel of seventeen

years' standing, and all the others siding with one or other. The missionaries had

to run the risk of alienating their friendly chief, Marenga, by refusiDg to assist him

in the contest ; but they were ultimately enabled to do good service to the wounded

of both sides, and to bring about a peace between the belligerents. In saving the

wounded chief's life, they practically saved the lives of upwards of one hundred per-

sons. The chief," writes Mr. Cross, " never dies alone, for with him in the grave

are put six or eight wives, some dead and some alive, and upwards of one hundred

of his men. Another matter has caused us anxiety. I refer to the rain question.

No rain has fallen since the war began, and all attribute the matter to us. They

say the white man, being displeased at them for fighting, has stayed the rain from

falling. Two days ago we had a great discussion on the subject. ' You worship

the rain,' said one. ' Nay,' was our reply. ' Why,' said he, ' you have a bottle

in front of the house, and when it rains you look at that bottle. You pour the rain

from one bottle to another bottle, and look at it. You then pour the water on your

garden, and what is that but tvorshippinrj the rain ?' We laughed ! and immediately

sent and had the bottle smashed. It was our rain-gauge !"

CMkusi's Country, South-West of Lake Nyassa.—Mr. Montagu Kerr lately

described his visit to Chikusi. But this Zulu chief had been visited two years

before that by the Rev. Dr. Laws, of the Free Church of Scotland Mission, who is

now on his way back to the Lake with a large party, intending to open a station at

Chikusi's headquarters. To prepare the way, Albert Namalambe, the first Kaffir

convert of the Mission, and in charge of the old Livingstonia Station of Cape

Maclear, lately went to the court of that chief. We are able to publish a transla-

tion of Namalambe's letter, a remarkable i^roduction, which we may call the first

geographical report by a Christian Kaffir explorer :

—

" I write to you about my journey to Chikusi. To begin with, I came to a

village of the people Chikusi, and I found there many Arabs and many slaves
;

twenty men and women were bound in the slave sticks. Then, after I left that

village, I came to a great high hill called ' Tshilobwe.' The people there received

me well, and they gave us food ; the next day early I came to the headman of the

Chikusi. His name is Zinangeya. He received us with his heart, and gave us a

house and a goat, and I was there on Sabbath. Then I asked him to take me to

the chief, and I gave him four fathoms of my cloth = 8 yards.

" Doctor, I tell you of the customs of the Angoni. They are a thinking people.

When I arrived they sent messengers to all the villages of the Angoni, to under-

stand how the Asunga (white men) are coming to their country. Then they

brought together ten councUlors (headmen) and hundreds of people. These coun-

cillors received us with heart and body and soul. Then they asked ' What do you

come for ] What do you wish ?
' They thought we came to spy their county, so

as to bring war again. Some said ' They are the MaJcicangara ;' some said ' They
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are inople of Makanji ; it is good for «s to kill these men.' But the headmen

said ' No !
' Then all the people were angry with us because the headmen refused

to kill us. They then asked ' IVJuit are you come for?' We said ' The Asunga
have sent us, saying, Go to Chikusi, say that tJie Asunga are coming to teach the wcn'd

of God, to give sick people medici'ne, and to teach their children the Kalata (letters).

We do not come here for your country or to be your chiefs. No / ' They then

understood my words, for they comprehended me when I spoke Chinyanja.

Doctor, I wish to tell you the names of all the headmen of Chikusi who were

speaking with me. To begin with, Dunguzuka, then next Tshisasula, another

Mahya, another Tudanaxco, another Mpalale, another Matumane, another

Lingueska, and Quassa N'tshenpa. These are they who spoke at the Marandu
(^discussion) about the country of Chickusi. Chickusi is a child (this is to be under-

stood in the sense in which Queen Victoria is a child, in that she takes no part in

parliamentary discussions) ; he does not know anything about a Marandu. These

headmen thought that if the white men came into their country they would take

the country. ' They will hinder war (from making war) and from buying people,

we shall be poor.' These are the thoughts of the Angoni, and all these were the

things that they were asking me. Then they said, 'Do the Asunga know to make
loar, or have they medicine to kill pi^ople, or are they deceiving us ? ' Then they

asked and said, ' Is he Dr. Laws ? If it is he, we know that it is well, but if another

person wishes to stay with us u-e don't ivant Jiim.' Then I said, ' He is his friend.'

They said ' We heard that his friend loho came tvith him died. Who is this other

one ? ' Then I said ' Dr. Cross loishes to come.' They said ' Very ivdl, let him come

and bring things for us the headmen.' They secretly took four dogs, and gave them

uiwava (poison), and the dogs vomited, all of them vomited, they did not die. Two
people vomited also. Doctor, I had a great deal of work with the Angoni, greater

than school ; discussions morning and evening ; there was no rest to the questioning.

I had not with me cloth to buy food, and I became very lean with hunger. I took

my cloth for covering myself, and finished it in buying food. Doctor, I saw

Chikusi with my eyes, and T saw his country with my eyes. His country is good

indeed, and his people have ears and clevei-ness and sense ; they are not like the

people of Mombera. The people of Chikusi are very manj'', and the soil is very

good like that of Mandala ; and the water is good, and it is cold, and all the people

speak Chinyanja, and Chikusi knows Chinyanja well indeed. Chikusi wishes

medicine, and the Word of God, and a school. He is glad to hear that the Asunga

are coming. I am finished just now. I am your child, Albert Namalambe."

" For you, my master, Dr. D. Kerr Cross, Bandawe."

AMERICA.

New York, says Science, June 4th, has a total population estimated at 1,428,898

on April 1st (the census of 1880 gave 1,206,299), and believed to be increasing at

the weekly rate of 799.

Appalachian Mountain Club.—From the Boston letter of Science we learn that

the Appalachian jMountain Club is about to issue, by permission of the U. S.

Geological Survey, a photo-lithograph of the field-sheets on the original scale,

comprising the north-western corner of Massachusetts, with Grey Cock, the highest

mountain mass. Contours will be shown twenty feet apart, and bring out in fine

relief the bold slopes of this part of the State.

The Great Basin of Utah and Nevada.—This basin, which has been the centre of

such widespread volcanic activity in the past, presents the greatest possible variety

of phenomena connected with the geology of igneous rocks. INIessrs. Arnold
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Hague and Joseph P. Iddiugs discuss the " development of crystallisation ' in the

igneous rocks of this region, in Bulletin No. 17 (1885) of the United States

Geological Survey. In doing so they acknowledge the immense assistance they

derived in their geological investigations in the Washoe district, from the great

mineral operations there. Owing to the unprecedented activity in mining, which

has characterised the district during the twenty-five years of its existence, they

were enabled to examine the interior of Mount Davidson by actual sections, in a

way unsurpassed in any other place. In addition to the magnificent horizontal

section, over four miles in length, shown by the Sutrn Tunnel, and numerous

vertical sections cut by shafts from 2000 to 3000 feet in depth, it is estimated from

the official maps and records of the mining surveyors that over 180 miles of galleries

and other openings have been run, and although a large part of these galleries pass

through quartz and ore-bearing material of the vein, many miles of levels, in

exploring new ground, penetrate in every direction the east and west country,

laying bare the internal structure of the mountain. In short, if the Virginia range

were split asunder across the centre of Mount Davidson, it would not be possible

to gain a more accurate knowledge of the region than is presented by this net-work

of underground explorations.

A Califomian "Raised Beacli."—From about a mile south of Fort Ross northward

for an unknown distance, the sea-coast of California is formed by a terrace separated

from the beach by clifi's. The rock exposed on these cliffs, and at outcrops on the

terrace, is composed of soft tawny sandstones, dark shales, and coarse conglomerates.

Mr. George F. Becker, in Bulletin No. 19 (1885) of the United Slates Geological

Survey, gives his opinion that this terrace is undoubtedly a raised beach. A careful

comparison of its toiiography with that of the beaches more or less exposed at low

tide, showed a correspondence in character seemingly perfect. Still better evidence

was the discovery of rock in situ on the terrace, at two points, separated by several

miles, in Avhich were unmistakable Pholaa borings indistinguishable from those

frequent at the present water-level. Some of them were filled with hardened earth

which had preserved their interior surfaces perfectly smooth. One locality was by

estimation about 100 feet above tide water, the other more than double this eleva-

tion. Mr. Becker adds that it is well known that there have been difi'erences of

opinion as to the character of the terraces on the Califomian coast.

Pike's Peak, Colorado.—This mountain rises to a height of 14,147 feet, and is

surrounded by many lesser peaks which reach 10,000 feet. Messrs. Whitman
Cross and W. F. Hillebrand describe the " Minerals from the Neighbourhood of

Pike's Peak," in Bulletin No. 20 (1885) of the United States Geological Survey.

The name of Pike's Peak, they remind us, has become well known throughout the

world in connection with the large and perfect crystals of Amazon stone (microline)

which have found their way into almost every mineral collection of importance.

Owing to a lack of gold and silver-bearing ores, the granitic formation, which forms

the greater portion of the Pike's Peak region, and which extends in a northerly

direction for at least 35 miles, has not been thoroughly explored, the region is

uninhabited except on certain travelling routes, and the great majority of the

mountains and streams are unnamed. Hence it is that minerals found in many
remote spots are afterwards labelled simply as from Pike's Peak. Messrs. Cross

and Hillebrand enumerate no fewer than twenty-live different species of minerals

which have been discovered here, of which ten have been identified by themselves

since 1882. Of the latter is Elpasolite, a new mineral, its name being derived from

the county El Paso which embraces the greater part of the Pike's Peak region.

Within the past two years topaz has been found in several places within this region,
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particularly on the Devil's Head Mountain, 30 miles north of Pike's Peak. The

name " Devil's Head " was applied many years ago to a jagged and precipitous mass

of granite, rising to a height of 9,348 feet in the Colorado range, and is the local

name for the mountain called in Hayden's Atlas " Platte Mountain.

Searcli for Coal in the Great Sioux Reservation.—A prettily illustrated paper by

Mr. Bailey Willis forms Bulletin No. 21 (1885) of the United States Geological

Survey, and details the search for coal made by that Survey in 1884, in the Great

Sioux Reservation, Dakota. The exploring party started from Mandan, Dakota, on

24th July 1884, and proceeded to the mouth of the Moreau River, where it was

detained live days by Cheyenne Indians. It then went westward over the high

prairie, within the bend to the north which the Moreau makes in approaching the

Missouri, crossed to the north bank 21?7 miles west of the latter river, and ascended

to the' "divide" between the Moreau and Grand Rivers. Upon this long narrow

plateau, 60 miles from the Missouri, beds of lignite, not coal, were found. These

beds possess no commercial value, and, though the party searched for coal over an

area of 2000 square miles, their search was in vain. The conclusions at which

they arrived are : (1) There is no workable coal of any kind within the area

surveyed
; (2) The fuel supply will be limited to the scattered groves of cotton-

wood along the principal streams for a period depending on the growth of

transportation facilities, etc.
; (3) The scarcity of fuel and water will prevent close

settlement for a long time. An excellent map of part of the Great Sioux Reserva-

tion, between the Grand and Moreau Rivers, accompanies the paper, the map being-

constructed by Mr. F. J. Knight, Topographer, and coloured geologically by Mr.

Willis, Geologist to the expedition. The rocks of the district surveyed all belong

to the Cretaceous formation (Fox Hills and Laramie beds), and the reports of the

existence of coal in the Sioux Reservation have, so far as this survey goes, been

effectually exploded. This result agrees, says Mr. WUlis, with all observations of

the Laramie coal-beds, which occur as typical lignites over thousands of square

miles in the west, and are only altered to more condensed fuels in regions of

intense local metamorphism.

Keweenaw Point, Lake Superior.—This singular promontory juts into the lake

from the Michigan coast, and the object of Bulletin No. 23 (1885) of the United

States Geological Survey is to describe its geological features. Messrs. R. D.

Irving and T. C. Chamberlin, in an exhaustive and beautifully illustrated paper of

119 pages, explain the junction which occurs here between the " Eastern Sandstone,"

occupying the southerly half of Keweenaw Point, and the " Keweenaw series " of

detrital beds, interstratified with lava sheets, occupying the northerly half. Kewee-

naw Point consists of two portions, sharply separated topographically ; an elevated

ridgy portion, and a low-lying flat portion. To the south and south-east of the

ridgy portion, which is made up of the beds of the Keweenaw series, lies the rela-

tively low and flat expanse under-lain by the Eastern Sandstone. The junction line

between these two formations is usually plainly marked in the topography of the

Point. This Point has formed for many years a great American geological battle-

ground, and Messrs. Irving and Chamberlin pass in review the successive theories

of C. T. Jackson, Foster, and Whitney, Agassiz, Reminger, and Credner, with

regard to the relations of the Eastern Sandstone and the Trappean series of Kewee-
naw Point. They hold that the Keweenaw series were deposited during a period

characterised by some of the most remarkable displays of igneous activity of which

the world has been a witness, the Eastern Sandstone being long afterwards laid

down unconformably against and upon the Keweenaw series, a longitudinal fault
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line having previously been developed alontj what is now the face of the trappean

terrace of Keeweenaw peninsula.

Alaska.—Lieutenant Allen lias made a very successful expedition in Alaska.

Besides their sail on the Yukon, his party marched over and surveyed some 950 to

1000 miles of countrj^, and mapped out the course of three almost totally unknown
streams, namely, the Atna, the Tananah, and the Koukuk. They followed the

Chitinah from 61° 50' lat., 145° long., where it joins the Atna, to its source, about

125 miles ; then, returning to the Atna, they went to its source, some 300 miles off,

and afterwards passed on to the district in which the Tananah rises. This river

they describe as being very like the Missouri. It is about 1000 miles long, and con-

tains many rapids, its breadth varying from 500 yards to 5 miles. At its source it

is two miles broad, but it subsequently divides into fifteen or twenty arms. The
expedition suffered much from scurvy, and at one time nearly perished from want
of food, a few hares being all they had to exist upon. Lieutenant Allen is now in

Washington, occupied in constructing maps of the districts he has so well explored.

Panama Canal.—At the meeting of the Paris Geographical Society on the 21st

Mfty, M. de Lesseps defended his Panama Canal scheme, and reminded his hearers

that a canal without locks had been preferred by 84 votes out of 92 at the meeting

of the original Commission. At his recent visit he had found 57,000 horse-power

of steam employed on the work, besides 20,000 actual workmen. He expressed his

determination to carry out the enterprise in spite of all difficulties. In a country

subject to earthquakes, embankments, dams, and weirs would soon be destroyed.

The lock at Panama would cost 60,000,000 francs, the weir 100,000,000 francs.

To avoid making them is therefore a great saving.

—

Comjrie Bend^i No. 11, Paris

Geographical Society.

Colonel Fontana's Explorations in Patagonia.—The Buenos Ayres Standard of

May 13th contains a brief narrative of Colonel Fontana's inland journey in company
with thirty Welsh colonists of the Chubut settlement, situate at 43° S. lat. on the

Patagonian seaboard.

Fontana's explorations were limited by the parallels 42° to 46° North and South,

and meridians 65° to 73° 20' East and West (Greenwich). Starting from Rawson,

he marched westward. He followed the Eio Chubut, which divides itself into two

branches at 40^ 44' W. long. The least important of these branches flows to the

south-west ; the other to the east.

Fontana followed the latter branch, which he supposed to lead to the mysterious

shores of Lake Nahuel Huapi, and reached the Andes at the Corcovado Pass. Gold

is said to be found in the newly explored territory, which is also well fitted for

cattle-breeding and agTiculture. The whole cost of the expedition was defrayed by

the Welsh settlers on the Chubut.

MISCELLANEOUS.

In Petermanv's MitfeiJunf/ev, No. 6, there is an interesting paper by Dr. Vincenz

Hilber on Asymmetric Valleys.

In the Leisure Hour for July there is a serviceable woodcut showing the retreat

of the Rhone Glacier according to the map by Dr. All)ert Heim of Zurich.

Captain Cyprian Bridge, E.N., contributes to Chamhcrs's Journal an account of

the ascent of Cloudy Mountain, New Guinea, by an English party, led by Rev
James Chalmers (Ta-ma-te).
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The town of Vancouver, British Columbia, has been almost totally destroyed by

fire. One might almost suppose that this was a case of incendiarism, for the pur-

pose of attracting attention to the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway.

The route from Ibo to Blantyre, which Lieutenant Cardozo has just completed,

will fill up a blank on the map of Eastern Africa. Lieutenant Cardozo undertook

the command of the Serpa Pinto Expedition when its leader was compelled by

ill-health to resign his pos'.

The first-fruits of Dr. 0. Lenz' Congo Expedition has been published in No. 3

of the Vienna Geographical Society's Mittheilungen in the shape of a map of Ango-

Ango (1 : 60030). Dr. Lenz proposes to go with the Arab slave-dealer, Tippo

Tip, to Nyangwe, and from that point he intends to make for the Albert Lake and

Unyoro to attempt the release of Emin Bey and Dr. Junker.

The latest official information concerning Dr. Junker, according to a Keuter's

telegram, dated Zanzibar, July 1, reports that while he was staying with the King

of Unyoro, the latter was attacked and defeated by the King of LTganda. The King

of Unyoro and Dr. Junker succeeded, however, in making their escape. Dr. Junker

lost all his collections, but saved his journals.

The death is announced of M. Louis Simonin, one of our Corresponding Mem-
bers, at Paris, June 15th. He was born at Marseilles in 1830, and adopted the

profession of mining engineer. Among the numerous volumes which he pub-

lished from time to time are, L'Etrurie et les Etrusque.s, Lc grand ouest des

Etats- Unis, A travers les Etafs- Uuis, Les grands j)orts de commerce de la France.

In Petermann's Mitteilungen, No. 6, the report of the Xingu (Shingu) Expedi-

tion is concluded. The details of the observations, made to fix astronomically the

position of many points, are given, as also the altitudes ; and the i-eport concludes

with the climatological observations made by members of the expedition. Cuyaba

was found to be in 15° 36' S. lat., almost identically the same result as Castelnau's

(15° 36' 3"), and not much difi'erent from Lacerda's, 15° 35' 59".

NEW BOOKS.

The River Seine. By Leveson Francis Vernon Harcourt, M.A., M. Inst. C.E.

With an Abstract of the Discussion upon the Paper, Edited bj^ James Forrest,

Assoc. Inst. C.E. London : Published by the Institution of Civil Engineers,

1886. Pp. 154, 5 Plates.

Few of us have any idea what an amount of labour the French hydrographers and

engineers have bestowed on some of the rivers of their country. The Seine, the

Loire, and the Rhone have each in its own way been age-long problems,—time

after time apparently solved, and time after time demanding a fresh solution. Mr.

Vernon Harcourt has brought together, in a very compact and interesting fashion,

the main facts, geological, meteorological, hydrographical, and historical, bearing on

his subject. The area of the Seine basin, he tells us, is 30,370 square miles, of

which 3750 consist of sloping impermeable strata, 3760 of flat impermeable strata,

and 22,860 of permeable strata. Oidy about one-eighth of the basin is of a strictly

torrential character. Accordingly, the Seine, unlike the Rhone, the Loire, and the

Garonne, is a gently-flowing river. The average (1861-1883) amount of rainfall

over the whole basin was 27-24 inches ; in 1870 it fell to 19-37, and in 1866 reached

38-03. During the one hundred and fifty-one years which have elapsed between
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the establishment of daily readings of the river at Paris in 1732 and 1883, there

have been thirty-one "ordinary" floods (16"4-197 feet), twelve " extraordinary "

(19*7-23 feet), and two "exceptional," namely, those of December 1740 and
January 1802, when the heights attained were at the Tournelle gauge 25-95 feet and
24"37 feet. The first distinct work of river improvement on the Lower Seine con-

sisted in forming, in 1804-1813, a side channel, with a lock at Pont de I'Arche. In

1838 a regular canalisation of the river between Paris and St. Aubin was under-

taken. The works, however, designed by M. Poiree, did not secure in time of

drought the anticipated navigable depth of 5^- feet. Additional works were under-

taken in 1866, and again in 1878 a whole series of improvements were devised for

the sake of deepening the Seine between Paris and Eouen to 10| feet. On the com-
pletion of this scheme, the Seine will afford a commodious waterway for inland

navigation up to Paris, and large sea-going vessels get up to Kouen. But this does

not satisfy all the demands of the capital, and it has been suggested that a tidal

channel, with a mininuim navigable depth of 193 feet, should be excavated along

the river up to Poissy, 12^ miles from Paris, where a port would be created. The
Government, however, hangs back, and the Rouen authorities are naturally hostile

to this scheme, which it is estimated would cost £10,240,000. Rouen is at present

situated near the head of the tidal Seine. For thirty-nine miles, down to La Mail-

leraye, about half-way to the sea, the river has a stable bed ; below this point it

used to flow in a shallow winding channel through shifting sand-banks. Four days

at least were occupied in the voyage from the sea to Rouen. M. Bouniceau's

system of rubble training-walls began in 1848, and now the river is enclosed by
those walls for 34,690 yards on the left bank, and 44,893 on the right. The mini-

mum navigation depth between Havre and Rouen at high-water neap tides has been
increased from 10 up to 18 feet. Vessels of 2000 tons can navigate the river. An
extraordinary amount of accretion has been jjroduced in the estuary by the training-

walls. M. Estignard's survey in 1875 showed that a loss of capacity to the extent

of 272,000,000 cubic yards had occurred since the commencement of the works, and
M. Germain's survey in 1880 proved an additional decrease of 40,000,000 cubic

yards. The value of the lands reclaimed in the accretion-area is estimated at about

£1,600,000, or more than the expenditure on the works. Such are a few of the lead-

ing facts culled from the history of the Seine, which ]\Ir. Vernon Harcourt has told

so succinctly and so well.

Sardinid. By Robert Tenxaxt. Roma : Libreria Spithover.

London : Stanford, 1885. Pp. 311.

This is the second of two works upon Sardinia which have appeared within the

last year or two in consequence of visits of a few months' duration by the respective

authors. The first was that of M. Roissard de Bellet, who made a pleasure trip the

occasion of collecting material for an interesting volume. In the present case the

author visited the island in connection with a commercial enterprise, in prosecuting

which he had to penetrate into all parts of the island ; obtained access everywhere
to the provincial and communal authorities, as well as the principal landowners

and merchants ; and in almost every district had occasion to consult the public

records and official statistics. He thus had unusually good opportunities for making
personal observations and collecting information at first-hand, and what he has

been able to glean in this way he has supplemented by the study of previous works
relating to the island. The result is a very complete volume, furnishing under
many heads a much more detailed account of the island and its inhabitants than
the work of De Bellet. The work consists of sixteen chapters, which treat of the
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history, geology, antiquities ; the present inhabitants, their characteristics, customs,

language, dress, etc. ; agricultural, mining, and other industries ; forests, communi-

cations, sports, towns, and institutions of various kinds. As to the backward state

of agriculture, the author confirms the account of De Bellet. The system of agri-

culture now pursued and the implements employed (except on a few farms in the

Campidano) are in every respect the same as they were two thousand years ago.

But this is only what we find in all the less populous parts of the Mediterranean

region. For the develojiment of the resources of the island Mr. Tennant maintains

that colonisation is urgently needed, and it is certainly not the deficiency of natural

capacities that makes Sardinia the least populous of all the Italian provinces. As
is well known, it is the mining industries of the island that are now being developed

most rapidly, and it is chiefly the active prosecution of these industries that accounts

for the pretty high rate of increase in the population (about one per cent, higher than

the average for the kingdom). It may be expected, however, that this will have a

good effect in the stimulation of agriculture. Mr. Tennant is hardly consistent in

his remarks on the climate of the island. In one place (pp. 2S3-4) he contends

that the evil reputation from which it suff'ers on the score of unhealthiness is un-

deserved, or, at least, greatly exaggerated ; but elsewhere (p. 307) he admits that

the climate is one chief cause of the undeveloped condition of the resources. " It

is only," he says, " from actual experience that it can be realised how debilitating

is the effect of the enervating climate, the food, and mode of living, on the most

robust and energetic constitutions." The work is illustrated by thirteen pages of

engravings, which are, for the most part, at least interesting and instructive. The
map, which fills one of these pages, is the faultiest part of the book. It is careless

in execution, and is disfigured (like the volume itself) by a good many misprints.

Mt. Gennargentu, for examj^le, appears under the form Gennaigenta, the island of

San Antioco under that of San Antiono (though the town is correctly spelt). The
small islands adjacent are inserted with little regard to their actual dimensions, if

we may judge from a comparison with the large and well-executed map of De Bellet

and that of Stieler. The list of errata in the text is far from complete.

The Greek Islands and Tnrleji after the War. By HE^yRY M. Field, D.D. Lon-
don : Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, and Rivington, 1886. Pp. viii, 228.

No Index.

This book fails to fulfil the promise of its title, and that in more ways than one.

The only " Greek " islands touched on are Cyprus, Rhodes, Patmos, Scio, and
Mitylene ; and the treatment in all cases is of the slightest. Mr. Field did not go on

shore at Mitylene ; Patmos he did not touch at ; he appears only to have been " ofi'

Scio ; " and his visit to Cyprus was a mere " out-flight." In like manner, if we were to

exclude from the Turkish portion all exceptwhat is really " after the war," the volume
would be reduced to a mere pamphlet. This is all the more annoying because the

honest report of an intelligent and observant traveller on what changes have taken

place in the Greek Islands and Turkey since the war would have been abundantly

interesting. And in some portions of his book Dr. Field shows he might have
given us information worth having. What can be more suggestive than the account

of the work of the American missionaries at Constantinople (Robert College), Beirut,

Aintab, and Harput (Kharput). A quotation given on p. 105 from the Rev. William
Ward, D.D., is worth ten dissertations on the Apocalypse, such as that which comes
in so strangely a propos of an uuvisited Patmos :

—

" In Constantinoj^le the cultivated Turks affect French ways and talk the lan-
guage. I expected to find it so in the interior, but found that as I left the sea-coast
I left French behind. Along the track I have followed, English is much more spoken
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than French, and that wholly through American, and not English, influence. In

Marash and Aintab, towns of thirty or forty thousand people each, and some fifty

miles from each other, the American Mission is the most promising influence, and its

buildings the most noticeable, and the models which native architects follow. Ten

can speak English where one can speak French. All the scholars in the higher

Protestant schools insist on being taught English, and the schools are crowded with

Armenian as well as Protestant scholars ; and the graduates of Aintab College are

in hot demand for Armenian as well as Protestant schools."

Elsewhere Dr. Field himself writes :

—

" The most important American institution in Bulgaria is at Samokov, in a pic-

turesque spot at the foot of the moimtains, not far from the capital, Sofia. Here is a

Seminary for girls, in which there are nearly eighty boarding pupils ; and a Theolo-

gical and Training School, in which there are about sixty boys. This is practical!j'

what we are accustomed to call a Normal School for the teaching of teachers, whose
influence therefore will be multiplied, as each pupil will be at the head of a school,

or, in the case of theological students, of a church ; or it may be of a chiu-ch and

school together."

The Randy Guide to Norway. By Thomas B. Willson, M.A. With Maps, and

an Appendix on the Flora and Lepidoptera of Norway, by R. C. R. Jordax,

M.D. London : Edward Stanford, 1886.

An admirable little guide for the ordinary tourist who does not want to strike

into the byeways of the country but to keep only to the beaten track. The

arrangement of the matter is good, and the book seems well brought up to date.

A special feature is the excellence of the maps, of which there are seven, and

which are clear and not overloaded with names.

The Azores, or Western Islands. A Political, Commercial, and Geographical

Account, etc., by Walter F. Walker. Pp. iv, 335, 2 Maps and 10

Illustrations, and 6 Island Melodies. London : Triibner and Co., 1886.

The author explains that he has written this book in order to supply all the

information necessary to an intending visitor, and also to indicate what kind of

climate may be expected by invalids resorting to the archipelago in search of health.

He has succeeded in producing a readable book, full of matter which will prove

interesting to many readers besides those who may have the opportunity of person-

ally testing its value as a guide to the charming islands. The sketch of the history

of the archipelago is full without being tedious, and many of the anecdotes are

pithy and amusing. Climate, population, agriculture, commerce, geology, and

botany, are all in turn discussed ; and the account of the numerous hot springs

and baths, accompanied by an analysis of the waters, cannot fail to be of advantage

to any doctor wishing to send patients to the Azores. Mr. Walker states that

houses surrounded by gardens may be rented at from £20 to £iO Y>er annum ; and

he gives details of wages and of the prices of the chief articles of consumption at

Ponta del Garda, so that the cost of living can be approximately calculated. Fish

seems to be plentiful, but visitors are warned against partaking too freely of the

bonito, as it produces a kind of nettle-rash. The inhabitants of the Azores appear

to be both poetical and musical ; and their manner of life is rendered interesting by

many curious customs well described by Mr. Walker.

M Maghreb, 1200 Miles' Bide through Marocco. By Hugh E. ]M. Stutfield.

Pp. xii, 348 (including index). London : Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, and

Eivington, 1886.

Mr. Stutfield's 1200 miles' ride did not take him into any portion of the vast

unexplored territory of ISIorocco, though, as he himself says, at Busiri he was on
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the outskirts of a region almost as unknown as any in the world. He travelled by

routes which have been traversed over and again by Europeans ; he visited Tangiers,

Fez, Mequinez, Volubilis, Rabat, Morocco, >Saffi, Larash, etc., which have been

many times visited and described by French, German, and English exjilorers ; and

he tells us, as we have often been told before, about the fertility of the country,

and the ignorance and backwardness of the people, about the maladministration and

tyranny of the governing classes, the horror of the prisons, the cruelties of penal

customs, and so on. But while Mr. Stutfield has little that is absolutely new to

communicate, he has produced a valuable and interestmg book, full of well-con-

sidered information, and written in a straightforward and pleasant style, equally

fi'ee from iiippaucy and pedantry. He has shown his respect for his predecessors by

making use of their labours, and his respect for himself by acknowledging his

indebtedness ; and his work may be recommended as probably furnishing a better

general conspectus of Morocco aftairs than any other English work we could name.

While Mr. Stutfield undertakes the defence of Sir John Hay's " masterly inactivity"

as resulting from the policy prescribed by the home Government, he none the less,

we are glad to see, insists on the fact that " the present state of things cannot last

for ever— of the ultimate civilisation of Morocco there can be no doubt." In recom-

mending the adoption of a multiple control of Morocco by the European Powers, he

writes what is well worth reiterating till the facts begin to tell on the indifferentism

of English statesmen, who, more than the statesmen of any other European country,

are responsible for the miserable condition of Maghreb el Aksa :

—

" At present we see a great coru-producing country, rich in all the elements of

material prosperity, wdth its splendid resources unused and wasted ; a fine people,

whose industry is crushed by an unhuman rule and tlie extortion of tax-gatherers,

shamefully bullied through the agency of Christian Powers, and periodically starving

in the midst of possible plenty. It might be easy to paint a too glowing picture of

the benefits which would accrue from the introduction of Euro]iean influences and
the enforced teachings of civilisation, but they would beyond question be very

great. The establishment of proper means of communication alone could not fail to

better the condition of the i^eople, especially in the southern provinces, where they
are sometimes starving while there is a superabundance of food in other parts. At
least, the present frequent recurrence of famines would be made imi^ossible, and
travellers would be spared the spectacle of the peasantry trooping every morning
out of their villages to gain, like beasts, a bare suljsistence from the roots and
grasses of the field. Waste lands would be put under cultivation, and tracts now
uninhabited be rendered populous. The horrible state of the prisous, and the

iniquities perpetrated by the native governors would be brought to light, and
contact with civilisation could scarcely fail to do something towards mending
matters. Compare the prison at Tangier with those of Fez, and it will be seen

that the presence of Europeans is not unattended by practical results. Means
would no doubt be found to repress the slave-trade, as in Egypt and other countries

where Christian influences have penetrated. Protection could be limited, and the

fraudulent claims and other abuses connected with the authority wielded by
Europeans curtailed. Clear out, in fine, the unclean brood of thieving and
tyrannical kaids, check the malpractices of scheming Jews and Chiistians, and this

would be something. Commerce would be developed, and the Sultan, probably to

his surprise, would find himself a richer man than in the days of his uncontrolled

sovereignty. It has been urged that we have no claim on the good offices of the
Sultan that would justify us in demanding him to effect internal reforms. Such an
argument, however, is unlikely to carry much weight in these days when European
Powers show small scruple or delicacy in intervening in the affairs of semi-barbarous
States when it suits their purpose to do so. From a moral standjioint, the evils of

Moorish rule would afford ample justification. As, however, self-interest is apt to

be a more potent plea than jjrinciple, I prefer to rest my case rather on the
advantages which would accrue to England from opening up the country, and the
fact that her position woxild be materially strengthened thereby ; nor is it probable
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that auy strong opposition from the people, apart from the ruling class, would be

encountered. From what I gathered in conversations with natives (and it could

hardly be otherwise), they are sick to death of the tyranny and extortion of their

present rulers, and foreign intervention would be welcomed by thousands of the

oppressed inhabitants. Their fanaticism is not so deep-seated but that it yields to

intercourse, fair treatment, and the prospect of gain. The rapid increase in the

population of the coast towns, where Chi-istians alone are to be found, and the

diminution of those in the interior, do not point to any rooted antipathy to the

company of Europeans, nor does their anxiety to become subjects of Christian

Powers look as thoiigh they altogether appreciated the blessings of Moslem rule.

Every consideration points to the desirability of an early settlement of the question.

The agents of France are maturing their schemes for annexing the country, and are

only awaiting a favourable opportunity. The acquisition of !Marocco would be a

great step towards the realisation of the pet project of many French statesmen

—the creation of a great North African Empire, which, extending from Suez to

Cape Spartel, would rob England of Avhatever naval supremacy is left to her in

the Mediterranean, and convert that sea into a French lake. Better far for

Marocco herself, that her regeneration, if it is to be effected at all, should be

brought about by the collective action of Europe than by that of a single Power
whose former colonising efforts have been notoriously unsuccessful."

It is to be regretted that jVIr. Stutfield should close so excellent a passage by a

sneer at the French, whose work in Algeria and Tunis has opened the country to

European civilisation and rendered profitable to man large areas that lay barren

and unproductive. The presence of the French in Morocco would at least put an

end to one-half of the miseries of the present regime, and in a few years the whole

country would be safe to travel in.

Annates Senegnlaises de 1854 a 1885. Suivies des traites passes avec les Indigenes.

Paris : Maisonneuve Freres et Ch. Leclerc. 1885. Pp. x, and 484.

This valuable little volume, which is published by authority of the Minister of

Marine, enables the reader to follow step by step the remarkable advance which,

from the time of General Faidherbe, the French have made towards the construc-

tion of a Colonial Empire in the Western Sudan. Leaving out of account the

English settlements on the Gambia, they are now paramount from the sea-coast to

the Upper Niger, over a territory of some 200,000 square miles ; in 1854 they were

still paying ground-rent for the very site of St. Louis to a petty native chief on the

island of Sor, and their commerce was harassed and trammelled by the arbitrary

exactions of the Moors (Berbers) on the banks of the Senegal. The sketch-map

prefixed shows contour lines of 200 metres and 500 metres, and is serviceable as

indicating the localities mentioned in the text. On the whole, however, the import-

ance of the book would have warranted a more elaborate specimen of cartography.

Through the British Empire. By Baron vox Hubxer, Austrian Ambassador at

Paris and Kome. 2 vols. London : John Murray, 1886.

Baron von Hiibner's two well-filled volumes are not of much interest to the

mere geographer, being but the account of a holiday trip round the world. They

cannot fail, however, to be exceedingly interesting to the general reader who
wishes to obtain easily and pleasantly some definite ideas of the great outlying

portions of the British Empire. The volumes are divided into six parts, the sub-

jects being South Africa, New Zealand, Australia, India, Oceania, and North

America. As the Baron had quite exceptional facilities afforded him for visiting

certain islands of the Western Pacific, the fifth part is one deserving of special

attention. But all through the two volumes the writing is quite charming, giving

evidence at every turn of the man of culture who has already seen many lands and
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many peoples. The political fnture lins, of course, a marked fascination for liiui,

and to those who are interested in a Federated British Empire, the opinions of a

veteran European diplomatist, who is not likely to have the bias of a Froude, cannot

but be valuable.

The map is of little value and not particularly appropriate.

Colonial and Indian E.diihition, 1886 : Her Majestifs Colonies. A Series of Original

Papers, issued under the authority of the Royal Commission. London :

William Clowes and Sons, 1886. Pp. xxviii, 560.

This compact and valuable handbook supplies a distinct desideratum. The
Colonial Office List, excellent though it often is, has too much of its space taken

up with mere almanac and directory material to serve the purpose of a general book
of reference ; and hitherto, as far as we know, we have had no trustworthy conspec-

tus of our vast colonial system, at once general and copious. Professor Seeley pro-

vides a thoughtful and stimulating introduction. The great moral of the Indian and
Colonial Exhibition, he maintains, is the consideration that the English nation can-

not any longer be identified with the country of England :
" that this inveterate

assumption has now utterly lost all its old plausibility, and that England now is a

realm 8,000,000 square miles in extent ; a realm so young and in so early a staoe

of its development, that the greater j^art of it is not yet peopled, a realm which will

yet require much organisation, many new institutions, but which has been furnished

by nature with an incomparable road-system, connecting together the principal

countries which compose it, viz.—the Sea." This surely is the right way of looking

at our empire ; and this, if we mistake not, is the way of looking at it which the

study of the work before us will inspire. Several of the instructive diagrams pro-

duced by Sir Rawson W. Rawson, before the Statistical Society in 1884, are here
reproduced ; and a few maps on a small scale are scattered through the volume.

To the maps, such they are, no objection need be taken ; but the editors would
have consulted the convenience of the reader, and would have much more success-

fully inculcated some of the lessons which they evidently wish to teach, if they had
followed the example of the French editors of the Notice Coloniales, by providing a
series of cartograjjhic illustrations of a more detailed description. In a work of this

kind the maps ought to enable the reader to identify the position of all places men-
tioned in the text ; and this all the more so because names occur from time to time
of too recent emergence to be found in any ordinary atlas. To take one instance •

few maps of the Malay Peninsula will show the site of Port Weld, mentioned at p.

478. The Raipeng, also mentioned in the same sentence, oiight not to be found in

any map, as it is a misprint for Taipeng or Thaipeng, just as Kwala Zurnpor, on the

next page, is for Kwala Lumpor. Slips of this kind are happily rare, and in a new
edition, which the volume will certainly reach before long, they can easily be
eliminated.

Bulldin de VInstituf International de Statistlque. Tome I., l'"-' et 2"" Livraisons.

Annee 1886. Rome: Impr. Heritiers Botta, 1886.

This handsomely printed volume of 288 pages is a good beginning for the Inter-

national Journal of Statistics, the organ of the International Institute of Statistics,

founded in 1885, under the presidency of Sir Rawson W. Rawson. No one who
when following out some special line of inquiry, has been perplexed by the incom-
mensurable data provided by the difi"erent systems of registration employed for the

same class of facts in the several States of Europe, can have failed to wish that a

little more international co-operation could be secured ; and such an institution,
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with such an organ as this, must help considerably towards the unity desired.

Among the articles in the present issue are a sketch of the progress of statistical

inquiry, by Neumann Spallart ; a study of the population of ancient Eome, by

Dr. Julius Beloch, Professor of Ancient History in the University of Rome ; extracts

from Sir Rawson W. Rawson's address at the opening meeting of the Statistical

Society, 1885 ; and statistical details on Italian emigration, and on the condition of

elementary education in the several States of European civilisation. A summary is

also given of the proceedings of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Statistical Society

of Paris ; and the Bibliographical Bulletin forms a serviceable register of current

statistical publications. The editing of this international organ could not be in

more competent hands than those of Professor Bodio—a statistician, whose marvel-

lous activity is inspired by a breadth of view not un-^' orthy of the traditions of

Imperial Rome.

NEW MAPS.
{indited by Professor Jamas Geihic, LL.D., F.R.S.)

AFRICA.

VIVI, la Station de,—et ses Environs.

Le Mouvement Geographique, 13th June 1886.

A plan of the station of Vivi, on the Congo.

OLD CALABAR RIVER.—United Presbyterian Missionary Map. Edinbunjh, 1886.

This is a useful and original contribution to the geography of this district, and

includes a part of the Cameroons.

SOUTH AMERICA.

CUYABA BIS ZUM RIO BATOVY,—Routen-Aufnahme der " Expedition Von den

Steinen," von , 26 Mai bis 13 Juli, 1883. Von Dr. Ott(j Clauss. Massstab

1 : 500,000.

Petermann^s Mitteilungen, Jalirganrj 1886, Tafel 8. GotJia : Justus Perthes.

GENERAL.
THE POCKET ATLAS OF THE WORLD.—A Comprehensive and Popular Series of

Maps, illustrating Physical and Political Geography. By John Bartholomew,
F.R.G.S. With Geographical Statistical Notes.

London : John Walker and Co., 1886. Price 2s. 6d.

This is a duodecimo volume, easily carried in the pocket or consulted in reading,

which, in spite of its size, is wide in its scope, and contains several admirable new
features. There are fifty-four maps, to mention some of which is to indicate their

special value to general readers ; thus, besides maps of the world, showing the physical

features of the Hemispheres, ocean currents and soil, we find a temperature chart,

a time chart (on a simple and ingenious principle), the British Empire, Orographi-

cal maps of Central Europe and the British Isles, a railway map of the latter, and

plans of the following cities and their environs :—London, Liverpool, Manchester,

Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dublin, and New York. The statistical tables summarising

the leading facts of general geography, wiU be found useful for reference, some of

them being published for the first time ; and a praiseworthy attempt has been

made to define the exact limits of the science of Geography. The artistic get-up

of this modest little atlas should not pass unnoticed ; and it only requires the

addition of an index to make it as complete and serviceable as many more
important and bulky publications.
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METHOD, APPLIED TO THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY
IN THE SCHOOL. •

Delivered before the Society, Edinhurgli, July 16, 1886.

By Professor Laurie.

I SHALL first consider the preliminaries of all Method whatsoever in their

specific relation to geography, viz., the " Jrhat" and the ^^JFhij" of

geographical instruction. I propose thereafter to speak of Method, or

the " Hoio " of our teaching, and introduce some of the leading rules of

Method in their special relation to Geography.

Preliminaries of Method.

I. The "What."—Geography, strictlj- defined, would, according to its

etymology, be defined simply as a description of the earth—not neces-

sarily including a description of men on the earth, or of beasts or plants.

It would include, however, atmosphere, climate, and the movements of

pai'ts of the earth—currents, rivers, earthquakes, volcanoes, glaciers. A
description of the earth in all these respects, if confined to them, would

be Physical Geography, and this would embrace Geology as a part of the

larger Physical Geography. But we should have not merely to describe

but to explain—that is to say, to unfold the causes of things and the

relations and harmony of all the parts. Even in this restricted sense

Geography would be the most interesting, and, with the single exception

of Literature, the most nutritious, the most feeding (if I may so speak),

and the most cultivating of all school subjects.

But it so happens, and this not solely owing to traditionary habit, that

the tenn " Geography " has a wider range. For how can I speak in any
adequate sense of soil and climate, and elevations and depressions, and
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movements of the earth, without reference to the plant hfe and animal life

which they sui^port, and the kinds of these in any particular place as deter-

mined by particular circumstances 1 And how shall I speak of animals,

and omit the paragon of animals—man 1 And how shall I speak of man
without considering types of race—the Mongolian, the Tartar, the Semitic,

the Aryan 1 And when I touch upon the Aryan, how can I resist the

fine field of observation supplied by the various species under this head

—the Hellenic, the Italic, the Slavonic, the Teutonic 1 And when

speaking of these, how can I intelligently do so—how can I convey the

mere facts, without relating them causally to physical and climatic

conditions 1 But when I begin to do this, I find myself engaged with

one aspect of the philosophy of history. I contemplate, say, the Meso-

potamian basin or the Nile valley in all their physical characteristics, and I

place men and beasts and plants there ; and then I may almost turn round

on an intelligent pupil, and ask him to predict the great outlines of their

history. If my class has been well prepared, I may call on it to predict

the products of these countries, to anticipate their industries and commerce,

to forecast the tendency at least of their religion and literature—indeed

all the potentialities of their life, and all their possibilities of civilisation.

And when, under my guidance, my class has exhausted its prophecies,

the actual history becomes a mere filling in of details ; and when these fail

to correspond to our anticipations, the causes of the failure—the omis-

sion of some condition it ma}' be, or the intervention of some influence

from without— are themselves a fresh source of knowledge, for they are

the discovery of unexpected causal relations which convej^ a lesson and

contribute to that rational view of experience which is the main end of

all our education on the intellectual side ; for what is our aim if not the

placing of men in a rational attitude to the world and the life by which they

are surrounded 1 I may now, after these remarks, venture to define (not

Geography as a scientific pursuit but) School Geography as a co-ordina-

tion of the elementary aspects of many sciences in their bearing on the

life and works of man. This is an answer to the preliminary " JFhat"

The "Why."—All possible subjects of instruction fall into two classes

—the formal or abstract (e.g. Arithmetic, Mathematics, Language as

Grammar, Logic), the main jmrpose of which is discipline ; and the real

or concrete, the main })urpose of which is nutrition. Of the latter, the

prime subjects are,—first. Literature, and second, Geography, as above

liberally interpreted. Geography is all-embracing, it is rich and abundant

beyond conception, and has claims on the teacher of a paramount kind.

For observe, boys (and men too) are hungry for the real. The formal

in teaching is "too much with us.'" I find a class of bright girls of four-

teen years of age working sums in Discount. Does any rational man doulit

that lessons, say on Egypt, or Greece, or Italy, or Britain, conveying all

that is included in the geography of these countries, would do more for

the minds of these srirls than Discount or Stocks ?
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Again, is it not a universally admitted principle in education that children

are educated best through the sensible, and that up to fourteen, and indeed

long after it (and sometimes indeed for the whole of life), the formal and

abstract does not either discipline or cultivate as the real and sensible

does 1 It is through things, and events as things, and thoughts as things,

that children and men and women live and grow. If this be so, then why-

is not this fruitful principle applied'? If there be any difference of opinion

about the principle as a principle, by all means let us discuss it. But if

it be accepted, as I believe it universally is, Avhy is it not applied 1 In the

department of the real of sense, the Thing (and I write this word in

capital letters) is Geography. Teach this Thing, and your results will be

almost sure. And what admirable results ! The engaging of the desire

of the intelligence, if I may so speak—the giving of a pleasing exercise

of the intelligence which will always desire repetition. You thus insure

an activity of mind which will not stop short of the Thing—which,

indeed, by the very nature of the intelligence itself, cannot stop short at

the Thing ; for, once intellect moves, it moves for ever. It is irrepressible
;

it is so irrepressible as to be dangerous to society—so irrepressible as to be

full of blessing to society. What a "result," I say ! You, as an educator,

have now attained your purpose on the intellectual side at least ; and you

may fold your hands in the consciousness of a work well done. You have

introduced young and growing minds to the causes of things ; for, in the

advanced stages of Geography, it is all causes. It is Nature that has been

engaging you, and you have seen into many things when teaching the thing.

Climate, for example, has brought your pupils into immediate contact

with the elements of physics, while the men who inhabit a country have

brought your pupils face to face with history in its origins, with civilisa-

tion as a growth, with economics as involved in the account you give of

the country's industries.

You will thus have attained your educational purpose, I have said, on

the intellectual side. But am I right so to restrict my argument 1 Will

the mind so exercised on the causes of things not also be constrained to

exercise itself on the principles of actions ? Will it not be more open than

ever before to moral truths, as governing the conduct of each man ? Will

it not have seen the working of moral principles in the characteristics

of nations, in their economies, and in their national and individual life,

and so have been furnished with a rich store of moral teachings—worth

a cart-load of abstract preachings 1

I confess that were the " Why " of geographical teaching to be summed
up by the one word "information," it would little interest the thoughtful

teacher. It is because of its intellectual and moral effects chiefly that

it claims a foremost place in the education of youth. There is probably

no one subject so prolific of material for thought and judgment on the

affairs of life, and the destiny and duty of man. By means of it, too, we
not merely furnish moral material, so to speak, but we extend the sym-

pathies of the pupil, and lay the foundation of that sentiment of humanity
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which is the necessary counterpoise to narrow and parochial prejudices.

Such teaching tends to comprehensiveness of mind, to the correction of

hasty opinions, to the strengthening of patriotism, but at the same time

to the moderation of patriotic insolence. It broadens the narrowness of

the yoimg, and the selfishness and exclusiveness of the adult. It is a

sworn foe to the prig. It widens intelligence and enriches the soul, fur-

nishing not only material for reasonings, but nutrition to the ethical

sentiments and a stimulus to the imagination.

Need I add that, in an island home like ours, dependent for its very

existence, almost, on its industrial relations on the one hand, and the con-

tinual flow of emigration on the other, a knowledge of our connections with

other men and other lands is essential to the right understanding and

guidance of our own lives. There are men and women to this day so

grossly ignorant of their geographical and human relations that they

shrink from crossing the bounds of their parish : a still greater number

who dread a step beyond the limits of their counties. As an economic

instrument, no less than as a moral instrument. Geography is unsur-

passed by any other subject of the school curriculum, excepting always

literature. Geography, then, is surely a big thing in all education where

Geography and the ends of education are properly understood.

Having now briefly indicated the answers to the two preliminary

questions of Method, What do we mean to teach 1—and Why do we teach

it "?—we may now proceed to consider a few of the rules of Method

itself; in other words, the Hoiv of the teaching—Method.

The "How."—And hei'e I would first say : 1, Begin at the end. All

Method in teaching a subject is to be governed by the ultimate end

of your instruction, or, to put it more pointedly, by the concluding con-

summating lesson you propose to give at the end of years of teaching

—let us say, at the time your pupil, at the age of seventeen, is leaving the

secondary school. Now, in the department of Geography, what kind of

lesson is that ? Let us figure it to ourselves. It is a lesson which,

starting from the physical geography of a country, brings in climatic condi-

tions, and, in the consideration of the causes of these, brings in a knowledge

of physics. It proceeds to discuss the type of man—the race—wdiich has

taken possession of the country under consideration ; it shows hoAv the

necessities of life, concurring with physical conditions and configuration,

have given rise to its industries and commerce, and have determined the

place of its towns and fortresses ; how morality has ar.isen and social order

has been maintained ; how all these things, taken together, have moulded,

through contact with the opposing interests and ideas of other nations, its

military power, its art, and its literature—have, in short, made that nation

all that it has been and can be. It goes on to tell how and to what extent

the nation has contributed to the progress of humanity ; it explains how
this country and not that has become the battle-field of empires. We
next call upon our pupils to draw the country, jjutting in strongly its
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physical characteristics, and entering in due causal relation the towns and

centres of population, and, then, to write a paper on the basis of the

lesson Ave have given. This, very briefly summed, is a Geography lesson

as it ought to be given to youths in the last year of their secondary-school

work. It may have to be spread over several days ; but when finished,

we shall have given an amount of knowledge highly educative in its

effect, because it is all given in relation to causes, and is applicable, since

it contains general principles, to other countries and peoples. By keep-

ing this our last lesson in view, we are guided at every previous stage of

our progress. So much for the first rule of Method.

2. Begin at the beginning. This, the second rule, is like the first, a

governing rule. No teaching of a subject in its final stages will take

effect on the mind of the average pupil unless we have prepared the way
for the last lesson by a long and slow process of previous instruction which

anticipates the end. This rule is apt to be disregarded. Some imagine

that if you introduce boys of seventeen suddenly to literature, for example,

that they will comprehend it and take to it. The exceptional boy may,

but not the average boy

—

i.e. not 90 per cent, of boys. So with a subject

like Geography, although it is more within the grasp of ordinary intelli-

gence. A final lesson such as we have sketched above, Avould usually have

for its sole response dull eyes and languid minds. The mass of boys would

probably describe the lesson in their peculiar tongue, by saying that the

master had been "jawing" away for half an hour about Greece or Italy

or Spain, as the case might be. As well almost might you expect boys to

write Greek Iambics all at once without a long preliminary training, as

expect them to comprehend and appreciate a final lesson in Geography

without long, slow absorption, spread over years, of those elements of

knowledge which alone put life and significance into the large generalisa-

tions and instructive suggestions of your concluding discourse. You must
begin, then, from the beginning.

3. And this brings us to a third rule of Method— " The instruction

must, at everj^ stage of school teaching, be adapted to the age and progress

of the pupils." This compels us to put to ourselves the question " At
what age shall I begin Geography in a school 1—and is it possible, at the

age which I may fix, so to begin it as really to contribute to the final

lesson in all its detail, all its breadth, all its generalising, all it§ reasoning 1"

Now my answer to the first question is, that Geography, like every

other subject, is to be begun in the Infant School. And, having so committed

myself, I am bound to show that the Infant School instruction affords a

basis for the final lesson. Nay more, that a .right understanding of the

Infant School lesson reveals an absolute harmony and coincidence with the

right conception of the final lesson. I am strong for unity in Method.

I hold that if the first lesson in any subject cannot be shown
to be the best foundation for the final lesson, then either my concep-

tion of the final lesson is wholly mistaken or my conception of the

initiatory lesson is all astray. But the harmony, and coincidence do exist,
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and the initiatory lesson, rightly understood, admirably supports and illus-

trates the final lesson. For here I am confronted with a fourth rule, the

application of which solves the difficultj^ ; for, be it observed, all rules of

Method support each other.

4. The fourth rule—" The real is to be taught through the real

—

things of sense through the senses." Now this is worth considering for a

moment, if I am to justify my position and establish my argument.

In the final lesson, what am I dealing with 1 The names of countries,

toAvns, and rivers merely, as is the usual way of teaching Geography ?

Certainly not ; this is not Geography at all, but only a very small part of

it, to be rightly called Topography—just as dates and successions of

monarchs and battles is not history at all, but merely a subordinate part

of it, ca,lled Chronology. Let me recall my final lesson ; and I find that I

was speaking of mountains and lakes and rivers, of the atmosphere, of

climate, of industries, of the implements or machinery of those industries,

of harbours, of ships, of products, of exports and of imports, of the kind

of people, of their arts, of their religion, and so forth. A large text—but,

after all, I was only speaking of a iwrtion of the surface of the earth, and

its people and their doings. Now, I have a portion of this same earth

here at my school door, and people on it living and working. This is all

at my door, I say, and subject to all my senses of touch, of sight, and of

hearing. My course in the Infant School, then, is clear. It is to give those

rudimentary and particular conceptions Avhich are the indispensable basis of

my final generalisations and reasonings, and to do so bj^ means of things

submitted to the senses. We are dealing Avith a realistic subject, and all

teaching must therefore be realistic. I take advantage of the window to look

out on the portion of the earth within my immediate range; and I draw upon

the experience of the little children as they walk to and from school, and

extract from them that experience. Thus I introduce them to plains, to

hills, to streams, to cultivated land and uncultivated land, to rocks and

stones, to herbs and flowers and trees, to animals, to products, to men and

their various industries, to sizes, distances, relations in place, buildings,

names of places, etc., etc. I call on them to bring to school specimens of

the portable objects by which they are surrounded—leaves of the different

kinds of trees, the different grains, etc. From this I gradually extend to

manufactures, as illustrated in their own clothes and books, and so intro-

duce them to those vegetable products and manufactured products for

which they are dependent on other parts of the country or the world.

They see the physical characteristics, and name to me what they see ; and,

as to those other names which are unfamiliar, I explain them by the help

of the school play-ground and the school supply of water. When once

they have, in the course of time, supplied me with a description of their

own parish and all it yields, as a foundation for Geography, I proceed on

an old tin tray, with the help of clay or mud and a little water, to model
it roughly ; and, on the same tray, I illustrate to their senses an island, a

strait, a cape, a jDromontory, and so forth. I ask them about the climate
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as my lessons advance, about cold and heat, and their obvious effects on

growth, and the kinds of things grown. I have now constructed a phy-

sical model of the parish—a bird's-eye view ; and I have drawn out of my
pupils its whole Geography, in so far as they can grasp it. I now transfer

it to the blackboard with variously coloured chalks.

Now, what have I really been doing ? I have been giving in the par-

ticular, and by means of the direct contact of the senses, almost all that I

})ropose to give in my final lesson, nine or ten years after, in a large

and generalised world-view. This course of procedure, constantly reviewed

or referred back to for years, gradually builds up true geographical con-

ceptions in the largest and richest sense. And what is the result 1 The

fulfilment of the educational requirement to train the senses of children, to

cultivate their powers of obsei'vation—the fulfilment, further, of the duty

of every teacher to give, with a view to sense-training and information,

object lessons. In later stages, when I ask them to reproduce by filling

up an outline map, and then by drawing a map, I teach drawing ; all this

by merely teaching Geography as it ought to be taught. So remarkable

is the harmony of Method rules—so distinctly does each contribute to all

the others, if they are sound. The initiatory lessons, I conclude (without

dwelling longer over the subject), properly given, contain the germ of the

final lesson. A fifth rule of Method now demands our attention.

5. And this is, " That all knowledge must grow out of what is already

known, that the growth may be organic, and not mechanical merely." But

to our gratification we find that we do not need even to consider this rule,

for it is already complied with in the mode of procedure which we
have just described. So harmonious, so mutually helpful, I say again,

are all sound rules of Method.

But there are other rules which are also complied with, for we are

told that memory has to be cultivated] and a rule of Method here is

—

6. Association strengthens the memory; therefore link your teachings.

But what association so strong as the association of all our knowledge of

a subject, with the familiar objects of our own daily lives, out of which

we have made the teaching of Geography spring ?—what association so

sti'ong as the organic connection which this mode of teaching establishes

in the mind 1

But there is still a seventh rule of all sound Method, which I am in

the habit of strongly urging, viz. :

—

7. A pupil in learning should instruct himself, the master being only

the co-operator, the remover of obstructions, and the turner of the tap, so

to speak, of recorded material in the child's mind. This is not only the

best \Vay of teaching, but gives the pupil a sense of power and of self-

achieved progress. But this rule too has been already observed ; for

when I extract the basis of Geography from the child's oicn experience,

and from his own observation of things put before him, he is teaching

himself; and when I call upon him to reproduce by drawing, he is then

also self-instructina;.
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8. Teaching, like charity, begins at home.—In accordance with these

various rules, and starting from our initiatory lessons, the pupil extends

his knowledge from his parish to his county, and so on. The considera-

tion of the steps in the building up of geographical knowledge suggests

a few remarks as to detail.

Of course, I know that it may be said, "All this we know; in every

professional book on Method we are told to begin with the parish," etc.

My answer is, first, that I do not pretend to have made discoveries, but

merely to put things in my o\n\ way, and, above all, to show the simplicity

and unity of pedagogic Method ; and secondly, that if you really do what

I have above laid down as your duty to do, you may, notwithstanding,

be gratified to hear your daily practice guaranteed by a Professor of

Education of thirty-two years' experience in school work. Doubtless I

may be ignorant of what is going on in schools ; but I must honestly

confess that I do not find Geography begun and ended, in such schools as

I have visited, on the method I have been expounding. It maj^, notwith-

standing, be done here or there. ^

To return,—the next stage in teaching Geography is the extension of the

knowledge beyond the parish to the county. In the parish the whole world

is to be seen in miniature, and our future work is simjjly the work of expan-

sion. At the county stage the teacher is still, as in the past, independent

of prepared maps. With chalk and a black-board, he sketches the county

round the 2:)arish, and outlines the country round the county. He gradu-

ally puts in the phj'sical features, and then in the course of a few weeks,

bit by bit, introduces leading industries with a few connected towns, etc.

You may now, or indeed before this, hang up a good map of the parish
;

and I need scarcely say that this should be a large Ordnance map; and,

after an interval, a county map maj' be exhibited.

The next stage is not to enter into further detail with respect to the

native country. If you will consider the preliminaries of Method—the

" What ' and " Why " of Geography—you will come to the conclusion that

the next step, after a fair knowledge has been obtained of the physical

geography and the leading industries and towns of the native country, is to

introduce a large globe. Paint the native country red, and then, in this

relation, let the whole round world burst upon his view. Globes should

be at least 3 feet in diameter ; the maker of them should care less about

absolute accuracy of detail than about effect. The physical features

1 The ouly objection that can be taken to the true method of teaching Geography is, I

think, that it is not always applicable to towTi schools. But the gi-eat majority of town
schools are within easy reach of all that is absolutely necessary for sound teaching. In the
case of London, no doubt, it is otherwise ; but what a happy chance is given to the paternal

Board to give the children days in the country at the expense of the rates, on the plea that

the excursion is a geographical lesson ! Then in all matters of products, of buildings, of the
arts, of commerce, and of the organisation of social relations, the towns have an advantage
over the country. Much may be done also by proper apparatus to counteract the misfortune
of living in a large town ; and to this apparatus your attention has been already directed in
this course of lectures.
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should be here again strongly marked, as in the maps you have been draw-

ing on the black-board. I should have nothing strongly circumscribed

by outline save the great divisions—Europe, Asia, etc. The teaching,

with constant reference back to the fundamental conception of the parish

for illustrations and explanations, should consist of the constantly repeated

contemplation of this globe, and making acquaintance with the great divi-

sions, and half a dozen great mountain chains, oceans, and rivers. The

names on the globe should not exceed a couple of dozen. Climatic zones

should be, of course, clearly indicated.

The pupils at the next stage should have presented to them a vigorous

map of the whole world on a large scale, Avith the globe constantly there in

view of the class—never, indeed, to be parted with throughout the whole

school course. This map should be physical, strong, and even rough—only

the important mountain ranges and rivers indicated, and should have the

countries, as well as the large divisions, outlined off. The study of this map
with the help of such assistance as the geographical apparatus of the school

provides, should then be the occupation of months. The pupils should

have outline maps, to be filled up in imitation of the large map before

them. I should keep them at this for a whole year, merely introducing

a slightly more detailed knowledge of their own country after the first

two months of exclusive world-contemplation. If there be such a thing

as a raised map of the world, it should be hung up. If it is on a smaller

scale than the big Avall-map, this would not matter, as it is time now that

children's imaginations should be called on to understand greater and

lesser scales. In fact, their own filling up of outline maps has already

taught them this.

At every stage, even up to sixteen or seventeen years of age, the globe

and the big map of the world should be always there for reference and

revisal.

The next stage is to return to the globe, and explain more fullj' the

climatic zones, and so introduce the pupil to Astronomical Geography. I

have not time to dwell on this.

The next stage is a still further extended knowledge of the native

country, but always concurrent with an extended hundedge of the icorld as a

whole, and especially of the British Empire.

After this you may do what you please, provided you follow the

principles that have guided your earlier teaching—the real by means of

the real ; seeking the aid of vivid diagrams and illustrations, but not con-

fusing the children with too many of these. They are getting older, and

you can now safely draw on their growing power of constructive imagina-

tion. As they advance, the teacher himself Avill be guided by lai'ge and

descriptive books on Geography, such as those recently issued by Messrs.

Stanford ; and, to steady and rationalise his instruction, he must never

allow some such book as Geikie's Lessons on Physical Geography to leave his

desk. The filling up of the outline maps should be a weekly exercise at

every stage of instruction, and all past work should be frequently revised.
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ISTow, in doing all this, as thus briefly summarised, you are simply extend-

ing the Infant School work, and following the rules of sound Method, as

applied to that initiatory stage of progress. The first lesson contains the

last lesson, jiist as the parish is the miniature of the world. It is thus

that you slowly rear in the child's mind a conception of the world, and all

the lessons, historical and economic and moral, which a true comprehension

of it has to teach him.

All other ordinary rules of method are applicable in the course of

your teaching; but they are not more significant or essential in the case of

Geography than of any other subject. But there is one rule which is an

exception to this general statement, and I have reserved the introduction

of it to the last, because of its great importance, and the constant breach

of it by almost all teachers, especially in the two subjects of Geography

and History.

9. That rule is
—"In all subjects of instruction, when there is a

mass of particulars, acquire at first the leading particulars only, and

ignore all else until these are firmly rooted in the mind." I have

found teachers exhausting every hamlet and bridge and road in their

county with boys and girls, whose school period was necessarily brief,

Avhile leaving them in almost total ignorance of their own country,

and in quite total ignorance of every other, and even of the elemen-

tary fact that the world was a globe. This is giving an extreme in-

stance : but you find a similar thing being done, substantially, in every

school you choose to visit. You will find in some, minute details regard-

ing Scotland or England, or, it may be, France or Italy, to the necessary

exclusion (necessary, for there is not time for everything) of the rest

of the world. Now, if what we are teaching is Geography, and if Geo-

graphj' be what I said it was, and if our reasons for teaching it be what I

said they were, all this kind of procedure is utterly wrong—a waste and

misuse of power and time. It, moreover, deprives Geography of the

attractions which it naturally has. I have not time to dwell on this, but

what I have said is enough. You will at once deduce from this rule of

Method a condemnation of the usual atlases and wall-maps, covered with

names of places which nobody wants to know. Every map should contain

only the names necessary to know, and nothing else. Map-makers con-

found two very different things—teaching-atlases and consultation-atlases ;

but in this they onlj^ follow the example of the overcrowded geographical

text-books for schools.

As a subsidiary of sound method in teaching Geography, I may, in

passing, refer to the mental stimulus which can be given by a skilful use of

etymology. To illustrate this one subordinate aspect of geographical

teaching, so as to exhibit the history, the poetry, and sometimes the

humour that there is in names, might engage us profitably for hours.

But if the individual words yield us much to stimulate the minds of

the young, and to startle even the dullest wits into thinking, how much
more may be drawn for purposes of illustration and of genuine culture
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from our poets 1 " Geography in Literature " would make an admirable

subject for a lecture. When pointing out to a class Stirling and the

Avinding Forth,—our Scottish Ma?ander,—we may quote with effect

Wordsworth's lines

—

'
' From Stirling Castle we had seen

The mazy Forth unravelled."

And not far off we may see, through the eyes of Scott, where

" On the north, through middle air,

Ben-An heaves high his forehead bare."

Or, turning our face in the other direction, we may ask our pupils to

behold with us how

—

'
' On Ochil mountains fell the rays,

And as each heathy top they kiss'd

It gleamed a purple amethyst.

Yonder the shores of Fife you saw
;

Here Preston Baj'^ and Berwick Law
;

And, broad between them roll'd,

The gallant Firth the eye might note,

Whose islands on its bosom float,

Like emeralds chased in gold."

And as we carry the pointer south to the Border, so rich in the song of

localities, we shall surely stir some human interest as we repeat

—

" • Oh green,' said I, ' are Yarrow's holms,

And sweet is Yarrow flowing ;'
"

and look Avith the poet's eye on the " chiming Tweed " and " pleasant

Teviotdale," on •' lone Saint Mary's silent lake," and

" The shattered front of Newark's toMers,

Renowned in Border story."

Passing into the west of England, Ave recall Milton's " shaggy top of

Mona high;" southAA^ard the "sAveet, tranquil Thames" of Arnold, and a

multitude of poetic descriptions and felicitous epithets applied to our

country, such as, " This precious stone set in a silver sea." AVhen we

leave our oaa^u country, our poets still accompany us. Byron illumines

Greece, and when we touch on the Gulf of Venice Ave may recall the

lines of Arnold

—

" Far, far from here the Adriatic breaks

Li a warm bay among the green lUyrian hills."

And can Ave point to Mont Blanc Avithout thinking of the " sovran Blanc" 1

"... Thou, most awful form,

Risest from forth thy silent sea of pines

How silently !

"

But to pursue this aspect of our theme Avould be an endless task.

Finally, let me give a hint to the teacher as to his aim in all teaching,

Avhich applies conspicuously to Geographical teaching, and is a guiding star.
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Your aim on the intellectual side, ought not to be knowledge, hut-

knowledge as the vehicle of discipline—just as your aim on the moral and

religious side ought not to be moral and religious truths, but moral and

religious life and action. This is the reverse of the usual order, but

depend on it, these aims, as I have given them, alone harmonise Avith

sound method in teaching all subjects, alone suggest and support sound

method, alone make the teacher an educator.

I would now, in concluding, ask leave to make a remark or two on method
in general, and its relation to philosophy, and I cannot do so better than by

simpl)' taking the rtile I have last laid down. When you open your eyes,

and look for the first time at an object—say a tree—you may be said to

feel in a vague brutish way every part of it, but you perceive in a definite

rational way, only the more prominent or salient features. If you wush to

know the object thoroughly, yoti proceed to take up detail after detail in

succession; and, with every detail so perceived, you increase your knowledge

of the object. This is the process by which mind knows things of sense.

Now if this be the process or way of mind in knowing or learning

anything, it is also necessarily the proper and only proper process, way,

or method of teaching it. Hence, deduced a priori from a psychological

fact, comes the rule of Method which I have given above. You see the

closeness, the necessity of the connection.

But this is true of all rules of Method : they all, if sound, flow

necessarily from the facts of the mind-process. The study of the

philosojjhy of Education is the sttidy of these connections : surely a most

interesting, instructive, elevating study for the professional educator.

And not only so, for as I have more than once said, the various rules of

Method (which, according to my scheme of Methodologj', number thirteen

at present), if sound, all play into each other's hands. Each helps the

other : many of them involve others.

You will thus see that it may be j^ossible to reduce the Science and

Methodology of Education to a very simple scheme—that is to say, if

you once get at sound fundamental philosophical principles ; for the

truer an exposition of mind or nature is, the simpler it will be.

Doubtless, Method niles may be learned by heart ; and the way of

putting them in practice, if cleverly exhibited by a man apt to teach, may
be copied by the young teacher with good effect. But imitation and
learning by rote are non-intelligent processes : they are not to be commended
as the preparation for a profession. Is a so-called profession a profession

at all, and not rather an empirical trade, which fails to comprehend its

work in its deepest and rational relations 1 For myself, I think it is not.

The only questions which really interest me in Education are, such a settle-

ment of the end of all our educating as may give to the teacher a daily

aspiration ; and such a philosophy of the method of attaining that end, as

will reduce all rules to a unity—not a dead unity, but a living unity

—

and will contain for him a daily inspiration.
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THE PLACE-NAMES OF lONA.

By Alexander Carmichael.

There is no place in the British Isles that possesses more interest for the

religious^ the historian and the antiquarian than lona. This interest in

the island found expression in the Gaelic saying

—

" Cha tainig duine riamh a dh-I

Nach tainig ann a turais tri."

" There never came a man to I (ee),

Who came not there journeys three."

Having been there the requisite number of times, the writer -will venture

to say something about lona—with special reference to the place-names

of the island, these having for him, and probably for others, much interest.

lona lies along the west end of the large island of Mull, from which

it is separated by a narrow shallow sound. The island is 3i- miles in

length and 1| miles in breadth. It consists of a series of rock}^ ridges

with intervening valleys and plains, in summer green and fertile, in

winter bleak and wild. The north-east end of the island is covered with

blown sand, drifted and driven about by the winter winds. The origin of

the sand forming the sand-dunes prevailing so largely here, as elsewhere

in the Western Isles, is a mystery to most people. lona thus resembles

Tiree and Coll, atid the numerous islands comprising the long chain of

the Outer Hebrides. The geology, botany, and ornithology, and above

all the archaeology of lona are varied and interesting. These, however,

do not come within the sco^^e of this paper.

The island of lona derives its chief attractions from its religious

associations, wdiich extend backwards through the fitful mists of time to

the sixth century, when Columcille made the island his home. This

venerated man was of the great house of O'Neill, king of Ireland.

Columcille could thus say, with the Macgregors, who claim descent from

Alpin, king of Scots, "Is rioghail mo dhream " (Royal is my race).

The original name of Columcille was Crimthan. That Ijy which he is

known in history was subsequently applied to him through his ecclesias-

ticism. Coluni is from the Gaelic columan, a dove, and cllle, from the

Gaelic cecdl, a cell, a church. These again are closely akin to the Latin

rohmba, a dove, and cella, a cell, a church. Whether the Gaelic columan

be from the Latin columba, a dove, and the Gaelic ceaJl from the Latin

cella, a church, is immaterial here. The first part of Columcille's name
is in allusion to the beauty of the man's life, the second to the churches

he built, numbering, it is said, upwards of three hundred.

Some writers, like Ebrard, the great German scholar, derive the name
of Columba from Columccilede or ColumcUidi, Columba the Culdee, and not

from Columcille, Columba of the churches. The Culdees, the oldest form
of which is Celede, are said to have been the founders of Christianitj' in
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Ireland and Scotland, and the Christian order to which Columba belonged.

The word Celede means the God-communer—a singularly appropriate

name for men who lived so much apart in meditation and prayer, not-

withstanding their active missionary labours.

Though essentially martial in disposition and bearing, Columcille

adopted a religious profession. Accordingly, he was placed under the

most famous teachers in Ireland—Ireland l^eing then, and for centuries

afterwards, the most enlightened country in Europe. Of these teachers,

Finnian is still one of the most famous saints in the Irish Calendar, and

under him Columcille was placed. This saint had a psalter, of which the

disciple made a transcript for himself. Finnian claimed this transcript.

Columcille demurred, and the matter was referred to the arbitration of

Diarmad, monarch of all Ireland ; for with the Celts, as with the Israelites

of old, the king was judge over his people. The High King pronounced

this judgment, ever since a proverb with the Gael, wherever situated :

—

" Is le boin a boinean
;

Is le leabhar a leabharan."

To the cow belongs her calf

;

To the book its booklet.

This decision, and the putting to death of a young prince under the

care of Columcille, roused his kinsman. King Connel, to war in his behalf.

Connel was one of the five sub-kings of Ireland. A battle was fought, in

Avhich Diarmad, the High King, was defeated Avith great slaughter. This

was the famous battle of Cuil-Dreimne, fought in the year 561, in which

many fell on both sides. Some writers maintain that Colum€ille led in

person his clansmen, the northern Hj* Xeill. Others say that the battle

was gained by his kinsmen through the prayers and intercessions of

Columcille, who looked on from afar.

A synod of the Irish saints decided that Columcille should go into

exile, and that he should never again look upon Ireland nor tread upon

Irish soil till he had rescued from paganism as many souls as there had

been men slain in the war which he caused. Accordingly Columcille left

Ireland, and came to Scotland in the year 563. Having made Iona the

centre of his missionary labours, his name and the names of his disciples

are indelibly stamped upon every feature of the famous island.

The variety of forms in which the name of the island of Iona is found

in books and manuscripts is extremely perplexing. Nor less perplexing

are the varied meanings deduced from these forms. To give all the

forms, and the varied meanings wrested from them by learned men, would

occupy much time and space. Nor would this serve any purpose except

to show the diversity of opinion regarding them. The poet says that " a

little learning is a dangerous thing." In regard to Iona it might be said

that much learning is dangerous—several European and some Asiatic

languages being resorted to for the meaning of the name.

It is singular, however, that historians like Dr. Reeves, Dr. Mac-
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lauchlan, and Dr. Skene do not give the meaning of lona. The silence

of these distinguished Celtic scholars is a curious commentary upon the

deductions of men unacquainted with Gaelic—the language alone in

which the meaning of the name might reasonably be sought.

Like thousands of similar words enriching the daily language of the

people, the word from which "lona" is corrupted is not found in our

meagre Gaelic dictionaries. Being a place-name, it is not known much
beyond the confines of the places of which the word is descriptive.

Hence, presumably, the silence of Celtic scholars regarding the meaning

of a name derived from a word probably unknown to them.

There are three forms of isthmuses recognised in Gaelic place-names,

each having its own characteristics. These forms are the doirUnn, the

tairbeart, and the aoi. The dolrUnn is a low narrow isthmus, occasionally,

if not invariably, covered by high tides ; as Doirlinn, Lismore ; Doirlinn,

Morar ; and Doirlinn, Barra. The tairbeart is a narrow neck of land,

across which boats are sometimes drawn from one sea to another, to

save time and distance ; as Tairbeart, Cinntir ; Tairbeart, South Uist

;

and Tairbeart, Harris. And the aoi is a low-lying sandy isthmus, con-

necting a peninsula with its mainland ; as Aoiniosain, Barra ; Aoi
Caipnis, Harris ; and Aoi Columcille, Lews.

The Sound of lona, called in Gaelic Caol-I, is three-fifths of a mile

wide. The bottom of the sound is clear sand, with an occasional reef

covered with sea-weed. A bank of sand, overlying shelving red granite,

stretches obliquely across the sound from lona almost to the shore of

Mull. This bank is nearly visible at low water, navigation being then

stopped. An examination of the place leads to the conclusion that an

isthmus of dry land at one time joined the now island of lona to the

island of Mull. The backbone of this isthmus is still represented by
the present sand-bank lying obliquely across the sound. Similar changes

have occurred, and are occurring elsewhere, in the Western Isles, a brief

account of some of which may be given here.

The Outer Hebrides comprise a series of islands 119 miles in length,

and varying in breadth from one mile to thirty miles. This long chain

of islands resembles an ai^tificial kite—Lews representing the body, and

the lengthened disarticulated tail trending southward and ending in

Bearnarey (Gaelic, Bearnaraidh), generally called Barra-Head—in Gaelic,

Ceann-Bharraidh. This series of islands is known as the Long Island

(Gaelic, Eilean Fada), resembling as it does in outline, one continuous

whole. The islands were of old called Innse Gall, the Isles of the Galls,

the Isles of the Strangers, from the Norse Occupation. There was an

older name still, Innis Cat, the Isle of the Cat or Gate}'. This ancient

name is still traced among the people, who call Sutherland Cataobh, the

country of the Cat or Catey ; and Caithness, Cat-nis, the peninsula of the

Cat or Catey. The more common, as it is the more modern name of

Caithness, is Gallaobh, the country of the Galls or Strangers, from the

prevailing Norse element.
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An intermittent range of high hills traverses the eastern or Minch

side of the Long Island, while low moors and sandy plains, locally called

machairs, lie between the hills and the Atlantic. The eastern side of

the Long Island is deeply indented by arms of the sea, penetrating and

ramifying in various directions, several joining, and many narrowly

escaping junction with, the Atlantic beyond. The soft moors and dry

machairs are studded with shallow lakes, uniting here, and just escaping

conjunction there, times innumerable.

Physical and geographical changes affecting the nature of the climate

and the character of the country have taken place over these islands. Some
of the changes referred to stretch away into the dim and distant past,

while others have occurred within historic times and traditional memories.

They are instructive and important to the community, affecting the well-

being and even the lives of the people, while they appeal strongly to the

heart and the imagination. It is only those alterations, however, that

affect the relative position of sea and land, of which mention can be made

here, and this in the hope that changes still or recently in process may
serve to illustrate those Avhich occurred in the past.

A man died in Tarransey [(Saint) Tarran's Isle], Harris, about fifty

years ago, aged 103 years. His name Avas John Maclennan, though

he invariably went under his patronymic of John the son of Ranald,

Iain macRaoghail. The man was remarkable among remarkable men,

in youth, for his great size and fine physique, and in age for his wonderful

memory, and intelligent account of men and things pertaining to his

country. This man told men who told the writer that in his early days

a tongue of land from the island of Tarransey almost joined the mainland

of Losgcinntir (Lusk's Headland). This tongue was so broad that it

took the Tarransey tenants nearly a week to plough it, and so long

that Maclennan and his boy companions used to try who could best

throw a stone from the point of it, across the ford, to Losgcinntir. This

ford, then probably about one hundred yards wide, and one fathom deep,

is now a strait one mile and a half in breadth and six fathoms in depth.

The tongue of land which occupied the crofters of Tarransey a week in

ploughing is now represented by a low-water reef or bank, a hundred

yards wide and half a mile long or thereby. This tongue, instead of

being called Teanga Rath (fort), is called Coran Rath, the curved sea-

bank of Rath. The point to which the boys used to cast the stones was

called Coran Rosamail, the submarine bank of Rosamail. The bank is

now gone, and so the place is simply called Traigh Rosamail, the strand

of Rosamail.

It is a singular fact, however, that for the last few years these banks are

again rapidly forming and accumulating to themselves the sand of various

and distant parts of the Sound. Will this part of the broad and stormy

Sound of Tarransey again become what it was nearly a century and a half

ago, or will it even close up altogether and form an isthmus (aoi), thus recon-

verting the island of Saint Tarran into the peninsula of Saint Tarran 1
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Following the analogy of similar places, it probably may, and that before

many years, should the accumulation proceed as at present. The removal of

isthmuses of a sandy nature (aoi) is going on in many places. The disap-

pearance of these isthmuses, and the conversion of their peninsulas into

islands, is simply a matter of time. The writer believes that many of

the islands of the Hebrides were formerly peninsulas joined to their main-

land by sandy isthmuses. As these sandy isthmuses were worn away by
the sea, the peninsulas eventually became islands. An investigation,

combining geology, archseology, and onomatology, would probably con-

firm this view.

An island in North Uist was wholly destroyed by a storm. The island

was called Eilean nan Uan, the " Isle of the Lambs," the crofters of the

contiguous island of Bororey (Bore Island) using it in weaning and grazing

their lambs. When day dawned after the storm, the crofters were dis-

mayed to find that their island and their lambs had disappeared together,

" Like the baseless fabric of a vision,

That leaves not a rack behind."

A sand-bank, over which vessels sail, is all that now remains to indicate

the site of this island. The bank is still called Oitir nan Uan (the

shoal of the lambs) ; and more correctly, Oitir Eilean nan Uan (the

shoal of the isle of the lambs).

The disappearance of this island occurred about one hundred and fifty

years ago. The crofters of Bororey were taking home their effects from

the neighbouring island of Lingey (Heather Island), where they had been

making kelp during summer. It was a calm evening in the end of

July or the beginning of August. One man was left behind on Lingey

because his shealing gear could not be carried in the boats that went
home. His crofter neighbours meant to return for him immediately.

The storm, however, like many similar storms on this wild coast, came
down with such suddenness that they barely escaped themselves ; and the

man was thus left alone, without companion, without shelter, and exposed
to the full fury of the wild storm. The sky was aflame with lightning,

and the crash and roll of thunder mingled with the roar of the wind and
the waves. The man, not unnaturally under the circumstances, thought
that the end of the world had come. In this situation he composed a
hymn, now irrecoverable. The hymn is said to have possessed much
merit. Mrs. Macneill, Newton, North Uist, a cultured lady of the very
highest excellence of head and heart, tells the writer that the hymn was
singularly fine, the appearance of nature amidst the war of the ele-

ments being described with graphic power and religious fervour.

There is a low-lying island—rather a series of islands—behind North
LTist, of which the people speak consistently. The island is called,

generally, h-Eisgeir, occasionally, t-Eisgeir, and in the old traditions always,

Aoisgeir. The two first forms are the same, and both are modifications of

the last. The " ei " is simply the local pronunciation of the mi, "isthmus ;"

VOL. n. 2 G
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h-Eisgeir thus meaning "the rock of the isthmus." The island is also

knoAvn as, h-Eisgeir nan Cailleach (h-Eisgeir of the Carlins), a community

of nuns having lived there. When the tide is out, h-Eisgeir forms one

island, but when the tide is in, the Atlantic crosses it in two places called

fords (Gaelic, faoghail), thus converting the island into three islands.

A third of a mile beyond h-Eisgeir Proper is Seiley. The name is

Norse, and means the "Seal Isle," the place having been much frequented

by the large seal before the lighthouse was built. Sealey was called also

h-Eisgeir nam Manach (h-Eisgeir of the Monks), from a small community

of monks that had a house where the lighthouse now stands. These

simple communities of monks and nuns lived unmolested here far down

into lieformation times, and only died out from natural decay. The

writer had the privilege, twenty years ago, of conversing with an aged

woman, Mary Mackay, who lived alone in a little cot near the grass-

covered mound over the home of the nuns. This interesting little woman,

so full of the curious old lore of her sea-girt isles, described the nuns

and their lives there with so much charming grace and vivid intelligence,

and in such felicitous Gaelic, that the writer could readily imagine that

she herself had been the last remaining link between them and us.

These small isolated communities, living their simple lives among

these wild dissevered rocks of the, ocean, were offshoots from the parent

houses at Benbecula and Cairnish ; these again being attached to lona, whose

religious houses were of the white order of Saint Augustine. These were

invariably presided over by members of the first families of the Isles.

The island of h-Eisgeir lies 7\ miles from Benbecula and 4i miles from

Xorth Uist, to which it belongs. In the old traditions of the people, the

island is said to have been joined both to Benbecula and to North Uist.

The people sj^eak of this joining as aoi, isthmus ; aoi iiain, green isthmus
;

and of the land behind these joinings as machair, plain; and machair

gorm, green plain. But the Atlantic encroached, first in small sikes

(Gaelic, sig), then in large fords (Gaelic, faoghail), and ultimately in

straits (Gaelic, caolas), so broad and deep that the people gave up cross-

ing them even on horseback at low water (Gaelic, muir traigh). Men
who crossed these fords for the last time, and men who wei-e drowned

in crossing them, are still mentioned by name. The people of the time

tried to preserve the land, and to prevent the encroachments of the

sea, by constructing enbankments, but the Atlantic broke down these

embankments, and, rushing in, filled the lakes behind, and joined the

Minch on the other side. A large and stormy sea now covers the area of

the isthmuses, the plains, and the lakes of former times. Intelligent

crofters informed the writer of having seen fragments of iron bolts

sunk into certain low-water rocks in the Atlantic between Benbecula and

h-Eisgeir. These rocks lie at a distance of some miles from the land

on either side, and are believed to have been the sites of embankments.

Some miles east of these reefs, and west from the shores of North Uist,

the remains of buildings are visible under a clear sky and low tide. These
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are said to have been the dwellings of the people who inhabited the

inachairs now under the sea. It is interesting and curious to find

various su])merged sites over the now wide and open sea still called by
their place-names, as Sgeir a Chloidhean, ("the barrier rock," the site of a

flood gate), Ceardach Ruadh (" the red smithy "), and others.

The evidences of local changes in the distribution of land and sea

which have now been cited from the Outer Hebrides may be said to rest

largely on tradition. We are not, however, without abundant geological

evidence that such changes have actually taken place. Indeed, there are

probably few coasts around which the proof of loss of land within recent

and historic times are more striking. Along the western margin of these

islands the Atlantic waves roll over the remains of dikes, duns, dwellings,

kilns, and churches which can still be recognised as such ; together with un-

determinable masonry and old burial-grounds. Submerged peat-bogs also

occur. This peat consists in some places of sphagnum, in some of iris

and ferns ; and in other places of reeds, rushes, and grasses—all in layers

closely matted and firmly compacted. In various localities the remains

of trees are found imbedded in the peat, some of the stumps standing

upright with their roots and rootlets widely spread where they grew
;

others lying prostrate with their branches and leaves where they fell.

Traditions and records mention many places where such striking evidence

of submergence has been found ; and the geologist, if not timid, may at

low water see and examine them for himself. But there is danger—tlie

back-draw of the wave being too much for the strongest man.

During his residence among those interesting islands, and their inter-

esting people, the writer examined these things in various localities along

the extensive coast-line of the Outer Hebrides. For him these low-water

vestiges possessed much interest, and, he hopes, some instruction. Nor does

he know anything more eerie and pathetic—not to sa}^ awe-inspiring, than
" meditations among these submerged tombs," with the Atlantic surge

singing the dead-march of the past over the sea-covered graves of the

dead of long ago. Here truly are "tongues in trees," and "sermons in

stones."

Though he could not credit, the writer could sympathise to the full with

the weird, wild, and beautiful stories of the old people of the kindly

hearts, the courteous manners, and the wonderful memories. These old

stories relate that the spirits of the people who lived in these now sub-

merged houses still wander about among their ruined homes, and still

hover over their sea-invaded tombs, wailing their wailing cry of the

coronach, their yew and their cypress, the groves of the long-stalked,

broad-leaved tangle.

An intelligent old mason, Kenneth Mackenzie, Dallabrog, assured the

writer that he saw below Nether Bornish, South Uist, amidst a forest of

luxuriant tangles ten feet long, the ruins of a submerged church, contain-

ing an arch, and this arch vmmistakably Gothic and chamfered. The
mason, then a young man, was directed to the spot by an old woman
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beside him on the harvest ridge, as a place where he could get freestone

to sharpen his sickle. When young, the old woman herself obtained

freestone from these submerged walls for a like purpose. The mason,

however, with great good feeling,

" Turned the weeder-clips aside,

And spared the symbol dear."

He, however, used his reaping-hook on the sea-weeds growing on the

wall, ten or twelve feet in length of which he laid bare. Only two or three

feet of the broken wall appeared above the silt, and this at irregular inter-

A^als. These tangle-clustered ruins had a fascination for "Kenneth" as for

others, and only the rising tide and increasing surge of the Atlantic drove

him away. Kenneth Mackenzie is still living.

The writer searched, but unsuccessfully, for this submerged temple, as

these old churches are called by the people. He found, however, Avhat he

believes to have been a detached piece of its broken wall. This he carried

home on horseback to Creagorry, a distance of 14 miles. There were

many similar pieces of broken wall lying about in the place, under the lee

of flat shelving rocks covered Avith seaweeds. These were composed of

pebbles and cement, much like modern concrete. In appearance and

adhesiveness they resembled blocks of conglomerate, as seen round the

shores of Lorn. There is no conglomerate in the place, the formation

being wholly gneiss. The pebbles composing this old concrete were

shore pebbles, nowhere larger than the egg of the emu, and generally

much smaller. Probably building-stone, when the church was built, was

as hard to be got at then as now, with miles of machairs, lakes, and

gearnddh intervening between the sea and the hills beyond. The cement

used in the concrete was shell-lime, seemingly mixed, in parts at least,

with some dark unknown substance. The writer spent many an idle hour
—^perhaps not the least pleasing of his many idle hours—wading about

among shelving reefs and trailing tangles, 14 feet below water mark,

musing over those instructive evidences of bygone times, and these

touching memorials of bygone men.

In olden times men Avere buried with the signs of their calling beside

them in the grave ; as, the warrior with his spear, the hunter with his

hound, the rider with his horse, the priest with his stole, the lady with

her mirror and comb, and the pirate with his galley. It is supposed that

the body of the galley raised over the grave of the Viking chief first

suggested the Gothic nave (navis), the prow of the galley the Gothic arch,

and the floor of the galley the Gothic roof. May it not be further sug-

gested that the Gothic style of architecture was introduced direct into the

Western Isles during the Norse Occupation 1 For more than three hundred

years the Norsemen infested the Western Isles, murdering and plunder-

ing Avherever they Avent. lona alone they sacked and burnt no fewer

than seven times, massacring the brethren, and burning the library Avith

all its priceless illuminated manuscripts. During tAvo hundred years of
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this time the Norsemen held complete sway over the Isles. But it was
the sway of men who delighted in blood, gloried in death, and exulted in

crime. Nothing can be sadder than the annals of the Isles during this

dark period. At last the battle of Largs, in 1263, broke their power

and drove them away.

During the disturbed period of the Norse Occupation, the ecclesiastical

affairs of the Western Isles, together with those of the Isle of Man, were

dictated from Trondhjem. The whole of the Islands were divided into

two somewhat equal divisions, the line of demarcation being drawn across

Carnaborg, a small isle lying off the west coast of Mull. All the islands

to the north of this line, including the Orkneys and Shetlands, were called

the Nordereys, while those to the south of the line, together with the Isle

of Man, were called the Sudereys. Dr. Skene says that all the Western
Isles were included in " the Sudereys." The name of this diocese is now
smoothed down into " Sodor and Man," a name the origin of which

puzzles many persons, sometimes including the holder of the title !

Probably the Gothic style of architecture was introduced direct into

the Western Isles during this Norse Occupation. If so, the submerged

church below Bornish, South Uist, was in all likelihood built during this

period. This would account for the Gothic arch in the tangle-covered

ruin, while it would indicate its age and the rate of submergence along

the Uist coast.

Except where blown sand has filled up a ford, a creek, a lake, a pool,

or some sort of hollow, there is nowhere evidence of land being raised

and of sea being displaced throughout the Western Isles. All the evidence

is the other way—the land disappearing, and the sea retaining its level.

The disappearance of land in the Isles is due, the writer thinks, to two

causes—subsidence and attrition ; in some places probably to both com-

bined. In some localities the land has subsided ; in others, where the

nature of the soil favoured, the sea, cancer-like, consumed it. This, the

writer thinks, occurred in the isthmus, now the Sound, of lona.

The process is in operation in various places known to the writer.

Three of these—two being in Harris and one in Lewis—are selected for

illustration, because they resemble lona, not only in physical conditions,

but to some degree, in religious associations as well. The remains of

churches, and other evidences of Christian and archaic art, are still visible

over these isthmuses, and in their near neighbourhoods. The ruins may
not be considerable, but thej' are touching in their rude simplicity.

On the west coast of South Harris is a promontory, variously called

by the people Aird-na-caipe, "the peninsula of the foam;" Caipnis, "the

foam ness " (literally " the foam semi-island "), and by other names. The
peninsula is extensive, and rises in the centre to a height of 1100 feet. It

is greatly exposed to the Atlantic storms. These churn the sea into

foam in the dark chasms below, whence it is driven up the hill-side,

making the green hill-side appear as if under a covering of snow. The
hill is called Caipbhal, " foam-fell "—the fell being Norse. This, the
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writei' thinks, is the meaning of the name, and not the Norse Kvpii-feU,

"the bowl-shaped fell," according to the late CaiDtain ^Thomas, RN.
And here the writer would express his warm admiration of the diligence,

research, and general accuracy of Captain Thomas. If, howeA^er, he could

express his conviction without any seeming disloyalty towards the memory
of one with whose friendship and correspondence he was privileged for

over twenty years, he would venture to say that Captain Thomas,^like

others whose knowledge of Gaelic is limited, pressed the Norse element

too strongly in the place-names of the Western Isles. Writers upon

place-names occasionally seem to forget that, a word may be cognate to

several languages, and that philologists may not be unanimous as to the

original. Men dealing with Gaelic place-names seem si)ecially prone to

do this—forgetful that the seeming incapacity of the Gaelic to solve a

name may possibly be as much due to the writer as to the language.

Though, for obvious reasons, meagre and indirect in the arts and sciences,

the Gaelic language is fidl and direct in fishing, farming, and pastoral

pursuits, and in place-names descriptive and copious to a degree.

This word caij) is curious. Unconnected with a place-name, it is coj)

or coi2), and masculine ; whereas, connected with a place-name, it becomes

ccq) or cai2y, and feminine. At Scolpaig, North Uist, there is a creek

called Port-na-caipe, "the port of the foam." The name is singularly

appropriate. During storms the rock-sided creek becomes filled with

foam from five to fifteen feet deep, according to the strength and dura-

tion of the storm. As the storm continues, the foam forming behind

drives forward the foam in front, till the whole field above the creek,

some acres in extent, becomes a heaving, moving, seemingly living mass

of thick \iscous foam from two to five feet in depth. The German meer-

schaum, literallj- "sea-scum," is so called from its resemblance to this

"sea-foam."

At some distance east from the point of Caipnis, and under some

fathoms of water, is a tangle-covered spot called Bogha-na-cille, "the reef of

the church." There is an old tradition that the ruins of a church lie buried

under these tangles. Confirmatory evidence of this tradition has been

given to the writer by several persons, who, under exceptional conditions of

tide, sea, and atmosphere had been able to see the ruins. Among these,

a magistrate, Mr. Kenneth Macdonald, told him that he brought up a

large lump of the well-built wall on his hand-lines while fishing there, the

fishing lines having become entangled among the luxuriant sea-weed

growing on the ruined walls ! From this submerged church, the Atlantic

has indented the isthmus to a distance of two and a half miles. The sub-

mergence still proceeds, and the Atlantic coming in from the north is now
within a third of a mile of the Atlantic passing down at right angles on

the west of the isthmus. When the sea shall have met over this fertile,

crop-yielding land, with its under-ground houses and other archaic

remains, and ruined little temple near by, the now isthmus will then

become a strait, and the peninsula beyond will then be an island. By
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what name shall this island then be known ? Shall the present name

Caipnis, "the foam semi-island," be changed to Caipinnis, "the foam

island ?"—or shall the aoi follow the land, and will the peninsula-con-

verted island be called Aoi, or even Aoi-innis, "isthmus island?" The

latter is not an unknown name.

About fifty years ago a German doctor, who had seen similar works

in Holland, constructed a barrier against the encroachment of the sea

over the isthmus of Caipnis. The embankment—equally simple, in-

expensive, and ingenious— might have been serviceable, had the conditions

of the generous constructor been observed and the construction finished.

Tarransey (Isle of Saint Tarran) is a rocky glaciated island lying of!'

the west coast of Harris. The west end of the island stretches out into a

peninsula called Aird-Mhanuis (peninsula of Manus). The junction of the

peninsula is a low sandy isthmus. At the junction of the isthmus with

the body of the island, and on an eminence called Cnoc-an-Teampuill (" the

temijle hillock "), there is an upright stone six feet high, with an incised

cross, and near this some traceable foundation, probably that of a church.

When the writer first saw this isthmus, in the summer of 1861, it was

clothed in bright green sward, pleasing to the eye and fragrant to the

smell, the plants of these sandy plains being strongly aromatic. When
he saAv it last, in the summer of 1882, the isthmus was sterile sand, the

Atlantic breakers rolling over it from west to east, and subsiding into

the sea on the inner side. The place is variously called by the old people,

An Aoi, " the isthmus ;

" An Aoi Uaine, "the green isthmus ;" Aoi Mhanuis,

"the isthmus of Manus ;" Aoi an Teampuill, "isthmus of the temple;" Aoi na

Cille, " the isthmus of the church," and Aoi na Croise, " the isthmus of the

cross." But few, however, of the present old people know all of these

names, while there is a marked tendency of late to call the whole penin-

sula simply An Aoi, "the isthmus."

When the peninsula of Manus has become an island, what shall the island

be called 1—Aoi, " isthmus 1"—Aoi uain, "green isthmus?"— Aoi-Mhanuis,

"Manus'isthmus?"—Aoi an teampuill, "the temple isthmus?"—Aoi na Cille,

"church isthmus?"—Aoi na Croise, "cross isthmus?" Probably the first, but

it is unnecessary to speculate, the ways of place-names being as illusive as

the movements of mercurj^

Three miles from Stornoway, a long narrow isthmus connects the

peninsula of Eignis with the mainland of Lews. The length of the

isthmus is about seven-eighths, and the breadth about one-seventh of

a mile. A large open arm of the Minch, called Lochatnath, Northloch,

winds round the peninsula, and, coming up behind, chafes against the

inner side of the isthmus. The attrition causes disintegration of the friable

earth and sand forming the isthmus, as is evident from the loose alluvial

accumulations of the strand below. Towards the west end of the strand,

long reaches of Cambrian red sandstone stretch away out under the

shallow sea of the bay. The rock is incrusted, lustrous, and of a beau-

tiful rich maroon colour, from the iodine of the sea-weeds. On the south
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side the long sweep of the Minch strikes against the isthmus with great

force. The strand here consists of. rough rounded boulders, called in

Gaelic mol garhh, " rough pebble "

—

molmin heing^ "small pebble." Not-

withstanding this protection, the violence of the sea is telling against the

isthmus, which on this, even more than on the opposite and less exposed side,

is much worn away. The fall of the sea here, as elsewhere round the coast,

is about 14 feet, spring tide. During low water, and underlying thin sand,

plants, shrubs, and trees imbedded in peat-moss, may be seen along the

tortuous irregular strand towards Stornoway. In some places the trees lie

thickly together like what may be seen in a forest after a storm. Some of

them are of large size and in good preservation—the preservation, no doubt,

being due to the peat in which they are sheathed. The west is about

three times the breadth of the east end of the isthmus. It contains a

small triangular lake of brackish water, called in Gaelic mearal. During

storms and high tides the sea comes into the lake from both sides, the

presence of the lake thus hastening the destruction of the isthmus. This

isthmus resembles in miniature the traditional isthmus of h-Eisgeir.

Looking at the deep indentations, the submerged strands, the scarped

and denuded coasts, and the narrow compass of the area in question, the

conviction is unavoidable that the aoi of to-day will be the doirlinn of

to-morrow, and that the doirlinn of to-morrow will be the strait of the

after-morrow. Nor are we left to conjecture as to the future name of

this island, as in the case of other peninsulas which have been converted

into islands. Already on the Ordnance map the name of the peninsula is

boldly written EYE, the Gaelic name of the contiguous isthmus and the

distant lona. [When the isthmus between Benbecula and h-Eisgeir dis-

appeared, the name of the A'^anished isthmus fastened on the land on either

side, there being a t-Ei (aoi) in Benbecula, and a h-Ei (aoi) in h-Eisgeir.]

The name of the isthmus near Stornoway, as found in books and docu-

ments, is written in various ways, as, Ey, Y, Na Huyis, Eie, Hayis, Huy,

Ui, Ei, and Eye. In present-day writings the name assumes forms still

more variable. The people of the place call the isthmus Ui, Aoi, and Braigh

na h-Ui, literally "the throat of the Ui." They speak of the large penin-

sula beyond, with its teeming population of crofter-fishermen, as, Eignis,

Aignis, Garrabost, Eudha, and various other names. Occasionally they

call the peninsula Uinis, " the isthmus-peninsula."

At the junction of the isthmus with the peninsula, there is an old

burial-place, in the centre of which are the roofless ruins of an old

church. Many of the insular chiefs of Lews lie buried here, while many
others are buried in lona. There are many tombstones lying about with-

in and without the walls of the old church. Several of these are curious,

old, and interesting. Some of the stones are sculptured in high and some

in low relief, after the manner of the lona stones, and are very beautiful.

There are also modern tombstones, and some beautiful monuments in

marble, to native Highlanders who distinguished themselves in the arts

and sciences, and in the civil and military services of their country.
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When the people of the place speak of this church they call it,

Eaglais na h-Ui, "the church of the Ui," and when they speak of the

burying-ground they call it, Cladh na h-Ui, "the burial-place of the Ui,"

in order to distinguish them from other churches and places of burial.

The old church and the still older burial-place of Ui are a dedication

to Saint Columba. Accordingly, when the people mention this isthmus

they call it, Ui Chalumcille, or Aoi Chalumcille, to distinguish it from

other isthmuses of the nature of an aoi in Lews.

The earliest mention of lona is by Saint Cuimin, who in 657 wrote a

Gaelic life of his cousin, Saint Columba. He calls the island Hyona.

From that time downwards the place is variously called Hii, Columbkill,

li, lea, le, Eo, la, lae, Hi, Hiona-coluimcille, leoa, Aoi, Eyna Helgo, Eyin

Helga, Hii-columchille, Yi, Hy, Yona, I, Y, Ycallumkyll, Ycolmekill,

Ecolmkill, Aoi Columcille, and manj^ others. These examples of the old

forms of the name of lona are clearly the same as the old forms of the

name of the isthmus near Storuoway.

In Gaelic the island of lona is called Icholumcille, the initial letter

having the sound of ee. In Lews the isthmus near Stornoway is called

Uicholumcille, the pronunciation of the ui being preserved. The first

form of the name is a slight modification of the second form. The name

signifies, literally, " The Isthmus of Columcille." The writer prefers aoi to

ui, being the older-written, though perhaps not the more correct, form of

the Avord.

The old names of lona, as found in ancient manuscripts, and still

traced amongst old people, were Druidhuis, the peninsula of Druids

;

Craoibhuis, the peninsula of trees ; Craoibhi [aoi), the isthmus of trees :

Innis Druidhean, the isle of Druids ; Cruibhinnis, Craoibhinnis, the isle

of trees : and other names. As in the case of other isthmuses described,

when the sea displaced the isthmus between lona and Mull, the name

of the isthmus followed the isthmus-island, displacing the names of the

previous peninsula. The current name of lona is / sounded like e long.

The writer believes that this, and all other ancient and modern

variations of this, are simply modifications of aoi, isthmus. As early

as 806, lona is mentioned in the Annals of Innisfailen as Aoi Columcille,

the isthmiis of Columcille, the name by which the present people of

Lews call the well-known isthmus near Stornoway. In the seventh cen-

tury lona was called Hyona ; in the eighth, loua ; in the eleventh, Hiona

and Euean. All these names are modifications of one another, and of

the vowel-sounds of aoi uain, "green isthmus," the name by which the

old men and women still speak of the displaced isthmus of h-Eisgeir. If

"island" be substituted for "isthmus," the name is most appropriate,

lona being peculiarly green and pleasing to the eye during the summer

season. Correctly or incorrectly, the writer believes that the Gaelic

name of lona—/,—is a modification of the aoi, the Gaelic term for a low-

lying sandy isthmus, and that the English name lona is a corruption of

Aoi-uain, the Gaelic name for a low-lying, green, sandy isthmus.
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Whatever be the imperfections of these suggestions, the writer alone

is responsible for them. They are extracted from a heap of scrap-books

filled during the last thirty years Avith notes on the geology, natural

history, and antiquities of the Western Isles, and more especially with

Gaelic oral literature collected amongst the people.

Notwithstanding that he has suppressed much, and condensed to the

best of his ability, the writer feels it his duty to apologise for the length

of this paper. If, however, he has succeeded in showing the true cause

of the name of the famous island of lona, he feels that he shall not have

written in vain. To his thinking, the meaning of the name of lona is

simple and natural, and in nowise connected with foreign languages,

as learned men maintain ; but that it had its origin in phj'sical changes

long ago, and still in process to those who have e)'es to see and oppor-

tunity to use them.

[Xote hij Professor James Geik'ie

:

—"Mr. Carmichael refers to the

Common occurrence of sand-dunes on the coasts of the Western Islands as

being something of a mystery. The sand of which they are composed

has certainly not been derived from the degradation, by the breakers,

of the hard crystalline rocks, of which those islands are mainly composed

:

and yet its origin is not far to seek. The low-lying parts of the islands

are sprinkled, and occasionally more or less continuously covered, \^^th

glacial accumulations, which extend out to sea. These materials, washed

and winnowed by waves and currents, are dried upon the beach and

borne inland by the winds to form the sand-hills. Such wind-blown

sands are most common on the western shores of the islands. I have

visited most of the islands of the Outer Hebrides, and have traversed the

Long Island from the Butt of Lews to Barra Head, and am quite of

Mr. Carmichael's opinion that the sea is making inroads in manj' places.

I nowhere found evidence of an}- recent elevation of the land : on the

contrary, all the facts seemed to point the other wa)^ The low-lying

tracts, consisting in many places of glacial and fluvio-glacial deposits, fall

a ready prey to the assaults of the sea, and I can quite credit the

traditions of loss of land , to which Mr. Carmichael refers. The destruc-

tion of a low-lying isthmus in one place must often affect the course of the

tidal currents, and thus tend to the silting-up of shallow straits in the

vicinity. Many of the changes of Avhich mention is made in Mr.

Carmichael's paper seem to be due to the removal of material and the

contemporaneous formation of sand-banks by the sea. Some of the

changes, however, appear to point to an actual subsidence of the land,—

or, to put it in another way, to a change in the relative level of sea and

land."]
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NOTES FROM THE CAPE.

(With a Mrqx)

Through the courtesy of the Cape Government, and of our Honorary

Corresponding Member, Mr. Gamble, we have received several interesting-

reports of the progress of the colony. First in its possible influence on

South African development is Mr, Dunn's report on a supposed deposit of

coal.^

Geology of South Africa.— " In this interesting document," says

Professor James Geikie, to whom we are indebted for the following

resume, " Mr. Dunn shows that the strata occupying the greater

portion of Cape Colony, nearly the whole of the Free State, and
the larger part of Natal, are arranged in a basin-shaped form. The
longer axis of this area, running from a point twenty miles west of

Calvinia, in Cape Colony, to the junction of the Buffalo and Tugela rivers,

in Natal, is about 700 miles in length. At its narrowest point it is 200
miles broad, Ixit it widens out to 3-50 miles. The rock which forms the

floor and rim of this great basin consists of a remarkable conglomerate.

This is overlaid, in perfectly conformable sequence, by black carbonaceous

shales, containing thin coals and various kinds of clay beds, forming

together what are termed the Lower Karroo beds. Above these come
the Upper Karroo beds, consisting principally of red, purple, green, and
grey clays, shales, and sandstones. Resting upon the Upper Karroo beds

are the Stormberg Coal Measures, from which all the coal at present

worked in South Africa is derived. The Stormberg series is covered by
the ' Eed Beds,' the ' Cave Sandstone,' and volcanic rocks. The basement

bed, or 'Dwykka Conglomerate,' is believed by Mr. Dunn to be of glacial

origin. It is of very irregular thickness, ranging from 3 feet up to 300
feet, and the included stones are of all shapes and sizes, varying from
mere grit up to blocks weighing two tons each. These are set in a very

fine-grained matrix. The stones and blocks are confusedly huddled
together; some are well rounded, others are angular, sub-angular, and
blunted, and many occur smoothed, grooved, and scratched. Moreover,
the rocky basement upon which the conglomerate reposes is likewise very
distinctly grooved and scratched. The constituents of the conglomerate

are of many kinds, being partly of local origin, and partly derived from
distant and quite unknown sources. This remarkable deposit is certainly

of Palaeozoic age, and is referred by Mr. Dunn to the Carboniferous

period. He thinks it probable that the conglomerate was deposited by
icebergs in a great lake or inland sea, and that the driving aground of

these bergs on the flat shelving shores of the lake gave rise to the glacia-

tion of the ancient rock-surfaces which underlie the conglomerate.

1 Jieport on a Supposed Extensive Deposit of Coal underlying the Central Districts of
the Colony. By E. J. Dunn, F. G.S. Presented to both Houses of Parliament by command
of his Excellency the Governor, April 1886.
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Whether the conglomerate Avas formed iu this way, or whether it may
not be, like our own boulder-clay (which it seems closely to resemble),

the morainic debris of glaciers, future investigation will no doubt deter-

mine ; but it is certainly very remarkable to meet with such evidence of

glacial action at so remote a period in the world's history, and in so low

a latitude, for the junction of the Yaal and Orange rivers is about

29° 10' S. The presence of this well-marked conglomerate has been of

great service to Mr. Dunn in his survey of the region, for by means of it

he has been able to map out the approximate extent of the overlying

Lower Karroo beds. The lower portions of these Karroo beds consist

princi})ally of highly carbonaceous shales, containing in places thin layers

of impure coal, an inch and less in thickness, and in one or two places

thicker seams have been detected. Mr. Dunn points out that these black

shales occur round the marginal areas of the ancient lake basin, in which

they were accumulated, and he is of opinion that further towards the

centre thicker masses of pure coal Avill in all probability be met with.

He thinks it most likely that, while the earthy and coarser ingredients

washed into the lake would come to rest first, the coaly matter would be

carried out to greater distances from the shores, and eventually settle

down over the deeper and quieter reaches of the old lake. He has there-

fore advised the Colonial Government to put down a series of bores along

the line of railway leading from Kimberley to Cape Town, so as to

ascertain the character of the beds which occur at a greater distance from

the margin of the basin. Doubtless the colonial authorities will take his

advice, and we sincerely hope that Mr. Dunn's expectations of discovering

a new and most extensive coal-field will be realised. Should such a coal-

field exist, no dependencj" of the British Empire should have a more
splendid future before it than Cape Colony. The fossil remains obtained

from the Lower Karroo beds are too few to enable geologists to fix the

age of the deposits, but they are either Carboniferous or Permian. No
doubt, when the beds have been more carefully searched, their geological

horizon will be definitely ascertained. AVe have left ourselves no space

to speak of some other points relating to the geological structure of the

great central basin as described by Mr. Dunn, and will conclude by con-

gratulating that gentleman on the ability with which he has worked out

the succession and correlation of the strata, and the clearness with which

he has stated his results."

Increase of the Bantu Race in South Africa.— Of nearly equal

interest with Mr. Dunn's report, is the recent Blue-hook on Native Affairs.'^

This Blue-book furnishes us with some very remarkable facts in re-

gard to the increase of the natives of the great Bantu family, since the

country became subject to Britain. We have got into the way of almost

' Cape of Good Hope : Ministerial Department of Native A fairs—Blue-hook on Native

Affairs, 1886, presented to both Houses of Parliament by command, etc., 1886. Cape
Town, 1886. 1
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expecting native races to die out, like the Red Indian and the Maori,

1)efore the advance of the European ; and many of us, no doubt, have a

sort of vague feeling that before long tlie only peoples who will have to

be much reckoned with in South Africa will be those of Euroj)ean lineage.

The facts brought out by the various reports contained in the Blue-l^ook,

and summarised and corroborated in an appendix by Mr. George M.

Theal, go quite in the teeth of such an idea. A comjjarison, he tells us,

between the number of the people of the Bantu race, south of the

Limpopo half a century ago and to-day is somewhat startling, for it shows

that the increase by natural means is without parallel elsewhere. Com-
mencing at the Sunday River, the territory stretching to the Kei contains

more Kaffirs and Fingos now than it did then, notwithstanding three

wars with Europeans, the fearful loss of life through the destruction of

their property by the Amaxosa in 1857, the migration of swarms to the

Transkeian districts, and the effects of drunkenness. Between the Kei

and the Umzimvubu, the people have certainly much more than doubled

in number during that period, though internecine war was constantly being

carried on in one part or another until very recently. In 1835 the highest

estimate of the Bantu population between the Umzimvubu and the Tugela

—including the greater part of the present colony of Natal, Eastern

Pondoland, and a large portion of Griqualand East—was under 10,000

souls. In 1885 there are over half a million of that race on the same
ground. North of the Tugela all is conjecture, but it is pretty certain

that the numl^er of souls is not less now than 50 years ago. Passing over

the mountains, in the eastern part of the present Orange Free State and
Basutoland, the highest estimate in 1835 was 50,000. Notwithstanding

all the wars with Europeans in that region, the number to-day is not

short of 200,000. In the Transvaal or South African Re])ublic the contrast

is almost as striking as in Natal ; but in the northern part of that territory

the inci'ease is partly owing to immigration from tribes beyond the

boundary. Everywhere throughout the region stretching from the Lim-
popo river to the shores of the Indian Ocean there has been a tendency on
the part of the Bantu population during this period to occupy the vacant

places, just as water flows into depressions ; and this tendency is still in

force. It may appear in some localities as if the numbers were stationary
;

but upon close inquiry it is found that they only appear so because

swarms have periodically migrated to other grounds. The great unin-

habited wastes that every traveller of half a century ago described are

now teeming with human life. To say that the Bantu population in

South Africa, from the Limpopo to the sea, has trebled itself by natural

increase alone, within 50 years, is keeping far below the real state of

growth. One way of estimating the increase of any given population is

to find what is the proportion of children under 15 years of age to females

over 15. The result of this inquiry is that in England and Wales this

proportion is 110-17
; in the Dominion of Canada, 124-73; in the United

States, among the European population, 130-76; in the Australasian
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Colonies, 150'76; among the Bantu of South Africa, under the least

favourable circumstances, 169-98; among the Negroes in the United

States, 172"28 j among the Bantu of South Africa, tender ordinary circumstances,

probably 195-00. It thus appears that the Bantus are one of the most

prolific of all human races. Though no statistics proper as to the duration

of Bantu life have been collected, almost the uniform testimony of those

who have had most experience in the colony is to the effect that the

average life of the native is longer than that of the European. In proof

of this assertion, attention is called to the fact that a very large number of

natives still living remember, and took part in, the battle of Amalinde in

1818, the flight of the Fingos from Natal in 1821 and 1822, etc. ;
that

when natives and Europeans known to be of the same age are compared,

the native invariably has the appearance of lieing the younger, and that

the natives greatly surpass the Europeans in the matter of good health.

The effects of embracing Christianity are viewed by different observers in

very different lights—some thinking that improved morality must of neces-

sity conduce to a more rapid growth of population, and others consider-

ing that this influence is more than counterbalanced by the change from

polygamy to monogamy. Many of the magistrates and traders maintain

that there is an increase of disease among the semi-civilised natives, due

to less cleanly habits (a European suit of clothes Avhich is seldom washed,

and a shirt which is never changed, being less wholesome than a coating

of grease, and red-clay frecpiently applied to a freshly-bathed body), to

exposure to wet, to the cares and anxieties which even semi-civilisation

increases, and finally to less bodily exercise. Early marriages are the

rule among the Bantus. For the whole of the tribes south of the Limpopo

the average age of the bride would probably be between 1.5 and 16.

Owing to the robust constitution of the people, very few decrepit children

are born. While the old habit of filling the mouths of such unfortunates

with earth has passed into desuetude, the same result is attained in other

ways. They have a curious proneness to get lost, or to meet Avith acci-

dents, and generally disajjpear at an early age. There is little chance of

a race of Mestizos arising between the European and Bantu, as there is

no disgrace to which a native female is subject equal, in the opinion of

her people, to that of giving birth to a half-breed child. Such are some

of the leading facts of Mr. Theal's paper, which deserves the consideration

of all Avho have any hand in making the history or moulding the future

of our South African Empire.

To the same Eeport we are indebted for the following about the

Territories :
—

Upington, on the "Northern Border."—Mr. John H. Scott,

a Special Commissioner, Avriting from Upington, mentions that the

Upington "water-furrow" from the Orange River has been completed

at a cost of £3000, and renders available for cultivation some thou-

I
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sands of acres of rich alkivial soil. He ascribes the success of the

enterprise to the tact, hard wirk, intelligence, and devotedness of the

resident missionary, Eev. C Schroeder. The people are now busy with

the erection of a water-mill which is intended to produce an income for

their day-school. Mr. Scott states that the advent of the German
Government, which seems determined to maintain order, promises to be

a great blessing to the inhabitants of Damara and Namaqualand. A Mr.

Jordan, with the help of the Trek Boers, is endeavouring to form a sort

of Republic in a tract of country bought by him from some chief supposed
to have a title to it ; but as the land is claimed by the Damaras now in

treaty Avitli the German Government, it is doubtful if he will succeed.

Transkei.—Area of chief magistracy, 2535 square miles. Districts or

sub-magistracies : Idiitywa, Butterworth, Nqamakwe, and Tsomo, annexed
to the colony in 1879, and Kentani and Willowvale, annexed in 1885.

Population : census of 1879, 83,182 in all. Approximate on 31st December
1885: Europeans, 820; Bantu, 118,682 (Amamfengu, 69,457; Amaxosa,
48,700; Abatembu, 525); and Hottentots, mixed breeds, descendants of

slaves, etc., 50. Total population at present, 119,552 souls. The chief

magistrate, Mr. Matthew Blyth, reports that 1885 was a sad and gloomy
one for the colony, mainly owing to the severe drought, causing a failure

of the crops and a loss of cattle to the extent of 100,000 head. In one
respect the experience has done good ; much greater attention is beino-

paid to the cultivation of wheat, forage, potatoes, etc., as it is evidently

unwise to depend only on Indian and KafKr corn. A large part of the

territory is admirably adapted for grazing sheep. Next season efforts

will be made for the cultivation of cotton and linseed ; the former, Mr.
Blyth considers, will do well on the coast and the latter on the uplands.

Tembuland.—Area of chief magistracy, 4055 square miles. Districts

or sub-magistracies : Xalanga, St. Mark's, Engcobo, Emjanyana, Umtata,
Mqanduli, and Elliotdale, annexed to the colony in 1885. Vacant land : a
small area in the district of Xalanga. Population : census of 1879, 98,410
in all. Approximate on 31st December 1885 : Europeans, 8320; Bantu,
113,517 (Abatembu, 65, 786; Amamfengu, 18,250; Amambomvana, 15,000;
Amaxosa, 7075 ; Basuto, 6 ; unclassified, 7400) ; and Hottentots, mixed
breeds, descendants of slaves, etc., 801. Total population at present,

122,638. From this territory the chief magistrate's (Mr. H. G. Elliot's)

report is of similar tenor—drought, famine, loss of stock, and epidemic
small-pox. But the prospect for 1886 is wonderfully reassuring. If the
natives had possessed the means to till and sow, this would probably
have been the most abundant harvest ever known in this territory. As
it is, the crops are promising, and food will most likely be plentiful ; but
almost unprecedentedly heavy hail-storms in the close of the year 1855
committed great ravages in several districts, totally destroying all standino-
crops in their course.
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Griqualand East, and Mount Ayliff.—Area of the chief magis-

tracy, 7480 square miles (Griqualand East, 7240 ; and Mount Ayliff,

240 square miles). Districts and sub-magistracies : Maclear, INIount

Fletcher, Tsolo, Qumbu, Mount Frere, Matatiele, Kokstad and Um-
zimkulu, annexed to the colony in 1879, and Mount Ayliff, not yet

annexed. Vacant land : in the district of Maclear, about 60,000 acres

;

in district of Mount Fletcher, about 52,000 morgen ; in district of

Qumbu, about 6000 or 7000 acres ; and in district of Matatiele, about

70,000 acres. Population in 1881, 50,000 in all. Approximate on

31st December 1885: Europeans, 3066; Bantu, 89,583; and Hotten-

tots, mixed breeds, descendants of slaves, etc., 3531. Total popu-

lation at present, 96,180. East Griqualand suffered in 1885, says the

chief magistrate, W. E. Stanford, CM., least of the three territories from

drought and consequent scarcity of food. It is also not so thickly popu-

lated as the Transkei and Tembuland. There is thus more grazing

ground available, and the quantity of stock owned by each individual is

relatively larger. Bat notwithstanding the restrictions placed on natives

from the Colony and the other Territories, there has been a continual

stream pouring in throughout 1885. A few years more will probably

find East Griqualand in the same state as Fingoland, and have a super-

abundant population, without further room for it to spread into. With

regard to the districts formerly under Captain Adam Kok, one is at once

struck with the fact that Griqualand East no longer belongs to the

Griquas, who sold their lands often at ridiculously low prices. Similar

changes of ownership extend to the whole of the j^lateau along the base

of the Drakensberg Mountains, from the Gatberg to Kokstad. The

rainfall is greater and more regular here than in the Eastern Districts

generally, and the luxuriant summer pasturage tempted a large number

of farmers to come this way with their stocks. Farms rose rapidly ; but

the change of veldt (pasture) and the severity of the winter frosts told

heavily on the stock, and a reaction set in, from which the farmers are

recovering with difficulty. When the vacant land in Matatiele, INIount

Fletcher, and Maclear has been sold, and a road constructed to the port

of St. John's, these districts will make rapid progress. Coal of good

quality has been found. In the Umzimkulu and Tsolo districts there are

valuable forests ; as also in Mount Frere, Mount Ayliff, and Qumbu.

Many farmers from the Colony moved up and purchased or leased farms

in Matatiele in 1885. From Kokstad, Mr. J. T. Wjdde reports appalling

instances of leprosy among the Griquas. The town's-people have col-

lected funds for a " European " hospital, the Government Asylum and

Hospital being used for natives only. According to Mr. E. J.

Whindus's report, the total value of imports at the port of St. John's was

in 1885 only £6000, against £9507 in 1884. A preliminary sui'vey is now
being made by Mr. Jarvis, of the Public Works Department, of the countrj'

between this district and a point on the main road lietween Umtata and

Qumbu, with the object of making a road through Pondoland West.
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General Statistics.—From the Cape of Good Hope Blue-book for

1885, we extract the following statistics for the Colony as a whole.

The total area of the colonial territory, including Griqualand East and

West, Tembuland, and Transkei, is estimated (for there has been no

general survey) at 134,966,920 acres, against 131,711,600 in 1881. Of

this sum 47,324,619 acres remain to be disposed of; but of these certain

portions are devoted to missionary institutions, native reserves, and loca-

tions, etc. No census of the Cape Colony has been taken since 1875,

or of Griqualand West since 1877. In 1875 Cape Colony had 720,984

inhabitants ; in 1877 Griqualand West had 45,277; and Basutoland (which

is now disannexed) had 128,176. It is estimated that in 1885 the popu-

lation of the Colony, including Griqualand West, is 919,513, and of the

Transkei 332,834, giving an estimated total of 1,252,347 persons.

The imports into the Colony were valued at £2,352,043 in 1870; in

1882 at £9,372,019 (the maximum) ; and again in 1885 at £4,772,904. In

the same way the exports rose from £2,569,499 in 1870 to £8,506,600 in

1882, and have again sunk to £5,811,444 in 1885. As regards value, the

first place in the exports belongs to the diamonds. Between 1872 and

1885 inclusive, there have left the country by legitimate channels (of

course there is always a certain amount of smuggling) to the declared

value of £33,679,963. In the Kimberley, Old De Beer's, Du Toit's, and

Bultfontein mines, the daily average of employes in 1885 was 1911

whites and 11,457 coloured. Copper mining in the Namaqualand division

(at O'okiep, Spectakel, Springbok, Concordia, and Schaap River, gives

employment to 1312 hands; and 200 coal-miners are engaged at

Cyphergat, Molteno, Fairview, and Indwe. The total capital invested in

the railways of the Colony by 1885 was £13,407,385, the total length

opened for traffic being 1599 miles, of which 718 belong to the Western,

589 to the Midland, and 292 to the Eastern system. The actual revenue

of the Colony has increased from £245,785 in 1850 to £3,524,859 in

1881-82 (the maximum), and £3,317,310 in 1884-85. Taxation in this

last year yielded £1,650,841.

Meteorology of South Africa.—"The Report of the Meteoi-ological

Commission of the Cape of Good Hope Government for 1885," says Dr. Eobert

Mill, " shows that much attention is being bestowed on the study of the

weather and climatic conditions of the colony. The Commission is in

charge of 28 regular meteorological stations, and of 226 additional stations

where rainfall is measured. The observers are drawn from every class,

from ' The Right Rev. the Bishop ' to the jailer, and all the stations are

regularly visited by a travelling inspector. Although meteorology has not

yet been sufficiently studied at the Cape to admit of storm-warnings being

issued to the seaports on the coast, it is expected that this will soon be

the case. Meanwhile the readings of thermometers and barometers at

many of the more important places are telegraphed daily to the Royal
Observatory at Cape Town, from which, after the figures have been

VOL. n. 2 H
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reduced, they are telegraphed to the principal seaports, and weather

charts drawn from the data are exhibited at the harbours.

" The mean temperature over Cape Colony for the whole year 1885

varied from 66°-0 at Kimberley, in lat. 28° 43' S. and long. 24° 46' E., to

52°-8 at Sutherland, in lat. 32° 25' S. and long. 20° 40' E.

"Rainfall is a subject of special importance on account of the peculiar

relationship of South Africa to the great ocean-currents of the Atlantic

and Pacific, and the report classifies the observations into thirteen groups,

according to position. The more important of these we summarise, giving

the mean annual rainfall, and number of days on which rain fell during

1885.

District.
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estimates upon an undue extension, to the entire river basin, of the

fruitfulness of a hmited district. Thus, knowingly or unknowingly, these

writers create misconception in the minds of the people of Europe. No
perfectly accurate idea of the true commercial importance of the Congo
can be got until we are in possession of fuller information about the

various divisions of the river's course. The following observations are

confined solely to that part of the Lower Congo which stretches

between Stanley Pool and Banana ; and we trust that the railway will

develop the wealth of the noble river and its basin to the extent that

Mr. Stanley promises us in his books.

Industrial Products.

The industrial products of the Congo consist, for the most part, of

three commodities—palm-oil, palm-nuts, and ground-nuts. All other

things are, for the present, of secondary importance only, and may be

set aside as being unprofitable for exportation.

Palm-oil.—Oil-palms {Eldis guineensis) occur in every village on the

Congo ; it is under their shade that the Negro erects his hut. The trees

are best propagated by sowing seeds, and begin to bear fruit in their

fifth year. The Negro gives himself little trouble to cultivate the oil-

palm ; regardless of the future, he is content to take just what he finds.

Consequently, it is only by accident that the area of its cultivation can be
extended : as when a palm-nut that is thrown takes root and a new plant

grows up. After the bunches of ripe fruit are taken from the trees, they

are given to the women to deal with. A single bunch consists of from
100 to 150 nuts, which are each ensheathed in a yellow oily jmlp. This
pulp is separated from the hard kernel by the women, who crush the nuts

with wooden " mashers " in wooden troughs. The pulp, after it has been
boiled, becomes what is known as palm-oil ; the kernels appear in com-
merce as palm-kernels. This palm-oil, however, is by no means in a

fluid state : in consistency and colour it almost resembles our yellow

soap ; and, before being packed in casks for Europe, it is refined in the

factories to free it from coarser impurities. The palm-kernels are sent

to Europe in sacks, and there they are pressed for the sake of the oil they
yield.

But the oil-palm not only yields palm-oil ; it also supplies the Negro
with his malafu or palm-wine, which is obtained by making an incision

in the top of the stem immediately under the crown of the young leaves.

The Negro fastens a calabash directly beneath the opening to receive the
sap. \Yhen fresh, palm-wine is a very agreeable beverage ; but if it has
been allowed to ferment, it produces effects worse than the most wretched
of European spirits.

Ground-nuts.—Gvound-nuts, or arachids, are obtained from Arachis
hi/j)og(ea, a plant of the family of the Leguminosce. The ground-nuts do
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not grow at the roots of the plant ; they are its seeds. The blossoms,

after being fertilised, bury themselves in the ground, and there produce

their seeds—the ground-nuts of commerce. The Arachis grows on sandy

soil, upon which it alwaj^s yields its richest harvests. It is sown at the

commencement of the rainy season, and the fruit is gathered at the

beginning of the dry season. A season with little rain is generally

followed by a bad harvest of ground-nuts. The export of this article

of commerce has already reached considerable dimensions ; and it is

almost certain to increase in the future, since at the present moment the

supply is inadequate to meet the requirements of the European market.

The oil extracted from ground-nuts is equal to olive oil in fineness and

purity, and is at the same time much cheaper than olive oil. It is

already beginning to drive it out of the market, being largely sold under

the name of the latter. The ground-nut (the n'guba or pj/i^a of the

Negro) occupies an important place in his housekeeping. He eats it

sometimes raw, sometimes roasted, and makes of it, in conjunction with

palm-oil, one of his favourite dishes

—

maamba, or palm-oil chop. Further

in the interior, in the neighbourhood of Manyanga, the women burn a

kind of oil that they extract from ground-nuts ; in colour it is black, and

resembles tar. It is used by the dusky beauties in their toilet : they rub

it in their hair until this becomes a dense inseparable mat. This much

respecting the commercial products of the Congo.

As yet there has been no mention of India-rubber along the river

;

indeed it would be difficult to find it along the Lower Congo in sufficient

quantity to make it pay as an article of commerce. The same thing holds

good of ivory. The few tusks which chance to find their way from the

interior are not worth talking about ; moreover, they now cost as much on

the Congo as they do in the European market.

Food-Stuffs.

Before proceeding to consider the food-stuff's of the Congo, we take

the opportunity of inquiring to what extent the white man can derive

advantage from the cultivated productions of the Negro. It is difficult

to undei^stand what the natives of Africa lived upon before they came into

contact with people from the other continents of the Old World. None

of the means of subsistence cultivated by the Negro at the present day

are indigenous in Africa. They have all been introduced within three

hundred years by the Portuguese or others, and have gradually found their

way into the interior. It is self-evident that this must have been so, since

travellers who have passed through the central parts of the continent

report the existence there of such things as rice and hemp (hasheesh),

which are as yet entirely unkno^vn on the West Coast ; they must there-

fore have actually been introduced on the East Coast, and thence have

been carried towards the interior. This vieAv is strongly confirmed by the
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fact that they have penetrated a considerable distance westwards of the

central dividing line of the continent, which is explicable on the groT;nd that

Islam, carrying its special cult from East to West by the instrumentality

of fire and sword, accomplished its work far more speedily than the civili-

sation of Western peoples advances.

For the convenience of treatment, we will divide the subject of the

food-stuffs into three sections :

—

(1) Food-stufFs specially so called.

(2) Fruits.

(.3) Articles of luxury.

Foodstuffs.—Amongst the food-stuflfs, the first place is taken by the

manioc, Manihot utilissima {Euphorhiacece). The women make of it chicoanga,

or manioc bread. The huge roots, which are often 2 to 3 feet long and

6 inches to 1 foot thick, have their outer skin^ stripped off; then they are

ground to a pulp, which is wrapped in banana leaves and left to ferment.

Fresh chicoanga is quite warm, grey in colour, and of a crumbly consis-

tency. When fried with butter, its taste is by no means unpleasant. The

cultivation of manioc is exceedingly simple. The women scrape the soil

together into little mounds, like our asparagus beds, and stick into them

short slips of the manioc plant. These soon strike root, and produce huge

rhizomes. After an interval of nine to twelve months the Negro begins

to gather his " cassada," by severing the rhizomes from their parent plant,

which he does without interfering further with its growth. One bed will

yield "cassada" for years, until the soil becomes exhausted and incapable

of producing rhizomes. Then the Negro seeks another field of operations,

and plants another bed.

Maize is equally as important as manioc to the Negro. It is, however,

seldom grown alone, but occurs as an alternate course along with the

Negro pea

—

Cajanus indicus. Although this ' grain would yield two

harvests a year on the Congo, yet, not being an article of export, the

Negro rarely takes the trouble to sow it twice. Once is sufficient for his

wants, and he has no interest in exploiting the productive capacity of the

soil to its full extent. Whilst the native eats the ripe heads of maize raw

or roasted, the Euroi)ean can only digest them when they are quite young

and tender, as vegetables, cooked in salt water. The Negro pea

—

Cajanus

indicus—is a bush closely resembling the Lahurnmn. It is grown, as

already stated, alternately with maize ; and as only the young shoots bear

good fruit, the Negro makes it an annual. The European uses young

Negro peas as a kind of vegetable, which, however, are inferior in flavour

to the green peas of Europe. In almost every native village one finds

beans—a degenerate type of the European Phascolus. For the most part

they are only used when young and green (like " French beans"), since in

the tropics they are by no means so tender as in Europe.

The potato is represented in Africa by two plants—the sweet potato

' This contains a poisonoits property ; lience the reason for its removal.
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(Convolvulus Batatas) and the yam-root (Dioscorea Batatas) ; they cannot,

however, both be regarded as equivalent to the potato. The first requires

a moist, marshy soil. It is cultivated in a similar manner to the manioc

:

shoots are cut from the old plants and stuck into the ground, when
they soon produce roots or rhizomes. Both kinds are eaten by whites in

three different ways—boiled, roasted, and fried in butter ; but whereas

the Negro often eats the sweet potato raw, he also boils and roasts both

it and the yam.

In addition to the edible products already mentioned, we must refer

to certain vegetables which are of especial value for white men in Africa.

The leaves of the manioc when boiled make a vegetable closely resembling

spinach ; as also do the leaves of Chili plant, a species of Caimcum. An
excellent salad is prepared from purslane (Portulaca sativa), which grows

wild almost everywhere. Both the tomato and Solanum Blelongena, the

fruit of the egg plant (or ocra, a name which it shares with Hibiscus

esculentus) are admirable for stews. Another very savoury dish is palm-

cabbage, prepared out of young palm-leaves with palm-oil, or dressed as a

salad.

Fruits.—Among the fruits of the Congo the first place belongs un-

doubtedly to the banana. To the Negro it is not only an article of luxury
;

it is also a necessary of life. Two species may be distinguished—(1) the

plantain (Musa sapientium), with long mealy fruits, and pink-coloured stem

and leaf stalks. This is seldom eaten raw, but mostly roasted. (2) The

sweet banana (M. paradisiaca), with small sweet fruits and brown-coloured

stem and leaf stalks, is a very pleasant fruit, which provides a wholesome

and palatable food for whites, alike when eaten raw and roasted in butter,

and as fritters.

The pine-apple (Bromelia ananas) seldom occurs on the Lower Congo,

being found in any quantity only between Lutete and Stanley Pool. On
the contrary, the papaw (Carica Papaya) grows in almost every village

along the river. An extremely palatable and pleasant fruit, in form it

resembles our melon, whence it gets the name of melon-tree. The un-

ripe fruits can be boiled, and also eaten as a vegetable, when they differ

in taste but little from our turnip.

Another fruit that is frequently met with on the Congo is the lime

(sp. Citrus). The juice got from it possesses extreme value for white men,

who use it to improve the unwholesome lukewarm water they have to

drink.

Oranges (Citrus aurantium) are rarely found ; the only fruitful trees

grow at Ponta da Lehiia and Boma. Nor does the mango-plum (Mangi-

fera indica) seem to have yet become indigenous in the Lower Congo

districts; the only places in which I have seen trees were the two I

have just mentioned, and they were young trees which had not begun to

bear fruit. It is very probable, however, that before another decade has

passed, this, as well as many other kinds of valuable fruits, will have

become common amonaist the neairoes.
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Articles of Luxury.—Amongst productions which may be reckoned as

articles of luxury to the Negroes, the most important is tobacco. This

plant is cultivated at the beginning of the dry season, when the stream of

the Congo falls and leaves patches of its muddy banks uncovered by
water. The young plants; which have previously been grown on other

soil from seeds, are planted in this fruitful ground, and before the rainy

season sets in they produce sufficient tobacco, not only for the use of the

native grower himself, but also sufficient to constitute an article of com-

merce with the interior. Nevertheless, it is as well to observe that it is

not grown in sufficient quantity to furnish an article of export to Europe.

As for its quality, it is difficult to form a correct opinion, owing to the

extremely imperfect methods of prepai-ation employed by the Negro.

Another luxury that seems worth mentioning is hemp (Cannabis indica).

Its leaves are smoked like tobacco, and in pipes specially constructed for

the purpose. These are either very small clay pipes or peculiarly con-

structed water-pipes, made with a pumpkin and a sweet potato. The

narcotic effects of this hemp may be compared with those of hasheesh.

The native appears to derive great enjoyment from it in spite of its pro-

voking violent coughing. The practice of smoking hemp must without

doubt have been introduced from the East, for it is never observed on the

West Coast, except amongst such natives of Zanzibar as happen to be

living there. Staying at any of the fishing-stations in the vicinity of

Manyanga, one is frequently awakened at night by the violent and

boisterous coughing of the hemp-smokers.

Such is a brief account of the useful vegetable productions that are

now grown on the banks of the Congo. The details will doubtless vary

from time to time, as civilisation and knowledge of agriculture advance.

The outcome of the present small beginnings must be left to the future

to fashion and determine.

THE PATAGONIAN ANDES.

By Colonel Fontana,

Governor of Southern Patagonia.

[Through the courtesy of Mr. Michael G. Mulhall, our Honorary Corresponding Member,

we have received a copy of Colonel Fontana' s Lecture to the Argentine Geographical

Institute, as it was reported in La Prensa, June 10th, 1886, and translated by the

Buenos Aires Standard of June 12th. We give Colonel Fontana's Lecture in extenso,

and refer such of our readers as wish to trace the previous progress of discovery to the

article "Patagonia" in the EncyclopKdia liritannica.]

Having been some time Governor of the Gran Chaco, it was with a

certain feeling of misgiving that I received intelligence of my appoint-

ment to Patagonia, as you can well understand what a transition it must

be from the tropics to such a raw climate as my new seat of government,
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the Welsh colony of Chubut. Nor were my anticipations groundless, for

the first view of Chubut, from the mouth of the river of that name, is

as fdoomy as anything in Young's Night Thoughts. Sandhills line the

coast, and a few straggling bushes are seen at intervals. As you ascend

the river and get a glimpse of the valle}', it seems an oasis in the midst of

a vast howling wilderness, and here 3000 hardy Welsh people have made

their homes. Wood and pasture abound, and the wheat raised by the

colonists is reputed the best in the Republic. It is now over twenty years

since the first Welsh arrived ; but their labom's have been impeded by the

want of canalisation works and the consequent scarcity of water at

seasons. From time to time the Tehuelche Indians, who came to barter

skins, used to excite the imaginations of the Welsh by describing the

wonderful lakes, forests, and smiling valleys that lay westward near the

foot of the Andes, a country of genial climate, teeming with the richest

fruits. Some of the colonists had, moreover, read Musters's travels in ^
that region, and often sighed for a chance to explore the mysterious '

west : every effort failed, the venturous explorer either perishing for want

of food, or being killed by Indians.

As soon as it was announced that I intended to set out towards the

Cordillera with a view to discovery, the Welsh overflowed with enthu-

siasm. I may here observe that my territory of Patagonia stretches from

the forty-second to the forty-sixth parallel of S. lat., and from the sea-

board to the Andes, the most of which country was until then absolutely

unknown, except as regards Musters's remarks about the fertile valleys and

rich forests of Manzanas, and Captain Moyano's very correct hydrographic

and geological observations. We had iiideed much information about the

Patagonian coasts from Moreno, Lista, Colonel Lasserre, Fauvety, and

others, who have at various periods done such good service to geographical

science. But the interior was practically a sealed book. The foremost to

second my undertaking were Messrs. Thomas and Mayo, two respectable

shopkeepers of Chubut, and a mining engineer named Katerfeld. Thomas

had already made various explorations, at one time penetrating as far as

Lake Colhu6. The Welsh colonists generously defrayed the whole cost

of the expedition.

We set out on Oct. T3th, 1885, from Rawson, the village of the colony,

full of spirits, the party comprising 30 well-mounted men, each carrying

a Remington and 100 rounds of cartridge, 20 horses laden with camp-

baggage and provisions, 260 saddle-horses for remounts, a medicine chest,

and two horses -with scientific instruments. Before going far, I observed

that the Welsh are like Arabs on horseback, and as dexterous as Indians

in the chase, while they can handle the Remington liked trained soldiers.

Nor was I less impressed with their sober character and discipline.

We followed the left bank of the Chubut, going S.W. till we reached

69° 25' W. long, and 43° 48' 24" S. lat., where the river makes a great

bend to the south, but does not cross parallel 44, as erroneously marked on

maps. We crossed at Paso de Indios, and followed the right bank, going
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northAvards (Colonel Fontana appears to reverse the order of the banks,

the S. being the right, and the N. the left, bank ; but he doubtless means

the bank on Jiis right or left). In some places there were sandy forma-

tions like ruins, in other volcanic formations with caverns containing

remains of prehistoric man. We reached a junction of two rivers at

42° 38' 6" S. lat. and 71° 12' 47" W. long., one river coming from the west,

the other from the south. I learned from one of the Indians, whom I had

captured on the way, that both streams came from the Andes, and that

some twenty miles higher up the first issued from Nahuel-Huapi. This,

however, is shown to be incorrect by Lieutenant Albarracin, from the

careful surveys of that lake recently made by Captain O'Connor, of the

Argentine Navy.

Having come thus far without the loss of a single man, crossing the

stony wastes of Patagonia to the Andine region, we were much gratified to

see before us some lovely valleys, from which the Chubut rolls its waters to

the Atlantic, its course having never before been ascertained. We killed

and roasted some guanacoes, at an elevation of 1827 feet higher than the

village of Rawson in the colony. You will be surprised that I did not

follow the course of the principal affluent in a northerly direction, but I

was unwilling to cross parallel 42, the northern limit of my territory.

Moreover, the Welsh colonists who formed my party Avere desirous to

explore the land of forests and valleys that lay westward, and as our

provisions were only sufficient for 90 days I hardly cared to venture too

far.

After exploring 15 miles of the Chubut above the confluence, I left

that river and followed the southern stream, called the Charmate, which

waters a valley about 5 miles wide, with rich pasture, and better suited

for grazing or agriculture than the Chubut lands of the colonists. We
crossed this river at 43° 8'45" S. lat. and 71° 45' W. long., observing that

the water rose one inch (3 centimetres) every twenty-four hours, and

that there was plenty of fine trout.

To this point of the Charmate I gave the name of Evans' Ford, after

one of the Welsh colonist's, and then followed a westerly course by an

old Indian track, which led us over a succession of table-lands covered

with pebbles, the highest being 160 feet over the river. Here and there,

in hollows, we found good grass, with scattered brushwood. A light fall

of snow occurred, although it was summer. We saw troops of guanacoes

and ostriches, which fled before us, and caught some armadilloes.

After two days' march from Evans' Ford we came to a high hill—say

700 feet, the ascent of which took one hour ; and the view from the top

caused us to shout for joy. There was a great lake before us, in which

were numbers of swans, gulls, and flamingoes, surrounded by verdant

meadows and woods intersected by streams. We examined the soil near

the lake, and found it of the richest kind, the grass at times reaching the

horses' knees. Farther on we came upon plains of strawberries and
currants, as if we were in some market-garden near a populous city.
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Flowers were so abundant that Col. Wagner presented me with a bouciuet of

thirty different kinds, the fragrance of which surpassed Lubin's perfumery.

The mountains west of the lake were a lower range of the Andes, covered

with woods, the summits of which we had noticed some days before.

We pitched our camp in Strawberry Valley, but no one slept that

night, so anxious were we to continue our explorations of this Happy
Land. Who could have believed that such a paradise could have

remained unknown for centuries ? Who could suppose that the barren

wastes and stony steppes of the Patagonian seaboard were the outer

margin of a land teeming with fertility near the Andine slopes ? No more
delightful country could offer for immigrants, with its fertile soil and abund-

ance of wood and water. I collected specimens of eleven kinds of timber :

red cedar, white and red pine, two kinds of beech, pitch tree (calafate), and
others suitable for cabinet-work. There was a profusion of cryptogams,

mosses, lichens, and various mushrooms, two kinds of which we found

good and savoury. Besides game, there were singing birds and some of

brilliant plumage; also butterflies; the birds killed for eating were tender

and well-flavoured. In fact, Nature is there as exuberant as in Misiones

or the Gran Chaco.

From this place we passed into the Valley of Currants, traversed by a

river running due east : at the northern extremity is a mountain to which

I gave the name of Thomas's Peak, in honour of my Welsh comrade, who
has taken the keenest interest in Patagonian discover3^ Following the

river, we found ourselves in the grandest valley of all, which I called

October Valley, the great depression near the Andes fullj^ bearing out

Darwin's and Moreno's remarks on the subject. It is like a large hollow,

wherein three large rivers and four smaller ones converge, to form the

great Corcovado River.

Wonderful as it may appear, the head-waters of the Corcovado are

these streams (hitherto unexplored), which flow through a gap in the

Andes, into the central valley of Chile, and make their way to the Pacific.

At first we supposed that the meeting of the waters was a lake from

which took rise either the Sengel or the Chubut, but we followed the

course as far as 73° W. long., at which point we took a fine photograph of

this body of water. The Corcovado at its commencement has a width of

500 feet, and its current in the latter part of November was two miles an

hour. Having no boats we could take no soundings, but it appeared verj^

deep.

We followed the Corcovado fifteen miles along the south bank, through

a wooded valley, in which we killed some wild cattle. The river runs

two miles due west, then turns S.W. After proceeding about ten miles

on horseback we had to dismount, the remaining five miles being through

such dense and thorny woods that we had to cut our way, at times crossing

sundry cow-tracks. Our clothes were torn to ribbons, our hands and

faces bleeding, for we suffered greatly from the Urtica magna and other

brushwood, having no hatchets to clear the path.
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It was with regret that, on reaching 73° W. long., I found it necessary

to turn back, for I felt certain that we must be within view of the Pacific

Ocean, but for the dense forests that impeded our view on all sides. The

problem connected with the Corcovado is so important to the geographical

world, that I hope to return with a suitable expedition before long, and

solve it.

Leaving the Corcovado, we went south through many woods and

valleys, hunting wild mares and cows, and finding gold in the sands of

various streams, till we reached the bank of the river Sengel, fifty miles

eastward from its source. The gold that we found nowhere exceeded

I oz. per ton. We ascended the Sengel, as I desired^^greatly to ascertain

its source, crossing a succession of slopes, each higher than the preceding,

until we reached the spurs or foothills of the Andes. In this delightful

region of hills and valleys the river Sengel was fringed with timber, and

the mountains were wooded on their sides, the summits being clad with

snow, which had a dazzling effect in the sunshine, a clear blue sky cover-

ing all. I confess I felt proud to think that such superb scenery existed

in the territory under my command. Singling out one of three stony

peaks from which to obtain a prospect, I proceeded with Thomas, Mayo,

and Katerfeld to the ascent.

At our feet was a vast lake, several leagues in length, whose green

waters were agitated like a sea, breaking on a pebbly beach. The borders

were of green turf, then dense woods, these reaching to the foot of the

Andes, which rose westward in imposing majesty, thick mantled with

snow.

Our wearied horses drank their fill near the point where the turbulent

Sengel draws its source from the lake, and we camped hard by— that is,

about two miles from the waterfall, which is about 7 feet high, being the

headwaters of the said river. In the lake I observed many small islands.

We could not explore much on horseback, the ground being burrowed by

moles. The lake, I believe, is unnamed.

Bending our course south, we passed a chain of hills and saw a river,

apparently from the same lake which penetrated the Cordillera in the

direction of Chile, and seems to me to be the river Aissen, which Col.

Simpson, at the head of a party of Chilians, traced from that country into

Argentine territory. Farther south we saw a good-sized lake, and more

distant another much larger, probably that to which Moreno gave the name

Buenos Ayres. Following a stream that ran eastward, for a iew leagues,

we left it to take a northern route till reaching the south bank of the

Sengel, which river we forded, and then continued along its north bank

as far as 45° 46' 3" S. lat. and 70° 20' 25" W. long. ; at this point a river from

the S.W. falls into the Sengel. We followed the latter river to 45° 59' 2"

S. lat. and 69° 40' 16" W. long., where it makes a great elbow, going off

N.-E., its ultimate course. The confluence above mentioned is 1392 feet

above sea-level, the elbow 1280 feet.

Passing lakes Colhue and Musters, we examined them closely, and
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then made for St. George's Gulf, ascertaining that there is no river of

that name, as marked on maps. Finally the Rio Chico guided us to its

confluence with the Chubut, and we reached the Welsh Colony after an

absence of four months, having explored at least 3000 miles. The

colonists had given us up for dead, and rejoiced to see us return without

the loss of a man. We never enjoyed better health than in the open life

of the desert. In conclusion, I can only say that the sub-Andean portions

of Patagonia are the country of the future.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

Dr. Egbert W. Felkix, F.E.S.E., Member of Council, has been elected as the

Society's Delegate to the British Association, which meets this year in Birmingham

on September 1st.

The Exhibition of Appliances used in Geographical Education was closed on 31st

July. The attendance at the Exhibition, and at the Lectures given in connection

with it, has been good. Teachers have largely availed themselves of the oppor-

tunities which it was the aim of the Society to place at their command. Four

Educational Lectures were delivered during July in the Hall of the IMuseum :—Mr.

J. Scott Keltic, on " Geographical Education in Germany, and the Ajjpliances for

Teaching the. Subject ;
" Mr William Jolly, on " Realistic and Dramatic Methods in

Teaching Geography ; " Professor Laurie, on " Method as applied to Geography in

Primary and Secondary Schools ; " and Professor Meiklejohn, on the " Eomance,

History, and Poetry of the Names of Places."

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

EUROPE.

Royal GeograpMcal Society's Education scheme.—The Council of the Royal

Geographical Society have resolved to establish a Geographical Lectureship, and to

seek the co-operation of the Universities in the matter. It is proposed to give lec-

tures at the L'niversities and elsewhere, as the Council may direct ; and it is also

intended to establish at Oxford and Cambridge a sort of Travelling Geographical

Scholarship. Prizes, moreover, will be offered to pupil-teachers and Normal School

students on the results of the Inspector's examinations in Geography. These, we
understand, are the leading points of the Society's new scheme.

Extension of Cullen Harbour.—Cullen Harbour, which was given over to a

Harbour Board by the late Earl of Seafield, is about to be enlarged, and the

works are to be completed in fifteen mouths. A breakwater is to be thrown out

as a continuation of the east quay. The basin also is to be considerably deepened.

Physical Exploration of the Clyde.—A cruise of the Scottish Marine Station's

yacht Mech'sa, on the Firth of Clyde, took place from June Kith to 22nd, in con-

tinuation of the work which was done in April, and described in the Magazine for

June. Dr. John Murray, Dr. IMill, and Mr. Morrison carried on the observations,

as on the previous occasion. The greatest increase in Avarmth was found in the
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water of the North Channel beyond the Mull of Cantyre, where readings of 48'''2

and 47°'3 were obtained at the surface and bottom respectively, the depth being

35 fathoms. On the barrier plateau, in 25 fathoms, the bottom temperature

was still over 47° and the surface as high as 53°
; but although similar surface

temperature was found in many parts of the firth, the water beneath the superficial

layers was considerably colder. In the Arran Basin, temperature below 30 fathoms

remained constant to the bottom at 44°, except in the very deep depression off

Skate Island, where 107 fathoms were sounded—although 105 is the greatest depth

marked on the Admiralty charts ; in this position the temperature became

constant at 43°"8 from 20 fathoms. The Dunoon Basin had a prevailing bottom

temperature of 44°*3, and from the form of the temperature curves it was evident

that warmth was spreading downwards from the surface and inwards from the sea,

so far at least as the deep open basins were concerned. This rule did not apply to

the lochs. The Gareloch and Holy Loch were warm, the bottom temperature

ranging from 45° to 47°, an increase of more than 5° since April. Loch Ridden,

although even shallower, had hardly changed since April, 43° "5 marking its bottom

temperature and that of the Kyles of Bute. The deep lochs had gained less heat

than any other part of the system, and of them all the coldest was Loch Goil, with

a bottom temperature of 41°'9
; Loch Long and Loch Striven were about a degree

and a half warmer. In them temperature fell continuously, though more and more

gradually as depth increased, from surface to bottom ; but in upper Loch Fyne
there was a different regime. The following table shows how in different parts

of upper Loch Fyne there exists an intermediate stratum of cold water floating

between warmer layers. The phenomenon is most marked in the deep off Inver-

aray, where the water from 10 to 40 fathoms from the surface is under 43° "0, while

the first 10 and the last 30 fathoms are warmer.
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being in length about thirty-five miles. It will have a minimum depth of twenty-

six feet of water, and will be of ample width for the largest vessels to pass each

other at any point. The estimates include large docks at Manchester, Salford, and

Warrington, as sanctioned by the Company's Act, with a water-area of 85 4 acres,

containing more than four miles of quays. There will also be a mile of quay space

near Manchester, in addition to wharves at many places alongside its course. The

docks are to be of the most approved construction, and special provision will be

made to secure the rapid loading and discharging of vessels. Extensive shed-

accommodation will be provided at the docks, and the cost of no less than fifty

hydraulic cranes is included in the estimates. Messrs. Lucas and Aird have con-

tracted for the whole of the works for £5,750,000.

ASIA.

Mr. A. R. Colquhoun (says Nature, 15th July), who is at present Civil Com-

missioner at Mogung, Upper Burma, is about to start on a journey of exploration

into Upper Assam and the regions lying between this and Burma.

The Hittites.—Under the title of Une civilisation retrouvee : Les Heteens, leur

ecritnre et Jcur art, M. George Perrot, of the Institute of France, so well known for

his labours in the archteology of Asia Minor, gives in the Revue des Deux Mondes

a critical account of the marvellous series of discoveries registered by Prof. A. H.

Sayce in The Monuments of the Hittites (in Transactions of the Society of Biblical

Archceology, vol. vii.), and by Prof. H. W. Wright in The Empire of the Hittites, with

decifherment of Hittite Inscriptions by Frof. A. H. Sayce, second edition, 1886.

Indian Railway System.—From the Administration Report of the Railways in

India for 1885-86, by Colonel F. S. Stanton, Part I., 1886, we learn that the

total capital expended on Indian raihvays up to the 31st December 1885, including

lines under construction, amounted to £166,146,651, which may be allocated as

follows :—East Indian, £35,451,639 ; Eastern Bengal, £4,803,143 ; Guaranteed,

£67,895,696 ; Assisted Companies, £3,808,232 ; State, Imperial, and Provincial,

£49,031,702; and Native States, £5,156,239. On March 31st, a total of 12,376

miles of railway was open for traffic in India, and sanction has been given for the

construction of additional mileage to the extent of 606 i miles. A marked feature

is the number of important large bridges which are in progress : a bridge over the

river Hooghly, near Calcutta, with a central span of 120 feet and two side spans of

540 feet each ; a bridge over the Ganges, near Benares, of seven spans of 356 feet

and nine spans of 114 feet ; and a bridge over the same river at Balawala, of eleven

spans of 256 feet ; a bridge over the river Gunduck, of eight spans of 250 feet, to

connect the Tirhoot with the Bengal and North-Western Railway ; a bridge over

the river Jumna at Kalpi, of ten spans of 250 feet ; etc., etc. The gross receipts of

the Indian railways during the calendar year 1885 amount to £17,989,625, compared

with £16,066,225 in 1884 ; the working expenses being £8,863,294, compared with

£8,156,157. The total number of passengers carried was 80,864,779, compared with

73,815,119 ; and the aggregate tonnage moved, 18,925,385 tons, against 16,663,007

tons.

AFRICA.

Mr. Joseph Thomson's late Journey to Sokoto.—Mr. Thomson's flying visit to

Sokoto partook more of the character of a diplomatic than of a geographical

expedition, and was carried out with the dash and enterprise which we are accus-

tomed to look for in this explorer. To mention that the journey from England to

Sokoto and back only occupied seven months—three of which were spent at sea

—
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and that the river voyage of over 600 miles on the Niger, from Akassa to Rabba,

was performed in less than three weeks, when at the latter place he landed a party

of 120 men, several horses, and all the necessary equipment of a caravan, complete

and ready for the I'oad— is sufficient to evidence a power of organisation we are

accustomed to look for in " our only general." The object of Mr. Thomson's

journey was to conclude treaties, on behalf of the National African Company, with

the Sultans of Gandu and Sokoto ; and the reason of his haste was to reach the

territory of the former before the King of Nupe was able to place obstacles—which
were anticipated—in the way of the expedition. In this Mr. Thomson was emi-

nently successful ; and he was able to conclude treaties which handed over to the

Company's absolute authority the whole middle area of the Niger, and the whole

of the basin of the Binue.

Mr. Thomson, who was unfortunate enough to be robbed of his journals, and
whose rapid travelling did not allow a close examination of the districts through

which he passed, has contributed to Good Words a sketch of his journey, and last

January read a paper on the same subject before the members of the Manchester

Geographical Society, from which we here make a few extracts.

Since Earth's journey in 1851, these classic lands of African exploration have

been little traversed by Englishmen, though the National African Company have

been steadily giiining a sure footing, and have exercised a paramount and most bene-

ficial influence over this populous and busy district.

Few are even aware of the existence of the great semi-civilised Negro empires

in the very heart of Africa, and the names of Sokoto, Kano, Kukawa, Yakoba,

Illorin, and Bida are known only to the student. But the flourishing States of

Gandu, Sokoto, Bornu Bagirmi, and Wadai, which comprise the divisions of the

Central Sudan, are well-regulated and intelligently-governed empires, with semi-

civilised Negro inhabitants, Mohammedan by religion, remarkably advanced, rela-

tively speaking, in the arts, industrious in the extreme, and celebrated throughout

Northern and Western Africa for their keen trading instincts.

" With our arrival at Lokoja (confluence of Binue with Niger), we had reached,"

says Mr. Thomson, " the border of the Central Sudan, and one of the outposts of

the conquering standards of Islam. We here left behind paganism, with all its

barbarous rites and degraded professors. In front of us lies a people astir with

religious activity and enthusiasm, and fully imbued with the belief that they have

a mission to establish among the heathen,—the knowledge that there is but one

God."

Into this new and interesting region the expedition now proceeded, and con-

cluded the river voyage at Rabba, from whence the land journey was commenced.

For three weeks the greatest difficulty was experienced in obtaining mastery over

the 120 porters of the expedition, but Mr. Thomson ultimately succeeded in estab-

lishing his authority. Nine marches, in a northerly direction, brought them to the

Nupe country, which is the northern limit of the British Protectorate. The whole

country is covered with a thin, open forest, with few large trees, and is watered by
numerous small streams ; but the people are ground down in a pitiful manner by
the tyranny of their rulers. Leaving Nupe, Kontokora was reached, a district

which is marked by a greater variety of scenery in undulating plains, peaks and
domes formed of metamorphic rocks. The direct road to Sokoto being found

impracticable, the river route was again struck some distance above the rapids of

Bussa, where Park lost his life.

On reaching Jega, they were on the great trade route which connects Timbuktu
and the Western Sudan with Bornu, and the kingdoms of the Chad region.

" Hitherto," says Mr. Thomson, " we had passed through somewhat unhealthy,
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sparsely populated districts, or countries laid waste by the ravages of war. Now,

however, we had reached a healthy, densely jDopulated part, which throbbed with

commercial activity. The enormous trade that is carried on along this great trunk

line was to me a never-failing source of wonderment, so unlike was it to anything I

had elsewhere seen or imagined. I can but compare the sight to the busy streams

of life established near ant-mounds—camels, bullocks, horses, donkeys, and porters

jostled against each other as they passed, in their eagerness to press forward.

Native produce here intermingled with articles of trade from Tripoli, jNIorocco,

Senegal, Sierra Leone, Lagos, and Akassa. Timbuktu and the Western Sudan sent

their quota of trade, as did Bornu in the east ; Adamawa and Nupe in the south,

Yoruba, Dahomey, and Ashantee in the west, all were represented in this great

artery of commerce. It seemed as if we had reached the industrial heart of the

continent, with its interpenetrating channels, along which pulsates the civilising

energy of business life to revivify the most distant parts."

It may be mentioned that since Mr. Thomson's return from the Niger, a new

departure—or rather, a return, has been made to older methods in our foreign

policy, by the granting of an Imperial charter to the National African Company

(Limited), which gives this enterprising body of merchants full governmental

control over the whole Lower and Middle Niger—a course which Mr. Thomson thinks

will be followed by the best results, and save this, the most promising region in

Central Africa, from the red-tapism and over-government from which the West

Coast Settlements suffer.

Discoveries on tlie Kassai River.—The Eev. George Grenfell sends a letter, dated

on board the steamer Peace, the Kassai River, April 22, 1886, which is published in

the July number of the Missionary Herald.

"The Kassai," writes Mr. Grenfell, " which, as you know, falls into the Congo at

Kwa-Mouth, we have traversed for 500 miles, reaching a point where the rocky

rivers, Lulua and Luebo, unite to form a navigable stream. Here, at the close of

last year, the State established a station at what was then thought to be the eastern

extremity of the available waterway, at about 21^ E. longitude ; but, a few days

before we reached Luebo Station, Dr. Wolff, of the King's Special Expedition,

returned from exploring the Sankuru, which falls into the Kassai a little lower down,

and reported it as navigable to the 25th meridian of E. longitude, and to within

eight or nine days' land-travel from Nyangwe. This is a most important discovery,

showing, as it does, that the river which at first was thought to be the Kwango from

the south, brings to the Congo not only the waters from that stream, but also fur-

nishes an outlet for rivers from the south-east and east, which altogether afford not

less than 1500 miles of navigable channels. The great value of this discovery is

found in the fact that a good waterway is proved to exist across nine degrees of

longitude, and to a point already ' in touch ' with the East Coast ; for Dr. Wolflf

found several natives who could speak Kiswaheli, and who had been to NyangM-e,

as well as many not altogether gratifying evidences of commercial relationship with

the Arab slave-raiders.

" Had my way been plain I should have visited the Sankuru, so as to have been

able to give you some idea of the prospect it aflbrds for mission-work ; but, as

several things conspired to prevent me, I must be content with telling you what I

learned from Dr. Wolff, that the country is populous and fertile, and that its

resources are such as will speedily attract the commercial world.

" From facts that came to my knowledge at Luebo Station, I have no doubt

that the Kassai system of waterways will prove of more immediate importance to

the State than even the Congo River itself ; for it has a ready-made commerce
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waiting for an outlet. Signor Saturnino de Souza Machado—one of several Portu-

guese who know this part of the country well, and who have been in the habit of

making long overland inarches to and from Loanda—arrived at Luebo during my
short stay there, and set out again to bring in the remaining portion of the .300 tusks

of ivory he has purchased, and which the Stanley will take down to the Pool for

him on her next trip. I also saw a small tusk of ivory worth £3, bought for two

neck-sets of beads which certainly did not cost a shilling. I mention these facts,

as I think they will indicate to you where we may first expect the centralisation of

European commercial enterprise.

" You will remember, perhaps, in the account of the first journey of the

Peace sent home by Mr. Comber and myself, that we told you something of the

character of the first hundred miles of the Kwa—that is, as far as the junction of

the Kwango with the Kassai, which latter we then mistook for the Lake Leopold

River. It now appears that on crossing the river from Mushie, we missed, by

reason of the many low islands, the Lake Leopold River, and journeyed up the

Kassai without knowing it. Beyond the Kwango, the Kassai loses its wide, lacus-

trine character, and is content with a channel of half-a-mile or so, instead of one of

two or three miles, where it disports itself among numberless islands and sand-banks

for some forty miles beyond Mushie. Grass-covered hills bound the river, both

right and left, for about 100 miles beyond the Kwango, and, although they have

mostly a narrow margin of forest where they touch the river, fuel for the steamer

is a serious difficulty till after we have passed the Poggeberg, in 17" E. longitude.

During this hundred miles, too, the villages 'are very small and poor, though the

people are friendly. Beyond the Poggeberg we enter upon the country of the

Bakutu, who were so hostile to Lieut. Wissmann's expedition last year. They have,

however, apparently learnt better manners ; for the only signs of hostility we

encountered were manifested by a couple of men who drew their bows at us ; but

who, in this case, cowered away before a shaken finger. These Bakutu are the

warriors of the river, and have hitherto sufficed to stop all communication between

its upper and lower stretches. However, we were not long before we had passed the

forty or fifty miles they inhabit, and among the friendly Bangodi, whose towns are

on the hills a little distance from the river. These people have no canoes. They are

afraid of their Bakutu neighbours, from whom, in disposition, they are very different.

In the morning time Ave found them decent folk enough, but by the afternoon thty

had partaken so freely of the ever-abundant palm wine, as to have become, I am
sorry to say, noisy drunken people. I may also say that this is not peculiarly the

case of the Bangodi. It is a very far-reaching evil. By the time we had entered

upon our fourth hundred miles from the Congo, we had reached the Badinga countiy,

and were able to buy food and firewood very cheaply and in great plenty. A goat

cost us two handkerchiefs, a small pig one ; firewood we bought with beads and

cowries.

" Just previous to entering upon the fifth hundred miles we came to the junction

of the Sankuru, and made our way up its stream for a couple of hours or so before

continuing our journey up the Kassai. The people, Bailee, were very friendly
;

though here as elsewhere (excepting between the Congo and the Kwango) we could

only communicate by signs, and the information thus gained was, necessarily, of tlie

scantiest. At the point where the course of the Kassai changes from the north, to

north-west, and about thirty miles before we came to the end of our voyage, it

receives the Lulua, up which stream we proceeded as far as its junction with the

Luebo, where the Station is situated. The country in this neighbourhood is densely

forested, and very hilly, but the character changes to rolling grass-land when or e

passes some twenty miles to the south. Though not immediately surrounded by a
VOL. IL 2 I
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dense population, the Station is within easy reach of several villages, which are

remarkable for their well-built houses and larger plantations. In fact, the whole

country, so far as one might judge from the river banks, seemed to be sprinkled

with villages and plantations, though nowhere did we see a village of more than

seventy or eighty houses. The people are evidently more industrious than on the

Congo, and their handicraft is of a much higher class—their cloth is a really mar-

vellous production. Lieutenant Wissmann told me. too, that the men do the lion's

share of the plantation work. This is so generally left entirely to the women,

that it is a fact to be specially noted. At the interior station established at Lulua-

berg, a hundred miles south-east from Luebo, the State has a herd of thirty or forty

cattle, and fine flocks of sheep and goats, which thrive very encouragingly. Their

rice plantations are also a great success, as is evidenced by the fine quality of

the bag of that cereal which Lieut. Wissmann very kindly gave us for use on our

voyage down.
" Of the 5000 miles of navigable waterway accessible from Stanley Pool, the

Peace has now traversed 3400. Of the remaining 1600, the Sankuru and other

streams which flow into the Kassai furnish fully 1000, leaving a balance of about

600 for the Congo affluents which as yet we have not visited.

" I am hoping that when we reach Kwa there will be news waiting for us that

we are strong enough to make a move forward and occupy one or other of the up-

river sites, to which we have been looking so long and so wistfully. If, however,

I am again disappointed, and the hoped-for news is still deferred, the Peace, after a

day or so's delay, will proceed to Stanley Falls, instead of to Arthington, to trans-

port the station imijedimenta, which have been waiting so long for the arrival of

missionaries.

" If we go to the Falls, and if all goes well, we may be expected back at the

Pool before midsummer, and though, in that case, I cannot give you the welcome

information of the establishment of a new station, I hope I shall be able to give you

reports of good receptions everywhere and good tidings concerning the prospects of

our work."

AMERICA.

The "Alert."—The exploring vessel Alert, which sailed for Hudson's Bay on

the 24th June, goes direct from Halifax, Nova Scotia, to Fort Churchill, not calling

at the Straits, and thence to York Factory to survey Nelson River. She will go to

Cape Henrietta Maria, Marble Island, and Chesterfield Inlet on her return, calling

at the stations along the route, and abandoning them.

Captain Markham, R.N., who was commander of the Alert in the Arctic

Expedition of 1875-6 with Sir George Nares, goes out this trip as representing

the Winnipeg and Hudson's Bay Railway.— The Canadian Gazette, 15th July.

Victoria: British Columbia.—A recent report has been issued by Dr. G.

M. Dawson of the Geological Survey of Canada, concerning portions of the coast

of Vancouver and adjacent smaller islands. The result of the season's work of the

Survey has. Dr. Dawson says, been in general terms the examination of the main

shores of Queen Charlotte Sound, those of the western extremity of Vancouver and

adjacent islands, and Quatsino Sound, together with all the main shore of the Gulf

of Georgia, with the exception of that portion between Jarvis and Burrard Inlets.

The work as it now stands is, however, of a strictly preliminary character. It is

scarcely, he reports, yet realised what a large quantity of valuable timber Vancouver

Island and the adjacent mainland are capable of yielding. A short distance inland,

fine trees are found in abundance, and the wide valleys of the mountainous districts
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almost invariably hold extensive and well-grown forests. To the north of Seymour

Narrows, though extensive low tracts occur, there can scarcely be said to be any

land fitted for immediate agricultural occupation, most of the surface otherwise

suited for this use being so densely wooded that it would scarcely pay at present

to endeavour to clear it. The north coast of Vancouver Island, however, between

Nawitti and Cape Scott, might be utilised to support a considerable number of

cattle, owing to the quantity of grass which there grows along the shore, and the

less dense character of the forest ; while running across, behind Cape Scott, is an

extensive lagoon not shown on the charts, with tracts of grassy marsh, now subject

to overflow at high tides, but of which it is believed several thousand acres might

be reclaimed by dyking. The Indians of all this region derive an easy subsistence

from the products of the sea, but with this exception, and that of a few salmon

canneries, the fisheries of the entire coast may yet be considered as untouched,

though it is predicted that the many inlets and coves of the west and north coasts

of Vancouver Island will before long be occupied by a numerous and hardy popula-

tion of fishermen. Some adequate and scientific investigation of the banks and

fishing-grounds of the coast should, however. Dr. Dawson says, be undertaken.

—

Canadian Gazette, June 24, 1886.

New Map of the Argentine Reputolic.—The Buenos Aires Standard of July 1

2

states that the National Government of the Argentine Eepublic is at present pre-

paring for publication an atlas of the Republic in twenty-one sheets, each 30 by 20

inches. The map issued three years ago, with statistics on the back, was more a

picture than anything else. Even De Moussy's atlas was full of imperfections,

which often gave travellers great annoyance—towns and rivers being sometimes

placed miles away from where they reaUy stood. Major Richard's map, issued by

Justus Perthes, corrected some of these errors. Subsequently, a very good map
was attached to Napp's Guide of the Republic (1874), for the Philadelphia Exhibi-

tion, and this was the basis used by Mr. Mulhall in his Handbook (1885), where

the maps show not only the natural features, according to Napp, but also the

railways and settlements, many of these established since 1874.

AUSTRALASIA.

Mr. H. 0. Forbes.—We regret to learn from Australian newspapers to hand

that Mr. Forbes has for the present, owing to want of funds, abandoned his attempt

to ascend the Owen Stanley Range. One report represents Mr. Forbes as on a

lecturing tour through the Colonies, in company with Mr. Chalmers, for the pur-

pose of raising funds, and he is announced to have delivered a lecture at Brisbane

last June. But funds are likely to be supplied — if only partially—by the

Australasian Geographical Society, on the condition of Mr. Forbes making his

expedition more of a geographical nature. The Council of the Victorian Branch of

the Society met on the 19th May, and passed the following resolution :
—

"(1.) That

Mr. Forbes be asked whether, in the event of the Geographical Society subsidising

him, he is willing to make his expedition a geographical one solely—his efforts to

be concentrated in ascending Mount Owen Stanley in the present cool season.

(2.) That he be asked the minimum expenditure which the expedition would entail.

(3.) Also, whether he will remain at Cooktown for ten or fourteen days, while an

effort is being made to see whether sufficient funds can be raised here and in the

other colonies for such an expedition, (4.) That on receipt of Mr. Forbes's reply a

sub-committee be called to consider it. (5.) That copies of the foregoing resolution

be forwarded for the information of the other branches of the Society in the

Australian Colonies." What reply Mr. Forbes has sent we do not yet know.
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Baron von Mueller, who presided over the meeting of the )Society, urged that if

funds were forthcoming Mr. Forbes might be induced to go back to New Guinea,

notwithstanding that he at present intended to return to England. It would

be a great pity, he said, if the ascent of Mount Owen Stanley should be given up,

now that Mr. Forbes had six months before him in which to carry out the work

before he would be overtaken by the wet season. If it were resolved to assist Mr.

Forbes to carryout this enterprise, it should be made a condition that he should devote

himself entirely to geographical work, which would not be so costly nor so large

as his original enterjirise, which provided for making observations and collections

relating to natural history. The only way in which Mr. Forbes could be enabled to

do all that he originally intended, would be by means of a Government grant, which

would occupy so much time to obtain that the season favourable to exploration

would be over before the work could be undertaken. Hence the better plan would

be to rely upon obtaining private subscriptions from those who were able and

willing to respond to an appeal by circular, which the Society should forthwith

proceed to make. As an inducement to friends of the cause of geographical science,

to aid Mr. Forbes to continue his exploration, it might be arranged that the names

of donors should be- perpetuated in the nomenclature of rivers, mountains, and

other geographical features of the country which Mr. Forbes would examine. The

press should also be invited to solicit and receive subscriptions in aid of the same

object. It should be borne in mind that Mr. Forbes was not in receipt of a salary,

and that he had his family to support, which rendered it the more difficult for him

to carry on his operations unless he received the assistance which the valuable

nature of his work deserved. By making an energetic appeal throughout Victoria,

and urging the other Australian Branches of the Geographical Society to do the

same, it might be possible to get the Mount Owen Stanley Eange scaled this

season. ]\Ir. Chalmers had already been on some of the spurs single-handed, but

the mountain itself was still a terra incognita.

We believe that the Victorian Branch of the Society has made itself responsible

for £100 ; the Adelaide Branch, however, is unable to make any contribution

towards the fund, owing to the initial expenses of its foundation not yet being

cleared off.

Mr. W. G. Lawes, F.E.G.S., writing to the Times from Port Moresby, New
Guinea, on May 17, says :

—

" Mr. H. 0. Forbes has been compelled to abandon for the present his expedi-

tion to IVIount Owen Stanley. For want of funds he has had to break up his

camp at Sogeri, and send his Malays back to Batavia. He himself has gone to

Australia, and is not altogether without hope that he may there raise the necessary

funds for the prosecution of his exploration. Mr. Forbes has been particularly

unfortunate in his New Guinea expedition. He left England in April of last year,

and hoped to be on New Guinea soil by July. He was delayed a month at Batavia

by the refusal of the local agents of the British India Steam Navigation Company

to bring on his Malay coolies. Then a prau full of his goods went down before his

eyes between the shore and the ship. This entailed a heavy loss and further

hindrance, as it involved his going on to Brisbane for supplies to replace those

that were lost. The late Sir Peter Scratchley found him in Brisbane, and brought

him on in the Governor Blackhall. He arrived here on the 28th of August

although it was nearly a month later before his men and baggage reached this port

—too late for any hope of getting to Mount Owen Stanley before the rains set in.

Mr. Forbes went inland immediately, and fixed upon Sogeri for the site of his first

camp. Sogeri is two good days' travel from the coast, and on the best route to
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INIount Owen Stanley. This first journey showed the explorer that New Guinea

was not an easy country to travel in. His Malay coolies only carry half as much as

they had been accustomed to, and many of them were knocked up. It was no

easy matter to get the baggage of the expedition transported to Sogeri over the

Astrolabe Range. Native carriers came down for it, but it cost on an average £15

a ton to get the goods from the coast to the camp. The camp consisted of three

large houses—one for drying the herbarium, the others as dwelling-houses. From
the beginning of October until the camp was broken up, three weeks ago, the fire

in the drying-house was never allowed to go out. Meteorological observations were

regularly recorded day and night, and the busy routine of an explorer's camp was

never relaxed. The botanical and ornithological collections comprise a very large

number of specimens from an altitude of between 2000 and 3000 feet. About

twenty miles from the camp the grand mountain towered above them. Towards

it prospecting parties were continually pushing forward. Palavers with neighbour-

ing tribes were constant, and friendly relations were established with them. Their

help and friendship are indispensable to any party attempting to reach the moun-

tain. A great deal of preparatory work has been done, but, unfortunately for Mr.

Forbes, it does not make much show. It has been foundation work—indispens-

able, but to outsiders unattractive. Apart altogether from the ascent of the

mountain, and the collection to be made in the higher altitudes, ]\Ir. Forbes has

rendered invaluable service to the Government and to future travellers by map-

ping out the entire country between the coast and his camp. From a base given

him by Lieutenant-Commander PuUen, of her Majesty's surveying ship the Larlc,

he has triangulated the entire district, fixing the position of every prominent

feature. This alone has been a most arduous and difficult work. Thousands of trees

have been cut down to clear points for the plane table and to get bearings. A
number of Malays have been constantly employed at this work. The country

round Sogeri is very rough, and the nearer you "get to Mount Owen Stanley the

more rough and rugged it becomes. At this time of the year, when rank vegeta-

tion, with every imaginable annoyance, is above the traveller's head, and he has to

walk in a vapour bath, even the natives refuse to travel. At all times the steep

rugged peaks, with intervening gorges and chasms, the constant climbing, sliding,

and wading, try the mettle of the most veteran traveller. The wet season is now

nearly over, and the time is approaching when it would be possible to push on

towards the mountain, and Mr. Forbes is obliged to turn his back upon it, with all

its unknown possibilities, because the sinews of exploration are wanting ! The

Geographical Society of Australasia granted ^500 towards Mr, Forbes's expedition,

about one-fifth of the entire expense ; but his previous contract with European

contributaries has prevented his meeting all the requirements of the Australian

Society, so that a continuance of their subsidy is doubtful. The late Sir Peter

Scratchley visited the camp at Sogeri, and took a great interest in Mr. Forbes's

work. He promised very substantial pecuniary help, by which the expedition

would have been independent of outside aid ; but his unexpected death has frus-

trated all these plans. His successor may carry out his ideas in the same liberal

spirit ; but up to the present time no answer has been received by Mr. Forbes to

his application to the New Guinea Government. Every approach that is made to

INIount Owen Stanley shows that its ascent will be a work of no ordinary difficulty.

It can only be done by forming camps which may be the bases of further explora-

tion and progress, and so gradually getting up to the base of the mountain itself.

No native food can be depended on after leaving Kankari, so that even native

carriers will be encumbered with their own rations. Mr. Forbes has proved his

fitness for the work before him, and had every prospect of success when he was
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compelled to return. The abandonment of the enterprise now would be a great

public loss, and make the exploration of these unknown regions still more remote."

The Rev. Robert Hamilton, one of our Corresponding Members, in a letter

we have received from Melbourne, dated 15th June, says :

—

"We have just been favoured with a visit from the Rev. James Chalmers,

agent of the London Missionary Society, who has been labouring about nine years

in New Guinea. Mr. Chalmers has left his sphere of action on furlough, and is

here on his way to the home country. As an experienced fellow-traveller on some

of his exploring tours in New Guinea along with Mr. H. 0. Forbes, you wUl be

glad to hear that his estimate of your agent as an explorer is of a very high

character. He speaks of him as a gentleman possessed of all the qualifications

essential to successful exploration in a new country. He regards him as a man
of courage and prudence in danger, as patient and skilful in trouble and difficulty,

and as well equipped by educational training for discovering all that scientists,

colonists, and traders would wish to know regarding fresh territory. He deeply

sympathises with Mr. Forbes in the' losses he has sustained, and in the failure of

his resources, public and private. It appears that Mr. Chalmers and Mr. Forbes

went as far as they possibly could in the way of ascending and exploring Mount

Owen Stanley. Their native guides, however, on account of the season and the

weather, failed them. They went as far as they could entice their guides to go,

resolved, if possible, to accomplish this part of the work. But one morning they

awoke to find themselves alone, completely deserted by those on whom they were

entirely dependent. They were therefore obliged to retrace their steps. Not only

was the effort fruitless : it was also aggravated by want of resources. The Colonies

were appealed to in the emergency, and, if time had not been so pressing, I have

reason to believe the requisite help would have been got to enable Mr. Forbes to

prosecute his work. Meanwhile, in order to afi^ord time for the Colonies to provide

help through their respective Governments, the Queenstown Government have

considerately taken Mr. Forbes into their service, and have given him exploring

work to do for a while in one of the islands in the vicinity. This ai-rangement

has prevented us having had the privilege of a personal visit from him at present.

At a public meeting held in the city last night, to hear from Rev. Mr. Chalmers an

account of his experiences, a good hope was inspired by one of the speakers, a

member of the Victorian Government, who stated, unofficially however, that the

Parliament of Victoria, now in session, will not be behind the other Colonies in

providing a fresh outfit for Mr. Forbes. His Excellency Sir H. B. Loch, K.C.B.,

presided, and on the platform were three speakers, who represented the Geographical

Society. These were Baron F. von Mueller, F.R.S., Captain Pascoe, F.R.G.S., and

Mr. A. C. Macdonald, F.R.G.S. In the course of his remarks, the last of the three

suggested that the Government should put on the estimates £1000 towards the

expedition. Hence the encouraging reply of the minister present. In due time,

therefore, we may expect to hear that the exploration goes on apace as soon as

the proper season comes round."

German New Guinea (Kaiser Wilhelms-Land).—The Berlin New Guinea

Company, in their Kachrichten, No. 11, 1886, publishes the following Declara-

tions, also which are issued by the British Government as " Western Pacific, No. 1,

1886.—Declarations, etc., signed at Berlin, April 6th and 10th, 1886, and presented

to Parliament May 1886 " :

—

" Declaratiox relating to the demarcation of the German and British spheres

of influence in the Western Pacific.

The Government of His Majesty the German Emperor and the Government of
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Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

having resolved to define the limits of the German and British spheres of influence

in the Western Pacific ;

The Undersigned, duly empowered for that purpose, viz. :

—

(1) Count Herbert Bismarck, His Imperial Majesty's Under Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs,

(2) Sir Edward Baldwin Malet, Her Britannic Majesty's Ambassador

Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,

have agreed on behalf of their respective Governments to make the

following Declaration :
—

I. For the purpose of this Declaration the expression " Western Pacific " means

that part of the Pacific Ocean lying between the 15th parallel of North latitude and

the 30th parallel of South latitude, and between the 165th meridian of longitude

West and the 130th meridian of longitude East of Greenwich.

II. A Conventional line of demarcation in the Western Pacific is agreed to,

starting from the North-East coast of New Guinea at a point near Mitre Eock on

the eighth parallel of South latitude, being the boundary between the German and

British Possessions on that coast, and following that parallel to point A, and thence

continuing to points B, C, D, E, F, and G, as indicated in the accompanying charts
;

which points are situated as follows :

—

A, 8° S. lat., 154^ long. E. of Greenwich ; B, 7° 15' S. lat., 155° 25' E. long.
;

C, T 15' S. lat., 155° 35' E. long. ; D, T 25' S. lat., 156° 40' E. long. ; E, 8° 50' S.

lat, 159° 50' E. long. ; F, 6° N. lat., 173° 30' E. long. ; G, 15° N. lat., 173° 30'

E. long.

The point A is indicated on the British Admiralty Chart 780, " Pacific Ocean "

(South-West sheet) ; the points B, C, D, and E are indicated on the British

Admiralty Chart 214 (South Pacific Solomon Islands), and the points F and G on

the British Admiralty Chart 781 "Pacific Ocean" (North-West sheet).

III. Germany engages not to make acquisitions of territory, accept Protectorates,

or interfere with the extension of British influence, and to give up any acquisitions

of territory or Protectorates already established in that part of the Western Pacific

lying to the East, South-East, or South of the said conventional line.

IV. Great Britain engages not to make acquisitions of territory, accept Pro-

tectorates, or interfere with the extension of German influence, and to give up any

acquisitions of territory or Protectorates already established in that part of the

Western Pacific lying to the West, North-West, or North of the said conventional

line.

V. Should further surveys show that any islands now indicated on the said

charts as lying on one side of the said conventional line, are in reality on the other

side, the said line shall be modified so that such islands shall appear on the same

side of the line as at present shown on the said charts.

VI. This Declaration does not apply to the Navigator Islands (Samoa), which

are affected by Treaties with Germany, Great Britain, and the United States ; nor

to the Friendly Islands (Tonga), which are affected by Treaties with Germany and
Great Britain ; nor to the island of Niue (Savage-Island), which groups of islands

shall continue to form a neutral region ; nor to any islands or places in the Western
Pacific which are now under the sovereignty or protection of any other civilised

Power than Germany or Great Britain.

Declared and signed in duplicate at Berlin, this 6th day of April, 1886.

(L. S.) Graf Bismarck.

(L. S.) Edward B. Malet."
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" Declaration relating to the reciprocal fi'eedom of trade and commerce in the

German and British Possessions and Protectorates in the Western Pacific.

The Government of His Imperial Majesty the German Emperor and the Govern-

ment of Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland having resolved to guarantee to each other, so soon as the German and

British spheres of influence in the Western Pacific have been demarcated, reciprocal

freedom of trade and commerce in their Possessions and Protectorates within the

limits specified in the present Declaration, The Undersigned,

Count Herbert Bismarck, His Imperial Majesty's Under Secretary of State for

Foreign Afi'airs, and

Sir Edward Baldwin Malet, Her Britannic Majesty's Ambassador Extraordinary

and Plenipotentiarj',

having been duly empowered to that effect, have agreed on behalf of their respective

Governments to make the following Declaration :

—

I. For the purpose of this Declaration the expression " Western Pacific " means

that part of the Pacific Ocean lying between the 15tli parallel of North latitude and

the 30th parallel of South latitude ; and between the 165th meiidian of longitude

AVest and the 30th meridian of longitude East of Greenwich.

II. The Government of His Majesty the Emperor and the Government of Her

Britannic Majesty agree that the subjects of either State shall be free to resort to

all the Possessions or Protectorates of the other State in the Western Pacific, and to

settle there and to acquire and to hold all kinds of property, and to engage in all

descriptions of trade and professions, and agricultural and industrial undertakings,

subject to the same conditions and laws, and enjoying the same religious freedom and

the same protection and privileges as the subjects of the Sovereign or Protecting

State.

III. In all the German and British Possessions and Protectorates in the Western

Pacific, the ships of both States shall in all respects reciprocally enjoy equal treat-

ment, as well as most-favoured-nation treatment ; and merchandise of whatever

origin imported by the Subjects of either State, under whatever flag, shall not be

liable to any other or higher duties than that imported by the Subjects of the other

State or of any third Power.

IV. All disputed claims to land alleged to have been acquired by a German
subject in a British Possession or Protectorate, or by a British subject in a German
Possession or Protectorate, prior to the proclamation of Sovereignty or of Pro-

tectorate by either of the two Governments, shall be examined and decided by a

Mixed Commission to be nominated for that purpose by the two Governments.

The claim may, however, be settled by the local authority alone, if the claimant to

the land makes formal application to that efi'ect.

V. Both Governments engage not to establish any penal settlements in, or to

transport convicts to, the Western Pacific.

VI. In this Declaration the words " Possessions and Protectorates in the Western

Pacific" shall not include the Colonies which now have fully constituted Govern-

ments and Legislatures.

The present Declaration shall take eftect from the date of its signature.

Declared and signed in duplicate at Berlin, this 10th day of April 1886.

(L. S.) Graf Bismarck.

(L. S.) Edward B. Malet."

The second station of the Company was founded last December in Hatzfeldt-

hafen, 145° 9' E. long., 4° 24' S. lat. It is situated on Mahde Island, and

possesses a good anchorage. Herr Grabowsky, who is in charge of tlie station,
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supplies the following information of a short trip he made on the adjacent

mainland :

—

A rising plain borders the shore, covered with a dense high growth of sharp grass,

making progress difficult. The grass is similar to that known in the Malay

Archipelago as alang-alang {Imperata amndinacea), and cattle can only feed oflf

it whilst it is quite young. Closely behind this plain commences the forest,

through which their way had to be hewn with the axe. Herr Grabowsky and party

subsequently struck a native ti'ail, leading north and south, which they followed,

chiefly in the latter direction, passing several springs with excellent drinking-water

all flowing into a stream which finally loses itself in the sand opposite the Company's

station in Hatzfeldthafen. The ground was everywhere good, but with no trace of

coral ; the rocks, where visible, were of primitive origin. Well-armed natives

were met with, but, on seeing the exploring party, they laid down their weapons

and timidly approached. These natives lived on the highest summit of the hills

(about 1200 feet) visible from the station, and not far distant. The plantations are

on the steepest declivities of the hills ; and Herr Grabowsky says the tobacco leaf is

of a very fine quality, and would suit the European market.

The news from the station at Finschhafen states that the natives in the neigh-

bourhood assumed a threatening attitude in the beginning of this year, but that a

conflict with them was avoided and satisfactory relationship again established on

the arrival of reinforcements.

An interesting exploration of the Empress Augusta River (on the east side of

Cape della Torre) has been made by a party under Captain Dalmann. The expe-

dition arrived on April 4 at the mouth of the river, and the vessel which conveyed

them, the Samoa, di'opped her anchor in five fathoms of water. They were at ouce

visited by the natives, who brought presents on board. The river, at its actual

mouth on the south side of the bay, is about 1| nautical miles broad, and the

stream has a velocity of 3^ miles an hour. The rapidity of the current necessitated

the Samoa keeping close in shore, but at a distance of only a few feet at least two

fathoms of water were found.

The main trend of the river is from the south-west, and it has sharp turns to

west, north, and east ; at least, near its mouth, its course is very irregular.

Thirty-five miles up the river, a breadth of one mile was found, and the stream was

as swift as at the mouth. The flora was here of a diflferent character than lower

down ; in place of Areca nissa and Areca nihung—palm species found in boggy

places—and the white mangrove so often seen in brackish water, were cocoa and

sago palms, and bread-fruit trees. High reeds, alternating with bush and

primeval forest, covered the widely flooded shores, which stretched out, as far as

the eye could reach, into an open plain. Owing to the floods, it was not possible

to eflect a landing or push a boat through the reeds. On nearing a small settle-

ment—the second they had seen—consisting of a few huts built on stakes driven

into the river in two fathoms of water, they were met by eight large canoes well

manned by men with spears, bows and arrows, and followed by women and children

in smaller canoes. These natives, at first too timid to approach the exploring vessel

until reassured, were found to be very well disposed towards the party, so much so

that they did not hesitate to annex some of their efi'ects. Here the expedition

turned back. No high land was seen up the river for a distance of five

miles, nor did the character of the banks appear to undergo any change. The

return journey was made in mid-stream. From 6^ fathoms, at the spot where

the Samoa turned back, the depths of the river ascertained varied from Tj to

1 1 fathoms. It appeared to be deep close in on either shore, and, so far as was

discovered, there were no sand-banks to interrupt its free navigation. Although
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small islets, torn from the banks by the floods, floated down stream, very little

drift-wood was found. Sand-banks, with a passage of some 15 fathoms of water,

were on both sides of the river at its mouth, but there was no bar. This waterway,

when the river is in its normal state, is likely to become an important one, as it

leads for a considerable distance into the interior of the country.

The following is a summary of the meteorological observations at Finschhafen

from 19th November 1885 to 1st April 1886 :—
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The BoUettino of the Italian Geographical Society states that Serpa Pinto, who

had gone from Zanzibar to Mozambique in order to meet his lieutenant, Cardoso,

on his return by way of Nyassa, has telegraphed from Mozambique :
—

" Cardoso in

danger ; I leave for Nyassa in order to relieve him."

It is stated that Kussia has, in contravention of the terms of the Treaty of

Berlin, determined to turn Batum into a fortified town, with arsenal and naval

dockyards, and purposes to annex Port LazarefiF, on the mainland of Corea, as a

make-weight against the British occupation of Port Hamilton.

The Mouvemcnt Gcographique announces that the Congo Free State Stations of

Vivi, Isanghila, and Manyanga are to be abandoned in consequence of their inutility.

Only five stations from the Ocean to Stanley Pool are to be preserved—Banana,

Boma, Matadi, Lukunga, and Leopoldville. These are considered sufficient for

transport arrangements. Merchandise will be conveyed by water direct from

Banana to Matadi, from whence they will be carried overland to Leopoldville.

Antarctic Exploration.—Mr. A. C. Macdonald, Secretary to the Geographical

Society of Victoria, yesterday (20th May) communicated with the Eoyal Society,

enclosing the names of the committee of three appointed to confer with a sub-

committee of the latter on the subject of the proposed continuation of.research, for

exploring and scientific purposes, in the South Polar Seas. Mr. Macdonald urged

that the Eoyal Society should appoint their committee, and that the conference

between these representative gentlemen should take place as early as possible.

When the meeting is held, Mr. Macdonald will propose that action be taken to

induce the British Association, the Geographical Society of Scotland, and the

German Geographical Society, all of which bodies have latterly devoted attention to

the subject, to co-operate in sending out one or more exploring expeditions. In the

event of more than one being started, an eS"ort will be made to act in concert, one

party going due south from Melbourne, another, say, via the Cape of Good Hope,

and another via Cape Horn. Baron von Mueller thinks that, in the interests of

science, it would be highly desirable that either an anemometer or a self-registering

weather-gauge should be left ashore at Campbell Island, near the Antarctic Circle,

during the winter, and doubtless the other expeditions would make similar arrange-

ments for observations to be taken in other parts of the Antarctic Ocean. The
Victorian expedition, by taking the course proposed, would be steaming in a direct

line for the land discovered south of Mount Erebus by the late Sir J. C. Ross, in

1842, and would have the enviable distinction of finding themselves confronted by

the great barrier of ice which he failed to surmount. It would be their task to

overcome this obstacle, and speed onwards towards the South Pole on sledges. The

celebrated Swedish explorer. Baron Nordenskiold, recently tried to start a Eussian

expedition in St. Petersburg, and it is thought that he might be induced to join one

of these parties.

—

Melbourne Age, 21st May 1886.

The Gulf Stream.—It is always a sign of the popularity of scientific research when

men of wealth and leisure occupy themselves in investigations of a kind which they

alone can successfully carry out. The expense of marine physical research is so

great, and the discomforts to be encountered so considerable in^ most cases, that,

apart from the great scientific expeditions subsidised by public money and the

short experimental excursions of a few enthusiasts, it has been comparatively

neglected. No question in ocean physics has been the subject of so much written

controversy as that of the nature, extent, and bearings of the Gulf Stream. The
latest attempt to ascertain the course of this current is one of particular interest,
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as much on account of the manner in which it has been made as of the results it may
be expected to yield. Acting under the advice of Professor Pouchet, Prince Albert

de Monaco spent two months last autumn in his yacht VBironddle in the Eastern

Atlantic, for the purpose of tracing the course of the Gulf Stream where it approaches

the European and African shores. He worked with great enthusiasm, not only at

the special subject but also at Natural History, making many observations with

the tow-net, in continuation of similar work carried on by him in the Baltic a year

before. An account of the expedition,^ forming a neat pamphlet of forty-one

pages, with two plates, shows that the Prince can describe his work clearly and

gracefully, and that he has endeavoured to acquaint himself with the investiga-

tions of others. After discussing the history of the Gulf Stream, and referring

to numerous writers and experimenters on the subject, Prince Albert describes

the floats which he employed to detect the course of the current, and gives a

narrative of his cruise. The yacht saUed in a nearly northerly direction

across the supposed flow of the Gulf Stream for 180 miles from a point 117

miles north-west of Corvo in the Azores. At intervals of one mile a float

was dropped overboard ; and it is by observing the localities where these floats

are picked up that the general di'ift of the stream may be detected. Beginning from

the southern end of the line (lat. 41° 23' N., long. 34° 48' W.) fifty bottles, carefully

sealed and securely capped with indiarubber, were thrown over, one after another
;

then twenty small oaken barrels of 20 litres (41 gallons) capacity, securely covered

Avith indiarubber and sheet-copper ; then ten hollow copper spheres of 10 litres

capacity, and finally eighty-nine bottles of the same form as those first used. The

last bottle was thrown over in lat. 43° 57' N. and long. 35° 33' W. The larger

floats were used near what is supposed to be the axis of the stream, where the

current is probably strongest. All are loaded so as to float with a very small

exposed surface, and so to avoid as far as possible the action of wind. Each float

carries a distinguishing number, and encloses a strong glass tube in which a paper

is hermetically sealed. The paper contains a note to the following effect in ten

languages :

—

" In order to study ocean currents, with the aid of the Municipal Council of

Paris, this paper has been thrown into the sea by the instructions of His Highness

the Hereditary Prince of Monaco from his yacht VHirondelle and in his presence.

Any one finding this paper is requested to send it to the authorities of his country,

to be transmitted to the French Government, and to state with as much detail as

possible the place, date, and circumstances in which it has been found.

(Signed) "Albert, Hereditary Prince of Monaco.
" G. Pouchet, Professor in the Museum of Paris."

The floats were launched on the 27th and 28th of July 1885, and up to 26th

January 1886 eleven have been reported, all from the Azores, to which they had

travelled, between 300 and 400 miles. Six of these were barrels, three spheres, and

two bottles from the southern part of the line. The floats which have been

recovered had all travelled in a south-easterly direction, and came from about 70

miles in the centre of the line.

Nature, of July 22d, announces that the Prince of Monaco has just started on a

second cruise, in the course of which, besides dredging and taking temperature-

observations, it is his intention to throw 500 floats into the sea, principally between

Cape Finisterre and the south coast of England.

^ Sur le Gidf-Stream. Recherches pour etahlir ses rap2}orts avec la Cdte de France.

Campayne de 'H'Hirondelle," 1885. Par S. A. le Prince Albert de Monaco. Paris : Gauthier-

Villars, 1886.
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It will be interesting to follow the history of these messengers from the sea, and

any of our readers who may spend their holidays on the West Coast of Scotland or

any of the outlying islands to the west or north, would do well to look out for the

Monaco floats, and claim for our country its full share in the genial influences

imputed to the Gulf Stream.

NEW BOOKS.

Verxeichnis von Forschern in Wissenschaftlichcr Landes- und Volhshunde Mittel

Europas. Bearbeitet von Paul Emil Richter. Herausgegeben vom Verein

fiir Erdkunde zu Dresden. Dresden : A. Huhle, 1886.

This is an exhaustive list of the "scientific investigators at present alive who
concern themselves with the geology, botany, natural history, ethnography, etc. etc., of

Central Europe ; and forms part of the great scheme of the Central Commission for

the Scientific Chorography (Landeskunde) of Germany. We have first an alphabetical

list of the personal names of some 2500 savants, with an indication of their desig-

nations, residence, and specialty. Then these appear grouped according to their

country and town, so that at once one can see how many are at work, say in the

Grand Duchy of Baden and city of Heidelberg. Next comes an alphabetical list of

places of residence, with references to the countries mentioned in the previous sec-

tion. Then we have a list of " Areas of Investigation," so that, for instance, we can

at a glance learn that the Nord See or German Ocean is being studied as to its

Fauna by Professor Wilhelm Hess, Dr. F. W. Pieper, Herr Schako, and Professor

Mobins ; as to its Fisheries by H. Leuss ; and so on. And, finally, a list of " Depart-

ments of Inquiry" directs those who are interested in Algce or Antiquities, etc., to

all the places in the previous sections where the special study is referred to.

Greater Greece and Greater Britain, and George Washimiton, the Expander of

England. By Edward A. Freeman, D.C.L., LL.D. London : MacmiUan
and Co., 1886.

Two lectures by Dr. Freeman : the one delivered last year in Edinburgh, the

other this year at Oxford. To these the author has added, as an Appendix, his

article on Imperial Federation,— revised, and with certain parts of a temporary nature

deleted,—wh ich appeared in Macmillan's Magazine for April 1885. As a treatment

of an important subject by a capable writer, this book may be recommended to the

geographical, as well as to the liistorical, student.

Ling-Nam; or, Interior Vieics of Southern Cliina, including E:qilorations in the

hitherto untraversed Island of Hainan. By B. C. Henry, A.M., Author of

The Cross and the Dragon. London : S. W. Partridge and Co., 1886. Pp. 512.

Mr. Henry has written a most interesting volume, and his publishei-s have

rendered it attractive to the eye by good printing, good paper, and quaint wood-

cuts. The chapters dealing with the untraversed island of Hainan are, of course,

exceptionally valuable to the geographer ; but we do not require to wait for them

to find matter of entertainment and instruction. Even the chapter treating of
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Canton, the " City of Earns," is worth reading. In that entitled " Through the

Delta," we are introduced to Fat-shan, the second city in importance in the south

of China, with 300,000 people in its closely-packed houses, and containing factories

for cloth, silk, embroidery, rattan and bamboo work, porcelain, brass, and iron

work ; to Shek-wan, famous in China for cheap glazed ware, etc. ; to Chan-tsiin,

a town of 100,000 inhabitants, in the midst of great rice plains pastured by

myriads of ducks ; to the silk district of the Sai-tsiu hills, with their flourishing

villages, and the anti-matrimonial league of its Amazon-hearted women, whose

conduct is not altogether unpraiseworthy when " no one who has not passed

through this district has any just conception of the density of the population, Kow-
kong alone being, at the time of the Taiping rebellion, able to furnish 300,000

able-bodied men as soldiers." This last town of Kow-kong is remarkable for its

rigid prohibition of gambling and other vices ; but its inhabitants are well_known

in the neighbouring town of Loong-kong, where full encouragement is given to all

Kow-kong repudiates. If Chapter iii. is thus full of fresh facts, Chapter iv. is not

a whit behind with its account of San-ui, a city of 250,000 inhabitants, and its

manufacture of palm-leaf fans and grass linen, and of the curious island of St. John
(Chinese, Sheung-chun), with the tomb of Francis Xavier, and the strange local dialect

which, limited as it is to a small district, has peculiarities which point to its

possibly being the last trace of the Sungs from Central and Northern China, who
long held Kublai Klian at bay. It would be easy thus to go on from chapter to

chapter indicating the abundance of unhackneyed information which Mr. Henry has

furnished for the delectation of his readers, one's attention being sometimes caught

by a graphic touch of physical description, sometimes by a strange bit of history,

sometimes by a most interesting fragment of superstition or folk-lore. But we
must hasten past the marble caves of Teng-oo, the bamboo groves of Sz-ui, the

Buddhist monasteries of the North River near Fi-lay-tsz, the city of Shiu-kwan

with its 100,000 inhabitants, the gorges of the Lien-chow Eiver, and a thousand points

of interest in regard to Northern and Central Canton, in order to call attention to

the fresh information about the Island of Palms or Hainan. In the Encyclopedia

Britannica article on this island will be found a pretty full resume of all that was

previously known of it. Landing at Hoi-how, the port opposite the mainland of

Lui-chow peninsula, Mr. Henry travelled by King-chow, Ching-mai, Ne-pe, Lam-
ko, Wo-she, and Not'ai to Nam-fung, the principal trading port with the Les (Lis),

or aboriginal tribes on the north-west side of the island. This place he found to

be a duU lifeless town, with but one street one-fourth of a mile in length, where

opium-smoking seemed almost universal and betel-nut chewing prevalent. He
then arranged to enter the country of the Les, which was still completely unvisited

by European explorers. About twelve miles from Nam-fung he reached the-

village of Ta-man-teen, several miles beyond Chinese jurisdiction. It contained

twenty houses and about 100 inhabitants. The strangers were received with abundant

hospitality and kindness ; and this treatment was repeated by the villagers from

stage to stage of the journey as long as the Les themselves had to play the host.

But a Chinaman, with whom Mr. Henry put up at Nga-han, managed to make the

Le chief of the next district suspicious, and the explorers had to turn back when a

few days would have seen them across the hills. In bidding good-bye to Mr.

Henry's excellent volume, we must express our regret that he has not given us a

few more precise dates in the narrative of his various journeys, and suggest to him

the propriety of also indicating his Hainan route in his sketch-map, and supple-

menting his pages with a satisfactory index of all noteworthy items of information.

The key-word of his title, it may be added, is the Chinese for " South of the Eidge,"

and is the general name given to the southern portion of the Empire.
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Emigravt Life in Kansas. By Percy G. Ebbutt. London : Swan Sonnenschein

and Co., 1886.

The personal life of the author, who, at the age of ten, emigrated (1870) to

Kansas, in company with his father and brother and a small party. Such incidents

as have reference to a settler's life may be of value to intending emigi'ants, but the

frequent rambling descriptions of mild adventures can be of little interest save to

the young gentleman's parents. The illustrations, of which there are a great

number by the author, are fairly good for a beginner.

South Australia : A Sketch of its History and Eesources. A Handbook comi^iled

by John Fairfax Conigrave for the Colonial and Indian Exhibition.

London : 1886. Pp. 176.

Mr. Conigrave of Adelaide prepared this excellent Handbook by instructions

from the South Australian Commissioners for the Colonial and Indian Exhibition.

It is of some value, therefore, as being not only an official and impartial account of

the colony, but also containing reliable details and statistics down to 1886. The

rise of South Australia has been as surprising as it has been rapid. One illustration

shows us "Government House in 1837,"—a loghouse in a wilderness ; another

shows us ''Government House in 1886,"—a palatial residence in beautifully laid

-

out grounds. The fact is that the site of the capital, Adelaide (now a town of

43,000, or, with suburbs, 110,000 inhabitants), was selected by Colonel Light only

in 1836. A map of " Port Adelaide " accompanies this volume, but there is none of

Adelaide itself. This is as disappointing as a volume on Scotland, with a plan of

Leith, but none of Edinburgh. We should also have desired a map of the Province

of South Australia, but none is given. Such a map, coloured orographically and

agriculturally, would have afforded the student, or intending emigrant, or visitor, a

better general idea of the colony than even a handbook could. Still, this volume

contains valuable chapters on the Education, Industries, and Providence of the

people of South Australia. Some of the statistics under the last title are striking.

Thus, in the Savings Bank of South Australia, the number of depositors at the close

of the year 1848 was only 214, and the amount deposited in that year was £6473.

At the close of the year 1885 the depositors numbered 53,164, and the amount

deposited in that year was £912,181. The average amount at the credit of each

depositor in 1848 was £24, and in 1885 £29.

NEW MAPS.

(Edited by Professor James Geikie, LL.D., F.R.S.)

EUROPE.

MONTPELLIER-LE-VIEUX, Plan Topographique de . Par E. A Martel.

Echelle, 1 : 10,000.

Montjiellier, Soc. Languedocienne de Giografhie, Tome ix. 2^ Trim., 1886.

SCHWEIZERISCHEN FOHNGEBIETES, Uebersichtskarte des . Yon G. Berxdt.

Massstab, 1 : 925,000.

Petermann's Mitteihingcn, Ergiinzitvgsheft Nr. 83. Gotha: Justits Perthes.
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SCOTLAND, Bartholomew's Reduced Ordnance Survey of . Scale, 2 miles to

inch. New Sheets—
Mull, Coll, Tiree, and Staffa, coloured orographicaUy.

IsLAY, Jura, and Colonsay, „
Arisaig, Moidart, Glenelg, Rum, etc. „

North and South Uist and Barra, „
Edinburgh : A. and C. Black, Price 2s. 6d. each, in cloth case.

The above four new sheets complete Mr. Bartholomew's Reduced Ordnance

Map of Scotland. In these last published sheets the style of colouring has been

altered to show the elevation of land, and to bring out prominently the main

driving roads and the railways. Considering that these maps are designed specially

for the use of tourists, it must be ackno wledged that this new method is really a

great improvement upon the old colouring, which merely showed the counties.

ASIA.

BANGKA, Karte der Alluvial-Bildungen in . Von Dr. Th. Posewitz. Mass-

stab, 1 : 1,400,000.

Petermann's Mitteilungen, Jahrgang 1886, Tafel 10. Gotha: Jtistus Perthes.

SALEIYER, Originalkarte der Insel , im Ostindischen Archipel. Aufgenom-

men und gezeichnet von H. E. D. Engelhard. Massstab, 1 : 150,000.

Petermann's Mitteilungen, Jahrgang 1886, Tafel 9. Gotha: Justus Perthe.^.

SOUTH-WESTERN CHINA, Sketch Map of . To illustrate the Journeys of

Alexander Hosie, H.B.M. Consular Service, China, Scale. 1 : 1,965,000.

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, June 1886.

KARTA VERKHOV'EFF AMU DAR'I.—Compiled by the Topographical Depart-

ment of the Russian General Stafi' from the most recent explorations. Scale, 30

versts (19*8 miles) to the inch.

This Map of the Head-Waters of the Oxus is a most elaborate and beautiful

treatment of the whole region between 36° and 41° N. lat., and between (roughly)

36° 30' and 46° 30' E. long, from Pulkova. The hill-shading is done with great

care, and brings out the perplexing intricacy of the ranges and massifs.

AMERICA.

BRAZIL, Physical Map of . A Sketch indicating the Surface Configuration

of the Country, by James W. Wells, M. Inst. C. E.

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, June 1866.

This map shows very clearly and effectively the leading surface characteristics

of Brazil. The style is well adapted for Physical School Wall-Maps.

GENERAL.

BERGHAUS' PHYSIKALISCHER ATLAS. Zweite Lieferung. Inhalt : Nr. 37,

Jahrliche Regenmenge ; Nr. 46, Vegetationszonen der Erde ; Nr. 70, Die Volker

Ozeaniens. Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1886.

This is the second part of the new issue. The Annual Rainfall Map of tlie

World is by Dr. Julius Hann of Vienna ; the Vegetation Zones by Dr. Oscar

Drude ; and the Races of Oceania by Dr. Gerland of Strassburg. The artistic

execution of the maps is very beautiful.
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HISTORY, POETEY, ETC., IN GEOGEAPHICAL NAMES.

Read at Meeting of the Society, Edinhirgh, 23d July 1886.

By Pkofessor Meiklejohn.

The contrast between the enormous wealtli of the subject called

Geography, and the poverty-stricken treatment of it in our school-books

and in most of our schools, is, when we think of it, an almost everyday

surprise. Our most usual experience is to find the wonderful story of the

life of man upon this planet—the life of animals and plants, the nature

of soils and climates, the marvellous and infinitely varied life in the

ocean—cut down to a dry recital of strings of names which are attached

to black dots upon the map, accompanied by a small quantity of gritty

gossip about what this or that place may happen to be famous for. To

very few young people, after they leave school, does the map they look

on live and speak. When they look on it, it is for something they want

;

but, on the whole, the map is generally as dry a thing as the pages of a

Directory. But if the pages of a Directory contained, or could contain,

true biographies of the persons named in it, with some account of their

real character, their most vivid feelings, and their most remarkable

adventures, how would the pages live for us, and l^reathe—with what

human interest would they glow !

Now Geography is, on its own side, a subject quite as full of human
interest as History. It is not, in the strictest sense of the word, a

science. But it is a conglomerate of all the sciences ; it receives light

from each, and it sheds light upon all. It receives light from history also,

and it sheds light upon history. If, however, we look upon Geography

from the point of view of the schoolroom, we shall find that one of the

main values of it as an educational subject consists in the number of

tentacles it throws out to catch the different kinds of minds that may be

VOL. II. 2 K
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invited by it within the circle of its charms. Geography is the wide

general field within which the coming specialist may select that more

limited field of labour to which he Avill afterwards give his energies. By

Geography, tanght intelligently, and at all points with as much freshness

and first-handness as is possible under the circumstances of the school,

young people may be attracted into the study of botany, or of geology,

or of the sky and climate— what is called meteorology, or of the

physical geography of the oceans, or of history, or even of philology.

Any one of these subjects may finally emerge as the life-study—or let it

be but the hobby—of persons attracted by the study of the world-wide

subject which we call Geography.

But the question before us to-day is this

—

Is there any possible source of interest in the mere names which

Geography presents to us with such irritating profuseness ? Do the names

themselves constitute one of the tentacles that may catch the attention

and entangle the interest of an awakening mind 1 "Will some knowledge

of what names really are and mean throw light upon Geography, and

will Geography throw light upon them ? For, in any school subject, it is

clearly the educational duty of the teacher to employ every possible source

of interest, provided this does not compel him to wander from the subject

itself. I think we shall find, after a ver}- short inquiry, that there lies in

the names alone a most fruitful and legitimate source of interest, and one

that lends additional attractions to the study both of geography and

history. As things are at present, geographical names are treated as

finalities, behind which you cannot go—as what the old school of philoso-

phers used to call " ultimate facts.," inquiry into and analysis of which are

entirely useless.

Let us see. There was in the beginning of the seventh century a

prince of Northumbria in this island, who was verj^ successfvd in his

campaigns, and who pushed his frontier line as far north as the river

Forth. He found there a high rock—a hill-fort or dun—and to it he gave

the name of Dunedin. Later on, the growing city took the Teutonic

name of a fortified place

—

burg or baj'ouf/h, and Avas henceforth known to

the world asEdwinburgh orEdinburgh. Let us contrast this with aborough

in the south—with Canterbury. The name Canterhury contains within itself

a whole history of England written small. First of all, there is the Celtic

prefix cant, which seems to be the southern form of the Gaelic ccann, a head

or point— names which we find in Canmore, Cant ire, Kinross, and many
others. The t is an inorganic addition, put there for a rest, as in the

Worcestershire dent for glen. The er looks like a quite meaningless

suftix to cant. But it is far from being only that. It is the pared-down

form of an important word—of the old Anglo-Saxon or Old English

genitive plural ivara. The full form of Canterbury, then, is Canfaiuarabyrig,

or the "borough of the men of Kent." The flattening of Kant into Kent

may be compared with that of bank into bench ; of Pall Mall into pell-mell

;

and of many other doublets. The lighter and easier ending in y points to
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the fact that the southern Teuton got rid of his gutturals at an earlier

date than the northern Teuton did ; and this fact is recorded in the

ending gh, which was no doubt sounded in the throat—boroug/i—up to a

comparatively late date in Scotland.

I was travelling in Staffordshire the other day. The name Stafford has

l)robably a meaning ; but it does not present itself at once to the reader.

The train ran along a clear shallow stream, which flowed through green

meadows—a stream called the Soto (a name probably the same as that of

the Save, which runs into the Danube), and the train came to a station on

the river called Stamford. Here there was a set of stones, placed at

regular distances for crossing the river. The next station was Stafford—
the ford where there were no stones but a staff was required for crossing.

There is a little country in the north of Europe—much cut down of

kte years by the growing encroachments of Germany—which we call

Denmarl: This name looks as final and as meaningless as any ordinary

surname we happen to k!iow. But the word marh is the name for the

germ—the family unit—of Teutonic civilisation ; and if we were to follow

out its history in Germany and in this coimtry, we should be able to read

in it the origin and the rise of local freedom and of municipal liberties,

Denmark is the mark or march-land, or district of the Danes, as

Brandenmark is the mark of the Bradenburgers, and Finmark of the

Finns. We have the same word softened in Mercia, the land which

marched with all the other kingdoms of Saxon England, and in Murcia,

the march-land between the Moorish kingdom of Granada and the other

kingdoms of Christian Spain.

These are but a few stray instances of the light that may be thi'own

upon geographical names by a very slight examination and a little inquiry.

But let us now take a rapid survey of the kinds of names in the

United Kingdoms of Great Britain and Ireland, and see what supplies of

interest and of illustration lie ready to the hand of the geographical

teacher as he introduces his pupils to those places and natural features

which fall into the scheme and method of his course of teaching.

We are^ first of all, met by the obvious, and indeed salient fact, that

the names of most of the natural features— rivers, mountains, and lakes

—

have been given to them by the old and great but decaying race whom
we call Celts. There is hardly a single river-name in the whole of Great

Britain that is not Celtic. Men come and go, towns rise and decay ; even

the sites of the to^vns disappear and are forgotten ; but the old river-

names remain—they are more lasting than the names of the eternal hills,

just as the rivers are more lasting than the so-called eternal hills them-

selves. The two commonest words for icafer or river are the Celtic

words avon and esic or 'uisge. They were at first generally common nouns.

From common nouns they became either proper names or meaningful

suffixes ; and we find avon or ah in all parts of India and Europe, as the

name for a stream. There are, I think, thirteen Avons in England alone,

five or six in Scotland, and about ten in Ireland. The word itself is cut
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down and transmuted in the most curious manner. It becomes Inn in

Fife and in the Tyrol ; it becomes a mere n in the names of the French

rivers Seine, Aisne, and Marne ; and it becomes ana in the Spanish

G^uadiana, which is our Avord avoii with the Moorish or Arabic prefix of

wadi. In Hindostan the name appears as uh, as in the countrj^ of the

five rivers or Funjah, in the country of the two rivers or Duah ; and, last

of all, it appears as lib in the Danube.

There is, on the other side of the Firth of Forth, a village called

Aberdoiir, which means the place at the mouth of the river Dour. This

last part of the word is the Celtic or Cymric word der, water ; and this

root is found in forty-four names of rivers in Italy, Germany, France, and

Britain. There is Dour in Fife, in Aberdeen, and in Kent ; we find Doare

in Spain ; an Adour and a Durance in France ; and, in many parts

of England, it takes the simple form of der at the end of the Avord, as in

Rother, the red water, Calder, the winding water, in Dniester, and in

Dericcnl, which means the clear water. To trace the similarity in all of

these, and man}' more differences—to find out the underlying identity in

the varied diversity, is one of the mental exercises which combine the

interest of hunting Avith the c^uiet and self-controlled use of the practical

judgment, and which we haA^e a right to call, on this account, educational

in a very high degree.

Let us take another example of a similar nature. The Gaelic and

Erse Avord for lader is uis/je ; and this name appears in the most protean

forms in several scores, perhaps in hundreds, of river names in Germany,

Italy, France, Spain, Ireland, and Great Britain. The folloAving are

only a few of its transmutations :—Esk and Ex ; Usk, Ugg, and

Ux ; Ock, Oke, and Ox ; Use and Ouse ; Ax and Iz ; Eska, Esky, and

Esker ; Oise, Issa, and Issy ; Isere and Isar ; Isen and Etsch. And
many of them giA^e us the names, and with the names, the positions of

such toAvns as Exeter and Exmouth ; Axbridge and Axminster ; Uxbridge,

Oxford, and Bannockburn.

If the teacher knows the old Celtic Avord for " mountain "—as indeed

every one does—he can go a pretty long Avay in throAving some light

upon some geographical names. Not to insist too much on the historical

conclusions draAvn from the fact that we find the Gaelic-Celtic form Ben

in the west and north, AAliile the Cymric-Celtic form ^jew is found only

in the east and south, the teacher can point to the identity of pen and

be7i, and shoAV hoAv ^je« appears in Pennine and Apennine ; in Grampian

and Pentland ; in Pennigant and Penrith ; in the Spanish Pentra and the

Greek mountain Pindus. Then, again, we have the same root in j^in and

pinnacle, in ^j»i?ie and spine. The Gaelic form Ben is found in Benan, the

hill of birds; Benledi, the mount of God; Bcnvrachic, the spotted

mountain; Benmore, the great mountain^ and many others.

Again, Aber and Inver are two dialectic forms of the same word, the 7i

in inver being probably inorganic. Both Avords mean the mouth of a river.

Aber is found repeatedly in Brittan}', about fifty times in Wales, about
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twenty times in middle Scotland, three or four times in England, but

never in Ireland. We know the position of such towns as Aberconway,

Aberystwith, Aberdeen, Aberwick or Berwick, Aberbrothock or Arbroath,

the moment we utter their names ; and the same may be said of the

towns at the mouths of the Ness, the Leithen, the Aray, and the Ury
—that is, Inverness, Innerleithen, Inveraray, and Inverury.

Take another minor point from a Celtic language. Ardis the Gaelic

for jpoint or height, and we find it in Ardnamurchan, Ardwich-le-Street, the

high town on the great Eoman road, and many other names. But if we
go down to the south coast of England—to Hampshire and Devonshire,

Are find that a small projecting point used by sailors to land their boats at

is called a hard—with the southern breathing attached ; and the name
was most probably left there by the oldest Britons.

If, moreover, the teacher knows that Llan and Kil mean a church,

2or a height, Innis or Ennis or Inch, an island or water-girt peninsula

;

that Linn means a pool, as in London and Lincoln; that Nant means a

valley, as in Nantwich,—if he knows the meaning of these and a few

other Celtic words, he can put into the hands of his pupils a key which

will enable them to unlock the meaning of hundreds of names—not onlj^

in Great Britain and Ireland, but on the continent of Europe.

Let us next take a very quick glance at the earliest Roman contribu-

tions to our names of British places. These are only six, and they were

given to Britain in British times. They are castra, strata (= strata via), fossa,

vallum, partus, and culonia. One or two examples will be enough for our

purpose. There were in early British Britain no roads worthy of the name
;

and, as soon as the Romans made up their minds to hold this island, they

set to Avork^ and drove several splendid roads through it from south to

north. First of all, from Richborough, near Dover, they made a road,

called Watling Street, through Canterbury and London—by Stony Strat-

ford—on to their standing camp on the Dee—the Castra of the northern

Roman army, which is still called simply Chester. This road ran on

through Westmoreland, across the top of a mountain, which is called High

Street to this day. Ermin Street ran from London to Lincoln, Icknield

Street from Norwich to Exeter ; and there were several other great roads.

But the point for the geographical learner is that these splendid works can

still be traced, partly by their actual remains, and partl}^ by the names of

the Saxon towns that were of necessity built upon them, and nowhere

else. The word street enters into the names of these towns in the

character either of a suffix or of a prefix. Thus we have Streetham,

Stretton, and Stratton, Stretford and Stratford, Chester-le-Street and

Ardwich-le-Street, and a great many others.

The corresponding word in Scandinavian languages is gate, which is a

derivative of go, and the Low-German form of the High-German gasse. This

word, however, we find restricted to what are now strictly called streets—that

is, roads in towns or cities. Thus Edinliurgh has its Cowgate and Canongate

;

Dundee its Overgate and Nethergate (which some weak persons wished to
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change the other day into Victoria Street and Albert Street) ; York its

Michlegate, Jubbergate, Castlegate, Fishergate, and sixteen others. But

the geographical inquirer, looking aljroad, finds a much -wider application

for the word. The name indicates not merely a street in a toA\Ti, but also

a street through lines of hill or cliff; and in this sense Ave have it in

Reigate (which is = Ridgegate), Margate, Sandgate, and the Ghauts of

India, which are either passes through ranges of hills or passages down to

the banks of the rivers. This by the way.

But the Latin word which contains for us the largest amount of

history is castra. And it not only contains a great deal of Roman history
;

it contains also a considerable amount of English history also. This word

we find generally as a suffix to our names of towns, and we find it in three

different forms

—

caster, chester, and cester. In the Anglican kingdoms of

the north it appears in the form easier ; in the Saxon kingdoms it takes

the form of chester; and in Mercia, which was mainly Anglican, but

under Saxon influence, we find the intermediate form of cester. But in

the district north of the Tees, the Saxon form chester reappears ; and we
find such names as Ribchester, Chesterholm, Rutchester, and others.

The two forms Castor and Chester stand right opposite to each other at

one point in England. The river Nen divides Northamptonshire, which

is Danish, from Huntingdonshire, which is purely Saxon ; and on the

opposite banks, standing on either side of the river, we find two villages

—

both with the same name, but the one called Castoi; and the other Chester-

ton. The main point, however, for the young inquirer to notice is that all

these places were at one time Roman camps ; and, from the number of

these, he can himself easily judge as to the military character and social

intensity of the Roman occupation.

We now come to the third layer of civilisation in this island—the layer

which was deposited by the Teutons, Avho immigrated into this country

from the northern pai^t of the land Avhich Ave noAv call Germany. This

deposit began to be laid doAvn in Great Britain in the middle of the fifth

century; and the character of this contribution to British habits is

best indicated by Mr. Isaac Taylor in his IFords awl Places. He says

:

"England is pre-eminently the land of hedges and enclosures. On a

visit to the Continent, almost the first thing the tourist notices is the

absence of the hedgeroAvs of England. The fields—nay, even the farms,

are bounded only by a furroAv." And he points to the luiiversally recur-

ring terminations ton, ham, tvorth, stoke, fold, park, and bury—all of Avhich

convey the notion of enclosure or protection—as proof of the seclusiveness

of character of the Anglo-Saxon, of hoAV strongly " imbued Avas the nation

with the principle of the sacred nature of property, and hoAv eager every

man Avas to j^ossess some spot Avhich he could call his OAvn."'

NoA\% if the learner is armed Avith the knoAvledge and the meanings of

these words, and with some poAver of tracking them under their different

forms, he has the power of fixing upon the chief Anglo-Saxon settlements

in Britain and in other countries. We have, for example, the name
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Haddington, as the town of the sons of Haddo ; Symington and Tlianker-

ton ; Campbelton and Hartington ; Boston, which is St. Botolph's Town
;

Northampton and Southampton ; and many more. But the suffix ton, as

the most common local termination of our British local names, is worth a

little more examination. The word is the Low-German form of the High-

German zaun, a hedge ; and the word tun or ton meant in the older times a

place surrounded by a hedge, or fortified by a palisade. In this sense it

indicated a croft, a homestead, or a farm ; and this sense it still retains in

Scotland. Thus the isolated ton might become the nucleus of a village,

the village might grow into a town, and the town into a city with

millions of inhabitants.

In the same way, a stoke is a place stockaded, a place surrounded and

guarded by stocks and piles. The word takes the four different forms of

stock, stoke, stow, and stol. We have it in Stockbridge, the suburb at the

bridge over the Leith ; in Stockholm and Woodstock ; in Stoke-upon-

Trent ; in Stow ; and in Bristol, which was in the oldest English

Briegstoic.

Another highly significant suffix is burgh, borough, or hnry—which

comes from the old verb beorgan, " to shelter or cover." The last is the

distinctively Saxon form ; the two first are Anglican or Norse, But,

indeed, the root has spread itself over many countries ; and we find it in

Spain in the form of Burgos ; in France, as Ca'sar's burg or Cherbourg ; in

Asia Minor, in the shape of Pergamos. We have it also in Germany, in

Augsburg—that is, the city of Augustus ; in Hapsburg or Habichtsburg,

the stronghold of the Austrian hawk ; in Edinburgh, and in Musselburgh.

The forms Shrewsbury, Shedbury, Glastonbury, and other such names,

are, as I said, found mostly in the northern parts of Britain. One of the

oldest and strongest forms of the root exists in the word Burgiuidlans, who

Avere among the first dwellers in burgs, burghs, or fortified towns.

While it is interesting to trace the existence of Anglo-Saxon names in

Germany and other parts of the Continent, it is curious to find them in

considerable numbers in the north-west of France. INIr. Isaac Taylor points

out that " in the old French provinces of Picardy and Artois there is a

small well-defined district, about the size of Middlesex, lying between

Calais, Boulogne, and St. Omer, and fronting the English coast, in which

the name of every village and hamlet is of the pure Anglo-Saxon type,"

The French people, we know, have a marvellous knack of contorting

English words ; and we have seen in their languages such forms—which

cannot be called parch detorta—as redingote, doggart, and boide-dogue. In

the same Avay, in this north-western French district, we find the English

names Holbeach, Warwick, Applegarth, Sandgate, and Windmill, appearing

as HoUebecque, Werwich, Appegarles, Sangatte, and Wimille.

Passing from names of towns to names of counties and kingdoms, it

gives some indication of the past history of the island to find that Cumber-

land is the land of the Cymry ; that Sussex, Essex, Wessex, and Middle-

sex were the kingdoms of the South, East, West, and Central Saxons ; that
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Surrey was the Sodereye or south reahn ; and that Corn-\vall or Cornwales

was the kingdom of the Welsh or strangers, who dwelt on the horn or

peninsula.

The word JVelsli—which appears as a word, as a prefix, and as a sufiix

—is one of considerable importance in the history and the geography of

Europe. All Teutonic peoples call other nations by the general name of

foreigners, wealhas, Willsch, or Welshmen. In this sense England has its

Wales—and, indeed, two of them ; France has its AVales ; Germany has

its Wales ; and so has Scotland and even Ireland. The word appears in

many forms. In German and in English it is found as wed in u-allen, to

wander, and JFaller, a pilgrim ; in icall:, in icalnut, and other names. A
German calls French beans TFelsh beans, and speaks of going into France

or Italy as going into Welshland. The Bernese Oberlander calls the

French-speaking canton that lies to the south of him JFaUis ; and the Celts

of Flanders are called Walloons bj'' their Teutonic neighbours. IValloons

probably means " very great strangers indeed ; " just as balloon is a big ball,

while ballot is a little ball. In Old English, Cornwall was called Corn-

wales—the country inhabited hy the Welsh of the Horn.

The fourth deposit of local names Avas made by the next horde of

incursionists who made their way to these shores from the Continent.

The Northmen, Norsemen, or Normans have left their mark on manj^

parts of Scotland, England, and Ireland.

One of the most striking tokens of their visit is contained in the fact

that we call the north-east corner of this island by the name of Suther-

land. Such a name must evidently have been given by a people— a con-

quering people—who lived to the north of Great Britain. And this was so.

Sutherland was the mainland to the south of the great jarldom of Orkney.

Here, accordingly, we find the Norse names for island, town, valley, and

farm

—

oe in Thurso, Wick, dale in Helmsdale, and saetir or stir. In the

Shetlands every local name, without one exception, is NorAvegian. We
have Sanda, the sand island ; Stronsa, the island in the stream or

current ; Westra, the western island, etc., etc. The Norsemen called the

Orkneys the Nordreyjar ; the Hebrides, the Southern Islands or Sudreyjar

—a name Avhich has been compressed into the odd dissyllable Sodor. The

two sees of the Sudreyjar and the Isle of Man were combined in the

twelfth century, and put under the Archbishop of Trondjhem, who

appointed the Bishops of Sodor and JNIan down even to the middle of the

fourteenth century. But more, the enormous number of Norse names

bears witness to the fact that the Shetlands, the Orkneys, the Hebrides,

and the Isle of Man were not most useful dependencies of the Scottish

crown, but jarldoms attached to the kingdom of Norway. And this was

the case down to 1266. The test-word for the Norse settlements in

Great Britain is the ending by. This appears in our language as byre, a

cow-house ; and in France as bue or hoiuf. In the Danelagh, which lay

between Watling Street and the river Tees, the sufiix by has pushed out

the Saxon ton and ham : and to the north of Watling Street we find 600
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instances of its occurrence, while to the south there is scarcely one. In

Lincolnshire alone there are a hundred names of towns and villages which

end in by. We find this ending in hundreds of names in Jutland and in

Schleswig ; in the whole of Germany there are not six. In Scotland we

have the names Lockerby and Canonby, both in Dumfriesshire : in Eng-

land Ave have Grimsby, Whitby, Derby, and many more ;
in Wales we

have Tenby, and many other Norse names on the fiords that branch

out of Milford Haven ; while in France—that is, in Normandy—we have

Criquelioeuf, or Crooked Town ; Marboeuf, or Market Town
;
Quittebceuf

,

or "Whitby ; Elboeuf, or Old Town, and many others.

The Norsemen have left their names on our capes, our arms of the sea,

and our islands, as well as on our towns. Ness or naze is their favourite

word for cape ; and we have it in Fifeness, Sheerness, Foulness, White-

ness ; the Naze, in Essex ; Dungeness, or Cape of Danger ; Skipness, or

Ship-Headland ; Blancnez and Grisnez, on the coast of France, and a great

many more. A ford, or fiord, is the Norwegian name for an arm of the

sea up which ships can go, just as ford is the Saxon name for a passage

across a river for men or for cattle. Both words come from the old verb

faran, to go, the root of which word is found in far, fare, luefare, fieldfare,

etc. We find the Norse meaning of ford in Wexford, Waterford, and

Carlingford, in Ireland ; in Milford and Haverford, in Wales ; and in Dept-

ford, the " deep reach," on the Thames, and Oxford in England. Besides

the Norse names for islands which we find in Scotland, in Thurso and

Staflfa (which is the island of staves), we can discover many in England,

generally with the spelling ea or ij. Thus Anglesea is the Angles' Island

;

Battersea, St. Peter's Isle, in the Thames ; Chelsea, the isle of chesel or

shingle ; and Ely is the Isle of Eels. But the most common form of this

Norse word is simply a, and it is found in greatest abundance in Scotland.

The Norse Vikings were in the habit of retiring to one of the small islets

off the coast during the winter months ; and when summer returned they

issued forth from them to resume their piratical cruises. These small

islands still bear Norse names, while the local names on the mainland are

Celtic. We have scores of those names ending in a, as Scarba, Barra,

Ulva, Jura, Isla, Ailsa, Bona, etc.

Just as we saw that ford had two meanings—one from its Norse, the

other from its Saxon users, so the name IFick has two meanings, each

testifying to the different habits of the two nations. With the Saxon,

a u-kk was an abode on land—a house or a village ; with the Norsemen

it was a station for ships—a creek, an islet, or bay. The Norse Vikings,

or " creekers," lay in the vicks or wicks they had chosen, and sallied out

when they saAv a chance of a prize. The inland icicks are Saxon, and the

abodes of peaceful settlers ; the Norse ickks fringe our coasts, and were

the stations of pirates. Of the latter kind we have Wick, in Caithness
;

Lerwick ; Wyke, near Portland ; AlnAvick, Berwick, in Northumberland

and Sussex ; and Smerwick, or Butter Bay, in Ireland.

The Parliaments of the Norsemen were called fhinr/s, and this name they
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have left in several parts of Great Britain. A small assembly was a House-

thing—a Avord we have in our own husfinf/.i ; a general assembly of the

people was an Althing : and the Norwegian Parliament is to this day called

the Storthing, or Great Council. These tilings met in some secluded spot

—on a hill, an island, or a promontory, where no one could disturb the

members. In the Shetland Isles Ave find the names Sandsthing, Delting,

Nesting, etc.—the seats of local things ; while the spot for the General

Council of the island was called Tingwall. In Ross-shire, too, Ave find a

DingAvall ; and in Cheshire a Thingwall. In Essex the word takes the

softened and flattened Saxon form of Dengewell. In the Isle of Man the

meeting-place Avas called Tynwald Hill ; and the old Norse thing—name
and thing—has survived, witho^^t a break in its existence, since the time

of the Old Norse kings, but the institution has died out in Iceland and in

Denmark. The Three Estates of the Isle of Man meet every year on

Tynwald Hill, and no laAvs are valid in the island until they have been

duly proclaimed from the summit.

We can, moreover, trace the identity of the NorAvegian occupation by

the number of local Norse names, and the contrasts are sufficiently

striking. In Lincolnshire there are about 300 Norse names ; in Yorkshire

about 300 ; in Bedford and in WarAvickshire, only half a dozen.

So much for history in our local names, and one might have easily said

a hundred times as much on the subject. But there is interest, for both

young and older hearers, in details and In points that are of much smaller

importance.

The open-eyed and open-minded teacher, Avho is alAA^ays on the look-

out for whatever will bring into connection and interest Avith his lessons,

Avill not disdain even the slight assistance he AA'ill gain from the relatiA^e

positions of places, and the names that haA^e come from this. He tells

his pupils, for example, that another name for the German Ocean is the

North Sea ; but he Avill surely go a step further than this, and shoAV him
that there is a South Sea also, Avhich the Dutch call Zuyder Zee, Another

step, and he Avill point out that the Germans call the Baltic the East Sea

;

and that the West Sea must of necessity be the Atlantic. In the same

AA'ay, the Weser or Veser is the West River. In China this use of names

of direction seems to reach its height, for there Ave have Pekin and Nankin,

the northern and southern coasts ; Peling and Nanling, the northern and

southern mountains ; Peho and Nanho, the northern and southern rivers
;

and Nanhai, the Southern Sea.

Even the simple epithets old and new lend some intei'est to the teacher's

work in Geography. The Avord old takes many forms : it appears as alt,

elt, al, and aid, in AUliorj), Eltham, Alhury, Aldhorongh. New is an epithet

which, like every other thing on earth, must itself groAv old. Thus

NeAV Forest is one of the oldest forests in Great Britain ; Ncav College is

one of the oldest colleges in Oxford—for it Avas founded in 1386 ; NeAv

Palace Yard, in Westminster, dates from the eleA'enth century ; and the

52 New Streets in London are among the oldest in that A^ast Avilderness
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vof houses. There are in England 120 villages with the name of Newton :

10 towns called Neurastle ; and 17 called Nev:hi(jgeit. It is interesting,

too, to observe the forms that the word new may take, as Nenf in

Neufchatel; Nov in Novgorod; Ne in Neville; and Na in Naples or

Neapolis.

Colour, too, gives some interest to our geographical names. Thus
Cape Verde is the cape fringed with green palms. The local name for

the Indus is the Nilab or Blue River ; and the mountains in the south of

India are called the NUgherrie or Blue Mountains—a name which we find

also in Virginia. The city of Atria or Adria, from which the Adriatic

took its name, is the " black town." because it was built upon the black

mud brought down by the Padus. The Himalaya, or, as Ave prefer

to call the range, the Himalaya, is the Abode of Snoiv ; and Lebanon

means the JFhitc Mountain. The word Apennines means the JVliite

Heads; Mont Blanc, Sierra Nevada, Ben Nevis, Snowdon, Sneehalten,

Snaefell, and many other mountains, all have the same meaning. The
word alj) itself, being a form of albus, gives us the same indication. And
connected with it are Albania, Albion, and Albany, which was the old

name of Scotland.

With pupils of a more advanced age, it would be useful to show the

identity of the Hindustani ahad and the Hebrew beta with the English

bottle (we have it in Newbattle and Bothwell) and bold ; with the Slavonic

Buda ; and with the Cymric hod in Bodmin and Boscawen. Allahabad is

the "house of Allah;" Bethany, the "house of dates;" Bethlehem, the

"house of bread;" and Bethel, the "house of God."

We have seen that names throAv light upon history, and that historj^

throws light upon names. But names also throw light upon physical

changes, and on the variations of climate that have taken place in this

island. Thus we have in different parts of England places and parts of

towns called Vineyard, where no vines can nowadays grow. Mr. Thom-
son, the eminent gardener, tells us that, when he was a boy, the island

of Mull had many orchards of excellent apples, while now the whole

surface of the island is not adequate to the production of a single eatable

apple. He tells us, too, that at Hatfield, near London—the seat of Lord
Salisbury—there used to be 1400 standard vines, which produced the

grapes that found the house in its supplies of wine ; whereas now there

is not a single grape produced except under glass. The name vineyard

in Britain is therefore nowadays a name, and nothing more.

There is, not far from Loch Maree, in Eoss-shire, a farm that bears the

name of Kinloch Ewe—that is, the head of Loch Ewe. But Loch Maree,

or Mary's Loch, was, geologists tell us, at one time only one of the upper
reaches of Loch Ewe ; and this conclusion of geologists is borne out by
the name Kinloch Ewe, Avhich is not on Loch Ewe at all, but about a

mile above the upper end of Loch Maree. But there can be no dou})t

that this farm marks the point to which the older Loch Ewe at one time
extended.
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Local names, too, give us evidence of animals that are now extinct

in this island. The existence of the wolf and the bear in England is

marked by such names as Wolfeslow in Herefordshire, and Barnwood in

Gloucestershire. The wild boar or eofer was found at Eversley, Evershot,

and Everton ; and the presence of the beaver is indicated by such names

as Beverly, Beverstone, and Bevercoates.

Changes in our customs, too, are to be traced in old names. Two of

the strongest marks of the imjjortance of a town are to be found in the

existence of a market, or the possession of a bridge over the neighbouring

stream. The Old English verb ceaplan, to buy, gives us the words cheap,

goodcheap, dogcheap, chapman, chaffer, horse-couper, and chop ; and it

also gives us the prefixes chipping, chep, and lippen. Cheapside and East-

cheap were the old market-places of London ; and into Cheapside, even to

this day, run Bread Street (where Milton was born). Milk Street, and the

Poultry. In the north of Europe we find Copenhagen, which means

Chipping or Market Haven ; Nordkioping, which means North Market

;

and many others.

Even the mistakes in names are full of suggestion. The readers of Sir

Walter Scott's P/r«fe know "Fitful Head" in Shetland as the abode of

Noi'na. But Fitful Head, though a quite appropriate name, is a mere cor-

ruption, by mistake of the old Scandinavian name Hvit-fell, or White Hill.

Cape Wrath, again, has in its oldest meaning nothing to do with storm

;

but in its old Norse form of Cape Hcarf simply indicates a turning-point,

—the point where the land trends in a neAv direction ; and it contains the

.same root as the Avords icliarf and Antwerp.

Many similar corruiDtions are to be found in England. The walk from

Buckingham Palace to Westminster is now called Birdcage Walk, which

is only a meaningful corruption of Bocage Walk ; Chateau Vert, in

Oxfordshire and in Kent, has been altered into Shotover Hill, and a

legend about Eobin Hood and Little John has been attached ; Beau Lieu,

in Monmouthshire, has grown into Bewley ; Crand Pont, in Cornwall,

into Grampound ; and Bon Cue, the "good ford," in Suffolk, has been too

naturalised into Bungay.

So far, we have seen that history and philology become the loyal

servants of the teacher. Shall we be able to say the same of poetry 1

How shall the most brilliant outcome of the human intellect, the most

inspired expression of the mind, the product of the noblest faculties,

strengthened by and intertwisted Avith the deepest emotion, help our

much study of the Avorld 1

To some extent it has already done so. LongfelloAV has produced for

us a geographical library in thirty-tAvo volumes, Avhich he calls " Poems of

Places." Four of them have been repul)lished Ijy Messrs. Macmillan & Co.

in this country ; but the Avhole thirty-tAvo volumes ought to be in the library

of every large school and college. Such a collection contains, and must

contain a great deal of AAdiat is good, of Avhat is indifferent ; and Ave know
that neither gods nor men nor columns tolerate the indifferent in poetry.
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But let US choose that which is good, and hold fast to it. How does

Longfellow introduce Edinburgh to us 1 We who know the city, and have

loved it long, know that it is a poet's dream in stone, watched by the

everlasting hills, looked in u})on by the eternally-during sea, bowered in

trees, intermingled with rocks and crags and cliffs, and possessing a history

that no taint of doubt or cowardice has ever sullied.

How does Biu'ns describe this world-famous city 1—

•

" Edina ! Scotia's darling seat !

All hail thy palaces and towers,

Where once beneath a monarch's feet

Sat Legislation's sovereign powers !

" Thy sons, Edina ! social, kind,

With open hand the stranger hail

;

Their views enlarged, their liberal mind,

Above the narrow, rural vale."

Sir Walter Scott sings of the city in other scenes, and with the thought

of war in his mind :

—

" Nor dream that from thy fenceless throne

Strength and security are flown
;

Still, as of yore, Queen of the North !

Still canst thou send thy children forth.

Ne'er readier at alarm bell's call

Thy burghers rose to man thy wall,

Than now, in danger, shall be thine,

Thy dauntless voluntary line
;

For fosse and turret proud to stand,

Their breasts the bulwarks of the land."

Not inferior are the lines of Alexander Smith, whom many of us still

remember :
—

" Edina, high in heaven wan,

Towered, templed, Metropolitan,

Waited upon by hills,

River, and widespread ocean, tinged

By Ai^ril light, or draped and fringed

As April vapour wills.

Thou hangest, like a Cyclop's dream.

High in the shifting weather-gleam.

" Fair art thou, when above thy head

The mistless firmament is spread ;

But when the twilight's screen

Draws glimmering round thy towers and spires,

And thy lone bridge, uncrowned bj fires.

Hangs in the dim ravine.

Thou ai't a very Persian tale,

—

Or Mirza's vision, Bagdad's vale !

"

Not less true, not less adequate, is the sonnet written by A. H. Hallam,
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the early-lost friend, in sorrow for whom Tennyson wrote his In

Memoriam

:

—
" Even thus, inethinks, a city reared should be,—

•

Yea, an imperial city, that might hold

Five times a hundred noble towns in fee,

And either with the might of Baljel old.

Or the rich Roman pomp of empery.

Might stand compare, highest in arts unrolled,

Highest in arms : brave tenement for the free

Who never crouch to thrones, or sin for gold,

—

Tku-'i should her towers be raised—with vicinage

Of clear bold hills, that curve her very streets,

As if to vindicate, 'mid choicest seats

Of Art, abiding Nature's majesty

—

And the broad sea beyond, in calm or rage,

Chainless alike, and teaching Liberty."

But this side of the question would carry us too far. What I am
driving at is a humbler aim. All through this statement I have been

trying to insinuate—to suggest that the teacher should bring into all his

lessons on Geography the maximum of connection ; that he should try to

make the map live before his pupils ; that in education, as in a statue,

there should be no dead matter ; and that the satisfaction of the day's

curiosity, or mental appetite, should be followed by the growth of a

stronger appetite still. I think that we who live in this latter part of the

nineteenth century may congratulate ourselves on the immense amount of

young active intellect that has thrown itself into education, and on the

better methods that, with this youth and activity, have been imported

into our schoolrooms. It is not so long ago that boys were kept for years

over the As in praesenti and the Propria quae marihus before they Avere

able to form a first-hand acquaintance with even the easiest Latin author

;

nowadays, a boy does not learn a new word or a new inflection without

being asked at once to build his new knowledge into an interesting sen-

tence. Not long ago children were taught lists of names without seeing

a picture, a diagram, a model, or a map—and this was called Geography
;

now we have the Geographical Societies, both of Edinburgh and of

London, working steadily for them, and showing them all that there is of

beautiful and wonderful, and strange and thoughtful, in the life of man
upon this remarkable planet.

Another point before I have done. The path of education is the path

of discovery—it is not the dead-beaten road upon which you can sow no

new seed, it is not the region of the second-hand, the fossilised thought, the

mere traditionary and repetitional idea. If, then, the teacher is to make

those old times live again—those old times that have left ineffaceable

marks in our names of jDlaces, just as the underlying rocks have left traces

of themselves in our soil, he must excite the curiosity of his pupils, and

set them hunting for new examples of old names ; must ask them to

find the old in the new, and the new in the old. It is as true of educa-
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tion as of life—and th© one is only an epitome and compressed symbol

of tl>e other—that for Us all it is

" Glad sight whenever new and okl

Are joined through some dear liome-born tie :

The life of all that we behold

Depends upon this mystery."

The passion of hunting is the strongest passion in human nature : can

we gratify this passion in the schoolroom 1 I think we can ; and

Geography is one of the happy hunting-grounds in which we may be able

to gratify it.

THE EXPLORATION OF THE ANTARCTIC REGIONS.

By John Murray, of the " Ohallengev " Expedition.

At the Aberdeen Meeting of the British Association last year a committee

was appointed, with Admiral Sir Erasmus Ommanney as secretary, to con-

sider what steps should be taken with the view of promoting further ex-

ploration in the Antarctic Regions. The appointment of this committee has

had the effect of again directing much public attention to these interesting,

unexplored regions, and to the necessity for carrying to a successful issue

the objects for which the committee was appointed. As evidence of the

interest taken in the matter, it is sufficient to refer to the resolutions of

the Geographical Society of Australasia, published in the last number

of this Journal, and to the resolutions of the Councils of the Royal Society

of Edinburgh and the Scottish Geographical Society, which are appended

to the present paper. The spirited action of the Australian Society is

in every way commendable, and deserves energetic support. Should

the Australian Governments be induced to vote, say, £10,000 each

towards the outfit of an Antarctic expedition, on the condition that

the Imperial Parliament vote the remainder of the necessary £150,000,

then the success of the undertaking is almost assured. Other colonies

might follow the example of the Australians, and the Imperial Govern-

ment could not then refuse to take the recommendation into consideration.

This would be a first great step in the direction of Imperial Federation.

While all who have considered the matter admit that the first steps

towards federation between the mother country and the colonies should

be taken with great caution, it is not likely that anything difficult, delicate,

or dangerous will be urged against the co-operation here suggested.

To unite for the purpose of fitting out a properly equipped exploring

expedition to the Antarctic Regions, that would acquire much new
knowledge, and enrich every branch of science by its observations, is

surely a noble object, well calculated to create new ties and interests

between the different peoples of our great Empire. It might prepare the

way for that closer union which is much talked about and is very desir-

able ; though against every definite proposal that is made some objections
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can at the present time be raised. Active participation in a work of this

kind would make the colonists feel that they ai^e to take an active part

in the future history of the Empire, as they now regard the past history

of the United Kingdom as part of their common heritage. All success,

then, to the Australians in their present proposals for Antarctic research

and exploration.

It is desirable to review briefly at this time the existing state of our

knowledge concerning that portion of the earth's surface lying near and

wuthin the Antarctic Circle. The accompanying Equal Surface Projection

Map exhibits this region, and on it Mr. Bartholomew has placed the

o-eographical and physical characteristics, so far as these can be graphically

represented.! The whole of the area within the Antaixtic Circle may be

said to be covered with a white shroud of snow and ice, which has hitherto

prevented any detailed examination of either the solid land or of the

ocean waters. A continuous and very deep ocean surrounds for many

degrees of latitude the South Polar land in the latitude of about 60' S.,

which is often called by geographers the Southern Ocean. Its average

Iceberg seen from H.M.S. Vludlewj'-r, Feln-uary 11, 1n4—Lat. 60' 52' S., long. 80' 20' E.

depth is probably a little over two miles. Southward of Australia and

the Indian Ocean it gradually shalloAvs to the Antarctic land, which is there

met with, in some points at least, a short way within the 'Antarctic Circle.

A few degrees to the eastward and westward of the longitude of the South

American Continent there is evidence that the ocean is very deep even in

the latitude of 70° south. In the former position Ross, who knew perfectly

well how to take deep soundings, records a depth of even 4600 fathoms,

Avith no Ijottom ; so that, although such a great depth may not be con-

firmed by future observations, yet we may be quite satisfied that here the

ocean is very deep. Wilkes and Ross obtained many soundings during

their expeditions, and these, together with those obtained by the Chal-

lenger and other expeditions in the Southern Ocean, have been utilised in

laying down the contour lines of depth and the supposed position of the

Antarctic Continent on the map, a careful inspection of which Avill be

more instructive than any detailed description.

Five expeditions have been despatched from this and other countries

1 A brief description of tliis projection will be foxmd in the article on "Drainage Areas "

in this number of the Magazine.
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to explore the Antarctic Regions, that of Cook in 1772-75, of Bellingshau-

sen in«1819-21, of D'Urville in 1837-40, of Wilkes in 1838-42, of Ross in

1839-43, and the Challenger crossed the Antarctic Circle in 1874.

The captains of ships which have penetrated these regions in search of

whales and seals, or other purposes, have, however, supplemented our

knowledge in many ways, notably Smith and Bransfield in 1820, Powell

in 1821, Weddell in 1822-24, Morrell in 1823, Foster in 1828-29, Biscoe

in 1830-32, Balleny in 1839.

Only three of these navigators have succeeded in crossing the parallel

of 70° S. :—Cook, in 1774, reached 71° 10' S. ; Weddell, in 1 823, penetrated

to 74° 14' S. ; and Ross crossed the parallel of 70° three times in three

different years. In 1841 he sailed in the month of February as far as

78° S., where he Avas stopped by an icy barrier, 150 to 200 feet in height,

Iceberg seen from H.M.S. Challenger, February 21, 187-1—Lat. 60° 30' S. , long. S6' 57' E.

which he traced in an east and west direction for a distance of 300 miles ;

in 1842 he again reached 78° S., and was stopped by a barrier about 70

miles to the eastward of his position in the previous year; in 1843 he

was stopped in his progress south by an impenetrable pack at 71° 30' S.,

1G|° W. Wilkes, Bellingshausen, D'Urville, and others, crossed the

Antarctic Circle, and reached to within a few miles of 70° S.

It must be remembered that Sir James Ross was the only one of these

explorers Avho had ships properly fortified for southern exploration, so

that they would not have been justified in sailing through close pack-ice,

as Ross did with such conspicuous bravery. No steam-vessel has visited

the Antarctic area except the CJiuUengcr, and she was quite unprotected

for ice work.

The majority of Antarctic voyagers have discovered land south of the

60th parallel. Cook probably saw laud in 71° S., 107° W. Bellingshausen

VOL. IL 2 L
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discovered Peter Island and Alexander Land; D'Urville discovered

Adelie Land ; Wilkes found land extending from the 100th to the 160th

meridian of E. long., between the parallels of 65° and 67° S. ; Ross dis-

covered Victoria Land, extending from the 70th to the 78th parallel, be-

tween the meridians of 160' and 171° E. ; Smith and Bransfield discovered

the South Shetlands; Powell, the South Orkneys; Biscoe, Enderby's

Land ; Balleny, the Balleuy Islands and Sabrina Land.

Ross and DX^rville are the only two of these bold navigators who

have succeeded in setting foot on land Avithin the Antarctic Circle, and

neither of them remained longer on shore than was sufficient to allow

them to gather a few specimens of rocks. The nature of the coast, and

the numerous icebergs did not permit them to bring their ships to an

anchor ; a quick return to the ships was necessary to avoid being caught

by one of the sharp gales, or enveloped in the fogs that j^revail in the

r^iei^^l'^^^^'"^'
X.-J-""-

-•"'S(t

Iceberg and Pack Ice seen from H.M.S. Challenger, February 25, 1874—
Lat. 6.3° 49' S., long. 94° 51' E.

Antarctic seas. Both "Wilkes and Ross got frequent soundings in com-

parative shallow water, when close to the ice-barrier, which showed that

land was at no great distance. If we except some ofF-lying islands, all

the land is described as being completely ice-bound. Where the coast is

low, there is a line of perpendicular icy cliffs, 150 to 200 feet in height,

rendering hopeless any attemj^t at landing. This is known as the "Ice-

Barrier."

In other places, where the land is high and mountainous, there is no

"ice-barrier" proper, but the coast is protected by land ice, five or six

feet above the level of the sea, in most cases extending many miles from

the shore. Ross evidently believed that he could have landed on, and

travelled over the Antarctic Continent had he been able to secure a har-

bour for his ships. He says :
" To the north-westward we observed a

low point of land, with a small islet off it which we hoped might afford
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US a place of refuge during the winter, and accordingly endeavoured to

struggle through the ice towards it until 4 p.m., when the utter hopeless-

ness of being able to approach it was manifest to all, the space of fifteen

or sixteen miles between it and the ships being now filled up by a solid

mass of land ice. . . . Had it been possible to have found a place of

security upon any part of this coast, where we might have wintered in

sight of the brilliant burning mountain, and at so short a distance from

the magnetic pole, both of these interesting spots might easily have been

reached by travelling parties in the following spring. ... It was never-

theless painfully vexatious to behold at an easily accessible distance under

other circumstances the range of mountains in which the pole was placed,

and to feel how nearly that chief object of our undertaking had been

accomplished ; and few can understand the deep feelings of regret with

4' 'A""

Icebergs and Pack Ice seen from H.M.S. Challenger, February 25, 1874

—

Lat. 63° 49' S., long. 94° 51' E.

which I felt myself compelled to abandon the perhaps too ambitious hope

I had so'long cherished of being permitted to plant the flag of my country

on both the magnetic poles of our globe." ^

Koss says Franklin Island, Avhere he landed in lat. 76° 8' S., "is

composed wholly of igneous rocks. The northern side presents a line of

dark precipitous cliffs, between five and six hundred feet high, exposing

several broad, white, probably aluminous, bands of several feet in thick-

ness. Two or three of them were of a red ochre colour, and gave a most

strange appearance to the cliffs. We could not perceive the smallest trace

of vegetation, not even a lichen or piece of sea-weed growing on the rocks :

and I have no doubt from the total absence of it at both places Ave have

landed, that the vegetable kingdom has no representative in Antarctic

1 Ross, Antarctic Regions, p. 24.5.
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lands." The rocks at the points where other landings have been effected

were also apparently of volcanic origin. Eoss, however, dredged up

blocks of grey granite, and various other rocks of a granitic structure, and

the Challenger has dredged up fragments of mica-schists, quartzites, sand-

stones, compact limestones, and earthy shales, which leave little doubt that

within the Antarctic Circle there is a mass of continental land quite similar

in structure to the other continents. The stupendous mountain range of

Victoria Land, peak after peak, rising from 7,000 to 10,000 feet above the

sea, and terminating seawards in bold capes and promontories, which did

not afford attachment to either ice or snow, are not at all likely to be

composed entirely of volcanic materials like the burning volcano. Mount
Erebus, which is over 12,000 feet in height. Indeed, Ave have the best

Iceberg seen from H.M.S. Challenger, February 23, 1874—Lat. 64' IS' S., long. 94° 4? E.

evidence in the mineral particles and rocks which have been distributed

over the ocean's floor ^ by the icebergs, that this is not the case. It may
be regarded as conclusively proved that there is a great mass of continental

land within the Antarctic Circle. Its probable position and extent is

indicated on the map. Eoss, as already stated, believed the vegetable

kingdom to be quite unrepresented on Antarctic land. • And no land

animals have been observed.

The snow and ice enveloping Antarctic land, and shed from it into

the ocean in the form of immense, flat-topped, table-shaped icebergs,

have a most fascinating interest not only from the great magnitude, terrific

grandeur, and beauty of the phenomena, but also from the scientific

questions connected with the ice-cap and the icebergs still remaining

unanswered.

1 See Paper on "Drainage Areas" in our present number, p. 548.
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OflF the steep escarpments of Victoria Land, and off other portions of

Antarctic land, where high mountains are close to the coast, there is no

true "Ice-Barrier," but here and there, descending from the ravines of the

mountain ranges, glaciers are pushed considerable distances into the sea.

The perpendicular cliffs of ice 150 and 200 feet in height, that is to say,

the true Ice-Barrier, would_appear to occupy all the coast-line where the

land is low, and to be the terminal portions of the great ice-cap, which

descends from the interior of the continent to all the lower lands. This

great mass of continental ice cannot reach the ocean where the coast is

lined by high mountains, but following the bends of the great valleys, is

pushed seawards over the plains, and off these eventually gives birth to

the tabular, stratified icebergs so characteristic of the Southern Ocean.

H. M. S. C'/fttZ/t'/fyer alter coUi.siou witlj au Iceberg, February 2i, 1874

—

about lat. 64° S., long. 94" E.

The edge of the barrier seen by Koss was nearly water-borne, and

therefore just in a condition to generate icebergs. The height of the ice

cliffs above the water-line was, on the average, about 175 feet, whilst the

depth of the water within a mile of them was 260 fathoms. Supposing

the specific gravity of ice at 32° to be 0-92, and that of sea-water at the

same temperature to be 1-027 (distilled water at 39° being equal to 1),

a floating iceberg will have 89-6 per cent, of its volume immersed, if it

have the same temperature and consistency throughout. It may be said

then that 90 per cent, of the volume of an iceberg will be under water,

and 10 per cent, above. The edge of the barrier would accordingly be

just about water-borne in the depth of 260 fathoms which Ross found

off it.
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The uniform height of about 175 feet of the icebergs in high

southern latitudes has struck all observers, and there can be no doubt

that they have been derived from the icy barrier which is gradually pushed

out to sea.

As these bergs float northwards with the currents they become tilted

and gradually lose the regular tabular appearance which they have

nearer their source in higher latitudes. The waves dash against them as

against a rocky shore, and they are cut into gullies, caverns, and caves
;

the water as it washes in and out of these makes a resounding roar which

is very loud when many bergs are around the ship. The pinnacled bergs

have often very large bases, which run out into spurs and irregular pro-

jections, and these bergs are sometimes higher than the tabular ones.

The highest berg seen by Cook was from 300 to 400 feet high. Ross does

not mention any very high berg ; Wilkes estimates his highest at 500 feet

;

the highest seen by the Challenger was only 248 feet. The tabular bergs

are frequently four or five miles in length ; the stratification is extremely

fine at the water's edge, but the strata becomes thicker and the blue lines

further apart as they are traced to the summit of the cliffs. The
naturalists of the Challenger did not observe any rocks or marine matter

on any of the bergs, however these have been seen by Ross and other

voyagers. The colouring of these southern bergs is magnificent : the

general mass has an appearance like loaf sugar ; the crevices, caves, and

hollows are of the deepest and purest azure blue ; at night they have a

luminous glow, and there are reasons for believing that many are to

some extent phosphorescent. The pack-ice, brash-ice, and pancake ice

of the Antarctic do not differ essentially from the same kinds of ice in

the Arctic Seas, though the pack is usually less heavy.

The ice-cap in the southern hemisphere may, it is asserted, be several

miles in thickness near the pole, and it is in connection with this that some

of the most interesting scientific investigations require to be made.

For some scientific men doubt if it be possible, under the conditions,

for so great a depth of an ice-cap to be formed. Did we know more

about the temperature of the regions and of the condition of the rocks

and soil on which the ice rests, a more satisfactory conception of the

probable state of matters would be possible. Assuming the permanent

temperature of the surface or sub-surface of the ice-cap to be 80° F,

below the freezing-point, then, according to the rate of rise of temperature

observed in temperate regions, the freezing-point will only be attained

at a depth of 4320 feet. Further, from the observed rise of temperature

in polar ice within moderate depths, it could be determined at what

depth the ice would be just about to melt. The thermal conductivity of

ice could be determined with accuracy by finding the daily and annual

variation of temperature at various depths below the surface. From the

thermal conductivity, and the observed rise of temperature Avith increase

of depth, the rate of out-flow of heat per unit of ice-surface can be

immediately calcidated.

Professor James Thomson's experiments showed that the melting-
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point of ice was lowered 0°'0075 C. or 0°"0135 F., by each additional

atmosphere of pressure, therefore to lower the melting-point 1° C. 133|-

atmospheres are needed ; to lower it 1° F. 74TfV atmospheres. Theoreti-

cally 37 "7 feet of ice are equal to one atmosphere, but on the

assumption that 40 feet of ice are equal to one atmosphere, ice barely

1500 feet high could rest on a soil of 31°-5 F. without melting; and ice

barely 3000 feet high on a soil of 31°-0 F. without melting. It is most

probable tliat pressure is unequally distributed through the ice-cap at

different times ; that at certain points the pressure may be sufficient to

melt the ice, but regelation immediately takes place. By a process like

this we may probably account for the compact ice in the deeper parts of

the table-bergs and its more areolar structure near the upper surface.

These subjects are here mentioned to show how great an addition to

knowledge a continued series of observations on the Antarctic Continent

would effect, and how much they would tend to settle many vexed

scientific questions.

We have much more definite information about the Antarctic and

Southern Ocean than about the Antarctic Continent, although a much
fuller knowledge of these waters is very desirable at different seasons of

the year ; for it must be remembered that all the voyages to these regions

have been made during the summer months of January, February, and

the first weeks of March. The observations during these months indicate

that there is a permanently low barometer towards the South Pole,

that the prevailing winds blow in towards it in a cyclonic manner, and

that there is almost constant precipitation as far as 70° south.

The mean temperature of both the air and sea surface south of the

parallel of 62J° S. is even in summer at or below the freezing-point of sea

water. Between 60° and 62h° S. a sensible I'ise takes place ; temperatures

as high as 38° F. have been recorded of both air and sea in March between

these parallels. Temperatures below the surface of the sea were taken by

Cook, Ross, and Wilkes, but as the thermometers were not protected from

pressure the resu.lts obtained are not very satisfactory ; there is, how-

ever, one marked peculiarity about the results obtained by those unpro-

tected thermometers :—the temperature at a depth of 100 fathoms was

either the same or lower than that at the surface, and was at or below the

freezing-point of fresh water. The object of the Challenger's excursion

into the Antarctic in 1874 Avas not to reach a very high latitude, but

chiefly to make observations on the depth, temperature, and specific

gravity of the sea in the vicinity of the ice, and her observations are of

the greatest value, though not exhaustive or completely satisfactory in

every respect.

The important serial temperature observations taken during this

southern cruise are shown in the following table (page 536), with full

details.

An examination of this table shows that throughout this part of the

Antarctic and Southern Ocean there was a cold layer of water sandwiched

between a warm one on the surface and another warm one at the bottom.
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The temperature of the lower warm stratum could not however he

accurately determined, owing to the construction of the instruments, for

as the thermometers Avere maximum and minimum ones, and had, for in-

stance, passed through a warm surface layer of 37° '2, and a cold layer of

32°'5, at 80 fathoms (in lat. 53° 55' S.), they were unable to record any

alteration between those temperatures at gi-eater depths. Had the Chal-

lenger been supplied with the reversing thermometers now in use for sea

work, the temperature of the deep warm stratum could have been accur-

ately recorded. The general results may be thus stated :—A cold inter-

mediate stratum was traced as far north as 54° S., where its temperature

was 32°'5 at a depth of 80 fathoms ; further south it decreased, until in

lat. 66° S. it was 29° from immediately below the surface to a depth of

200 fathoms^ nearly as low as the freezing-point of salt water. It may
be said then that there stretches northwards a wedge of cold water for

more than twelve degrees of latitude, underlying and overlying strata at

a higher temperature. The base of the wedge is situated south of 66°

south, where the water is very probably 29° or under from surface to

bottom, for the temperature of the lower stratum decreases as higher

latitudes are reached. The remarkable fact brought out by these obser-

vations is that in lat. 50° south the bottom water has a temperature of

33°-5 F., which is but little different from that of the bottom water all

over the Indian and other oceans.

Mr. Buchanan's observations on the density of sea-water, and his ex-

periments on the formation of sea-water ice throw much light on the

causes of this remarkable distribution of temperature. The observations

on density are collected in the following table, which contains all the

obserA^ations made on water from the bottom or intermediate depths with

the density of the surface water at each station. ^

Density of Water at 60° F. {Distilled Water at 39° -2 F. = l).

Deptli from which
water was taken.
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It will be observed that the densities in column A are higher than in

any other column ; the water from surface to bottom bears evidences of

having been warmed and concentrated in tropical regions : the position

being where the warm water of the Indian Ocean is carried southwards of

the Cape of Good Hope. The densities of all the other columns are from

stations within the zone of Southern Icebergs, and it will be observed that

the density of the surface water increases as a higher latitude is approached,

and also that, generally speaking, there is a rise of density with increas-

ing depth. It is therefore probable that the bottom water in the deeper

regions of the Antarctic Ocean is due to a mixture of water cooled to a

low temperature in these regions Avitli water drawn in from a lower lati-

tude with a higher temperature.

The effect produced on a sea when its surface is frozen over is an

important consideration in discussing these relations of temperature and

density. Sea-water ice is composed of a mixture of ice and salt crystals

and mechanically enclosed brine, so that ocean water is divided by freezing

into two saliniferous parts—one liquid, one solid,—which are of different

chemical compositions : a sti'iking feature of the fi^eezing process being

that the ice is richer in sulphates and the brine in chlorides.

In the act of freezing, then, sea-water separates into ice which con-

tains less salt and into brine which contains more salt than the parent sea-

Avater, and it may be assumed that both the ice and the brine have the

same temperature (29° F.). The brine being denser than the surrounding

water, sinks into it, and by mixing with it renders it more salt, and, at

the same time, lowers its temperature. The tendency is, in a sea isolated

from circulation, to produce a uniform temperature of about 29° F.

throughout its depth, and this is actually what is observed in the

Norwegian Sea, which is separated from the Atlantic l)y a ridge, Avith a

maximum depth of 250 fathoms of water over it.

In the portion of the Antarctic Ocean traversed by the Challenger there

is only a very slight and gradual shoaling of the water from the Indian

Ocean towards the Antarctic Circle. Hence there is no impediment to

the free circulation of the water between high and low latitudes. The
effect of the winter cold in high latitudes is in one respect the same as

that of heat in tropical regions—it removes water from the sea, and thus

produces concentration ; in the tropics the water is removed as vapour

;

in the polar regions it is removed as ice, leaving a Salter water at the

freezing temperature of the ice, which sinks and cools the deeper Avater

by convection. In summer, Avhen the ice breaks up, some of it melts,

and forms a layer of less saltness, but Ioav temperature, at the surface.

This layer, along Avith the melting pack-ice and icebergs floating in it, is

generally driven in part far to the nortliAvard of the place Avhere it was

formed. Its place must be supplied from beloAv by water coming from

lower latitudes, unless the supply of land ice from the Antarctic continent

were sufficient to supply the deficiency.

In the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans the return currents of
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dense warm tropical water, which run southward along the eastern shores

of South America, Africa, and Australia, penetrate southwards into the

regions of the Great Southern Ocean, and the effect of these currents can

evidently be traced in the distribution of the southern ice at its northern

limits. The water of these currents has such a high salinity that it can

bear much dilution, and still sink through the water of high latitudes at

the same temperature. It is very probable, therefore, that the cold water

of the bottom of the ocean, which mostly comes from the southern

hemisphere, leaves the surface between the parallels of 42° and 56° of

south latitude. From this zone the water is drawn northward, to make
good the deficiencies caused in the tropics by surface currents and

evaporation ; and there can be little doubt that it also flows south-

ward to supj)ly the place of the ice and cold surface water drifted

northward. The comparatively warm water which reaches the Antarctic

Circle at depths greater than 200 fathoms can only come from such

a source ; its temperature being, of course, lowered by being drawn

into Polar areas. If there were in the Antarctic Ocean basins like that

of the Norwegian Sea, cut off by submarine ridges from general ocean

circulation, their waters would have the same low temperature of 29° F.

from surface to bottom. The brisk superficial circulation Avhich is kept

up in the Arctic Ocean by the extension of the Gulf Stream waters along

the coast of Norway, and the return of cold Polar currents, removing ice

by the eastern coast of Greenland and Baffin's Bay, keeps that ocean com-

paratively open to a veiy high latitude. A similar circulation appears

to be entirely wanting in the Antarctic Seas, hence their ice-bound

character. Eoss mentions a strong tidal current between Possession

Island and the mainland of Victoria, but we have on the whole very

little information about the tides, and no well-marked surface currents

have been recorded.

Although vegetation appears to be quite absent from Antarctic land,

yet at the surface of the ocean, Diatoms, microscopic plants with

siliceous coats, are met with in enormous abundance. They belong to

many genera and species, and are the chief source of food for the animals

living in these seas. The tow-nets were on some occasions so filled with

them that the whole contents, when dried over a stove, formed a felt-like

mass. Associated with the Diatoms were very many Eadiolarians,

minute animals with beautifully fenestrated siliceous shells and skeletons.

At times the Antarctic Ocean has a very peculiar green colour, and
when the water is examined, it is found to be filled with little spherical

jelly-like bodies, about O'l mm. in diameter, which contain four yellowish

or greenish spots. When a glass jar of the water is held in certain

lights, these minute alg^e can be seen with the naked eye. "Whenever
the ship passed out of these greenish bands, the minute spheres could

not be seen in the water.

South of the latitude of 50° S. three species of Glohhjerina were
met with in considerable abundance at the surface, viz., Glohigerina
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huUoides, Globigerina dutertrei, and Glohigerlna inflata. Among other

pelagic creatures, minute Crustaceans are very abundant in the Antarctic

Ocean, such as Copepods, Ostracodes, Amphipods, and Schizopods.

Pteropods and pelagic Annelids and Ascidians are also met with in great

numbers. Whales and grampuses have been seen by all Antarctic

voyagers, and seals and penguins are seen both in the water and resting

on the ice. During her stay among the ice, the Challenger procured speci-

mens of the following aquatic birds :

—

Oceanites oceanicus, Kuhl.

Thalassceca glacialoides, Smith.

Thalassceca antardica, Gaim.

Ossifraga gigantea, Gm. (Giant Petrel).

Pagodroma nivea, Gm. (Snow Petrel).

Daption capensis, Linn. (Cape Pigeon).

Frion desolatus, Gm. (The Prion).

Diomedea [Phcebetria) fidiginosa, Gm. (Black Albatross).

Stercorarius antardkus. Less. (Skua).

Four kinds of deposits were met with by the Challenger during her

Antarctic trip,—viz., blue mud. Diatom ooze, Globigerina ooze, and red

clay.

The first of these was found in depths of 1675, 1800, and 1300

fathoms, at the most southern latitude reached by the Challenger, between

lat. 64" and 66° S. These blue muds contained less than 11 per cent.

of carbonate of lime, which consisted chiefly of the dead shells of Globi-

gerina dutertrei, and about 20 per cent, of the remains of siliceous organisms,

chiefly Diatoms. The mineral particles consisted of quartz, felspars,

hornblende, garnets, glauconite, mica, tourmaline, and fragments of

granitic, amphibolic, and other rocks. From the depth of 1675 fathoms

the dredge brought up many kinds of rocks and pebbles, some of them

showing distinct marks of glaciation, and many of them having a coating

of peroxide of manganese on that part which had projected above the

mud when lying at the bottom. The rocks belonged to the following

lithological types :—granitites, quartziferous diorites, schistoid diorites,

amphibolites, mica-schists, grained quartzites, and partially decomposed

earthy shales.

To the northwards of the Stations at which blue mud was found, or

between lat. 64° and 53° S., in depths of 1260, 1975, and 1950 fathoms,

the deposit was a Diatom ooze, usually of a yellowish straw colour, which,

when dried, had the aspect of flour, the particles being extremely fine,

and the Avhole taking the impress of the fingers when pressed, gritty

particles being now and then recognisable. One of the samples contained

as much as 22 per cent, of carbonate of lime, consisting chiefly of the

dead shells of Globigerina bidloides, Globigerina inflata, and Globigerina

didertrei. The mineral particles were similar to those in the blue muds
just mentioned, and appeared to make up from 15 to 20 per cent, of the

deposits, the whole of the remainder consisting of the frustules of Diatoms
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and the skeletons of Kadiolarians. The dredgings in these dei)osits

yielded, in addition to all the varieties of rocks mentioned in the blue

muds farther south, several fragments of pumice-stone, basaltic volcanic

rock, palagonite, and one or two fragments of a compact limestone and

sandstone.

Between lat. 53° and 47° S. two soundings were obtained in 1800 and

2150 fathoms. The deposit in each case was a whitish Globigerina ooze,

containing respectively 85 and 89 per cent, of carbonate of lime, which

consisted chiefly of Coccoliths, Coccospheres, and pelagic Foraminifera,

belonging to the species Globigerina hidloidcs, Glohigerina ivflata, Globigerina

duhla, Pidvimdina micheliniana, and Orbidina universa, together with other

Foraminifera and fragments of Echinoderms. The mineral particles

appeared to make up 2 to 4 per cent, of the deposit, and consisted

of hornblende, magnetite, felspar, vitreous fragments, and a few quartz

grains. There Avere 4 or 5 per cent, of Diatoms and Eadiolarians in

these Globigerina oozes.

The remaining variety of deposit (red clay) was obtained in lat. 42° S.

at a depth of 2600 fathoms. It contained 18 per cent, of carbonate of

lime, consisting of fragments and perfect shells of Globigerina bidluldes,

Globigerina inflata, Globigerina rubra, Pidvimdina micheliniana, Orbidina

universa, a few other Foraminifera, Coccoliths, and fragments of Echino-

derms. The mineral particles made up 19 per cent, of the deposit, and

consisted of felspars, hornblende, augite, magnetite, pumice, and fragments

of volcanic glass, grains of peroxide of manganese, with a mean diameter

of about 0'05 mm., while a few rounded fragments of quartz reached a

diameter of 0"5 mm. The remainder of the deposit consisted essentially

of argillaceous matter, with very minute fragments of crj^stals and pumice.

There was a larger percentage of carbonate of lime in the upper layers of

the deposit than in the lower ones. The trawd brought up 10 or 12

litres of manganese nodules, pumice-stones, fragments of palagonite,

ear-bones of cetaceans, and sharks' teeth.

From the foregoing description it appears that the deposits forming at

the most southerly points reached by the Challenger are composed chiefly of

continental debris carried into the ocean by the floating ice of these regions,

and that this material makes up less and less of the deposit as the distance

from the Antarctic Circle increases, until it completely vanishes, as a deposit,

about lat. 46° or 47° S., although ice-borne fragments are sparingly found

in deposits as far north as the 28th parallel at some points. The deposits

along the Antarctic Ice Barriei', which have been called blue muds,
resemble in many respects the deposits formed at similar depths off the

Atlantic coast of British North America. The nature of the rock frag-

ments dredged in these latitudes conclusively proves the existence of con-

tinental land, probably of considerable extent, within the Antarctic Circle.

One of the fragments of gneiss dredged from a depth of 1950 fathoms
measured 50 by 40 centimetres, and weighed more than 20 kilogrammes.
The deposits found by Boss and Wilkes along the edge of the ice barrier
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appear to have been quite the same as those found b}' the Challenger. In

the region occupied by the Diatom ooze, northward of the blue muds, the

predominant feature of the deposit is due to the innumerable frustules of

Diatoms and skeletons of Eadiolarians which have fallen from the surface

and sub-surface waters of the ocean. Farther north, again, the pelagic

Foraminifera predominate in the deposit, except at the depth of 2600

fathoms, where the greater part of them has been removed by the solvent

powers of the sea-water, as is usual at great depths in the ocean.

The dredgings and trawlings during the Antarctic trip were exceed-

ingly productive, and yielded many new genera and species belonging to

nearly all the invertebrate groups. In the Zoological Reports of the

Challenger already published species are described belonging to about

thirty ncAv genera and sixty-four new species.

In this connection it is interesting to point out that Eoss dredged

up many animals from 300 and 400 fathoms, and even greater depths

in the Antarctic long before the Norwegians, Americans, and the

expeditions of the Lightning and Porciqnne of our own country, although

his results have been overlooked, in consequence of the specimens not

having been preserved and carefully described. Eoss, referring to his

dredgings in 1841, says: "It was interesting amongst these creatures to

recognise several that I had been in the habit of taking in equally high

northern latitudes ; and, although contrary to the general belief of

naturalists, I have no doubt that from however great a depth we may be

able to bring up the mud and stones of the bed of the ocean, we shall

find them teeming with animal life ; the extreme pressure at the greatest

depth does not appear to affect these creatures ; hitherto Ave have not

been able to determine this point beyond a thousand fathoms, but from

that depth several shellfish have been brought up with the mud."^

From the fact that the same species were to be found at both poles,

and that these animals are very sensitive to a change of temperature, he

suggested that it would be possible for them to pass from one frigid zone

to another, provided the temperature of the intervening sea bottom had

a range not exceeding 5° F. Eoss's observations confirmed his idea that

the temperature at the bottom of the open sea was uniform in all

latitudes, and subsequent investigations prove it, generally speaking, to

be correct.

Sir James Eoss was an indefatigable zoological collector, but it is to

be regretted that his large collections of deep-sea animals, which he

retained in his own possession after the return of the expedition, were

found to be totally destroyed at the time of his death. Had these been

carefully described during the cruise or on the I'eturn of the expedition

to England, the gain to science would have been immense, for not only

would many new species and genera have been discovered, but the facts

would have been recorded in the journals usually consulted by zoologists,

> Antarctic Voyage, pp. 202, 203.
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instead of being lost sight of, as was the case. A large number of

zoological drawings made by Sir Joseph Hooker during this Antarctic

expedition were recently handed to the various naturalists engaged in

working up the Challenger collections, and these show that some of the

ChaUenffer discoveries had been anticipated by Eoss. Sir Joseph Hooker,

whose botanical researches are so well known, recorded the existence of

immense numbers of Diatoms on the surface of the Antarctic Ocean, and

pointed out that the mud at the bottom, as observed in Eoss's dredgings,

consisted largely of their dead remains.

APPENDIX I.

Eeport of Eoyal Society of Edinburgh on Proposed Scheme

OF Antarctic Explorations.

The Royal Society, Edinburgh,

9th July 18SG.

At a meeting of Council, of this date, it was resolved that the communi-

cation from Sir Erasmus Ommanney be referred for consideration and

report to a Committee consisting of the Secretaries of the Society, Professors

Tait, Sir William Turner, and Crum-Brown, with Professors Sir William

Thomson, James Geikie, Lord M'Laren, Messrs. J. Y. Buchanan, Alex.

Buchan, and John Murray, Convener.

2lst July 1886.

The Committee recommend that an answer be returned to Sir

Erasmus Ommanney, stating that the Council will support heartily any

movement having for its object the fitting out of an expedition for the

thorough exploration of portions of the Antarctic Eegions. The Com-

mittee have drawn up a number of suggestions as to the investigations

that should be attempted during such an expedition, which they propose

should be forwarded for the consideration of the British Association

Committee.

General.—The principal object of the proposed expedition would be to

investigate the physical and biological conditions of the seas and lauds to

the south of latitude 50° S.

The highest southern latitude has been attained by Eoss, namely

78° S., in the meridian of New Zealand, the distance from Otago to Mount

Erebus being about 2000 miles. The next highest latitude, 7i° S., was

attained by Weddell in longitude 35° W. Here he turned northwards in

a sea free of ice, and with only four icebergs visible. In another year

Eoss was stopped by impenetrable ice before he got within 10° of this

latitude. Weddell's furthest is within 1500 miles of the Falkland

Islands.

Judging from the actually discovered land known to extend for a long
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distance about the parallel of 65° S., it is probable that a ship would haA^e

best chance of success in attempting to i:)enetrate far south in one or other

of the above localities. Much valuable information for the guidance of

the commander of such an expedition would be furnished by sending a

pioneer down to report on the distribution of the ice in the early spring,

before it has begun to break up. Hitherto expeditions have not usually

started till the middle of December, and have rarely attained their highest

latitudes until the advanced season, and the consequent rapid formation

of young ice, warned them to retire. It might perhaps be advantageous

to make the ships of the expedition their own pioneers, and start them

away south about the equinox. They Avould thus have the advantage of

the long days in the opening season to explore a considerable extent of

the ice-belt in its wintry state. As a result of these explorations they

would be able to take up their position in the most advanced open water

of the season, and to push southward from the most advantageous starting-

point the moment the ice began to break up. The whole season would

thus be available for work in the Antarctic regions proper. It is the

advantage of the Antarctic over the Arctic regions that they can be

approached, circumnavigated, and surveyed during the whole year. It

would of itself be a matter of great interest to investigate the condition

of the ice-belt in its Avinter state, and to know how far the enormous ice-

bergs floating and probably moving in the ice-park helps to keep it open

or to break it locally.

The expedition should consist of two ships, with good steam and sail

power, and thoroughly protected both as to hull and propellers. Their

equipment and provisioning would be regulated by Arctic experience.

Both should penetrate in company as far south as possible, preferably

until a suitable Avintering station is found, when the second ship Avould

turn over to the first all the coal and other stores she could spare, and

then make her way to the starting port. The first ship would then

proceed to make arrangements for the Avinter, and if possible for sledge

journeys in the early spring. The second ship Avould return next season

to the assistance of her consort.

It should be one object of such an expedition to render as complete

an account as possible of the configuration of the bottom of the sea over

which it passes. It Avould therefore be necessary that both ships should

be furnished Avith complete duplicate Avire sounding machines fitted Avith

steam-Avinding gear. They should also be supplied AAdth a sufficient

quantity of the very best {Challenger, or other) sounding-line for tempera-

ture purposes, and a steam Avinch to work it. Also a Avire dredging-rope,

with rule and other suitable fittings.

Thermometers, piezometers, and AA'ater-bottles Avould of course be

taken.

Meteorology.—The most remarkable feature perhaps of the meteorology

of the globe is the permanently Ioav atmospheric pressure in the Southern

Hemisphere south of latitude 40°, Avith its attendant iDhenomena of strong
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W. and X-W. winds, large rain and snow falls round the South Pole, and
the enormous icebergs of southern seas.

Owing to the small number of observations hitherto made, which are

necessarily much restricted as to the season of the year and the localit)',

our knowledge of the meteorology of the Antarctic regions is most imper-

fect. It is scarcely necessary to refer to the importance of this knowledge

as regards the climates of the globe, more particularly the climates of

geological areas. Among the points most desirable to be known is the

geographical distribution of mean atmospherical pressure through the

seasons, so as to reveal the region or regions where the mean pressure is

least and where it is greatest, relatively to the general distribution of

pressure over the Antarctic regions.

Observations hitherto made seem to point to the existence in certain

parts of the Antarctic regions of a mean pressure considerably under
29-000 inches, whereas in the same latitude elsewhere pressure is con-

siderably higher. Should this state of things be shown to hold good, it

follows, reasoning from what obtains in the Arctic regions, that open

water extends far south in certain quarters, whereas in others there is no

open water, but a uniform sheet of snow and ice to the South Pole.

Another inquiry is an investigation of the low-pressure areas, or

cyclones as they are usually designated, of the Antarctic regions, their rela-

tive depths to the surrounding low pressure of those southern regions,

their relative frequency in different regions and seasons, and the nature

and amount of the precipitation accompanying them.

The regions of greatest and of least precipitation would thus be disclosed,

and possibly also the distance an excessive precipitation extends polewards.

If an expedition similar to that of the Challenger were fitted out for a

three or four years' cruise in the Antarctic regions, one of whose objects

was the investigation of the meteorology, results of the highest importance

might confidently be looked for.

The observations would be similar to those made hourl}- by the Chal-

lenger in the Antarctic regions in 1874; and an effort should be made to

place barographs and thermographs, constructed to go several months, in

different suitable situations. It is believed that although there are diffi-

culties connected Avith this last suggestion, yet they may be overcome, and
the experiment is well worthy of a serious trial.

Sea Temperatures.—As regards sea temperatures, these should be taken

very frequently at all depths, as Avell as regularly at the surface. It is

scarcely possible to exaggerate the importance of the new results that

would be obtained by the use of the improved deep-sea thermometers, such

as Negretti and Zambra's with the Scottish frame, as well as with the

improved Miller-Cassella's of Buchanan's pattern. The results recently

obtained by these instruments in Loch Fyne revealed the existence of a

stratum of cold water sandwiched between two considerably warmer strata.

Seeing that the Challenger was not able to ascertain or observe such a

condition of things in the Antarctic during her cruise, the importance of
VOL. II. 2 M
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ascertaining if such a condition exists is of prime importance on the ques-

tion of oceanic circulation and other questions of ocean physics.

Deep-Sea Deposits. —These should be carefully examined and preserved

whenever obtained. A deposit of very pure diatom ooze appears to

surround the Antarctic land about the outer edge of the ice-fields. As

the Antarctic continent is approached, detritus from the continent is

mixed up with the diatoms, so that the deposit becomes a blue mud with

all the mineral particles and rock fragments usually found close to land.

The Challenger found in these deposits granitites, quartziferous diorites,

mica-schists, quartzites, and earthy shales. An examination of these

deposits taken in connection with the depths, would enable the position

and extent of the Antarctic to be mapped out with great certainty. If the

rocks dredged from the bottom of the sea be carefully preserved and the

localities noted, and thej' be procured at a sufficient number of points, they

will give a fair notion of the rocks that underlie the great ice-sheet.

Geological Ohservations should embrace the follovving :

—

A. Glacial Phenomena.— 1. Existing glacial conditions to be examined,

particularly in such islands as Kerguelen's Land, Georgia Island, etc.

Traces of former more extended glaciation will probably be found in all

those islands, as in the islands in the far north of our own hemisphere.

Evidences of such extended glaciation are roches moutonnees, erratics,

perched blocks, boulder clay, terminal moraines, etc. Glacial deposits

occurring on the low-lj-ing parts of such islands (valleys) should be

examined for the possible occurrence of interglacial or infraglacial

accumulations of fresh water, terrestrial, or marine origin. Alternations

of ice and alluvial deposits should be looked for. 2. Icebergs.—Size and

form ; character of the ice. Look for stones, earth, etc. Icebergs and

land ice should, in these regions, be regarded and studied as a more or

less homogeneous rock forming the outermost layer of the earth's crust.

If water be observed running away from beneath the ice-cap or from

beneath glaciers, its appearance and temperature should be carefully noted.

In the event of excursions being possible on the surface of the continental

ice, a careful and detailed description of all the appearances should be given.

B. Peat (/>• Bogs.—Good-sized specimens of peat to be obtained.

Search for relics of "scrub," etc., under peat. Under the peat of many
Arctic regions traces of small trees (juniper, etc.) have been discovered,

indicating milder conditions of climate than now obtain. Possibly

similar evidence may be encountered in the islands of high southern

latitudes. That mild and even genial conditions of climate extended far

into the Arctic Circle in Pleistocene and Postglacial times—and that these

conditions alternated Avith severe glacial conditions—appears well estab-

lished. It would be extremely important to ascertain whether any

evidence of similar climatic changes occurs in the corresponding latitudes

of the Antarctic.

C. Puiised Beaches.—Low and high level deposits containing marine

organisms occur on the coast lands within the Arctic Circle. It is
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important to know whether similar evidence of oscillation of the relative

level of land and sea occurs within the Antarctic Circle. The Challenger

observed raised beaches on Nightingale Island, Tristan d'Acunha Group.

D. Rock Specimens.—The rock specimens brought from the Antarctic

lands by Sir J. C. Ross appear to have been all volcanic. It would be

important to obtain a good collection of such rocks, and to search for any

trace of rocks of aqueous origin, such as sandstones, limestones, etc. If

aqueous rocks are met with, thej' should of course be searched for fossils.

Physical Ohsermtions.—Under General Physics, the following are worthy

of special consideration :

—

1

.

Depth of ice-sheet. Temperature of it at different depths, as found

by boring

—

horizontally in the wall of a crevasse if possible. If serial tem-

perature observations could be taken in such borings in the ice-cap, they

would be of great value. Lowest temperature of earth's surface as found

by thermometer, either buried or laid on it, and covered by a very thick

layer of badly-conducting material. Such thermometers should be left for

months. There would be most valuable results to be had from even a

single set of temperature observations in bore, say 100 feet deep in the

surface-strata. Specimens of the material bored through must be obtained

for determination of conductivity, specific heat, etc., so that the amount of

heat annually coming from the interior may be calculated.

2. The tides and tide currents at island stations—the smaller and more

isolated the island the better. These should be carried out at each station

for a lunation, at least, if possible.

3. The usual magnetic elements, wherever and whenever possible.

4. Pendulum observations, wherever possible, should be made.

5. Atmospheric electricitj'.

Zoology and Botany. — The Challenger's observations on the marine

fauna and flora of these regions are of great interest, and it is exceedingly-

important to extend them. All the organisms obtained by dredging

should be carefully preserved. It would also be very desirable to give

special attention to the minute pelagic algaj living in the surface waters,

and frequently discolouring them. The bones of seals and whales, w^hich

are often found in considerable numbers on the shores of these southern

islands, should be collected and sent home.

APPENDIX 11.

Excerpt from the Minutes of the Council of the Scottish

Geographical Society.

" Edinbttkgh, Tth August 1886.

" The Council of the Scottish Geographical Society met on Friday, 6th

August 1866, to consider the best means for promoting further Antarctic

research ; and, in connection therewith, the Eeport of a Special Committee

of the Royal Society of Edinburgh was laid upon the table.
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" The Council, coucumug in the finding of the Committee, and warmly

approving of the recommendations contained in its Eeport, unanimously

resolved to support any movement having for its object the careful ex-

ploration of the Antarctic Eegions, as being certain to result in large and

important accessions to our knowledge of Geography, Oceanography,

Meteorology, and other branches of Physical Science. The Council are,

moreover, of opinion that any expedition despatched to the Antarctic

Eegions in the prosecution of these objects, should be undertaken at the

expense of Her Majesty's Government. It may, however, be worthy of

consideration, whether the co-operation of the Governments of Australia,

New Zealand, and Tasmania might not be invited in an expedition such

as this, which is of an Imperial character.

" The Council would suggest that a Conference be held in London at

an early date, composed of delegates from the leading Scientific Societies

in Great Britain and Ireland, to consider the scheme, and draw up a joint

memorial to Her Majesty's Government in support of the expedition.

" The Council directed that copies of this Eesolution be forwarded to

the Special Committees of the British Association, the Eoyal Society of

Edinburgh, the Eoyal Society of Victoria, and the Australasian Geogra-

phical Society— Avho have alreadj^ drawn public attention to the advis-

ability of further Antarctic research—and also to the Eoyal Society of

London, the Eoyal Irish Academy, the Eoyal Geographical Society, and

other learned bodies."

DEAINAGE AEEAS OF THE CONTINENTS AND THEIE
EELATION TO OCEANIC DEPOSITS.

By John Murray.

(Read before the Eoyal Society, EdinJmrfjh.)

When engaged in the study of the Physical Geography of the Globe, it

is frequently essential to represent the various areas and data which are

being dealt with on maps, for thus we often arrive at a more just concep-

tion of the relation of these areas or data to one another. The choice of

the kind and size of the map to be used is a matter of first importance,

and is usually determined by the nature of the facts to be represented.

Some time since, when working at the description and distribution

of oceanic deposits, my attention was specially called to the choice of a

map for the purpose of representing the areas occupied by the A'arious

deposits.

The sphere being non-developable, the exact representation of any

portion of its surface upon a plane is impossible. We must choose be-

tween a map which preserA'es the angles and form of any area, but in

which the areas are not proportional to the surface of the map represent-

ing them, as, for instance, in Mercator's projection, or one, in which all
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the areas on the sphere are reduced in the same proportion on the map,

but the angles and outlines are more or less distorted, in which case we

have an equivalent projection. The latter kind of map was evidently

that best suited for my purpose. Among the infinity of systems of pro-

jections which do not alter the areas of the surfaces comprised under

different contours, Professor Chrystal advised me to adopt that known

as the Central Equivalent Projection, as best adapted for the purposes of the

investigation.

This projection was discovered by Lambert in 1772, and is described

at length by CoUignon and Germain. The system is founded upon the

principle of elementary geometry, that the area of a zone of a sphere

equals the product of the circumference of a great circle by the height of

the zone. It follows from this that the area of the zone is equal to

the area of the circle, whose radius is equal to the rectilinear distance

from the pole of the zone to the circumference, which serves as a base.

It is thus obvious that any portion of a spherical surface may in this

manner be represented on a map without alteration of area, and that any

point on the sphere may be assumed as centre of the map. The distor-

tion of angles and outline, which is nothing at the centre of such a map,

becomes greater as we proceed towards the circumference. In this month's

Magazine there is a map of the Antarctic Regions on this projection.

Mr. Bartholomew has constructed for me four maps on this projection,

representing hemispheres of the globe. The radius of the circle is nine

inches, so that the areas represented on the maps are equal to those on a

sj)here, the chord of one of whose quadrants is equal to nine inches. As
I wished to deal chiefly with the Oceans, the centre of the Pacific Ocean

was taken as the central point of one of the hemispheres, and the anti-

podal point the centre of the other. In the second set a central point in

the Atlantic is taken as centre of the one map, and the antipodal point

the centre of the other.

In the maps now before the Society, Mr. Bartholomew has shown the

land draining into the different oceans, inland seas, and continental basins.

The data have been taken from the best and latest authorities, the coast-

lines being based on the English Admiralty Charts, and the interiors from

the most authoritative maps, including those showing the discoveries of

recent explorers as late as February 1886. The watershed lines have in

every case been sketched out on large-scaled maps, where the river

systems of the continents are shown in detail. From these the water-

parting lines have been reduced to the present scale.

If now the areas on the map be projjortional to the areas on the

terrestrial globe, we should be able to estimate, by means of the plani-

meter, the various areas in square miles with a considerable degree of

accuracy. This has been done, and I find that the result is most satis-

factory for all but very small areas.

The method is as follows :

—

The area of the four maps by calculation should be 2 (2iTr^) =
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508-93758 square inches. By means of the planimeter, the mean of three

observations for each map gave area = 508 "71, a very close approxima-

tion to the truth.

I had calculated the total number of square miles on the surface of

the globe by taking the mean of the most recent ^'alues of the semi-axes

of the globe, and thus ascertained the number of square miles represented

by a square inch on the map; when Professor Chrystal undertook to

calculate the number of square miles there should be, regarding the

earth as a spheroid of revolution. I append the formula used by Professor

Chrystal, and the calculations and data made use of. The nearest approxi-

mation that can be assigned to the whole surface of the globe, as given

by this calculation, is as follows :

—

148,572,700 square geographical miles,

or 196,940,700 square English miles.

These numbers exceed by about 200,000 square miles those usually

given in the books. ^

Taking these numbers as the basis of the calculations, each square

inch on the maps represents 387,137 square English miles, or 292,058

square geographical miles.

Proceeding in this manner, the areas of several well-known countries

were ascertained, and the results were found to agree in a remarkable way
with those obtained by other methods.

I subjoin the results obtained of the areas of the various continents

and their hydrographic basins.

1 Calculation of the surface of the earth regarded as a spheroid of revolution whose
semi-axes are

—

= 20926202 feet = 3963-295833 English miles.

?> = 20854895 feet = 3949-790719 English miles.

The accurate formula is

»S = 27ra--f TT— logg , where e
e 1 —

e

=y'-^'
This maj' be replaced by the following—

S= 27ra2+ '2it1)- + 27r//-{-?.e- + \e}+ le^ + ^^+ J^e^o+
Or say by

—

<J

We have

Whence

S = 277a2 + 27762 + 2rr//-'
{
lf+lP+Ip +lf^ + r\f' +

where j = e-= 1 r,= r, •

a-= 15707713-86 62=15600846-7

/= 00680.3481203
/2= 000046287356
/3= 314915
/*= 2142
/'= 14

A/ =002267827067
1/2= 9257471
i/3= 44988
l/*= 238

Sr= 002277129765

27ra^= 98694476-93

27r6-= 98023010-89
2nb-rj= 22321111

196940698-93

196940700 is as near as the observations will allow us to calculate.
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DRAINAGE AREAS OF THE LAND.

Africa, including Madagascar.
Square Square

, 1 . Geographical English
Three inland drainage areas :— Miles. Miles.

Sahara Desert, . . . 2,602,250 3,449,400

Kalahari Desert, \ g^ ^ j^ 250
hiastern Abyssinia, j

Indian Ocean drainage area, . . 1,588,800 2,106,050

/ Atlantic Ocean do., . . 3,095,800 4,103,650

\ Mediterranean Sea do., . . 1,141,950 1,513,700

Madagascar (Indian Ocean), . . 178,150 236,150

8,091,650 11,521,200

EuRAL-AsiA, including British Islands, Iceland, Japan, Saghalien,
Formosa, etc.

i' Central inland drainage area, . 3,609,850 4,785,000
s Three inland drainage areas in Arabia

( and Asia Minor, . . . 589,950 782,000
Pacific Ocean drainage area, . . 3,011,100 3,991,400

Indian Ocean do. do., . . 2,354,000 3,120,300

Arctic Ocean do. do., . . 3,668,250 4,862,450

fBalticSea do. do., . . 461,450 611,700

^ Mediterranean Sea do., . . 1,071,850 1,420,800

( Atlantic Ocean do., . . 540,300 716,200

15,306,750 20,289,850

North America, including Newfoundland, West Indies, and Greenland.
Five inland drainage areas, viz. :

—

Great Salt Lake basin and four

minor Mexican basins, . . 210,300 278,750
Pacific Ocean drainage area, . . 1,410,650 1,869,900

Atlantic Ocean do. do., . . 2,508,800 3,325,500
Arctic Ocean do. do., including

Hudson's Bay area, . . 2,830,050 3,751,350

6,959,800 9,225,500

South America.
Two inland drainage areas of Peru, Bo-

livia, Argentine Republic, and
Patagonia,.... 394,300 522,650

Atlantic Ocean drainage area, . . 4,611,600 6,112,900

Pacific Ocean do. do., . . 330,000 437,450

5,335,900 7,073,000

Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand, East Indies, New Guinea,
Philippines, etc.

Inland drainage area (Australia), . 1,174,050 1,556,300

Indian Ocean do. (Australia, Tas-

mania, New Guinea, etc.), . . 928,750 1,231,100

Pacific Ocean drainage area (Australia

and Tasmania), . . . 239,500 317,450

Pacific Ocean drainage area (New Zea-

land), .... 73,000 96,800
Pacific Ocean drainage area (East Indies,

New Guinea, Philippines, Polynesian

Islands), . . . 619,150 820,700

3,034,450 4,022,350
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Summary of La-nd Aeeas.

Africa, etc.,

Eural-Asia, etc.,

Xorth America, etc..

South America,

Australia, etc., .

Antarctic Continent,

Total Land on the Surface of the Globe,

Square
Geographical

Miles.
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Atlantic Ocean Drainagk Akeas.
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have come from a very considerable extent of continental land ; they con-

sist of the following lithological types—granitites, quartziferous diorites,

schistoid diorites, amphibolites, mica-schists, grained quartzites, and

earthy shales. These rocks and their broken-down components made

up more than three-fourths of the deposits close to the icy barrier, and

they can be traced in gradually diminishing quantity as far north

as the latitude of 40° south. When over 150 miles from the Antarctic

land or icy barrier, the Pelagic shells and frustules of the deposit

begin to predominate, so that at a latitude of 60° south the Challenger

found seventy-five per cent, of the deposit composed of Diatoms,

Eadiolaria, and Foraminifera shells, which had fallen from the surface

waters. Wilkes, Eoss, and Hooker record similar deposits and rocks from

various points around the South Pole not visited by the Challenger.

We may assume, then, that there is a very large mass of continental land

at the South Pole. I estimate that its extent is slightly greater than that

of Australia. If we were to regard as land all within 50 miles from the

margin of the high icy barrier, rising from 50 to 200 feet above the sea,

it would be considerably greater than Australia. The unexplored regions

of the Arctic are most probably all or nearly all sea. Adding the

Antarctic continental area then, as will be seen by the above figures,

brings the total area of the land on the surface of the globe to 55,697,400

square English miles, or 42,018,400 square geographical miles—equal to

about three-elevenths or four-fifteenths of the surface of the sphere. The

area of the land, then, is to the water as 1 : 2"535864.

The Inland Drainage Areas occupy 11,486,350 square English miles, or

about three-seventeenths of the total land. In these areas the deposits

now forming take place in fresh or salt water lakes which have no con-

nection with the ocean, or consist of formations arranged by the winds

and rains, in temporary or seasonal lakes or rivers. In these areas no

marine deposits can, of course, be formed at the present time, but forma-

tions such as are now forming in these inland basins are abundant in

the geological series of rocks. The only contribution which these areas

make to marine deposits is in the form of dust and sand, which are fre-

(piently carried high into the air, and far out to sea. Such wind-borne

particles can be distinctly traced in the deposits of the North Atlantic

many hundreds of miles off the west coast of Africa, and also at similar

distances off the coast of Australia.

The land draining into the Atlantic Ocean, together with the Arctic

Ocean, Baltic, and Mediterranean, which all communicate with it, has an

area of about 26,400,000 square English miles, while the land draining

into the Great Pacific Ocean is only 7,500,000 miles, or a little over one-

fourth of that draining into the Atlantic. The land draining into the

Indian Ocean is a little less than that into the Pacific. These facts account,

in a very large measure, for the deposits of the Atlantic having a more

terrigenous character, even many hundreds of miles from land, than they

have in the Pacific at similar distances from the continents.
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While the great l)ulk of the sediment brought down to the ocean is

deposited soon after the mixing of the river and sea water, there is little

doubt that in the Atlantic at least, where currents are more rapid and

floating ice reaches a low latitude, some of the finest particles are distributed

much more widely than in the other oceans. The dust carried l)y atmo-

spheric currents from the continents likewise affects the deposits more

than in the Pacific, Indian, or Southern Oceans.

A very large number of rivers pour their waters into enclosed and

partially enclosed seas, and thus produce a state of matters in many of

these differing widely from Avhat obtains in the open ocean. Between

y\ and Y3 of the total land drains into such basins as the Black Sea,

Mediterranean, Baltic Sea, Red Sea, Persian Gulf, Gulf of California,

Gulf of Mexico and Carribean Sea, the Yellow Sea, and other seas along

the eastern coasts of Asia, and to these may be added the Arctic Ocean.

Very little of the sediment brought down into these basins reaches the

great oceans, and what does reach them must be the very finest material,

except where the sea is affected by floating ice. It is consequently found

that the deposits have very rarely a truly oceanic character in such basins.

They are mainly made up of debris directly derived from the continents,

while calcareous Pelagic shells, the siliceous frustules of Diatoms and

Radiolaria, and highly altered volcanic debris constitute a very small per-

centage of the sediments.

In the case where very large rivers, such as the Amazon, the Congo,

and the Plate, debouch directly into the open sea, terrigenous deposits, like

those of enclosed basins, are pushed a long way out into the great ocean

basins. On the other hand, we find along bold coasts, such as around the

Cape of Good Hope, where few rivers enter the sea, the deposits have a

Pelagic character close to the borders of the continents ; and resemble the

ancient greensands.

While the terrigenous deposits are formed principally from the solid

matter borne down by rivers in suspension, the Pelagic or deep-sea

deposits are chiefly derived from the matters borne to the ocean in

solution, through the agency of life, or of materials which have undergone

much alteration through long exposure to the action of sea-water, as in

the case of the red clays.

The bearing of these investigations, in the apparent absence of truly

deep-sea deposits from the geological series of rocks, will be at once evi-

dent, but the fuller discussion must be deferred till the areas occupied

by the various kinds of marine deposits have been estimated. This will

form the subject of a subsequent communication to the Society.

I have much pleasure in acknowledging the services of Mr. James
Chumley in the planimeter observations, and in checking the calculations

y;iven above.
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GEOGRAPHICAL XOTES.

ASIA.

Projected Railway through Syria to the Persian Gulf.—On 12th April, M.
Dumont called the attention of the Acadcmie des Sciences to the project of a railway

from the Syrian coast to the Persian Gulf, which, in opening the Euphrates valley,

would be the necessary complement of the Suez Canal, and would save ten days in

the journey from Brindisi, Marseilles, or Salonica to Bombay. M. de Lesseps con-

siders this project perfectly practicable, and even profitable, judging, he says, by the

Egyptian railway, which is well patronised by the natives, especially the third-class

carriages. He believes it would be better to rely on the returns of passenger traffic

and of local commerce fi-om station to station, than on the shipments from European

ports to the Far East.

—

Bulletin de la Societe de Geographic de VEst, (II., 1886).

River Navigation in Persia.—In a Report by Mr. Herbert " on the present

state of Persia and her mineral resources," forwarded by our representative at

Tehran to the Earl of Eosebery, there is an interesting note on a scheme entertained

by the Shah's Government for the utilisation for commercial purposes of Persia's

only navigable river, the Karun. The river is the natural highway from the

Persian Gulf to the interior of the country, and Lieutenant Selby, E.N., in

reporting on his survey in 1842 (see R. G. S. Journal, Part I. for 1884), concludes

with the remark :
—" I feel assured that the day is not far distant when these

rivers (the Karun and the Dizful) will be as well known and traversed as the Indus

and the Ganges." The route, says Mr. Herbert, is given by nature, and should be

developed by science to be the main artery for the commerce of the country,

because—" 1. It is the nearest from the Gulf to Ispahan or Tehran ; 2. It is the

most accessible ; 3. The whole route is open for traffic all the year round ; and 4.

It passes through the very fertile districts of Arak, Burujird, and Luristan. As
regards the money necessary, there would, I think, be no difficulty in getting the

money subscribed by merchants in the country who understand the advantages of

this route, were the Government only to grant its permission."

The French in Tonkin.—The Administration of the French Protectorate of

Annam and Tonkin project the construction of a railway between Hanoi and Bac-

ninh. An invitation for tenders is published in the Bulletin (second quarter) of

the Geographical Society of Nantes. The line is to be constructed from the left

bank of the Song-ka, or Red River, opposite Hanoi, to Dapean, on the left bank of

the Son-Cau, passing by, or near to, Bac-ninh, a distance of about 21 miles.

Minahassa.—The island of Celebes consists of four peninsulas, of which the

northernmost is called Minahassa. This peninsula, belonging politically and

administratively to the Dutch residency of Menado, extends between 124° 18' and

125° 15' E. long., and between 1° 4' and 0° 50' N. lat., being bounded on the south

by the native kingdom of Bolaang Mondongo, on the west by the Sea of Celebes,

on the north by Bangka Strait, on the east by the Molucca Sea. The area amounts

to about 2650 square miles. Geologically, ^Minahassa is much younger than Celebes

proper, being entirely of volcanic origin ; in fact, it consists of a series of volcanoes

connected by intervening valleys of great fruitfulness. In this region occur the

highest altitudes of Celebes (above 6560 feet) in the mountains Klabat (Kalawat),

Saputan, Lokon, etc. The peninsula is divided into five districts, under the control

of a Dutch officer, called Comptroller. The capital of each of these districts again

stands under a native " Major " or mayor. Native magistrates exercise power in

smaller districts, consisting of a few villages only. The bulk of the population are
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divided amongst two classes—burghers and "inlanders" or natives. The former

class consists of the descendants of immigrants, white and coloured, Mohammedans

and Christians, as well as those few natives who, on account of their services to the

Dutch Government in some critical period of danger, have been exempted from

corvee or statute-labour. The burghers, bej'ond paying certain taxes, lie under the

obligation to serve in the Schutterij or militia, and as members thereof to perform

sentinel duty before the house of the Eesident, the prison, etc., as well as to take

the field in case of war. The Dutch force in Minahassa consists of only one first

lieutenant and fifty Indian soldiers. All who do not enjoy the privilege of belonging

to the burgher class—that is, the natives of Minahassa—are compelled to render

corvee or statute-labour to the Dutch Government. This native labour is employed

in the following ways : (1) In coffee cultivation, which was introduced in 1822.

Each native must give three days a month to the " Campania "
; he must plant 20

trees a year, not, however, as in Java, in vast Government gardens, but wherever he

thinks fit, provided the plot of ground selected commends itself to the Comptroller

or Major. All the operations required to fit the soil for producing a crop the native

must perform at his own cost. According to the law, when a man has contributed

to the Government 4 picnls (533;\ lb.) of coffee, he is absolved from further contribu-

tions. But since the whole body of officials, Dutch as well at native, aim at pro-

ducing as much coffee as possible—to be delivered at a fixed price to the Government

—the poor amongst the native population really labour more than the stipulated

number of days. (2) The laying out, construction, and maintenance of roads, bridges,

dams, embankments, conduits, mile-stones, watch-houses, etc. (3) The building and

maintenance of churches, schools, and caravanserais. (4) Mounting guard before

prisons, store-houses, etc. ; the transport of officials when on tours of inspection, and

of Government goods (coffee, etc.), of prisoners, and of official letters. (5) Labour in

ways prescribed by tradition or custom (haclat) to be paid to the chiefs or hoofden.

Moreover, Avhen "free" labourers are not to be had, " inlanders" can be forced to

work for a certain small rate of payment. To accomplish the fuU demands of these

often oppressive corvees, the native has to call in the assistance of his wife and

children ; and he is further assisted by a sort of voluntary communistic institution,

called Mai)alu,\)j which all the members of a village combine to cultivate the lands

of each family in succession. Seeing that so much of their time is taken up with

field labour, it can hardly be expected that the Alfuris (the general designation of

the native races of Minahassa) should carry on many home industries ; they only

make a few mats, baskets, and cigar-cases out of split palm-leaves. The small

amount of commerce, limited to the three free ports of Manado, Kema, and Amurang,

embraces coffee, tobacco, tortoise-shell, birds' nests, musk, as exports ; and Europeaa

wares, such as knives, earthenware, lamps, petroleum, linen, sugar, tea, beer, as

imports. The population numbers about 150,000, among whom are about 700

Europeans and 2000 Chinese, together with from 80 to 100 Arabs (who are mostly

merchants). The remainder are inlanders or native Alfuris, who are nearly all pro-

fessed Christians. The income which Holland derives from the forced labour of

these 150,000 people amounts on an average to about £155,000 a year ; of this sum

not less than £131,000 are derived from the coftee cultivation. The Government

purchases from the native at the rate of 2Ss. the picul (133i lb.), whilst the average

price in Holland is about £S, 5s. the picul. In 1882 the yield of coffee in Minahassa

was about 19,000 piculs, or nearly 1131 tons.

The condition of the Alfuris has gxeatly improved since the Dutch became

masters of North Celebes. Formerly they were exposed to attacks from all sides,

on the south from their neighbours in Bolaang, on the east by the Sultan of Ternate,

whilst pirates swept down upon their shores from the north and west. The people
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were divided amongst several tribes, which were engaged in chronic hostilities with

each other owing to the practice of head-hunting. (Indeed at the present day nine

different languages, not dialects, are spoken in Minahassa itself.) This political

insecurity was attended by the usual concomitants in the private and social life

of the inhabitants. Their clothing was of the scantiest ; their dwelling a hut

erected on piles in the dense parts of the forest ; their occupation hunting and

head-hunting ; cannibalism can also be proved to have existed ; upon the women
devolved all the hard toil of cultivating the soil, gathering fruits, tending the

children, etc. ; sicknesses were prevalent amongst them ; and the priests imposed

upon the ignorant people the grinding yoke of superstition.

The first change in the condition of the population was brought about by the

appearance of the Spaniards on the island in the end of the sixteenth or beginning

of the seventeenth century. Their invasion led to a confederation of the Alfuris

for self-defence ; hence comes the name Minahassa, which means, "those who have

become a unity." In the middle of the seventeenth century the country passed into

the hands of the Dutch, who have done very much for its development and for the

civilisation of its inhabitants. The roads are broad and good, and spread in all

directions throughout Minahassa. They are kept in first-class condition, and are

flanked on either side by channels of running water. Alongside the roads, for

miles together, stand the houses of the natives, each surrounded by a hedge of rose-

bushes, half a yard high, and carefully trimmed and tended. The houses are built

of bamboo and clay, the roof being of palm leaves, and stand upon piles. Before

the house is a small verandah, and behind it are places for the pigs and poultry.

The whole homestead is generally overshadowed by prolific fruit and nut trees.

The people themselves are noted for their comely appearance. The men often

appear in European costume, but the women for the most part retain their native

mode of dress—the coloured sarong and white jacket that are prevalent in the

East Indies. They are a hospitable people, of good manners, fond of singing, and

their schools are well frequented ; in the houses of the chiefs one sees such

European comfort as can be given by a petroleum lamp, white tablecloths, tea-urn,

etc., etc. These results would seem to be attributable to the fact that the

Dutch have trained the native population to labour. With this factor, another

has co-operated to Christianise and Europeanise the Alfuris, viz., the missionaries.

Twelve clergymen (mostly missionaries) administer the schools and churches
;

of the former there are two hundred, amongst them a kind of seminary (1873)

for training native teachers at Tondano, a Government school (1880) for the sons of

native chiefs, a mission school (1881) for the daughters of native chiefs at

Tomohon. Besides the Alfuris there exists another tribe in Minahassa, which is

distinct from all the rest ; they are called Banticks. Nothing is known respecting

their origin, nor indeed respecting that of the Alfuris themselves. The Banticks,

although they are peaceful and harmless, have succeeded in maintaining both their

independence and their heathen superstitions. They number about 4000, and

produce artistic pottery, bamboo utensils, baskets, etc., which they carry to Menado
to sell ; they are also industrious agriculturists, their vegetables, fruits, rice, and

sometimes their maize, being famed. As a people they are moreover friendly and

hospitable.

—

Dr. W. Joest, in Revue Coloniah raternationale, August 1886.

AFEICA.

Tunis.—One of the most able and distinguished of our Consular officers abroad

is Colonel Playfair, British Consul-General in Algiers. Fortunately, in the

journeys which he makes through his district, he has his eyes keenly open, not
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only for facts of commercial importance, but for those of more purely geographical

interest. In the Report which he lately sent in of a voyage made on board one

of Her Majesty's vessels along the Tunisian Coast, Colonel Playfair entered into a

series of most attractive descriptions of, and discussions upon, such questions as the

feasibility of the construction of a canal admitting the waters of the Mediterranean

into the shallow salt-lakes behind Gabes ; on the identity of the Lesser Syrtis, or

of the gulf lying inside of the island of Jerba (the supposed island of Lotus-eaters

of the Odyssey), with the ancient Lake Tryphonitis ; of the archaeological remains,

history, and botanical and commercial products of Jerba itself ; and of the groat

future possibilities, as a naval and trading port, of the harbour of Biserta, Colonel

Playfair is utterly sceptical concerning the scheme of flooding the interior lakes, at

least as a project that would give a return on the capital expended upon it, or that

would confer fertility, and effect any important change of climate in the region

affected. Tryphonitis, he regards as undoubtedly identical with the shallow water

lying between the " Isle of the Lotophagi " and the mainland ; and on the subject

of the luscious lotus fruit, and its drowsy charm upon the senses of the tired

companions of Ulysses, he supports the theory that it is none other than the date, for

which Jerba is famous to this daj'. In a later paper, published in the most

recent volume of Commercial Reports, Colonel Playfair recounts the incidents and

observations of a tour which he made last May from Oran to Beni Saf, Tlemcen,

and others places in the western parts of Algeria and adjoining the border of

Morocco. Beni Saf is now almost connected by railway with Oran ; it is un-

questionably one of the most important places in the colony, and the amount of

cargo shipped from it is greater than any other port, nearly the whole business

being carried on in British vessels. Yet no change or improvement of any kind

was to be noted since the Consul-General's last visit three years ago ; the opposite

side of the ravine is still " perforated with caves cut in the rock, serving as

habitations for the Moroccan labourers, who live there like the Berbers of Matamora,

in the south of Tunis, and hardly worse lodged than the gipsies of Granada."

(Colonel Playfair afterwards paid a visit to the ruins of Siga and of Honai, the

former the capital of Syphax, before he transferred his residence to Cirta, the

modern Constantine, and the latter the ancient port of Tlemcen, founded by Abd-
el-Mumen, the first sovereign of the Almohades. The interior of the ruins of

Honai he describes as " a charming tangle of fig-trees and oleanders." " I have

rarely seen," he says, " a more lovely resting-place ; the figs were nearly ripe, the

oleanders were in full blossom, the air was fragrant with wild thyme ; there was
dense shade everywhere, while clear running water nearly surrounded the walls

(built of concrete), and percolated into cisterns within them." Colonel Playfair

remarks on his journey inland, by Nedroma and Lalla Marnia, to Tlemcen, on the

evidences of the great mineral wealth of the country on both sides of the Morocco
frontier ; the chief trade, however, is in " alfa " and " crin v^g^tal." At Nedroma,
supposed to be a corruption of Dthud-ed-Roma— " opposite Rome "—the

inhabitants speak only Arabic, but their Berber origin is evident. " The remark-

able beauty of the women is a distinctive characteristic of the Berber race, and here

even the passing traveller has an opportunity of judging for himself, as the

unmarried girls do not veil their faces." Sebdu is approached by a road leading

through fine cork forests and parklike glades dotted over with varying scent trees.

Just before opening up the magnificent plain of Sebdu, the traveller visited a
large cave—the source of the river Tafna. It is " divided into two stories by a
horizontal partition of rock, looking almost like masonry ; the lower part contains

a pool of cool clear water, which flows underneath the surface of the river bed for

200 yards, and then appears above ground as the Tafna. After heavy rains the
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entire cave becomes full of water, which rushes out in a magnificent cascade."

Colonel Playfair has nothing particularly new to tell concerning Tlemcen, his main

object in visiting which was to make inquiries regarding the existence of

phylloxera in the district. Mascara, the birthplace, and for many years the head-

quarters, of Abd-el-Kader, he found since his previous visit transformed into " a

thoroughly French town, surrounded by a wall of the ordinary type, with the

usual squares planted with trees, rectilineal streets, public buildings, etc. ; hardly

a vestige of the old Arab city." He returned to Algiers by the Franco-Algerine

Railway, which has now been carried as far as ^lescheria, a distance of 352

kilometres from the sea.

Gulf of Hammamet.—Dr. Rouire, in a note addressed to the Academie des

Sciences (10th May 1886), describes the general configuration of the seaboard com-

prised between Hammamet and Susa, and explains the hydrography of this little-

known region. The Gulf of Hammamet terminates in a great maritime cul-de-sac,

measuring no less than 3.5 miles in length, and penetrating inland. It is this

lagoon which receives all the waters of the hydrographic basin of central Tunis. An
island of calcareous hills divides the lagoon into twp, the Sebkha Jeriba and the

Sebkha Halk-el-Mengel. These two Sebkha are separated from the sea by only a

narrow neck of land, and communicate with the Gulf of Hammamet by several

channels through it. At the present day, these Sebkha, though full in winter, are

dry in summer, at least for the most part ; but in Eoman times they were navigable.

Tn proof of this, Dr. Eouire cites the existence of an old channel he found, which

permitted the passage of ships from the sea into the lagoon ; and at the entrance of

the channel was a natural harbour.

Dr. Junker and Emin Bey.—Dr. G. A. Fischer has failed to enter into communi-

cation with Dr. Junker and Emin Bey in Central Africa, and is returning to

Zanzibar, bixt letters have arrived in Zanzibar from Dr. Junker, dated the 10th of

February, in which he states that Emin Bey and Captain Casati are still holding

their own at Wadelai, to the north of the Albert Nyanza. The present king of

Uganda had attacked Kabarega, with whom Dr. Junker was staying. Kabarega

was compelled to retreat, and Dr. Junker lost all his collections, only managing to

save his note-books —Petermann's Mitteilungcn, 32 Band, 1S86, No. 8.

The Portuguese Expedition to East Africa.—Major Serpa Pinto and Lieutenant

Cardoso, the leaders of the " Pinheiro Chagas " expedition into Eastern Africa, have

returned to Lisbon ; and, as the work of the expedition has now terminated, a brief

review of its movements may be of interest.

Major Pinto arrived in Mozambique in September 1884, with a party of 104

Zulus from Inhambane. These men were to form the back-bone of a large caravan

it was intended to fit out at Mozambique for a journey to the Nyassa district. For

a fuU description of the equipment of this expedition, which was fitted out at

immense cost, our readers are referred to page 744 of the Proceedings of the Royal

Geographical Society for December 1884. Major Pinto first hoped to be able to

proceed due west from Mozambique to the Nyassa, and to pass over the ground

covered by Consul O'Neill in 1883. Great difficulties were, however, experienced by

him in procuring carriers in the neighbourhood of Mozambique, and, sending the

great part of his baggage by boat, Major Pinto turned northwards and journeyed

along the coast road to Ibo. Upon this, the first stage of its journey, the expedition

encountered tremendous difficulties, as all the rivers discharging upon this portion

of the coast had to be crossed at or near to their mouths, and the rainy season had

well set in. Great hardships were endured, and the whites of the party suffered

severely from fever. Good work was notwithstanding done by Major Pinto, and
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many important points upon tlie coast were carefully fixed liy j astronomical

observation. When the results of this coast journey appear, we shall doubtless

have a better map of the country immediately bordering the coast-line than at

present exists. Another long delay was experienced at Kisanga, in the neighbour-

hood of Ibo, and it was not until the middle of 1885 that the coast was actually

left for the interior. The route taken was that which passes through the Medo
country and crosses the Lujenda atMtarika's, 50 or 60 miles north of Lake Shirwa.

This country is almost entirely unknown to Europeans, the only whites who have

traversed it being the Rev. Chauncy Maples and Charles Johnson of the Universities

Mission. As they traversed it from north to south, their route will cross that of

Lieutenant Cardoso at right angles. Lieutenant Cardoso's progress was slow, as, in

February last, he had only reached the Lujenda Eiver ; but we may hope that this

long stay was attended with good results, and that a satisfactory study of the

country and route survey will appear when his reports are published. After
replenishing his stores at Blantyre, where he was cordially received by the Scottish

missionaries and agents of the African Lakes Company, Lieut. Cardoso returned

to Killimane, passing, we believe, over the route previously taken by Consuls
O'Neill and Hawes and several members of the Blantyre Mission. At Killimane the

party was met by its former leader. Major Serpa Pinto, and he and Lieut. Cardoso
left by the first steamer for Lisbon. L^pon the whole, it may fairly be said that the

expedition has been successful, though the difficulties encountered have been great,

and the time taken unusually prolonged ; and Lieut. Cardoso's descriptions of his

trying journey will be looked forward to with much interest.

In a Circular-Letter, dated Lisbon, 28th July, which we have received from the

Secretary of the Geographical Society in that city, the following reference is made
to the hostile demonstrations made by the natives against the Portuguese Expedition
on its arrival in the neighbourhood of Mount Melange, on the Nyassa :

—" Here
it (the Expedition) had to face some hostile manifestations on the part of the

natives, who at first imagined they had to do with English explorers, but the
opposition was soon turned into demonstrations of respect and cordiality, and the

natives let the caravan pass as soon as they recognised them as Portuguese and
saw the national flag flying. These little incidents to which I have alluded are

fresh evidence of the injustice and systematic inaccuracy of certain assertions made
by English travellers and missionaries, to whom we have, as a matter of fact

generously accorded the (right of) exploration and establishment in the regions of
Nyassa and Chirna, either at their own request or at the instance of their Govern-
ment."

Consul O'Neill, one of our Corresponding ]Members,'in a letter from i\Iozambique,

dated June 26th, sends us the following information in regard to another
Portuguese expedition in this district :

—

" A short, but important, journey has been carried out by the Governor- General
of ]\Iozambique, Captain Augusto Castilho of the Portuguese Navy. The efforts of

the Mozambique Government have been directed for some time past towards opening
up the rich auriferous country south of the Zambesi, of which Manica may be
said to be the centre. Manica has, for some time past, been converted into a separate

district, with a Governor at its head, who resides upon the mountain of Goron^ozo.
But the want of a good harbour has been felt if anything is to be done in the
country, as the ancient port of Sofala has silted up, and is quite unfit for the entry
of large vessels. Captain Castilho has been fortunate enough to supply this want
by the discovery of an excellent harbour at the entrance of the river Pungue. This
river is about midway between Sofala and the southern mouth of the Zambesi. It

has been well surveyed by Lieut. Fronteira, of the Portuguese Navy, and found
VOL. n.

"
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not only to have a deep entrance fitted for all vessels, but also to be navigable for

vessels of six and seven feet draught for nearly fifty miles from its mouth. The

river was ascended for that distance by the Governor-General, who then disem-

barked, and journeyed overland to the Zambesi, passing through Gorongozo, and

arriving at Senna. His Excellency's description of this journey will, we hear,

appear shortly.

By an arrangement which has just been concluded with the Castle Packet

Company, this port will be called at every month by one of their steamers, and

there can be little doubt that prospecters for gold, and it is to be hoped others

interested in the development of this fine country, will soon find their way there.

In short. Captain Castilho's journey has been attended with results which promise

to be of the highest value to the province of Mozambique. A good survey has also

just been executed, under the direction of the Governor-General, of the coast

immediately south of Mokambo Bay, and the intricacies of the Kirolani-Umfussi

lagoons, together with the bar of the Umfussi River, have been clearly, and for the

first time, laid down.

Wito-Land.—This territory, lately acquired by the German C'Olonial Association,

lies on the east coast of Africa, about 2° south of the Equator, and not far north of

Mombasa. It extends 60 miles along the shore, and covers an area of some 300

square miles. It was taken possession of by the brothers Denhardt, and is now

under the protection of the German Emijire. The soil consists mainly of clay,

covered by thick humus, and is singularly fertile. Streams and rivers are numer-

ous, and rain falls in sufficient quantity, while the heat is not excessive. Only

about a twentieth of the area is cultivated ; elsewhere it is covered with luxuriant

grass, or with thickets and woods. Caoutchouc and other useful trees are plentiful.

Heretofore the main productions have been rice, maize, lemons, cucumbers, gourds,

cocoa-nut palms, cotton, tobacco, pepper, and such things as are required by the

natives ; but apparently the soil and climate are suitable for growing abundantly

indigo, cocoa, tea, coffee, and spices. The inhabitants, mainly of the Suahili stock,

are peaceable people, many of whom can read and write, and anxious to trade.

Labourers can be hired on easy terms. The goods suitable for import would be

iron wares, pottery, cotton goods, cloth, arms, and powder ; while even now fine

caoutchouc, tobacco, copal and other gums, hides, and cabinet-makers' wood might

be exported. There are good harbours, and there is easy access for trade to a large

country in the intei'ior, with five or six million inhabitants'

Wito is also spelt JJ^itu : and it should be noted that AVito is also the name of

an Abyssinian tribe dwelling in the country round Lake Tsana or Tana.

—

Das Echo,

July 1886, p. 72.

Shoa and its New Dependencies.—]\Ienilek, the energetic King of Shoa, has for

ten years been confessedly the vassal of Johannes, King or Emperor of Abyssinia

in respect of his kingdom of Shoa, which is one of the three great sections of

Abyssinia, occupying the south-east portion of the Abyssinian area. But of late

Menilek has extended his conquests far to the south and south-west, beyond the

boundaries of Abyssinia in a wider sense ; and as regards those regions, he rules as

an independent sovereign potentate. Nor are his conquests conducted as those of

many capable African princes, who will devastate a country to " wash their

spears," or secure a booty, and make no provision for maintaining the newly

conquered territory in subjection. Menilek carefully organises his new depen-

dencies, and establishes in each district Slioan governors, supported by guards

of purely Shoan troops. He thus does his best to secure the permanency of his
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conquests ; and the evident tendency is to shift the centie of gravity of his kingdom

farther to the south.

The extension of Menilek's power is eminently favourable to the progress of

geographical discovery in lands as yet singularly little known, inhabited by Galla

and other fierce and uncivilised races. The Bolletino of the Italian Geographical

Society (page 512) in noticing the first three volumes of Captain Cecchi's Da Zeila

allc frontiere del Caffa, points out the contrast between the present state of thing.s

and the conditions under which Cecchi and Chiarini forced their way from Zeila on

the shore of the Gulf of Aden to the inland kingdom of Caft'a, south-west of Shoa

and now subject to Menilek. In 1876-1881, the travellers, in spite of all possible

recommendations and provisions, met everywhere with the utmost difficulty and

opposition, with imprisonment and cruel treatment ; and Chiarini succumbed in

Ghera to the hardships to which he was siibjected. Now Menilek in a letter sent

to the Italian Geographical Society, cordially invites Italians to visit and explore

all the regions siibject to him. And that his friendliness to Europeans is effective

and not nominal is jDroved by the facility and rapidity with which the French

travellers Soleillet and Aubry, and the Italian Franzoj, though less well provided,,

have passed over regions found all but impracticable by Cecchi and Chiarini. The

BoUctino publishes a map of these little-known regions, based on the three maps in

Cecchi's volumes ; and specifies amongst the districts now subject to Menilek,

those of the Soddo-Galla, Cabiena, Guraghe, Tadallie, Limmu, Gimma, Gomma,
Ghera, and Cafta, including all the tribes in the basin of the Ghibie River.

Lake Litoa.—The Bcvvx Maritime d Commerciale publishes an article by M.
Mizon, who, from information gathered on the Ogowe, is inclined to believe that

the mysterious Lake Liba is not a lake at all, but an affluent of the Congo, which

takes its source between 1° and 2° of north latitude, on the eastern slope of the

Serra de Cristal, a short distance from the coast. M. Mizon believes this to be the

easiest and least costly route to the Middle Congo.

Loanda.—In a letter published by L'Afriqne for July, M. Heli Chatelain,

writing from Loanda, 14th May 1886, says:—"The new Governor-General, M.
Capello, arrived here on April 29th. . . . Another arrival of a certain im-

portance is that of portion of the 2^fr!ionneI tor the construction of a railway between

Loanda and Ambaca. The contractors for this work are English ; the agent tells

me they will employ about 300 white men and 3000 blacks. The latter will not be

recruited from the country itself, but from the Kru Coast, Dahomey, and Loango.

Operations will commence in earnest on 1st June. It is possible they may not be

crowned with success, but it is certain they will efiect some good, first at Loanda,

then everywhere that the line touches, and thereby saving from ruin a large

number of merchants wdio have sufiered from the long depression which lias visited

this province."

The Portuguese Language in Africa.— In the Bevista of the Brazilian Section

of the Lisbon Geographical Society, 2d Ser. No. 4, 1886, Dr. Antomio Joaquim de

Macedo Scares shows how Portuguese words and phrases, and even sometimes

words that are evidently Brazilian Portuguese, have become fiimiliar among the

natives of West Africa, and how travellers require to be on their guard when draw-

ing up vocabularies of the native tongues. Thus, in Lux's Vocabulary of the

Bundo Massongo and Bailundo, appended to his Von Loanda nach Kimhundn, we
find the Bundo credited with maschado for an axe, mcle, the female breast, (jalfo, a

fork, burro, an ass, etc. etc., which are evidently only the Portuguese viachado,mel,

garfo, hurro, etc. Dr. Macedo Soares also gives numerous examples of the Mestizo

or Crioulo—Mestizo or Creole—^jargon, consisting largely of Portuguese modified to-
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suit the native ideas of language, which is gradually being a recognised lingua franca

in Angola, and elsewhere in Portuguese West Africa.

Bechuanaland.—In the Journal of the Antkropological Institute, August 1886,

we notice a paper by Captain C. R Conder, R.E., on the present condition of the

native tribes in Bechuanaland. Captain Conder estimates the number of natives

within the Crown colony at 33,000, and north of that colony 150,000. He
describes them as a cheery people, always ready to laugh and sing, and easily

forgetting their troubles. They are intelligent, and quickly learn to read, write,

cipher, and draw maps, but they are slow in their mental operations, as in their

movements. They are very courageous, but he thinks that the influence of the

whites is causing the physique of the Bechuanas in the south to steadily deteriorate.

This, he says, is due to the breaking up of the old social system, which was well

adapted to native life, and to the introduction of bad brandy and disease ; and in

conclusion he ventures to assert that our present treatment of the native race

reflects little honour on us as a nation.

Liideritz-Land.—In Petermann's Mittcilwiigen, No. 8, 1886, we notice a report,

by H. Pohle, of the expedition sent by Herr Liideritz to South-West Africa,

1884-85, which is accompanied by a map (1 : 100,000) showing his route and

trigonometrical survey in Liideritz-Land. The object of this expedition was the

thorough examination of the country with regard to minerals, plants, and animals.

It was composed of Drs. Schinz, Schenck, de Jongh, six miners, and the author of

the paper. They left Hamburg on the 22d of August 1884, and after various

delays they arrived at Angra Pequena on the 25th of October. The paper gives a

detailed account of their wanderings, and the difficulties they had to contend with.

Instead of finding a paradise, which they seemed to expect, thej'^ only found a

dreary, sandy, rocky, almost waterless desert. The results of this expedition,

which set out with such great expectations, were perfectly negative, the total

absence of rain or dew being a complete hindrance to colonisation. Metals are

unobtainable, vegetation does not exist, and a few jackals, snakes, and lizards

constitute the scanty fauna of the country.

AMEPtlCA.
Submarine Exploration of the Banks of Newfoundland.

—

M. Thoulet, Professor

of Mineralogy at Nancy, has obtained the permission of the Ministers of Public

Instruction and Marine, to embark on the frigate which cruises over these grounds

during the fishing season. It is his intention to take soundings at the banks and
obtain as many dredgings from the sea bottom as possible. These he will analyse

on his return, besides giving attention to other physical inquiries.

—

Bulletin de la

Societe de GcograjjJiie (II., 1886).

The Ocean-Levels at the Panama Isthmus.

—

M. de Lesseps has asked the

Academie to appoint a Commission to inquire into this question. Several experts

have lately called his attention to the fact that a considerable difference in the

level of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans must exist, which would necessitate the

construction of locks in the Panama Canal. The same difficulties were brought
forward during the construction of the Suez Canal ; but M. de Lesseps believes

them to be as easily met now, as then. Nevertheless, it is of the highest

importance, at the present time, that a commission composed of specialists should
remove anxieties on this account.

AUSTRALASIA.
The Population of Queensland.

—

The Colonies and India of 30th July states

that the population of Queensland on May 1st of the present year, including the
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Kanakas and Asiatics, was estimated at 330,000 souls, being an increase since 1881

of 117,500. The number of Aborigines in the Colony was estimated at 20,000.

The population is distributed among the various census districts as follows :

—

Brisbane census district, 51,700 ; increase since 1881, 20,600. Rockhampton,
10,700 ; increase, 3300. Maryborough, 8800 ; Townsville, 7800 ; Gympie, 7700

;

Ipswich, 6700 ; Toowoomba, 6300 ; Mackay, 4100.

Queensland : Australia.—Mr. Clement L. Wragge, one of our Honorary Corre-

sponding Members, writes as follows :—Mr. David Lindsay of this Colony, who is now
exploring in the neighbourhood of the Queensland Border, writes from the Australian

Downs, under date April 12th, as follows : "^ye left the Finke River on February
3d, and attempted to cross the sand-hills to the north-east, but failed owing to

two camels knocking up. We left the telegraph line at Alice Well, and then crossed

the sand-hills in intensely hot weather. The camels were seven days without water.

We passed through the eastern Macdonnell Ranges. The country is suftering from
di'ought. The waterholes marked in the map Avere all dry, but, by obtaining supplies

from the native wells and rocky holes, we got through safely to Lake Nash, all the

party being well. We passed through some good country, discovering some new
waters. All the country on our track, saving 100 miles, is unmapped. We dis-

covered tin and silver, but no gold. We had no trouble with the natives. We
have commenced the survey of the Herbert River. The country here looks well,

though the rainfall has been light. Some 2000 head of cattle passed last week, en

route to southern markets. Settlement between here and the telegraph line is pro-

gressing rapidly, but police protection is badly needed, as horse-stealers and other

desperate characters are troubling the settlers." I intend to send you some notes

of my own recent travels in Queensland when collated. I took extensive series of

sea-surface temperatures along the East Coast, from Bass Strait round to

Kimberley in the Gulf of Carpentaria, I also made many interesting notes on
the tides of the Gulf of Carpentaria ; and took many anthropological observa-

tions when visiting the natives of the Gulf Country. These latter observations

include temperatures by standard thermometer— placed under the tongue and
held in position five minutes. I have recorded temperatures of 100"0 and 9.9'85

( - 02 for index error) in the case of aboriginal women ; age about twenty-three,

at Gregory, Downsby, Plains of Promise ; both women in perfect health.

The Gold Fields of Victoria. — In the official reports of the jNIining Regis-

trars for the quarter ended 31st March 1886, we obtain the latest accounts of the

gold-mining industry of this colony. Judging by the results of the operations

carried on during the first three months of 1886, the industry is not progressive.

The event of the quarter was the discovery of stone of extraordinary richness in

the mine of the New Beehive Company, Maldon. The first eight tons of this stone

gave the magnificent yield of 1516 ounces, or an average of about 104 ounces per

ton. Another important discovery was that made in Lansell's 180 Mine, Sand-
hurst, of a gold-bearing reef at a depth of 2000 feet, the greatest depth at which
auriferous quartz has yet been obtained in Victoria. The reef is about one foot in

thickness, and has all the appearance of being of a permanent character. The
raining districts of Victoria are Ballarat, Beechworth, Sandhurst, Maryborough,
Castlemaine, Ararat, and Gippsland.

An Exploration of the Victorian Alps.—A leading feature in the reports of the
mining registrars of Victoria for the year ending 31st March 1886, is the number
of excellent maps accompanying the volume. A considerably larger number of

maps is published with this report than on any previous occasion, and the extra

work involved in their preparation has somewhat delayed its publication. Among
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these maps is one showing the topographical features of the south-eastern portion

of Australia ; another gives a topographical sketch of Mount Bogong (6508 feet

high) and surrounding ranges ; whilst a third shows the panorama from Mount
Bogong, which is the highest mountain in Victoria when viewed from the ranges

to the north. Mr. R. von Lendenfeld, Ph.D., describes, in an appendix to the

reports, an exploration of the Victorian Alps. Topographically these are very

similar to the well-known Alpine chains in Southern Europe and Southern Asia,

being situated in close proximity to the margin of the continent, and consisting of

a number of ranges, all of which are more or less pai'allel to the adjacent coast-line.

The Aixstralian Alps are, however, very much older than the European, African,

and the Himalaya, so that much more time has been afforded to the levelling

action of water and ice. The want of precipices and sharp rocky peaks is attri-

buted to this long-continued action of erosive agents. The highest elevations are

everywhere formed of a metamorphic gneiss, and Silurian deposits are very fre-

quent throughout. The main range of the Australian Alps forms the watershed

between the river system of the Murray and the coast rivers, which flow into the

Eastern Pacific from Mount Juliet in Victoria to Kiandra, in New South "Wales,

the highest elevations being in the latter colony. The main range from Mount
Tabletop (Kiandra) for fifty miles to the south is very high, averaging an altitude

of 6500 feet. It appears in part as a very massive elevation—a table-land—which,

for twenty-two miles, from Mount Townsend to the north, has a width of eight

miles. Count Strylecki was the first to visit this massive elevation ; and one of

the peaks on 'it was named by him, after his famous fellow-countryman, Mount
Kosciusco. From this massive elevation also a number of peaks rise to heights

exceeding 7000 feet, the highest of which, Mount Townsend, has been named by

Dr. von Lendenfeld after the surveyor, who made a traverse of the range in 1848,

and has a height of 7357 feet, which is the highest elevation in Australia. Mount
Townsend is situated in lat. 36° 29' S., and long. 139° 12' E. With regard to

evidences of glacial action here, Dr. von Lendenfeld concludes from them and from

elsewhere, that (1) there was a glacial period in Australasia ; and (2) the last

glacial period in Australasia was more recent than the last 'glacial periods in

Europe and North America. Mr James Stirling, F.G.S., Mining Registrar",

furnishes geological and botanical notes on the Victorian Alps ; also a description

of the journey of Dr Lendenfeld and himself last January.

Australian Medicine-Men and Wizards.—In the Jountal of the AntJiropoIogica

Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, August 1886, there is a very interesting

article on Australian medicine-men, or doctors and wizards of some Australian

tribes, by A. AV. Howitt. The dift'erences between the two classes appear to be

fairly well marked, and Mr. Howitt gives a detailed account of their methods and

customs. The doctors appear to have a double source of income
;
presents are

given to them by people who have benefited by their art, and also by those who
fear lest they should sufi'er from it. Mr. Howitt shows that many beliefs of the

Australian savage have arisen out of attempts by his ancestors to account for

phenomena which they have perceived both around and within themselves.

Western Tasmania.—Mr. T. B. jNIoore, of New Norfolk, in a paper read before

the Queensland Branch of the Geographical Society of Australasia, describes the

physical features, resources, etc., of this comparatively unknown region.

It is only within the last few years, owing to mining enterprise, that the western

portion of the island has become permanently populated and partially explored.

Western Tasmania is divided from the other portions of the island by continuous

chains of high mountain ranges, commencing in the north in the granite j)eaks of the
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Meredith Range, followed by the congloinerate-eapped tellurian heights of the West

Coast and Elliot Ranges, and terminating in the white clifls of the Willniot, Franklin,

and Archer Ranges. These insurmountable barriers attain heights of between 3000

to 4000 feet above the sea-level, and run parallel within fifteen to twenty miles of

the coast-line. Owing to the inaccessible nature of these massive piles of rock, only

three practicable routes for overland communication have been discovered. One,

in the northern part, taps the important gold deposits of the Pieman district, and

has a commencement at Mount Bischoff, via the north end of the Meredith Range.

A central track, leading from the vicinity of Lake St. Clair, Mr. Moore discovered

in the summer of 1883, when exploring for the Government. This passes between

[Mount Lyell and Mount Sedgwick, and through the only accessible saddle in the

West Coast Range, and, after following a dividing spur situated along the auriferous

zone of the King River gold-fields, terminates at the jNIacquarie Harbour. The

most southerly one, to Port Davey, starts from the township of Victoria, and, after

following the course of the Huou River for a considerable distance, passes through

a splendid opening between the Franklin and Arthur Ranges.

As yet horse traffic has only been attempted on the Pieman route, the other

proposed lines of communication being merely used by explorers, no roads or horse-

track having as yet been constructed ; but an expenditure of public money has

been voted for opening out the central thoroughfare this summer.

By examining the map, other ranges may be observed to be charted within a

short distance of the coast. The first of these, north of the Pieman River, are the

quartzite and conglomerate rocks of the Norfolk Range ; south of that stream the

granite slopes of Mount Heemskirk ; and between Macquarie Head and Port

Davey the slate, schist, and quartzite formations of the D'Aquilar, Junction, and

De Witt Ranges.

This densely timbered and mountainous tract of country is intersected by large

rivers, flowing from the interior, which, after passing through lofty precipitous

gorges in the coast ranges, traverse the lower-lying country in deeply-cut channels

and ravines. All the entrances to these, with the exception of the Gordon Eiver,

are obstructed by sand-bars. The Arthur and Henty Rivers at certain seasons are

so completely blocked by these treacherous barriers, that a traveller, with sufficient

caution, may cross dry-footed. The Gordon and Pieman are the only navigable

streams.

The coast-line is formed of successions of soft sandy beaches, backed by stunted

scrub-covered dunes ; craggy cliffs of quartzite, slate, serpentine, limestone, and

granitic rocks, ranging from 50 to 150 feet in height, sometimes found jutting out

into the sea, with huge isolated detached masses ; and, scattered here and there

high ranges stand out in bold relief a few miles from the shore. Toward the

southern part, the outline is even more rugged, where barren hills rise perpendi-

cularly from the waters of the ocean. Port Davey is the only harbour on the coast

where large ships can enter. It is a fine sheet of water, completely land-locked and

sheltered by high quartzite ridges.

The coast-line is fringed by stunted scrub of ti-tree and banksia matted closely

together, but the lower-lying country, for the most part, is covered by forests of

myrtle {Fagus Cunninghami) , sassafras {Aiherosperma moschatum), celery, top-pine

[Fltyllocladus rhomboidalis), and many species of the Eucalyptus, with an under-

growth of dense scrub of shrubs of many difterent genera, some bearing beautiful

lilossoms and foliage, or berries of all hues. Along the large flats and banks of the

rivers the graceful white-blossomed pinkwood {Eiicryphia Billardieri), the pyramid-

shaped pencil cedar (Athrotaxis selaginoides), and valuable blackwood {Acacia

iiiclaiioriilon), King William pine {Athrotaxis cuprcssoidcs), and Huon pine {Dacry-
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diura Franldinii), beautity and add wealth to this barren country. j\Iany of the

mountains are completelj^ hidden by the variable foliage of Alpine shrubs ; and no

other locality in Tasmania jiroduces a more beautiful variety of rare ferns.

Western Tasmania is destitute of any extensive areas of agricultural land ; the

Government have reserved the whole district for mineral purposes.

The rivers are stocked with a plentiful supply of fresh-water fish, although the

variety is not numerous, and the only fish worthy of notice are the eel, " herring,"

and black fish {Gadopsis viarmoratus). The flounder, sole, ling, skate, and rock

cod frequent the salt waters of the harbours, and the trumpeter {Lartis necatehi) and

crawfish the deeper waters of the ocean bays.

The chief habitat of the " tiger " and the '' devil '" {Sarcopliilus ursiims) is on

the coast, principallj^ in the irndisturbed j^ortion south of Macquarie Harbour, where

they find sufficient prey in kangaroo and wallabj' {Hahnaturus Billardieri), only

found in small numbers, picking up a living on the coarse-grassed hummocks. Tiger-

cats overrun the woods, and the sleepy wombats {Phascolomys wombat) roam over

the button-grass plains.

It may be inferred, Mr. Moore says, that this beautiful wild waste, with its

limited area of rich soil and timber lands, will remain a natural wilderness, with

a sparsely scattered population, unless the mineral resources are developed. The

formation generally belongs to the Silurian ejioch, containing zones of productive

a^iriferous country, highly remunerative in parts, but in others almost barren.

Stanniferous masses of granitic rocks occur, in many places bursting through the

other strata.

Population of New Zealand.

—

TJte Colonies and India, for 6tli August, gives the

general results of the recent census, particulars of which have not yet been published.

The main feature of the census is the large increase that has taken place in the

population of the North Island. In the South Island there are 326,076 Europeans,

and in the North Island 247,404, giving a total for the Colony of 573,480. In the

North Island, besides, there are about 20,000 Maoris. There has been an increase

in the South Island of 10 per cent., while the increase in the North Island has

amounted to 2&"157 per cent. The population of Auckland has increased at a

much more rapid rate than that of any other city in New Zealand. The total

population of the city in 1881 (the last census) was 25,670 ; this census makes it

37,205. The population of the suburban districts has increased from 17,922 to

29,120. This gives a total for the city and suburbs of 66,325, making Auckland

by far the largest of New Zealand cities, and inferior only to ISIelbourne and

Sydney in the cities of Australasia.

New Zealand: Volcanic Eruptions in the Hot Lakes District.—The New
Zealand newspapers have been full of the recent seismic disturbances in the

Hot Lake district of the North Island : but only from those received by the last

mail (10th August), are we able to gather a collected and reliable account of the

violent eruptions of Rotomahana and Tarawera.

To enable persons who have no knowledge of the district to understand the

situation, a few words of explanation may be necessary. Ohinemutu or Eotorua.

the head-quarters of tourists, and the place where the Government sanitarium has

been established, is situated on Lake Rotorua, and abounds with hot springs

and small geysers, with some traces of " terrace-formation " at Whakarewarewa,

a native village ten miles distant from Eotorua. Lake Tarawera lies nine miles in

a south-easterly direction. The village of Wairoa stood on a small arm of Tara-

wera, and was the nearest point of embarkation to cross Tarawera for Eotomahana,

a small lake south of it, and the site of the famous Pink and White Terraces.
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Tiirawera was nearly six miles across, and then an arm called Te Ariki, bending

southwards two miles, brought the tourist to a small creek, about a mile and a half

long, carrying off the overflow from Rotomahana. Te Tarata, the White Terrace,

was situated at the Tarawera end of Rotomahana ; and perhaps about four miles

from Tarawera Mountain, an eminence 1964 feet high. The shores of Rotomahana

were honeycombed everywhere with steam jets or fumaroles, and exhibited, in the

highest degree of intensity, all those peculiar forms of volcanic action which have

made the Lake District famous.

On the morning of .June 10th, about two o'clock, the side of Tarawera Mountain

next Rotomahana Lake was blown out, amidst a storm of the elements—thunder,

lightning, and earthquake. On another peak of the same mountain, another

enormous crater was opened, sending forth showers of earth in the direction of Te

Teko. What caused these unusual disturbances in a mountain which had never

before shown signs of volcanic activity, is a matter of speculation, but undermining

and subsidence, through the geyser action around Rotomahana, appears a very

simple and probable explanation. This violent eruption probably shattered the

silicated steam pipes of Rotomahana geysers, and, letting the waters of the lake

down in heavy streams, caused a terrific steam expansion, and the vomiting of an

immense cloud of mud, which was caught in the terrific cyclone produced by these

disturbances, and carried across the south shore of Tarawera, smothering Te Wairoa

and the native villages in its journey, and spreading over the east shore of Rotorua

as far as Taheke, on Lake Rotoiti. It has been suggested that mud is of too great

a specific gravity to be wind-borne so far—that the mud-shower must be accounted

for merely by the wetting of the earth with steam. But this theory takes no

account of the hurricane prevailing at the time, the evidence of which is given in

uprooted trees and the dashing of mud with such force against buildings, trees, and

posts that it stripped otf the leaves and plastered in solid layers, which gave rise to

the evidently erroneous impression that great lumps had travelled for miles. The

theory also ofl:ers no explanation of the extensive deposits of dry earth and ash

to the southward of Rotomahana, large portions of which must have been driven

out bj' steam and borne across the lake. Attendant upon these eruptions, was the

formation of a large number of fumaroles or steam volcanoes in Rotomahana, and

of seven in the Fern Valley leading to Lake Okaro, where the disturbance stops.

Seven fumaroles were also opened up on diflerent parts of Tarawera Mountain.

The most extraordinary feature of the eruption is the immense body of earthy

matter which it has deposited, and the evenness with which it was spread. This

amounts to many millions of tons. The country is covered smooth as a table, every

irregularity rounded ofi;' to a perfectly even surface. The immediate damage consists

of the loss of seven Europeans and ninety-seven natives, and the destruction of five

native villages, two hotels, two houses, and a mission-hall, and the overspreading

of the country described with debris.

Premonitions of the disaster were not wanting. At Lake Tarawera it was

observed that the water rose and fell in a rapid manner such as had never been

witnessed before, and a like phenomenon was to be seen on Lake Rotomahana. On
one occasion, as a party of tourists was landing from a boat, the water of the lake

rose like a tidal wave, and those who had not landed had to wait till the wave sub-

sided before they could do so. It was observable that the geysers had been work-

ing with greater energy than ever was known before—the mud and stones ejected

from them reaching points which had hitherto been beyond range.

The loss from the destruction of the Terraces, as we cannot but fear they are

gone, is simply incalculable. A marvel which was without parallel on the earth

has been swept away ; and even if ever replaced by the same agencies working in the
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siliceous strata, aucl this is improbable, a long geological period would be necessary

for their reproduction.

Dr. Hector, the Government Geologist, and Chancellor of the University

of New Zealand, who has been engaged in an examination of the district, believes

that the earthquake shocks caused by the outbreak of Tarawera Mountain
ruptured the steam pipes in the Rotomahana geysers, and let in the water

of the lake upon the subterranean heat, resulting in the generation of enormous
quantities of steam and the ejectment of the mud at the bottom of the lake.

He doubts, however, whether the eruption has been of a character which produces

lava. He thinks that the outburst on Tarawera was caused by the rupture of

the sealed cap, which was previously impervious to steam ; the stones, resembling

scoria, were, he thinks, formed by heat produced in steam, and not through

liquefaction of the rock by intense heat. As to the chance of a further eruption.

Dr. Hector hesitates to pronounce any decided opinion. He believes that the

chief danger at present is from the mud shifting. It has already commenced to

slip down the hill-sides in streams, and this fact points to the consequences of a

general subsidence of the millions of tons of mud on the steep hill-sides. In Dr.

Hector's opinion, great mud glaciers would be formed which, slipping down into

the valleys and lakes, would bring the road to a depth of perhaps forty feet, and
render escape impossible to any one thus cut off. He thinks the danger to human
life now from this cause is infinitely greater than from an increase in the volcanic

energy. The lakes, filled with vast masses of mud, would overflow, and a long

period, perhaps months, must elapse before the country can settle into a condition

of anything like permanent subsidence.

Professors Brown and Thomas, having analysed samples of the volcanic debris

Avhich fell on the East Coast, make the following report :
—" Samples of volcanic

dust collected at Tauranga have been examined at the University College labora-

tories. A small proportion of the matter is soluble, and consists of free hydro-

chloric and sulphuric acids, and sulphates and chlorides of lime, soda, and potash,

the last being present in smallest quantity. These substances are of value as

manure, and although the percentage amount of them present in the dust is small,

yet, in the many tons of dust which must have fallen upon every acre in certain

districts, the total c^uantity of the valuable substance must be considerable. But
the precise value of the dust can only be shown by further quantitative analysis.

Seen under the microscope, the dust is found to consist of angular grains of quartz

(about 1.5 per cent), of volcanic glass, and finely divided pumice, fragments of

felspar, hornblende, and other volcanic minerals, as well as a large amount of

decomposed minerals, such as are found when the volcanic rock has been rotted by
the action of steam. The appearance of the dust under the microscope does not

suggest that the dust will be of very high value as manure."

Mr. H. 0. Forbes.—Although no definite information has yet been received by

us that Mr. Forbes has been able to resume his attempt to ascend Mount Owen
Stanley, hopes are entertained that the necessary funds will be subscribed in

order to render this possible. Mr. John Douglas, the Special Commissioner

for New Guinea, in a telegram to the Premier of New South Wales, says :

—

" Forbes has been obliged to suspend operations in New Guinea from want of

funds. I.regard ascent of Mount Stanley as impracticable at present, but much
regret suspension of advance from Sogeri. Forbes requires i;2000 to pay expenses.

Propose to give £500 from Protectorate funds. Mr. GriflSth very favourable, and

willing to guarantee an equal amount to any guaranteed by New South Wales.

Have asked Sir Arthur Palmer to communicate with you. Suggest that Forbes
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should start from Sogeri in July with party of South Sea Islanders, making across

gap in range between Owen Stanley and Mount O'Brey, elevation of 7000 feet,

C41anville Island, and Holnicote Bay or Dyke-Ackland Bay. Forbes approves of

this proposal. If i'500 respectively, can be guaranteed by Queensland, New South

Wales, and Victoria, could set to work, and would probably secure important

geographical results this season, by opening track from sea to sea across the

peninsula. Forbes has secured goodwill of natives, some days ahead of Sogeri."

The Mercury, published in Hobart, Tasmania, contains, in its issue for 4th

June, the following telegram from Cooktown, May 31st :

—

"It is understood the High Commissioner has guaranteed £500 from the Pro-

tectorate funds, and is in communication with the Colonial Governments with a

view to obtain a guarantee of the remaining £1500. If this amount could be

obtained, the expedition Avould start early in July, which is a favourable time of

the year, it being the custom of the natives to burn off the grass at that time for

hunting purposes. It is believed the High Commissioner could obtain a small

lugger to go round to Holnicote Bay or Glanville Island, and meet Mr. Forbes

there ; but he hopes, if the expedition is organised, that one of the men-of-war on

the station would be kept on the look-out. A good deal depends on the prompti-

tude with which Mr. Forbes is supported."

Mr. Forbes delivered a lecture, the latter end of May, in Cooktown, a tele-

graphic summary of which is published in the Melbourne Argus for 5th June.

He gave a sketch of the plan of operations during the wet season, and of the

collecting and drying of plants. Over one thousand specimens had been collected,

one set of which had been forwarded to Baron von Mueller for determination.

Throughout the trip he had carried on a most arduous trigonometrical survey,

besides taking meteorological observations six times in every twenty-four hours.

The survey has been carried beyond Lake Meroka, and is on the scale of one inch

to the mile. His Malays became rapidly acclimatised, and the distrust which at

first mutually existed between them and the natives soon vanished. An experi-

mental garden was established at Sogeri, and everything was flourishing amaz-

ingly ; but he was of opinion that the difficulty of carriage would preclude the

valley from becoming a white man's settling ground. He extolled the natives as

kind, timid, and inoffensive. He drew a ijainfuUy harrowing picture of the terror

that took possession of them when an epidemic disease, working inland from the

coast, caused a fearful mortality among them ; how they deserted their villages

and rted to the forests and jungles, leaving their families in isolated huts. One

chief called into the depot, a mere skeleton, to bid Mr. Forbes good-bye before

dying. He took him in, gave him medicine and generous food, and brought about

a rapid cure. The news spread far and wide, and formed a bond of aflection

between himself and the people. For weeks the camp resembled a hospital, and

very many were cured ; but, owing to the dread the natives had of going near the

coast, it was impossible to obtain supplies, and the party were reduced to quarter

rations daily. The lecturer detailed the final effort by Mr. Chalmers and himself

to reach Owen Stanley via Ebe, but it failed, through the superstitious terror of

the natives, who, after promising to lead the party, decamped during the night.

Tliey were therefore forced to return to Sogeri, and thence to Queensland.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Boma, we learn, is to be the capital of the Congo Free State.

The population of Buenos Ayres, on April 30, 1886, was 398,498.

The Kermadec and the Ellice Islands have been annexed by Great Britain.
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We are glad to learn the Foreign Office propose issuing monthly digests of the

British Consular Reports.

In the Aradi'inii, August 21st, ^Ir. H. F. Tozer describes his visit to Lesbos in

the spring of the present year.

The Russian Trans-Caspian Railway, it is announced by telegraph, has been

opened for traffic as far as iNIerv. {Vide ante, page S86, vol. ii.)

M. Bouquet de la Grye has communicated to the Academie des Sciences a

project for removing the accumulation of sand which bars the mouth of the

River Senegal.

The scheme for the construction of the Manchester Ship Canal has, we learn,

fallen in abeyance, owing to the necessary capital not having been subscribed

within the prescribed period.

M. Edouard Viard, the former colleague of Count de Semelle, the explorer of

the river Niger, is about to enter on an exploration of the district of Equatorial

Africa lying between the Benue and the Congo.

An expedition, under the direction of 3/. Bourne, of the French Legation at

Pekin, is fitting out for the exploration of the south-east part of the Chinese province

of Yunnan. The journey is expected to last two years.

Professor Dr. Friedrich Ratzel, the well-known Professor of Geography at the

Technische Hochschule, Munich, and President of the Munich Geographical

Society, has been appointed Professor of Geography in the University of Leipzig.

In the iii.-iv. Jahrcsbericht of the Wiirtemberg Verein fiir Handelsgeographie,

edited by our Honorary Corresponding Member, Herr E. Metzger, we observe Dr.

F. Hofmeister's article on the German Colonies in Brazil
; A. Kuppler on Surinam

;

and a paper by the editor on the eruption of Krakatoa.

The same periodical contains a reproduction (borrowed from Dr. Georg Ebers'

Cicerone durch das alte und neue JEgypteu, 1886) of the relief from the Temple of

Karnak, which represents Seti i. returning from the construction of the first Suez

Canal.

In the Academy, August 7th, Dr. James Burgess gives an account of his enter-

prising visit to Sri-Sailam, about 80 miles down the Krishna Elver from Karnul,

and shows reason for identifying it with the Po'-lo-yu, or "Pigeon" monastery of

Fa-hian, and the Po-lo-mo-lo-ki-li, or " Black Mountain," of Hiwen Thsang.

The Report of the Munich Geographical Society for 1885 has just been pub-

lished. During the year seventeen meetings were held. • The Society consists of

six Princes, twenty-seven honorary members, three corresponding members, two

hundred and seventy-eight ordinary members, and four extraordinary members.

Map of the Province of Sao Paulo, Brazil.—A Commission has been appointed

by the provincial authorities of Sao Paulo to make a topographical, geological, and

productional survey of the province—the command being intrusted to Dr. Orville

Adalberto Derby, Director of the 3d Section of the National Museum, Rio de

Janeiro.

An important address on "Acclimatisation and Colonisation," by Herr Angus

Hirsch, is published in the third number of the Zeitsclirift fur Eflinograjyhie, 1886.

He comes to the conclusion that it is impossible for northern Europeans to become

acclimatised in tropical countries, although he allows that it is possible for them to

live in a tropical climate for some years without sufl'ering any permanent harm, on

condition that they abstain from cultivation of the soil.
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NEW BOOKS.

Longman's School Geography. By George G. Chisholm, M.A., B.Sc. London :

Longmans, Green, and Co., 1886.

In preparing his School Geography, Mr. Chishohn has avoided most, of the

errors into which the compilers of such books in this country are prone to faU. If

he has gone abroad, and particuhxrly to Germany, for his models, he has been

careful not to follow them slavishly. In describing the book as a "School"

Geography, the author must obviously have in view only middle-class and upper-

class schools, and Training Colleges ; for a book of 320 pages, costing 3s. 6d., is of

course out of the question in the case of elementary schools. In two respects

particularly the work deserves high praise. The one is the prominence given to

the physical character of each country, in relation to political and industrial

details ; the other is that the pages are not over-burdened with names. The first

feature makes the book eminently instructive, the second makes it distinctly

interesting. Of the educative use made of physical characteristics, a good example

is found in the treatment of Scandinavia, where the sparseness of the population is

ascribed to the position and the natural features of the country. " A large part of

the peninsula," it is pointed out, " lies within the Arctic Circle, and though the

Avestern shores are under peculiarly favourable intluences as regards climate, the

benefit of these influences is felt only to a slight distance inland, owing to the

nature of the surface." In explanation of this, notice is taken of the fact that

" the greater part of the peninsula consists of a plateau of hard rocks, which sinks

abruptly down on the west or Norwegian side," and that the greater part of its

surface is everywhere too high for cultivation. " It is not even covered to any

great extent with pastures, but chiefly with mosses and lichens, where it does not

rise above the limit of perpetual snow." References are constantly made to the

Physical Introduction where the author is dealing with specific peculiarities : the

peculiar influences affecting the climate of Scandinavia, for instance, are explained

by a reference to the Gulf Stream in the introductory chapter. And in this and

other ways a constant appeal is made to the reasoning faculties of the student,

as well as to the observing powers of his mind. It is satisfactory to find that

the surface of Scotland is for once correctly described in a school text-book.

" There is nothing," Mr. Chisholm says, " that can be called a mountain chain or

range. The whole region is, like Wales, an area covered everywhere (except

in the parts of the east already mentioned) by mountains and hills separated

by deep valleys (glens), which have been hollowed out in what seems to have

been once an elevated plateau." Of the second feature referred to above—the

paucity of names— examples might be quoted from every chapter, and in con-

nection with every country, in the book. Nowhere do we find the long and

barren lists that form so reixilsive a feature of most school books of geography.

The places that are mentioned are skilfully woven into the narrative of physical,

commercial, or other noteworthy peculiarities. Sound judgment is on the whole

shown in the selection of places, the rule adopted being to give no place that is

not worthy of being noticed and remembered, not only in the country to which

it belongs, but also outside of it. In Scotland, again to take an example from near

home, only thirty towns are given, and scarcely any place of general interest is

omitted. We miss, it is true, such centres of industry in different lines as Renfrew

and Stonehaven, and places of historic interest like Dumbarton, Linlithgow, and
Dunbar. Probably, however, Ave are influenced by provincial partiality : in such

cases the standpoint of the impartial spectator is the safest. Other valuable
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features of the work are the attention bestowed on ethnography, and the frequent

references made to the etymologj^ and significance of geographical names. We are

glad to be able to acknowledge the accuracy of the account given of the genesis

of the Anglo-Scottish, or Scoto-English, language : we have rarely seen the point

so clearly put. The special chapters on ]SIathematical and Physical Geography are

extremely well done. Note may also be taken of the excellent description of the

Alps in a special chapter between those on Germany and Switzerland. The whole

book is written in a good style—plain and terse. The illustrations are admirable,

and truly educative, and, like the letterpress, they are extremely well printed.

Becoiiocimiento del Rio Bnta-Palena i del Canal FaUos por el Vapor de la reptihlica

" Tore" bajo la direccion del Capitan graduado de Fregata, Don Ramon Ser-

rano, M. Santiago de Chile, Imprenta Nacioiial, Moneda, 112, 1886.

The second part of this report is the more valuable from a practical point of

view. It is well known that vessels passing along the western coast of Patagonia

have been accustomed to take adA-antage of the long fiord-like channel which runs

for 200 miles between the Gulf of Penas (47^ 40' S. lat.) and the Gulf of Trinidad,

and that it Avould be even more extensively used if it were not for the dangerous

English Narrows—Angostura Inglesa. On the one side of this channel lies the

mainland ; on the other extends what was till quite recently known as Welling-

ton Island but has been proved by Captain Ramon Serrano to be a group of

islands. The southern island still retains the old name ; it is separated on the

north by the Latorre Channel from Serrano Island, which in its turn is separated

from Pratt Island by a channel, the western part of which is named after Cortes

Ojca, and tiie eastern after Serrano's vessel, the Toro. These cross channels com-

municate with a great channel which runs north and south, parallel with the

northern part of Messier Channel, and which it was supposed might supply even a

better passage from the Gulf of Peiias than the Messier Channel itself. Unfortun-

ately,the Fallos Channel, instead of continuing southward behind the protection of the

islands as far as the Gulf of Trinidad, terminates south-eastward in a narrow cul-dc-

sac, called the Machado Channel, and south-westward in the broad Ladrillero

Channel, which opens directly into the Pacific. While Captain Serrano has thus

been obliged to disappoint the expectations of Chilian navigators, he has found for

them one or two new harbours, the most important of which is Puerto Grande.

The first part of his volume is occupied with his explorations of the Buta-Palena.

On the 27th January 1885 he reached the anchorage of the Piti-Palena, when the

season was much advanced and the water of the river had decreased, so as to render

the ascent more difficult. The Piti-Palena inlet is a small arm of the sea running

inland for 7 miles in a S.E. direction. The west side is formed for the most part

of a low island, a kind of delta formed by the Buta-Palena, which Serrano calls

the Isla de Los Leones. The eastern side is composed of high steep hills, clJthed

halfway up with forest, but bare on the top ; and the depth along the coast is seldom

less than 150 feet. The mouth of the inlet is opposite the Corcovado Gulf, in the

parallel of 43° 46' S. lat. Its entrance is protected by Huala or Guala Point, a

rocky promontory, forming on the south side a fine bay, which however is too

deep for anchoring. Passing up the inlet, a good anchorage in 40 feet is

found off the Isla de los Leones. In rainy weather the hills are adorned with

waterfalls and streams ; but a few days' drought is enough to make them all dis-

appear, and ships would require to water on the island. The rocks and caves of

this coast used to be frequented by seals, but they have been driven away by that

indiscriminate hunting which is gradually rooting them out along all the Pata-

gonian coasts. The Island de los Leones is 3i miles long by one wide, and has a
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surface of 1200 hectares, covered with trees of all the species that grow in the

Chiloe islands. There are several lagoons in tlie interior abounding in fish. In

this vicinity strange noises are heard, which have heljjed to keep alive the belief in

the " City of the Cnesars," which we still found had such a hold on the people of the

island of Quehui that they attempted to persuade our men to desert the ship, and

not rislv their lives in an expedition to the demon-guarded spot. Captain Musters

mentions that he heard similar noises on the eastern side of the Cordillera, and

found the natives explaining them by a similar legend, although they were

evidently produced by a volcano in action. Moraleda, the pilot, thought that the

noises were produced by the winds striking the sea and the hollows of the coast in

the various gullies and gorges. "For my part," says Serrano, "I have often listened

to them, and they seem to have their origin near at hand, and could not be the

same as those heard on the other side of the Cordillera ; and as the days on which

I heard them were exceptionally calm, I am disposed to think that they are pro-

duced not by the winds, but by avalanches."

The mouth of the Eio Buta-Palena is crossed by a bar of sand, which during

the dry season (January to March) renders the river accessible only to vessels

drawing 8 feet, but in the rest of the year allows the passage of vessels drawing

16 feet.

Persia, ike Land of the Imams : a Narrative of Travel and Residence, 1871-1885.

By James Bassett, Missionary of the Presbyterian Board. New York,

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1886. Pp. xviii, 244. No Index. Sketch Map,
showing routes.

Mr. Bassett, leaving New York on August 9th, 1871, reached Trebizond on

12th September, and thence started overland for Urmiah, or, as he spells it,

.Oroomiah. His route led him by Gumish Khanah (House of Silver), Beyburt,

Erzerum, Takah, Mullah Suliman, Kara Kallesia, Utch Kallesia (where he was

shown the tomb of half the body of John the Baptist), Kizil Diza (a village in-

habited by Yezdis), Delamon, and Gavalan. The account of this journey, and a

description of the city of Urmiah, with its Nestorian settlement and American

missions, occupies the first three chapters. We next have the author's journey,

May 28th—July 18th, 1871, from Urmiah by Gavalan andKalasarto Tabriz, thence

by Zengan, Sultaniah, and Kazvin to Tehran ; from Tehran to Hamadan, and thence

home to Urmiah. Chapter viii. takes us in April by a well-known route from

Tehran by Kum and Kashan to Ispahan ; and Chapter ix. from the same centre

north-west by Rasht, Lankoran, Baku, Shirwan, to Tiflis and Poti. Two chapters

are devoted to a journey in April 1878, between Tehi-an and Mashhad, and the rest

of the volume is occupied by a general sketch of Persia, a " bibliography "' of some

72 entries, and a one-page table of distances and altitudes. As Mr. Bassett hardly

ever di" erged from the beaten track, he contributes comparatively little of abso-

lutely new material to the geography of the country ; but even those who have

read many volumes about Persia will find matter of entertainment in his pages.

The accounts of Urmiah, on the one hand, and of Mashhad on the other, are per-

haps the most interesting. It is curious to find an American, in spite of such an

outstanding instance as Salt Lake City, propounding the doctrine that the body of

water generally known as Lake of Urmia or Maragha, and by the Persians as

Dariatche Shahi, is " not xiroperhj termed a lake, since the waters are salt." In his

attempt to render the pronunciation of Persian words clear to the English eye, jNIr.

Bassett is sometimes hardly happy. Koom and Nishapoor are, of course, recognised

forms as well as Nishapur and Kum ; but the " house of Ale " rather suggests a

tavern than the dynasty of the great Caliph, and if Poti, the current spelling, runs
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a risk of being rimed with " not I,'' Pote is in equal danger of being rimed

with " rote." jMr. Bassett is generally careful to give the altitudes of the principal

points along his route—a matter of no small interest in Persia, where many of the

more important cities are built at what in Europe would be an extraordinary

elevation above the sea.

Risultati delV Inchiesta sulle condizioni igieniclu e sanitarie nei comuni del Regno.

Parte Prima. Roma, 1886. Pp. xvi, 182.

This is another of the publications of the Statistical Department of Italy which,

under Professor Bodio's direction, has done so much for the statistics, not of Italy

only, but of Europe. We have here a systematic survey of the medical geography

of each of the sixty-nine provincial chief towns of Italy. The information was

furnished in reply to a schedule of inquiry sent out to the " Sindics " of the Com-

munes by the Minister of the Interior, and is remarkably full and definite.

NEW MAPS.

{Edited by Professor James Geikie, LL.D., F.R.S.)

ASIA.

BURMA, with parts of India, China, and Siam. Compiled from the latest

Surveys, with additions from observations, by Mr. J. Axxan Brtce. Scale, 47

miles to an inch.

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, August 1886.

At the present time this handy and complete little map ought to prove

specially useful and interesting. It accompanies Mr. Annan Bryce's Paper on

•' Burma : the Country and its People," and incorporates a variety of information—

the distribution of the peoples, minerals, and commercial products.

AFRICA.

AFRIKA, Spezial Karte von , in Massstab von 1 : 4,000,000. 10 Blatt.

Entworfen von Hermanx Habenicht, bearbeitet von demselben, Bruno Domann,

und Dr. Richard Ltjddeckk. Gotha : Justus Perthes, Price, 18 M.
This splendid large map, which is now" completed, really represents almost all

our cartographic knowledge of Africa up to the present year, 1886. Although not

beautifully engraved or produced as a piece of minutely artistic map work, yet,

as a specimen of geographical compilation, it certainly is, as it was intended to be,

a very fitting monument to the centenary of the great geographical publishing house

of Justus Perthes. Herr Habenicht and the other geographers who have been

engaged on the map, deserve to be congratulated on the evidently very thorough

and complete manner in which they have carried out their task. A useful feature,

Avhich should be more generally adopted in publishing such maps, is a leaflet

alonw with each sheet acknowledging the sources from which it has been

compiled. The orographical and ethnographical inset maps are supplements of

great value.

LUDERITZ-LAND, Itinerar und Trigonometrische Aufnahmen in , von H.

PoHLE. Massstab, 1 : 1,000,000.

Petermann's Mitteilungen, Jahrgang 1886, Tafel 11. Gotha: Justus Perthes.

This little map and its accompanying report is another contribution towards

our knowledge of Great Namaqua Land, or what the Germans now caU " Liideritz-

Land," after the enterprising merchant who is doing so much towards promoting

the exploration and commercial development of this great country of sandhiUs.
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By Joseph Thomson,

Honorary Member, Scottish Geographical Society.

In the following sketch of a trip undertaken last year from Liverpool

to the capitals of Sokoto and Gandu, in the Central Sudan, I propose to

ask you to accompany me to what may be fairly called classic ground in

the history of the exploration of Africa. The glamour of recent dis-

covery, the romantic rise of a new State, and the journeys of various

travellers, have almost driven out of the public mind the deeds of our

early explorers, and the countries which their martyred lives laid open to

European enterprise have been almost forgotten, except to the few who
make a study of such matters. To the many, Africa appears to be a con-

tinent inhabited only by pagans of the most barbarous type, divided into

congeries of small tribes, and with no traces of a better life reflected in its

dark and repulsive features. To the few only is it known that in the

depths of the so-called Dark Continent there exist several empires (and these

of no small extent), as well governed as we were ourselves eight centuries

ago, consisting of peoples Avho are wonderfully advanced in various arts

and industries, and who in their millions, morning, noon, and evening,

with heads bowed to the dust, acknowledge the omnipotence of a com-

passionate God, thus showing that, after some fashion, they have grasped

the great truth that man lives not by bread alone. Of such sort are the

peoples who inhabit the Central Sudan, a region specially sacred to British

enterprise, and whose burning sandy deserts and pestilential swamps have

1 For the illustrations accompanying tliis Paper we are indebted to the courtesy of the

proprietors of Good Words.
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been made memorable by the hardships and toils of Park, Clapperton,

Lander, Denhara, Eichardson, Earth, and a host of others, who, in their

attempts to open them up to the geographical and commercial worlds,

have, with rare exceptions, paid their lives as the price.

Somewhat tardily, this region, bought for us by the labours and lives

of these heroic pioneers, has been at last secured to British commerce
;

and now along the great waterway which traA^erses and drains the Central

Sudan from Timbuktu to the ocean, and over the whole basin of its

great eastern tributary, the Benu6, the British flag flies supreme.

In view of the importance as well as the recentness of this acquisition,

it may not be inappropriate for me to ask you to revisit those parts with

me, and, without entering into geographical minutiae—which are so

abundantly to be found elsewhere—to note for } ou the scenes which more

immediately attract the general traveller's attention as he moves rapidly,

first by river and then by land, to the goal which he has fixed for himself.

I find it well to adopt this plan for two very good reasons. In the

first place, the object of my mission was purely political and commercial,

requiring the utmost possible desjDatch in its execution (and that this was

kept in view may be gathered from the fact that the journey from Liver-

pool to Sokoto and back again only occupied seven months). My second

reason for giving you personal impressions instead of a continuous record

of hard facts is this, that I was so unfortunate as to be plundered of all

my diaries and papers on my way back, so that I am reduced to the

necessity of depending on my memory.

In the beginning of February last year, I left Liverpool bound for

Akassa, at the mouth of the river Niger, where my inland journey was to

commence.

Our ocean voyage was slow, and would have been tedious but for the

fact that we visited almost every place of the slightest importance along

the whole West Coast, from the French settlement of Goree to Old Cala-

bar, lying between the mouth of the Niger and the Cameroons.

The lessons to be derived from glimpses of what we have done in these

pestilential regions, and of the influence for good or evil which contact

with white men has had upon the blacks, are instructive in the extreme.

Though there is much which we, as Britons, have reason to be proud of,

there is, I fear, still more that we ought to feel ashamed of. On the one

hand, we see well-built and substantial towns rising up, monuments to

British enterprise, in the midst of the most deadly conditions ; we see

missionary heroes fighting an unequal battle, pursuing often, it is true,

the most impracticable methods, yet fighting to the death, believing

doubtless in the saying that the blood of the martyrs is the seed of the

Church. The persevering energies of our merchants also cannot but com-

mand, with certain reservations, a measure of praise and admiration, for

they also have a terribly uphill battle to fight. But, on the other hand,

the evil influence of our contact with the native has without doubt been

simply appalling, and for the moment sadly counterbalances what little
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good we have done. For every native we have brought to the confession

of Christianity, we have driven a thousand into deeper depravity than

before, and ruined them body and soul. We commenced our intercourse

with these ill-fated people by shipping them in myriads to a life of slavery

;

and now in the nineteenth century we continue our kind attentions by

supplying them with incredible quantities of gin, rum, gunpowder, and

guns, and it is doubtful whether the evils arising from the latter traffic

do not quite outrun the horrors of the former.

ECMcarenstsin., del

Another thing which I am convinced is doing much harm, and stifling

both the civilisation of the negro and the extension of commercial enter-

prise is the fact that the Coast Settlements are quite absurdly over-governed.

The system adopted is totally unsuited to the wants and conditions of the

localities. Government, as conducted from Downing Street, is no doubt

intended to be just and equitable, yet it is practically neither more nor

less than misgovernment, and it hangs like an incubus over the settle-

ments. Little or no progress can be expected till a radical change is intro-

duced, in the line of giving greater liberty of action to the authorities on
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the spot, simplification of the administrative machinery and adoption of

laws suited to the peculiarities of an uncivilised race with undeveloped

brains.

Remarks of this kind, however, you Avill say, are outside the scope of

this Section, and recognising this, I hurry on to the mouth of the

Niger.

After a voyage of six weeks we finally cast anchor at Akassa on the

15th of March, and from thence our river voyage commenced on board

one of the launches of the National African Company,^ whose ambassador

I was, and to whom the government of the whole of the Lower Niger has

been handed over within the last two months. Akassa, it may be men-

tioned, is neither more nor less than the headquarters and depot of the

powerful trading companj^ I have just mentioned. Here, in the midst of

impenetrable mangrove swamps, in a zone of perpetual rains, a great series

of Avell-built stores, comfortable dwelling-houses, wharfs, and fine iron

piers, have sprung up on a mere spit of sand. The lake-like creek which

lies in front is dotted over with hulks, river launches, and steamers of

strange design and type. The view is bounded on all sides by monotonous

giant mangrove, except where westward a gap in the foliaged barrier

admits the sea breeze and reveals the ever-disturbed waters of the

Atlantic, breaking incessantly upon the bar with a rhythmic sullen

roar.

That part of the Niger which I traversed, lying between Akassa and

the once important town of Eabba, may be conveniently divided into

three sections, according to the physiographical conditions which prevail

—(1) the Delta; (2) the low-lying region beyond; and (3) the irregular

valley which has been cut out of the interior plateau. Let me try to

convey to your minds some faint impression of the characteristics of each

of these sections.

The Delta, with its apex extending towards the north, has a length

of about eighty miles, and presents probably as repulsive an aspect

as any similar region on the face of the globe. In its southern part,

where it is but in the first stage of becoming land, there is nothing

but slimy mud grasped by the cuttlefish-like mangrove, which prevents

it being washed away into the ocean. The atmosphere reeks Avith pesti-

lential odours. Hardly a sound breaks the death-like stillness which

prevails, unless it be the ear-piercing shriek of a parrot, or the equally

shrill bark of a monkey, while almost the only other sign of life to be

seen is the kingfisher in rapid flight along the surface of the river. In

this vile region man finds it impossible to live. It is only towards the

apex of the delta that he can venture upon waging war with Nature with

the slightest hope of wresting from her the wherewithal to live. In

this latter part, indeed. Nature raises a rich and golden crop of palm-

oil nuts ; and these tempt the almost fever-proof natives to brave the

1 Now known as the Royal Niger Company, Chartered and Limited.
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malaria and all the discomforts of an annually overflowing river. But
though I thus depict the Delta in these uninviting colours, it must not be
supposed that these would be the impressions acquired by the traveller

steaming up the river. On the contrary, he would only be called upon
to admire the primeval forest, kaleidoscopic in its arrangement of foliage,

though monotonous in colour. The river, shaded by its canopy of trees,

and winding in sharp silvery curves, presents to him many a pleasant

picture, and he might imagine the place an ideal Arcadia. Let him land,

however, and only too soon would he be disillusionised. Tangled bush
would meet him in the face. This he might, perhaps, penetrate, but
only to find himself surrounded by an under forest of weird aerial man-
grove roots ; while at each step he would sink in slimy ooze, from which

Akassa.

would bubble out malarious and malodorous gases. Myriads of mos-

quitoes, disturbed in their gloomy resorts, would settle on him, and drive

him distracted by their blood-thirsty attacks. Parrots, affrighted in their

solitary haunts, would fly away with ear-piercing shrieks ; and monkeys,

indignant at the unwonted intrusion, would fill the formerly silent soli-

tudes with their noisy clamour. Baffled in his attempts, and maddened

by his insect tormentors, the adventurer Avould soon gladly return to his

launch a sadder and a wiser man.

On leaving the Delta and entering the second region, a brighter scene

meets the eye. Instead of the narrow branch, which so far we have

followed, we now steam into the broad bosom of the undivided river.

No longer confined to a leafy tunnel, we breathe with pleasure the river

breeze that daily stirs the water into ripples, and tempers the excessive

heat of the sun. The scenes which here present themselves are the ideal

ones, which find a place in the minds of no small number of untravelled
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travellei's. Here are arboreal growths of great size and beauty, and of all

conceivable forms, from palms the most graceful and feathery, to trees so

densely foliaged that no ray of the sun passes through. Arranged in

ever-varying groups, they present pictures of infinite attractiveness j

numerous clearings tell of a successful war with Nature, which here

with less danger and trouble yields up her fruits to the rude efforts of

the barbarians ; villages peep cosily from the protecting shadow of the

forest; and groups of scantily-clothed inhabitants watch with lazy in-

difference our progress up the rivex', pausing in their various primitive

occupations to see if we propose landing. Children, naked as the day

they were born, dive or swim, with much fun and splashing, near the

banks, while gliding along before us to plantations are numerous small

canoes propelled by paddles. In less frequented parts, the river is made
interesting by the sight of crocodiles lying like stranded logs at the edge

of the water, or of hippopotami, now sunning themselves on the banks,

anon, for greater safety, showing nothing but their heads in some deep

back-water of the river. The many sand-banks, which diversify and break

up the river at this period of low water, are dotted with numerous water-

fowl, which further enliven the scene by rapid flights overhead ; while, far

up in the heavens, kites and other birds of prey Avheel round in graceful

circles, watching their opportunity to sink earthward.

This middle zone, 140 miles in length, is flat over the greater part of

its area, gradually, however, passing into low undulations as it approaches

the interior plateau. Towards the south the country is flooded when
the Niger is at its highest. The soil is sandy, and not rich in fertile

ingredients ; but, from the superabundance of heat and moisture, plenty

of food is obtained with little toil, this district being specially famous for

its splendid yams, the staple food of the region. The inhabitants are

ugly and repulsive in the extreme,—mostly cannibals. They are broken

up into numerous small clans, who are ever at war with each other.

Fetishism reigns supreme among them.

It is a fact well worthy of our attention that, as the traveller passes

up the river and finds a continually improving climate, along with more

genial natural conditions, he coincidently observes a higher type of

humanity—better-ordered communities, more comfort, with more industry.

That these pleasanter conditions are due to the improved environment

cannot be doubted. To the student with Darwinian instincts most

instructive lessons might be derived from a study of the relations between

man and nature in these regions.

Towards the northern limit of this middle zone the country begins to

undulate, rising here and there over a hundred feet above the level of

the river ; the trees growing in less favourable conditions rarely reach

the magnificent development which obtains further south ; altogether,

nature presents a sterner aspect.

These changes usher in the third zone of our river journey. At a

distance of about 200 miles in a straiijht line from the coast the land
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suddenly springs into a series of bold picturesque mountains, which form

the commanding outworks or escarpment of the inner low plateau

region. Through these mountains the Niger finds its way by a narrow,

veritably adamantine gateway. Like huge pillars on either side rise

isolated peaks and table-topped mounts, grand in the extreme in their

defiant barren ruggedness, though graced by pliant creeper and dark-

foliaged shrubs. The river channel itself, as if to render further advance

impossible, is studded with small islands and hidden rocks, round which

the river sweeps and swirls in fierce currents, as if in anger at being

obstructed.

Natives of the Lower Niger.

Under careful pilotage this dangerous part is safely breasted, and, as

the shades of evening rapidly fall over rocky hill and river reach, we

breathe again, and steam into the lake-like expanse formed by the con-

fluence of the Niger with its great eastern tributary, the Benu6, at the

now well-known station of Lokoja.

In passing through this rocky and dangerous barrier we leave behind

us the Coast regions and enter the Central Sudan ; and the changes which

occur, whether physiographical or ethnological, are striking in the

extreme. We exchange the mangrove swamps and flat alluvial plains,

but recently acquired from the ocean, for a plateau region carved by the

ceaseless action of natural agents, through unknown a3ons, into deep valleys,

rugged peaks, or picturesque mountain ranges. Instead of the primeval

forest with its majestic trees, evidence of a young and virgin soil and
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congenial climate, we are now surrounded by more stunted and gnarled

growths, indicating a drier climate and more arid soil. The palm-oil

tree has practically disappeared, and, for purposes of trade, is replaced

by a tree of almost equal value—but of different family—a species of

Bassia, which supplies the shea-butter of commerce. Sorghum or Kaffir

corn, along with maize, supply the natives with their chief food instead

of yams, while cattle, sheep and goats, horses and donkeys, become for

the first time important elements in the scenes which attract our observa-

tion.

But it is in the people themselves that the most remarkable differences

are noticeable. What we have already said about the influence of natural

environment on the mental and physical status of the natives, applies here

with great force. A denser population in conjunction with a soil which is

less productive, and a climate less adapted to producing luxuriant tropical

growths, while on the other hand greatly more healthy and exhilarating,

have all combined to make the struggle for existence more difficult, with

the consequence of developing a higher type of man, mentally and bodily.

We are still dealing with negroes, but how different are they ! Behind

us are the unwashed barbarous sans-culotks of the Coast region, with fetish-

ism, cannibalism, and the gin bottle in congenial union ; before us lies a

people astir Avith religious activity and enthusiasm, and wonderfully far

advanced in the arts and industries. In well-governed emj^ires great towns

have sprung up, which ring with the stirring din of a hundred industries.

Here is no veneer, no mere form ; no extraneous influences bolster up a

savage people to the semblance of civilisation. Before the watchword

of Islam and the cry "There is but one God," fetishism and all its

degraded rites have disappeared like a black fog before a healthy heaven-

sent breeze and blazing sun. Whatever may be said of Mohammedanism
in its birthplace and its chief seats in the present day, there can be no

doubt that it has a great living influence for good in these semi-civilised

regions of the Central Sudan. It supplies the tie which binds a hundred

alien peoples together into great empires, and which is rapidly transform-

ing the whole political aspect of Africa north of the Line. Clearly there

is something in Mohammedanism singularly adapted to the Negro capacity,

and the conditions of a tropical existence ; and, whatever may be said

about it in comparison with Christianity, it undoubtedly bridges the gulf

which separates the latter from native paganism, and supplies a stepping-

stone to a higher life, giving an impulse to backward heathendom which,

properly and judiciously fostered, may lead eventually to great ends.

At present Islam is irresistibly moving west and south, and those who
wish well to the native will watch with pleasure this onward march, for

it is the vanguard of civilisation ; and more especially will they pray that

it may successfully grapple with the gin trade, which, so far, has been our

most prominent contribution to unhappy Africa.

With these preliminary remarks, we may now continue more directly

our examination of the country as it passes before us. Lokoja, I may
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remind you, lies in the south-west corner of the kingdom of Nup6, and

therefore of the empire of Gandu, to which it belongs, though the tie is

of the weakest. From its situation at the confluence and on the border

land of the empire, it is the Port Said of these parts, for here gather all

the scamps, thieves, and cut-throats of the surrounding districts. It

boasts, however, of a governor with an English name, who has received

a certain amount of education in England. At one time it was occupied

by a British Consul.

As far as Lokoja our direction has been almost due north ; now, in

proceeding onward, the river trends first N.N.E. in sharp curves, in a

View in S'

narrow gorge-like valley cut out of red sandstones of the plateau, which

here presents a flat surface and precipitous barren escarpment to the

river. After nearly thirty miles the river turns to the N.N.W., and then

the valley begins gradually to open out till it reaches a breadth of nearly

thirty miles, the lands on either side being sparsely treed and uninhabited,

owing to the fact that the whole country is transformed into a lake during

the floods. At the time of our ascent of the river, in the beginning of

April, the Avaters Avere not at their lowest, nor were they so till three

months later on,—the middle of July. Still, even in April, the water was

shallow, and required careful pilotage and incessant steering from one

side to the other, according to the direction of the currents and the

position of the great yellow sand-banks which occupied no small part of
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the river's bed. At a distance of nearly eighty miles from Lokoja we

reached the filthy town of Egga, perched on a low ridge about a mile

from the river. It is occupied by a population of between 5000 and

10,000 people, mostly migratory, and derives its importance from the fact

of its being the chief centre of commerce between Yoruba on the one

hand and Nupe on the other. It is also the chief depot and place of

business of the National African Company in their dealings with Illorin

and Bida, the respective capitals of these two dependencies. As an

honest description of this town would not be very savoury, I shall not

inflict it upon you, but proceed.

Leaving Egga, we first steam almost due west for forty miles, past a most

picturesque range called Eennell's, which is diversified by beautiful cones

and table-topped mountains, when the river trends W.N.W. for another

sixty miles to Kabba, formerly the great capital of Nupe, now reduced to

a mere village by the transference of the seat of government to Bida and

the decimation of the people, as the consequence of a rebellion against the

ruling class of the Fillani tribe.

At Eabba our river voyage was brought to a close, for above this

occurs a series of dangerous rocks and impassable rapids, rendered

memorable as the scene of Park's death at one part, and of the wreck of a

Government surveying vessel at another. A land march was now required

in order to reach Sokoto, and for that we were prepared. During our

fortnight's cruise up the river, we had not been idly employed noting the

aspects of Niger life and scenery I have described to you. In that short

time we had contrived to impress into oixr service coast labourers from

the different factories to the number of 120, and at the same time to make
up our goods and stores into the necessary loads and bales. Hence it

was, that the day after we reached Eabba we were fully equipped in every

detail for the caravan march. There were good reasons for this haste.

Up to this time Malike, king of Nupe, had held a monopoly in the inter-

course between the Sudan and the traders, and he knew the value of

retaining that position. We Avere only too well aware that if he scented

our objects in proceeding to his liege-lord in Gandu and to the Sultan of

Sokoto, we might bid adieu to any further hopes of advancing inland.

Malike knew we were passing up the river, but he did not know that

stowed away in launches and barges was a completely equipped caravan

;

and he smiled doubtless, in his capacious sleeve, as he thought how
utterly impossible it would be for us to get porters at Eabba or Shunga

under two months' preiDaration at least, and even then not without his

assistance. We also smiled in our sleeve at the way in which we had

circumvented the wily African when we made our first march the day

after we had landed at Eabba. We knew that before news could reach

Bida, the capital, and instructions be sent back to the chiefs and head-

men as to the attitude to be observed in supplying us Avith food and assist-

ance, we would be Avell towards the northern frontiers of the country.

On the 9th of April we commenced our land journey, with little that
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we could see to cloud our prospects ; but we reckoned wrongly. From a

direction we least anticipated came a danger which for a time seemed as

if it would wreck our expedition. Before the second march was over, our

entire caravan set themselves in the most determined manner to force us

to turn back. They broke out into downright mutiny, and did everything

they could to drive us mad with their insolences and mulish behaviour.

They amused themselves by threatening to murder us, and on two occa-

sions some of them, made the attempt. We were two pitted against more

than a hundred, but we were not to be frightened, and we only looked

the more dangerous with our loaded revolvers, and the more ready with

our fists, when other arguments were of no avail. It would have been

View in Wuruu.

well if we had only had to enact the role of slave-drivers, but other

terrible trials awaited our patience. A considerable number of Nup6
porters deserted, and left us with a lot of loads which we had to get along

ourselves on the backs of the horses intended for our personal use ; and,

perhaps worse than all, food was next to unattainable. Yet it Avas a

matter of life and death to us that we should press forward in spite of all

opposition : let but a few days elapse, and the emissaries of Malik6 would
be on us, and then our last hope would be gone. This fact spurred us on to

Herculean exertions. We fought like men at bay, and we came out of the

battle triumphant—safe beyond the clutches of Malike, complete masters

of our men, who thenceforth gave us no further trouble ; and, in a more
prosperous country, with men more amenable to the exigencies of the
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situation, we were little troubled with the food question, Avhich for a time

seemed such a serious one.

Such were the conditions under which we marched towards Sokoto.

Let me now sketch to you the character of the countries we traversed

after leaving the river. For a distance of about 100 miles as the crow
ilies our route lay almost due north through Nupe to the large and
important independent town of Kontokora. A rolling country, covered

with light open forest, and intersected by numerous streams flowing to

the Niger, are the main features of this district. The underlying rock is

a red sandstone, and the soil is sandy and porous, and well adapted for

raising cereals like KaflBr corn. The minor features of the scene are

narrow belts of magnificent trees and interlacing creepers, which fringe

the water-courses, and from an eminence are easily traced winding

through the lighter forest, from which it is distinguished by their

darker colour. Here and there also, under specially favourable conditions,

groves of palm-oil trees occur, and give variety to the otherwise some-

Avhat monotonous forest scenery. Upon the whole, the Nupe landscape,

Anthout being striking, is pleasant and peaceful, and happily, owing to

its good drainage and sandy soil, it may, for the tropics, be described as

healthy,—a fact made evident by the stalwart and muscular figures of

the inhabitants.

There remains to be noticed another and less agreeable feature of the

Nupe landscape. Those of you who have read the story of Clapperton's

last journey will remember the pleasing description he gave of the people

and conditions of life in Nupe when he passed through it in 1837. He
told of a dense population, light-hearted, given to the dance and song,

and hospitable in the extreme. He described large well-built towns like

Kulfo, thronged with inhabitants as industrious and active as hives of

bees, and with markets alive with their chattering thousands, famed

throughout the Sudan as centres of trade. Since then a change has

come over the scene, and the land once so bright and animated has been

transformed into a wilderness. Civil war, or rather rebellion, broke out

some years back, with the dire result of ha\'ing the people in their

myriads swept away and dispersed over the length and breadth of the

Sudan, or their life-blood shed upon their own hearths. The few

remnants of the once busy populace drag out a miserable existence in

fear and trembling, daring neither to possess, nor to seem to possess,

anything worth laying hands on. To find traces of these golden days of

peace, independence, and prosperity requires no careful search. By the

beaten pathway, or deep in the trackless woods, ruins covering enormous

areas rise to view, almost hidden by the rapid spread of the tropic under-

growth, and all around we can make out evidences of former plantations,

although those are rapidly being obliterated by the unrestricted encroach-

ments of the forest.

The history of this sad change is easily told. Shortly after Clap-

perton passed through Nupe, the interesting race of shepherd nomads
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called Fillani by the Haussa, stirred with that religious fervour which
once animated the wild hordes of Arabia, were spreading like wildfire

over the Sudan. Taking advantage of some dissensions among the

Nupe people, and the absence of a united government, these formerly

peaceful people, now heroes and soldiers of the Crescent, succeeded in

establishing Mohammedanism as the religion, and themselves as the

rulers, of the hitherto independent kingdom.

For many years they remained in undisputed possession, till at last a

patriotic movement arose, and time after time the inhabitants attempted

to drive the Fillani out of the country, but always without success. The

Group of Fillani, witli Attendants.

last outbreak of the natives occurred some iive years ago, and for a time it

seemed as if they would be eventually successful ; but once more the tide

turned against them, and the ruling class, finally victorious, and infuriated

at the repeated attempts to overthrow their power, enacted a terrible

vengeance, and made certain that, at least in the northern parts of Nupe,
there should be no more rebellions in their day.

A brighter day, however, has now dawned for the Nupe country. It

has become a part of Greater Britain, and when once the position of the

new Government has been properly established, and advice to Malik6
taken the form of commands, we may expect to see the face of the

country assuming a more animated and cheerful aspect.
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On crossing the northern boundary of Nupe more than a political

change occurs. The people, known as Kambari, are a much uglier and

more uncivilised race, speaking a language of their own. They boast of

no special industries, and, when not under the yoke of Fillani rulers, they

are as wild and barbarous as any tribe in the Lower Niger. In great

part they have been turned into Mohammedans, but show no aptitude

for a higher life. Being a stubborn and stiff-necked generation, there

are still some small districts which remain indej^endent, owing to their

inaccessible positions. There the Kambari bid defiance to the Fillani

and all their satellites, refusing to turn their faces to the Kiblah of Islam,

or bow the knee to Allah. There, too, satisfied with the unadorned,

unclad, and unwashed condition of the natural man, they neither affect the

use of soap nor the cumbersome, if picturesque, garments of the Central

Sudan believer.

Apart from the inhabitants, another change is observable in this

region. The red sandstones give place to metamorphic rocks, the transi-

tion being marked by a change from the monotonous undulating aspect

of the one to the more diversified scenery of the other, with its abrupt

and strikingly picturesque isolated peaks, domes, and pillar like mounts,

which here and there appear like Cyclopean monuments. This change

occurs about the latitude of Bussa, and without a doubt the rapids and

rocks which there exist, and have become memorable as the scene of

Park's death, are occasioned by the transition from the easily eroded

sandstone to the more durable gneissose rocks of the metamorphic area.

In taking the Kontokora road, it had been my hope to continue straight

north to Sokoto, but on my arrival at the former town I found that such

a course would be attended with no small danger and uncertainty. As I

could not afford to enjoy these sensations under the circumstances in

which I was placed, I had to turn to the W.N.W., through Yauri, striking

the Niger once more, some distance above Bussa. We passed through an

almost uninhabited tract, though formerly, like Nup6, it had been populous;

and it was only on our reaching a place called Ikung that we found a long

narrow island which performed the function of an asylum to the Yauri

inhabitants. The native king also resides on the island, and keeps up a

miserable appearance of state ; while the people themselves contrive to

keep body and soul together by working their small plantations on the

river during the day, retiring to the island at night for safety. These

unhappy people are very much like the Kambari, and seem to have very

little industrial skill.

From Ikung, the valley of the Niger, which from near Rabba had been

narrow, began to open out, the hills on the eastern side, more especially,

receding from the river, leaving a broad flat strip of land, which during

the floods becomes submerged. This makes it necessary for the few

villagers that remain to build their houses on low piles or stones. This

uncomfortable condition of affairs perhaps explains the extraordinary

character of the bedsteads of the people. These consist of clay benches
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hollow underneath, and occupying quite half the small circular huts,

which are seldom more than six feet in diameter. At night a fire is

lighted underneath this bench. The low door is closed, and the happy

couple, tired with the exertions of the day, seek a well-earned repose.

Here, safe from damps and consequent agues, they are dried and smoked

like so many hams, happily untroubled with mosquitoes, which find the

atmosphere of the huts too much for their sensitive organisations.

The only other place where I have heard of anything similar to this

remarkable bedstead is, curiously enough, in Upper Egypt, and the terms

in which Lane, in his Modern Egyptians, describes these structures might

equally well be ap^jlied to those of the Middle Niger.

In spite, however, of precautions, such as I have described, to avoid

agues, the people are far from healthy in this swampy plain, and, besides

being subject to fevers, are afflicted in many cases with the very rare

African deformities of hunchbacks and swollen throats.

We now, in continuing our journey, followed the course of the Niger,

which here takes a westerly trend, till we reached the Gulbi-n-Gindi, a

considerable tributary from the neighbourhood of Sokoto and the district

to the south. Along this river Ave proceeded in a northerly direction,

l^assing large villages of Fillani herdsmen, whose enormous herds of cattle

form a striking feature in the fertile pasturage of the Gindi.

As mile succeeded mile, and village village, on our way up the valley,

we began to feel that we were approaching a more populous region, un-

affected by the horrors of civil war, and prosperous under a more equitable

government. Peace and plenty made glad the face of the land ; and com-

merce—the life-blood of nations—here seemed to surge along a main artery

to the industrial heart of the Central Sudan. But it Avas not till we passed

the important trading centre of Jega that the varied character of the

Haussa States burst upon our delighted view. We could hardly believe

our senses, and comprehend Ave Avere in the very heart of Africa amongst

people Avho are called Negroes. Rather did it seem to us as if, AA^orn out

by the tiresome miles and the monotonous jogging of our Eozinantes, Ave

had fallen asleep, and in a dream imagined oui'selves in some undiluted

part of Moorish Africa—for indeed there was nothing wanting to suggest

such a scene. A blazing sun beat down Avith terrific effect upon a parched

land—sere and yellow toAvards the end of the dry season, but Avhich

shoAved by numerous signs that it coiild l^loom with refreshing Aerdure,

and yield no mean crops to the cultivator in support of a dense population.

The value of land and the exigencies of agriculture have caused the

disappearance of bush and forest, solitary baobabs or oil-giving shea-butter

trees being left for the double purpose of supplying useful products and

affording shelter to the toilers in the fields during the extreme heat

of the day. The one feature Avhich relieves the arid and someAvhat mono-

tonous aspect of the undulating country is the aj^pearance in different

directions of extensive dark green areas, seemingly perfect oases. On
nearer examination these prove to be large toAvns and villages embosomed
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among trees which afford a mixch-needed shade. Surrounded by mud
walls of considerable strength, fortified gateways, and dry ditches, these

towns are safe and secure from sudden hostile attack, and require to be

reduced by prolonged siege. On entering within the walls you find the

interior divided into a congeries of compounds marked off by high mud
walls, or, among the poorer people, by mats simply. Each family com-

pound is reached through an entrance hall, usually with a flat roof

supported by massive pillars, and with two doorways, one to the inside

and the other to the street, the former being so placed as not to afford a

view of the inner court. In this cool and airy hall the master of the house

receives strangers, men not being allowed to go beyond. In the court

are a number of beehive-shaped huts, which constitute the women's

quarters.

The other features of a Sudan town are, of course, the market, and

the various quarters where the industries in weaving, leather-work, etc.,

are carried on. I could describe to you nothing more interesting than

these commercial and manufacturing scenes, but the time Avill not permit

me.

The absence of any special architectural feature is somewhat compen-

sated by the refreshing shade and pleasing colours of the various trees,

Avhich give the towns the oasis-like appearance I have described.

On all hands, the traveller, as he rambles through these busy centres

of life, is reminded of Mohammedan customs, of Eastern amplitude of

dress, if not of its gorgeousness of colour. He sees in the houses and the

various manufactured articles the impress of Moorish ideas, and North

African civilisation in a rudimentary form. He requires not to be told

that here Islam reigns supreme, or that it burns with all the fierce ardour

which characterised its early days in the deserts of Arabia. In the early

dewy mornings, before the sun has touched the eastern horizon, he will

hear from the door of the neighbouring mosque the call to prayer—that

most impressive of all Eastern sounds—and listening, he Avill not fail to

note, with a certain amount of pleasure, that here, far in the heart of

Africa, some rays of light have penetrated, and Negroes have learned that

" prayer is better than sleep." Not only in the busy towns, but in the fields

and by the dusty pathway, the observant traveller will see every here and

there places marked off by stones, with orthodox mihrab or niche,

indicating the Kiblah or Point of Adoration, which silently invite the

wayfarer to stay his footsteps, and, weaning his thoughts for a moment

from his worldly affairs, contemplate the omnipotence and greatness of a

compassionate God.

This to me seemed the most wonderful of all the aspects of Sudanese

life. The fact that, unaided by the direct influence of any but Negro

missionaries, there should have sprung up this clear conception of a

spiritual God—an idea which has taken deep root in their heart—is to

me one of the most promising and hopeful signs for the future of the

Negro. Our missionaries, pursuing frequently the most unsuitable methods.
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and thereby standing only too often baffled before the apparently im-

movable barbarism of Africa, would do well to make a study of the causes

of the rapid spread of Islam in the Sudan, and see if they cannot take a

lesson from a religion against which the more narrow exponents of the

Christian faith are so fond of fulminating.

So far, I have said little about the people themselves, but in reality

they would be the greatest objects of delight to the traveller with an eye

to gesthetic effects. The types of men, the fashions in dress, are of the most

varied character, and form a veritable panorama of quaint and interesting

sights. Most prominent among these are those mysterious people vari-

ously known as Fillani, Fellata, Fulahs, and by other names, who are

recognised as the most intellectual and civilised of African races. Simple

herdsmen, nomadic in habit and semi-serfs in position, at the beginning of

this century : warriors and Mohammedan propagandists a few years later :

they are now the rulers and masters of a hundred races between Timbuktu

and Bornu. Portentously picturesque in their voluminous garments, they

have in a marked degree that dignified bearing and self-respect which

seems to be the special attribute of the followers of Mohammed. In

greater numbers, and less conspicuous in their dress, are the vivacious

Haussa, Avho form the mass of the populace. With superior type of face,

and intelligent animated manner, they are far from suggesting the Negro,

with whom they are usually classed. Unrivalled for enterprising com-

mercial genius, and wonderfully far advanced in the arts and industries,

the Haussa people have made themselves a name such as no other purely

African race has achieved.

Far different from this interesting people are the Tuareg, visitors from

the plateau lands of Asben, who are to be seen in considerable numbers

in such towns as Sokoto and Gandu. These Bedouins of the Sahara,

wildest and most intractable of races, are objects of wonder to us, stalking

past in artistically ragged dresses, with eyes which seem to glow, in the

shadow of their face-cloth and overhanging turban, with the fiercest of

human passions. They glare at us as if nothing would render them

happier than to make sure of a place in paradise by hastening the depar-

ture to Gehenna of such Kaffirs as ourselves.

A score of other races attract our attention ; but I will not further

fatigue you with my sketchy impressions of sights and scenes in the

Central Sudan. Before bringing my paper to a conclusion, however, I

remind myself that geography is the handmaiden of commerce ; and, as a

kind of postscript, let me sketch to you the prospects of extending our

trade into the Central Sudan.

The conclusion I have arrived at is this : that in all the wide range of

tropical Africa there is no more promising field for commerce than this

semi-civilised region, which forms the central area of the Niger basin.

Indeed, I may go further, and express the opinion derived from wide

personal observations, that it is the only region in Central Africa which

presents any prospects Avhatever of development worth speaking about in

VOL. II. 2 p
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the immediate future. I do not base these conclusions on the ground

that it is more fertile or more rich in natural productions, though in these

respects it far surpasses all other parts.

Let me briefly indicate my reasons for these sweeping assertions, and

for the faith which is in me. They are these :

—

1. The Central Sudan presents a region of enormous extent, more

densely populated than any other part of Africa. It is dotted all over

with numerous towns, inhabited by numbers varying up to 150,000 souls.

It is governed by three powerful Sultans, Avho bind the various peoples

together and render life and property safe, without which there can be

no progress and no great expansion of trade. You may travel as safely

through the Haussa States as through Great Britain.

2. Then, in the second place, the Central Sudanese are far advanced

in civilisation, and throughout Northern Africa are famed for their

various manufactures. Of this aspect of the region I have already given

you some indication. Do not let it be forgotten, however, that you have

here no congeries of savage tribes such as are to be found on the Congo,

who have no civilised wants, and whose education, except it be for gin,

must be very slow. On the contrary, you have people with all the

numerous new wants and ideas which progress implies—people passion-

ately fond of voluminous garments, and who delight to clothe even their

horses with gorgeous silks and velvets, tassels and tinkling bells—every-

thing, in fact, that will make a brave show. They delight to gather

about them articles of no particular utility, but which attract and please

the eye. Hence they place in their houses brass vessels of various kinds

of quaint and curious workmanship. In a hundred ways they show that

they have discovered that there are other pleasures beyond living like

brutes, eating what is necessary, rearing a family, and returning to the dust.

3. In the third place, the river Niger presents a spendid opening

into this favoured region. Unlike other African rivers, the Niger has a

fine reach of navigable water. Steamers of 600 tons burden can run as

far as Rabba (a distance of over 600 miles) for seven or eight months in

the year, and all the year that place can be reached by launches and

barges. In addition to that, the Benue is navigable the greater part of

the year for nearly as many more hundreds of miles, not to speak of the

various tributaries, creeks, and branches of both rivers which also can be

made available. Then, in my opinion, the Benue in the wet season be-

comes connected with the Shari, which flows into Lake Chad ; and,

if further investigation proves that to be true, then a thousand or

more miles of navigable Avaterway lead you more than half across the

Continent.

4. The fourth reason for my favourable opinion of the Central Sudan
is this, that you have ready to hand the necessary machinery and organi-

sation to work the inland trade. Great markets are found in many towns

attended by their busy thousands. A daring and keen class of traders

traverse the uttermost parts of the country—none of your petty local
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hawkers, but men who travel from Lake Chad to the Atlantic, and from

the Benu6 to the Mediterranean. You require but to get into better

touch with these men to secure their services in conjunction with your

traders on the river. They know already what is wanted, and how to

bring it to you. They require to be taught nothing, but only to be

assured of the advantages to all concerned, if they will but bring to your

factories the ivory and ostrich feathers of Bornu, Bagirmi, and Wadai,

the gums and spices, musk, feathers, and hides of the more fertile parts

of the plateau land of Asben, the gold dust of Timbuktu, the hides,

indigo, cotton, palm-oil, shea-butter, ground-nuts, silver, lead, and a host

of other things from Sokoto and Gandu. Trade routes ramify every-

where throughout the length and breadth of the land, and you have but

to lay your plans to lead them into your centres of business in the rivers

to have your trade enormously increased. The fact that at this moment
there is an extensive traffic in European cloths and hardware right across

the dangerous, toilsome Sahara, from Tripoli, shows what can be done

by the infinitely cheaper and safer route by the Niger.

In the matter of transport service, this region also holds aunicjue posi-

tion, for the horse, camel, bullock and donkey flourish in their thousands.

If labourers are wanted for any purpose, they are to be found here without

stint. They do not require to be educated to earn their living by the

sweat of their brow, for in such a densely-populated country the condi-

tions of life are much sterner than in more barbarous lands. In these

parts there are millions whose only mode of gaining a livelihood is by

working for others as labourers.

To the various products I have already incidentally alluded, but

the list will bear recapitulation. Of minerals, gold is found in the

western districts ; and silver, lead, antimony, and copper in the eastern.

All these valuable articles are more or less worked at present, for the

native thoroughly knows their value. Ivory is to be obtained in large

quantities to the south of the Benu6 and around Lake Chad. Ostrich

feathers even now constitute a large trade in the Southern Sahara and

north and east of Bornu. In the same parts, valuable gums, musk,

and hides are yielded in profusion. Over the entire region enormous

quantities of indigo, cotton, shea-butter, palm-oil, ground-nuts, india-

rubber, and several valuable medicinal plants are produced. Great herds

of cattle are found everywhere, and the trade in hides should be one of

much importance. As showing the character of the country, it may be

mentioned that the Central Sudan produces capital wheat, rice, onions,

dates, limes, pomegranates, bananas, and numerous other fruits, vege-

tables, and grains.

As I have already remarked, the country is, for Africa, eminently

healthy, more especially away from the parts on the banks of the river,

which are annually flooded. The air is dry and exhilarating, though the

temperature is usually high. The rainfall rarely (except in the extreme

southern parts) exceeds 50 inches in the year.
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In conclusion, I would have you remember that, while thus present-

ing such a favourable view of the commercial prospects of the Central

Sudan, you must not expect any great rush of trade, as tapping palm-oil

and other African products is not like striking oil in America. Your

trade in these regions will only be developed by time, as the result

of careful management, foresight, and hard work ; but that these will

eventually lead to satisfactory rewards, I, for one, have no doubt.

SOME GEOGEAPHICAL NOTES ON THE WORK OF THE
AFGHAN BOUNDARY COMMISSION.

Head at Meeting of British Association, Birmingham, 1886.

By Charles Edward D. Black.

The important position occupied by the country of Afghanistan, inter-

mediate as it is between the great and still expanding empires of British

India and Russia, has made the survey and definition of its boundaries a

matter of ever-increasing moment. On the east the boundaries between

Northern India and Afghanistan are substantially the same as they were

before the annexation of the Punjab in 1849, and the frontier line, if not

always respected by the unruly mountain tribes inhabiting the fringe of

independent country lying west of our territory, has, at all events, been

defined and understood. On the south the huge desert of Baluchistan has

made the tracing of an exact line of demarcation across it a matter of but

little practical moment ; but as we approach the parts of Afghanistan

which abut on Persia and on the Central Asian possession of Russia, the

settlement of the boundaries in those directions has become, so to speak,

a question of international importance, all the more pressing on account

of the frequent Turkoman raids which had, for ages, bred trouble and
spread devastation along the whole border-land. Our President has re-

ferred in his address to the settlement effected by him and his staff of

the Seistan boundary—one of the many difficult public services, if I may
venture to say so, which he has so worthily rendered to the Crown. To
the north of Seistan the boundary between Persia and Afghanistan has

never been surveyed ; but there has been a pretty clear mutual under-

standing as to its whereabouts, which has prevented any serious disputes.

Again, towards the extreme north-east and north of Afghanistan the

roughly-defined arrangement entered into between the British and Rus-

sian Governments in 1872 has led to the virtual acceptance of the river

Oxus as the boundary, from its source to the district or tract of Kwajah
Salih. But the intervening region between Kwajah Salih and the Heri

Rud River Avas not only unsurveyed, but almost unknown ; and here it

was that the subjugation of the Turkomans by Russia made the definition

of the respective territorial limits of the two nations an imperative

necessity.

It was on the 23d of September 1884 that the Afghan Frontier

Mission, consisting of about thirty-five Europeans and about 1300 natives,
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started from Quetta, under the command of Colonel (now Sir Joseph)

Ridgeway. The surveyors were Major J. Holdich, Captain Gore, and

Lieutenant the Hon. M. G. Talbot, while Mr. Griesbach took cliarge of

the geological investigations and Surgeon-Major J. E. T. Aitchison was

the naturalist. In addition to these must be mentioned the names of

Captains Maitland and Peacocke, who represented the Intelligence

Branch, and who have contributed much to the cause of geography by
their surveys and other researches, Avhile several other officers have

rendered very efficient aid in minor ways.

The general direction of the route followed by the Boundary Com-
mission from Quetta to N.W. Afghanistan coincides fairly with that of

Captain Christie in 1810 ; and as regards the earlier portion from Quetta

to Nushki, it is the same as that followed by Sir Eobert Sandeman and

party on their political mission to South-West Baluchistan in 1884. The
country was poor and sterile, water was scanty, but generally obtainable

by well-digging ; the climate proved specially trying, the intense heat of

the sun by day being unpleasantly balanced by bitter cold nights, while

a fine, white, dry dust choked and blinded men and animals indiscrimi-

nately. From Nushki to Kwajah Ali, on the Helmund, there are three

routes, the northern of which was selected on account of the greater

facilities along it for obtaining what by courtesy is termed water. Care-

ful straining, boiling, and filtering were necessary to render it drinkable,

but even then it was not palatable. The names of halting-places on the

map simply denote the position of wells, for there are no regular dwellings,

and an occasional ziarat, or the hut of some desert fakir or religious

mendicant, is the only sign of humanity. At Gazchah (76 miles) a

marked geographical change occurs ; a region of barren trap hills is entered,

and water is more difficult to reach. Kwajah Ali, where the Commission

first struck the Helmund, consists of nothing but a ruined mud tower
;

but beyond Lundi one rides through and over the relics of dead kingdoms.

The remains of forts, deep-cut irrigation canals, and of what may have

been palaces, still grimly hold their own, while the surrounding villages

have entirely disappeared. A curious feature of the lower Helmund
valley is the absence of tributaries. No opening is ever seen in the

square-cut sandstone cliffs, and the scanty drainage of the adjoining tracts

probably finds its way into swamps. At Kala-i-Fath there are ruins of

an imposing character, the fort walls being two miles in circumference,

and there seems strong presumption of a considerable amount of trade

having passed along this route in comparatively recent times.

As far as Jowain, the efforts of Major Holdich and his assistants were

directed towards preserving a strictly geographical position in latitude

and longitude, for the Seistan Boundary Commission had already settled

much of the topography of Seistan under far more favourable conditions.

Past Lash and Jowain,—which the Commission thought it more prudent

to avoid, on account of the apparent unfriendliness of the inhabitants,

but which seemed picturesque,—thriving towns, a fine open and fertile

country was entered upon, reminding the Mission a good deal of the

Pishin valley. Major Holdich has remarked on a peculiar sort of wind-

mill, of which he saw many specimens in one spot before reaching Herat.
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A vertical shaft has four projecting wings or sails rotating horizontally

between two walls, which are built parallel to each other, so as to form a

tunnel in the direction of the prevailing Avind. Judging from the rapidity

of rotation, the grinding power of the mills must be very great.

It is noteworthy that among some of the contributions from officers of

the Mission, the idea of a railway from Quetta via Nusliki to the Hel-

mund, and thence to Lash Jowain, finds more favour than the old and

favourite notion of a railway connecting Quetta, Kandahar, and Herat.

Certainly the political and tribal difficulties would be less in the case of

the Nushki and Helmund route, though the absence of trade and the

sterility of much of the country traversed might deprive it of commercial

importance.

On their way to Northern Afghanistan the Mission did not enter

Herat, but encamped a few miles off, from which distance they could not

help being struck by its open position and liability to capture, commanded
as it is on nearly all sides. It must be remarked, though, that since then

Major Holdich and Captain Peacocke have visited the town, and been

well received by the Afghans, and that, under the direction of the English

officers, the fortifications and defences have been materially strengthened.

On the 23d of November 1884, after the Indian section of the Com-
mission had been joined by its chief and the other officers who had
journeyed direct from England, a fresh start Avas made northwards into

the countrj'- of Badghis, of which very little was previously known.
Major Holdich found that, though the small topographical details were

in many parts most curiously accurate, there Avas not a single place of im-

portance even approximately correct in geographical position. Speaking

accurately, Badghis ^ comprises the region between the Heri Eud and the

Murghab, as well as the lands watered by the tributaries of the latter, as

far as a day's journey east of the Murghab. The Avhole face of the country

is covered with a confused mass of round-topped, smooth-sided hills, com-

posed of sandstone clay, which becomes more and more covered with sand

as the desert is approached. On their lower slopes these hills are mar-

vellously fertile, and the marks of watercourses and the remains ofkarezes,

or subterranean channels, indicate past prosperity and former extensive

cultivation. Major Holdich remarks of the Badghis valleys that they are

well sheltered, the water supply is ample, and the possibilities of irriga-

tion and cultivation abundant, while the soil is excellent. Nothing seems

wanting but the hand of man to till and reclaim them from the desolation

to which the Turkoman raids have so long condemned them. Sir Peter

Lumsden bears testimony much to the same effect, and considers that,

with a settled government and increased population, Badghis should

become one of the most prosperous tracts of Central Asia.

As regards the population of the extensiA^e region in which the

Boundary Commission haA^e been at work, it may be remarked that there

are no Afghans dwelling permanently north of Avhat is called the Koh-i-

Baba. The people consist of tribes of Turks, the conquerors of these

parts in later times, and Tajziks, the ancient inhabitants, the people

1 Vide Scottish Geographical Magazine, March 1886 : Paper by Colonel C. E. Stewart

on A Visit to Badghis, etc., with map.
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conquered. There are also a few Arabs, the descendants of the first

Mussulman invaders. The people of Turkish descent are chiefly nomads
;

while the Tajzik peojile dwell in the towns and villages, which are not

numerous.

The inhabitants of Mai-manah, Shibrghan, Andi-khui, Sar-i-Pul,

Kunduz, Khulm, and Balkh are chiefly of Turkish lineage, the Katghan
Uz-baks predominating.

The people loosely styled Hazarahs (for it is not the proper name of

any people or tribe) are the descendants of the mings of the Mughal
(Mogul) sovereigns, which generally consisted of 1000 fighting men, but

many numbered much more—from 3000 to 4000, and, in a few cases,

some contained 5000. These, with their families and belongings, were
located as military colonies in the parts which constituted the kingdom
of Ghur or Firuz-Koh and its dependencies, lying between Kabul,

Ghaznin (Ghuznee), and Kandahar, on one side, and Herat on the other,

and from the Oxus southwards. They were located there, after the

Tajzik inhabitants were nearly extirpated, during and after the invasion

and conquest of these parts by the Chingiz (or Great) Khan, the

Mughal, and they were placed there in order to hold these parts and
overawe those adjacent.

One of these mings was that of the Nu-yin, Mukah, who was a

Mughal of the Karayat tribe, " who, with his uhis, was located in the

tract extending from the limits of Balkh to Badghis, a dependency of

Herat." Another was located in the neighbourhood of Ghaznin, and
another further south-west, at and around Kalat-i-Ghalzi, formerly

called Kalat-i-Barluk, after the ming of that name.

Hazarah is merely the Tajzik translation of the Turkish ming,

signifying ft thousand. The name of the people whom we style the Chhar-

i-mak is merely the Tajzik chhar, "four," and Turkish i-mak, '^ tribe
"

or " clan ;" consequently these consist of people descended from certain

mings or hazarahs,—namely, the Jamshedis, the Firuz-Kohis (derived from

Firuz-Koh, where they were located, not their proper name), and those

containing portions of four other tribes, who are consequently styled the

Chhar-i-mak, or " People of the Four Tribes." These last are generally

considered by the Mughal historians to have belonged to the " Four
Tribes " which were assigned, in the distribution of his territories, by the

Chingiz Khan at his death, to his son, Chagliatae.

Other tribes and portions of tribes of Turkish descent (for Mughals

and Tartars are but two divisions or septs of the Turkish nation which,

in early times, separated from the parent stock) were subsequently

brought into these parts by, or accompanied, succeeding Mughal invaders,

down to the time of Amir Timur, Babar, and Shaibani Khan.

Among the Turkish people extending from the Oxus southwards

within the limits named, more particularly in the northern parts, a large

portion are styled by the general name of Uz-bak, who were the latest

invaders of these territories. This word is not the name of a tribe, but

of certain tribes of the Turkish race, the subjects of Uz-bak Khan, a

prince of the family of Yuji, and son of the Chingiz Khan. He ruled

over Khifchak and its tribes, and embraced the Muhammadan faith,
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along with all his subjects, who from that time were known by his name
—Uz-bak's tribes. They subsequently subdued all Khiwarazm and
Mawara-un-Nahr, repeatedly overran Khurasan, and finally acquired most
of the small States south of the Oxus, which were districts of the king-

dom of the last sovereigns of the house of Timur, whom they overthrew.

These districts are now dependent on the Afghan province of Balkh,

called by us " Afghan Turkistan."

The predominant Uz-bak tribe therein located, as before mentioned,

is that of Katghan ; but, from what I have already mentioned respecting

the location of the mings or hazarahs therein and further southwards,

the advent of other tribes of the Turkish race, and their being pressed

southwards, so to say, by the Uz-baks, there will be found located in the

parts indicated Kaiats, Jalairs, Byats, Kashkals, Khifchaks, Kankutis,

Urazghuns, Daighuns, Khalj or Khaljis (not Afghans), Naimans, Besuds,

Kungkurats, and others, Turks and Mughals, containing some of the

most ilkistrious names to be found in their history, and some of which
have disappeared from the parts which they first inhabited in Mughal-
istan and Turkistan.

It is in this region of Northern Afghanistan that the Commission
have been sojourning for about twenty-one months. Their modus
operandi has been to move slowly eastward, surveying in detail and
exploring the country within a very wide radius as they proceeded.

Their principal camps have been located at Gulran, Taghao-Kobat in the
Kushk Valley, Balamurghab, Maruchak, Chahar Shumba, Andkhui, and
the Kwajah Salih district.

An immense number of reports, letters, papers, and notes have been
written by the officers attached to the Mission, and, generally speaking,

a vast store of geographical information is available to any one taking
the trouble to collate the material from various sources. In the limits

of a paper like this, however, it is difficult to do more than indicate some
characteristic passages in the records of the doings of the Mission from
day to day.

The following passage relates to one of the most important of the

various surveys carried out during the progress of the Mission :

—

" The survey of the route from Kushan to Panjdeh, and thence to Bala-

murghab, executed under the supervision of Major Holdich, was made by
traversing, the position of certain important points being fixed by astro'nomical

observations. The following figures show the correct positions of three

important points, and illustrate the errors of the positions assigned to them on

previous maps :

—

As now on Map.
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" The real distance of Maruchak from Karawulkhana is doubled in our

present maps. These are merely instances of the great inaccuracy of the

geographical knowledge of Badghis, and of the importance of the survey now
being executed from a scientific point of view. The strategical results of this

survey, as illustrating the relative positions of the Russian forces in Turkistan

and the British forces in India towards Herat, will be of greater practical

moment.

" Just this side of Karawulkhana the settlements of the Sariks and the

Jamshidis almost meet. The whole valley is described as eminently fertile and

highly cultivated. The average breadth of the valley of the Murghab from here to

Panjdeh, between the undulating hills that bound it east and west, is estimated

at three or four miles. There is one feature about the Murghab River which

eminently distinguishes it from almost all other rivers that I have seen in Asia,

and that is, that the volume of water, whether in flood, or, as at this season,

when it is at its lowest ebb, fills the same breadth of channel. As a rule, an

Asiatic river-bed presents at the close of the dry season a wide extent of mud,

stone, or gravel, which is submerged during and after rain-fall or snow-melting.

The Murghab alters only in the depth of its waters, not in the breadth as a rule,

because it flows in a confined channel, with perpendicular sides, that has been

excavated by the action of the river itself. It is scarcely necessary to add that

the valley of the Murghab affords every facility for the march of troops."

The correspondent of the Pioneer, who pens the foregoing extract, w^as

most pleasantly impressed with the Jamshidis, whose geniality and

pleasant, friendly manner formed a contrast to that of the generality of

the Afghans. The Hazaras of Kalah-i-nau showed themselves equally

cordial and agreeable.

" Emerging from the abodes of these two tribes, we fell among Tokhis and

Utaks (ofishoots of the Ghilzais, according to their own statements), and marked

was the difference of behaviour. Of the latter, even those who came near us

with an object to gain, could not cloak their innate uncouthness and discourtesy,

and as for those whom we approached, certainly with friendly intentions, from

them we met with nothing but surliness, rudeness, and even demonstrations of

hostility. I afterwards heard that these nomads, whom I was certainly surprised

to see up here, had taken refuge from the wrath of the Amir in this remote

corner of the Afghan dominions. If so, it is perhaps not wonderful that they

should regard us, the avowed friends and allies of the Amir, as suspicious

parties. Whether, however, they be secure or not in Badghis from the Amir's

resentment, they are not exempt from his taxes.

" The numbers and size of the flocks of sheep belonging to them, which I saw

grazing in the valleys near Tur-i-Shaikh, certainly surprised me. We passed

some six or seven settlements of these Ghilzais, numbering in all perhaps not

much under one thousand families, and their sheep were estimated roughly at

twenty thousand. Moreover, they owned a number of cattle and camels. They

evinced no taste for the husbandman's labours. About the amount and method

of payment there is some doubt. Some said they rendered to the Amir annually

a lusty camel for every flock of five hundred sheep. Others again stated that

one sheep in forty per annum was the assessed revenue. It comes to much the

same thing, as the value of a good baggage camel and of twenty sheep may both

be put down roughly at about 60 rupees, or perhaps rather more.

" Our second day there was a fair day, and we all patrolled the bazaar in the
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hopes that we should witness a grand display of the products and wares of the

country. We were all egregiously disappointed, and only tempted into expend-

ing our hardly-earned rupees on articles, many of which we could buy cheaper

in the bazaars of Shikarpur and Peshawar. The sheepskin hat of the country was

the most original object I saw, and even those we were induced to buying off the

heads of the owners, who made at least cent, per cent, off the bargain. I may
as well add that these hats were carefully steamed and fumigated before they

were used, or even allowed admittance into a tent. They are splendid things to

keep the head warm on a cold day. It is curious how Orientals feel cold affect-

ing their heads. Not long ago, in the chill of the early morn before marching,

I saw a native attach^ looking unquestionably cold and miserable. I expressed

a fear that he was suffering from a cold. ' No,' he replied, ' I am not, but my
head is.' Now, with the European it is the hands and the feet that suffer most.

" The valley of the Kushk is all either under cultivation or lying fallow, and
the tops and slopes, and dips and hollows of the hills bordering on it are by no

means neglected. Indeed the natives say that the soil of the latter, which is

irrigated by rain only, and known as dcmnci, is far more productive in a good

year than the former. Wlieat, barley, and melons seem to be most generally

grown here, although cotton and, I hear, opium are also cultivated, especially

near Kalah-i-nau. The manufactures seem barely worthy of mention. Sheep-

skin hats are the only things I can think of. At Kalah-i-nau, however, very

good kurk and barak are made. Almost everything is imported
;
piece goods

from Russia, and a variety of articles made of silk, cotton, wool, and felt from

Mashhad, Panjdeh, and Bokhara. Other things, such as metal utensils of all

kinds, and articles of food, are probably obtained from Herat. English wares

would certainly appear to be almost unknown in these markets. What I say

of Kushk applies equally to Kalah-i-nau. It seems radically wrong that in

Northern Afghanistan, as well as in Central Asia, Eussian wares should be

supplanting English. Within Russian territory the prohibitive duties imposed

leave not a chance to British or Indian competition ; but it is time we recipro-

cated by beating them out of the Afghan market. One web of tweed or cheviot

or some such cloth, and some Manchester cotton goods stamped Ralli Brothers,

were the only wares I saw, that must have reached Kushk and Kalah-i-nau

through India. Sugar comes from Russia, tea probably from Bokhara. Russian

leather (Bulghar, i.e. Bulgarian leather) and Russian-made boots I saw ; also

Turkoman boots. Carpets, numdahs, and silver work come from Panjdeh. The
Turkoman namads (felt-rugs) are very good, but the best are those of Mashhad.
The carpets of Birjand and Ghain, however, cannot hold a candle to those of

Panjdeh. Aniline dyes, which played such havoc among Persian carpets that

the Shah had to issue a 'firman' forbidding their use under pain of heavy
penalty, are happily little known as yet to the Turkomans. I regret to hear
that they are just creeping into use among them."

Regarding the wares manufactured by the Turkomans, the correspon-

dent says :

—

"I cannot say I am much taken with their jewellery (silver or silver gilt,

inlaid with carnelian, a stone that here fetches a comparatively high price), but
their carpet work is very handsome, and lasts for an indefinite time, the colours

seeming to soften and lose none of their distinctness by age and wear-and-tear.

Their aghari, a very expensive kind of fine cloth woven, the brown of the fine

under-down on a two-year-old camel, and the white of the finest sheep's wool.
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is a i:)rocluct much in demand among the higher and wealthier classes. In

reality there is aghari at all prices, from G or 7 rupees a yard down to as many
annas. Its great fault is that to the European eye it does not look its value.

Of their silver ornaments none are prettier than the little caps, overlaid with

thin small plates of silver, and decorated often with little silver bells, etc., worn
by the women. Some very decent Turkoman horses have been bought here for

sums very small in comparison with what is paid in India for Arabs, walers, or

country-breds. If I had capital at my disposal, I would certainly invest in a

number of good, or fairly good, Turkoman horses, feeling tolerably sure that I

would make at least 50 per cent, by the proceeds of their sale in India, whither

I could convey them free of all duty."

The following note relates to the country between the Murghab and
the Oxus :

—

"The area of which 1 have some knowledge (hearsay, it is true, but still

obtained from trustworthy sources) embraces the petty states of Maimana,

Andkhui, Akcha, and Skibirkan, the Oxus from Kilif through Khwaja Salor

(not Khwaja Salih, as it has hitherto been styled) to Kham-i-Ab, and the tract

situated between the main road from Balamurghab to Maimana on the south

to the edge of the Dast-i-Chul on the north. The name of 'chul' is not

applied in local parlance to sandy desert, but to the expanse of light, clayey

undulating hills and downs that extend from the foot of the northern spurs

of the Tirband-i-Turkistan to the edge of the sandy tract that lies between

Merv and the Oxus at Karki. The settlements on the Murghab, viz., Maruchak,

Panjdeh, and Yulatan, are connected with those of Afghan Turkistan, viz.,

Maimana, Daulatabad, and Andkhui, by direct routes across this ' chul.' Not

that these routes are, at least now, such as would be readily selected by a large

caravan, or be suitable for the march of even a small body of troops. It

appears that there are wells to be found at intervals, greater or less, all over

this chul. These wells are said to be, as a rule, from .50 to 60 feet in depth,

and lined with brick. As they are unprovided with drinking troughs, or even

the traces of their former existence, it may be concluded that they are in-

tended, not for watering flocks, but for the use of casual travellers. The

water in them is brackish naturally, and, from stagnating in the wells, which

are rarely used, becomes very foul. There is no doubt, however, that these

routes have been made use of even in recent years by caravans seeking to

avoid the main road through Andkhui and Maimana, and so escape the heavy

dues exacted by the rulers of those petty states. How exorbitant those dues

were, any one knows who has read Vambdry's Travels. The risks attendant

on travelling by these routes are sufficiently attested by the fact that travellers

often perish in the midst of this inhospitable waste. Nor are these risks

confined to any one season. In summer and winter alike post equitem seJet atra

cura. He may die of thirst under a broiling sun, and he may perish of cold

in the snow's embrace—fatal and yet so seductive to the lost, weary way-

farer. For the Turkoman, the Uz-bak, and the Aimak, who thinks a change of

wearing apparel a superfluous luxury, and carries his bedding strapped on the

saddle behind, water in a mussuck, and food for himself and grain for his steed

in a saddle-bag, such a journey presents perhaps but small difficulties. This,

however, is calculating without the chapter of accidents. Let him but lose the

track, and how shall he find it again in that intricate waste of undulations 1

He may have water enough for himself for two or three days, but his horse
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cannot work without water, and must ere long fall down exhausted ; and then

he must leave it, and struggle aloug burdened with his own water and food.

And even if he be so fortunate as to come across a well, suppose it be dry,

or that he has abandoned his sixty feet of rope necessary for reaching the

water ! Or even, given him the water, his stock of food will inevitably fail

him ere he can reach the habitations of man ; for the road is long, and he

may be nearly one hundred miles from all human aid when his evil fate over-

takes him. And in the winter, when the snow is deep on the ground, and

obscures the track and obstructs the vision, blocks the road in drifts, and with

its pitiless glare produces snow-blindness ; when the cold is intense and fuel is

nowhere to be found ; when the grass and scrub that should afford nutriment

to the horse is buried deep in the snow—then, indeed, may the creeping chill

of despair combine with the benumbing cold of the elements, and bid the

traveller cease to hope. What avails it then that snow lies around for miles !

—snow for which the parched traveller in summer would give a fortune. It is

not snow he wants to slake his thirst, but fuel to restore vitality to his numbed
limbs. Such are some of the dangers to be encountered traversing this chul.

IS'aturally, the inhabitants of the districts bordering on it are, as a rule, careful

so to time their journeyings across it as to reduce these risks to a minimum.
Still, year by year, not a few travellers gasp out their last breath on its parched

steppes, or sink wearily to die amid its trackless snows. The people divide the

winter here into two periods of forty days, each called respectively Chilla-i

Kalan and Chilla-i-Kurd, or the great and lesser forty days. The former lasts

from 20th December (approximately) to the 31st January, and the latter from
1st February to about 10th March. During these periods they consider it

unsafe to cross the chul."

"While the Commission Avas at Balamurghab, an amusing letter was
received by the Governor of Herat, in camp there, from the Sipali Salar,

or Commander-in-Chief at Herat, describing the advent of an European
on an iron horse at Farah. This was the American bicyclist, Mr. Stevens,

bent on making the tour of the world ; but he so frightened the Governor
of Farah by his sudden arrival, that he was at once sent on under escort

to Herat, wdiere the Sipah Salar seems to have been equally puzzled. He
sent Mirza Ghulam Ahmed, our agent there, and various others to inter-

view the stranger and find out Avhat he was, but all without avail. All

they could learn was that he came from the New World ; and as " Yangi
Duniya" conveyed no very precise ideas of nationality to the Sipah Salar's

mind, he w^as left in greater doubt than ever, and Avrote to say that he

had lodged him for the present at Ziarat Gah, to the south of the city
;

and that if he could only be assured that he was an Englishman, he
would bring him at once into the city, but that, fearing he might be a

Russian, he had lodged him outside. Subsec^uently the gentleman

returned to Persia. The correspondent continues :

—

" Riding up the pass, I stopped for breakfast under the shade of a well-

known mulberry tree, the only one in the country, a little more than two-thirds

of the way through ; and here I found the first of the new Afghan settlers, who
had just arrived with his flock and his family, and seemed thoroughly happy.

He told me that he was a Ghilzai, a Hotak from the Kalat-i-Ghilzai district,

w^hose forefathers had migrated to the hills near Herat some four generations ago.

His language was still Pushtu, though he could speak Persian also. He was
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brimful of hope, and assured me over and over again that 12,000 families of

them were coming altogether, and that they would never allow a single Russian

to cross the frontier. All they wanted, he said, was some guns from the Sirkar,

and they would fight to the death. Other families, he said, were coming down
from Kabul, through Turkistan, and more from Zemindawar, all determined to

fight. I was just wishing to myself that the Amir would send up the whole of

Zemindawar to the frontier, when who should turn up but a veritable Zemin-
dawari. He sat down under the tree to have his chat too, and told me all his

history—how he fought against us at Maiwand, not from any love of Ayub Khan,
but simply because the word went round for a ' Ghaz ' against the unbelievers.

Twenty thousand Ghazis, he said, were assembled that day. He himself was
on the upper side towards Maiwand, opposite the Europeans ; but before he got

within one thousand yards of the fighting he was knocked over by a bullet in

the groin. Directly he fell, another Ghazi went ofl:' with his gun, and, conse-

quently, he not only gained nothing by his Ghaza, but he lost the gun that he
had, and, moreover, lay for six months on his back before he recovered the use

of his leg. During this time he says he was fed by the Alizais ; but when he

got better he went down to Quetta, and there his wound was treated by an
English doctor, and he was fed by the English all the time he was there. He
then returned home ; but hearing last summer that the Russians were going to

attack Herat, he, and lots of others like him, had come up of their own accord to

join in the Ghaza against the Russians. He had no family or ties of any sort to

bind him to this world ; his life was of no value to him, he said, and all he
wished was to meet his death fighting against the Russians—a true type of the

real Zemindawari fanatic."

During the sojourn of the Mission at Maruchak, at Christmas-time, the

Pioneer correspondent reports the cold experienced was very severe, and
although pans of burning wood-ashes were under the mess-table, it was
difficult to keep the liquor on the table from freezing ; ink-bottles all

froze, and notes had to be written in jDencil ; while the cook reported that

the eggs were all hard, and that as fast as he roasted one side of the joint

the other side froze. However, the dinner-party on Christmas-day was
a success, notwithstanding. Sir West Ridgeway invited thirteen of the

Russian Commission to dinner ; after dinner. Sir West proposed the

health of the Emperor, and Colonel Kuhlberg, the Russian representative,

that of the Queen, and this was followed by the healths of the various

officers, the evening being wound up with "Auld Lang Syne," and, at

Colonel Kuhlberg's particular request, with " God save the Queen."

About the same time the two sub-surveyors, Heera Singh and Imam
Sherif returned, the former having completed a capital survey of the

Band-i-Turkestan range and the upper waters of the Murghab River, in

the Firozkohi country, and the latter having worked down south through

the Taimani country into Zamindawar country, to join on to the old

Kandahar surveys. Both men went through considerable danger, the

former, owing to the feuds raging among the various sects of the Firuz-

Kohis, and the latter, in Zamindawar, where, though the people were quiet

enough, the " talibs," or religious students, were numerous and fanatical,

and longed for the blood of an unbeliever. Imam Sherif told numerous
tales of how they shot at him while he was working away at his siu'veys

on the tops of the hills, and how one talib, more bloodthirsty than the
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rest, thinking that his survey-followers, from the colour of their turbans,

were Sikhs, could hardly be restrained from rushing and cutting down

the party.

The correspondent of the Pioneer newspaper remarks that the Mission

experienced a great difference between the treatment shown to them in

the province of Herat, and in that of Afghan Turkistan. Kazi Saad-ud-

Din, the Deputy-Governor of the former, used to sit like a dog at their

doors, bent on preventing the slightest intercourse between them and the

people of the country ; and, instead of making the British out as friends,

he did his best to picture them as deceivers in the eyes of the people, and

to misrepresent their actions to the Amir. In Turkistan, on the other

hand, the cry is that India and Afghanistan are now all one —ek doulat—
and the utmost trust and confidence were reposed in our officers. Captain

Maitland and Lieutenant Talbot reported that they were shown every-

where, paid the greatest attention, and treated as friends by Muhammad
Isbak Khan, the Governor of Turkistan, probably the most powerful and

most respected man in Afghanistan.

Captain Peacocke's surveys to the north and west of Maimana brought

to light important facts regarding the effects of the Turkoman raids.

Till about twenty years ago, the heads of the valleys draining into the

Ab-i-Kaisar were well inhabited, and the country is still covered with

old wells, and the former sites of winter habitations. These, however,

gradually succumbed one after another to the attacks of the Turkomans,

and in many cases they were wholly destroyed, the men, women, and

children all being carried off into slavery. The result is that no one has

dared to go out to those places since. Even the more settled districts

along the high road have suffered in proportion. Almar, a fertile plain

west of Maimana, supported twenty years ago a population of 2000

families, whereas now there are hardly 700 ; Chahar Shumba, instead of

being a village of fifty houses, as it is now, Avas formerly the centre of a

well-populated district, extending for nearly sixteen miles, while other

parallel instances seem to prove that the deserts in Northern Afghanistan are

more the work of man than of nature, and that a settled government may
do much for the reclamation of the land and the prosperity of the country.

Colonel Ridgeway and staff left Chahar Shamba the first week in May,

and reached Andkhui on the 18th, having passed through rolling downs

clothed with wonderful luxuriance of grass, which, waving knee-deep,

clothed the hills and valleys as far as the eye could reach. The Oxus

was reached on the 28th May,—one old native officer of the Eleventh

Bengal Lancers remarking, " Long is the arm of the Sirkar, for I have

watered my horse in the Tientsin River of China, and to-day I do so in

the Amu Daria." The character of the country changes greatly during

the 177 miles from Chahar Shamba to Khamiab, the great range of the

Tirband-i-Turkestan gradually disappearing beyond the southern horizon,

and the hillocks of the Maimana chul, merging first into sandy undula-

tions and then into the great sandy Avaste north of Andkhui and Khui.

Khainabad, which lies about fifty miles to the south, is the most northern

Uz-bak village of Maimana, and by its fresh green aspect helps to mark
the difference between the two races, the XJz-baks and Turkomans ; the
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latter having a constitutional inability and aversion to cultivate trees or

to do anything else likely to tie them down to a particular spot.

Andkhui is described as little else but a collection of mud ruins, vvitli a

population of from 2000 to 3000 families. The desert stretching from
Andkhui to the Oxus is a hot and dreary stretch of rough broken sandy
ground, covered with wormwood and low bush and very scarce of water.

Lizards seem to be the staple product, aud they are to be seen of all sizes

and colours. First and foremost comes a beast some two or three feet in

length, of a yellowish colour, with red stripes, which never tries to run
away, but stands and hisses, distending itself to an enormous size. A
rencontre between a dog and one of these animals is said to be very

amusing, as while the dog is advancing to the attack in front, the lizard

suddenly brings his tail round and gives the unwary dog a most
tremendous cuff on the side of the head. The natives have a pious horror

of these beasts, and kill them whenever they see them.

Mr. Griesbach, the geological officer of the Mission, made an adven-
turous tour along the northern face of the Tirband-i-Turkestan mountains,

in the course of which he discovered hundreds of rock-cut caves all the way
through the northern Hazarahjat to Bamian. The Hazarahs and all the

tribes Avere most civil and hospitable throughout, and the orders issued

by Sirdar Ishak Khan, the Amir's Governor of Turkistan, for his safe

conduct were thoroughly carried out, and no restrictions whatever placed

on his movements. Mr. Griesbach reports that he found coal deposits

over a large extent of country with large seams eighteen to twenty-five

feet in thickness, and that the greater part of the northern Hazarahjat is

in fact one vast coal-field.

From Zulfikar to Maruchak the boundary runs in a generally eastward
direction, the line being traced in a rough curve, which reaches its most
southern point just before Chaman-i-bed is reached. I have not seen

any map which shows the approximate position of the boundary beyond
Maruchak, but its general effect is to leave the territories dependent on
Maimana and Andkhui to Afghanistan. In its sweep of 1 80 miles from
Zulfikar to Maruchak, the boundary traverses ground at present almost

entirely pastoral, the only exception being the strips of cultivation in the

valleys of the Heri Rud, the Kuskh, the Kashan, and the Murghab.
Boundary pillars have been erected at intervals of a few miles along the

entire leagth of the frontier from the Heri Rud to the vicinity of the

Oxus. There are over thirty of these pillars between Zulfikar and Maru-
chak, after which they run in a generally north-easterly direction towards

the Oxus as far as Duktchi. The remaining few pillars will be erected as

soon as the question as to the Kwajah Salih district has been decided.

The point up to which the boundary has thus been practically demar-
cated is that laid down as Khojah Saleh, and that is the name by which
it is identified in the agreement of 1872. An examination of the ground,

however, reveals the fact that there is no such spot, though the entire

district is called Kwajah Salih after some old saint or holy man (Kwajah)
whose name was Salih, and whose mazar, or tomb and shrine, are situated

at the southern extremity of the cultivated strip adjoining the river, and
some twenty miles from the boundary which has hitherto been accepted
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by the Afghans and Bokharians. The district of Khamiab, as the tract

claimed by the Russians is called, is said to have been in the possession

of the Afghans for thirty-seven years, and as it contains about eight

square miles of cultivation, and yields a revenue of some 4000 rupees

yearly to the Amir, it is clear that its cession is a matter of some import-

ance, necessitating consideration and reference. The ground here has, how-

ever, been carefully surveyed by Major Holdich, and full inquiry has been

made on the spot into the pros and cons of the case, so it can easily be

understood that the respective Governments should be in a position to

decide this last remaining point without the necessity of the entire Com-

mission remaining longer in so uninviting a locality.

One valuable result which may be expected to flow from the work of

the Boundary Commission Avill be an improvement of what may be termed

the historical geography of Asia. Our President, in his address, dwelt on

the importance of connecting the studies of both these branches of know-

ledge ; and it is to be hoped that the researches of our officers will enable

us to identify the names of many places in the history of Asia which are

at present involved in obscurity. In looking through the Tabakat-i-

Nasiri, or the general history of the Muhammadan dynasties of Asia from

800 to 1300 A.D., I have been greatly struck with the frequent mention

of important places, figuring conspicuously in the annals of the time,

which are not to be found in the best maps of Central Asia. With the

kind help of Major Raverty, the learned translator of that history, I

have made a rough list of some of these places, many of which are

situated on the Paropamisus Mountains ; one place called Kal-yun is

described by the Persian author of the history as " an excessively strong

fortress, the like of which, either in loftiness and sublimity, or in stability

and solidity, is nowhere to be found, so that some have said that the

strongest fortress in the world, and the fairest, is Kal-yun. The height

of the rock on the summit of which the ramparts of the fort stand is

about 1000 cubits, and the face of it is like a wall, so that it is im-

possible for any living thing to mount it with the exception of reptiles

of the earth ; and in the middle of the fortress is an extensive plain."

So remarkable a place as this, which baffled the besieging army of

the Mughals for sixteen months, one Avould expect to find identified

without difficulty ; but, though it must have been situated about 70 miles

north-east of Herat, I have never lighted on any identification of it in

any map which has come under my notice. There are other fortresses

and cities in Khurasan, Ghur, Gharjistan and Firuz-koh, which are

described in detail in the Muhammadan history, and which appear to

tally in some instances with strongholds mentioned by Arrian and Strabo,

but which have hitherto been little else than names. The surveys and

explorations of the Boundary Commission must eventually tend to throw

light on these places ; and if systematic eff'orts have been made by Major

Holdich and his brother officers to identify the sites, I feel sure that the

results will form a most valuable addition to the history of Central

Asia.

I ought not to close these few remarks without saying that it is a

very difficult task to construct a satisfactory paper on the geographical
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work of the Afghan Boundary Commission, because the officers attached

to it have been so indefatigable in their researches that it would require

an entire vohime to do justice to the great mass of interesting informa-

tion which has been accumulated by them. It may not be out of place to

mention that I ventured to bring to the notice of the Secretary of State

for India, how acce^^table to geograjDhers, and the scientific world generally,

it would be if a special volume were prepared, treating of the surveys

and other scientific labours of the Boundary Commission. I ventured
to do this because I knew by experience how often papers of very con-

siderable general interest, which have taken the compilers great trouble,

research, and time to prepare, are hopelessly buried and lost for ever to

the very readers who would most appreciate them, simply because, in the

course of the transit of these papers through the official mill, some one
or other has taken on himself to label them " secret " or " confidential."

"When this sad fate has once overtaken a geographical or scientific

paper there is but small hope of its salvation or resurrection. It may
contain nothing but the most innocent details, a vocabulary of words of

some obscure tribe, an account of the mineral and vegetable products of

some hitherto unknown district, measurements of selected crania of the

aborigines—the subject matters nothing, once it happens to be marked
" secret" ; not " all the king's horses and all the king's men " can save it,

and it lies ferclu, till it is dug out, some twenty or thirty years after, to be
sent off to the paper-mills to be pulped. However, I am bound to say

that I don't think this fate will overtake the report on the Boundary
Commission surveys. The suggestion I ventured to make was duly

approved by the Secretary of State, and the Government of India have
now replied that they have commissioned Major Holdich, who I supiDose

has a more extensive personal knowledge of Afghanistan than any one,

to prepare a special report on the surveys and geographical explorations

made in connection with the Afghan Boundary Commission.

It is difficult to dismiss the subject without congratulating ourselves

on the practical conclusion of the labours of the Commission. In sj)ite of

some of our friends over here, who have done their best to magnify every

hitch in the proceedings, to abuse those Avith whom England has been

doing her best to arrive at a friendly understanding, and to j^redict

failure as the inevitable outcome, the demarcation has been steadily

pushed on till the last point in the boundary line has been reached. I

know it has been alleged by hostile critics that there has been a surrender

of Afghan territory, but this allegation has not much apparent founda-

tion ; for when Sir Charles Macgregor, whose strong Anglo-Indian

sympathies are well known, wrote his admirable Gazetteer of Afghanistan

in 1871, a Avork which even now is the standard one on the geography

of the country, he traced the northern boundary line a little to the south

of the line now laid down, and therefore rather less favourable for the

Afghans than the one which we have secured for them. This Avas long

before the boundary question had been dragged into the arena of party

conflict, and the real facts at issue had been obscured and Avarped

thereby. It may also be contended, that to draAv a boundary line is one

thing, and to insure its being observed is quite another. This cannot

VOL. II. 2 Q
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be gainsaid ; but on the other hand, an accurate definition, based on the

survey of their respective territories, is one of the first and most obvious

duties of two conterminous Powers ; while at the same time it fixes the

responsibility for any future raids and frontier disturbances, and so forms

the first step towards their ultimate prevention.

REPOET TO COUNCIL

By Egbert W. Felkin, M.D., F.E.S.E., the Society's Delegate to

The British Association, 1886.

Gentlemen,—Having attended the meeting of the British Association

at Birmingham as your Delegate, I have now the honour of presenting

you a Eeport.

The first meeting was held in the Town Hall, Birmingham, on the 1st of

September, when the President of the Association, Sir J. William Dawson,

C.M.G, etc.. Principal of M'Gill College, Montreal, delivered the opening

address. He took as his theme the Geological formation and development

of the Atlantic basin ; but, before treating of his main subject, he spoke of

the immense progress of scientific education during the past twenty-one

years in the United Kingdom, and his remarks were very encouraging.

Additional Aveight must be given to his opinion, coming as it does from a

man Avho only occasionally visits our shores, and is, therefore, better able

to estimate the progress that has been made than one who is mixed up in

the atmosphere of controversy out of which alone it has been possible for

advance to be made, and who is more prone to dwell on the failures and

unaccomplished possibilities than to realise the immense achievements

which have been so laboriously Avon.

The good attendance at the President's Address foreshadowed the

interest felt in the sectional meetings, all of Avhich Avere Avell attended,

although Section E, Geography, and H, Anthropology, certainly carried

off" the palm in the general interest they excited, at least if one may judge

from the presence of Members and Associates.

FolloAving the example set by Mr. Coutts Trotter, your Delegate last

year, I shall confine my remarks to Section E, Geography, all the meetings

connected with which I attended. The folloAving is a list of the office-

bearers :

—

Section E.—Geography.

Pres/(?ew^.—Major-General Sir F. J. Goldsmid, K.C.S.L, C.B.

Vice-Presidents.—W. H. Bates, F.E.S. ; Admiral Sir E. Ommanney,
C.B., F.E.S. ; Major-General Sir LeAvis Pelly, K.C.B., K.C.S.L, M.P.

;

Colonel Sir Lambert Playfair, K.C.M.G. ; General J. T. Walker, C.B.,

F.E.S. ; Captain W. J. L. Wharton, E.N., F.E.S. ; Colonel Sir Charles

Wilson, K.C.B., K.C.M.G., D.C.L., LL.D., F.E.S., E.E.
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Secretaries.—F. T. S. Houghton, M.A, ; J. S. Keltie ; E. G. Kavenstein

(Recorder).

Committee.—W. Morris Beaufort ; E. Capper ; Canon Carver, D.D.

;

E. W. Felkin, M.D., F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. ; Douglas W. Freshfield, M.A.

;

Sir Julius von Haast, K.C.M.G., F.R.S. ; R. G. Hobbes; Rev. E. F. M.
MacCarthy, M.A. ; Professor John Macoun, M.A. ; C. E. MattheAvs

;

E. Delmar Morgan; John Murray, F.R.S. ; John Rae, M.D., LL.D,
F.R.S. ; Sir Rawson W. Rawson, C.B., K.C.M.G. ; General F. H. Rundall,

C.S.I., R.E, ; Trelawney Saunders ; General R. Strachey, R.E., F.R.S.
;

General Sir Henry Thuillier, C.S.I., F.R.S. ; Joseph Thomson; Canon H.

B. Tristram, F.R.S ; A. Silva White.

Meetings of this Committee were held on the 2d, 3d, 6th, and 7th of

September ; and, apart from its ordinary work, it appointed two Com-
mittees, viz. :

—

(rt.) For the purpose of drawing attention to the desirability of further

research in the Antarctic regions,—the existing Committee of the Associa-

tion was re-appointed, and enlarged by the following additional names

:

Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S., M.P. ; Professor T. H. Huxley, F.R.S.

;

Professor W. H. Flower, F.R.S. ; Professor H. Moseley, F.R.S. ; and

Professor P. L. Sclater, F.R.S., with power to add to their number.

{h.) For the purpose of supporting the efforts of the Royal Geographical

Society of London to induce the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge to

appoint Professors of Geography,—the Committee to consist of Canon
Carver, D.D., Rev. B. George (of Oxford), Rev. E. F. M. M'Carthy

(Birmingham), Professor Bonney, Professor M'Kenny Hughes (of Cam-

bridge), and E. G. Ravenstein, Secretary.

The Committee had the recommendation of the Scottish Geographical

Society to the Council of the British Association in reference to Antarctic

research referred to it, and approved of the same. It also received a

communication from the Council of the British Association asking its

opinion on the proposal to hold an extra meeting of representatives of the

Association in Sydney during the month of January 1888. It was agreed

to support this resolution ; and the Committee informed the Council that

they Avould have no difficulty, when the time arrived, in proposing the

names of six or eight delegates from Section E to represent it at the

meeting.

It will perhaps be advantageous to give a list of the papers read each

day in Section E, as I think it will set forth most clearly the work done

in Geography, which will be found to compare favourably with jirevious

years. I shall then proceed to make some remarks on the papers them-

selves and the discussions which followed.

Thursday, Septemher 2 :

—

1. The President's Address,

2. Professor John Macoun, M.A.—Notes on the extent, topograph}-,

climatic peculiarities, and agricultui'al capabilities of the

Canadian North-West.
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3. Alexander Begg.—The Canadian Pacific Eailway.

4. Hugh Sutherland.—A new Trade Route between America and Europe.

5. John Rae., 31. D., LL.D., F.B.S.—Proposed New Eoute to the great

Prairie Lands of North-West Canada, via Hudson's Strait and Bay.

Friday, September 3 :

—

1. Douglas W. Freshfield.—On the place of Geography in National

Education.

2. B. W. Felkin, M.D., F.B.S.E.—Can Europeans become acclimatised

in Tropical Africa 1

3. Cope TVhitehouse.—Further Exploitations in the Raian Basin of Lake

Moeris and the Wadi Moelleh.

4. Captain H. C. Ever ill.—Recent Explorations in New Guinea.

5. James E. Mason.—The Fiji Islands.

6. Rev. George Brown.—New Britain.

7. G. B. Halihurton.—The connection of the Trade "Winds and the

Gulf Stream with some West Indian problems.

Saturday, September 4 :—The Section did not sit.

Monday, September 6 :

—

L The Mayor of Montreal.—Remarks on a curious Album.

2. John Mxirray.—Report on Antarctic Explorations.

3. ./. Y. Buchanan.—Telegraphic Enterprise and Deep-Sea Research on

the West Coast of Africa.

4. Hugh Bobert Mill, D.Sc., F.B.S.E.—River Entrances.

5. Hugh B. Mill, i).iS'c., i^.i?.,S'.^.—Configuration of Clyde Water System.

6. W. B. Pryor.—North Borneo.

7. General F. H. Bundall, C.S.I. , B.E.—The Rivers of South India.

8. Charles Edivard D. Black.—On the Afghan Frontier.

9. E. Delmar Morgan.—On Przhevalski's Travels in Tibet.

10. /. D. Bees.—North China and Corea.

11. Sandford F. Fleming, C.M.G., LL.D.—Universal Time: A System

of Notation for the twentieth century.

Tuesday, September 7 :

—

1. Colonel Sir Lambert Playfair, K.C.M.G.—A Journey in Western

Algeria, May, 1886.

2. Major B. de Lannoy cle Bissy.—Recent French Explorations in the

Ogow^-Congo Region.

3. Joseph Thomson.—River Niger and Central Sudan Sketches.

4. Lieutenant B. Kund (German African Association).—Recent Explora-

tions in the Southern Congo Basin.

5. B. Capper.—A Trader on the West Coast of Africa, and in the

Interior.

6. Lieutenant Conder.—Bechuana-Land.

7. F. de Lesseps.—The Panama Canal.

[Papers 2, 6, and 7 were read by one of the Secretaries in the absence

of the Authors.]
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I would again call attention to a point which was touched on by your

Delegate last year, namely, the strict arrangement beforehand both as to

the length of the papers read, and of the discussions following them. It

would be of great advantage were strict limits to be enforced, but this

again was not the case.

Major-General Sir F. J. Goldsmid, the President, gave an admirable

opening address on the means of popularising the branch of science to

which the meetings of the Section were devoted. He first drew attention

to the uses of Geography, an exposition of which should prove, and a due

apprehension of which should admit, the necessity of its inclusion among
the special studies at public schools ; secondly, he indicated the mode of

imparting a knowledge of geography so as to render it at once practical

and engaging ; and lastly, he gave such illustrations of modern travel

and research as might serve to demonstrate how urgent was the

study of Geography to all classes in this country. He also drew

attention to the project for research in the Antarctic Polar Seas, on

Avhich a paper was read last year at the Aberdeen Meeting by Admiral

Sir E. Ommanney, and spoke of the fascination centering round the

unknown Polar region. He, however, called attention to the danger and

difficulty of the undertaking, and recommended the re-appointment of an

expanded and strengthened committee, with the view of bringing matters

to a successful issue. His concluding remai'ks should be taken to heart

by every one. He said, " Plainly, let us not lose the immense advantage

given to us by Providence, owing to the want of systematic knowledge in

a branch of science in which we are shown to have been outstripped by

Continental nations, but which all historical precedent warns us that it is

our duty to foster to the uttermost."

The four papers which followed the President's Address, and of which,

doubtless, abstracts will be given in your Magazine, led to a very animated

discussion, in which eight gentlemen took part. The chief interest seemed

to centre on the new trade route between America and Europe, to be

accomplished by a railway from Winnipeg and Regina to Port Nelson,

and the opening up of an outlet through Hudson's Bay.

Although several papers have been read of late on the place of

Geography in education, Mr. D. AV. Freshfield succeeded in reviving the

subject in a happily conceived and very able paper. He divided the

objectors to Geography in education under three heads. The first were

those who knew too little ; and he included among them those Avho

believed that geography was only an equivalent for topography, and that

it consisted in nothing but tables, and therefore thought that the subject

was merely a question of memory. The second were those who knew too

much, and urged that all natural science was geography, and therefore

that it was a superfluous luxury. The third class were those who, although

they admitted that geography was important, alleged that, on account of

its many-sidedness, it Avas impossible to impart it. He showed that in

Germany the Professors of Geography were not superfluous ornaments,
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that there was not found the slightest practical difficulty in obtaining

them, and in defining them a field to work in. They had already twelve

University Professors of Geography, and were yearly adding others ; and

in France and Switzerland the same results obtained. The long discussion

which followed this paper was perhaps hardly called for, as no fresh ideas

or arguments were brought before the meeting.

Next, your Delegate read a paper on the possibility of the acclimatisa-

tion of Europeans in Tropical Africa, which was followed by a short dis-

cussion. As this paper will be published in your Magazine, it need not

be further alluded to.

Mr. Cope Whitehouse again advocated the reconstruction of the Lake

Moeris, which he said would redeem 2000 square miles of marsh and

desert, and add five millions per annum to the Egyptian Exchequer.

Captain H. C. Everill gave an account of his recent exploration in

New Guinea, and alluded to the fertility of the country. He strongly

advocated its development, and stated that he believed the people, who
were at present cannibals, might be ci^^lised in a reasonable time.

It was unfortunate that, o^^dng to the length of time occupied by the

previous papers, Mr. J. E. Mason and the Eev. G. A. Brown were unable

to do more than give a brief summary of their respective papers. They
were evidently both very interesting, and it is hoped they Avill be pub-

lished in exfenso.

As I before stated, the Geographical Section did not sit on Saturday.

It would liaA-e been better, perhaps, had it followed the example of

Sections B (Chemical Science), C (Geology), D (Biology), and F
(Economic Science and Statistics), which continued their work on that

day, as the extra three or four hours would have added much to the

satisfactory character of its work.

When the Section resumed its sittings on Monday, M. Beaugrand

opened the proceedings by exhibiting a curious geographical and topo-

graphical album of Montreal, which contained a record of the history of

that city since its foundation in 1642.

The report of the Committee of the Association appointed last year

for promoting research in the Antarctic regions (vide Appendix) was then

read, and it was followed by a short pithy si)eech by Dr. John ]\Iurray,

who strongly urged the expediency of an expedition to explore those

regions. As, in the September number of your Magazine, there is a

paper by Dr. Murray on this subject, I need not refer to it, save to say

that the President remarked that he had never heard so much detail

compressed so clearly and vi^ddly into so short a space of time.

Mr. J. Y. Buchanan gave an interesting account of deep-sea research

made in connection with telegraph enterprise. Amongst other details he
showed A^'hat an immense amount of soil was carried by rivers and
deposited in the sea. He stated that if the bank which had been formed
at the mouth of the Congo were replaced in its original position it would
cover the area of the drainage of that river to a depth of 200 feet.
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The two papers by Dr. H. R Mill showed how the definition of where a

river ended and the sea began might be obtained by considering the physical

conditions of the water, and he gave a list of the observations required.

Mr. W. B. Pryor's paper on British North Borneo was read for him
by Mr. Houghton. In it he set forth the physical features of the country,

and stated that it would support a very large population.

As General F. H. Rundall's paper on the river systems of South India

"will be published by the Eoyal Geographical Society, I need only men-

tion that it was the only paper in the Section to which the honour was
accorded of its being proposed, seconded, and carried unanimously, that it

shoidd be published in extenso.

After all the stir and excitement which the Afghan Frontier Commis-
sion has excited, there was much satisfaction in learning from Mr. C. E. D.

Black, of the India Ofl&ce, in his paper on the Afghan frontier, that no real

surrender had been made by this country to Russia. He gave details of

the devastation caused by the Turkomans in Northern Afghanistan ; but

as this paper will be published in your Magazine, I need do no more than

call attention to it.

The paper on North China and the Corea, by Mr. J. D. Eees, was

chiefly noteworthy for the instructive and entertaining description he gave

of Pekin and the Great Wall of China.

The last meeting of the Section was devoted to Africa, ^nth the exce}>

tion of a paper on the Panama Canal, read by Mr. A. Silva White, Secre-

tary of the Scottish Geographical Society, for M. Ferdinand de Lesseps.

M. de Lesseps' paper will be published in your Magazine.

Turning, then, to Africa, the first paper, by Sir Lambert Playfair,

dealt with a journey through Western Algeria. Mr. E. G. Eavenstein

then gave a resume of a valuable contribution by 31. E. de Lannoy de

Bissy, on recent French explorations in the Ogowe-Congo region. He
showed very clearly the immense amount of thoroughly scientific work
Avhich had been accomplished b}' French explorers in this vast region,

and he also mentioned, incidentally, the extreme readiness with which

the author of the paper supplied him with any information he possessed

with regard to African exploration.

Mr. Joseph Thomson, oiu: well-known Honorary Member, then read

his paper on the Eiver Niger and the Central Sudan, and greatly

interested and fascinated his audience by the description of his joiu-ney

to Sokoto. He stated it to be his opinion that this was the only

region in Central Africa which, in the near future, presents opportunities

of development, and called special attention to the influence which the

Mohammedan religion had had in raising the people to a higher level

;

but as this paper will also be published in your Magazine, I must not

over-burden my already too long report by further details. For the same

reason, I will only mention that Lieutenant's Kund's paper was well

received by his audience, and, notwithstanding that he read it in English,

he succeeded remarkably well in carrying his audience with him as he
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described the details of his interesting journey, the people with whom he

came in contact, and the varied physical features of; the country through

which he passed. Mr. Capper then followed with an amusing paper, in

Avhich he expatiated on the fascination of African travel, expressing his

opinion that the West Coast was very salubrious, and could be colonised,

and that insurance companies had no need to be alarmed at persons holding

their policies proceeding thither. He concluded by advocating a railway

from Algiers to the source of the Niger, and onwards to the Congo, in order

to give traders two sides to work at instead of only one. The last paper

I have to notice was one by Lieutenant Conder on Bechuana-Land, read by
the President. The writer called attention to the splendid climate, the

powerful native population, and the fairly fertile land. He stated that

time, patience, and steady rule were alone needed to make Bechuana-Land

a future outlet for the surplus population of England, and assured his

hearers that its future was intimately connected ^^^th, and inseparable from,

the Transvaal and Cape Colony.

The sittings of the Section concluded ^nth a very cordial vote of thanks,

on the motion of General Sir H. Thullier, to General Goldsmid for his

conduct in the chair.

As your Delegate, I also attended several meetings of the General

Committee of the British Association.

The follomng Resolutions were submitted by the General Committee

for the consideration of Coiuicil :

—

(1) That the Council be requested to consider the desirability of admit-

ting ladies as officers of the Association, or as members of the General or

Sectional Committees.—The Coimcil reported to the General Committee,

and it Avas agreed that, after careful consideration of the question, it be

resolved that the time has not yet come when it would be to the ad-

vantage of the Association to depart from the established custom. (2)

That the Council be requested to consider the advisability of rendering the

special reports of the Association more accessible to the scientific public by
placing them on sale in separate form. (3) That the printed reports on

special subjects be oiFered for sale to the general pul)lic at the time of the

meeting, or as soon after it as possible.—The Council recommended that

these questions, containing much detail and requiring most careful con-

sideration, be reported on next year. (4) That a memorial be presented

to Her Majesty's Government in favour of the establishment of a National

School of Forestry. —As the committee appointed to consider this subject

made no report to the Council, the consideration of the matter was

dropped in the meantime.

The Council also reported to the General Committee that they were

unable to recommend at the present time any scheme for promoting an

International Scientific Congress, described in the report of the Council

presented at Aberdeen. During the past year they have considered this

question fully, and are of opinion that too many difficulties lie in the way
for any further steps at present l^eing taken in the matter.
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As you are doubtless aware, the meeting of the British Association

next year (1887) is to be held in Manchester. With regard to the meeting

in 1888, it was recommended by the Council, and agreed to by the General

Committee, that the ordinary meeting of the Association should take place

in Bath, but that, if possible, representative and influential delegates to

the number of about fiftj^, from the various Sections, should be deputed

to accept the invitation, so cordially brought forward by Sir Saul Samuel,

to hold an extraordinary meeting in Sydney during January 1888, when
the first of the Australian Colonies celebrates its centenary. Sir Saul

Samuel informed the meeting that his Government offered to the

delegates free return tickets to the Colony, as well as hospitality there,

and every facility for visiting the other Australian Colonies.

As last year, there were two meetings of the delegates of the Cor-

responding Societies, as well as a dinner on the first of September.

Thirty-two associated Societies sent delegates, and of these some twenty-

four attended the dinner and meetings.

The work done by the Conference of Delegates was almost identical

with that of last year, and consisted in recommendations from Section C
with regard to the Erratic Block Committee, the Underground Water
Committee, and the Sea-coast Erosion Committee. There was also a

recommendation from Section D with regard to the extirpation of native

plants, and concerning the flowering of trees and plants.

I have also to call your attention to the report of a Committee

appointed by the Birmingham Philosophical Society to communicate

with the Corresponding Societies' Committee of the British Association

on " The need of combined action for the translation and publication of

foreign scientific memoirs." In it the opinions of various high authorities

are given, both for and against the scheme, the most important of which

objections may be summed up as follows:— 1. That it would discourage

the study of French and German, which languages all scientific men ought

to know ; 2. That it is difficult to give a good translation, and that those

few competent to do so Avould be better employed in other work ; and,

lastly, that most of the Continental literature requires condensation rather

than translation. The Committee came to the following conclusions :—

-

1. That for this purpose a special Society or Committee of the British

Association might be formed, consisting of (a) a general committee, on

which existing Societies might be represented
; (b) sub-committees, one

on each branch of science, for the selection of memoirs to be translated
;

(c) a paid editor or editors, for communicating with the translators, and
for the revision of the translations

;
(d) a staff of paid translators

;

although, of course, competent voluntary aid should not be refused
;

(e) members paying an annual subscription, who should receive the trans-

lated memoirs of any one section. The memoirs should also be issued

separately, and the memoirs of all the sections should be purchasable by
societies, libraries, etc., at a reduced rate.

2. That the publication of abstracts is very desirable ; but the Com-
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mittee feel that at present it may best be left to the existing Societies
;

and they consider it of the highest importance that this work should be

undertaken for their own subjects by those Societies which have not yet

adojjted it. They believe also that a combination of abstracting agencies

would lessen the expense.

3. That in order to render the work of manageable dimensions,

memoirs from the French and German languages should not at first be

translated, although, later on, if the work be successful, these might with

great advantage be included.

4. That in order to render important memoirs in these omitted

languages more readily accessible, scientific Societies in France and Ger-

many should be urged to print and sell their memoirs separately ; and

that in the volumes of English abstracts, the price and method of obtain-

ing them should be stated in addition to the summaries generally given.

With reference to this subject, I would call your attention to the fact,

that in the Geographical Notes published in your Magazine month by month,

this work has, in a measure, been done for Geography by your Society.

I cannot conclude this Report without mentioning the admirable

manner in which the arrangements Avere carried out in Birmingham for

the convenience and enjoyment of the members of the British Association.

The rooms in which the various sections met were conveniently situated

and well fitted up. Hospitality was freely bestowed, and all the arrange-

ments were most ably carried out. The manufacturers of Birmingham

provided a very complete exhibition of local manufactures, specially got

together for this meeting, which was as instructive as it was interesting.

Besides the numerous ordinary publications, I must call attention to the

Handbook of Birmingham, a volume of 378 pages, specially compiled for

the Association, and presented to each member.

APPENDIX.
Eeport of the Committee, consisting of Sir Joseph D. Hooker, Sir

George Nares, Mr. John Murray, General J. T. Walker,
Admiral Sir Leopold McLintock, Dr. W. B. Carpenter, Mr.
Clements Markham, and Admiral Sir Erasmus Ommanney
(Secretary), appointed for the purpose of drawing attention

TO the desirability of further Research in the Antarctic

Region.

Your Committee, after having given full consideration to the great im-

portance of effecting a further exploration of the Antarctic Polar Sea, desire,

in the first place, to express their opinion that it would be most essential,

before approaching H.M. Government with the view of urging the

expediency of equipping such a naval expedition as would be required

for carrying out an exploration of such magnitude, interest, and import-

ance, that the requirements for its success and a plan of operations should

be most carefully considered, and the results embodied in a written form

i
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for the approval of the Council of the Association and for the information

of the Government.

Furthermore, in order to obtain the co-operation which the matter

requires from eminent men in science, your Committee feel it necessary

for their body being enlarged by the addition of influential members of the

Association, and of other bodies representing the various branches of

science interested in the investigation of this comparatively unknown
region, and especially of the Royal Geographical Society.

Your Committee have to point out that our knowledge of the South

Polar region is chiefly confined to the grand discoveries effected by that

celebrated expedition under the command of Captain Sir James C. Ross,

conducted between the years 1839 and 1843, with sailing ships. Since

that period the facilities for effecting a more complete research have been

greatly augmented by the application of steam propulsion to vessels better

adapted for ice navigation. This has been proved by continuous experi-

ence in the Arctic seas during the last half-century.

For the above reasons, your Committee deem it desirable to defer

making their report, with a view to giving more definition to the objects

sought to be obtained, and to the best means of obtaining them, as also to

expand this Committee, in order to elicit to the fullest extent the opinions

and to secure support from those conversant with the various branches of

science which are to be investigated during an exploration which, from its

very important and serious nature, eminently merits the favourable con-

sideration of this great and enterprising maritime nation.

MEMORANDUM ON THE ADVANTAGES TO THE SCIENCE OF
TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM TO BE OBTAINED FROIM AN
EXPEDITION TO THE REGION WITHIN THE ANTARCTIC
CIRCLE.

Bead at the Meeting of the British Association, 1886.

In Gauss's paper on the general theory of Magnetism, published in

England in 1839, will be found the following conclusions :

—

(1.) "It is clear that the knowledge of Y (or the component of the

horizontal magnetic force directed towards the West) on the whole earth,

combined with the knowledge of X (or the component of the horizontal

force towards the North) at all points of a line running from one pole of

the earth to another, is sufficient for the foundation of the complete theory

of the magnetism of the earth.

(2.) "Finally, it is clear that the complete theory is also deducible

from the simple knowledge of the value of Z (or the component of the

magnetic force directed towards the centre of the earth) on the whole

siu"face of the earth."

Accepting these conclusions as thoroughly sound and in no measure

altered by other investigators since they were written, let us now inquire
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into the question of how far are we prepared by observations of the

earth's magnetism for a calculation of this kind 1 Thanks to the activity

of observers in many lands and over many seas during the years 1865-85,

we have been supplied with the necessary observations which have been

utilised for compiling charts on a large scale of the normal values of the

Declination, Horizontal force, and Vertical force for the epoch 1880, from

which the values of X, Y, Z may readily be obtained for a large portion

of the earth's surface.

These elements for the zone contained between the parallels of 60° N.

and 50" S. are (except for the central portion of Africa, where observa-

tions are few and scattered) accurate ; from 60" to 70° N. latitude, and 50°

to 60° S. latitude they are less accurate.

North of the parallel of 70° N., and south of 60° S., are two portions

of the earth of which our knowledge is far more limited ; but whilst we

have had comparatively recent observations in Arctic regions, nearly the

whole of the Antarctic regions have remained unvisited for magnetic pur-

poses since the memorable survey conducted by the late Sir James Ross

in 1840-43, so that the charts are correspondingly weak in those latitudes.

The Challenger, whilst on her voyage from the Cape of Good Hope to

Melbourne, crossed the Antarctic circle about the meridian of 79° E. The

magnetic observations during that period, combined with those made at

Sandy Point, Magellan Strait, since 1865, and some declination observa-

tions recently made in the South Pacific between New Zealand and Cape

Horn, in latitudes between 50° and 60° South, give ample evidence that a

considerable change of the magnetic elements has occurred since Ross's

voyage. Of the extent of these changes, our information is so limited

that the old survey is of but little use in enabling us to complete the

charts of 1880 with the requisite amount of accuracy, and therefore the

X, Y, Z required for Gauss's method of theoretical investigation are still

wanting.

Although it is true that Gauss has shown the method by which

mathematicians may, from an accurate knowledge of the magnetic ele-

ments over an extended area in both hemispheres, calculate nearly those

of the remaining portions, yet supposing this to have been done—and it is

a work of considerable labour—the results would hardly be accepted as

final until observation had done its work in every navigable sea, and on

every shore open to the explorer, in proof of the theoretical results.

It has already been remarked that we know far more of the earth's

magnetism from observation in Arctic regions, where also the approximate

position of the North Magnetic Pole has been determined, than in Antarctic

regions, Avhere the position of the South Magnetic Pole is yet indeterminate.

Thus it appears that great advantage to the science of Terrestrial Magnet-

ism would be derived from a new magnetic survey of the Southern Hemi-

sphere, extending as far southward as possible towards the Geographical

Pole, from the parallel of 40° S.

For carrying out such a survey we have many advantages over our
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predecessors in the Erebus and Terror, besides the benefit of their experi-

ence. At Melbourne, there is a magnetic observatory, equipped with all

the most modern apparatus, which would form an admirable base station,

whilst subsidiary base stations might be formed at the Cape OT)servatory,

and Sandy Point, Magellan Strait, for the use of the portable absolute

instruments. The survey, too, must in a great measure again be carried

out on board ship at sea, and here we have a powerful aid in steam, which
would enable an observer in calms and moderate weather to obtain excel-

lent results by the process of swinging his vessel.

The observations at sea might be accompanied with considerable

advantage by observations made^with the portable absolute instruments on

ice as frequently as possible : ice is specially mentioned as being free

from the local magnetic disturbance which is so common in islands and on

rocky shores of igneous formation.

But the valuable aid of steam, which enables the seaman and observer

to handle his vessel with ease and precision, involves a large increase of

iron in the ship in the form of engines, boilers, etc., and a corresponding

increase of trouble to the magnetician. Those who have read Sabine's

detailed account of the errors of the compass due to iron in the ships Erebus

and Terror, will have found that the deviation of 3° or 4° in the compass
at Hobart Town became 50° in the high southern latitudes, which must have

all but annihilated the earth's directive force on certain courses, and
rendered the compass useless. Experience derived from the magnetic

results of the voyages of H.M.S. Challenger and other ships of the Eoyal
Navy, points to a means of avoiding much of this difficulty, as well as

to the selection of a suitable vessel, and, above all, to a proper position on
board—considered magnetically—for the instruments. The importance of

this latter point will be appreciated when it is remembered that the errors

of the observed magnetic elements due to the direction of the ship's head

can generally be eliminated by swinging the ship, whilst those proceeding

from vertical magnetic forces are constant for every direction of the ship's

head when upright—variable when she is inclined at different angles of

heel, and requiring frequent references to a base station to ascertain their

amount. On all accounts, therefore, it is necessary that directlj^ a A^essel

is selected for a magnetic survey, positions for the compasses and relative

magnetic instruments used at sea should be determined after careful

experiment, and all iron within thirty feet of them removed if possible.

Subject to these precautions, a magnetic survey of the Antarctic seas

might be made with satisfactory precision, and great advantage to the

science of Terrestrial Magnetism.

Accompanying Sir Edward Sabine's Contribution to Terrestrial Magnet-

ism, No. xi., read before the Royal Society of London in 1868, and pub-

lished in the Philosophical Transactions of that year, are three maps showing

the extent of Ross's Antarctic Magnetic Survey, to which reference may
be made by those desirous of seeing what was then accomplished.

Ettrick W. Creak, R.N., F.R.S.
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GEOGEAPHICAL NOTES.

EUROPE.

The Dundee Whalers and Antarctic Exploration.—A meeting of the Antarctic

Exploration Committee appointed by the Royal Society of Victoria and the

Victorian Branch of the Geographical Society was held, says the Dundee

Advertiser, September 1, at the Melbourne Town Hall on July 15. Mr.

Trotter, F.R.G.S., and Captain Sunman of the Russian Navy, were present

by invitation. A number of practical suggestions were tendered by the latter

gentleman in a paper laid upon the table. On the motion of Mr. Ellery,

seconded by Professor Kernot, it was agreed that a letter should be sent to the

Geographical Section of the British Association, informing it of the steps that

had been taken, and inquiring in what direction the Committee could assist

in Antarctic exploration. Mr. G. S. Griffiths suggested that an endeavour

should be made to secure the despatch to the Antarctic seas, at the earliest prac-

ticable date, of a Dundee steam-whaler. It was also proposed that the Government

be advised to offer to home shipowners, as an inducement to them to open up an

Antarctic fishery, a freight of Government cargo from Great Britain to the colony

at current rates, and also to offer a bonus to the first steam-whaler entering a

Victorian port with a cargo of sixty tons of oil and bone obtained from seas lying

to the southward of the 60th parallel, with a stipulation that a staff of scientific

observers should be carried as passengers, and that all reasonable efforts should be

made to sight Mount Erebus, and to effect a landing upon Victoria Land. The

Committee agreed to wait upon the Premier to urge the adoption of the scheme.

Proposed Tunnel between Denmark and Sweden.

—

M. Alexandre de Rothe, an

engineer, who has been working at Panama under M. de Lesseps, has presented to

the Governments of Denmark and Sweden a project for a submarine railway tunnel

under the Sound between Copenhagen and Malmo. The tunnel is to have a total

length of twelve kilometres (7| miles), three between Amager and the small island of

Saltholm, and nine between Saltholm and Sweden. The ground to be worked much
resembles that in the Channel between England and France, and is said to offer no

difficulty to the execution of the work. The cost of construction is calculated to

amount to thirty millions of francs, or £1,200,000. The Swedish Government

takes a great interest in the plan, while the Danish at present is somewhat

apathetic. M. de Rothe entertains sanguine hopes of a successful result of the

negotiations. The tunnel would be of the greatest importance for the future com-

mercial connection between Sweden and Norway, and later on of Russia and the

whole Continent, as laden railway waggons then could run from the north of

Norway, Sweden, or Finland down to the South of Italy.

—

Chamber of Commerce

Journal, September 1886.

Popiilation of Copenhagen.

—

M. Hansen-Blangsted, in a communication to the

Paris Geographical Society, states that Copenhagen, in relation to the total number

of inhabitants in the country, is the most populous capital in the world. According

to the census of IVIay 1886, Copenhagen has 285,700 inhabitants. On the 1st February

of last year, the number was 280,100. The increase has been, therefore, 1'6 per 100

inhabitants. As is already known, Copenhagen itself contains about one-seventh

of the entire population of the kingdom.

Population of Paris.—According to the census of June last, Paris has a popula-

tion of 2,254,306, showing an increase, since 1881, of 14,378.
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Population of Constantinople.—The hist census gives the following results :

—

Mussulmans, 384,910 ; Greeks, 154,543 ; Armenians, 149,590 ; Jews, 44,361
;

Roman Catholics, 6442 ; Bulgarians, 4377 ; Protestants, 819 ; Foreign residents,

129,562 ; showing total of 871,562.

ASIA.

The French Expedition to Central Asia.—The French Expedition to Central Asia,

organised by the Government at the request of the Paris Geographical Society,

and consisting of MM. Bonvalot, Capus, and Pepin, arrived at Tiflis on 25th

February. According to the Caucase, the route which the expedition proposes

taking, is Baku, Trans-Caspian territory, Turkistan, the Amu-Darya plain, and

Persia ; its object is to explore the countries bordering on India.

Roads in Asiatic Turkey.— The Zeitschrift of the Berlin Geographical Society,

No. 123, contains a paper on this subject, illustrated with a map, indicating by dis-

tinctive symbols the roads existing previous to 1882, those built between that date

and 1885, and those at present in course of construction. The writer shows into

what a deplorable condition the means of communication in Asia Minor had been

allowed to fall, in spite of the magnificent road system of Roman and pre-Roman
origin to which the Turks fell heir. He quotes, as a striking instance of the

practical isolation in which important cities are left, the case of Angora ; which, in

the famine-year of 1873-74, had a cargo of grain landed at Ismid, through the

charity of the Viceroy of Egypt, but was obliged to await the arrival of the twelfth

and last instalment for about a year, as the caravan took a month to go and come
each time.

AFRICA.

The Portuguese in East Africa.—In the Boletim Official do Governo Geral da

Provmcia de Mocambique (24th July 1886), we find particulars of a Portuguese

military expedition organised for the purpose of punishing an attack made upon
Captain Paiva Andrada, Portuguese Artillery, when that officer was passing on a

peaceful mission—accompanied by only twenty men and one white—through the

Rupire country at the beginning of last year. The party was turned back and robbed

of everything, and the companion of Captain Andrada was killed. The outrage was

in every sense a wanton and unprovoked one, and it has been most severely punished,

as is shown by the Report of the Governor of Manica, Major Francisco Moura, to

the Governor-General of Mozambique. Putting aside the political results of the

expedition, it will be of interest both to commerce and geography, for it will lead

to the opening up of a large tract of country rich in mineral resources, hitherto in a

very unsettled state owing to the raids constantly made into it by the "Landeens "

of Umseila ; nor should it pass unnoticed that gold always formed part of the presents

brought to the commander of the expedition.

The country traversed by the expedition, and which runs very close to the

eastern extremity of our Bechuanaland Protectorate, is spoken of as unhealthy. As
it consisted chiefly of the lowlands, and was passed through immediately after the

rains, it is only natural to suppose it would be so. There are, however, many hilly

spots in it which —like Gorongozo—ofi'er healthy localities for residence. It is the

low plain country adjoining the hills from which the Pungwe, Buzi, Sabi, and their

tributaries take their source. In all these lowland streams alluvial gold is found,

and Major Moura, in his Report, says that it forms the only article of trade with the

natives. The gold of these lowland streams will be carried down from the higher

country by the washing of the gold-bearing reefs that intersect it. Relics of old

mines are found in this country, and there is no doubt that in ancient times (and
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how recently we cannot tell) quartz-crushing—and not only alluvial washing—for

gold was carried on. At the present day, however, the natives retain no knowledge

of the former, and only carry on the latter. Many years of unsettlement and Lan-

deen raids appear to have terribly demoralised the natives of the country—who.

Major Moura states, have been in the habit of constantly warring upon each other

—

and have tended to the practice of erecting strongly-stockaded villages wherever a

dozen families could be got together ; turning, in fact, every man's hand against

his neighbour. This is a state of things that must be immensely improved by any

form of settled government, and if the Portuguese authorities follow up and really

take advantage of the results gained in their late expedition, improvement must

follow.

A Fresli Portuguese Expedition.—Caj^tain Paiva Andrada, whose name occurs

in the above, has been given the command of a new Portuguese expedition into

Eastern Africa, which, starting from the coast, at Chilwan or Sofala, will follow the

route leading up the basin of the Sabi River, south of the late Umseila's kraal, which

he may possibly visit. Thence he proposes to push westward and visit the ruins

of Zimbabye (cf. p. 637), returning to the coast by the Manica country, probably via

Senna and the river Zambesi. Captain Andrada's party will be much smaller and

more compact than Serpa Pinto's, and is therefore likely to obtain a greater

measure of success. It will not number more than thirty or forty, all told. He is

accompanied by an Englishman who has travelled in the country before ; but the

expedition is purely Portuguese, and is supported by a grant from the Lisbon

Government.

AMERICA.

Earthquakes in the United States.—Several earthquake shocks, of greater or lesser

intensity, occurred on August 31st and following days in the United States, the chief

centre of which appears to have been at Charleston, North Carolina, which was

partially destroyed, resulting in the loss of over 50 lives. Mr. W. Topley, President

of the Geologists' Association, made this the subject of a paper which he communi-

cated at the recent meeting of the British Association in Birmingham. Included in

it was a telegraphic despatch from Major Powell, Director of the United States

Geological Survey. Mr. Topley gave an account of the earthquake which occurred

in Eastern Europe on August 27th, which appeared, he said, to have travelled east-

ward from Malta and Southern Italy. It was a curious coincidence that the first

important indication of earthquake disturbance in the United States took place on

the very date when a geyser in the Yellowstone region spouted vehemently, and the

first severe shock was felt at Charleston. The principal and most destructive shock,

however, was that of the night of Tuesday, the 31st, which was felt over a wider

area than any previously recorded in North America. Subsequent shocks, though

not of so great local intensity, were experienced over a still wider range of territory,

the later earth-waves of September 2nd and September 3rd being observed so far

west as Nevada and California. The description of the phenomena attending the

Charleston earthquake was founded, apart from the newspaper reports, upon a

despatch specially forwarded, by request, by INIajor Powell. It stated—"Earthquake

most severe on record in United States, and afi"ected the greatest area. Origin along

line of Quarternary dislocation on eastern flanks of AUeghanies, especially where it

crosses it in Carolina." No sea-wave, it was stated, was reported as accompanying

the earthquake. The principal shock was felt over the whole vast area in intervals

of 15 minutes, and was recorded at the principal points as follows :—Raleigh, 4h.

9m. 50s. P.M. ; Charleston, 5h. 9m. 54s. ; Cedar Keys, Florida, 2h. lOm. 05s. ; Knox-
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ville, 3h. 9m. 55s. ; Memphis, 4h. 9m. 55s. ; St. Louis, Ih. 2m. 10s. ; Milwaukee,

lOh. Om. 6s. ; Pittsburg, 4h. 10m. Os. ; Albany, 2h. 10m. Os. ; Springfield, Ih. 10m.

Os. ; and New York, 2h. 9m. 43s. Perhaps the most interesting phenomenon

recorded was the outburst of the geyser in the Yellowstone Park, which had been

quiescent for years. All the evidence, so far as published, went to show that the

earthquake was a true seismic disturbance, which was probably transmitted along

certain lines of weakness in the rock formations of the Continent.

The newspapers have continued to report further and frequent earth-tremors

throughout September.

The Territory of Dakota.—This Territory is now divided by the 40th parallel

into a Northern and a Southern Division, and the seat of government is transferred

from Yankton, in the Southern Division, to Bismarck, on the Northern Pacific

Railway, in the Northern Division. A bill was lately brought into the Senate

advocating the subdivision of the Territory at the 46th parallel, the northern part

of which to be called " Lincoln Territory," and the southern the " State of

Dakota ;
" but the bill was thrown out.

American Forests.—A statement has been prepared for the American Forestry

Congress, showing the extent of the woodlands in the United States, and the

number of acres of forest which are destroyed annually. It would seem that

America is by no means so heavily wooded as is generally supposed, and, in respect

to the proportionate acreage of its forests, cannot compare with many European

countries. The total area of the United States is 1,856,077,400 acres, and only

440,990,000 acres, or about 23 per cent., are wooded, while a considerable propor-

tion of the timber is in mountainous districts, and beyond easy reach. There are

297,650,000 acres of farms, and no less than 1,115,430,400 acres of unimproved and

waste lands, old fields, etc., not under cultivation, but devoid of timber. As
regards the consumption of timber, it requires no less than 15,000,000 acres, or an

area equal to Vermont, New Hampshire, Connecticut, and Rhode Island, to supply

the railroads with cross-ties. The American demand for fuel will in a single year

clear the forests of 30,000,000 acres of trees. The loss of timber by forest fires was

10,274,089 in 1880, and the loss averages annually about 10,000,000 acres. The

cut of timber is 28,000,000,000 feet a year, which lays bare annually a forest area

greater than the State of New Hampshire. Altogether, the forests of the United

States are decreasing at the rate of 50,750,000 acres annually, which would clear a

wooded surface equal in extent to all the New England States, together with New
Jersey and Maryland.

—

Glasgow Herald.

The Exploration of Alaska.—Lieutenant Frederick Schwatka, the commander of

the expedition for the exploration of Alaska, writing concerning the cluster of moun-
tains on the southern spurs of the St. Elias Alps, says—" Here, within the area of one

of our smallest States, is a group of Alpine peaks that will rival all those of Switzer-

land put together over and over again, and yet hardly one in a hundred of our most

intelligent citizens has ever heard of them. One of them, Crillon, is loftier than

any peak in the United States proper, and yet it would not be recognised by one

person in a thousand if casually spoken of among those at home." Under the

shadow of eternal snows. Lieutenant Schwatka found strawberries in great abund-

ance, and golden plover were killed in large numbers by the explorers. Grisly

bears, with the finest coats of hair of that species, were also found upon the moun-
tains.

—

St. Jameses -Gazette, 14th September.

AUSTRALASIA.
The Water Supply of South Australia.—Mr. Clement L. Wragge, our Oorrespond-

VOL. 11. 2 R
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ing Member, writing from Torrens Observatory, Adelaide, 31st July, sends us an

important communication in regard to the extraordinary supply of water tapped at

Coward's Springs, 10 miles S.W. from Lake Eyre. " It is impossible," says Mr.

Wragge, " to over-estimate the good effect of the bore in developing the interior of

South Australia. It is now beyond doubt that the subterranean water-supply is

enormous. Climate may be modified and arid deserts made important centres of

civilisation ; and I beg to bring the matter prominently before your Society."

The following cutting, from the South Australian Eegister of 26th July, which

Mr. Wragge sends us, gives further details :

—

"The Conservator of Water received a telegram on Thursday, July 15, which

contained the good news that a plentiful supply of water had been discovered at the

bore which is situated at Coward's Springs, about 65 miles west of Hergott, and 10

miles from the south-west shore of Lake Eyre. On the completion of the successful

Hergott bore, on June 1st last, the diamond-drill belonging to the Conservator of

Water's Department was removed to the locality just mentioned. Boring was

begun on June 25. News is now to hand that artesian water has been tapped at a

depth of 308 feet. The water instantly rose to the surface, flooding out the men,

and flowing at the rate of 12,000 to 14,000 gallons per hour, or an average of 300,000

gallons per day ; and a telegram received on Friday morning states that the supply

has increased to over 40,000 gallons per hour, or about 1,000,000 gallons per day,

and that it is flowing over the surface, with less sand coming up. The bore

measures 6| inches in diameter, and has been sunk an average distance of 18 feet

per day. At the present time the water seems to be slightly brackish, which is

caused by the presence of salt water within fifty feet of the surface. The well,

however, is being tubed so as to exclude this.

" This abundant supjjly has been found in strata composed of blue clay, with

marine fossils mixed with blue limestone. It resembles exactly the section which

was met with when the last bore was put down at Hergott, and is supposed to be

of Cretaceous formation. The water was struck in a bed of quicksand of a fine

white description, and the sand appeared in large quantities on the surface for

twelve hours after tapping the current. As the sand gradually diminished, the flow

of water increased, and it is supposed to be still increasing in volume as the sand is

being cleared away. Samples of the water have not yet been received, but the

Conservator states that if it is similar to that which was obtained at Hergott three

months ago, it is quite fit for human consumption. The locality of the bore is on

the Trans-continental line of railway, at a spot where the Coward Station will be

erected. Situated close to the bore are the Mound Springs, but the supply from

them is not large. The immense volume which is daily issuing from the bore will

necessarily form small lakes in the neighbourhood, and as there is every probability

of the supply being maintained, by the time the railway is opened to the Coward

Station there will be sheets of water of considerable extent in the natural basins.

If the bore is on a satisfactory level the pastoralists who occupy the adjoining

country will be materially benefited, because with comparatively little expense

earth channels might be constructed to carry the water for 20 miles in either direc-

tion. The Coward Station site is about 70 feet above sea-level ; it will therefore

be seen that the water was struck at a depth of 238 feet below the level of the

ocean. The land round about the Coward Well will be naturally irrigated, and the

effect will be carefully watched by the Department, and the result published in due

course. The average rainfall there is 5 or 6 inches. There are only five flowing

artesian wells in the colony, and two of these are at Hergott, The first was put

down in 1884 to a depth of 353 feet, and the daily yield of this is 7000 gallons.

In May of this year the second was sunk, and the water rose when the drill was
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dowu 342 feet, supplying 100,000 gallons per day. The third and principal one is

that at Coward, and two others are at Tarkanninna and Murrabuckina. The first

mentioned is 50 miles north-east of Hergott. In this well the drill was put down
1225 feet, but the yield is very small, not exceeding more than a few hundred

gallons per diem, the water rising to within 20 feet of the surface. At the Murra-

buckina Well, near the head of Lake Torrens, the water is nearly up to the surface,

and the supply is large. It is utilised for stock purposes only. The bore had to

be driven in to a depth of 1635 feet. Bores have been sunk in various other parts

of the colony ; but these are the only wells which have produced a permanent

supply."

Central Australia.—The following is extracted from the South Australian Adver-

tiser's report (June 29) of a paper read by Mr. C. Winnecke before the Australasian

Geographical Society :—My explorations in Central Australia and bush experience

elsewhere in Northern Australia extend over a period of twelve to thirteen years

and embrace the country north through Central Australia to latitude 30° 30' S.,

and between longitudes 131° and 141° E. Throughout this extensive region,

occupying, as it does, the greater part of Central Australia, many millions of acres

of good and fertile country have been discovered ; and this country, as well as large

extents of good country discovered by former explorers, is still unoccupied, even

by those pioneers of civilisation, the so-called squatters. It is in various places

enhanced in value by high mountains and ranges, and by many of those dry-sandy

rivers peculiar to the interior of Australia.

The Finke Eiver or Larra-Pinta of the aboriginals may be considered the

principal river in Central Australia. Including its variuus tributaries, notably the

Goyder and Hugh, it must be nearly 1000 miles in length. It has a very wide

channel, almost entirely filled with fine white sand, resembling that found on the

sea-beach. Water is nearly always procurable by digging in this sand. In its

upper portions, especially amongst the MacDonnell Ranges, the banks of this river

are steep and rocky ; and in several places, and especially in the numerous gaps and

gorges through which it has forced its way, fine long reaches of water are to be seen,

in which several varieties of fish abound. In its lower portions the banks are

scarcely perceptible, and quite inadequate to confine the immense body of water

which sometimes (once, perhaps, in many years) rushes with tremendous force down
its channel. These waters constitute the drainage of the MacDonnell, Gill's,

Kirchauff, and other ranges in Central Australia. The lower Finke, when an

overflow occurs, floods hundreds of square miles of country, forming apparently

numerous vast lagoons or lakes of fresh water. Eventually a portion of this water

finds its way over low swampy flats into the Macumba River, and thence into Lake

Eyre, but by far the greater portion is absorbed in the soil or sand, and no

doubt materially adds to the supply of subterraneous waters now practically

ascertained to exist in the Lake Eyre basin. The lower Finke must be very near

sea-level. In 1877, by means of barometrical and hypsometrical observations, I

determined various altitudes in this locality, and discovered that Lake Eyre is

below sea-level.

There are several other large rivers, such as the Todd, Hale, Marshall, Hay, etc.,

which also derive their existence from the northern, eastern, and southern slopes of

the MacDonnell Ranges, and whose waters trend southward towards the Lake Eyre

basin. Some of these rivers have as yet only been jiartially explored. It is, how-

ever, in my opinion, beyond doubt that they also tend to increase the supply of

underground water in the Lake Eyre basin. All these rivers have, growing along

their banks, beautiful large gum-trees, whose timber is well adapted for a variety of
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purposes, and will eventually become valuable in a country where the prevailing

vegetation is so stunted.

We have thus several large rivers which take their rise in Central Australia

amongst high ranges of from 5,000 to 6,000 feet in elevation, and which, in their

southward course, drain an area of many thousand square miles, and gradually dis-

appear in the vicinity of the mound springs in Lake Eyre basin. A glance at the

map of Australia will show that this basin receives the surface drainage of about

half a million of square miles of country. The mound springs, in my opinion, are

of very great importance, and my short description will perhaps give you but an

inadequate idea of their value. I have found mound springs in various localities,

several hundreds of miles apart, with no material difference in their outward

appearance, and I have come to the conclusion that they all derive their existence

from the immense quantity of water which must necessarily exist underground in

these regions. A large cluster, consisting of some thousands of large and small

springs, is situated in about longitude 139° E. and latitude 23° S., but the most

remarkable are the Dalhousie and other springs near the overland telegraph line,

and near the northern boundary of South Australia.

Amongst the Dalhousie springs, which stretch over a considerable extent of

country and are surrounded by a low stony table-land, almost every variety of water

is obtainable. Many of the springs are deliciously cool and fresh even in the

hottest part of summer, others again are warm, some are brackish, and again some

are so hot as to be undrinkable. Very many emit disagreeable gases, and some

have a constant temperature of from 90 to 130 degrees Fahrenheit. Some springs

only eject liquid mud, and a few are charged with sulphur and sulphurous gases
;

this can be readily detected by the appearance of the surrounding soil, which

becomes sufficiently impregnated on the surface to admit of its burning when

subjected to the test of iire. The majority of the springs contain soda, salts of

ammonia, iron, magnesia, and other ingredients in more or less abundance. Nearly

all these waters have, however, been frequently used, and it is therefore reasonable

to suppose that there is nothing deleterious contained in them. Reeds grow

luxuriantly and in great abundance around the Dalhousie Springs. I have tested

the temperature of the water at the Lodon Spa Spring at various times and

seasons, and alwaJ^s found it to be 92 degi'ees. Nearly all springs afford an

unfailing supply of water. It sometimes occurs, however, that a spring gradually

becomes silted up by refuse matter which it is no longer able to eject ; invariably

on such an occurrence a fresh spring bursts through the soil at some other place

with a loud noise resembling thunder, or the distant report of a large gun ; this is

especially noticeable, and consequently said to occur more frequently, on still nights.

Most of these springs are slightly intermittent ; their maximum and minimum
periods, however, have not yet been noted. During seasons of excessive drought,

such as have occurred in late years, -the supply of water from most of these springs

increases in a most extraordinary manner, nearly doubling its original quantity
;

and again, during winter or the rainy season, contrary to the jDopular idea, the streams

of water flowing from these springs become visibly less. It is quite evident to

even a casual observer that at some former remote period many of the largest

of the springs must have presented the appearance of those geysers that exist at the

present time in other parts of the world, and must have ejected their water with

great force to a considerable height above their present level ; thus the round or

conical mounds on the summit of which they are found would be formed by a

gradual accumulation of the solid materials dejjosited by the water. The country

in the immediate vicinity of most of these springs is generally devoid of vegetation.

The salt, soda, and other matters with which this soil is sometimes heavily charged
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(caused apparently by the evaporation of the overflowing vpaters) prevents the

growth of any but the coarsest vegetation, and is capable of petrifying any foreign

substance within their reach, such as decayed roots, timber, etc.

In some few localities small native wells are found. These are merely small

holes, from a few feet to perhaps 20 feet in depth, scraped out with the aid of sticks

and pieces of bark or other wooden utensds, and containing at the most but a

small quantity of water ; sufficient perhaps for the requirements of three or four

natives for as many months during the year. The wells are supplied and caused

by the di'ainage of some large sandhill in the vicinity of a patch of clayey

country, and water can be obtained from them only for a certain time after heavy

rains. During seasons of drought these wells of course remain dry, and gradually

get filled up with sand and vegetable matter, a process which is expedited by the

action of the wind, until they finally disappear, to be again reopened by the natives

at some future period, after sufficient rain has fallen to renew the drainage from the

sandhills. I have discovered many hundreds of these wells in my travels, and have

arrived at the conclusion that some are of great age, or, more correctly speaking,

have been reopened for a great number of years by different generations of aboriginals.

Judging by the diflTerent deposits of vegetable and animal matters, such as decom-

posed lizards, snakes, dogs, and bones of other animals found imbedded in the soil

and subsoil of, and near, these wells, it would appear that they are periodically filled

up with these and other substances ; the animals probably falling into the wells or

perishing at them through thirst, no doubt after the natives have completely

exhausted their limited drainage. In many places the natives seemingly take the

utmost care to preserve these insignificant wells from evaporation by carefully

covering them over with rubbish. When requiring a drink,—and they only use the

water for drinking purposes,—they expose a small surface, just sufficient to enable

them to eff'ect their purposes. In some instances, where the wells are very shallow,

they are also opened to entrap game. The native lies hiuden by a bunch or two of

leaves, close by, patiently waiting, with his spears and other weapons in readiness,

for the approach of any stray or unwary emu or turkey which may be driven there

by excessive thirst.

A careful examination of these wells, upon which the natives of these regions are

frequently compelled to exist for lengthened periods, might convey some idea of

the desperate position and straits to which these unfortunate inhabitants of the

desert are often compelled to submit. It is therefore not so very surprising that

this branch of the human race should show such a marked inferiority, physically

and otherwise, when compared with those black races which inhabit more favoured

regions such as Queensland and the Northern Territory, where ample supplies of

food and water are pi'ocurable almost at any time and place without much trouble.

This great difterence in the natural conformation of the country may also account

for the difi"erence in character between the various tribes of aboriginals in Central

Australia. Those who inhabit the dense scrubs and live on the confines of the

desert are forced by circumstances to lead a nomadic life. Nature has been very

sparing in her gifts to this portion of Australia. Its not very numerous inhabitants

appear to be somewhat dwarfed, their full development probably being retarded

by the scarcity and quality of their food, etc. They themselves apparently re-

cognise the fact that their country is unable to support a large population. In

various tribes certain members are doomed to a life of celibacy, whilst others are

only allowed to rear a certain number of children. Some of their customs are un-

usually savage, yet on the whole these unfortunates are possessed of a high standard

of morality amongst themselves. Those tribes which inhabit the well-watered and

fertile districts of the Northern Territory, and other parts of Central Australia which
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I have visited, are not hampered with the restrictions I have just mentioned, and

they are consequently far more numerous. I have seen as many as 1000 collected

around certain large water-holes on the Buchanan River, but this large assemblage

was probably due to my presence. The occupation of these natives does not, like

those of the desert, consist in a constant search after food. They appear to belong

to a distinct race, having strong and well-developed figures, an open and somewhat

pleasing countenance, and a fearless disposition. Their language, and their customs,

—such as the burial of their dead, etc.,—are also entirely diiferent.

The prevailing vegetation of the desert is very stunted, and consists of several

varieties of acacia, known by the local names of mulga, wattle gidea, myall, etc.

etc., and desert eucalypti, of which there appears to be several species. Spinifex

predominates almost every^vhere, growing alike and in equal abundance on the

red sand ridges as on the most barren and rocky ranges. It is similar in appearance

to the porcupine grass of South Australia. In one, and only one, particular stretch

of country 30 miles in length, about 24° S. latitude, the famous Pituri plant is

found. It appears to grow only on the extreme tops of the sand ridges, and hitherto

all attempts at transplanting have resulted in failure. I am not aware that this

plant exists in any other part of Australia. Its properties, however, are well known

to aU the natives of Central Australia, and to some tribes many hundreds of miles

away from the district where it appears to be indigenous. It is eagerly sought for

by these people, who, by steaming and masticating it, and finally mixing it with

certain ashes, produce a compound which apparently affects as opium—completely

stupefying and rendering them sometimes for days insensible to pain. I have

secured a small quantity of the sun-dried leaves and stems of this plant, and shall

be glad to hand the same over to any gentleman who may wish to test its properties

scientifically. The limits of the desert are as a rule sharply defined. The explorer

may travel in these latitudes for hundreds of miles through a weary and monotonous

scrub and sand, when suddenly, as if by magic, the scrub terminates, and he enters

on an apparently boundless plain. The change in the soil is equally marked. The

desert portions consist of red clay and sand, and the plains are composed of a rich

alluvial soil of black and brown loam mixed with clay. The vegetation also under-

goes a complete change, the plains being thickly covered with the finest and most

nutritious grasses, which are capable of supporting any number of stock. I have

no hesitation in declaring this latter country equal to the finest pastoral country of

Australia.

Perhaps one of the most remarkable features in Central Australia is the

MacDonnell Eanges, discovered by John M'Douall Stuart in his overland journey

to the north coast many years ago. They extend from the 130th to the 136th

meridian of longitude, a distance of about 400 miles, with a variable width of from

20 to 50 miles, and attain an elevation of over 5000 feet above sea-level. A series

of approximate barometric heights observed by me several years ago, extending

from sea-level at Port Augusta along the greater portion of the overland telegraph

line to Tennant's Creek and north-east thereof, enables me to state that the country

from Port Augusta northward continually ascends for nearly a thousand miles (this

distance is reckoned by the existing track, not diagonally), until the MacDonnell

Ranges are reached. Thence, still continuing in a northerly direction along the

existing track and telegraph-line, the country descends towards the north coast.

It is obvious that the MacDonnell and other connecting ranges in this locality have

redeemed the centre of Australia from being a thorough wilderness. Without
them no large rivers or creeks could possibly have been formed in such a porous

and sandy country, nor would the supply of artesian water have been so abundant

in the Lake Eyre basin.
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The central portions of this range consist of three immense precipitous tiers or

ridges, running almost parallel east and west, with numerous foot ranges, which in

themselves are of considerable elevation ; the interior portions in many places are

as yet unexplored. Numerous gaps and gorges, in many of which permanent
sujjplies of water exist, have been discovered. The ranges are interspersed by deep
and rocky creeks, which collect the water from innumerable gullies and ravines,

and trend their tortuous way sometimes under long perpendicular cliffs of enormous
elevation, until they find an outlet through the main outside range by one of those

previously mentioned gorges. In many places isolated mountains appear rising

abruptly and grandly above the surrounding lower hills, their sides plainly indicat-

ing the action of water. The formation of the MacDonnell Ranges is principally

red granite, though several other rocks are to be found in more or less abund-
ance. Many of the lower hills are composed of manganese, iron, slate, basalt,

gneiss, sandstone, and quartz ; copper, and indications of gold, tin, and other

metals, have also been discovered in several places.

Tlie Kaiser Willielm's Laud Scientific Exploration Expedition.—We learn from

the official organ (No. III.) of the Berlin New Guinea Company that the

members of the Expedition for the scientific exploration of Kaiser Wilhelm's Land,

arrived on the 19th of April at Finschhafen, where they have since been pro-

secuting their investigations. They spent some time in setting up and regulat-

ing their meteorological instruments, which, along with the rest of the scientific

apparatus, had arrived in good condition. Finding upon trial that neither the

Malay nor the Chinese porters whom they had engaged were of much use for their

purpose, they were forced to abandon the design of making any lengthened tour

into the interior till the question of transport should find a solution. They accord-

ingly restricted themselves to the making of occasional short excursions into parts

adjacent to the haven. The geological examination of the bay and its shores was

made by Dr. Schneider, and the botanical by Dr. Hollrung. The former reports

that Finschhafen is divided into three basins, and that it is separated from the sea

by a small peninsula which runs nearly from north to south, and consists entirely

of coralline limestone, thickly overgrown with entangled and thorny brakes. The

outermost basin contains the island of Madang, or Wood Island, on which the

station is situated. It is throughout of coralline formation, and is quite flat.

Upon it are found quantities of cockle and of other sea-shells, in great variety.

The shores of the second and third (or inmost basin) are likewise formed of lime-

stone, overlaid with sand and earth, and covered everywhere with herbage.

The west coast of the third basin is for the most part flat and swampy. From the

region beyond this come brooks and rivers which have a short and steep course,

and carry down in their waters coralline stones. The small streams had been

quite dried up at the time when the Expedition arrived, but the larger ones carried

more water than their embouchures, which were often swampy, would have led one

to expect.

The rocks hitherto found are pretty nearly homogeneous in their character.

In some places the coral formations are gradually passing into a very hard grey

limestone of a crystalline structure. In others can be traced the transition of 'pure

white chalk through calcareous sandstone, and calcareous marl into pure marl.

On the lower course of the river Bumi occurs a black soil, much impregnated

with lime, and with the debris of mussel-shells intermixed. The petrifactions are

in accordance with the animals of the locality, which are those usually found where

very recent marine formations, not yet hardened, occur.

From the report of Dr. Hollrung we learn that the vegetation is very varied.
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Among the products enumerated are the mangrove, the coco-palm, various species

of the wild fig-tree, the clerode, the yam, the banana, the croton shrub, and the

bamboo. In the course of the exploring excursions some native hamlets were met

with, consisting of a few huts, and surrounded with plantations. Hedges of

magnificent bamboos were occasionally seen—bamboos such as are found in Java,

and which could be applied to use in house-building. One of the most interesting

excursions was that which was made to Langemack Creek, into which the river

Bubui discharges. This stream at its mouth, and for some distance upwards, has a

breadth of about 109 yards. The party ascended it in a couple of canoes hired

from the natives. The course was sinuous, and the banks were flat and steep in

quick alternation. After a progress of four miles up the stream, the occurrence of

rajjids prevented the further continuance of the voyage. Dr. Hollrung, on examin-

ing the geology of the neighbourhood, found a number of rocks which contained

hornblende, and others which resembled basalt lava. The animal world was repre-

sented by several species of snakes, horn-billed birds, pigeons, parrots, and birds of

paradise. Among the plants were found a kind of bread-tree {Artocarpus integri-

folia) before unnoticed, two specimens of the palm-fern cycas, and a species of

Tabernac Montana, a milk-yielding palm.

The members of the Expedition were all in good health, according to the latest

accounts received. The district about Finschhafen is, however, malarious.

MISCELLANEOUS.

According to a statement made in Parliament on September 10th by Mr.

Stanhope, the territories of the Pondos and Xesibus have been added to the Cape

Colony during this year.

A fresh Italian Expedition, conducted by the engineers Plana and Salemboni,

left Naples September 21st for the Gojam District, Abyssinia. Some officers who
are taking part in the expedition have had to resign their commissions.

It is announced from Hobart that the development of the Mount Lyell gold dis-

covery " bids fair to eclipse anything of the kind hitherto found in Tasmania, and

even to rival the famed Mount Morgan of Queensland, the value of which is counted

in millions."

A telegram has been received at the French Ministry of Marine, announcing the

death, at Aden, of M. Soleillet, the French explorer, who was mainly instrumental

in procuring the French occupation of Obok, on the Eed Sea. News has also

reached Berlin of the death, near the mouth of the Niger, of Herr Robert Flegel, the

German explorer.

Mr. H. M. Stanley, speaking at Dewsbury on 14th September, said that he

had just received a letter from H.M. the King of the Belgians, stating that as

disagreements between the Syndicate of the proposed Congo Railway and his

Majesty could not be tided over, the latter was resolved to see whether he could

not build the railway himself.

A Cape correspondent of the Times contributes to that journal a description of

the new Gold-fields of South Africa. The facts detailed by the writer are of a

remarkable character, and, if trustworthy, cannot fail to have an important bearing

on the future of that country. It is pointed out, however, that while the new

fields are of enormous wealth, they are " no poor man's diggings." " To get gold,

capital and intelligence, with energy and enterprise, must be forthcoming."

I
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The German Colonial Congress, which hiis closed its sittings in Berlin, adopted

resolutions calling upon the Government and the Reichstag to grant subventions

to an African line of steamships, advocating the establishment of colonial banking

institutions, asking for the creation of a University professorship of African

languages, and advising that steps shall henceforth be taken to encourage German
emigration to Southern Brazil and South Australia. With a view of carrying out

these and other objects, a permanent Colonial Committee consisting of twenty-five

members was appointed. Public opinion seems to favour the Brazil movement, but

the African schemes are looked upon with distrust.

According to the latest intelligence received at Zanzibar from the interior of

Africa, Dr. Wilhelm Junker, the African traveller, was at Masalala, south of Victoria

Nyanza, and about to start for Zanzibar. Emin Bey was still at Wadelei, and was

in urgent need of supplies of ammunition and stores. The King of Uganda had

foully murdered all the English and French converts, and the missionaries were in

great danger and had asked for assistance. Slatin Bey is still at Khartum. Advices

received in Rome from Signor Antonelll announce that he is still at Shoa, and con-

tinues to maintain excellent relations with King Menelek. Favourable tidings

have also been received from Dr. Traversl, who has explored Lake Zuai.

According to the Melbourne Daily Telegraph of 11th August, the Premier of

Victoria has forwarded a communication to the Agent-General, enclosing a copy of

a report of a deputation which recently waited on him from the Royal and

Geographical Societies of Victoria in connection with the subject of exploration in

the Antarctic Regions. Mr. Gillies points out to Sir Graham Berry that, from what

the deputation stated, there seems a fair prospect of remunerative enterprise, such

as may attract the attention of those conversant with whaling. If owners of

whaling vessels felt disposed to embark on an enterprise in the Antarctic seas, Mr.

Gillies informed the Agent-General that his Government and probably the Govern-

ments of the other colonies, would be disposed to grant pecuniary assistance towards

scientific and commercial enterprise in the Southern Circle. The Premier concludes

by saying :
—

" I shall be glad if you will make inquiries as to the probabilities of

the enterprise being embarked in, and to what extent. I am informed that the

principal agent for steam-whalers is Mr. Donald Bruce, of Dundee, of whom you

will doubtless make inquiries." Mr. Gillies suggested that Sir Graham Berry

should telegraph the result of his investigations.

NEW BOOKS.

Handbook of Birmingham. Birmingham : Hall and English, 1886. Price 3s. 6d.

This admirable handbook, prepared for the members of the British Association

who met this year in Birmingham, might be taken as a model upon which future

guides should be constructed. Between Old Birmingham and Modern Birmingham

such a step of progress is made in so short a passage of time, that the publishing of

this handbook seems to us to be the best memorial that could have been raised by

the people of Birmingham to commemorate the visit of the Association for the

Advancement of Science. It gives, with some attempt at completeness, an account

of how the great " workshop of England "—situated in the very heart of the country

—has risen to its present prosperity and eminence ; how it is governed, instructed,

and amused ; and what facilities are offered for the encouragement, support, and

enlightenment of its virtuous citizens. We have descriptions of its manufacturing
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industries, its libraries and museums, institutions and societies, written by local

men capable of dealing with their respective subjects, and, that the members of the

Association might not go still hungry away, a careful study of the physiography and

geology of the district—the latter illustrated by a map—and scientific treatises on

its zoology and botany. In an appendix are given some special articles, so short

that they might have been included with greater advantage in the body of the book.

If geography, like charity, should begin at home, it seems to us that the residents

of Birmingham have set a good example in preparing a thoroughly reliable hand-

book of their city for the information of an Association which meets annually at

different centres in the United Kingdom with the avowed purpose of promoting and

encouraging scientific inquiry. Not the least interesting; feature of the late meeting

in Birmingham was a special exhibition of the industries of the city carried on

within a short radius of its walls, on which the handbook supplies an instructive

commentary ; so that if the members of the British Association leave the Black

Country without being any the wiser as to its domestic, public, historic, and scien-

tific interests, they have themselves, not their hosts, to blame.

The Sutherland Papirs. Edited by Donald Macleod, M.A. The Geology of

Sutherland. By H. M. Cadell, B.Sc, of H.M. Geological Survey. Edin-

burgh : Printed for the Sutherland Association, 1886. 8vo, pp. 43.

Mr. Macleod and the members of the Sutherland Association may be con-

gratulated in obtaining for this series of papers the admirable sketch of the

geology of the county now before us. It is just such an account as a non-

geological reader, who desires to know something of the general results of any

particular geological investigation, wiU peruse Avith pleasure. Every native of

Sutherland, and many other Scotsmen who have not had the honour of being born

in that most ancient part of our country, are well aware that the Knights of the

Hammer have spilt controversial floods of ink over the subject of its geological

structure. They have probably also heard that these inky floods have now ceased

to flow—that the disputants have in short agreed ; and doubtless many who knew

about the controversy would like now to learn what it was all about. If so, we can

recommend them to peruse Mr. Cadell's pretty booklet, in which they will find as

clear an account of a highly perplexing geological structure as it is possible to

present in short compass to non-professional readers. The author discourses well on

the wild beauty and weird grandeur of the scenery, and explains in a graphic and

very interesting manner the relation that obtains between rock-structure and the

configuration of the ground. He gives a brief but highly readable description of

the various formations in their order—indicating just such features as most who

visit Sutherland would like to know something about—and pointing out in a few

words the physical conditions under which the several rock-series appear to have

been formed. The book is illustrated by three capital sketches (drawn by Captain

D. R. Clarke and ISIr. B. N. Peach), to show the various types of scenery presented

by the chief rock-masses of Sutherland, and by a diagrammatic section, explanatory

of the highly-flexed and disrupted strata of the Durness and Eriboll region. This

latter, as Mr. Cadell explains, is a reproduction of that which accompanied the

Report by Messrs. Peach and Home, in which those gentlemen gave their reasons

for abandoning the views of Sutherland geology so stoutly maintained by Sir

Roderick Murchison. Altogether, from this little book the reader who has never,

to his regret or discredit, been in Sutherland, will gain not only a reasonable notion

of the geology, but a very good idea of the physical features of that wild region.

By natives it will doubtless be duly prized.
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The Indian Empire : Its People, History, and Products. By W. W. Hunter,
C.S.I., CLE., LL.D. Second Edition. London : Triibner and Co., 1886.

This most useful compilation is the second edition of the work, enlarged to 747

pages and brought down to a recent date. The compiler does not do justice to his

authorities when he begs " Oriental scholars to believe that, although their individual

views are not always set forth, they have been re,spectfully considered." But that

question lies between him and the sources which he has not always acknowledged.

The result is most satisfactory. The latest facts and theories on the great questions

of Indian scholarship and history are briefly stated. The volume traverses so wide a

field as to be a favourable example of the Indian Administration Report rather than a

work to be read like the author's first and best book, The Annals of Mural Bengal.

But as a condensed book of reference on the Empire of British India up to 1885 it

is without a rival ; while its price, as one of Triibner's valuable Oriental series, brings

it within the power of most libraries. The first 42 pages are devoted to the physical

aspects of India, the description of which is vivid and well generalised. The peoples

are discussed under their non-Aryan and Aryan stocks, and justice is done to the

virtues and potentialities of the former under good administration and Christian

education. Here we regret only the omission of the statistics of Aden and the

Andaman Islands. The former is the fast-growing base of our influence in the Red
Sea, East Africa, and Yemen, and is legally a part of the Bombay Province. The
latter, so far from being outside the geographical limits of India, is in the very

heart of the eastern half of the Empire, between Bengal with Madras and Burma
with the Straits Settlements. The accounts of Buddhism, the Greek invasion, the

Scythic inroads, and the rise of Hinduism, which form the next four sections, are

clearly and popularly given. That of Christianity in India is more superficial, and

even incorrect, where, for instance. Cardinal Meuezes is said to have " succeeded in

reconciling the Indian Nestorians to Rome," and the whole question of the Jesuits

and the Malabar Rites is misrepresented. A curious mistake occurs frequently

both in text and index, where the name of the well-known merchant-missionary of

the sixth century, Cosmas Indicopleustes, is given as Cosmos. The Mohammedan
and European periods of the history of India, like the geographical descriptions, are

rapidly summarised. Students will turn to the original authorities on the subject

of each of the twenty-five chapters, but nowhere can the hasty reader find in one

volume so condensed a catalogue of facts and opinions regarding the Indian Empire.

Messrs. W. and A. K. Johnston's map of India, which might have been coloured

so as to include all Burma as British, is a beautiful specimen of cartography

on a small scale.

India Revisited. By Edwin Arnold, M.A., C.S.I. London : Triibner and Co.

Mr. Edwin Arnold's new book is the production of the poet and Buddhist who
wrote The Light of Asia. Hence its exquisitely beautiful and truthful descriptions

of Indian scenery and its no less painful eulogy of the Indian religions and rites

like Suttee, with occasional covert sneers at Christianity. But for the latter, the

volume would be most pleasant reading. Geographically, it forms a word-picture

of our Indian Empire from the western outpost of Aden to the Crown Colony of

Ceylon, omitting only Burma. The author's literary skill and sympathy with the

natives—so long as they are not Christians— have given a new interest to the now
trite subject of the Overland Route and a tour through India. Undoubted geo-

graphical value attaches to his accounts of such English cities as Bombay, Calcutta,

Madras, and their surroundings, as these now are ; while he gives us much that is

new regarding the purely Native States, such as Baroda and Bhaonagar of the
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Marathas ; Jeypore and Ulwar of the Eajputs ; and Haidarabad of the Mussul-

mans. In Benares and Ceylon he positively revels, as the original and present

seats of Buddhism. Tried by the severe test of the Taj Mahal and Agra, Mr.

Edwin Arnold's literary power is seen at its best, free at once from the rhetorical

and the commonplace. He rarely fails to give the English meaning of the native

names of places, a point in which all scholarly travellers everywhere should follow

him. • His testimony to the loyal appreciation of our rule by the natives, and to the
" superb devotion " of our civil and military officers, is reliable and satisfactory.

Through the Kalahari Desert : a Narrative of a Journey with Gun, Camera, and
Note-Book to Lake Ngami and back. By G. A. Farixi. Forty-six Illustra-

tions (mostly from Photographs), Diagram and Map. London : Sampson
Low, Marston, and Co., 1886. Pp. xx., 476.

In this book Mr. Farini ajjpears in a novel character, as a contributor to popular

geography, and at least to the crude material of science ; but he carries into his new
sphere so much of the vigour and vivacity of his nature that his friends can have no

difficulty in recognising him. Of course Mr. Farini is not the first traveller who
has visited the Kalahari Desert ; the number of his predecessors is, however, not so

great as to render him the " tenth transmitter " of a hackneyed tale. Joseph M'Cabe,

Livingstone, Galton, Baines, Andersson, have all contributed to our knowledge of

this peculiar and interesting region, but none of these travellers has traced so varied

a route within the limits of the so-called "desert." Guided by"01dKert" (a bush-

man half-breed, who described the Kalahari as a hunter's paradise), Mr. Farini'g

party struck westward from Kimberley, across the Vaal, to Griquatown, and reached

the " desert " on the borders of Griqualand West, near Kheis, on the Orange River,

and then turned northwards by Libutchani (first visited by Campbell in 1813), and

Kuis, right through the Kalahari to Kang Pan and Lihutitung. Though Lake

Ngami figures prominently in the title-page, the travellers only touched the lake at

one corner, and add nothing to our knowledge of its peculiar hydrographic relations.

Their northern limit was considerably further north. On the home journey thej'

followed a route about two degrees on an average to the west of their outward track,

l)ut passed thi'ough much the same series of experiences. Perhaps to the geographer

the most valuable part of Mr. Farini's narrative is that which deals with the Hundred

Falls of the Orange Eiver, a detailed survey of which is given at p. 428. In

obtaining photographs of many of the falls from almost inaccessible points of

view, " Lulu's" agility and ardour were conspicuously manifested ; and the

wonderful character of the spot, with its gorges and chasms, its cataracts and

subterranean currents, seems fitted to stimulate the ardour and agility of a much
more apathetic observer. Altogether it must be one of the most striking river

obstructions of the globe. Though Mr. Farini's information about the character

of the Kalahari is not quite so startlingly different, as has been supposed, from what

has been already provided by his predecessors, his graphic pictures of the scenery from

stage to stage will have a good effect in dispelling the old notion about the absolute

barrenness of the country. Before he had got far into the " desert " he describes

how they passed through a belt of grass nearly knee-high, which reminded him of the

Western Prairies, except that here the grass grew in little bunches a few feet apart

;

and he recurs again and again to the richness of the pasture in certain portions of

the area. To the north of the Molopo, too, the prevalence of trees often gives the

country the appearance of an English park, the characteristic form being the

kgung trees, which sometimes almost form a " forest." The great difficulty of the

region is the absence of surface water ; that this could be overcome by systematic

tapping of subterranean sources seems highly probable. As it is, the samo, or
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Bushman's melon, provides a marvellous store of liquid which can be used for most

of the purposes of water. Mr. Farini gives a very full notice of the plant ; for he

is nothing if not practical, and everything that is strikingly " useful " has a peculiar

charm for him. Thus we find him securing seeds of all sorts of plants that seem

likely to prove of economic value either to the farmer or the florist. Among these

is what we may call the rennet-berry, which is used by the natives to sweet-curdle

milk. One of the most interesting passages in the volume is that describing

certain curious ruins discovered between Kang Pan and the Nosob river. At the

foot of a high mountain was a long line of stone which proved to be the ruins of

quite an extensive structure, in some places buried beneath the sand, but in others

fully exposed to view. The remains were traced for nearly a mile, mostly a heap

of huge stones, but all flat-sided, and here and there with the cement perfect and

plainly visible between the layers. The general outline of this wall was in the

form of an arc, inside which lay, at intervals of about forty feet apart, a series of

heaps of masonry in the shape of an oval or an obtuse ellipse. Some of these

heaps were cut out of the solid rock ; others formed of more than one piece of

stone. On digging down, nearly in the middle of the arc, a pavement was dis-

covered, about twenty feet wide, made of large stones. This pavement was

intersected by another similar one at right angles, forming a Maltese cross, in the

centre of which stood some sort of ornament. This discovery is of all the more

value, as we have already traces of a vanished civilisation in this part of Africa.

Our readers do not require to be reminded of the ruins of Zimbabye found by Karl

Mauch in 1871, in the basin of the Sabi River. For the fun and frolic with which

Mr. Farini's volume abounds, readers must be referred to the volume itself ; they

may there read how he out-wizarded a native witch-doctor, and how he was
" married " to a dusky bride presented him by Mapaar.

Ziir Klimatologic und Hygiene Ostafrikas. Von Gerhard Eohlfs. Pp. 15.

Leipzig : Verlag von C. L. Hirschfeld, 1885.

This pamphlet is a reprint from the Deutsches Archiv fur Oeschichte der Medicin

und medicimschc Oeographie, Band viii., Heft 4.

To those of our readers who have consulted Mehr Licht im dunkeln Welttheil, by
Dr. Fischer of Zanzibar, we recommend the perusal of these interesting pages. The
opinions of the two writers are almost diametrically opposed. From both of them,

however, useful information may be obtained ; and each reader must draw his own
conclusions as to which is the correct view.

Apart from the fundamental difference of opinion expressed in these two
pamphlets, we think that Gerhard Eohlfs has set forth very clearly some points of

practical interest and importance to Europeans who may be thinking of trying their

fortunes in Tropical Africa. His object in writing the paper is to combat the view

that acclimatisation in East Africa is impossible, or very difficult. He calls special

attention to the undoubted fact that local surroundings influence to a striking-

extent the climatology and salubrity of various areas, and he also points out

how, when the medico-topography of a definite area is thoroughly investigated,

it is possible in the light of recent hygienic advance to modify and improve that

area. For example, he shows that a good deal of the insanitary condition of the

town of Zanzibar is due to the fact that it is a veritable cemetery, for the natives

are accustomed to bury their dead in their own courtyards, often building houses

directly above such graves. He thinks that, were the houses of 20,000 of the in-

habitants removed to-day, no less than four times that number would be found

buried beneath them. He also calls attention to the remarkable decrease in the
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mortality of Zanzibar since the present Sultan has introduced a good water supply

from a distance. With regard to the clothing of Europeans in Tropical Africa, Dr.

Eohlfs expresses the opinion that flannel should never be wom. He considers that

it induces prickly heat, encourages perspiration, tends to prevent the skin from

obtaining the power of resisting heat, and induces, instead of preventing, disease. He
says that neither Nachtigal, Schweinfurth, Denhardt, nor himself has ever worn

flannel in Africa. This opinion, although differing very greatly from that of

English authorities on the subject, certainly deserves consideration, and we incline

to the opinion that Dr. Rohlfs is correct in his view. With regard to the important

subject of food, the author's opinion is that Europeans should, as much as possible,

adapt themselves to the food of the country, and should abstain from the expensive

luxuries of tinned meats and vegetables. He does not mean by this to say that

Europeans should abjure meat, for he points out very forcibly that the natives eat

meat whenever they can get it ; and he totally combats the opinion expressed by so

many writers on Africa that a vegetable diet is the staple food of the natives.

Each page of this pamphlet is of value and full of common sense, and we can

heartily commend it to all of our readers who are interested in Africa.

South Africa as a Health Resort. By Arthur Fuller, M.B., CM. Edin.,

M.R.C.S. London : W. B. Whittingham and Co., 1886. Pp. 56. Appendix

and Map.

Dr. Fuller states that he has written this pamphlet with the object of making

known to the public the value of South Africa as a health resort, and to correct

" the inaccurate information displayed by writers of high authority in the climatic

treatment of phthisis, of the facilities which now exist in South Africa for travelling

from one place to another, and also of the localities which are enumerated as suit-

able for invalids."

The first twelve pages are devoted to a readable account of those factors which

go to make a climate, and of the differences between the European climate and

that of South Africa generally. The writer then gives a fairly detailed account

of the various places at the Cape which are suitable for the residence of phthisical

patients, and also short directions for travelling to these districts.

On the whole, this pamphlet should be of use both to medical men and to their

patients who are thinking of seeking renewed health in Cape Colony. The map

shows very clearly the various Cape districts, the principal towns, and the railway

system. It is not overcrowded with names, and the places specially treated of in

the text are underlined with red. The Appendix is the least valuable part.

Southern California: its Valleys, Hills, and Streams; its Anivials, Birds, and

Fishes; its Gardens, Farms, and Climate. By Theodore S. Van Dyke.

New York : Fords, Hamed, and Hulbert (London : Triibner and Co.), 1886.

Price 7s. 6d.

Mr. Van Dyke, like his prototype, the painter of that name, has the talent of

producing living pictures ; if he has only " words " as his medium, he has in

Southern California succeeded, at least, in giving a series of word-pictures that

leave on the mind of the reader a very vivid representation of the country. Besides

these advantages of style, Mr. Van Dyke shows himself to be a close and critical

observer, and possessed of wide and varied information. If, at times, he seems

somewhat partial to the land of his home, he has not omitted to point out how he

has arrived at his conclusions. His entertaining book will appeal, not to the sports-

man and lover of nature alone, but to all who, for purpose of study or more material

gain, are fortunate enough to consult its pages. The chapters dealing with climate
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are specially valuable ; and his remarks on the sea-breeze, which tempers the heat

of the Californian summer, are deserving of permanent record. His common-sense

views of Southern California as a health-resort, or as a field for industry and specu-

lation, deserve attention ; and the lessons which " the story of the plow " teach

might be learnt with advantage by the agriculturalist.

His publishers have certainly done their best to present Mr. Van Dyke in a

readable form ; and we have confidence in recommending the book as being both

reliable and entertaining.

NEW MAPS.
(Hdited by Professor James Geikie, LL.D., F.Fl.S.)

AFRICA.

EASSAI, Originalkarte der Itenarar-aufnahmen und Erkundigungen des

Premier Lieut. Curt, von FRAN901S, in Stromgebiet des Kassai. Juni 1884 bis

Juli 1885. Massstab, 1 : 2,000,000.

Petermann's Mitteilungcn, Jahrgang 1886, Tafel 13. Gotha : Justus Perthes.

Lieut, von Frangois was one of the officers in Lieut. Wissman's Expedition.

Most of the information in his original map now published has already been made
public in different Geographical Magazines, but we are glad to see the complete map
of his work.

SCIOA, Le region! a Libeccio dello , occupate da Re Menilek, secondo I'ltine-

rario del Cap. A. Cecchi e dell'Ing. G. Chiarini. Scala di 1 : 1,000,000.

Roma : Bolletino della Societa Oeografica Italiana, Fasc. 7, 1886.

The explorations of Captain Cecchi in Shoa are referred to in a note on page 562.

This map, which accompanies his paper in the Italian Geographical Society's Pro-

ceedings, is a specimen of cartography much above the average of explorers' maps

—

both for the beautiful execution of the minute work and the artistic and careful

manner in which the physical features are shown.

AMERICA.
CANADIAN PACIFIC Railway System, A Map of the . June 1886. Scale

1 : 5,274,000. London : Edward Stanford.

This map, which appears to be a cutting from Stanford's Library Map of North

America, carefully corrected to date, shows very clearly, and with considerable

detail, the route of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and the countries adjoining it.

NORD-AMERIKA, Verteilung der Vegetations-Formationen. Nach C. S.

Sargent. Massstab, 1 : 25,000,000.

Petermann's Mitteilungen, Jahrgang 1886, Tafel 12. Gotha: Justus Perthes.

This map, showing the distribution of forests in North America, is from

Professor Charles S. Sargent's work in vol. ix. of the United States Census

Publications.

PANAMA : Plan general, indiquant le trace du Cannl, etc. Echelle, 1 : 80,000.

Revue Coloniale Internationale, 1886. Tome III., No. 3.

This is one of the most effective and distinct of the many maps of the Panama
Canal which have recently appeared.

ATLASES.
AN HISTORICAL ATLAS : Comprising 141 Maps, to which is added, besides an

explanatory text of the period delineated in each map, a carefully selected Biblio-
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graphy of the English books and magazine articles bearing on that period. By

Robert H. Labberton, Litt. Hum. Doctor. London : MacmiUan and Co., 1885.

The boards of this book are boards of Messrs. Macmillan, but the maps and

the text are far below the high aesthetic standard to which we are accustomed in

the ordinary publications of that firm. It would be easy indeed for an ill-natured

critic to grow severe on the crude colouring and rough draughtsmanship of this atlas,

which, as far as its employment of the paint-box is concerned, puts a merely English

eye in mind of the coloured history of Joseph and His Brethren or Buth and Boaz,

which used to be placed in a child's hands half a century ago, when as yet Caldecott

was unknown—the blues are so very blue, the yellows so very yellow. It is a pity

that in preparing it for the English market, the English publishers had not at least

toned down the colouring to the softer tints which characterise the best work of

Messrs. W. and A. K. Johnston (such as the illustrations to Middleton's Borne).

The atlas is a good one in general plan and execution, and scarcely deserves to have

the reader prejudiced against it by such superficial and easily avoided defects.

It will prove particularly useful to teachers in secondary schools, as suggesting the

kind of maps they might sketch for their pupils with coloured chalks on the black-

board. Mr. Labberton understands the educational advantage of not over-crowding

his space with unimportant names. He has not, we think, been always happy in

the choice of his spelling : in Map xxvi., showing the Arab ascendency, there is

no reason for giving Cairoan for Kairwan, and Al-Dsherira for Al-Jesira ; and it is

a pity to perpetuate the form Sclavonian, which at once leads to mispronunciation.

And when the names in each map are reduced to two or three score, no sketchiness

of execution is an excuse for actual misprints, which are, perhaps, pardonable when

the map is crowded, or for such delineations of coast-line as we find in the case of

the Gulf of Arta in Map xlv. The addition of a map, showing the Asiatic

advance of Russia, would have been advisable as a companion to the map of

British India ; and the distribution of Africa among the nations of Europe is of

as much historical interest, at least, as the administrative division of Roman
Britain with Britannia Brima and Flavia Ccesariensis. We have been freer in

calling attention to the defects of Mr. Labberton's work, because it will probably

live, and deserves to live as a handy book of reference for some time to come.

Many of the maps serve this purpose admirably ; and the list of authorities,

appended to the headings in the table of contents, are certainly convenient.
I'

BERGHAUS' PHYSIKALISCHER ATLAS. Vierte Lieferung. Inhalt : Nr. 5, )

Eisverbreitung (Dr. Hermaxx Berghaus) ; Nr. 29, Juli-Isothermen (Dr, J. t

Haxs) ; Nr. 53, Verbreitung der Saugetiere II. (W. Marshall).
Gotha : Jw^tiis Ferthes, 1886. Frice, M. 3.

GENERAL.

PICTURESQUE GEOGRAPHY : A Set of 12 pictures for Art Decoration in Schools,

combined with Practical Geography Lessons. 1. River and Valley ; 2. Roads and

Railways ; 3. Hills, Plain, and Confluence ; 4. Mountain Pass and Torrent
;

5. Glaciers ; 6. Lake ; 7. Cliffs and Cape ; 8. Strait ; 9. Islands ; 10. Isthmus,

Peninsula, and Haven ; 11. Coral Islands and Reefs ; 12. Volcano and Gulf.

Accompanied by 24 pages of letterpress description.

London : G. W. Bacon and Co. Frice, in sheets, I2s.

Those pictures in the above set that have been prepared in Paris, and belong

to the Tableavx Gcographiques puhJies sous la direction de M. Felix Hement, are

very beautiful, and quite what they ought to be, both as geographical lessons and
artistic productions ; the others, however, are not so good.
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THE PANAMA CANAL.i

{Communicated to the Geographical Section of the British Association, 1886.)

By Ferdinand de Lesseps.

The Isthmus of Panama is the narrow neck of land which connects

North America with South America. It is bounded on the east by the

Caribbean Sea, and on the west by the Pacific, extending northwards to

the State of Costa Rica, and southwards to the territory of Colombia

(New Granada).

The backbone of the Isthmus is formed by a prolongation of the

Cordilleras. Nearing Aspinwall, the town on the Atlantic side, the

country presents little variety, but as one j^roceeds towards the interior

the landscape undergoes a rapid change; the country becomes moun-

tainous, and is cut up into deep valleys, Avhose sides are covered with

rich tropical vegetation.

From the hydrographical standpoint, one is struck by the number cf

streams—one can scarcely call them rivers—such as the Rio Trinidad and

the Rio Gatuncillo, Avhich each, during the rainy season, have a volume of

14,130 cubic feet at their widest part. The most important of these

streams, however, is the Chagres, which, rising near the north-west coast,

makes an immense bend, and finally empties its waters into the Caribbean

Sea. The volume of water discharged by the Chagres at its mouth is in

summer 460 cubic feet, in winter 21,190 cubic feet, but in exceptional

circumstances it sometimes reaches as high as 56,510 cubic feet per second

during the latter season.

1 We are indebted to the courtesy of Messrs. A. and C. Black, Edinburgh, for the cut

accompanying this paper, whicli illustrates the article "Panama" in the Encyclo2}<ydia

liritaniiica.—The Editors.

VOL. 11. 2 S
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The Panama Canal Company has erected an observatory at Gamboa,

about 100 feet above the sea-level, where for some time observations have

been carried on, with the result of establishing the following meteorological

facts :

—

Rainy Season. Dry Season.

Average Temperature, . .
86° -4 F. 89°-2 F.

Barometric Mean, .... 29892 in. 29-922 in.

Hygrometric Mean, . . 96. 88.

The temperature ranges between the extremes 25° and 35'.

The year is divided into two seasons, the dry (verano) and the wet

(invierno). The dry season continues from December to May, the interval

between it and the wet season being occupied by the short but delightful

" St. John's Summer " (veranito).

The advantages of establishing a waterway between the Pacific and

the Atlantic were recognised in the beginning of the sixteenth century,

and, as early as 1550, four projects were already before the world—one of

them suggesting a passage by the Isthmus of Panama. But the data were

too vague to give rise to the formation of any definite scheme. The

geography of the Isthmus was practically unknown, and rumour whispered

strange and disc|uieting reports of an inhospitable soil and dangerous

natives. One explorer succeeded another without throwing any new
light on the matter, and the seventeenth century passed away, leaA'ing the

great problem still unsolved. Not, indeed, until 1780 do we come upon

anything like an attempt at scientific exploration. In that year, however,

an expedition was organised under the command of tAvo engineers, Martin

de la Bastide, a Frenchman, and Don Manuel Galistro, a Spaniard.

Unfortunately, when these men returned to Spain, they found the whole

attention of the nation occupied by the political situation, and the death

of Charles ill. occurring shortly afterwards, all hope of a practical outcome

of their researches speedily vanished.

In 1844, a French engineer, Napoleon Garella, succeeded at length in

establishing exact data for the simultaneous construction of a railway and

canal across the Isthmus. A French company was formed for the con-

struction of the railway, but from one cause or another delays arose—the

directors lacked energy, the Eevolution of '48 supervened, nnd the work

was finally carried through by an American company.

Convinced of the importance of an inter-oceanic canal, America in-

augurated a series of investigations, some of which were never fully

carried ovit, while others ended in failure, more than one explorer meeting

an untimely if glorious death in the endeavour to achieve success. The

American Government itself fitted out a properly organised scientific ex-

pedition, but "SAdthout any definite result—the problem still remained

unsolved.

At last, in 1875, the Geographical Congress at Paris, to which were

submitted the various schemes already suggested, decided that a new and

thorough investigation should be made. A society of exploration was
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formed, the necessary funds were raised, and two naval officers, MM.
Reclus and N. B. Wyse, with an engineer, M. Celler, were sent out to

survey the Isthmus and judge of the relative merits of the various

regions suggested as suitable for the construction of a canal. After three

years of incessant toil they returned to Paris to give an account of their

mission. Another Congress met at Paris in 1879, and, after careful

examination and consideration of all the proposed schemes, decided by a

majority of seventy-eight that the canal should be constructed between

ATLANTIC OCEAN

Enijh^KKUi'S 30

Panama Canal.

Aspinwall and Panama, without tunnels or locks, from ocean to ocean.

The routes by Tehuantepec, by Nicaragua, by Atrato and Napipi, by

Darien (the proposal of San Bias), Avere, on the report of .1/. Voisin-Bey,

rejected as unsuitable on account of technical difficulties. The cost was

estimated by the commission of the Congress at £44,585,000, exclusive of

the interest on the capital engaged.

The route of the new waterway will be from the east side of the Bay
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of Limon on the Atlantic Coast, by the vallej-.s of the Chagres, the Obispo,

and the Eio Grande to the Bay of Panama, entering the Pacific near the

islands of Naos and Clamenca. Its total length -udll be 73 kilometres,

or 45 miles, and, like the Suez Canal, it will be absolutely open and un-

obstructed throughout. On the Pacific side a dock will be constructed,

so as to ensure free communication with the ocean at all hours and all

states of the tide. The width of the cutting at the bottom will be 72

feet, at the water-level it will be 164 feet in soil and 105 in rock; its

average depth, 30 feet beloAV the mean level of the oceans. There will

be two ports, Colon and Panama, and a dam will be constructed at Gamboa

to regulate the waters of the Chagres.

At Colon or Aspinwall the Company has reclaimed from the sea a

large tract of land, where a new town has been built, named after

Christopher Columbus. The streets are wide and regular, affording free

play to the fresh sea breezes ; and here a number of the officials of the

Company are already located in commodious dwellings.

The cutting of the Canal presents no difficulty for the first 15 miles

after leaving Colon. For that distance, as also from the sixty-second

(38| miles) to the seventj^-third kilometre (45 miles), the soil consists chiefly

of clay and miid, so that for 21 J miles operations may be carried on by

means of dredging, the cheapest and most expeditious mode of excavation.

From the twenty-fourth (15 miles) to the thirty-fifth (21 J miles) kilometre

no serious obstacle to progress occurs, but between the thirty-fifth and

sixty-second kilometres it will be necessary in great measiu-e to carry on

the work by means of dynamite.

The port at Aspinwall is already nearly completed, and that at Panama
presents no technical difliculties. Outside the latter there will be "roads"

formed by a maritime channel, where vessels may lie previous to enter-

ing the Canal. The left bank of this channel can easily be made
to communicate by road with the Panama Eailway. At Panama the

Company has acquired land favourably situated for the construction of

wet and dry docks, dockyards, and warehouses, and all the adjuncts

necessary to the maintenance of an extensiAX mercantile and shipping

industry.

From fifteen to twenty thousand workmen, mostly from Jamaica,

Colombia, and the Antilles, are already employed on the canal banks, and

this number could easily be doubled. The construction of the banks has

been intrusted to a number of contractors, each of whom is bound down
to have his portion of the work completed within a given time, the

Company retaining the power of breaking the contract at a moment's

notice should the work prove unsatisfactory. It is confidently expected

that the Canal will be finished by the end of 1889.

It only remains for us now to consider briefly the importance of the

Canal for the commerce of the world in general. It is almost unnecessary

to speak of the saving in time and money that will be effected when the

necessity for the long and perilous voyage round Cape Horn has been
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obviated. The following table shows, in round numbers, the distance in

miles saved between various ports :

—
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pelago, on the other. The Panama Canal opens up a way for Europe and

America to carry on their commerce with the western shores of the great

western continents, with the north of China and Japan, and with

Australia.

The commercial revolution effected by the cutting of the Suez Canal will

be altogether surpassed by the similar revolution now about to be effected

by the cutting of the Isthmus of Panama. The Suez Canal could only

be used by steamers, and when it was opened the commercial world was

not yet ready for it. The Panama Canal, on the contrary, may be used

by steamers and sailing-vessels alike ; the commercial world is eagerly

awaiting its opening, and from the very first the advantages it affords will

be gladly seized. M. Amedee Marteau, the editor of the Journal de

Havre, has devoted an article to the Panama Canal, in which he estimates

the number of tons that would have passed through it had it been open

in 1884. Founding his conclusions on official documents, he says :

—

" We are in a position to state exactly and precisely, without hypothesis

and without exaggeration, the amount of tonnage now passing between

Eiirope and America, Asia and Oceania, three-fourths of which must go

round by Cape Horn or the Cape of Good Hope, a detour which the

opening of the Panama Canal will henceforward render unnecessary.

The total tonnage is as follows :

—

1. Between Europe and the Pacific coasts, . . . 2,570,774 tons.

2. Between Europe and Australia, Oceania, Malaysia,

and the Philippine Islands,..... 2,696,754 „

3. Between the United States and the above regions

(except San Francisco), besides India, China, and

Japan, 1,619,440 „

Total, 6,886,968 tons.

6,886,968 tons in 1884 represents 8,539,840 in 1888, the average increase

of tonnage being six per cent, per annum. Eight and a half million tons,

paying dues at the rate of 12s. 6d. per ton, would give a revenue of

£5,312,500, exclusive of the income derived from the Company's land,

passenger dues, etc.

"In this estimate," continues M. Amedee Marteau, "not having full

statistics, we have taken no account of the present and future trade of

the Atlantic ports of S. America and the Antilles, with all parts of the

Pacific, which cannot be reckoned at less than half a million tons.

Neither have we attempted to estimate the increase of European and

North American tonnage which must result from the impetus given to the

trade with the Pacific and Oceania, and which probably would not amount

to less than an additional one or two million tons."

The aggregate tonnage, therefore, that will annually pass through the

Canal must be reckoned at about eleven or twelve million tons. The cost

of the Canal is estimated at about £50,000,000, and the interest due

annually to share and bond-holders amounts to £3,000,000.

i
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CAN EUROPEANS BECOME ACCLIMATISED IN

TROPICAL AFRICA 1

(Bead at Meeting of British Association, Birmingham, 1886.)

By Robert W. Felkin, M.D.,F.R.Ct.S., etc.,

Member of Council, Scottish Geographical Society.

I HAVE been requested to read a paper to-day on a subject which is, I

venture to think, of no little interest and importance.

To the eyes of Europe, Tropical Africa presents a very different

appearance now from that which it did five-and-twenty years ago. Then

it was a sealed book, now its pages lie open before us. It was Living-

stone's privilege to unclasp the seal; and the task of deciphering the

pages has been undertaken by Speke, Grant, Cameron, Stanley, Thomson,

and other explorers. Many pages, indeed, still remain unread, but the

work of translation has begun—a translation from savagism to civilisa-

tion. Whether there is a fair prospect of this work being carried out is

the subject of our inquiry to-day, for on the possibility of the acclimatisa-

tion of Europeans depends the advance of civilisation in Africa.

Various European nations are striving to obtain possession of vast areas

in Africa. If it is capable of being colonised, this rivalry can be under-

stood, but otherwise, there is mvich ado about nothing. Shakespeare said,

"To the wise man all places on this earth are ports and happy havens,"

and to-day we have to examine whether this be true of Tropical Africa.

It is not my intention to try to reconcile the various reports which

have proceeded from African travellers and others, and the many seeming

contradictions which tend to obscure this difficult problem. I would

only ask you to remember that many of them may be understood and

discounted if we take into consideration the special objects for which

the reports were written, and also the physical condition of the writers

when they drew up their reports. A few weeks ago I met two gentlemen

who had returned from the Congo. Both had resided there the same

length of time, and had travelled through the same country ; the one

scarcely had a day's illness, and told me that the climate was splendid,

the country fertile, and that he was sure it could be colonised ; the

other, who had suffered almost continuously from fever, assured me
that the climate was vile, the country little better than a desert, and that

Europeans proceeding there would inevitably break down. The reason

for the difference in these reports is obvious.

I should also like to call your attention to two pamphlets written for

the information of Germans as to the possibility of colonisation in East

Tropical Africa. The one is entitled Mehr Licht im Dunkeln JFelttheil,

and is written by Dr. G. A. Fischer, who for some years practised as a

physician in Zanzibar, and who is known by his travels in the Masai

country. The second is by the well-known Gerhard Rohlfs, aixl is
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entitled Die Klimatologie und Hygiene Ostafrikas. The first work is intended

by the author as a prescription to cure the political "African fever" from

which he considered his compatriots were suff'ering, and throughout its

pages one sees very clearly that his opinion is that colonisation is impos-

sible, but that with precaution Europeans may live in East Africa for

three or four years without suffering permanently. Dr. Rohlfs in his

paper takes a much more favourable view of the subject. He says that

life teems in the Tropics ; and are we to avoid this region because a cry

is raised that we cannot live there ? We must investigate the causes of

unhealthiness, and conquer them. This is the true way through which

even this part of the earth may be made habitable to the German race.

The climate itself, in so far as the meteorological facts are concerned,

cannot be altered ; but the hygienic conditions, especially where they are

of a local nature, may be modified, and, as far as this is done, the tropical

zone will be available for colonisation.

My object to-day is not to deal with fancies, but to set before you, as

well as I am able, facts well authenticated, and from which we may deduce

an answer to the question which heads my paper.

Having myself travelled in Tropical Africa I am able to speak from

experience, and therefore do not need to base my remarks upon hearsay

evidence. Should my interest in the country give me any bias in its

favour, I shall scrupulously endeavour to keep all such feeling in the back-

ground.

Africa is situated between lat. 37° 20" N. and 34° 50" S., and long. 17°

30" W. and 51° 30" E., and is the most tropical continent in the A\'orld.

Its greatest length from north to south is 4985 miles, and its greatest

breadth from east to west 4615. Its area, excluding islands, is about

9,858,000 geographical square miles. Looking at the map of Africa you

will notice that, with the exception of Cape Colony and a very small area

in the north and north-west, the whole of the continent is in the tropical

and sub-tropical zones. In fact nearly three-quarters of it are within the

tropical zone. Such a vast area, could it be colonised by Europeans,

would prove of inestimable value to the over-populated countries of

Europe, and the more so as Tropical Africa is very fertile, and possesses

incalculable wealth.

In examining the physical configuration of this continent we may
roughly divide it into two parts, a northern part consisting of deserts and

plains, and a southern part consisting of the great table-lands with

mountain ranges and groups.

The northern part contains the great Sahara Desert, the Lake Chad

District, and the valley of the Lower Nile.

The second division, consisting of the African plateau lands, is by far

the greater and more important part. It lies to the south of lat. 10° N.,

but in the east it extends to about 18° N., and includes the mountainous

region of Abyssinia. Both the eastern and western boundaries of this

plateau are fringed with mountains. Those along the eastern boundary
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are far higher than the mountains on the west ; for instance, Mount
Kenia is about 18,000 feet high. Mount Kilima-njaro 18,715 feet, and the

Rubeho Mountains, where they are crossed on the Avay from Zanzibar to

the interior, 5700 feet. The highest point of the mountains fringing

the western border of the plateau is situated in the Cameroons, where

they rise to 13,000 feet. Approximately the northern edge of the j^lateau

is situated between the fourth and eighth degrees of north latitude, the

highest mountains being Alantika 10,000 feet, and Mindif 6000 feet.

We may estimate the height of this tropical African plateau at between

3000 and 4000 feet above sea-level, and, as will be seen from the map, it

slopes from the south and east to the north and west.

It is impossible in the time at my disposal to give you a detailed

accoxmt of the climatology of the whole of Africa, and indeed I am sure

you will be gladly spared such an infliction.

The Sahara and the Nubian desert may, from a climatological point

of view, be classed togethei', the Lower Nile not sensibly altering the

character of the deserts through which it passes. The whole of this area

consists either of firm soil, composed of sand-stone, granite, and quartz

rock, or of fine shifting sand. Oases are found here and there, wherever

subterranean springs have been tapped. The rainfall in this district has

marked peculiarities ; it is not so much remarkable for a total absence of

rain as for its unequal distribution over a succession of years, rain some-

times not falling for six or eight years, and then, perhaps, for two or three

years falling at all seasons. The heat of the day is very great, and con-

trasts very markedly with the coldness of the night ; for even in this

district of burning sands hoar frost is sometimes seen in the early

morning.

The Lake Chad district differs greatly from the Sahara. It consists of

a vast alluvial plain of great fertility, but the climate renders it at present

distinctly unfitted for European colonisation.

Speaking of tropical Africa as a whole, one may say that the

temperature in the sun varies from 100° to 115° F. ; the highest mean
annual temperature in the shade is about 95° F., Avhile the lowest is

65° F., giving a mean annual variation of 30° F. ; and the annual rainfall

may be taken at about 45 inches.

The climate of tropical Africa is in some respects different from that of

other countries situated in the tropical zone. This is partly accounted

for by the relative narrowness of the southern portion of the continent,

and its consequent proximity to the sea, and also by the influence of its

numerous extensive lakes. Heat and moisture may be taken to be the

two great factors in a tropical climate, and it is to be noticed that in

Africa heat predominates, this being more especially the case in the plateau

region. It is naturally not so well marked on the coast line on account of

the influence of the sea. Nor do we find that winds exert such a powerful

effect upon the climate as in many other places, for, with the exception of

the monsoon of the Indian Ocean, the movement of the atmosphere is due
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to the oscillation of the continent beneath the sun ; in fact, in Africa we
see more clearly than anywhere else the dependence of the winds and

rains upon this oscillation, the rains following the vertical sun from

October till April.

There is no doubt that local conditions exert a most marked influence

upon the climate of different areas ; mean annual temperatures, variations,

rainfall, and humidity being remarkably modified in various districts.

For instance, we might expect that the heat of Zanzibar, surrounded as it

is by Avater, would be less than the heat of the coast
;
yet this is not

the case, and the reason is still obscui'e. The west coast of Africa

also, on account of the great rivers flowing into the Atlantic, is more

unhealthy than the east, where, with the exception of the Zambeze, there

are no large rivers.

Practically, however, we can divide the climatological conditions of

equatorial Africa proper into four distinct zones, which correspond to the

physical structure of the cou.ntry.

First, The coast zone, which may be said to extend from 50 to 300

miles inland.

Second, The zone of the terrace land leading up to the great plateaux,

and varying much in breadth.

Third, The zone of the great highland plateaux.

Fourth, The zone of mountains Avhich rise out of the plateaux in

separate groups.

The chief characteristics of these four zones are briefly stated as

follows :

—

The coast zone is rendered obnoxious to Europeans by the great heat,

the excessive humidity, and the predominance of virulent malaria, Avhich

is produced by the admixture of salt and fresh water.

The terrace zone has a climate which is a mean between the coast and

the plateaux, but which approaches more nearly that of the latter.

The plateau zone is characterised by a rather lower temperature, greater

variation—the nights being considerably cooler than the days—less

humidity, and, on the whole, less virulent malaria.

The mountain zone is, of course, much cooler, and its air is invigorating

and pure.

We must now consider the effects which a tropical climate exerts upon

Europeans, and which are chiefly the result of heat and moisture. For a

short time after the arrival of a European in the tropics his health remains

good, in fact the heat seems to have a stimulating effect upon him. He
does not suffer from the effect of the sun, and he forms a striking con-

trast to those Europeans who have resided in the same district some con-

siderable time. His work, be it mental or bodily, is performed with ease.

Soon, however, he begins to experience a marked change in the physical

functions of his body. His temperature is about 1° F. higher than in

Eiurope, his respirations are considerably below the normal number, his

heart's action is increased in frequency, his digestive powers become
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weakened, his skin secretes far more freely and becomes somewhat swollen,

his urine is lessened in quantity, and his nervous system is to a greater or

less extent enfeebled. There is no doubt that very soon his mental and

bodily powers become weakened, this being due to modified nutrition.

He suffers from anaemia, and from a slightly congested liver. The anajmia,

if only slight, may be regarded as prophylactic in character, and the con-

gestion of the liver is only to be expected on account of the increased

work that it is compelled to perform.

The resistance which a European can offer to these conditions depends

on the height of the mean annual temperatiu^e. If the temperature is

high during the whole year, he is less able to withstand them than he

would be Avere there marked differences in the temperature of the various

seasons, or even between day and night. The same power of resistance

may also be attained by a change of air at stated intervals, by visiting a

place either having a high altitude, or where variation in temjierature

occurs.

The European has also to contend with certain diseases, some of which

are limited to definite areas, and others which are met with throughout

almost the Avhole extent of tropical Africa. Undoubtedly malaria plays

the leading role among these diseases. It attacks the European, however,

in varying degrees of intensity, and there is a very marked diflference both

in the immediate and secondary results of the various forms it assumes. One
might almost compare an ordinary attack of intermittent fever, like those

from which one suffers in a plateau region, to an ordinary cold in Europe
;

whereas the remittent fevers of the coast are of great severity, and often

prove fatal. With regard to malaria M. Boudin has pointed out that

marsh fevers are almost two hundred times more frequent to the north

than to the south of the equator ; a fact which, coupled with the higher

altitude of the African plateau south of the line, makes it more likely that

Europeans might thrive there than farther north ; moreover, the immense

power of drainage, etc., in reducing malaria enhances this probability.

This paper, not being read before a medical society, does not profess

to deal with individual diseases. I would only therefore mention that

some of them may be avoided by prophylactic treatment, either medicinal

or sanitary ; that others, such as dysentery, are far better understood and

more successfully treated now than was the case twenty years ago ; and

that others, such as yellow fever, are limited to definite areas, and can

therefore be avoided.

Acclimatisation is the process, oftentimes slow, by which ])lants and

animals become adapted to, and so retain health in, countries having a

different climate from those in which they are indigenous. This acclima-

tisation may be in part effected by changes taking place in the indi^'idual

or in the race, and in part by hereditary modification of constitution.

Some authorities deny the possibility of real acclimatisation, but allow

that a person may accommodate himself for a certain time to almost any

climate. If we admit a power of acclimatisation, we take for granted certain
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permanent alterations in the functions of the body, and a gradual modifica-

tion in the habits of life. These may be accomplished with comparative

ease in places where the climatological conditions are similar, but the more
widely different the climate of two different places the more difficult acclima-

tisation becomes. It is only during the last three centui'ies that information

has been gradually collected upon which we can base any accurate knowledge
of the process. This is explained by the fact that, until then, dissimilar lands

were unknown to civilised nations. I do not forget that when the Romans
ruled the Avhole of the then known world, people Avere transferred from

one climate to another, but these often compulsory migrations took place

almost entirely within the temperate zone. History teaches us that

wholesale migrations have been not infrequent, but we must remember
that these Avere only very gradually carried out. Noav, emigrants

expect in a few weeks to reach their new destinations, so that the

transition from one climate to another is very rapid, and permits no

gradual adaptation of the individual, much less of the race, to new
climatological conditions. Not that a gradual adaptation of an individual

from a cold to a hot climate of only a few months' duration would do any

good ; this would not be the case, for such an individual would arrive in

the tropics more unfitted for residence there than if he had proceeded

direct from his home. The only method of gradual acclimatisation which

would undoubtedly succeed is a far more gradual one, extending through

many years and several generations.

The human race has encountered in its history at some time the

widest difference of climate, yet it now inhabits all regions of the globe.

No migration or colonisation of a new district has ever been accomplished

withou.t great loss of life, either through climate or conquest. And it is

impossible for us to expect that this loss will be avoided in the future,

although to a greater or less extent it may be diminished. We have

only to do at the present time with the loss of life entailed by climatic

causes, and we may reasonably expect that such loss will become less as

the greater knowledge possessed by European nations is turned to practical

account.

We must also remember that different nations bear in varying degrees

the influence of climate, and each possesses more or less of the power

to resist such influence ; so that we must endeavom* to prove with certainty,

in each separate case, what power of resistance is possessed by any given

national constitution, in order to decide whether it may successfully

acclimatise itself in a tropical countrj^, and colonise there. The contrast

between the inhabitants of southern Europe and those of northern Europe

in this respect is very marked ; for instance, the Spaniards and Italians in

Algeria have a higher birth-rate than death-rate, while in the same country

the French and Germans have a death-rate of about 1 6 per thousand more
than their birth-rate.

It is probably due to a certain amount of Semitic blood, that the

southern Europeans possess in a higher degree the poAver of adapting
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themselves to a sul)-tropical cliniute ; but another factor plays a not unim-

portant part, namely, the proximity of their own land to the sub-tropical

zone. It would seem as if each nation could be acclimatised in a definite

radius, be it north or south, from their own country, and that no sooner is

this limit overstepped than their power of acclimatisation becomes lost

;

that is to say, sickness and early death ensue, and the ])ro})agatioii of the

species becomes impossible.

I think that there can be no doubt that the southern European nations

would stand a good chance of colonising equatorial Africa were the

physical constitution alone taken into account ; but temperament also

plays a definite nde in the possibility of prolonged existence in a given

region, and it is a quality which requires considerable length of time to

be modified by new conditions of life. Hereditary teni2)erament and

capacity of mind characterise, variousl}', all races, and differences of

intellectual and moral power are well-marked factors in the possibility of

acclimatisation. It is these factors Avhich to a great extent limit the power

of southern Europeans to thrive in the tropics.

It does not do to lay too much weight upon the experience of travellers

in tropical Africa in regard to the efiect of climate, either on their health

when in the country or on their return to Europe. Special circumstances

and conditions must be taken into account in estimating the value of the

effects produced on them. Can one wonder if a man is attacked by fever

or returns home broken down in health after undergoing months or years

of African travel 1 He is compelled to undertake laborious marches, it

is often impossible for him to choose a healthy spot on which to camp, he

is constantly subjected to the annoyance and worry caused bj' his cara^an
;

and I make bold to say, that should an}' one be compelled to undergo the

same bodily exertion, exposure, and mental worry in Europe, his health

would invariably suffer.

Another point to which I would draw special attention is, that the

longer an individual resides in a given district of the high plateau the less

liable is he to suffer from severe attacks of malaria. This holds good

among the natives ; and it is found that should they be taken from their

homes, where they rarely suffer at all from intermittent fever, to a new
district, they will succumb to it as readily, if not more so, than Europeans

would do. This being the case, it is clear that the traveller is placed

under excessively unfavourable conditions—conditions from which a

colonist would be exempt, as, once having arrived at his destination, he

would remain there, and more or less rapidly become accustomed to his

local surroundings.

Neither is the influence which the African climate has exerted upon

missionaries a fair test. They have usually received little or no instruc-

tion with regard to the climate they are sent to encounter, and they are

fired with a determination to arrive at their destination as soon as possible,

in order to begin without delay their self-denying work. A feverish haste

characterises their marches, and a want of knowledge their first few
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months of residence in an unknown clime ; and the consequence is, as has

been well pointed out l3y Stanley, they arrive at their new home jaded and

fagged, and in a state of bodily exhaustion which only too often predis-

poses them to fall victims to a climate which need not have proved fatal

to them had caution and knowledge gone hand in hand Avith zeal. Were

an African native to act as travellers and missionaries constantly do, he

himself would suffer, though perhaps not to so great an extent.

I do not consider that it will ever be possible for northern Europeans

to colonise on the coast regions of tropical Africa, or for some distance up

the great rivers. As may have been gathered from my previous remarks,

I base this opinion upon the following grounds :

—

I. The hot, clamp atmosphere.

II. The extreme virulence of malaria, which is always more fatal to

life in those regions where fresh and salt water intermingle.

III. On account of yellow fever, which, on part of the west African

coast, attacks the new-comer with such extraordinary virulence.

All that will ever be possible for Europeans on the coast line, is for

them to accommodate themselves for a .small number of years to the

climate ; and the length of this accommodation will vary, first on in-

dividual capacity to withstand climatic influence, and secondly on the

possibility of frequent changes to some sanatorium on the higher land of

the interior, or a voyage home or to the Cape.

The conditions necessary for such a sanatorium are altitude, easy

access, a dry soil, shelter from noxious winds, good water supply, and

absence of marshes. Such places may be found in equatorial Africa ; and

I may mention here, that in choosing a settlement or a site for a house,

the above requirements should always be kept in view. It is owing to

the neglect of such precautions that many settlements are so notoriously

unhealthy,—for example, FreetoAvn, Sierra Leone.

The difficulties Avhich at present exist, and the delays caused by a

faulty transport system, are the main causes of the interior of Africa

standing in such bad repute. Days, weeks—and sometimes even months

—

are spent in the intensely enervating and insalubrious coast zone before

the European has arranged his caravan and made a start for the interior.

In most cases this delay has sown the seeds of future disease, and the

smouldering fire is blown into flame by the difficult and tedious marches

which he must make before he scales the plateau and arrives in a more

healthy district.

Until some rapid means of transport—such as a railway—is provided, it

is, in my opinion, impossible to expect, save in exceptional cases, that

Eiu-opeans should thrive in Central Africa ; but if the following arrange-

ments could be brought about, I feel convinced that a great and beneficial

change would ensue.

These arrangements I will briefly indicate :

—

I. That at definite points, such as Mombasa on the east coast and

Boma on the west, for example, receiving-stations should be established,

1
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situated on the most healthy areas, containing well-built houses and

magazines, well-drained, and provided with all known sanitary appliances.

II. That from these stations railways should he constructed for 100,

150, or 200 miles, as the case may be, across the unhealthy coast zone.

III. At the end of this railway another depot should be established,

where means of transport should be organised to convey the emigrants to

their destination. In this way it would be perfectly possible for emigrants

to arrive on the coast, land after sunrise, and reach the second receiving-

station before sunset, thus enabling them to escape the dangers of the

coast, and giving them every chance of meeting the climatic influences of

the interior with a fair prospect of success.

It must, I think, be admitted by every one that Europeans will never

thrive in equatorial Africa unless they rigidly adapt their habits of life

to their new environment. Temperance in eating and drinking, in the

amount of mental and bodily work they perform, will be absolutely neces-

sary, as well as definite precautions with regard to cultivation of the soil,

water-supply, exposure to the sun, avoidance of chills, and proper clothing.

It is impossible in a paper of this description to attempt to direct your

attention to those numerous and varied points in personal and local

hygiene, the observance of which is of vital importance to emigrants. I

may, however, say one word as to the effects of cultivation and drainage.

In the first place, the medical topography of any district which it is

intended to colonise must be thoroughly and scientifically investigated.

The site of the village or township must be chosen in the light of experi-

ence. Marshes must be avoided, and forests or belts of trees,—which are

well known to exert a great influence on malaria for good or evil,—must

not, as has been so often the case, be recklessly destroyed.

The initial cultivation of the ground must on no account be under-

taken by Europeans, for it is a well-known fact that in all tropical

regions, clearing away of brushwood, turning up the virgin soil, and

planting the first crops, invariably encourage disease ; and it is only after

an area has been brought into cultivation for two or three years that this

cultivation becomes such a great factor in checking disease, and adding to

the salubrity of the district.

Drainage necessarily goes hand-in-hand with cultivation, and coloni-

sation in tropical Africa will never be possible unless an extensive

and adequate system of drainage is carried out. There are examples

enough on record of the marked influence of drainage in banishing

malaria, and there is no valid reason for supposing that what it has

accomplished in other parts of the Avorld it will fail to eff"ect, at least to

a great extent, in tropical Africa.

Plantations of Eucalyptus also will undoubtedly diminish malaria, and

increase the healthiness of a district. That the tree will thrive in Central

Africa is proved by the experiments made by Dr. Emin Bey at Lado.

When I was there I saw a number of these trees in a very flourishing

condition.
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It now remains for me to indicate where, in tropical Africa, I think

Europeans may possibly thrive.

Although exploration has done much in providing us with information

as to the general configuration and climatology of Central Africa, it still

remains for future and more detailed investigation to provide us with the

data on Avhich alone it is possible to base a definite opinion upon this

important subject. But I venture to offer the decided opinion that the dis-

tricts of Mounts Kilima-njaro and Kenia on the east coast, the Niam-Niam,

the district to the north of the Albert Nyanza, the Shuli district, the areas

around lakes Victoria, Tanganika, and Nyassa, the immense province of

what I may call the Central Congo Free State, the Cameroons, and possibly

the district inland from Sierra Leone, may, with attention to the points I

have specified, become colonised by European nations such as the English

and Germans.

Dr. Martin, who had such an immense experience of the tropics, once

gave it as his opinion that " with ordinaiy precautions and attention to

the common laws of hygiene, Europeans may live as long in the tropics as

elsewhere
;

" and with this opinion I, to a great extent, concur.

Corre says that the African continent ought to belong to European

colonists, and not to the natives. This somewhat startling statement he

made in a paper he wrote on the adaptability of the Negro race to the

African climate. His belief appears to be that it is impossible to raise

the African races, and that they will gradually become extinct like the

Redskins of North America and the inhabitants of some of the Oceanic

islands. I differ from his view, which, at any rate, seems to be dis-

proved by the statistics recently published as to the increase of the Bantu

population in Africa. My decided opinion is that the Central African

natives can be raised to a high degree of civilisation ; that the continent

is fully capable of supporting natives and colonists side by side ; and that

the natives will prove of inestimable service to the colonists by carrying

out those works of drainage and initial cultivation of the soil which it

Avould be absolutely impossible for colonists to undertake themselves.

In conclusion, it must be remembered that, in the present day, great

advances have been made in our knowledge both of tropical countries and

of the hygienic precautions which must be taken by Eiuropeans living

there. Precautions which were not dreamt of when our forefathers went

to India are now matters of ordinary routine, and the sanitarian's work

is by no means at an end, whilst the researches of Pasteur, Koch,

Tommasi-Crudeli, and others foreshadoAV an advance in the science of

medicine which, there is every reason to believe, will in the near future

revolutionise the treatment of tropical diseases and enable the Avould-be

emigrant to bid defiance to malaria and other morbid conditions which

until now have proved an almost insuperable barrier to colonisation in

the Tropics.

I should like to call yoiu- attention to a book which has been

published by eighteen Geographical Societies of France. It is entitled.
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A Hiigienic and Medical Guide to the Traveller in Central Africa, and a

second edition Avas published last yeai\ It was compiled by a committee

of twelve, and edited by two doctors and a veterinary surgeon. I wish ;i

similar work existed in English. Considering the importance of the sub-

ject, I may perhaps be permitted to throw out the suggestion that the

British Association should instigate the translation of this work, or,

perhaps better still, appoint a small committee to compile a similar work,

which Avould no doubt prove of the utmost value to future African

travellers and possible colonists.

THE BALKAN STATES.

By Arthur Silva White,

Secretary, Scottish Geographical Societi/.

In South-Eastern Europe we have a striking example of how the

growth of nationalities may be largely controlled by physical conditions.

The history of nations, of their advance in social and political life, of their

natural development and expansion, is at the present day being repeated

on a small scale in this remote corner of Europe—at once the oldest

and the newest in the Continent.

Two centuries ago, the most terrible of all the Turanian invaders, the

Osmanli Turks, then at the height of their power, stood before the walls

of Vienna—the gates of the West—but, in this present year of grace,

they have practically been crowded out of Christian Europe, and their

role on the Continent is now restricted to that of a Political Bogey, which,

by permission of its unchristian jealousies, is still permitted to worry its

flanks. Still earlier arrivals in the Eastern Peninsula than the Turks

were some of the present peoples who occupy the land, and over whom
successive conquests have swept with scarce any more apparent effect

than rooting them deeper in the spot where they first settled. True,

a few assimilations and displacements have taken place, but, essentially,

the peoples are unchanged except by the weathering influences of

Time. Yet, although offering such a bold front to alien invaders,

they have never recognised the power of unity; they have ever been

divided among themselves, in spite of their common affinities of race

and language. But that the present disunion of the Slav States in

the Balkans has been largely imposed upon them by their geographical

position, their past history—to which we will refer later on—aftbrds

many striking evidences. At least, we may be certain that if the

Peninsula, instead of being the highly mountainous and diversified

district it is, had been a plateau, a very different distribution of races

would have obtained at the present day. The actual disposition of the

States, whilst largely governed by their physical boundaries, clearly indi-

cates, too, the direction of their natural expansion, which follows the line

VOL. II. 2 T
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of the least resistance. Turning from the pohtical to the social problems

which are being solved by the Balkan States, we are no less struck by the

important factor represented by their physical environment. Greece

dominated the whole Peninsula, but failed to Hellenise it ; the Eastern

Empire of Eome existed after the Western had fallen, but the Peninsula

was not Latinised ; and, finally, Mohammedanism has only thrown back

for so many centuries the civilisation which at one time equalled that of

the Western nations. The Slav States, therefore, besides their elemental

advantages of individuality and strength, must owe something to their

geographical position ; and it will be our endeavour to indicate—however

imperfectly, in the limits of a short paper—some of the geographical and

ethnical conditions that have determined their present position in the

Peninsula. It would, indeed, be impossible to deal with such a complex

and inexhaustible subject except in the most superficial and perfunctory

manner, the chief merits of which, we hope, may be its suggestiveness.

Physical Aspect of the Penmsida.^—Of the three peninsulas of Southern

Europe, perhaps the Balkan Peninsula enjoys the most favourable

geographical position and the greatest natural advantages. It is much
more varied in shape than that of Spain, and, in richness of contour, even

surpasses the Italian Peninsula ; its shores, Avashed by four seas, are

indented with gulfs and ports, fringed with minor peninsulas, and

embroidered—so to speak—with numerous islands. Several of its

valleys and plains compare favourably, in point of fertility, with those

of the Guadalquivir and of Lombardy ; two zones of vegetation meet and

unite the flora of their climates in pleasing landscapes. The picturesque

mountains of the Peninsula, so little traversed, are as imposing as those

in Italy or Spain, and are mostly covered with dense forests ; but, from

the nearly total absence of paths, they are less accessible than the Italian

Apennines, or even the sierras of Spain, although their mean altitude is

less and their escarpments broken by a great number of passes; the

plateaiix which impinge upon them being also much narrower and more

eroded into valleys than the high Castilian plains. Lastly, whilst Italy

and Spain are imprisoned on the north by mountain barriers difficult to

cross, the Peninsula of South-East Europe is joined to the continental

mass by a gradual slope, which at no part is barred by natural frontiers.

The ranges of the Austrian Alps continue uninterruptedly into Bosnia

;

and the Carpathians cross the Danube (at the famous obstruction of the

Iron Gates) and unite with the Balkan systems. East of the Iron Gates

stretches the great plain of the Lower Danube. This great waterway,

and its tributary, the Save, form the natural northern boundary of the

Peninsula ; coming from the heart of Europe, and flowing through the

capital cities of the Empire-Monarchy, it finally empties its anything but

Based chiefly on Nouvelle Geograijhie Universelle : VEurope Meridionale, par Elisee

Reclus. Vide Orographical Map, published with this Number of the Magazine.
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" blue " waters into the Black Sea, through tlie three mouths in the

swampy Dobruja district.

An almost unique advantage to the Thracian peninsula is presented

by its close proximity to the parallel shores of two continents. Europe

and Asia meet on the shores of an inland sea which, connecting the Black

Sea on the north and the ^gean Sea on the south, separates the two con-

tinents by the narrow straits of the Dardanelles and Bosporus—the

continents and the seas thus crossing at right angles to each other. The

Dardanelles and Bosporus thus offer as easy a passage for the peoples of

one continent to the other as for the fleets of merchant ships from the

Mediterranean to the Black Sea.

The massifs and mountain-chains of the Peninsula in no place form a

regular sj^stem : there is no central range with branches ramifying alter-

nately left and right, and gradually subsiding into the plains. On the

contrary, the centre of the Peninsula is far from being the most elevated,

and the highest summits are grouped in the most irregular manner in

the different parts of the country. The bearings of the mountain crests

vary in no less a degree ; they lie at all points of the compass. One may

say in general terms that the mountain-chains in the west have a parallel

trend to the shores of the Adriatic and Ionian Seas, whilst in the east the

ranges lie perpendicular to the Black Sea and Archipelago. By its

physical relief and general slope, the country may thus be said to turn

its back upon Europe : its highest summits, its largest plateaux, and most

inaccessible forests, are found in the west and north-west, as if with-

drawing from the shores of the Adriatic and the Hungarian plains ; and,

similarly, all its waters, flowing north, east, and south, finally empty into

the Black Sea or into the iEgean, washing the shores facing Asia. But,

in this intricate network of mountains, a few more or less distinct

ranges may be made out, and, as illustrating the map accompany-

ing this paper, these may be distinguished in a few words. Their

nucleus appears to be to the east of the great basin of Sofia, in the

Etropol Balkans. From thence to Cape Emineh, on the Black Sea, the

Balkans proper form the boundary between Bulgaria and Eastern

Rumelia, having a gentle northern slope to the Danube and high escarp-

ments on their southern base. This portion of the Balkans corresponds,

in its narrowest sense, to the ancient name of Hsemus—the Turkish name

of Balkan, meaning a high range, being applied somewhat ambiguously
;

and it contains, moreover, the most important mountain passes. In the

Turkish sense of the word, the Balkans straggle in an irregular curve

right across the Peninsula ; but, strictly speaking, the mountain masses

which divide the basins of the Danube and Adriatic cannot be called

a range. The main chain of the Balkans is accompanied, in various

places, by parallel ridges, many of which have distinctive names, and

throw off spurs in all directions. Of these may be mentioned the Little

Balkans, fringing the Black Sea in the east, and the small though well-

defined chain of the Rhodope (Desjjoto-Dagh), which, with a mean elevation
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of 5500 feet, forms the water-parting between the Maritza valley on the

north and the ^gean on the south. Muss-alla (9500 feet), in the

northern extremity of this range, is the culminating point of the whole

of the northern portion of the Peninsula. The Dinaric Alps will be

referred to in another part of this paper. The mountain-range loosely

called the Pindus runs south from the sources of the Vardar in the

Shar-Dagh. Enclosing the plain of Thessaly are several short and lofty

ranges, of which the Pindus, of ancient celebrity, is the best defined. On
the north-east of this plain the highest peak in the whole Peninsula is

found—Mount Olympus, 9750 feet, the gathering-place of the gods,

which may be seen over nearly the whole of Greece. In the south, again,

are isolated mountains and the Peloponnesian highlands, containing

elevations of over 6000 feet. Peaks of from 5000 to 9000 feet are also

found in every part of Bosnia, Herzegovina, Servia, Thrace, Macedonia,

and Albania, in Northern Greece and the Morea.

The Peninsula of South-Eastern Europe contrasts with the Iberian and

Italian by being separated from the continental mass, not by mountains,

but by rivers—the Danube and its tributary the Save—on the other side

of which commence the plains of Central Europe. North of the Balkans,

on both sides of the Danube, are the extensive lowlands of Bulgaria

and Wallachia, and the j^lains of the Dobruja and the Bulgarian sea-

board. The other plains of importance in the Peninsula are in the fertile

Maritza valley, sweeping down to the Sea of Marmora, and the great

plain of Macedonia, west of the Rhodope Mountains.

The first place in the hydrographic systems of the Peninsula must, of

course, be given to the Danube, which drains not only its whole northern

portion, but also the extensive plains of Rumania. The present delta of

the Danube, which is of no great geological age, is very slow in its

accretions. The Sea of Marmora receives only a few mountain torrents,

but the drainage-area of the -,3^]gean, or Archipelago, comprises the

most important river-system of Turkey. From the close proximity of

the Illyrian Alps to the western shores of the Peninsula, the rivers

which flow into the sea, though very rapid, are of no great length.

Lake Scutari and Lake Ochrida—the latter 2300 feet above sea-level

—

are the only ones of any size in the Peninsula, which, considering its

highly mountainous character, is somewhat remarkable. The chief rivers

are found in the Bulgarian region of the Hsemus and of the Rhodope

;

Bosnia has only a few inconsiderable streams flowing towards the Save
;

Albania some mountain torrents ; and the only watercourses of Turkey

one can compare with the rivers of Western Europe—the Maritza, the

Kara Su, the Vardar, the Indje—flow from the southern slopes of the

Balkans and the crystalline massifs of the Rhodope system.

Distribution of the Populations.—We shall refer so often to this subject

at more convenient places, that only a few general terms may be

employed here.

S
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The extreme disorder of the mountain-chains and massifs has had its

natural resultant in an analogous disorder in the distribution of the

peoples inhabiting the Peninsula. Whether they came from Asia Minor

by the straits, or from the Scythian plains by the Danube valley, the

various groups of immigrants, savage hordes, or peaceful colonists, soon

found themselves scattered in the closed valleys or in the gateless amphi-

theatres, where they were destined to play their part. The various

populations, embarrassed by the difficulties presented in this labyrinth of

hills and mountains, and as if thrown together at hazard—like so man}-

bees from different hives—in nearly every case entered into conflict.

Some, more valiant in war or more industrious in peace, and perhaps

predominating in numbers, have increased their territory little by little

at the exjsense of their neighbours ; others, on the contrary, vanquished

in the struggle for existence, have lost all cohesion and become scattered

in innumerable fractions which mutually ignore one another. The
Hungarian peoples—to take an examj^le nearer home—so various in race

and language, are relatively homogeneous in comparison with the peoples

in the Peninsula
;

yet, in certain districts, communities of eight or ten

different stocks live side by side within a radius of only a few miles.

Nevertheless, a general settlement cannot fail to arise out of this

chaos : the pacific relations of commerce are more and more and every-

where bringing about an assimilation between the races. Putting aside

the political and geographical boundaries—the comparative weakness of

which has only lately been illustrated by the union of the two Bulgarias

—

the present territory of the Peninsula may be divided, according to Reclus,

into four ethnological zones. Crete and the islands of the Archipelago,

the sea-board of the ^Egean, the eastern slope of the Pindus and of

Olympus, are peopled by Greeks ; the space comprised between the

Adriatic and the Pindus is the country of the Albanians (Skipetar,

the oldest inhabitants of the Peninsula) ; on the north-west, the region of

the Illyrian Alps is occupied by Slavs, known under the different names
of Serbs, Croats, Bosnians, Herzegovinans, and Chernagorans (Monte-

negrins); lastly, the two slopes of the Balkans, the Despoto-Dagh (Rhodope)

and the plains of Eastern Turkey, belong to the Bulgarians—a Slavonised

Turanian people now practically Slavs. As regards the Turks, the con-

querors and the masters of the country, they are scattered here and there

in more or less considerable groups, chiefly round the capitals and strong-

holds ; but the only extensive tract of country of which they are, ethno-

logically speaking, the possessors, is the north-eastern angle of the

Peninsula, between the Balkans, the Danube, and the Black Sea.

Historical Geography.—The geographical and ethnological conditions

that have determined the history of the Peninsula are so strongly

marked, that in order to estimate the forces silently at work there, at

the present day, and not usually taken into account by the diplomatist, it

is necessary to inquire into the past before venturing to predict the future.
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Whether the heterogeneous elements in South-Eastern Europe will ever

combine to form a great Slavonic Power, or whether the alien Ottoman

Turk can for any length of time be bolstered up by interested nations as

a "buffer" against Russian or Slav expansion, is beyond our purpose to

inquire. It is more than problematical, apart from the obstacles of

national jealousies, whether it were possible for the Aryan and non-Aryan
races in the Balkan Peninsula readily to assimilate. In some cases

—

e.g.

Bulgaria—we see Turanian conquerors losing their racial characteristics

and assimilating with their subjects—the conquered : thus Bulgaria is, for

all ethnological purposes, at the present day a Slav State. On the other

hand, we find the Ottoman Turk, by reason of his Mohammedanism,
assimilating other renegade races : an alien in Christian Europe, he can

only exist by the courtesy or the degeneracy of his neighbours. The
Magyars—another Turanian race—have a cleaner history. Not only

have they penetrated into the heart of the Continent, but, whilst

retaining their Turanian language and racial characteristics, they have

so firmly planted themselves there that they are now united with an

Aryan people, and form an integral portion of the great Empire-

Monarchy ; but this result must be ascribed to the adoption by the

Magj'ar of the Christian religion, and not to his innate sense of the

blessings of so-called Western civilisation.

The map of the Peninsula, from its earliest aspect in Homeric times

to that shown this month in our Magazine, has undergone such changes

that a rapid survey of them is like looking through a kaleidoscope ; to

the descendant of the Caliph it might, haply, resemble more closely a

dissolving view. But whether we view it as the Greek Peninsula, as the

Byzantine Peninsula, or, in its newest phase, as the Balkan or Illyrian

Peninsula, we are struck with the never-ceasing struggle of nationalities

that has made this part of Europe the most unsettled as well as the least

homogeneous in the pages of history.

Eui'opean history begins in Greece, and Hellenic influences extended

northwards in an ever-lessening degree to the foot of the Balkans ; but

the valley of the Danube lay outside their sphere. It was natural that,

from her proximity to the East, Hellas should have been the cradle of

European civilisation, the mother of European ideas, and the foster-

parent of the arts and sciences. Italy, from her central geographical

position, gained the ascendency over the other Mediterranean Powers

—

as did Carthage—and Rome, in the heart of Italy, was favoured by its

unique advantages of position. The national character, by virtue of

which Greece and Rome rose to power, was no doubt equally indebted

to the favourable influences of its physical euAaronment,

No other division of the world shows such a homogeneous ethnology

as does Europe. It is essentially an Arjan continent : everything non-

Aryan is clearly exceptional. The Greeks and the Italians first dis-

tinguished themselves among Arj^an immigrants, though they may not

have been the first of them. The Teutonic races came with the next
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Avave from the East, and, after them, the Slavs. Of the Turanian in-

vasions, the Huns and Avars have left no distinct trace, the Magyars and

Bulgarians have found a permanent home, and—latest of all—the Ottoman

Turks have been afforded a lasting settlement. All these waves of im-

migration passed within the sphere of Hellenic influence, and have

themselves, by assimilation or displacement—to use Dr. Freeman's

expressions—affected, in their passage, the history of the Balkan Peninsula.

Nearly all the lands of the Eastern Peninsula were inhabited, therefore, by

a family of races of which the Greeks were only the most eminent.

Their relationship must not be denied because the Greeks called them

barbarians ; at least, they were of a common Aryan stock. Greek was

the " polite " language of the Avhole Peninsula, and, roughly speaking,

held its own against the Latin-speaking lands to the west. lUyria, on the

eastern shores of the Adriatic, was the border-land betAveen the Greek

and Latin parts of the Koman Empire, and offered a convenient spot for

the establishment of a Roman province. The pretext for meddling with

the affairs of Greece—for pretexts were as easy to find then as now

—

was duly seized ; and in course of time the Greek cities on the Euxine were

absorbed in the Roman Empire, and G-reek and Roman became synonymous

terms. Greek speech and civilisation, however, survived, and still hold

their ground except where displaced by Slavonic and Turkish conquests.

All the nations of the Eastern Peninsula, whether older than the

Roman conquest or settlers of later times, are there still as distinct

nations. The oldest inhabitants of the Peninsula—the Illyrians—have

their representatives in the modern Albanians, or, as they call themselves,

Skipetar ; the Greeks are there, and have kept their language ; the Vlachs,

who adopted the Roman tongue, are the Rumans or Rumanians of to-

day. As regards the invading races, the Goths, the Huns, and the Avars

have left no enduring influence. Of the Turanian settlers, the Bulgars

have become a Slavonic people. Both they and the Magyars, who have

settled further west, immigrated by way of the lands north of the Euxine.

Finally, of the non-Aryan invaders who came by way of Asia Minor or the

Mediterranean, the Semitic Saracens were mere pirates, and made no final

settlement, but the Ottoman Turks, who first gained a footing in 1355,

conquered nearly the whole of the Peninsula before the close of the same

century, reduced Greece to subjection between 1455 and 1473, and have

remained masters to the present century. Since the seventeenth century,

however, their power for evil has been growing beautifully less, until, at

the present day, it is chiefly limited to an area equal to about two-thirds

the size of Great Britain. That their hold upon this remnant of their

greatness is of the slightest description, the events of the last decade have

evidenced. The struggles of the nationalities in South-Eastern Europe for

independence and self-government are as fierce now^ as in the good old days.

Greece, Avith the aid of the Great Powers, obtained her independence in 1830,

as also did Servia at the beginning of the present century. Wallachia

and Moldavia (now united in the kingdom of Rumania) were made
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tributary Principalities by the Peace of Paris, 1856, Rumania and

Servia obtained their complete independence by the Berlin Treaty of

1878, the former receiving the Dobruja in exchange for a portion of

Bessarabia, which was restored to Russia, the latter having its area

enlarged. The same Treaty handed over to Austria-Hungary the ad-

ministration of Bosnia and Herzegovina ; and the brave little province of

Montenegro, where a Servian tribe had maintained its independence

against the Turks since 1839, the principality of Bulgaria and the

self-governing province of Eastern Rumelia (since absorbed in the

" Greater Bulgaria ") were established.

Folitical Divisions.—The following table gives the area and popula-

tion of the different parts of the Balkan Peninsula, which we have

compiled from the latest official returns. The figures differ somewhat

from our English authorities, but may be taken as being at least approxi-

mately correct. Owing to the difficulty of obtaining reliable and recent

statistics of these countries, our ordinary books of reference cannot be

depended on:

—

Political Divisions.
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may leave out of account the kingdom of Kumania, which, although closely

connected with the Peninsula in so many ways, geographically forms

no part of it, but belongs altogether to Central Europe. For the same
reason, Greece proper—a Peninsula within a Peninsula—may be passed

over with only incidental references.

Having thus taken a general view of the Peninsula, Ave will endeavour,

in as few words as possible, to examine each State separately, grouping

them in the most natural order that suggests itself.

Bosnia and Herzegovina.

In accordance with the provisions of the Berlin Treaty of 1878, this

portion of Turkey was handed over to the administration of Austria-

Hungary, who already possessed the adjoining province of Dalmatia—

a

long slip of coast, divided from Bosnia and Herzegovina by the Dinaric

Alps. Although not formally incorporated by treaty, these provinces,

together with the Sanjak of Novi-Bazar—between Montenegro and Servia

—form an integral portion of the Empire-Monarchy, and now enjoy the

advantages of a settled government.

Their physical features are in striking contrast. Bosnia—the most

beautiful of the Balkan Provinces—reminds one of Styria or the Tyrol,

in its rugged mountainous character, its dense, almost virgin, forests, and

in the picturesqueness of its valleys. The mountains follow a N.E.-S.W.

trend, parallel to the Dinaric Alps ; and, except in the valley of the Save,

there are no large plains. The Dinaric Alps form the water-parting

between the Mediterranean and Danube basins, and four rivers—the

Unna, the Verbas, the Bosna (from which the province takes its name)

and the Drina—flow northwards to their confluence with the Save. The
Herzegovina, on the other hand, is a wild district, overstrewn with

Cyclopean rocks, and Avatered chiefly by the streams which form, in

winter, in the higher lands, and, save in a few depressions, eventually

lose themselves underground.

The superficial area, in square miles, of Bosnia is about 16,000; of

Herzegovina, 4000 ; and of Novi-Bazar, 3000. According to the census

of 1885, the population of the two former was 1,336,091, composed as

follows:—Mohammedans, 492,710; Greek-Orthodox, 571,250; Roman
Catholics (with three bishoprics), 265,788; Jcavs, 5805; the remainder

belonging to different faiths. The Mohammedans show an increase

since 1879 of 44,000. The Greek-Orthodox, as will be seen by referring

to the statistics given above, are greatly in excess of the Roman Catholics
;

whilst of the 22,000 inhabitants of the capital 70 per cent, are Mussul-

mans. Novi-Bazar has a population (estimated, 1879) of 168,000.

Prior to the Austrian administration, and the introduction thereby

of a settled government, these provinces Avere a terra incognita., but the

official Ortschafts- und Bevblkerungs-Statistik von Bosnien und der Herzegorina

has rescued it from the shades of barbarism.
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It is in Bosnia—the centre of pure Mohammedanism—one can best

study the simple lives of the strange medley of races—Turks, Albanians,

Slavs, Caucasians, and Arabs, to mention a few of them—and estimate

the difficulties of assimilation between Eastern and Western elements.

For four hundred years, the river Save has been the natural boundary

between East and West; at the present day they meet there in

more sharply defined contrast than, perhaps, anywhere else in South-

Eastern Europe : racial distinctions are marked enough in Hungary and

the Croatian and SlaA^onian frontier districts, but we cross into an Orien-

tal world when we make the passage of the broad and melancholy Save.

The same political and social problems that have confronted—still con-

front—Great Britain in India, Eussia in Central Asia, France in Tunis

and Algiers, here require a solution : Mussulman and Christian must

either assimilate, or the weaker go to the wall. The Agrarian question,

too—as M. de Laveleye points out in his last work, La Peninsule des

Balkans—bears a close analogy to that which now threatens the peace of

Ireland.

Unlike Slavonia and Hungary, Bosnia offers no advantages for the

growth of cereals, but, as in Switzerland and the Tyrol, flocks and herds

may be reared with proiit. The commerce of Bosnia is almost exclu-

sively in the hands of the Jews, the majoritj^ of whom reside in Seraievo,

or Bosna-Serai, the capital. The most enterprising are those who have

immigrated from Austria and Hungary, where—in the latter at least—their

growing power is too keenly felt. In Bosnia, the Jews are of Spanish

origin, and, whilst outwardly conforming to the Mussulman mode of life,

closely observe the ordinances of their own religion. The simplicity of

their lives—even of the wealthiest Jews—is a single but sufficient

indication not only of their national spirit, but of the position they take

in the country : they fear to arouse the cupidity of their neighbours.

The Jew of the Middle Ages, his beliefs, his ideas, his customs, are

unchanged to-day on Mussulman soil.

With the exception of the Jews, Tsigans (Gipsies), and some Osmauli

—functionaries, soldiers, and merchants—who live in the larger toAvns of

Bosnia, all the inhabitants of the Illyrian Alps are Slavs, and in Herze-

govina their characteristics are most strongly marked. The Bosnians

themselves, though united by race, are divided by religion,—Mussulman

against Christian, Greek-Orthodox against Eoman Catholic. Hence, in

spite of every natural advantage, they have, unlike their Servian

brethren, been unable to emancipate themselves from the Turkish yoke.

Their country may be compared to a citadel, so strongly has Nature

fortified it against attack from the south ; but, with disaftection in their

own camp, every struggle for independence has proved abortive. The

Mussulmans are no' less Slav than the Christians ; like them, too, they

speak Servian, though a great number of Turkish words have crept into

their idiom. Although they form scarcely a third of the population, they

possess more than their share of landed property, and in their stronghold
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of Seraievo, they form a State within a State, more inimical to the

Christian than is even the Sublime Porte. But of whatever sect or

religion, the Bosnians and Herzegovinans possess the same native

qualities as the Serbs : they are frank and hospitable, intellectual and

industrious, and, whilst possessing the domestic virtues, are fearless in

battle. In spite, however, of these good qualities, their customs are not

free from certain ignorant superstitions and fanaticism : incessant wars,

—

tyranny on the one side, servitude on the other,—have degraded them
;

while the trackless forests and the impassable mountains have formed a

barrier against civilisation.

Since these provinces have been rescued from Turkish misrule, the

advance in the development of the country and of national education has

l)een considerable. Whether the Empire-Monarchy will ever realise her

dream of Oriental expansion, by " going to Salonika," or whether Servia

will fulfil her national destiny, by absorbing the Slavonian States on the

Dalmatian sea-board, will be a question—as iM. de Laveleye says—that

will find an answer (over and above the other obstacles to a Slav federa-

tion) in the heart of Austria-Hungary, where the contest is no longer_ be-

tween German and Magyar, but between German and Chekh, Magyar and

Croat. The Slavonic movement in Southern Hungary—which found ex-

pression in the Ornladina SiWisince—is still very real ; and, it may be, another

Deak may arise to plead Glekhhercchtigung : equal rights for all nationali-

ties, autonomy for each country. Meanwhile, the "patriots" of Agram
(Croatia) and Belgrad (Servia) look into the distant future, and sigh for

a Serbo-Croatian State that will unite all the populations speaking the

same language—Croats, Serbs, Slovaks, Dalmatians, and Montenegrins.

Montenegro.

This little Principality is deserving of notice, if only from the

fact of its independence, surrounded as it is by powerful neighbours :

north and east by Herzegovina and Novi-Bazar, and — with the

exception of a small slip of coast-line, obtained by the Berlin Treaty,

extending between Antivari and Dulcigno—wefet by Dalmatia, and

south by the Turkish province of Albania. The Montenegrins belong

to the Servian branch of the Slav race, and are divided into forty tribes.

They speak a remarkably pure dialect of Servian. Nominally a limited

monarchy, the form of government is still patriarchal, though the legisla-

tion of the Church—formerly the State—is now confined to ecclesiastical

matters. With the exception of some -iOOO Eoman Catholics and 7000
Mussulmans, of Albanian or Slav origin, the Montenegrins adhere to the

Greek Church.

The Berlin Treaty of 1878 recognised the independence of Monte-
negro ; it also gave her a sea-board, the free navigation of the Turkish

river Boyana, the northern shores of Lake Scutari, and the jiossession of

two fortresses and of some territory. The total population in 1879, accord-
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iug to official documents (but probably over-estimated), was 250,000

—

Cettinje (pronounced Tsettinye), the capital, having 2000, Podgoritza (a

fortress) 4000, and Dulcigno 3000. Cettinje itself is only a village, and

the other settlements over the country consist chiefly of mud huts.

The Italian name of Montenegro (Black Mountain) generally obtains

among Western nations, and corresponds with the Kara-Dagh of the

Turkish and the Ghernci Gora of the natives. It happily expresses the

bleak, forbidding character of this district, which is like " a sea of

immense waves tui'ned into stone," the black aspect having at one time

been enhanced by dark forests of pine, oak, and beech trees. Still, round

the Lake of Scutari are some charming spots ; and the valleys, few in

number, contain fruitful soil. The country is cut up into a succession of

elevated naked ridges, which, in the east, culminate in the highest peak

of the Dinaric Alps—Kutsh Kom, 9575 feet above sea-level. Agriculture

is the chief occupation of the people, but live stock of all kinds are reared.

The Montenegrins, although closely related to the Servians of the

Danubian districts, possess a distinct individuality as mountaineers

:

expelled by the circumstances of their position from the limited soil of the

valleys into their mountain fastnesses, they have always led a wild, inde-

pendent life. Nor is it to be Avondered at that brigandage of all sorts

ranked as an honourable profession among them, when, driven by famine,

they have been forced to make armed raids into the outlying districts to

gather the harvests of the earth—even under the Turkish guns. " When
I was a robber," is as familiar an expression in Montenegro as is that of

" When I was a boy " in this country. Kobbery was to them an economic

necessity, unless—as many of them did—they chose to give up their

independence and submit to Turkish rule, or emigrate to foreign parts.

Under these harsh circumstances has the Montenegrin become the brave

and lawless warrior he is to-day, hot-headed and violent, and ever ready

to resort to the arms which he habitually carries about him, no matter

what his occupation may be. Their law was " an eye for an eye, a tooth

for a tooth": hence, hereditary and family feuds were maintained from

generation to generation ; but now, on account of the stringent measures

of the Government, they rarely result in bloodshed.

Servia.

Servia obtained her complete independence of Turkey (after centuries

of stubborn resistance) by Article xxxiv, of the Berlin Treaty of 1878
;

and she is now one of the most promising of the Balkan States. In her

capital, Belgrad, she holds the key to Hungary, which, from 1521 to

1791, was alternately in the possession of Turkey and Austria; by her

northern boundary, the rivers Save and Danube, she has a fine waterway

as an outlet of her trade to the Black Sea ; and the country, though half

covered by mountains and forests, has a residue of fine cultivable land,

where wheat and maize yield excellent crops. In spite of these natural
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advantages, the country is still in a backward state, and the roads—more

especially the fine Roman highway which led from Constantinople, through

the heart of the country, to Belgrad—are in disrepair. Servia is known
to possess mineral wealth, too, but it has not been developed. There are

practically no industries : the country being essentially an agricultural

one, and the land being in the possession of a stiff-necked peasantry, the

stimulus to the creation of an export trade is wanting, though the

Government are doing their best to encourage it.

Eamifications of the Carpathians, Balkans, and Dinaric Alps, attaining

altitudes varying between 2000 and 3000 feet, and afforested with fine

trees, chiefly oak, occupy half of the area of the kingdom. Though
there is a gradual slope to the Danube, the rivers in the interior are not

fairly navigable ; and the means of communication, prior to the com-

paratively recent introduction of railways and telegraphs, were of the

simplest description. About 1,400,000 acres of land are under cultiva-

tion, and as many again are meadow-land. The farms vary in size from

10 to 30 acres, and, altogether, some 1,750,000 persons are engaged in

agriculture.

The population of Servia—almost entirely Slav—is under two millions.

There are some 5000 Roman Catholics, chiefly subjects of Austria-

Hungary, 500 Protestants, and 4000 Jews. Religious toleration is not

practised ; the established Church is the Greek-Orthodox, but it is

independent of the Patriarch at Constantinople. There is a Gipsy popu-

lation of about 27,000 engaged in the cultivation of the land. The
Ottoman subjects, who inhabited the territory acquired from Turkey

(4000 square miles) by the Berlin Treaty, are rapidly diminishing in

numbers, though in 1884 there Avere still 10,000. Of the three chief

towns, Belgrad, the capital, had a population, in 1884, of 35,470 ; Nish

(Nissa), 16,180; Leskovatz, 10,800.

The annual increase in the population is more rapid than in our own
country, for Servia has the highest percentage of marriages in Europe.

The country has been described as the only genuine Arcadia : the home
of democracy, and of " a smiling and contented peasantry." This self-

satisfaction on the part of the peasant has been ascribed to the fact that

he is the possessor of the soil, having, in his long wars of independence,

packed off the ineffable Turk " bag and baggage "—or, rather, without

these impedimenta. The land is now in the possession of the peasantry,

whose democratic instincts will not brook any interference with their

" divine right " on the part of an unpopular ruler. That, in common
with the Bulgarians, they should forget their gratitude to the White Tsar,

who gave them their liberty, and seek to retain this precious gift to

themselves, is only in accordance with their national traditions. Brave

as is the Serb, he might Avell think twice before " leaning " on his

Imperial Protector " as a brother," or taking any uncalled-for liberty of

this sort. The national arms of Servia is an expression of the popular

voice : a white cross on a red ground, with the four initial letters, in gold.
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of the motto :

—

Cama Cloga Cpasiva Qerhi—" Concord alone can save the

Serbs."

The Serb is honourably distinguished among Eastern people for his

nobility of character, his highly poetic temperament, his native dignity,

and incontestable bravery. " We have no nobles," they say of themselves
;

"we are all noble." The men have a distinctly military bearing, and their

well-knit and powerful frames enable them to carry their heads proudly
;

the women are equally distinguished for their appearance, and for the

taste they display in their picturesque semi-oriental costumes. Yet, in

spite of their high order of intellect, their customs still bear evidence of

an unformed national character, though in their family life and relation-

ship—upon the perfection of which the greatness of a nation so much
depends—and in their friendships, they display a native virtue that leaves

little to be desired. They are born freemen, and in their institutions show

an intelligent application of the freedom they have so dearly won for them-

selves. The Serb is so proud, and so contented with his primitive methods

of cultivating the soil, that he gets his servants from the Empire-Monarchy,

and calls in his friends (who reciprocate, as in the Canadian North-West)

to assist him in gathering the harvests of the earth. As for the inhabi-

tants of Old Servia, the Arnaut struts about with a whole arsenal of

weapons about him, and is almost as enterprising as he is unscrupulous

and vain. They are the descendants of the wild Arnauts who, after the

battle of Kossovo, embraced the Mussulman faith, in order to obtain the

land and privileges accorded to all those who took the turban.

Bulgaria, including Eastern Kumelia and Macedonia.

The Tributary States of Bulgaria and Eastern Rumelia are now united

under a personal union. On September 17, 1885, the Government of

Eastern Rumelia was overthrown by a bloodless revolution ; the union

with Bulgaria was proclaimed, and, after some wrangling, the Prince of

Bulgaria was named Governor-General of Eastern Eumelia, agreeable to

the stipulations of Art. xvii.^ of the Berlin Treaty. Something approxi-

mating to the Great Bulgaria of the San Stephano Treaty has thus been

obtained by the popular voice ; and it is important to notice how even

geographical conditions—for the two provinces are divided by the

Balkan range—and the solemn will of Europe, have had to succumb

to the principle of national development. Since their arrival in the

Peninsula in the seventh century, the Bulgarians have always formed an

ethnographical unity—a nation
;
yet the European Plenipotentiaries, by

the Treaty of Berlin 1878, tried the dangerous experiment of apportion-

ing this nationality into three living parts:—(1) Bulgaria—a nearly

independent principality
; (2) Rumelia—half enslaved, half free ; and (3)

Macedonia—a Christian province, whose autonomy was refused, aban-

1 "The Governor-General of Eastern Rumelia shall he named by the Sublime Porte, with

the consent of the Powers, for the term of five years."
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doned to the yoke of a Mussulman Power, under which it had so long

suffered. In these three provinces, there are no less than five millions of

Bulgarians. The result, which might surely have been foreseen, has

precipitated the events which now threaten the peace of South-East Europe.

At the present moment we see the union of the two Bulgarias unanimously

proclaimed, and ratified by the late elections, whilst Macedonia is in a

state of anarchy—ground down by the extortions of Ottoman rule, its

Christian inhabitants the victims of the Turkish Beys ; overrun and

terrorised by the Arnaut brigands ; and sacrificed to the amljitious

designs of G-reece, who seeks to re-establish her pristine empire.

The history of Bulgaria is an interesting one. The Bulgars first crossed

the Danube, coming from the banks of the Volga, in the fifth century, and

occupied the Eastern portion of the Peninsula. The process of assimila-

tion with their Slav subjects has already been referred to ; they soon grew
into a great Slav Power. Under their Tsar Krum, the " Kingdom of

Bulgaria "—the capital of which was Preslav—received tribute from

Byzantium, occupied Adrianople, and signed a treaty of alliance with

Charlemagne. During the ninth and tenth centuries, the Bulgarians

were victorious in their wars against the Magyars in the north, and the

Greeks in the south, and had reached the height of their power. Their

Tsar Simeon rejoiced in the title of "Autocrat of all the Bulgarians and
of the Greeks :

" ImjX'mfor Bulgarorum et Blacorum. They dominated the

whole Peninsula ; and it is interesting to note, in reference to the

Bulgarian ascendency, that already in 976, their Tsar Shishman, whose
power ranged over the whole Peninsula, conceived the idea of a State

founded on the unity of race, and caused himself to be styled "Emperor
of the Slavs." The rivalry between Bulgaria and Byzantium continued,

with varying successes, until the arrival of the Osmanli Turks. In 1356,

Bulgaria and her ally, Servia, pressed to the walls of Constantinople, and
only failed in the establishment of a great Slav State by reason of the

defectiveness of their administrative organisation. The Servians suc-

cumbed at the decisive battle of Kossovo in 1389, and Tirnova, the

Bulgarian capital, was taken four years after by the son of Bajazet.

From that time the Ottoman power commenced to dominate. Bulgaria,

under the influence of Byzantium and of Christianity, had attained, in

the Middle Ages, a degree of civilisation equal to that of Western nations,

but the invasions, first of the Tartars, and subsequently of the Osmanli,

entirely destroyed it.

The Principality still holds an unique position in the Peninsula. A
fine waterway as her northern boundary and an outlet to the sea ; a sea-

board
; a purely agricultural country, capable of great development and of

maintaining five times the present population ; free institutions, and about
the most liberal Constitution in Europe ; a peasantry possessing the solid

qualities and persevering industry of Northern races : with these elements
for her economic development, her right to a national existence cannot be
disputed. The country is very fertile, and has the advantages of a mild
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climate, wooded mountains, a fine system of Avaterways, and cultivable

plains. The land is chiefly in the possession of the peasantry, who have

a natural aptitude for agricultural pursuits. The manufacturing indus-

tries of Bulgaria proper hold only a secondary position, for the rural

populations—having no large centres to supply, but only their own simple

wants—are self-supporting. That this is an element of weakness—looking

to their ultimate development—cannot be denied ; but their history as a

modern nation is still young, and the country is rapidly breaking down
the barriers imposed upon her by her geographical isolation. Eastern

Rumelia is in many respects in advance of the sister country beyond the

Balkans : it has much longer been open to European influences, connected as

it is with Constantinople and the south by the valley of the Maritza. A
distinction must therefore be drawn between the Bulgarians of the Princi-

pality and their Slav compatriots in Eastern Rumelia ; the latter, having

been in contact with the Greeks, and always having kept up relations with

Constantinople, are more advanced in their political life, and have come

more in contact with European customs. That the Principality is itself

coming under this influence is shown by the rapid strides it has made in per-

fecting its political and social systems ; and that this progress is not con-

fined to the towns only, but spreads over the whole country, may be

inferred from the rapid breaking- ujj of the Zadrugas, or groups of families,

living on a common property with community of goods, and under

patriarchal discipline.

The census taken in 1881 showed a population of 2,007,919, of

whom 70 per cent, were Greek-Orthodox, 28-79 per cent. Mohammedan,
and 0-72 per cent professed the Jewish faith. Grouped according to

language, 67 per cent, were Bulgarians, 26 "26 per cent. Turks, 2 '44 per

cent. Wallachians, 1'87 Tsigans, and the remainder chiefly Greeks, Jews,

and Tartars.

The present capital of the Principality is Sofia, with a population of

over 20,000. A more disadvantageous spot, considering the imperfect

means of communications, could scarcely have been chosen for a capital.

Tirnova, the ancient capital, would have been much more suitable, or

—now that the East Eumelian province has been united—Philippopolis.

Sofia is situated on a plain, sadder far than the Roman Campagna, and

chiefly inhabited by the ancient but prosaic tribe called the Chops. It is

almost destitute of shelter, and far from healthy. In this respect it

resemliles Pesth, which, from its unsheltered position, is baked in the

summer and frozen solid in the winter—the extremes of temperature in

both places being very considerable and subject to great fluctuations.

Bulgaria had her capital fixed for her when she obtained her emancipation

through Russia, and the only reasonable supposition for Sofia having been

chosen is, that it possesses certain strategic advantages from its position in

the great highway leading from Constantinople to Belgrad, and is situated

at a convenient centre for administering the affairs of Bulgaria, Rumelia,

and Macedonia, for the latter of whom autonomy was unhappily refused.
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The other principal towns are Varna, with a population of over 24,000
;

Shumla, 23,000 ; Rustchuk, 26,000 ; Widin, 13,000; and Razgrad, Sistova,

Tirnova, and Plevna, with over 11,000. The population in the towns

has, however, greatly diminished since the Russo-Turkish war, owing to

the emigration of the Mussulmans (chiefly to Asia Minor), in order to

avoid military service ; and the same may be said of Eastern Rumelia

and others of the newly-emancipated States ; but there is evidence to

show that every privilege was accorded them to observe the rites of their

religion, and the Mussulman soldiers were always allowed to mess together.

It is stated by M. de Laveleye, in his P6ninsule dcs Balkans, that over

200,000 Mussulmans have thus emigrated from Bulgaria alone ; and this

cannot be greatly over-estimated, as Dr. Kiepert's ethnical map shows a

very dense Mohammedan population on the Bulgarian sea-board. Further

westwards, the emigration has been more pronounced. For example,

Widin, which before the war had 30,000 inhabitants, now has only

14,000. Their departure does not seem to have been greatly regretted,

for their lands have been sold at nominal prices to the native peasantry,

and the commercial traffic has nearly doubled in value. Both in Bulgaria

and Servia commercial relations are chiefly with Austria, but England

and Rumania have an important share.

The Bulgarians are, in general, of smaller stature than their neigh-

bours, the Servians ; but they are powerfully built, and carry a firm head

on their shoulders. Many travellers have discovered in them a striking

resemblance to the solid Breton peasant; indeed, they possess in a

remarkable degree the rugged dignity and plain common-sense of a free

and independent people. Without having the vivacity of the Rumanian,

or the esprit of the Servian, the Bulgarian has no less a share of intelli-

gence. In the southern districts, where the chains of slavery have hung
heavily on him, he wears a sad and disconsolate mien ; but in the northern

plains and in the villages shut in by mountains, where he leads a freer

life, he is light-hearted and fond of pleasure. On the north-western slope

of the Balkans and in the fertile valley of the Timok (where the late

fratricidal outbreak occurred) the Bulgarian character more closely approxi-

mates to the Servian ; and here it attains its highest type. Considered

together, the Bulgarians of the plains are a peace-loving, industrious

people. Unlike the Servians, they have no warlike pride, and have long

ceased to celebrate the great victories and deeds of their ferocious

ancestors. The typical Bulgarian is a jjeaceful peasant, laborious and
sensible, a good husband and a good father, loving the comforts of home,

and practising all the domestic virtues.

The cultivators of the land are nearly everywhere the possessors of

the soil. There are no class prejudices (as yet, but progress will alter all

that), and no aristocracy or large landed-proprietorships. The Bulgarian

peasant contrasts with the Servian in this respect, that his qiialities,

though less showy, are more useful : he has greater common-sense, and is

more persevering and industrious. The Servian resembles the Pole, the

VOL. IL 2 U
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Bulgarian the Chekh or Saxon ; the former may contribute more to intel-

lectual, the latter to economic, progress.

Bulgaria possesses one of the freest and most democratic constitutions

in Europe, which, like that of Eastern Paimelia, seems to be modelled on

the lines of the Belgian Constitution, except that there is no Second

Chamber, and election is by universal suffrage.

Eastern Kumelia obtained ,
administrative autonomy by the Treaty

of Berlin, 1878. It was the district that suffered most during the last

war, and, it will be remembered, a Russian Corps of Occupation held the

province until INIay 1879, or until nine months after the ratification of

the Treaty. The census of last year gives the total population of

the province at over 976,000, scattered over an area of 13,800 English

square miles, and composed of the following :—Christian Bulgarians,

682,757; Turks and Moslem Bulgarians, 200,499; Greeks, 53,045;

Gipsies, 27,201 ; Jews, 6993 ; Armenians, 1867 ; Foreigners, 3738.

These figures show the preponderating numbers of the Bulgarians, and it

was natural that in the last Provincial Assembly they should have had a

large majority. Of the 36 deputies, 29 were Bulgarians, 2 Turks, and 2

Greeks. Of the deputies nominated by the Governor (who, by the way,

must be a Christian), 7 were Bulgarian Orthodox, 1 Turk, and 1 Greek.

Philippopolis, the capital, is beautifully situated in the fertile Maritza

valley, and has in no wise an Oriental aspect. By the latest returns it

had 33,442 inhabitants—viz., 16,752 Bulgarians; 7144 Turks; 5497

Greeks ; 2168 Jews ; 806 Armenians ; 112 Gipsies, and 963 Foreigners.

In the first two years of the autonomy, the nationalities, as might

have been expected, were in constant conflict, but the Bulgarians had no

diflaculty in obtaining the upper hand. Two political parties were

formed—the Liberals, Government or Moderate, and the Nationalists or

Unionists, who supported a more decided policy ; but both parties

equally desired the union of the two Bulgarias. It was the Unionists

who, in the summer of 1884, organised the petition for incorporation with

the Principality.

The physical aspects of the country are very varied—the surface in

the west being broken up by the offshoots of the Albanian ranges, and in

the north and north-east by the Balkans and their spurs. According to

the latest statistical returns, 1,663,000 acres of land are under tillage.

The principal exports are cereals, and the imports live stock ; but there

are considerable woollen manufactures, and the growth of the vine and

tobacco receive considerable attention.

Macedonia presents in a nutshell the difficulties arising out of the

strife of nationalities. Bulgaria claims the territory by reason of her

long historical and ethnical connections—the purest Bulgarian being

still spoken on the Rhodope uplands, where are preserved the treasures

of her ancient folk-songs. Greece, who would sacrifice everything to

realise her " great idea " of re-establishing her former Empire, asserts a

majority in the population. Servia, on the other hand, covets the
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northern part, which formed the ancient centre of Dushan's Empire,

and the southern part, because it leads to the Mediterranean. Austria-

Hungary wants Salonika ; and, meantime, the province is still under

the Turkish yoke, and is very slowly being depopulated of its Christian

inhabitants. If we turn to statistics we could not—any more than

could the Berlin Plenipotentiaries—decide which was the predominant

race in this unhappy province. Greece claims a large majority ; so does

Rumelia ; Turkey does not count the people. It would thus be seen that

figures can be made to prove anything. If, however, we turn to dis-

interested authorities, we may be enabled to ascertain the approximate

truth. According to Eeckis, Kiepert, and other well-informed writers,

we find the Bulgarians greatly in the majority,—nowhere have they

become Hellenised.

The province is at the present day in a state of anarchy. Exposed to

the persecutions of the Greeks on the one hand, the extortions and

cruelties of the Turks on the other, it is now under club-law, and

infested by the bands of Arnaut brigands who everywhere carry death

and desolation in their path.

Although Macedonia forms part of the Ottoman Empire, we have

grouped it with Bulgaria, not only because it once was incorporated in

the Bulgarian dominions, but because, at the present day, it is still

Bulgarian in race and language.

Albania, too, although an integral portion of Turkey, is practicall}'

independent of Ottoman rule ; in fact, the Albanians have always been

an independent people. They are of unknown origin, and the oldest

inhabitants, it is said, of the Peninsula. Before the barbarian inroads,

they possessed the whole of the western portions as far as the Danube,

but were ultimately forced back into their mountain fastnesses, where

they have since maintained their ^^roud independence, assimilating slightly

with the Serbs, Bulgars, and Rumans, but, except in a few places in

the south, refusing to be Hellenised. The area of All)ania is estimated at

nearly 19,000 square miles, and includes the ancient Epirus, part of Mace-

donia, and Illyria. It is a highly mountainous district, being traversed

in the interior by a ramification of the Dinaric Alps, joining the Pindus

range in the south, from which numerous spurs are thrown out east and

west ; and it has always been distinguished for the rude valour of its

inhabitants. Owing to its remote situation, the Greeks never (except,

perhaps, under Pyrrhus) conquered the country ; and, on tlie fall of the

Roman Empire, the Albanians rose to power, and held their own against

the Turks and the Bulgarians, who dominated over all the surrounding

districts. In 1478 the Turks succeeded in conquering them, and have

held them nominally subject ever since, though their allegiance has been

of the slightest. The inhabitants of Albania exceed 1,200,000—a con-

sideral)le portion of whom are Turks and Greeks, but the basis of the

population consists of the original race.
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Of Tiirkey in Europe, therefore, very little is left. The Turks have

never formed a majority of the population, nor do they now in those

districts still under their misrule. The other races are increasing, or at

least holding their own, but the Turks are everywhere giving way, and

their dominion is retreating before the rapid march of civilisation.

In the Christian populations of the Balkan States, their free institu-

tions and liberal governments, we see the elementary principles which

founded the United States of America. History points out the effects of

war (if other means fail) in consolidating a loosely-formed society ; and

the federation of tribes, or races, or nationalities, is the natural resultant

of this scourge. Greece and Switzerland may be cited as examples of

the same law acting on a higher civilisation than obtains in the Balkan

States, but which, if applied to them, would promise the federation of

the Slav States with a constitution like that of Switzerland.

i

^'OTES ON THE SEABOARD OF ABERDEENSHIRE.

By Williaji Ferguson, of Kinmundy.

III.

—

Conchision.

At the northern extremity of the wide sweep of sandy shore known as

the Ward of Cruden, described in the last paper, the Water of Cruden

joins the sea, and beyond it we have a continuation of the high lands

again. On the north bank of the embouchure of the stream is the rising

fishing village of Port Erroll. Within the last few years the Earl of

Erroll has here constructed a commodious harbour, which is yearly

attracting an increasing number of boats for the herring fishing. It

is also a coastguard and a lifeboat station.

On the first prominent granite headland to the north of the Port,

stands the modern Slains Castle, the seat of the Earls of Erroll. Of this

mansion the Fieiv of the Diocese ofAberdeen says :
—" BoWNESS, now Slains,

a fair, and verj large court. The old castle here, and a j^art of the

court, was built under King James vi., by Francis, Earl of Erroll, on the

king's demolishing the original Castle of Slains (see Scottish Geographical

Magazine, vol. ii. p. 406), because of that earl's being in arms against

Argyll at Glenlivat ; and the rest has been continued by his successors,

till Charles, the last earl, added the front, A.D. MDCCVII." Great additions

were made by Earl Gilbert, previous to the time of Earl Charles—indeed

to such an extent that he has sometimes been regarded as the founder

of the castle. The present structure, for the most jDart, dates from 1836,

in Avhich and following 3"ears the castle was mostty rebuilt. The lower

part of the south-east tower belongs to the original structure, as also a

piazza formerly running round the inner sc^uare. There is a Latin

inscription on a stone indicating that the foundation of this piazza was
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laid "Die Martii anno Dom. 1G54"—and on the gateway leading to the

stables is this inscription—"Built 1664 by Gilbert, XI. Earl of Erroll,

Great Constable of Scotland; and rebuilt 1836 and 1837 in the reign of

William the IV., by William George, xvii. Earl of Erroll, Great Constable

and Knight Marischal of Scotland."

The castle is almost insulated, a strip of sea running round to the

north, and trending so far west as to leave only a narrow isthmus by

which to obtain access to the castle. This arm of the sea is called the

Langhaven, and is quite narrow ; it is, in fact, a mere rent or fissure on a

large scale. It contains deep water, and its sides are so perpendicular

and so high that, in looking up from below, the eye does not perceive a

much greater breadth of sky than, looking down, it perceives breadth of

water. Seawards the cliffs are high and precipitous. A carriage-way

formerly ran round the castle, but this has disappeared owing to the fall

of a large portion of rock. The tower is built on the edge of the cliflE", so

close to it that it is not possible to pass round without great risk. The

last person who attempted it failed, and was killed hy falling over the

precipice.

Dr. Johnson, on the occasion of his journey to the Western Islands,

visited Slains, and says of it :
" We came in the afternoon to Slains

Castle, built upon the margin of the sea, so that the walls of one of the

towers seem only a continuation of a perpendicular rock, the foot of

which is beaten by the waves. To walk round the house seemed im-

practicable. From the windows the eye wanders over the sea that

separates Scotland from Norway ; and, when the winds beat with violence,

must enjoy all the terrific grandeur of the tempestuous ocean. I would

not for my amusement wish for a storm ; but as storms, whether wished

for or not, sometimes happen, I may say, without violation of humanity,

that I should willingly look out upon them from Slains Castle " (Murphy's

Johnson's Works, iv. 425).

The castle contains a very valuable library, preserved in a very

suitable room in the north-east angle. " The nucleus of this collection

was formed by Bishop Drummond's library, embracing splendid editions

of the Fathers of the Church, and numerous works of note on divinity and

ecclesiology, down to his own time. The German, French, and Dutch
departments are said to have been added to by Mr. Hay Falconer of Del-

gaty, the husband of the Countess Mary, Avho was a great . student in

these languages. The classical department, containing many beautiful

specimens of typography from the presses of Elzevir and Foulis, was
added by Earl James, an eminent classical scholar, and the first of the

Kilmarnock branch of the Erroll family. In the end of the last century

this library was remarkably rich in MSS., many on vellum." The greater

portion of these have since unaccountably disappeared.

Hay of Erroll was, in 1308, created by King Robert Bruce, Hereditary

Lord High Constable of Scotland, and had the lands of Slains granted

to him. His grandson, Sir Thomas Hay, marHed Elizabeth, daughter of
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King Eobert ii. From him descended AVilliam Hay, Constable of Scot-

land, who was created Earl of Erroll in 1452 by James ii.

Tradition traces the origin of the greatness of this family to the

battle of Luncarty in 980, during the reign of Kenneth iii., on which

occasion one Hay and his two sons, who were ploughing at the time, armed

themselves with their farm implements, and turned the tide of battle. As
a reward the king ennobled them, and bestowed on them " as much of

the most fruitful soil of Gowrie as a falcon could compass at one flight."

These lands, Errol in the Carse of Gowrie, gave the family its designation.

"There is a stone Avhich has been carefully preserved by the family from

time immemorial. It was kept within the precincts of the Castle till

within the last few years, when it was placed where it now lies, in front

of the entrance ; and is dear to traditionary lore, as the veritable stone on

which the elder Hay seated himself after the fatigues of the battle, and,

yielding to the quick respiration of a wearied man, gave utterance to the

sound, " Hech, hech ! " which, softened into Hay, is said to have acquired

for him the name, and thus originated that of the family !"

Immediately to the north of the buildings, and only accessible by

passing through the stable court, is a very curious rock perforated with a

double arch, one of the openings being directly above the other. Many
insulated rocks, and rocks of every variety of outline and ruggedness, from

irregular weathering, are scattered all along at various distances from the

shore. One of the most famous of these is called the Dun Buy.

Of this rock Dr. Johnson says :
'^ Dun Buy, which in Erse is said to

signify the Yellow Bock, is a double protuberance of stone, open to the

main sea on one side, and parted from the land by a very narrow channel

on the other. It has its name and its colour from the dung of innumer-

able sea-fowls, which in the spring choose this place as convenient for

incubation, and have their eggs and their young taken in great abundance.

One of the birds Avhich frequent this rock has, as we were told, its body

not larger than a duck's, and yet lays eggs as large as those of a goose.

This bird is by the inhabitants named a Coot. That which is called a

Coot in England is here called a Cooler " {lb. 426).

This striking rock has been rendered classical by Sir Walter Scott's

introduction of it into his story of The Antiqiianj : " ' Are ye mad ?
' said

the mendicant, ' Francie o' Fowlsheugh, and he was the best cragsman

that ever speeled a heugh (mair by token he brak his neck on the Dun
Buy of Slains), wadna hae ventured upon the Halket Craigs after

sundown.'

"

The Dun Buy is some two or three hundred yards in length, sur-

rounded by sea, but lying in the mouth of one of those rifted fissures with

vertical sides which are so frequent on this rock-bound coast. On the

south side, towards the land, it presents a smooth surface of red granite,

apparently as smooth as if dressed with a chisel, and in the centre it is

perforated with a roughly triangular hole of gigantic dimensions. The
upper surface is covered with grass and sea-flowers

—

Galium vernum

;
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Sfaiice armeria (thrift) ; saxifrage, etc., and it is the secure breeding-place

of thousands of sea-fowls. When the sun shines brilliantly on this red

rock, lighting up its reflection in deep emerald water, it is a sight to gaze

at for hours together.

I wonder if "Shirley " had this rock in his eye when he wrote, in his

Campaign at Rome, " The Scrath Rock is one of the wildest and most
picturesque in the world. A solid mass of granite, two hundred feet in

height and a thousand in circumference, is divided from the mainland' by
a deep and narrow channel. This immense block has been rent in twain

—how, when, or bj^ what dread Titanic hand, who can tell 1 The rent,

which widens as it ascends, is bridged at the top ; and through this great

natural arch (forming, as it were, a mighty frame which intensifies by its

deep carmine the purity of the sea and sky in the vignette which it

encloses) the blue water and the white sails of passing ships sparkle

brilliantly."

The farm opposite, but inland, bears the singular name of Fountainhleau.

It appears that, " on the return of Earl Francis from abroad, on being

pardoned by James vi. for the part he had taken at Glenlivat, he brought

with him a French servant of the name of Beaugr^, who obtained from

his master a lease of this farm, to which, in remembrance of his native

France, he gave the name of Fountainhleau." The name of Beaugre, in

the form of Bagrie or Baigrie, still exists in Buchan.

The famous open cave called The Bullers of Buchan, or in the local

dialect, Birs Buchan, is in this locality, a mile or so to the north of the

Dun Buy. On the north side of the creek, presenting the usual perpen-

dicular walls of immense height, the rocks jut out some way into the sea.

In this promontory a huge circular pot has been scooped out ; its sides

present nearly perpendicular walls of rock, at some points towards the

sea of inconsiderable thickness. To the right the upper edge is not more
than two or three yards broad, narrowing to even less for a little way.

It is reckoned a feat to walk round ; and a story is told of a man who, in a

drunken fit, took a wager that he would gallop round on horseback. He
accomplished the feat, but on becoming sober was so startled at the risk

he had run, that it is said he died of fright. The sea flows under it by a

natural arch, and the water under it is about 90 fathoms deep. In

stormy weather, with an easterly wind, the dashing of the waves through

this narrow aperture, and the recoil they make against the sides of the

chasm, resemble the boiling of a huge caldron, and hence the name.

The entrance is not much wider than admits an ordinary-sized four-oared

fishing-boat. Even in the smoothest weather there is inside a peculiar

roll in the water, and, as the rocks are caverned out in several places, there

is a hollow roar which adds greatly to the impressiveness of the strange

scene. To quote again, and for the last time, from the great lexico-

grapher :
" We soon turned our eyes to the Bidler or Bouilloir of Buchan,

Avhich no man sees with indifference who has either sense of danger or

delight in rarity. It is a rock perpendicularly tubulated, united on one
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side with a high shore, and on the other rising steep to a great height above

the main sea. The top is open, from which may be seen a dark gulf of

water, which flows into the cavity through a breach made in the lower part

of the enclosing rock ; it has the appearance of a vast well bordered with a

wall. The edge of the Buller is not wide, and, to those that walk round,

it appears very narrow. He that ventures to look downward sees that, if

his foot should slip, he must fall from his dreadful elevation upon stones on

one side, or into the water on the other. We hoAvever went, and were

glad when the circuit Avas completed.

"When Ave came doAvn to the sea we saAv some boats and rowers,

and resolved to explore the Buller at the bottom. We entered the

arch Avhich the Avater had made, and found ourselves in a place Avhich,

though Ave could not think ourselves in danger, we could scarcely survey

without some recoil of the mind. The basin in which Ave floated Avas

nearly circular, perhaps thirty yards in diameter. We were enclosed by

a natural Avail, rising steep on every side to a height which produced

the idea of insurmountable confinement. The interception of all lateral

light caused a dismal gloom. Kound us Avas a jierpendicular rock, above

us the distant sky, and beloAV an unknoAA^n profundity of Avater. If I had

any malice against a AA'alking spirit, instead of laying him in the Red Sea,

I would condemn him to reside in the Buller-Buchan.

" But terror without danger is only one of the sports of fancy—a volun-

tary agitation of the mind that is permitted no longer than it pleases.

We Avere soon at leisure to examine the place Avith minute inspection, and

found many cavities AA'hich, as the Avatermen told us, went backAvard to a

depth which they had never explored. Their extent we had not time to

try ; they are said to serve different purposes. Ladies come hither some-

times in the summer AAdth collations, and smugglers make them store-

houses for clandestine merchandise. It is hardly to be doubted but the

pirates of ancient times often used them as magazines of ai*ms, or reposi-

tories of plunder.

" To the little vessels used by the northern roAvers, the Buller ma}'

have served as a shelter from storms, and perhaps as a retreat from

enemies ; the entrance might haA'e been stopped or guarded with little

difficulty, and though the vessels that Avere stationed within Avould have

been battered with stones shoAvered on them from above, yet the crews

Avould have lain safe in the caA^ern" (3. 426, 427).

Oh, Dr. Johnson ! you did not see the Buller in a north-east Avind !

And how would your crews have survived when their canoes Avere crushed

to pieces Avith the stones from above, and themselves incarcerated in

caverns from Avhich there Avas left to them no means of escape 1

The rocks around the Buller of Buchan are full of interesting caves.

A. very pleasurable hour may be spent by getting into a boat and visiting

the caves from beloAV. Passing out from the creek Avhere the boats lie,

and keeping to the right, or southAvard, the boatmen Avill take you first,

if the tide suits, through a magnificent natural arch called The Boaa^, in
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the ridge of rock that divides the two bays. Beyond this there is a very

fine cave called the Doo Cave, from its being the resort of rock pigeons.

It is possible to sail a considerable way into this cave, which is of great

height, and the look-out to sea from the interior is very fine. Beyond

this, again, is the Seal's Cave, but this, from its extreme narrowness, is

inaccessible by boat. It is a narrow fissure, and runs in for several hun-

dred yards, but has not been entered for a generation. An old man tells

that, in his father's time, some hardy men went in on a log of timber,

and found, far in, a sandy shore, and beyond that a pool of fresh water.

Another fissure, called the Eumbling Hole, and sometimes Hell Lum, has

an opening high up on the Brae, a hundred feet above the sea, through

which is distinctly heard the thundering roll of the waters beneath.

North from the Bullers there is another creek with a shore, called

sometimes North Haven, and sometimes Granite Harbour. This latter

name was given to it because it was the place where the granite blocks

for some of the great buildings in London were shipped. Close by, the

cliff's are of great height, and are being quarried, especially at Longhaven,

for stones for building and polishing.

Beyond Cruden the coast line extends about five miles through the

parish of Peterhead, commencing a little to the south of the Point of

Buchan-Ness, and reaching beyond the town of Peterhead to the mouth

of the Ugie. From the Buller on to the fishing village of Boddam, " the

sea is bounded by high cliff's of granite and other primary rock, forming

mural precipices ; and this part of the coast is indented with many
chasms, fissures, and caves, and these in some cases divide the granite

from the trap-rock. From Boddam to the Bay of Sandford, the coast is

low and 'rocky. The Bay of Sandford, extending some distance inland,

is bounded by a flat sandy shore, intermixed with pebbles." Between

the Point of Salthouse Head and Keith Point, on which the town of

Peterhead is built, the Bay of Peterhead extends about a mile inland.

It is this bay which is proposed to be converted into a Harbour of Eefuge,

by erecting a breakwater from Salthouse Head across the mouth of the

bay. All this coast from Boddam to Peterhead, although low towards

the sea—the rocks scarcely appearing above high-water except where the

heads run out, and a flat sandy and pebbly beach extending most of the

way—is nevertheless abutted upon by cliffs of clay of considerable height,

so that the general outline of the coast appears high. From Keith Point,

which is the most easterly nook of Scotland, the coast recedes until the

mouth of the Ugie is reached, preserving the same character of a rock

bottom, a sandy beach, and steep clay cliffs abutting on the sands.

" The whole of the parish of Peterhead (Stat. Rep.) is upon primitive

rock. In the Stirling Hill, Blackhill, and Hill of Cowsrieve, the granite

or syenite rises to the surface. Along the coast and in other parts of the

parish it is covered with clay and other matter to a greater or less depth.

Upon the Stirling Hill the granite rises to the surface or nearly so, over

an extent of from 100 to 150 acres. In every place where the syenite
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or granite is laid bare, imbedded masses, veins or dikes of trap, gneiss,

quartz, and compact felspar alternate with and run through it. In

some cases one half of a block is granite and the other trap, in complete

cohesion and often passing into each other. At the old Castle of Boddam
the rock is separated by a fissure or chasm, one side of which is granite

and the other trap. The chasm runs east and west, the granite being on

the south and the trap on the north, with a considerable angle to the

horizon. Xear the Buchan-Ness Lighthouse there is a pretty extensive

bed of hornstone porphyry. The rock along the coast from Buchan-Ness

to the mouth of the Ugie may be seen at low Avater-mark, and consists

of granite, primitive trap, syenite gneiss, compact felspar, felspar-porphyry,

and quartz, variously associated with each other. The Meethill is covered

wdth a deep mass of clay. At the Brickwork, which is about 50 yards

from the beach, and where the clay has been cut to a depth of from 30

to 40 feet, it exhibits various strata Avhich appear to have been deposited

at different times, from their differences in qi;ality and colour. Some of

the deposits are not above an inch in depth, while others are several feet.

The skeleton of a bird was (in 1837) dug out of the clay here, at the

depth of 25 feet from the surface, and about 1 5 or 20 feet above the

level of the sea." This clay, mixed in some places with rounded pebbles,

covers a very considerable part of the parish. Among the pebbles on

the shore are multitudes of chalk flints.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

EUKOPE.

Prize Awards for GeograpMcal Publications.—The Edinburgh International Ex-

hibition, in which geographical work has been well represented by several firms,

has awarded to the section two gold medals, one of which is granted to Messrs.

AV. & A. K. Johnston for " Educational value of maps, atlases, and globes, and

excellence of workmanship;" and the other to Mr. John Bartholomew for

" Geographical accuracy and technical excellence in travelling, district, and

orographical maps." Mr. Bartholomew is also awarded another medal for

"Excellence in the production and printing of maps." Messrs. Ruddiman
Johnston & Co. have received a silver medal for " Wall maps, geographical

charts, and diagrams," and Messrs. G. W. Bacon & Co. Honourable Mention for

" Descriptive school maps."

Tlie North Sea—Baltic Canal.—We referred briefly to the scheme of uniting

the North Sea and Baltic by means of a maritime canal (vol i. page 113), when
the project first received the sanction of the German Eeichstag, and are now
able to give some supplementary details from the current number of Peter-

vianns Mitteilungen, which contains a short article upon the subject. Starting
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between St. Margarethen and Bniiisbiittel, in the lower Elbe, tlie canal, on striking

the swampy moorlands round the Unden-See, will cut through this piece of

water, and, from the opposite shore, make a slight curve through the valley of the

Burger-Au stream to Burg (9| miles), thence to Grondal (19 miles)— the highest

ground to be cut. It will then follow the valley of the Giesel-Au to the lower

Eider at Wittenbergen (25^^ miles), where it will join the latter river. From
Wittenbergen to Kendsburg (39 miles) the canal will follow the course of the

Eider, only cutting through the bends made by that river, and from Rendsburg,

Avhich it will pass on the north side, it will pass through the fine open pools

formed by the upper Eider, leaving the river (at 49 miles) and striking south, to

avoid its tortuous course, as far as the Flemhuder See, from whence it will

followthe course of the present Eider Canal, cutting through the bends, to Holtenau,

entering Kiel Bay by the west shore. The article in Petermanns Mitteilungen,

besides giving other particulars of this important undertaking, shows the in-

fluence it will exert on shipping by considerably shortening the present route

round the Skaw to the Baltic. Some admirable maps illustrate the text.

AFRICA.

The Austrian Congo Expedition.—The assistant and travelling conapanion of

Professor Lenz, Mr. Oscar Baumann, who was seriously ill at Stanley Falls,

has written to the Vienna Geographical Society, announcing his arrival in toler-

able health at Leopoldville. This station is to be removed to Kinshana, a healthier

locality. From Leopoldville, Mr. Baumann went to Brazzaville, where he met
two Catholic missionaries fitting out some caravans. Mr. Baumann was permitted

to join one of them, which was to go on July 21 to the Lower Congo. There are

at present about thirty stations along the Congo River, including the missionary

posts. The American missionary, Bishop Taylor, with several companions, is

trying to establish new stations. The white inhabitants in the Congo State are

supposed to number some 300 souls.

The Congo Railway.—Almost simultaneously with the announcement of the

formal winding up of the Manchester syndicate formed some time ago to nego-

tiate for the construction of the proposed Congo Railway, the report of a Com-
mission appointed by the Belgian Society of Engineers and Manufacturers to

inquire into the details of the project has been published. The President of the

Commission was M. Aug. de Laveleye, and M. J. Dery has officiated as secre-

tary. This Commission has agreed as to the probable great utility of a railway

in the region of the cataracts—that is, across the belt of country from the falls

above Vivi, to Stanley Pool. The Commission has confined its attention to a
scheme for a railway put forward by Mr. Stanley, which involves the use of the

T.^aterway apparently as far as Vivi. It is stated that two projects have been
presented for consideration. The report states, however, that the particulars of

the second scheme which are available are too slight to allow of any comparison

between the two projects. But even as regards Mr. Stanley's project it is stated

that the surveys so far made only embrace the section between Vivi and Isang-

hila. These surveys were made by a Belgian engineer, M. Petitbois, in 1884,

and his experience appears to have been at least sufficient to convince him that

the realisation of the project " would present fewer difficulties than have been
encountered in the construction of several Spanish lines." He estimates the

cost at 200,000 francs per kilomHre (say £13,000 per mile), equipment included,

and that, even during the first year of w^orkiug, a total traffic of from 35,000 to
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40,000 tons would be assured, two-thirds of this quantity being outwards and

one-third inwards. It is, in fact, stated that the cataract region itself, through

which the line would run, would furnish a not insignificant quantity of traffic.

The works could be carried out by a nucleus of Europeans, assisted by an army

of native labourers. Even if it should be found desirable to adopt the project

for the longer line on the south bank, the length in any case would not exceed

300 kilometres, or say 200 miles in round figures, the cost of which would,

according to the estimates given, be little more than £2,500,000. The report,

which expresses full confidence as to the remunerativeness of the undertaking,

and dwells upon the natural wealth of the Congo basin, was submitted to the

vote of the members of the Society of Engineers and Manufacturers at a recent

meeting in Brussels. A discussion ensued, and a series of resolutions was passed

aflarmiug that the region of the Upper Congo contains natural resources which
put it on an equality with the most favoured equatorial regions in other parts

of the world ; that many of its products are immediately available for exjDort

and trade, and that there is great scope for agricultural development ; that

steam lines on the Lower and Upper Congo, and a connecting railway across

the cataract region are, however, necessary for the utilisation of these advan-

tages ; that the Congo Free State ofiers important markets for European pro-

ducts ; that Europeans may reside there for several years without detriment to

health, and that native labour is abundant. It was further resolved that the

action of the King of the Belgians tends to secure to Belgium trading advan-

tages in the Congo region which she cannot hope to acquire in other parts of

the world. Resolutions were passed, also, urging Belgian manufacturers and

merchants to establish trading and industrial companies for exploiting the

Congo region without the aid of foreign intermediaries, and recommending the

Belgian Government, " without engaging the national responsibilities," to facili-

tate to the utmost the development of the new State by Belgians. In the

resolution submitted by the Commission, the quoted clause was worded " with-

out engaging the national finances or responsibilities," but the reference to finance

was omitted, as the meeting agreed that the State might ultimately assist

Belgian enterprise in Africa by subventions. It will not have escaped notice that

the engineering details on which the report of the Commission has been based

are very imperfect. The new inquiry is expected to take eighteen months, and

we may assume, therefore, that little more will be heard of the Congo Railway

until after the expiration of that period.

Exploration of the Sekoli.—The Sekoli is a large and navigable river, which,

under the name of the Shanga, enters the Congo on its right bank, and between

its tributaries the Ubangi and the Licona. An expedition for its exploration

was organised at Madiville (a French station on the river Ogowd), by M.
Savorgnan de Brazza, who placed it under the charge of his brother, J/. Jacques

de Brazza. Starting from Madiville on the 10th of July 1885, the country

across which they took their way was entirely unknown. It was found to be

a region covered with immense forests, and inhabited by different tribes of the

Obambas, who possess numerous villages, surrounded by well-cultivated fields.

The soil was of great fertility. The general direction taken by the expedition

was nearly north-north-east, following the line of the watershed of the Congo

and Ogowe on the one side, and of the Licona on the other. Towards the

middle of August the party arrived on the banks of a river running eastward,

which the natives called the Sekoli. This was in latitude about I'' 30' X.

According to the statement of the natives, the distance up to the sources of
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the river, from the point wliere it was discovered, was about 100 kilometres.

Its stream, which flows due eastward, rises in the mountain chain on their

borders, and serves to form there the southern boundary of the nation of the

Okotas, whose country extends to the north. This is a region of plains,

traversed by vast virgin forests, and it was found to contain a great number
of villages of some importance.

To the north of the Okotas are the Giambis, who are not specially dis-

tinguished for their hospitality. Here the travellers spent several weeks,

suifering the greatest privations, being unable to obtain from the natives either

supplies of food, or the services of guides. They had now arrived at the nortliern

extremity of the French Possessions, as these had been defined in the agreement

made with Germany. The extreme point which they reached, towards the north,

was the village of Iloku, situated in about 2° 30' N. lat. The ill-will shown by

the natives prevented the further prosecution of the enterprise, and now obliged

them to retrace their steps. On their regaining the banks of the Sekoli, the

commander judged it advisable, instead of returning to Madiville by land, to

descend the course of the river, which he thought might bring him either to the

Congo itself; or, perhaps, to the Ubangi, which Grenfell had discovered. The
boats required for this purpose he was unable to procure from the natives, and

the party was obliged to encamp, and to undertake the task, which proved a very

hard one, of making boats and rafts for themselves. The voyage down the Sekoli,

during which the voyagers suffered most severely, occupied six weeks. The river

at first ran continuously from west to east ; it then very gradually bent its course

towards the south, being arrested in its progress eastward by the line of ridges

running parallel, at some distance, to the right bank of the Ubangi. In the

neighbourhood of the Equator, the Sekoli, which in its course several times

changes its name, receives on its right bank a tributary of some consequence,

called at its confluence the Ambili. This is probably the river Ocona, discovered

by Savorgnan de Brazza in 1878, and on the banks of which he was forced to

abandon his exploration and to return to the Alima. In the language of the

country Lehai Ocona means " river of salt," and in fact the stream, like the Sekoli

further down its course, traverses a country very rich in salt, the manufacture

of which is an important industry among the native Okangas. Beyond the

Equator the river takes a definite southward direction, and varies in size from 500

to 800 metres wide, according as the number of islands which it encloses are smaller

or greater. In the lower part of its course it traverses grassy plains of immense

extent, over which roam vast herds of wild oxen, antelopes, and elephants,

while in its waters hippopotami were so numerous that they often interrupted

navigation. Human inhabitants were, however, very rarely seen. The travellers

at length, after their endurance had been put to the severest proof, arrived at

the Congo in the beginning of January, by the affluent called sometimes the

Shanga, and sometimes the Bunga. At its junction with the Congo it forms

a delta, which almost directly faces the old station of Lukolela, belonging to

the Association of the Congo. From the confluent of the Sekoli-Shanga the

explorers gained the Alima, and arrived at the Gaboon by the route of the

Ogowd. The expedition, which had lasted six months, failed to accomplish

the mission on which it had been despatched, viz., to reach, if possible, the basin

of the Benue by exploring the country north of the Ogowd ; but it has, never-

theless, performed a most useful service, by definitely showing that there

exists a new great navigable river, running in a direction nearly parallel to that

of the Licona, and between this river and the Ubangi.—Abridged from Le

Mouvement Geographiqiie of 21st August last.
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News from Emin Bey.—The following is a translation of a letter from Emin
Bey, received through the Foreign Office, on the 28th October, by Dr. Robert

W. Felkin, who has kindly sent it to us for publication :

—

" Wadelai, Zlst December 1885.

" Dear Friend,—Whether this letter will reach you or not I do not know.

As there is just a chance of sending it across Kabraga's country to Uganda, I

will write to give you a sign that I am still alive. I am in hopes that the

missionaries in Uganda, if any still remain, will forward our letters, and also get

permission from the Katikero (Pokino) to send people to me. At least with

this hope I have written in English and French to the same effect, and sent the

letters to Kabraga, and Zanzibar Arabs who are with him, to forward.
" You will probably know through the daily papers that poor Lupton, after

having bravely held the Bahr-el-Ghazal province, was compelled through the

treachery of his own people to surrender to the emissaries of the late I\Iahdi,

and was carried by them to Kordofan. I do not know what has become of him,

but his last letters to me I am taking care of for his family. . . . My province,

and also myself, I only saved from a like fate by stratagem
_;

still, at last I was
attacked, and many losses in both men and arms were the result, until I delivered

such a heavy blow to the rebels at Rimo in Makraka that compelled them to

leave me alone. Before this took place they informed us that Khartum fell in

January 1885, and that Gordon was killed. Naturally, on account of these

occurrences, I have been compelled to evacuate our more distant stations, and

withdraw our soldiers and their families, still hoping that our Government will

send us help. It seems, however, that I have deceived myself, for since April

1883 I have received no news of any kind from the North. The Government in

Khartum did not behave well to us. Before they evacuated Fashoda, they

ought to have remembered that government officials were living here (Equatorial

Provinces) who had performed their duty, and had certainly not deserved

to be left to their fate without more ado. Even if it were the intention of tlie

Government to deliver us over to our fate, the least they could have done was

to have released us from our duties ; we should then have known that we were

considered to have become valueless. Well, never mind this in the meantime :

when the troubles first began in the Sudan, I called attention to the extreme

danger which existed, and people said that I exaggerated matters. It is quite

possible they will say the same now. Any way, it was necessary for us to seek

some way of escape, and in the first place it was urgent to send news

of our existence to Egypt. With this object in view I went south, after having

made the necessary arrangements at Lado, and came to Wadelai. I tried to send

a post via Foweira to Uganda, but it came to grief, owing to the malicious

behaviour of Karaisva's people (he is the successor to Rionga). I therefore sent

to my old friend Kabraga, and requested him to send people to me, bringing, if

possible, a quantity of cloth with them, because my people have no clothes left.

We have, it is true, learned long ago to weave coarse cloth from cotton we have

grown ourselves, but the production is so small that it is hardly enough to

supply the hundredth part of the demand. Kabraga was so friendly as to accede

to my wishes, and has already twice sent people with letters and a small

quantity of cloth. At the present moment some of his people are with me
;

they return to him to-morrow morning, and Dr. Jimker and my apothecary go

with them ; they will remain at Kabraga's (capital), and will send our letters

from there through the Zanzibar Arabs to Uganda, Zanzibar, and Egypt. I have

requested Dr. Junker to proceed to Uganda, in order to persuade Mwiinga to

forward the post, but whether he will do so or not I don't know. As to my
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future plans, I intend to hold this country as long as ever it is jjossible. I

hope that when our letters arrive in Egypt, in seven or eight months, a reply

will be sent to me via Khartum or Zanzibar. If the Egyptian Government

still exists in the Sudan, we naturally expect them to send us help. If,

however, the Sudan has been evacuated, I shall take the wliole of the people

towards the south. I shall then send tlie whole of the Egyptian and Khartum
officials via Uganda or Karagvva to Zanzibar, but shall remain myself with my
black troops at Kabraga's until the Government inform me as to their wishes,

and until I know that the people committed to my care are in safety.

" Until now, God has certainly upheld me, and with His help I hope that all

may go well in the future.

" Before the war broke out I was in Monbuttu, and worked industriously.

and made a large collection, chiefly zoological. I have not forgotten Professor

, to whom give my best compliments : I have made a collection for him of

skulls of men and chimpanzees of every kind, several skeletons of animals, and
two Akka skeletons, one male and one female, not perfectly complete, but still

sufficiently so. With the exception of the human skulls, I have been enabled to

save the whole collection. I will go on collecting skulls here, and will use every

endeavour to send him the collection. If I have to go south, myself, I will take

them with me, even if I have to leave my own things behind. Shall I ever

again receive a letter from you ? Will ever news from Europe reach me again 'i

You know from your own experience what it is to be alone here for years.

Formerly one did receive letters and papers two or three times a year—but now !

I do all I can to encourage myself, but the burden is getting almost too great to

be borne. May God be with you. I send my compliments to all your family.

Be so good as to write to that I have collected the shells from

the Albert Lake which I promised him. I shall send them by the first chance

to the missionaries in Uganda, and ask them to forward them to him."

The late Bishop Hannington.—The Church Missionary Society received on

26th October the diary of the late Bishop Hannington, written up to the very

day of his murder. The entries were evidently made with great care, and in

some instances they have for greater economy of space been written with

exceeding minuteness, so that a magnifying glass is necessary to enable the

pages to be deciphered. Those passages relating to the week of captivity before

the murder of the Bishop, whilst corroborating the information we were enabled

to give in the April number (page 240) of the Magazine, do not assign any
reason for his seizure by Mwanga's chief— the Sultan of Usoga—and we must
therefore be contented to accept the solution offered by Herr Wickmann, to

which we have already alluded. It appears, from the Bishop's diary, some
extracts from which are given in the Record and the 2'imes, prior to its publication

in the Church Missionary Intelligencer—that the party was seized on entering

Lubwas on Wednesday, 21st October, and placed in strict confinement. The
Bishop gives a daily record of his sufferings, and of the treatment he received at

the hands of his captors. Placed in a filthy tent, and guarded day and night by
armed natives, daily inspected " like a wild beast " by the wives of the Sultan.

who could not resist the proverbial curiosity of their sex, and subjected to

several indignities, the Bishop lost all hope, and, with his sinking spirit and
shattered health, neglected the opportunities of escape which the friendliness

of his bodyguard placed at his disposal. Another week of captivity, he says,

would have induced him to make the attempt, dubious as it was, but, in the

meantime he was content, " from a spirit of contrariness, to be a thorn in the
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old gentleman's {i.e. the Sultan's) side." The following was his last entry :

" October 29 (Thursdaj'). Eight days' prison. I can hear no news, but was

held up by Psalm xxx., which came with great power. A hyena howled near

me last night, smelling a sick man, but I hope it is not to have me yet."

From this it is concluded that the Bishop was, shortly after, led out to

execution, as it takes up but a small part of the page of the diary, as if the

writer had been interrupted in his work.

AMERICA.

The Hurricane of 1830 in St. Vincent.—In the June number of the Timehri, the

journal of the Royal Agricultural and Commercial Society of British Guiana,

a graphic account is given of the hurricane by which the island of St. Vincent

was devastated in 1830. The account is from the pen of a clergyman who owned

a large estate in that island, and was an eye-witness of the scenes described.

The hurricanes of the Gulf of Mexico occur in the autumnal months, and seem

to be at times no less destructive than the cyclones which ravage the regions

around the Bay of Bengal. The hurricane in question occurred on the 11th of

August, a few days after the merchant vessels from Kingston Harbour had

sailed for England. On the evening of the 10th, all was perfectly calm. The
weather was, however, close and sultry, and after midnight the wind began

to rise, and as soon as morning dawned, it was observed that the sea was run-

ning high and the gale was momentarily increasing in violence. What first

awakened the writer's fears was the overthrow of some of his workshops, and

of the shed where his mules and cattle were kept. He next learnt that his

large wharf, 290 feet in length, with a new iron crane, was in danger from the

high waves running into the bay ; and ere long he saw the whole swept away.

Two store-houses on the beach suffered the same fate. Shortly after, there was a

lull in the storm, but it soon began anew and with redoubled fury. Building after

building, constructed of the most massive materials, was hurled down ; coppered

roofs, beams, rafters, huge boughs of trees, and even trees themselves were shot

through the air. The crops, which had promised an abundant harvest, were

levelled with the earth. Fortunately, no lives were lost, though the number of

Negroes on the plantation was seven hundred. Other estates, however, which

lay further north, suffered more severely, for in that part of the island the fury

of the hurricane was intensified by the peculiar conformation of the central

mountain chain. This chain, towards the north of the island, attains its highest

elevation in the peaks of the Soufi'ri^re and Morne Garou mountains, and between

these there is a considerable opening, down which the wind rushed, as through

a funnel. The mansion of the Waterloo estate, though its lower parts were

built of stone, was completely wrecked ; several Negroes were killed ; th.e copper

roof of the large store-house on the beach was literally lifted up whole, and

carried out to sea. Other plantations were similarly devastated, and the build-

ings destroyed, with more or less loss of human lives. At Owia, the northern

extremity of the island, the proprietor and his housekeeper were killed by the

falling-in of the house.

The hurricane subsided about two o'clock in the afternoon, having raged with its

greatest violence from 9 till 12. A dead calm succeeded, and the sun burst forth

in splendour. But the storm had done its work :
" scarcely a building, of any de-

scription," says the writer, "was left standing, and even the stone walls and pillars

were thrown down. The bread-fruit plantation, and fruit trees of various kinds,

were almost entirely destroyed, and the vegetable and provision grounds so materi-
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ally injured as to threaten us with famine. The trees on the mountain sides

were stripped of every bough and leaf, and left like large maimed, blasted trunks."

The Lakes of Western New England.—The United States Census enumerators
have not omitted from their labours the arduous task of counting the lakes of

Maine. In the report on the water-power of the United States, a volume of

nearly 900 pages, forming one of the folios of the last census returns, the large

number of lakes and ponds is mentioned as the most important point connected

with the topography of Eastern New England. " Not only," it is said, " do
these lakes serve as reservoirs to receive the waters tributary to them, and give

them out gradually, thus lessening the violence and suddenness of freshets, and
increasing very greatly the flow in dry seasons, of the stream below, but they

also, when deep, serve to lessen the loss by evaporation, by exposing a smaller

surface to the rays of the sun, and, moreover, serve to keep the water warm
beneath the covering of ice which forms early in the winter, and in this way
contribute to lessen the trouble experienced below from ice-jams, floating ice,

and anchor ice. Not only is little ice carried down the rivers from the ponds,

but a much smaller quantity is formed below. This element is especially

important in a region like New England, where the winters are severe, and
interruptions due to ice sometimes occur." Mr. Wells is quoted as the

authority for the statement that there are connected with the rivers of Maine
alone, not counting small ponds, and a large number of ponds in the forest

region of the State not represented on any map, over 1620 lakes, covering

together, probably, at least 2300 square miles in area. Of this number 1568 are

in the State of Maine, covering a total surface of 2200 square miles of territory,

one lake for every 20 miles of territory, and one square mile of lake surface for

every 14'3 square miles of territory. In New Hampshire and Massachusetts

lakes are not so numerous, but still suflicient in number to be of very great

benefit. It is in New Hampshire, in fact, that lakes are used to best advantage

for storage and other purposes.

Ascent of Mount Saint Elias : Alaska Territory.—The first news of the Alaska

exploring party, under Lieutenant Schwatka, is published in the Neiv Yorh

Times of 20th September. The expedition—organised by the Times—left

Sitka more than two months ago. In that interval. Lieutenant Schwatka and

his party have explored Icy Bay and the inland country about its shores ; have

discovered and named one large river, three glaciers, one lake, and a range of

lofty hills ; and have struggled up the icy and forbidding steeps of Mount St.

Elias itself to a point 7200 feet above the level of perpetual snow, which is a

feat, says the Times, probably surpassing all previous records of mountain
climbing, since this gigantic Alaskan peak diff'ers from all other mountains upon
which Alpine climbers are accustomed to take their summer holiday, in being

clad with eternal snow and ice from its base up. The following is Lieutenant

Schwatka's report :

—

Sitka, Alaska, September 10, 1SS6.

via Xanaimo, British Columbia, September 19.

The ^eto York Times Alaskan expedition was left at Icy Bay on July 17 by
the United States steamer Pinta, Captain Nichols commanding, and began the

survey of that bay at once, with preparations for explorations in the St. Elias

Alps, on and about Mount St. Elias, which great mountain was afterwards

ascended to a height above the snow-level greater than was ever made before

above that line by Alpine climbers.

Icy Bay is a mere indentation on the Alaskan coast, some fifty to sixty miles

west of Yakutat Bay, and would have no existence were it not for an immense
VOL. II. 2 X
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glacier emanating from Mount St. Elias, and jutting out into the Pacific Ocean,

far enough to make the western side of the bay. There is no protection to ships

in a storm from a southern quarter, and great swells make a formidable surf in

the finest weather.

On Monday morning, July 19, the expedition for the exploration of the moun-

tains got under way, the plan then being to have two parties, one camp apart, and

to measure the difference between their height barometrically by one day's simul-

taneous records, for ten to twelve hours, one half-hour apart. Lieutenant

Schwatka had the advance party, which left on the morning of the 19th, and

Professor Libbey the other. The course at first lay up the eastern shore of Icy

Bay, to where the Indians said a large river came in at the head of the bay
;

thence up this river to where it came from under the ice of immense glaciers, or

as far as the Yakutat Indians ever go when hunting bears, mountain goats, etc.,

and thence to the base of Mount St. Elias.

At 8.30 o'clock the party struck a small river, fifty to seventy-five yards wide,

which had to be forded middle deep in ice water from the glaciers. The next

hour's walk was over a beautiful prairie, with heavy grass and wild pea vines,

interspersed with strawberry patches, loaded with fruit, and many pretty

clumps of evergreen trees. This march brought the party to the great river

which empties into the head of Icy Bay, and which was struck, about six to eight

miles from its mouth. Its immense size was a great surprise, as it was not

supposed that such a river existed in that part of Alaska, where it was first

struck. The stream is from a mile to a mile and a half wide ; bOO to 1000 yards

is water, the remainder being low mud, sand, and gravel. The bay is covered

at high water, when the stream must be a second Mississippi in appearance.

Its western bank is a perpendicular wall of ice, part of the same great glacier

which forms the western shore of Icy Bay It was loaded with glacier mud
from the Mount St. Elias Alps, and its swift current, with waves about a foot

high, was thought to be eight or ten miles an hour. It was surmised at the time,

and afterward partially corroborated, that the great river is entirely too big in

every way to be draining only the seaward slopes of the St. Elias Alps in the

vicinity of the mountains from which it comes. It must head far beyond the

range, and break through them at Eepartan Pass, and after draining the Travesse

pine districts, its muddy waters from the glaciers discolour all the waters of Icy

Bay, and for many miles out to the sea. It was named Jones River, after

George Jones, of New York City, and, geographically, was one of the most

important discoveries of the expedition.^ It is not thought to be rivalled by any

Alaskan river emptying into the Pacific Ocean.

Attempting to ascend it along its banks, the party was forced into a wide

detour to avoid its many channels, which spread into a vast network of swift

waters in the flat lands lying between the St. Elias Alps and the Pacific Ocean,

so extended that the river must be five to six miles wide at its widest part.

The march lay across islands and along channels. The party camped the first

night on Jones River, at the spot where it debouches between two glaciers.

The Yakutat Indian packers now complained considerably of being greatly

fatigued, having carried about seventy-five 'pounds each, fifteen miles over a

terrible road for pedestrians. They were sent back next day as a rest, and for

bringing up another party, instead of advancing further. Xext, the barometer

was read, and the height between the first and second camp determined.

1 Sote by the Editors.—Other New York papers claim that this river, called "Jones " by
Schwatka. was discovered List ceuturv.
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Next clay, July 21, Prof. Libbey's party came up, and it was determined now
to advance continually and measure backward barometrically, should any success

bo met with that would warrant it. The constant cloudy state around Mount
St. Elias was already sufficient to create strong doubts as to the party being

able to ascend it unless the weather became very much better for that purpose.

Mosquitoes and gnats were the great torment everywhere, even on the ice of the

wide glaciers, many miles from vegetation of any kind.

On July 22, the consolidated party advanced over the glacier on the east side

of Jones River, that stream running between two distinct glaciers which

often bridge the river with ice, making it easy, however, to pass from one side

to the other. The day's travel lasted from six in the morning until 7.30 in the

evening, over a terrible road of rough boulders and rocks, or glaciers couj)led

with mud, on slippery hills of ice.

The glacier to the eastward of Jones River, an immense field of ice, was named
" Agassiz Glacier," after the late Professor Louis Agassiz, whose researches in

glacial physics are well known. It extends for nearly fifty miles along the base

of the St. Elias Alps, and is probably fifteen to twenty miles across. It may
cover 1000 square miles of land, but half to two-thirds of that would certainly

be within a safe estimate. Its thickness could only be inferred, but if resting

on flat land, which is probable from the appearance of the surrounding country,

it must be nearly 1000 feet on an average, as shown by barometrical surveys.

The Agassiz moraine shows much igneous rock, and appears black at a great

distance.

The great glacier to the west of Jones River, though not so well known in

superficial extent as the Agassiz, may cover as much ground as the first named.

It was named the " Guyot," after the late Professor Guyot, of Princeton College,

New Jersey, also well known in scientific matters pertaining to glacial pheno-

mena ; its rocks predominate toward a sedimentary character, and it appears of

a light grey colour from a distance.

That day's march over the glaciers told severely on all the Indian packers,

they being fagged out, and their footgear worn to tatters. It also brought the

party to near the base of the high, conspicuous range of hills called Chaix Hills,

after Professor Paul Chaix, President of the Geneva Geographical Society. At
the base of the hills is a forest which the party tried to reach for camp, but the

rushing branches of Jones River, and an immense lake of huge floating icebergs

interposed, and the party camped on the ice of the glaciers, with the prospect of

getting oft" it toward Mount St. Elias very discouraging. The Alpine lake, so

gorged with ice that but little of its water could be seen, was named " Castina

Lake," after the President of the Italian Geographical Society.

On the 23rd of July, reconnoitring parties were sent right and left to find a

way to the timber at the base of the hills across the stream, and one party was

lost on the glacier until the next evening, delaying the advance by making

searching parties necessary for a day or so until they came in. The party to the

left, or westward, found a way out where Guyot Glacier had bridged an immense

stream, and was shoving its foot into the forest, crushing immense trees into

pulp and splinters. One tree of the forest measured 21 feet in circumference,

and all were large. It is the nearest forest to Mount St. Elias, the Chaix Hills

being clothed with grass, brush, and trees on the south side, and with ice and

snow on the northern slopes that connect with the glaciers and nivc of Mount

St. Elias.

On July 25, the party attempting to make the ascent got away at noon, when

the last searching party got in, and swung around the next spur of the (Jhaix
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Hills, which brought all of Mount St. Elias in full view, from the base to the

top, apparently ten to twelve miles away. Coming around the spur brought the

party upon a new glacier, six or seven miles wide, and about ten to fifteen miles

long, coming directly from the south side of Mount St. Elias, being formed at

the foot of the glaciers on that side of the great mountain. It was named
" Tyndall Glacier,'' after Professor Tyndall, of London, and its bed gave the

party a direct way to the base of the mountain. All was now thoroughly Alpine

in character. As far as the eye could reach, everything was shrouded in ice and

snow for miles. No winter scene in the Polar regions could be more desolate.

It was an Alpine valley, grand beyond possible description. Mr. Seton Karr, of

the party, who had seen much mountain service in the European Alps, pro-

nounced it immeasurably ahead of everything there, for grandeur and gigantic

proportions.

At night the party camped near the base of Mount St. Elias, on a little oasis

on the Arctic desert, where stunted willow and brush could be had for cooking

the supper. That night there was a heaA^y frost, the stunted brush being

covered wdth hoar frost, and ice forming on a half-full tin cup so thick that it

could be inverted without spilling its contents. The party was now less than

1000 feet above the snow-level, too, as shown by the barometer.

The party for the ascent started out next morning at six o'clock with bright

weather, the plan being to go all day and night, and until late the next night, or

to make about forty hours' continuous marching, with an occasional short rest,

short enough to prevent chilling. The party consisted of Lieut. Schwatka,

Seton Karr, and Wood. The barometer being read at the bottom at Camp No. 2

by Prof. Libbey, the party took about six pounds each, having spare clothing,

two Eskimo reindeer coats, 60 feet of rope, two ice axes, and alpenstocks, ice

croppers, mercurial and aneroid barometers, hypsometer, prismatic compass,

thermometers, common and clinical, etc., altogether about twenty pounds to

each party. They made a long detour of the Tyndall Glacier until eight o'clock,

when the crevices in the ice became so large, and the snow bridges across them
so dangerous, that the party was tied to a common rope—Wood, the slightest,

ahead, Schwatka second, and Seton Karr last.

Pied snow in large patches was passed about nine o'clock, and snow fleas

were seen near this time. At 10.15 the party could see all the glaciers on the

south side of Mount St. Elias, not one of which broke its course into a hanging

or falling glacier. All were from 300 to 3000 feet, in almost perpendicular

descent, and all were clearly impassable. The rock ridges and buttresses were

the only things left by which to ascend, and the most feasible of these was
started for, but before it was reached it was seen to be perjiendicular, between
glaciers at places, and impassable.

Shortly after, the Tyndall Glacier at its head began yawning in fearful

crevices of 10, 20, and 30 feet across, with few snow bridges, and the ice break-

ing into seams ahead, the ice ridge being so narrow that it was at times only

wide enough for one member of the party at a time to pass. It was like walk-

ing on the comb of a steep roof, with crevices hundreds of feet deep on either

side.

The huge seams reached, the party was forced oft" the steep glacier into a

ridge, which, it was thought, might connect with a better part of the mountain,

where the ascent could be continued. By two o'clock, light patches of clouds

commenced forming on the mountain side, and a heavy fog hung over the Chaix
Hills, which by five o'clock had settled over everything above 7000 feet, and
from which Mount St. Elias did not emerge for four days after. By five o'clock
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the party had ascended the southern spur of Mount St. Elias, getting a good

view of all the approaches on that side, and Mr. Seton Karr then pronounced it

utterly inaccessible from the south.

The low clouds rolling on made all further attempts futile. The barometer,

read at the places gained by the members, showed an ascent altogether above

the sea-level of about 7200 feet, nearly all of which was above the snow-level.

This gave to the Times party, it is believed, the Alpine record of the highest

climb above the snow-level ever made, certainly the highest on an almost

wholly unknown mountain. The party returned to Icy Bay, well satisfied with

its record. Its geographical results were beyond its expectations. A few only

have been mentioned here.

Three immense peaks, from 12,000 to 8000 feet high, were named after the

President, " Cleveland Peak," the Secretary of the Navy, " Whitney Peak," and

the commander of the Pinta, " Nichols Peak." Returning from Icy Bay to

Yakutat Bay a swamp was encountered, and the party barely escaped. At
Yakutat three separate excursions were made, and many new geographical

features mapped. Ethnological collections and photographs were secured by
Prof. Libbey, there being about 200 of the latter. Mr. Seton Karr made many
fine sketches, about fifty in number, while scientific observations were made at

all available and necessary points. Altogether the party, for the short time it

was absent, and considering the obstacles it had to overcome, has achieved a

most thorough and substantial success, but it will require a book to chronicle

its accomplishments in full. Frederick Schwatka.

Lieutenant Stoney's Explorations in Alaska.—Lieutenant Stoney, of the United

States Navy, has reached California. His exploring party left San Francisco

in May of last year, and, in the beginning of December, started from the south-

western shores of Alaska, and succeeded (August 16, 1886), in reaching, overland,

the Polar Sea, striking the coast midway between Point Barrow and a spot 60

miles to the east. Great privations and hardships were met and overcome dur-

ing the journey. From a report in the San Francisco Chronicle, we learn that

Lieutenant Stoney has made many new geographical discoveries, but they are

spoken of only in a vague way. No valuable minerals were discovered. Coal

was found in abundance on the Putnam river, and of good quality. Granite

exists in large quantities, and some asbestos was found. No gold or silver was

found, and the explorers came to the conclusion that it is doubtful whether they

exist in that part of Alaska. The Putnam river is about 400 miles long and

half a mile wide, and is navigable for a distance of 350 miles. It is several

hundred miles above the Yukon. The Noatoak river is 120 miles north of the

Putnam. It is about 400 miles long, and empties into Kotzebue Sound. South

of the Putnam, about 3 miles, is Selewick Lake—20 miles in diameter, and

very deep. The Selewick River is 200 miles long, and runs east and west.

North of the Noatoak River is a wide desert plain, extending for 150 miles, and

covered with many large and small streams.

Permanently Frozen Soil in tne Polar Regions.—The report on the depth of

permanentlv frozen soil in the Polar Regions by a committee consisting of Lieut.-

General J.'t. Walker, C.B., F.R.S., General Sir J. H. Lefroy (Reporter), Pro-

fessor Sir William Thomson, Mr. Alexander Buchan, Mr. J. Y. Buchanan, Mr.

John Murray, Dr. J. Rae, Mr. H. W. Bates (Secretary), Captain W. J. Dawson,

R.A., Dr. J. Selwyn, and Professor 0. Carpmael, consists of the statement of

twenty-one observations. These were made for the most part by persons

engaged in sinking wells and pits, or digging cellars occasionally by surveying-
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officers at the scene of laudslips. The information is not so full as it will be

when answers are received from all the residents in the Polar Regions to whom
application has been made. The inquiry being thus in progress, it would serve

no purpose to quote the various data recorded. Such preliminary conclusions as

the Committee has arrived at are stated in their final paragraphs.
" It would be premature to draw any general conclusions from the observations

thus far collected. There is want of proof of the existence of permanent ground
ice beyond the district of Mackenzie River, in the North-West, but frozen soil has

been shown to exist at a depth of 17 feet, at Fort Simpson, at Prince Albert,

and at Yorkton : and it may be questioned whether the wave of summer heat

has time to descend to such a depth before it is overtaken by the refrigerating

influence of the early winter. It certainly exists also in the neighbourhood of

Hudson's Bay, on the eastern side ; and it is evident that, under favourable

conditions, frost, without being permanent, may, in some cases, last in the soil

all the year round, over a wide area, and in other years disappear.
" At whatever level we locate the maximum of absorbed heat, it must be

remembered that when the winter sets in, and freezes the surface, which it does

rapidly to the depth of a foot or two, the heat will then be abstracted in both

directions, and its rate of descent checked."

The further work of this committee will be looked for with interest. Although

it may do no more than indicate the great want which exists for careful observa-

tions by skilled scientific men in the Polar Regions, both north and south, it will

have served a good purpose.

North Polar Exploration.—In reference to Colonel Gilder's attempt to

reach the North Pole single-handed, the Ottawa correspondent of the Scots-

vian, writing on September 15, sends the following information :—Colonel

Gilder has started on his exploring expedition in search of the North Pole,

leaving Winnipeg on the 9th instant for Norway House, a Hudson Bay port

north of Winnipeg. From that point he will ascend the Nelson River, and

proceed to York Factory. The outfit he takes with him weighs one and a half

tons, and consists of hard tack (ship's biscuit), pemmican and other dried meat,

guns, rifles, revolvers, ammunition, scientific instruments, trinkets for the

natives, and what has probably never before been taken on such an expedition,

a hand organ. He also takes two sleighs, made after the Siberian model, 16 feet

long and 4 feet wide. There is no iron about them, all being made of wood, and

bound together with wdthes. After leaving York Factory he will take as little

as possible with him, owing to the difficulty of carriage. A good supply of fur

clothing, a couple of tents, and cooking outfit accompany the supplies. The

party, consisting only of ten persons, will rely mainly for sustenance upon game

to be secured along the route, Colonel Gilder basing his calculations on the

methods the Eskimo adopt, which, he thinks, can be followed by the white

man equally as well. Colonel Gilder's scheme is original, and his ])rogress will

be watched with great interest, especially as he is most sanguine as to the

ultimate result of his undertaking.

Gran Chaco Railways.—Advices from Santa Fd, published in the Buenos Ayres

Standard of September 11, mention that Messrs. Meiggs have concluded a con-

tract with the Government of that province for some lines of railway in the

Chaco, with an aggregate length of 333 miles, the most important being that

from Santa Fd city to Reconquista colony, nearly opposite Goya, on the west

bank of the Parana ; also that it is proposed to make a line 315 miles in length

from Rafaela to Tucuman, by which the products of that province would be
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placed withia 360 miles of u river port, whereas at present Tucuman is 587

miles from the nearest port (by rail)—that is, Rosario.

The two proposed lines have much in their favour. That from Santa F6 to

Reconquisca would be 140 miles long, passing by the colonies of Helvetia, Almagro,

San Justo, San Javier, California, Alexandra, Espin, Romang, and others,

the route being parallel with the river Parand, and about thirty or forty miles

inland. A few years later this line would certainly be prolonged due north, to

the Resistencia colony, facing the city of Corrientes. There is already a

project of a bee-line of railway from Resistencia, due west across the Chaco, to

Santiago del Estero, a length of 330 miles.

The proposed line from Rafaela to Tucuman, say 315 miles, would shorten

by 220 miles the distance between the northern provinces and the Parana. It

would therefore effect a great saving on freight. It is evident that the Gran
Chaco will be in a few years traversed by railways in all directions, the chief

lines being, Santa Fe to Resistencia (Northern), 280 miles ; Santa F6 to Tucu-

man (North-western), 360 miles ; Resistencia to Santiago Estero (Central), 330

miles—total 970 miles, which at narrow gauge would probably cost about four

millions sterling.

Tbe Fuegian Language.—A correspondent of the Buenos Ayres Standard
(Saturday, Sept. 11, 1886), signing himself "F. B.," mentions that a dictionary

he has compiled of the Yahgan tongue consists of 1081 pages, each averaging

30 words, and thus containing an aggregate of 32,430 words. " Instead," he says,

" of multiplying words, I have suppressed large numbers which, from analogy,

would be known to any student of language." As examples of the richness of

vocabulary, he gives the following :
—

" It has far more terms than English has,

descriptive of kindred. Thus, whilst the English comprises 25 terms, the

Yahgan has 61. English assists its deficiencies by descriptive terms, as younger,

elder, uncle on the mother's or father's side, etc. etc., whilst Yahgan has totally

distinct words for each term. Again, the shells of fish which they use they have

special terms for, diftering entirely from the names of the fish. I will offer some

examples :—Tellash, the large shell of the fish called Kaiaiim ; Galluf, the shell

of the Chamunna mussel ; Lapa, the shell of the Cachouin mussel ; Lapash, the

shells of fish generally ; Lacash, the shells of eggs, crabs, nuts, etc. ; Cusi, the

shells of fish of every kind ; Dashan, burnt masses of shells ; Cusimara, shell

heaps around the wigwams. This last word is a compound, but must be given

a place in the dictionary because it is unique, as in this case only does the word

mh,ra signify a heap or mound.
" Again, Aguri means to go, w^ith the hope of getting a present. Linganana

is to act in such a manner as to attract favour or a gift, to feign distress for

sake of charity ; Mamihlapinatapai, to look at each other, hoping that either

will offer to do something, which both parties much desire but are unwilling to

do ; Macandna, to suffer similarly as another ; Mamacananapai, two persons

similarly suffering. The word Acu, before referred to, is another instance,

as there is a proper word in a general sense for " to rake" even, Akita ; Yicu is

to scrape a skin in order to make it soft ; Gdra, to cut out thong ; Ashagu, to cut,

as grass, hair, or other things ; Ichicama, to cut, gash, wound ; Wiaca, to cut

down a tree ; Tuashdgu, to cut as with a saw ; Ash;igata, to cut oft", refl. ; Weagata,

to cut off, cut in two. In Yahgan, in the second place, there is a regular series of

distinct verbs, whose plurals and singulars, as regards the objects referred to,

ai'e wholly dissimilar one to the others. Thus, Ikimu, to put in one thing, is

Taiyigu, to put in more than two things ; Uteca, to put down out of the hand
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one thing, is Wasella to put down more than two things. These phiral and
singular verbs have their several singular, dual, and plural numbers.

"But besides the above large list of transitive verbs, there is also a large

number of intransitive verbs, whose plurals are distinct from their singulars.

Thus, Utushu is the plural of Cataca, to go ; Alu is the plural of Cana, to be

on the water ; Magatu, of Mutu, to be, as Ulcan cumuhr, he is in the house.
" There is also a large class of reflective verbs, which are ' primary verbs,' as for

instance, Dapa, to put on a jacket or cloak, whilst Tudapa is to put the same
thing on another person ; Magu, to put anything round one's neck, whilst

Tumagu is to do the same to another ; Miatu, to open one's mouth ; but

Dagumiatu, to open another's mouth. This class of words is very numerous.

"There are many other ways in which the Yahgan verbs amplify themselves

in an extraordinary manner, but the above will suffice to show that, owing to

these various incidents, it is a language having a great compass of words."

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Mouvevient Geographique, of 3rd October, announces that Dr. Camille

Janssen, Vice-Administrator-General of the Congo Free State, has been promoted

to the rank of Administrator-General.

Mr. R. E. Peary, United States Navy, who left America in the early part of

this year for Greenland, was last heard of from Godhavn, whence he had started

for the inland ice, with the object of reaching such a point as would enable him
to see the summit of Mount Petermann, near the head of Franz-Josef Fiord.

Survey of Antipodes Island.—Captain Fairchild, of the New Zealand Govern-

ment steamshi^D Hinemoa, has made a report to the Colonial Government

on the result of a survey which he made, in the early part of the year, of

Antipodes Island—so called from its being the nearest land to the exact anti-

podes of Greenwich—and the neighbouring Bounty Islands—not to be confounded

with Norfolk Island, of Bounty celebrity. These groups of islets are oft' the

direct track of ocean steamers, but sufficiently near to receive occasional visits

from castaways ; and Captain Fairchild was ordered to go there in order to fix

up some log huts which might be of service in future cases of shipwreck.

Antipodes Island he describes as being situated in 49° 40' 53" S., and 178° 43' E.

It contains about 2000 acres of flat land covered with coarse grass, without

wood or bush, but watered by two streams of excellent water. It is proposed to

add to this scanty vegetation by sowing English grass-seeds, and planting wattle

and blue gum trees. The island is the resort of thousands of albatross, but there

are no land animals, and it is intended to introduce a few sheep and goats. The
highest point. Mount Gallowa}', is 1320 feet above sea-level. Very diff"erent is

the account of the Bounty Islands, of which there are fourteen, varying from 20

to 300 feet high, but " without a speck of vegetation on them, not even a bit of

moss, and no water." Millions of penguins and other sea-birds make these rocky

islets their homes. A cooking-lamj} was left in the hut erected here, suitable

for burning penguin oil, so that any unfortunate castaways may at least find the

means of keeping themselves from starvation. Although traces of old sealing-

parties were found on these desolate rocks, seals were very scarce. The islands

are situated in 47° 43' S., and 179° 0' 27" E., and search was made for an out-

lying rock reported to have been seen to the westward, but without avail.

—

Colonies and India.
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The Ordnance Survey of the United Kingdom. By Lieut.-Col. T. Pilkington

White, R.E., Executive Officer of the Survey. Blackwood & Sons, 1880.

8vo, pp. 174.

There is no great public work of which the British people ought to be prouder

than the Ordnance Survey of the Kingdom, and Lieut.-Col. White has done well

to tell the story of its rise and progress. This he has done in a very able and

interesting manner, and we cordially commend his book to our readers. The
idea of instituting a systematic topographical survey of part of the kingdom,

seems first to have occurred to Lieut.-General Watson, an engineer, and Deputy-

Quartermaster-General to the Duke of Cumberland's forces in Scotland, shortly

after the collapse of the rebellion of " Forty-five." It appeared to him that the

possession of a good map of the Scottish Highlands would be of inestimable service

from a military point of view—for those wild mountain-districts were then but

little known. He accordingly, in 1747, set about surveying and mapping the

inaccessible region surrounding Fort Augustus, where he had the assistance of

some troops quartered there. It is interesting to know that William Roy (then

Assistant Quartermaster-General, and afterwards General), was associated with

AVatson in these early surveying operations. The work, intended at first to be

confined to the Highlands, was subsequently extended to the Lowdands, but

eventually was interrupted in 1755, by the breaking out of war with France, and

never again resumed. On the conclusion of peace in 1763, Government began

for the first time to consider the question of making a general survey of the

whole kingdom, at the public cost. But it was not till 1784 that what may
virtually|be regarded as the first base-line of the Ordnance Survey was measured

on Hoixnslow Heath, by General Roy, with military assistance. We must leave

the chequered history of the rise and progress of the Survey, however, to be told

by Lieut.-Col. White, who gives a very clear account of the great work of trian-

gulation—the grand primary triangulation of the L^nited Kingdom not having

been completed before 1852— a period of nearly seventy years. The difficulties

encountered by the survey in the selection of a scale for the great national map
are well described by our author. The difficulties seem to have arisen, not so

much from the varying views of scientific advisers, as from the ill-advised inter-

ference with the work, consequent upon adverse votes in Parliament, which stopped

the supplies. Since 1862, the Survey appears to have been in smooth waters,

and will doubtless be completed in a satisfactory manner. It is to be feared that

comparatively few realise the enormous labour involved in the work of the

Survey. We do not speak only of the triangulation and subsequent surveying,

but of the delineation of the various surface features, such as trees, houses, walls,

fences, open drains, ditches, footpaths, etc., and the ascertaining of place-names,

etc. Much information, gathered by the officers on the ground, cannot be placed

upon the maps, but is stored up in the archives of the Survey. The descriptive
' name-sheets," prepared on the ground, contain the designation and description

of every object mapped, and thus, as Lieut.-Col. White remarks, " obviously

constitute a sort of statistical memoir of every parish in the kingdom. For
archaeological purposes," he continues, "they would be a kind of key or syllabus

to the antiquities extant in the various localities at the date of the Survey, and
one necessarily of an exhaustive character." The author thinks that, with little

trouble and care, the information contained in these sheets could be compiled,

and would be largely appreciated by those who are interested in archaeological
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pursuits. In addition to these name-sheets, it ought to be widely known that

many notes and sketches of the more remarkable objects of antiquity, by com-

manding officers, are likewise entombed in the archives of the Survey. Here,

surely, we have a case for inquiry by our Societies of Antiquarians. Year by

year, the relics of the past, " barrows," " tumuli," " standing-stones," " camps,"

etc., are disappearing, without the knowledge of archaeologists, who might other-

wise be sometimes able to do something for the protection of such " prehistoric"

data. Surely if the Treasury can supply funds for the publication of old docu-

ments preserved in our Eecord Offices, something might.be forthcoming for the

publication of compilations from the Ordnance Survey " name-sheets," for which

we feel sure there would be a much larger public demand than for the highly

useful if somewhat dreary documents referred to. Lieut.-Col. White alludes

with justifiable pride to the artistic beauty of the maps issued by his department.

One who has used them extensively in the field may be allowed to remark that

it is not only their artistic character, but their surpassing accuracy that is so

striking. The ornamental hill-shading of the one-inch map may be equalled by

that seen in the Government maps of some other countries, but these latter

cannot vie with ours in accuracy ; for while the hill-shading in our Ordnance

Survey sheets has been laboriously drawn in upon the ground, that on most
foreign maps has not. The amount of work done at the Southampton office may
be gathered from the fact that there are now forty zincographic and copper-plate

presses continually employed there, and a powerful steam-press has been recently

introduced. In 1884 the number of maps issued at Southampton considerably

exceeded 400,000, and at the Dublin office there were over 40,000. In the work-
shops associated with the Southampton office, many of the surveying implements
are constructed. Besides these, many additions and improvements have been
made in the workroom within recent years—amongst which are a paper-cutting

machine, a plate-rolling machine, an ink-grinding machine, and an electric arc-

light for photographic printing in winter, when the daylight is insufficient. In
addition to all this it must be remembered that both at Southampton and
Dublin daily meteorological observations are made. But for a full and interest-

ing account of all these and other important matters, to which our space forbids

allusion, the reader must consult our author's little book. It is gratifying to

know that from time to time officers have been sent from colonial and foreign

governments, to receive instruction at the Ordnance Survey headquarters at

Southampton, especially in the art of photo-zincography, which grew out of the
discoveries of Sir H. James, formerly Director of the Survey. The Survey has
likewise rendered great service to many of our public departments, and now and
again has sent officers to carry out special surveys abroad—at Jerusalem, Sinai,

Cyprus, the Cape, Canada, British Columbia, and elsewhere. What is to be the
future of the Survey 1 By the end of next year it is probable that the entire

Cadastral Survey, so far as the field-surveying stage goes, will have been com-
pleted. Is the splendid trained staff of out-door workers to be then discharged ?

We most sincerely hope not. There are large areas of cultivated country which
have only been mapped on the smaller scale adopted by the Survey, namely, six

inches to the mile. For these the large or twenty-five-inch scale is urgently
required. Again, so many years have elapsed since some of those six-inch sheets
were completed, that the face of the country has been very greatly changed—
whole towns have sprung up, new roads and railways have been made, old
factories, etc. have disappeared, and new ones have been built. It is obvious
that such important districts must be resurveyed, and that a large corps of sur-
veyors ought to be employed as a permanent staff", in keeping all the maps up to
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date. There ought to be a systematic correction of the cadastral maps from

time to time on the ground. It is to be hoped tliut no miserable notion of

economy will prevent this being done. We quite agree with our author

that it would be nothing short of a national disgrace if, after all the skill and

expense involved in the production of this great Survey, the noble inheritance

bequeathed to us by Roy and his successors is allowed to fall into desuetude

for want of timely maintenance.

La Pminsule des Balkans, etc. 2 vols. By Emile de Laveleye. Brussels :

C. Muquardt (Librairie Europ^enne), 1886. Pp. 360 and 436.

Monsieur de Laveleye is a voluminous writer, but his books always command
attention, and deserve the reputation they have achieved for their author. In

his last work he discourses very pleasantly on the Balkan States, and describes,

with a charm that carries the reader with him, his late journey through the

Peninsula, including Rumania. If La Pminsule des Balkans bears signs of

literary haste and patchiness—as though a transcript from his diary—it con-

tains, at the same time, a mass of very useful information brought together

from all sources—letters, newspaper-cuttings, magazine articles, official docu-

ments, and what not—which mostly come in a 2)ropos of his subject ; but the

digressions are sometimes needless, and might perhaps with advantage have been

left out altogether, or added as appendices. The information which the author

gives in regard to the present condition of the Balkan States is of distinct value,

and his estimates of their political and social systems deserve the attention of

statesmen as well as geographers ; his statistics are fairly up to date, consider-

ing how difficult these are to obtain, and his historical references are well put.

Perhaps the most interesting fact to which M. de Laveleye bears evidence, is

the democratic spirit that inspires the peoples of the Peninsula : their Govern-

ments have constitutions as liberal as Belgium or Switzerland, but seem to be

formed on the lines of the former ; the peasantry and cultivators of the soil are

nearly everywhere the owners of the land ; they have free and enlightened

institutions, and, since their emancipation from the grinding Ottoman yoke, have

made immense strides towards the civilisation of Western nations. Another

notable fact is the steady emigration, to Asia Minor and elsewhere, of the Turkish

populations in the Balkan States, to the extent, 31. de Laveleye estimates, of

20,000 since the last war. This emigration has been disputed, and therefore

any new information on the subject is of value. Tiie Turkish land-owners,

who have thus emigrated, have been obliged to sell their land for what it would

fetch, • and, as the prices realised are in most cases very low, the benefits they

have unwillingly conferred on the native populations have, in this way, been

greater than the whole sum of their past proprietorship. It is only fair to add

that the chief cause of this Mohammedan emigration (not necessarily Turkish)

appears to have arisen, not from ill-treatment—for the rights and religion of

Mohammedans have been respected- -but from the desire to escape compulsory

service in Christian armies.

Those who are making a study of the ethnology or geography of the Penin-

sula will find many suggestive passages deserving their attention. The Slav

populations of the Balkans have entered a new phase in their history ;
although

among the oldest of European settlers, within historic times, it is only since

their recent emancipation that an opportunity has been afi"orded them for con-

scious development and expansion : with the balance of power of neighbouring

States fairly established, the barriers to free communication with more advanced

nations broken down, and with the other advantages of the nineteenth century,
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they have opportunities now they never before possessed, or recognised, of uniting

their broken forces under one banner, and standing among Western nations as

a Christian confederacy. At least, this is what 2f. de Laveleye leads us to

suppose : we have only ventured to fill in the blanks.

Twenty-One Years^ Work in the Holy Land (Palestine Exploration Fund).

London : Richard Bentley and Son, 1886.

Mr. Walter Besant, M.A., the charming novelist, who has been for several

years Secretary of the Palestine Exploration Fund, has with practised skill com-

piled in this little volume a resuvic of the Biblical and Geographical gains

resulting from the work of the Society, on the twenty-first anniversary of its

foundation. In thirteen short chapters, profusely and beautifully illustrated,

he records the foundation of the Society, chronicles its history, tells of its first

expedition in November 1S65, under Sir Charles Wilson and the late Lieutenant

Anderson, R.E. ; describes Sir Charles Warren's excavations at Jerusalem
;

writes of the late Professor Palmer's and C. F. Tyrwhitt Drake's examina-

tion of the Desert of the Exodus ; rejoices over the greatest work of all

—

the survey of Western Palestine ; narrates the course of the Archaeological

Expedition under M. Clermont Ganneau ; writes of the survey of Eastern

Palestine and of the geological survey ; alludes to minor expeditions ; cata-

logues the monuments of the country
;
pays a tribute to the four workers

who have passed away, and other supporters of the Society ; and sketches the

work of the future. The whole forms a fascinating volume for the geographer

and the student of Holy Scripture and Syrian history. Briefly, we may say

that in the twenty-one years ending 22ud June last, the sum of £66,381 was
raised, and all but £331 expended on this more than national—this catholic

enterprise. Of the expenditure, £35,082 went in exploration
; £10,971 in

maj^s and memoirs ; £11,424, or 17 per cent., in management ; and £8225 was
returned to subscribers in publications.

The portion of the work relating to Sir Charles Warren's Jerusalem excava-

tions of 1867-70 has a special interest in the prosi^ect of the visit to our Society

of that distinguished savant, soldier, and administrator. This is what Mr.
Besant writes of his work :

—

"It was in May, 1867, that Lieutenant Warren, E.E., left England, charged,

with the duty of conducting excavations at Jerusalem, iu the hope of settling once

for all the contro\-ersies on the Holy Sites. The questions under dispute were chiefly

these :

—

"1. The site of the Temple within the walls of the enclosure known as the

Haram esh Sherif.

"2. The site of Constantine's Chiirch of the Anastasis, with which was involved

the site, true and traditional, of the Holy Sepulchre.

"3. The course of the First, Second, and Third Wall, which involved the site of

the towers of Hippicus, Phasaelus, Mariamne, and Psephimis. The course

of the Second Wall is also closely connected with the site of the Holy
Sepulchre.

" 4. The Gates of the Walls.
" 5. The date of the erection of the Dome of the Eock.
"6. The position of the Tower of Antonia, the Gate Beautiful, the course of the

Tyropceon Valley, Alillo, Acra, the Pool of Bethesda, the Gate Gennath,

and many other places.

"As regards the walls of the Temple Area, Warreu proved that this colossal

ork is covered up with debris in some places to a deptli of 100 feet, and in one place

to a depth of 125 feet below the present surface of the ground. The foundations
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were laid bare, by means of deep shafts sunk through the drhri-'!, and it was proved

that the stones had been lowered into their places, ready dressed; that the dressing

of the stones is not uniform, for in some parts they present a rough face with a

marginal draft, and in others a smooth face, also with a marginal draft. The comer

stones are from 14 to 15 feet in length, and from 3^ to 44 feet in lieight ; in some of

those at the S.E. angle, Phoenician characters were found—jar handles were also

found here with Phojnician characters which are variously interpreted ; the arch

called Robinson's Arch was proved to have been the last of a series of arches lead-

ing to the Temple from the Upper City—the voussoirs of two arches, one constructed

after the other had fallen iu, were lying buried in the ground beneath it. Exca-

vations were also made at Wilson's Arch higher up on the same side of the wall,

and disclosed a series of rock-cut chambers, the purpose of which is unknown, with

a broad subterranean passage evidently designed for the secret passage of troops

from the citadel to the Temple in case of need. A single course of great stones

was found to run from the outh-east angle to the Double Gate ; and the so-called

Solomon's Stables were proved to be a comparatively modern reconstruction. The

alleged great wall 600 feet from the south-west angle (see Smith's Dictionary of

(he Bible, art. ' Jerusalem ') was proved to have no existence. The wall of Ophel

was found, and traced for a long distance. An aqueduct was found on the west

side older than the portion of the wall at the south-west angle ; the TjTopceon

valley was followed up, and rock levels have been obtained showing the contour of

the whole city, except at one point, namely, that within the south-west front of the

flaram Area, concerning which there is still some uncertainty. These points have

been enumerated because they bear specially on the problem of the site of the

Temple. The conclusions drawn from the facts by Sir Charles Warren are that the

oldest portion of the wall is the south-east part and the south as far as the Double

Gate ; that Solomon's palace stood iu the south-east, and that the south-west was

built by Herod ; and that the Temple stood in the middle ; where, in fact, Je\nsh,

Christian, and Mohammedan ti-adition all unite in placing it.

" New things are continually being found in .Jerusalem, <?..'/., the ancient wall dis-

covered this very year, which may very likely turn out to be the Second Wall

;

new discoveries connected with the old walls, with the Temple, and with the various

occupiers of the city, but it is certain that nothing will ever be done in the future

to compare with what was done by Warren. Before he dug there, the ancient city

was measured by the modern, the ' sleepy little .Jelnisite town, ' as it has been called.

The pi-oud words of Josephus, the passionate love of the Jews for their city, and

their praise of its ancient glories, seemed exaggerated and absurd in presence of

those grey walls and those narrow limits. It was Warren who restored the ancient

city to the world ; he it was who stripped the rubbish from the rocks, and showed

the glorious Temple standing within its walls, 1000 feet long and 200 feet high, of

mighty masonry ; he it was who laid open the valleys now covered up and hidden

;

he who opened the secret passages, the ancient aqueducts, the bridge connecting

temple and town. Whatever else may be done in the future, his name will always

be associated with the Holy City which he first recovered. Many questions, it is

true, still remain unanswered, many gaps in our knowledge have to be filled up,

but, in the main features, those who have followed Warren and Couder in their

statement of facts and their conclusions, and who agree with them, have no longer

any doubt as to the position of the Temple, and the real builders of the Kubbet es

Sakhra."

We would recommend to our readers the authoritn.tive record of the work of

Warren in his Recovery of Jerusalem (Bentley, 1S71), with au introduction by

the late Dean Stanley, who wrote thus :
" In the plain and unadorned narra-

tive of Captain Warren, the difficulties and dangers of the undertaking might

almost escape notice. These excavations were carried on at the constant risk of

life and limb to the bold explorers."
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It must not be forgotten that Edinburgh contributed £200 to start the Palestine

Exploration Fund—a small sum, but larger than that given by any other city
;

while Glasgow gave £140, or more than either Cambridge or Oxford. Major-

General Sir Charles Warren, G.C.B., F.R.S., will be welcomed by Edinburgh,

Glasgow, and Aberdeen, when, in the closing week of this month, he addresses

Scotland through the Scottish Geographical Society.

Burma as it was, as it is, and as it will he. By James George Scott

(" Shway Yoe"). London : George Redway, 1886.

A valuable little book, accurate and readable, by the experienced author of

The Burman : His Life and Amotions, assisted also by Mr. R. N. Pilcher, a valu-

able " covenanted " Civil servant in Burma, whose lamented death from fever,

when on his way to influence the Shans, has been telegraphed. In 184 well

written pages, the ordinary English reader is told all he is likely to assimilate

of the history, the country, and the peoples of both Lower and Upper Burma.

The book has a peculiar value in the present state of our military occupation

of the recently conquered province. The description of the Irawadi, from

Rangoon to Mandalay and Bhamo, has some geographical value.

The Western Pacific and New Guinea. By HuCxH Hastings Romilly,

Deputy Commissioner for the Western Pacific, and Acting Special Commis-

sioner for New Guinea. With a Map. London : John Murray, 1886.

Mr. Romilly thinks it necessary to offer an apology for the contents of his

book on The Western Pacific; it is, he says, "very deficient in the matter of

giving information." How fortunate geographical and other readers might

account themselves if all works of travel could show as good reason for their

existence as this. There is hardly a page in which there is not something

interesting to impart ; and the style is as fresh as the matter. Nevertheless,

the hope may be expressed that the author will not be restrained by diffidence from

publishing a more elaborate and ambitious volume, descriptive of his residence

and experiences in the islands of the Western Pacific, as a private observer, and

as an official deputed by Her Majesty's High Commissioner to watch over the

labour traffic and British interests in those seas. As might be expected, in

pages originally written to beguile a period of convalescence from a serious

illness, and interest friends at home, little of rule or order is observed in the

manner in which Mr. Romilly sets down his reminiscences. Cannibals, " black-

birders," "beach-combers," sandal-wood traders, missionaries, and the rest of

the dramatis jyersonce of the drama of life in the Western Pacific, come and go,

and the author makes us thoroughly acquainted with them all. Perhaps the

chapters fullest of strange experiences of South Sea life are those in

which the author describes his visits to New Britain and New Ireland. The

latter island, in particular, is as yet almost a sealed book to English voyagers

and travellers. The less they know of it, in one sense, the better
;
the inhabi-

tants are among the rudest savages and most ferocious cannibals in Melanesia.

They are a fine-grown and warlike race, however, and have some good traits—

for savages. Mr. Romilly was present as a spectator at a battle between two

tribes, and at the subsequent cannibal orgy. It is a gruesome story—very

vividly told, however—and reveals South Sea life in its crudest and most

revolting aspects. Speaking of cannibalism, as practised in this and the neigh-

bouring groups, Mr. Romilly says :

—

" In the Solomons, there are only certain families who are allowed to touch

human flesh ; and no young man, unless he has greatly distinguished himself,

would eat it. In the New Hebrides it is usually ' dried ' in the sun, or 'jerked,'
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and there it seems to be looked on more as an article of food than in most places.

But in New Ireland human flesh was eaten, in the most open matter-of-fact

way, by young and old, women and children—it was spoken of as delicious food,

far superior to pork. In none of the former places which I have mentioned

would a stranger have been permitted to witness cannibal orgies ; but in New
Ireland they seemed to be proud to show me how they killed their enemies first,

and ate them afterwards."

In subsequent chapters Mr. Romilly narrates the incidents of his visits to

the Solomon and New Hebrides groups, the Louisiade Archipelago, and New
Guinea ; discusses the interesting subject of the poisoned arrows used in native

warfare ; and describes the conditions of European life in the South Seas, and
the characteristics of the old heroes of the " blackbirding," or labour traffic, now
happily almost a race of the past. Many valuable geographical facts will be

found scattered through his pages, though his map is on too small a scale to

allow them to be noted there. A great store of such unrecorded and almost

inaccessible knowledge is, probably, in possession of the labour-traders and
agents in tliose seas. Of Woodlark Island, for example, Mr. Romilly writes that

it " has always been supposed to be very little known, and, as a fact, our know-

ledge of it is slight. But Mr. H. knows a good deal concerning the Woodlarks,

as he does of many places that are supposed to be unknown. For instance,

Trobriand Island, one of the Laghlan group, is represented on the sheets by a

curved line of dots ; but for some years Mr. H. had.'a trader on the island, and had

made a rough chart, which he kept for his own use. It was naturally not to his

interest to announce to the world the various discoveries he had made. Now
that the Pacific is becoming more known, and that it would be impossible for

any one to keep his knowledge entirely to himself, IMr. H. has, I think, given

his charts to tlie captain of the German man-of-war, Carola, and no dou})t they

will soon be published for the benefit of the world."

Recent Travel and Adventure. London and Edinburgh : W.& R. Chambers, 1886.

This is an admirable little book, written in simple and picturesque language,

and, what is more to be recommended, it is accurate in its facts. The anony-

mous writer is evidently familiar with recent geographical exploration, and
need not have hid liis light under a bushel. We follow Thomson in his famous
journey through Masai Land, and, in the frontispiece, see our intrepid young
countryman between the horns of a dilemma ; we spend three years (conveni-

ently summarised), with Greely in the High North
;
pass with Stanley up the

Congo ; ascend the "monarch of African mountains," Kilima-njaro, with Johnson
;

and are granted a passage with Lady Brassey in her voyages in the Stinheam,

and with Baron Nordenskiold in the Vega in his discovery of the North-East

Passage and circumnavigation of the continent of Asia. Miss Bird's (Mrs.

Bishop) trip to the Sandwich Islands, and courageous rides across " the Rockies,"

Yambery's travels in Central Asia, and Burton's famous pilgrimage to Medina
and Mecca, are also treated in separate chapters ; and, since no book of travel

would be complete without, we are presented with a picture of our greatest

missionary-explorer—Livingstone—in his heroic and self-sacrificing labours for

the future of the Dark Continent. General Gordon deservedly finds a place in

this book of Golden Deeds, and other chapters are devoted to the travels and
adventures of minor luminaries, who ought to feel very much flattered by the

good company they find themselves in. There are twenty-eight illustrations,

which add considerably to the value of the book. We would recommend it as

a Reader, or, better still, as a gift-book to restless children.
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NEW MAPS.
{Edited by Professor James Geihie, LL.D., F.B.S.)

GENERAL.
ATLAS UNIVERSEL DE GEOGRAPHIE.—Modenie, Ancienne et dii Moyen Age,

avec un Texte anal3'tique, par M. Vivien de Saint-Martin et Fr. Schrader.
6*^ Livraison, contenant : No. 29, SuMe, Norv^ge (feuille septentriouale),

Danemark ; No. 25, Belgique ; No. 74, Amdrique Centrale.

Paris : Hachette et Cie. Price F. 6.

In this atlas we have a specimen of the most beautiful and perfect map-work
that can be produced at the present day ; but, judging from the extremely

slow progress made in issuing the maps, it is evident that there is a very great

scarcity of skilled labour in this department. The first part of the atlas was
published in 1877, and now, in 1886, we have only received the sixth part. At
this rate, it will be about the year 1950 before the work is completed. The first

part of the atlas will then be quite historical in its information ; and, if the

execution of the printing and engraving is kept uniform with the first part, it

will, no doubt, also look very antiquated—for, at the present rate of progress,

half a century in the life of printing will probably produce great changes.

However, all this might have been borne meekly by the subscribers had any

system been adopted in issuing the maps, but, instead of finishing off the

European countries first, and then proceeding to Asia, etc., we get a map of

Scotland, then a map of Mexico, and then, perhaps, an astronomical diagram,

the companion to which may be issued possibly about the beginning of the next

century. If the atlas were brought out in finished sections, each complete in

itself, for Europe, Asia, Africa, America, Australasia—Physical, Astronomical,

and Historical—then it might be of much more practical use than it is under

the present arrangement.

BERGHAUS' PHYSIKALISCHER ATLAS, Fiinfte Lieferung. luhalt : Nr. 23,

Nord- undOstsee (Dr. Hermann Berghaus) ; Nr. 35, Witterungs-Anomalien

iniEuropa (Dr. J. Hann) ; Nr, 54, Verbreitung der Vogel, 1 (Dr. J. Hartland).
Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1886. Price, M. 3.

The map of the Seas of North-Western Europe is a very beautiful piece of

clear and minute cartography, and is specially interesting as showing in relation

to each other most of the leading features of the oceanography of this region.

Map 35 effectively illustrates, by means of isotherms and isobars, the striking

contrast between the weather of Europe in December 1879 and December 1880.

POCKET ATLAS OF THE WORLD, by JOHN BARTHOLOMEW, F.R.G.S. Second

Edition, 1886. London: John WaUcer ci- Co. Price 2s. 6d.

In its second edition, the usefulness of this neat little atlas has been greatly

increased by the addition of an Index.

NORD-OSTSEE-KANAL. Zusammengestellt von C. J. Beseke.

Peternuum's Mitteilungen, Jahrgang 1886, Ta/el 14, Gotha : Justus Perthes.

This is a sheet of general and large-scale maps and sections illustrating the

whole geography of the projected new Canal connecting the North Sea and the

Baltic, from the mouth of the Elbe to Kiel. It accompanies a paper by C. J.

Beseke, giving an account of this new Imperial scheme as well as of all the pre-

vious projects for canalising the isthmus.

THE CONGO AND ITS TRIBUTARIES, with enlargement maps. Surveyed by

the Rev. G. Grenfell, with additions from Lieut. Wissmann and others.

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, October 1886.

This map is a considerable contribution to our knowledge of Central African

river systems.
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THE POSITION OF DR. EMIN BEY.

By Robert W. Felkin, M.D., F.R.G.S.,

Member of Council, Scottish Geographical Society.

The letters which arrived from Emin Bey, and which were noticed in

the Magazine last mouth, have aroused considerable interest both in

Great Britain and on the Continent. During the past three years many

rumours have been circulating about him and the state of the extensive

province over which he rules. (The last letters received from him were

dated April 14, 1883.) Reports of his death and of anarchy reigning in

his province have been generally credited, excepting by those who knew

him and the country best. At length their faith in him has been re-

Avarded, the silence has been broken, and his letters prove not only that

he is alive, but that, with the exception of a few outlying stations, he

has maintained his province almost intact from the slave-dealers' raids,

and the hordes of the so-called Mahdi.

I think that it may be of interest to my readers if I briefly

describe the position which Emin Bey occupies at the present time, the

need he has of help, and the consequences to the province he rules, should

that help be withheld. I shall conclude by pointing out how aid may

be sent to him with great hope of success.

In order to make this paper clear to the general reader, it is accom-

panied by a sketch-map showing, first, the extent of the Egyptian

Equatorial Provinces, which he still retains in a stfite of peace, thougli not

of prosperity, and secondly, the various routes which may be taken by

an expedition sent to convey to him the relief he so justly and patiently

awaits.
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Who is Emin Bey 1 This question has been asked of the writer on

numerous occasions ; therefore a few details concerning him may not be

out of place.

Twelve years ago Dr. Emin Effendi was appointed by Gordon Pasha,

who was at that time Governor of the Equatorial Provinces, as Surgeon-

General. His medical education was obtained in Paris, Berlin, and

Vienna. He is a remarkable linguist, having a knowledge of all European

languages and of several of those spoken in Asia. His intimate acquaint-

ance with various sciences is also very remarkable—geology, botany,

meteorology, anthropology, and geographical studies serving to occupy

his leisure moments. The results of his work are to be found in the

Proceedings of many learned Societies.

For four years Dr. Emin Effendi held the position of Surgeon-General

in the Equatorial Provinces. But medicine alone did not engross his

attention, for Gordon Pasha, taking advantage of his wonderful ability in

dealing with natives, employed him in three diplomatic missions of

no little importance,—two to Uganda and one to Unyoro.

One of his missions to Uganda was of singular difficulty and danger.

An officer, acting contrary to Gordon Pasha's instructions, had marched

with 300 men to the capital of Uganda, with the intention of annexing

the country, and Dr. Emin Effendi was sent to bring back the men ; and

he accomplished the task, after much difficulty, in a successful manner.

It was most important for Gordon Pasha to enter into friendly

relations with Kabar^ga, the king of Unyoro, who was continually harass-

ing the Egyptian frontier ; and here, again. Dr. Emin Effendi proved him-

self equal to the occasion, for he went without an escort to Kabarega,

and concluded a peace which undoubtedly saved Gordon Pasha and his

few soldiers from annihilation.

In 1878 Gordon Pasha, who was then Governor-General of the whole

Sudan, raised Dr. Emin Effendi to the rank of Bej^, and appointed him

Governor of the Egyptian Ec[uatorial Provinces, which position he has

held faithfully up to the present time.

The difficulty of the position can only be estimated by the few Euro-

peans who have personally visited the districts under his jurisdiction.

When he took up the reins of government, the only districts in peace and

security were a belt of land on either side of the Nile extending from Lado

to the Albert Lake and the Shuli district to the east of the Nile. By the end

of 1880, most of the stations had been rebuilt; and the whole of the pro-

vince,—which is almost as large as Europe,—had been reduced to peace and

order, while all the stations, then numbering about forty, were connected

by a weekly post. Through his efforts, slavery was permanently abolished,

and the district Avas cleared of the slave-dealers, who had carried on an

underhand but extensive traffic up to the time of Emin Bey's appointment.

In 1878 the Equatorial Province was maintained only at a deficit of

£38,000 per annum ; three years later Emin Bey had a surplus of £8000

;

and this was obtained, not by oppressive taxation, but by the practice of

i
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rigid economy and the suppression of abuses which had previously existed.

To this fact the writer of this paper can personally testify.

Moreover, Emin Bey had taught the people to work for the sake of

work, and not from compulsion
;
good roads were constructed, wagons

made, and oxen trained to the yoke ; the people were instructed in

weaving, and in the cultivation of cotton, coflee, rice, indigo ; and wheat
was introduced. In addition to the cares of government, Emin Bey
found time to relieve the physical sufferings of the people. At sunrise

every morning, when at Lado, he was to be seen in his hospital either pre-

scribing for, or operating upon, his numerous patients. And at night, when
Government duties were over, instead of seeking well-earned repose, he

would be found writing, by the light of candles made by himself, those

reports on various scientific subjects which have enriched the pages of

so many learned periodicals.

For the last three years this distinguished man has been completely

cut off from the civilised world. He has been attacked again and again

by the rebels from the north ; his soldiers have been reduced to absolute

nakedness, and to such scanty supplies of food that they have even

gnawed their own sandals to still the pangs of hunger : and yet, they

have borne these hardships without a murmur, they have driven the

enemy from their borders, and have maintained their province in peace,

stimulated to most heroic exertions by the example of their Governor.

In order to avoid any possibility of mistake, and to show that Emin
Bey had no choice given him, as to the advisability of evacuating the

province committed to his charge, and Avithdrawing the Egyptian officials,

it may be well to state that, before the road to the Equatorial Provinces

Avas closed by the Mahdi's troops, he made a journey down to Khartum,

to warn the Government of the serious condition into Avhich he foresaw

that the Sudan Avould fall, and to receive instructions as to his OAA'n

action and the future of his province. He Avas ordered to return and

maintain order in his province, and develop its resources, and Avas told

that he over-estimated the gravity of the situation, while his ofters to

treat personally with the Mahdi were rejected. It is to this incident

that he refers when Avriting on the 31st December 1885 :
" JFhen the

iroiihles first began in the Sudan, I called attention to the extreme danger

that existed, and people said I exaggerated matters. It is quite j^ossible tlieij

IV ill say the same noiv."

On the 20th of April 1882, during his visit to Khartum, he Avrote :

" You Avill have heard of the so-called Mahdi, and the disturbances he

has caused. . . . Blind fanaticism, unnecessary acts of horrible violence,

cowardly delay and fear, and unmeasured self-conceit, senseless measures

of repression, and perfectly uncalled-for insolence are the factors which

have brought about the burning discontent that has caused the people to

lose their balance. Under these circumstances I have considered it my
duty to try and utilise my Avhole influence, my linguistic poAvers and my
acquaintance Avith the persons, in order to bring about, if possible, a modus
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Vivendi between the two contending parties. ... I am curious to

know whether the new Governor-General will be able to understand the

position of affiiirs, and to grasp our requirements and the difficulties of

the situation." On the 20th March 1882, he writes: "The situation here

is not improved. . . . My offers to aid in settling the question have

been rejected."

From this it will be clearly seen that Emin Bey had done his best to

warn the Government of the danger of the situation, and had offered to

use his influence to avert it ; that he had been disbelieved, and had been

ordered to return to his post.

He left Khartum on the 15th June 1882, and from then till the 16th

of March 1883 he had no single communication from Khartum, and not

a single steamer with supplies had been sent to him. On the 22d March

1883, he writes from Lado : "From the time I left Khartum, on the 15th

June 1882, until the 16th March 1883, no steamer or post has been sent

from Khartum to us ; either the Government there cares little or nothing

for us, or else they are convinced that everything is in good order here.

..." He then implies that he has no official knowledge of how matters

stand in the north, and no instructions.

The steamer left with his letters on the 23d March 1883, and from

that day to this he has been without instructions from his Government,

and has been unable to communicate with them until quite recently.

It may be well also to mention that the letters from the Government

sent to him after the fall of Khartum, vid Zanzibar and Uganda, never

reached him : they were opened by the king of Uganda, and then

destroyed.

If Emin Bey would consent to desert his trust it would be quite pos-

sible for him to do so. He might, with a chosen band of picked soldiers,

make for the Congo ; but he is too noble to abandon his post. He writes,

" I shall myself remain with my black troops . . . until the Government

inform me as to their wishes, and until I know that the people committed

to my care are in safety."

I cannot wonder that he writes thus, knowing that he has ever had

the welfare of his people at heart, nor that, remembering the miserable
^J

condition from which he raised them, he is determined, as long as life is

spared, to prevent them again falling a prey to the slave-raiders' ravages.

Writing to Mr. C. H. Allen, of the Anti-Slavery Society, Emin Bey

says :
" Forgotten and abandoned by the Government, we have been

compelled to make a virtue of necessity. Since the occupation of the

Bahr-Ghazel—I will not say its conquest, for this province has been taken

by treachery—we have been vigorously attacked, and I do not know how

to describe to you the admirable devotion of my black troops throughout

a long war, which for them at least had no advantage. Deprived of the

most necessary things, for a long time without any pay, my men fought

valiantly ; and Avhen at last hunger weakened them—when, after nineteen

days of incredible privations and sufferingSj their strength was exhausted,
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and when the last torn leather of the last boot had been eaten, then they

cut a way through the midst of their enemies, and succeeded in saving

themselves. All this hardship was undergone without the least arrihre

pensde, without even the hope of any appreciable reward, prompted only

by their duty and the desire of showing a proper valour before their

enemies. If ever I had any doubts of the Negro, the history of the siege

of Amadi would have proved to me that the black race is in valour and

courage infexnor to no other, while in devotion and self-denial it is superior

to many. Without any orders from capable officers, these men performed

miracles, and it will be very difficult for the Egyptian Government
worthily to show its gratitude to my soldiers and officers. Hitherto we
have worked for our bread ; and the good God, who until now has pro-

tected us visibly, will take care of us also in the future. . . . When, eight

years ago, I visited Kaba-R6ga, I little imagined that one day I should

have to rely on his assistance and friendship. Nevertheless, I was

driven to do this, and, what is more, the Negro has held me in friendly

remembrance—has hastened to help his former friend, and has offered

his hospitality and his succour.

"Believe, me, dear Mi*. Allen, that, as I have ever had the greatest

admiration for your philanthropic work, and the greatest sympathy with

your humane efforts, you may henceforth rely upon my feeble aid without

any restrictions. I have lived for many long years almost exclusively

among Negroes, and this fact of my intimacy with them proves that I

believe them capable of progress, susceptible to good treatment, and

endowed with the same natural gifts as ourselves."

Surely it must be admitted by all, that such devotion should meet with

some reward. The very least that can be done is to endeavour to send

the help so urgently needed.

I feel that the sketch just given of Dr. Emin Bey and his work
is very inadequate, but space hinders me from entering more into detail.

It is to be hoped, however, that enough has been said to show that

he is worthy of succour, and I must now proceed to indicate what kind

of aid he requires, and how it may best be conveyed to him. Our

Society has nothing to do with political considerations ; a Geographer

claims our aid, and as Geographers we would help him. For many other

reasons he nobly deserves it ; and I am glad to note that the British and

Foreign Anti-Slavery Society has already expressed its views on the

subject, which is all the more gratifying to me, as the principles of their

Association preclude the possibility of their advocating any but a

pacific expedition.

It is very difficult to say exactly how many Egyptian and Khartum
officials are with Emin Bey, for this reason, that I am unable to estimate

the number who escaped from the Bahr-el-Ghazel district when it was

attacked by the rebels; but in 1883 there were some 250 such officials

scattered about the province, together with their Avives and families.

The troops under Emin Bey's command were as follows :—About 40
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Egyptian?, mostly belonging to the artillery, 2000 regular troops, Negroes,

armed with the Remington rifle, and about 4000 Besingers (Negro

Irregulars), armed with double-barrelled muzzle-loading guns.

The native population that would be affected by his relief we may
roughly estimate at 6,000,000.

It is impossible to give the exact boundaries of the Equatorial

Province still held by Emin Bey, for he writes that he "has been

compelled to relinquish some of the outlying stations
;
" but we may take

it for granted that the district included in the following boundaries is

still retained by the energetic Governor. The northern boundary is

the 9° north latitude, the western boundary is the Nile as far as Lado,

and then a line pushed 150 miles west, and continued in a curve to the

south end of the Albert Lake ; the southern boundary is the Albert

Lake, the Victoria Nile, and a line drawn from Foweira to 35° east

longitude, which same parallel forms the eastern boundary.

The principal fortified stations are Lado, Regiaf, Bedden, Kerrie,

Mugi, Lahore, Dufli, Fatiko, Foweira, Wadelai, and Mahehi, which is the

most southern station, and situated on the western shores of Albert

Lake at about 2° N. lat. and 31° E. long.

It should be remembered that on Lake Albert there are two steamers,

the Nyanza and the Khedive, as well as four or five large iron life-boats,

each capable of holding fifty or sixty men.

It may, perhaps, be well here to reiterate the fact that, although Emin

Bey last wrote from Wadelai he was only temporarily there, in order to

send his despatches for Europe to Kabar^ga. As he himself says, "...
It was necessary for us to seek some way of escape, and, in the first place,

it Avas urgent to send news of our existence to Egypt, With this object

in view I went south, after having made the necessary arrangements at Lado,

and came to Wadelai."

This sentence shows that his positions as far north as Lado were

secure. The journey from Lado to Wadelai is not a long one ; a steamer

plies from Lado to Bedden, occupying two days on the way up stream.

At Bedden there is a portage ; then another steamer runs to Kerrie

in less than a day. From Kerrie to Dufli the march is two and a half

days ; and from Dufli another steamer runs to Wadelai in two days, or a

little over. This would depend on the supply of wood for fuel, and on

the moonlight. The whole joiirney from Lado to Wadelai thus occupies

eight days, but from Wadelai to Lado only six days would be required.

In all probability Emin Bey is now occupied in making this journey

pretty often, for after the defeat and death of Kabar^ga, caused by the

attack of the Waganda on his country, it is not likely that Emin Bey
would care to be absent from his frontier stations for too long a time, as

it would be just possible that the Waganda, flushed by previous success,

might attack them. I do not consider this to be a very likely con-

tingency, for the Waganda have a wholesome fear of the Egyptians, and

in addition to this, the Prime Minister of L^ganda has a very high opinion
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of Emin Bey, although, for political reasons, he is compelled to keep this

predilection in the back-ground.

What Emin is probably most in need of are the following articles :

—

Cloth to clothe his people, and to enable them to obtain the necessary

supplies of grain, etc., by barter ; brass wire, beads, and sundry odds and

ends as presents, and a few necessaries for himself ; ammunition both for

Remingtons and for muzzle-loaders,—besides which, some Maria Theresa

dollars might be sent, as they have a standard value in the Equatorial

Provinces. The ammunition should be previously packed in this country,

so as to disguise its real character.

In considering the route to be taken by a relief expedition, there are

two objects in view—first, rapidity in reaching him, and second, the

interests of Geography, for, if the route to which I give preference be

chosen, one of the remaining riddles existing in Africa will be solved.

There are four routes which might be taken by a relief expedition,

and I may be permitted to explain them. The first route, starting from

Zanzibar, leads through the Masai country, and should strike the Nile

opposite Wadelai. This route, as will be seen on the accompanying map,

is fairly direct, but the objections to it are, I think, insurmountable.

In the first place, there would be no little difficulty in conducting a large

caravan through the Masai district ; secondly, the Waganda would

undoubtedly hear of the expedition, and would certainly try to intercept

it, while it would increase the danger of Mr. Mackay, who is, I under-

stand, imprisoned in Uganda ; and lastly, the expedition would encounter

great delay and considerable difficulty in forcing a passage through the

Umeiro and Longo^ tribes.

To show the recent state of mind of Mwanga, king of Uganda, I

will quote two or three passages taken from a letter written by Mr.

A. M. Mackay, the missionary who has worked so nobly since 1879 in

Uganda, and who is kept as a kind of hostage by the king. Writing

on June 26, he says :
- " Again and again he (the king) has expressed

his determination not to let us leave, being guilty in his conscience,

and constantly alarmed by rumours from the east, partly arising from

Dr. Fischer's journey that way, and partly from reports of the pre-

sence of Avhat we think must be the main body of Bishop Hannington's

caravan. . . . He has ordered our boats to be watched lest we should

escape, and he is reported to have said that ivhen he hears of an army

reaching the Ripon Falls, he will murder us at once, and then let the white

men come and catch him. . . . Every time a fit of malice comes on, it is

on suspicion that we mean to ' eat the country.' . . . When the Germans

brought a squadron to Zanzibar, it was proposed to kill us, ' as we had

brought them to eat Burgash's country !

' . . . So also when Sir John

Kirk sent us letters for the king, some to forward to Emin Bey, and

1 Lougo is misprinted Pango iu the Map.
- Church Missionary Intelligencer, December 1S86, pp. 882, 886, 889.
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others requesting a passage for Egyptian soldiers this way, it was again

believed that we meant to bring them to eat the country. . . . Being

alarmed, he is dangerous, while his insufferable conceit makes him obstinate.

Our position is now that of hostages in his hands."

It seems to me that it would not be fair to add to the danger of Mr.

Mackay's position by any expedition via the east, and it is for this

reason that I do not recommend Mr. Thomson's route. Mr. Thomson
proposes to take a caravan of some 400 porters, and 50 to 70 camels and

donkeys by the route he took through Masai-land to the Nile in 1883.

The advantages he claims for this Masai route are as follows :
" It is the

shortest and most healthy ; the country presents no topographical diffi-

culties ; camels and donkeys agree admirably with the climate . . .

Taking everything into consideration, I myself pronounce emphatically

in favour of the Masai route. With such a caravan as I have described,

there should be no difficulty in placing fifty camel-loads of ammunition

and some goods in the hands of Emin Bey. ... It ought to be known
that the present is the time when the expedition should be organised and

made ready, to seize the favourable season in March or April to proceed Jjj

up country, as then both food and water will be more plentiful." 1
In a letter I have just received, Mr. Thomson says: " Such a party *

could be easily started within three months from this date ; in less than

other three—perhaps in two—it could be at the north end of Kavirondo,

and then, perhaps, in a month or thereabout, Emin could be reached

—

seven months from this date."

I do not say that this route is an impossible one, but I think that

its difficulties and dangers are too great to be risked. I would note

here that the late Dr. G. A. Fischer tried to reach Emin Bey after his

failure to come to terms with Uganda, by this East Coast route ; it is just

possible that he might have succeeded, but, having been too sanguine as to

the Uganda route, he had omitted to provide himself with beads, brass

wire, etc., to buy food from the tribes inhabiting the districts through

which he tried to pass.

I cannot too emphatically urge the need of caution in respect to

Uganda. I know the people well ; and although it is very probable

that, backed up by strong letters from our Consul-General at Zanzibar, the

leader of a Relief Expedition might receive a friendly invitation to pass

through that country, yet I am convinced that, once in Uganda, no

expedition—at least no such expedition as I advocate—could ever pass

on to the north.

Mr. H. Wichmann, one of the editors of Petermann's Mitteilungen,

writes, on 25th November 1886, to the Secretary of the Scottish Geogra-

phical Society :
" We have no further news of either Dr. Junker or Emin

Bey. . . . Dr. Fischer was informed during his stay at Lake Baringo,

in the Masai country, that the caravans from Pagani already go ten

days further northwards to the country Turkan (see sheet 8 of Raven-

stein's map of Equatorial Africa), from where the Egyptian station
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Fatiko is to be reached in fourteen days. Dr. Fischer was strongly in

favour of the route through the Masai country in the case of an

expedition being sent out for the relief of Emin. Dr. Fischer told me
that an expedition would reach the Nile in four to five months by this

route." This agrees very nearly with Mr. Thomson's calculations.

To show how little the king cares for letters from the English Consul-

General, it is only necessary to quote a sentence from the Rev. R. P.

Ashe, who writes, on April 7, 1886, " The king stated that if the Consul

were to Avrite seventy letters for Mackay he should not let him leave

the country." ^

Mr. Bonalo, the Secretary of the Khedivial Society of Geography,

advocates an expedition with large presents to Uganda.- Mr. Wichmann
writes, " I do not think that Mwanga would send help to Emin which

he has refused Mr. Mackay to do, and lately also Dr. Junker, who spent

2000 thalers in buying cloth for Emin, but could not obtain permission

to send it away."

One excuse after another would be made, one demand for presents

after another would be put forward, until at last, either the patience or

the resources of the expedition would be exhausted. The Waganda's

policy has remained unchanged—at least the policy of the Court party

—

for years. Notwithstanding the intercourse they have had with mission-

aries and others, they fleece all Europeans, and will continue to do so

until they have learnt a lesson which it would be out of the province or

power of a Relief Expedition to teach them.

The second route that might be taken is, theoretically, an enticing

one. It has been proposed by some to send an expedition up the Congo,

and either to go up the Aruwimi, or Biyerre, to a point which is marked

by a cross on the map, and which is situated only some 500 miles from

Wadelai, or to utilise the river Mobangi, which Mr. Grenfell states to

be navigable far beyond the point he reached, and which is believed by

some to be Schweinfurth's Welli, and then to proceed through the Nyam-
Nyam district to Emin's relief. This proposal is based upon the published

opinion of General Gordon, who wrote, in January 188-4, from Brussels,

that the Bahr-Ghazel district was only 250 miles from Stanley's station

on the Congo. This is no doubt true, and for a philanthropic or com-

mercial undertaking the route is practicable enough, but it is not the

route for the relief of Emin Bey. The time it would occupy is one

great objection; and, secondly, delay would inevitably attend the passage

of the expedition through the Nyam-Nyam district.

We have only to consider the time taken by Dr. Oscar Lenz, to see the

force of the foregoing statements. He left Europe more than a year ago,

bent partly on exploration, partly on rendering aid to Dr. Junker and

Dr. Emin Bey. I may presume he has used every endeavour to push on

;

still, he only left Stanley Falls on April 4th, and has now arrived at

1 Church Missionary/ Intelligencer, November 1886, p. 838.

" Egyptian Gazette, Novemher 15th.
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Kasongo, near Nyangwe. My firm belief is that commercial speculations

and philanthropic plans, other than for the aid of Emin Bey, should not

be undertaken by any expedition sent to his succour.

I have not felt it necessary to refer at any length to the third route

which is marked on the map, and which is the one attributed to Mr.

H. M. Stanley, who has offered to place his gratuitous services at the dis-

posal of the Government. He is prepared to take the command of a non-

military expedition from East Africa to Uganda, in order to induce the

king to re-open communications through his country, and to release Emin

Bey ; and he thinks that this expedition might take from twelve to

eighteen months.

The remarks I have previously made on Uganda apply still more

forcibly to this proposal ; and I feel sure that Mr. Stanley, should his

generous offer be accej)ted, will take them into consideration.

The fourth route, and the one which I would propose for a Eelief

Expedition, is what I believe to be, all things considered, the safest, the

most rapid, and the most practicable. It is as follows :—An expedition,

composed of picked porters and 200 reliable Negro soldiers, should start

from Zanzibar by a direct route to Mkumbiro, then follow Stanley's route

as far as Nyagoma,^ and then strike due west till Lake Alexandra is

reached,—thus giving Karagwe a wide berth. The expedition should next

skirt Lake Alexandra, and take a northerly route to the Muta Nzige,

follow its eastern shores, and then strike directly for the south end of

the Albert Lake (Muritan Nzige). Before arriving at this point, mes-

sengers should be sent on to Emin Bey, who Avould meet the expedition

with his two steamers and life-boats at the south end of the lake. The

geographical results to be obtained by this route would be of great value,

but I need not enter into this point more full}', as it will be self-evident

to all Geographers.

By taking this route, it is most probable all possibility of coming

in contact with the Waganda would be avoided ; in fact, if the leader

of the expedition kept his own counsel, the Waganda would not necessarily

know of its destination. Even if the Waganda did hear of the expedi-

tion they could do little or nothing to delay it, for they are not in the

habit of making raids towards the south-west, and the people there do not

fear them. In the north-east they are greatly dreaded, as they are con-

stantly attacking the people—it forms, in fact, their slave-hunting district.

There would be no difficulty, surely, in finding a well-tried and experi-

enced leader. Mr. Stanley's name has already been mentioned ; and our

Honorary Member, Mr. Joseph Thomson, would, there is no doubt, be

willing to return to the seat of his great exploits ; and I am convinced

that should he be intrusted with the mission, it would be crowned with

success.

Since I commenced to write this paper, I have received another letter

from Dr. Emin Bey, which I append. A few remarks are, however, neces-

^ Not Uyagoma, as in Map.
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sary as a preface to it. The letter is dated Wadelai, 7th July 1886, and

it will be read with interest ; but I fear that it may produce the impression

that Dr. Emin Bey is not now so much in need of assistance. I must,

therefore, call attention to the fact that, even before this letter was written,

the king of Uganda had invaded Unyoro, and is reported to have

slaughtered Kabarega and some 10,000 of his people, thus preventing Emin

Be3' from having any communication with the south. ^ It seems to me
that this makes it all the more important that no delay should take place

in forwarding a Eelief Expedition to him.

"Wadelai, 1th July 1886.

To Robert W. Felkin, M.D., F.R.G.S., Edinburgh.

Dear Friend,—It is just possible that my letter dated 1st January of this

year may now be in your hands, and a letter dealing fully with my position

dated the 18th of May is probably nearing you.^ Notwithstanding, I will take

an opportunity which presents itself to me to send you a few words of greeting.

From my last letters you will learn that I have come to the determination to

hold out here with my people ; this resolution has been greatly strengthened by
the letters I received from Mr. Mackay a few days ago.

The new King of Uganda has begun his career with the murder of Hanning-

ton, and has further determined that his policy against Europeans shall be

hostile.

In consequence of this, I immediately wrote to Sir John Kirk and the Govern-

ment at Cairo informing them of my position, and also of my resolution to hold

my province.

I have certainly some glimmerings of hope, that, as Egypt appears to be

unable to send us aid, England may, at some future day, take advantage of the

position in which we find ourselves, to remain true to her former traditions of a

humanitarian and civilising mission.

At the present time, when the European Powers are racing neck and neck

to gain possession of districts in Africa, is it really possible that no one in

England should have been enlightened enough to see how easy it would be to

occupy the whole of our province, and this too without any cost ?

Well, these are political matters with which, perhaps, I should not trouble

you in a letter which is only written to convey you my sincere greetings.

I have really very little news to give you ; the only new trial which God has

seen fit to bring upon'ushas been an extensive epidemic of small-pox, which has

cost us many lives, because the people would not allow vaccination to be carried

out. It has, however, given me the opportunity of making extensive observations

on the aboriginal treatment of this disease—observations which I hope sooner

or later to be able to communicate to the pages of some Medical Journal.

I am glad to be able to tell you that the province is in complete safety and

order ; it is true that the Baris gave us some little trouble, but I was soon able

to restore order in their district.

Since I last wrote you, all the stations are busily employed in agricultural

1 The Rev. R. P. Ashe writes, on April 7th, 1886, from Uganda :
" The war with Kabarega,

king of Unyoro, is over. Great slaughter on both sides. It is said that Kabarega was killed
;

the Baganda leader was shot dead .... They say his (Dr. Junker's) house was left

untouched when Kabarega's capital was fired."

—

Church Missionary Intelligencer, November

1886, p. 838.

2 This letter has not yet come to hand.
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work, and, at each one, considerable cotton plantations are doing well ; this is

all the more important for us, as it enables us, to a certain extent, to cover our

nakedness. I have also introduced the shoemaker's art, and you would be

surprised to see the progress we have made. We now make our own soap, and

we have at last enough meat and grain, so that we have sufficient to keep life

going ; such luxuries, however, as sugar, etc., of course we have not seen for

many a long day. I forgot to say that we are growing the most splendid

tobacco ! Personally, I am only in want of books and fine shot, arsenic, soda,

etc., to enable me to continue the preparation of zoological specimens. Not-

withstanding this, I am continuing to collect specimens whenever I am able, and

in a few days I am sending collections for Professor Flower, Canon Tristram,

and Dr. Giinther, to Sir John Kirk at Zanzibar, and I trust he will have the

goodness to forward them to England. They contain many new and interesting

specimens, especially those collected in the Monbuttu and Nyam-Nyam
districts.

Our relations with Kabraga have still continued friendly ; he has also had

the goodness to send my letters to Mr. Mackay in Uganda, and has per-

mitted me to buy several necessary articles from the Zanzibar Arabs who live

in his country. Captain Casati has, on this account, acceded to my wishes,

and taken up his residence with Kabraga in the meantime, in order to look after

our interests.

Dr. Junker is at present in Uganda, and hopes soon to start on his home-

ward journey. I am only too glad that he at least has been enabled to escape

from here.

Write me, as soon as you possibly can, what has become of Lupton. I do

hope he has already escaped. I see in the Daihj Xews—a present Mr. Mackay
has been good enough to send me- -that Lupton and Slatin are in chains at

Khartum !

A short time ago I was compelled to go as far as the Albert Lake, and took

the opportunity to make a detailed survey of the whole of the route from here to

Mahehi ; from there I crossed the lake to Kibiro, where I ascended the mountain,

measured its height, made a large collection and many interesting notes. I then

made a detailed survey of the route from Kibiro to Wadelai.

It is my intention before long to finish my inve.stigation of the Albert Lake,

both geographically, zoologicalh', and ethnographically.

You see that I have plenty to occupy my time, and now, as I have, through

Mr. Mackay's goodness, received some English journals, I am not without some

pleasures : Utile et dulce. . . .

On the 18th of May I sent otF a full copy of my journal to your sister.^ I hope

it may arrive safely. Please send me newspapers and books ; write to me soon,

and believe me, ever to be yours most sincerely, De. Ejiin Bey."

I think it well to call attention to an extract from the diary of the

Rev. E. P. Ashe, dated Wednesday, June 23d, 1886: "Dr. Junker and

Mackay go up to court, large Baraza. King consents to let Dr. Junker

go aw^ay, and in the boat. Then came on the matter of Emiu Bey's

letters ; first of which asks leave to pass with all his people. Second

asks leave for himself only, and a few secretaries and clerks."

From the above it seems as if Dr. Emin Bey had made inquiries as to

the possibility of withdraw^al fia Uganda.

^ The journal has not yet, been received.
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It will be noticed, however, that in his last letter to me, which was
written at a later date, he says that his resolution of staying with his

people had been greatly strengthened by Mr. Mackay's letters, which,

according to the Church Missionary InteUigencer, were written in reply to

his inquiries.

The following letter, published in the Esplorazione, was written by
Dr. Junker to Dr. Schweinfurth at Cairo :

—

MsALALA, English Mission,

South of Victoria Nyanza, IQth Auousi 1886.

Dear Friend,—Escaped at last from the clutches of Mwanga at Uganda,
I find myself here this morning, and make use of the last courier that departs

from the station for the coast to send two lines to you.

Forty porters and some Zauzibaris have been enrolled, and I hope to be able

to continue my journey, some day, from here to Ujiji, and thence to Bagamoyo.
Must we believe that nothing will ever be done for these unhappy Equatorial

Provinces 1 Write, write on, dear friend ! Send forth words of thunder that will

open the eyes of all the world ! I am most urgent that all that is possible may
be done. It is absolutely necessary that Emin Bey should receive help without
delay. I have procured for him in Uganda 2000 dollars worth of cotton goods,

but even in such circumstances as these the King Mwanga interposed the greatest

difficulties. In spite of his promises that the despatch of the merchandise into

Unyoro should be made through a certain Mohanied Bed, whom I had paid for

this purpose, I have been obliged to depart without seeing the convoy started

en route for the north.

The prestige of Europeans here at the present time is much diminished ; it

would be a lasting shame if Europe should not attempt something for the help

of Emin Bey. ... It is with this hope alone that I essay to return to Europe.

. . . WiLHELM Junker.

I introduce this letter from Dr. Junker, who had only left Emin
Bey's province a few weeks previously and who had just come through

Uganda, in order to show the urgent need in which he considers Emin
Bey to be, and also the difficulty he met with in Uganda.

I am sure that all who read his words will feel what great force they

lend to the necessity for immediate action. Written, as they are, by such

a well-known traveller on his way from Emin Bey's province, they con-

vey an appeal of such urgency and importance that few will fail to be

influenced by them.

It is to be hoped that England will equip an expedition without delay,

and either enable Dr. Emin Bey to maintain his position, and persevere

in his noble work, or, if necessaiy, to force a passage either to the Congo
or to the East Coast.

Appendix.
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APPENDIX.

The following Eesolution, proposed by the Right Honourable the

Lord Provost of Edinburgh, Vice-President of the Scottish Geographical

Society, and seconded by Mr. James Currie, Member of Council, was

unanimously adopted at a Special Sitting of the Council of the Scottish

Geographical Society, on 23d November 1886, on the basis of a statement

submitted on the occasion by Dr. Robert W. Felkin, the African traveller,

a Member of the Council :

—

"That, having regard to the long and varied services rendered during

the past twelve years by Dr. Emin Bey in Central Africa, not only to

Geography, but to other cognate Sciences—both by hi.s personal exer-

tions and by the help he has constantly given to explorers—the Council

considers that he well deserves the support and assistance of the British

Government.
" The Council does not suggest any military expedition for his relief,

but is of oi^inion that a pacific Relief Expedition might be successfully

undertaken by Her Majesty's Government.

"It is evident that an Exjjedition of this character passing through

hitherto unexplored districts would contribute not a little to our

geographical knowledge of Africa."

A copy of this Resolution was sent to Lord Iddesleigh, accompanied

by the following letter :

—

"Scottish Geographical Society,

80a Princes Street,

Edinburgh, 2Zd November 1886.

The Right Honourable The Earl of Iddesleigh, etc., etc.,

Rer Majesty s Fiinclpal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.

My Lord,—The letters recently received in this country from Emin
Bey, Governor of the Egyptian Equatorial Provinces, have been brought

under the notice of the Council of this Society.

From these letters the Council have learnt with concern of the

distress and isolation of his position, and have resolved to forward to

yo\ir Lordship a petition in favour of steps being taken for his relief.

Apart from the consideration of his laudable exertions in the cause of

humanitj^ the Council consider that the scientific achievements of Emin
Bey and the services rendered by him to the Geography, Meteorology,

and Ethnography of Central Africa claim for him the aid and assistance he

now so anxiously awaits. They venture also to call the attention of your

i
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Lordship to the services rendered by Emin Bey to British and foreign

travellers whose routes have taken them through the districts under his

command.

The Council believe that efficient aid might be extended to him with

comparatively little difficulty, and they would venture to suggest that a

pacific Eelief Expedition might be despatched by Her Majesty's Govern-

ment from Zanzibar, riCi the south end of the Victoria Lake, to the south

end of Lake Albert, where communications with Emin Bey could be

opened up by means of the steamers at his disposal.

Mr. Joseph Thomson, our countryman, would, in the opinion of the

Council, be ably fitted to conduct such an Expedition with rapidity and

success.

I am instructed by the Council to forward to your Lordship the

accompanying Resolution, which was adopted at a special Sitting to-day.

I have the honour to be, My Lord,

Your Lordship's obedient, humble Servant,

Arthur Silya White,
Secretary."

The following letter has been received from the Foreign Office by the

Secretary of the Scottish Geographical Society :

—

" Foreign Office, Deceniber 3, 1886.

Sir,—I am directed by the Earl of Iddesleigh to acknowledge the receipt of

your letter of the 23d ultimo, eiiclosiug a resolution passed by the Scottish

Geographical Society, in favour of a pacific Expedition for the relief of Dr. Emin
Bey, and I am to inform you that the subject is under the consideration of Her
Majesty's Government.

I am, Sir, your most obedient, humble Servant,

T. V. LiSTEE."
The Secretary, Scottish Geographical Society,

80a. Princes Street, Edinburgh."

IL

The Society has received a letter from Signor Cesare Rossi, Vice-

President of the African Exploration Society in Milan, intimating its

intention to send assistance to Captain Casati (from whom letters,

imploring assistance, have just been received, after a silence of three

years), and proposing to co-operate with the Scottish Geogra2:)hical Society

in their efibrts on behalf of Emin Bey, by offering "a reward of some

thousands of lire " (francs) to whoever would undertake the task of con-

veying to Casati the assistance he requires.
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G U E R N S E Y.i

By George G. Chisholm, M.A., B.Sc.

This is the tiniest of all the independent members of Her Majesty's

dominions. Without its dependencies of Sark and Herm and the more

distant and semi-independent Alderney, its area is 25 square miles

(16,005 acres)—hardly one-eightieth of the size of Prince Edward Island,

less than the smallest of the independent members of the West Indies,

little more than one-fifth of the area of metropolitan London. But, not-

withstanding its diminutive size, it possesses no little interest for us,

geographical as well as historical. The historical interest does not con-

cern us here ; but we may just allude to the fact (which the Guernsey

people are proud to remember), that the legislative independence enjoyed

by it along with the rest of the Channel Islands, is not a thing of yester-

day, but an ancient inheritance, dating back from a period long before

England became the mother of nations ; and that the connection of these

Norman islands with England began with the event which gave to Eng-

land a Norman king.

The geographical interest belonging to the island becomes manifest

even on the most cursory survey. On entering St. Peter's Port, one

cannot but be struck on seeing so considerable a town situated on so

small an island ; and on quitting the town for the country, one is still

struck by the numerous signs of advanced culture, the cottages and sub-

stantial houses scattered everywhere, and frequently clustering into

hamlets and villages ; the numerous farms, and the intricate network of

roads. Figures confirm this impression. Guernsey is, in fact, one of the

most densely-peopled parts of all the eight millions of square miles that

acknowledge the sway of Queen Victoria. Apart from the smaller de-

pendencies, it had at the census of 1881 a population of 32,600, which

divided by 25 gives a population of upwards of 1300 to the square mile

—a density which, though exceeded by that of Malta, was considerably

greater than that of Barbadoes, greater than that of any Scottish county,

and any English county, except those of Middlesex, Surrey, and Lanca-

shire at the same date.

One naturally asks how the existence of this dense population is to

be explained. It need hardly be stated that there are no great manu-

facturing industries to account for this high density, as in Lancashire

;

but neither is it to be forgotten that the whole of this population is not

maintained out of the resources of the island itself. In the first place,

there is a considerable body of troops (upwards of 600), forming the

British garrison. Then secondly, it must be remembered that the island

1 For much of the information relating to the agriculture of the island, the writer has to

express his thanks to M. de Mouilpied, one of the Secretaries of the Royal Society of Agri-

culture and Horticulture of Guernseyj who was also kind enough to read the proof of the

present article.

|:
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is still a favourite place of retirement to people of moderate means, who
spend in the island a considerable proportion of what they have accumu-

lated elsewhere. But the very existence of this class of residents implies

an exceptional abundance of native resources ; and, even if both troops

and residents with independent means be left out of account, a relatively

large population remains. Moreover, the existence of a dense popula-

tion is not a recent fact in the history of the island. A census taken in

1615 shows that at that date the number of inhabited houses on the

island of Guernsey alone was 1355, which, if we assume that there was

the same average number of inhabitants to each house in 1615 as there

was in 1881 (about six), represents a population of 8200, and accordingly

a density of about 330 to the square mile—that is to say, a considerably

greater density than that of the British Isles at the last census.

We cannot therefore but conclude that the island possesses in itself

exceptional advantages for the maintenance of a dense population, and

it is worth while to inquire what these are. One advantage will at once

suggest itself to a summer visitor from the aspect of the vegetation. The

signs of a climate more favourable to vegetation than that of England

are very marked. Not only are vines and fig-trees, oranges and myrtles,

to be seen flourishing in the open air—as they may be seen in all the

southern counties of England—but there are also in many a garden, aloes

and agaves in full bloom. The bright waxen blossoms of the escallonia

are to be seen in almost every hedgerow. Plants that are familiar in

English gardens here attain an unusual size. Calceolarias and scarlet

pelargoniums (garden geraniums) form large bushes, and the latter some-

times climb to the roofs .of the cottages. Camellias growing in the open

air attain the dimensions of trees ; and what are perhaps more striking

than anything else are the huge bushes of marguerites, which sometimes

form hemispheres six or eight feet in diameter, and present to view an

almost unbroken surface of the well-known white-rayed yellow-eyed blos-

soms. No less indicative of the vigour of the plant-life is the manner in

which it takes possession of every available spot on old walls and rock

faces. In such situations you will see not merely the mosses and unpre-

tending forms which most people are content to classify as weeds ; but

even garden geraniums, antirrhinums, echeverias, and several other plants

that in England one expects to see only under cultivation. In such situa-

tions, too, you will find long bushy rows of red valerian ; and from almost

every crevice in every wall, and every joint and cranny on every rock

face, may be seen ascending the greenish-white spikes of the wall-penny-

wort {Cotyledon umbilicus).

So much for the evidence which the vegetation bears with respect to

the climate. It is instructive to compare that of the meteorological

record. The mean results of observation taken tAvice a day during b

period of forty years showed that the mean temperature of February

(the coldest month) is 43° Fahr., that of July (the hottest month) 60-6

Fahr. The former is about four degrees higher than the temperature of

VOL. II. 2 z
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the coldest month in London (January), though about two degrees lower

than that of the corresponding month at Land's End. The latter is

about 3| degrees lower than the mean temperature of the corresponding

month in London, and one or two degrees lower than at Land's End.

As regards temperature, therefore, the climate of Guernsey is, as might

be expected, remarkable for its mild and equable character. Notwith-

standing the fact that the island lies in a latitude equivalent to that of

the Ehine Valley in the neighbourhood of Mannheim,^ there are no hot

summers ; and it is the absence of winter cold, not the excess of summer

heat, that favours the growth of the plants already mentioned charac-

teristic of a warmer climate than is to be found in most parts of England.

The chief defect of the climate as regards temperature is a liability to

late frosts, to which the island is all the more exposed from the fact that

its surface slopes upwards from the north to the south, thus laying it

open to the north-east winds of spring. The elevation is everywhere too

moderate to have much effect on temperature—the highest point being

only 350 feet above sea-level. The mean annual rainfall is about 37|

inches,—similar, therefore, to that of the low-lying parts of the west of

England.

With a heavy soil, a rainfall of that amount would be unfavourable to

the cultivation of some of the most profitable crops ; but the soil of

Guernsey is another of the peculiar advantages which the island enjoys,

and more particularly because it is so well suited to its climate. The

rock from which the soil is derived, consists mainly of syenite or horn-

blendic granite and syenitic gneiss. It varies considerably in its rate of

weathering, but for the most part it weathers very readily. At many

places on the road-sides there are interesting illustrations of the process

of decomposition. Above, you may see a thick layer of a light earthy

soil; below, another layer of broken subsoil; and at the bottom, what

seems to be solid rock, with a few irregular joints with rounded lips,

but is found by experiment to be capable of being crumbled into powder

by means of a very moderate pounding.

The soil thus derived is not naturally very fertile. As in the case of

other soils due mainly to the decomposition of hornblendic granite, there

is a deficiency of the important constituents, potash and soda, and the

indispensable phosphates are absent. But, on the other hand, the soil,

though light and sandy in the north, is deep and loamy in the upper

parishes, in the south and south-east. Everywhere it is easily worked.

The other requisites for fertility are obtained from another source, and

the abundance of the supply is another consequence of the structure

of the island.

The diversity in the hardness of the constituent rock has caused the

coast-line to be eaten out by the action of waves and weather into a large

1 Mean temiserature of Mauuheim in January, according to Haun, 0'4° C. =32-7' F. ; in

July, 20° C. 68° F.
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number of small bays, in which there is a large surface of rock alternately

covered and laid bare by the tide. On these rocks grows an unlimited

quantity of sea-weed, known in the Channel Islands as varech or vraic,

which has from time immemorial served as a manure, and originally

supplied the third condition required for raising food in large abundance
directly or indirectly from the soil, and hence for maintaining a thick

population. It is precisely the same on the similar coasts of Brittany,

where the maritime tracts, which have access to this kind of manure,

always presented a marked contrast to the comparatively barren tracts of

the interior, until in quite recent times the introduction of railways

brought to these also the means of enriching the soil. In Guernsey and
the Channel Islands generally, the sea-weed is still largely used for

manure, according to the traditional mode of agriculture, and the times

for cutting the sea-weed are fixed by acts of the local Legislatures. There
are three cuttings in the year, one in spring, one in summer, and one in

autumn. The spring and autumn cuttings are for the most part used

directly for manure, that of summer for fuel, the ashes being reserved for

use as manure. The use of this kind of manure is now, however, con-

fined to the growth of root-crops and barley sown after wheat, it being

found more profitable in the case of other crops to use the special manures
artificially prepared for the purpose.

The three conditions of a favourable climate, a good soil, and an

abundant supply of manure, being thus furnished by nature, there was
needed only industry on the part of the inhabitants to make the island

bring forth abundant stores of food. And this industry has never been
Avanting, and probably was never more conspicuous than at the present

day. The conditions just indicated are those most suitable for small

holdings and hand cultivation, which generally prevail in the island.

The farms are seldom above eight or ten acres in extent, but they are

cultivated with an amount of care that would be impracticable in the

larger farms of England and Scotland. Though weeds are apt to spring

up in profusion, the easily-worked soil is so constantly and rapidly turned

over by means of hand-weeders that the fields are kept " clean " to a

degree that a farmer at home could not dream of.

To enable one to understand the precise mode in which a limited

amount of surface is turned to account so as to yield a large quantity of

produce, it will now be interesting to compare the agricultural returns of

Guernsey with those of an English county. For this purpose Monmouth
is perhaps the most suitable county to select, as being one of the smaller

counties, and having a climate and productions as nearly similar to those

of Guernsey as any English county can show. To facilitate the compari-

son, a column is added to the following table to show what the acreage

under the several crops, etc., would be in Guernsey, supposing that the

same proportion were maintained between the different crops as at present

subsists, but that the total acreage under crops, orchards, etc., were the

same as in Monmouth. The total acreage in the island of Guernsey under
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crops, or grass, or iu fallow, and under orchards, market gardens, and

nursery grounds in 1885, was 9860 acres, the corresponding acreage for

Monmouth 248,378 acres, so that to find the figures representing the

proportion of crops, and the number of live stock for Guernsey in a county

having an acreage under crop equal to that of Monmouth, the returns for

Guernsey had to be multiplied by 25-2.

Under

Corn croi)S, .

Green crops,

Grass and clover,

Permanent pasture,

Fallow,

Acreage in 1885.

Guerusev.

1243 =
2554 =
997 =

4408 =
•7 =

Iu a county
having the
same area

under crops,
etc., as

iloumouth.

31,324
64,361
25,124

111,082
176

Slonmouth.

28,721
11,713
19,561

180,438
3,348

XUMBER IN 1SS5.

Horses used solely for agriculture

and by market gardeners, . 1257 = 31,676 6,255

Cows and heifers in milk or calf, . 3029 = 76,330 18,572

Other cattle, two years old and
above, . . 802 = 20,210 10,861

Other cattle, imder two years,

.

2767 = 69,728 21,121

Sheep and lambs, . . . 504 = 12,700 184,955

Pigs, . . . . 3413 = 86,007 17,126

Acres in 1885.

Orchards,

Market gardens.

Nursery grounds.

461 = 11,617

171 = 4,309
19 = 479

3,996

530
20

The most obvious features of Guernsey agriculture that come out on

an examination of the preceding tables are these :—The relatively large

acreage in Guernsey under green crops, and the relatively small acreage

in permanent pasture ; and, secondly, the relatively large number of large

animals that are kept in Guernsey, and the relatively small number of

sheep. These features are of course related to one another. Only a com-

paratively small area in Guernsey, as compared with Monmouth, is fit for

no better use than sheep pastures. The green crops of Guernsey, and

the luxuriant clovers and cultivated grasses supply an unusual amount of

cattle pasture on a relatively small area ; and further, the vegetative year

in Guernsey lasts long enough to allow, in many cases, of two crops being

taken in succession from the same piece of ground. White turnips always

form a second crop, and mangold frequently does so likewise.

The predominance of cattle-rearing in Guernsey farming is sure to

strike an early summer visitor at once, from the mode in which the cattle

are pastured. The cattle are allowed to graze the tall pasture grasses as

they stand in the field, or to feed on green oats mingled Avith vetches

;
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and, to prevent them from destroying more than they consume, they are

all tethered, and each cow thus allowed to graze only a semicircle within

range of her tether. From this mode of pasturing being adopted, it

results that as many as twenty cows may be seen feeding at once in a

single field less than an acre in extent. The large number of cattle in

the island explains the relatively large number of pigs shown in the pre-

ceding table, these being fed to a large extent on the refuse of the dairy.

Among the minor peculiarities of Guernsey farming not brought out

by the table, the most noteworthy is the large area devoted to the

cultivation of parsnips, a crop well adapted to the soil of the island, and
hence largely grown for feeding purposes. In 1885 the number of acres

under this crop was 630, nearly one-fourth of the total acreage under
green crops of all kinds. The use of oilcake for feeding is little practised

on the island.

To return to the table, its figures also show a relatively large area in

Guernsey laid out as orchards, market gardens, and nursery grounds ; but,

so far, there are no figures to show the extent of the area under glass. An
attempt was made by the Lieutenant-Governor, Major-General Elkington,

in the present year, to obtain a return under this head, but the attempt

turned out a failure, chiefly in consequence of the groundless apprehen-

sions of those who were asked to supply the information. Anyhow, the

fact is certain that the greenhouses of Guernsey are to be reckoned among
the chief sources of its wealth. Almost every person who is fortunate

enough to own half an acre of land in the island has one or more green-

houses, and the cultivation of greenhouse fruits, and, above all, grapes and

tomatoes, is still regarded, notwithstanding the fall in prices within the

last few years, as one of the most lucrative occupations in which a Guernsey
man can engage. It is curious, too, to observe that this may be regarded

as a specialty of Guernsey, even as compared with the larger sister island

of Jersey ; and it may be surmised that the prevalence of the use of glass

in the former island is one of the consequences of the sole defect of the

Guernsey climate above mentioned—the liability to late frosts. The slope

of Jersey being in the opposite direction to that of Guernsey—namely,

from high grounds in the north to lower grounds in the south—that island

is not so exposed to the north-east winds which sometimes blast the early

potatoes in Guernsey. Hence in Jersey there is less attention devoted to

greenhouse cultivation, and there the farmer applies almost all his energies

to the raising of early potatoes for the London market.

It is the produce of orchards and market gardens that appears most

largely among the exports of Guernsey^to the United Kingdom. ^ In 1885

vegetables formed the largest of all individual items in value, amounting

to £45,414 out of a total of £305,240, and fruit came next at .£42,136.2

1 No returns are kept of the trade of Guernsey with France, but it is very small

compared with that which it carries on with the home countiy.

- The returns do not enable us to state the amount which falls to the two Guernsey

.specialties under this head—grapes and tomatoes.
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Another notable item under the head of garden produce is that of flowers,

the export of which, in 1885, amounted to upwards of £8000 ; and this

item also indicates a specialtj- of Guernsej^ cultivation. Of commodities

that come more strictly under the head of farm produce, the two chief

items among the exports of 1885 were potatoes, £23,946, ^ and cattle,

£20,152. The Guernsey farmers being proud of their dairy produce,

and, above all, of their butter, it is somewhat siu'prising to find that no

commodity under this head enters largely into the exports of the island.

The total value of the export of butter to the United Kingdom, in 1885,

was only £21, and the export of eggs was less than one-seventh of the

amount of the import. The cheapness and excellence of the native

dairy produce are no doubt among the attractions which induce so many
people with moderate means to settle in the island, and thus to provide

a home market for almost all the articles of this sort.

Besides its soil, Guernsey has considerable resources in its waters and

its minerals, or rather in one mineral. The fisheries of the island are

very varied and productive, but in this case again it is the home market

that is chiefly supplied. The total value of the export of fish to the

United Kingdom, in 1885, was only £329 ; but, on the other hand, the

huge whitings (often two or three feet in length), the mackerel still shim-

mering, invitingly fresh, in all their rainbow colours, the conger-eels,

garfish, bass, and other_^fish, laid out on a Saturday morning on the black

marble slabs of the fine market of St. Peter's Port, present a sight well

worth seeing.

The sole important mineral product of the island is its granite,

which, in the neighbourhood of St. Sampson's, near tbe north of the

island on the east side, is found in an extremely hard, compact, and

weather-resisting form, so as to be almost unrivalled for paving. The
value of this export in 1885 was not far short of £29,000.

This is almost the only article of export of the little port of St. Samp-
son's, The rest of the export trade of the island is carried on at St.

Peter's Port, where there is a well-built harbour of native granite, capa-

cious enough, one would think, for an island a hundred times as big. St.

Peter's Port, which contains half the population of the island, is also, it

need not be said, the centre of the local trade. There are no railways for

the carriage of produce in the island, but on Wednesday mornings, and

still more on Saturday mornings, a long continued succession of vehicles -

is to be seen driving in from all parts to the market above referred to,

where, from six or seven to about eleven in the morning, the market women
sit in long rows with their baskets of butter, eggs, and curds, peas, beans,

potatoes, and other produce of the week, patiently, pleasantly, and unso-

1 Seeing that the total value of the import of potatoes into the United Kingdom from

the Channel Islands in 1885 was £419,783, the figure here given for Guernsey enables us to

see what a large proportion of the total must fall to Jersey— a fact by no means surprising

to any one who has visited St. Heliers during the potato season.

2 Hence the relatively large number of hoi-ses indicated in the preceding table.
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licitously waiting for custom. On such mornings the roads of Guernsey

afford a sufficiently lively impression of the density of population on the

little island ; but in this respect they are hardly less significant in the

dullest period of the day. They remind one, to some extent, of Devon-

shire lanes, by the mounds of fern and ivy-covered earth, frequently sur-

moimted by trees, which form their sides, and by the way in which they

wind out and in without appearing to be aiming for anywhere in parti-

cular ; but between them and the lanes of Devon there is this striking

difference, that whereas in the latter you may follow their windings for

miles together without seeing a turning either to the right hand or the

left, you can scarcely anywhere do so in Guernsey for 500 yards.

Of the old connection of Guernsey (along with the other Channel

Islands) with Normandy, there are still a few interesting evidences. The
local dialect is a form of Norman-French, known as Guernsey French or

Guernsey, and still pretty generally understood, though now giving way
to English, which already is the prevailing language. French proper is

still used along with English in the services of the Church (which has an

Anglican ritual), the courts of law, and the local newspapers. The local

law is based on the old Norman law, and is studied in the colleges of

Normandy, not in English Inns. But the oddest illustration of the

double relations of Guernsey (Jersey differs in this respect) to England

and France is to be found in the monetary circulation. The coinage in

general use is that of the Latin Convention, but the denominations used

in speaking of money are those of the English system. You see French,

Belgian, Italian, Greek, and other francs, and multiples of the franc, but

what you hear spoken of is pounds, shillings, and pence. You are charged

for an article you wish to buy one shilling and sixpence. You give a

two-franc piece in payment, and receive as change the equivalent of

twenty centimes, which is called twopence ; and this twopence you may
receive either in foreign coins or in the local copper coinage, which is the

sole coinage of the island itself. A "pound" in Guernsey is twenty-four

francs, but for an English sovereign you receive, of course, twenty-five francs.

PROPOSED NEW ROUTE FIA HUDSON'S BAY AND STRAIT

TO THE GREAT PRAIRIE-LANDS OF CANADA.

By John Rae, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.G.S., Etc.

For some years past, a few energetic and enterprising Canadian gentle-

men, influenced by the praiseworthy motive of organising a shorter route

to the wheat-growing prairie-lands of North-West Canada, and thereby

cheapening the transport of produce and the passenger fares of emigrants,

have been using their best efforts to carry out this scheme, by setting on

foot the construction of a railway from Manitoba to one of two stations
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(Nelson or Churchill Eiver) on the Avest shore of Hudson's Bay, to which

a line of steamers would run from England during the few months of the

year in which the navigation was considered sufficiently free from ice

obstruction.

Many views and opinions have been expressed on this subject, differ-

ing so widely from each other, that the Dominion Government, entering

fully into the importance of the question, granted in the most generous

manner $100,000 (£20,000) for the purpose of equipping a suitable

steamer—greatly strengthened to resist ice-pressure—not only to examine

Hudson's Strait during the season in which the navigation was supposed

to be practicable, but also to land parties at various places along the shores

of the Strait, to establish stations of observation on ice-movements during

the whole of the year, and to make careful and correct records of these

observations.

These observations have been carried out during a part of 1884, and

the whole of 1885; but the Reports, as far as I know, have not yet

been published in detail, although no doubt of very considerable interest.^

Nevertheless, a portion of one of these journals, kept at a station on an

island near the mouth of Hudson's Bay, did get into the papers after

Lieutenant Gordon's return in 1884. It embraced about three weeks in

the latter part of August and beginning of September, during ten or

eleven days of which the station was closely surrounded by ice-pack as far

as the eye could see in every direction, except to the east, where the

appearance of open water was seen at a distance. This ice must have

come from Fox Channel, Avhich has an area of about 40,000 square miles.

If this newspaper report is correct, it indicates clearly that the ice broke

away from Fox Channel (probably in detachments) between the middle of

August and the 7th or 8th of September.^ The ice-pack then j^robably

drifted eastward (the reports from other stations along the shore would

show this, if we had them), and Avould likely form another barrier, more

or less obstructive, at the narrowest part of the Strait, opposite North

Bluff.

The reports of Lieutenant Gordon, in the S.s. Ne])tune (1884), and

again with the Alert, in 1885, have been the reverse of favourable to the

scheme. In the month of June in the latter year, the east entrance of

the Strait was found so much ice-obstructed (the Alert got shut up in it

helplessly for a nimiber of days, and had to run back for repairs), that

the idea of including that month (June) as part of the season when large

1 These Reports came into my hands on the morning of the day on which this paper was

read in the Geographical Section.— J. R.

- Kennedy says :
" Tlie ice from Fox Channel is brought into the Strait about the 1st

June" !

—

Report of Select Committee of Legislative Assembly, Manitoba, pji. 9, 10.

Captain Hackland.—" Ice from Fox Channel comes down in July."

—

Ibid. p. 14.

The ice in Repulse Bay, lat. 66° 32', came out of the Bay on or about the 23d of July

1846. In 1847, the ice was strong and fast in the bay on the 12th August, broken up only

at a few yards from the beach. The ice in Repulse Bay was over 8 feet thick. Repulse Bay
may be considered part of Fox Channel.—J. R.

i

I
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loaded steamers coitld safely, or without great detention, make a passage

through the Strait, may be practically put aside, as was well known to all

the most experienced of the Hudson's Bay Company's captains, especially

to the ablest and most experienced of them (Captain Bishop), Avhose

evidence is of the greatest importance, from his well-known integrity and

straightforward and truthful character.

My own much more limited experience gives fair examples of the

peculiarities of ice-movements. In July and August 1833,^ we were sur-

rounded by close-packed heavy ice for three weeks, about 200 miles

inside the eastern entrance of the Strait, not very far from the north

shore ; not a spot of open water could be seen, except a slight slackening

of the pressiure at change of tide. The two ships were about a mile and a

half apart, and the floes were so smooth and level that two English lady

passengers used to walk from one vessel to the other and back

Avithout difficulty. The ships Avere late in getting to their destinations

(Moose and York Factories) ; but by Avorking day and night, they Avere

speedily discharged, reloaded, and sailed for England. When in early (1)

October the mouth of the Bay was reached, it Av^as found blocked by an

impenetrable heavy ice-pack, from Cape WoLstenholme to Southampton

Island. We here met the York Factory ship, AA^hich had arrived some

days before us, and had employed the time in coasting the ice-edge

from shore to shore, Avithout finding an opening of any kind. We
remained some time expecting a change, but to no purpose, and both

vessels had to run south to Avinter in the bay, but not liefore our ship

{Prince of Wales) had tAvo feet of solid ice on her forcdeck, and so much of

it sticking to her boAvs outside, that she A\'as set doAAm tAvo or three feet by

the head. Every rope had become three or four times its natural thick-

ness by a coating of ice, and the running gear had to be constantly beaten

Avith sticks, to enable the ropes to pass through the blocks Avhen bracing

round the yards. The ice that blocked our passage, no doubt, came from

Fox Channel, and Avas A^ery heavy.

In 1847 the jjassage home was made Avithout any great difficulty,

except that at one part of the Strait, Avhere the compasses Avere then

(perhaps still are) useless owing to local attraction, Ave very nearly ran

ashore on a very dark night, being saved from doing so by taking sound-

ings. We also had a very violent storm Avhilst passing among large masses

of loose ice, Avhich Avere most dangerous, because not easily seen among

the driving foam and spray as Avhite as themselves.

In 1854, Avhen going home from York Factory, Ave met so much ice in

the Strait, not far from the mouth of the ba}', some time in September,

^

that a consultation Avas held by the cabin passengers and officers of the ship

as to the expediency of tiu'ning back to AAonter in the bay. The votes of

the captain and myself in favour of proceeding homeAvard carried the

1 Outward bound to Hudson's Bay.—J. R.

- 1 do not remember the exact date.—J. R.
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point, and after some time an opening was found. ^ In the number
of Nature of 29th June 1886 will he found a A'ery interesting extract from

Lieutenant Gordon's report, from which I take the following passages :

—

" The stations on shore [of the Strait] tell when it [the ice] is sufficiently

run abroad, or when a sufficient amount of open water ajDpears to make
the passage a reasonable certainty, and the date for this year [1885]

I place at from July 5 to 15, as it is more than likely that a ship could

have got through the Strait in ten clays. . . . The ice is, moreover, so sensitive

to -vvind, that even if telegraph stations were so placed as to be able to

convey to ships news regarding the position of ice ahead, long before the

vessel arrived at the place the condition of affairs might, and probably

icoulcl, be totally changed."

The above extract is very important, and confirms in every way, as far

as the month of July is concerned, my own views, and also confirms

entirely the experience of all Arctic navigators as to the uncertain move-

ments of the ice-pack, from hour to hour, from day to day, and in differ-

ent seasons.

"A ship going in, entei'ing the Strait on the 5tli July (1885), would
still have been subject to these delays, but might have made tiventy-fi've or

forty iniles a day " I

I may here say, although rather out of the usual course, that the cur-

rents of Hudson's Strait are puzzling, because a westerlj^ set or current is

usually found ruiniing to the west along the north shore, whilst along the

south shore it follows the opposite direction.

No true icebergs are formed in Fox Channel ; but very good imita-

tions of small ones are constructed by the forcing up of one floe upon
another by pressiu'e, to the height sometimes of 40 or 50 feet. These,

when at a distance, look like the true thing, but when closely approached

are readily seen to be spurious.

I also may mention that at one part of the Strait the compasses are,

or used to he, quite unreliable, caused by some local attraction. Possibly

recent improvements in the "surroundings" of the compass on shipboard

may have overcome this difiiculty.

Lieutenant Gordon says, " the information Ave have got would point to

the months of July, August, September, and October as being the months

in which the Strait is passable. As a rule, in July there would be

delays."

I must beg to differ from Lieutenant Gordon in his decision on

this question, because his previous statement, that "from the 5th to

the 15th of July a steamer would require ten days to pass through the

Strait" (a distance of 500 miles), a longer time than from Liverpool to

Quebec, would be a fatal delay. The same may probably be truly said

regarding the last two weeks of October, at which time the old ice gets

1 My experience was wholly in sailing ships ; but the ice would have been most difficult,

perhaps sometimes impassable, for steamers.—J. R.
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" firmly glued together by the new formation, in forcing a way through

which the most powerful whaling or sealing steamers would be helpless
"

(Lieutenant Gordon). Such was the condition of the solid wall of ice-

pack which stopped our ship (a sailing one) in October 1833, at which

time new pancake ice ^ was forming all round us, notwithstanding a heavy

sea and strong gale of wind.

The whole difficulty of this route is, in my opinion, connected with the

navigation of the Strait, so I do not waste your time in offering any

remarks about the construction of the railway or the navigation through

Hudson's Bay, both of which are comparatively easy.

The only apparent advantage of this route would be the shortening of

the distance by 400 or 500 miles (more or less) to Liverpool, accoixling to

the position on the pi'airies from which the measurements began.^

This difference of distance would occupy a loaded steamer of

ordinary speed certainly not more than two days, and would lessen the

length of voyage by that amount of time ; but this apparent advantage

would be more than counterbalanced by a probable average detention by

ice obstruction of three or four days on each voyage.

The disadvantages of the route are

—

1st. The short time—three or three and a half monthsC?)—each season

during which the Strait is sufficiently open to be navigable, with a p-osped

of getting through without much detention by ice.

2d. The danger to long and large heavily-laden steamers, whether built

of wood or iron, if caught by a " nip " in the ice-pack, the movements of

which Lieutenant Gordon and others tell us are so imcertain, and the

higher rate of premium on insurance charged in consequence of such

danger.^

My contention is that this route may be theoretically practicable, but

that it will not be financially a success, as long as the St. Lawrence Rivei',

the Canada great lakes—lakes Superior and Huron having alone a con-

tinuous clear route of open water 550 miles long for six months of the

year—and Canada Pacific Eailway are in existence. If tried, and it prove

a failure, it will be a great misfortune. I wish it were otherwise, for my
interests and wishes are in favour of all that can benefit the great

prairies of North-West Canada.

1 So named from the rounded pancake form of the early formations, from 4 to 8 inches

diameter, or more, which unite together afterwards.—J. R.
" The promoters of the Hudson's Bay route make this difference of distance 1000 miles,

but they measure from Regina, and take the shij) track south of Newfoundland, not by Belle

Isle Strait, a difference of at least 450 miles in favour of the Hudson's Bay route. My
distances are taken from the western border of Manitoba proper, and through Belle Isle

Strait, by which the fine steamers of the Allan line usually pass during five months of the

year.

^Select Committee Report, p. 18.—Walter Dickson says : "I do not know the rate of

insurance, but believe it to be lower than the average. I believe the Hudson's Bay Company
have ceased to insure their vessels, deeming the route so safe as not to call for it !

"

This is one of the blundering and misleading statements, of which there are many in the

Report quoted.—J. R.
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I mentioned, some years ago, that the fine powerful seahng steamers

of Dundee and Newfoundland, usually idle all summer, might be advan-

tageously used as transport vessels on the Hudson's Bay route in its

earlier days, but at the same time expressed a doubt if wheat could be

carried in bulk in the oily holds of these vessels without being tainted.

The idea of so using these vessels had been brought to the notice of the

Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, already fre-

quently referred to, as mentioned in their Report, p. 7, in which the

names and tonnage of the following steamers appear :

—

Names of Steamers.
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ON THE AUTHORITATIVE PUBLICATIONS OF THE COLONIAL

EXHIBITION COMMISSION (AUSTRALIA).

By J. T. Wills.

The most extraordinary delusions about the climate and agricultural

capacity of Australia are being propagated by the book called Her

Majesty's Colonies,'^ which is published and sold "by authority" of the

Commissioners of the Colonial Exhibition, and which bears "published

by authority" on its title-page.

Let us first recall some of the most important general and indisputable

facts about two of the Australian colonies,—South Australia and New
South Wales.

In South Australia there is

—

(1) A strip of land far inside the tropics, along the north coasts,

which has a fair rainfall. It may cover 5 per cent, of the total area of

the colony, but its limits are not accurately known.

(2) There is also the district inside Goyder's line, which contains

about 1 per cent, of the whole area, all of which is owned and occupied,

and a great part of it is under cultivation. Here there is rainfall enough

to give on the average not quite 10 bushels of wheat an acre.

(3) There is a small strip on the Victorian border, in the far south-

east corner, about ^ per cent, of the whole area of the colony, which is fit

for agriculture and for the culture of apples and pears.

The climate of the first strip is quite tropical, that of the last is

Italian, that of the district inside Goyder's line is a good deal drier—in

fact Sicilian.

Outside Goyder's line the rainfall diminishes rapidly. The wheat-

growing that has been tried of late years some 20 or 30 miles beyond it

has resulted in signal failure ; the crops in the counties next outside

the line in 1882 averaged only 2i bushels an acre. Every yearly report

of the Government Meteorologist repeats the warning, based on rainfall

data, not to try cultivation so far beyond the proper limit.

(4) The rest of the colony, namely 90 to 95 per cent, of the whole, is

poor pasturage ; two-thirds of it is leased from the Crown at a rent of

two shillings and sixpence to five shillings a square mile a year to lessees

who have to covenant to put five sheep on for every square mile they

lease ; the remainder is almost all worthless. Its climate is that of the

Kalahari or North Arabian deserts. It will not grow apples, or pears,

or mulberries, or vines, or olives, or any other trees, or wheat, or any

crop; for a simple reason—want of rain. The Government Director of

Arboriculture suggests, indeed, one kind of fruit tree which might be

1 In a previous number of the Magazine, we called attention to the excellence of certain

features of this handbook.

—

Ed.
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cultivated there—date-palms to wit, but he is careful to add that they

must be irrigated from wells ; and the blue spots on his maps, that

indicate the areas to which their culture must therefore be coniined, look

as solitary as half a dozen flies on a sheet of the Times.

Let us now take South Australia as described " by authority."

First, so that there should be no mistake as to what is meant by the

term. South Australia is defined as stretching from the north coast to

the south, 18,000 miles in length, and as being fifteen times the area of

England, or 900,000 square miles {H. M. Colonies, p. 198).

Then we are told (p. 193), ^^ Apples and pears icill grow almost every-

where" in South Australia, "and oranges in many situations ; the vine

thrives luxuriantly, and the mulberry well." "The climate generally"

(p. 192) "is that of South Italy, and is therefore suitable for the vine,

olive, and other fruits." Although "apples and pears grow almost every-

where," the existence of a dry region is admitted, for "the dry region,"

we are told, "begins some 200 miles north of Adelaide, and forms a hell

between the fertile lands of the south and the region of tropical rains."

The fair inference is that 200 miles north of Adelaide you can draw

a line east and west, south of which all is fertile ; while to the north (as

we must conclude, from comparing the two passages), either apples and

pears still grow almost anywhere even in the comparatively dry belt, or

else everywhere except in a dry belt of insignificant size. As a fact, the

dry belt begins at Goyder's line and stretches east^ west, and south, over

i^ths of the colony. It begins south-east and east of Adelaide, within

36 miles of that city.

It is interesting to see how these gross blunders have arisen. The

articles on the Australian colonies have been Avritten by some official

compiler, a person entirely ignorant of them all. He has taken what-

ever materials the Agents-General have given him ; he has in some cases

transcribed therefrom almost word for word (in general he has paraphrased

and condensed their hand-books), and he has looked at nothing else. The

only authorit)^ on South Australia that he has used is a little official hand-

book, written originally for the late Calcutta Exhibition, and re-issued this

year for the one in London, which is sold for a shilling, or distributed

gratuitously by the Colonial Government.

This Colonial Handbook is written by some one in Adelaide who

wishes to paint his colony as a Garden of Eden, and knows well where to

be discreetly silent. It does indeed state that, in point of climate, a place

with 14 inches of annual rainfall is a fair sample of South Australia as a

whole (which it is not), and that South Australian pasture land, in its

natural state, can support from 40 to 640 sheep to the square mile,

whereas, with all its improvements, the colony only supports some 11

sheep for each square mile of its area, or half as many again for each

mile leased for pasture. Still, on the whole, it is written with a skilful

regard for truth, and with apparent candour. Yet it has altogether

deceived the official compiler who, in his turn, writes what will grievously
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mislead the public. The first compilation resembles a company's pro-

spectus; the second resembles a newspaper puff written after a hasty

perusal of the prospectus in good faith. Only, the compiler of the second

stands in a position of trust and confidence towards the British public,

and is supposed by them to know, and also to state the whole truth.

The colonial author says (pp. 132-3) that apples and pears grow well

almost anywhere if there is a fair rainfall, and that the orange-tree grows

and is fruitful Avhere irrigation is practicable. Our oflScial instructor

omits the little "if" as unimportant, though in fact it cuts away 95 per

cent, of the preceding "anywhere;" and he assumes that irrigation and

therefore orange-growing is practicable in many situations, which is very

far from the truth. A person who invested in land " almost anywhere "

on the strength of his assurances Avould find his land was worth only from

1 to 5 per cent, of what he was induced to believe it would be worth ; an

apple and pear country will carry 1 sheep an acre, while South Australia

carries 1 to every 60.

But in his turn the official compiler might fairly say that the Agent-

General's publication misrepresented the facts. The passage in it quoted

goes on to say that the olive grows and bears freely almost anywhere,

and that the climate is favourable to the mulberry. Olives "almost

anywhere " would mean nearly twice as much rain as there is, in fact, and

mulberries would mean much more. It is impossible to pretend that the

climate of a country means the climate peculiar to one minute fraction of

the country alone.

Then our official compiler repeats the statement that in South

Australia all kinds of non-tropical fruits grow. So they do ; and it is

also true that tigers and elephants are found in England—namely, in the

Zoological Gardens. This is an example of a very large class of state-

ments in our authorised publications. They imply that what is true of

a part is true of a Avhole ; and the persons who read them here believe

that that is so. The British public are very prone to fall into that error,

for they are taught geography at school in a way that makes them

imagine that every foreign country has, like England, a tolerably uniform

character throughout, so that each can be judged by sample, and can be

described generally in a lump.

Besides, British Government publications are not read in the way that

one reads company prospectuses. If a book published by authority of

Royal Commissioners expressly for the benefit and instruction of the public,

and purporting to describe for them large unknown areas, makes a string of

statements about South Australia as a whole, and then adds, "In South

Australia ^rope?' such and such things grow," and says absolutely nothing

anywhere else to indicate differences between one part of South Australia

proper and another, surely it must be read as speaking of that district as

a whole, and not of a small fraction of it. However, it is not necessary

to discuss that here. It is pretty clear from the omission of that " if
"

referred to above, and from the comparison of the climate generally with
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Italy, that the oflBcial compiler thinks that local differences in rainfall are

unimportant.

Let us now take New South Wales. What are the facts ? It was

divided last year into three divisions of nearly equal size—East, Central,

and West. In most of the Eastern Division agriculture is possible ; though

a great part of the country is as poor soil as any in Australia, and most

of it, especially on the east coast slope, is covered with " bush," which it

costs £5 per acre, where the timber is heavy, to remove. In the other

divisions, roughly speaking, agriculture, apart from irrigation, is not

practicable, and this may be seen freely stated in the Sydney papers as a

matter of common knowledge. Take, for instance, wheat, a crop that

wants as little rain as any. In South Australia, it has been found that,

on an average of the whole colonj'^, and on an average of several years,

a wheat harvest of o: bushels per acre requires a rainfall in the six growing

months of that same number of inches and six inches more. In New
South Wales the wettest half of the year is the summer, a season too hot

for wheat, while in South Australia it is the Avinter. More than this

proportion of rain would, therefore, be required. But along the Avest

edge of the Eastern land division there is scarcely anywhere more than

12| inches of rain in the Avettest six months, and along half this border

only about 11.^ WestAvards, the rainfall diminishes regularly, and rather

rapidly, and in the Western Division averages under 10 inches.

In the Eastern DiA^sion the law allows an intending settler to

acquire one square mile and no more. In the Central he can take up

four square miles ; in the Western, fifteen. On what grounds have

these sizes been fixed % The report of the Select Committee that re-

ported on the operation of the previous land laws in 1883 tells us plainly

enough. From 1861 to 1884 the AA'hole colony was throAvn open to

intending colonists, and they might select one square mile anywhere they

pleased, but any greater area that they occupied (it might only be for

pasturage) Avas liable to be taken from them under certain conditions, of

Avhich the sheep-owners Avho suffered by their intrusion Avere swift to

avail themselves. The result of the attempt to settle agricultural colonists

in the two Western divisions under this law failed miserably and utterly.

In 1882 only 44,000 acres were under cultiA'ation in these two divisions,

yet something like 6000 homestead selections had been completed or

Avere in course of completion there, and a great many more had been be-

gun and abandoned. A large part of these 44,000 acres, moreover, would

be irrigable land on the banks of the rivers. "Each squatter's run," says

the report, speaking of a district Avhich is a fair sample of the Central

Division, "remains the run of tAventy years ago, only it is interspersed

Avith broken-down fences and skeletons of huts " (erected by the free

selectors). Again, "Outside the old settled districts" (that is, excepting

1 See the Eainfall Map of the Darling and Murray Basin in the Australasian Geographical

Society's Journal, 1885. We hope to deal with these rainfall statistics and with the rela-

tionship of wheat yield to rainfall in another number.
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ing the central | of the East Division), " in seventy out of the seventy-four

counties here, an arable patch is useless without pasture attached. Settle-

ment, as it should have been foreseen, would needs be based on security of

tenure over the pasture." In other words, there is so little rain that agri-

culture is most precarious, and a farmer cannot subsist without a flock of

sheep. The report ends by finding upon the voluminous evidence before

it this conclusion, that, as a general rule, in the now Central IJivision and

in parts of the Eastern, a settler with his family cannot get on well with-

out some three square miles or more of land for his sheep. And upon this

finding the new Land Act has been framed. Of the Western Division, the

report says :
—" The evidence is overwhelming that no one can live here on

a square mile of land, even with three square miles of pasture attached,

even if his tenure of this last is secure." In other words, four square

miles will not support a family, and so the Legislature has cut it up into

blocks of fifteen each. In no year has the rental got by Government for

this Western Division as a whole ever exceeded seventeen shillings per

square mile. At present^ there have been hardly any applications for the

fifteen square mile blocks here, because there is no water on them, and

indeed their survey has been postponed till it may please Providence to

send rain, since otherwise the surveyor's horses would die for want of

forage.

What then does our official authority say of New South Wales 1 It

says, " Its agricultural resources are of practically indefinite extension,"

and "natural pastures exist all over the colony, but especially in the

Western Division" (page 153). "The great plains" {i.et the two

Western Divisions) "are nearly level tracts, well watered, and clothed in

good seasons with luxuriant verdure" (page 165).

In the Exhibition is also sold a pamphlet on New South Wales,^

compiled and printed at Sydney, but "published," as its title-page tells

us, "by authority of the Commissioners of the Colonial Exhibition,"

which begins by stating that its object is to acairatehj describe the soil,

climate, and resources of the colony. It tells us that "probably no other

country in the world" {sic) "has such pastoral resources as New South

Wales" (p. 31), and that "the western plains" (defined elsewhere as

about equivalent to the two Western Divisions) '^ are specialh/ adapted

for pastoral and agricultural pursuits "
(p. 5). In its accurate description

of the climate (on page 5), nothing at all is said about rainfall, and there

is only one casual and vague allusion to rainfall elsewhere (p. 12). Yet

rain, or want of rain, is the all-important part of the climate. The

accurate description is like a representation of the play of Hamlet with

the part of Hamlet left out.

Another work issued by authority of the Colony, called Neiv South

IVales in 1881, and compiled by the Government printer in Sydney, says

1 Written in June 1886.

^ New South Wales : its Progress and Resources. Sydney.

VOL. II. 3 A
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(at p. 52) that " Wheat is grown in most of the districts of the west,

north, and south-west." This is "swearing by the card," for wheat is

grown here and there under irrigation, and is also sometimes grown un-

irrigated simply for straw and not for grain ; but it is misleading, and

apparently is meant to be so, for ninety-nine persons out of every hun-

dred who buy this book at the Exhibition, would never think that this

meant that " wheat is grown by artificial irrigation, and not otherwise,

'in most districts.'"

Comment is superfluous. It is true the statements objected to are

few, compared with the bulk of the book ; but that bulk is made up

mainly of glowing accounts of fertility, which fail to state the areas to

ivhich they apply. It is just these few definite statements which induce

the reader to apply the accounts of fertility to vast areas instead of to

small spots.

The agricultural resources of New South Wales cannot be indefinitely

extended. They can be considerably extended only by .irrigating or by

clearing bush. Neither of these methods is mentioned, and both are

costly. The " speciality " of the pastures in the Western Division lies in

their want of water and in the vain attempts of the Government to get

.lessees to take fifteen-mile blocks there on the same terms as four-mile

blocks a little farther east. The "special adaj)tation of the western

plains for agriculture," of the other work of Imperial authority, is shown

by the broken-down fences and skeletons of huts of deluded immigrants,

and by the dependence of successful settlement there, "as ought to have

been foreseen," upon sheep-grazing. ^ The pastoral resources, "unequalled

in the world," turn out to be runs that carried on an average 150 or 180

sheep to the square mile, which may support one family on every 15

square miles, and on which, in spite of millions spent in making wells,

dams, and reservoirs, a third of these sheep have been swept away by

dry seasons in the last four or five years. Over half the State of Buenos

Ayres (I only give one example), the average square mile carries from

1800 to 2000 sheep.

The official description of the wheat-growing capacities of Queensland

is not much better. We are told that the Darling Downs is a fine Avheat-

growing district, and that wheat culture there is of old standing, and

very successful, while it has " now been ascertained that there is an

indefinite area beyond the Darling Downs suitable for wheat."

The fine wheat-growing district is only the two police districts of

Toowomba and Warwick (the first places settled beyond the dividing

ridge), which comprise perhaps 5 per cent, of the area that is admini-

stratively and otherwise well known as Darling Downs. They lie close

to the coast watershed, or on it ; and this position and their altitude give

them a climate quite difierent from the rest of the Darling Downs, cooler

I

1 In March 1885 (the last return), the sheep on the two Western Divisions averaged some
eighty to the square mile only. There were scarcely any cattle.
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and more rainy. Toowomba is on the ridge, 2000 feet high. It has a

mean temperature no higher than that of Sydney, and winter rains.

Therefore in 1881 (a year taken at random) the yield per acre at Too-

womba was 12
J-

bushels, and that at Warwick, a Httle lower down, 6^.

The whole acreage sown with wheat in these districts was less than 7h
square miles, and more than half of that was spoilt by rust.

The total amount of wheat reaped in the rest of the Darling Downs,

and in all the rest of Queensland into the bargain, was 07ily 200 acres free

from rust, and a few hundred acres more rusted and spoilt.

Where the indefinite area suitable for wheat outside the Darling

Downs may be I cannot say. I confess that I have doubts about its

existence.

If this is the sort of information we are to get from works published

by " royal authority
;

" if this comes from compiling from materials

supplied by Agents-General without looking at the proper authorities,

what is to be hoped from the poorly-paid officials who have been appointed

for the purpose of compiling authoritative information on the Colonies

in a precisely similar manner, exclusively from the materials which the

Agents-General of the Colonies may think it expedient to set before them ?

And what is the good of an Imperial Institute as a means of instructing

the investing and emigrating public, if it is not free to go behind the ex

parte statements of Agents-General ?

PEOCEEDINGS OF THE SCOTTISH GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

The Annual Business Meeting of the Society was held in the Hall of the

Merchants' Company, Edinburgh, on Thursday, 18th November—Dr. Hugh
Oleghorn, Member of Council, presiding.

The Annual Report of Council was read by the Secretary, and, on the motion

of Dr. George Smith, seconded by Colonel Dods, it was adopted by the Society.

The Society then proceeded to elect the Council and Honorary Office-bearers

for the current Session. The first Eesolution, proposed by Dr. Clyde and

seconded by Dr. Moir, ran as follows :

—

"(1.) That the President and the Vice-Presidents be re-elected, with the

addition of the following Vice-President :—The Right Honourable Sir Thomas
Clark, Baronet, Lord Provost of the City of Edinburgh.

"
(2.) That the Honorary Secretaries, Editor, and Treasurers be re-elected.

"
(3.) That in the room of Members of Council retiring at this time, the follow-

ing be elected Members of Council, viz. :—Dr. John Murra.v, Colonel Murdoch

Smith, Dr. Hugh Robert Mill, Mr. J. W. M'Crindle, Mr. W. B. Blaikie, Mr.

George Merry (Dundee), Sheriff' J^lneas Mackay, and Professor Meiklejohn
;

and that the following Members of Council be re-elected, viz. :—Mr. T. B. John-

ston, Mr. James Stevenson, Mr. Coutts Trotter, Mr. Alexander Thomson,

Principal Donaldson, Dr. James Clyde, Mr. James Campbell, Dr. George Smith,

Mr. Faithfull Begg, Mr. Robert Cox of Gorgie, Mr. D. F. Lowe, and Mr. John

Geddie."

This Resolution was unanimously adopted by the Society.
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Mr. Hugh A. Webster then moved " That Baron von Richthofen and Dr.

Heinrich Kiepert be elected Honorary Members of the Society," and, in a few

words, he referred to the valuable services which both had rendered to the science

of Geography, and which claimed for them the highest distinction the Society

had in its power to bestow. This Resolution having been unanimously adopted

by the Society, the proceedings were brought to a conclusion by a vote of thanks

to the Company of Merchants for the use of their Hall.

The second Anniversary ^Meeting of the Society was held in the Museum of

Science and Art, Edinburgh, on Thursdaj', 25th November. Tlie Right Honour-

able the Earl of Wemyss and March, Vice-President of the Society, presided, in

the absence of the Right Honourable the Earl of Rosebery. Members and

their guests, who had received invitations, were presented on their arrival to the

President and Council, and afterwards adjourned to the Lecture Hall of the

Museum, where a paper on " Palestine : the Land and the People as they are
"

was read by General Sir Charles Warren. Before the paper, Lord AVemyss

made a few introductory remarks from the chair. In the course of his speech

his Lordship referred to the work accomplished by the Society since its founda-

tion. He called attention to the lesser number of Geographical Societies in

Great Britain and the Colonies as compared with Continental countries, and

stated that those who had founded the Scottish Geographical Society were wise

in their generation, and were going to do a good thing for the people of Scot-

land. The Society, in its attitude towards Geographical Education in Scottish

schools, by its monthly publication of the Scottuh Geographical Magazine, and

through the numerous meetings held in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee, and

Aberdeen, was deserving of wider public support than that supplied by its

present membership. In order to adequately carry on the work that lay ready

to hand, the Society, whilst anticipating a greatly increased membership, might

establish a Reserve Fund, so as to give security to its foundation, and enable it

to enlarge its field of operations. After speaking of the success of the Society

and its work, Lord Wemyss introduced Sir Charles Warren, who then read his

Paper.

Dr. George Smith, in proposing a vote of thanks to Sir Charles Warren,

adverted to the many and distinguished services rendered by him. The vote

having been very cordially awarded by the meeting, Mr. James Currie moved

a vote of thanks to Colonel Murdoch Smith, the Director of the Museum, for

placing the Museum at the disposal of the Society, and for the personal interest

he had shown in carrying out every detail of the arrangements for the evening.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman, moved by the Right Honourable the Lord

Provost of Edinburgh, closed the proceedings in the Lecture Hall.

A Conversazione was subsequently held in the i\Iuseum, and was attended by

a very large number of members and guests. The Municipal Band was in

attendance.

On the following evening. Sir Charles Warren repeated his Address at the

Opening Meeting of the Glasgow Branch of the Society, in the Queen's Rooms,

Glasgow. Mr.W Renny Watson, the Convener of the Local Committee, presided,

and, in his speech from the Chair, referred to the work of the Society in the past

session, impressing upon the Glasgow Branch the desirability of increasing more

rapidly the membership in the West of Scotland. He expressed his pleasure at

one of the prizes offered by the Society for the best essay on the teaching of

Geography in elementary schools having been gained by a Glasgow teacher, and,

in concluding his remarks, he alluded to the services rendered by the Society's

Magazine, and by the Press generally in disseminating geographical news.

An interesting discussion followed the paper by Sir Charles Warren, who an-

t
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swered several questions put to hiin. In reply to Principal Douglas, who asked if

there were any chance of the Survey on the east side of the Jordan being carried

out, Sir Charles Warren said he thought the Sultan might be persuaded to allow

it to go on, but it was a matter entirely in the hands of the Turkish Government.

The great difficulty was, that if they allowed anything to us, they would be

expected to allow something to other nations. If they gave us power to survey,

they might be asked by other nations to give some material advantage they

were unwilling to grant.

Professor Roberton asked if Sir Charles Warren had any theory as to the posi-

tion of the Cities of the Plain—whether they could possibly be under the waters

of the Dead Sea ? Sir Charles Warren said he did not think there was any

possibility of their being under the waters of the Dead Sea, because he did not

believe there was a difference in the rise and fall of the Dead Sea of more than

20 or 30 feet since the earliest historic times. He thought probably their remains

would be found somewhere to the north, but it was a very difficult subject. He
had a great many theories, but he had never formed one on this point.

Professor Roberton further asked some explanation as to the irrigation of

the Jordan valley from the Lake of Tiberias. Sir Charles Warren explained

that there was a fall of 600 feet from the Sea of Galilee to the Dead Sea, and

pointed out on the map how the water from the lake might be taken down the

sides of the high ground for irrigation purposes. Such a work could never be

carried out, however, till the country was under a stable Government. At pre-

sent the whole object of the Government was to let things alone. So long as

Palestine remained in its present desolate state, none of the other nations of the

world wanted it. If it once became fertile and populous, then more than one of

the nations of Europe would immediately want to be in possession of it.

Mr. Cohen asked whether the different races in Palestine were friendly or

otherwise 1 Sir Charles Warren said they were obliged to be fi'iendly. The

Government would not allow them to be otherwise. On the whole, all were

very tolerant, except the Government themselves.

In reply to a question by Mr. J. R. Miller, Sir Charles Warren said that

the greater portion of the land belonged to the Government, who let it

out, requiring in return a certain portion of the produce. As one passed

through the plains one would find the corn lying in heaps on the threshing-

floors. If one asked why they did not gather it, one would be told that they

were waiting till the Government inspector came for his share ; and it was a

very large share. The people were very improvident on account of the insecurity

of tenure, and very often they had no corn to sow. The consequence was that

there were people who lent corn on the imderstanding that they got one-half of

the produce, and the result was that in many of the villages after the corn was

divided, a very small portion went back to the villagers, so much so that it was

insufficient to keep them during the year, and when the sowing time came round

they had to go to the lender again. In reply to a further question. Sir Charles

said that the forms in the Samaritan Passover were similar to those described

in the Bible. The sheep were killed in a particular way ; a portion was thrown

away. Then each sheep was fastened to a piece of wood,—a sort of spit. Next

a hole was dug in the earth, 7 feet deep and 3 feet across. A quantity of

burning fuel was put down, and when the sides of the hole were well heated,

the pieces of wood with the sheep attached were lowered into it, and left until

the sheep were pretty well roasted. At a certain hour at night they took them

out and ate the passover. Some pieces were well done, some ill done, and some

very much burned.

The discussion was then closed.
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On the motion of Dr. Donald Macleod, seconded by Dr. Muir, a cordial vote

of thanks was passed to Sir Charles Warren for his Address.

Sir Charles Warren, in replying, said he wished to revert to the interesting

question of theories. He always tried to foster theories, because so long as there

were theories, discussion, and contradiction, there was always an interest taken

in a subject. If there was no question of that kind a matter was soon

forgotten. By each man holding to his own theory the matter would be sifted,

and they would attain certainty on many points on which they were at present

uncertain.

Sir Charles Warren repeated his Address before the Aberdeen Branch of the

Society on Monday, 29th November. The meeting, which was held in the

Albert Hall, was presided over by Lord Provost Henderson, who introduced the

lecturer, and gave a brief sketch of his public and scientific work. Sir Charles

Warren then delivered his Address, and, on its conclusion, was awarded a very

hearty vote of thanks, on the motion of IMr. David Stewart, the Convener of the

Local Committee of the Society. A vote of thanks was awarded to the Lord

Provost for presiding, on the motion of Mr. Esslemont, M.P.

A meeting of the Glasgow Branch of the Society, in conjunction with the

Philosophical Society of Glasgow, was held in the Hall of the Philosophical

Society, 207 Bath Street, Glasgow, on the evening of Wednesday the 10th of

November 1886. Dr. W. G. Blackie, President of the Geographical and Ethno-

logical Section of the Philosophical Society, was in the Chair, and there was a

large attendance. The Rev. James Chalmers, of New Guinea, read a paper on

" The Manners and Customs of some of the tribes of New Guinea," for which

he received a cordial vote of thanks, on the motion of Sir Michael Connal.

GEOGEAPHICAL NOTES.

EUROPE.

Prize Awards by the Scottish Geographical Society.—In connection with the

Scotcish Geographical Society's scheme for the promotion of Geography in

Scottish Schools, the Committee of the Council appointed for the purpose of

carrying it out have awarded the following prizes for the two best essays " On
the Best Method of Teaching Geography in Elementary Schools" :

—

First Prize

(£10)—A. Poison, Esq., Public School, Dunbeath, Caithness ; Second Prize

(£5)—James Jeffrey, Esq., M.A., headmaster of City (Public) School for

Girls, Glasgow. The competition was open to teachers in Scottish schools under

Government inspection. Ten essays were received.

Meteoric Dust.—In the Sitzungsherichte of the Vienna Academy of Sciences,

XGIII. Band, I. II. III. Heft, Dr. Max Schuster gives the results of his

investigation of the dust collected in Klagenfurt after the mud-rain of 14th

October 1885. He concludes that the dust was almost certainly of terrestrial

origin
;
points out that mineralogically the material might be all derived from

sources in the neighbourhood of Klagenfurt ; and suggests that possibly the

organic fragments might help to determine the actual origin. The theory held

by Desor (at Neuchatel), Escher and Masson (at Zurich), and Wild (at St.

Petersburg), that the dust brought from the south by the Scirocco and the Fohn

is derived from the Sahara, has been frequently subjected to adverse criticism,

notably by Ehrenberg and Cramer, and Dr. Schuster thinks that as far as its
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evidence goes his Klagenfurt shower contributes to the negative side of the

argument.

German Colonies in the Dotoruja.—In Fetermann's Mitteilungen for November,

Dr. B. Schwarz gives an account of the Dobruja and its German colonies,

accompanied by a map (1 : 1,200,000) showing the colonies and the area under

wood. The area of the district is 4000 square miles (11,000 square kilometres),

and it contains ten German settlements—Tulcha, Malkoj, Katalin, Octakioi,

Admaja, Chukorova, Taraverdy, Koshilak, Kojuli, Anadol-Kioi. With the ex-

ception of Malkoj, which is Roman Catholic, all these are purely Protestant com-

munities, Katalin especially being Baptist. The colonists came from the Swabiau

settlements of South Russia. They speak Swabian German, with occasionally

Alemannic pecularities, not easily understood. They are mainly occupied in

agriculture and cattle-breeding. Dr. Schwarz announces a work entitled, Vom
(h'litschen Exil in Shythenlande—Ut^lebnisse, Klagen U7id AufJdCirungen aus

der Dohrud^scha, Leipzig.

ASIA.

Syria.—We notice in No. 9 of the Mitteilungen der Kais.- Kiinigl. Geogra-

phischen Gesellschaft, in Vienna, a paper by Dr. Carl Diener on the " Hypso-

metry of Middle Syria." During his four mouths' journey he made a great

many observations by means of two of Casella's aneroids, controlled by obser-

vations with boiling-point thermometers. The results obtained have been

calculated by Professor Hann. A table is given showing the height of 120

different places, and they are compared with the altitudes given by older

observers. During the time that he was carrying out his observations, a friend

made meteorological observations at Damascus, and meteorological observations

are always taken at the Lee Observatory of the American College at Beirut. In

the calculation of the heights of all points on the west side of Lebanon, the

observations made at Beirut served as a basis ; all others, with seven exceptions,

were referred to Damascus. The observations given in this paper supplement

the previously published observations of the physical geography of the district

in question.

The Amu-Daria.—Our Honorary Corresponding Member, Herr N. Dingel-

stedt, writes as follows :

—

"TiFLis, Z\st OctoSer 1886.

"At the sitting of the Caucasian Section of the Imperial Russian Geo-

graphical Society, on the 29th October curt.. General Naro A. von Kaulbars

(the brother of the Russian agent in Bulgaria), who has been for some time

employed by the Government in the investigations of the lower course of

the Amu-Daria (Oxus), delivered an interesting lecture on the ancient beds of

this great Central Asiatic river. The lecturer expressed himself very strongly

in favour of the suggestions that the Amu-Daria had formerly a more westerly

direction from its present course, and that it had for its outlet the Caspian.

According to the view of Baron Kaulbars, the river deviated from this more

western course—not only there where is now the oasis of Khiva and from whence

can be easily followed many traces of what is considered as a former bed of a

great river (Usboi)—but far higher up the present river, and indeed as high as

Kilifa. The lecturer characterised the Amu-Daria as an eminently nomadic

I'iver, which changes its course continually, and is even now liable, in conse-

• luence of the very loose substance of its shores, to very considerable changes of its

bed in diftereut directions. According to this view, sustained by some observa-
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tions, and pretty easily explained by the theory of the formation of river-beds, the .,

Amu-Daria must have flowed in remote times directly towards the Caspian from

some point as high up the river as Kilifa, or even from some point yet higher *?

up the present course. After considerable inundations, preceded by the forma-

tion of large lakes and river-mouths—brought about by the terrace-like form of

the general declivity of this region and the insuSicient inclination of consider-

able spaces for the drainage—the Amu-Daria changed its course from time

to time, always in a north-western direction towards the Aral Sea. In

support of this view the lecturer adduced many proofs. He showed, first,

that the hypsometrical data, obtained by the railway engineers along the route

from Merv towards Chardjui and Eurdalyek on the one side, and Mikhailovsk

on the other, indicated the actual inclination of the whole country in a south-

westerly direction along the railway line and the mountain-range Kopet-Dag.

General Kaulbars demonstrated further, that the torn aspect of the mountains

and the peculiarities of the different traces of cuvettes, aryks (irrigation canals),

and other signs of the former presence of river, were singularly similar on both

the sides of Amu-Daria, along a very large part of its course, and especially in

the vicinity of Burdalyek and the oases of Chardjui and Khiva. The difference

observed in all these signs of the former activity of flowing water along the indi-

cated tract can only be accounted for by the relative degree of remoteness of the

time, when the several changes of the river-course had taken place. The higher

up the river the region for comparison is taken, the more remote will be the

time when the great change in the said direction has taken place, and the

more obliterated and transformed will accordingly be the traces indicating the

former course, and the more difficult it will naturally be to ascertain them.

. . . The steepest slopes of the narrow and peculiar mountain gorges—called

here Tcldnk—seem all to be formed, according to General Kaulbars, in a

manner favourable to his hypothesis as to the nature of the changes the

course of Amu-Daria has experienced during many centuries. The lecturer

recalled the fact that the investigations of General Gluckovsky have already

determined, beyond any doubt, that the Amu-Daria rolled its waters into the

great depression called Sara-Kamysh, and General Kaulbars insists now on his

side that this great river, after filling with its waters the depression of Sara-

Kamysh could have—and will have, if the present river be once more diverted

into this channel—only one further direction, a south-westerly one, directly

towards the Caspian. General Kaulbars insists further, that this last change

in the course of the river, ascertained beyond any doubt by the expedition of

General Gluckovsky, is only one—the less ancient—change that has taken place

in this direction, and that higher up the river there were numerous other changes

in the course of the river, quite as significant, the traces of which, though less

evident and not as abundant, are not the less positive and certain.

"The view of General Kaulbars was not, however, unanimously accepted by

his auditory, and at the same meeting of the Geographical Society, one of its

members, viz.. Engineer Kushin, who has also been investigating the Trans-

caspian region, developed, on his side, though not as fully, quite an opposite

view of the question. According to Mr. Kushin's opinion, based princi-

pally on his geological researches, the Amu-Daria never reached the Caspian.

The sea which ancient Greek and Arabian geographers mention as an outlet of

the great Central Asiatic river, was not the Caspian, but another sea formed by

the extensive depression of Sara-Kamysh, which is now dried up. The sand

and the organic remains found in the disputed region are not of an alluvial, but

of marine or lacustrine origin. On the very large expanse between the lower
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course of Amu-Daria and the south-eastern shore of the Caspian, along the

northern side of the mountain-range Kopet-Dag, and between Sara-Kamysh and

Krasnovodsk, there are, according to Mr. Kushin's investigations, everywhere

evident indications of his surmise that this region has been formerly a sea-bed.

He found there no traces indicating the former presence of a great river. Mr.

Kushin, who has acquired as a geologist a very good name, promises soon to

publish his researches. Probably it will be possible to form then a more adequate

idea of the real position of the rivalry between sea and river in this vast,

desolate, and comparatively very little known region on the other side of the

Caspian.

Rainfall on Indian Ocean.—From Dr. von Danckelman's paper in the Berlin

Zeitschrift des Ges. fur Erdkunde, it appears that the theoretic opinion that

any portion of the surface of the sea permanently in the trade-wind region

would have no precipitation, is now completely disproved by the reports of

voyagers preserved in the Berlin Admiralty Offices. Dr. Danckelman's recent

researches quite bear out the results arrived at in a paper on the " Rainfall of

the Indian Ocean," published by him in the Archiv der deutschen Seewarte, 1880

;

and more especially, the fact that a large quantity of rain falls in the south-east

trade-wind region of the Indian Ocean has obtained effective corroboration.

Port Hamilton.—An interesting account of Port Hamilton will be found in

the Saturday Review, October 23, 1886. The writer, who closes with the

remark that " Whilst the Union Jack flies beside Port Hamilton, we can con-

template extended commercial relations with both China and Japan in a spirit

of unmixed satisfaction," must be as much astonished as his neighbours at the

report that Great Britain has handed over this important station to the protec-

tion of the Chinese.

AFPJCA.

Tli3 Frencli in Tunis.—In the Kevue des Deux Mondes, 15th Nov., M. Leroy-

Beaulieu writes in a hopeful spirit about the prospects of French colonisation in

Tunis. The old estimates of the size of the country were often exaggerated. He
thinks the area does not exceed 116,000 to 118,000 square kilometres, and the

population is less than 1,500,000. The alfa districts of Tunis have the advan-

tage over those of Algeria of being nearer the sea. The iron mines of Tabarka

have been taken on a concession by the Mokta-el-Hadid Company, and some
other industries have been established ; but the future wealth of the country

lies mainly in its pastoral districts and its vineyards. About 250,000 hectares

are already owned by Frenchmen, and 2200 hectares are planted with vines.

At the present day only large capitalists can do anything effective with the laud.

Peasant proprietors in the meantime would have no chance. Labour is obtain-

able without much difficulty, Arabs costing If. 50c. per day, and Italians and
Sicilians about 3 francs ; but it is not easy to secure competent overseers. As
the French day-labourer expects 4 francs, Italians will keep their present

numerical preponderance. M. Leroy-Beaulieu expects a good deal from the

extended cultivation of the date ; and, as showing what might be done, he quotes

the proceedings of the Agricultural and Industrial Society of Batna, which in

four years has bored eight artesian wells, of an average depth of 75 to 80 metres,

yielding about 21,000 litres of water per minute ; and in the same space of time
has broken up and put into condition 400 hectares of uncultivated land, and
planted 22,000 young date-palms. At first the French had only six civil con-

trollers, stationed at Khef, La Goleta, Nebel, Susa, Sfax, and Gafsa ; to these
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have since been added oflScials at Tunis, Kairwan, Suk-el-Jemaa, Suk-el-Arba,

Beja, and Bizerta. The law of 27th March 1883 instituted a Supreme Court at

Tunis, and appointed six Justices de Paix at Tunis, La Goleta, Bizerta, Susa, Sfax,

and Khef. Among other educational enterprises, the Sadike College, attended

by about 200 Mussulman pupils, has been reformed in " a French and scientific

direction." A Normal School or "CoUdge Abloir" has been founded. Schools for

French exist at Goleta, Khef, Susa, Mehdia, Monastir, Sfax, Jerbah. 21. Leroy-

Beaulieu looks forward to the time when the harbour of Bizert will be the great

French port of the Mediterranean—the " African Toulon." The French admini-

stration has managed to keep a surplus in its budget, and in 1885-6 it dedicates

9,944,000 piastres (6,000,000 francs) to public works.

Socotra (Sokotra.)—The formal annexation of this island by Britain, in

November 1886, will not greatly modify its relations to the Empire, because it

has been for many years under the j^reponderant influence of British rule. It

may be convenient, however, to call attention to certain general facts already

well known. Geologically the Socotra group of islands is a detached portion of

the neighbouring mainland of Africa—the Somali Coast. The principal island

lies in the Indian Ocean, 150 miles from Cape Gardafui, and about 220 from the

Arabian coast, in 53° 23' to 54° 36' E. long, and 12° 19' to 12° 45' N. lat. Its length

from E. to W. is 71 miles ; its greatest breadth, 22 miles. Limestone plateaux

similar to those of the Somali country occupy a good part of the surface at an

altitude of from 1400 to 2000 feet. On the north side of the island, in the neigh-

bourhood of Tamarida (the chief place in Socotra, though now much decayed),

rise a number of granite peaks 4000 to 4500 feet in height. A plain, two to four

miles wide, skirts the greater part of the south coast and certain portions of the

north coast. The general appearance of Socotra is bare and sterile, though the

valleys are sometimes extremely fertile. The flora, and to some extent the fauna,

were investigated by Professor Bailey Balfour in 1880 under the auspices of the

British Association of Science. His report still awaits publication by the Royal

Society of Edinburgh, but several portions of collections have been worked out

;

and though his expedition can only be regarded as preliminary and jjrovisional,

the results are not without interest. Colonel Godwin Austen, for instance, in

his study "On the Land Shells of the Island of Socotra, collected by Professor

J. B. Balfour {Proc. Zool. Soc. 1881, p. 251), says that, judging from the land-

molluscan fauna, there is strong evidence that the island was once directly

connected with Madagascar to the south." Aloes and dragon's-blood are the

principal products—the island having been famous for its aloes at least from

the Middle Ages :
" It grows wild on the summits and sides of limestone

mountains, at an elevation of from 500 to 3000 feet above the level of the

sea, and appears to thrive best in parched and barren places." The Pterocarpus

draco., which yields the dragon's-blood, grows on the hills, between 800 and 3000

feet above sea-level. Jawari {Holctis sorghum) is the only cultivated grain.

Camels, oxen, sheep, goats, and fowls are all kept as domestic animals. Milch

cows are numerous near Tamarida. The mammals of Socotra are the civet cat,

mice, and rats. Many of the familiar animals of the neighbouring mainland are

altogether unknown.

Socotra is described by the author of the Pervplus of the Red Sea as a

sparsely populated island, subject to the kings of the incense country (Hadhra-

raaut). Its ancient name, Dioscorida, is supposed to be a corruption of the

Sanskrit Dvipa Sakhadhdra, "the island abode of bliss," which suggests an

identification with the vrja-m fi^alfioves, or Blessed Islands, of the old Greek
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geographer, Agatharchides. The stories of a Greek colony placed on the

island by Alexander the Great are probably only an example of those Alex-

ander myths which meet us everywhere in the East, even among the half savage

Bataks of Sumatra. Sokotra was visited by Nicolo Conti in the 15th century
;

and Diego Fernandez Pereira reached it in 1503, by way of the Cape. In 1506

it was captured by Tristan da Cunha and Albuquerque, who received the thanks

of the inhabitants, mainly Jacobite or Nestorian Christians, for delivering them

from the supremacy of the Arabs ; but on the withdrawal of the Portuguese in

1510 the Arab Sheikh of Keshin again made his authority felt. The Chris-

tian community seems slowly but surely to^have declined, and by 1656 its

doctrines and rites had become strangely commingled with Jewish and Moham-
medan elements. Wellsted, in 1834, found no trace of any Christian settlement.

When about that date Captain Haines was sent by the Indian Government to

purchase the island, the Sheikh of Keshin absolutely refused to part with a span

of his territory ; and the occupation of Socotra by British troops between 1835

and 1839 was a violation of his undoubted rights. In 1876 the nephew of the

sheikh who was thus set at naught entered into a treaty with Great Britain, by

which he agreed never to cede Socotra to any foreign power, and never to allow

any settlement to be made without the consent of the British Government. For

further details in regard to Socotra, we must refer our readers to an excellent

article in The Geographical Magazine, 1876, edited by Clements R. Markham

—

an organ which, if it had received the patronage it deserved, would have been

still one of the living periodicals of our country : Colonel Yule's Marco Polo ; a

paper by Heuglin, in Petermann's Mitteilungen, 1861 ; Mr. Ravenstein's paper

in the iVautical Magazine, 1876 ; and " The Zoological Results of the Socotran

Expedition " in ligature, 1881, should also be consulted. In the Zeitschrift fur

NaUunvissenschaften, Marz, April 1883, Dr. P. Taschenberg gives an account

of the zoological results of Dr. Riebek's Expedition. {See Map in present

Number).

Songa-Songa.—We notice in the Annalen der Ihjdrografhie und Maritime

Meteorologie, No. 10, 1886, a short note by Captain Hoffmann on the island of

Songa-Songa, which is accomjianied by a map. Songa-Songa is a coral island off

the east coast of Africa to the south of Mafia. It is inhabited, and covered with

cocoa-nut palms ; but the pleasing impression which it produces from a distance

diminishes on landing, for the ground is so rough that even the natives have

to wear sandals made of straw to protect their feet. There is one village and

one well upon the island. Goats and fowl are found upon the island in large

quantities.

Dr. Lenz's Expedition.—In Nos. 7 and 8 of the Mitteilungen der Kais.- Konigl.

Geogr. Gesellschaft in Wien, we see letters from Dr. Oscar Lenz and Oscar Bau-

mann. Our readers will remember that Professor Lenz is in command of the

Austrian Congo expedition sent out with the double object of exploration and the

relief of Dr. Junker, Emin Bey, and Captain Casati. Up to the 28th of March

Professor Lenz and Herr Bohndorff were in good health, but Herr Baumann was

obliged to return to the coast on account of dysentery. Professor Lenz and

Herr Bohndorff were starting the next day in canoes given him by Tippo-Tip to

Kasongo, from which place he intended to make for the Albert Lake, and

subsequently to Zanzibar. Professor Lenz's account of the climate of the Congo

is not very complimentary. He says the whole of the Congo valley, as indeed

the whole of tropical Africa, is and always will be an unhealthy and dangerous

country for Europeans : let them take all precautions they will, nothing is of
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any use. " I hold that every attempt to say even a single word in favour of the

climate is unconscientious and criminal, only serving to entice inexperienced

people to a place where they will meet with every kind of disappointment as

well as risk their lives and health. It is perfectly immaterial whether the

district is on the coast or in the interior, whether its altitude be high or low,

the climate is and ever will be unhealthy, and any one who leaves the land

with a whole skin can speak of luck."

Recent Communications from Dr. Emin Bey and Dr. Junker.—The following

letters are published in the Vei-handlimr/en der GeseUschaft fur Erdhiaide zu

Berlin, Band xiii., No. 9, and were received by us on the 6th December 1886 :

—

"KABARf;GA's Capital, Wth Feb. 1886.

" My dear Consul,— . . . After long journeys in the Equatorial Provinces.

I found my return by the north closed, on account of the warlike condition of

the Egyptian Sudan. I was compelled, therefore, to pass last year with Emin
Bej^, in his stations on the Upper Nile. . . .

I take the liberty of informing you that the most southern Province belong-

ing to the Egyptian Government has been held by Emin Bey, with the exception

of many of the outlying stations, which, on account of the warlike times, it was

found necessary to evacuate, in order to concentrate their small garrisons ; and

this, notwithstanding constant war with the (surrounding) Negroes and against the

Arab insurgent invaders from the north, and notwithstanding all the difficulties

of the past years. . . . Dr. Wilhelm Junker,
of St. Petersburg."

" MsALALA, \Uh August 1886.

"... The conditions in Uganda are in the highest degree sorrowful, and

the country waits in vain for better times, which can only come through its

occupation by European troops. ^Shall Erain Bey, also helpless, still persist in

holding out in the country ? Excuse me referring here to this, to me, sore point.

I hope that I may soon meet you and communicate more by word of mouth,

and I do not doubt that you, Mr. Consul, will take a deep interest in the con-

dition of these unhappy countries. . . . Dk. W. Junker."

The above two letters were addressed to the German Consul-General at

Zanzibar, where Dr. Junker has since (4th Dec.) arrived. The following letter

was addressed bv Dr. Erain Bey to Dr. Schweiufurt :—
" Zl St December l^?>b.

"... So much, however, may be said, that, as the hordes of Mohammed
Achmed took possession of the Bahr-Gazal Province, and carried off poor

Lupton, I wrote them an exceedingly humble letter announcing my submission,

as they categorically demanded it. They fell into the trap ; most of their

people drew off toward Kliordofan, where also—and this was our salvation-

most of the ammunition and the weapons from the province were sent. I, how-

ever, gained time ; and when, at last, they marched upon me, they found in

the station Amadi a great check placed upon their further march.

If, however, this station fell later on, by reason of starvation, the greater

part of the garrison managed, happily, in a truly wonderful way to carve for

themselves a retreat to Makzaka. They were followed there by the enemy until

—at Rimo—they sustained such a heavy loss that the soldiers were enabled to

retreat unhindered upon Redjaf and Lado. About this time, I received from a

certain Keremallah, the commander and representative of Mohammed Achmed,

the news that Khartum fell in January 1885, and that Gordon—" the enemy

God "—was killed. How much of this is true I know not, for since May

I

I
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1883 I have received no news—save incendiary letters from the rebels, which
have been plentiful enough. I hope, therefore, that the Sudan still remains in

Egypt's hands, and that they have only forgotten and deserted me and my
handful of people. As no help came from the north, I was compelled to look for

it from the south. . .
.^ On the 2d of January, Dr. Junker and our apothecary,

Vita Hassan, go by steamer across the Albert Lake to Kibiro ; so I liope you
may get this letter, but when—the gods only know !

That our position—cut oft' from, and given up by, the whole world—is not

exactly to be coveted, you may well believe : one gets used to the want of every

necessity, but the want of any kind of news is indeed hard to bear. By exer-

cising the greatest care, my ammunition should last for another year. We have
just had the good fortune to crush a combined revolt of the Dinkas and Baris,

after much bloodshed. Should such revolts occur again, and our ammunition
come to an end earlier—what then ? I am consequently doing my best to keep
open a way of retreat to the south.

I shall hold on as long as I can, and only in the greatest extremity concen-

trate all my people on AVadelai. If no news or orders come from Egypt, I shall

be compelled to try and send the Egyptian officials and officers to their homes
by the south. . . . We sit here, exactly as if at the North Pole, and every

expectation of a Relief Expedition is wanting. Let it be so ! Till now, I have
been able to keep my handful of people together, and in fair discipline. We
have now found a way to supply ourselves with the most necessary things ; and
that will give the people some courage. I must, at least, give them every credit

for good service and obedience, notwithstanding the want of everything : nearly

naked, without pay, it is certainly more than one could ever have expected.

We have had heavy losses amongst our people : many officers have fallen, but

we are all determined to hold out together, and to share with one another both

good and evil. . . . Emin Bey."

The Cliristiaii Persecutions in Uganda.—The missionary Mackay, writing to a

German newspaper, 28th June, says :

—
" I send you a few lines to inform you of

the shocking persecutions of the Christians here. They commenced about a month
ago, and it is heartrending to picture to oneself the number of those massacred. On
the first day some dozen were, at one time, cut into pieces. These were prominent

Christians, with places at Court ; and, simultaneously, numerous imprisonments

took place, and many Christians throughout the land were killed. On one

occasion thirty-two of our best people were brought together in a mass and
slowly burned. Others were mutilated, and, again, others were killed with

clubs, or had one limb after another hacked oft", and then slowly burned. Our
remonstrances were useless ; the King Muanga mocked our prayers, and we
ourselves only escaped the fate of those martyrs by the special enduring grace

of God. Naturally, large crowds of our converts fled, and kept in hiding,

otherwise the massacres would have been far greater. We know of sixty

converts who have thus perished, whose firmness under torture was most
noteworthy. Our fellow-Christians in Germany will certainly be moved, in

common with us, by the report of these horrible cruelties, and, perhaps, will

stretch forth their hands to take the oppressed and persecuted people under

their protection. It is not enough, as it appears to me, to sigh or, maybe, give

money to the mission : we must strive to deliver the heathen from the hands of

their cruel tyrants. Germany has now set foot in East Africa, and to her the

Christians look for help and succour as much as to England, and we, moreover,

* The information contained here has already been published.
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expect Germany to fix a limit to the cruelty of the blood-thirsty despot, and to

stand up also in this part of the world for liberty of conscience. We have to

thank Germany for the Reformation ; but the growth of the ' Fatherland ' has ^
imposed larger tasks. Christians must support one another, and for this reason f^

has God permitted mighty Christian States to arise in Europe and America, in

order that they, on their part, may combat wrong, and bring freedom and peace

to the oppressed people. The hearts of Christian Europe must be aroused to

consider the cause of faith, and of the freedom of faith in Africa."

Dr. Holub writes from Panda-ma-Tenka Station, Albert's Land, 21st Nov.

1885, giving some Notes

—

(a) on his Shoshong-Zambezi tour
; (6) on the pre-

sent condition of the Central Zambezi
;

(c) on the collections which up to date

have been made (sixty cases were required for the rich collection which Dr.

Holub made). He expresses the hope that he will be able to continue his

journey northwards, in order to continue his explorations in Zoology and Geo-

graphy.

—

Mitteilungen tier Kais.- K'unigl. Geographischen Geselhchaft in Wien,

Nos. 7, 8.

Tlie Congo.—In the November number of PetermanrHs Mitteilungen there is

a paper by Lieutenant C. von Frangois, on his journeys to the south of the Congo,

which is accompanied by a map (1 : 2,000,000), showing the rivers explored by

himself and the Rev. George Grenfell, in the English steamer Peace, 1884-1885.

The paper is chiefly composed of a table, containing the names, breadth, depth,

velocity, elevation, and connections of the thirty-eight rivers explored, together

with remarks on their course, banks, population, etc. There are also some

tables showing the climatology of the district.

System of Notation in Use on the Yoruba Coast.—In the report of the Wurt-

temhergische Verein fur Handelsgeographie, we observe a very interesting

account of the system of notation on the Yoruba Coast by Mr. A. Mann, a

missionary. He says that their system is completely different from that em-

ployed in other African languages. We meet with a complicated system of

addition, subtraction, and multiplication, which shows remarkable intellectual

activity and a wonderful power over figures. It is impossible in a short note

to give an abstract of this complicated system, but some idea of it may be

obtained from the following examples. They do not say 5 and 10= 15, but

20-5, and 95 is expressed as 100-5, 184 is expressed as follows, 20x9 + 4;

600 is expressed as follows, 200 x 3 - 100 ; 2300 is expressed by 200 x 11 -f- 100.—

In the same report Dr. F. Hofmeister gives an interesting account of the

German colony in Brazil, which is illustrated by three woodcuts. He states

that the colony is increasing rapidly, and he predicts for it a brilliant future.

Victoria.—The English Baptists' missionary station and the mission buildings

in Belltown have been sold to the Basel Missionary Society for the sum of

£2000.— Verh. d. Ges. f. Erdktmde.

AMERICA.

East Greenlanders.—In the Deutsche Geographische Blatter, Band ix., Auf. 3,

there is an interesting paper, by H. Rink, on the East Greenlanders in their

relation to the other Eskimo tribes. He comes to the conclusion that their

present condition as regards civilisation is markedly diflerent from the other

tribes. He gives some interesting information concerning their social customs,

habitations, industries, and arts. There are two other ethnographical papers in
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the same magazine, the first on the Atnatdnas, by H. T. Allen ; and the second

on the Odjibways, by C. N. Bell.

The Deepest Fresh-Water'Lake in America.—A corres]iondent to Science, Novem-
ber 5th, L. W. Bailey, referring to the account of Crater Lake, Oregon, in a

previous number, calls attention to the remarkable depth of Lake Temisconata,

in which one sounding between Mount Wissick and old Fort Ingalls reached

500 feet, while another gave 410. The outlet of the lake—Madawaska Eiver

—

forms one of the tributaries of the St. John.

Chili.—In Nos. 10-11 of Fetermami's Mitteilungen we notice a monograph on

the alterations which man has wrought on the flora of Chili. The paper is divided

as follows :—I. Introduction. II. Trees which have been introduced for the

sake of the use of their wood. III. Fruit-trees and fruit-bushes. IV. Cereals.

V. Herbs. VI. Plants used in industries. VII. Vegetables. VIII. Weeds. IX. A
systematic list of all the plants which have been introduced into Chili, and
which are common to that country and to Europe.

Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta.—In the Verhandlungen der Geselhchaft fur
Erdkunde zxi Berlin, No. 8, there is a very interesting account of a journey

made by Dr. W. Sievers in the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. The object of

his journey was to investigate the geographical and physical characteristics of

the country, and especially to solve the problem whether the Sierra Nevada de

Santa Marta belongs to the mountain system of the Andes or not. He comes to

the conclusion that the Nevada is not isolated, but is connected with the Andes
through the Sierra de Perija between Treinta, Fonseca and Soldada.

Climate of Cochahamha, Bolivia.—A very complete and carefully worked-

out sketch of the climatology of Cochabamba in Bolivia is contributed by

E. von Boeck to Feterraann's Mitteihmgen. The observations were carried out

from 1882-85. A summary of the tables gives the following result :—The mean
monthly and yearly variations of temperature are not very great, but the daily

variation, especially in winter, is strongly marked, the thermometers in the

mornings often being -4° R., and at mid-day -1-21° R. The mean annual

temperature is 17"5° R. Thunderstorms are very frequent, especially from

October to March, and they cause much loss of life. The average number
of rain-days is 83, and the average rainfall 460'5 mm. (18 inches).

The Carnauba {Copernicia cerifera).—M.Baguet, Belgian Vice-consul in Brazil,

gives in the Btdletin de la Societe royale de Geographie, Antwerp, 2d Fasc,

some interesting details about this member of the palm family. It grows freely

in the province of Ceara, and is also found in Rio Grande do Norte and Piauhy.

In part of Ceara there are sometimes entire years without a single drop of rain ;

everything dries up ; the cattle die by thousands, and the inhabitants are obliged

to emigrate. Such periods were 1792-1796 ; 1814-1817 ; and 1876-1877. On
this last occasion food-supplies had to be sent to the province from Liverpool,

and assistance was also provided from Antwerp. During the severest droughts

the carnauba remains green. The roots are used as a substitute for sarsaparilla.

The trunk furnishes excellent timber. The leaves are made into mats, baskets,

brooms, and hats (misnamed panamas), and also serve as fodder for cattle. The
sago-like pith is often used as food. Wine and vinegar can be manufactured
from the sap. The pulp of the fruit is pleasant to the taste, and the kernel,

roasted and ground, takes the place of coffee. And finally, a glutinous powder
on the leaves furnishes wax in suflicieut quantity to be an object of export to

Europe at the rate of about 900,000 kilogrammes per annum.
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AUSTRALASIA.

Eartliquake in Niuafoou, Tonga Group.—A letter from Mr. Coutts Trotter of

the 25th September, from Tonga, describes the results of a recent and very

severe volcanic outburst on the outlying island of Niuafoou, which he visited

in a vessel sent to relieve or, if necessary, bring away the inhabitants. The

centre of the disturbance was a lake, occupying from one-third to one-fourth of

the area of the entire island, itself due no doubt to some great eruption, and the

scene of at least one previous outbreak of the same kind, early in the present

century.. The eruption, which began about 1 a.m. on the 31st of August—the same

day as the recent earthquake in North America—continued, with slight inter-

mission, for eighteen days, and consisted of steam and red-hot stones, and vast

quantities of dust. The stones fortunately fell straight back into the lake, but

great destruction was caused by the falling showers of dust, the weight of which,

damped by the steam, broke down the branches of the coco-palms in all directions,

while the yam gardens, which had just been planted, are buried many feet deep

—

some two-thirds of the island having thus suffered. A great rounded hill, some 200

feet in height, had been thus thrown up, reaching to the shore of the lake, which

already contains two islands, ancient craters, one of them itself having a little

lake in its centre. Two other great eruptions are recorded here, within the last

forty years, but these both emitted lava, the streams of which, still almost

entirely bare of vegetation, descend into the sea on the north-west side of the

island ; but the damage done by them was insignificant in comparison to that of

the late eruption. The sea-bottom, off the principal village, was raised almost 12

fathoms during an earthquake on the 12th August. Disturbances, however, had

been going on ever since the 8th June, on the evening of which day, and again

on the evening of the 11th (corresponding with the great outburst in New
Zealand) there were smart earthquake shocks. Every inch of the island

testifies to its volcanic origin : the level tracts around the coast are hollow,

and during the recent outbreak from the lake were frequently shaken, emitting

noxious gases. Possibly, indeed, its origin may be historically recent. The

name Niua Foou means " New Niua," and it may have been discovered or

colonised from the neighbouring island of Niua-tobu-tabu, " the sacred Niua,"

commonly known as Keppel's Island. Niuafoou is one of the most fertile of the

Tongan group, and the loss to the finances of the little kingdom is very severe,

even if it be not found necessary to remove the population to another island.

Strangway's Springs and NuUarbor Plains.—Our Honorary Corresponding

Member, Mr. Clement Wragge, writes, October 9th, 1886 :—" Recent telegrams

report a grand discovery of water at Strangway's Springs, in the interior. An
artesian well struck water at 309 feet from the surface, according to the

message. The water is fresh, and runs at the rate of 400 gallons per hour.

A most important discovery—exceedingly valuable—of drinkable water at

Nullarbor Plains has also just been made. The site is 15 miles north-west of

the head of the Australian Bight, and 10 miles from the sea-coast. The country

is said to be excellent for pastoral purposes, and this discovery affects the

occupation of 30,000 square miles."

Kaiserin Augusta River.-In the Annalen der Hydrographie, No. 10, there is

an account of the newly-discovered Kaiserin Augusta River in Kaiser Wilhelm's

Land. Its mouth is about 3° 51' S. and 144" 31' E. The mouth of the river is

about 4 miles wide, the current on the river at the mouth 3| miles per hour
;

but at this time of the year (April) the river was in full flood. The river flows
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from the south-west, but there are many curves to the west, the nortli, and

the east. The discoverers, some of the officials of the New Guinea Company,
steamed up the river some 45 miles, and considered that this river will be of con-

siderable importance in the development of the country.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A history of the progress of San Francisco, by M. C. de Vaugray, will be

found in the Revue des Deux Memdes for November.

A translation of Ivanoff's paper on certain curious Turkestan antiquities will

be found in the current number of the Berlin Zeitschrift d. Ges. fur Gmgraphie.

A study of the geology of the district of the sources of the Jordan, by Dr.

Carl Diener, appears in the Sitzungsherichte of the Vienna Academy of Sciences,

XGII. Band, IV. und V. Heft. It is illustrated with two maps.

Dr. G. A. Fisclier has returned to Zanzibar. He went as far north as

Thomson's Kwa Sundu, and on his return journey passed through the districts

of Mbarinyo, Naivasha, and Kikuyu-Ukamba.

The Berlin Zeitschrift reprints a paper by Prof. B. Dybro?ki in the Memoire
de VAcad. d. Sc, St. Petersburg, xxxii. No. 18, on the hot springs of Kamchatka,

which may be compared with Von Ditmar's article in Petermann's Mitteilungen,

1880.

21. le Vicomte de Caix de Saint Aymour's Uistoire des Relations de la

France avec rAhyssinie Chretienne sous les Ragnes de Louis xiii. et de Louis

XIV., contains a number of important early documents relating to Abyssinia, an

account of the travels of Charles Poncet, and the embassy of Le 'Noir du Eoule.

During the summer Dr. Ziut Garaff has explored the Wuri in the Cameroon

district, as far as Jaberri. To the north-west of this place he saw some high

mountains at a distance of about ten days' march. He estimated their height at

between 3500 to 4000 m. high.— Verh. d. Ges. f. Erdkunde.

Professor Radde and Dr. Walter have returned from Khorassan with very rich

collections. They arrived at Tiflis on the 9th September from Meshhed, having

crossed the five parallel mountain ranges of Kopet-Dagh.— Verh. d. Ges. f.

Erdkunde, Berlin.

Trois Palais d'Asie, in the Revtie des Deux Mondes, 15th Nov. 1886, is a

sketch by M. Maurice Paldologue, of the palace at Pekin, the deserted palace of

the Mikados at Kioto, and the residence of the ancient kings of Corea at Seoul.

The description of Seoul is full of colour.

A new city is to be built at Hu-lu Tun, a village about half-way between

Chia-yi and Chang-hua, which, when completed, is to be the New Capital of

Formosa, and the residence of the governor of the province. The seat of govern-

ment is, meantime, at Bangka (T'ai-pei Fu).

We notice that another monthly journal has made its appearance in Germany.

The Afrikanisclie Nachricliten is published by the Geographisches Institut at

Weimar. It will deal with all new^s received from Africa, but special attention

will be paid to everything bearing on German " Interests." Its price is fixed at

9s. per annum.

There is hope, after all, of some approach being made to an international sys-

tem of Spelling geographical proper names. The Paris Geographical Society, with

a boldness for which it deserves no small praise, has voted the adoption of the

VOL. ir. 3 b
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German u and the English sh and th in its scheme of reform, published in the

Bulletin, 2d Trimestre, 1886.

A friendly Correspondent calls our attention to a sentence in our notice of

Bishop Hannington, in our last month's Magazine, at page 687, which seems to

him of a misleading and depreciative character. We beg to assure our readers

that we fully appreciate not only the labours of the late Bishop, but the un-

wavering patience which carried him through all obstacles to his goal, and

enabled him to face death without blenching. We would also recognise the

fact that he is the first white man who has penetrated Usoga to within half-

an-hour's march of the right bank of the Nile.

To the Zeitschrift der Geselhchaft fur ErdJcunde, Berlin (Nos. 124-125)

Christian Sandler contributes an elaborate study of Johann Baptist Homann (22d

March 1664—1st July 1724), the great cartographer of Nuremberg, who, in 1696-

97, produced the thirty-four maps illustrating Cellarius's famous KrAitia Orhis

Antiqui, and in 1715 was appointed Imperial Geographer by Charles vi. A
full catalogue of Homann's maps is accompanied with a map showing to

what extent his delineation of the world differed from that now accepted as

authentic.

In the Berlin Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fur Erdhunde, No. 124, there

is a learned paper by Professor E. Gelcich on the history of the measure-

ment of the area of a country. He has written this paper for those geogra-

phers who have sought in vain, in works of geograjihy or mathematics, for

information on the subject. At the end of his paper he gives an interesting

table to show the different results obtained in calculating by various methods

the area of Hungary ; the difference is striking, for thirteen authorities vary no

less than 1451 German geographical square miles.

In the Annalen der Hydrographie, No. 10, on the yearly Prevalence of

Winds, Mr. Augustin has collected observations from 700 different stations in

different parts of the world. He finds that, generally speaking, the prevailing

winds in the European stations are southerly in winter, easterly in spring,

and northerly and westerly in summer, and southerly in autumn, so that in

N.-W. and in Northern Europe the winds from winter to summer follow a

circle from right to left. He goes on to describe the influence of temperature

and pressure upon the winds, and on the monthly prevalence of winds in Berlin

and Prague.

In the Bijdragen tot de T.- L.- en Volkenhunde van Nederlandsch-Indie,

Eeerste Deel., IV. A/lev., C A. Van Ophuijsen has an interesting account of

" Poetry in the Popular Life of the Bataks " of Sumatra, based on his seven years'

experience at Mandailing and Angkola. Among other things he describes the

language of flow^ers, or rather of leaves, used in their courtship by the young

men and women. This is constructed by taking the name of a bush or tree as an

equivalent for some word which rhymes with its name. Thus leaves of the 2^au,

a kind of fern, stand for au (I) those of the pau rara (red fern)= ra, to will, or

au, I will. The popular songs collected by Herr Ophuijsen are very curious.

French Colonies.—In the Revue Coloniale Internationale, November 1886,

we find a most interesting letter from Dr. Comte Meyners d'Estrey on the

French Colonies and Protectorates. Among other facts, he calls attention to the

successful arresting of the locusts in Algeria ; to the opening up of that country

to tourists, such as the members of the French Alpine Club ; and to the im-

provement of the port of Algiers and the proposed removal of the fortifications.

—Under the heading Tunis, he records the institution of a registration of births

I
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and deaths, and shows how the Australian Torrens Act has been successfully

applied to the land question. Artesian wells are being formed in the oases in

the Government of Arad and the Mehebdas. Tramways for Tunis are under-

taken by a Belgian company, another proof of the slowness of French capitalists

to invest in Tunis.—In the Bay of Biafra, the boundary between France and
Germany is a line from the mouth of the Rio Campo 2' 20' lat. N., extending

inland as far as 12° 40' from Paris. Germany on the Slave Coast recognises the

French claims to Agooud, Abananquem, and Grand Popo ; France, in return, the

German claims to Togo, Porto Seguro, and Little Popo. Germany renounces

all claims to the Koba and Kabitay.—As regards the Gaboon, the writer reports

that Libangue, the plantation bought in 1879-80 by Woermann of Hamburg, has

only been partially planted with coffee. Ste. Marie's Mission has tried cotton,

coffee, oil palms, cacao, rice, and vanilla, with success.—The new French Pro-

tectorate of the Comoro Islands was created in April 21, 1886. Grand Comoro
is said to have 80,000 inhabitants, but this is considered excessive by M. d'Estrey.

Till recently, he says, the island was governed by two rival sultans—one pro-

tected by France, the other by England. The latter was dethroned by a revolu-

tion, resulting from a famine caused by the English having cut off supplies of rice

from Madagascar. Hatred of the English also led the sultan of Anjuan (popu-

lation 20,000) to recognise the French protectorate. Mayotte (French since

1841) has 10,000 inhabitants. Dealing with Indo-China, Count d'Estrey prog-

nosticates great things from the administration of J/. Paul Bert (whose untimely

death has since brought his bold projects to a sudden close). Hanoi, he says,

has already 130,000 inhabitants.

NEW BOOKS.

School Geography. By James Clyde, LL.D., 23d Edition, revised throughout,

and in part recast. With nine Maps. Edinburgh : Oliver & Boyd, 1886.

When a text-book of geography, which can hardly be described as cheap,

reaches its twenty-third edition, the fact may be taken as proof that it has met

with a large measure of acceptance. That is the case with Dr. Clyde's larger

School Geography, the latest edition of which has just been issued. The book

goes to some extent on the old lines of presenting to the student long lists of

names of places, and formidable columns of figures of populations and what not.

A fairly successful attempt, however, has been made by the author to relieve

the dryness, and to mitigate the repulsiveness of these features by the introduc-

tion of information about the countries of the world in a narrative and readable

form. The present edition of the book has been carefully and conscientiously

revised in the matter of statistics, and of the limits and political relations of

states and provinces.

The recasting referred to in the title consists in the attaching of the East

India Archipelago to Asia—a warrantable change ; and in the connecting of

Australasia and Polynesia with America, which is a more doubtful alteration,

for all at present known shows that historically and ethnographically the region

is connected with Asia. One result of the latter recasting is to discard Oceania

—or Oceana, as Mr. Froude, following Harrington, prefers to call it—as the

name of the island division of the globe.

New chapters are introduced on the Red Sea Provinces, the Egyptian Soudan,

the Equatorial Lake Provinces, the Congo Free State, and the Commercial

Territory of the East Coast, all ia Africa, and they are exceedingly well done.
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The folding-iu coloured maps, bj- Bartliolomew, greatly enhance the value of

the book ; though they are not new in the present edition. Taken all in all, the

book is one that does credit to Scottish research and skill in compilation.

Orkney and Shetlcmd, with approachesfrom Leith, Thtirso, and the Western

Highlands. By M. J. B. Baddeley, B.A. Nine Maps by J. Bartholomew.

London : Dulau and Co., 1886.

Mr. Baddeley has here published separately, in a handy form, that part of his

guide to the North of Scotland which deals with the Orkney and Shetland

Islands. The book is full of information, conveniently arranged for reference

and use, and put in that blunt and pithy style which is familiar to the readers

of Mr. Baddeley's guide-books. We must protest against the name " Edinboro'
"

used on the title-page. The form is unknown, except in commercial invoices.

Why has Mr. Baddeley nothing to say about the native village of Sound, about

two miles from Lerwick, on the Scalloway road, past the Brough of Clikinnan ?

It is one of the sights of the district. The nine maps by Bartholomew are

excellent.

Beiseerinnerungen aus Algerien und Tunis. Von Dr. W. Kobelt. Heraus-

gegeben von der Senckeubergischen uaturforschenden Gesellschaft in Frank-

furt a. M. Svo. Pp. 480, 13 Plates, 11 Woodcuts. Frankfort, 1885.

Under the above title, Dr. Kobelt, the eminent conchologist of Schwanheira,

gives an account of a three months' tour in the North of Africa. Although

avowedly in search of the objects of his own specialty, the traveller's eyes were

open with all the keenness of a practised naturalist to whatever was striking or

interesting in the country or its inhabitants. His favourites are mentioned as

they occur, and the records of his captures are of great value to those who study

the distribution of mollusca. But they do not obtrude themselves—the plants

receive an equal amount of attention ; and all these matters of detail are made

subservient to a graphic description of the physical features of the landscape,

and of the manners and customs of the various races of mankind encountered

in those regions. Two appendices contain a list by Dr. Boettger of the reptiles

and amphibia, an(i another of the butterflies collected by Dr. Kobelt.

Burma after the Conquest : Viewed in its Political, Social, and Commercial

Aspects from Mandalay. By Geattan Geaey, Fellow of the Bombay
University. London : Sampson Low and Co., 1886. Pp. xvi., 346.

The author of this work visited Burma towards the end of last year, for the

purpose of studying on the spot, and in all its bearings, the political situation

then existing, which presented some features of great and unique interest. By
that time, it will be remembered. King Theebaw had been deposed and sent into

exile, while the British Government had not as yet decided what was to be done

with its new conquest—whether it should be annexed, or whether some native

prince of the blood-royal should be selected to fill the vacant throne. The work
sets before us a vivid picture of the state of affairs which prevailed in the

country during that memorable interregnum. It has thus not so much the

character of a record of travel as that of an historical monograph, which, as

written by an experienced observer, possesses a high and permanent value. It

treats necessarily of some subjects regarding which opinions are divided. The

author in such cases states impartially the conflicting arguments, and the opinions

which he delivers as his own carry great weight, as having been deliberately

adopted after careful inquiry. His views regarding dacoity, which has attained
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such formidable dimensions, are peculiarly worth noting. He considers that

this movement had in the beginning uo political object, and he points out to

what causes its rapid and portentous development is to be ascribed. With

respect to the assertion, at one time very confidently made, that the dearest wish

of the Upper Burmans was to be assimilated to the position of their brethren in

Southern Burma, and to be made British subjects once for all, it will scarcely

bear, he says, the test of verification. He thinks also that it will be a good

many years before the revenue of the new conquest will suffice to cover the

cost of its administration. Regarded as a book of travels, the work has great

merits. It is replete with useful information on a great variety of subjects,

relating to both divisions of the country— as, for example, their physical features,

their natural products, their commercial capabilities and prospects, and the dis-

tribution, character, customs, and occupations of the diff"erent sections of the

population. In point of literary style, the work leaves nothing to be desired.

The Far Interior : a Narrative of Travel and Adventurefrom the Cape ofGood

Hope across the Zambesi to the Lalce Regions of Central Africa. By
Walter MontaCxU Keer, C.E., F.R.G.S. 2 vols. Sampson Low,

Marston, Searle, and Rivington. Pp. xviii, 316 ; x, 318. Price 32s.

The adventurous journey of which these volumes are the record extended

from the southern extremity of the continent through Central South Africa to

Lake Nyassa, and thence by the Shire and Zambesi to Quillimane ; Mr. Kerr

being the first European who has made the journey continuously. From Port

Elizabeth to Matabeli-land he had the companionship of white men ; but thence-

forward to Nyassa he was alone amongst natives. He travelled wholly on his

own resources : his guides and carriers, very few in number, had to be picked

up somewhat at random, and were supplemented from place to place by raw

recruits ; and |as the most important part of the journey had to be done on

foot, his supplies were necessarily very limited in bulk. Hence he was exposed

to even greater risks and difiiculties than fall inevitably to the lot of travellers

in trying climates amongst savages. Broiled alive by day, he was often exposed

at night, with little or no shelter, to fogs and bitter blasts at a temperature

of 35° Fahr. His goods for barter ran very short, and were even at times wholly

exhausted. Hence danger from unsatisfied chiefs, and now and then total

lack of provisions. Starving, and with feet so raw and inflamed that he was

hardly able to drag himself along, with his men in mutiny, and the surrounding

tribesmen demonstratively hostile, he must often have asked himself whether he

did wisely in setting forth under such conditions. But he always kept up a

good heart : and we who read his story must agree that, once started, he did

both wisely and well in guiding his tramp through the Far Interior to such a

successful issue ; and that, while gaining during eleven months such a wealth

of experience without final and fatal mishap, he must have exercised, in a high

degree, pluck, patience and persistence, tact, good-nature, and skill in conciliat-

ing good-will, when it was possible neither to buy it nor compel it.

From Port Elizabeth to Kimberle,y, and through Bechuana-land, by Shoshong,

to Gubuluwayo in Matabeli-land, the journey was comparatively uneventful ; but

we have interesting notices of the diamond fields, the gold mines at Tati, and of

the Bechuana king Khama's capital. We are sorry to find that, from what he

saw of it, Mr. Kerr regards our new protectorate as "a strangely worthless land,"

giving little promise either for agriculture or mining enterprise. Lo-bengula,

the formidable king of the bloodthirsty Matabeli, he found in an unusually

friendly humour ; and here he selected a small band of followers of cosmopolitan
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complexion—a Korana Hottentot, a Makololo, a Makalaka, a Mashona, and a

Bushman, five in all. With this slender following, and a bullock wagon, Mr.

Kerr took a final leave of white men, and started " all agog to dash through

thick and thin." The route was along a high granite ridge, forming the western

watershed of the Limpopo basin ; and, till he came in sight of the Zambesi, the

elevation usually varied from 3500 feet to 4500 above sea-level. In Mashona-

land, 220 miles from the Zambesi in a direct line, the wagon was left behind,

and the rest of the journey was performed on foot. From amongst the peaceable,

persecuted Mashona, dwelling in inaccessible mountain fastnesses, Mr. Kerr

took twenty additional carriers, and the baggage amounted in all to 450 lbs.

—

mainly provisions, ammunition, a little medicine, and cloth and beads for barter.

Thus equipped, the party advanced into the high regions of the Umvukwe Moun-

tains, in which dwell the Makorikori, a race of isolated peoples described by Mr.

Kerr for the first time. Neglect of due etiquette in sending forward gifts to

the chief Chuzu secured that unamiable potentate's hearty ill-will ; and only by

a moonlight flitting to the rear did the party escape apparently impending

extermination. Subsequent experience of other communities of the Makorikori

left a pleasanter impression, and gave the explorer opportunity of recording

much about court costumes and customs, the ways and ideas of this race. The

Makorikori belong, like their neighbours the Mashona, to the Bantu stock, and

speak a closely allied dialect, but are superior in physique. They are contented,

unambitious, and low in civilisation, make ingenious blankets of bark, and a

feeble kind of gunpowder. Their pottery is of the rudest, their assegais and

hatchets very inferior. They are excessively dirty in their persons ; devour

nuts, roots, and fruits ; cook little, and that little badly ; and live in very

wretched huts amongst rocks. The recesses of the Rusaka and other mountain

ridges are rich with sources of wealth, which feed the gold-producing rivers from

which gold-dust is washed lower down. Although the Makorikoris ofier gold in

quills for sale, no ornaments of gold were seen amongst them. Here Mr. Kerr

had to let all his followers return home ; and, with a new and still slender

retinue, pushed down through the country infested by the tsetse-fly, into the

stifling, steamy, malarious Zambesi valley. At Tette he remained some time to

rest and recruit. He attributes the dismal decadence of the Portuguese head-

quarters here not to lack of energy, but to the fact that the country, whose

former prosperity depended on the slave-trade, is not adapted for development,

owing to tsetse, malaria, droughts, and the ditficult navigation of the Zambesi.

His account shows that the Portuguese influence over their savage subjects has

been of questionable benefit. With Llaravi and Angoni guides, Mr. Kerr worked

along the western slopes of a hill country into Angoni-land, lying west of Lake

Nyassa. The Angoni are a race of slave-kidnappers, only less dreaded than the

Makanga, whose country was cautiously skirted. On the journey Mr. Kerr

reached his lowest pitch of destitution, and in a lamentable condition

arrived at Livingstonia, where he hoped for succour, only to find the Mission

premises deserted for healthier quarters further up the lake. After a period of

almost hopeless waiting, he was rescued by the mission steamer Ilala ; visited

Blantyre ; along with a French traveller, M. Giraud, canoed down the Shire

through a country devastated by a war then in progress between the Mazinjiri

and the Portuguese allies ; and, arriving witliout having had a single day of

fever at Quillimane, completed a very remarkable journey.

This meagre sketch of a notable achievement in African exploration can, of

course, convey no notion of the wealth of incident in these volumes, or of the

vivacityandfulness ofgraphic detailwith which Mr. Kerr has chronicled his goings-
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out and comings in, his lyings-down and risings-up during these many months.
The reader of his story cannot fail to realise with lively sympathy the progress of

the explorer, his discoveries, hopes, fears, disappointments, and almost daily

dangers. If Mr. Kerr occasionally runs into enthusiastic apostrophes to the

rising or setting sun, or at times overflows in facetious illustration, we have
here but another outcome of the exuberant and buoyant spirit which must
hourly and daily have stood him in good stead during his laborious and successful

undertaking. To his book we refer our readers for full light on his hunting
adventures with lions, elephants, rhinoceroses, hippopotami, and other beasts ; for

the ordeal by the poisonous Muave; the usages at childbirth akin to the Couvade;
the certainty that if a Matabeli child's upper front teeth are the first to appear,

the child must be killed to avert ill-luck from the kraal ; for the firmly-rooted

conviction that the Ingrezi (English) are a set of dangerous cannibals ; for the

Matabeli belief that the souls of their ancestors inhabit hippopotami—whence
risking a shot at a hippo is extremely dangerous for a European. There wall

be found also glimpses of mission stations ; illustrations of the horrors of slave-

driving, and other cruel institutions ; and an endless variety of notes on many
regions, their people and products. Mr. Kerr is able to report that, defenceless

as he was, he never had either cloth or beads stolen from him, or taken by
force ; and he is confident that no white man who may follow in his track will

be less kindly received because he has been before him. On the whole, Mr.

Kerr is not of the number of those travellers who are enthusiastic about the

prospects of opening up to commerce of the part of Africa explored by them.

The map that incorporates Mr. Kerr's observations adds much to our know-

ledge, especially of the Umvukwe region, and the southern tributaries of the

Zambesi that encircle or intersect it—the Hanyane, the Umzengezi, and the

Amazoe rivers. There is an excellent index appended to these two handsome

and entertaining volumes, which are illustrated with a fine portrait of the

traveller and a number of cuts.

New South Wales, and How to get there : An Emigrants Gxdde to Australia.

By Feed. E. Johnson. London, 1886, Jas. Clarke and Co. Price Is.

Now that the Emigrant's Information Office has commenced its work, it will

find a useful summary of necessary information for presentation to the emigrant

to New South Wales, in the shape of Mr. Johnson's shilling guide. The author's

experience as a surgeon on board emigrant vessels has afforded him the best

ojjportunities of knowing emigrants and their wants, their lamentable ignorance

of the country they are bound for, and of the necessary outfit and other require-

ments of the long sea voyage. His little book might be styled an " Emigrant's

Vade-Mecum," containing much valuable counsel and special information. It

would be well if there were similar handbooks for our other colonies.

Our Island Continent. By Dr. Taylor. London : S.P.C.K. Price 2s. 6d.

In this little book Dr. Taylor gives a pleasant, gossipy, and graphic descrip-

tion of a tour to Australia, and deals with the natural characteristics of that

continent. The sketches of life and scenery are true and effective, bringing up

pleasant reminiscences to the mind of the reader who has been there.

Cannibals and Convicts; Notes of Personal Experience in the Western Pacific.

By Julian Thomas (" The Vagabond"). Cassell and Company, 1886.

The Australian journalist of American origin who has attained notoriety

over the Antipodes and South Seas as "The Vagabond," here justifies that

name. He draws a series of pictures of places in the Western Pacific as they

are at the present time, and these pictures happen to be of some geographical
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value and political interest, from the action of the French and Germans. At

the same time, he betrays an absence of regard for the principles represented by

the Missionary and Philanthropic Societies. In this latter respect the book is

painful, but this is not the place to expose its light treatment of offences

against many of the Ten Commandments. The writer describes the present state

of Fiji, Norfolk Island, New Caledonia and its convicts, the New Hebrides

and New Guinea. These extracts contain the most valuable passages :

—

"New Caledonia is situated within the tropic of Capricorn, between the

parallels 20° and 23° of south latitude. It is on the meridian of longitude ] 66° east

of Greenwich. It runs south-east aud north-west, and, after New Zealand, is the

largest island in the South Seas, being about 180 miles in length by 30 to 40 in

breadth. The distance between New Caledonia and the Australian continent is

some 700 miles. A high mountain range, the Chaine Centrale, runs from south

to north, forming a backbone to the island, and being the source of numberless

streams which feed the rivers fertilising the valleys. These forests and dense

vegetation are tropical, of much the same character as in New Giunea, for in New
Caledonia, as in Papua, a species of Eucalyptus is found. This, which is called the

niaouli, as in Australia, adds greatly to the salubrity of the country, the aromatic

odours which fill the air of the "bush" being evidences of the volatile essences

which kill the germs of miasma
" The con-victs and the soldiers may be said to make Noumea. Take away these,

and the millions of francs annually disbursed by France on their account, besides

the small amounts which the pi'ivates and officers spend in the town, and half the

people here would be bankrupt. The return of the Communist deportis has been a

great blow to the traders of New Caledonia. But, on the other hand, the trans-

portation has increased. There are now, as far I can learn, nearly 20,000 convicts

on the island ; and there are soldiers and surveillants in proportion. The prisons and

the penitenciers are overstocked. There is room for no more here. The natives

have been banished to the Isle of Pmes, and driven to the hills, and their best lands

taken from them ; but still there is a necessity for more soil, for concessions to be

given to the liMr^s and their sweet wives. The traders, too, want to extend their

operations. In the old days some very nice things were made in the contract line
;

but now this is considerably cut up. Fortunes have been made in cattle-raising, which

is still perhaps the most lucrative and certain source of income. The island trade

naturally is of some importance, and the mining interest is being vastly developed.

Not only nickel and copper, but chrome and cobalt, are being largely exported.

The development of the latter is due to the energy of Messrs. David Storer and Son,

of Glasgow. Smelting woi'ks are established a few miles from the town, and coke

ovens have also been erected. A gas company is being formed in Sydney, and

outwardly Noumea is progressing. But I think much of this is mere display.

There is a good deal of the pjarrenu about its merchants. They talk big, but they

are hanging on for the transportation of the ricidivistts aud the money M'hich will

be then spent here. But connected with this is the question of the annexation of the

New Hebrides ; and the traders will work night and daj% and every influence was
and will be brought to bear, both in New Caledonia and in France, to hoist the

tricolor over those islands

"For the first time I heard of the New Hebrides Company of New Caledonia,

the leading spirit in the promotion of which was Mr. John Higginson. He is an

Englishman, a native of Bedfordshire, who has resided in New Caledonia for many
years, has been connected with all the commerce and all the exploitation of mines in

this island, and was a partner with the late Sir William Morgan, at one time Premier

of South Australia, and, from his influence, and the wealth which he controlled,

was reputed to have a great deal more power than many of the governors themselves.

. . . Besides, the Company would be in a position to obtain all the contracts for the

supply of necessaries to the transportis. The authorities in New Caledonia had
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supported the proceedings of this Company, in allowing an officer of a man-of-war to

proceed with its agents, and give official character to acquisitions of land from the

natives. At the same time, various presumed coigns of vantage were purchased

from the natives on behalf of the French Government. The administration supported

the New Hebrides Company, from the idea that if French private interests became
powerful in the islands, the English traders and sailors being "runoff," it would
easily lead to their annexation.

"The managing director of the New Hebrides Company was Mr. .John Morgan,

a native of Adelaide, and a nephew of the late Sir William Morgan. Mr. .John

Morgan was a young gentleman who had Ijeeu from his bojdiood in New Caledonia

in association with Mr. Higginson. The two names to "conjure by" in this French

possession were those of Higginson and Morgan, both owned by British-born

subjects
!

"

Deutschland unci Rnssland. Eine franziisische Aufschauuug iiher den deutsch-

russischen Zukuuftskrieg. Von Major Z . Mit eiiier Karte der russi-

sclien AVest-gienze. Vierte Auflage. Preis 1 Mark 30 Pfg. Hannover,

1886 : Helwingsche Verlagsbucbhandlung. P^d. 46.

This pamphlet deals with the question of a possible war between Germany
and Russia, and details in an interesting and precise manner, not merely the

geography of the German-Russian frontier, but also the internal resources of

both empires. Originally printed in the Journal des Sciences Militaires, it was

republished in pamphlet-form under the iiile L'Allemagne en face de la Russie,

par le Major Z . Paris: Lihrarie militaire de S. Dumaine. The value

of the German edition, now before us, consists in the translator having corrected

some mistakes regarding the German-Russian frontier and its international rela-

tions. Acknowledging the paramount importance of geography to military men,

the author proceeds to consider in a thoroughly practical manner the geographi-

cal relations of Germany and Russia respectively, grouping his remarks under

the following heads :— (1) Climate, sxiperfieial character of country and its

resources. The " natural obstacles " to an invading military force are clearly

explained under this head, the river-systems of Western Russia and Eastern

Germany, and the lakes and marshes found there, furnishing, from a military

point of view, the key to the routes by which an army could, or could not

advance. (2) Ethnography and History. (3) Statistics. " Above all," says

the author, " we must contradict the opinion, so widely held in France, that

Germany is a poor country. The truth is that, after a hard struggle with Nature,

the Germans have made a rich country out of a poor one." In this respect

Scotland and Germany resemble each other. (4) Pojndation. According to the

census of 1875, Germany had a population of 43,000,000, which in 1883 had

certainly exceeded 44,000,000, whereas in 1876 the population of France was

only 37,000,000. In 1870, the population of European Russia amounted to

76,000,000, of which 2,000,000 belonged to Finland, and 2,000,000 to the

Caucasus. Now, however, says the author, it is at least 81,000,000,—exactly

equal to the united populations of Germany and France. Over and above this,

Russia has in Asia 12,000,000 inhabitants. It must, however, be borne in mind,

that the area of European Russia is ten times that of Germany. (5) Finances.

The author tells us that the debt of Germany is 5| milliards of francs, whilst that

of Russia is 13 milliards, and that of France 24 milliards. He considers the

financial resources of Germany to be excellent, whereas in Russia, " the finan-

cial position is an extremely critical one, everything in that vast empire being

in a state of alteration and development " and he adds :
" The constant military

expeditions in Asia destroy annually the balance of the budget, and swell the
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national debt." (G) Natural in-oducts. (7) Industry. (8) Navigation. (9)

Commerce. (10) Military Strength.

The author next describes the German and Russian frontier districts. As
the map appended to the pamphlet shows, the former is defended by the first-

class fortresses of Konigsberg, Danzig, Stettin, Thorn, and Posen, besides numer-

ous second-class ones, whilst the Russian frontier is not defended by a single first-

class fortress, although there are several fortresses of second-class rank.

NEW ATLASES.

THE BRITISH COLONIAL ATLAS.—A complete series of maps, illustrating the

Geography of the British Empire. With complete Index and Geographical

Statistical Notes. By John Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. London : John Walker
and Company, 1887. Price, in cloth 2s. 6d. ; m leather, 3s. 6d.

This admirable little atlas—dedicated to our President, Lord Rosebery

—

will serve as a companion to the Pocket Atlas prepared by Mr. Bartholomew,

only a few months ago. What we have said of the former, in regard to its

practical use and convenience, applies equally to the latter. The Colonial Atlas

cannot fail to meet the requirements of a large section of the community whose

occupation or business is in British Colonies or foreign possessions, or of general

readers ; it is very full, and contains, in the Statistical Tables, useful in-

formation in regard to the general, physical, and commercial geography of the

colonies. The Lsochronic Discovery Chart, and the Isochronic Track Chart of

the world are instructive ; and a special feature in this atlas is the environs of

the various cities of importance, and the connections by sea of the colonies

with the mother country. A general index to places in the British Empire con-

tains over 6,000 entries.

STANFORD'S (INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL) PHYSICAL AND POLITICAL ATLAS.

London : Edward Stanford, 1886.

This atlas may serve a distinct and useful purpose—that of impressing on

the mind of the pupil the most salient features of the Physical Geography of

countries : the eye is not confused by unimportant place-names (though it may
be critical of the colouring of the orographical maps of the Continents), and, in

the special maps, the general trend of the mountains is shown by deep lines,

which bring out the water-partings rather than the embossment of each country.

BERGHAUS' PHYSIKALISCHER ATLAS.—Sechste Lieferung. Inhalt : Nr. 36,

Wetterkarten und Zugstrassen (Dr. J. Hann) ; Nr. 45, Areale ausgewahlter

Ordnungeu (Dr. Oscar Drude) ; Nr. 55, Verbreitung der Vogel ii. (A. Reich-
now). Gotha : Justus Perthes, 1886. Price M. 3.

SCOTTISH GEOGEAPHICAL SOCIETY.

REPORT OF COUNCIL.

Session 1885-6.

The Council have the honour to submit the following Annual Report :

—

Membership.

The Society completed its second Session on October 31st, 1886.

The Membership at that date was 1088, showing a net increase since the
last Session of 98 members.
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The Council elected 153 new members in the course of the Session, but

during that period, the Society lost 55 members—15 by deaths, and 40 by
resignations.

Classified under the districts in which they reside, the Society had—on October

31st, 1886,-585 members in Edinburgh, 253 in Glasgow, 104 in Dundee, 64 in

Aberdeen, and 82 members resident in England, Ireland, India, British Colonies,

and foreign countries.

On the occasion of his visit to this country, Lieutenant A. W. Greely, U.S.

Army, was elected an Honorary Member of the Society. The thirty Honorary
Corresponding Members of the Society were re-elected for the Session on the

recommendation of the Correspondence Committee, but their names are not

included in the total membership. Most of them have, from time to time,

contributed valuable information relating to the countries in which they

reside.

Branches of the Society.

Each Branch of the Society has a Committee presiding over its local interests.

The Working Arrangement between the Society and the Philosophical Society

of Glasgow has been renewed ; and the Council take this opportunity of record-

ing their thanks to the Council of the Philosophical Society for the action taken

by them in this matter. The following is a complete list of the Members
serving on the Local Committees, whose appointments have been approved by

the Council :

—

Glasgow.—Mr. AV. Penny Watson, Convener; Mr. Robert Gourlay,

Honorary Treasurer ; Dr. George A. Turner, CM., Honorary Secretary;

Dr. W. 'G. Blackie ; Mr. AVilliam Clark ; Sir Michael Connal ; Mr. Henry

Dyer, M.A. ; Mr. Leonard Gow ; Dr. A. B. M'Grigor ; Dr. Thomas Muir ; Mr.

George Smith.

Dundee.—Principal Peterson, M.A., LL.D., Convener ; Mr. David Wylie,

Honorary Secretary ; Rev. Colin Campbell ; Rev. D. M. Ross ; Captain Clay-

hills Henderson ; Captain Scott ; Commander Grove ; Major Urquhart ; Dr.

Adam Wilson ; Mr. Alexander Mackay ; Mr. Walter Shepherd ; Mr. Julius

Weinberg ; Mr. Victor Fraenkl ; Mr. Edward Cox ; Mr. George ]\Ierry ; Mr. T.

S. Ross.

Aberdeen.—Dean of Guild Stewart, Convener ; Mr. Andrew Walker,

Interim Honorary Secretary ; Lord Provost Henderson ; Dr. Beveridge ; Mr.

John Crombie ; Honourable and Right Rev. Bishop Douglas ; Mr. William

Ferguson of Kinmundy ; Mr. William Keith ; Professor Pirie ; Rev. George A.

Smith, M.A. ; Mr. John Webster of Edgehill ; Mr. William Yeates of

Aquharney.

The Council is indebted to these gentlemen for the services they have

rendered in promoting the interests of the Branches, and express a hope that

the members themselves will second the efforts of the Local Committees, not

only by attending the lectures regularly, but also by their personal endeavours

to extend the membership.

Finance.

The Council beg to submit the following Financial Statement :

—
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Meetings of the Society.

The Society have held twenty-eight meetings during the Session. Of these,

fourteen took place in Edinburgh (including the Annual Business Meeting and
the six meetings held in connection with the Society's Exhibition of Geogra-
phical Appliances), six in Glasgow, five in Dundee, and three in Aberdeen.

The papers contributed to these meetings were read by:—Lieutenant Greely,

who delivered the Anniversary Address ; Mr. Joseph Thomson, Mr. Holt S.

Hallett, Consul O'Neill, Colonel C. E. Stewart, Professor James Geikie, Rev.

Deans Cowan, Dr. Robert W. Felkin, Dr. George A. Turner, Mr. Arthur Kay,
Mr. Robert Blyth, and Mr. W. Montagu Kerr. The lectures on Geographical

Education were delivered by Mr. Ernest Ravenstein, who inaugurated the

series by two addresses ; Mr. J. Scott Keltic, Mr. William Jolly, Professor

Laurie, and Professor Meiklejohn,

Exhibitions.

The Exhibition of Appliances used in Geographical Education, consisting

mainly of the valuable collection placed at the disposal of the Society through

the courtesy of the Royal Geographical Society, was formally opened to the

public in the Museum of Science and Art, Edinburgh, on 14th June 1886, and
continued open until the end of July. The Council desire to record their thanks

to the Royal Geographical Society, and to Colonel Murdoch Smith, the Director

of the Museum, for their cordial co-operation.

A small but interesting collection of Old Plans and Views of Edinburgh was
exhibited by the Society in the late International Exhibition. The best thanks

of the Society are due to Mr. William Nelson, wlio lent the greater portion of

these exhibits, and also to Mr. Maine of the Signet Library, and Mr. Galletley.

Educational Scheme.

In the early part of January 1886, the Council gave their attention to the

encouragement of the study of geography in Scottish schools, and appointed a

Provisional Committee to draw up a scheme to i)romote its proper recognition

as a branch of education at the hands of the authorities. The report of this

committee, which was adopted by the Council at its Sitting on 4th February

1886, set forth the desire to improve the methods of teaching Geography, and not

in any way to compete with the Government, whilst the scheme they drew up

provided for enlisting the active sympathies of the teachers themselves. An
enlarged committee was formed, with Dr. Thomas Muir and Mr. Scott Dalgleish

as joint conveners, and received the authority of Council to raise by private

subscription an adequate fund to carry out the several sections comprised in the

scheme.

In order to bring the subject more prominently before teachers and the general

public, the Committee arranged for the Royal Geographical Society's collection of

Appliances used in Geographical Education being exhibited in the Museum of

Science and Art, Edinburgh, and, in connection therewith, for a series of lectures

during the months of .June and July.

The Exhibition and Lectures, which attracted large audiences, were inaugu-

rated on June 14th ; and the Council are of opinion that the two in combination

were the means of extending very greatly the interest felt in Geographical

Education, and in focusing very valuable opinions on the best means of securing
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its adequate recognition in Scottish schools. In the meantime, the Committee
had issued their circular appealing to the members of the Society for funds to

carry out Section D (Prize Essays, open to teachers in Scottish schools under

Government inspection) of the Education Scheme, and to defray the expenses in

connection with the Exhibition and Geographical Lectures, the other sections of

the scheme being held in abeyance until an adequate response had been made.

Ten essays on " The Best Method of Teaching Geography in Scottish Schools"

were received by the Committee, who have adjudicated the prizes as follows :

—

First Prize (£10), Mr. A. Poison, Public School, Dunbeath, Caithness, N.B.

Second Prize (£5), James Jeffrey, M.A., Headmaster of City (Public) School

for Girls, Glasgow.

To carry through with any degree of success the remaining sections comprised

within the Society's scheme will involve a considerable annual expenditure ; and

the Committee, who are prepared to continue the task they have so willingly

undertaken, only await the further response of members in order to prosecute

their labours.

The Council acknowledge, with thanks, the donations already received ou

account of the Educational Fund of the Society.

Publications.

The Society has continued to publish, monthly, The Scottish Geographical

Magazine. In approving of the manner in which the Magazine has been con-

ducted by the Editors, the Council desire to express their recognition of the

services rendered by those who have contributed original articles, and, especially,

of the valuable aid accorded to the Editors by the following gentlemen :

—

Mr. John George Bartholomew, Mr. W. B. Blaikie, Mr. J. T. Beilby, Mr.

George Chisholm, Mr. W. Scott Dalgleish, Dr. Robert W. Felkin, Professor

James Geikie, Mr. John Geddie, Dr. Hugh R. Mill, Dr. Thomas IMuir, Mr. J.

W. M'Crindle, Mr. David Patrick, Mr. Ralph Richardson, Dr. George Smith,

Mr. William C. Smith, Mr. Coutts Trotter.

Library and Map-room.

During the Session 1885-6 substantial and valuable additions have been

made to the Society's Library. These consist of 345 books, 147 maps, charts,

and atlases, and a large number of periodicals. The Library, therefore, now
contains 3294 pieces. About 60 volumes have been bound during the Session.

The Society's Exchange List includes at present the names of 12 journals

and of 77 Institutions to which the Magazine is sent regularly, and from which

publications are received in return. Three new exchanges are to commence in

January 1887. The large number of foreign journals received is an important

feature of the Society's resources : besides ottering a valuable means of reference,

they furnish a constant supply of fresh information for each number of the

3fagazine.

The Council gratefully acknowledge the receipt of the following Govern-

ment publications :

—

From the Indian Government.

—

Notes ofJourneyfrom Kasveen to Hamadan,
Reports, Memoirs, Records of the Meteorological Department, The Geologi-

cal Survey, The Archceological Survey, The Marine Survey, and Special

Administrative Reports on Raihvays and on various Provinces (including

Report on the Administration of British Burmah).

I
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From tlie United States Government.

—

Reports and Papers of Hvjnal Office

and Weather Reviews, Bidletins and Reports of Geological Survey, Rejwrts

of Tenth Census, Reports on Mining Resources and Mineral Laws, Rejjort of
International Polar Exj^edition to Point Barrow, Report of Comptroller of
Currency.

From the Imperial Admiralty, 'R&TMn.—Results of the Exploring Expedition

of the " Dragon."

From the Italian Government (Ministry of Agriculture).

—

Rejjorts on Statistics

of Industry, Revision of the Tariff, Sanitary Condition of the Parishes,

Movement of Crime and d'iminal Justice, Parochial Assessments, Financial

Position of Provinces, Secondary Instruction, etc. etc.

From the Norwegian Government.

—

Reports on Penal Establishments,

Lunacy, Public Health, Sea Fisheries, Movement of Populations, Recruiting

and Army Statistics, Parish Administration, State Telegraphs and Post,

Savings Banks, Bankruptcy and Succession, Railivays, Navigation, Trade,

Prisons, Consular Re]yorts, and General Reports from Central Btireau of

Statistics, Christiania.

From the Canadian Government.

—

Operations of Geological and Natural

History Survey of Canada.

From the Government of Cape Colony.

—

Reports of Meteorological Co7nmission

and Hydratdic Engineer. Sources of Revenue and Colonial Blue Book.

From the Government of Victoria.

—

Re2yorts of Secretary for Mines and
Mining Registrars, Report on Water Supply. The Gold Fields of Victoria.

From the Government of Queensland.

—

Queensland: Its Resources and Insti-

ttitions, 1886. Catalogue of Exhibits at International Exhibition.

The Council also gratefully acknowledge the following Donations from various

Institutions :

—

From the Trustees of the British Museum.

—

Catalogue of Maps, Plans, and
Sheets.

From the Royal Society, Edinburgh.

—

Proceedings, 1878-84.

From the Royal Geographical Society.

—

Educational Rejiorts and Catalogue

of Educational Aj^^^liances. Proceedings of the Geogra2)hical Society of
Australasia.

From the Royal Colonial InBWtvXe.—Proceedings and Catalogue of Library.

From the Peahody Academy of Sciences.

—

Memoirs, vol. iii.

From the Musee Guimet.

—

Annals, in 7 vols. Review of History ofReligions,

4 vols. Provincial Congress of Orientalists.

From the Philosophical Society of Glasgow.

—

Proceedings.

From the Palestine Exploration Fund.

—

Report.

From the Natural History Society of Dumfriesshire.

—

Traiisactions, 1880-83.

From the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.—A number of books relating

to Canada.
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The Council also gratefully acknowledge a large number of donations from

private sources.

Among private donors may be mentioned—Mr. Charles Marvin, Dr. George

Smith, Mr. Alexander Begg, M. F. de Lesseps, Mr. H. M. Caddell, Mr. Ralph

Richardson, Mr. T. R. Buchanan, M.P., Professor Penck, Dr. R. Bell, Mr. M.

G. Mulhall, Mr. J. Geddie, J/. E. A. Martel, Dr. R. Felkin, Professor Geikie,

Mr. J. Moore, Mr. R. Cust, Dr. J. J. Egli, Dr. G. A. Turner, Rev. R. Thomson,

Sir Thomas Clark, Bart., Rev. W. Gardner, Dr. Graham, Mr. R. Kerr, Mr. Coutts

Trotter, Herr von Seidlitz.

Exploration.

The further donation of £100 to the fund raised by the Society for the

endowment of Mr. H. 0. Forbes' Expedition to New Guinea, mentioned in the

last Annual Report of Council, has been made by the Honourable John Aber-

cromby, and has been duly forwarded to Mr. Forbes. The Society has thus been

the means of raising the sum of £500 for this expedition.

At its Sitting on 5th August 1886, the Council unanimously resolved to support

any movement having for its object the careful exploration of the Antarctic

Regions, as being certain to result in large and important accessions to our know-

ledge in Geography, Oceanography, Meteorology, and other branches of Physical

Science.

For the Council,

ARTHUR SILVA WHITE,
Seaxtary.

Edinburgh, 15ih November 1S86.

I
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Africa, Trader on the West Coast

of, and in the Interior (R.

Capper), 612, 616.

Telegraphic Enterprise,

and Deep-sea Research oii

the West Coast of, by J. Y.
Buchanan, 612, 614.

West Coast of, France
and Germany on, 172.

African Continent (Ratzel), rer.

,

253.

Afrika, Spezial Karte von, by
Habeuicht, Domann, Liid-

decke, map rev., 128, 576.

AfriJcaniscJie Nachricht(M, New
Journal, 753.

Agamenticus, Mt., 175.

Agan. See Pagan, ISO.

Agar Chah Well, 137.

Chashma, 137.

Agatharchides, 96, 747.

Agassiz, 439.

Glacier, Alaska, 691.

Agt Expedition, 247.

Aged, treatment of, 282.

Agoncy, 175.

Agooue, Slave Coast, 755.

Agra, 636.

Agram (Croatia), 667.

A Grega or Agrega. See Agri-

gans, 180.

Agrigans, 180.

Agriculture, Guernsey, 724.

Agrijan. See Agrigan, 180.

Aguigan, 180.

Aguignan. See Aguigan, 180.

Aguilonda, Lake, 115.

Aignes, Western Isles, 472.

Aimak, 603.

Ain-Salah, 378.

Aintab, 443.

Aird - Mhanius (Peninsula of

Manus), 471.

etym., 471.

Aird-na-Caipe, Caipnis, Pro-
montory in Harris, etym., 469.

Aisne, R., etym., 516.

Aitchison, Surgeon-Major J. E.

T., of the Afghan Frontier
Mission, 597.

Ajlun, 187.

Ajiguan. See Aguigan, 180.

Ajuhey, 172.

A k, 234.

Akabah, Gulf of, 428.

Akandas, tr., 170.

Akassa, on the Niger, 578, 580.
Akcha, 603.

Akhal, Oasis, 286.

Akouktoung, 40.

Alamagan, 180.

Alang-Alang (Imperata arun-
dinacea), grass, Malay Archi-
pelago, 505.

Alamaguan. -See Alamagan, 180.

Alantika, Mt., 649.

Alaska, 118, 276, 440.
(Point Barrow), 374.

—— Territory, 302.

Alaska Exploration, 625, 689,

693-
Heavy fog on hills, 692.

north of Qneen Char
lotte Island, 250.

Albania, 660, 667.

area and population, 675.

Albany, U.S.A., 625.

Albuquerque, 747.

Albury, etym., 522.

Albert or Albert Nyanza, Lake,
441, 560, 656, 687, 706, 707,

714, 716, 719, 747; 749.

Alcock, Sir Rutherford, 114.

Aldborough, etym., 522.

Aldie, Hills, Aberdeenshire,

17, 410.

Aldrich, Lieut., 164.

Ahrf. S.S., exploring vessel,

305-6, 498, 728.

Alexander, Gen. Sir J, E., 34.
the Great, 747.

Land, Antarctic Circle,

530.

Alexandra, colony of, 695.

Lake, Africa, 714.

Alexandria, S. Africa, remains
of Bush, 261.

Alfa, 559.

Alfuris (natives of Minahassa),
557.

home industries, 557.

Alfred Ernest, Cape, 164.

A Igeria, Reiseerinnerungtn (Ko-
belt), rev., 756.

446, 652.

arresting of the locusts

in, 754.

a journey in Western, 612.

615.

Algiers, 616, 754.

Alice Springs, Queensland, 375,

565.

Alimagan. ^S'ee Alamagan, 180.

Alima, R., 51, 685.

Alizais, tlie, 605.

Al-Kazar, 168.

Allahabad, etym., 523.

Allansallach, 17.

Allart, Dr., 242.

Alias, trib., Acheen, 291.

Allefonsce, 175.

Allen, Lieut., 118.

Expedition to Alaska, 440.

Allen, Mr. C. H., of the Anti-
Slavery Society, 70S.

H. J., on Atuatanas, 751.

Almagro, colony of, 695.

Almahade, dynasty, 237.

Almar, 606.

Alnwack, etym., 521.

Almoravides, 237.

Aloes, in Socotra, 746.

Alphil, 322.

AliDs, 152.

Austrian, 658.

Upheaval of, 203.

Alsace-Lorraine, 284.
Alt, 10.

Alt-Luai, 18.

Althorp, etym., 522.

Altyng-tagh, 43.

Alzemagan. See Alamagan, 180.

Amadi, 709, 748.

Aniager, 622.

Amatola Mts. ; S. Africa, Re-
mains of forests, 261.

Amalagan. See Alamagan, 180.

Amalinde, Battle of, 478.

Amambomvana, tr., S. Africa,

479.

Amamfenqu, tr. , in Transkei,
479.

Amaramba Lake, 53.

Ainaranthus Caudatus, 188.

Amat, 18.

Amaxosa, tr., 477, 479.

Amazoe, trib. of Zambesi,
759.

Amazonas, Population of, 245.

Amazon Stone (Microline), 438.

Ambaca, New Railway be-

tween Loanda and, 56o.

Ambado, 294.

Ambassade [Unt) au Maroc
(Charmes), 434.

Ambili, trib. of Sekoli, 685.

Amboella Plateau, 378.
Ambohitsimivalana, 328.

Ambre, Mt., 116.

America, the deepest Fresh-
Water Lake in, 751.

New Trade Roiite between
America and Europe, by H.
Sutherland, 612, 613.

North, 641.

United States of, 676.

North, Veyetation (Sar-

gent), New Map, 7-ev., 639.

South, rnaprev., 64.

American Forests, 625.
American JSIissionaries at Con-

stantinople, 443.

Amideb, Sudan, 414.

Ampidongy, R., 326.

Amu-Daria, 606, 743, 744, 745.
Change of Ccjurse, 744.

District, Population, 287.

Plain, 623.

Amurang, free port, Mina-
hassa, 557.

American Exploration in

Alaska, 303.
Amir Kalicli Khan, 131.

Ana, ISl. See Pajavos.
Anadol-Kioi, Dobruja District,

743.

Anatacan. See Anatajan, 180.

Anatajan, 180.

Anatans. See Anatajan, 180.

Anatayan. See Anatajan, 180.

Andalusians, 237.

Andaman Islands, 240, 635.

Andersen, Mr., Traveller, 120.

Anderson, the late Lieut.,

R.E.,700.
Andersson 636.

Andes, Corcovado Pass, 440.
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Andkhui, N. Afwlianistaii, 600,
m:i 006, 007."

Andorra, 377.
Andrada, Captain Paiva, 623,

624.

Angelvy, 31., 53.

Anglesea, etyin., 521.

Angkor, ruins, 167.

Anglo-Russian Frontier De-
limitation Commission, 431.

Ango-Ango, Map of, 171, 320.

Congo Basin, 441.

Angmagsalik, 304.

Angmagsalik Natives, 176,
304.

Angoni, Customs of the, 436.

Angoni-Land, west of Lake
Nyassa, 758.

395.

Slaves, 396.

Angontsy Peninsula, 116.

Angostura Inglesa, 574.

Angra Pequena, Great Nama-
qualand, 56, 57, 564.

Aniaviavy, vill., 327.

Anjuan, 755.

Annam, 42.

Annam and Tonkin, 290.
Ann Cape, 175.

Annelids, Pelagic, in Antarc-
tic Ocean, 540.

Annesley Bay, 97.

Annenkof, General, 286.

Antananarivo, 320, 335.

Antarctic Circle, proof of con-

tinental land within, 532,
541.

Exploration, Royal So-
ciety, Edin., and, 543,

507-
Ocean, 507.

no circulation like the

Arctic Ocean, 539.

Possession Island, 539.

Regions, Committee of

Brit. Asso. of, to di-aw

attention to further research

in, 611, 614, 618.

Regions, exploration of

the (Murray), 527-543. 633-
magnetic elements,

547.

Memorandum on
Terrestrial Magnetism of,

by E. W. Creak, R.N.,
619-621.

pendulum observa-

tion to be made, 547.

atmospheric elec-

tricity, 547.

Zoology and Botany, 547.—— Vegetation, 532.

Island stations, tides and
tide-currents at, 547.

imperfect knowledge of

meteorology, 545.

Rock specimens from, 547.

Explorations, Report on,

by John Murray, 612, 614.

Antarctic Expedition, ])rincipal

ol)ject of proposed, 543.

Necessary equipment
of ships for, 544.

An-te-man-shan=:Thc Anda-
man s, 431.

Antilles, 044.

Antipodes Island, Survey, 696.

Antivari, 667.
Antonelli, Signor, 633.

Antrim, Basalts of, 204.

Antongil Bay, 324.

Antwerp, etym, 524.

Population of, 283.

Anushirwan, 44.

Aoi an Teampuill, 471.

Aoi Caipnis, Harris, etym.,
463.

Aoi Columcille, Lews, etym.,
463.

Aoi-na-Cille, 471.

Aoi-na Croise, 471.

Aoiniosain, Barx-a, etym., 463.

Apennines, etym., 516, 523.

Apingis, tr. , 170.

Apoporis, R., Venezuela, 246.

Appalachian Mountain Club,

437-
Appegarles, N. ^^ . France,

etym., 519.

Apurimac, R., 246.
Arabah, ^\'atershed, 428.

Arabia, 96, 235.

Arad, 755.

Arak, Persia, 556.

Aral Sea, 44, 744.

ArboU, 11.

Ai'broath or Aberbrothock,
etym., 517.

Archaean system, 197.

Arch«ological Expedition to

Palestine, 700.

Archer Range, Tasmania, 567.

Archer's Fiord, 55.

Archilla, 71.

Arctic Ocean, 199.

bi'isk superficial circula-

tion in, 539.
—— Expedition, rev., 311.

Drainage areas, 553.

map rei\, 64.—•— Tliomas Corwln, cruise,

lis.

Regions: proposed ex-
pedition to Smith Sound,

377-
Ard, Gaelic prehx, 43.

Ardcronie, 17.

Ardendraught, Bay of, 409.

Ardj. Gaelic prefix, 3.

Areas, method of estimating,

in square miles, 549.
Area of a country, measure-
ment of the, by Prof.

Gelcich, 754.
Ardersier, 13.

Ardlin, 337.

Ardnamurchan, etym., 517.

Ardrishaig, 348.

Ardwich le-Street, etym., 517.

Aretpiipa, I'eru, 246.

Argentine Republic, new map
of the, 499.

Argyll, Duke of, 59.

Arigan. Set Agrigan, 180.

Arlon, population of, 283.

Arnaut, Old Servia, 670.

Arnold, Edwin, India Re-
visited , by, rei\, 0.35.

Aromata, Cape, 100, 104.

Aromatics, 105.

Arrasas Valley, 284.

Arrawarra, stream, 30S.
Arrian, 60, 608.

Arrochar, 337.

Arrowak, vill., 307.

tr., 307.

Arrows, poisoned, 302.

Ars, 285.

Arta, Gulf of, 640.

Artemagan. See Alamagan,
180.

Artesian Wells, 755.

Artomagan. See Alamagan,
180.

Arthington, 297, 498.

Arthur Cove, on Aberdeenshire
coast, 404.

Arthur Range, Western Tas-
mania, 567.

River, Western Tasmania,
567.

Artu, 173.

Arundel, Earl of, 322.

Arussi, tr. , 174.

Gallas, 373.

Aruwimi, trib. of Congo, 172,

713.

Asben, 593, 595.

Aschenborn, Commander, 383.

Ascidians in Antarctic Ocean,
540.

A' se-lu Spirit, 283.

Ashe Inlet, 306.

Ashe, Letter from Rev. R. P.,

713, 716.

Asia, Central, M. Przheval-
ski in, 287.

French Expedition to,

623.
Asiatic Turkey, roads in, 623.
Askabad, 143, 280.

Askhabad and Meshhed, 377.

Asoka, 01.

Asoncon. See Asuncion, 108.

Aspinwall, Isthmus of Panama,
641, 643.

Asses, wild, 139.

Assonsong. iS'ee Asuncion, ISO.

Astrolabe Range, New Guinea,
500.

Bay, language of, 125.

Asuncion, 180.

Asuuga (white men), 436.

Atabapo, R., in Venezuela, 246.

Atlantic in Europe, 200, 538,

504.

North, chart rev. , 256, 320.
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Atlantic Drainage areas, 553,

554.

Currents, direction of,

379-
Fauna and Flora, 356.

Fine particles widely dis-

tributed in the, 555.

Temperature, 355.

Atlas, the Britinh Colonial

(Bartholomew), 7-ev., 762.

Jn Hhtorkal (Labber-

ton), Xew Map, rev. , 639, 640.

.Japan, 63.

Physical, Berghaus', inap

rev., 384, 640, 762.

Physical aud Political,

Stanford's, nr., 262.

of the World, New Pocket,

by Bartholomew, map rec,

704.

School, Cortambert's, 317.

E. Debes', rev., 318.

Stanford, 762.

Universel de Geogra-
phic, by Saint-Martin and
Schrader,New Map, rei\ ,704.

Atna, tr. , Alaska, 440.

Atnatanas, Paper by H. T.

Allen, 751.

Atonga Chiefs, 436.

Atrato, 643.

Atria, or Adria, etym., 523.

Atzmenis, tr. in Amazonas, 245.

Aubry, French African tra-

veller, 563.

Aucaners, tr., 307.

Auch, Gaelic prefix, 3.

Auchincreoch, etym., 266.

Auchmuir, etym., 266.

Auchnahannat, etym., 15.

Auchiutelketye, etym., 266.

Auckland, 568.

Auchtermuchty, etym., 263.

Augouard, Father, 114.

Augsburg, etym., 519.

Augustine, 466.

Augustin, Mr. , on prevalence of

winds, 754.

Auld, Mr., Missionary, 110.

Aixlt, Gaelic prefix, 3.

Aulton Links, the, Aberdeen-
shire, 268.

Aurora Borealis, 277.

Austen, Colonel Godwin, 746.

Australia, (Jlacial action in, [566.

or, Eiujland in the Soutli,

rev., 381.—— Our Island Continent
(Taylor), rev., 759.—^ Central, 627.

Exploration of, 375.

Early exploration of, 191.

Inferiority of natives of

Central, 629.

Drainage area of, 551.—— South, Artesian water iu,

626.

German eniigi'ation,

633.

Australia, South, Water Sup-
ply of, 625, 626.

Australian Alps older tlian

European, African, or Hima-
layan ranges, 566.

Limits sharply de-

fined, 630.

Desert, Vegetation, 630.

Downs, 565.

Medicine - men and
wizards, 566.

Torrens Act, 755.

AustrianCongoExpedition, 683.

Austria-Hungary, 664, 665,

667, 673.

Ava, 249.

Avars, 663.

Avons, number of, in British

Isles, 515.

Ax, etym., 516.

Axbridge, etym., 516.

Axminster, etym., 516.

Axuma, 101.

Ayacucho, 252.

Ayrshire, South, 199.

Ayub Khan, 605.

Azores, The, 182.

ArMres, or Western Islands,

The (Vv'alker), rev., 444.

Azan, or Azania, 106.

Azauia, 99.

Bab-el-Abwab, 44.

Bab-el-Mandeb Strait, 293.

Baber, 85.

Babylon, 235, 236.

Bachopi, class of Waganda, 215.

Bacim or Bacin. See Guajan,
180.

Bac-ninh, Toukm, 556.

Bacon & Co., Honourable Men-
tion, 682.

Ba-Coroca, tr., 116.

Ba-Cuaudo, tr., 116.

Ba-Cubale, tr., 116.

Ba-Cuisse, tr. , 116.

Bad, Gaelic prefix, 3.

Badghis, A Visit to, in 1883,

and to the Herat Valley,

1885, by Colonel Stewart,
129 seq.

Country of the, 598, 599.

Badinga Countrv, Kasai River,

497.

Baddeley, M. J. B., Orkney
and Shetland, etc., rev., 756.

Baer, Von, 49.

Baffin Land, 162.

Baffiu Bay, 539.

Ba.gamoyo, 717.

Bagdad, Population and
Government of, 233.

Bagirmi, 595.

Bagrie or Baegrie (Beaugre),

Buchan, 679.

Baguet, the Belgian Vice-Consul
in Brazil, 751.

Ba-Hacaona, tr., 116.

Bahan. Set Guajan, 180.

Bahr - el - Ghazal, 686 ; Bahr-
Gazal, 412 ; Bahr-Ghazel, 708,

709, 713, 748.

Baiesh, 434.

Baile Dhuthaich, 12.

Bailey, L. W., Correspondent
to Science, 751.

Baile-Shagart, 12.

Bailee, tr., Africa, 497.

Baines, 636.

Baird,' Cape, 228, 230.

Bajil, Yemen, 232.

Bajoni Point, 107.

Bakairi, tr., 310.

Bakhdhi = Balkh, 142.

Bakhtiari Country, Persia, 416.

Bakandu, 183.

Baku, 144, 311, 575.

Bakuugu, class of Waganda,
215.

Bakutu, country of the, 497.

Bal, Gaelic prefix, 3.

Balamurghab, N. Afghanistan,

600, 603, 604.

Fort, position, 600.

Balblair, 9.

Balcnock Height, 339.

Balfour, Prof. Bailey, 746.

Balharvie, etym., 263.

Bahngall, 10.

Balkans, Peninsule des (Lave-

leye), rev., 699.

Balkan Peninsula, changes in

Map of, 662.

Physical aspect of, 658.

People, Democratic spirit

of, 699.

Division into four Ethno-
logical Zones, 661.

Historical Geography,
661.

Mountain Chains of, 659.

Table of Political Divi-

sions, 664.

Distribution of Popula-

tions, 660, 661.

Balkan States, The (Silva

White), 657-676.
Balkans, 669, 673.

Little, 659.

Balkh, 141, 599, 600.

Ballalis, 170.

Bailey, M., Traveller, 169, 171,

242.

Balleny, 529.

Balleny Islands, Antarctic

Circle, 530.

Ballielisk, etjTn., 266.

Ballingarry, etym., 266.

Ballylusk, 266.

Balnagoru, 16.

Balnagore, 17.

Balnarthy (Benarty), 265.

Balnuukie, 17.

Baloza = Sir John Kirk, 58.

Baltic, 683.

Drainage into, 555.

= The East Sea, 522.

Baluba Nation, 243.
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Baluchistan, 596.

South- West, 597.

Bam. See Guajan, ISO.

Bamian, 607.

Bammako, 377.

Bampton Islanders, 123.

Banana, Congo Free State
Station, 507.

Banca, 246. See Bangka.
Banda-Gouge, vill., altitude,

364.

Bandawe, on Lake Nyassa, 436.

Band-i-Turkestan Range, 605.

Bandwen, Silver ^line, 431.

Bangala Tribes, The, Popula-
tion, 243.

Bangala Station, 302.

Bangka, Karfe der Alluvial-

Bildunr/en in (Dr. Posewitz),

7-ev., 512.

Strait, 556.

Bangka (Tai-pei Fu), 753.

Bangkok, 167.

Bangodi, tr. in Africa, 497.

Bangues, tr., 170.

Bangweolo, Lake, 395.

Ba-Nhaneca, tr., 116.

Banivas, tr. in Amazonas, 245.

Banj-Xeng-Nau, vill., 168.

Banuockburn, etyni., 516.

Banticks, tr. in Minahassa,
558.

Bantus, 239, 758.

Early marriages among,
478.

Increase of in S. Africa,

476, 477, 656.

Languages, 226.

Banza Manteka, 171.

Baobab Trees, 591.

Bara, R., 326.

Baraguza, 99.

Barava, 106.

Bai'aza, 716.

Barbadoes, 720.

Bari, African tr., 715, 740.

Baria, R. in Amazonas, 245.

Baringo, Lake, in Masai-land,

712.

Bark Clothing, 219.

Barka of Tokar, Delta of the,

414.

Barley, Wild, 137.

Barnwood, etym., 524.

Baroda, 635.

Ba-roo = Bushman, 239.

Barra-Head = Bearnarey, 463.

Barral, Madame, 377.

Barral, M., 377.
Barreto, Francisco, 110.

Barrier Gate, Aden, 429.

Barrow Creek, 375.

Barrow, Point, 119, 276-283,

374.

Bartholomew,John,Gold Medal
awarded to, 682 ; Maps by,

448, 549, 756 ; British Colo-

nial Atlas, rev., 762 ; Pocket

Atlas of the World, rer., 704.

Barygaza, 103.

Basel Missionary Society, 750.

Basheesh, 290.

Bason, 183.

Basra ruius, altitude, 168.

Bass Strait, Queensland, 376,
565.

Bassett, James, Persia, the

Land of the Imams, etc., rev.,

575.

Bastide, Martin de la. Expedi-
tion under, 642,

Basutoland, 258, 477.
Batum, to be fortified by

Russia, 507.

Bataks of Sumatra, 747, 754.

Batang, tn., 85.

Batekes, tr., Upper Alima, 170.

Batna, Agricultural and Indus-
trial Society of, 745.

Bato. See Ui'racas, 181.

Batongoli, class of Waganda,
215.

Batwa, tr., 301.

Battak . See Batak, tr. ,291.
Battambang, 167.

Battersea, etym., 521.

Baumann, Mr. Oscar, 683, 747.

Bauru, 299.

Bavotoby Bay, 117.

Bazeu, Country and tribe in

Sudan, 414.

Beach, raised, 438, 547.

Beaconstield, Lord, Tale of
Alroi), by, 416.

5e«;//p,'H.M.S., .38.

Bealby, J. T., Proportion of
Land and Water, 358.

Bearnarey, 463.

Bearnas a' Chlaidheamh, 10.

Beatty, Mr., 119.

Beaugrand, J/., 612, 614.

Bechuanaland, map rev., 320,

367, 757.

Lieut. Conder on, at Brit.

Ass., 612, 616.

British, 369.
South, iniip rer., 320.
Tribes in, 564.

Becker, Mr. George F., 438.

Bedawin, tr. , 187.

Bedden, Emin Bey's Province,
710.

Bedford Pirn Island, 228.

Bedouins of the Sahara, 593.

Bedsteads of the People of the
Middle Kiger, extraordinarj',

590.

Beechey, Captain, 276.

Beeling, R., 40.

Begg, Alex., Canadian Pacific

Railway, 612, 613.

Behring Strait, 119.

Beinu a' Choiu, 337.

Beinn a' Mhanaich, height, 339.

Bhreac, height, 339.

Chaorach. heiglit, 339.

Dul)h. height, 339.

Eish, height, 339.

Bcinn Tharsuinn, height, 3.39,

343.

Beirut, 443.

Lee Observatory of the
American College at, 743.

Beja, Tunis, 746.

Bekus, tr., .307.

Belana, Gallaland, 173.

Belcher Point, 280.

Belgadi, 44.

Belgium, 283.
Belgrad (Servia), 667, 668, 669.

Belhclvie, 272.

Belka, 187.

Bell, C. N. , Paper by, 751.
Bellet, M. Roissard de, 442.
Bellio, Professor, 319.

Bellingshausen, Antarctic ex-
plorer, 529.

Belltown, Victoria, 750.
Belmaduthj', 12.

Beloch, Julius, Professor in

the University of Rome, 448.

Bemays, Dr., 123.

Ben, Gaelic pi'efix, 3.

Benan, etym., 516.

Benares, 636.

Ben Arthur, 339.

Benljecula, 466, 472.

Benarty Hill (Cabennarterj'e),

etym., 265.

Bencoolan, 291.

Ben Crois, 337.

Dhubh, 337.

Bengal, Annals of Rural, l)y

Dr. Hunter, rer., 635.

Beni-Amer, The, 414.

Beniarivu, R., 116.

Beni Fezaz, 237.

Beni-Israel, 289.

Beni Saf, Algeria, 559.

Benledi, etym., 516.

Ben Nevis, etym., 523.

Benmore, etj'm., 516.

Bennet, 18.

Ben Reoch, height, 339.

Benue, R., the, 572, 578, 594,

595, 685.

Benu Attush, Mequinez, 237.

Musa, jNIequinez, 237.

Ruas, Mequinez, 237.

Shelush, Mequinez, 237.

Zeyyad, Mequinez, 237.

Ben Vane, 337.

Vorlich, 337.

Benvrachie, etj'ui. , 516.

Bepula, 299.

Beqa, tr., 363.

Berber, map n v., 320.

Berbers of Matamora, 559.

Berber .Speech, 237.

Women, remarkable beau-
ty of, 559.

Berbei-a, Africa, 430.

Berbereh, 104.

Berenice, 101.

Colonel Purdj^ map rev.,

320.

to Berber, 372.
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Berghaus, Dr. Hermarm, 384,

704.

Physikalischer Atlas, 2d
edition, rev., 512, 640, 704.

762.

Bering, Commander, 184.

Berndt, .J. , new Map of Scliwei-

zerischen Fohugebietes, rev.,

.-)11.

Berings Island, 183.

Straits. 277.

Berlin, 313, 754.

Conference, 238.

Imperial Admiralty, pub-
lications from, 767.

Xew Guinea Company,
248, 502.

Population of, 285.

Treaty of 1878, 665, 667,
668.

Bermejo, R., 252,

Bermudas, 182.

Bernard, Mr., 235.

Berry, Sir Graham, 633.

Bersimis, R. , 244.

Bert, JI. Paul, 755.

Bertin, Mr. A., Paper on the
Bushmen, 238.

Berwick, etym., 517, 52].

Besant, ]\lr. Walter, M.A.,
rev., 700.

Beseke, Paper 1>v C. T.,

704.

Besitoou. 417.

Bessel's Ellipsoid, 360.

Besuds, tr., 600.

Betafo, vill., 333.

Bethel, etym., 523.

Bethlehem, etym., 523.

Betrothal, East India, 378.
Betsileo, 326.

Betsimisaraka, 324.

Bevercoates, etym., 524.

Beverly, etym., 524.

Beverstone, etym., 524.

Bewley, corruption of Beau
Lieu, 524.

Beyburt, Persia, 575.
Bhamo, 40, 41, 86.

431.

Bhaonagar, 635.

Biafra, Bay of, 172, 755.
Bicycling in Afghanistan, 604.
Bida, capital of Xupe, 586.
Bide-Munene, vill., 365.
Bignell, Lieutenant F. H.,

Notes of a Journey to Lahe
jVista.-;.sim, 243.

Bila, P., Sumatra, ()4.

Bilbao, 313, 314.
Bildudalr, Iceland, 428.

Biuh-Tuan, 290.
Bin Eartie (Benarty), 265.
Birdcage Walk, corruption of
Bocage Walk, 524.

Birjand, 602.

Birket-el-Kerun, 434.
Blrmlnfj/iam, HandhooJcof, rev.,

633.

Birmingham, Pliilosophical So-

ciety, report of Committee,
617.

Birth, 398.

Births, Ugandu, 223.

Birthijlace maps, 319.

Bischoff, Mount, Western Tas-
mania, .'>67.

Biscoe, Antarctic information
from, 529.

Bishop, Captain, 729.

Bismarck, Count, 503, 504.

Dakota, 625.

S.S., 54.

Bisongo, vill.. position, 52.

Bissy, Major E. de Lanuoy de,

llecent French explorations
in the Ogowe-Congo Region,
612, 615.

Biyerre, trib. of Congo, 713.
Bizert or Bizerta, 559, 746.

Salt lakes of, map rev. , 320.

Black River, 50, 299.

Black, Charles Edward D.,
Afghan Boundary Com-
mission, by, 596-610.

Black Fish, 567.

Blackhill, Aberdeenshire, 681,

Black Rock Vale, 230.

Black Sea, drainage area of,

into the, 555.

Blair of Crambeth, etj'm., 264.

Blairadam, 264.

Blairathort, etym., 264.

Blairstruie, etym., 264.

Blanc, Mont, etj'm., 523.

Blaucnez, etym., 521.

Blantyre, Africa, 188, 441,

561,758:
Blar, Gaelic prefix, 3.

Blaramberg, 49.

Bhek, D., African scholar, 240.

Bloch, Lieut., 311.

Blue mud, 540, 541, 546.

Blue, R., 287.

Blyth, Mr. M., Chief Magis-
trate of Transkei, 479.

Boas, Dr. Frank, 163.

Bobrovaya Bay, 184.

Boddam, vill., Aberdeenshire,
681.

Old Castle, 682.

Bode, John Elert, 358.

Bodio, Professor, 448, 576.

Bodmin, etym., 523.

Boeck, E. von, on Climate of

Cocha Camba, 751.

Boettger, Dr., 756.

Bogha-na-Cille, etym., 470.

Bogong, Mount, Australian
Alps, 247, 566.

Bohni, Dr. , 365.

Bohudorfl", Herr, 747.

Bokhara (Khiva), 99.

Bokuka, tr., 243.

vill., 50.

Bolaang Mondongo, Celebes,

556.

Bolivia. 751.

Bologna, population of, 285.
Bolombo, tr., 243.

Bolongo, 298.

Boma, Congo Free State Sta-
tion, 507, 571, 654.

Bombay, 556.

Bonali, IMr., Secretary of the
Khedivial Society of Geo-
graphy, 713.

Bonga, late King of Utaca, 389.
Bonito, S.S., 123.

Bonkula, tr., 243.

Boothia Land, 279.

Borneo, British North, 191.

North, by W. B. Pryor,
612, 615.

Bornu, 593, 595.

Bororey, Crofters of, 465.

Bortaha or Bota. xSee Rota,
180.

Boruki, R., 299.

Bosako, vill., position, 52.

Boscawen, etym., 523.

Bosira, R., 299.

Bosjesman = Bushman, 239.

Bosna, R., 665.

Serai or Seraievo, 666.

Bosnia, 658 ; area, 665 ; com-
merce, 666 ; races, medley
of, 666 ; religion, 666 ; cattle-

rearing, 666 ; cereals not
grown, 666 ;

political and
social problems, 666.

and Herzegovina, Popu-
lation of, 665.

Bosnians, 661 ; Natural quali-

ties of the, 667.

Bosoyapos, 243.

Bossaka, trib. Congo, 172, 364,
506.

Bossekop, 378.

Boston, etym., 519.

Bota, 180.

Botaha. See Rota, 180.

Bothwell, etym., 523.

Botocudoes, tr., 310.

Botolph, St., 519.

Boulay, 285,

Bouniceau, M., 442.

Bounty Islands, The, 696.

Bourbon, Imports, 334.

Bourne, J/. , Expedition under
the direction of, 572.

Bow, Tlie, Natural Arch on
Aberdeen Coast, 680.

Bo'miess = Slains, 676.
Boj-ana, R., 667.

Bpkumba, tr., 243.

Braga, Senhor Luis Joaquin
Vieira, Governor of Tette,

387.

Brahmaputra Valley, 85.

Braids, 153.

Braigh na L-Ui, 472.

Brainard, Sergeant, 229.

Brandenberg, 313.

Brandewijn's Bay, 39.

Bransfield, Antarctic informa-

tion from, 529.
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Brau, 21. de Saint Pol Lias,

291.

Brazil, C4ermaii Colony in, 750.

map rev., 384.

Physical Map of (Wells),
map rev., 512.

Southern, German Emi-
gration, 633.

Brazza, M. de, 168, 192, 238,
242, 311, 684.

Brazzaville, 683.

Bread Street, 524.

Breslau, tn., 312.

Breznidenhout, Mr., 372.

Bridge, Captain Cyprian, R.N.

,

440.

Brindisi, 556.

Bristol, etym. , 519.

Britain and Russia in Asia,

42-
. .

British-Asiatic Dominions, 42.

British Association, 426.
Papers read in Section E

of the, 611, 612.

Report to Council by
Dr. Felkin on the, 1886,

610 619.
Aberdeen Meeting, 527.

• Meetings of Delegates of

Corresponding Societies, 617-

Manchester, in 1887, 617.

Geography at the, 610.

Office-Bearers of Section

E of the, 610, 611.

President, Section E, 610.

Sydney, Invitation from,

617.

British Colonies, 763.

British Consular Reports,
Monthly Digests of the, to

be issued by Foreign Office,

572.
British Erirpire, Through the,

(Von Hlibner), rev., 446.

British India, 596.

British Isles, 30.

British Museum, Donation from
Trustees of the, 767.

British Trade with Spain, 313.

Brittany, 723.

Broadhaven, Aberdeen Coast,

406.

Brockley ( Brackly), etym. , 263.

Brocks, 5.

Brown, Rev. George, New
Britain, 612, 614.

Brown and Thomas, Report of

Profs., on Volcanic Debris
collected at Tanranga, 570.

Browaie, Colonel H., 79.

Brownies, 15.

Bruce, Mr. A. L., 111.

Bruce, Mr. Donald, of Dundee,
633.

Bruges, Population of, 283.

Briinsbuttel, 683.

Brussels, Population, 283, 371.

Bryce, Mr. J. Annan, New
Map of Burma, rev., 576.

Hul)assa, vilL, 174.

Bubui, R., Kaiser Wilhelm's
Land, 632.

Buchanan, John, Shir6 High-
landx, rev., 188.

J. Y., Telegi-aphic Enter-
prise and Deep-Sea Research
on the West Coast of Africa,

612, 614.

on density of sea-

water, 537.

Castle, 337.

R., .375, 630.

Buchan Ness, Point of, Light-
house, 409, 681, 682.

Buchan, The Bullers of, 679.

Buda, etym., 523.

Buda-Pesth, 312.

Buenavista - Mariana. See

Tinian, 180.

Buenos Aires, 252.

Sheep in State, 738.

Population, 571.
Buenos Ayres, 694.

Buffalo, R., 475.

East London, 261.

Bulgaria, 659, 660, 664, (,70,

673.

Division, 670.

Free and Democratic Con-
stitution, 674.

History, 671.

Physical Aspects, 674.

Population and religion,

672.

Bulgarian Peasant - Possessors
of the Soil, 673.

Power, Height of, 671.

Union, 670.

Bulgarians, 661, 663, 673, 675.

Buluwayo= Gubulusoayo, 395.

Bumbimbeh, 301.

Bumi, R., Black Soil, 631.

Bunder Akula, 104.

Bundo Massongo and Bailundo,
Lux's Vocabulary of the, 563.

Bunga, Affluent ofthe Congo,
172, 364.

Bunge and Toll, MM., 311,

377-
Bunga, or Shanga, or Kunga,

trib. of Congo, E. Africa,

242, 506, 685.

Bunginji, 300, 301.

Burdalyek, 744.

Burg, 683.

Burger-Au, stream, 683.

Burgos, Spain, etym., 519.

Burgundians, 519.

Burial-place, old, 472.
Burj-Ulea-Kuli, 130.

Burkhau-buda, Mt., 43.

Burra Hills, 117.

Burrard Inlet, 498.

Burma, Annexation of, 39.
after the Conquest (Grat-

tan Geary), rev., 756.

as it teas, as it is, and as
it 7riU he (Scott), rev., 702.

Burma, British, 41.

Lower, Rice, 431.

Origin of Name, 250.

Present and Future, 39.
etc., Nt'i- Map, by Mr. .1.

Annan Bryce, rer., 576.

Siam and the Shan States,

m.ap rev., 127.

Upper,, 78, 2.3.5.

Geology, 431.

Real Wealth, 431.

Burmaii, his Life and Notions,
(Scott), 702.

Burnell, Arthur Coke, Hobson-
Johson, etc., rev., 249.

Burt Plain, 375.

Burton's Pilgrimage, 703.

Burujird, Persia, 556.

Bushman's Melon (Sama), 637.
Bushmen, Area covered by, 240.

Ciiaracteristics of, 239.

Language, 240.

Bushmen, The, Paper by Mr.
A. Bertin, 238.

Busiri, ^lorocco, 444.

Bussa, 590.

Bussera, 50.

Buta-Palena, R., The, 574.

Butler, Mr. E., Map Depart-
ment, British Museum, 254.

Butter in Guernsej% 726.

Butterworth, District in Tran-
skei, 479.

Buvi (See Urracas), 181.

Buzi, R., E. Africa, 623.

By, suffix, 520.

Byats, tr., 600.

Byzantium, 671.

Cabiena, subject to King of

Shoa, 563.

Cabot's Landfall, 175.
Cacongo, R., 170.

Cactus, 126.

Cadboll, 11.

Cadell, H. M. , The Geological
Survey, 60.

Geology of Sutherland,

rer., 634.

Cadvan, etym., 264.

Cadwaladr, etym., 264.

Cresars, City of the. Belief iu

the, 575.

Caffa, S.W. of Shoa, 563.

Cailleux, A. de, 284.

Caipbhal, etym., 469.

Caipnis, Barrier against the sea

on Isthmus of, 471.

Cairn. Gaelic prefix, 4.

Cairll-a-^'aiu, etym., 265.

Cairn-Catto, or The Battle

Cairn, 409.

Cairnish, 466.

Cairo, 37.

Caithness, etym., 463.

Calabar, Old, R., New Map of,

rev. , 448.

Calcutta, 635.

Calder, etym., 516.
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Cakhsell, Dravidian Grammar
quoted, 62.

California, Colony of, 695.

California, Southern, (Van
Dyke), rev., 638.

California, Gulf of, Drainage
into, 555.

Californian Raised Beach, A,
438.

Calmac, St., II.

Calrossie, 17.

Calvinia, Cape Colony, 475.

Cambus, Gaelic prefix, 4.

Cambuscurry, 8.

Cambodia, 42.

Camdeboo Plain, ,S. Africa,

258.

Cameron, Lieutenant, 242.

Cameroons, i8i.

The, 578, 649, 656, 753.
Camp, Clay, 228.

Campas, tribe on banks of Eni,

246.

Campbell Island, near Ant-
arctic Circle, 507.

Campo, R., 170.

Canada, 698.

Xorth-West, 727.

Pacific Railway, 731.

Proposed New Route to

the Great Prairie Lands of,

via Hudson's Strait and
Bay, by Dr. Rae, 612, 613,

727-732.
Canadian Government, Pub-

lication from, 767.

Xorth-West, by Professor

Macouu, 611, 613.

Pacific Railway System,
map rev., 639.

Pacific Railway, (Alex-

ander Begg), 612, 613.

Pacific Railway Company,
Donation from the, 767.

Canal, J. 383.

Ijetween Mediterranean
and Salt-lakes behind Gabes,
feasibility of the construc-

tion of a, 559.

North Sea and Baltic,
Map, 682, 704.

of Europe, 126.

of Pakchapongo, part of

Eni River, 247.

Corinth, Depth of, 232.

Canary Islands, La Luz, 54.
Canmore, etym., 514.

Cannibalism, 300.

Melanesia, 702.
CannihaI-< and Convicts ; Notes
of Personal Experience in the

Western Pacific (Thomas),
rev., 759.

Canonbj^ etym., 521.

Canongate, Edinburgh, etym.,
517.

Cantfc, 19.

Cantawarabyrig, full form of

Canterbury, 514.

Cantei'bury, etym., 514.

Cantire, etym., 514.

Canton, 235.

Xorthern and Central,

510.

"The City of Rams," 510.

Cantwell, Lieutenant, 118, 304.

Caoutchouc, 311.

Cataugombe. 39.

Cape Colony, 189.

Area of Forest and Bush
in, 262.

Government, Publications

from, 767.

Capello Antonio de Brito,

115, 172.

Xew Governor -General of

Loanda, 563.

Cape Town, 385.

Cape Verde, Archipelago, 172.

Capildrae, etym., 263.

Capital Punishment, 215.

Capper, R. , A Trader on West
Coast Africa, 612, 616.

Carajas, tr. , 311.

Carbisdale, 8.

Cardozo, Lieutenant, 294, 441,

507, 560.

Carey, WiUiam, Life of, by
George Smith, LL.D. . rev.,

188.

Caribbean, Drainage into, 555.

Sea, 641.

Carles, Mr. W. R., 383.

Carliu Cave, Aberdeen, 403.

Carlmgford, etym., 521.

Carmichael, Alexander, The
Place-Xames of lona, 461-

474.

Carmodle, etym., 265.

Carnaborg, 469.

Carnauba (Copernicia ceri-

fera), 751.
Carnbo, etym., 263.

Caroeira Mountain, Portuguese
E. Africa, 3S7.

Caroline Islands, The, 54,
180.

F. Coe]lo"s Map, rev., 64.

Carpathians, 658, 669.

Carpentaria, Gulf of, Queens-
land, 565.

Carpet-making, 416.

Carpenter, Dr., 229.

Can-ie, Gaelic prefix, 4.

Carrie-Blair, 9.

Carron, 19.

Carthage, The great Aque-
duct of, 434.

Carving, 240.

Casati, Captain, 295, 560, 716,

719, 747.

Casiquiare, R., in Venezuela,
246.

Caspian, The, 743, 744, 745.

Castelnau, 441.

Castilho, Governor-General of

Mozambique, journey of Cap-
tain, 561.

Castina, Lake, Alaska, 691.

Castlegate, York, etym., 518.

Castle Packet Company, 562.

Castor, etym., 518.

Catalogue of the Printed Maps,
etc., in the British Museum,
rev., 254.

Cat worship, 373.

Cataclysmal agency, 259.

Catalonia, 427.

Catana, population of, 285.

Cataobh = Caithness, 463.

Catoichill, etj'm. , 264.

Cattle, Guernsey, 726.

^lode of pasturing, 724,

725.

Caucasian Section, .Imperial

Geographical Society, Rus-
sian, 743.

Caucasus, Geographical Edu-
cation in, by V. Dingelstedt,

274.
Causse, district, 283.

Cave, sandstone, S. Africa, 475.

Caves. 406-7.

Rock-cut at Beni Saf, 559.

Rock-cut, Hazarahjat, 607.

Ceara, proxance of, 751.

Cecchi, 563.

neto 7)iap of Shoa, rev.,

639.

Cecil Falls, 332.

Cedar Keys, Florida, 624.

Celebes, Island of, 556.

Celina and Sette-Cama, R.,

363-
Celler, 31., 643.

Celtic, Names of most of the
natural features of Bi^itish

Isles, 515.

Central Asian Russia, 596.

Centi'al equi\alent pi'ojection,

549.

Central Mount Stuart, 375.

Cerne, 322.

Cerro Huacho, 252.

Cessac. Leon de, 172.

Cettinje, 668.

Ceylon, 635, 636.

Chaco, Grand, 177.

Chad District, Lake, 648, 649.

Chaghatae, son of the Chingiz
Khan, 599.

Chagres, R., Isthmus of Pan-
ama, 641, 644.

Chahar Aimak, tr. , 143.

Shumba, X. Afghanistan,
600, 606.

Territory in Herat, 143.

Chah Yalki Well, 138.

Chahmakli, 137.

Chaine, Centi'ale, Xew Cale-

donia, 760.

Chaix Hills, Alaska, 691.

Challenger Dredgiiigs, 553.

excursion into the Ant-
arctic, The object of the, 535.

S.S., 56, 194, 528, 529,

545, 546, 547, 620, 621.
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Chalmers, Kev. James, of New
Guinea (Ta-ma-te), 440, 499,

502, 571, 742.

Chaman-i-bed. 607.

Chamba Point, 435.

Chamberliu, Mr. T. C. See

Irving, Mr. , 439.

Chamouchoiian, R., 243.

Chandler Fiord, 230.

Chang-hua, Formosa, 753.

Changwe, 208.

Channel Islands, The, 720, 723.

Chautabonn, 167.

Chan-tsun,tn., Southern China,
510.

Chardjui, 286, 744.

Chareguan. See Sai'ignan, 180.

Charleston, 624.

Charlotte Waters, 375.

Charmes, ./I/. Gabriel, UneAm-
bassade au Maroc, 434.

Charms, Uganda, 225.

Charshiimba, 431.

Chart of the World (Dr. H.
Berghaus's), map rev., 256.

Chateau-8alins. 285.

Chauni Haut, Mt., 81.

Chanx-de-Fonds, 378.

Chaupimayo (province Laj\Iar),

247.

Chavannes, JSI. de, traveller.

169, 320.

Cheapside, etym. , 524.

Chebona, 322.

Chekh, The, 667, 673.

Chelmicki, 172.

Chelsea, etym., 521.

Chemocou or Chemocau. See

Asuncion, 180.

Cheng-Ho, Envoy of the Em-
peror Yung - lo to India.

Persia, and Arabia, 430.

Cheraga. See Sariguan, ISO.

Cherbourg, etym., 519.

Cherchen, 288.

Cheregua. (See Sarigrian, 180.

Cherega. See vSariguan, ISO.

Cherna Gora = Montenegro,
668.

Cheruagorans (Montenegi'ins),
661.

Cheroshin. See Asuncion, 180.

Cheroshuns. See Asuncion, ISO.

Cherubini, Major Claudio, 312.

Cheruguau. See Sariguan, ISO.

Chester, etym., 517.

Chester-le-J>treet, etym., 517.
Chesterfield Inlet, 490.

Chesterholni, etym., 518.

Chesterton, etym., 518.

Chestnut, 126.

Cheviots, 200.

Cheyenne Indians, 439.

Chhar-i-mak, etym., 599.

Chiai'ini, 374, 563.

Chiavenua, altitude, 168.

Chia-yi, Formosa, 753.

Chibinga, on the Msingua,
391, 392.

Chicoutimi, 243.
Chicova, 9().

Chief River, 243.

Chikusi's country, S.W. of
Lake Nyassa, 436.

Chili flora, 751.
Chilla-i-Kalau, 604.

C;hilla-i-Kurd, 604.

Chiloango, R., Africa, 435.
Chiloe Islands, Patagoniau

coast, 574.

Chiltern Hills, 1.54.

Chilwan or Sofala, 624.

Cliina, 290.

and Central Asia, 62.

Bibliography, 431.

Great Wall of, 615.

China's colonial possession, 112.

connection with Babylon,
235.

China and Corea, North, hy
J. D. Rees, 612, 615.

Choindwin, R., Upper Burma,
431.

Chinese Emigration, 90.

Chingiz Khan, 599.

Ching-mai, Isl. of Hainan, 510.

Chinyanja Language, 437.

Chipajola, Chief, 53.

Chirna, 561.

Chisholm, George G., M.A.,
B.Sc. , Longman''s School Geo-
(jraplty, rev., 573.

Guernsey, by, 720-727.
Chitinah, R., Alaska, 303,'440.

Chittagong Hill Tribes, 37.

Chiuta, Lake, 53.

Chiwuka, god of war, Uganda,
225.

Chobe, R., 295.

Cliops, The, tr. in Bulgaria, 672.

C'hotts, basin of, map rev.,

320.

Chow Dynasty, 236.

Chow Kam Doang, Lawa King,
81.

Christianity, effects of embrac-
ing, 478.

in India, 635.

Christian persecutions in Ugan-
da, 749.

Christie, Route of Captain, in

ISIO, 597.

(."hrystal, Professor, 549, 550.

Chuapa, R., 50, 297.

Chubut, Rio, Patagonia, 440.

Chuckchee, tr., 279.

Chugu, Makorikori Chief, 758.

Chukhun, 44.

Chukorova, Dubruja, 743.

"Chul," expanse of light,

clayey hills, in Afghanistan,
603.

Chumley, Mr. James, 555.

Churchill, R., Hudson's Bay,
728.

Churchill, Fort, 498.

Cinnamon, 105.

Cinnamonifera Regio, 104.

Cirta, Modern Constantino,
559.

Cities, ruined, of Zambesi, 108.

Cities of the Plain, Position of

the, 741.

Civilisation, influence of, on
Negro, 72, 73.

Civita Vecchia, 1S6.

Clach ceann nam meur, 16.

Cladh na li-Ui (burial-jjlace of
the Ui), 473.

Clamenca, Island of, 644.
Clans, 308.

Clarke, Captain, Sketches of

Sutherland, by, 6.34.

Clash, Gaelic jjrefix, 4.

Clashlochic, etym., 263.
Clash na Comarich, 12.

Clauss, Dr., .308, 384.
New Map by, rev., 448.

Clei.sh Hills, etym., 264.
Cleopatra's Needle, .34.

Clepsydra, 236.

Cleveland Peak, Alaska, 693.
Clikinnan, Brough of, Shet-

land, 756.

Climate of the Central Sudan,
Healthy, 595.

Cochabamba, Bolivia, 751

.

Congo, Bad account of,

747.

Germauy and Russia, 761.
Greater part of South

Australia, 733.

Pondicherry, 290.

Tasmania, 376.
Tibet, 288.

Uganda, 209.

Climatology of E. Africa, rev.,

637.

and the Geographical
distribution of disease, 124.

of Africa, 649.

Cloch Point, .348.

Clooningan, etym., 265.

Clothing, Waganda, 210.

Cloudy Mountain, New-
Guinea, 440.

Clyde, .James, LL.D., School
Geography, rev., 755.

Clj'de, Firth of, Fauna and
Flora, 20, 356.

Water System, configu
ration of, by Dr. H. R.
Mill, 612-615.

Cnoc a" Mhadai", 16.

Cnoc-an-Teampuill (the Temple
Hillock), 471.

Ledi, 19.

nan Aingeal, 12.

Ceann, 10.

Coal, East Africa, 53.

Madagascar, 117.

Coal-fields of New Cale-
donia, 376.

(iriipuiland. East, 480.

Northern Hazarahjat, 607.

Stormberge, S. Africa,

260.
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Coal, Upper Burma. 4.31.

Cobbler Peak, 339.

Cochabamba, Bolivia, Climate
of, 751.

Cochin China, 42, 235.

Jews of, 289.

Codrington, Mr. , Melaneman
Language, re,v., I'M.

Coello, Don Francisco, 64,

ISO.

Coffee in Hai-az, 232.

in Shire Highlanils, 188.

Coffeefonteiu Diamond Mine,
260.

Coilessan Glen, 34U.

Coil, Gaelic prefix, 4.

Coinage used in Guernsey, 727.

Coins, Arab, 38.

Coiregrogain Burn, 337.

Cokburn Island, 165.

Colding quoted, 63.

Collieston, fishing town, Aber-
deen, 268, 403.

Collignon, 549.

Colman, St., 11.

Colomb, Mt. , 43.

Colombia (New Granada), 641,

644, 645.

Colon, Port of Panama Canal,

644.

Colonial Exhibition Commis-
sion, Australia, On the
Authoritative Publications
of the, by J. T. Wills, 733-

737-
Colonial Committee at Berlin,

A Pei'manent, 633.

Congress, German, 633.

Government, Advice to

Cape, 476.- Handbook, The, 734.

Colonial and Indian Exhihition,

rev., 447.

Colonies, Her Majesty's, 733.

Colony, Cape, 632.

Colorado, Grand Canon of, 147.

Colour in Geographical Names,
523.

Colquhoun, Archibald R., 42.

on Mr. Halletfs railway
scheme, 91.

Sir James, 337.

Columba, etym. . 461.

Columbia, British, 698.

Columcille, etym., 461.

Colville, R. , Alaska, 280.

Covuiraich, 12.

Commerce of Germany and
Russia, 762.

Commercial Enterprise opened
by means of Panama Canal,
Field for, 645.

Commercial Geography of East
Switzerland, Society for,

433.

Comoro Islands, 395, 755.

Communism, 557.

Compass, Errors of the, An-
tarctic Circle, 621.

Compassbergs, South Africa,

258.

Concepcion, Province, 247.

Condie Stephen, Mr., 132, 133.

Conder, Captain, C. R., R. E.,

.564, 701.

Conger. Physical Observations
at, 228.

Congo, The, 171, 555, 572,
708, 713, 750.

Austrian Expedition to,

171, 683, 747.
Aflluent of, 563.

Basin, 68 et seq.

Climate of, 747.

Conference, Berlin, 435.

Explorations in southern
basin. Lieutenant Kund

,

612, 615.

Free State, 50, 242,

377, 571, 683.

Future delta of, 363.
Lower ; temperature and

rainfaU, 242.

Maps (Von Francois),

64 ; (Savorgnan de Brazza),
192 ; (Baumann)320 ;

(Gren-
fell and Wissmaun), 704.

Middle, 114.

Railway, 632, 683.

Region between, and
Kasai, 52.

Upper, 302.
Congodialemba, 171.

Connel, King in Ireland, 462.

Constantinople, Population of,

623.

Constantine Harbour, Astro-
labe Bay, 506.

Constitutions, Political, 380.

Conti, Nicolo, 747.

Cook, Antarctic Explorer, 529.

Highest Iceberg seen by,

534.

Cooking, 220.

Cooktown, 499.

Coote, Mr. C. H., Map De-
partment, British Museum,
2,J4.

Copenhagen, Population of,

622.

Etym. . 524.

Copper, 130, 296. 314.

Copper, R., 118, 303.

Coptos, 101.

Coquilhat, Lieut. C. , 51, 243,

302.

Cora, Prof. Guido, 30.

Corantin, R., .308.

Corcovado Gulf, 574.

Pass, Patagonia, 440.

Cordier, Commander, 169.

Cordoba, Argentine Republic,
Proceedings National Aca-
demy of Sciences (Dr. E. L.

Holmberg), rtv., 251.

Corea, 615.

Corinth Canal, Width of
Isthmus of, 232.

Cornwall, etym., 520.

Coronation Bay, 166.

Corre, Startling Statement of,

656.

Corrientes, 625.

Corstorphine Hill, 153.

Cortes, Ojca, 574.

Corvo. Azores, 508.

Corvodos, tr., 310.

Corwin, Thomas, 118.

Cosmographj^ Chinese, 236.

Costa, J. S., Botelho da, 172.

Costa Rica, The State of,

641.

Cotehill Loch, Aberdeenshire,
269.

Cotswold Hills, 154.

Cottica, Upper, 307.

Cotton Plant, 238.

Cove, Arthur, 408.

Cowall, 341.

Coward's Springs, South Aus-
tralia, 626.

Cowgate. Edinburgh, etym,,
517.

Cowrig, 219.

Cowsrieve, Hill of, Aberdeen-
shire, 681.

Craigatuke, etym., 263.

Craigduckie, etym., 263.

Craigincath, etym., 263.

Cramer, 742.

Cransdale, Hill in Aberdeen,
403.

Crater Lake, Oregon, 751.

Creag Caoineachan, 8.

Creagorry, South Uist, 468.

Creak, E. W., Terrestrial

Magnetism and Antarctic
Exploration, 619-621.

Creation, Belief about, 224,
283.

Credner, 439.

Crete, 661.

Criquebceuf , Normandy, etym.

,

521.

Crillon, Mt., Alaska, 625,

Crimthan, original name of

Columcille, 461.
" Crin vegetal," 559.

Crioulo (Creole) jargon, 563.

Croick, 14.

Crookit Meq. Extract from
the, 404, 407.

Cross Cape, 296.

Cross, Mr Whitman, Descrip-
tion of Minerals from the
Neighbourhood of Pike's

Peak, 438.

Cristal, Serra de, 563,

Croats, 661, 667.

Ci'uach An't Sithein, height,

339.

Cruach Mor, 341.

Cruden, etym., 409,

Parish, 408.

Ward, 676.

Water, 676.

Scaurs of, 403.
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Crustaceans abundant in Ant-
arctic Ocean, 540.

Cuba, 395.

Cuil-Dreimne, Battle of, 462.

Cuimin, Saint, 473.

Cuklibras or Culebras Reef,

179.

Cut, Gaelic Prefix, 4.

Cullenachy, etym., 262.

Cultbuy, etym. , 263.

Cumbraes, Isl., 348.

Cumberland, etym., 199, 519.

Peninsula, 165.

Cunene, R., 378.

Cunha, Ti'istan da, 747.

Cunicunuma, R. , in Venezuela,
246.

Cuniposamas, tribe in Ama-
zonas, 245.

Cunningham, 61.

Cur, R., 341.

Curr, E. M., 191.

Currents of tropical water, 539.

Cuyaba, 441.

Population, 310.

R., 308.

bis zum Rio Batavy, New
Map of (Dr. Otto Clauss),

rtv., 448.

Cupari, R., in Venezuela, 246.

Cuyco, 246.

Cyphergat Coal Mine, South
Africa, 260.

Cyprus, 443.

Cyzicus, 99.

D'Aquilae Range, Western
Tasmania, 567.

Daga, Sudan, 414.

Daighuns, tr., 600.

Dakenas, tr. in Amazonas, 245.

Dakota Territory, 625.
Daktchi, 607.

D'Albertis, Traveller, 178.

Dal, Gaelic prefix, 4.

Dalhousie Springs, South Aus-
tralia, 628.

Dalmahoy, 154.

Dalmann, Captain, 505.

Dalmatia, 667.

Dalnacloich, 16.

Dalyell, Dr., of Natal, 424.

Damaraland, 296, 479.
Damba, 115..

Dana, Professor, 193.

Danckehnan, Dr. von, 745.

Dan, Cape, 176.

Dandelion, 278.

Danelagh, etj'm,, 520.

Danenliower, Lieut., 33.

Danube, R., 658, 659, 660, 665,

668.

Etym., 516.

Danzig, 762.

Dapean, Tonkin, 556.

Daption captnsis, Linn. (Cape
Pigeon), 540.

Dardanelles, 659.

Darfur, 412.

Dariatche Shalii. .SVr Urmia
Lake, 575.

Darien, 643.
Darling Downs, Queensland,

738-739.

Darwaz, map rev., 127.
Daschenberg, Account by Dr.

P., 747.

Dast-i-Chul, 603.
Date tree in Tunis, Cultivation

of, 745.

Daulatabad, 603.

David's, St., Well, 12.

Davidson, Mouut, 438.
Dawson, Dr. G. M., of the

Geological Survey of Canada,
498.

Dawson, Sir J. William, Presi-

dent of the British Associa-
tion 1886, 59, 426, 610.

Dead Sea, 428, 741.

Dead, Treatment of the, in

Alaska, 281.

Dease, Captain, 276, 374.

Debrah Saleh, Sudan, 414.

Deeazes, M., traveller, 169.

Dee, R., 517.

Delagoa Bay, 385, 386.
Delamon, Persia. 575.
Delgado, Cape, 107, 386.
Delgny or Delny, 16.

Delia Tori-e, Cajje, German
New Guinea, 505.

Delny, 16.

De Long, 33.

Delos, 103.

Delta of Congo, 363.

of Niger, 580.

Delting, etym., 522.

Dembela Country and Tribe,

Sudan, 414.

De Moussy's Atlas of Argen-
tine Republic, 499.

Dendre, R., length, 283.

Dengewell, etym., 522.

Denhardt, Brothers, took pos-

session of Wito - land for

Germany, 562.

Denhardt, C, 57.

Denmark, meaning of, 515.

Industrial arts of, 39.

Density of Sea-water, Table of,

637.

Denudation of S. Africa, 259.

Deposits, four kinds met with
by Chalknger during Antarc-
tic trip, 540.

in Antargtic and Southern
Oceans of Continental debris,

.541.

Deptford, etym., 521.

Derbend and the Porta Cas-
pia, 43.

Derchib, 373.

Derby, etym., 621.

Derby, Dr. Orville Adalberto,

572.

Derwent, etym., 516.

Desert of the Exodus, 700.

IJesgodiiis, Abb.., 85, 383.

Desierta- Pajaros, 181.

Destrain, M., 435.

IJesor of Neuchatel, Theory
of, 742.

D'Estrey, letter from Dr.
Comte Meyners, 754.

Deuglie (Clesedughly),' etym.,
264.

Devanagari Alphabet, 236.

Devant-les-Ponts, 285.

Deveron, R., Banffshire, 268.
" Devil " {Sarcophilus ursimm),

567.

Devil's Head Mountain, Pike's

J'eak, 439.

Devonian and Old Red Sand-
stone, 199, 200.

De Witt Iiange, Western Tas-

mania, 567.

Dhurra, 412.

Dhuthacks, St., Parish, 12.

Diana, s.s. , 306.

Diarmid, King of Ii-eland, 462.

Diatom ooze, 546.

Analysis of, 640, 542.

Diatoms at surface of Antarctic
Ocean, 539.

Dibrugarh, 41, 234.

Dicynodon (Anomodontid) rep-

tiles, 259.

Digaru-Mishmi, tr., 234.

Diego-Suarez Bay, 116.

Diener, Dr. Carl, map rev.,

192, 743, 753.

Dihong, identity with Sanpo,
234

Dijmphna, s.s., 304.

Dillaloa Plateau, 173.

Diloko, 299.

Dilolo, Lake, Africa, 242.

Dinaric Alps, 660, 665, 669,

675.

Dinder, trib. of Nile, 412.

Dingelstedt, Herr von, on
Geographical Education in

the Caucasus, 274.

on the Amu-Darya, 743.
Dingwall, 7 : etym., 522.

Dinkas, African tr., 749.

Diogenes, trader, 100.

Diomedea [Phoibetria) fidigi-

iiosa, Gm. (Black Albatross),

540.

Dioscorida, ancient name of

Socotra, etym., 746.

Dippel, iM., '2T2.

Discovei-y Chart, Isochronic,

762.

Harbour, Griunell Land,
228.

Disease, serpent cause of, 225.

Infectious, 399.

Ditabi, 298, 299.

Dittmar's Tables, 21.

Dizful, R., Persia, 556.

Dniester, etym., 516.

Doare, Spain, etym., 516.

Dobe, 358.
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Dobruja, 659, G60, 6G4.

Dobruja, German Colonies in

the, 743.
Dobson, Mr. W. L., 375.

Doeriug, Dr. Adolfo, 252.

Dokta, R., 374.

Doirlinii, etyni., 463.

Dollar, 263.

Dollars, Maria Theresa, 217.

Dolmen in Cove Arthur, 408.

Domanu, Bruno, New Map of

Africa by, rev., 128, 576.

Domestic Animals in Guernsey
and Monmouth, number of,

724.

in Socotra, 746.

Dondo, tr., 243.

Doo Cave, Aberdeen coast, 681.

Dore, or Little Perch River,

244.

Douglas Island, 303.

Douglas, Mr. J., Special Com-
missioner for New (Guinea,

570.

Douglas, Professor Robert
R., Map Catalogue of

British Museum, 254.
Douglas Water, 340.

Doune Hill, height, 339.

Djerba, Isl, rnnp rev.. 320.

Dourbie, R., 284.

Dour, etjmi., 516.

Dow Plain, 86.

Dowan, Isl., 247.

Dowie-Stane Cave, Aberdeen.
405.

Dragon's-blood in Socotra, 746.

Drainage Areas of the Con-
tinents, and their relation to

Oceanic Deposits, by John
Murray, 548.

Inland, 552, 554.

• Oceanic, 552.

Summary of, 553.

Drake, C. F. Tyrwhitt, 700.

Drakensberg Mts., S. Africa,

258, 480.

Dredgings in Antarctic Ocean,
532.

Dresden, Congress at, 1886,

426.

Drina, R. , 665.

Drochaid, Gaelic prefix, 4.

Drochaid-an-aobh, 7.

Drochaidh-nan naomh, 8.

Di'opping Cave, or the White
Cave of Slains, 407.

Drowning Pond, 15.

Drude, Dr. Oscar, Area/e. aiis-

(/eicdhlftr Onlincnr/eji, New
Map, 7-fv.. 762.

Distribution of Plants,

384.

Vegetation Zones, 512.

Drunkenness among African
tribes, 497.

Dthud - ed - Roma=" opposite
Rome," 559.

Dual), etj-m., 516.

Dubreka, 172.

Duchak, 286.

Dudgeon. Mr., 112.

Duel Hill, 16.

Dufferin, Lord, 92, 378.

Duida, Mt., Venezuela, 246.

Duke of York Group, 248.

Dufourcq, M. , traveller, 169.

Dufli, Emin Bey's Province,

710.

Dulcigno, 667, 668.

Dumairah, Cape, 293.

Dumbartonshire Highlands,
H. M. Cadell, B.Sc. 337.

Errata, 426.

Dumfries, maji rtr., 319.

Dumont, J/., 555.

Dun, Gaelic prefix, 4.

Dun-a-cluach Hill, Aberdeen-
shire, 410.

Dun-allishky, 5.

Dun Buy Rock, coast of Aber-
deen, 678.

Dundee, 740, 7*)3.

Whalers in Antarctic
Exploration, 622.

Dungeness, etyni., 521.

Dunglow, etym., 264.

Dunguzuka, headman of Chi-

kusi, 437.

Dunie, 17.

Dunker, Prof. Wilhelm, 34.

Dunmore, etym., 264.

Dutoitspan Diamond Mine,
260.

Duthach's Town, St., 12.

Dutreuil de Rhins, M. , map
ri-r., 128.

Duvevrier, J/., Traveller, 181.

Dunn", E. T., F.G.S., 475.

Durance, etym., 516.

Durduri, Somali-Land, 241.

Durness region, Sutherland,

The, 634.

DT^rville, Antarctic Explorer,

529.

Dushan's Empire, 675.

Dwarf race, 301.

Dyke-Ackland Bay, 571.

Dyle, R., length, 283.

Dwyka R., 295.
Dwyka Conglomerate, S.

Africa, 475.
Dylnoski, Paper bj' Professor

B., 753.

Eadar Drix, 13.

Eaglais nah-Ui (Church of the

Ui), 473.

Earn, 60.

Earth, The, by Elisee Reclus,

rev., 316.

Earthquake in Tonga Group,
179. 752.

Earthquakes in the United
States, 624, 625.

Earth's Surface, area of,

550, 554.
heights of, 360.

Eathie, 9.

Eastcheap, etym., 524.

Ebbutt, Percy G., Emigrant
Life in Ea)isa-^, rev., 511.

Ebe, 121, .571.

Eberlin, Mr., 304.

Ebers, Dr. George, 572.

Ebrard, German scholar, 461.

Ebundi, Njoki, 300.

Ecca Beds, 259.

Eckert, Von, 43.

Edderton, 9.

Eden, Cape, 164.

Edinbui-gh, 740, 763.

Contributions to Palestine

Exploration Fund, 702.

description of, by Bums,
Sir W. Scott, Alexander
Smith, and A. H. Hallam,
525.

Etym., 514, 519.

Edk ins, Dr. , of Peking. 235, 236.

Education, Geographical, in

the Caucasus (Dingel-

stedt), 274.
in South Australia, 511.

Educational Institute of Scot-

land, 421.

Scheme of Scottish Geo-
graphical Societj-, 428, 765.

Egga (near the Niger), popula-

tion, 586.

Eggs, Guei-nsey, 726.

Egli, Professor, 427.

Egypt, Petroleum springs in,

293.

and the Soudan, the Litera-

ture of, from the EarlieM
Time--; to the Yt-ar 1885, in-

c/u-sire (Prince Ibrahim Hil-

my), rev., 315.

Egyptian Campai()n>i (C. Royle),

rev., 253.

Equatorial Provinces, 705.

Race of the first dynasty
and Bushmen, affinity of the,

240.

Ehrenberg, 742.

Eichstedt, birthplace of Nach-
tigal, 36.

Eider. R., 11.3, 683.

Canal, 683.

Eignis, 472.

Peninsula of, Lews, 471.
Eisgeir, etym., 466, 472.

Ekaterinburg, 286.

El Araish. Morocco, 434.

El Bahira, Salt Lakes, map
;vr., .320.

El Dorado, New, 181.

El Fersh Valley, Yemen, 233.

El-Hautah, capital of Lahej,

430.

El Maghreb, 1200 J/(7e.s' Bide
tliroiigh Morocco (Stutfield,)

rev., 444.

Elbe, 683.

Elboeuf, etym., .521.

Elbiirz Mountains, 416.
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Elephant, Mount, 108.

Ella Bay, 230.

Ellangowan Island, 122.

Ellesmere Land, 163, 377.

Ellery, Mr., 622.

Ellice Islands, annexed by
Great Britain, 571.

Elliot, Captain Grant, 435.

EUiotdale, district in Tembu-
land, 479.

Elliot Range, Tasmania, 567.

Mr. H. G., Report, 479.

Eltham, etym., 522.

Elpasolite, a new mineral, 438.

FAy, etym., 521.

Emin Bey (Pasha) and his
companions, 295.

and Dr. Junker, 560.
Collections by, 687, 716.

Educational work of, 707.

Eucalyptus experiments
by, 655.

Letters from, 686, 70S,

715, 748.

Position of, by Dr. R.
W. Felkin, 705717.

Release of, 441.

Emineli, Cape, Black Sea, 659.

Empress Augusta River, Ger-
man New Guinea, 505.

Flora, 505.

Natives at, etc., 505.
Enamelling, 141.

Euarea, 105.

Enaula, a God, 225.

Encisco, 58.

Enderby's Land, Antarctic
Circle, 530.

Eudrick, R., 337.

Enfida, 434.

iMigcobo, district in Tembu-
land, 479.

Kngelhard, H. E. D., Nev- Map
of Saleiycr, rev., 512.

Engelhardt, 358.

England in E. Africa, 749.

English Flag, removal of, from
German Settlements, 248.

Fni = Apurimac, R., 246.

Emjanyana, District in Tembu-
land, 479.

Ennia Gallas, 174, 373.

R., 374.

Ejiirus, 378.

Equato, R., 296.

Eijuatorial Provinces, 241.

Boundaries, 710.

Financial improvement,
706.

Population, 710.

Erebus, Mount, 507, 532. 543,
622.

and Terror, ships, 621.

Erer, R., 173.

Ergua. See Agrigau, ISO.

Eriboll, etym., 11.

Region, Sutherland, 634.

Ermin Street, Roman Road,
517.

ErroU, Countess, 272.

Earl, 676.

Descent of, 677, 67S.

Family burial-place of the,

403.

Erzerum, Persia, 575.
Erzgebirge, 199.

Escher of Zurich, Theory of,

742.

Esk, etym., 516.

Eska and Esker, etym., 516.

Eskimo, 177, 694.

Language, 164.

Remains, 230.

Esky, etym., 516.

Espin, Colony of, 695.

Essequibo, R., 308.

Essex, etym., 519.

Essina, 106.

Estignard, M., 442.

Etah, natives, 230.

Ethnologj', 253.

Volkerhmule, Africa, rer.,

252.

Arctic Highlanders, 230.

Europe, 662.

Etsch, etym., 516.

Etropol Balkans, 659.

Eucalyptus, 655.

Eudoxus, 99.

Euean = Iona, 473.

Euphrates, 235.

Valley, 556.

Eural-Asia, Drainage area of,

551.

Europe, the Geographical
Evolution of, by Prof.

James Geikie, 193-207.
Homogeneous Ethnology

of, 662.

Middle and Southern,
covered by sea, 199.

European Continent, earliest

]iart of evolved, 201.

European Powers in Africa,

competition of, 715.

Europeans may possibly thrive,

Districts in Tropical Africa
where, 656.

Effects of a tropical cli-

mate on, 650, 651.

Everette, Dr., 118.

Everill, Captain H. C, Recent
Explorations in New Guinea,
123, 612, 614.

Evershot, etym., 524.

Eversley, etym., 524.

Everton, etym., 524.

Evil Eye, 225.

Ex, etym., 516.

Exeter, etym., 516.

Exhibitions of Scottish Geo-
graphical Society, 765.

Exmouth, etym., 516.

Exodus, Desert of the, 700.

Expedition, French, Central

Asia, 623.

Austrian, to Central
Africa, 171. 683. 747.

Expedition, Everill's New
(iuinca, 122.

— Forbes's New Guinea, 119.

Expeditions, proposed, to South
Pole, 507.

Eyebrows cut off by Inyu, 279.

P^yna Helgo = lona, 473.
Eyombe, 301.

Eyrie, 301.

Eyre, Lake, S. Australia, 626,

627, 628.

EzZawiyeh esh Shurkiyeh, 187.

Fadiili, tr., 430.

Fahian, 36.

Faidhei-be, General, 446.

Fairchild, Captain of the Hine-
mva, 696.

Fair-Day among the Ghilzais,

601.

Fairy Hills, 15.

Fairy Tales, 226.

Fakaogo Island, 179.

Fallos Channel, Patagonian
Coast, 574.

Famaka, Blue Nile, 411.

Fanambana, 116.

Fang Plain, 82.

Far Interior ; a Narrative of
Travel and Adventure, from
the Gape of Good Hope across

the Zambesi to the Lakes (W.
M. Kerr), 759.

Farah, 142, 604.

Farallon de Medinilla, ISO.

de Torres, 180.

Farantsay (Jesuits), 329.

Faraouy, R., 326.

Farini, G. A., Through the

Kalahari Desert, by, rev.,

295, 636.

Faroe Islands, 147.

Basalts, 204.

Farquhar, Earl of Ross, 13.

Fashoda, 68t5.

Fatiko, 710, 712.

Fayum, 434.

Fearn, 13.

Feast of the Waters, 167.

Fedoskiya Bukhta Islands, 183.

Feilberg, 177.

Felfelor Felful. R., 237.

Felkin, Dr. Robert W., Cli-

matolog-y and the Geogra-
phical Distribution of Dis-

ease, 124,

Can Europeans become
acclimatised in Tropical
Africa ? 647-657.
Emin Beys Letters to,

686.

Report to Council as
Society's Delegate to
British Association, 610-

619.

Position of Dr. Emin
Bey. 715, 718.

Fendom, IS.

Feuner, Ceorge, 172.
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Ferganah, Population, 287.

Ferguson, William, of Kin-
mundy, Notes on the Sea-
board of Aberdeenshire,
268-273, 403-411, 676-682.

Fern Valley, Lake Okaro, New
Zealand, 569.

Fernao Veloso Bay, 108.

Fesea, Prof. Dr. M. , Paper by,
432.

Feudal Sj'stem, 215.

Fez, Altitude of, 181, 445.
Fianai'antsoa, 326.

Fichtelgebirge, 199.

Field, Henry M., M.U., Greek
Islands and TurTcey after the

War, rev., 443.

Mr. .J. W., Map Depart-
ment, British Museum, 254.

Fife Xess, etym., 521.

Fiji, 760.

Islands, .James>E. Mason,
by, 612, 614.

Fiji Times, 179.

Fi-lay-tsz, Southern China, 510.

Filanzana, 325.

File Axe Lake, 243.

Felik, on the Gash, 411.

Fillani Tribe, 586, 589, 591.

Fingalians, Cairn of the, 15.

Fingoland, 480.

Fingos, 477.

Flight of, from Natal,

478.

Finland, 199.

Gulf of, 232, 378.

Finke River or Larra-Pinta,

Central Australia, 177, 375,

56.5, 627.

Finlas Stream, 343.

Finmark, Meaning, 515.

Finnian, a Saint in the Irish

Calendar, 462.

Finschhafen, Gei'man New
Guinea, 248, 505.

Geology, 631, 632.

Meteorological Observa-
tions, 506.

Rainfall, 506.

Fionntairueach, 15.

Fire Production, 176, 239.

Fire, Walking through, 363.

Fire-arms in Upper Zambesi
Zone, 400.

Firth of Clyde, Physical Ex-
ploration, H. R. Mill, 347.

Forth, 355.

Firuzkohi, countrj' and tribe,

599, 605.

Firuz-Koh, 608.

Fischer, Dr. G. A., 241, 295,

560, 647, 711, 712, 713, 753.

Fish, Creation of, 283.

in Victoria Nj'anza, 211.

Fisheries, Guernsey, 726.

Victoria, 499.

Fishergate, York, etym., 518.

Fitful-Head = Hvit-fell, etym.,
524.

Flegel, Death of Herr Robert,
632.

Flemhuder, 683.

Fleming, Sandford F. C, Uni-
versal Time, 612, 615.

Fleshiewell Cave. Aberdeen
Coast, 400.

Flinders Island, 376.

Flirt, Gunboat, 312.

Flora of Chili, Monograph on,

751.

Florence, Population, 285.

Florida, 308, 624.

Flower-Exportation, Value of,

Guernsey, 726.

Flower, Professor, 716.

Fly, R., 123.

Foam Bay, Salt Lakes, Mis-
tassini, 244, 245.

Fog in Alaska, 692.

Fcihn, The, 742.

Fonseca, 751.

Vicente Rubero de. See

Sakanii, 391.

Fontana, Colonel, Explora-
tions in Patagonia, 252,

440.
Foot and Mouth Disease in

Burma, 89.

Forbes, H. O., 54, 119, 178,
/[g<)etseq., 570.

Funds for, 500.

Misfortunes of, 500.

Summary of Lecture by,

571.

Forests, Madagascar, 326.

of South Africa, 261.

Uganda, 208.

Valuable, in Griqualand
East, 480.

Forrest, .James, Assoc. Inst.

C.E. , An Abstract of the
Discussion of the Paper on
the Seine, rev., 441.

Formosa, New Capital of, 753.

Forsyth [Beauties of Scotland),

409.

Fort Augiistus, 697.

Conger, Grinnell Land,
228, 230, 377.

Work accomplished
at, 228.

• Good Hope, 277.

St. Michael, 303.

Forth, R. , 345.

Forvie, Ruins of British Church
of, 269.

Sands, Aberdeenshire,
269.

Fossil Remains in the Lower
Karroo Beds, Cape Colony,
476.

Fossoway, etym., 266.

Foster, 53, 439.

Foulness, etym., 521.

Foulke Fiord, Smith Sound,
230.

Fountainbleaii, Farm of, Aber-
deenshire, 679.

Foveran, 272.

Foweira, 214, 686, 710.
Fox Basin, 165.

Channel, 162, 728-730.
Franceville, map rev., 128.

Franco-Algerine Railway, 560.

Francois, Lieutenant von, 50,
242.

on the Congo, 426, 750.

New Map of Kassai, rer.,

639.

Franke, Richard, Traveller,

16.

Frankfurt-on-the-Oder, 312.
Franklin Is. , Antarctic Circle,

531.

Range, Tasmania, 567.

Franktown, 363.

Franz .Josef Fiord, 374, 696.

Franzoj, Italian African Tra-
veller, 563.

Fraserburgh, 268.

Freeman, Edward A., Greater
Greece, etc., rev., 509.

Freetown, Sierra Leone, 654.

French Alpine Club, 754.

Colonies, 754.

in Algeria, 652.

in Tunis, 745.

Possessions, Africa, 242.

Frere, Sir Bartle, 189.

Freshfield, Douglas W., On the
Place of Geography in Na-
tional Education, 612, 613.

Freycinet, M. de, 116.

Friendly Islands (Tonga), 503.

Frobisher Bay, 163.

Froment, M., Traveller, 169.

Fronteira. Lieut. , of the Portu-
guese Navy, 561.

Froude, J. A., Oceana, rer.,

1S9.

Frozen Soil in Polar Re-
gions, 693.

Fry, Mr. Thomas, 295.

Fuaran Daibhidh, 12.

Fuegian Language, 695.
Fuller, Arthur, South Africa

as a Health Resort, rev.,

638.

Funeral Rites, Upper Zambesi,
399.

Fury Strait. 162.

Fyne, Loch, 545.

GAAP Range, 372.

Gabes, 559.

Gaboon, R., 169,685.
Gades (Cadiz), 99.

Gafsa, Tunis, 745.

Gahgan, Dictionary of, 69.^.

Gaiou, tr., 291.

Galapagos, 182.

Galistro, Expedition under Don
Manuel, 642.

Galla, tr., 174, 563.

Galla Women, 106.

Galla-Land, 98.

Gallaobh, 463.
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Gallow Hills, 1.5.

Galloway, Mount, Antipodes
Isl., 696.

Galton, F., 27, 636.

Gambaragara, Mt., Ugamla,
225.

Gambia, The, 446.

Gamble, Mr., Honorary Cor-
responding Member, 475.

Gamboa, 642, 644.

Game, Preserving of Big, 394.

Gamka, R. , 29o.

Gamrie, Parish, Eanftsliire,

26S.

Gan, 19.

Gan. See Aguigan, ISO.

Gandu, Central Sudan, .377,

585, 586, 593.

Gankabi, Queen, 297.

Ganneau's, il/. Clermont, Ex-
pedition to Palestine, 700.

Gany (Easter, Wester, Mid), 19.

Gara Konkuda, rev., 374.

Gara Mulata, 173.

Mountain, 374.

Garaff, Dr. Zint, 753.

Garde, Lieut. W. , ,304.

Gardens, Waganda, 210.

Garella, Napoleon, French En-
gineer, 642.

Garelocli, 346.

Garelochhead, 337.

Garfield Coast, 164.

Garland, Mr., 119.

Garnier, 79.

Garrabost, 472.

Garrick, 19.

Garry, 60.

Gash, P., Sudan, 411,412.
Gash at Filik, Delta of, 414.

Gatberg, 480.

Gathenn, 19.

Gatuncillo, Rio, Isthmus of

Panama, 641.

Gauss's Magnetism. 619, 620.

Gavalan, Persia, 575.

Gavan = Haven, vill., 783.

Gavanskoye Ozero, Lake, 183.

Gaz, 288.

Gazchak, 597.

Gazer Gah, 141.

Geary, Grattan, Burma After
the Conques/, rev., 756.

Geanies, 19.

Geikie, Professor James, 59.

474. 475.

Geographical Evolution
of Europe, 193-207.

L('xsiiii-'< on Physical Geo-

gra/ihi/, 457.

Mountains : Their Ori-

gin, Growrth, and Decay,
145-162.

Gelcich, Professor E., on
Measurement of Area of

Country, 754.

Genoa, Population, 285.

Gennargentu, Mt. , Sardinia,

443.

(Geographical Appliances, Ex-
iiibition of, 27.

Congress, Dresden, Books,
etc., 427.

Paris, 642.

Sixth German, 426.
Instruction, Appliances

for, in Germany, France,
Italy, 420.

Literature, 378.
Magazine, 1S7(>, quoted,

747.

Names, Colour in our,
523.

Publications at Edinburgh
Exhibition, Prize Awards,
m-2.

Societies throughout
the World, 182.

Society of Australasia,
181.

(Queensland Branch),
191; rev., 499 ; (Adelaide
Branch), 500.

Society of Bremen, 250.

of Cracow (new),
231.

of Glasgow, 167.

of Liverpool, 181.

of Lisbon, 561.

of Munich, 572.

of Quebec, 243.

Royal, of London,
Adjudication of Medals,248;
Thanks of Scottish Society
to, 425.

Committee to deal
with question of Geogra-
phical Professoriates, (ill.

Geographical Society, Scot-
tish

—

Anniversary fleet-

ing, 740.

Branches of, at

Dundee, Glasgow, Alierdeen,

763.

Circular Letter fi-oni

tlie Lisbon, 561.

Committee, Local,

7(53.

— - Council, 527.

Donations to, 767.

768.
Finance, 763.

Librai-y, 766.

Meetings, 765.

Membership, 762.

Officials, 763.

Prize Awards, 742.

Proceedings, 2^.

110, 166, 231, 262, 424, 492.

739-
Publications. 76().

Reports of Coun-
cil, 1885-86, 762 768.

Geography at the British Asso-
ciation, ()10.

Course in tlie Infant
School, 454.

Cieograpliy, Definition of, 449.

Field of, The, Addresy by
Mr. Ravenstein, 424.- Historical, of the Balkan
Peninsula, 661.

iu Literature, 459.

Intermedials, rev., 382.

Lesson, 452, 454.

School (Johnston), 7-ei:,

382.

Method applied to the
Teaching of, in the School,
by Professor Laurie, 449-
460.

Physical, etc. (Keith
•Tolmsiton), rei\, .382.

Picturesque, 7nnp rev. , 640.

Place of, in National
Education (D. F. Freshfield),

612, 613.

Poverty of, iu School-
books, 513.

School (Dr. Clyde), 7-ev.,

7.55.

Teaching begins at Home,
456.

Teaching, Result of

Methodical, 4,35.

Use of Etymology in

Teaching, 458.

Value of. 184.

Geok Tepe, 129.

Geological Formation and De-
velopment of the Atlantic
Basin, Addi'ess by the Pre-
sident of the British Associa-

tion, 610.

Geology, Fiiischhafen, 631 , 632.

Fiftj' years work of the
Edinburgh Societj', (lO.

Germanv, 34.

Peterhead, 681.

Oidlinea of (Professor

James Geikie), rev., 185.

Sutherland (Cadell), rev.,

634.

Transactions of the Edin-
hurgh Society, rev., 59.

George Town, 308.

Georgia, Gulf of, 498.

Geranium, 331.

Gerlaud, Dr. G., 384.

The Races of Oceania.
Map, 512.

(Germain, M. , 378, 442, ,349.

(ierman Colonies in Brazil.

572, 7.30.

in Dobruja, 753.

Colonial Congress, 63,3.

— Society, 241.

Government in Damara-
laud, 479.

Language in Alsace-Lor-
raine, 285.

New Guinea, 503, 504.

Ocean = North Sea, 522.

Population in Canada,
Japan, Tienstin, and United
States. 427.
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Germans in Algeria, 652.

Germany and Russia, rev., 761.

Germany, appearance of Vol-

canoes in, 'y2\.

and Zanzibar, 54.

Geology of, 34.

in East Africa, 749.

Nortli (Dr. F. G. Hahn),
312.

Population of, 285.

Suffix hy (town), hardly
found in, 521.

Germany's Colonial Empire, 'ii].

Gerrha, 97.

Gevser in Yellowstone Park,

U.S.A., 424, 625.
' on shores of Rotomahana,

569.

Gezirat al Pvomar, 322.

Ghaiaurs, 286.

Ghain, 602.

Gharjistlian, 608.

Ghauts of India, etym., 518.
" Ghaz," A, 605.

Ghazis, 605.

Gharnin (Ghuznee), 599.

Ghent, Population of, 283.

Ghera, East Africa, 563.

Ghibie, R. , trs. in Basin of.

subject to King of Shoa, 563.

Ghilzais, 601.

Ghouft, or Zooft, 101.

Ghur, 608.

Ghur or Firuz-Koh, Kingdom
of, 599.

Giambis, African tr., 685.

Giesel-Au, 683.

Gijen. See Agrigan, 180.

Giges. See Guguan, 180.

Gilbert Islands, 54.

Gilder, William H., 377.

Gilder's attempt to reach the
North Pole, Colonel, 694.

Gill's Range, Central Australia,

627.

Gimma, subject to King of

Shoa, 563.

Gindi, R., 591.

Gipsies, of Illyria, 666 ; Gra-
nada, 550.

Giraud, J/., French African
Traveller, 758.

Gizzen Briggs, 7.

Glacialists, 60.

Glacial period, 566.

Glacial Phenomena, 246, 247.
Gladgovskaya Bay, 184.

Glanville Island, 571.

Glaser's, Herr, Journey from
Hodeida to San'a, in Ye-
men, 232.

(xlasgow Branch of Scottish
Geographical Society, 740,
763.

Glasgow Philosophical Society
and Glasgow Branch of Scot-
tish (ieographical Society,
742.

Donation from the, 767.

Glasgow's Contribution to

Palestine Exploration Fund,
702.

Glastonbury, etym., 519.

Gleerup, M., a Swedish Officer,

506.

Glen, Gaelic prefix, 44.

Glen Arklet, 346.

Glen Croe, 346.

Glen Douglas, 346, 340.

Glen Falloch, 346, 337.

Glen Fruin, 340.

Glen Fyne, 337.

Glen Loin, 337.

Glen Luss, 340.

Glen Mallochan, 343.

Glen Massau, 344.

Glentarkie, etj-m., 263.

Glen Ulladale, 18.

Globe. See Earth.
Globes, Terrestrial, 423.

( Uobigerina, Three Species,

found at surface of A ntarctic

Ocean, 539.

Globigeriua Ooze, Analyses of,

541.

Gluckovsky, General, 744.

Goam. See Guajan, 180.

Goan. See Guajan, 180.

Goat's Well, 17.

Gocaman, 9.

Godeffroy, J. C, Sen., 35.
Godhavn, 696.

Goggles, Wooden, found at

Point Barrow, 279.

Gojam District, Abyssinia,
632.

Gold Fields, Victoria, 565.
South Africa, 632.

Gold Coast, inup nc, 320.

(iolden Mountains, 43.

Gold, Derehib, 373.

Douglas Island, Alaska,

303.

East Africa, 623.

on Msingua, 391.

Ophir, 94, 110.

Umvukwe, Mts. , 758.

Goldsmid, Major-Geueral Sir

F. , President of Geographi-
cal Section British Associa-

tion, 610.

Gomma, subject to King of

Shoa, 563.

Good Hope, Cape of, 583, 620.

(Gordon, Lieutenant, 278.

Gordon, Major - General, 35,
415, 713.

Gordon River, Western Tas-

mania, 567.

Gore, Captain, 569.

(ioree, French Settlement on
W. Coast of Africa, 578.

Gorongozo, Mt. , Manica, 561,

562, 623.

Gosrejeb on the Athara, 411.

412, 415.

Gothic Architecture, 468.

Gouderannet, etym., 266.

Gouph, The, part of Karroo,
295.

(iovea (Don Manuel Antonio
de Souza), 386, 390.

Governor BlackiraU, s.s., 122.

(joya, on the Parana, 694.

Goyder, trib. of the Finke, 627.

Graah, Traveller, 304.

Grabowsky, Herr, Information
supplied bv, 505.

Graati Reiuet, 370.

Grampian, etym., 516.

Grampound, corruption of
Grand Pont, 524.

Gramapudzi, R., trib. Amazoe,
392.

Grampuses, 540.

Gran C'anarias, 54.

Gran Chaco, North of Santa,
etc., 252.

Railways, 694.
Granada, Gipsies of, 559.

Grand-Nethe, R., length, 283.
( Jrand River, 439.
Grand Plateau, 291.

Granite, Aberdeenshire, 268.
Brazil, 309.

Harbour, Aberdeen coast,

681.

Guernsey, 726.

Grant-Land. 164.

Grantou, 20.

Grapes, Guerusey, 725.
Gray Strait, 306.
Great Fi.sh River, 279.
Great Salt-pan, 306.

Great Karroo, S. Africa, 258.
(ireat Winterberg, S. Africa,

258.

Great Namaqua-Land—Liide-
ritz-Land, 576.

Grebnitski Harbour, 183.

Greca. .SVe Agrigan, 180.
Greece, 660, 662, 664, 673.
Greek Islands and Turkey after

the War (Dr. Field), rev.,

443.

Greely, Adolphus W., Three
Years of Arctic Service,
rev., 227-231.

32, 316, 763.
Greely Fiord, 164.

Greenhouses of Guernsey, 725.
Greenland, Inland Ice in, 696.

Map rev., 192, 279, 539.
Greenland, East, 176.
Greenlanders, East, 750.
Gregory, Downsby, Plains of

Promise, Queensland, 565.
Gregua. See Agrigan, ISO.

Greje. See Agrigan, 180.
Greguan. See Guguua, 180.
Greguna. See Agrigan. 180.

Grenfell, Mr., of Baptist Mis-
sion, Leo2)oldville, Explora-
tions of, 50, 242, 297, 685.

Grey Cock, Mt. , Massachusetts,
437.

Grey, Sir George, 191.
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Griesbach, Mr., of Afgluia
Frontier Mission, .lyy, 007.

Griffitli, Mr., 070.

(^riifiths, Mr. G. S., 622.

(Jriga. See Agrigan, 180.

Grigan. See Guguaii, 180.

Grijes. See Guguan, 180.

<Trimsby, etym., .j21.

Grinnell-Land, 55, 163, 229.
Griqualaiul, East, 447, 480.

Gri(pialaud, P^ast, and Mount
Ayliif, Area, 480.

Gric^ualand, West, 630.

Griqnatown, 636.

Grisnez, etym., .521.

Greenveldt, Mt., W.P., 430.

Grr.ndal, 683.

Grootfontein, 296.

Ground-nuts, 387.

Guabau = Pajaros, 181.

Guadiana, II., etym., 0I6.

Guagan. See Gugu;iu, ISO.

Guahan. See Aguigan, ISO.

Guahan. (S'ee Guajaa, ISO.

Guainia, Higher, 24.5.

Guajan, ISO.

Gualipame, tribe in Aniazonas,
245.

Guan. See Guajan, 180.

Guana. See Agrigan, 180.

Guardafui, Cape, 99, 241.

Guarekenas, tribe in Ania-
zonas, 24.5.

Gnarina, R., in Venezuela, 246.

Guatemala : Reisen nml Schil-

derungen aiis den, Jahnii
1878-83 (Otto Stoll), rev.,

251.

2wr Ethnographie der Re-
publik (Otto 'stoll), 251.

Guaviare, R., in Venezuela,
246.

Guala, 225.

Guban. See Guajan, 180.

GubbetK'haiab, 294.

GubuIuM-ayo, Matabele-Land,
757.

Gudbrandsdal, 382.

Guegon. ^^ee Guguan, ISO.
Guerga. See Agrigan, 180.

Guernsey, by G. G. Chisholm,
720-727.

Area of, 720 ; Acres in

Guernsey and Monmouth,
724 ; Domestic Animals in

Guernsey and ]\Ionmouth,
724 ; Flower and Fruit Ex-
portation, 725 ; Vegetable
Exportation, 725 ; Dialect,

727 ; Farms, 723 ; Vegeta-
tion, 721 ; Soil, 722 ; Popu-
lation, 720.

Gugan. See Guguan, 180.

Gugua. See Guguan, 180.

Guguan, ISO.

Guiana, British, Population

.
oi, 375-

Guiguan. See Gugiuin, ISO.

Guillaume, 291.

VOL. II.

(hijeiian. ,6Ve Aguigan, ISO.
(jlujeham. See Guajan, ISO.
Gulav Vili, 131.

Gulbi-u-Gindi, 11., .591.

Gulf Country, Queensland, 565.
Gulf Stream, 181, 379, 507,
539 ; Method of ascertain-
ing course of, 508.

Gulran, N. Afghanistan, 600.
Gum, 138.

Gum copal, 70, 71.

Gumish Klianah (House of
Silver), 575,

Guu-chap-fu, 290.

Gunda Chuama, 131.

(tuus recovered from wreck of
Armada on Aberdeenshire
coast, 404.

Gunther, Dr., 716.

(lurage, 373.

Guraghe, subject to King of

Shoa, 5t)3.

Gurgura, 173.

(xutekunst, 188.

Guyot Glacier, Alaska, O!)!.

Guzerat, 99.

H.\ARKK, Dr., 177.

Habab, tr. in Sudan, 414.

Habenicht, H., Map of Africa
by, maj} rev., 128. 576.

Habitation, Oldest Human,
upon the American Conti-
nent, 249.

Hackley Bay, 272.

Head, Aberdeenshire, 269.

Haddington, etym., 519.

Hadendowas, The Customs
and Language, 373, 414.

Hadhramaut, (Incense Coun-
try), 99, 74G.

Hadhiir Nebbi Shu'aib, in

Yemen, 233.

Hajmus, Turkish name of

Balkan, 659, 660.

Hagar, Sudan, 414, 415.

Hague, Mr. Arnold, Develop-

ment of Crystallisation in

the Igneous Rocks, etc.,

438.

Hahn, Professor, 427.

Haidarabad, 636.

Hainan, Island of, 509.

Haines, Captain, sent to So-

cotra, 747.

Hai-phong, 290.

Hair- dressing, 209, 279.

Hakim, 173.

Haknakel, etym., 266.

Hale, R. , Central Australia, 627.

Halilnirton, G. R., Connection

of the Trade "Winds and the

Gulf Stream with .',ome

West Indian Problems, 612,

614.

Hall, C. F., 165.

Hallett, Holts., 39.

Halley, 358.

//iilo.i-ylon Ammod<ndroii. 287.

Ham, Descent from, tradi-

tional, 214.

Mamadan, Persia, 417, 575.
Impre.ssive approach, 417.
Necessaries of life cheap,

417.

Traditional site of the
Biblical Shushan the Palace,
415.

Hamburg, 1885, Congress at,

426.

Hamburg- Kiel Canal, 113.
Hamilton, Rev. R. , Letter
from Melbourne, 502.

Hammamet, Gulf of, 560.
Hann, Dr. J., 384, 704, 743.

Wetterkarten und Zug-
strassen, New Map, rer.,

743, 762.

Annual Rainfall Map of

the World, viap rec, 512.

Hannington, Bishop, 117.
Diary, 687. 711, 715.
.Murder of, 240.

Tribute to, 754.

Hanoi, Tonkin, 290, 556, 755.

Hansal, Consul, 36.
Hansen-Blangstead, J/., 622.
Hansen, Captain, 302.

Hanyane, trib. of Zambesi, 363,
759.

Hapsburg, etym., 519.

Haram Area, Jerusalem, 701.
Haramaya Lake, 174.

Harar to Berbera, Map by
Dr. Paulitschke, rev., 256.

Haraz, Yemen, 232.

Harcourt, Leveson F. Vernon,
M. A. M. Inst. C. E. , The
River Seine, rev., 441.

Hardanger Mountains, 382.

Harems, 210.

HariRud, R., 133.

Harmand, Dr., French Consul-
General at Calcutta, 231.

Harput (Kharput), 443.

Harrar, 242, 373.

Italian expedition to,

311.

Harrington, 755.

Harris, Physical changes in, 464.

HaiTison, Sir George, 32.

Hart] and. Dr. J., 704.
Hartlaub, Dr. G., 384,

Harts, R., 371.

Hasselt, Population of, 283.

Hatzfeldthafen, New Guinea,
504.

Haunches, Development of,

239.

Hauran, Western, 187.

Haussa, The, 589, 593.

Haussa States, Prosperity of

the, 591.

Hauzan, Mt., Yemen, 232.

Haverford. etym., 521.
Havre, 442.

Hawes, Consul, 561.

Hawk Mountains, 243.

3 D
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Hawkins, Sir John, 175, 395,

396.

Hawklaw Headland, Aberdeen
coast, 409.

Hay, R. , Central Australia, 627.

Hayes Sound, 229.

Hazarah, etym., 599.

Hazarahjat, Vast coal-field in

Northern, 607.

Hazarahs, 599, 607.

of Kalah-i-nau, 601.

Hazen Lake, 166, 230.

Hebrides, buildings, remains
of, at low tide in Atlantic,

466.

Hebrides, Outer, 199, 461, 463.

Hecatwus, 425.

Heckla, Strait, 162.

Hecla, Geology, 428.

Hector, Opinion of Dr., on out-

burst at Tarawera, 570.

Heemskirk, Mount, West Tas-

mania, 567.

Heera Singh, 605.

H-Eisgeir nan Cailleach, 466.

H-Eisgeir or t'Eisgeir, Island

in Hebrides, 465.

Heim, Dr. Albert, of Zurich,

440.

Hell Lum, or Rumbling Hole,
coast of Aberdeen, 406,

681.

Helmsdale, etym., 520.

Helmund, The, 597, 598.

Helvetia, Colony of, 695.

Henna, 235.

Hennessy, Mr., 119.

Henrietta Maria, Cape, 498.

Henry, B. C, Ling-Nam, or

Interior Views of Soufher/i

China, etc., rev., 509.

Henty River, Western Tas-

mania, 567.

Herald Schooner, 247.

Herat, 141, 142, 143, 597, 598.

599, 602.

Herbert, R., 375, 565.

Herbert, s.s., 119.

Herbert, Report by Mr., on
River Navigation in Persia,

556.

Hergott, S. Australia, 626.

Heri Rud R., 596, 59S, 607.

Herm Isle, 720.

Herod, 701.

Herrenbaugh, 272.

Herzegovina, 660, 665, 666,

667.

Population, 665.

Area of, 665, 667.
Herzegovinans, native quali-

ties of, 667.

Hess, Professor Wilhelm, -509.

Heuglin, Paper by, 747.
Higgin, George, Commercialand

Indnstrial Spain, rev., 313.
Higginson, Mr. John, 760.
High Street, Roman Road, 517.
Hikwa Lake, 365.

Hilber, Dr. Vincenz, on
Asymmetric Valleys, 440.

Hillebrand's, Mr. R. F., de-

scriptions of '
' Minerals from

the neighbourhood of Pike's
Peak," 438.

Himalaya, etym., 523.

Himyaritic Inscriptions, 235.

HironcUlle Yacht, 508.

Hirsch, Herr Augustus, 572.

History, Poetry, etc., in Geo-
graphical Names (Profes-
sor Meiklejohn), 513-527.

Hirth, F. Ph.D., Books and
Pajjtrs on China, 431.

Hiwen Thsang, 572.

Hobart Town, Population, 376,

571, 621.

Hohxon-Johson ; Glossary of

Anglo - Indian Colloquial

Words, etc., (Col. H. Yule,
and the late A. C. Burnell),

rer., 249.

Hodeida, Y^emen, 232, 233.

Hoft'mann, Captain, 747.

Hofmeister, Dr. F., 572, 750.

Hoi-how, tn.. Island of Hainan,
510.

Hojeila, Y'emen, 232.

Holdich, Major J., 140, 597,

598, 600, 608.

Hollebecque, N. W. France,
etym., 519.

Hollrung, Dr., 248, 631.

Holm, Captain, 176, 304.

Holmberg, Dr. E. L., Proceed

-

iiKjx of National Academy of
Sciences, Cordoba, Argentine
jRepubllc, rev., 251.

Holnicote Bay, 571.

Holtenau, tn., 113, 683.

Holul), Dr., 750.

Holy Loch, 341.

Homann, J. B., of Nurem-
berg, 754.

Honduras, Population of. 307.
Honga Hapai, 179.

Hooker, Sir J., Zoological
Drawings by, 543.

Hooper, Captain, quoted, 118.

Horayu = Harirud Basin, 142.

Horn, Cape, 644.

Home, Mr., 634.

Horningdalsrokken, 382.

Horsford, Professor E. N.

,

175.

Hos (Chinese Robbers), 167.

Hosie, Alex., H. B. M. Con-
sular Service, China, 512.

Hotak, from the Kalat-i-Ghil-

zai District, 604.

Hotham Inlet, 119.

Hottentots, 239, 479.

Hondas, M. 0., 237.

Houghton, Mr., 615.

Hounslow Heath, first base-

line of Ordnance Survey
measured on, 697.

Houses, Waganda, 210.

Houssa States. 591.

Hovas, 324, 335.

Hovgaard, Lieutenant, 304.

Howitt, Article by Mr. A. W.,
566.

Hsen Plain, 82.

Huala or Guala Point, 574.

Huanane. See Vilafro, 246.

Hubner, Baron von, Through
the Briti<h Empire, rer. , 446.

Hudson's Bay, 244, 279, 304.

498, 694, 728, 731.

Proposed New Route be-

tween, and Strait, to the

Great Prairie Lands of

Canada, by John Rae, M.D.
etc., 727, 732.

Strait Route, disadvan-

tages of, 731.

Compasses unreli-

able in part of, 733.
— Currents, puzzling,

730.

Ice loose in, 729.

Ice in, 729.

Passage of, in 1847,
729.

Hue, 290.

Hugh River, tr. of the Finke,
627.

Huilla, 39.

Hull, Professor, 428.

Hu-lu-mo-su = Hormus, 431.

Hu-lu-tun= Formosa, 753.

Humansdorp, S. Africa, re-

mains of forests, 261.

Humboldt, 358.

Humpata, 39.

Hundred Falls of Orange
River, 636.

Hungarj% 754.

Huns, 663.

Hunter, Major F. , 429.

Hunter, W. W., Itidian Em-
pire, rev., 635.

Hunting, Uganda, 211.

Hunting, Early, in the Zambesi
country, 394.

Hiion Pine, 567.

Huon, R., Western Tasmania,
567.

Hurricane, of 1830 in St.

Vincent, The, 688.

Hutton, 193, 425.

Hydrographers and Engineers.
Labour of French, 441.

Hygienic and Medical Giiide

to the Traveller in Central

Africa, rev. , 657.

Hy Neill, Ancient Clan in Ire-

land, 462.

Iar Mh.\x.\( 11, 13.

Ibara, Western, R. , 326.

Iberian Peninsula, 199.

Ibinza, tr. , 243.

Ibo, Mozambique, 294, 446
560.

Icebergs, 56.
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Icebergs in High Southeni Lati-
tudes, Uniform Heiglit of,

534.

Colouring of Soutliern,
534.

Ice Barrier, Tlie, Antarctic
Circle, 530, 533, 541.

Ice-cap, Soutliern Hemisphere,
534.

Ice-sheet, Depth of, to be
determined, 547.

Ice in Hudson'.s Strait, 721t.

Iceland Eidge, 357.

(Keilkack, Dr.), 428.

Icholuuicille (Gaelic for loua),
473.

Icknield Street, Roman Road,
517.

Icy Bay, Alaska, 689, GOO,

693.

Iddesleigh, Copy of Resolution
and Letter forwarded to

Lord, 718.

Iddings, J. P., on "Develop-
ment of Ciystallisation in the
Igneous Rocks," etc., 438.

I dutywa. District in Transkei,
479.

Ifandrandava, vill., 326.

Ig, etym., 516.

Igdloluarsuk, 176.

Iguana. See (juagan, ISO.

Igneous Dykes, 259.

Ikata, R., 297.

Ikata, Exploration of, 296.
Ikembo People, 300.

Ikougo, Journey to, 326.

Ik-pik-pun, R., 280,

Ikua, 300.

Ikuba, vill., position, 52.

Ikung, 590.

Ikungu, tr., 243.

llala Steamer, 758.

Ilhado Fogo, The Volcano
of, 172.

lUorin, Capital of Yoruba,
586.

Illyrian Alps, The, 660, 661.

Ilmen, Lake, Sea Height of,

232.

Iloku, vill., Africa, 685.

Imam Sherif, 605.

Imandra, Lake, 113.

Imperial Federation, by Dr.
Freeman, 509.

Inatajan. See Anatajan, 180.

Inbhir Uig, 9.

Inchmarnock Water, 348.

fnd and her Pearl, The Queen's

Empire or, (Joseph Moore),
rev., 188.

India, 763.

Ancient, as described
by Ptolemy, J. W.
M'Crindle, rev., 60.

Connection with Babylon,
235.

Government, Secret

Paper?, 609.

India iierisited, (I'Alwin Ai-
nold), rev., 635.

HivevH of Soulh, by
General Rundall, 612, 615.

Rul)ber, 70, 71.

plant, {Landolplil

florida), 238.

Indian, East, Archipelago,
378-

Indian Auti<puuy, 60.

and Colonial Kxhibition,

Moral of, 447.

Em/)in : Its People, His-
tory, and Products, Ijy Dr.
Hunter, rev., 635.

Government, publications
from, 766.

Indian Oceau, 538, 649, 746.

Ancient Naviga-
tion in the, Article by Dr.
Edkins, 235.

Drainage Areas, 552,

554.

Rainfall on, 745.

ludje, R., The, 660.

Indo China, 167, 755.
Indwe, R., S. Africa, 260.

Infants, Way of carrying,

121.

Ingalls, Old Fort, 751.

Inhambane, 560.

Inhamesinga, Chief in Upper
Zambesi Zone, 389, 400.

Inland River, 119.

Inirida, R.. in Venezuela,
246.

Innerleitheu, etyni., 517.

Inuse Gall = The Isles of the

Galls, 463.

International Scieutitic Con-
gress, 616.

Inver Peft'er, 7.

Inveraray, etym., 517.

Inverarnan, 337.

Inverbreckie, 13.

Invergordon, 14.

Inverness, etym., 517.

Inversnaid, 346.

Inveruglas, Upper, 338.

Inverury, etym., 517.

Inverwick, 9.

Tnwambala, 298.

Inyu, tr., 279.

lona. The earliest mention of,

473.

Etym. not knoMii, 463.

Old names of, 473.

Religious associations,

461.

Sacketl and Burned, 468.

Irara, tr.. 299.

Iratsy, Mt., 329.

Irawadi, 702.

Irebon, R., position, 52.

Iriananana Valley, 332.

Iron, Uganda, 218.

Upper Congo, 299.

Irrawady, R., 40, 234.

nmii rev., .383.

Irving, Mr. U. I)., on Junction
between tlie " Kastcrn Sand-
stone of Keweenaw I'oint

and tiie Detrital P,eds,"4.39.

Isanghila, Congo Free State
Station, 115, 435, 507, 683.

Isar, etym., 516.

Isen, etym., 516.

Isenge, 300.
Isi'-re, ctyiM., 5 Hi.

Island Life, 182.

Island, A New, 55.
Islands, Composition of, 196.

Oceanic, 196, 197.

Isle of Man, ,522.

Ismid, 623.

Ispahan, 556, 575.

Issa, etym., 516.

Issus, 99.

Issy, etym., 516.

Lssyk-Kul, Lake, 43.

Ita, Eskimo Settlement, 163,

230.

Italian Arcliitects, Poets, etc.,

319.

Italians in Algeria, 652.

Italian Cities, Population of,

285.

Government, Publications
from, 767.

Italy, Sanitary Investigations,

576.

Ecclesiastical Divisions,

map rev., 319.

Itsimivaha, vill., 329.

Itu Gallas, 373.

IvanofF, 753.

Ivens, Traveller, 115.

Ivohibe, 334.

Ivohitroso Valley, 330.

Ivory, 75, 174.

Trade, Zambesi Zone,
Present State of the, .387, 394.

I Vow Island, 337.

Jackson, Mr. C. T., 439.

Jagersfontein Diamond Mine.
260.

Jalairs. tr. , 600.

Jaldessa, 173, 377.
.Jam, R.. 1.30.

.James, R., 375.

James, Sir H., Discoveries of,

698.

.Jamshidi, tr., 131, 599, 601.

Janeiro, Rio de, 309.

Janssen, Promotion of Dr.

Cainille, 696.

Japan, Asiatic Society of, 37.

Bruno Hassenstein.map
rev., 63.

Japanese Agricultural Sta-
tistics, 432.

Jarvis Inlet, 498.

.Tarvis.Mr. , Preliminary Survey
by, (iri(|ualand East, 480.

.laulan, Eastern, 187.

Jaura, Mequinez, 237.

.Java, Outflow of lava in. 292.
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.Tavary, R., 309.

•Tawari in Socotra, 74(i.

.Jaxartes, 47.

Jebel Bej'tKliaalaii. S<i_- .Tebel

Kahir, 233.

Dif, .S73.

Gambie, 372.

Kahir, Yemen, 233.

Masar, Yemen, 232.

Sarsar, 163.

Shibam, Yemen, 232.

Usil, Yemen, 232.

•leffi'ey, .James, M.A., Head-
master of City (Public) School
for Girls, (ilasgo^v, 2(1 Prize

Essay, 742, 76(j.

Jega, 591.

.Jerba (or Djerba), Is. of (sup-

posed Island of Lotus-eaters ),

559, 746.

Jersej-, 725.

Jerusalem, 698, 700.

Second Wall, 701.

Double Gate, 701.

Jessamine, 235.

•Tesuit Fathers in the early

Zambesi Settlements, 386.

Jews, The, 66(i.

in Western India, 289.
Je3'pore, 636.

•lohnson, Fred. E. , S'n'- South
iVales^ rev., 759.

Johnson, Dr., 677, 678, 679.

Johnston, H. H. , 58.

Johnston, Messrs. Kuddiman,
SilverMedalawarded to, 682.

Johnston, Messrs. W. & A. K.,
Gold Medal awarded to, 682.

•Tones, R., Alaska, 690.
Tones, Rev. W., Escape from
Uganda, 241.

Jordan, 428, 741.

Acros.i the (Gottlieb Schu-
macher, Laurence Oliphant,
andGuyLestrange), rer., ] 87.

Geology of District of

Sources of the (Diener), 753.
Valley, Irrigation of, 741.

Jordan, Mr. J. B., 30.
—— Mr., Endeavouring to

foi'm a Republic in South
Afi-ica, 479.

Mr. R. C. R. . Maps and Ap-
pendix on the Flora and Lepi-
doptera of Norway, rei'., 444.

•Tosephus, 701.
Jowain, 597.

Jowassa, 138.

Juaka, R., 301.
Jubal Straits, 293.
Jubb or Jubba, 373.
Juliet, Mount, Victoria, 566.
Juneau, 303.
Junction Range, Western Tas-

mania. 567.

-hiniperin Arctic Regions, 546.

Junker, Dr., 295, 441, 560,
633, 686, 712, 713, 717, 747,
748, 749-

Jura, 152.

.Jurua, R., .309.

Jurunas, tr., 311.

-Jutland, 521.

Kabitay, 755.

Kabraga (Kabrega), 686, 706,

716.

Kabul, 599, 605.

Kachyen Hills, 431.

Kaffa, 242.

Kaffir, 368.

Kahaungoua, 365.

Kaiats, 600.

Kairwau, 745.

Kaiserin Augusta, R. , 752.

Kalaa Kbira, 434.

Kalahari Desert, Throiujh the,

(Farini), rev., 636.

Kalahari, 295, 367, 368, 636,

733.

Kalah-i-nau, 601, 602.

Kala-i-Fath, .597.

Kalasar, 575.

Kalat-i-Ghalzi, 599, 604.

Kale Shan, 431.

Kalyuu, 60S.

Kaman-i-Behist, 139.

Kambari, 590.

Kambing, 291.

Kamchatka Hot Springs, 753.
Kam el Wa"],
Kamislov, 286.

Kamlin, 411.

Kandahar, .)98, 599.

Kandulu, 53.

Kangertluxsiax, 165.

Kang Pan, 636, 637-

Kangruali, 137, 138.

Kaukari, 501.

Kankutis, 60O.

Kano, 495.

Kao, 179.

Kara, 286.

Kara Bugas, 45, 46, 47. 48, 49.

Karabund, 133.

Karaghan, 415, 416.

Karagwe, 210.

Kara Kallesia, 575.

Kara Konkuda, 374.

Karakorum, 43.

Karasjok, 378.

Karanle, 374.

Karawulkhana, 601.

Karayat, 599.

Karbugres, 307.

Karelin, 49.

Karema, 366.

Kariz Elias, 131, 135, 136, 138.

Karnul, 572.

Karo, 291.

Karogli Kaleh, 44.

Karroo, 370.

Karroo Beds, S. Africa, 475.

Kashaf Rud, 1.33.

Kashan, ,575, 607.

Kashkals, 600.

Kasongo, 714, 747.

Kasr Fer'un, 237.

Kassai, R., 51, .52, 242, 296.

297, 128, 497.
Kassala, .373, 411, 412, 413,

414.

Kassamba, 364.

Kasveen, 415, 416.

Katalin, 743.

Katawi, 365.

Katelny Island, 377.

Katghan Uz-baks, 599, 600.

Katoa, 247.

Kawa, 411.

Kebrabassa, 401.

Keelung, 182.

Kei, 477.

Kejili Kaleh, 44.

Kemokh, 44.

Keng-Luang, 168.

Kenia Mount, 649.

Kennedy Channel, 230.

Kent, 19.

Keppel's Island, 752.

Keren, 414.

Kermadec Islands, 378, 571.

Kerrie, 710.

Keshin, 747.

Keweenau Point, 439.

Kexei-taxdjuin, 164.

Khainabad, 606.

Khama. 369.

Khamiab, 606, 608.

Khartum, 36. 103, 208, 411,

413. 687, 707. 708, 709, 716,

748.

Khas, 168.

Khef, 745.

Kheiber, 237.

Khifchak, .599, 600.

Khilafat, 37.

Khiva, 99, 136, 744.

Khiwarazm, 600.

Khojah Saleh, 607.

Khomban, 139.

Khorassan or Khui'asan. 130,

132, 606, 608, 753.
Khordofan, 74S.

Khor Hashera, 106.

Khotan, 43.

Khuai, 239.

Khui, 606.

Khurasan, 600, 60S.

Khwaja Salor, 603.

Kiakhta, 43.

Kiang Dow.
Kiang Hsen, 82, 86, 87, 88, SO.

Kiang Hung, 87.

Kiang Meean, S3.

Kiang Tung, 80.

Kibiro Lake, 716, 749.

Kief, 144.

Kiel Bay, 114.

Kiepert, Dr. Heinrich, 740.
Kikambuliu, 117.

Kikassa, 364.

Kilbreunan Sound, 352.

Kilif, 603.

Kilifa, 743, 744.

Kilima-njaro, 57, 58, 76, 496,

703.

i
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Killerton, 248.

Ki Himane, 561.

Kilmachalmag, 11.

Kilmuir, Easter, 1, 11, l.S, Hi.

18.

Kilpatrick, 338.
Kilwa, 101, 107.

Kimberley, 368, 481, 565, 636.
757.

Kincardine, 1, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15.

King River, 567.
Kingombe, 171.

Kingston Harbour, 688.
Kinross-shire, 263.

Kinsha Kiaug, 85.

Kiutu, 214.

Kioto Palace, 753.
Kirchoff, 45, 47, 48.

" Kiria, 43.

Kirkoheaf, 12.

Kirkskaith, 12.

Kisanga, 561.

Kisimayu, 241.

Kissenga, 242.

Kitangulo, R., 208.

Kitimbirin,
Kitovii, Cape, 183.

Kittila, 378.
Kiying, 37.

Kizil Arvat, 286.
Kizil Diza, 575.
Kizil Uzin, 45.

Klabat, 556.

Klagenfurt, 742, 743.

Kluat, 291.

Knocknacawn, 10.

Koba, 755.

Koh-i-Baba, 598.

Kojuli, 743.

Kokstad, 480.

Kola, 112.

Komsberg, 258.

Konigsberg, 285, 762.

Kontokora, 495, 588, 590.

Koom, 575.

Kopet-Dag, 744, 745.

Kordofan, 686.

Korea, 383.

Koskilak, 743.

Kotzebue Sound, 693.

Koukuk, 303, 304, 440.

Koungoue, 365.

Kowak, 119, 304.

Kowkong, 511.

Krakatoa, 191.

Kratieh, 167.

Krishna, R., 572.

Ki-okodilopolis, 434.

Kronstadt, 232.

Ku, 280.

Kuango, 364.

Kublai Khan, 510.

Kuen-Liin, 43.

Kiirachi, 188.

Kuilu, 171, 296.

Kukawa, 495.

Kum, 575.

Kumbu, R., 181.

Kunguland, 238.

Kungkurats, (JOO.

Kuuipaivapas, 245.

Ivuinueuni, 280.

Kunyuiigvvi, 386, 399.

Kiishk, 131, 142, 602.

Kurga, 286.

Kurunian, 372.

Ku-shau, 133, 1.34, 1.36. 140.

141, 143, 600.

Kwajah, 596, 600.

Kwamoiith, 297, 302.

Kwango, 115, 496, 497.

Kwilu-Niadi Basin, The Ex-

pedition to the, 435.

La AsuMi'CiON. (See Asuncinn.

180.

Labberton, Robert H., Kfiv:

Historical Atlax by, rer., 640.

Lahore, Emin Bey's Province,

710.

Labour Question, E. C. Africa,

74.

in Tunis, 745.

Labrador, 279.

Lachlan Castle, 341.

La Concepcion. See Alagaman,
180.

Lacustrine Strata, 259.

Lado, 686, 706, 707, 708, 710,

748.

to Wadelai, .Tourney from,

710.

Eucalyptus at, 655.

Ladoga, Lake. Sea-Height
of, 232.

Ladrillero Cliaunel, 574.

Lady Franklin Bay Expedition,

227.

Laggan, orMoving Stone, Aber-
deenshire, 410.

Laghlan Islauds, 703.

La Goleta, Tunis, 745.

Lagoons, 324.

Lagree, Doudart de, 79.

Lagrese-Fossat, 284.

Lahej, 429, 430.

La-heng or Ra-heng city, 82.

Laidlay, John Watson, 36.

La Inglesa = Pajaros, 181.

Lake, Deepest Fresh-^Yater, in

America, 751.

Enare, 378.

Regions, Africa, 397.

Lakes, Former great, in the

Sudan, 412.

Laklumpur District, 234.

Lakrou, city, 82.

Lalla Marma, Algeria, 559.

La Luz, 54.

La Tvlailleraye, 442.

La Maing, city, 82.

Lambert, 549.

Lam-Ko. , Island of Hainan,

510.

Lancashire, 720.

Lancaster Sound, 163.

Lan-Chu, 290.

Land Areas, Summary of, 552.

Land and Water, relative

proportion of, on the surface
of the earth, Dr. Penck,
358.

" Landeens" of Umseila, 62(5.

Land-laws, Uganda, 217.

Laiidolphiaflorida , 238.

Land's End, 722.

Landslijis, 154.

Lane quoted, 591.

Langemack Creek, Kaiser Wil-
helm's Land, 632.

Langhaven, 677, 681.

Lankoran, Persia, 575.

Lanne, William, 376.

Laos, Upjier, 168.

Laotian N'illages, 168.

Laout Taonar (Sweet Sea), 291

.

Lapland, 378.

Russian, 113.

La-pooii, city, 82.

Lapparent, De, 360.

Larasli, 445.

Largs, Battle of, 469.

Laroki, R., 120.

Larra-Pinta, or Finke River,

Central Australia, 627.

Las Palmas Bay, 54.

Lash, 597.

Lassin, 61.

Last, Mr., 311.

Latorie Channel, Wellington
Is., 574.

Launceston, population, 376.

Laune, etym., 262.

Lacerda, 441,

Laurie, Professor, Method
applied to the teaching of
Geography in the School,

449-460.
Lava, Recent Outflows in

Java, 292,
La\asseur, Report by M., 645.

Laveleye, Emile de, La Penin-
tiule. dt" BaJkan-<, etc., by,

rev., 699.

666, 673.

Lawa Yak, 81.

Laws, Dr., Ill, 425, 436.

Laws, W. (4. , 500.

Lazarefl', Port, Corea, 507.

Leaca Howe, The, etym., 410.

Ra\'iue, Aberdeen-
shire, 410.

Lebai Ocona = River of Salt,

685.

Le Ban St. :Martin, 285.

Lebanon, etym,, 523, 743.
Leek, (iaelic prefix, 4,

Ledlannet (Ladleueuach),

etym., 262.

Lee Observatory of the Ameri-
can College at Beirut, 743.

Leeches, 139.

Leeuwenhoek, 358.

Legoarant Islands, Two un-

marked islands near, 506.

Leichardt, Dr., Discovery of

Remains of, 248.
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Leidima, R., 169.

Leipzig, 312.

Lemongan, Mt. , 292.

Lena Delta, 377.

Lendenfeld, Dr. Voii, 247, 566.

Lennox, etym., 263.

Le Noir dn Roule, 753.

Lenz, Dr. Oscar, 171,683,713.
Congo Expedition, 441,

747-
Leones, Los, Isla de, 574.

Leopard E., 374.

Li-o, s.s. , 27s.

Leopold Lake, 365.

Leopoldville, Congo Free .State

Station, 507, 683.

Leprosy, 480.

Leroy-Beaulien, J/., 745.

Le Sablon, 285.

Les (Lis), Aboriginal Tribes of

Hainan, 510.

Lesbos, 572.
Leskoiiaty, 669.
Leslie, etym., 264.

Lessar, J/. Paul, 130, 234.

Lesseps, M. de, 148, 426, 440,

556, 564-
The Panama Canal by,

641-646.

Le Strange, Guj', 187.

Levasseur, E , 30.

Liba, Lake, 563.

R. = Liambai or Zambesi,
242.

Libangue, Gaboon, 755.

Libbey, Professor, 690.

Libraiy and j\Iap Room of Scot-

tish (4eog. Society, 766.

Libntchani, 636.

Licona, R., 51, 242, 684, 685.
Confluence and Position,

52.

Problem, Solution of,

364-
Liddall, W. J. N., Notes on
Place-Names of Kinross-
shire, 262-268.

Liebrecht, Lieutenant (Bel-

gian), 242.

Liege, population, 282.
Lien-Chow River, Southern

China, 510.

Lietsze. 237.
Light, Colonel, selected the site

of Adelaide, 511.

Lighthouse, Buchan Ness, 682.
Lignite, 439
Likutituna, 636.

Likulna, R. — Licona, trib. of
Congo, 364 506.

Limmu, Subject to King of

Shoa,.563.
Limou, Bay of, 644.

Limpopo, R., P]. Africa, 477,
758.

Lincoln, etym., 517.
Lincolnshire, 522.

Lincoln Territory, Nortliern
Part of Dakota, 625.

Lindsay. Mr. David, of
Queensland. Exploration,
i77> 375. 565-

Lingey Island, Hebrides, 465.
Linij-Nam ; or, Inttrior Ykirx

of Southern China (Henry),
rtv. , 509.

Lingola Station, 114.

Lingueska, Headman of Chi-
kusi, 437.

Lion R., 295.

Lip-ring, 391.

Lisbon, 560.

Lisburne, Cape, 119.

Lislevane in Cork, etym., 263.
Lissonkovaya Bay, 184.
Listing's Ellipsoid, 360.

Lithang, tr. , 85.

Liverpool, 2G7.

Livingstone, 425, 636, 758.
Living-stonia Mission, Lake
Nyassa, 175, 436.

Station at Cape Maclear.
old, 436.

Lizards in N. Afghan District,

607.

Loanda, 563.

Loange. R., altitude, 365.
Loango, 169.

Loangwa, trib. Zambesi, Africa,
386.

Lo-bengula, King of Matabele-
Land, 757.

Lobnor, 43.

Lobo, son-in-law of Kanyemba,
389.

Loch Fyne, 341, 355.
Gaelic prefix, 4.

SirH. B., 502.

Lochatnath (North Loch),
Lews, 471.

Lochglow, etym., 264.

Loch Goil, 341.

Kati'ine, 346.

Leven, etym., 262.

Lomond, 338, 345.

Lomond, R., 346.

Lochmaddy, etym., 263.
Loch Riddon, 34 J.

Sloy, 337, 346.

Striven, ,341.

Lockerby, etym., 521.

Lockwood, Cape, 164.

Lieutenant, 164, 227, 228,
315.

Locusts in Algeria, An-esting
of, 754.

Lodeve, 283.

Lodon Spa Spring, Australia,
628.

Lodema (Luisa Loango), R.

,

435.

Loffler, Dr. C, 246.

Logic, 13.

Lohong, R., 291.

Loi Hkow, 81

.

Loi Kiang Dow, ]\lt. , Nl.

Loi Laket Pass, 89.

Loi Lovey, Mt., SO, 81.

Lokenje or Lukata, R., 297.
Lokoja, on Niger, 583, 584.
Lokon, Mt. in Celebes, 556.

Lokuku, tr., 301.

Lomond, 263.

London, etym., 517, 722.
in Catalogue of British

Museum, majis, 255.

Palaeozoic rocks mider,
202.

Long, Dr., 358.

Island (Gaelic Eilean
Fada), 463, 464.

Longman's School Geography
(G. G. Chisholm), rev., 573.

Longo, African tr. , 711.
Longside, Parish of, Aberdeen.
409.

Loong - Kong, tr.. Southern
China, 510.

Lopuri, 51.

Lorentz, Dr., 252.

Lorn, 468.

Lorraine, Population, 284.
Losgcinntir, 464.

Lothian, Marquis of, 166.

Loto, 288.

Lotophagi, Isle of tlie, 559.
Louisiade Archijjelago, The,

703.

Love Charms, 225.
'• Love Lies Bleeding," 188.

Lovedale, Africa, 242.

Lovett, Richard, M.A., 381.

Lozere, Department of
France, 283.

Luali, R., 435.

Luadale, 18.

Luang Prabang, 88.

Lubari of tlie Lake. See Mu-
kasa, 225.

Lubwas, 687.

Luddecke, Dr. Richard, New
Map of Africa by, rev., 128,

576.

Luderitz, F. A. C. , 57.

Expedition sent by, 564.

Land, Itinerar unci Trig-
onometrische Aufnahmen in,

by H. Pohle, map rev., 576.

Land, S. W. Afi'ica, 564.

Luebo, R., Africa, trib. of

Lulua, 243.

Altitude, 365.

Station, Country in neigh-
bourhood, 477.

Men do most of tlie work
at, 498.

Lueg, 317.

Lufu, R., 171.

Luganda, 59, 107, 226.

Lujenda, Sources of, 53, 561.

Luhena, R., Manika Country,
391.

Lui-Chow, Peninsula, Cliina,

510.

Luisa, tril). of Lulua, 242.

and Kalanji, climate, 242.

Lukande, vill., 171.
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Lukata, E., 297.

Lukoji, tril>. of Lulua, 242.

Lukolela Station, 52, 685.

Lukunja Station, 171, 507.
Lulemgii, 242.

Lulongo, R., 2!)7.

and Uruki, Exploration
of, 50.

Lulua, R., trib. of Kassai,
Altitude, 242, 305.

Lengtli, 243.

Luluaberg Station, 242 ; alti-

tude, 365.

Liiluanga, tfilx, 243.

Liimsden, Sir Peter, 140, 598.

Lun-an-fu, 290.

Lunda, Afi'ica, 242.

Lundi, 597.

Lungunda, 298.

Lun Kunbi Dialect, 115.

Lnpton surrendered to Emis-
saries of late Mahdi, 686,

716, 748.

Liii'istan, Persia, 416, 556.

Lusaka, tr., 301.

Lusangu, 243.

Lusk's Headland, 464.

Luss, 337.

Luta. Set Kota, 180.

Lyell, Mt. , Western Tasmania,
567.

Gold Discovery, 632.

Lynch, Senora E., 252.

Lys, R. , Length of, 283.

Mabax. See Aguigax, 180.

Mabuli, tr., 243.

M'Cabe, Joseph, 636.

Macadam, W. Ivison, 60.

Macdonald, ^Iv. A. C, 502,

507.

Macdonnell Ranges, 375, 565,

627, 630, 631.

Macedonia, 660, 670, 674.

M'Ewan, W. O., 36.

Macfarlane's Wild Clan, 337.

Mactie, R. A., of Dreghorn,
near Edinburgh, Discovery of

Mammalian Remains by, 248.

M'Ganda, 59.

Macgregor, SirChas., Gazetteer

of Afghanistan, 609.

M'Gilvary, Dr., 82.

Machado Channel, 574.

Machair Rois, 2.

Machingiri, 108.

Macintyre, etym., 267.

Mackay, Mr., Missionary, 295,

711, 712, 713, 715, 716, 717,

749.

Mackenzie R., 694.

Rev. J., 111.

Maclean, District in (iriqiia-

land East, and i\Iount Avliff,

480.

M'Lean, Mr., 14.

Macleod, Donald, M.A., Suth-

erland Papers, edited by,

rev., 634.

Macniaiion, (Jeneral, 79.

Macoun, Professor . I ohii, ("ana-

dian Nortli-West, 611, 613.

M'Crindle, Mr. ,J.W., 60.

Macquarrie Head, Western
Tasmania, 5()7.

Harbour, Western Tas-
mania, 5()7.

^lacuinba, R. , 627.

^ladagascar, 116.

Madagascar, Travels in

Eastern and South Cen-
tral, by Rev. W. Deans
Cowan, 322-337.

Madang or Wood Island,

Kaiser Wilhelm's Laud, 631.

Madawaska, R., 751.

Maddy Moss. etym. , 263.

Madeira, R., 308.

Madiville, French Station on
the Ogowe, 684.

Madras, (bigiu of name, 250.

Madras Museum, 377.
Matia Is.. E. Coast of Africa,

747.

Magadoxo, Somali-Land, 241.

Maganda. Sec Waganda, 209.

Magastar, 322.

Magdel)urg, 312.

Magellan Strait, 620.

Maghreb el Aksa, 445.

Magnetism, Gauss's Conclu-
sions on, 619.

Contribution to Terres-

trial (Sabine), 621.

Aduantagss to Science
of, to be obtained from an
Expedition to the Region
within the Antarctic Circle

(Ettrick Creak), 619-621.

Maguire, Captain, 277.

Mahao. .S'^'e Urracas, 181.

Malichi, Emin Bey's Province,

710.

Mahde Isl., New Guinea, 504.

^la-Huan's Yimj-yai Shdnq-
lau, 430.

Mahy, M. de, 116.

Maicussir, R., New Guinea,

247.

Maimana or Mai-manah, 599,

603, 606, 607.

Main Longyee, SO, 86.

Maine, Lakes of, 689.
" Mairdom of Delny," 18.

Maitland, Captain, 597, 600.

Maiwand, 605.

Maize in the Siidan, 412.

Major, Mr. R. H., British

Museum, 254.

Makalakas, tr., 368.

Makanga, tr.. Upper Zandjesi

Zone, 388, 399, 400, 758.

Makangwara, tr., 53.

Makanji, 437.

Makatoe's Station, 295.

Makobolo, 117.

Makomwe Mountains, Zam-
besi Basin, 385, 392.

Makorikori, African tr. , 758.

Makraka, 686.

Makua, tril>e near Mozam-
bique coast, 399.

Makwangara, 436.

Makzaka, 748.

Malafosse, M. de, 283.

Maiange, altitude, 364.

Malao, 104.

Malaria, 651.

Malchi on Albert Lake, 716.

Malega, Headman of Chikusi,

437.

Malet, Sir Edward Baldwin,
503, 504.

Malike, King of Nupe, 586,
.'>87.

Malkoj, Dobruja District, 743.

Malmu, 022.

Malta, 624, 720.

Malula, R., 291.
Manilla Country, Hills in Ma-
yumba, 238.

Manachainn Rois, 13.

Mhic Shimidh, 13.

Manambondi-o, R. , .329.

Manati Cape, or Stocknoi Mys,
184.

Manchester Ship Canal
Scheme, 572.

Manchon, M., 169.

iMau-Congo [M. Dutreuil de
Rliins), map rer., 128.

Mandalay, 431.

Mandara, chief, 58.

Mandarcas, tr. in Amazonas,
245.

Manica, East Africa, 109, 31 Ij

386, 392, .506, 624.

Manitoba, Railways fi'om, 727.

Select Committee of the

Legislative Assembly of, 732.

Mauitsana, tr. , 310.

Mann, Mr. A , Missionaiy,

750.

Mancini, 177.

Mandau, Dakota, 439.

Manipur, Plaui of, SO.

Mannlieim, 722.

Manoh or INlannah, R., map
rev., 384.

Manouanis, Lake, East Main
Expedition at, 244.

Man-pa-sa = Mombaz, 431.

Mantaro, R., 246.

Mauus, Future name of, 471.

Manyanga, Congo Free State

Station, 507.

Mao, <S'ee Urracas, ISl.

Maori Village, 190.

Mapaar, 637.

JIapalii, Conmmunistic labour,

Minahassa, 557.

!Map, Colouring of, unsatisfac-

tory, 411.

Drawing, 275, 423.

Eskimo, 165.

of Rainfall in Reclus's Geo-
graphie (Inirerselle, 411,
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Map of Africa, published by
Justus Perthes, 411.

of India (W. & A. K.
Johnston), beautiful speci-

men of cartography, 63").

Maps, Physical, Aduiiral)le ex-

maples of, 422.

by Bartholomew, 7">6.

• new, of Victorian Alps,

566.

of France, 422.

Relief, 31.

Eoyal Geog. Society's

Exhibition of, 30.

Plans and Charts in the

British Museum, Catalogue

of, rev., 254.

MapellasorMohammedans,290.

Maragnaca, Sierra de, Mt.,
Venezuela, 246.

Peiionde, Mt., Venezuela.
246.

Marandu, 437.

Marash, 444.

Marathas, 636.

Maravi, 758.

Marble Island, 498.

Marboeuf, etym., 521.
" Marco Polo " (Colonel

Yule's), 249, 747.

Mardus, 44.

Marea, tr. in Sudan, 414.

Marenga, Autonga chief, 436.

Mt., 43.

Margate, etym., 518.

Maria Theresa Dollar, 217.

Marianas (Coello, Ji .),maprer..

64. 180.

Marion Group, synonymy of.

i8o.

Marine Station, Scottish, 20.

Maringa. 298.

Marinus of Tyre, 60, 96, 99.

Maritza Valley, 660, 672.

Markham, Clements E., 32.

498. 747.

Markham, Captain, 227, 231.

Mai-ne, Pv., etym., olO.

Marocco, i68.

map rev., 293, 320, 383.
Marriage Customs, Upper Zam-

besi, 398.

East India. .378.

Uganda, 223.

Marrayeh, 104.

Marques, Lourenco, 385.
Marseilles, 556.

Marshalls Islands, 54.

Marshall, tr., Central Australia.

627.

Marteau, M. Amedee, 646.

Martel, G. A., New Map of

Montpellier - Le - Vieux, by,
rec, 511.

Martin, Dr., 656.

Martiniere, .1/.. Traveller, 168.

Maruchak, 234, 600, 607.
Fort, Position, 600, 60:!.

605.

Maruujas, 243.

Masai, ti-. and country, 75,

214, 711, 712, 713.

Eoute, 71], 712.

Masalala, South of \'ictoria

Xj^anza, 633.

Masari, Lieutenant, 506.

Mascara, 560.

Mashad or Mashhad, Persia,

130, 417, 57.5, 602.

Mashona, tr. and countiy, 368,

.393, 395, 7.58.

Masoala Cape, 116.

Mason, James E., The Fiji

Islands, 612, 614.

Massachusetts, 4,37, 689.

Massamba vill., 171.

Massangano Territory, Upper
Zambesi Zone, 389, 400.

Massari, Lieut., 242, 364.

Slassaruni, R. , 308.

Masson of Zttrich, Theory of,

742.

Massowak, tu., 102, 415.

MasuUa, or Great Mosque, 141.

Masuniba, 298.

Matabele Land (W. Mon-
tague Kerr), map rev., 192,

520.

367, 368, 392, 394. 757-
iSIatadi, Congo Free State

Station, 507.

Matan. See Anatajan, ISO.

INIatatiele, Mount Fletchei',

480.

District in Griqualand
East and Mount AylifF. 480.

Matitanana, 330, 332.

Mato Grosso, 310.

Matope, 53.

Matsiatra, R., 326.

Matukwe, map rev., 320.

^latuniane, Headman of

Chikusi, 437.

Mauch, Karl, 037.

Maug. See Urracas, 181.

Maui. See Uri'acas, 181.

Mauo. See Urracas, 181.

Maurel, M., Traveller, 163.

Mauritius, imports, 334.

Mawara-un-Nahr, 600.

Mayers, Mr., 430.
Mayotte, 755.

Maypures, Eapids of, 317.

Mayug. See Urracas, 181.

Mayumba, S. W. Africa,

237> 238.
Articles of trade, Euro-

peans, Game, (iold. Marble,
in, 238.

Point, 238.
Mazinjiri, African tr. , 389, 758.
Mbarinyo, 753.

Mbiuga, 243.

Mboshi, 51.

Mbuan, 210.

Mbunga, vill., position, 51, 52.

Mburi, 300, 301.
Mead, 330.

Meade R., 118, 278.
" MeciciibothrioidiL', " Family

of, 225.
" Mecicobothrium Thorelli,"

252.

Meddat, 18.

Medinet-el-Fayum (Krokodilo-
polis), 4.34.

^lediterranean, 659, 665, 675.

and Black Sea Drainage
Areas, 553.

Medo Country, East Afi-ica,

561.

Medongy, 331.

jSIeershaum, literally " Sea-
foam," 470.

Meethill, Aberdeenshire, 682.

Megasthenes, 60.

Mehdia, Tunis, 746.

Mehebdas, 755.

Meh Ing, 82, 86.

Meh Khoke, Plain, 86.

jSIeh Kong, or Mekong, E., 79,

80, 81, 467.
:\Ieh Low, Plain, 86.

Map rev., 383.

JSIeh Num, or Maing Longyee,
E., 80.

Meh-Nam, R., 79, 80.

Meh Ngow, plain, 86.

Meh Ping, R., 80.

Meh Wung, 86.

MehrLicht im Dunkeln Welttheil,

by Dr. Fischer, 637, 647.

Meikle Loch of Slaius, Aber-
deenshire, 269.

Meiklejohn, Professor, His-
tor>', Poetry, etc., in Geo-
graphical Names, 513-527.

Melanesia, 702.

Melanesian Lang^tarje (B. H.
Codrington), rev., 124.

Melange, Mount, on the Xyassa,
561.

Melbourne, 621, 623.

Melgimof, 45.

Mellock Hill, etym., 265.

Melons, AVater, 132.

Memphis, 101.

U.S.A., 625.

Menado, free port, Minahassa,
557.

Menakha, tn.. Yemen. 232.

Mende, 283.

Mendeleyef, eminent chemist,

434.

Alenelek or Menilek, son of

King Solomon and Queen of

Sheba, 102.

King of Shoa, 562.

Menezes, Cardinal, 635.

Menge, Josef, 64.

Menuthias, 322.

Mequinez, 237.
Moitoijrapihie de, trans-

lated from Arabic by Hondas,
237.

Mercator, 358.

Mercator's Projection, 548.
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Mercica, meaning of, 515.
Mercy, Cape, 162.

Meredith Kange, Tasmania,
567.

Meriiiides, 237.
Meroe, 102.

Meroka, New Guinea, 571.
Mersey, Tunnel, i8i.

Merv, 141, 286, 572, 603, 744.
Mescheria, 560.

Meshhed and Askhabad,
377. See Mashad.

Mesozoic Eocks, 201, 203, 204,
205.

Mesopotamia, iSleshed or Mash-
had (Meshhed), q.v., 236,287,
753.

Messier Channel, Patagonia.
574.

Messina, Population of, 285.

Mestico Jargon, 563.
Meta,'New Granada, 246.

Metagi, 44.

Metempsychosis, 236.

Meteoric Dust, 742.
Meteorology, 382.

Cape Town, 257.
Guernsey, 721.

Panama, 642.
Metzger, Hei-r, Editor of the

Wurteniherg Vereinfilr Han-
clelsgeo(jraphie, 292, 572.

T. , map, rev., 127.

Meuse, R. , area of, 283.

Meut Kha, 86.

Mexico, Gulf of. Drainage into.

555.

West Coast, map rev., 192.

Mfini, R.. 297.

Ikata, R. , 296.

Mfoume Lake, 365.

Mgomb..- Ibuko, 243.

vill., position, 52.

Michigan, 439.

Michlegate, York, etj'm.,518.

Middlesex, etym., 519, 720.

Mid Hill, height, 339.

Mikhailofsk, 143, 286.

Miknasa, 237.
Miknas of the Olives or

Miknaset Ezzitun, 237.
Mikiiaset Taza, 237.
Milford, etym., 521.

Milford Haven, Norse names
of Fiords, 521.

Milan, pojiulation, 285.

Milianji Mt., 108.

Miliaxdjuin, 163
Military Strength of Germany
and Russia, 762.

Militu (Nulato), 303.

Milk Street, 524.

Mill, Hugh Robert, D.Sc,
Physical Exploration of
Firth of Clyde, 347-357-

River Entrances, and
Configuration of the Clyde
Water System, 612, 615.

" Mill of the Fuadhan," 15.

Miller, Dr. William, CLE.,
250.

Millport, 358.

Milne, R.,375.
Miluti, Count, 287.
Milwaukee, U.S.A., 625.
Minahassa, Area, 556.

Comely appearance of
people, 558 ; Commerce, 557

;

Etym., 558 ; Yield of coffee,

557 ; Good roads, 558 ; Go-
verinnent, 556 ; Houses, 558;
Income to Holland from,
557 ; Inhabitants, 557 ; Mis-
sionaries, 558 ; Nine differ-

ent languages spoken, 558 ;

Population, 557 ; Volcanic
origin, 55(i.

Miudif, Mt., 649.

Mings of the Mughal (Mogul).
599.

Minstrels, L^ganda, 222.

ISIirza GhiUani Ahmed, 604.
Mishmi, tr., 234.

Missionaries accused of wor-
shipping rain, 436.

Mission, Medical, plea for, in

Karaghan country, 418.

Missouri, R. , 439.

Mistassini and James Bay
Exploration Expedition,
243-

Mistassini, Little Lake,244,245.
region, flora of, 244.

Mitongoa, vill , 326.

Mitre Rock, New Guinea, 503.

Mitta-Mitta, 247.

Mitylene, 443.

Mizon, il/., article in Maritime
et Coinmerciale Rerue, 563.

Mjosen Lake, 382.

Mkumbiro, 714.

M'Lenegan, 119.

Mlungusi, 188.

^Inemonic Symbols, 378.

Mobangi-Welle Hypothesis,
52.

Mobangi, 51.

Delta, Position, 52.

Trib. of Congo, 713.

Mobunga, tr., 243.

Mobeka, 243.

Mobius, Professor, 509.

Moeris Lake and Wadi Moel-
leh, by C. Whitehouse, 614.

615.

Mohammed. Sec Muhammed.
Mohammed Beri, 717.

Mohammed Achmed, 748.

Ghazi Elotsmani, 237.

Mohannuedan ^Migration, 699.

^Idhammedanism, 584, 592.

in Balkan Peninsula, 658.

Mohammedia, 434.

Mohsinabad, vill., 129.

Moir, Mr. J., 111.

JNIokambo Bay, East Coast of

Africa, 502.

Moklia, 233.

Mokoia, 190.

Mokolo. 243.

Mokomila, 243.

Mokta-el-Hadid Company', 745.

Molesworth, Captain, of the
Bengal Presidency, 234.

Moldavia, 66.3.

Molopo, 6.36.

Moltano, 189.

Molucca Sea, o^{\

Mombasa, East Coast Africa,

214, 562, 6.")4.

Mombera, 437.

Monaco, Prince Albert de, 379,

508.

Mona Tenta, vill., altitude,

365.

Monango, vill., altitude, 364.

Monastir, Tunis, 434, 746.

^loiiay State, 40.

Monbuttu District, 687, 716.

Moueydorragh= " dark shrub-

bery," etj^m., 263.

Mouej'duff = "black shrub-
bery," etym., 263.

Moneygorm = "blue shrub-
bery," 263.

Moneyreadywell, 26.3.

Mongoloid Tribes of the Upper
Irawadi, 250.

Monjas. See L^rracs, 181.

Monmouth, 723.

Monomotapa, 96.

Mons, Population of, 283.

Mons Climax, of Ptolemy, 233.

Montagnais, tr., (Indians), 244.

Montenegrins, 661.

Individuality, 668.

Religion, 667-

Montenegro. 664, 667.

Population, 668.

Monte Rosa, 30.

Montigny, 285.

Montpellier-le-Vieux. 284.
Plan Topographi(^ue de

(E. A. Martel), map rer.,

511.

Montreal, Mayor of, remarks
on a curious album, 612, 614.

Moon, New, 225.

Moore, Mr. J. B., of New Nor-
folk, Paper by, 566.

Joseph, 188.

Sir Jonas, 358.

Moors (Berbers), -t4().

Moosa, 106.

Moose Factory, 729.

Morea, The, 660.

Moreau, R., 439.

Moresby, Port, New (iuinea,

500.

^lorgan. Mount, of C^Uieens-

land, 632.

Morgan, John, 761.

Morgan. E. Delmar, On Przlie-

valski's Travels in Tibet,

612, 615.

Morgan, The late Sir William,
760.
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ilonie (4arou Moiintaius, St.

Viuceut, GS8.

Morocco, 445, 559. Compare
Marocco.

Morocco Frontier, Great Mine-
ral Wealth on, 559.

MoiTell, Antarctic Information
from, 529.

Morrich More, S.

Moms Wells, Aberdeenshire.
410.

Morrison, J. T., 349.

Moriuu = Merv, 141.

Mosconas, J/., 373.

Moss, .V).

Mossamedes, The Lun Kunbi
Dialect, 39, 115.

Mossylhim, 104.

Mosul Atabegs, 38.

Moiilmeiu, 82.

Mouloui, E, , maji rer., 383.

Mound Springs, South Aus-
tralia, 626.

Mountains : Their Origin,
Growth, and Decay (Pro-
fessor J. Geikie), 145.

Mountains of Accumulation.
150.

• of Elevation, 151.

of CirciTmdeuudation, 153.

Mount Avliff Colonj', South
Africa, 480.

Mount Frere, District of Gri-

qualand East, 480.

Moura, Report of Major Fran-
cisco, 623.

Mousamhouira Lake, 365.

Mouveriient Geo<jraphique, 242.

Mowe, German Gunboat, 36.

Mozambique, 294, 560, 562.

Governor General, 623.

Mpalale, Headman of Chikusi.
437.

Mpoka, vill.. Position, 52.

Mqanduli, District in Tembu-
land, 479.

Mruli, 221.

Msalala, South of Victoria
Nyanza, 717.

Msingua, E., Upper Zambesi
Zone, 391, 392.

Mtarika, Chief, 53.

Mtarkai"s Country almost en-
tirely unknown to Euro-
peans, 561.

East Africa, 56 1

.

Mtesa, late King of Uganda,
212 ; Trick i)layed by, 216

;

Court, Ceremony at, 213 ;

Wives, 213 ; Treatment of

Strangers, 213.
Muang Fang, 80.

Muang Haut, 81.

MuataYamvo, Chief of Lunda.
242.

Muave, God, 400
Mubangi, E.. 242.

Mubisi, 220.

Muchie, vill.. 297.

Muckart, etynj.. 2()3.

Mud Lumps of Mississippi, 317.

Mudge, Traveller, 172.

Mud-Eain, 742.

Mueller, Baron von, 500. 502.

507, 571.

Muembe, 171.

Muene Tombo. vill.. altitude.

364.

Mughalistan, 600.

Mugi, EminBey "s Province, 7 10.

Mugimba, tr. , Upper Zambesi
Zone, 388. 400.

Muhamnied Isl)ak Khan, (4o-

vernor of Turkistan. (iOH.

Muliura. 371.

Muileawu nam Fuadii, 15.

Mukah, 599.

Mukasa, or Lubari, God of the
Lake Uganda. 225.

Mukdisha, 106.

Mukenge, 242.

Residence of. altitude.

365.

Mu-ku-tou-su:=Magadoxa. 431.

Mulhall, E.T. and M.(t., 380.

Mulhairs Handliook. Maps in

Mr., 499.

Mull. 461, 463.

Basalts of, 204.

Mullah Suliman, Persia. 575.
Mumbembe, 300.

Munhacs, tr. , Upper Zambesi
Zone, 400.

^Munich, 572.

Munginger, 415.

Muong-Kona, 167.

Muong-Xgan, 167.

Muong-Xgoi, tn., 168.

Murcia, Meaning of, 515.

Murchisou, Sir Roderick, 634.

Murdoch Sjnith, Colonel, 424.

Murghab, E., 287, 431, 598.

601, 605, 607.

aud the Oxus, Country
between the, 603.

^Nluritan Nzige (Albert Lake).
714.

Murrabuckina, South Australia.

627.

Murray, Dr., of Oxford, 249.

Murray, Mr. John, 194, 354.

Report on Antarctic Ex-
plorations. 612. (il4.

Drainage Areas of the
Continents and their Rela-
tion to Oceanic Deposits,

548.
Exploration of the An-

tarctic Regions, 527-543.
Murray, R. , Victoria, 5(i(i.

Muschi, Congo, map n-j-.. 320.

Musembe, tr. , 243.

Musee Guimet, Donation from
the, 767.

Music, Uganda, 221.

Musingas, tr. , 307.

Musk Oxen, 230.

Muss-alla, Mt., 660.

Mussulmans, The, 636.

Musters, Captain, 575.

^Nluta Xzige, Lake, 714.

Mutilation, 215.

Mwanga, King of Uganda, 216.

240, 686, 711, 713. 715. 717,
749.

Mwengi, drink from Banana.
211, 216, 220.

Myawaddi, tn., 86.

Xyit-Xge, R., 40.

Myos Hormos, 101.

Myrtle, 567.

Mythology-. 15.

Myungo (White Man). 395.

Nachtigal, Dr., 36, 57.
Xafka, Sudan, 414.

Xagobba, stream, 374.

Xah, plain, 86.

Xahuel Huapi, Lake, Pata-
gonia, 440.

Xa Hujis, 472.
Xaimans, tr.-, 600.

Xaivasha, 753.

Xakkin, 148.

Xamads = felt rugs, 602.

Xamalambe"s Letter, Transla-
tion of, 436.

Xamaqualand, 258, 479.

Xaming in L^ganda, 223.

Xam-diuh, 290.

Xam-fung, Is. of Hainan, 510.

Xam-Kok, 167.

Xam-Senan, R., 168.

Xam-Than, E., 167.

Xamtusi, 53.

Xam-U, R., 167.

Xamuli District, 311.

Xamur, population, 283.

Xanhai = Southern sea, 522.

Xanho,China = Southern rivers

522.
Xankin,China = Southern coast

522.

Xanling,China = Southern mts.

522.

Xanortalik, 304.

Xan-shan, R., 290.

Xant, 10.

Xantes, Geogi'aphical Exhibi-

tion at, 232.

Xantwich, etjTii. , 517.

Xaos, Island of, 644.

Xapipi, Isthmus of Panama,
643.

Xaples, 285, (etym. ), 523, 632.

Xapp's Guide of the Artjeiitiiii'

Republic, map attached to,

499.

Xares, Sir George, 163, 229,

498.

Xarianumu, vill., 120.

Xarjai-Kaleh, 44.

Xash, Lake, Queensland, 5Qb.

Xassarieh, 373.

Xasturtium, locally called

"Shahir el Basha " ("the
Pashas Spur"), 434.
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Nat County, 83.

Nata, R., map rev., 320.

Natal, 477.

Natan. See Anatajan, ISO.

National African Company,
now Royal Niger Company,
5S0, 586.

Natural History Society of

Dumfriesshire, Donation
from, 767.

Naumann, Collection of Dr.,
from Japan, 427.

Nautilus Harbour, rer., 383.
Navigation of Germany and

Russia, 762.

Navigator Islands (Samoa) , 503.

Nawitti, Vancouver Is. , 499.
Naze, The, etym., 521.

N-Dugo Lake, 363.

Nebel, Tunis, 745.

Nedling, jieninsula, 164.

Nedroma, Algeria, 559.

Needham, ^Ir. , of the Assam
Police, L'34.

Needle's Eye, Aberdeen. 403.
Negritos, 240.

Negro Troops, Character of,

709.

Neis, Dr. Paul, 167.
Nelknndali. 103.

Nelson, on Hudson's Bay, 728.

Port, 613.

River, 498, 694.

Nen, R., 518.

Nenda, god of war, Uganda,
225.

Ne-pe, Is. of Hainan, 510.

Neptune, ss. , 307, 728.

Nesting, etym., 522.

Nether Bornish, South Uist,

467.

Nethergate, Dundee, etym.,
517.

Netherlands, Population, J.
Knyper, viajt rtr., 63.

Nettiling Fiord, 165.

Neumayer, Dr. G., Anleitmiy
zu WissenschuftUchen Beo-
hachtunijen, 253, 384.

Neuchatel, etym., 523.

Neu Lauenburg (The Duke of

York Group), 248.

Neu Mecklenburg (New Ire-

land), 248.

Neu Pommcrn (Island of New
Britain), 248.

Neville, etym., 523.

Newala. 54.

Newbattle, etym., 523.

New Beehive C'ompany, Mal-
don. Rich Gold Discoveries

in Mine of, 565.

Newbiggen, England, 523.

New Britain, 57, 248.

Paper by Rev. G. Brown,
612, 614.

New Brunswick, 34.

New Caledonia, 760.

Coal Fields, 376.

Newcastle, Kiigland, .".23.

New England, Lakes of
Western, 689.

New Forest, 522.

Newfoundland, 305.

Banks of, Submarine Ex-
ploration of, 5(14.

New (rranada, 24(;.

New Guinea, 54, 178, 191,

247, 311, 500, 767.
Dutch, 181.

Expedition to Dutch,
181.

Fly River Expedition,
122.

Mr. H. O, Forbes in,

119.

Recent Explorations in, by
Captain H. C. Everill, 612,
614.

The Australasian Geo-
graphical Society's Ex-
pedition to, 177.

Company, 753.

Pi'oducts of, 248.

Langiiage, 125.

German, 248.

Manners and Cuatom-f of
some affile Tribes of. Paper
by Rev. J. Chalmers, 742.

New Hampshire, 689.
New Hebrides, 760.

New Ireland, 248.

New Mexico, California Mt.,
249.

New, Mr., Missionary, 58.

New Palace Yard, West-
minster, 522.

New South \Vales, 733, 736, 737.
Divisions of, 736.

and Victoria, population,
375.

How to get there : An
Emigrant's Guide to Aus-
tralia (Johnson), rev., 759.

Land allowed to Settlers

in, 736, 737.

Official Authority on, 737.

Rivers of, 191.

New Streets, London, 522.

Newton, England, 523.

New York, total population,

437, 625.

New Zealand, 191, 752, 760.

Population, 568.

Volcanic eruptions
in the Hot Lakes District,

568.
ga-lian. Is. of Hainan, 510.

Nga Plain. 86.

Ngami Lake, 295, 636.
Ngombe Mission, 171.

Gundu, 243.

Nguru, 57.

Niadi, R., West Coast Africa,

435.

Niam-Niam, 378, 656.

Nicaragua, 643.

Nichols Peak, Alaska, 693.

.Vicderling, T., 252.

Xieuwveld, Mt. range, Soutli

Africa, 258.

Nigalek, 280.

Niger, 67, 578, 580, 582, 583,

585, 588, 590, 591, 593, 632.

Company, Royal, 5S0.

Inhabitants, Second Re-
gion, 582.

Upper, 446.

Third Zone, 5S2.

and Central Sudan
Sketches, by Joseph Thom-
son. 577-596.

Nigg, Hill of, 7.

Nightingale Island, Tristan
d'Acunha, 547.

Nihalshani Pass, 131.

Nikeree, City of, R., 308.
Niki, 106.

Nilab or Blue River = The
Indus, 523.

Nile, 754.

Nilghei-rie or Blue Mountains,
523.

Nina, St., Institute of, 274.
Ninian, 11.

Nish (Nissa), 669.

Nishapiir (Xishapoor), 575.

Niua Foom, etym., 752.

Earthquake, 752.

Niua-tobu-tabu, Tonga Group,
752.

Nine, Islands of (Savage
Islands), 503.

N'Kunja-Ubangi, R., 170.

N'Kundfa, 169.

Noalak or Inland River, 119.

Noatoak, R., Alaska, 693.
Nodier, M'C, 284.

Nogueira, A. F., 115.

Nojebat, Mount, 373.

Noki Expedition, 296.

Nomkill, 11.

Nordenskicild, Baron, 434,

507.

Nordereys, Northern Islands,

469.

Nordkioping, etym., 524.

Norfolk Island, 696, 760.

Norfolk Range, Western Tas-
mania, 567.

Norman Lockyer Island, 230.

Normandj', Old Connection of

Guernsej', 2, 727.

North America, 752.

Di-ainage Area of, 551.

North Berwick, 36.

North Bluff, Hudson Strait, 728.

North Carolina. ()24.

North Devon, 162.

North, Farthest (Charles Sen-
man), rer., 315 ; 227.

North Island, New Zealand, In-

crease of Population, '^iiS.

North River, Buddhist Monas-
teries of tlie, China, 510.

North Sea and Baltic Canal,
The, 682, map rev., 704.
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North Uist, Island in, ile-

stroyed by a storm, 465.

Northampton, etyni. , 519.

Norton Sound, 279, 303.

Norway House, Hudson's Bay,
694.

Normqian Picturex, rev., 381.

Sea, 538.

Government, Publications

from, 767.

Local Names in Shetlands.

520.

Norumbega, Site of, 175.

Nosi Be, 117.

Nosiloff, M., 286.

Nosob, R.,637, 290.

Xotai, Isl. of Hainan, 510.

Notation in use on the

Yoruba Coast, System of,

750.
2sotlcis Coloniales (France),

447.

Notre Dame des Amboella, 378.

Nourse, 165.

Nova Farina, 13.

Noviant, 225.

Novi Bazar, 30, 664.

Area, 665.

Popiilation, 665.

Nqamakwe, District in Ti'ans-

kei 479.

Ntebbi, port, 218.

Nubian Desert, The, 649.

Nucheklsl., 303.

Nuklukayet (Uualaklik), 303.

Nulato, Militu, 303.

Nullarbor Plains, Water dis-

covered at, 752.

Numismatics, Oriental, 38.

Nup6, Description of Life in,

585, 586, 588, 590.

Nuremberg, 754.

Nushki, 597, 598.

Helmund Route for Rail-

\vay, 598.

Nuwuk, vill., 277, 280.

Nuwukmen, tr. , 270.

Nuyin, Muhah, 599.

Nyagoma, 714.

Nyam-Nyam District, 713, 716.

Nyauga, R., 363.

NyangM'e, in Congo Basin. 441.

506, 714.

Kyanza, steamer, 710.

Nyassa Lake, 75, 507, 757,

758.

District, 560.

Nyungwi, native name of

Tette, 386.

Oasis of Siva, 506.
Obambas, African tr., 684.

Obeh, 143.

Obi and Yenisei Canal, 434.

Obispo, R. , Isthmus of Panama,
644.

O'Brey, Mount, New Guinea,
571.

Obok, 293, 032.

Observation, scientific, 253.

Observatorj', Cape, The, 621.

Ocama, R. in Venezuela, 24(!.

Ocean, The (W. L. Jordan 1,

rev., 62.

Oceana : or England and Jur

Colonies (J. A. Froude), rer.,

189.

Oceanic Basins and Continental
Ridges are of pi'imeval auti-

fjuity, 197, 204.

Oceanites Octan/rns, Kuhl, 540.

Ochil, etym. , 264.

Ochils, 156.

Ochrida, Lake, 660.

Ocona= Ambili, R. , 685.

Octakioi, Dobruja, 743.

Odjibwaj'S, Paper by C. Isl.

Bell, 751.

O'Donovan, Mr., 129.

Oesterbygden, 305.

Ogades, R., 374.

tr., 175.

Ogea Island, 178.

Ogowe, R., Congo Region, 169,

563, 684 ; recent French ex-

plorations on the. by Major
deBissy, 612, 615.'

Ohiuemutu or Kotorua, 568.

Oise, etym., 516.

Oitir Gilean nan I^an, Sand-
bank in North Uist, 465.

Okaro, Lake, New Zealand,

569.

Okashilauda, 378.

Okavanga, R., 296.

Oke, etym., 516.

Okotas,tr., 170.

Oksu Oasis, 288.

Old de Beers Diamond Mine,
260.

Old Calabar, 578.

"Old Kert,"' Bushman Half-

Breed, 636.

Oliphant, Laurence, 187.

Olifant's or Crocodile R., 394.

Olympus, Mount. 58 ,660, 661.

Oman, 99.

Ombilin, 39.

Ommanney, Sir E., at Aber-
deen 1885, 527, 543, 613.

O'n Bundo Language. 115.

Onega, Lake, Height of, 232.

O'Neill, Consul, 53.

Ooroo, R., 40.

Ooroos (Russians), 419.

Ophel, Wall of, .Jerusalem, 701

.

Ophir, 94.

Supposed site of, 592.

Ophthalmia, 418.

Ophuijsen, C. A. Van, 754.

Opium, 143.

Opone, tn., 106.

Oquondo, R., 296.

Ora Magau. <SV' Alamagan,
180.

Oran, Algeria, 559.

Orange Free State, 477.

R., 258. 261, 296, 6.36.

Ordnance Survey, Name-sheets
of, 697.

of tht United Kinq-
f/o?7i, rA'',"(Pilkington White),
rev., 697.

First base line of,

697.

Oreala, 308.

Orinoco, R., 245, 246.

and Amazonas, Alto,
Venezuela, 245.

Orhjiey and Shetland, v-itli Ap-
proarhe-^ (Baddeley), rev.,

756.

Etym., 520.

Ormania, 98.

Osmanli Turks, The, 657, 661,

671.

O'^si/raqa q}<iantea, Gm. (Giant

Petrel), '.MO.

Ostrich Feathers, 595.

Ota or Bota. Set Urracas, 181.

Otamao. See Urracas.
Otavi, 296.

Otway, Cape, 376.

Ourthe, R., length, 283.

Ouse, etj'm., -516.

Ovampoland, 296.

Overgate, Dundee, etym., 517.
Owen, vStanley, Mt., 119, 178,

500, 570, 571.

t»wia, St. Vincent, 688.

Ox, etym., 516.

Oxford, etym., 516, 521.

Oxus, R.,43], 596, 599, 600,

606, 607, 743.

and the Murghab, coiuitry

between the, 605.

Oyster Cove, 376.

Ozeniaya, stream, 183.

Pacific Ockan, 35, 538, 549,

564, 574, 641.

Pacific, WeMern , and New
Guinea (H. Romilly), rei\,

702.

Pacific and Atlantic, Early
project for a waterway be-

tween the, 642.

South, 620.

Ocean Drainage Areas,

552, 554.

Pacimonales, tr. in Amazonas,
245.

Pacimoni, R.. in Amazonas,
245.

Pacras, 322.

Padamo, R., in Venezuela,
246.

Pagan, 180.

Pagani, East Coast of Africa,

712.

Pagara. See Pajan, 180.

Paghan, Copper Burma, 431.

Paqodroma nivea, Gm. (Snow
Petrel), 547.

Pagon. See Pagan, 180.

Pahouins, cannibals, 169.

Painting. 240.
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Pajdros, ISl.

Pa Kham, Mt., 81.

Paklay, 167.

Pak-Seuan, vill., 168.

Pak-il, vill., 1()S.

Palaiocrystic Ice, 228.

Palfeozoic Rocks, 199, 200,

201, 202, 206.

Palaos (PelcAvIs.), ISO.

Palat Secut, 378.
Paleiubang, 291.

Paleologue, M. Maurice, 753.

Palermo, Population of, 285.

Palestine, Eastern andWestern,
Survey of, 700.

Exploration Fund, Dona-
tion from the, 428, 767.

Edinburgh and Glas-

gow's contribution to, 702.

Twenty-one Years' Work
(Besant), rev., 700.

Palestine; The Land and
People as they are. Paper
read by Sir Charles Warren,
740.

Questions under dispute,

700.

Races in. Friendly, 741.

Pallaballa, vill., 171.

Palmer, late Profesosr, 700.

Sir Arthur, 570.

Palms, Isl. of, or Hainan,
510.

Palmyra Groves, 40.

Pamir, The, 431

Panama Canal, The, by Ferdi-
nand de Lesseps, 641-646.

Canal, Construction of the

banks of, 644.

Commercial revolu-

tion effected by, 646.

Estimated cost,

643.

Estimated annual
tonnage to pass through,
646.

Modes of excavation
of, 644.

Opening for com-
mercial enterprise by means
of the, 645.

Scheme, 440.
Table showing dis-

tance saved by, 645.

Workmen at, 644.

Company, Additional
source of income to the,

645.

Isthmus, The Ocean-levels
at, 564.

Meteorology of, 642.

Number of streams on,

641.

—T— Plan general, indiquant
le trace dn Canal, etc., map
rev., 639.

Panda-ma-Tenka Station, Al-
bert's Land, 750.

Pane, in Sumatra, 64.

Panggu, P., 291.

Pan-Hlaing Creek, 40.

Panjdeh, 134.

Old, correct position, 6OO,

601, 602, 603.

Pans, port, 106.

Pante Kaleng, 291.

Pante-Lawan, 291.

Paolino, Era, 250.

Paphle, The, etym., 2()7.

Papua, 760.

Pai-a, Upper, 307.
Parana, 694, 695.

Parenwell, etym., 266.
Farima, Mt. chain, Venezuela,

240.

Paris, etym., 266.—— Geographical Congress at,

642.

Population, 622.

Parkes, Sir Harry Smith,
36.

Park's death. Scene of, 586.
Paropamisus, 62.

Parsnips in Guerusey, 725.

Pascoe, Captain, 502.

Passandava Bay, 117.

Passover, Samaritan, 741.

Patagonia, 251, 440.
Gold in, 440.

Xewly explored territory

suitable for Agriculture and
Cattle-breeding, 440.

Patagonian Coast, Explana-
tions of noises on, 575.

Patamacca. 307.

Patmos, 443.

Patrokles, /^.

Paul MacTyre's Hill, 9.

Paulitschke, Professor Dr. P.,

Harar to Berbera, map
rer., 256.

Journey to Harar, 173,

374-
Pavy, Dr., 227, 316.

Peabody Academy of Science,

Donation from, 767.

Peace, s s.. Voyage of the,

50, 297, 750.

Peach, Mr., Sketches of Suth-

erland by, 634.

Peacocke, 140, 597, o9S, 607.

Peary, U.S. Navy, 374, 696.

Peat or Bogs, in Antarctic
Region, 546.

Pegan. See Pagan, 180.

Pegon. See Pagan, 180.

Peho, China = ]Srortlaern riveis,

522.

Pekin, etym., 250, 522, 615,

753.
Pelews {F. Coello), map rev.,

64.

Peling,China = XortheruMoun-
tains, 522.

Peloponnesian Highlands, 660.

Penas, Gulf of, 574.

Penck, Dr., 358.

Pennigant, etym., 516.

Pennine, etym., 516.

Penrith, etym., 516.

Pentlands, etym., 153, 516.

Pentra (Spanish), etym., 516.

Pei'ganiss, etym., 519.

Percii, Little, River, 244.

Perdu, Mont, 284.

Pereira, Cipranio Gaetano. Si-e

Kanhune, 388.

Diego Fernandez, 747.
Perene, R., 246.

Valley, 247.
Peresheek, 184.

Perie Mountains, South Africa,
•261.

Pei-igniak, 281.

Permian Period, 200, 201.

Persia, 129, 596.

A Journey in, 415, 419.
River Navigation in,

556.
the Land of the Imams,

a Narrative of Travel and
Residence (by Bassett), rev.,

575.

Population under - esti-

mated, 417.

Persian Gulf, Drainage into,

555.

in Herat, 142.

Notions, Popular, on
European Geography and
Politics, 419.

PeshaMar, 602.

Peschuel-I^oesche, Dr., 364.

Petchora, R., 286.

Peterhead, Geology of the
Parish of, 268, 681.

Peter Island, Southern Ocean,
530.

Petermann, Mount, 696.

Pethynsaer, etym., 267.

Petra, 97.

Petri, Dr. Ed., of Bern, 427,
433.

Petrofsk, 144.

Petroleum (Rangoon Oil), 144,

431.

Petroleum Springs in Egypt,
293-

Pettcumokane, etj'm., 267.

Pfeitt'er, Captain, of the Papua.
248.

Phanbalon, 322.

Phayre, Sir Arthur, 249.

Philippolis, 672, 674.

Phillips, Mr. George, H.M.
Consul at Swatow, 430.

Phcunician Alphabet, etc., 235.

Tombs in the Roadstead
of Monastir, 434.

Phueung, 167.

Phya In or Indra, 83.

Tarn or Buddha, 81.

Piacenza, 312.

Plana, Italian Engineer, 632.

Piauhy, 751.

Picacho, Mount, Venezuela,
246.
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Picarad and Artois, names of

many villages of pui's Anglo-

Saxon type, 519.

Pictish dialect and occupation

of Ross, 2, 19.

Pictish Druids, Aberdeenshire,

405.

Picts, 411.

Piedra Movediga, The Tandil,

252.

Pieman Pviver and District,

Western Tasmania, 567.

Pieper, Dr. F. W., 509.

Piet Hailiib. .57.

Pike's Peak, Colorado, 438.

Pilcher, Mr. K. N., death, 702.

Pilcomayo, The, 177.

Piling Fiord, 165.

Pilkington-White, Lieut. -Col.

F., (Ordnance Survey of
United Kinr/dom), by, m\,
697.

Pindus, 660, 661, 675.

etym., 516.

Pines, Isle of, 560.

Pinheiro Cliagas Expedition,

560.

Pinkwood, 567.

Pinto, Major Serpa, Letter
from, 294, 441, 560, 624.

Pipes, tobacco, 218.

Pishin Valley, 507.

Pistachio, 138.

Pit, 4.

Pitcairlie, etym., 267.

Pitcairn, etym., 267.

Pitcalny, 5.

Pitcalzean, 5.

Pitfirrane, etym., 267.

Pitgober, etym., 267.

Pitgorno, etym., 267.

Pithogarty, 5, 12.

Piti Palena, The, 574.

Pitillock, etym., 267.

Pitkeiry, 5.

Pitkevy, etym., 267.

Pitkinny, etym., 267.

Pitliver, etym. , 267.

Pitlour, etym., 267.

Pitmaduthy, 5, 12.

Pitmeadow, etym., 267.

Pitmedden, etym., 267.

Pit Nellie, 5.

Pittendreich, etym., 267.

Pittsburg, U.S.A., 625.

Pittscottie, etym., 267.

Pitwhanatrie, etym., 267.

Place-Names of lona. The
(Carmichael), 461-474.

Plaids, The, IS.

Plains, etym., 267.

Planetaria, 29.

Planina, 317.

Plants and Animals, Wander-
ingti of,from their FirstHome

.

Victor Hehn, rev., 126.

Plate, rev. , 555.
" Platte Mountain " — Devil's

Head, 439.

Playfair, Colonel, British Con-
sul-General in Algiers, 558.

Plevna, 673.

Plimsoll legislation, 313.

Plover, H.M.S., 277.

Pnom-Penh, 167.

"Podgoritza, 668.

Podutyosnaya, stream, 184.

"Poems of Places." Long-
fellow, 524.

" Poetry in the Popular Life

of the Bataks " of Sumatra
(Van Ophuijsen), 754.

Pogge, Dr., 242.

Pohle, H., Xe\v Map of Lude-
ritz-Land, by, 576.

Notice of a Report by, 564.

Pont Barrow (Alaska), 118,

276-283.
Point de TArche, Seine, 442.

Pointe Bleue, 243.

Poiree, J/., 442.

Poissy, 442.

Pol, Gaelic prefix, 4.

Polar Conference, Interna-

tional, 120.

Exploration, Noi'th, 276,

694.
Regions, permanently

frozen soil, 693.

Pole, North, 694.

Po-lo-mo-lo-ki-li, The, or Black
Mountain of Hiwen Thsang,
572.

Po-lo-yu, or Pigeon Monastery
of Fahian, 572.

Poison, A., Public School,

Dunbeath, Caithness, 1st

Prize Essay, 742, 766.

Polygamy in Uganda, 213.

Polytimetus, 47.

Pombo, 115.

Pome Ma Rat Tsee, Burmese
Magician, 83.

Pomeroon, R., 308.

Poncet, ^^. Charles, 753.

Pondicherry, 290.
Pondoland, Eastern, 477.

Pondos, Territory of the,

632.

Pongo River, 172.

Ponta del Garde, Azores, 444.

Pontevedra, 313, 314.

PoiJO, Grand, Slave Coast, 172,

755.
Little, 172.

Populatiou, Germany, 285.

Guernsey, dense, 720.

Increase of, among Aus-
tralasians, Bantus, and U.S.
Negroes, 478.

of Germany and Russia,

761.

Queensland, 565.
Tunis, 745.

Estimation of Increase of,

among some European na-

tions, 477.

Porcelain earth, L'ganda, 209.

Porphyritic Rock in Aberdeen-
shire, 268.

Porro, Count, 242, 311, 377.

Port, Gaelic prefix, 4.

Adelaide, map, 511.
• Augusta, 375, 630.

Davey, Western Tas-

mania, 567.

Douglas, 247.

Elizabeth, 394, 757.

Hamilton, 507, 745.
Thudden, Aberdeen, 403.

Weld, Malay Peninsula,

47.

Portincaple, 346.

Portmahomack, Bay of, 6, 11.

Portmoak, etym., 267.

Port-na-Caijje, etym., 470.

Port-na-Chalmac, 11.

Portnaculter, 8.

Porto d'Anzio, 186.

de Moz, 311.

Seguro, Slave Coast, 172,

755.

Portuguese and Englisli pos-

sessions in Africa, unfair

comparison between, 402.

East Africa, 623, 624.

Merchants, early pro-

sperity of, 386.

Possessions in the
Congo State, 434.

Province on the Zambesi,
Government of the, 385, 386.

Posen, 762.

Posewitz, Dr. Th., map of

Bangka, rev., 512.

Post-road, Persian.

Potagos Panagiotes, M., 378.

Potam Oasis, 288.

PotaniD, J/., traveller, 290.

Potato Exportation, Germany,
726.

in Boring's Island, 18.

Potatoes, Sweet, 211.

Poti, Persia, 575.

Pottery, 218.

Pouchet, Professor, 508.

Poultry, The, 524.

Powell, Antarctic information

from, 529.

Major, of the U.S. Geolo-

gical Surveys, 249.

Pragan. .SVe Pagan, 180.

Prague, 754.

Praien. See Pagan, 180.

Prajan. See Pagan, 180.

Pramiishki-Kaleh, 44.

Prasum, Cape, 106.

Pratt, 270, 272, 404, 409.

Pratt Island, Wellington
Island, 574.

Premonstratensian Monastery,

13.

Preslav, ancient capital of Bul-

garia, 671.

"Prevalence of Winds " (Au-

gustin), rev., 754.

Prince Albert, 694.
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Prince of Wales, Cape, '2'tiK

Prion desolatus, Gni. (Tlie

Prion), 540.

Prize Awards by the Scottish
Geographical Society, 742.

Proceedings of the Scottish
Geographical Society. Se<-

Geographical Societj^

Prognathism, 239.

Prome, 80.

and Pangoon Railway, *J().

Protnis, ship, 228.

Proverb, Gaelic, 462.

Prudhoe Land, 230.

Pryor, W. B., Xorth Borneo,

G12, ()1.").

Przhevalski, M., in Central
Asia, 287.

Return of, 42.

Travels in Tibet. By E.

Delmar Morgan, 612, (ila.

Pteropods found in Antarctic

Ocean, 540.

Puerto, Grand, 574.

de Pajares, 314.

Pul-i-Khatun, 182.

Pullen, Lieut., Commander of

theirt?-^-, 501.

Pulo Kambing, 291.

Pumbo, 115.

Pungue, N.E. Coast of Africa,

561, 623.

Punjab, etym., 51(i. 59(i.

Pu-Pung-So, Mt., 168.

Purdy, Colonel, 372.

Purus, R„ 309.

Pushtu Language, 604
Putman, R., Alaska, 693.

Pii-xan, or Mount Elephant,
168.

Pyrenees, 206.

(^UAMBALOVV = Madagascar, 322.
Quassa Ntshenpa, Headman

of Chikusa, 437.

Quatsiuo Sound, 498.

Quebec Geographical Society,

243.

Queen Charlotte Sound, 498.

Queensland, Population, 564.

Wheat-growing cajiacities,

571,738, 739 ; Tin and Silver,

565.

Quehui, Island, Chili, 575.

Quetta, 143, 597, 598, 605.

Quillambamba, 246.

Quillimane, 387-

Quimbiri, trili. of Apurimac,
247.

Quimpitiricpie (district ofAuco),

247.

Quittebceuf, etym., Whitbv.
521.

Qumbu District, (Tri(j[ualaiid

East and Mt. Aylitf, 480.

Rabat, 445.

Rabba, on the Niger, 580, 586.

Rabot, M., 113.

i.'addatz, Dr., AV"- .l/f'/-, 192.

Itaddc, Professor,

Raddery, 12.

Radiolarians in Antarctic
Ocean, 539.

Radkhan, 133.

Radmorc Harbour, 230.
Rae, !)). .bihii, .•!74.

Proposed New Route
via Hudson's Bay, etc., 767.

Rahad, trib. of Nile, 412.
Rahang, 88.

Railroads, Spanish, 313.

Railway, Denmark and
Sweden, 622.

connection between In-

dia, Siam, and China,
Exploration Survey for,

by Mr. Holt Hallett, 78-92.
Prome and Rangoon, 91.

Calais — Caspian, 144.

Hanoi and Bacuiuh, 556.

Loanda and Ambaca,
503-

Projected, through Syria

to the Persian Gulf, 556.

Trans-Caspian, 143, 146,

286.

Trans-Siberian, The, 286.

Rainfall, Baugola, 302.

Congo, 242.

Guernsey, 722.
• King William's Town,

Analysis of Record 1880-83,

261.

of World, 512.

on Indian Ocean, 745.
Plateau of Drakeusberg, 80.

South Africa, 260.

Sudan, 411.

Uganda, 209.

Rajputs, 636.

Raleigh, U.S.A., 624.

Rambo, re?'., 363.

Rangoon, 235.

Rauich, 9.

Raukiue, rtc, 375.

Ras Hafun, Somali-land, 106.

241.

Rasht, Persia, 575.

Raspberries, 327.

Rasyukie bosch, 370.

Rat, Hanover, 126.

Rathad an Rigli, 12.

Rattray, 272.

Raloin, Jf., 377.

Ratsiandraofana, 32S.

Ratzel, Professor. Appoint-
ment to Chair of Geo-
graphy, Leipsic, 572.

Viilkt rhtimh . ni\, 2.")2.

/!av,,i, H.M.S., 178.

liavensteiu. Tribute to Mr. E.

G., 425.

320, 382, 747.

Uavertj', Major, 60S.

Rawson, Sir Rawson ^^'., 447.

Ray, Lieut. H., 276.

Raggard, 673.

Itiii iif Tiiircl and Advttilurf,

n-c, 703.

Itcclus, M., 250, 284, 661, 675,
643.

Ii< roiiocimii'iilo (Id Rio Ihil'i-

Puhiia, etc., !•(>•., 574.

licconquista Colony, 694.

Ilcddan's, Vice-Consul, Report,
245.

licdjaf, 748.
" Rod Beds,'" S. Africa, 475.
Red Clay, Analysis of, on Sea
bottom, 541, 195.

Red Crag, occurrence of, 270.
Red Riv'er=Songkoi, 79, 192.

Red Sea, 232.

Drainage into, 555.

Foripin.•< of, 60, 100.

Red Snow in Alaska, 692.

Rees, Mr. T. D., 415, 416.

Regiaf, Emiu Bey's Province,
710.

Itegina, ()l;>.

Reichard, M., 181, 365.
Reichnow, A., VirhrtilviKj dtr

Vuijf:!, New M , /7r. ,762.
Reigate -= Ridgegate, etj-m.,

518.

Reindeer, 230.

Reinwald's, La Colonitatioi,

290.

Reistirinntruncje)i ans Algeritn
tind Tunis (Kobelt), rtr.,

75(). »

Religion of German Colonies iu

the Dobruja, 743.
Religion, Uganda, 224.

Renaril, J/., 19.5.

Rendsburg, 683.

Rennell's Range, on the Niger,
586.

Rennet-Berry, in South Africa,

637.

Reuouard, M. A., 290.

Repartan Pass, Alaska, 690.

Resistencia Colony, The, 695.
Return Reef, 374.

Revucjwe River, Upper Zam-
besi Zone, 388.

Rhapta, lOO, 106.

Rhins, Dutreuil du M., 169.

Rhodes, 443.

Rhodope Chain, (Despoto-
l)agh),659, 660, 661.

Rhone Glacier, 440.
Rlu)ne and Danulie, connection

iu Miocene times, 202.
Rhu, Gaelic prerix, 44
Rhys. Professor, 265.
Rhynie, 17.

Ribchester, etym., 518.
Richborough, near Dover, 517.
Richter, Paul Euiil, Vtrzeich-

iiis von Forscliern in Wissen-
•ichaftVicher, Landes, etc.,

r<r., 509.

Richthofen, Baron von, 740.
FUhixrfUr ForschuiKj^ni-

•iiinde. I'er.. 253.
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Packard's, Major, Map of

Argentine Republic, 499.

Kidgeway, Sir Joseph, 597,606.

Ridge\\ay, Sir West, 605.

Riebek, Dr Emil, 37.
Expedition, 747.

Riesengebirge, 199.

Rigaud, 358.

Rigby, Major-General, C. B.,

37-
Rikwa Lake, 305.

Rimo, 686, 74S.

Rink, H., Paper by, 750.

Rio de Janeiro, 572.

Rio Grande do Norte, 751.

Rio Grande, Isthmus of

Panama, 644.

Rio Negro, 245.

Rionga, 686.

Ripon Falls, The, 711.

Bisulfati dtW Inchiesfa xiiJIc.

condizioni 'njienirha (Italy),

rtv., 576.

Ritter, 358.

River Entrances, by Dr. H. R.

Mill, 612, 615.

River erosion, 147.

Pvivers as vehicles of Continen-
tal debrix, 17, 555.

Rivers of Europe, 126.

Rivers, geological conditions of

course, 341.

Rivers of New Soutli Wales,
191.

Robecci, M. 506.

Robert College, Constanti-
nople, 443.

Roberton, Professor, 741.

Robeson Channel, 166, 230.

Robide van der Aa, 1 25.

Robinson's Arch, .Jerusalem.

701.

Roca. General, 251.

Rogers, E. T., 37.
Roggero, Giuseppe, Capt., 31.

Roggeveld, Mt., South Africa,

258.

Rohlfs, Gerhard, 647.

Zur Klimatoloijic . . 0-<t-

afrikas, rev., 637.

Rocks, Classitication of, 195.

Romanes, Dr. R., Indian Geo-
logical Survey, 431.

Romang, Colony of, 695.

Rome, Population of, 285.

Rome in Winter and Tuscan
Hilh in. Summer (David
Young, M.D.), rer., 186.

Romilly, Hugh Hastings,
Western Pacific and, Neir
Ouinea, by, rev., 702.

Rooi Grass, 370.

Rora Asgede, Sudan, 414, 415.

Ros, 14.

Rosamail, 464.

Rosares, on the Blue Nile,

411.

Rosario, 695.

Roses, 141.

Rosevelt, Map of, 307.

Rosier, 44.

Ross, Sir J., 528, 529, 541, 543,

547, 554 ; Collections of Deep-
Sea Animals by, 542, 543.

Ross, Easter, i.

Rossdhu, 337, 343.

Rossi, Letter from Siguor
Cesare, 719.

Rosskeen, 14.

Roza, 180.

Rothe, M. Alexandre de. En-
gineer, 622.

Rother, Meaning of, 516.

Rotoiti, Lake, New Zealand,

569.

Rotomahano, Eruption of, 568.

Rotorna, Lake, 568, 569.

Roiivier, Captain, 242.

Rouire. Dr., 434, 560.

Roy, William, 697.

!\oyal Colonial Institute, Dona-
tion from, 767.

1 1 oval Society of Edinburgh on
Scheme of Antarctic Ex-
plorations, 543.

Royal Society, Edin., Dona-
tion from, 767.

Royal Geog. Society, Donation
froni, 767.

Royal Asiatic Society, 330,

431-
Royle, Charles, Barrister-at-

Law, The Egyptian Cam-
jyaigns, rev., 253.

Rozenah, 141.

Rubaga, Uganda, 218, 224.

Rubeho Mountains, 649.

Ruby Mines, Upper Burma,
431.

Rudha, 472.

Ruel, stream, 341.

Rugha-Tharbrairt = Tarbat, 7.

Rumella, Eastern, 659, 664,

679, 672, (J74.

Population of, 674.

Ruins in the Kalahari Desert,

Curious, 637.

Rima, m Tibet, 234.

Rumania, 660,663,664,673,699.
Rumanian Language in Servia,

428.

Rumbling Hole, or Hell Lum,
coast of Aberdeen, 681.

Rnndall, General F. H., The
Bivers of South India, 612,

615.

Ruo, R., 108.

Rupert, Prince, 322.

Rupert River, 245.

Rupert's Land, 244.

Rupii'e Country, 623.

Rusaka or Wakama ^Mountains,

Upper Zambesi Zone, 392,

758.

Rushin, J/., on Amu-Daria,
744, 745.

Russia, 200, 201, 205, 596, 602,

761.

Russia, European, E. Pieclus,

232.

Russo-Afghan Frontier, 234.

Rust, Rev. Mr., 404, 407.

Rustchuk, 673.

Rutchester, etym. , 518.

Ryder, Lieut., 311.

Saan = Bushman, 239.

Sabtea, 91.

Sabaji, tr., 106.

Sabi, R., E. Africa, 623, 624,

637.

Sabine Island, 231.

Sir Edward, 621.

SabrinaLand, Antarctic Circle,

530.

Sabzawar, 131.

Sadike College, 746.

Sadiya, 234.

Sadji in Tibet, 288.

Saepau. See Saipan, 180.

Sasrapion, 106.

Saespara. See Saipan, 180.

Saffi. 445.

Sagain, Upper Burma, 431.

Sagalla Hills, 117.

vill., 294.

Saguenay, R., 244.

Sahain, R. , Yemen, 232, 233.

Sahar Kiz, vill., 141.

Sahara Desert, 648, 649, 742.

Traffic across, 595.

JIaj) rev. , 383.

SaJutra und Sudan, 36.

Saidam, 288.

Sale (Chia), R., 296.

Saihai, Isl. , 247.

St. Aubin, Seine, 442.

Aymour, M. le Yicoute
de Caix de, 753.

Catharine, Cape, 170.

Catherine's Dub, Aber-
deen, 403.

Clair, Lake, Western Tas-
mania, 567.

Duthach's Parish, 12.

Elias, M. (Alaska),
ascent. 689 692.

Fergus, Banff, 268.

John Island, Sheung
Chun, 510.

John's, S. Africa, 480.

.John Lake, 243.

Louis, Africa, 446.

U. S. America, 3 1 2,

625.

Lucia Bay, 312.
Margarenthen, 683.

Marks, 479.

Martin, M. Yivien de.

Atlas Universe/, New Map,
rev., 704.

Olave's Well, Aberdeen-
shire, 409.

Peter's Port, Guenisev.

720, 726.

Sampson's, (Tuernsev,

726.
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Saint Tarran, Hebrides, 564,

47i.—— Vincent, Hurricane of,

1830, 688.

Saipaii, ISO.

Sai-tsin Hills, Southern China,
510.

Sakanii, King of Chibinga,
391.

Salamanga Ceremony, 327.
Saleiyer, Originalkarte der

Insel, by Engelhard, map
rev., 512.

Salemboni, Italian Engineer,
632.

Salisbury Crags, 154.

Island, 306.

Salonica, 556, 675.

Salor, tr., 133.

Salt, Siam and Shan States, 88.

Stassfurt Deposits, 60.

Saltburn, 17.

Saltholm, 622.

Salthouse Head, Aberdeen
coast, 681.

Salt Lake City, 575.

Salt Lakes of Bizerta and El
Bahira, map rev., 320.

Saluen or Salween, R., 40, 79,

80, 81, 383, 431,

Salutation, 398.

Sama, 137.

Samaner, Senor, 246.

Samaritan Passover similar to

Biblical, 741.

Samba, vill., altitude, 364.

Samarkand, 99, 143.

Sambre, R. , length, 283.

Samoa, ship, 505.

Samokov, Bulgaria, American
Institxition, 444.

Samuel, Sir Saul, 617.

Samze Island, N'Dugo, 363.

San Antioco, 443.

San Carlos. Si'e Sarignan, ISO.

Sanatorium, Necessary Condi-
tions for, 654.

San 'a, Yemen, 233.
Sand, blown, 272.

Sand Loch, Aberdeenshire,
269.

Sanda Island, etym., 348, 520.

Sand-dunes in Western Isles,

474.

Sandeman, Sir R,. , Route fol-

lowed by 1884, 597.

Sandfly, schooner, 179.

Sandford, Bay of, Aberdeen
coast, 681.

Sandgate, etym., 522.
Sandler, Study of Homann, by
C, 754.

Sandsthing, etym., 522.
Sandy Point, Magellan Strait,

620, 621.

San Francisco, Historii of the

Progress of (de Vaugray),
753.

Xavier. See Agrigan,

VOL. II.

Sangatte = Sand Gate, N. W.
Fraucu, etym., 519.

Sang Navighta Pass, 131.

San Ignacio. See Pagan, 180.

Sanitary Investigations, Italy,

576.

San Javier, Colony of, 695.
San Joachin. See Antajan,

180.

San Joseph. See Saipan, 180.

San Juan. See Guajan, 180.

San Justo, Colony of, 695.
Sankuru, R., altitude, 296, .365.

San Lorenzo. See Urracas, 181

.

San Phelipe = Guguan, 180.

Sanpo, 234.
San-Salvador, 115.

Santa Ana. See Rota, 180.

Santa Fe, 252.

Santiago del Estero, 695.

SantoAngel. iSeeAjuigan, ISO.

San-ui, tr.. Southern China,
510.

Sao Paulo, Brazil, Map of the
Province of, 572.

Sapan. See Rota, 180.

Sapin Croche, R., 243.

Saputan, Mt. in Celebes, 556.

Sara-Kamysh, a dried-up sea,

744.

Sar-i-Pul, 599.

Sarakhs, 134.

Sardinia (R. Tennant), rev.,

442.

Agriculture, Mining, Cli-

mate, 443.

Sargent, Prof. C. S., New Map
of Forests in N. America,
i'ev., 639.

Sariks, tr., 601.

Sarigan, Sarigoan, or Sariguan,

180.

Sark, Is., 720.

Sarpan or Sarpanta. See Rota,

180.

Sarraceniapurpu7-ea,Si'Reine(ly

for Small-pox, 244.

Sarramacca, Upper, 307.

Sarrebourg, 285.

Sarreguemines District, 285.

Saspan. See Saipan, ISO.

Sassafras, 567.

Satepora Lang, 37.

Savage Work, Value of, 393.

Save, R., 658, 660, 665, 666,

668.

Savoure, 31., 377.
" Saxaul," 287.

Saxony, King of, 426.

Scalloway Road, Shetland, 75().

Scandinavia, 199, 201, 205.

206, 573.

Scarba, etym., 521.

Scliaumburg, 34.

Schelde, R., Area of , 283.

Scheuck, 564.

Scherzer, Dr., "Economic
Statistics" (rer.), 125.

Schinz, 564.

Schists and (ineiss, 197.

Schists, Crystalline, 195, 197.

Schlaginweit, Robert von,

37- 37.7-

Schlcsw ig, .)21.

Schlej', Commander, 228.

Schneider, Dr., 248, 631.

Scholz - Rogozinski, Polish
African Traveller, 231.

Schrader, Fr., 248 ; Atlas Uni-
versel de Geographic, by,
7)uip rev. , 704.

Schroeder, Rev. C. , Mission-
ary, 479.

Schropp's Map of Egypt, 373.

Schultz, F., 252.

Schwarz, Dr. B., 743.

Schwatka, Lieut. Fred., 165,

377, 625, 689, 692.

Srhweizerischen FiJhngebietejt,

Uebersichtukarte den (G

.

Berudt), maj^ rer., 511.

Schweinfurth, Dr., 434, 717,
748.

Welli = Mobango R., 713.

Scientitic Investigators, Ex-
haustive List of Living, in

Central Europe, .509.

Scio, 443.

Scioa (Shoa) Le region! a Libec-

cio dello, New Map, rev. , 639.

Scobeloff, 129.

Scotland, Bartholomew's Map,
319.

Bartholomew's Reduced
Ordnance S^irvey, rev., 511.

Highlands, 157.

Scotland, Surface cor-

rectly described, 573.

Volcanic Action in Per-

mian Period, 202.

Scott Cape, Vancouver Is.,

499.

James George, Burma as

1/ vas, etc., rev., 702,

Mr. J. H., Special Com-
missioner, 47s.

Scott's Description of Edin-

burgh, 525.

Scottish Geographical Society.

.See Geographical Society.

Scoto-Englisli Language, Gene-
sis of, 574.

Scratchley, Sir Peter, 178.

Scutari, Lake, 660, 667, 668.

Sea-bottom Temperature, 541.

Seals, 184, 281, 540.

Cave. Aberdeen coast,

681.

Seas and Estuaries about
Great Britain (John Mur-
ray), 354-357-

Sea Water ke. Density, o38.

Seely, Prof., 447.

Sedgwick, Mount, Western
Tasmania, 567.

Selid Rud, 44.

Segermes, Ruins of (Ancieut

Upenna), 434.

3e
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Seguri, 501.

Sekoli, Exploration of the
river, 684.

Seiley (Seal Isle), 466.

Sehie, The River (L. F. V.
Harcourt), 7-ev., 441.

Average rainfall, 441.

Basin area, 441.

Deepening tidal channel,

442.

Floods, 442.

Etym. , 516.

Seistan, 596, 597.

Selby, Lieut, R.N., Report by,

556.

Selewick, R., Alaska, 693.

Seniell6, Count de. Explorer of

the Niger, 572.

Sermiligak, 176.

Semoguau. See Asuncion,
160.

8emois, R. , length of, 283.

Senaar, Egypt, 411.

Sena, Portuguese outpost in

Zambesi, 3S6.

Senegal River, Accumulation
of sand at mouth of, 572.

Seneqalaises Annults tie, 1854

d'l885, rev., 446.

Senga Women, 391.

Senna, 624.

Senne, R. , length of, 283.

Seolpaig, North Uist, 470.

Seoul, 753.
Sepan. See Saipau, 180.

Sapphires, Plain of, 167.

Seraievo, or Bosna-Serai, 666.

Serakhs, 287.

Serat, The, Alpine Chain,
Yemen, 233.

Serandeh, 322.

Sermilik, 176.

Serpa Pinto, telegram from,
.507.

Serpana. See Kota, ISO.

Serpent as cause of disease.

225.

Serra de Xella, 116.

Serrano, Don Ramon, Reconocl-

miento del Rio Buta-Palena,
etc., rev., 574.

Serrano Isl., Wellington Is..

574.

Servia, 660, 664, 665, 668, 071,

673, 674.

National arms, 669.

Population, 428.
Religion, 669.

Sesamum, 70.

Sesse, 208,211.
Sespan. See Saipau, 180.

Sette-Cama and C'elina River,

363.

Seymour Narrows, 499.

Shah-rah, 136.

Shaibaui Khan, 599.

Shaikh Othman, Aden, 429.

Population, 430.

Shakka, Sudan, 414.

Shamanism, 251.

Shandwick, 7.

Shanga or Bunga River= Sekoli
River, trib. of Congo, 684,
685.

Shan Hills, Upper Burma, 431.

Shans, tr., 81, 702.

Shari, R., 594.
,

Shark Island, 57-

Shavaud, vill. in Persia, wheat-
fields at, 416.

Shea Butter, 584, 595.

Shebeli or Leopard River, 374.

Shedbiary, etym., 519.

Sheep, belonging to the Ghil-
zais, 601.

in Buenos Ayres, 738.

New South Wales, 738.

South Australia, 734.

Wild, 136.

Sheerness, etym. , i\'2 1

.

Shchokuriusk, 286.

Shekwan, Southern China, 510.

Shells at great altitudes, 56,

229.

Sherboro, maprev., .384.

Sheung-Chun, 510.

Shibeghau, 599.

Shigre, 373.

Shikebau, 141.

Shilkani, 44.

Shiu-Kwan, Southern China,
510.

Shiraz, 416, 419.

Shire HighlcLiuh, The (.John

Buchanan), rev , 188.

River, E. Africa, 387, 757,

758.

Shirley in C'ampaiij)i at Home,
679.

Shirwa Lake, E. Africa, 53,

561.

Shirwan, Persia, 575.

Shishman, Bulgarian Tsar.

671.

Shoa, 373, 562. 633.

Shok-bur, or Sarbax, 165.

Shoshong, Bechuana-Land,

_,
369. 750, 757-

ShrcMsljury, etym., 519.

Shuii District, 656, 706.

Shumacher, 187.

Shumla, 673.

Shun-pan, tu., China, 290.

Siani, map, rev., 127.

Shotover Hill, corruption of

Chateau Vert, 524.

Siape, R. , in Amazonas, 245.

Siberia: Decreaseof Resources,
Free Settlers, Slavonic Set-

tlers, Mongolian Races, Do-
mestic Animals, Arable
Area of Western, Woods,
jSIammoths, Skins Exported,
^Mineral Treasures, Educa-
tion, Easy Access to China,
Japan and Corca from, New
L^niversity, 434.

New Islands, 311.

Siberia, Northern Communi-
cations in, 286.

Early Russian Invaders,
433.

Railway, 286.

Siberyak, Siberian Settler of

Slavonic Race, 434.

Sibrakoff, J/., 286.

Sidaru, vill., 280.

Sidlaw Hills, 203.

Sidoroff, J/., 286.

Sierra de Perija, 751.

Sierra Leoue, mecjy rev., 384
654, 656.

Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta.
751.

Sierra Nevada, etym., 523.

Sievers, Dr., .Journey, 751.

Sigilmesse, 255.

Siga, Ruins of, 539.

Silurian Strata, 199.

Silver, 95.

Silver Mine, Bandwen, Upper
Burma, 431.

Simonin, Mr. Louis, at Paris,

441.

Sim Kuk, 130.

Simpson, Captain, 274, 276.

Fort, 694.

Sinangeya, Headman of the
Chikusi, 436.

Sinai, 698.

Simeon of Bulgaria, Tsar, 671.

Singo, 208.

Sinkat, Stronghold of Osman
Digna, 415.

Sioux, Great, Reservation,
Dakota, 439.

Sipah Salar = Commander-in-
Chief at Herat, 604.

Sipapo, R., in Venezuela, 246.

Sir Arthur Gordon Range,
122.

Serbs, 661, 667, 670. 673.

675.

Sirdar, Ishak Khan, 607.

Sistova, 673.

Sitting, R., 40, 79.

Sitha, 689.

Sladen, Colonel, 79.

Slaius Castle, 676.

Castle Library, 677.

Parish, 403.

Old, Ruins of, 406.

Slatiu Bey, 633, 716.

Slave Trade, 106, 395.

in Zambesi Valley, 395.

Sluugie Hill, etym. , 266.

Snudl-pox, God of, 225.

in Emin Bey's Province,

715.

Remedy, 244.

Smerwick or Butter Bay.
etmy., 521.

Smeru, Mt.,292.
Smith, Alexander, Description

of Edinburgh, 525.

Antarctic Discoveries,

529.
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Smith, Dr. George, Life of
Carey, rev., 187.

Smitliie, Bishop, 53.

Smythe Cape, 280.

Sneehatten, etym., 523.

Snow, Red, 692.

Snowdon, etym., 523.

Snowy Creek, Mitta-Mitta,
247.

Soares, Dr. Antonio Joaquim
de Macedo, 563.

Socotra (Sokotra), 746-747.
Annals of, 746.

Soden, Barou von, 56.

Soddo-Galla, subject to King of

Shoa, 563.

On the Land Shells of,

746.

Sofala, 94, 110.

Ancient port, 561.

Sofia, 444, 659, 672.

Sogere, New Guinea, 120, 122,

178,500, 570, 571.

Sogne Fiord, 347.

Sogdiana, 141.

Sokotra. See Socotra, 37.

Sokoto, Central Sudan, 577,

588, 590, 591, 593.

Soldada, 751.

Soleillet, French African Tra-

veller, 563 ; death, 032.

Solomons, South Pacific, 503,

702.

Stables, The So-called,

701.

Somali Coast, Africa, The,
746.

Peninsula, Joseph Menge,
map rev., 64.

Language, 37.

Somali-Land, Climate of, 241.

Son-Cau, R., Tonkin, 556.

Songa-Songa, Is., East Coast of

Africa, 747.

Song-ka, or Red River, Tonkin,
556.

Songkoi, or Red R. , 79.

Map rev., 319.

Sonklar, Major Karl, 37.

Sonsoug. See Asuncion, 180.

Sontai, 290.

Soon, Plain, 86.

Sorghum=Kallir Corn, 584.

Sosva, R. , 286.

Soudan. See Sudan.
Souffriere Mountains, St. Vin-

cent, 688.

Sound of lona. The, 463.

Sound, vill. , Slietland, 756.

Sound, The, 622.

South Africa. See Africa.

South Africa : its Physical
Configuration and Rainfall
(W. B. Tripp), 257, 262.

Geology of, 475.

South America, Drainage Area
of, 551.

South Australia, 511, 733, 734,

735.

Soiifh Australia Descrihed,

734.

Southampton, Isl. , 729.

South Oi-kneys, Southern
Ocean, 530.

South Shetlauds, Southern
Ocean, 530.

Soutli Seas, 760.

New Island, in, 176.

Southern Ocean, 528, 539.

Trawling in, 541, 542.
• Ice, Aquatic Birds

procured among the, 540.

Souza, Don Manuel Antonio,
de (Govea), 387.

Souzel, 311.

Sow, etym., probably = Save
R., 515.

Spain, Commercial and Indus-

trial (George Higgin), rer.,

313.

Spallart, Neumann, 448.

Simniards at Northern Celebes,

Arrival of, 558.

in Algeria, 652.

Spartel, Cape, 446.

Spelling Geographical Names,
Proposed International Sys-

tem of, 753.

Spey, 25, 26.

Spikenard, 105.

Springfield, U.S.A., 625.

Spry, Captain, 79.

Stadler, 434.

Staffa, etym., 521.

Stailbrd, meaning, 515.

Stamford, meaning, 515.

Stanford, Edward (Intermedi-

ate Scliool) Physical and
Political Atlas, rer., 762.

Books on Geography,
issued by Messrs. , 457.

W. E., Chief Magistrate

of Griqualand East, 480.

Stanley, Introduction to Pe-
covery ofJerusalem, by Dean,
701.

Falls, 506, 683, 713.

Mr. H. M., 632, 654,

714.

Pool, 238, 364, 683.

Staraya Gavan, 184.

Stassfui't, .Salt deposits of, 60.

.Statistics, von Scherzer, 125.

Stalactites, 405.

Statistical Annuary, 245.

Society of Paris, 448.

Steamer Point, Aden, 429.

Steinen, Dr. Von, 308, 384.

Stejneger, Leonhai'd, 183.

Stellaland, 367.

Steller's Triumphal Arcli, 184.

Stercorarius AntarcUcus, Less.

(Skua), 540.

Stettin, 762.

Stevenson, Captain, 55.

Stevens, American Bicyclist,

604.

Stewart, James, 425.

Stewart, Lieut. -Col. , Persian

Border, map rev., 256, 311.

Stieler, Map of Sardinia by,

443.

Stirling, Mi", J., Mining Regis-

trar, 566.

Hill, Aberdeenshire, 681.

Stockbridge, Edinburgh,etym.,
519.

Stockholm, etym., 519.

Stokes, Admiral John Lort,

38.
StoU, Otto, rev., 251,

Stones, Precious, 82.

Stoney, Lieut:, Exploration
in Alaska, 119, 693.

Stony Stratford, 517.

Brook, 175.

Stornoway, Name of Isthmus
near, 472.

Stormberg Beds, 258, 259.

Coal measures, 475.

Strabeg, Loch, 272.

Strabo, 608.

Strangway's Springs, Aus-
tralia, 375, 752.

Stranraer District, Tnap rer.,

319.

Stratford, etym., 517.

Strath, Gaelic Prefix, 4.

Strattou, etym., 517.

Streatham, etym., 517.

Stretford, etym., 517.

Stretton, etym., 517.

Strickland, R., 122.

Strone, etym., 264.

Stronsa, etym., 520.

Strylecki, Count, 566.

Stuart, John M'Douall, 630.

Stiibel, Collection of Dr. A.,

from Ecuador, 427.

Stutfield, Hugh E. M., El
Maghreb, rev., 444.

Suaheliland, 56.

Suakin, 185.

Su-Chu, R., 290.

Sudan, Central, Sketches,
by Joseph Thomson, 577-
596.

Inhabitants of, 577.

Climate of healthy,

595.
— Products of, 595.

Egyptian, Plateau Inhabi-
tants, 414.

The Cultivable Area
of, (J. T. Wills), 411-415-

• Rich alluvial soil,

412.
• Chief points of stra-

tegic importance in Plateai'

of, 414.

"Sarawaking" the, 175.
Sudanese Conception of a

Spiritual God, 592.

Sudereys = Southern Islands,

469.

Suderoe, 148.

Sudras, Heaven, 83.
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Suez Canal, Subject of a typi-

cal lesson, 426.

645.— Gulf of, 2m.
Suffixes, Geographical, 6.

Sugar Cane, 132, 23.), 330.

SugluIa = Sogdiaua, 141.

Suk-el-Arba, Tunis, 746.

Suk-el-.remaa, Tunis, 746.

Sukheinaani. See Umnia, 233.

Sultaniah, Persia, 515.

Sumatra. 747, 7-54.

Sun Bay, 230.

Sundial, 236.

Sunday R. , 29.").

Sundsvale, 37S.

Sungs from Central and
Northern China, .)10.

Sunman, Captain of the Rus-
sian Navy, 622.

Sunnyside (Sunecrech), etym.,

264.

Supan. See Saipan, 180.

Superior, Lake, 244.

Superstitious of S. African
tribes, 759.

Surdud, R., Yemen, 232, 233.

Surface Models. 423.
" Surinam "' (A. Kuppler), 572.

Surkhab, The, 431.

Surrey, 720.

Etym., 520.

Susa, 560.

Sutherland = Cataobh, 463.

Suthcrlanrl Paper" (Donald
Macleod, etc.), Geoloyy
(Cadell), rer., 634.

George, 381.

Hugh, Netv Trade Route
between America and EtiroiM.

612, 613.

Association, 634.

Sutor, 7.

Sutro Tunnel, 438.

Suya, tribe, 310.

Swineford, Mr., 118.

Switzerland, Fuhn, 5()\.

Sygva. R., 286.

Syria, 743.
Middle (Dr. Carl Diener).

ma}) rev., 192.

Syrtis, Lesser, 559.

Sz-ui, Southern China, 510.

Tabakat-i-Nasiri, or History
of the Muhammadun Dynas-
ties of Asia, 608.

Tabbas, 142.

Taberri, 753.

Table Mountain, Formation of,

258.

Tabletop,Mount(Kiandre),566.
Tablier Egyptien, 239.

Taboria, 172.

Tabriz, Persia, 575.

Tadaille, Subject to King of
Shoa, 563.

Tafilet, 255.

Tafna, R., Source of the 559.

Tagala, 125.

Taghao-Rabat, in the Kushk
Valley, 600.

Tagrart (encampment), Me-
(|uinez, 237.

Taheke, on L. Rotocti, New
Zealand, 569.

Taimani Coixntry, 605.

Tain, 9.

Taiping or Thaipeng, 447.

Rebellion, 51U.

Taii'beart, etym., 463.

Tajurrah, 104.

Tajurrah Bay, 293.

Tajziks, .598.

Taka, Egypt, 411. 412.

Takah, Persia, 575.

Tako, 300.

Takoon Springs. 372.
Talajerut, Mequinez, 237.

Talbot, Lieutenant Hon. M.
(t., .397, 606.

Talifu, 40, 85.

Ta-man-teen, vill., Island of

Hainan, 510.

Tamarida, Socotra, 746.

Tamatave, 116, 324.

Tambo, vill., altitude, 364.

Tambo = Apurimac, R.. 246.

247.

Tamerlan (Timur), Daughter
of, 133.

Tamitat-oalla, R. , 309.

Tamlatran, 295.
Tampat-Tuan, 291.

Tanala Country, 326.

Tanauah, R., Alaska, 118, 303,
440.

Ta-na-ssu-li = Tenasserim, 431

.

Tandil, Sierra of the, 252.

Tanganyika, 365, 506, 656.
Tang-i-daria, 135.

Tangier, 434, 445.

Tanian. See Tinian, 180.

Tanning, Uganda, 219.

Tapajoz, R., 308.

Tappenbeck, ]\[. .Traveller, 296.

Taraverdy, Dol)ruja, 743.

Tarawera, Mt. and Lake,
New Zealand, Eruption at,

568, 569.
Tarbat, 5.

Ness, 3.

Tarim, 287.

Tarkinninna, S. Aiistralia, 627.

Tarn, Gorges of, 283.

Tarness Haven, Aberdeen, 403.

Taro, 117.

Tarran, Saint, 464.

Tarransey, Sound of, Hebrides,
464.

Tarruiug-bata, 6.

Tasmania, 375, 632.

Climate, 376.

Coastline, .567.

Fauna, 568.

No extensive Area of Agri-
cultural Land in Western,
56S.

Tasmania, Only three practical

Overland Routes in Wes-
tern, 567.

Western, Flora, 566, 567.
Tasmanians, 191.

Tati, 368, 757.

Gold-Fields, 393.

Tattooing, 400.

Forbidden in Zambesi
Region, 209.

Tauranga, New Zealand, 570.

Taverta, 77.

Tawar Lake, 291.

Tay, 25, 26.

Firth of, 23.

Taylor, Bishop, 683.

Baron, 284.

Dr., Our Island Goiitlnent,

rei:, 7.59.

Isaac, Worch and Places,

518.

Taynuilt, etym., 264.

Tchertchene, R., 43.

Tchink, a mountain gorge, 744.

Tchir, 43.

Te Ariki, arm of L. .larawera,

569.

Teanga Rath, 464.

Tebah Lake, 291.

Techyntulch}', etym., 264.

Teeth-Filing, 391.

Teheran, 415, 419, 556, 575.

Tehuantepec, 643.

Teita Hills. 117.

Tekehs, 134.

Telluria, 29.

Tembulaud, Population, 479.

Prospect for Year, 479.

Area, 479.

Temiscami, Lake, 244.

Temisconata, Lake, 751.

Temesvar, Banat of, 37.

Temperature in Antarctic Re-
gions, Table of, 536.

Bottom of Sea uniform in

all Latitudes, 542.

below Surface ofAntarctic
and Southern Oceans, 535.

Tenacatita Bay, Mexico, 192.

Tenby, etym., 521.

Ten Kate, Dr., Explorations
of, 307.

Tennant's Creek, Australia,

375, 630.

Tenom, R., 291.

Tents, Turcoman, 133.

Temate, Sultan of, 557.

Terraces, Destruction of the.

New Zealand, 568, 569.

Glacial, 60.

Terrestrial Magnetism. See

Magnetism, 620.

Te Teko, 569.

Te Terata (The White Ter-

races), 569.

Tette, European population,

387, 400, 758.
Articles of Commei-ce,

387.
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Tette Half-Castes, 388.
Military Forces, 388.
(Nyungwior Kunyungwi,

native name), Portuguese
Outpost, 3S6, 387.

Church, 388.
Te Wairoa, New Zealand,

569.

Thalassteca antarctka, Gaini.

540.

glaclaloides, .Smith, 540.

Tgenoo, Southern China, 510.

Thanah, 291.

Theal, Mr. George M., 477.
Theebaw, King of Burma, 40,

756.

Theinni, 40.

Theological Discussions in

Uganda, 213.

Theophilus, 99.

Thermometers for Sea Tem-
peratures, 545.

Thevet, 175.

ThianShan, 287, 311.

Thibet, 378.

Thing-valla, 7.

Thingwall, etym., 522.

Thionville, 285.

Thlinkits, Tribes of, 251.

Thomanean (Tomenaygne),
etym., 263.

Thomas, Captain, The late,

K.N., Tribute to, 470.

Julian, (" The Vaga-
bond "), Cannihuls and Con-
victs, etc., ?•('(•., 759.

Thomson's Experiments, Pro-

fessor James, 534.

Thomson, Mr. Joseph, 240,

712, 713, 714. 719, 7-53.

Niger and Central Su-
dan Sketches, 577-596, 612,

615.

Mission to Sokoto, Object
of, 578.

Captain, Congo Delta
Observations, 363.

Thorn, 762.

Thornton, Dr., 377.

Thouar, M., Explorer, 177.

Thoulet, M., Professor of

Mineralogy at Nancy, 564.
Thoungyeen, R., 40, 80.

Thoung-Thuot, 40.

Thracian Peninsula, 659.

Three Years of Arctic Ser-
vice : An Account of the
Lady Franklin Bay Ex-
pedition of 1881-84 (Greely),
rev., 227-231.

" Throne of Yemen," town,
Sana, 233.

Thursday Island, 119.

Thurso, etym., 520, 521.

Thuyadan, Upper Burma,
431.

Tiberias, Lake of, 741.

Tibestib, 373.

Tibet, Climate of, 288, 615.

Tichindod, etym., 264.

Tides, 62.

Tidikelt Oasis, 378.
Tientsin, R., The, 606.

Tietze, Dr. Z., of Vienna, 231.
Tifiis, 575, 623, 743, 753.
" Tiger," 567.

Tiger-grass, 224.

Tighuabruaich, etym., 264.

Tihama, Plain in Yemen, 232.

Tilbot Is., 247.

Tillo, A., 232.

Timbuktu, 578, 593, 595.

Time, Universal, S. Fleming,
612, 615.

Timosthenes, Captain, 103.

Timouri, tr., 131.

Timte Lake, 174.

Timur, 599, 600.

Tin, 99.

Tina. 6Ve Urracas, 181.

Tinas. See Urracas, 181.

Tingmiavmiut, 176, 304.

Tingwall, etym., 522.
Tinian, 130.

Tinta, Sierra of the, 252.

Tippo Tip, Arab Slave-dealer,

441, 747.

Tirband-i-Turkestan Range.
603, 606.

Tirnova, 671, 672, 673.
Tirzejin or Tirzegin, Mequinez,

237.

Tis-jam, 290.

Titree, 567.

Tinmen, 286.

Tlemcen, map rec, 237, 383,
559.

Tlinkit-Indianer, Die (Dr. Aurel
Krause), rev., 250.

Tobacco, 127.

in New Guinea, 211, 505.
Tobar nan gabliar, 17.

Tocantins, R., 308.

Todd, R. Central Australia,

627.

Tofua, IsL, 179.

Togo-land, Slave Coast, 56, 755.

Tokar, 415.

Tokuz-daban, 43.

Tokhis, tr., offshoot of the
Ghilzais, 601.

Toll, Baron, 311, 377.
Tolstoi, 184.

Tomatoes, Guernsey, 725.

Tommasi-Crudeli, 656.

Tomohon, Minahassa, 558.

Tomsk University, Siberia,

434.

Tondano, Minahassa, 558.

Tonga, 179.

Group, 752.
Tonghoo Railway, 85.

Tonquiu or Tonkin, 42, 79,

168, 290.

Projected Railway in, 556.

Tunning, map rei\, 113, 319.

Toowomba, Queensland, 738,
739.

Topley, Mr, W., President of

the Geologists' Association,
624.

Tojinaar Chief, 57.

Toporkoff Islet, 183.

Tor, Gaelic Prefix, 4.

Toro Channel, Patagonian
Coast, 574.

Torrens, Lake, S. Australia.
627.

Torrens Observatory, Adelaide,
626.

Torres Straits, 191.

Tottenland. See Sabrina, 530.
Touvre, R., 317.
Townsend, Mount, 566,
Tozer, Mr. H. F., 572.
Trade Winds and the Gulf

Stream, with some West
Indian Problems, The Con-
nection of the, by G. R.
Haliburton, 612, 614.

Traditions, Old, in Hebrides.
466, 467.

Traigh Rosamail, Harris, 464.
Tramways for Tunis, 755.
Traiia, R., 245, 246.

Trans - Caspian Railway,
Russian, 572.

Transgression Periods, 361.
Transkei, 477, 479, 480.
Transvaal, 477.

and adjacent territories,

367.
Traversi, Dr., 633.

Travesse Bay, Alaska, 690.
Treaty of June 14, 1881,

664.

Treaty, Great Britain and
Sokotra, 747.

Treaty between England and
Spain : German view of its

Effects, 427.
Trebizond, 575.
Treinta, 751.

Trek Boers, 479.
Tribal Marks, 298.

Trigonometry, Old Chinese,
236.

Trinidad, 308.

Gulf of, 574.

R. , Isthmus of Panama,
641.

Tripang, 291.

Tripoli, 595.

Tripp, William B., M. Inst..
on South Africa, 257-262.

Tristram, Canon, 716.
Trobriand Isl. , Laghlan Group,

703.

Troltinde, 382.

Trondhjem, 469.

Tropical Climate on Europeans,
Effect of, 650, 651.

Tropical Land in South Aus-
tralia, 733.

Trotter, Mr. Coutts, Letter
from, 752.

Truce, Flag of, 333.
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Truganini, 376.

Tsana or Tana Lake, 562.

Tserisera, altitude, 168.

Tsetse Fly, 392, 412, 7oS.

Tshikura, Antoiiga Chief, 436.

Tshilobwe, Hill in Chikusi's

Country, 436.

Tsliisasula, Headman of Clii-

kusi, 437.

Tsolo, District in Griqualand
East and Mt. Ayliff, 480.

Tsomo, District in Transkei,

479.

Tsui-lau-hsu = The Nicobars,

431.

Tsusima (Japan), 114.

Tuareg-laud, 378, 593.

Tucuman, 694.

Tudanawo, Headman of Chi-

kusi, 437.

Tudjan or North Devon, 164.

Tuga, etym., 26.5.

Tulcha, Dobruja District, 743.

Tulear, 117.

Tullish Hill, height, 339.

Tului Khan, 142.

Tummel, 60.

Tuna, evil genius, 281.

Tunas. See Urracas, 181.

Tungutes, tr., 288.

Tunis, map rev., .320, 446, uo8,

560, 745, 746, 754.

French in, 745.

Pastoral Districts and
Vineyards of, the future
Wealth of, 745.

•—— Photographs of, 434.

Tunnel, The Mersey, 181.

between Denmark and
Sweden, proposed, 622.

Tupy, tr., 310.

Turan, Mt. group, Yemen,
Turbat-Shaik-Jam, 130.

Turfhills, etym., 263.

TurHundie, etym., 263.

Turin, Population, 285.

Turkan, 712.

Turkey, 660, 664, 668.

Turkis, Persian-speaking, 416.

Turkistan, 287, 623.
Antiquities, Translation

of Ivauoff's Paper on, 753.

Turkoman Ptaids, 596, 606.

Turkomans, 137.

Wares manufactured by,

602.

Turks, 598, 600.

Turnip in Bering's Island,

183.

Turriff, Gavin, quoted, 403.
Twenty-one Year.i Work in the

Holy Land, rev., 700.
Tyndall Glacier, Alaska, 692.

Tynwald Hill, etym., 522.

Tyropo?on Valley, The, 701.
Tzavoru, 117.

Ubangi, trib. of Congo, 302,
684, 685.

Ucayali, Apurimac, 246, 247.

Uddu, 208, 210.

Uganda, 59,240, 686, 708, 712,

713, 714, 716, 748, 749.

by Dr. Robert Felkin,
208.

Administration of Justice

in, 215.

Brewers in, 220.

Cooking, 220.

Christian persecutions
in, 749.

Customs at births, 223.

Customs regarding the

ascent to the throne in, 216.
• Dinner at a Chief's house,

220.

Difficulty in seeing King,
216.

Doctor to King of, 216.
• Executions in, 214.

Emin's Mission to, 706,
715.

Funerals in, 223.

General Council, 215.

Government and Laws,
214.

Head Cook of, 215.

Holding of Land, 217.

King of, 295, 560.

Marriage Customs, 222.

Medicine Men, 225.

JNIurders by King of, 633.

New Moon, 225.

Privy Council, 215.

Produce, 211.

Slaves in, 215.

Sport, 211.

Trade, 217.

Ugg, etym., 516.

Ugiaamie, 277, 280.

Ugie, R., Aberdeenshire, 681.

Uglirn Island, 164.

Ugogo, 74.

Uhange, 74.

Uhehe, 74.

Ui Chalumcille, 473.

Ujiji, 717.

Ukamba, 117.

Ukami, 57.

Ukatanika, tr. , 243.

Ulu, 118.

Umagoe, R. , Manika Country,
391,392.

Umbdek, Mts., Lapland, 113.

Umeiro, African tr., 711.

Um-el-Kyaman, 293.

Umfussi, P., East Coast of

Africa, 562,

Umiaks, 281.

Umma, a mist in the Khama,
233.

Umseila, 623.

Umsilikazi, Zulu King, 368.

Umtata, District in Tembuland

,

479.

Umvukwe, Mts., 758, 759.

Umzengezi, trib. of Zambesi,
759.

Umzimkulu, District in Griqua-
land East and Mount Ayliff,

480.

Umzimvubu, R. , South Africa,

Uuden-See, The, 683.

United Kingdom, Ruddiman
Johnston, map nr., 63.

United States, Earthquakes
in the, 624.

Government, Publications
from, 767.

Wooded Area, 625.

Total Area, 625.

Unna, R., 665.

Unyamwesi, Eastern, 74.

Unyoro, 295, 706, 715, 717.

Upernivik, 311.
Upington, Cape Colony, Water
Furrow, 478.

Ur, Ships of, 235.

Urac=Pajaros, 181.

Urac. See Urracas, 181.

Uramagan. See Alamagan, 186.

Ui'azghuns, tr., 600.

Urmia (Oroomiah), or Maragha,
Lake of, 575.

Urracas, 181.

Usagara, 57.

Usboy, Former bed of P., 45,

743.

Use, etj'm. , 516.

Usk, etmy., 516.

Usoga, 240, 687, 754.

Ust-Urt, 47.

Usuguha, 57.

Utaca, Upper Zambezi Zone,
389.

Utah and Nevada, The Great
Basin of, 437.

Utaks, tr., offshoot of the
Ghilzais, 601.

Utch Kallesia, Persia, 575.

Ux, etym., 516.

Uxbridge, etym., 516.

Uz-bak Khan, of the family of

Yuji, 599.

Uz-bak, Turkish tribes, 599.

Vaal axd Orange River.s,

Junction of, 476.

Vaal-bosch, 370.

Vaffier, M., 434.

Valerian, 105.

Valleys, Asymmetric, 440.

Vallon, M., Traveller. 291.

Vambery's Travels, 603.

Van Gele, 51.

Vancoiiver Is. , 498.

Timber, 498.

Indians, 499.

British Columbia, de-

stroyed by Fire, 441.
Van der Hoeven, 291.

Van Dyke, Sontkern Ca/i/ornia

(rev.), 638.

Vane Hill, etym., 265.

Vares, tr. in Amazonas, 245.
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Varech or Vraic (Sea-weed),
723.

Vamhageu, 172.

Vasconcellos, Lieut. Ernest de,

363.

Vaulcomte, M. Bureau de,

116.

Vaux, William, S. W., 38.
Veile, 39.

Vela, Sefior, E'itanria of, 252.

Veldt, 369.

Vendidad, quoted, 141.

Venezuela, 245, 308.

Venice, Population, 285.

V^entuari, [^R., in Venezuela,
246.

Venukoff, it/., 42.

Verbas, R., 665.

Verbeek, map r(A\, 127.

Verde, Cape, 523.

Verzeichnis von For-scJiern (P.

Richter), rev., 509.

Veth, Daniel D., 38.

Viard, M. E., Proposed Ex-
ploratiou by, 572.

Vichada, R.,iu Venezuela, 246.

Victoria, British Columba, 498.

Victoria, W. Africa, 750.
Victoria and New South Wales,

Population, 375.

Victoria Land, Antarctic Circle,

530, 532, 533.

Victoria Falls, 332.

Trading Station, 894.

Victoria, Mining Districts of,

565.

Victoria Nile, 240, 710.

Lake, 240.

Victorian Branch of Austi'al-

asian Geographical Society,

499.

Alps, Exploration of,

565.

Victorino Vicente da Cruz.

See Inhamesinga.
Vidal, 21., Traveller, 172.

Vilafro Lake, in Peru, 246.

Vincenz Von Haardt, 30.

Vineyards in Britain, 523.

Virginia Pange, ASS.

Vitu, 56.

Vivi, Congo Free State Station,

abandoned, 507.

Map rev., 448.
Vladikafkas, 144.

Vohemar, 116.

Voi, 117.

Voikarsky, 286.

Volcan Grande. See Asuncion,
180.

Volcan de Griga. See Agrigan,
180.

Volcano, Ilha do Fogo, 172.

Volcanoes, Silurian, 199 ; De-
vonian, 200 ; Carboniferous,

200 ; Oligocene, 204.

Volid. See Guajan, ISO.

Volktrkiuide (Dr. F. Ratzel),

rev., 254.

Volta Basin, map rev., 320.

Volubilis, 237, 445.

Vryburg, 371.

Wabi, stream, 374.

Erer, R., 374.

Wad-al-Kus, 168, 633.

Wadai, 595.

Wadelai, Emin Bey's Province,

560, 686, 710, 711-713, 715,

716, 749.

Wadi Abiad, 372.

Allagi, 373.

Botin, 372,

El-Feken, .373.

Es-Sunta, 372.

Hegatte, 373.

Hodah, 372.

Kuchubarra, 373.

Magal, 373.

Moellah, 615.

Naham, 372.
• Neferiameh, 372.

• Sahib Azrah, 372.

Zauu (Shadb), R., Yemen,
232.

Wa-Gogo, tr., 74.

Waganda, 59, 209, 710, 711,

713, 714.

Armies, 212.

Belief in Future State,

224.

Black-smithery, 218.

General Charactei-, 226.

Home Manufacturers, 218.

Minstrels, 222.

Musical Instruments, 221,
222.

No written Language,
226.

Politeness of, 217.
Pottery, 218.

Religion, 224.

Tanners, 219.

Town, 210.

^Veapous, 212.

Wickerwork, 218.

Wood-carving, 219.

Wagderia, Somali-Land, 241.

Wagner, Hermann, 44, 359.

Wamwright Inlet, 280.

^^'aira or Uaira, R., 374.

Wairoa, New Zealand, 568.

Wahuma, tr. in Uganda, 209.

^^'akaml)a, vilL, 117.

Wales, 199.

etym., 520.

Walfisch Bay, 296.

Walili (Volubilis), 237.

Walker, Walter F., The Azores,

rer., 444.

Wallaby, 56.

Wallachia, 660, 663.

Wallace, A. K., 182.

Wallis, etym., 520.

Walloons, etym., 520.

Walter, Dr., 753.

Wambo, R., 296.

Wanica, R., 307.

Wanzambo, tr. in Uganda,
210.

War, God of, Uganda, 225.

Ward of Cruden, Aberdeen,
268.

Wardham's Is., 163.

Warrashin, Somali-Land, 241.

Warren, Sir Charles, Paper on
Palestine, 740 ; Excavations,
700.

Becovery of Jerusalem, by,
701.

Warwick, Queensland, 738,

739.

Warwickshire, 522.

Wasese, tr., 209.

Washington, G., 509.

Washoe District, Mining Oper-
ations in, 438.

Wasoga, 241.

Water, Colour of, 25.

Densitj', 21.

Physical Conditions of,

Hugh R. Mill on, 20.

Rate, 369.

Salinity of, 21.

Supply, 370.

Waterford, etym., 521.

Waterside, on R. Ythan, 269.
Watling Street, Roman Road,

517.

Watson, Lieut. -General, 697.
Watusi. See Wahinna, 209.

Wauters, A. J., 52.

Map rev., 128, 172.

Wayombo, R., 307, 308.
Wazan, altitude, 168.

Weapons of Uganda, 212.

Weathei- Review, Monthly, rev.,

382.

Welibe Shebeyli, stream, 374.

Webi, Hydrography of the
Upper, 373.

\A eddell, Antarctic Explorer,
543.

Weimar, 753.

Weinberg, Mr., 112.

Weisser, Herr J., on the Ger-
man Protectorate, 248.

Welle, R., 172.

Welli (Schweinfurth's) = Mo-
bangiR., 713.

Wellington Island, 574.
"\\'ells, James W., M. In.st.

C.E., Physical Map of Bra-
zil, rev., 512.—— Small Native, in Central
Australia, 629.

Used to entrap Game, 629.
^^'ellsted, 747.

Welsh Settlers on the Chubut,
440.

Wemyss and March, Earl of,

740.

Wensjan, 290.

Werwick,N. -W. France,etym.

.

519.

Weser= West River, 522.
Wessex, etym., 519.
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West Coast Range, Tasmania,

567.

West Indies, 615.

Western Isles, No Evidence of

Land being raised, 469.

Subsidence and Attrition

of Land, 469.
" Western Pacijic," Bluebook

issued by British Govern-
ment, 50*2, 504.

Westra, etyni. , 520.

Wexford, etyni. , 52L
Weyprecht, Professor, 276.

Whakarewarew, New Zealand,

568.

Whales, 282, 540.

Whaling Vessels and Antarctic
Exploration, 6.33.

Whang-Ho, E., 288.

Wheat in Queensland, 738, 739.

in South Australia, 736.

Whiudus's Report, Mrs. E. J.,

480.

W^hinnyfold, Aberdeen Coast,

408.

Whitby, etym., .V21.

White, Arthur Silva, Secre-
tary of Scottish Geogra-
phical Society, The Bal-

kan States, by, 657-676.
Baffin Land, 162-

166.

719.
Bear Sound, 163.— Nile, 4n.

Whitehouse, Cope, Further
Explorations in the Raian
Basin of Lake Moevis and
Wadi Moelleli, 612, 614.

Whiteness, etym., 521.

Inn, 270.

Whitney, 439.

Peak, Alaska, 693.

Wick, etym., 521, 687, 712,

713.

Widin, 673.

Wigtown, map rev., 319.

Wild of St. Petersburg, Theory
of, 742.

W'ilkens, Dr. J. A., 378.

Wilkes, 528, 529, 541, 554.

Highest Iceberg seen by,

534.

Willis, Mr. Bailey, 439.

Willmot Range, Tasmania,
567.

Wills. J. T., The Cultivable
Area of the Egyptian
Sudan, by, 411-415

On the Authoritative
Publications of the Colo-
nial Exhibition Committee
(Australia), 733-737-

Willson, Thomas B., Handy
Guide I0 Norway, rer., 444.

Wilson, 61.

Sir Charles, 184.

Wilson's Arch, Jerusalem, 701.

Promontory, 376.

Wimille, N.-W. France, etym.,
519.

Windmill, peculiar sort of, 598.

Wine, Spanish, 313.

Winnecke, Charles, 375, 627.

Winnipeg, 613, 694.

and Hudson's Ba.y Rail-

way, 498.

Winter Cold in high Latitudes,
538.

Winton, Sir Francis de, 181,

3"-
Wissick, Mt., 751.

Wissmann, Lieut., 7nap rer.,

128, 242.

Expedition, 497, 639.

3Iap of Congo and Tr'i-

hufaries, by, map 7-ev. , 704.

Wirtlixrhaftliche Leben der Vol-

h-r. Dr. Scherzer, 125.

Wito Land or Witu, 562.

Wittenbergen, 683.

Woermann of Hamburg, 755.

Wolf, last Scottish, 16.

Wolfeslow, etym., 524.

Wolff's, Dr., Journey in Por-
tuguese West Africa, 115.

Wolstenholme, Cape, 729.

Wombu, 171.

Wood, Mr. (Alaska Expedi-
tion), 692.

Island, Kaiser Wilhelm's
Land, 631.

Woodlark Island, 703.

Woodstock, etym., 519.

Worji Plateau, 173.

"World," in Catalogue of

British Museum Maps, 255.

Worsaae, Prof. Jens A., 39.

Wo-she, Is. of Hainan, 510.

Wragge, Mr. Clement, 565,

625, 752.

Wrangell Island, 118.

AVrath, Cape, etym., 524.

Wray's Pigeon House, 117.

Wright Hay, Rev. K., of Vic-

toria, West Africa, 237.

Writing-boards, 219.

AVriting introduced into India,

235.

Wunda, 171.

Wu-pei Pi-shu, a Chart for

Mariners, 430.

Wuri, R. , Cameroons, 753.

Wiirster, Randegger & Co., 30.

Wyke, etvm., 521.

Wylde, Mr. J. T., 480.

Wyse, N. B., 643.

W^yville Thomson Ridges, 357.

Xalaxga, District in Tembu-
land, 479.

Xavier, Francis, Tomb of, 510.

Xesibus, 632.

Xieng-^Iai, 167.

Sin, 167.

Xingu (Shingu), R., 308.

Expedition, The, 308.

441.

Xiquacha, Uncle of Kaukune,
389.

Y, 472.

Yabata, Lake, 174.

Yahgan Vocabulary, 695.

Yakchitch, M., Statistical

Bureau, 428.

Yakutat Bay, 689, 693.

Yilkvit-el-Hamawi, 44.

Yams, 582.

Yan Country, 431.

Yana, Lower Valley, 377.
Yang-tze-kiang, 37.

Yap, 54.

Yarkand, 431.

Yaynanching, Upper Burma,
431.

Yedder ben Ugluth, 237.

Yellow Sea, drainage into, 555.

Yellowstone Region, U.S.A.,
Geyser in the, 624.

Yemen (E.Glaser), mapref., 127.

429.

Crops, Arabs, and Jewish
Traders, 233.

Yezdis, 595.

Ying-yai Sheng-lau (Ma-Hu-
ans), 430.

York Factory, 498, 694, 729.

Yorkshire, 522.

Yoruba, 586.

Notation, 750.

Ythan, R., Aberdeen, 10, 268,
403.

Yuji, 599.

Yukon, R., 118, 279, 303, 440,

693.

Mt., 303.

Yule, Colonel Henry, Hobson-
Johson, etc., rei\, 249, 747.

Yulutan, on the Murghab, 133,

603.

Yunglo, Emperor, 430.

Yunnan, 572.

Yupura, R. in Venezuela, 246.

Yurum-Kach, R., 43.

Yser, R. , area of, 283.

Zadian, 44.

Zafarines Isles, 383.

Zaghuan, 434.

Zaila, Africa, 429, 430.

Zaipana. See Grota, 180.

Zaisan, Lake, 288.

Zamaro, Mt., Venezuela, 246.

Zauiba, 288.

Zambesi, R., 295, 385, 506,

624, 757, 758, 759-
Lower, 387.

Upper Zone (Montagu
Kerr), 385-402.

Animal life, 390

;

Funeral customs, 398 ; Mar-
riage customs, 398 ; Pro-

spects of country, 402 ; Tat-

toomg and Teeth filing, 400 ;

Migratory habits of people,

301 ; Vitality of people, 398.
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Zanzibar, Germany and, 54.
215, 217, 240, 506, 507,

560, 637, 686, 70S, 711, 714,

716, 719, 747, 753.

Zarafshan District, population,
287.

Zarannoye Ozero, Lake, 184.

Zaraung, vill., 184.

Zechu, 290.

Zeila, on Gulf of Aden, 563.
Zeipan. See Saipan, 180.

Zeiti, Mt., 293.

Zemindawar, 605.

Zenana, etym. 250.

Zengan, Persia, 575.
Zerlum, Mt., 237.
Zerpan. See Saipan, 180.

Ziarat Yah, S. of Herat, 604.

Zibutil, Cape, 293.

Zil, 44.

Zimbabye, 109, 624, 637.
Zimmti, 80, 84, 89.

Zittel, Professor V., .384.

Zohrabael, 133, 134.

Zoller, Dr. Hugo, 311.

Zomba, 188.

" Zoological Results of the
Socotran Expedition," in

Nature, 1881, 747.
Zosso, 115.

Zouga, Pt., 295.

Zout, R., 295. •

Zuai, Lake, 633.

Zuda, King of theMunhacs, 400.

Zulfikar, 234, 607.

Zumbo, Portuguese outpost,

Zambesi, 386, 400.

Zwarteberg, Mt. range. South
Africa, 258.
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